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DECISIONS AND OPINIONS

ANCAB - Alaska Native Claims Appeal Board
D - Ad Hoc Appeals
IA-T - Indian Appeals — Tort
IBCA - Interior Board of Contract Appeals
IBIA - Interior Board of Indian Appeals
IBLA - Interior Board of Land Appeals
IBMA - Interior Board of Mine Operations Appeals
IBSMA - Interior Board of Surface Mining &

Reclamation Appeals
M - Solicitor's Opinion
OHA - Office of Hearings and Appeals
SEC - Office of the Secretary

**********
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CUMULATIVE INDEX TO SUITS FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW OF DEPARTMENTAL DECISIONS

BOTH PUBLISHED AND UNPUBLISHED

The table below is in alphabetical order according to the name of the first party identified in a

decision or opinion of the Department. Beginning with January of 1955, all judicial review of depart-
mental decisions and opinions sought by any party are included. The name of the action is listed as it

appears on the court docket in each court. Where the decision of the court has been published, the
citation is given; if not, the docket number and date of final action taken by the court is set out.
If the court issued an opinion in a nonreported case, the fact is indicated; otherwise no opinion was
written. Unless otherwise indicated, all suits were commenced in the United States District Court for
the District of Columbia and, if appealed, were appealed to the United States Court of Appeals for the

District of Columbia Circuit. Finally, if judicial review resulted in a further departmental decision,
the departmental decision is cited.

Bill Adams, Horace Chapman, Earl Chapman , IBLA
79-236, Order dated Mar. 10, 1979, dismissing

appeal for lack of jurisdiction

Bill Adams, Horace Chapman & Earl Chapman

v. Cecil D. Andrus, Secretary of the

Interior , Civil
Suit pending.

C-79-0220, D. Utah.

No. A79-168-CIV, D. Alaska. Suit
pending.

Appeals of the State of Alaska & Seldovia Native
Assoc, Inc. , 2 ANCAB 1, 84 I.

Theodore A. Richards & Judi

D. 349 (1977)

th Miller v. The

Secretary of the Interior & Seldovia Native

Adler Construction Co. , 67 I.D. 21 (1960)

(Reconsideration)

Adler Construction Co. v. U.S. Cong. 10-60.

Dismissed, 423 F.2d 1362 (1970); rehearing
denied , July 15, 1970; cert , denied , 400 U.S.

993 (1970); rehearing denied , 401 U.S. 949

(1971).

Adler Construction Co. v. U.S. , Cong. 5-70.

Trial Commissioner's report accepting and
approving the stipulated agreement filed

Sept. 11, 1972.

Estate of John J. Akers , 1 IBIA 8; 77 I.D. 268
(1970)

Dolly Cuaker Akers v. The Dept. of the

Interior , Civil No. 907, D. Mont. Judgment
for defendant, Sept. 17, 1971; order staying
execution of judgment for 30 days issued

Oct. 15, 1971; appeal dismissed for lack of
prosecution, May 3, 1972; appeal reinstated,
June 29, 1972; aff 'd, 499 F.2d 44 (9th Cir.

1974).

Alaska. Suit pending.

George S. Rhyneer, Walter M. Johnson, David
Vanderbrink, Vivian Maclnnes, Bruce McAllister
& Alan V. Hanson v. Cecil Andrus, Secretary of
the Interior, Seldovia Native Assoc, Inc.,

Cook Inlet Region, Inc., Robert Leresche,
Comm'r. of Natural Resources of the State of

Alaska , Civil No. A78-240 CIV, D. Alaska.
Suit pending.

Lilian T. Alexander , 21 IBLA 56 (1975). Petition
for Reconsideration denied by Order, Jan. 5,

1976, 28 IBLA 277 (1976) (Supp. I) 41 IBLA 1

(1979)

William T. Alexander v. Kent Frizzell, Acting
Secretary of the Interior et al . , Civil No.
CIV 75-538, D.N.M. Remanded , Apr. 23, 1976.

William T. Alexander v. Cecil Andrus, Secre-
tary of the Interior, et al . , Civil No.

CIV-79-603-B, D. N.M. Suit pending.

State of Alaska, Andrew Kalerak, Jr . , 73 I.D. 1

TT9661

Andrew J. Kalerak, Jr. et al . v. Stewart L.

Udall , Civil No. A-35-66, D. Alaska. Judgment
for plaintiff, Oct. 20, 1966; rev'd., 396 F.2d
746 (9th Cir. 1968); cert , denied , 393 U.S.

1118 (1969).

Appeal of the State of Alaska , 3 ANCAB 285
(1979), Order dismissing appeal & decision
dated June 11, 1979

State of Alaska v. Cecil P. Andrus,
Secretary of the Interior, Guy R.

Martin, Assistant Secretary of the
Interior, BLM, & Koniag, Inc. , Civil

E. H. Allen & Frank Melluzzo , A-30182 (July 9, 1964)

E. H. Allen & Frank Melluzzo v. Stewart L.

Udall , Civil No. 1001 D. Ariz. Judgment fc

defendant, Apr. 27, 1967; no appeal.

William Allen , 17 IBLA 1 (1974)

William Allen v. Rogers C . B. Morton, Secre -

tary of the Interior , Civil No. C-74-331,
D. Utah. Rev'd & remanded, Apr. 20, 1976; nc

appeal.

Allied Contractors, Inc. I.D. 145 (1961)

Allied Contractors, Inc. v. U.S. , Ct. CI.
163-63. Stipulation of settlement filed
Mar. 3, 1967; compromised.
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American Coal Co. , 84 I.D. 394 (1977)

American Coal Co. v. Department of the

Interior , No. 77-1604, United States Ct. of

Appeals, 10th Cir. Dismissed on motion of

Petitioner, Nov. 23, 1977.

Atlantic Richfield Co.

457 (1974)
Marathon Oil Co., 81 I.D.

Rogers C. B. Morton,Marathon Oil Co.

Secretary of the Interior, et al .

No. C 74-180, D. Wyo.

Civil

American Telephone & Telegraph Co.

(1976)

25 IBLA 341

American Telephone & Telegraph Co. v. Dept.

of the Interior, Rogers C. B. Morton, et al.

Civil No. 5695, D. Wyo. Dismissed with

prejudice, Dec. 26, 1973; order amending
judgment filed Feb. 15, 1974.

Atlantic Richfield Co. & Pasco, Inc. v.

Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary of the Interior,
Vincent E. McKelvey, Dir. of Geological Survey,

& C. J. Curtis, Area O&G Supervisor, Geological
Survey , Civil No. C74-181, D. Wyo.

Actions consolidated; judgment for Plaintiff,

407 F. Supp. 1301 (1975); aff 'd, 556 F.2d
982 (10th Cir. 1977).

Arjay Oil Co. , 31 IBLA 260 (1977)

Arjay Oil Co. v. Cecil D. Andrus, Individ.

& in his capacity as Secretary of the Interior,

George L. Turcott, Individ. & in his capacity

as Acting Director, Bureau of Land Management,
William C. Mathews, Individ. & in his capacity

as Director of the Idaho State Office, J. W. &

Carolyn Bloom & American Quasar Petroleum Co. ,

Civil No. C-77-1167, D. Idaho. Dismissed,
Jan. 19, 1978.

Estate of Albert Attocknie , IA-1442 (Feb. 7, 1966)

Willis Attocknie v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil
No. 1646-66. Dismissed with prejudice,
261 F. Supp. 876 (1966); rev'd, 390 F.2d 686
(10th Cir. 1968); cert , denied , 393 U.S. 833

(1968).

Harold Babcock et al. , A-30301 (June 16, 1965)

Armco Steel Corp. , 84 I.D. 454 (1977)

United Mine Workers of America v.

77-1839Andrus , No.

Appeals, D.C. Cir.

United States Ct.

Suit pending.

Estate of Charles D. Ashley,
(1978)

37 IBLA 367

Eleanor P. Ashley as Personal Represen-
tative of the Estate of Charles D. Ashley
v. Cecil D. Andrus, Secretary of the

Interior , Civil No.

Rev'd, Mar. 27,

79-C-60, D. Wis.

James Babcock et al . v. Stewart L. Udall ,

Civil No. 1-66-87, S.D. Idaho. Judgment for

defendant, June 24, 1969; no appeal.

J. C. Babcock, J. G. Shipp , 25 IBLA 316 (1976),

reconsideration denied , Aug. 12, 1976

J. C. Babcock & L. G. Shipp v. The Secretary
of the Interior, Civil No. C-77-15, E.D. Wash.

Suit pending.

David C. Bagley et al ., A-30138 (Dec. 29, 1964)

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Co. v.

D. 6,Emma Mae Cox , U.S. v. Emma Mae Cox & M.

Edith Rawls , 4 IBLA 279 (1972)

Edith Rawls, individually & as Administratrix
of the Estate of M. D. Rawls, Deceased, & Emma
Mae Cox, a widow v. U.S., Rogers C. B. Morton ,

et al. , Civil No. 73-19 PCT CAM, D. Ariz.
Judgment for defendant, Apr. 22, 1975; recon-
sideration denied , Nov. 18, 1975; aff'd,
566 F.2d 1373 (9th Cir. 1978); no petition.

David C. Bagley et al . v. Stewart L. Udall
et al. , Civil No. 109-65, D. Utah. Judgment
for plaintiff, June 13, 1966; decree of dist.
ct. vacated, case remanded to be dismissed as

moot, Jan. 20, 1967, 10th Cir.; dismissed,
Apr. 24, 1967.

Helen S. Bailey & C. Burglin , 11 IBLA 51 (1973)
See William D. Sexton et al.

Virginia Gail Atchison et al. , 13 IBLA 18 (1973);
George Ondola , 17 IBLA 363 (1974), Petition for
Reconsideration denied by Order, Mar. 17, 1975;
Susie Ondola , 17 IBLA 359 (1974), Petition for

Reconsideration denied by Order, Mar. 17, 1975.

George Ondola, Susie Ondola, Charlie John,
and on behalf of all other Alaska Natives
similarly situated v. James Hathaway et al. ,

Civil No. A75-111, D. Alaska. Suit pending.

C. Bailey et al . , 7 IBLA 266 (1972), R. C.

Bailey & C. Burglin , 10 IBLA 281 (1973)

See Willi D. Sexton et al.

Robert V. Bailey et al ., 12 IBLA 253 (1973)

Max L. Krueger v. Rogers C. B. Morton,
Secretary of the Interior , Civil No. 74-1256.

DiVissed, Jan. 28, 1975; no appeal.
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Leslie N. Baker et al . , A-28454 (Oct. 26, 1960).

On reconsideration Autrice C. Copeland , 69 I.D.

1 (1962).

Autrice Copeland Freeman v. Stewart L. Udall ,

Civil No. 1578, D. Ariz. Judgment for defen-

dant, Sept. 3, 1963 (opinion); aff'd, 336 F.2d

706 (9th Cir. 1964); no petition.

Dismissed with prejudice, Dec. 20, 1972; no

appeal.

R. M. Barton, 7 IBLA 68 (1972)

R. M. Barton v. Rogers C. B. Morton et al .

Civil No. 9692, D.N.M. Dismissed with
prejudice, Dec. 20, 1972; no appeal.

Phil Baker, I.D. 877 (1977)

Phil Baker v. Department of the Interior ,

No. 77-1973, United States Ct. of Appeals,

D.C. Cir. Aff'd in part & rev'd in part,

Nov. 29, 1978.

Eugenia Bate , 69 I.D. 230 (1962)

Katherine S. Foster & Brook H. Duncan II v.

Stewart L. Udall , Civil No. 5258, D.N.M.

Judgment for defendant, Jan. 8, 1964; rev'd,
335 F.2d 828 (10th Cir. 1964); no petition.

H. E. Baldwin & John R. Keeling , 3 IBLA 71 (1971)

;ers C.H. E. Baldwin & John R. Keeling v.

Morton et al . , Civil No. 72-438 PHX CAM,

D. Ariz. Dismissed, May 29, 1974; appeal dis-

missed, Jan. 16, 1976.

Ball Brothers Sheep Co. et al ., 2 IBLA 166 (1971)

Battle Mountain Co., A-29146 (Jan. 31, 1963)

Battle Mountain Co

No. 64-29, D. Ore.

Stewart L. Udall, Civil
Per curiam decision,

225 F. Supp. 382 (1966); rev'd, 385 F.2d 90

(9th Cir. 1967); cert , denied , 390 U.S. 957

(1968)

Ball Brothers Sheep Co . v. Rogers C. B. Morton ,

Civil No. 1-72-35, D. Idaho. Dismissed,

Oct. 12, 1973; no appeal.

Ballard E. Spencer Trust, Inc. , 18 IBLA 25 (1974)

Ballard E. Spencer Trust, Inc. v . Rogers C.

Morton, Secretary of the Interior, et al .

Civil No. 75-060, D.N.M. Judgment for defer

dant, Aug. 19, 1975; aff'd, 544 F.2d 1067

(10th Cir. 1976).

Estate of Myron Bangs, Jr. , IA-1327 (Feb. 7, 1966)

Bay Construction Co. et al . , IBCA-77 (Nov. 30, 1960)

Bay Construction Co. et al . v. U.S. , Ct. CI.

No. 302-60. Dismissed with prejudice.

Robert L. Beery et al . , 25 IBLA 287; 83 I.D. 249

(1976)

J. A. Steele et al . v. Thomas S. Kleppe in his

capacity as Secretary of the Interior, & U.S.
,

Civil No. C76-1840, N.D. Cal. Aff'd, June 27,

1978; no appeal.

Helen Pratt Matin et al . v. Johnson, Supt.

Osage Ind. Agency & Udall , Civil No. 6444,
N.D. Okla. Sustained, June 2, 1967; dis-
missed, June 25, 1970.

Administrative Appeal of Benson-Montin-Greer Drill-

ing Corp. v. Acting Area Director, Albuquerque
Area Office, Bureau of Indian Affairs , 7 IBIA 67

(1978)

Max Barash, The Texas Co. , 63 I.D. 51 (1956)

Max Barash v. Douglas McKay , Civil No. 939-56.

Judgment for defendant, June 13, 1957; rev'd
& remanded, 256 F.2d 714 (1958); judgment for

plaintiff, Dec. 18, 1958. Supplemental deci-
sion, 66 I.D. 11 (1959); no petition.

Benson-Montin-Greer Drilling Corp. v. Cecil

Andrus, Individ. & as Secretary of the
Interior, The Board of Indian Appeals & the

Acting Area Director of the Bureau of Indian

Affairs, Albuquerque Area Office , Civil No.

CIV 78-468-B, D.N.M. Suit pending.

Barnard-Curtiss Co. , 64 I.D. 312 (1957)
65 I.D. 49 (1958)

Barnard-Curtiss Co. v. U.S. , Ct. CI. No.
491-59. Judgment for plaintiff, 301 F.2d
909 (1962).

Estate of Julius Benter , IBIA-70-5 (Nov. 17, 1970),

1 IBIA 59 (1971)

George B. Brazie, individually & as the Execu-
tor of the Last Will & Testament of Julius
Benter, Deceased v. Rogers C. B. Morton , Civil
No. S-2360, E.D. Cal. Stipulated dismissal
with prejudice.

R. M. Barton, 4 IBLA 229; 5 IBLA 1 (1972)

R. M. Barton v. Rogers C. B. Morton et al .

,

Civil No. 9322, D.N.M.

R. M. Barton v

.

Rogers C. B. Morton et al .

,

Civil No. 9415, D.N.M. Actions consolidated.

Sam Bergesen , 62 I.D. 295 (1955)
Reconsideration denied , IBCA-11 (Dec. 19, 1955)

Sam Bergesen v. U.S. , Civil No. 2044 D. Wash.
Complaint dismissed Mar. 11, 1958; no appeal.
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Estate of William Bigheart, Jr. , IA-T-21 (Aug.

1969), IA-T-21 (Supp.) (Sept. 4, 1969)
Jessie A. Brown , 23 IBLA 23 (1975), On Reconsidera-

tion, 28 IBLA 339 (1977)

Velma Rose Bigheart, Surviving Spouse of

William Bigheart, Jr., Deceased Unallotted

Osage Indian v. John Pappan, Supt., Osage

Indian Agency et al . , Civil No. 69-C-303,

D. Okla. Order to Stay Proceedings issued

May 15, 1970; amendment to complaint filed

Dec. 17, 1971; judgment for defendant,

July 31, 1972; reconsideration denied ,

Aug. 23, 1972; aff 'd, 482 F.2d 1066 (10th

Cir. 1973); cert , denied , 416 U.S. 937

(1974); rehearing denied , 417 U.S. 977

(1974).

Bishop Coal Co. , 82 I.D. 553 (1975)

William Bennett, Paul F. Goad & United Mine

Workers v. Thomas S. Kleppe, Secretary of the

Interior , No. 75-2158, United States Ct. of

Appeals, D.C. Cir. Suit pending.

Estate of Anthony Bitseedy , 5 IBIA 270 (1976)

Ruby Dawson, Guardian ad litem of Anthony

Bitseedy, Jr., & Sara Mingus Bitseedy, Mother

of Anthony Bitseedy, Jr . v. Thomas S. Kleppe,

Jessie A. Brown & W.

Secretary of the Interior, Civil No.

CIV-77-0237, D.

Oct. 27, 1977.
Okla. Judgment for defendant,

Tallon, Jr. v. Cecil P.

Andrus, Secretary of the Interior, Curt
Berklund, Director, Bureau of Land Management
& Ben F. Collins, Civil F-77-128-Civ,

Remanded to the Department, June 29,D. Cal.

1979; no appeal

Melvin A. Brown, 69 I.D. 131 (1962)

Melvin A. Brown v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil
No. 3352-62. Judgment for defendant, Sept. 17,

1963; rev'd, 335 F.2d 706 (1964); no petition.

R. C. Buch, 75 I.D. 140 (1968)

Buch v . Stewart L.

CD. Cal.

Udall, Civil No.

68-1358-PH, CD. Cal. Judgment for plaintiff,
298 F. Supp. 381 (1969); rev'd, 449 F.2d 600
(9th Cir. 1971); judgment for defendant,
Mar. 10, 1972.

Buell Brothers , A-30679 (Mar. 29, 1967)

U.S. v. Carl M. Buell & Lloyd F. Buell, d/b/a

mised, Oct.

U.S. Atty.

23, 1968.
No. N-371. Compro-

BLM-A-045569, 70 I.D 231 (1963)

New York State Natural Gas Corp .

Udall, Civil No. 2109-63.

Consolidated Gas Supply Corp . v. Stewart L.

Udall et al . , Civil No. 2109-63. Judgment for

defendant, Sept. 20, 1965; Per curiam decision,

aff'd, Apr. 28, 1966; no petition.

Estate of Harold Russell Bobb , 5 IBIA 92 (1976)

Wilson Bobb, Sr. v. U.S. & Cecil D. Andrus,

Secretary of the Interior, Civil No. C-77-314,

S.D. Wash. Suit pending.

F. W. C. Boesche , A-27997 (Aug. 5, 1959)

Fenelon Boesche v. Fred A. Seaton , Civil Nc

2463-59. Judgment for defendant, Nov. 23,

1960 (opinion); aff'd, 303 F.2d 204 (1961);

cert, granted , 371 U.S. 886 (1962); aff'd,
373 U.S. 472 (1963).

Evelyn M. Bunch , 25 IBLA 44 (1976)

Evelyn M. Bunch
of the Interior,

y. Thomas Kleppe, Secretary
Civil No. A76-115 CIV,

D. Alaska. Suit pending.

Bureau of Land Management v. Holland Livestock
Ranch, et al . , 39 IBLA 272; 86 I.D. 133 (1979)

Holland Livestock Ranch, a Co-Partnership
composed of Bright -Ho 11 and Co., Marimont-
Holland Co. & Nemmerof f-Holland Co. and
John J. Casey v. U.S., Cecil Andrus, Sec-
retary of the Interior, Edward Roland,
Cal. State Director, BLM, & Edward Hastey,
Nev. State Director, BLM, et al., Civil No.

R-79-78-HEC, Nev. Suit pending.

Bureau of Land Management, Appellant, Diamond Ring
Ranch, Appellee & Bureau of Sport Fisheries &

Wildlife, Amicus Curiae, 12 IBLA 358 (1973)

Diamond Ring Ranch, Inc. v. Rogers C. B.

Irving B. Brick , 36 IBLA 235 (1978)

Irving Brick v. Cecil D. Andrus, Civil No.

78-1814. Judgment for defendant, June 8, 1979;

rev'd & remanded to Secretary with instructions,
June 6, 1980.

Brookhaven Oil Co. , A-27459 (July 29, 1957)

Brookhaven Oil Co . v. Fred A. Seaton , Civil No.

2120-57. Judgment for plaintiff, Oct. 1, 1958;

no appeal.

Morton, Secretary of the Interior, & Daniel P.

Baker, State Dir., Bureau of Land Management
for the State of Wyoming , Civil No. 5934,
D. Wyo. Judgment for plaintiff, Dec. 20, 1974.

C Burglin et al . , 21 IBLA 234 (1975)

C. Burglin, A. E. Greig, Owen Jennings,
Wallace F. Burnett, Jr., Alexander Miller,
Charles Stack, Dora Alice Carter, Earnest
G. Carter, Howard Bowen, and Evelyn Franich
v. The Secretary of the Interior, Thomas
Kleppe et al . , Civil No. A75-232 CIV, D. Alas.
Consolidated with C. Burglin et al . v. Thomas
Kleppe , Civil No. A75-113.
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Bushman Construction Co . , IBCA-103 (Mar. 29, 1957)

Bushman Construction Co . v. U. S. , Ct. CI. No.

437-57. Petition dismissed, 164 F. Supp. 239

(1958).

Administrative Appeal of Norman R. Byrd v.

Commr, Bureau of Indian Affairs , 7 IBIA

142 (1979)

Norman R. Byrd v. Cecil Andrus, Secre-

tary of the Interior & U.S. , Civil No.

C-79-229, E.D. Wash. Suit pending.

Mining, BLM, Wyo. State Office , Civil No.

C79-160, D. Wyo. Suit pending.

In the Matter of Cameron Parish, Louisiana, Cameron
Parish Police Jury & Cameron Parish School Board

,

June 3, 1968, appealed by Secretary July 5, 1968,

75 I.D. 289 (1968)

Cameron Parish Police Jury v. Stewart L. Udall

et al., Civil No. 14,206, W.D. La. Judgment

for plaintiff, 302 F. Supp. 689 (1969); order

vacating prior order issued Nov. 5, 1969.

Cabax Mills, 32 IBLA 225 (1977)

BPS Associates, a Joint Venture composed of

Black Investment Properties, Inc., CPC Plants

Corp. & Triple S. Enterprises, Inc . v. U.S.

& Cecil Andrus, Secretary of the Interior, et

al., Civil No. 77-845, D. Ore. Suit pending.

Jack D. Canon et al . , 30 IBLA 112 (1977)

Jack D. & Billie B. Canon, C. Fred & Chloe

Underwood, Donald W. & Susan Canon, David A.

& Ann Underwood v. Cecil D. Andrus, Secre-

tary of the Interior , Civil No. S78-51-PCW,
E.D. Cal. Suit pending.

Zelph S. Calder , A-30039 (Sept. 18, 1963)

Zelph S. Calder v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil No.

C-219-63, D. Utah. Judgment for defendant,
Aug. 10, 1964; no appeal.

James W. Canon et al . , 84 I.D. 176 (1977)

Mark B. Ringstad, William I. Waugaman,
William N. Allen III, Nils Braastad, Elmer

Price, Dan Ramras, & Kenneth L. Rankin v.

U.S., Secretary of the Interior, & The Arctic

Slope Regional Corp . , Civil No. A78-32-Civ,
D. Alaska. Suit pending.

California Ass 'n of Four-Wheel Drive Clubs, et al .

38 IBLA 361 (1978)

California Ass 'n of 4WD Clubs, Inc., &

California Off-Road Vehicle Ass'n, Inc.

v. Cecil Andrus, Secretary of the Interior
& James B. Ruche, State Director, Cal. State

Office of BLM , Civil No. 79-1797-N, S.D.

Cal. Suit pending.

Canterbury Coal Co . , 83 I.D. 325 (1976)

Canterbury Coal Co . v. Thomas S. Kleppe , No.

76-2323, United States Ct. of Appeals, 3d Cir.

Aff'd per curiam, June 15, 1977.

Carbon Fuel Co., 83 I.D. 39 (1976)

The California Co., 66 I.D. 54 (1959)

The California Co. v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil
F.No. 980-59. Judgment for defendant, 187

Supp. 445 (1960); aff'd, 296 F.2d 384 (1961)

United Mine Workers of America v. Thomas i

Kleppe , No. 76-1208, United States Ct. of

Appeals, D.C. Cir. Suit pending.

>f California et al . v. Doria Mining and
U.S., Intervenor,Engineering Corp. et al.

17 IBLA 390 (1974)

Doria Mining and Engineering Corp . v. Rogers
Morton, Secretary of the Interior, et al . ,

Civil No. CV 75-899-FW, CD. Cal. Judgment
for defendant, 420 F. Supp. 837 (1976);
appeal filed Nov. 23, 1976.

Jack E. Carl , A-27870, A-27900 (Apr. 23, 1959)

Jack E. Carl v. Fred A. Seaton , Civil No.

3069-59. Judgment for defendant, June 20,

1961; aff'd, 309 F.2d 653 (1962).

Carson Construction Co.

,

62 I.D. 422 (1955)

Carson Construction Co . v. U.S. , Ct. CI.

No. 487-59. Judgment for plaintiff, Dec. 14,

1961; no appeal.

Rosebud Coal SalesCalifornia Portland Cement Co.

Co. , 40 IBLA 339 (1979)

California Portland Cement Co. v. Cecil D.

Andrus, et al . , Civil No. C-79-0477, D. Utah.
Suit pending.

Scanlan, C. Burglin , 12 IBLA
See William D. Sexton et al.

Burglin, B

181 (1973)

Western Slope Carbon, Inc. v. Cecil D.

Andrus, Secretary of the Interior , Civil
No. C-79-350, CD. Utah. Suit pending.

John Jay Casey , IBLA 74-196, Order decided, Jan. 29,

1975

Rosebud Coal Sales Co. v. Cecil D. Andrus,
Secretary of the Interior, Frank Gregg,
Dir. BLM, Maria B. Bohl, Chief, Land &

John Jay Casey v. U.S., Rogers C. B. Morton,
Secretary of the Interior, et al ., Civil
No. R-74-153-RDF, D. Nev. Dismissed without
prejudice, Dec. 23, 1974.
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C. F. Lytle Co . , IBCA-172 (Sept. 30, 1958)

C. F. Lytle Co . v. U.S. , Ct. CI. No. 174-59.

Compromised.

Christy Corp . , IBCA-461 & 569 (June 20, 1966)

Christy Corp . v. U.S. , Ct. CI. No. 291-66.

Judgment for defendant, Harbor Boat Building
Co., 387 F.2d 395 (1967); compromised,
July 10, 1968.

Estate of George Chahesenah , IA-T-4 (June 20, 1967)

Viola Atewooftakewa (Tate) et al . , v. Udall ,

Civil No. 67-323, W.D. Okla. Judgment for

plaintiff, 277 F. Supp. 464 (1967); rev'd &

remanded to dismiss for want of jurisdiction,

407 F.2d 394 (10th Cir. 1969); cert , granted ,

396 U.S. 815 (1969); rev'd, 397 U.S. 598

(1970).

Evelyn Chambers , 33 IBLA 271 (1978)

U. S. v. Harco Engineering, A Division of
Harbor Boat Building Co . , Civil No. 68-827-S,

D. Cal. Dismissed with prejudice, Feb. 24,

1970.

Citizens Committee to Save Our Public Lands ,

29 IBLA 48 (1977)

Citizens Committee to Save our Public Lands,

Hastings Environmental Law Society v. Thomas
Kleppe, Secretary of the Interior, et al .

,

Civil No. C-76032 SC , D. Cal. Suit pending.

Evelyn Chambers v. Cecil P. Andrus, Secretary
of the Interior & Paul Howard, State Director,

Bureau of Land Management , Civil No. C-78-0111,
D. Utah. Settled by stipulation, Dec. 22, 1978.

Chaparral Resources, Inc. , 39 IBLA 269 (1979)

Chaparral Resources, Inc. v. Cecil D.

Andrus, Secretary of the Interior, C. J.

Curtis, Area O&G Supervisor, Geological
Survey & Glenna M. Lane, Chief, O&G Sec,
Land Office, BLM , Civil No. C79-077, D.

i. 31, 1980.Wyo. Aff

Chargeability of Acreage Embraced in Oil and Gas

Lease Offers , 71 I.D. 337 (1964) Shell Oil Co .

,

A-30575 (Oct. 31, 1966)

Clark County, Nevada, 28 IBLA 210 (1976)

County of Clark, a political subdivision of

the State of Nevada v. Thomas Kleppe, Secre-

tary of the Interior & his successors in

office & E. I. Rowland, Director, Bureau of
Land Management for the State of Nevada & his
successors in office , Civil No. LV-77-13 RDF,

D. Nev. Rev'd, Jan. 18, 1978; no appeal.

Stephen H. Clarkson , 72 I.D. 138 (1965)

Stephen H. Clarkson v. U.S. , Cong. Ref . 5-68.

Trial Commr's report adverse to U.S. issued
Dec. 16, 1970; Chief Commr's report concur-
ring with the Trial Commr's report issued
Apr. 13, 1971. P.L. 92-108 enacted accepting
the Chief Commr's report.

Shell Oil Co . v. Udall , Civil No. 216-67.

Stipulation of dismissal filed Aug. 19, 1968.
Appeals of Ethyl P. & Charles J. Clasby, Ruth

Carpenter, et al., & Mary Francis Antweil ,

2 ANCAB 302 (1978)

Chemi-Cote Perlite Corp .

72 I.D. 403 (1965)
Arthur C. W. Bowen,

Richard Wagner et al . v. U.S. et al . , Civil
No. A78-106 CIV, D. Alaska. Suit pending.

Bowen v. Chemi-Cote Perlite , No. 2 CA-Civ.
248, Ariz. Ct. App. Decision against Dept.

by the lower court aff'd, 423 P. 2d 104 (1967):
rev'd, 432 P. 2d 435 (1967).

Estate of Fannie Newrobe Choate , 7 IBLA 171 (1979)

Helen Edmo Sherman, Mary New Robe Redhead,
Roy (Archie, Jr.) St. Goddard, Vincent
Spotted Bear, Jack Edmo v. Cecil D. Andrus,
Secretary of the Interior, Jeanette Rattler
Choate Marceau, Civil No. CV-79-73-GF, D.

Mont. Suit pending.

Christiansen Oil, Inc . , 37 IBLA 52 (1978)

Christiansen Oil & Gas, Inc. v. Cecil
Andrus, Secretary of the Interior & Daniel
P. Baker, Wyo. State Director, Bureau of Land
Management

,

pending.
Civil No. C78-257, D. Wyo. Suit

Clear Gravel Enterprises,
(Dec. 29, 1959)

A-27967, A-27970

The Dredge Corp . v. E. J. Palmer , No. 366,

D. Nev. Judgment for defendant, Sept. 25,

1962; remanded, 338 F.2d 456 (9th Cir. 1964);

judgment for plaintiff, Aug. 8, 1966; rev'd
and remanded with direction to enter judgments
for defendants, 398 F.2d 791 (9th Cir. 1968);
cert, denied, 393 U.S. 1066 (1969).

Appeal of COAC, Inc . , 81 I.D. 700 (1974)

COAC, Inc . v. U.S. , Ct. CI. No. 395-75.

Suit pending.

P. Cobb , A-29769 (May 27, 1964)

P. and Osro Cobb v. U.S. , Civil No. 967,

W.D. Ark. Motion to dismiss denied,
240 F. Supp. 574 (1965); dismissed, Jan. 17,

1966.
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Mrs. Hannah Cohen, 70 I.D. 188 (1963)

Hannah and Abram Cohen v. U. S. , Civil

No. 3158, D.R.I. Compromised.

Barney R. Colson , 70 I.D. 409 (1963)

Continental Oil Co . v. Aztec Exploration & Devel-
opment Co . , 32 IBLA 1 (1977)

Aztec Exploration & Development Co. v. Dept.

of the Interior, Office Hearings & Appeals,
Interior Board of Land Appeals & Continental
Oil Co . , Civil No. CIV 77-827 PHX, D. Ariz.

Suit pending.

Barney R. Colson et al . v. Stewart L. Udall ,

Civil No. 63-26-Civ.-0c, M.D. Fla. Dismissed

with prejudice, 278 F. Supp. 826 (1968); aff 'd,

428 F.2d 1046 (5th Cir. 1970); cert , denied ,

401 U.S. 911 (1971).

Barney R. Colson

Barney R. Colson

7 IBLA 40 (1972)

Rogers C. B. Morton , Civil

No. 1960-72. Dismissed with prejudice, Feb. 7,

1974; per curiam decision, aff 'd, Jan. 24,

1975; no petition.

Estate of Hubert Franklin Cook
,

75 (1976)

5 IBIA 42; 83 I.D.

Leroy V. & Roy H. Johnson, Marlene Johnson
Exendine & Ruth Johnson Jones v. Thomas S.

Kleppe, Secretary of the Interior , Civil No.

CIV-76-0362-E, W.D. Okla. Suit pending.

Autrice C. Copeland,
See Leslie N. Baker et al.

Columbian Carbon Co., Merwin E. Liss , 63 I.D. 166

(1956)

Merwin E. Liss v. Fred A. Seaton , Civil No.

3233-56. Judgment for defendant, Jan. 9,

1958; appeal dismissed for want of prosecution,
Sept. 18, 1958, D.C. Cir. No. 14,647.

Copper Valley Machine Works, Inc . , IBLA 78-606,

Order dismissing appeal dated Dec. 13, 1978.

Copper Valley Machine Works, Inc . v. Cecil D.

Andrus, Secretary of the Interior , Civil

No. 78-1572. Judgment for defendant, June 29,

1979; appeal filed Aug. 28, 1979.

Commercial Metals Co . , IBCA-99 (Aug. 27, 1959)

Commercial Metals Co . v. U.S. , Ct. CI. No.

458-59. Judgment for plaintiff, June 16,

1966.

Appeal by the Confederated Salish & Kootenai
Tribes of the Flathead Reservation, in the

Matter of the Enrollment of Mrs. Elverna Y.

Clairmont Baciarelli, 77 I.D. 116 (1970)

E. L. Cord, Donald E. Wheeler, Edward D. Neuhoff
,

80 I.D. 301 (1973)

Edward D. Neuhoff & E. L. Cord v. Rogers C. B .

Morton, Secretary of the Interior , Civil No.

R-2921, D. Nev. Dismissed, Sept. 12, 1975
(opinion); aff 'd, July 17, 1978; no petition.

Jay Frederick Cornell , 4 IBLA 11 (1971)

Elverna Yevonne Clairmont Baciarelli v.

Rogers C. B. Morton , Civil No. C-70-2200 SC,

D. Cal. Judgment for defendant, Aug. 27,

1971; aff'd, 481 F.2d 610 (9th Cir. 1973);
no petition.

Jay F. Cornell v. Rogers C. Morton, Civil
No. A-5-72, D.

Mar. 23, 1973;

petition.

Alaska. Judgment for defendant,
aff'd, Sept. 3, 1974; no

Consolidated Mines & Smelting Co. et al . , A-307*
(Sept. 19, 1967)

H. D. Brown v. U.S. & Walter Hickel , Civil
No. 69-2332-F, D. Cal. Dismissed with
prejudice, Mar. 20, 1970; reconsideration
denied , May 20, 1970.

Constitution Petroleum Co., Inc., et al., 25 IBLA
319 (1976)

Constitution Petroli Arrow Petroleum
Co., & East Utah Mining Co . v. Thomas S.

Kleppe et al . , Civil No. C-76-257, D. Utah.
Suit pending.

Llliam D. Cornia et al . , Wyoming 4-63-1, etc.

Utah 1-63-1, etc., (Aug. 25, 1965)

Cornia et al. Stewart L. Udall,

Civil No. 4-66, N.D. Utah. Dismissed with
prejudice, Sept. 1, 1967.

Cortella Coal Corp. et al .

,

Alaska Mineral Exploration Co.

(1973)
13 IBLA 158

Cortella Coal Corp. & Alaska Mineral Explora-
tion Co . v. Curtis V. McVee, State Dir. ,

Bureau of Land Management, State of Alaska,
Burton W. Silcock, Dir., Bureau of Land
Management & Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary
of the Interior , Civil No. A-169-73, D.

Alaska. Dismissed with prejudice, Jan. 13,

1976.

Appeal of Continental Oil Co . I.D. 337 (1961)

Stewart L. Udall et al.Continental Oil Co .

Civil No. 366-62. Judgment for defendant,
Apr. 29, 1966; aff'd, Feb. 10, 1967; cert ,

denied, 389 U.S. 839 (1967).

Appeal of Cosmo Construction Co .

Construction Co. et i

73 I.D. 229 (1966)

Cos
CI. No. 119-68. Ct. opinion setting case
for trial on the merits issued Mar. 19, 1971.
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Cotton Petroleum Corp .

29 IBLA 13 (1977)

Samedan Oil Corp. John C. deArmas, Jr., P. A. McKenna , 63 I.D. 82

(1956)

Cotton Petroleum Corp . v. The Honorable Cecil

Andrus, Secretary of the Interior, Stanley
Speaks, Area Director for the Bureau of Indian

Affairs, Anadarko Agency & Samedan Oil Corp .

,

Civil No. CIV 77-0415T, D. Okla. Affd,
Jan. 19, 1979; no appeal.

Patrick A. McKenna v. Clarence A. Davis,

Civil No. 2125-56. Judgment for defendant,
June 20, 1957; affd, 259 F.2d 780 (1958);

cert, denied, 358 U.S. 835 (1958).

R. Delasco , 39 IBLA 194; 84 I.D. 192 (1979),
Blanche V. White, 40 IBLA 152; 85 I.D. 408 (1979)

Covin & Co., 83 I.D. 409 (1976)

United Mine Workers of America v. Thorn;

Kleppe , No. 76-1980, United States Ct.

Appeals, D.C. Cir. Suit pending.

Stewart Capital Corp., et al . v. Cecil D.

Andrus, Secretary of the Interior , Civil
No. C79-123, D. Wyo. Suit pending.

The Dredge Corp . , 64 I.D. 368 (1957)

65 I.D. 336 (1958)

Estate of Jonah Crosby (Deceased Wisconsin
Winnebago Unallotted) , 81 I.D. 279 (1974)

Robert Price v. Rogers C. B. Morton, individ-
ually & in his official capacity as Secretary
of the Interior & his successors in office,

et al . , Civil No. 74-0-189, D. Neb. Remanded
to the Secretary for further administrative
action, Dec. 16, 1975.

Russell Penny

,

CivilThe Dredge Corp .

No. 475, D. Nev. Judgment for defendant,
Sept. 9, 1964; affd, 362 F.2d 889 (9th Cir.

1966); no petition. See also Dredge Co. v.

Husite Co. , 369 P. 2d 676 (1962); cert, denied ,

371 U.S. 821 (1962).

Alfred L. Easterday
,

Coyer (Appe 1 lant

)

lee), 36 IBLA 181 (1978)

34 IBLA 195 (1978), Donald W.

Alfred L. Easterday (Appel -

Elizabeth Barndt Crouse et al ., A-30542 (Mar. 7,

1968)

Elizabeth Barndt Crouse et al v. K. Ranch,

Donald W. Coyer & Fred L. Engle, d/b/a Resource

Inc., Udall, et al.

,

Civil No. R-2063,

D. Nev. Dismissed without prejudice, Apr. 15,

1969; no appeal.

Elsie May Pikok Crow , 3 IBLA 114 (1971)

Elsie May Pikok Crow v. U.S. , & Rogers C.

Morton , Civil No. F-27-71 Civ. D. Alaska.
Dismissed, July 13, 1972; no appeal.

Service Co . v. Cecil D. Andrus, Secretary of

the Interior & Alfred L. Easterday, & J. Roe ,

Civil No. C78-104, D. Wyo.

Donald W. Coyer & Fred L. Engle, d/b/a Resource
Service Co . v. Cecil P. Andrus, Secretary of

the Interior, Alfred L. Easterday, & J. Roe ,

Civil No. C78-213, D. Wyo.

Donald W. Coyer & Fred L. Engle, d/b/a Resource
Service Co . v. Cecil D. Andrus, Secretary of

the Interior, & Wyo. State Office, Bureau of

Land Management , Civil No. C78-214, D. Wyo.

Actions consolidated.
Office Feb. 12, 1979;
Feb. 13, 1979.

Remanded to Wyo. State
order of dismissal filed

Estate of George Daniels , IA-1295 (Nov. 2, 1965)

Elizabeth Daniels et al . v. Johnson, Supt.,

Udall , Civil No. 6443,

Dismissed with prejudice, Jan. 9

Osage Indian Agency &

N.D. Okla.
1967

Eastern Associated Coal Corp . , 82 I.D. 22 (1975)

International Union of United Mine Workers of

America v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary of

the Interior , No. 75-1107, United States Ct.

of Appeals, D.C. Cir. Dismissed by stipula-
tion, Oct. 29, 1975.

Susan Dawson , 35 IBLA 123 (1978)

Susan Dawson v. Cecil Andrus, Secretary of

the Interior , Civil No. C78-167, D. Wyo.

Judgment for defendant, Mar. 22, 1979;
appeal filed Apr. 17, 1979.

Eastern Associated Coal Corp. , 82 I.D. 311 (1975)

United Mine Workers of America v. Interior

Board of Mine Operations Appeals , No. 75-1727,

United States Ct. of Appeals, D.C. Cir. Peti-

tion for Review withdrawn, July 28, 1975.

Oma Belle Day et al . , AA-5702 (Dec. 30, 1969)

Eastern Associated Coal Corp. , 82 I.D. 506 (1975),

Reconsideration, 83 I.D. 425 (1976), Affd en

banc, 83 I.D. 695 (1976), 7 IBMA 152 (1976)

Oma Belle Day v. Walter J. Hickel et al .

,

Civil No. A-9-70, D. Alas. Judgment for
defendant, Feb. 19, 1971; affd, 481 F.2d
473 (9th Cir. 1973); no petition.

United Mine Workers of America v. Cecil P.

Andrus , No. 77-1090, United States Ct. of

Appeals, D.C. Cir. Voluntary dismissal,
Apr. 4, 1977.
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Lawrence Edwards , A-30696, A-30705 (Apr. 21, 1967)

Lawrence Edwards v. Stewart Udall , Civil No.

2714, D. Mont. Rev'd & remanded, Nov. 18,

1968; stipulation for dismissal & order filed
Aug. 4, 1970.

Wesley Laverne Edwards v.

(1978)

Paul Unruh, 33 IBLA 277

Ralph G. Faulkner et al . , 26 IBLA 110 (1976)

Ralph G. , John L. , Laura Jo, R. Fred &

Susan L. Faulkner v. Thomas S. Kleppe,

Secretary of the Interior, Curt Berklund,
Director, Bureau of Land Management, et al .

Civil No. 1-77-99, D. Idaho. Judgment for
defendant, Nov. 16, 1979; appeal filed
Jan. 10, 1980.

Wesley Laverne Edwards v. U.S. , Cecil Andrus,

Secretary of the Interior, E. I. Rowland,
Nevada State Director, Bureau of Land Manage-
ment & Paul Unruh , Civil No. 77-0050 BRI,

D. Nev. Judgment for defendant, Oct. 31,

appeal filed Dec. 27, 1978.1978;

Appeal of Eklutna, Inc.

(1976)

1 ANCAB 165; 83 I.D. 500

Milton D. Feinberg, Benson J. Lamp , 37 IBLA 39;

85 I.D. 380 (1978); On Reconsideration , 40 IBLA

222; 86 I.D. 234 (1979)

Benson J. Lamp v. Cecil Andrus, Secre-

tary of the Interior, Ja L. Burski,

Douglas E. Henriques & Edward W. Stuebing,
Administrative Judges, IBLA, Civil No.

79-1804. Suit pending.

State of Alaska v. Alaska Native Claims Appeal

Board et al . , Civil No. A76-236, D. Alaska
Suit pending.

ildina Eluska, 21 IBLA 292 (1975)

Chester H. Ferguson et al . , 20 IBLA 224 (1975)

Chester H. Ferguson, Stella Ferguson Thayer &

Howell L. Ferguson v. Rogers C. B. Morton,
Secretary of the Interior, et al ., Civil No.

75-404-Civ-T-K, M.D. Fla. Dismissed without
prejudice, July 16, 1975.

Heldina Eluska, individ. & on behalf of
all others similarly situated v. Thomas
Kleppe, individ. & in his official capacity as
Secretary of the Interior , Civil No. A-76-26
CIV, D. Alaska. Remanded for exhaustion of ad-

ministrative remedies; reconsideration denied ,

Dec. 10, 1976; appeal dismissed; judgment deny-
ing plaintiffs motion for summary judgment &

remanding case to Agency, Apr. 20, 1977;
appeal dismissed without prejudice, Dec. 11,

1978.

Henry J. Ernst , A-27196 (Nov. 7, 1955)

Administrative Appeal of Hannah Finnesand, A
Native Alaska Indian v. Commissioner of Indian
Affairs , 3 IBIA 263 (19753

Hannah Finnesand and Flora Rondeau for them-
selves and all others similarly situated, and

Flora Rondeau as next friend for Deborah
Rondeau, Mitchell Rondeau & David Rondeau for

themselves and all others similarly situated
v. Rogers C. B. Morton et al ., Civil No.

A75-42, D. Alaska,
by the Judge.

Consent decree approved

Henry J. Ernst v. Secretary of the Interior ,

Civil No. 9303, D. Alaska. Return of service
quashed & complaint dismissed, Dec. 28, 1956
(opinion); aff'd, 244 F.2d 344 (9th Cir. 1957).

lomas R. Flickinger , 40 IBLA 53 (1979)
Pamela W. Kay , 40 IBLA 240 (1979
Robert B. Coen , 41 IBLA 55 (1979

David H. Evans v. Ralph C. Little , A-31044 (Apr. 10,

1970), 1 IBLA 269; 78 I.D. 47 (1971)

David H. Evans v. Rogers C. B. Morton , Civil
N<T 1-71-41, D. Idaho. Order granting motion
of Ralph C. Little for leave to intervene as a

party defendant issued June 5, 1972. Judgment
for defendants, July 27, 1973; aff'd, Mar. 12,
1975; no petition.

Elsie V. Farington ,

Elsie V. Farington

9 IBLA 191 (1973)

Rogers C. I

Secretary of the Interior , Civil No. S2768,
E. D. Cal. Dismissed with prejudice, Dec. 5,
1973 (opinion); no appeal.

Robert J. Ahrens, Harry Alatchanian ,

Jon Arney, Peter R. Brant, Helen D.

Coen, Robert B. Coen & Jack P. Corsi,
et al . v. Cecil Andrus, Secretary of

the Interior , Civil No.
Suit pending.

C79-166, D. Wyo.

Foote Mineral Co . , 34 IBLA 285; 85 I.D. 171 (1978)

Foote Mineral Co. v. Cecil D. Andrus, Individ.
& as Secretary of the Interior, H. William
Menard, Individ. & as Director, Geological
Survey, & Murray T. Smith, Individ. & as Area
Mining Supervisor, Geological Survey , Civil
No. LV-78-141 RDF, D. Nev. Dismissed without
prejudice Nov. 15, 1979. No appeal.

John J. Farrelly et al . , 62 I.D. 1 (1955)

John J. Farrelly & The Fifty-One Oil Co . v.

Douglas McKay , Civil No. 3037-55. Judgment
for plaintiff, Oct. 11, 1955; no appeal.

Carl E. Forsberg et al . , A-29158 et al., (Aug. 19,
1963)

Carl E. Forsberg v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil
No. 63-472, D. Ore. Judgment for defendant,
255 F. Supp. 382 (1966); appeal dismissed,
Oct. 13, 1966. See Linn Land Co. v. Stewart L.

Udall.



Robert K. Foster et al ., A-29857 (June 15, 1964)

Robert K. Foster et al . v. Manager, Riverside

Land Office, et al ., Civil No. 64-1110-WM, S.D.

Cal. Judgment for defendant, 296 F. Supp.

1348 (1966); no appeal.

Suits for Judicial Review

Estate of Temens (Timens) Vivian Gardafee, 5 IBIA

113; 83 I.D. 216 (1976)

Confederated Tribes & Bands of the Yakima

Indian Nation v. Thomas Kleppe, Secretary of

the Interior, & Erwin Ray , Civil No. C-76-200,
E.D. Wash. Suit pending.

T. Jack Foster , 75 I.D. 81 (1968)

Gladys H. Foster, Executrix of the estate of

T. Jack Foster v. Stewart L. Udall, Boyd L.

Rasmus sen , Civil No. 7611, D.N.M. Judgment
for plaintiff, June 2, 1969; no appeal.

Stanley Garthofner, Duvall Bros ., 67 I.D. 4 (1960)

Stanley Garthofner v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil
No. 4194-60. Judgment for plaintiff, Nov. 27,

1961; no appeal.

Franco Western Oil Co. et al . , 65 I.D. 316, 427

(1958)

Raymond J. Hansen v. Fred A. Seaton , Civil No.

2810-59. Judgment for plaintiff, Aug. 2, 1960

(opinion); no appeal.

See Safarik v. Udall , 304 F.2d 944 (1962);
cert, denied, 371 U.S. 901 (1962).

Estate of Gei-kaun-mah (Bert) , 82 I.D. 408 (1975)

Juanita Geikaunmah Mammedaty & Imogene
Geikaumah Carter v. Rogers C. B. Morton,
Secretary of the Interior , Civil No. CIV
75-1010-E, W.D. Okla. Judgment for defen-
dant, 412 F. Supp. 283 (1976); no appeal.

Uniform Relocation Assistance Appeal of Sidney Gelb
,

2 OHA 59 (1976)

Myrtle A. Freer et al

Willis W. Ritter

A-29221 (Apr. 2, 1963)

Rogers C. B. Morton et al ,

Civil No. 1-70-74, D. Idaho. Judgment for
plaintiff, Nov. 14, 1972.

Sidney Gelb v. Thomas Kleppe, individually &

officially as the Secretary of Interior , Civil
No. 76-1931. Suit pending.

General Excavating Co . , 67 I.D. 344 (1960)

Fuel Resources Deveiopment Co.

,

43 IBLA

Co. v.

19

(1979)

Fuel Resources Development
Cecil D. Andrus , Secretary of the

Interior, Dale R. Andrus, Director of

the Colo. State Office, BLM, et al ,

Civil No. 79-1639, D. Colo. Suit
pending.

General Excavating Co . v. U.S. , Ct. CI. No.

170-62. Dismissed with prejudice, Dec. 16,

1963.

Nelson A. Gerttula, 64 I.D. 225 (1957)

Nelson A. Gerttula v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil
No. 685-60. Judgment for defendant, June 20,

1961; motion for rehearing denied , Aug. 3,

1961; aff'd, 309 F.2d 653 (1962); no petition.

Coral V. Funderburg , A-30514 (June 14, 1966)

Coral V. Funderburg v. Stewart L. Udall et

al. , Civil No. 2818 ND, S.D. Cal. Dismissed
with prejudice, Feb. 15, 1967; aff'd, 396 F.2d
638 (9th Cir. 1968); no petition.

Charles B. Gonsales, A-27944 (Apr. 22, 1959)

Charles B. Gonsales v. Frederick A. Seaton ,

Civil No. 2497-59. Plaintiff's amended com-
plaint dismissed with prejudice, Jan. 12,

1962; no appeal.

Gabbs Exploration Co . , 67 I.D. 160 (1960)

Gabbs Exploration Co . v . Stewart L. Udall ,

Civil No. 219-61. Judgment for defendant,
Dec. 1, 1961; aff'd, 315 F.2d 37 (1963);
cert, denied, 375 U.S. 822 (1963).

arles B. Gonsales et al., Western Oil Fields,
Incl, et al ., 69 I.D. 236 (1962)

Pan American Petroleum Corp. & Charles B.

Gonsales v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil No. 5246,
D.N.M. Judgment for defendant, June 4, 1964;
aff'd, 352 F.2d 32 (10th Cir. 1965); no
petition.

Bernard J. & Myrle A. Gaffney
,

1965)
A-30327 (Oct. 28,

Bernard J. & Myrle A. Gaffney v. Stewart L.

Udall , Civil No. 3-66-22, D. Minn. Stipulated
dismissal without prejudice, Jan. 17, 1969; no
appeal.

Charles B. Gonsales , A-29010 (Mar. 27, 1963)

Charles B. Gonsales v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil
No. 5378 D.N.M. Dismissed with prejudice,
Nov. 12, 1963.
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John Gonzales , A-30604 (Sept. 26, 1968) Gulf Oil Corp . , 69 I.D. 30 (1962)

John Gonzales v. Stewart Udall , Civil No.

A-128-68, D. Alas. Order to Stay Proceedings

for 6 months filed June 3, 1970; judgment for

plaintiff, June 30, 1972; upon stipulation of

the parties, appeal dismissed, Nov. 30, 1972.

Southwestern Petroleum Corp . v. Stewart L.

Udall , Civil No. 2209-62. Judgment for

defendant, Oct. 19, 1962; aff "d, 325 F.2d
633 (1963); no petition.

James C. Goodwin , 80 I.D. 7 (1973)

James C. Goodwin v. Dale R. Andrus, State

Dir., Bureau of Land Management, Burton W.

Silcock, Dir., Bureau of Land Management,
& Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary of the

Interior , Civil No. C-5105, D. Colo. Dis-

missed, Nov. 29, 1975 (opinion); Appeal
dismissed, Mar. 9, 1976.

Gulf Oil Corp. et al . , 21 IBLA 1 (1975)

Gulf Oil Corp. & Mobil Oil Corp . v. Stanley K.

Hathaway, Secretary of the Interior, et al .

,

Civl No. 75-2396, Section F, E.D. La. Remanded
to the Secretary of the Interior for a hearing,
Apr. 13, 1977.

Thomas V. Gullo & Joseph L. Randazzo , 29 IBLA 126

(1977)

Ray Granat et al . , 25 IBLA 115 (1976)

Ray Granat v. Thomas S. Kleppe & the Depart-

ment of the Interior , Civil No. C 76-274,

D. Utah. Suit pending.

Thomas V. Gullo & Joseph L. Randazzo v.

Department of the Interior , Civil No. 77—

C

Aff'd Oct. 11, 1977.

Gustav Hirsch Organization, Inc ., IBCA-175
(Oct. 30, 1958)

Estate of George Green , IA-T-11 (June 7, 1968)
Gustav Hirsch Organization, Inc . v. U.

Ct. CI. No. 416-59. Compromised.

Lillian Crenshaw et al . v. Secretary , Civil
No. 68-317, W.D. Okla. Dismissed, Feb. 4,

1969; no appeal.

Guthrie Electrical Construction , 62 I.D. 280

(1955), IBCA-22 (Supp.) (Mar. 30, 1956)

LaVonne E. Grewell , 23 IBLA 190 (1976)

LaVonne V. Grewell v. Thomas S. Kleppe, Sec-
retary of the Interior , Civil No. C76-602V,
W.D. Wash. Judgment for defendant, May 9,

1978; appeal filed July 18, 1978.

Guthrie Electrical Construction Co . v. U.S. ,

Ct. CI. No. 129-58. Stipulation of settle-
ment filed Sept. 11, 1958. Compromise offer
accepted and case closed Oct. 10, 1958.

L. H. Hagood et al . , 65 I.D. 405 (1958)

Grindstone Butte Project , 18 IBLA 16 (1974),
24 IBLA 49 (1976)

Edwin Still et al . v. U.S. , Civil No. 7897,

D. Colo. Compromise accepted.

Grindstone Butte Project et al . v. Thomas S.

Kleppe, Secretary of the Interior, Curt
Berklund, Director of the Bureau of Land Man -

agement, et al. , Civil No. 1-76-173, D. Idaho.
Judgment for plaintiff, Sept. 8, 1977; appeal
filed Nov. 7, 1977.

William Hall et al ., A-30849, A-30852, A-30857
(Sept. 16, 1968)

William Hall & Diane Hall v. Secretary of the
Interior , Civil No. A-169-68, D. Alaska. Dis-

missed, July 25, 1969; no appeal.

Estate of James Growing Thunder, Fort Peck
Allottee No. 2210, deceased , 3 IBIA 18 (1974)

Nancy Growing Thunder & Vernon Growing Thunder,
Minors, by and through their next friend and
Guardian Ad Litem, Dale Running Bear v. Rogers
Morton, individually and as Secretary of the
Interior, et al ., Civil No. 74-73 BLG, D. Mont.
Dismissed, Mar. 15, 1976.

Lester J. Hamel , A-28830 (Sept. 17, 1962)

Lester J. Hamel v. Neal D. Nelson et al.

Civil No. 8565, N.D. Cal. Judgment for
defendant, Dec. 13, 1963 (opinion); judg-
ment entered Feb. 11, 1964; appeal docketed
Feb. 14, 1964; dismissed by plaintiff,
Mar. 20, 1964.
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Raymond J. Hansen et al . , 67 I.D. 362 (1960)

Raymond J. Hansen et al . v. Stewart L. tidal 1
,

Civil No. 3902-60. Judgment for defendant,

June 23, 1961; aff'd, 304 F.2d 944 (1962);

cert, denied, 371 U.S. 901 (1962).

Robert Schulein v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil No.

4131-60. Judgment for defendant, June 23,

1961; aff'd, 304 F.2d 944 (1962); no petition.

Raymond J. Hansen , A-30179 (Mar. 5, 1965)

Mary L. Brandt and Natalie Z. Shell \i

Stewart L. Udall Civil No. 2659-ND, S.D. Cal.

30, 1965; amended complaint
judgment for defendant,

Dismissed, Sept.

filed Nov. 15, 1965;

June 7, 1966; dismissed for lack of jurisdic-

tion, Nov. 15, 1967; judgment for defendants,

Mar. 26, 1968; rev'd, 427 F.2d 53 (9th Cir.

1970); no petition.

Mary L. Brandt & Natalie Z. Shell v. Stewart L.

Udall , Civil No.

Dec. 3, 1965.

2715-ND, S.D. Cal. Dismisse<

Thomas D. Hickey , 34 IBLA 86 (1978)

Thomas D. Hickey v. U.S., Interior Board of

Land Appeals, Cecil D. Andrus, Secretary of
the Interior, & William L. Mathews, State
Director (Idaho), BLM , Civil No. CIV 78-1142,
D. Idaho. Suit pending.

Jesse Higgins, Paul Gower & William Gipsc
Old Ben Coal Corp . , 81 I.D. 423 (1974)

Jesse Higgins et al . v. Cecil D. Andrus , No.

77-1363, United States Ct. of Appeals, D.C.

Cir. Dismissed for lack of jurisdiction,
June 20, 1977.

Hiko Bell Mining & Oil Co ., 24 IBLA 255 (1976)

Hiko Bell Mining & Oil Co., a Utah Corp . v.

Thomas S. Kleppe, Secretary of the Interior
,

Civil No. C 76-138, D. Utah. Judgment for
plaintiff, Apr. 4, 1978.

Beverly Harrell , 12 IBLA 276 (1973)

Beverly Harrell v. A. John Hillsamer, Chief

of Land & Minerals Operations, Bureau of Land

Kenneth Holt, an individual, etc., 68 I.D. 148

Manage >nt for Nevada, & E. Rowland, State

Dir., Bureau of Land Management, Nevada , Civil
No. CIV-LV-2137, RDF, D. Nev. Dismissed,

Dec. 7, 1973; motion for new trial denied,
Feb. 6, 1974; no appeal.

Paul Harvey et al . , A-30552 (June 24, 1966)

Paul Harvey, Grace Ernest and Lalo Enriquez
v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil No. 6753, D.N.M.

Judgment for defendant, Jan. 25, 1967; aff'd,
384 F.2d 883 (10th Cir. 1967); no petition.

(1961)

Kenneth Holt, etc. U.S., Ct. CI. No. 162-62.
Stipulated judgment, July 2, 1965.

Hope Natural Gas Co . , 70 I.D. 228 (1963)

Stewart L. Udall

.

Hope Natural Gas Co .

Civil No. 2132-63.

Consolidated Gas Supply Corp . v. Stewart L.

Udall et al . , Civil No. 2109-63. Judgment
for defendant, Sept. 20, 1965; Per curiam
decision, aff'd, Apr. 28, 1966; no petition.

Billy K. Hatfield et al . v. Southern Ohio Coal Co.

82 I.D. 289 (1975)

District 6 United Mine Workers of America et

al . v. U.S. Dept. of Interior Board of Mine
Operations Appeals , No. 75-1704, U.S. Court

of Appeals, D.C. Cir. Board's decision aff'd,
562 F.2d 1260 (1977).

Elbert F. Howey , 15 IBLA 208 (1974)

Elbert F. Howey v. Rogers Morton, Secretary
of the Interior , Civil No. A74-56, D. Alaska.
Dismissed with prejudice, Oct. 16, 1975
(opinion); no appeal.

Estate of Alvin Hudson, 5 IBIA 174 (1976)

David Russell Hudson v. U.S., Thomas S.

Headwaters Association, Protestant-Appellant Cabax
Mills, et al., Intervenors , IBLA 76-68, remanded
to Bureau of Land Management by Order, Oct. 21,

1975; Appeal of Harold P. Canady et al . , IBLA
73-357, pending; Appeal of Elizabeth Freeman ,

IBLA 76-51, pending; Appeal of Alan Troxler ,

IBLA 74-215, pending; Appeal of Alan Winter et
al. , IBLA 75-653, pending; Appeal of Carl Wittmar
IBLA 76-14, pending.

Arthur Downing, Alan Winter, Alan Troxler and
Headwaters v. Kent Frizzell, Acting Secretary
of the Interior, et al . , Civil No. 75-1128,
D. Ore. Stipulated dismissal, Dec. 30, 1976.

Kleppe, Secretary of the Interior, Veradine
Reed Stearns, Lois Jean Reed Saxton, Mildred
Reed Anderson, Ivan Stacy Reed Cleveland ,

Civil No. C76-227T, W.D. Wash. Dismissed
with prejudice Mar. 6, 1979; appeal filed
Mar. 14, 1979.

Boyd L. Hulse v. Willie

(1960)
Griggs , 67 I.D. 212

No.

iam H. Griggs v. Michael T. Solan , Civil
3741, D. Idaho. Stipulation for dismissal

filed May 15, 1962.
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Dan H. Hunter, Ray H. Albrechtsen , IBLA 70-79, 565

(Order of dismissal dated Feb. 22, 1973), recon-
sideration denied by Order, June 1, 1973.

Hunter & Mountain States Resources
Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary of

the Interior , Civil No. C-393-73, D. Utah.

Judgment for Defendant, Dec. 17, 1974; aff 'd,

529 F.2d 645 (10th Cir. 1976); no petition.

Ray H. Albrechtsen & Mountain States Corp . v.

Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary of the Interior ,

Civil No. C-392-73, D. Utah. Judgment for

plaintiff, Mar. 31, 1976; rev'd & remanded with

directions, 570 F.2d 906 (10th Cir. 1978);
cert, denied, Oct. 2, 1978.

Interpretation of the Submerged Lands Act , 71 I.D.
20 (1964)

Floyd A. Wallis v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil No.

3089-63. Dismissed with prejudice, Mar. 27,

1968.

state of Cleveland Iron Shooter, 7 IBIA 212 (1979)

Teresa Ramirez, Executor of Estate of Lola
Ramirez v. Secretary of the Interior , Civil
No. 79-L-293, D. Neb. Suit pending.

Stanley W. Hutchinson v. Clyde W. Bishop , A-29693

(May 4, 1964)

Clyde W. Bishop v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil No.

1-65-54, D. Idaho. Judgment for plaintiff,
July 7, 1966; no appeal.

Iverson, 82 I.D. 386 (1975)

C. J. Iverson v. Kent Frizzell, Acting Secre -

tary of the Interior & Dorothy D. Rupe , Civil
No. 75-106-Blg, D. Mont. Stipulation for dis-

missal with prejudice, Sept. 10, 1976.

H & W Oil Co., 22 IBLA 313 (1975)

H & W Oil Co. Thomas S. Kleppe, Secretary
of the Interior , Civil No. 763016, E.D.

Judgment for defendant, Nov. 29, 1976.

111.

J. A. Jones Construction Co. et
(June 17, 1960)

Palisades Contractors et al . v. U.S. , Civil
No. 2247, D. Idaho. Settled.

John V. Hyrup , 15 IBLA 412 (1974) J. A. Terteling & Sons , 64 I.D. 466 (1957)

John V. Hyrup v. Rogers C. B. Morton , Civil No.

74-689, D. Colo. Rev'd & remanded for further

administrative proceedings, 406 F. Supp. 214
(1976); appeal filed Jan. 14, 1976; final
judgment entered May 12, 1976; appeal filed
July 7, 1976; aff 'd, Nov. 7, 1977; no petition.

J. A. Terteling & Sons v. U.S. , Ct. CI. No.

114-59. Judgment for defendant, 390 F.2d
926 (1968); remaining aspects compromised.

P. Armstrong Co . , 63 I.D. 289 (1956)

Idaho Desert Land Entries - Indian Hill Group ,

72 I.D. 156 (1965), U.S

et al. - Idaho Desert Land Entries
01 lie Mae Shearman

Indian Hill
I.D. 386 (1966)

J. D. Armstrong, Inc . v. U.S. , Ct. CI. No.

490-56. Plaintiff 's motion to dismiss peti-

tion allowed, June 26, 1959.

Wallace Reed et al . v. Dept. of the Interior
et al . , Civil No. 1-65-86, D. Idaho. Order
denying preliminary injunction, Sept. 3, 1965;
dismissed, Nov. 10, 1965; amended complaint
filed, Sept. 11, 1967.

Jensen-Rasmussen et al. , IBCA-363 (Mar. 14, 1963)

Jensen-Rasmussen & Co . v. U. S. , Civil No.

5963, W.D. Wash. Judgment for defendant,
Feb. 24, 1964; no appeal.

U.S. v. Raymond T. Michener et al . , Civil No.
1-65-93, D. Idaho. Dismissed without preju-
dice, June 6, 1966.

U.S. v. Hood Corp. et al .

S.D. Idaho.
Civil No. 1-67-97,

Civil Nos. 1-65-86 & 1-67-97 consolidated.
Judgment adverse to U.S., July 10, 1970; rev'd,
480 F.2d 634 (9th Cir. 1973); cert , denied ,

414 U.S. 1064 (1973); dismissed with prejudice
subject to the terms of the stipulation,
Aug. 30, 1976.

Dale Johnson , A-30806 (Sept. 17, 1968)

Dale Johnson v. Stewart L. Udall, Secretary
of the Interior , Civil No. A-135-68, D. Alaska.
Stipulated Dismissal, Apr. 10, 1969; no appeal.

M. G. Johnson , 78 I.D. 107 (1971)
U.S. v. Menzel G. Johnson, 16 IBLA 234 (1974)

Appeal of Inter*Helo, Inc ., IBCA-713-5-68 (Dec. 30,
1969), 82 I.D. 591 (1975)

John Billmeyer, etc . v. U.S. , Ct. CI. No.
54-74. Remanded with instructions to admit
evidence, May 30, 1975.

Menzel G. Johnson v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Sec-
retary of the Interior, et al . , Civil No.

CN-LV-74-158, RDF, D. Nev. Judgment for
defendant, Oct. 18, 1977; appeal filed Dec. 5,

1977.



Suits for Judicial Review

Estate of Edward Alpheus Jones , 5 IBIA 138 (1976)

Robert Sam U.S. et al. Civil No. 76-0552.

Dismissed as to defendants U.S., Department of

the Interior & the Bureau of Indian Affairs,

July 30, 1976; judgment for defendant Robert C.

Snashall, July 30, 1976.

June Oil & Gas , Inc . , Cook Oil & Gas , Inc .

,

41 IBLA

June

394;

Oil

86 I.D

& Gas,

. 374

Inc.

(1979)

Si Cook Oil &

Gas,

tary
Inc.

of t

v. Cec il D. Andrus , Secre-
he Inte rior, et al. , Civil No

79-1334 D. Colo. Suit pending.

John J. King , A-28543 (Oct. 13, 1960)

John J. King v. Stewart L

68-61. Judgment for plaintiff
rev'd, 308 F.2d 650 (1962); no petition

Udall , Civil No.

Nov. 8, 1961;

John J. King et al .

(Sept. 25, 1964)
Fairbanks 033268, 033279

John J. King et al . Stewart L. Udall , Civil
Judgment for plaintiffs, 266 F.

on May 4, 1967, a stipula-
No. 2750-64.

Supp. 747 (1967)
tion of voluntary dismissal with prejudice s

by the plaintiffs and all other parties.

Kenneth J. Kadow et al., A-30053 (Oct. 5, 1964)

Kenneth J. Kadow et al. v. Stewart L. Udall,

Secretary of the Interior , Civil No. A-l-65,
D. Alas. Judgment for defendant, Sept. 7,

1967; dismissed for lack of prosecution,
Feb. 2, 1968; no petition.

John J. King, Dorothy W. King , Fairbanks 034577
(Oct. 26, 1965)

John J. and Dorothy W. King v. Stewart L.

Udall , Civil No. A-6-66, D. Alaska. Dismissed
with prejudice Apr. 24, 1968.

Kanawah Coal Co., 7 IBMA 234 (1977)

Kanawah Coal Co . v. Cecil D. Andrus , No.

77-1089, United States Ct. of Appeals,
4th Cir. Petition for review denied,

553 F.2d 361 (4th Cir. 1977).

Barbara G. Kirk and Marjorie G. Wright
See Dean Kirk

Dean Kirk , A-29018a (Apr. 26, 1963), Barbara G.

Kirk and Marjorie G. Wright , A-30022 (Aug. 20,

1963)

A. Keans, A-30183 (Feb. 16, 1965)

A. Keans v. Stewart L. Udall et al., Civil
No. 2648-ND, S.D. Cal. Defendant's motion to

dismiss granted, Nov. 22, 1965; no appeal.

George M. Larsen et al .

Civil No. 1651, D. Nev.

seven land entries

Stewart L. Udall,
Stipulation covering

four are dismissed as moot,
three are dismissed with prejudice.

Estate of Kee-ah-tha-com-oke-quah , IA-974, 975

(Sept. 16, 1965)

D. Q. (Bill) Couch v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil
Supp.No. 66-282, W.D. Okla. Aff 'd, 265 F

848 (1967); aff'd, 404 F.2d 97 (10th Ci

1968); no petition.

Kirkpatrick Oil Co . , 32 IBLA 329 (1977)

Kirkpatrick Oil & Gas Co . v. U.S. & Thomas S.

Kleppe, Secretary of the Interior , Civil No.

CIV-77-1247E, D. Okla. Judgment for defendant
Nov. 26, 1979; appeal filed Jan. 18, 1980.

Kerr McGee Corp., Cabot Corp., Felmont Oil Corp.
and Case-Pomeroy Corp ., 6 IBLA 108 (1972),
Petition for Recons iderat ion denied , May 14, 1

Kerr-McGee Corp., Cabot Corp. Felmont Oil
Corp., & Case-Pomeroy Oil Corp . v. Rogers C.

Morton et al . , Civil No. 616-72. Dismissed
Oct.with prejudice, Oct. 22,

838 (1975); no petition.
1974; aff'd, 527 F.2d

Margaret L. & Allan D. Klatt , 23 IBLA 59 (1975)

Margaret L. Klatt v. Thomas S. Kleppe, Indi-

vidually & in his official capacity as

Secretary of the Interior et al . , Civil No.

A76-44 CIV, D. Alaska. Suit pending.

Anquita L. Kluenter et al .

,

See Bobby Lee Moore et al

A-30483, Nov. 18, 1965

Estate of San Pierre Kilkaken (Sam E. Hill) ,

1 IBIA 299; 79 I.D. 583 (1972), 4 IBIA 242
(1975), 5 IBIA 12 (1V76)

Christine Sam & Nancy Judge v. Thomas Kleppe,
Secretary of the Interior , Civil No. C-76-14,
E.D. Wash. Dismissed with prejudice.

Leo J. Kottas, Earl Lutzenhiser , 73 I.D. 123 (1966)

Earl M. Lutzenhiser and Leo J. Kottas v.

Stewart L. Udall et al . , Civil No. 1371,
D. Mont. Judgment for defendant, June 7,

1968; aff'd, 432 F.2d 328 (9th Cir. 1970);
no petition.



Suits for Judicial Review

Max L. Krueger, Vaughan B. Connelly , 65 I.D. 185

(1958)

Max Krueger v. Fred A. Seaton , Civil No.

3106-58. Complaint dismissed by plaintiff,

June 22, 1959.

James M. Krumtum and Cale M. Shearer , A-30838
(Dec. 21, 1967)

James M. Krumtum & Cale M. Shearer v. Udall

et al . , Civil No. 6567, D. Ariz. Judgment
for defendant, Jan. 6, 1970; no appeal.

Donald J. Laughlin, d/b/a/ Riverside Resort &

Casino , 25 IBLA 41 (1976) On Reconsideration,
26 IBLA 154 (1976)

Donald J. Laughlin v. Thomas S. Kleppe, indi-
vidually & as Secretary of the Interior, Curt

Berklund, individually & as Director, Bureau
of Land Management, & H. M. Bruce, individually
& as Yuma District Manager of the BLM , Civil
No. 76-237 RDF, D. Nev. Order granting motion
to transfer case to Ariz, granted, May 4, 1977
(Civil No. 77-380-PHX-WPC, D. Ariz.) Suit

pending.

River Queen Corp., an Arizona Corp., d/b/a
River Queen Resort v. Thomas S. Kleppe, ind i-

vidually & as Secretary of Interior, et al. ,

Civil No. CIV 76-873 PCT-WPC , D. Ariz. Suit

pending.

Joseph T. Kurkowski , 15 IBLA 13 (1974)

John & Ruth E. Melcher v. Edwin Zaidlicz,
Montana Dir. of the Bureau of Land Manage-
ment, et al. , Civil No. 74-34-BLG, D. Mont.

Dismissed for want of jurisdiction, Sept. I

1974; dismissed, Sept. 11, 1975.

Samford, Inc. , 74 I.D.

L. B. Samford, Inc. v. U.S. , Ct. CI. No.

393-67. Dismissed, 410 F.2d 782 (1969);
petition.

Richard M. Lade, As Attorney in Fact for Santa Fe

Pacific R. R. , A-29121 (Jan. 10, 1963)

Richard M. Lade, Attorney in Fact for Santa Fe

Pacific R. R. v. Udall et al. , Civil No. 67-14,
Judgment for defendant, 295 F.

iff 'd, 432 F.

D. Ore.

265 (1968);
1970); no petition.

Sup p.

2d 254 (9th Cir.

W. Dalton La Rue,

W. Dalton La Rue,

69 I.D. 120 (1962)

Sr. v. Stewart L. Udall
,

Civil No. 2784-62. Judgment for defendant,
Mar. 6, 1963; aff 'd, 324 F.2d 428 (1963);
cert, denied, 376 U.S. 907 (1964).

Charles Lewellen , 70 I.D. 475 (1963)

Bernard E. Darling v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil
No. 474-64. Judgment for defendant, Oct. 5,

1964; appeal voluntarily dismissed, Mar. 26,

1965.

Perley M. Lewis , A-29572 (June 27, 1963)

Perley M. Lewis & Mildred C. Lewis v.

Stewart L. Udall, Secertary of the Interior ,

Civil No. 5003 Phx. , D. Ariz. Judgment for
defendant, July 31, 1967; amended judgment for
defendant, May 28, 1968; aff'd, 427 F.2d 673

(9th Cir. 1970); cert , denied , 400 U.S. 992
(1970).

Perley M. Lewis and Mildred C. Lewis , A-28707
(DeT 30, 1963)

w . Dalton La Rue, Sr. & Juanita S. La Rue, d/b/a
Winnemucca Ranch, Appellants, M. S. Land & Live-
stock Co.,

W. Dalt

Intervenor, 9 IBLA 208 (1973)

on La Rue, Sr. & Juanita S. La Rue v.

U.S. & Rogers C. B Morton Secretary of the
Interior, et al. , Civil No. R-2827, D. Nev.
Judgment for defendant, Mar. 12, 1974; aff'd,
Mar. 2, 1976; rehearing denied , Apr. 21, 1976;
cert, denied, Nov. 1, 1976.

Langdon H. Larwill et al. , A-28697 (May 16, 1963)

Perley M. Lewis et ux. v. Stewart L. Udall et

al. , Civil No. 5451 Phx., D. Ariz. Judgment
for defendant, Mar. 22, 1966; aff'd, 374 F.2d
180 (9th Cir. 1967); no petition.

Administrative Appeal of Ruth Pinto Lewis v. Super-
intendent of the Eastern Navajo Agency , 4 IBIA
147; 82 I.D. 521 (1975)

Ruth Pinto Lewis, Individually & as the Admin-
istratrix of the Estate of Ignacio Pinto v.

Thomas S. Kleppe, Secretary of the Interior, &

U.S. , Civil No. CIV-76-223 M, D.N.M. Judgment
for plaintiff, July 21, 1977; no appeal.

Pacific Oil Co. Corp. Stewart L. Udall ,

Civil No. 9406, D. Colo. Judgment for defen-
dant, 273 F. Supp. 203 (1967); aff'd,
406 F.2d 452 (10th Cir. 1969); cert, denied,
395 U.S. 978 (1969).

Milton I

1962)
Lichtenwalner, A-28909 et al. (June 15,

Duncan Miller v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil li

2932-62. Judgment for defendant, July 15,

1963; no appeal.



Suits for

Milton H. Lichtenwalner et al., 69 I.D. 71 (1962)

Judicial Review

Bess May Lutey , 76 I.D. 37 (1969)

Kenneth McGahan v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil
No. A-21-63, D. Alaska. Dismissed on merits,

Apr. 24, 1964; stipulated dismissal of appeal
with prejudice, Oct. 5, 1964.

Bess May Lutey et al. v. Dept. of Agriculture,
BLM, et al. , Civil No. 1817, D. Mont. Judgment
for defendant, Dec. 10, 1970; no appeal.

Linn Land Co., A-28765 (July 12, 1962)

Linn Land Co. et al. v . Stewart L. Udall ,

Consolidated withCivil No. 63-264, D. Ore.

Forsberg v . Udall , Schmand v . Udall , & Property
Management Co. v . Udall , Battle Mt. Co. v

.

Udall . Judgment for defendant, 255 F. Supp.

382 (1966), except per curiam dec. as to

Battle Mountain. Stipulated dismissal on
appeal, Oct. 13, 1966.

Joseph Maclsaac et al. , 8 IBLA 51 (1972)

Joseph F. Maclsaac, Stanley P. Cornelius,
Hillen L. Arnold, Henry E. Reeves, Starling P.

Cornelius, Richard Ransom v. Rogers C. B.

Morton , Civil No. A-6-73, D. Alaska. Dismissed
with prejudice for want of prosecution by

plaintiff, Dec. 19, 1974.

James W. McDade, 3 IBLA 226 (1971)

Merwin E. Liss et al. , 70 I.D. 231 (1963)

Hope Natural Gas Co. v. Stewart L. Udall
,

Civil No. 2132-63.

James W. McDade v. Rogers C. B. Morton , Civil
No. 2437-71. Judgment for defendant, 353 F.

Supp. 1006 (1973); per curiam decision, aff'd,

494 F.2d 1156 (D.C. Cir. 1974); no petition.

Consolidated Gas Supply Corp. v. Stewart L.

Udall et al. , Civil No. 2109-63. Judgment for

defendant, Sept. 20, 1965; per curiam dec,
aff'd, Apr. 28, 1966; no petition.

Frederick W. Lowey, et al., 40 IBLA 381 (1979)

Sheridan L. McGarry , A-28759 (Jan. 26, 1962)

Sheridan L. McGarry v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil

No. 1262-62. Judgment for defendant, 216 F.

Supp. 314 (1962); no petition.

Frederick W. Lowey, et al . v. Ceci'

Andrus, et al . , Civil No. 79-3314.
Suit pending.

John A. Gallagher, et al . v. Cecil P.

Andrus, et al . , Civil No. 79-3315.
Suit pending.

J. E. Ham, et al . v. Cecil D. Andrus,

et al. , Civil No. 79-3316. Suit pending.

Elgin A. McKenna Executrix, Estate of Patrick A.

McKenna , 74 I.D. 133 (1967)

Mrs. Elgin A. McKenna as Executrix of the

Estate of Patrick A. McKenna, Deceased v.

Udall , Civil No. 2001-67. Judgment for defen-

dant, Feb. 14, 1968; aff'd, 418 F.2d 1171

(1969); no petition.

Dr. Heinz & Ursula Lichtenstein, et al .

v. Cecil D. Andrus, et al ., Civil No.

79-3317. Suit pending.

James M. Ross, et al. v. Cecil D. Andrus,

et al. , Civil 79-3318. Suit pending.

Mrs. Elgin A. McKenna, Widow and Successor in

Interest of Patrick A. McKenna , Deceased v.

Walter J. Hickel, Secretary of the Interior,

et al. , Civil No. 2401, D. Ky. Dismissed with
prejudice, May 11, 1970.

Richard K. Vitek, et al . v. Cecil D.

Andrus, et al . , Civil No. 79-3319.
Suit pending.

Leland M. Lucas , A-29228 (Dec. 10, 1962)

Lei and Murray Lucas v. Stewart L. Udall et al

Civil No. 5007 Phx. , D. Ariz. Stipulated dis-

missal, Oct. 10, 1967.

McKinnon, 62 I.D. 164 (1955)

A. G. McKinnon v. U.S. , Civil No. 9433,
D. Ore. Judgment for plaintiff, 178 F. Supp.

913 (1959); rev'd, 289 F.2d 908 (9th Cir.

1961).

Estate of Alvina Beauvois McLean , IA-D-27 (Feb. 14,

1969), IA-D-30 (July 24, 1969)

Estate of Richard Lucero , IA-1435 (June 13, 1966)

Eunice Lucero Vaile v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil
No. 6808, W.D. Wash. Judgment for defendant,
May 12, 1967; summary judgment entered May 25,

1967; no appeal.

Kenneth :1 McLean v. Walter J. Hickel,

Secretary of the Interior , Civil No. 2721-69,
D.C. Judgment for defendant, Mar. 13, 1970;
dismissed for lack of prosecution, Apr. 9,

1971.

Estate of Richard Lucero, 1 IBIA 46 (1970)
Estate of Elizabeth C. Jensen McMaster , 5 IBIA 61

83 I.D. 145 (1976)

Eunice Lucero Vaile v. Rogers C. B. Morton et
al. , Civil No. 9585, D. Wash. Judgment for

defendant, Jan. 14, 1972; aff'd, Feb. 26, 1974:
no petition.

Raymond C. McMaster v. U.S. Dept. of the

Interior, Secretary of the Interior & Bureau
of Indian Affairs , Civil No. C76-129T,
W.D. Wash. Dismissed, June 29, 1978.



Wade McNeil et al. , 64 I.D. 423 (1957)

Wade McNeil v. Fred A. Seaton , Civil No.

648-58. Judgment for defendant, June 5, 1959

(opinion); rev'd, 281 F.2d 931 (1960); no

petition.

Suits for Judicial Review

Billy Mathis et al. , A-30512 (July 6, 1966)

Billy Mathis et al. v. Stewart L. Udall et al. ,

Civil No. 6833, D.N.M. Dismissed with preju-
dice, Jan. 6, 1967; rendered moot by P.L.

89-365.

Wade McNeil v. Albert K. Leonard et al. , Civil
No. 2226, D. Mont. Dismissed, 199 F. Supp. 671

(1961); order, Apr. 16, 1962.

Wade McNeil v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil No.

678-62. Judgment for defendant, Dec. 13, 1963

(opinion); aff 'd, 340 F.2d 801 (1964); cert ,

denied, 381 U.S. 904 (1965).

Ralph E. May , A-29014 (Jan. 30, 1962)

Ralph E. May v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil No.

1379-62. Dismissed with prejudice, Mar. 22,

1963; no appeal.

Wade McNeil , A-30736 (Apr. 20, 1967)

Wade McNeil v. Udall , Civil No. 2705, D. Mont.

Judgment for defendant, Feb. 6, 1969 (opinion);

no appeal.

Estate of Oliver Maynahonah , IA-1522 (No dec),
IA-T-1 (June 30, 1966)

Ruth Maynahonah Kadayso v. Stewart L. Udall ,

Civil No. 66-281, W.D. Okla. Dismissed with
prejudice, Feb. 8, 1967.

J. W. McTiernan, 11 IBLA 284 (1973)

J. W. McTiernan v. Marvin Franklin, Acting

Secretary of the Interior , Civil No. 73-481-B
W.D. Okla. Dismissed, Apr. 4, 1974; aff'd,

Jan. 7, 1975.

J. W. McTiernan, 14 IBLA 369 (1974)

Allan E. Mecham et al., A-30244 (Dec. 23, 1964)

Allan E. Mecham et al. Stewart L. Udall et

al. , Civil No. C-22-65, D. Utah. Motion to
dismiss granted, May 11, 1965; aff'd, 369 F.2d
1 (10th Cir. 1966); no petition.

J. W. McTiernan v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Secre-

tary of the Interior , Civil No. FS-74-42-C,

W.D. Ark. Judgment for defendant, Feb. 4,

1977.

Marathon Oil Co. , 81 I.D. 447 (1974), Atlantic
Richfield Co., Marathon Oil Co., 81 I.D. 457

Salvatore Megna, Guardian, Philip T. Garigan ,

65 I.D. 33 (1958)

Salvatore Megna, Guardian etc . v. Fred A.

Seaton , Civil No. 468-58. Judgment for
plaintiff, Nov. 16, 1959; motion for recon-
sideration denied , Dec. 2, 1959; no appeal.

Marathon Oil Co. v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Sec-
retary of the Interior et al. , Civil No. C

74-179, D. Wyo.

Marathon Oil Co. v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Sec-
retary of the Interior, et al. , Civil No. C

74-180, D. Wyo.

Philip T. Garigan v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil
No. 1577 Tux., D. Ariz. Preliminary injunc-
tion against defendant, July 27, 1966; supple-
mental dec. rendered Sept. 7, 1966; judgment
for plaintiff, May 16, 1967; no appeal.

Atlantic Richfield Co. & Pasco, Inc. v.

Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary of the Interior,

et al.

,

Civil No. C 74-181, D. Wyo.

Meva Corp. , 76 I.D. 205 (1969)

Meva Corp . v. U.S. , Ct. CI. No. 492-69.
ment for plaintiff, 511 F.2d 548 (1975).

Judg-

Actions consolidated; judgment for plaintiff,
407 F. Supp. 1301 (1975); aff'd, 556 F.2d 982
(10th Cir. 1977). Albert P. Mickunas, 12 IBLA 275 (1973)

Estate of Andrew Jackson Marsh , 4 IBIA 106 (1975)

Warren Dale Ling & Francis Miles Ling, commonly
known as "Frank Ling" v. Kent Frizzell, Acting
Secretary of the Interior , Civil No. C-75-200,
E.D. Wash. Judgment for defendant, Jan. 27,
1976.

Albert P. Mickunas v. Rogers C. B. Morton,
Secretary of the Interior, et al. , Civil No.

74-1820 WPG, CD. Cal. Dismissed with preju-
dice, Sept. 30, 1974; dismissed, May 14, 1976;
rehearing denied , June 3, 1976; cert denied ,

Nov. 8, 1976.

Appeal of Roy L. Matchett , IBCA-826-2-70 (Feb. 26,
1971)

Roy L. Matchett v. U.S. , Ct. CI. 40-72. Dis-
missed with prejudice, Sept. 25, 1973.

Donald E. Miller
,

(1974)
2 IBLA 309 (1971), 15 IBLA 95

Donald E. Miller v. Walter J. Hickel et al.

Civil No. C-70-2328, D. Cal. Remanded to the
Department for further proceedings, July 5,

1973; dismissed with prejudice, Feb. 6, 1975.



Duncan Miller , A-27620 (July 28, 1958)

Duncan Miller v. Fred A. Seaton , Civil No.

346-60. Judgment for defendant, Feb. 23,

1961; aff'd, 307 F.2d 676 (1962); cert, denied,

371 U.S. 967 (1963); rehearing denied , 372 U.S.

950 (1963).

Duncan Miller, Louise Cuccia , 66 I.D. 388 (1959)

Louise Cuccia & Shell Oil Co. v. Stewart L.

Udall , Civil No. 562-60. Judgment for defen-
dant, June 27, 1961; no appeal.

Duncan Miller , A-28008 (Aug. 10, 1959), A-28093
e^al^. (Oct. 30, 1959), A-28133 (Dec. 22, 1959),

A-28378 (Aug. 5, 1960), A-28258 et^ al_. (Feb. 10,

1960)

Duncan Miller v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil No.

3470-60. Judgment for defendant, June 23,

1961; aff'd, 304 F.2d 944 (1962); no petition.

Judicial Review

Duncan Miller , A-28647 (July 20, 1961)

Duncan Miller v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil No.

3409-61. Judgment for defendant, May 21,

1963; no appeal.

Duncan Miller , A-29312 (Jan. 29, 1962)

Duncan Miller v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil No.

1381-62. Judgment for defendant, Nov. 21,

1962 (opinion); appeal dismissed Apr. 12,
1963.

Duncan Miller , A-28937 (Sept. 25, 1962), A-29041
(Nov. 7, 1962)

Duncan Miller v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil No.
4003-62. Dismissed for want of prosecution,
May 1966.

Duncan Miller , A-29365 (July 1, 1963), A-29521
(Aug. 29, 1963), & A-29633 (Sept. 5, 1963)

Duncan Miller , A-28057 (Oct. 16, 1959), A-28398
(Aug. 31, 1960), A-28359 (July 18, 1960), A-28433
(Aug. 30, 1960), A-28293, A-28436 (June 7, 1960),
A-27897, A-27914, A-27923, A-27930, A-28003,
A-28014 (Mar. 31, 1959), A-27810 (Jan. 16, 1959)

Duncan Miller v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil No.

Judgment for defendant, Apr. 4,

Duncan Miller v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No.

3931-60
1963; aff'd
no petition

per curiam dec, Feb. 7, 1964;

2413-63. Dismissed, Oct. 2, 1967; no appeal.

Duncan Miller , 70 I.D. 1 (1963)

Duncan Miller v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil No.

931-63. Dismissed for lack of prosecution,
Apr. 21, 1966; no appeal.

Duncan Miller v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No.

1642-64. Dismissed with prejudice, Aug. 13,

1964; aff'd, Jan. 12, 1965; no petition.

Duncan Miller, A-28528 et al. (Feb. 10, 1960)

Duncan Miller, Samuel W. Mcintosh , 71 I.D. 121

(1964)

Samuel W. Mcintosh v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil
No. 1522-64. Judgment for defendant, June 29,

1965; no appeal.

Betty Lewis v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No.

3904-60. Judgment for defendant, June 23,

1961; aff'd, 304 F.2d 944 (1962); no petition.
Duncan Miller , A-29900 (Mar. 5, 1964),

(Mar. 12, 1964)

-30067

Duncan Miller , A-28509 (Oct. 20, 1960)

Duncan Miller v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil No.

187-61. Judgment for defendant, May 24, 1963;
no appeal.

Duncan Miller , A-28172 (Feb. 11, 1960), A-28267
(June 8, 1960)

Duncan Miller v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil No.
3932-60. Judgment for defendant, May 22,

1963; aff'd, Feb. 7, 1964; no petition.

Duncan Miller v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil No.
1642-64. Dismissed with prejudice, Aug. 13,

1964; aff'd, Jan. 12, 1965; no petition.

Duncan Miller v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil No.
689-64. Dismissed for failure to prosecute,

July 6, 1966.

Duncan Miller , A-30213 (Apr. 8, 1964), A-30192
(Apr. 9, 1964), A-30212 (July 13, 1964)

Duncan Miller v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil No.

1829-64. Judgment for defendant, Sept. 28,

1965; no appeal.

Duncan Miller , A-30122 (Sept. 23, 1964), A-30451
(Nov. 17, 1965)

Duncan Miller v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil No.
2543-64. Motion to amend granted, Feb. 15,

1966; dismissed, Apr. 3, 1969; no appeal.

Duncan Miller , A-28586, A- 28633, A-28671, A-28686
(Jan. 25, 1961)

Duncan Miller v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil No.

Judgment for defendant, Sept. 28,1268-61.

1962; appeal dismissed (1963).

Duncan Miller , A-30270 (May 5, 1965)

Duncan Miller v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil No.

C-153-65, D. Utah. Judgment for defendant,
Nov. 15, 1965; aff'd, 368 F.2d 548 (10th Cir.

1966); no petition.



lits for Judicial Review

Duncan Miller , A-30434 (June 8, 1965)

Duncan Miller v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil No.

9477, N.D. Cal. Judgment for defendant,
June 27, 1966; no appeal.

Duncan Miller , A-30393 (June 30, 1965)

Duncan Miller , A-31087 (Feb. 4, 1970), A-31095
(Feb. 2, 1970), A-31148 (Mar. 2, 1970), A-31159
(Mar. 2, 1970)

Duncan Miller v. Officers of the BLM & Dept.

of the Interior , Civil No. 1393-70. Dismissed

for failure to prosecute, Jan. 4, 1971; no
appeal.

Duncan Miller v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil No.
2384-65. Judgment for defendant, Oct. 12,
1966; dismissed May 22, 1967; supp. complaint
dismissed June 12, 1967; appeal dismissed
Apr. 12, 1968; petition for mandamus denied,
Oct. 14, 1968.

Duncan Miller , A- 3051 7 (Apr. 28, 1966)

Duncan Miller , 4 IBLA 274 (1972)

Duncan Miller v. Adjudicative Officers of the

U.S. Geological Survey, Tulsa, Okla. , & the

Adjudicative Officers of the Bureau of Land

Management , Civil No. 73-C-96, N.D. Okla.

Dismissed with prejudice, Nov. 2, 1973; motion
for rehearing denied , Nov. 14, 1973; appeal
dismissed, Feb. 8, 1974.

Duncan Miller v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil No.
5047, D. Wyo. Judgment for defendant, Aug. 11,
1966; appeal dismissed, Sept. 14, 1967.

Duncan Miller , 6 IBLA 283 (1972), 6 IBLA 507 (1972),
7 IBLA 343 (1972)

Duncan Miller, A-30546 (Aug. 10, 1966), A-30566
(Aug. 11, 1966), & 73 I.D. 211 (1966)

Duncan Miller v. Udall , Civil No. C-167-66,
D. Utah. Dismissed with prejudice, Apr. 17,
1967; no appeal.

Duncan Miller v. Adjudicative Officers of

the Bureau of Land Management, Dept. of the

Interior , Civil No. 1757-72. Judgment for

defendant, Feb. 7, 1973; motion to set aside
judgment denied, Mar. 5, 1973.

Duncan Miller , A-30570 (Aug. 3, 1966)

Duncan Miller , 7 IBLA 343 (1972), 16 IBLA 24 (1974),
16 IBLA 71 (1974), 16 IBLA 379 (1974)

Duncan Miller v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil No.
A-139-66, D. Alas. Judgment for defendant,
Mar. 13, 1967; motion for reconsideration
denied , Sept. 19, 1967; no appeal.

Duncan Miller v. Bureau of Land Management,
Department of the Interior, Secretary of the

Interior , Civil No. 74-1488. Dismissed,
Dec. 4, 1974.

Duncan Miller , A-29231 (Feb. 5, 1963)
See Lucille S. West, Duncan Miller, et al.

Duncan Miller v. Adjudicative Officers of the
Billings Bureau of Land Management , Civil No.

74-53-BLG, D. Mont. Dismissed, Oct. 31, 1974;
motion to amend complaint denied, Dec. 18,
1974.

Duncan Miller , A-30669 (Nov. 8, 1966)

Duncan Miller v. Director of the Bureau of
Land Management , Civil No. 779, D. Mont.
Judgment for defendant, Apr. 25, 1969; no
appeal.

Duncan Miller , A-30628 (Nov. 16, 1966), A-30684
(Jan. 19, 1967), A-30708 (Nov. 16, 1966),
A-30797 (Sept. 12, 1967)

Duncan Miller v. Secretary of the Interior &
his officers , Civil No. 7334, D.N.M. Dis-
missed with prejudice, Aug. 28, 1968; motion
to set aside judgment denied, Sept. 24, 1968;
motion for reconsideration denied, Nov. 4,
1968.

Duncan Miller, A-30891 (Mar. 5, 1968)

Duncan Miller v. Udall , Civil No. 745-68
Dismissed with prejudice, Oct. 14, 1968;
appeal.

Duncan Miller v. Adjudicative Officers of the
Billings Bureau of Land Management , Civil No.

1146, D. Mont. Dismissed, June 29, 1973;
appeal not pursued by plaintiff.

Duncan Miller v. Officers of the Department of
the Interior , Civil No. 76-48 BLG, D. Mont.
Suit pending.

Duncan Miller, 10 IBLA 27 (1973)

Duncan Miller v. Administrative Officers of
the Bureau of Land Management & Dept. of the

Interior , Civil No. 1035-73. Dismissed,
Oct. 30, 1973; motions for reconsideration
denied respectively, Dec. 4, 1973, Jan. 4,

1974, Apr. 5, 1974; appeal dismissed, &

Aug. 27, 1975; motion for rehearing denied ,

Aug. 27, 1975; motion for reconsideration
denied , Nov. 6, 1975; application for exten-
sion of time to file writ of certiorari
filed; no petition.

Duncan Miller . A-30924 (Nov. 13,
(Nov. 22, 1968), A-30966 (Oct.
(Aug. 21, 1969)

1968), A-30934
29, 1968), A-31054

Duncan Miller v. Secretary of the Interior ,

Civil No. 52-69. Amended complaint dismissed
without prejudice, July 20, 1970; motion to
reinstate case denied, Jan. 6, 1972; motion
for reconsideration denied, Feb. 7, 1972.

Duncan Miller , 12 IBLA 199, 201, 206 (1973),
IBLA 73-319, 406, 407, 410, 411, 412, IBLA 74-12,
16 (Order of dismissal dated July 17, 1973)

Duncan Miller v. The Board of Land Appeals,
Department of the Interior , Civil No. 1929-73.
Dismissed, Feb. 15, 1974; appeal dismissed,
Aug. 27, 1975; motion for rehearing denied ,

Aug. 27, 1975; motion for reconsideration
denied , Nov. 6, 1975; application for exten-
sion of time to file writ of certiorari filed;
no petition.
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Duncan Miller, 12 IBLA 201 (1973), 12 IBLA 206 Monturah Co., 10 IBLA 347 (1973)

Duncan Miller v. Admin. Officers, California
Bureau of Land Management , Civil No. S-2471,

D. Cal. Dismissed, June 25, 1973; motion for

rehearing filed June 29, 1973.

Duncan Miller , 15 IBLA 275 (1974), Order, May 13,

1974

Charles S. Pashayan, Lillie A. Pashayan,

Charles S. Pashayan, Jr., & Suzanne Lillie

Pashayan, Co-partners, d/b/a Monturah Co. v.

Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary of the Interior ,

Civil No. 74-1083 (9th Cir.). Dismissed for

lack of jurisdiction, Apr. 24, 1974; Civil No.

F-74-5-Civ, E.D. Cal. Dismissed without prej-
udice, Apr. 11, 1974.

Duncan Miller v. Operating Officers of the

Bureau of Land Management, The Department of

the Interior, & The Hon. Secretary of the

Interior (Nominal Defendant) , Civil No.

74-1116. Dismissed, Oct. 22, 1974; no appeal.

Duncan Miller , 19 IBLA 133 (1975), 19 IBLA 188

(1975), 20 IBLA 1 (1975), 20 IBLA 9 (1975),
20 IBLA 19 (1975), IBLA 75-379 (dismissed by

order, Mar. 20, 1975), IBLA 75-365 (dismissed
by order, Mar. 24, 1975)

Bobby Lee Moore et al. , 72 I.D. 505 (1965)

Anquita L. Kluenter et al. , A-30483 (Nov. 18,

T9651

Gary Carson Lewis, etc., et al. v. General

Services Administration et al. , Civil No. 3253,

S.D. Cal. Judgment for defendant, Apr. 12,

1965; aff 'd, 377 F.2d 499 (9th Cir. 1967); no
petition.

Duncan Miller v. The Honorable Secretaries of

the Interior, etc

Complaint dismissed, Aug.

eration denied , Sept. 16,

et al. , Civil No. 75-0905.

8, 1975; reconsid-
1975.

Duncan Miller , 19 IBLA 133 (1975), 19 IBLA 188

(1975), 20 IBLA 1 (1975), 20 IBLA 9 (1975),
20 IBLA 19 (1975), 21 IBLA 50 (1975), 22 IBLA

52 (1975), IBLA 75-379 (dismissed by order,
Mar. 20, 1975), IBLA 75-365 (dismissed by order,

Mar. 24, 1975), IBLA 75-251, 75-289, 75-326,

75-327, 75-382, 75-426 (dismissed by orders,
Apr. 30, 1975), IBLA 75-278 (dismissed by order,

May 22, 1975)

See also Evelyn R. Robertson

Duncan Miller v. The Honorable Secretaries of

the Interior, etc. al., Civil No. 75-2138.

Henry S. Morgan et al. , 65 I.D. 369 (1958)

Henry S. Morgan v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil No.

3248-59. Judgment for defendant, Feb. 20,

1961 (opinion); aff 'd, 306 F.2d 799 (1962);

cert, denied, 371 U.S. 941 (1962).

Morrison-Knudsen Co. , 64 I.D. 185 (1957)

Morrison-Knudsen Co. v. U.S. , Ct. CI. No.

239-61. Remanded to Trial Comm'r, 345 F.2d
833 (1965); Commr's report adverse to U.S.

issued June 20, 1967; judgment for plaintiff,
397 F.2d 826 (1968); part remanded to the

Board of Contract Appeals; stipulated dismis-
sal on Oct. 6, 1969; judgment for plaintiff,
Feb. 17, 1970.

Dismissed; appeal dismissed.

John R. Mimick et al. , 25 IBLA 107 (1976)

John R. Mimick, James W. Belmont, Thomas J.

Lauvetz & Arthur J. Penney v . Thomas Kleppe,

Individually & in his capacity as Secretary
of the Interior , Civil No. 76-0-240, D. Neb.

Dismissed without prejudice, Dec. 21, 1976.

Mitchell Energy Corp. , 32 IBLA 244 (1977)

Mildred A. Moss et al. , 28 IBLA 364 (1977),

Reconsideration denied , Mar. 18, 1977

Mildred A. Moss, Emily C. Biester, Donald E.

Howell, Robert C. Pass & Thomas L. Williams

v. Cecil D. Andrus, Secretary of the Interior,

Arthur W. Zimmerman, State Director, Bureau
of Land Management & Raul E. Martinez, Chief,

Minerals Section, Bureau of Land Management
Civil No. CIV 77-234 B, D.N.M

defendant, Nov. 1, 1977; aff'd
Judgment for
Sept. 20, 1978.

Mitchell Energy Corp. v. Cecil D. Andrus,
Individually & as Secretary of the Interioi

Civil No. 77-2165. Judgment for defendant,
Nov. 30, 1978; no appeal.

Glenn Munsey, Earnest Scott & Arnold Scott

Smitty Baker Coal Co., 1 IBMA 208 (1972),
43 (1977)

H. D. Mollohan & Eagle Tail Ranch , A-29335
(July 8, 1963)

H. D. Mollohan et al. v. Warren J. Gray et al.

Civil No. 4877 Phx. , D. Ariz. Judgment for

defendant, Nov. 13, '967; aff'd, 413 F.2d 349

(9th Cir. 1969); no j. tion.

Glenn Munsey, Arnold Scott & Earnest Scott,

Miners v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary of

the Interior et al , No. 72-2095, United
States Court of Appeals for the District of

Columbia Circuit. Vacated & remanded,
507 F.2d 1202 (1974).

Howard S. Mollring , A-29498 (July 26, 1963)
Glenn Munsey v. Smitty Baker Coal Co., Ralph Baker,

Smitty Baker, & P & P Coal Co. , 84 I.D. 336 (1977)

Howard S. Mollring v. J. E. Keough et al. ,

Civil No. C-200-6
defendant, Jan

D. Utah. Judgment for

1964; no appeal.

Glenn Munsey v. Cecil D. Andrus , No. 77-1619,
United States Ct. of Appeals, D.C. Cir. Suit

pending.
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Uniform Relocation Assistance Appeal of Numerous

Navajo Persons Who Reside on Black Mesa in

Arizona , 1 OHA 292 (197b)

Buck Austin, Lilly, Jack & Billy Chief,

Alta Rose Albert, Betty Crank, Manymule's

Daughter »2, Steven & Kee Lake & Kee Begay v.

Morris Thompson, Comm'r of Indian Affairs ,

Civil No. CIV- 76-41 8-PCT-CAM, D. Ariz. Judg-

ment for defendant, Jan. 20, 1978; appeal

filed Mar. 15, 1978.

Appeal of North Star Aviation Corp. , IBCA-741

(May 19, 1969)

North Star Aviation Corp. v. U.S. , Ct. CI. No.

264-69. Commr's report adverse to U.S. issued
Dec. 10, 1971; judgment for plaintiff, 458 F.2d
64 (1972).

Northwest Citizens for Wilderness Mining Co.

33 IBLA 317 (1978)

Navajo Tribe of Indians v. State of Utah , 80 I.D.

441 (1973)

Navajo Tribe of Indians v. Rogers C. B. Morton,

Secretary of the Interior, Joan B. Thompson,

Martin Ritvo & Frederick Fishman, members of

the Board of Land Appeals, Dept. of the

Interior , Civil No. C-308-73, D. Utah. Dis-

missed with prejudice, Jan. 4, 1979.

Northwest Citizens for Wilderness Mining Co.

v. The Bureau of Land Management & Edna A.

Haverland, Individ. & Chief, Branch of Records
& Data Management, BLM , Civil No. 78-46-M,
D. Mont. Suit pending.

Richard L. Oelschlaeger , 67 I.D. 237 (1960)

Richard L. Oelschlaeger v. Stewart L. Udall
,

New England Fish Co. , 42 IBLA 200 (1979)

New England Fish Co. v. Robert E.

Sorenson, Chief, Branch of Lands &

Minerals Operations BLM, Alaska

State Office, Department of the

Interior , Civil No. A79-283 CIV,

D. Alaska. Suit pending.

New York State Natural Gas Corp. , A-28687 (July 19,

1962)

Jacob N. Wasserman v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil

No. 3207-62. Judgment for defendant, 234 F.

Supp. 651 (1964); no appeal.

Jess H. Nicholas, Jr., A-30065 (Oct. 13, 1964)

Nicholas, Jr. Stewart L. Udall ,

Civil No. A-67-64, D. Alaska. Judgment for

defendant, Sept. 17, 1965; aff'd, 385 F. 2d

177 (9th Cir. 1967); no petition.

Robert D. Nininger, Appellant, Paul C. Kohlman ,

Appellee , 16 IBLA 200 (1974)

Robert D. Nininger v. Rogers C. B. Morton

Kenneth J. Sire , Civil No. 74-1246. Defen-

dant's motion for summary judgment granted,

Mar. 20, 1975; no appeal.

Leonard E. Noren , A-27583 (Sept. 13, 1960)

Leonard E. Noren v. Walter E. Beck , Civil No.

2139 ND, S.D. Cal. Judgment for defendant,

199 F. Supp. 708 (1961).

Civil No. 4181-60. Dismissed, Nov. 15, 1963;

case reinstated, Feb. 19, 1964; remanded,
Apr. 4, 1967; rev'd & remanded with directions
to enter judgment for appellant, 389 F.2d 974

(1968); cert, denied, 392 U.S. 909 (1968).

Oil and Gas Leasing on Lands Withdrawn by Executive
Orders for Indian Purposes in Alaska , 70 I.D. 166
(1963)

Mrs. Louise A. Pease v. Stewart L. Udall ,

Civil No. 760-63, D. Alaska. Withdrawn
Apr. 18, 1963.

Superior Oil Co. v. Robert L. Bennett , Civil
No. A-17-63, D. Alaska. Dismissed, Apr. 23,
1963.

Native Village of Tyonek v. Robert L. Bennett
,

Civil No. A-15-63, D. Alaska. Dismissed,
Oct. 11, 1963.

Mrs. Louise A. Pease v. Stewart L. Udall,
Civil No. A-20-63, D. Alaska. Dismissed,
Oct. 29, 1963 (oral opinion); aff'd, 332 F.2d
62 (9th Cir. 1964); no petition.

George L. Gucker v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil
No. A-39-63, D. Alaska. Dismissed without
prejudice, Mar. 2, 1964; no appeal.

Oil Resources, Inc. , 28 IBLA 394; 84 I.D. 91 (1977)

Oil Resources, Inc. v. Cecil D. Andrus, Sec-
retary of the Interior ,

D. Utah. Suit pending.
Civil No. C-77-0147,

Leonard E. Noren v. Walter E. Beck , Civil No.

laintiff,2347 ND, S.D. Cal. Judgment for

Sept. 17, 1965; rev'd & remanded sub nom.

Robert E. McCarthy, successor to Walter E.

Beck v. Leonard E

manded 370 F.2d 845 (9th Cir

denied, 387 U.S. 917 (1967).

Noren et al., rev d &

1966); cert.

Estate of Rose Old Bear Wilson , 4 IBIA 62 (1975)

James Harold Kindness & Sherman Wilson, Jr. v.

Kent Frizzell, Acting Secretary, Department of
the Interior , Civil No. 75-76-Blg, D. Mont.
Judgment for defendant, Apr. 9, 1976.
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Old Ben Coal Co.

440 (1974)

II I.D. 428, 81 I.D. 436, 81 I.D. Elizabeth Pagedas , 38 IBLA 130 (1978), On Recon-
sideration, 40 IBLA 21 (1979)

Old Ben Coal Corp. v. Interior Board of Mine
Operations Appeals et al. , Nos. 74-1654,

74-1655, 74-1656, United States Court of

Appeals for the 7th Cir. Board's decision
aff 'd, June 13, 1975; reconsideration denied ,

June 27, 1975.

Elizabeth Pagedas, Athena Pagedas, Kap
Bae, Anna Sarantos & Fred Engle, d/b/a
Resource Service Co. v. Cecil D. Andrus,
Secretary of the Interior & Wyo. State

Office, Bureau of Land Management , Civil
No. 79-2456. Suit pending.

Old Ben Coal Co. , 82 I.D. 355 (1975)

United Mine Workers of America v. U.S.

Interior Board of Mine Operations Appeals ,

No. 75-1852, United States Court of Appeals,

D.C. Circuit. Vacated & remanded with
instructions to dismiss as moot, June 10,

1977.

Eugene C. Paine et al. , A-27632 (Aug. 21, 1958)

Eugene C. Paine et al. v. Stewart L. Udall ,

Civil No. 2607-58. Judgment for plaintiff,
Sept. 24, 1959; vacated & remanded, Wright v.

Seaton , Misc. 1403, Jan. 11, 1960. Judgment
for plaintiff, May 4, 1960; rev'd & remanded,
Feb. 23, 1961; Judgment for defendant,
Mar. 20, 1961; no petition.

Old Ben Coal Co.

,

84 I.D. 459 (1977)

United Mine Workers of America v. Cecil P.

Andrus , No. 77-1840, United States Ct. of

CiiAppeals, D.C. nt pending.

Irene Mitchell Pallin , A-28766 (Sept. 21, 1962)

Irene Mitchell Pallin v. U.S. & Edward Elmer
Mitchell, Jr. , Civil No. 47552, N.D. Cal.

Judgment for plaintiff, Dec. 16, 1970; rev'd,
496 F.2d 27 (9th Cir. 1974); no petition.

George Ondola , 17 IBLA 363 (1974)
See Virginia Gail Atchison

Susie Ondola , 17 IBLA 359 (1974)

See Virginia Gail Atchison

Pan American Petroleum Corp.

19591

IA-840 (Dec. 18,

Pan American Petroleum Corp. v. Stewart L.

Udall , Civil No. 960-60. Judgment for plain-
tiff, 192 F. Supp. 626 (1961); subsequent
administrative appeal & supplemental complaint
filed; judgment for plaintiff, Feb. 16, 1966;
no appeal.

Joseph I. O'Neill, Jr. , A-30488 (Apr. 19, 1966),
A-30488 (Supp.) (Dec. 7, 1966)

Jack W. Parks v. L & M Coal Corp. , 83 I.D. 710
(1976)

Joseph I. O'Neill, Jr. v. Stewart L. Udall ,

Civil No. 3556-SD-K, S.D. Cal. Remanded to

the Dept. for clarification of Departmental
decision, Aug. 12, 1966; order denying defen-
dant's motion for summary judgment, without
prejudice & remanding case for clarification
of the affirmance of the Departmental decision,
Mar. 8, 1967; no appeal; stipulated dismissal,
Nov. 22, 1971.

Jack W. Parks v. Thomas S. Kleppe , No. 76-2052,

United States Ct. of Appeals, D.C. Cir. Volun-
tary dismissal, May 4, 1977.

Paul Jarvis, Inc. , 64 I.D. 285 (1957)

Paul Jarvis, Inc. v. U.S. , Ct. CI. No. 40-58.

Stipulated judgment for plaintiff, Dec. 19,
1958.

Appeal of Ounalashka Corp.
475 (1976)

1 ANCAB 104; 83 I.D.

Ounalashka Corp. , for & on behalf of its
Shareholders v. Thomas Kleppe, Secretary of

the Interior & his successors & predecessors
in office, et al. , Civil No. A76-241 CIV,

D. Alaska. Suit pending.

Peabody Coal Co. , 34 IBLA 139 (1978), 36 IBLA 242
(1978)

Peabody Coal Co. v. Cecil D. Andrus, Secretary
of the Interior, Guy Martin, Assistant Secre-
tary, Land & Water Resources, Frank Gregg, Dir.

Bureau of Land Management , Civil No. C78-161,
D. Wyo. Judgment for plaintiff Sept. 19, 1979;
no appeal.

Oyate, Inc. et al. , IA-2629

Oyate, Inc. a nonprofit South Dakota Corp. et

B. Morton , Civil No. 687-73.al. v. Rogers C.

Dismiss Jan. 7, 1974.

Perry & Wallis, Inc. , IBCA-617 (July 16, 1968)

Perry & Wallis, Inc. v. U.S. , Ct. CI. 365-68.

Judgment for defendant, 427 F.2d 722 (1970).



Estate of Pete-Goh-Deh-Dil (Joe Pete)
,

(June 7, 1966)

Don & Winona Je

IA-1322

, Mabel George Gomez et

al., Civil No. S-66-104, E.D. Cal. Dismissed

with prejudice as to defendants Udall, Crow &

Hall, May 22, 1969; dismissed with prejudice
as to defendant Gomez, Sept. 1, 1970.

Judicial Review

Harold Ladd Pierce , 69 I.D. 14 (1962)

Duncan Miller v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil No.

1351-62. Judgment for defendant, Aug. 2, 1962;

aff 'd, 317 F.2d 573 (1963); no petition.

Platte Valley Construction Co. , IBCA-168 (Aug. 28,

1958)

Peter Kiewit Sons' Co., 72 I.D. 415 (1965)
George Stanek et al. v. U.S. , Ct. CI. 189-72.

Compromised.

Peter Kiewit Sons' Co. v. U. Ct. CI. 129-66.

Judgment for plaintiff, May 24, 1968.

Pocahontas Fuel Co., 83 I.D. 690 (1976)

Curtis D. Peters, 80 I.D. 595 (1973)

Curtis D. Peters v. U.S., Rogers C. B. Morton,

as Secretary of the Interior , Civil No.

C-75-0201 RFP, N.D. Cal. Judgment for defen-
dant, Dec. 1, 1975; no appeal.

Howard Mull ins v. Cecil D. Andrus , No. 77-1087,

United States Ct. of Appeals, D.C. Cir. Suit

pending.

Pocahontas Fuel Co., 84 I.D. 489 (1977)

Frederick T. Peters, et al . , 41 IBLA 262 (1979)

Stewart Capital Corp., Cynthia S-H
Bowers, Marvyn Carton, William Feick, Jr.,

Amey M. Harrison, Kenneth K. Kohrs, Phyllis
Johnston, Barbara Michaels, Frederick T.

Peters, R. J. Russette, Rharrc Associates,

Donald Beck, Sherwin Gandee, Irwin Kramer &

Joseph Fiato v. Raul Martinez, Chief, Mineral
Sec, New Mexico State Office, BLM , Civil No.

CIV-79-042C, D.N.M. Suit pending.

Pocahontas Fuel Co., Div. of Consolidation
Coal Co. v. Cecil D. Andrus, No. 77-2239,

United States Ct. of Appeals, 4th Cir. Suit

pending.

John M. Pomeroy , A-28134 (Jan. 13, 1960)

John M. Pomeroy v. Walter E. Beck , Civil No.

8033, N.D. Cal. Dismissed by plaintiff,

Aug. 15, 1961; no appeal.

Blaine Peterson, A-28111 (Nov. 23, 1959)

L. Robert Anderson v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil
No. 3953-60. Dismissed without prejudice,
Nov. 13, 1961; no appeal.

Port Blakely Mill Co. , 71 I.D. 217 (1964)

Port Blakely Mill Co.

W.D. Wash. Dismissed
1964.

r. U.S. , Civil No. 6205,
rith prejudice, Dec. 7,

Virgil V. Peterson & Hiko Bell Mining & Oil Co.

37 IBLA 18 (1978) L. 0. Power et al 22 IBLA 15 (1975)

Virgil V. Peterson v. The Dept. of Interior &

Cecil D. Andrus, Secretary of the Interior ,

Civil C 78-0463, D. Utah. Suit pending.

Hiko Bell Mining & Oil Corp. v. Cecil D.

Andrus, Secretary of the Interior, Guy Martin,
Assistant Secretary, Land & Water Resources, &

Frank Gregg, Dir., Bureau of Land Management
,

Civil No. C78-0465, D. Utah. Suit pending.

Petroleum Ownership Map Co.

1959)
IBCA-110 (May 29,

Petroleum Ownership Map Co. v. U.S. , Ct. CI.
269-62. Judgment for plaintif f77^89 F.2d 793
(1968).

City of Phoenix v. Alvin B. Reeves et al.

65 (1974)

Alvin B. Reeves, Genevieve C. Rippey, Leroy
Reeves & Thelma Reeves, as he irs of A.. H.

Reeves, Deceased

of the In

v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Sec-
retary terior & The City of Phoenix,
a municipal Corp. , Civil No. 74-117 PHX-WPC,
D. Ariz. Dismissed with prejudice, Aug. 9,

1974; reconsideration denied , Sept. 24, 1974;
no appeal.

L. 0. Power, Ellis J. & Lois Dover, & Noble
Ribelin v. U.S. & Kent Frizzell, Acting Secre-
tary of the Interior , Civil No. CIV 75-708 PHX
WPC, D. Ariz. Suit pending.

Property Management Co. , A-29144 (Aug. 19, 1963)

Property Management Co. v. Stewart L. Udall ,

Civil No. 64-28, D. Ore. Judgment for de-
fendant, 255 F. Supp. 382 (1966); appeal
dismissed, Oct. 13, 1966. See Linn Land Co.
v. Udall.

Nola Grace Ptasynski, Barbara C. Lisco , 19 IBLA 125
(1975), 26 IBLA 340 (1966) (Supp.)

Barbara C. Lisco
Hathaway,

The Honorable Stanley K.

Secretary of the Interior, et al.,
Civil No. 75-281, D.N.M. Remanded to the
Department, Apr. 3, 1976.

Nola Grace Ptasynski v. The Honorable
Stanley K. Hathaway, Secretary of the Interior

,

et al. , Civil No. 75-282, D.N.M. Remanded to

the Department, Apr. 6, 1976; judgment for
defendants, May 5, 1977.
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R. E. Puckett , A-30419 (Oct. 29, 1965)

Robert E. Puckett v. Stewart L. Udall, Sec-

retary of the Interior , Civil No. 2786-65.

Dismissed without prejudice, Aug. 15, 1966.

Estate of Crawford J. Reed (Unallotted Crow No.

6412) , 1 IBIA 326; 79 I. P. 621 (1972)

George Reed, Sr. v. Rogers Morton et al. ,

Civil No. 1105, D. Mont. Dismissed June 14,

1973; no appeal.

Estate of Henry Frank Racine , 7 IBIA 1 (1978)

Martha Alfreda Racine Crawford et al. v.

Cecil D. Andrus, Secretary of the Interior ,

Civil No. CV-78-8-6F, D. Mont. Dismissed
July 13, 1979; appeal filed Sept. 4, 1979.

Reichhold Energy Corp. , 40 IBLA 134 (1979)

Reichhold Energy Corp. v. Cecil D.

Andrus, Civil No. 79-1274. Suit pending.

Ethel C. Radzewicz et al. , A-30866 (Jan. 29, 1968)

Georgette B. Lee (Hall) v. Udall , Civil No.

985-68. Judgment for defendant, Oct. 30,

1969; dismissed, Nov. 17, 1970.

Reliable Coal Corp., 1 IBMA 97; 79 I.D. 139 (1972)

Rogers C. B. Morton,Reliable Coal Corp.

Secretary of the Interior et al. , No. 72-1477,

United States Court of Appeals, 4th Cir.

Board's decision aff *d, 478 F.2d 257 (4th Cir.

1973).

Ram Petroleums, Inc. & Ramoco, Inc. , 37 IBLA 184

(1978)

Ram Petroleums, Inc. v. Cecil Andrus,

Secretary of the Interior, Edward W.

Stuebing & Douglas E. Henriques, Admin -

istrative Judges of the IBLA , Civil No.

R-79-0005, D. Nev. Rev'd, Oct. 24, 1979;

appeal filed, Dec. 21, 1979.

Ramoco, Inc. & Ram Petroleums, Inc. v.

Cecil Andrus, Secretary of the Interior,

Edward W. Stuebing & Douglas E. Henriques,
Admin. Judges of IBLA & L. Pollick, Chief

Minerals Sec, Utah State Office of BLM
,

Civil No. C-79-0007, D. Utah. Judgment for

defendants, Nov. 14, 1979; appeal filed

Jan. 10, 1980.

Estate of John S. Ramsey (Wap Tose Note) (Nez Perce

Allottee No. 853, Deceased), 81 I.D. 298 (1974)

Republic Steel Corp. , 82 I.D. 607 (1975)

Republic Steel Corp. v. Interior Board of Mine

Operations Appeals , No. 76-1041, United States

Ct. of Appeals, D.C. Cir. Rev'd & remanded,
Feb. 22, 1978.

Brown, Jr. & Co. , IBCA-356 (July 26, 1963)

Robert G. Brown, Jr. et al. v. U.S. , Ct. CI.

No. 373-63. Judgment for plaintiff, Apr. 6,

1965; no appeal.

Richfield Oil Corp. , 62 I.D. 269 (1955)

Richfield Oil Corp. v. Fred A. Seaton , Civil

No. 3820-55. Dismissed without prejudice,
Mar. 6, 1958; no appeal.

Clara Ramsey Scott v. U.S. & Rogers C. B.

Morton, Secretary of the Interior, et al.

Civil No. 3-74-39, D. Idaho. Dismissed with
prejudice, Aug. 11, 1975; no appeal.

Mark B. Ringstad et al., Inlet Oil Corp. et al.,

Robert L. Lawler et al. , A-31111, A-31115,

A-31134, A-31118 (Mar. 17, 1970)

Ray P. Bolander Co. , 72 I.D. 449 (1965)

Ray P. Bolander Co. v. U.S. , Ct. CI. 51-66.

Judgment for plaintiff, Dec. 13, 1968; subse-

quent Contract Officer's dec, Dec. 3, 1969;

interim dec, Dec 2, 1969; Order to Stay Pro-

ceedings until Mar. 31, 1970; dismissed with
prejudice, Aug. 3, 1970.

Robert Lawler et al. v. Walter J. Hickel
,

Civil No. F-14-70, D. Alaska.

Inlet Oil Corp. & Raymond J. Ellis v. Walter J.

Hickel , Civil No. A-48-70, D. Alaska. Stipu-

lated dismissal without prejudice, Aug. 11,

1970.

Actions consolidated, June 26, 1970. Judgment
for defendant, Feb. 22, 1972; no appeal.

Estate of Elgin Red Elk , IA-1230 (Nov. 13, 1964)

Bert Taunah et al

65-82, W.D. Okla.

Apr. 27, 1967

v. Stewart Udall, Civil No.

Judgment for plaintiff,
rev'd & remanded, 398 F.2d 795

(10th Cir. 1968); no petition.

Hugh S. Ritter, Thomas M. Bunn , 72 I.D. Ill (1965),

reconsideration denied by letter decision dated
June 23, 1967, by the Under Secretary.

Thomas M. Bunn v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil No.

2615-65. Remanded, June 28, 1966.
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Estate of William Cecil Robedeaux , 1 IBIA 106,

78 I.D. 234 (1971), 2 IBIA 33, 80 I.D. 390 (1973)
tary of the Interior , Civil No. 75-1152.

Judgment for defendant, July 29, 1976.

Oneta Lamb Robedeaux et al. v. Rogers C.

Morton , Civil No. 71-646, D. Okla. Disn

Jan. 11, 1973.
Frank Roybal, Jr. v. U.S. Steel Corp. , 7 IBMA 238

(1977)

Houston Bug Hill v. Rogers C. B. Morton , Civil

No. 72-376, W.D. Okla. Judgment for plaintiff,

Oct. 29, 1973; amended judgment for plaintiff,

Nov. 12, 1973; appeal dismissed, June 28, 1974.

Frank Roybal, Jr. v. Cecil P. Andrus , No.

77-1307, United States Ct. of Appeals, D.C.

Cir. Suit pending.

Houston Bus Hill & Thunnan S. Hurst v. Rogers
C. B. Morton, Secretary of the Interior , Civil

No. 73-528-B, W.D. Okla. Judgment for plain-

tiff, Apr. 30, 1975; corrected judgment, May 2,

1975; per curiam dec. , vacated & remanded,

Oct. 2, 1975; judgment for plaintiff, Dec. 1,

1975.

Edgar Rundle , A-29593 (Aug. 2, 1963)

Edgar Rundle v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil No.

191-65. Judgment for defendant, Sept. 22,

1965; aff'd, 379 F.2d 112 (1967); cert.

denied, 389 U.S. 845 (1967).

Evelyn R. Robertson et al., Duncan Miller , A-29251

(Mar. 21, 1963) (see Duncan Miller , 20 IBLA 1

(1975))

Duncan Miller v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil No.

1066-63. Judgment for defendant, Mar. 13,

1964; aff'd, 349 F.2d 193 (1965); cert , denied ,

385 U.S. 929 (1966); rehearing denied , 385 U.S.

1021 (1966).

W. C. Wells v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil No.

A-37-63, D. Alaska. Dismissed with prejudice,
Sept. 7, 1965; no appeal.

Estate of James Running Horse , IA-1048 (May 26,

1960)

Mary Hit Him Running Horse v. Stewart L.

Udall , Civil No. 2106-68. Judgment for plain-

tiff, 211 F. Supp. 586 (1962); no appeal.

Louise Safarik , A-28307 et_ al^ (Apr. 22, 1960)

John J. King v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil No.

3903-60. Judgment for defendant, June 23,

1961; aff'd, 304 F.2d 944 (1962); no petition.

Evelyn R. Robertson v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil
No. 1561-63. Judgment for defendant, Apr. 4,

1964; aff'd, 349 F.2d 195 (1965); no petition.

Estate of Clark Joseph Robinson ,

294 (1978)

7 IBIA 74; 85 I.D.

Rene Robinson, by & through her Guardian Ad

Litem, Nancy Clifford v. Cecil Andrus, Sec-
retary of the Interior, Gretchen Robinson &

Trixi Lynn Robinson Harris , Civil No.

CIV- 78-5097, D.S.D. Suit pending.

Louise Safarik et al. , A-28562 et^ al_. (Jan. 26, 1961)

Louise Safarik v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil No.

1081-61. Judgment for defendant, June 23,

1961; aff'd, 304 F.2d 944 (1962); cert , denied ,

371 U.S. 901 (1962).

Samuel Gary v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil No.

1202-61. Judgment for defendant, June 23,

1961; aff'd, 304 F.2d 944 (1962); no petition.

Rune E. S. Safve, 13 IBLA 212 (1973)

George Rodda, Jr.

(1978)

27 IBLA 186 (1976), 37 IBLA 189

Norman Lewis McBride, Assignor & George
Rodda, Jr., Assignee v. Secretary of the

Interior, Roy Maggart, an Individual,
Eldon J. Fairbanks, an Individual,
No. CIV 79-96 TUC-MAR,
pending.

Ariz. Su

Civil
it

Rune E. S. Safve v. Secretary of the Interior,
Interior Board of Land Appeals, Dir., Bureau
of Land Management, State Dir., Alaska, Bureau

of Land Mgmt ., Civil No. A-173-73 CIV, D. Alaska.
Dismissed, Mar. 4, 1975; reinstated by court
order, Apr. 9, 1975; remanded to the Bureau of

Land Management for proceedings, Mar. 19, 1976.

Louis Samuel et al.

,

8 IBLA 268 (1972)

Rosebud Coal Sales Co. , 37 IBLA 251; 85 I.D. 396
(1978)

Charles M. Goad v. U.S. & Rogers Morton, Sec -

retary of the Interior , Civil No. 9948, D.N.M.

Dismissed with prejudice, Jan. 16, 1974.

Rosebud Coal Sales Co. v. Cecil D. Andrus,
Secretary of the Interior, Frank Gregg, Direc-
tor, Bureau of Land Management, & Maria B.

Bohl, Chief, Land & Mining, Bureau of Land
Management, Wyo. , Civil No. C78-261, D. Wyo.
Judgment for plaintiff,
appeal.

Oct. 17, 1979.

Richard W. Rowe, Daniel Gaudiane , 82 I.D. 174
(1975)

Richard W. Rowe, Daniel Gaudiane v. Stanley K.

Hathaway, in his official capacity as Secre-

Joseph & Jean Maisano v. Rogers C. B. Morton,
Secretary of the Interior, Bureau of Land

Mgmt., & Board of Land Appeals , Civil No.

39720, E.D. Mich. Dismissed, Oct. 12, 1973
(opinion); no appeal.

Gordon W. & Alleyne J. Laatz v. Rogers C. B.

Morton et al. , Civil No. 03266, E.D. Mich.
Dismissed, Feb. 20, 1975 (opinion).

Louis Samuel v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary
of the Interior , Civil No. CV-74-1112-EC, CD.
Cal. Dismissed with prejudice, Aug. 26, 1974;
no appeal.
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San Carlos Mineral Strip , 69 I.D. 195 (1962)

James Houston Bowman v. Stewart L. Udall.

Civil No. 105-63. Judgment for defendant,
243 F. Supp. 672 (1965); aff'd, sub nom.

S. Jack Hinton et al. v. Stewart L. Udall,
364 F.2d 676 (1966); cert , denied , 385 U.S.

878 (1966); supplemented by M-36767, Nov. 1,

1967.

Charles Schraier, Robert Schulein, et al. , A-30814,
A-30816 (Nov. 21, 1967)

Charles Schraier v. Stewart L. Udall, Sec

retarjr of the Interior Civil No. 427-68.

Oct. 31, 1968; aff'd,Judgment for defendant
419 F.2d 663 (1969); petition for rehearing
en banc denied, Oct. 8, 1969; no petition.

B. F. Sandoval, Jr., A-29975 (June 12, 1964)

B. F. Sandoval, Jr. v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil
No. 5779, D.N.M. Judgment for plaintiff,
May 11, 1965; appeal dismissed Jan. 12, 1966;
order vacating prior judgment issued Jan. 28,
1966.

Joseph M. Schuck , A-28603 (Aug. 16, 1961)

Joseph M. Schuck v. Secretary of the Interior ,

No. 16,682. Petition for review dismissed,
Dec. 15, 1961; no appeal.

Joseph M. Schuck v. Secretary of the Interior ,

Civil No. 1402 Tuc. , D. Ariz. Complaint dis-
missed, Jan. 30, 1962; no appeal.

Santa Fe Sand & Gravel Co. , A-30657 (Apr. 25, 1967)

Santa Fe Sand & Gravel Co. v. Boyd L.

Rasmussen et al. , Civil No. 7135, D.N.M.
Summary judgment for defendant, May 28, 1968;
no appeal.

Kenneth F. Santor , 13 IBLA 208 (1973)

Kenneth F. Santor v. Rogers C. B. Morton,
individually & as Secretary of the Interior,
Daniel P. Baker, individually & as Dir. for
the State of Wyo. , Bureau of Land Mgmt., &

Glenna M. Lane, individually & as Chief, O&G
Section, Land Ofc, Wyo. , Civil No. 5949,
D. Wyo. Dismissed, Nov. 15, 1974 (opinion);
no appeal.

John W. Savage , 6 IBLA 253 (1972)

Amerada Hess Corp., Louisiana Land & Explora-
tion Co., & Oil Shale Corp. v. Rogers C. B.

Morton , Civil No. C-4361, D. Colo. Order
holding matter in abeyance until 60 days after
all appeals are completed in Oil Shale Corp. ,

supra, filed June 3, 1974.

Casper Joseph Schmand, Attorney in fact for Mike
Swab , A-29451 (Aug. 19, 1963)

Joseph M. Schuck v. Roy T. Helmandollar , Civil
No. 1402 Tuc, D. Ariz. Judgment for defen-
dant, Mar. 19, 1962; no appeal.

Seal and Co , 68 I D. 94 (1961)

Seal

for
& Co. v.

plaintiff
U.S.,

Jan.

Ct.

31,

CI.

1964

274-

; no

62. Judgment
appeal.

Administrative Appeal of Sessions, Inc. (A Cal.

Corp. ) v. Vyola Olinger Ortner (Lessor), Lease
No. PSL-33, Joseph Patrick Patencio (Lessor),

Lease No. PSL-36, Larry Olinger (Lessor), Lease

No. PSL-41 , 81 I.D. 651 (1974)

Sessions, Inc. v. Rogers C. B. Morton,
Secretary of the Interior, et al. , Civil No.

CV 74-3589 LTL, CD. Cal. Dismissed with
prejudice, Jan. 26, 1976.

Sessions , Inc. v. Rogers C. B. Morton,
Secretary of the Interior, et al. , Civil No.

CV 74-3591 MML, CD. Cal. Dismissed with
prejudice, Jan. 26, 1976.

Sessions, Inc. v. Rogers C. Morton,
Secretary of the Interior, et al. , Civil No.

CV 74-3590 FW, CD. Cal. Dismissed with
prejudice, Jan. 26, 1976.

Casper Joseph Schmand v. Stewart L. Udall ,

Civil No. 63-484, D. Ore. Judgment for de-
fendant, 255 F. Supp. 382 (1966); appeal
dismissed, Oct. 13, 1966. See Linn Land Co.
v. Udall.

Ann D. Schmidt , A-28349 (July 28, 1960)

John J. Sexton, 15 IBLA 69 (1974), 20 IBLA 187 (on

reconsideration)

John J. Sexton v. U.S. Rogers C. B. Morton
as the Secretary of the Interior, et al. ,

Civil No. F-74-6, D. Alaska. Dismissed,
Jan. 5. 1977.

Ann D. Schmidt v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil No.
3912-60. Judgment for defendant, Apr. 11,
1961; no appeal.

Betty Mae Schober & John L. Richardson , A-29430
(Jan. 8, 1964). Reconsideration denied, Mar. 6,
1964.

John L. Richardson v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil
No. 3975, D. Idaho. Remanded, 253 F. Supp. 72
(1966) ; no appeal.

D. Sexton et al 9 IBLA 316 (1973), R. C.

IBLA 266 (1972), R. C. Bailey &Bailey et al

C. Burglin , 10 IBLA 281 (1973), Helen S. Bailey
& C. Burglin , 11 IBLA 51 (1973), Earnest G. &

Dora A. Carter, C. Burglin, Michael F. Scanlan,
C. Burglin , 12 IBLA 181 (1973)

C. Burglin & William D. Sexton v. Rogers C. B.

Morton et al. , Civil No. F-9-73, D. Alaska.
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C. Burglin &

Morton, et al.

C. Bailey v. U.S., Rogers C. B.

Civil No. F-15-73, D. Alaska.

C. Burglin & Helen Bailey v. U.S., Rogers C. I

Morton, et al. , Civil No. F-19-73, D. Alaska.

C. Burglin, Earnest G. Carter, Dora A. Carter,
& Michael F. Scania Rogers C. B.

Morton, Secretary of the Interior, et al.

Civil No. F-21-73, D. Alaska.

Actions consolidated by order dated July 23,

1974. Judgment for defendant, Aug. 5, 1974;

aff'd, 527 F.2d 486 (9th Cir. 1976); cert.
denied, 425 U.S. 973 (1976).

Steve Shapiro v. Bishop Coal Co. , 83 I.D. 59 (1976)

Bishop Coal Co. v. Thomas S. Kleppe , No.
76-1368, United States Ct. of Appeals,
4th Cir. Suit pending.

States Ct. of Appeals, 4th Cir. Vacated with-
out prejudice to plaintiff's rights, 529 F.2d
601 (4th Cir. 1975).

Skelly Oil Co. , 16 IBLA 264 (1974)

Skelly Oil Co. v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Secre-
tary of the Interior, et al. , Civil No. 74-411,
D.N.M. Judgment for plaintiff, Aug. 7, 1975
(opinion); no appeal.

Dorothy Smith, Keith C. Hayes , 44 IBLA 25 (1979)

Karen Hayes, Administratrix of the Estate
of Keith C. Hayes, Deceased; Dorothy Smith

v. Cecil Andrus, Secretary of the Interior ,

Civil No. C-LV-79-369-HEC,
pending.

D. Nev. Suit

John W. Shaw, A-29143 (Apr. 5, 1963)

John W. Shaw v. Stewart L. Udall, Secretary
of the Interior , Civil No. 63-602, D. Ore.
Aff'd, 264 F. Supp. 390 (1967); appeal
docketed Mar. 13, 1967; appeal dismissed.

Eldon L. Smith , A-30944 (Oct. 15, 1968)

Eldon L. Smith v. Walter J. Hickel, Civil No.

69-245, D. Ariz.
Feb. 3, 1970.

Judgment for defendant,

:s W. Smith, 34 IBLA 146 (1978)

James W. Smith v. U.S., Cecil Andrus.

Michael Shearn , 24 IBLA 259 (1976)

Michael Shern v. Thomas S. Kleppe, Secretary
of the Interior & Arthur W. Zimmerman, Direc-
tor of the New Mexico State Office of the
Bureau of Land Management , Civil No.

CIV-76-338-P, D.N.M. Judgment for defendant,
Feb. 22, 1977; aff'd, Sept. 17, 1977.

Shell Oil Co. , A-30575 (Oct. 31, 1966), Chargeabil-
ity of Acreage Embraced in Oil & Gas Lease Offers,

Secretary of the Interior, Frank Gregg,
Dir. BLM, Edward L. Hastey, as Cal.

State Dir., BLM , Civil No. 79-0042-E,
S.D. Cal. Suit pending.

L. B. Smith et al. , A-30447 (Oct. 29, 1965)

Charles J. Babington v. Stewart L. Udall ,

Civil No. 3048-65. Dismissed without preju-
dice for failure of prosecution, May 1, 1967;
no appeal.

71 I.D. 337 (1964)

lellOilCo. v. Udall, Civil No. 216-67.
Stipulated dismissal Aug. 19, 1968.

Estate of Albin (Alvin) She nany
,

7 IBIA 70 (1978)

Edward, Clara & Alice Longhat v. Cecil Andrus,
Secretary of the Interior , Civil No. CIV
78-0929-D, W.D. Okla. Judgment for defendant,
Dec. 31, 1979; appeal filed Jan. 21, 1980.

Stanley C. Soho , A-28135 (Aug. 19, 1959), A-28135
Supp. (July 17, 1961), Supplemented by decision
dated Feb. 1, 1963, by Director, Bureau of Land
Management, approved by the Secretary Mar. 18,
1963

Robert V. Ferry & Irving Baker v. Stewart L.

Udall , Civil No. 1648 Tuc. , D. Ariz. Judgment
for defendant, Sept. 3, 1963; aff'd, 336 F.2d
706 (9th Cir. 1964); cert, denied , 381 U.S.
904 (1965).

Sinclair Oil & Gas Co. , 75 I.D. 155 (1968)

Sinclair Oil & Gas Co. v. Stewart L. Udall,
Secretary of the Interior, et al. , Civil No.
5277, D. Wyo. Judgment for defendant, sub
nom. Atlantic Richfield Co. v. Walter J.
Hickel , 303 F. Supp. 724 (1969); aff'd,
432 F.2d 587 (10th Cir. 1970); no petition.

Stanley C. Soho et al. , A-28175 (Apr. 11, 1960)

Albert Meeks v. E. I. Rowland, Civil No.
3461-Phx. , D. Ariz. Case dismissed, Jan. 17,
1961; no appeal.

Charles T. Sink , 82 I.D. 535 (1975)

Thomas S. Kleppe, SecretaryCharles T. Sink
of the Interior - Mining Enforcement & Safety
Administration (MESA) , No. 75-1292, United

Walter M. Sorensen , 32 IBLA 345 (1977)

Walter M. Sorensen v. Cecil D. Andrus, Secre-
tary of the Interior, & Daniel P. Baker, State
Director, Bureau of Land Management , Civil No.
C77-250, D. Wyo. Aff'd, Sept. 12, 1978.
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Southern Pacific Co. , 76 I.D. 1 (1969)

Southern Pacific Co. v. Walter J. Hickel,

Secretary of the Interior , Civil No. S-1274,

D. Cal. Judgment for defendant, Dec. 2, 1970

(opinion); no appeal.

Judgment for defendant, Mar. 20, 1974; rev'd
& remanded, 529 F.2d 1101 (9th Cir. 1976).

Ross Stegman , A-30812 (Nov. 21, 1967), U.S. v.

Adrian Edwards, 9 IBLA 197 (1973)

Southern Pacific Co., Louis G. Wedekind , 7 7 I.D.

177 (1970), 20 IBLA 365 (1975)

George C. Laden, Louis Wedekind, Mrs. Vern

Lear, Mrs. Arda Fritz, & Helen Laden Wagner,
heirs of George H. Wedekind, Deceased v.

Rogers C. B. Morton et al. , Civil No. R-2858,

D. Nev. On June 20, 1974, remanded for fur-
ther agency proceedings as originally ordered

in 77 I.D. 177; Dist. Ct. reserves jurisdic-
tion; supplemental complaint filed, Aug. 1,

1975; judgment for defendant, Nov. 29, 1976;
appeal filed Jan. 27, 1977.

ss Stegman v. Stewart Udall , Civil No.

Remanded to Hearing6953 Phx. , D. Ariz
Examiner for taking of further evidence,
Dec. 12, 1969.

Adrian Edwards, Trustee for Ross Stegman, &

real party in interest v. Rogers C. B. Morton,
of the Interior, Civil No. 74-58-

PCT-CAM, D. Ariz. Judgment for plaintiff,
Sept. 10, 1975; rev'd, Oct. 26, 1978.

Billy Stewart , N.M. 4200, etc.

Secretary, May 2, 1969.

approved by the

D. L.

Southport Land & Commercial Co.

(Jan. 15, 1964)

Southport Land & Commercial Co. v. Stewart L.

Udall et al. , Civil No. 42385, N.D. Cal. Dis-
missed as to defendant Stewart Udall, 244 F.

Supp. 172 (1965); aff'd, 371 F.2d 526 (9th Cir.

1967); no petition.

Hannifin v. Walter J.

D.N.M.
Hickel et al

.

Civil No. 8074, D.N.M. Judgment for defendant,
Jan. 6, 1970; remanded, May 25, 1970; judgment
for defendant, May 28, 1970; aff'd, 444 F.2d
200 (10th Cir. 1971); no petition.

Joe Stewart, 33 IBLA 225 (1977)

Southwest Welding & Manufacturing Division, Yuba

Consolidated Industries, Inc. , 69 I.D. 173 (1962)

Southwest Welding v. U.S. , Civil No.

68-1658-CC, CD. Cal. Judgment for plaintiff,
Jan. 14, 1970; appeal dismissed, Apr. 6, 1970.

Southwestern Petroleum Corp. et al. , 71 I.D. 206
(1964)

Joe Stewart v. Cecil D. Andrus, Secretary of
the Interior , Civil No. 78-1038, D. Idaho.
Suit pending.

Elaine S. Stickelman , 9 IBLA 327 (1973)

Elaine S. Stickelman v. U.S. & Dept. of the

Interior, et al. , Civil No. LV-2112, D. Nev.

Judgment for defendant Aug. 29, 1975; amended
order judgment for defendant, Sept. 4, 1975.

Southwestern Petroleum Corp. v. Stewart L.

Udall , Civil No. 5773, D.N.M. Judgment for
defendant, Mar. 8, 1965; aff'd, 361 F.2d 650
(10th Cir. 1966); no petition.

Standard Oil Co. of California et al. , 76 I.D. 271
(1969)

Omar Stratman , 16 IBLA 222 (1974)

Omar Stratman v. The Department of the
Interior, Bureau of Land Management , Civil No.

A74-103, D. Alaska. Remanded to the Department,
May 6, 1976; appeal filed, June 30, 1976.

Standard Oil Co. of California v. Walter J.

Hickel et al. , Civil No. A-159-69, D. Alaska.
Judgment for plaintiff, 317 F. Supp. 1192
(1970); aff'd, sub nom . Standard Oil Co. of
Cal. v. Rogers C. B. Morton et al. , 450 F.2d
493 (9th Cir. 1971); no petition.

Standard Oil Co. of Texas, 71 I.D. 257 (1964)

Florence Emily Tagala v. Amanda Nellie Ruth Price ,

A-30715 (Nov. 10, 1966), Florence Emily Tagala t,

Norman C. Gorsuch, Special Administrator of the

Estate of Amanda Price , A-31241 (Jan. 9, 1970)

Amanda Price v. Udall , Civil No. 33-67, D.

Alaska. Judgment for plaintiff, 280 F. Supp.

393 (1968); remanded to Bureau of Land Man-
agement, 411 F.2d 589 (9th Cir. 1969); no
petition.

California Oil Co. v. Secretary of the
Interior , Civil No. 5729, D.N.M. Judgment
for plaintiff, Jan. 21, 1965; no appeal. James K. Tallman , 68 I.D. 256 (1961)

Starling Brokers et al. , 6 IBLA 237 (1972)

Hillin L. Arnold et al. v. Rogers C. B. Morton
et al. , Civil No. A-157-72 Civ., D. Alaska.

James K. Tallman et al. v. Stewart L. Udall ,

Civil No. 1852-62. Judgment for defendant,
Nov. 1, 1962 (opinion); rev'd, 324 F.2d 411

(1963); cert, granted , 376 U.S. 961 (1964);
Dist. Ct. aff'd, 380 U.S. 1 (1965); rehearing
denied, 380 U.S. 989 (1965).
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Texaco, Inc., 75 I.D. 8 (1968) E. B. Todhunter, A-28197 (May 23, 1960)

Texaco Inc., a Corp. v. Secretary of the

Interior , Civil No. 446-68. Judgment for

plaintiff, 295 F. Supp. 1297 (1969); aff'd

in part & remanded, 437 F.2d 636 (1970);
aff'd in part & remanded, July 19, 1972.

Victoria L. Cuccia v. Stewart
No. 3921-60. Judgment for defendant
1963; no appeal.

L. Udall , Civil
Sept. 17,

Texas Construction Co. , 64 I.D. 97 (1957), recon-

sideration denied , IBCA-73 (June 18, 1957)

Texas Construction Co. v. U.S. , Ct. CI. No.
224-58. Stipulated judgment for plaintiff,
Dec. 14, 1961.

Appeal of Toke Cleaners , 81 I.D. 258 (1974)

Thorn Properties, Inc., d/b/a Toke Cleaners &

Launderers v. U.S., Department of the Interior,
Bureau of Indian Affairs , Civil No. A3-74-99,

N.D. Stipulation for dismissal & order dis-
missing case, June 16, 1975.

Estate of Tim Tieyah , 7 IBIA 234, Oct. 17, 1979
Estate of Phillip Tooisgah , 4 IBIA 189; 82 I.D. 541

(19751

Marie Tieyan Carr v. Cecil Andrus, Secre-
tary of the Interior , Civil No. CIV
79-1300-D, D. Okla. Suit pending.

Jonathan Morris & Velma Tooisgah v. Thomas S.

Kleppe, Secretary of the Interior , Civil No.

CIV-76-0037-D, W.D. Okla. Suit pending.

Albert Thomas et ux. (Contestees)
DeVilbiss et ux. (Contestees), 10 IBLA 56 (1973)

Albert & Ellora The Rogers C. B. Morton,
)f the Interior, et al., Civil No.

74-139-TUC-WCF, D. Ariz. Judgment for defen-
dant, 408 F. Supp. 1361 (1976); aff'd,
552 F.2d 871 (9th Cir. 1977).

Tree Land Nursery, Inc. , IBCA-436 (Oct. 31, 1966)

Tree Land Nursery, Inc. v. U.S. , Ct. CI.

238-67. Judgment for plaintiff, May 13, 1969.

Tyee Construction Co.

1958)

IBCA-112 & 113 (Apr. 30,

Estate of John Thomas, Deceased Cayuse Allottee No.

223 & Estate of Joseph Thomas, Deceased, Umatilla
Allottee No. 877 , 64 I.D. 401 (1957)

Joe Hayes v. Fred A. Seaton, Secretary of the
Interior , Civil No. 859-581. Judgment for
defendant, Sept. 18, 1958; aff'd, 270 F.2d 319
(1959); cert, denied , 364 U.S. 814 (1960);
rehearing denied , 364 U.S. 906 (1960).

Tyee Construction Co. v. U.S. , Ct. CI. No.

312-60. Judgment for defendant, June 1, 1962;
no appeal.

Union Oil Co. Bid on Tract 228, Brazos Area, Texas
Offshore Sale , 75 I.D. 147 (1968), 76 I.D. 69

(1969)

The Superior Oil Co. et al. v. Stewart L.

Udall , Civil No. 1521-68. Judgment for plain-
tiff, July 29, 1968, modified, July 31, 1968;

aff'd, 409 F.2d 1115 (1969); dismissed as moot,
June 4, 1969; no petition.

Inc. , 70 I.D. 134Thor-Westcliffe Developmer
(1963)

Thor-Westcliffe Development, Inc. v. Stewart L.

Udall , Civil No. 5343, D.N.M. Dismissed with
prejudice, June 25, 1963.

Union Oil Co. of California , 71 I.D. 287 (1964)

Union Oil Co. of California v. Stewart L. Udall,

Civil No. 2595-64. Judgment for defendant,
Dec. 27, 1965; no appeal.

Thor-Westcliffe Development, Inc. v. Stewart L.

Udall et al. , Civil No. 2406-61. Judgment for
defendant, Mar. 22, 1962; aff'd, 314 F.2d 257
(1963); cert, denied, 373 U.S. 951 (1963).

Richard K. Todd

Bert F. Duesi

I.D. 291 (1961)

Udall , Civil No.

1962290-62. Judgment for defendant, July 17,
(oral opinion); aff'd, 350 F.2d 748 (1965)
cert, denied, 383 U.S. 912 (1966).

Atwood et al. Stewart L. Udall, Civil Nos.
293-62 - 299-62, incl. Judgment for defendant,
Aug. 2, 1962; aff'd, 350 F. 2d 748 (1965); no
petition.

Union Oil Co. of California et

(1964), 72 I.D. 313 (1965)

71 I.D. 169

Penelope Chase Brown et al. v. Stewart Udall ,

Civil No. 9202, D. Colo. Judgment for plain-
tiff, 261 F. Supp. 954 (1966); aff'd, 406 F.2d
759 (10th Cir. 1969); cert, granted , 396 U.S.

817 (1969); rev'd & remanded, 400 U.S. 48
(1970); remanded to Dist. Ct., Mar. 12, 1971;
judgment for plaintiff, 370 F. Supp. 108

(1973); vacated & remanded, Sept. 22, 1975;
petition for rehearing en banc denied; cert,
denied , June 21, 1976; remanded to the Dept.
for further proceedings, Jan. 17, 1977.
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Equity Oil Co. v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil No.

9462, D. Colo. Order to Close Files and Stay

Proceedings, Mar. 25, 1967.

Supp. 481 (1966); aff'd, 379 F.2d 635

(10th Cir. 1967); cert, denied , 389 U.S.

985 (1967).

Gabbs Exploration Co. v. Stewart L. Udall ,

Civil No. 9464, D. Colo. Order to Close Files

and Stay Proceedings, Mar. 25, 1967.
United Mine Workers of America v.

83 I.D. 87 (1976)
Inland Steel Co.

Harlan H. Hugg et al. v. Stewart L. Udall ,

Civil No. 9252, D. Colo. Order to Close Files
and Stay Proceedings, Mar. 25, 1967.

Barnette T. Napier et al. v. Secretary of the

Interior , Civil No. 8691, D. Colo. Judgment
for plaintiff, 261 F. Supp. 954 (1966); aff'd,
406 F.2d 759 (10th Cir. 1969); cert, granted ,

396 U.S. 817 (1969); rev'd & remanded, 400 U.S.

48 (1970); remanded to Dist. Ct. , Mar. 12,

1971; judgment for plaintiff, 370 F. Supp. 108

(1973); vacated & remanded, Sept. 22, 1975;

petition for rehearing en banc denied; cert,
denied , June 21, 1976; remanded to the Dept.

for further proceedings, Jan. 17, 1977.

John W. Savage v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil No.

9458, D. Colo. Order to Close Files and Stay
Proceedings, Mar. 25, 1967.

The Oil Shale Corp. et al. v. Secretary of the

Interior , Civil No. 8680, D. Colo. Judgment
for plaintiff, 261 F. Supp 954 (1966); aff'd,
406 F.2d 759 (10th Cir. 1969); cert, granted ,

396 U.S. 817 (1969); rev'd & remanded, 400 U.S.
48 (1970); remanded to Dist. Ct. , Mar. 12,

1971; judgment for plaintiff, 370 F. Supp. 108
(1973); vacated & remanded, Sept. 22, 1975;
petition for rehearing en banc denied; cert,
denied , June 21, 1976; remanded to the Dept.

for further proceedings, Jan. 17, 1977.

The Oil Shale Corp. et al

.

v. Stewart L. Udall ,

Civil No. 9465, D. Colo. Order to Close Files
& Stay Proceedings, Mar. 25, 1967.

Joseph B. Umpleby et al. v. Stewart L. Udall ,

Civil No. 8685, D. Colo. Judgment for plain-
tiff, 261 F. Supp. 954 (1966); aff'd, 406 F.2d
759 (10th Cir. 1969); cert, granted , 396 U.S.
817 (1969); rev'd & remanded" 400 U.S. 48
(1970); remanded to Dist. Ct. , Mar. 12, 1971;
judgment for plaintiff, 370 F. Supp. 108
(1973); vacated & remanded, Sept. 22, 1975;
petition for rehearing en banc denied; cert,
denied , June 21, 1976; remanded to the Dept.
for further proceedings, Jan. 17, 1977.

Union Oil Co. of California, a Corp. v.

Stewart L. Udall , Civil No. 9461, D. Colo.
Order to Close Files & Stay Proceedings,
Mar. 25, 1967.

United Mine Workers of Thomas
Kleppe , No. 76-1377, United States Ct. of
Appeals, 7th Cir. Board's decision aff'd,
561 F.2d 1258 (7th Cir. 1977).

United Mine Workers of America, Local Union No.

1993 v. Consolidation Coal Co., 84 I.D. 254

Local Union No. 1993, United Mine Workers
of America v. Cecil D. Andrus , No. 77-1582,
United States Ct. of Appeals, D.C. Cir. St

pending.

S. v. Alonzo A. Adams et al. , 64 I.D. 221 (1957),
A-27364 (July 1, 1957)

Alonzo A. Ad£ il. v. Paul B. Witmer et

al. , Civil No. 1222-57-Y, S.D. Cal. Complaint
dismissed, Nov. 27, 1957 (opinion); rev'd &

remanded, 271 F.2d 29 (9th Cir. 1958); on
rehearing, appeal dismissed as to Witmer;
petition for rehearing by Berriman denied,
271 F.2d 37 (9th Cir. 1959)

U.S. v. Alonzo Adams , Civil No. 187-60-WM,
S.D. Cal. Judgment for plaintiff, Jan. 29,
1962 (opinion); judgment modified, 318 F.2d
861 (9th Cir. 1963); no petition.

Alexander, 17 IBLA 421U.S. v. Ken & Kenneth D.

(1974)

Ken & Kenneth D. Alexander v. The Secretary
of the Interior , Civil No. 75-465, D. Ore.

Judgment for defendant, July 5, 1978.

U.S. v. A. F. Anderson et al. , 15 IBLA 123 (1974)

A. F. Anderson, Wilton Dale, William F. Mackey,
Arthur Roberts, Kenneth Roberts, Hugh Scott,
Ester De8marais, Louis P. Desmarais, Ernest L.

Morton, Secre-Meunier, et al. v. Rogers C.

tary of the Interior & The Board of Land

Appeals , Civil No. C74-151, D. Wyo. Judgment
for defendant, Nov. 7, 1975.

Union Oil Co. of California, Ramon P. Colvert ,

65 I.D. 245 (1958)

Union Oil Co. of California v. Stewart L.

Udall , Civil No. 3042-58. Judgment for
defendant, May 2, 1960 (opinion); aff'd,
289 F.2d 790 (1961); no petition.

Consolidated with Walter H. Burkhardt et al . \

Rogers C. B. Morton et al. , Civil No. C74-152,
D. Wyo. , for purposes of appeal by order of
Nov. 19, 1975; dismissed, Nov. 28, 1975.

Arizona Exploration Co. et al. , A-28876
[June 22, 1962)

Union Pacific R.R. , 72 I.D. 76 (1965)

The State of Wyoming & Gulf Oil Corp. v.

Stewart L. Udall, etc. , Civil No. 4913,
D. Wyo. Dismissed with prejudice, 255 F.

Blaine J. Lord et al. v. Roy T. Helmandollar
et al. , Civil No. 987-63. Judgment for

defendants, Sept. 30, 1963; appeal dismissed,
348 F.2d 780 (1965); cert, denied , 383 U.S.
928 (1966); rehearing denied , 384 U.S. 947

(1966).
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v. Melton E. Baker , 23 IBLA 319 (1976)

Melton E. Baker v. U.S., Thomas Kleppe, Indi -

vidually & as Secretary of the Interior &

Stanley Gurnewald, Individually & as District

Ranger of the Forest Service of the U.S. Dept.

of Agriculture , Civil No. CIV 76-408 PCT WPC,

D. Ariz. Complaint dismissed, Apr. 25, 1977;

appeal filed June 21, 1977.

U.S. v. E. A. & Esther Barrows , 76 I.D. 299 (1969)

Esther Barrows, as an individual & as

Executrix of the Last Will of E. A. Barrows,

deceased v. Walter J. Hickel , Civil No.

70-215-CC, CD. Cal. Judgment for defendant,

Apr. 20, 1970; aff 'd, 447 F.2d 80 (9th Cir.

1971).

v. Jack Zemmy Boyd, Jr. , 39 IBLA 321 (1979)

Jack Zemmy Boyd, Jr. v. Cecil P. Andrus,
Secretary of the Interior , Civil No.

A79-322, D. Alaska. Judgment for defen-

dant, Mar. 14, 1980; appeal filed Apr. 9,

1980.

S. v. Alice A. & Carrie H. Boyle , 76 I.D. 61, 31i

(1969), reconsideration denied, Jan. 22, 1970.

Alice A. & Carrie H. Boyle v. Rogers C.

Morton, Secretary of the Interior , Civil No.

Civ-71-491 Phx WEC, D. Ariz. Judgment for

plaintiff, May 4, 1972; rev'd & remanded,
519 F.2d 551 (9th Cir. 1975); cert, denied ,

423 U.S. 1033 (1975).

v. A. 0. Bartell , 31 IBLA 47 (1977)

A. 0. Bartell v. Cecil Andrus, Secretary of

the Interior , Civil No. 77-667, D. Ore. Suit

pending.

U.S. v. Charles Thomas Beaird, 31 IBLA 203 (1977)

U.S. v. R. W. Brubaker et al. , A-30636 (July 24,

1968); 9 IBLA 281, 80 I.D. 261 (1973)

R. W. Brubaker, a/k/a Ronald W. Brubaker,
B . A. Brubaker, a/k/a Barbara A. Brubaker, &

Will:

C.

an J. Mann, a/k/a W. J. Mann v. Rogers
Morton, Secretary of the Interior , Civil

No. 73-1228 EC, CD. Cal. Dismissed with prej-
udice, Aug. 13, 1973; aff'd, 500 F.2d 200

(9th Cir. 1974); no petition.

Charles Thomas Beaird v. Cecil Andrus, Secre-

tary >f the Interior & U.S., Civil No. F-77-31,
D. Alaska. Suit pending.

U.S. v. J. L. Block, 80 I.D. 571 (1973)

,S. v. Joe W. Bryant , 25 IBLA 247 (1976)

f the Interior,Joe E. Bryant v. Secretary
Civil No. A76-84, D. Alaska. Remanded to the
Agency for final consideration on the merits,
Jan. 5, 1978.

J. L. Block v. Rogers Morton, Secretary of

the Interior , Civil No. LV-74-9, BRT, D. Nev.
Judgment for defendant, June 6, 1975; rev'd &

remanded with instructions to remand to the

Secretary of the Interior, Mar. 29, 1977; no
petition.

U.S. v. Blue Bell Gold Mining Co. et al. , 17 II

182 (1974)

Blue Bell Gold Mining Co. v. Rogers C. B.

Morton, Secretary of the Interior et al.

Civil No. C74-698 S, W.D. Wash. Judgment
for defendant, Sept. 18, 1975; no appeal.

U.S. v. Catherine R. Blythe , 16 IBLA 94 (1975)

Catherine R. Blythe v. Thomas S. Kleppe, Sec-
retary of the Interior , Civil No. CIV 75-750
B, D.N.M. Dismissed, Feb. 28, 1977; aff'd,
Nov. 16, 1977.

U.S. v. Lloyd W. Booth , 76 I.D. 73 (1969)

Lloyd W. Booth v. Walter J. Hickel , Civil
No. 42-69, D. Alaska. Judgment for defendant,
June 30, 1970; no appeal.

U.S. v. Henrietta & Andrew Julius Bunkowski
,

102; 79 I.D. 43 (1972)

Henrietta & Andrew Julius Bunkowski v. L. Paul

Applegate, District Manager, Bureau of Land
Management, Thomas S. Kleppe, Secretary of the

Interior, et al. , Civil No. R-76-182-BRT,
D. Nev. Suit pending.

S. v. Calhoun & Howell of Oregon, Ltd.

Lee Temple , A-31004 (Aug. 29, 1969)

Calhoun & Howell of Oregon Ltd. v. Walter J.

Hickel , Civil No. 70-155, D. Ore. Judgment
for defendant, Sept. 24, 1970; no appeal.

il. , A-30581 (July 16,U.S. v. John C. Chapman et
1968)

John C. Chapman et al. v. U.S. , Civil No.
69-12 Pet., D. Ariz. Judgment for defendant,
Jan. 18, 1972; no appeal.

U.S. v. Charleston Stone Products,
(1973)

Inc., 9 IBLA 94

Borders, A-28624 (Oct. 23, 1961)

R. Osborne v. Harold C. Hammitt , Civil No.
Judgment for defendant, Aug. 19,414, D. Nev

1964 (opinion); no appeal.

Charleston Stone Products Co. v. Rogers
Morton, Secretary of the Interior , Civil No.
LV-2039-BRT, D. Nev. Vacated & remanded to
the Dept. for further proceedings, Nov. 7,

1974 (opinion); aff'd & remanded, 553 F.2d
1209 (9th Cir. 1977); rev'd & remanded,
436 U.S. 604 (1978).
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U.S. v. Nick Chournos, A-28577 (July 14, 1961)

Nick Chournos v. U.S. , Civil No. C-164-61,

D. Utah. Complaint dismissed, Jan. 9, 1962;

no appeal.

Nick Chournos et al. v. U.S. et al. , Civil

No. C-238-62, D. Utah. Dismissed, June 28,

1963; aff'd, 335 F.2d 918 (10th Cir. 1964);

no petition.

dant, May 20, 1969; aff'd, 442 F.2d 1030
(9th Cir. 1971); no petition.

Jerry L. Crow, 28 IBLA 345 (1977)

Jerry L . Crow v. Cecil Andrus, Secretary of

the Interior & U.S. , Civil No. F77-12-CIV,

D. Alaska. Judgment for defendant, June 23,

1978.

U.S. v. Willard Christensen, A-27549 (May 14, 1958)

La Fortuna Uranium Mines, Inc. v. Fred A.

Seaton , Civil No. 191-59. Judgment for

defendant, Apr. 4, 1960; no appeal.

Bradley F. Denham , 29 IBLA 185 (1977)

Bradley F

of the Interior
Denham v. Cecil Andrus, Secretary

Civil No. CIV77-392 Phx WEC

,

D. Ariz. Suit pending.

U.S. v. Clear Gravel Enterprises,

(1971)

Inc., 2 IBLA 285

Clear Gravel Enterprises, Inc. v. Nolan Keil,

State Dir. , Bureau of Land Management, State

of Nevada, & Rolla Chandler, Chief Div. of

Technical Services, Bureau of Land Management,

Reno, Nevada , Civil No. LV-1654, D. Nev.

Judgment for defendant, May 4, 1972; aff'd,

Oct. 9, 1974; rehearing denied , Jan. 13, 1975;

cert, denied, Apr. 21, 1975.

U.S. v. Alvis F. Denison et al. , 71 I.D. 144 (1964),

76 I.D. 233 (1969)

Marie W. Denison, individually & as executrix
of the Estate of Alvis F. Denison, deceased
v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil No. 963 D. Ariz.

Remanded, 248 F. Supp. 942 (1965).

Leo E. Shoup v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil No.

5822-Phx. , D. Ariz. Judgment for defendant,
Jan. 31, 1972.

v. J. R. Clements , A-27751 (Dec. 15, 1958)

John Raymond Clements v. Fred A. Seaton ,

Civil No. 560-59. Judgment for defendant,
Jan. 13, 1960; no appeal.

Re id Smith v. Stewart L. Udall, etc. , Civil

No. 1053, D. Ariz. Judgment for defendant,
Jan. 31, 1972; aff'd, Feb. 1, 1974; cert,

denied, Oct. 15, 1974.

U.S. v. Elsie Cody, 1 IBLA 92 (1970) J. S. Devenny , A-30289 (Aug. 6, 1964)

Elsie Cody v. Walter J. Hickel , Civil No.

1-70-125, D. Idaho. Remanded to the Secre-

tary of the Interior for taking of additional
evidence, Dec. 6, 1971; appeal withdrawn,
Mar. 10, 1972.

J. S. Devenny v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil No.

6283, W.D. Wash. Dismissed, June 22, 1966;

no appeal.

U.S. v. Alfred Coleman, A-28557 (Mar. 27, 1962)
S. v. Nelson E. Devine & Raymond E. Bryant

,

A-30435 (Apr. 28, 1965), 2 IBLA 258 (1971)

U.S. v. Alfred Coleman , Civil No. 63-956-WB,
S.D. Cal. Judgment for defendant, Feb. 25,

1965 (opinion); remanded, 363 F.2d 190
(9th Cir. 1966); aff'd, 379 F.2d 555 (9th Cir.

1967); cert, granted , 389 U.S. 970 (1967);

rev'd & remanded to 9th Cir., 390 U.S. 599
(1968); rehearing denied , 391 U.S. 961 (1968);
aff'd, 405 F.2d 72 (9th Cir. 1968); cert.
denied, 394 U.S. 907 (1969).

U.S. v. Raymond E. Bryant , Civil No. 9929,
E.D. Cal. Remanded to Dept. for exercise of

discretion, Sept. 10, 1969; decision of BLM

dated Jan. 16, 1970, aff'd by the Board of
Land Appeals, May 10, 1971.

U.S. v. Aloy
356 (1976)

Aloys A. & Doris E. L. Dietemann, 26 IBLA

Ford M. Converse, 72 I.D. 141 (1965)

Ford M. Converse v. Stewart Udall, Civil No.
65-581, D. Ore. Judgment for defendant,
262 F. Supp. 583 (1966); aff'd, 399 F.2d 616
(9th Cir.

(1969).
1968); cert, denied, 393 U.S. 1025

Aloys A. & Doris E. Dietemann v. Thomas S.

Kleppe, Secretary of the Interior, Curtis

Berklund, Director of the Bureau of Land

Management, et al. , Civil No. 76-3532 RMT,

CD. Cal. Summary judgment for defendant,
Feb. 9, 1977; no appeal.

U.S. v. Jesse W. Crawford, A-30820 (Jan. 29, 1968)

Jesse W. Crawford v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil
No. 6969 Phx., D. Ariz. Judgment for defen-

il., A-27668 (Sept. 24,U.S. v. Francis Dlouhy et

1958)

Francis N. Dlouhy v. Fred A. Seaton , Civil
No. 405-59. Judgment for defendant, May 3,

1960; appeal dismissed, Nov. 28, 1960.
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U.S. v. The Dredge Corp. , A-28022 (Dec. 18, 1959)

The Dredge Corp. v. J. Russell Penny , Civil

No. 396, D. Nev. Judgment for defendant,

Sept. 25, 1962; remanded, 338 F.2d 456

(9th Cir. 1964); judgment for plaintiff,
Aug. 8, 1966; judgment for defendants,

398 F.2d 791 (9th Cir. 1968); cert, denied ,

393 U.S. 1066 (1969).

Judicial Review

U.S. v. Jack L. Gardener , 18 IBLA 175 (1974)

Jack L. Gardener v. Secretary of the Interior ,

Civil No. 75-1413-R, CD. Cal. Judgment for

defendant, June 16, 1975; notice of appeal
filed, Aug. 8, 1975.

U.S. v. Fred & Eileen Garner, 30 IBLA 42 (1977)

U.S. v. The Dredge Corp. , 7 IBLA 136 (1972)

The Dredge Corp. v. Rogers C. B. Morton
et al. , Civil No. LV-2029, D. Nev.

Stipulated dismissal, Feb. 12, 1974.

Fred & Eileen Garner v. U.S. et al.

78-0314, D. Colo. Suit pending.

U.S. v. Fred Garula, A-29948 (June 3, 1964)

Maurice Duvall et al., 1 IBLA 103 (1970)

Maurice Duval et al.

Civil No. 71-684, D.

Supp. (1972); aff'd, Dec

v. Rogers C. B. Morton ,

Ore. Dismissed, 347 F.

19, 1973 (opinion).

Fred Garula v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil No.

8998, D. Colo. Judgment for plaintiff,
268 F. Supp. 910 (1967); rev'd, 405 F.2d 1181
(10th Cir. 1968); no petition.

U.S. v. Elkhorn Mining Co. , 2 IBLA 383 (1971)

Elkhorn Mining Co. v. Rogers Morton , Civil
No. 2111, D. Mont. Judgment for defendant,
Jan. 19, 1973; no appeal.

U.S. v. Golden Eagle Mining Corp. , A-30864
(Sept. 25, 1967)

Golden Eagle Mining Corp. v. Stewart L. Udall,

Secretary of the Interior , Civil No. S-937,
E.D. Cal. Dismissed for lack of prosecution,
Oct. 6, 1969; no appeal.

U.S. v. Ralph Fairchild , A-30803 (Jan. 19, 1968)

Minerals Trust Corp. v. Stewart L. Udall
,

Civil No. 6960 Phx. , D. Ariz. Judgment for
defendant, May 20, 1969; aff'd, 442 F.2d 1030

(9th Cir. 1971).

U.S. v. Kathryn R. Fitzgerald , A-30973 (July 25,

1969)

U.S. v. Golden Grigg et al. , 82 I.D. 123 (1975)

Golden T. Grigg, LeFawn Grigg, Fred Baines,

Otis H. Williams, Kathryn Williams, Lovell
Taylor, William A. Anderson, Saragene Smith,

Thomas M. Anderson, Bonnie Anderson, Charles L.

Taylor, Darlene Baines, Luann & Paul E. Hogg v.

U.S., Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary of the

Interior , Civil No. 1-75-75, D. Idaho. Judg-
ment for defendant, Nov. 6, 1979.

Kathryn R. Fitzgerald & John Holden v.

Walter J. Hickel , Civil No. 70-421 -Phx.

,

D. Ariz. Judgment for defendant, Nov. 23,

1970.

U.S. v. Harlan H. Foresyth , 15 IBLA 43 (1974),
Petition for review granted by order of Oct. 30,

1975

S. v. Gunsight Mining Co. , 5 IBLA 62 (1972)

Gunsight Mining Corp. v. Rogers C. B. Morton
,

Civil No. 72-92 Tuc, D. Ariz. Dismissed,
Sept. 11, 1973; no appeal.

Earl J. Brubaker, Frank Jobe, Jr. & Rexford L.

Mitchell v. Cecil Andrus , Secretary of the

Interior, et al. , Civil No. 77-W-280, D. Colo.
Suit pending.

Everett Foster et al., 65 I.D. 1 (1958)

Hallenbeck et al., 21 IBLA 296 (1975)

Charles V. Hallenbeck, Jr. & Clyde A.

Hallenbeck, as Individuals, as Trustees, & as

Members of a Class v. Bureau of Reclamation ,

Civil No. 75-M-786, D. Colo. Judgment for
defendant, Sept. 2, 1976; aff'd, 590 F.2d

852 (10th Cir. 1979).

Everett Foster et al. v. Fred A. Seaton , Civil
No. 344-58. Judgment for defendants, Dec. 5,

1958 (opinion); aff'd, 271 F.2d 836 (1959); no
petition. v. Urban Harenberg et al , 11 IBLA 153 (1973)

U.S. v. Andrew L. Freese II , 37 IBLA 7 (1978)

Andrew L. Freese II v. Cecil D. Andrus, Secre-
tary of the Interior , Civil No. CIV 78-1314,
D. Idaho. Suit pending.

Century Industries-Flagstaff, an Arizona Corp.
(successor-in-interest to Urban, LaVaun,
Sylvan L. & Beth Harenberg, & to Flagstaff
Service & Materials Co., an Arizona Corp.,
bankrupt

)

v. U.S., Rogers Morton, Secretary of

the Interior, et al. , Civil No. 75-157 PCT WPC,
D. Ariz. Suit pending.



Richard P. Haskins, A-30737 (Dec.
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19, 1966)
3 IBLA 77 (1971)

U.S. v. Ideal Cement Co.

(1972)

5 IBLA 235, 79 I.D. 117

Richard P. Haskins for Himself & as Admin, of
the Estate of Bartholomew H. Haskins, Deceased
v. Udall , Civil No. 67-1815-CC, CD. Cal.

Judgment for defendant, Apr. 15, 1968; remanded
to the Director, Bureau of Land Management for

an exercise of discretion, Oct. 3, 1969.

Ideal Basic Industries, Inc., formerly known
as Ideal Cement Co. v. Rogers C. B. Morton ,

Civil No. J-12-72, D. Alaska. Judgment for

defendant, Feb. 25, 1974; motion to vacate
judgment denied, May 6, 1974; aff'd, 542 F.2d
1364 (9th Cir. 1976).

U.S. v. Richard P. Haskins , Civil No. 72-246
JWC, CD. Cal. Judgment for plaintiff,
May 18, 1972 (opinion); rehearing denied ,

June 28, 1972; aff'd & remanded for further
proceedings, Oct. 25, 1974; no petition.

Gerald D. Heden et 19 IBLA 326 (1975)

U. S. v. Independent Quick Silver Co.

(1965)

72 I.D. 367

Independent Quick Silver Co., an Oregon Corp.

v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil No. 65-590, D. Ore.

Judgment for defendant, 262 F. Supp. 583

(1966); appeal dismissed.

Gerald D. & Sharon A. Heden, John D. &

Diane E. Prichard v. The Secretary of the
Interior , Civil No. 75-543, D. Ore. Dis-
missed, Aug. 4, 1977; aff'd Mar. 19, 1980.

v. Henault Mining Co. , 73 I.D. 184 (1966)

Henault Mining Co. v. Harold Tysk et al. ,

Civil No. 634, D. Mont. Judgment for plain-
tiff, 271 F. Supp. 474 (1967); rev'd & remanded
for further proceedings, 419 F.2d 766 (9th Cir.
1969); cert, denied , 398 U.S. 950 (1970); judg-
ment for defendant, Oct. 6, 1970.

v. Leroy S. Johnson, et al . , 39 IBLA 337 (1979)

Leroy S. Johnson, Joseph I. Barlow,
Frederick Merril Jessop, Daniel Barlow,
Edson P. Jessop, Fred M. Jessop, Dan C
Jessop & Damuel S. Barlow v. U.S.

,

Cecil D. Andrus, Secretary of the Interior ,

Civil No. C-79-0486, D. Utah. Suit pending.

U.S. v. Menzel G. Johnson , 16 IBLA 234 (1974)

See M. G. Johnson

U.S. v. Charles H. Henrikson et al. , 70 I.D.

(1963)

Charles H. Henrikson et al. v. Stewart L.

Udall et al. , Civil No. 41749, N.D. Cal.
Judgment for defendant, 229 F. Supp 510
(1964); aff'd, 350 F.2d 949 (9th Cir.
cert, denied, 384 U.S. 940 (1966).

B. Johnson , A-30405 (Oct. 28, 1965)

R. B. Johnson v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil No.

1071, D. Ariz. Judgment for defendant,
Nov. 21, 1967; no appeal.

U.S. v. Robert N. Johnson et al.

1968)

A-30828 (Jan. 29,

U.S. v. Taylor T. Hicks et al.

1967)

Taylor T. Hicks et al.

A-30780 (Oct. 24,

Stewart L.

Udall, Secretary of the Interior , Civil No.
Civ. -1202 Pet., D. Ariz. Judgment for defen-
dant, Mar. 26, 1970.

Robert N. Johnson et al. & Thelma A. Johnson
as individ. & as Executrix of Nolan F. Fultz
estate v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil No. 68-994-
AAH, CD. Cal. Judgment for plaintiff, 292 F.

Supp. 738 (1968); no appeal.

U.S. v. David L. & Kathryn King , A-30217 (Dec. 29,

1964)

Ernest Higbee et al. A-31063 (Apr. 1, 1970)

Rogers C MortonErnest Higbee et al

et al. , Civil No. 1674, D. Nev. Judgment for
defendant, May 5, 1972; vacated & remanded,
July 22, 1974; amended, Sept. 13, 1974; va-
cated & remanded to the Secretary for taking
of further evidence for reconsideration of the
issues, Dec. 19, 1974.

David L. & Kathryn King

agement
Oct.

Civil No. S2765,

), 1973; no appeal.

. Bureau of Land Man -

E.D. Cal. Dismissed,

v. William C. King , 15 IBLA 210 (1974)

William C. King v. U.S., & The Secretary of
the Interior, et al

D. Ariz.
1975; dismissed

Civil No. 74-151-TUC-JAW,
Judgment for defendant, July 10,

Jan. 7, 1977.

U.S. v. Humboldt Placer Mining Co. & Del De Rosier,
79 I.D. 709 (19721

Humboldt Placer Mining Co. & Del De Rosier v.
Secretary of the Interior , Civil No. S-2755,
E.D. Cal. Dismissed with prejudice, June 12,
1974; aff'd, 549 F.2d 622 (9th Cir. 1977);
petition for cert, filed June 25, 1977.

U.S. v. Horace J. & Elsie Marie Knowlton , A-30912
(May 21, 1968)

Elsie Marie & Horace J. Knowlton v. Walter J.

Hickel, Secretary of the Interior , Civil No.

C-191-69, D. Utah. Judgment for defendant,
Nov. 13, 1970.



Suits for Judicial Review

U.S. v. Charles W. & Cora A. Kohl , 5 IBLA 298

(1972)

Charles W. & Cora A. Kohl v. Steve Yurich &

Rogers C. B. Morton, et al. , Civil No. 2155,

D. Mont. Dismissed with prejudice, Jan. 17,

1973; no appeal.

et al. , Civil No. LV-76-155 RDF, D. Nev.

Judgment for defendant, Nov. 4, 1977; appeal
filed.

U.S. v. Kenneth McClarty , 71 I.D. 331 (1964),

76 I.D. 193 (1969)

U.S. v. Richard Dean Lance, 73 I.D. 218 (1966)

Richard Dean Lance v. Stewart L. Udall et al,

Civil No. 1864, D. Nev. Judgment for defen-
dant, Jan. 23, 1968; no appeal.

Kenneth McClarty v. Stewart L. Udall et al,

Civil No. 2116, E.D. Wash. Judgment for

defendant, May 26, 1966; rev'd & remanded,

408 F.2d 907 (9th Cir. 1969); remanded to

the Secretary, May 7, 1969; vacated &

remanded to Bureau of Land Management,
Aug. 13, 1969.

U.S. v. Lane Minerals,
1966)

Inc., A-30497 (Mar. 28,

Lane Minerals, Inc. Stewart L. Udall & the

Confederated Salish & Kootenai Tribes of the

Flathead Indian Reservation , Civil No. 67-535,
D. Ore. Judgment for defendant, Feb. 2, 1970.

Charles Maher et al., 5 IBLA 209, 79 I.D.

Charles Maher & L. Franklin Mader v. Rogers

C. B. Morton, Secretary of the Interior , Civil
No. 1-72-153, D. Idaho. Dismissed without
prejudice, Apr. 3, 1973.

U.S. v. Mary A. Mattey , 67 I.D. 63 (1960)

U.S. v. Ethel Schell Larsen & Minerals Trust Corp. ,

9 IBLA 247 (1973)

Ethel Schell Larsen & Minerals Trust Corp. v.

Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary of the Interior ,

Civil No. 73-119-TUC-JAW, D. Ariz. Judgment
for defendant, Sept. 24, 1974; no appeal.

U.S. v. Edison R. Nogueira et al. , Civil No.

65-220-PH, CD. Cal. Judgment for defendant,
Nov. 16, 1966; rev'd & remanded, 403 F.2d 816

(1968); no petition.

U.S. v. Alvin M. May , A-30675 (July 25, 1968)

U.S. v. Lost Polack Mining Ass'n , 38 IBLA 101

(1978)

Alvin M. May v. Stewart Udall et al. , Civil
No. R-2107, D. Nev. Judgment for plaintiff,
Dec. 15, 1969.

Lost Polack Mining & Exploration Co. v. Cecil
Andrus, Secretary of the Interior , Civil No.

79-56 PHX CAM, D. Ariz. Suit pending. Frank & Wanita Melluzzo, 76 I.D. 160 (1969),

32 IBLA 46 (1977)

U.S. v. William A. McCall & R. J. Kaltenborn ,

1 IBLA 115 (1970)

William A. McCall jers C. B. Morton,
Secretary of the Interior, et al. , Civil No.
74-70 RDF, D.

Oct. 1, 1975.

Nev. Judgment for defendant,

Frank & Wanita Melluzzo v. Rogers C. B. Morton
,

Civil No. CIV 73-308 PHX CAM, D. Ariz. Judg-
ment for defendant, June 19, 1974; aff'd in

part & rev'd & remanded in part, 534 F.2d 860
(9th Cir. 1976); no petition.

Frank & Wanita Melluzzo v. Cecil Andrus,
Secretary of the Interior , Civil No.
CIV-79-282 PHX, CAM, D. Ariz. Judgment
for defendant, May 20, 1980.

.S. v. William A. McCall, Sr. , The Dredge Corp.,
Estate of Olaf H. Nelson, Deceased, Small Tract
Applicants Ass'n, Intervenor , 78 I.D. 71 (1971)

William A. McCall, Sr., The Dredge Corp. &

Olaf H. Nelson v. John F. Boyles et al.

Civil No. 74-68(RDF), D. Nev. Judgment for
defendant, June 8, 1976.

U.S. v. Frank & Wanita Melluzzo, et al. , 76 I.D.

181 (1969); reconsideration, 1 IBLA 37, 77 I.D.

172 (1970)

WJM Mining & Development Co. et al. v. Rogers
C. B. Morton , Civil No. 70-679, D. Ariz.
Judgment for defendant, Dec. 8, 1971
missed, Feb. 4, 1974.

dis-

William A. McCall, Sr., Estate of Olaf
Henry Nelson, Deceased ,

(1972)
7 IBLA 21; 79 I.D. 457

William A. McCall, Sr. & the Estate of Olaf
Henry Nelson, deceased v. John S. Boyles,
District Manager, Bureau of Land Management,
Thomas S. Kleppe, Secretary of the Interior,

U.S. v. Mineral Ventures, Ltd. I.D. 792 (1973)

Mineral Ventures, Ltd. v. The Secretary of the
Interior , Civil No. 74-201, D. Ore. Judgment
for defendant, July 10, 1975; vacated & re-
manded, May 3, 1977; modified amended judgment,
Sept. 9, 1977.
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Patrick Morris et al., 82 I.D. 146 (1975) W. G. & Eva Rose Nickol, 9 IBLA 117 (1973)

G. Patrick Morris, Joan E. Roth, Elise L.

Neeley, Lyle D. Roth, Vera M. Baltzor (for-

merly Vera M. Noble), Charlene S. & George R.

Baltzor, Juanita M. & Nellie Mae Morris, Milo
& Peggy M. Axelsen, & Farm Development Corp.

v. U.S. & Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary of

the Interior , Civil No. 1-75-74, D. Idaho.

Aff'd in part, rev'd in part, Dec. 20, 1976;

rev'd, Nov. 16, 1978.

W. G. & Eva Rose Nickol v. U.S. & Rogers C.

Morton, Secretary of the Interior , Civil No.

9995 D.N.M. Dismissed, Oct. 5, 1973; rev'd &

remanded, June 18, 1974; rehearing denied ,

Sept. 30, 1974; remanded to the Dept. for fur-

ther proceedings, Jan. 30, 1975; no appeal.

U.S. v. Ernest Evon Moseley , A-30971 (Dec. 13,

1967)

Ernest E. Moseley v. Udall , Civil No. 6939
Phx. , D. Ariz. Judgment for defendant,
May 20, 1969; aff'd, 442 F.2d 1030 (9th Cii

1971) ; no petition.

U.S. v. Lloyd O'Callaghan, Sr. et al. , 79 I.D. 689
(1972), U.S. v. Lloyd O'Callaghan, Sr. , Contest
No. R-04845 (July 7, 1975), 29 IBLA 333 (1977)

Lloyd O'Callaghan, Sr. , Individually & as

Executor of the Estate of Ross O'Callaghan
v. Rogers Morton et al- , Civil No. 73-129-S,
S.D. Cal. Aff'd in part & remanded, May 14,

1974. Judgment for defendant, May 16, 1978,
aff'd, May 8, 1980.

U.S. v. G. C. (Tom) Mulkern , A-27746 (Jan.

1959)
19,

G. C. (Tom) Mulkern v. James Keough , Civil No.

299, D. Nev. Judgment for defendant, Feb. 19,

1963 (opinion); aff'd, 326 F.2d 896 (9th Cir.

1964) ; no petition.

U.S. v. Wilma L. Oldaker , A-30378 (Aug. 26, 1965)

Wilma Oldaker v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil No.

A-98-65, D. Alaska. Stipulated dismissal with
prejudice, Mar. 3, 1967; no appeal.

Christian F. Murer, 4 IBLA 242 (1972)

Christian F. Murer v. Rogers C. Morton,
Secretary of the Interior , Civil No. C-3941.

D. Colo. Judgment for defendant, Mar. 22,

1973 (oral opinion); no appeal.

U. S. v. National Motor Service Co.

(1974)

S. v. J. R. Osborne et al. , 77 I.D. 83 (1970),
28 IBLA 13 (1976), reconsideration denied by

order dated Jan. 4, 1977

R. Osborne, individually & on behalf of
R. Borders et al . v. Rogers C. B. Morton

et al. , Civil No. 1564, D. Nev. Judgment for
defendant, Mar. 1, 1972; remanded to Dist. Ct.

with directions to reassess Secretary's conclu-
sion, Feb. 22, 1974; remanded to the Dept. with
orders to re-examine the issues, Dec. 3, 1974.

National Motor Service Co., Successor to

Gary K. Lloyd v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Secre-
tary of the Interior , Civil No. 1-74-41,

D. Idaho. Complaint dismissed with prejudice,
Feb. 24, 1976.

Bradford Mining Corp. , Successor of J. R.

Osborne, agent for various persons v. Cecil P.

Andrus, Secretary of the Interior , Civil No.

LV-77-218, RDF, D. Nev. Suit pending.

U.S. v. Leonard F. Nelson , IBLA 71-57 (Dec. 6,

1972) (Supp. I), 28 IBLA 314 (1977)

Leonard F. Nelson v. Rogers C. B. Morton et

al. , Civil No. A-3-73, D. Alaska. Dismissed
with prejudice, 368 F. Supp. 692 (1974); rev'd
& remanded, Jan. 14, 1976; no petition.

Pacific Co. , 30 IBLA 388;U.S. v. Pittsburg
84 I.D. 282 (1977)

Pittsburgh Pacific Co. v. U.S. , Dept. of the
Interior, Cecil Andrus, Joseph W. Goss, Anne
Poindexter Lewis, Martin Ritvo, State of
South Dakota, Dept. of Environmental Protec -

tion & Allen Lockner , Civil No. CIV77-5055,
W.D.S.D. Suit pending.

v. Melvin L. Nevitt , A-30030 (July 28, 1964)

U.S. v. Melvin L. Nevitt , Civil No. 3423-SD-C,
S.D. Cal. Judgment for plaintiff, Nov. 28,

1966; no appeal.

State of South Dakota Cecil D. Andrus,
Secretary of the Interior, et al. , Civil No.

CIV 77-5058, W.D.S.D. Dismissed, Dec. 26,

1978.

Paul C. Poncia et al., 11 IBLA 302 (1973)

U.S. v. New Jersey Zinc Co. , 74 I.D. 191 (1967)

The New Jersey Zinc Corp., a Del. Corp. v.

Stewart L. Udall , Civil No. 67-C-404, D. Colo.
Dismissed with prejudice, Jan. 5, 1970.

Paul C, Opal L. , John C. , & Dorothy Poncia v.

Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary of the Interior
,

Civil No. 1-73-93, D. Idaho. Remanded to the

Secretary of Interior for consideration,
Sept. 28, 1976.
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U.S. v. Richard C. Porter et al. , A-29882 (Apr. 24,

1964)

Hal W. Eldridge et al. v. Secretary of the

Interior , Civil No. 64-353, D. Ore. Judgment

for defendant, Dec. 15, 1965 (opinion); no

appeal.

U.S. v. E. V. Pressentin et al. , A-27495 (Apr. 2,

1958)

E. V. Pressentin v. Fred A. Seaton , Civil

4804, W.D. Wash. Voluntary dismissal by

plaintiff entered July 24, 1959.

Civil No. CV-74-3062-WMB, CD. Cal. Dismissed
with prejudice, Feb. 11, 1975; aff'd, Oct. 15,

1976.

v. Cecil R. Reed , A-30354 (Sept. 29, 1965)

Cecil R. Reed v. Stewart L. Udall et al. ,

Civil No. 1784, D. Nev. Judgment for defen-

dant, Dec. 19, 1967; aff'd, 416 F.2d 377

(9th Cir. 1969); cert, denied , 397 U.S. 924

(1970).

E. V. Pressentin et al. v. Fred A. Seaton ,

Civil No. 1907-59. Judgment for defendant,

Jan. 15, 1960; rev'd & remanded, 284 F.2d 195

(1960); see A-30004, 71 I.D. 447 (1964).

U.S. v. E. V. Pressentin & Devisees of the H. S.

Martin Estate, 71 I.D. 447 (1964)

U.S. v. George A. & Dorothy Relyea , A-30909
(June 25, 1968)

George A. & Dorothy Relyea v. Stewart Udall,

Secretary of the Interior , Civil No. 3-68-20,

D. Idaho. Judgment for defendant, Feb. 19,

1970; no appeal.

E. V. Pressentin, Fred J. Martin, Admin, of

H. A. Martin Estate v. Stewart L. Udall &

Charles Stoddard , Civil No. 1194-65. Judgment

for defendant, Mar. 19, 1969; no appeal.

U.S. v. C. F. Pruess, Sr. , A-28641 (Aug. 22, 1961)

U.S. v. Amos P. & Lena S. Robinette , A-31036,
A-31133 (Mar. 4, 1970)

Amos D. >inette v. Rogers C. B. Morton et

al. , Civil No. 71-1156-HP, CD. Cal. Com-
plaint dismissed with prejudice, Oct. 22,

1971; appeal dismissed, Apr. 18, 1972.

C. F. Pruess, Sr. v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil
No. 1331-62. Judgment for defendant, May 12,

1964; remanded, 359 F.2d 615 (1965); judgment

for defendant, Jan. 4, 1966; per curiam dec,
remanded for transfer to Dist. Ct. for Oregon.
Not reported.

C. F. Pruess, Sr. v. Stewart L. Udall , Civil
No. 67-167, D. Ore. Judgment for defendant,
286 F. Supp. 138 (1968); aff'd, 410 F.2d 750

(9th Cir. 1969); cert, denied , 396 U.S. 967

(1969); rehearing denied , 397 U.S. 1003 (1970).

32 IBLA 7 7

R. E. & Barbara Rodgers v. Cecil D. Andrus

,

Secretary of the Interior , Civil No. 78-119,

D. Ore. Suit pending.

U.S. v. Robert A. Rukke, Registered Agent,
Valumines, Inc. et al . , 32 IBLA 155 (1977)

U.S. v. William P. Pulliam et al. , 1 IBLA 143 (1970)

William P. Pulliam et al

.

v. Secretary of the

Interior , Civil No. 71-649, D. Ariz. Dis-
missed on the merits, Mar. 29, 1973; no appeal.

Robert A. Rukke, Secretary, Valumines, Inc.,

Milo Moore, William Soren, George Dunlap (aka

George Dunlop) & Estate of Eugene Francis
Dunlap (aka Gene Dunlop) v. U.S. , Civil No.

C77-206T, D. Wash. Suit pending.

U.S. v. Chester L. Ramsey , 29 IBLA 243 (1977)

Chester Lee Ramsey v. Cecil Andrus, Secretary
of the Interior, et al. , Civil No. CIV S-77-
348-TJM, D. Cal. Suit pending.

U.S. v. Marvin C. Ramsey et al. , 14 IBLA 152 (1974)

Marvin C. & Vesta Ruth Ramsey v. The Secretary
of the Interior , Civil No. 74-192, D. Ore.
Dismissed, May 1, 1975; aff'd, Mar. 22, 1977.

U.S. v. Ramsher Mining & Engineering Co. , 13 IBLA
268 (1973)

Ramsher Mining & Engineering Co. v. Secretary
of the Interior, Bureau of Land Management

,

U.S. v. Dan S. Russell, 40 IBLA 309 (1979)

Dan S. Russell v. John R. McGuire,
Individ. & as Chief, Forest Service,
DOA, Bob Berglund, Individ. & as Sec,

of Agriculture, Frank Gregg, Individ.

& as Dir., BLM, Cecil P. Andrus, Individ.

& as Secretary of the Interior , Civil No.

79-949, P. Ore. Suit pending.

U.S. v. Robert B. Sainberg , 5 IBLA 270 (1972)

Robert B. Sainberg, Rose Mary Pruse, Frank
Patrick Vallely, Jr., & William J. Vallely v.

Rogers C. B. Morton , Civil No. 72-217-PCT,
P. Ariz. Dismissed, 363 F. Supp. 1259 (1973):
no appeal.
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J.S. v. Edwin R. Saurers et al. , A-30097 (July 9,

1964)

U.S. v. Cornelius D. Sullivan (a/k/a Corney
Sullivan) & Josie L. Sullivan, 5 IBLA 275 (1972)

Edwin R. Saurers et al. v. Stewart L. Udall ,

Civil No. 6245, W.D. Wash. Judgment for

defendant, July 19, 1965; no appeal.

Cornelius D. & Josie L. Sullivan v. U.S. , Ct.

CI. No. 193-69. Dismissed, Oct. 27, 1972.

U.S. v. Charles L. Seeley et al. , A-28127 (Jan. 28,

1960)

Charles L. Seeley et al. v. Secretary of the

Interior , Civil No. 3693-60 & No. 41094, N.D.

Cal. Judgment for defendant, July 29, 1964;

appeal dismissed, Dec. 16, 1964.

U.S. v. Elmer H. Swanson , 81 I.D. 14 (1974)
34 IBLA 25 (1978)

Elmer H. Swanson v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Sec-

retary of the Interior , Civil No. 4-74-10, D.

Idaho. Dismissed without prejudice, Dec. 23,

1975 (opinion).

Elmer H. Swanson & Livingston Silver, Inc. v.

Cecil D. Andrus, Secretary of the Interior ,

Civil No. CIV-78-4045, D. Idaho. Suit pending.

,S. v. Ollie Mae Shearman et al. , 73 I.D. 386

(1966)
See Idaho Desert Land Entries - Indian Hill Group Tempest Mining Co. , 40 IBLA 297 (1979)

U.S. v. Silverton Mining & Milling Co. , IBLA 70-22

(Sept. 23, 1970)

Tempest Mining Corp. v. U.S., Dept. of
Interior, Bureau of Land Management &

Secretary of the Interior , Civil No.

CIV 79-1103, D. Idaho. Suit pending.

Multiple Use Inc. v. Rogers C. B. Morton ,

Civil No. 71-211, D. Ariz. Judgment for

defendant, 353 F. Supp. 184 (1972); aff'd,

504 F.2d 448 (9th Cir. 1974); no petition.

U.S. v. Thomas R. Shuck , A-27965 (Feb. 2, 1960)

Thomas R. Shuck v. Roy T. Helmandollar ,

Civil No. 682 Pet., D. Ariz. Judgment
for defendant, Dec. 7, 1961; no appeal.

U.S. v. C. F. Snyder et al. , 72 I.D. 223 (1965)

Ruth Snyder, Adm'r(x) of the Estate of C. F.

Snyder, Deceased et al. v. Stewart L. Udall ,

Civil No. 66-C-131, D. Colo. Judgment for

plaintiff, 267 F. Supp 110 (1967); rev'd,
405 F.2d 1179 (10th Cir. 1968); cert, denied ,

396 U.S. 819 (1969).

U.S. v. C. Fred Underwood et al. , 22 IBLA 62 (1975),
^amended decision) 22 IBLA 70 ( 197 5)

C. Fred Underwood, Chloe Underwood & Jack D.

Canon v. The Secretary of the Interior , Civil
No. S-76-91 PCW, E.D. Cal. Judgment for de-

fendant, June 23, 1977; aff'd, Mar. 19, 1980.

U.S. v. United States Pumice Co. , 37 IBLA 153
(1978); Supplemental Order of Intervention,
June 1, 1979, Clarification of Order of June 1,

1979, dated July 18, 1979

The Wilderness Society, McKenzie Fly-
fishers, The Obsidians, et al . v.

Cecil D. Andrus, Secretary of the
Interior, Civil No. 79-0296. Dismissed,
May 30, 1979.

U.S. v. U.S. Silica Corp. et al

.

, A-30400 (Aug. 24,

1965)

U.S. v. Southern Pacific Co. , 77 I.D. 41 (1970)

Southern Pacific Co. et al. v. Rogers C. B.

Morton et al. , Civil No. S-2155, E.D. Cal.

Judgment for defendant, Nov. 20, 1974.

U.S. v. Clarence T. & Mary D. Stevens , 77 I.D. 97

(1970)

Clarence T. & Mary D. Stevens v. Walter J.

Hickel , Civil No. 1-70-94, D. Idaho. Judgment
for defendant, June 4, 1971.

v. Charles E. Stewart , A-28966 (Sept. 25, 1962)

Charles E. Stewart v. Gordon Penny et al. ,

Civil No. 1619, D. Nev. Judgment for plain-
tiff, 238 F. Supp. 821 (1965); no appeal.

Simplot Industries, Inc. v. Udall , Civil No.

1024-S, D. Nev. Judgment for defendant,
Sept. 26, 1969; no appeal.

U.S. v. Alfred N. Verrue , 75 I.D. 300 (1968)

Alfred N. Verrue v. U.S. et al

.

, Civil No.

6898 Phx. , D. Ariz. Rev'd & remanded,
Dec. 29, 1970; aff'd, 457 F.2d 1202 (9th Cir.

1971); no petition.

U.S. v. Kenneth 0. Watkins & Harold E. L. Barton ,

A-29862 (Apr. 24, 1966), A-30659 (Oct. 19, 1967)

Harold E. L. Barton v. Stewart L. Udall, Sec-
retary of the Interior & U.S. , Civil No. 69-26,
D. Ore. Judgment for defendant, Mar. 17, 1971;
aff'd, 498 F.2d 288 (9th Cir. 1974); cert.
denied, Nov. 18, 1974.
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U.S. v. Oscar W. Weiss et al,

1967), 15 IBLA 198 (1974)

A-30809 (Sept. 14, of Land Appeals , Civil No. C74-152, D. Wyo.

Judgment for defendant, Nov. 7, 1975.

Oscar W. Weiss v.

C-882, D. Colo. Remanded, Jan
Stewart L. Udall, Civil No.

2, 1969.

U.S. Thomas C.

A-30805 (Supp.) (Apr
II) (Nov. 17, 1969)

Wells, A-30805 (Jan. 8, 1968),

25, 1969), A-30805 (Supp.

Thomas C. Wells v. Udall Civil No. S-

Remanded to Secretary, Dec

-693,

E.D. Cal. Remanded to Secretary, Dec. 12,

1968; remanded to Bureau of Land Mgmt. Time
extended to Nov. 1, 1970, to comply with re-
quirements of Supp. II. Judgment for defen-
dant, Dec. 17, 1970.

U.S. v. Vernon 0. & Ina C. White , 72 I.D. 552

(1965)

Consolidated with A. F. Anderson et al.

Rogers C. B. Morton et Civil No. C74-151,
D. Wyo. for purposes of appeal by order of

Nov. 19, 1975. Dismissed, Nov. 28, 1975.

U.S. v. Merle I. Zweifel et al. , 80 I.D. 323 (1973)

Merle I. Zweifel et al. v. U.S. , Civil No.

C-5276, D. Colo. Dismissed without prejudice,
Oct. 31, 1973.

Kenneth Roberts et al. Rogers C. B. Morton
& The Interior Board of Land Appeals , Civil

No. C-5308 D. Colo. Dismissed with prejudice,
389 F. Supp. 87 (1975); aff 'd, 549 F.2d 158

(10th Cir. 1977).

Vernon 0. & Ina C. White v. Stewart L. Udall,

Civil No. 1-65-122, D. Idaho. Judgment for

defendant, Jan. 6, 1967; aff'd, 404 F.2d 334

(9th Cir. 1968); no petition.

U.S. v. Milton Wichner, 35 IBLA 240 (1978)

United Technical Industries,
19631

Inc., A-29406 (Apr. 24,

Jay Nielson v. J. E. Keough et al. , Civil No.

C-158-63, D. Utah. Dismissed, July 13, 1964
(opinion); no appeal.

Milton Wichner v. Cecil D. Andrus, Secretary
of the Interior, Bob Bergland, Secretary of

Agriculture, Frank Gregg, Director, BLM,

Edward L. Hastey, State Dir. (California),
BLM, William T. Dresser, Forest Supervisor of

the Angeles National Forest, & U.S. , Civil No.

CV 78-2804, CD. Cal. Suit pending.

Paul Unruh v. Wesley Lawrence Edwards , A-30584
(Sept. 21, 1966)

Paul E. Unruh v. Udall et al. , Civil No.

1894-N, D. Nev. Judgment for defendant
June 14, 1967; no appeal.

S. v. Frank W. Winegar et al. , 81 I.D. 370 (1974)

Shell Oil Co. & D. A. Shale, Inc. v. Rogers
C. B. Morton, Secretary of the Interior , Civil
No. 74-F-739, D. Colo. Judgment for plaintiff,
Jan. 17, 1977; aff'd, Jan. 25, 1979.

Utah Power & Light Co. , 4 IBLA 62 (1971)

Utah Power & Light Co. v. Rogers C. B. Morton
C-5-72, D. Utah. Dismissed

3, 1972; aff'd, Sept. 20,

Civil No
with prejudice, Nov

U.S. v. Rodney Wood et al. , A-30697 (May 31, 1967)

Rodney Wood et al. v. Stewart L. Udall, Sec-
retary of the Interior & Orville L. Freeman,
Secretary of Agriculture , Civil No. S-436,
N.D. Cal. Dismissed without prejudice, Nov. 7,

1967; amended complaint filed; judgment for
defendant, Mar. 27, 1969; no appeal.

U.S. v. Elodymae Zwang
26 IBLA 41

, U.S. v. Parrel 1 Zwang ,

83 I.D. 280 (1976)

Darrell & Elodymae Zwang v. Cecil Andrus,
Secretary of the Interior , Civil No. 77-1431
R, D. Cal. Judgment for plaintiff, Aug. 20,
1979.

Utah Power & Light Co. , 14 IBLA 372 (1974)

Utah Power & Light Co. v. Thomas S. Kleppe,
in his official capacity as Secretary of the

Interior , Civil No. C-76-136, D. Utah. Suit
pending.

Henrietta Roberts Vaden , IBLA 74-1, dismissed by

order, Aug. 8, 1973, Petition for Reconsideration
denied by order, May 29, 1975.

Henrietta Roberts Vaden, a/k/a Henrietta R.

Vaden v. Thomas S. Kleppe, Secretary of the
Interior et al. , Civil No. A75-223 CIV, D.

Alaska. Stipulated dismissal, Mar. 31, 1976.

U.S. v. Merle I. Zweifel et al. 16 IBLA 74 (1974)

Walter H. Burkhardt et al. v. Rogers C. B.

Morton, Secretary of the Interior & The Board

E. A. Vaughey , 63 I.D. 85 (1956)

E. A. Vaughey v. Fred A. Seaton , Civil No.

1744-56. Dismissed by stipulation, Apr. 18,
1957; no appeal.



Suits for Judicial Review

Estate of Cecelia Smith Vergote (Borger), Morris /

(K. ) Charles & Caroline j" Charles (BrendaleTj

5 IBIA 96; 83 I.D. 209 (1976)

Confederated Tribes & Bands of the Yakima

Indian Nation v. Thomas Kleppe, Secretary of

the Interior & Phillip Brendale , Civil No.

C-76-199, E.D. Wash. Suit pending.

Estate of Florence Bluesky Vessell (Unallotted

Lac Courte Oreilles Chippewa of Wisconsin) ,

1 IBIA 312, 79 I.D. 615 (1972)

Constance Jean Hollen Eskra v. Rogers C. I

Morton et al., Civil No. 72-C-428, D

Dismissed, 380 F. Supp. 205 (1974);

Sept. 29, 1975; no petition.

Wis.

rev 'd,

Burt A. Wackerli et al., 73 I.D. 280 (1966)

Burt & Lueva G. Wackerli a. tewart L.

1-66-92, D. Idaho.Udall et al. , Civil No.

Amended complaint filed Mar. 17, 1971

ment for plaintiff, Feb. 28, 1975.

judg-

Estate of Wahwersee R. Werqueyah , 5 IBIA 169 (1976)

Mattie Wahwersee v. Thomas Kleppe, Secretary
of Interior , Civil No. CIV-76-0845-E, W.D.
Okla. Suit pending.

Lucille S. West, Duncan Miller, et al. , A-29242
et^ aK_ (Feb. 25, 1963), Duncan Miller , A-29231
(Feb. 5, 1963)

Cecil H. Phillips et al . v. Stewart L. Udall
,

Civil No. 847-63. Dismissed on behalf of all
except Lucille S. West; judgment for defendant,
Feb. 25, 1964; no appeal.

Western Nuclear, Inc.

(1978)

35 IBLA 146; 85 I.D. 129

Western Nuclear, Inc., a Del. Corp., autho -

rized & doing business in the State of Wyo .

v. Cecil Andrus, Secretary of the Interior, &

U.S. , Civil No. C78-129, D. Wyo. Suit pending.

itate of Amelia Keyes Abbott Viramontes Walker ,

IA-1339 (Apr. 5, 1966)

Earlene Ida Abbott Simons v. Udall et al. ,

Civil No. 2640, D. Mont. Judgment for defen-

dant, 276 F. Supp. 75 (1967); no appeal.

Jack A. Walker , A-30492 (Apr. 28, 1966)

Jack A. Walker U.S. & Udall, Civil No.

1-66-80, D. Idaho. Judgment for plaintiff,
July 3, 1967; rev'd, 409 F.2d 477 (9th Cir.

1969); no petition.

Minnie F. Wharton, John W. Wharton, Ruth Wharton
James, Carroll Wharton, Iris Wharton Bartyl,
Marvin Wharton, Thomas Wharton, Betty Wharton
Zink, Faye Wharton Pamper ien & Samuel Wharton ,

4 IBLA 287; 79 I.D. 6 (1972)

U.S. & Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary of
the Interior v. Minnie E. & John W. Wharton,
Ruth Wharton James, Carroll Wharton, Iris

Wharton Bartyle, Marvin Wharton, Thomas
Wharton, Betty Wharton Zink , Faye Wharton
Pamperien & Samuel Wharton , Civil No.

70-106, D. Ore. Judgment for defendant,
Feb. 26, 1973; reconsideration denied ,

June 4, 1973; rev'd & remanded, 514 F.2d
406 (9th Cir. 1975); no petition.

Estate of Milward Wallace Ward , 82 I.D. 341 (1975)

Alfred Ward, Irene Ward Wise, & Elizabeth
Collins v. Kent Frizzell, Acting Secretary
of the Interior, et al. , Civil No. C75-175,
D. Wyo. Dismissed, Jan. 1, 1976.

Wasatch Development Co. et al. , A-28674 (May 16,

1963)

Richard Wheeler, Jr., 34 IBLA 359 (1978)

Richard Wheeler, Jr. The Dept. of Interior
& Cecil Andrus, Secretary of the Interior

,

Civil No. CIV78-0750 T, W. D. Okla. Suit
pending.

Joseph B. Umpleby et al. v. Stewart L. Udall ,

Civil No. 8156, D. Colo. Judgment for defen-

dant, 285 F. Supp. 25 (1968); no appeal.

Weardco Construction Corp., 64 I.D. 376 (1957)

Weardco Construction Cort U.S. , Civil No.

278-59-PH, S.D. Cal. Judgment for plaintiff,
Oct. 26, 1959; satisfaction of judgment entered
Feb. 9, 1960.

Estate of Mary Ursula Rock Wellknown , 1 IBIA 83;
78 I.D. 179 (1971)

William T. Shaw, Jr., et al. v. Rogers C. B.

Morton et al. , Civil No. 974, D. Mont. Dis-
missed, July 6, 1973 (opinion); no appeal.

Estate of John P. Whitetail , IA-T-23 (Apr. 17,

1970)

Doris Ann Whitetail Parker et al. v. John
Civil No. 70-C-373, D. OklfPappan et al.

Dismissed, July 10, 1973; motion for new
trial & reconsideration overruled, Aug. 17,

1973; no appeal.

Estate of Hiemstennie (Maggie) Whiz Abbott , 2 IBIA
53, 80 I.D. 617 (1973); 4 IBIA 12, 82 I.D. 169
(1975); reconsideration denied, 49 IBIA 79 (1975)

Doris Whiz Burkybile v. Alvis Smith,
Guardian Ad Litem for Zelma, Vernon,

Sr., as

Kenneth.
Mona & Joseph Smith, Minors, et al. , Civil No.

C-75-190, E.D. Wash. Judgment for defendant,
Jan. 21, 1977; no appeal.



Suits for Judicial Review

Buck Willcoxson, A-27402, A-27403 (Dec. 17, 1956) Joseph A. Winkler , 24 IBLA 380 (1976)

Buck Willcoxson v. Douglas Henriques , Civil
No. 3596, D.N.M. Motion of plaintiff to dis-

miss case without prejudice granted, Dec. 10,

1957.

Joseph A. Winkler v. Thomas Kleppe, Secretary
of the Interior , Civil No. C76-176, D. Utah.

Judgment for defendant, June 20, 1977; appeal
filed July 5, 1977.

Buck Willcoxson v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No.

U.S. v. Buck Willcoxson et al. , Civil No.

1492-59.

Buck Willcoxson v. U.S. , Civil No. 972-59.

Actions consolidated. Judgment for defendant,
plaintiff & defendant, respectively, Aug. 3,

1961; aff'd, 313 F.2d 884 (1963); cert, denied ,

373 U.S. 932 (1963).

Appeal of Wisenak, Inc.

(1976)

1 ANCAB 157; 83 I.D. 496

Wisenak, Inc., an Alaska Corp. v. Thomas S.

Kleppe, Individually & as Secretary of the

Interior & the U.S. , Civil No. F76-38 Civ.,

D. Alaska. Remanded to Department for

further proceedings, July 9, 1979.

William A. Smith Contracting Co. , IBCA-83 (July 16,

19591

William A. Smith Contracting Co. et al. v.

U.S. , Ct. CI. No. 264-57. Judgment for plain-
tiff, 292 F.2d 847 (1961); no appeal.

W. L. Ridge Construction Co. , IBCA-80 (Nov. 30,

1960)

W. L. Ridge v. U.S. , Ct. CI. No. 301-60.

Suit dismissed, Oct. 1, 1963.

A. Smith Contracting Co. v. U.S.

CI. No. 279-59. Judgment for defendant,
292 F.2d 854 (1961); no appeal.

iministrative Appeal of Robert B. Wooding et al.

v. Commissioner, Bureau of Indian Affairs , 4 IBIA
255 (1975), reconsideration denied , 5 IBIA 9

(1976)

William F. Klingensmith, Inc. , IBCA-71 7-5-68,

IBCA-734-10-68 (May 4, 1971)

William F. Klingensmith, Inc. v. U.S. , Civil
No. 1287-71.

William F. Klingensmith, Inc. v. U.S. , Civil
No. 1288-71.

Actions consolidated and transferred to Ct.

of Claims Jan. 24, 1972; Ct. CI. No. 28-72.

Dismissed, Nov. 23, 1973.

David L. Williams , A-29858 (Feb. 12, 1963)

Richard L. & Jean S. Hatter, Gary Linn
Dusenberry, Jere D. Anderson, & Henry P.

Carley d/b/a Chad Enterprise, a Joint Venture
v. U.S. , Civil No. S74-205, E.D. Cal. Judg-
ment for defendant, Aug. 8, 1975.

Robert B. Wooding, d/b/a Associated Investors,
& Auburn Enterprises, Inc. v. Thomas Kleppe,
Secretary of the Interior, et al. , Civil No.

C76-86T, W.D. Wash. Dismissed for failure to

prosecute, June 3, 1977.

Wood s Petrol eum Corp. et : al., Wi lliam Ralph Stroble

et al., 12

Duvels,

IBLA 247 (1973)

Inc., West Park International, Inc.,

George H. Frandsen, Paul P. Dyreng, R. Morgan
Dyreng, Stephen B. Nadau Id, John B. Peacock &

Lori M. Free v. Kent Frizzell, Acting Secre-
tary of the Interior , Civil No. C-75-175,
D. Utah. Judgment for defendant, July 6, 1976;
appeal filed Feb. 3, 1976.

Roger s C.Mountain States Resources v.

Morton, Individually & as Secretary of the

Interior , Civil No. C-75-238, D. Utah. Suit
pending.

Harry H. Wilson , 35 IBLA 349 (1978)

Harry H. Wilson v. U.S. , & Cecil Andrus,
Secretary of the Interior , Civil No. A78-225
CIV, D. Alaska. Suit pending.

Estate of Louise Wilson, IA-1380 (Mar. 1, 1966)

Charles W. Heffelman v. Stewart L. Udall
Civil No. 6402, N.D. Okl Dismissed,
June 16, 1966; aff'd, 378 F.2d 109 (10th Cir.
1967); cert, denied, 389 U.S. 926 (1967).

Frank Winegar, Shell Oil Co. & P. A. Shale Inc,

74 I.D. 161 (1967)

Shell Oil Co. et al. v. Udall et al. , Civil
No. 67-C-321, D. Colo. Judgment for plain-
tiff, Sept. 18, 1967; no appeal.

Estate of Wook-Kah-Nah, Comanche Allottee No. 1927 ,

65 I.D. 436 (1958)

Thomas J. Huff, Adm. with will annexed of the
Estate of Wook-Kah-Nah, Deceased, Comanche
Enrolled Restricted Indian No. 1927 v. Jane
Asenap, Wilfred Tabbytite, J. R. Graves, Exam-
iner of Inheritance, Bureau of Indian Affairs,
Dept. of the Interior & Earl R. Wiseman, Dis-
trict Dir. of Internal Revenue , Civil No. 8281,
W.D. Okla. Dismissed as to the Examiner of
Inheritance; plaintiff dismissed suit without
prejudice as to the other defendants.

Thomas J. Huff, Adm. with will annexed of the
Estate of Wook-Kah-Nah v. Stewart L . Udall ,

Civil No. 2595-60. Judgment for defendant,
June 5, 1962; remanded, 312 F.2d 358 (1962).



Suits for Judicial Review

State of Wyoming , 27 IBLA 137; 83 I.D. 364 (1976)

State of Wyoming, Albert E. King, Comm'r. of

Public Lands v. Cecil D. Andrus, Secretary of

the Interior , Civil No. C77-034K, D. Wyo.

Judgment for defendant, Sept. 8, 1977; aff'd,

July 18, 1979.

Haruyuki Yamane et al. , 19 IBLA 320 (1975)

C. Burglin, Dennis Krize, Mark & Kenneth
Ringstad, Lloyd Burgess, M. E. Anderson,
William Ackess , John J. & William D. Sexton,
J. R. & June L. S. Beck, Alexander Miller,

Wally Burnett, Sr., Wallace & Donald Burnett,
Earnest Carter, Mary L. Carie, & Harayuki

Yamane v. The Secretary of the Interior,

Stanley Hathaway, et al. , Civil No. A75-113
CIV, D. Alaska. Consolidated with Civil No.

A75-232. Judgment for defendant, Dec. 29,

1976; aff'd, Aug. 18, 1978.

254 (1972); aff'd, 479 F.2d 58 (8th Cir.
1973); cert, denied, 414 U.S. 858 (1973).

Zeigler Coal Co. , 81 I.D. 729 (1974)

International Union of United Mine Workers of
America v. Stanley K. Hathaway, Secretary of
the Interior , No. 75-1003, United States Court
of Appeals, D.C. Cir. Rev'd & remanded to the
Board for further proceedings, 532 F.2d 1403
(1976).

Zeigler Coal Co. , 82 I.D. 36 (1975)

Zeigler Coal Co. v. Kent Frizzell, Acting
Secretary of the Interior , No. 75-1139, United
States Court of Appeals, D.C. Cir. Judgment
for defendant, 536 F.2d 398 (1976).

Young Associates, Inc. , IBCA-557-4-66 (Dec. 4, 1968)

Young Associates, Inc. v. U.S. , Ct. CI. 787-71.
Judgment for defendant, Jan. 18, 1973.

George W. Zarak et al., Cardinal Petroleum Co.

4 IBLA 82 (1971)

Tony Rice, George W. Zarak, Arlene Zarak,
William J. Zarak, Jr. & Darlene Zarak v.

Rogers C. B. Morton et al. , Civil No. 1127,
D.N.D. Judgment for defendant, 348 F. Supp.

Harry A. Zuckerman, et al . , 41 IBLA 372 (1979)

Harry Zuckerman & Mark M. Collins v.
Benjamin Civiletti, Attorney General &
R. E. Thompson, U.S. Attorney on behalf
of Cecil Andrus, Secretary of the Interior

,

Civil No. CIV-79-815-M, D.N.M. Suit
pending.

Elodymae Zwang et al. , A-30201 (Feb. 3, 1965)

Darrell & Elodymae Zwang v. Stewart L. Udall ,

Civil No. 65-716-EC, S.D. Cal. Judgment for
defendant, Feb. 23, 1966; aff'd, 371 F.2d 634
(9th Cir. 1967); no petition.



TABLE OF U.S. CODES, U.S. STATUTES AT LARGE AND REVISED STATUTES

(A) UNITED STATES CODES

TITLE 4:

sec. 104-110 7 IBIA 299; 86 I.D. 680 (1979)

109 7 IBIA 299; 86 I.D. 680 (1979)

TITLE 5:

sec. 304 IBCA-1074-8-75; 84 I.D. 838

(1977)

488 IBCA-1074-8-75; 84 I.D. 838

(1977)

500 et seq. 37 IBLA 7 (Sept. 6, 1978)

533(bT 32 IBLA 106 (Sept. 12, 1977)

544 35 IBLA 202 (May 24, 1978)

551 41 IBLA 98 (June 4, 1979)

551 et seq. 20 IBLA 290 (May 27, 1975)

21 IBLA 157 (July 21, 1975)

21 IBLA 363; 82 I.D. 414 (1975)

24 IBLA 85; 83 I.D. 47 (1976)

25 IBLA 157 (June 10, 1976)

26 IBLA 235; 83 I.D. 309 (1976)

26 IBLA 249 (Aug. 18, 1976)

27 IBLA 238 (Oct. 18, 1976)

28 IBLA 153; 83 I.D. 564 (1976)
32 IBLA 174; 84 I.D. 475 (1977)

32 IBLA 361 (Oct. 25, 1977)

37 IBLA 80 (Sept. 22, 1978)
41 IBLA 85 (June 4, 1979)

551(4) 5 IBMA 306; 82 I.D. 607 (1975)

551(5) 41 IBLA 372 (July 23, 1979)
551-556 2 ANCAB 363 (Mar. 31, 1978)

552 25 IBLA 220 (June 21, 1976)

30 IBLA 212 (May 20, 1977)
41 IBLA 25 (May 29, 1979)

552(a) 34 IBLA 202 (Mar. 22, 1978)

37 IBLA 96 (Sept. 25, 1978)
552(a)(1) 34 IBLA 359 (May 1, 1978)

38 IBLA 160 (Dec. 5, 1978)
552(a)(1)(C) 34 IBLA 359 (May 1, 1978)

41 IBLA 372 (July 23, 1979)
552(a)(1)(D) 41 IBLA 372 (July 23, 1979)

552(a)(1)(E) —41 IBLA 372 (July 23, 1979)
552(a)(2) 35 IBLA 95 (May 15, 1978)

37 IBLA 346 (Oct. 27, 1978)
552(a)(2)(B) 34 IBLA 359 (May 1, 1978)

552(b)(4) M-36918; 86 I.D. 661 (1979)
552(b)(9) M-36918; 86 I.D. 661 (1979)
552a 28 IBLA 244 (Dec. 10, 197 6)

553 3 ANCAB 297; 86 I.D. 381

(1979)

7 IBIA 188; 86 I.D. 425
(1979)

20 IBLA 120 (Apr. 25, 1975)
20 IBLA 134 (May 5, 197 5)

20 IBLA 216 (May 8, 1975)
22 IBLA 191 (Oct. 15, 1975)
22 IBLA 213 (Oct. 15, 1975)
22 IBLA 266 (Oct. 30, 1975)
23 IBLA 88 (Dec. 16, 1975)
23 IBLA 174 (Dec. 31, 1975)
23 IBLA 304 (Jan. 16, 1976)
24 IBLA 85; 83 I.D. 47 (1976)
31 IBLA 389 (Aug. 19, 1977)
32 IBLA 106 (Sept. 12, 1977)
38 IBLA 160 (Dec. 5, 1978)
40 IBLA 34 (Mar. 15, 1979)
41 IBLA 85 (June 4, 1979)
41 IBLA 132 (June 14, 1979)
41 IBLA 372 (July 23, 1979)
41 IBLA 382 (July 23, 1979)
42 IBLA 260 (Aug. 27, 1979)
4 IBMA 74; 82 I.D. 392 (1975)
5 IBMA 231; 82 I.D. 553 (1975)
5 IBMA 306; 82 I.D. 607 (1975)
6 IBMA 100; 83 I.D. 108 (1976)

553 et se^. D-78-3 (Nov. 15, 1977)

TITLE 5 (Continued)

sec. 553(a)(2) 22 IBLA 213 (Oct. 15, 1975)
22 IBLA 266 (Oct. 30, 1975)

23 IBLA 304 (Jan. 16, 1976)

31 IBLA 389 (Aug. 19, 1977)

41 IBLA 85 (June 4, 1979)

41 IBLA 372 (July 23, 1979)

553(b)(3) 32 IBLA 106 (Sept. 12, 1977)

553(d) 31 IBLA 374 (Aug. 5, 1977)

32 IBLA 106 (Sept. 12, 1977)

553(e) 5 IBMA 185; 82 I.D. 506 (1975)

5 IBMA 306; 82 I.D. 607 (1975)

554 6 IBIA i96 ; 84 I.D. 938 (1977)

20 IBLA 348 (June 11, 1975)

24 IBLA 39 (Feb. 19, 1976)

25 IBLA 50 (May 14, 1976)
25 IBLA 153 (June 10, 1976)

30 IBLA 112 (May 2, 1977)
31 IBLA 61 (June 23, 1977)

33 IBLA 277 (Jan. 5, 1978)
34 IBLA 164 (Mar. 14, 1978)

41 IBLA 98 (June 4, 1979)
4 IBMA 1; 82 I.D. 22 (1975)

4 IBMA 74; 82 I.D. 102 (1975)
5 IBMA 74; 82 I.D. 392 (1975)
6 IBMA 288; 83 I.D. 329 (1976)

7 IBMA 120 (Dec. 9, 1976)
8 IBMA 31 (June 30, 1977)

554 et seq. 39 IBLA 8 (Jan. 8, 1979)
40 IBLA 34 (Mar. 15, 1979)

554(a)(i) 26 IBLA 1 (July 6, 1976)
554(b) 4 IBMA 198; 82 I.D. 264 (1975)

554(b)(3) 5 IBMA 259; 82 I.D. 578 (1975)
554(d) 21 IBLA 266; 82 I.D. 377 (1975)

22 IBLA 358; 82 I.D. 546 (1975)

32 IBLA 174; 84 I.D. 475 (1977)
35 IBLA 202 (May 24, 1978)

554-556 40 IBLA 34 (Mar. 15, 1979)

555(b) 24 IBLA 324; 83 I.D. 185 (1976)
33 IBLA 395 (Jan. 30, 1978)

37 IBLA 153 (Oct. 5, 1978)

37 IBLA 251; 85 I.D. 396 (1978)

556 4 IBia 154 (Oct. 8, 1975)
7 IBIA 271 (Nov. 20, 1979)

20 IBLA 352 (June 11, 1975)
23 IBLA 226 (Jan. 9, 1976)
29 IBLA 185 (Mar. 18, 1977)

30 IBLA 42 (Apr. 18, 1977)

30 IBLA 112 (May 2, 1977)
32 IBLA 46 (Sept. 2, 1977)
32 IBLA 263 (Sept. 27, 1977)

35 IBLA 202 (May 24, 1978)
37 IBLA 80 (Sept. 22, 1978)

4 IBMA 224; 82 I.D. 277 (1975)
556 et seq. 26 IBLA 356 (Sept. 8, 1976)
556(cT 21 IBLA 363; 82 I.D. 414 (1975)

32 IBLA 155 (Sept. 12, 1977)
43 IBLA 363 (Oct. 29, 1979)

556(c)(8) 19 IBLA 9; 82 I.D. 68 (1975)
29 IBLA 333 (Mar. 31, 1977)

556(d) 7 IBIA 53 (Apr. 25, 1978)

20 IBLA 38 (Apr. 17, 1975)

29 IBLA 333 (Mar. 31, 1977)

32 IBLA 155 (Sept. 12, 1977)
32 IBLA 174; 84 I.D. 475 (1977)
38 IBLA 262 (Dec. 8, 1978)
39 IBLA 272; 86 I.D. 133 (1979)

43 IBLA 122 (Sept. 26, 1979)
43 IBLA 363 (Oct. 29, 1979)
4 IBMA 74; 82 I.D. 102 (1975)
4 IBMA 88; 82 I.D. Ill (1975)
4 IBMA 241; 82 I.D. 284 (1975)

6 IBMA 28; 83 I.D. 59 (1976)
1 IBSMA 293; 86 I.D. 656 (1979)



United States Codes

TITLE 5 (Continued) TITLE 15 (Continued)

556(e) 6 IBMA 100; 83 I.D. 108 (1976)

37 IBLA 346 (Oct. 27, 1978)

557 7 IBIA 271 (Nov. 20, 1979)

7 IBIA 286 (Nov. 28, 1979)

19 IBLA 9; 82 I.D. 68 (1975)

22 IBLA 358; 82 I.D. 546 (1975)

23 IBLA 349 (Jan. 21, 1976)

28 IBLA 314 (Jan. 14, 1977)

29 IBLA 333 (Mar. 31, 1977)

32 IBLA 29 (Aug. 31, 1977)

4 IBMA 52; 82 I.D. 89 (1975)

1 IBSMA 105; 86 I.D. 201 (1979)

557(b) 22 IBLA 358; 82 I.D. 546 (1975)

24 IBLA 324; 83 I.D. 185 (1976)

29 IBLA 333 (Mar. 31, 1977)

557(c) 6 IBIA 10 (Jan. 27, 1977)

7 IBIA 53 (Apr. 25, 1978)

7 IBIA 271 (Nov. 20, 1979)

34 IBLA 44 (Feb. 16, 1978)

558 37 IBLA 251; 85 I.D. 396 (1978)

558(c) 37 IBLA 251; 85 I.D. 396 (1978)

559 5 IBMA 306; 82 I.D. 607 (1975)

701(a)(2) 22 IBLA 213 (Oct. 15, 1975)

24 IBLA 58 (Feb. 23, 1976)
701-706 28 IBLA 153; 83 I.D. 564 (1976)

4 IBMA 139; 82 I.D. 221 (1975)
6 IBMA 100; 83 I.D. 108 (1976)

706 25 IBLA 220 (June 21, 1976)

706(1) 33 IBLA 395 (Jan. 30, 1978)

706(2)(A) 34 IBLA 222 (Mar. 27, 1978)

1007(b) 32 IBLA 29 (Aug. 31, 1977)

3105 37 IBLA 80 (Sept. 22, 1978)

3109 IBCA-1159-7-77; 85 I.D. 41

(1978)

sec. 136 24 IBLA 49 (Feb. 23, 1976)
136r(b) 24 IBLA 49 (Feb. 23, 1976)
136r(c) 24 IBLA 49 (Feb. 23, 1976)

901-924 35 IBLA 279; 85 I.D. 186 (1978)
921 et seq. 35 IBLA 279; 85 I.D. 186 (1978)
1012a 30 IBLA 74 (Apr. 18, 1977)

40 IBLA 317 (Apr. 30, 1979)
1033 et seq . 24 IBLA 218 (Mar. 24, 1976)

TITLE 8:

sec. 1359 7 IBIA 240 (Oct. 23, 1979)

TITLE 10:

sec. 2668 38 IBLA 1 (Nov. 8, 1978)
2668-2669 38 IBLA 1 (Nov. 8, 1978)

2669 38 IBLA 1 (Nov. 8, 1978)
2669(a) 38 IBLA 1 (Nov. 8, 1978)
7421 et seq. 21 IBLA 228 (July 31, 1975)

22 IBLA 90 (Sept. 22, 1975)

TITLE 11:

sec. 701 et seq. 34 IBLA 103 (Feb. 27, 1978)

1 et^ seq

.

34 IBLA 73; 85 I.D. 70 (1978)
265 34 IBLA 73; 85 I.D. 70 (1978)
391 34 IBLA 73; 85 I.D. 70 (1978)
392 34 IBLA 73; 85 I.D. 70 (1978)

sec. 713 et seq. 29 IBLA 234 (Mar. 25, 1977)
1703(11(1) 30 IBLA 388; 84 I.D. 282 (1977)

1 37 IBLA 381 (Nov. 6, 1978)
M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)

1 et seq. 37 IBLA 381 (Nov. 6, 1978)

la-2(h) M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)
lb 35 IBLA 183; 85 I.D. 140 (1978)
lc M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)
2-4 37 ibla 381 (Nov. 6, 1978)
3 35 IBLA 183; 85 I.D. 140 (1978)
5 32 IBLA 205 (Sept. 19, 1977)

TITLE 15:

sec. 77a

7a

17b

17J-2 —
17j-2(g)
20

36914
36914
36914
IBLA 183;

I.D. 553 (1979)
I.D. 553 (1979)
I.D. 553 (1979)

85 I.D. 140 (1978)
M-36914; 86 I,

M-36914; 86 I.

553 (1979)
553 (1979)

35 IBLA 183; 85 I.D. 140 (1978)
I.D.

20 e_t seq .

20a

21

22

553 (1979)
86 I.D. 197

I.D. 553 (1979)
I.D. 553 (1979)

85 I.D. 140 (1978)
I.D. 553 (1979)

M-36914; 86

IBCA-1232-12-78
(1979)

M-36914; 86

M-36914; 86

35 IBLA 183;
M-36914; 86

32 35 IBLA 183; 85 I.D. 140 (1978)
41 M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)

43 M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)
45a 35 IBLA 183;

45d 35 IBLA 183;

49 et seq. 24 IBLA 39 (Feb. 23, 1976)

55 35 IBLA 183; 85 I.D. 140 (1978)

80d M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)

90 18 IBLA 407 (Feb. 10, 1975)
24 IBLA 289 (Apr. 1, 1976)

32 IBLA 155 (Sept. 12, 1977)
90a 24 IBLA 289 (Apr. 1, 1976)

90a-l 24 IBLA 289 (Apr. 1, 1976)
90b-l 24 IBLA 289 (Apr. 1, 1976)

85 I.D.

85 I.D.

140 (1978)
140 (1978)

90c M-36914
91-93 M-36914

121 M-36914
123 M-36914
158 M-36914
160-160k -

217 et seq

86 I.D. 553 (1979)
86 I.D. 553 (1979)

86 I.D. 553 (1979)
86 I.D. 553 (1979)

86 I.D. 553 (1979)
- 3 OHA 97 (July 31, 1979)
35 IBLA 108 (May 15, 1978)

245 M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)

264 M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)

273 42 IBLA 74 (Aug. 13, 1979)

420 32 IBLA 205 (Sept. 19, 1977)

431 21 IBLA 392 (Aug. 27, 1975)
22 IBLA 97 (Sept. 22, 1975)

24 IBLA 49 (Feb. 23, 1976)

25 IBLA 311 (June 29, 1976)

26 IBLA 71 (July 9, 1976)

27 IBLA 38 (Sept. 22, 1976)

28 IBLA 214; 83 I.D. 666 (1976)

30 IBLA 220 (May 26, 1977)

39 IBLA 137 (Jan. 29, 1979)

41 IBLA 105 (June 11, 1979)

431 e£ seq. 28 IBLA 214; 83 I.D. 666 (1976)

M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)

431-433 40 IBLA 280 (Apr. 18, 1979)

432 26 IBLA 71 (July 9, 1976)

28 IBLA 214; 83 I.D. 666 (1976)

30 IBLA 220 (May 26, 1977)

41 IBLA 105 (June 11, 1979)

433 22 IBLA 97 (Sept. 22, 1975)

459a-! M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)

459c-459c-7 2 OHA 35 (Sept. 9, 1976)

-35 IBLA 32 (May 8, 1978)

460a-2
460k —
460k-l

M-36914
M-36914
M-36914

I.D. 553 (1979)
I.D. 553 (1979)
I.D. 553 (1979)



United States Codes

TITLE 16 (Continued) TITLE 16 (Continued)

sec. 460k-l - 460k-4 M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)

4601-4 et seq. -22 IBLA 182 (Oct. 7, 1975)

460m-5 M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)

460m-8 37 IBLA 381 (Nov. 6, 1978)

460m-8 et_ se£.--37 IBLA 381 (Nov. 6, 1978)

460m-9 37 IBLA 381 (Nov. 6, 1978)

460m-12 M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)

460m-13 37 IBLA 381 (Nov. 6, 197 8)

460n 22 IBLA 331 (Nov. 10, 1975)

460n-3 26 IBLA 197 (Aug. 11, 1976)

28 IBLA 305 (Jan. 13, 1977)

36 IBLA 53 (June 30, 1978)

37 IBLA 272 (Oct. 20, 1978)

40 IBLA 126 (Mar. 28, 1979)

460q et seq^. —34 IBLA 44 (Feb. 16, 1978)

4608-5 M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)

460u 3 OHA 145 (Nov. 2, 1979)

460y 25 IBLA 287; 83 I.D. 249 (1976)

460y-7 25 IBLA 287; 83 I.D. 249 (1976)

460aa 43 IBLA 84 (Sept. 19, 1979)

460aa et sej. —40 IBLA 297 (Apr. 27, 1979)

460aa-9 40 IBLA 297 (Apr. 27, 1979)
43 IBLA 84 (Sept. 19, 1979)

460bb-3 M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)

460hh et se£. —29 IBLA 33 (Feb. 10, 1977)

461 20 IBLA 54 (Apr. 24, 197 5)

24 IBLA 49 (Feb. 23, 1976)
24 IBLA 181 (Mar. 16, 1976)

28 IBLA 214; 83 I.D. 666 (1976)

461 et sej. 18 IBLA 359 (Jan. 30, 1975)

24 IBLA 49 (Feb. 23, 1976)

28 IBLA 214; 83 I.D. 666
(1976)

30 IBLA 220 (May 26, 1977)
461-467 21 IBLA 392 (Aug. 27, 1975)

22 IBLA 97 (Sept. 22, 1975)

26 IBLA 71 (July 9, 1976)
27 IBLA 38 (Sept. 22, 1976)
28 IBLA 214; 83 I.D. 666

(1976)

30 IBLA 220 (May 26, 1977)

38 IBLA 361 (Dec. 29, 1978)
41 IBLA 105 (June 11, 1979)

462 25 IBLA 311 (June 29, 1976)

28 IBLA 214; 83 I.D. 666
(1976)

464 25 IBLA 311 (June 29, 1976)

28 IBLA 214; 83 I.D. 666
(1976)

469 26 IBLA 71 (July 9, 1976)
28 IBLA 214; 83 I.D. 666

(1976)
41 IBLA 105 (June 11, 1979)

469-469c 26 IBLA 71 (July 9, 1976)
28 IBLA 214; 83 I.D. 666

(1976)

40 IBLA 280 (Apr. 18, 1979)
41 IBLA 105 (June 11, 1979)

469a-l 28 IBLA 214; 83 I.D. 666
(1976)

40 IBLA 280 (Apr. 18, 1979)
469a-l(a) 26 IBLA 71 (July 9, 1976)

28 IBLA 214; 83 I.D. 666
(1976)

41 IBLA 105 (June 11, 1979)
469a-l(b) 40 IBLA 280 (Apr. 18, 1979)
469a-2(a) 26 IBLA 71 (July 9, 1976)

28 IBLA 214; 83 I.D. 666
(1976)

41 IBLA 105 (June 11, 1979)
469b 26 IBLA 71 (July 9, 1976)
470 24 IBLA 49 (Feb. 23, 1976)

28 IBLA 214; 83 I.D. 666
(1976)

470 et seq^. 40 IBLA 280 (Apr. 18, 1979)
470-470b 43 IBLA 259 (Oct. 15, 1979)

18, 1979)

18, 1979)

1979);

470-470m 40 IBLA 280 (Apr. 18, 1979)
470a(a)(l) 40 IBLA 280 (Apr. 18, 1979)
470c-470n 43 IBLA 259 (Oct. 15, 1979)
470d 40 IBLA 280 (Apr.

470f 40 IBLA 280 (Apr.

M-36917 (Dec. 6,

87 I.D. 27 (1980)
470s M-36917 (Dec. 6, 1979);

87 I.D. 27 (1980)

471 et seq. 20 IBLA 387 (June 16, 1975)

472 18 IBLA 379 (Jan. 30, 1975)

473 M-36911; 86 I.D. 151 (1979)

478 24 IBLA 289 (Apr. 1, 1976)

478a 30 IBLA 74 (Apr. 18, 1977)
40 IBLA 317 (Apr. 30, 1979)

485 42 IBLA 345 (Aug. 31, 1979)

486 42 IBLA 345 (Aug. 31, 1979)

506-508 20 IBLA 387 (June 16, 1975)

508b 20 IBLA 149 (May 5, 1975)

523 32 IBLA 205 (Sept. 19, 1977)
532-538 32 IBLA 205 (Sept. 19, 1977)

594 39 IBLA 205 (Feb. 2, 1979)
594-1 39 IBLA 205 (Feb. 2, 1979)

661 43 IBLA 235 (Oct. 10, 1979)
M-36885; 83 I.D. 589 (1976)

661 et sej. 24 IBLA 49 (Feb. 23, 1976)
M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)

661-666c M-36895; 84 I.D. 403 (1977)
662(d) M-36885; 83 I.D. 589 (1976)
668 24 IBLA 391 (May 3, 1976)
668 et seq. 24 IBLA 391 (May 3, 1976)

668(a) 24 IBLA 391 (May 3, 1976)
668(d)(1)-
668dd

- M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)
43 IBLA 110 (Sept. 24, 1979)
M-36914

668dd-668ee M-36914
668dd(b)(l) M-36914
668dd(c) -

668dd(d) —
668dd(d)(2)

I.D. 553 (1979)
I.D. 553 (1979)

I.D. 553 (1979)
43 IBLA 110 (Sept. 24, 1979)
43 IBLA 235 (Oct. 10, 1979)
M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)

43 IBLA 110 (Sept. 24, 1979)
M-36914

668dd(i) M-36914
671-697a M-36914
694 M-36914
715a

86 I.D. 553 (1979)

86 I.D. 553 (1979)
86 I.D. 553 (1979)

86 I.D. 553 (1979)
20 IBLA 333 (June 11, 1975)
M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)

715s(f) M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)
718 20 IBLA 333 (June 11, 1975)
718d M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)
718d(b) 20 IBLA 333 (June 11, 1975)
718d(c) 20 IBLA 333 (June 11, 1975)
748 30 IBLA 388; 84 I.D. 282

(1977)
791 24 IBLA 49 (Feb. 23, 1976)

42 IBLA 260 (Aug. 27, 1979)
791 et seq. 31 IBLA 357 (July 25, 1977)

791a et seq. 22 IBLA 342 (Nov. 14, 1975)

791a-823 43 IBLA 382 (Oct. 31, 1979)
792 et seq. M-36915; 86 I.D. 400 (1979)

M-36915; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)
M-36900; 86 I.D. 293 (1979)

M-36885; 83 I.D. 589 (1976)
4 ANCAB 24; 86 I.D. 663
(1979)

20 IBLA 341 (June 11,

21 IBLA 181 (July 25,

21 IBLA 199 (July 30,
22 IBLA 266 (Oct. 30,

24 IBLA 5 (Feb. 4, 1976)

24 IBLA 49 (Feb. 23, 1976)
31 IBLA 242 (July 18, 1977)
31 IBLA 357 (July 25, 1977)
32 IBLA 305 (Sept. 30, 1977)
41 IBLA 382 (July 23, 1979)
42 IBLA 59 (Aug. 2, 1979)

797a
800(b) -

811

1975)

1975)

1975)

1975)



United States Codes

TITLE 16 (Continued) TITLE 16 (Continue

sec. 818 (Continued)

42 IBLA 260 (Aug. 27, 1979)

43 IBLA 245 (Oct. 10, 1979)

M-36735 (Supp.); 83 I.D. 346

(1976)

M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)

832 M-36885; 83 I.D. 589 (1976)

832a M-36885; 83 I.D. 589 (1976)

832a(b) M-36885; 83 I.D. 589 (1976)

832a(f) M-36885; 83 I.D. 589 (1976)

832b M-36885; 83 I.D. 589 (1976)

832-832J. M-36885; 83 I.D. 589 (1976)

835d M-36887; 84 I.D. 72 (1977)

838-838k M-36885; 83 I.D. 589 (1976)

838g M-36885; 83 I.D. 589 (1976)

838i M-36885; 83 I.D. 589 (1976)

838i(a) M-36885; 83 I.D. 589 (1976)

838i(b) M-36885; 83 I.D. 589 (1976)

838i(c) M-36885; 83 I.D. 589 (1976)

1001 et seq. M-36904; 85 I.D. 254 (1978)

1131 23 IBLA 102 (Dec. 23, 1975)
24 IBLA 210 (Mar. 23, 1976)

42 IBLA 190 (Aug. 22, 1979)

M-36910; 86 I.D. 89 (1979)

1131 et seq. 22 IBLA 328 (Nov. 10, 1975)

23 IBLA 102 (Dec. 23, 1975)

37 IBLA 153 (Oct. 5, 1978)
41 IBLA 253 (June 28, 1979)

M-36910; 86 I.D. 89 (1979)

M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)

1131-1136 22 IBLA 97 (Sept. 22, 1975)

43 IBLA 115 (Sept. 24, 1979)

1131(a) M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)

1131(c) 42 IBLA 164 (Aug. 17, 1979)
42 IBLA 190 (Aug. 22, 1979)

M-36910; 86 I.D. 89 (1979)
M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)

1132 41 IBLA 253 (June 28, 1979)

M-36910; 86 I.D. 89 (1979)
1132(b) 41 IBLA 253 (June 28, 1979)

M-36910; 86 I.D. 89 (1979)
1132(c) 41 IBLA 253 (June 28, 1979)

M-36910; 86 I.D. 89 (1979)
1132(d) M-36910; 86 I.D. 89 (1979)

1133(a) M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)
1133(b) M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)

1133(c) 22 IBLA 328 (Nov. 10, 1975)
M-36910; 86 I.D 89 (1979)

1133(d)(2) M-36910; 86 I.D. 89 (1979)

1133(d)(3) 23 IBLA 102 (Dec. 23, 1975)

24 IBLA 12; 83 I.D. 33 (1976)

24 IBLA 210 (Mar. 23, 1976)

M-36910; 86 I.D. 89 (1979)
1133(d)(5) M-36910; 86 I.D. 89 (1979)

1133(d)(7) M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)

1271 25 IBLA 171 (June 14, 1976)
M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)

1271 et seq. 24 IBLA 5 (Feb. 4, 1976)

25 IBLA 150 (June 10, 1976)

29 IBLA 107 (Feb. 23, 1977)
33 IBLA 116 (Dec. 16, 1977)

36 IBLA 84 (July 12, 1978)

37 IBLA 387 (Nov. 6, 1978)
39 IBLA 390 (Feb. 28, 1979)

1271-1287 19 IBLA 191 (Mar. 18, 1975)
21 IBLA 289 (Aug. 11, 1975)

23 IBLA 102 (Dec. 23, 1975)
43 IBLA 153 (Sept. 28, 1979)

44 IBLA 216 (Dec. 11, 1979)
M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)

1272 M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)
1273 36 IBLA 84 (July 12, 1978)
1273(b) 29 IBLA 107 (Feb. 23, 197 7)

1274 M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)
1275 36 IBLA 84 (July 12, 1978)

M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)

sec. 1275(a) 19 IBLA 97 (Mar. 4, 1975)
19 IBLA 191 (Mar. 18, 1975)
21 IBLA 289 (Aug. 11, 1975)

23 IBLA 102 (Dec. 23, 1975)

29 IBLA 107 (Feb. 23, 1977)
39 IBLA 390 (Feb. 28, 1979)

1275-1276 M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)

1276(a) 29 IBLA 107 (Feb. 23, 1977)
36 IBLA 84 (July 12, 1978)

1276(a)(9) 24 IBLA 5 (Feb. 4, 1976)

24 IBLA 128 (Mar. 3, 1976)

25 IBLA 150 (June 10, 1976)
1276(a) (10) 25 IBLA 150 (June 10, 1976)
1276(a) (11) 25 IBLA 150 (June 10, 1976)
1276(a) (15) 25 IBLA 150 (June 10, 1976)
1276(a)(41) 25 IBLA 171 (June 14, 1976)

1276(a) (43) 25 IBLA 150 (June 10, 1976)
1276(a)(44) 25 IBLA 150 (June 10, 1976)

1276(a)(47) 25 IBLA 150 (June 10, 1976)
1276(a) (49) 25 IBLA 150 (June 10, 1976)
1276(b) 29 IBLA 107 (Feb. 23, 1977)
1276(d) 19 IBLA 191 (Mar. 18, 1975)

21 IBLA 289 (Aug. 11, 1975)

23 IBLA 102 (Dec. 23, 1975)
1277 M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)

1278 36 IBLA 84 (July 12, 1978)
1278(b) 24 IBLA 5 (Feb. 4, 1976)

24 IBLA 128 (Mar. 3, 1976)

25 IBLA 171 (June 14, 1976)
36 IBLA 84 (July 12, 1978)

1278(b) (i) 36 IBLA 84 (July 12, 1978)

39 IBLA 390 (Feb. 28, 1979)
1279(b) 24 IBLA 5 (Feb. 4, 1976)

25 IBLA 171 (June 14, 1976)

29 IBLA 107 (Feb. 23, 1977)

1280 24 IBLA 128 (Mar. 3, 1976)

25 IBLA 150 (June 10, 1976)
36 IBLA 84 (July 12, 1978)

1280(b) 25 IBLA 150 (June 10, 1976)

39 IBLA 390 (Feb. 28, 1979)
1281(a) 29 IBLA 107 (Feb. 23, 1977)

1284(b) M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)

1284(c) M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)

1284(g) 29 IBLA 107 (Feb. 23, 1977)

1331 26 IBLA 257 (Aug. 18, 1976)

1331-1340 26 IBLA 257 (Aug. 18, 1976)
26 IBLA 320 (Aug. 30, 1976)

29 IBLA 4 (Feb. 7, 1977)

39 IBLA 272; 86 I.D. 133 (1979)

1332(c) M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)
1333 M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)

1333 e^ seq . M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)

1335 26 IBLA 320 (Aug. 30, 1976)
39 IBLA 381 (Feb. 28, 1979)

1338(a) 29 IBLA 4 (Feb. 7, 1977)
1338a 39 IBLA 381 (Feb. 28, 1979)
1531-1543 M-36895; 84 I.D. 403 (1977)

1531(b) M-36905; 85 I.D. 275 (1978)

1536 M-36895; 84 I.D. 403 (1977)
M-36905; 85 I.D. 275 (1978)

1600 et seq. 42 IBLA 345 (Aug. 31, 1979)

1601 42 IBLA 26 (July 26, 1979)

1901 30 IBLA 333 (June 7, 1977)

37 IBLA 381 (Nov. 6, 1978)

44 IBLA 297 (Dec. 31, 1979)
1901-1912 43 IBLA 363 (Oct. 29, 1979)

44 IBLA 297 (Dec. 31, 1979)

1902 et seq. 29 IBLA 33 (Feb. 10, 1977)

1907 43 IBLA 210; 86 I.D. 538 (1979)

44 IBLA 220 (Dec. 11, 1979)

TITLE 18:

sec. 203 M-36883; 83 I.D. 131 (1976)
205 M-36883; 83 I.D. 131 (1976)
207 M-36883; 83 I.D. 131 (1976)

208 24 IBLA 58 (Feb. 23, 1976)



United States Codes

CLXXVII

TITLE 18 (Continued) TITLE 25 (Continued)

431 24 IBLA 58 (Feb. 23, 1976)
431-433 24 IBLA 58 (Feb. 23, 1976)
432 24 IBLA 58 (Feb. 23, 1976)
434 24 IBLA 58 (Feb. 23, 1976)
501 22 IBLA 143 (Sept. 30, 1975)

31 IBLA 167 (July 5, 1977)
1001 26 IBLA 160 (Aug. 4, 1976)

27 IBLA 317; 83 I.D. 533 (1976)
27 IBLA 330; 83 I.D. 538 (1976)
28 IBLA 1 (Nov. 5, 1976)
28 IBLA 79 (Nov. 12, 1976)
28 IBLA 300 (Jan. 10, 1977)
31 IBLA 24 (June 20, 1977)
32 IBLA 118 (Sept. 12, 1977)
33 IBLA 102 (Dec. 16, 1977)
34 IBLA 160 (Mar. 10, 1978)
36 IBLA 349 (Aug. 28, 1978)
39 IBLA 211; 86 I.D. 80 (1979)
40 IBLA 53 (Mar. 16, 1979)
40 IBLA 100 (Mar. 27, 1979)
43 IBLA 14 (Sept. 11, 1979)
43 IBLA 74 (Sept. 19, 1979)
44 IBLA 99 (Nov. 20, 1979)
44 IBLA 136 (Nov. 30, 1979)

1151 M-36886; 84 I.D. 1 (1977)
1162 M-36907; 85 I.D. 433 (1978)
1341 22 IBLA 336 (Nov. 11, 1975)
1162 M-36887; 84 I.D. 72 (1977)
1162(b) M-36887; 84 I.D. 72 (1977)
1165 M-36887; 84 I.D. 7 2 (197 7)

3243 M-36907; 85 I.D. 433 (1978)

101(a) —
103(b)(1)

120(a)

120(f)

120(g)
125(c)
131

131(b)

131(b)-131(k)
131(h)

203

208

217(c)
317

317(c)

IBIA 299 86 I.D. 680 (1979)
IBIA 299; 86 I.D. 680 (1979)

20 IBLA 261, 82 I.D. 242 (1975)
IBIA 299; 86 I.D. 680 (1979)
IBIA 299, 86 I.D. 680 (1979)
IBIA 299; 86 I.D. 680 (1979)
IBIA 299, 86 I.D. 680 (1979)
IBIA 299; 86 I.D. 680 (1979)
IBIA 299, 86 I.D. 680 (1979)
IBIA 299; 86 I.D. 680 (1979)
IBIA 299; 86 I.D. 680 (1979)
IBIA 299; 86 I.D. 680 (1979)
IBIA 299; 86 I.D. 680 (1979)
IBIA 299; 86 I.D. 680 (1979)

20 IBLA 261; 82 I.D. 242 (1975)
29 IBLA 210 (Mar. 22 , 1977)
31 IBLA 389 (Aug. 19 , 1977)
20 IBLA 261; 82 I.D. 242 (1975)

sec. 47

TITLE 25:

7 IBIA 83 (Aug. 8, 1978)

1

Ka)
2

47

131(g)
177 —
194

202 —
257 —
311 —

IBIA 240 (Oct.

IBIA 240 (Oct.
IBIA 240 (Oct.

IBIA 242 (Nov.
IBIA 240 (Oct.
IBIA 299; 86 I

M-36896; 8

7 IBIA 188

6 IBIA 17;

6 IBIA 196
M-36908; 8

312-318 M-36886; 84

325

327

331 e_t seq .

331-348

23, 1979)

23, 1979)

23, 1979)

5, 1976)
23, 1979)
D. 680 (1979)

I.D. 905 (1977)
86 I.D. 425 (1979)
4 I.D. 68 (1977)
84 I.D. 938 (1977)
I.D. 3 (1979)
I.D. 1 (1977)

M-36908; 86 I.D. 3 (1979)
- 6 IBIA 196; 84 I.D. 938 (1977)
-29 IBLA 210 (Mar. 22, 1977)

5 IBIA 61; 83 I.D. 145 (1976)
- M-36886; 84 I.D. 1 (1977)

331-358 7 IBIA 188; 86 I.D. 425 (1979)
332 7 IBIA 188; 86 I.D. 425 (1979)
334 20 IBLA 387 (June 16, 1975)

21 IBLA 85 (June 27, 1975)
22 IBLA 205 (Oct. 15, 1975)
25 IBLA 229 (June 21, 1976)
26 IBLA 194 (Aug. 11, 1976)
29 IBLA 210 (Mar. 22, 1977)
32 IBLA 280 (Sept. 27, 1977)
35 IBLA 19 (May 5, 1978)
39 IBLA 141 (Jan. 29, 1979)
43 IBLA 130 (Sept. 26, 1979)

336 20 IBLA 387 (June 16, 1975)
29 IBLA 210 (Mar. 22, 1977)

337 21 IBLA 85 (June 27, 1975)
32 IBLA 280 (Sept. 27, 1977)
35 IBLA 19 (May 5, 1978)
39 IBLA 399 (Mar. 2, 1979)

339 4 IBIA 263; 82 I.D. 640 (1975)
348 5 IBIA 61; 83 I.D. 145 (1976)

6 IBIA 47 (Apr. 1, 1977)
6 IBIA 75; 84 I.D. 187 (1977)
7 IBIA 100; 85 I.D. 438 (1978)
7 IBIA 240 (Oct. 23, 1979)
7 IBIA 254 (Oct. 25, 1979)
7 IBIA 286 (Nov. 28, 1979)
M-36908; 86 I.D. 3 (1979)

349 5 IBIA 61 . 83 I#D> 145 (1976)
7 IBIA 188; 86 I.D. 425 (1979)

28 IBLA 13 (Feb. 8, 1977)
352 M-36886; 84 I.D. 1 (1977)

M-36908; 86 I.D. 3 (1979)
354 4 IBIA i 89 . 82 LD . 541 (1975)
357 7 IBIA 299; 86 I.D. 680 (1979)
371 4 IBIA 263; 82 I.D. 640 (1975)

5 IBIA 174 (Sept. 2, 1976)
5 IBIA 270 (Dec. 17, 1976)
7 IBIA 53 (Apr. 25, 1978)

372 4 IBIA 263; 82 I.D. 640 (1975)
6 IBIA 52 (May 4, 1977)
7 IBIA 53 (Apr. 25, 1978)
7 IBIA 188; 86 I.D. 425 (1979)
7 IBIA 240 (Oct. 23, 1979)
7 IBIA 254 (Oct. 25, 1979)
7 IBIA 271 (Nov. 20, 1979)

372-373 7 IBIA 286 (Nov. 28, 1979)
372-1 6 IBIA 52 (May 4, 1977)
372a 4 IBIA 97; 82 I.D. 341 (1975)

6 IBIA 52 (May 4, 1977)
7 IBIA 171 (July 31, 1979)

373 4 IBIA 12; 82 I.D. 169 (1975)
5 IBIA 162; 83 I.D. 306 (1976)
5 IBIA 270 (Dec. 17, 1976)
6 IBIA 17; 84 I.D. 68 (1977)
6 IBIA 47 (Apr. 1, 1977)
6 IBIA 144 (Sept. 9, 1977)
7 IBIA 53 (Apr. 25, 1978)
7 IBIA 164 (June 29, 1979)
7 IBIA 240 (Oct. 23, 1979)
7 IBIA 261 (Oct. 30, 1979)

373a 7 IBIA 224 (Oct. 15, 1979)
377 7 IBIA 271 (Nov. 20, 1979)
380 3 IBIA 224; 82 I.D. 19 (1975)

4 IBIA 255 (Dec. 22, 1975)
386a M-36886; 84 I.D. 1 (1977)
393 4 IBIA 205, 82 I.D. 568 (1975)
396 29 IBLA 13 (Feb. 8, 1977)
396a M-36896; 84 I.D. 905 (1977)
396a et seq. —19 IBLA 245 (Mar. 28, 1975)
396a-396f M-36896; 84 I.D. 905 (1977)

M-36896 (Supp.); 86 I.D. 181
(1979)

396a-396g 19 IBLA 245 (Mar. 28, 1975)
396b M-36896; 84 I.D. 905 (1977)
396c M-36896; 84 I.D. 905 (1977)
396d 28 IBLA 13 (Feb. 8, 1977)



United States Codes

TITLE 25 (Continued)

19 IBLA 245 (Mar. 28, 1975)

M-36896 (Supp.); 86 I.D. 18

(1979)
M-36896; 84 I.D. 905 (1977)

M-36896 (Supp.); 86 I.D. 18

(1979)
M-36896; 84 I.D. 905 (1977)

398a
398a-398e

398d

399 -

400 —
403b -
403c -
406(a)

M-36896 (Supp.)

(1979)
- M-36896; 84 I.D
- M-36896 (Supp.)

(1979)
•- M-36896 (Supp.)

(1979)
-- M-36887
- M-36886

M-36896
M-36908

- M-36896
- 4
- 4

86 I.D. 18

905 (1977)

86 I.D. 18

I.D. 18

84 I.D.

84 I.D.

72 (1977)
1 (1977)

I.D. 905 (1977)
I.D. 3 (1979)
I.D. 905 (1977)

IBIA 255 (Dec. 22, 1975)
IBIA 255 (Dec. 22, 1975)

8h

1 IBIA 36 (Mar. 17, 1978)

413 — 7 IBIA 36 (Mar. 17, 1978)

415 7 IBiA 299; 86 I.D. 680 (1979)
450 et_ seq. 5 IBIA 242 (Nov. 5, 1976)
461 et seq. 4 IBIA 189; 82 I.D. 541 (1975)

7 IBIA 11; 85 I.D. 31 (1978)
461-478 M-36896; 84 I.D. 905 (1977)
461-486 7 IBIA 188; 86 I.D. 425 (1979)

7 IBIA 212 (Sept. 12, 1979)
462 7 IBIA 188; 86 I.D. 425 (1979)

463 37 IBLA 313 (Oct. 25, 1978)
44 IBLA 1 (Nov. 6, 1979)

463(a) M-36886; 84 I.D. 1 (1977)

5 IBIA 20 (Feb. 4, 1976)

5 IBIA 72; 83 I.D. 170 (1976)
6 IBIA 52 (May 4, 1977)
6 IBIA 75; 34 I.D. 187 (1977)
7 IBIA 212 (Sept. 12, 1979)

464 et seq. - 6 IBIA 52 (May 4, 1977)

7 IBIA 212 (Sept. 12, 1979)

476 4 IBIA 1; 82 I.D. 119 (1975)

478
483

497
501 et_ seq .

571-577
575

608
608(a)(1)
608(d) —
611

621

4 IBIA 134; 82 I.D. 452 (1975)
7 IBIA 188; 86 I.D. 425 (1979)
M-36896; 84 I.D. 905 (1977)

- 4 IBIA 228 (Nov. 25, 1975)
M-36896; 84 I.D. 905 (1977)

4 IBIA 228 (Nov. 25, 1975)
- 4 IBIA 189; 82 I.D. 541 (1975)

6 IBIA 36; 84 I.D. 97 (1977)
7 IBIA 188; 86 I.D. 425 (1979)

21 IBLA 116 (June 30, 1975)
4 IBIA 189; 82 I.D. 541 (1975)

19 IBLA 245 (Mar. 28, 1975)
-19 IBLA 245 (Mar. 28, 1975)
- 3 IBIA 243; 82 I.D. 55 (1975)

5 IBIA 96; 83 I.D. 209 (1976)
5 IBIA 113; 83 I.D. 216 (1976)
6 IBIA 156; 84 I.D. 854 (1977)
7 IBIA 43 (Mar. 31, 1978)
7 IBIA 148 (June 1, 1979)

• 7 IBIA 22 (Feb. 17, 1978)
- 7 IBIA 22 (Feb. 17, 1978)

7 IBIA 22 (Feb. 17, 1978)
-19 IBLA 245 (Mar. 28, 1975)
-30 IBLA 14 (Apr. 4, 1977)

791-807 7 IBIA 116 (Feb. 14, 1979)
1301 et_ seq.

1301-1303
1302

1321-1322 --

1360(b)
1401

1401 et_ seq .

M-36887; 84 I.D. 72 (1977)

M-36907; 85 I.D. 433 (1978)
6 IBIA 98 (June 2, 1977)
7 IBIA 92 (Aug. 17, 1978)

7 IBIA 299; 86 I.D. 680 (1979)
6 IBIA 47 (Apr. 1, 1977)
3 IBIA 266 (Feb. 25, 1975)
3 IBIA 266 (Feb. 25, 1975)

TITLE 26:

sec. 611 25 IBLA 287; 83 I.D. 249 (1976)

TITLE 28:

sec. 451 IBCA-1159-7-77; 85 I.D. 41

(1978)

510 3 ANCAB 219; 86 I.D. 257 (1979)

512 24 IBLA 58 (Feb. 23, 1976)

1360 M-36896; 84 I.D. 905 (1977)

1491 IBCA-1153-5-77; 84 I.D. 969
(1977)

1927 IBCA-1159-7-77; 85 I.D. 41

(1978)

2409a 44 IBLA 110 (Nov. 27, 1979)

2415(a) 34 IBLA 285; 85 I.D. 171 (1978)

2415(c) 34 IBLA 285; 85 I.D. 171 (1978)

2516 IBCA-1020-2-74 6.

IBCA-1033-4-74; 84 I.D. 495
(1977)

IBCA-1048-11-74; 84 I.D. 407

(1977)
2671-2680 39 IBLA 81 (Jan. 24, 1979)

TITLE 29:

sec. 141 et se£. 6 IBMA 28; 83 I.D. 59 (1976)

143 6 IBMA 28; 83 I.D. 59 (1976)

7 IBMA 172; 83 I.D. 710 (1976)

158(a)(4) 8 IBMA 164; 84 I.D. 877 (1977)

160(b) 8 IBMA 164; 84 I.D. 877 (1977)

651 et seq . IBCA-1080-10-75 ; 83 I.D. 43
(1976)

4 IBMA 198; 82 I.D. 264 (1975)

652 6 IBMA 351; 83 I.D. 409 (1976)

653 6 IBMA 351; 83 I.D. 409 (1976)

653(b)(1) IBCA-1080-10-75; 83 I.D. 43

(1976)
653(b)(2) IBCA-1080-10-75; 83 I.D. 43

(1976)

654 6 IBMA 351; 83 I.D. 409 (1976)

654(a)(1) IBCA-1 139-1-77; 84 I.D. 296

(1977)

655 IBCA-1080-10-75; 83 I.D. 43

(1976)
655(a) IBCA-1080-10-75; 83 I.D. 43

(1976)

657 6 IBMA 351; 83 I.D. 409 (1976)

667 IBCA-1080-10-75; 83 I.D. 43

(1976)

162 (Mar. 30, 1979)

185; 82 I.D. 506 (1975)

187; 83 I.D. 609 (1976)
210 (Mar. 22, 1977)

357; 84 I.D. 137 (1977)

145 (Sept. 12, 1977)
326 (Apr. 7, 1975)

41 (Dec. 2, 1975)
378 (Feb. 4, 1976)

34 (Feb. 17, 1976)

287; 83 I.D. 249 (1976)

65 (Sept. 29, 1976)

357; 84 I.D. 137 (1977)

8 (June 15, 1977)

285; 85 I.D. 171 (1978)

95 (May 15, 1978)

349 (June 19, 1978)

300 (Dec. 14, 1978)

388; 84 I.D. 282 (1977)

233 (Mar. 27, 1978)

30 (Mar. 15, 1979)

339 (May 10, 1979)

121 (Nov. 27, 1979)

74 (Aug. 13, 1979)

TITLE 30:

sec. 4 et seq. 40 IBLA
IBMA
IBLA21 — 28

29 IBLA
29 IBLA
32 IBLA

21 et seq. 19 IBLA
23 IBLA
23 IBLA
24 IBLA
25 IBLA
27 IBLA
29 IBLA
31 IBLA
34 IBLA
35 IBLA
35 IBLA
38 IBLA

21a - 30 IBLA

34 IBLA
40 IBLA
40 IBLA
44 IBLA

21-47 42 IBLA



United States Codes

TITLE 30 (Continued) TITLE 30 (Continued)

sec. 21-54 -36 IBLA 144 (July 26, 1978)

37 IBLA 153 (Oct. 5, 1978)
M-36893; 84 I.D. 442 (1977)

-18 IBLA 368 (Jan. 30, 1975)

24 IBLA 289 (Apr. 1, 1976)

25 IBLA 77 (June 1, 1976)

25 IBLA 287; 83 I.D. 249 (1976)

28 IBLA 187; 83 I.D. 609 (1976)

29 IBLA 7 (Feb. 8, 1977)

29 IBLA 128 (Feb. 23, 1977)

29 IBLA 333 (Mar. 31, 1977)

29 IBLA 357; 84 I.D. 137 (1977)

30 IBLA 388; 84 I.D. 282 (1977)

31 IBLA 8 (June 15, 1977)
31 IBLA 43 (June 21, 1977)

31 IBLA 173 (July 5, 1977)

32 IBLA 145 (Sept. 12, 1977)

33 IBLA 61 (Dec. 5, 1977)
34 IBLA 31 (Feb. 14, 1978)

34 IBLA 285; 85 I.D. 171 (1978)

37 IBLA 68 (Sept. 18, 1978)

37 IBLA 381 (Nov. 6, 1978)

39 IBLA 8 (Jan. 8, 1979)

40 IBLA 297 (Apr. 27, 1979)

42 IBLA 74 (Aug. 13, 1979)

43 IBLA 84 (Sept. 19, 1979)

23 (Continued)

22 e£ seq .

43 IBLA 363 (Oct. 29, 1979)

M-36910; 86 I.D. 89 (1979)
M-36893 (Supp.); 86 I.D. 627

(1979)
18 IBLA 368 (Jan. 30, 1975)

19 IBLA 9; 82 I.D . 68 (1975)

20 IBLA 352 (June 11, 1975)

21 IBLA 296 (Aug. 11, 1975)
21 IBLA 363; 82 I .D. 414 (1975)
23 IBLA 41 (Dec. 2, 1975)

23 IBLA 226 (Jan. 9, 1976)
24 IBLA 354 (Apr. 26, 1976)

25 IBLA 21 (May 5 , 1976)
25 IBLA 136 (June 7, 1976)

26 IBLA 131 (July 30, 1976)

29 IBLA 357; 84 I.D. 137 (1977)

30 IBLA 42 (Apr. 18, 1977)

30 IBLA 388; 84 I.D. 282 (1977)
31 IBLA 72; 84 I.D. 309 (1977)
32 IBLA 46 (Sept. 2, 1977)
32 IBLA 248 (Sept. 21, 1977)

33 IBLA 121 (Dec. 19, 1977)

33 IBLA 153 (Dec. 19, 1977)

33 IBLA 248 (Jan. 5, 1978)
33 IBLA 301 (Jan. 10, 1978)

33 IBLA 380 (Jan. 25, 1978)

34 IBLA 285; 85 I.D. 171 (1978)

35 IBLA 4 (May 3, 1978)

35 IBLA 240 (May 30, 1978)
36 IBLA 130 (July 25, 1978)
36 IBLA 148 (July 31, 1978)

36 IBLA 213 (Aug. 3, 1978)
36 IBLA 316 (Aug. 23, 1978)
36 IBLA 358 (Aug. 31, 1978)
37 IBLA 7 (Sept. 6, 1978)
37 IBLA 68 (Sept. 18,

37 IBLA 277 (Oct. 20,

37 IBLA 313 (Oct. 25,

38 IBLA 97 (Nov. 20,
38 IBLA 101 (Nov. 20,

38 IBLA 214; 85 I.D.

1978)

1978)

1978)
1978)
1978)

441 (1978)
39 IBLA 88 (Jan. 26, 1979)

2 2-47

2 3 —

39 IBLA 390 (Jan.

40 IBLA 297 (Apr.

40 IBLA 309 (Apr.

43 IBLA 276 (Oct.

44 IBLA 297 (Dec.
-38 IBLA 300 (Dec.

M-36889; 84 I.D.
-24 IBLA 289 (Apr.

25 IBLA 1 (May 5,

1979)
1979)

1979)

1979)

1979)
1978)

I (1977)
1976)

27 IBLA 99 (Sept. 29, 1976)

29 IBLA 185 (Mar. 18, 1977)

32 IBLA 263 (Sept. 27, 1977)

36 IBLA 171 (July 31, 1978)

38 IBLA 390 (Jan. 8, 1979)

42 IBLA 74 (Aug. 13, 1979)

42 IBLA 313 (Aug.
-25 IBLA 1 (May 5,

29 IBLA 185 (Mar.

29, 1979)
1976)

18, 1977)

35 IBLA 349 (June 19, 1978)

M-36893 (Supp.); 86 I.D. 627

(1979)

27 43 IBLA 84 (Sept. 19, 1979)

28 19 IBLA 82 (Mar. 3, 1975)

25 IBLA 1 (May 5, 1976)
32 IBLA 46 (Sept. 2, 1977)

34 IBLA 103 (Feb. 27, 1978)

34 IBLA 362 (May 1, 1978)

35 IBLA 240 (May 30, 1978)
36 IBLA 65 (June 30, 1978)

37 IBLA 1 (Sept. 6, 1978)

39 IBLA 8 (Jan. 8, 1979)
39 IBLA 337 (Feb. 28, 1979)

40 IBLA 173 (Apr. 3, 1979)
42 IBLA 338 (Aug. 30, 1979)

43 IBLA 10 (Sept. 11, 1979)

43 IBLA 210; 86 I.D. 538 (1979)
43 IBLA 250 (Oct. 10, 1979)
M-36889; 84 I.D. 188 (1977)

M-36910; 86 I.D. 89 (1979)
28-1 37 IBLA 1 (Sept. 6, 1978)

41 IBLA 142 (June 14, 1979)

42 IBLA 296 (Aug. 27, 1979)
42 IBLA 383 (Sept. 11, 1979)

43 IBLA 10 (Sept. 11, 1979)
28b 29 IBLA 165 (Mar. 9, 1977)

34 IBLA 103 (Feb. 27, 1978)

35 IBLA 117 (May 15, 1978)

36 IBLA 4 (June 27, 1978)

36 IBLA 65 (June 30, 1978)

39 IBLA 75 (Jan. 24, 1979)
28b-28c 20 IBLA 12 (Apr. 14, 1975)

32 IBLA 22 (Aug. 30, 1977)

39 IBLA 75 (Jan. 24, 1979)

28b-28e 29 IBLA 165 (Mar. 9, 1977)

32 IBLA 22 (Aug. 30, 1977)

28c 32 IBLA 22 (Aug. 30, 1977)

38 IBLA 178 (Dec. 6, 1978)

40 IBLA 158 (Mar. 30, 1979)

29 19 iBLA 82 (Mar. 3, 1975)
23 IBLA 319 (Jan. 19, 1976)

26 IBLA 378 (Sept. 9, 1976)

30 IBLA 388; 84 I.D. 282 (1977)

37 IBLA 68 (Sept. 18, 1978)
38 IBLA 390 (Jan. 8, 1979)

42 IBLA 364 (Sept. 11, 1979)

30 23 IBLA 319 (Jan. 19, 1976)

35 IBLA 349 (June 19, 1978)

38 IBLA 390 (Jan. 8, 1979)

43 IBLA 35 (Sept. 12, 1979)
35 32 iBLA 263 (Sept. 27, 1977)

34 IBLA 15 (Feb. 10, 1978)

37 IBLA 233 (Oct. 18, 1978)

38 IBLA 390 (Jan. 8, 1979)
39 IBLA 8 (Jan. 8, 1979)

44 IBLA 289 (Dec. 26, 1979)
36 37 IBLA 233 (Oct. 18, 1978)

39 IBLA 337 (Feb. 28, 1979)
44 IBLA 142 (Nov. 30, 1979)

44 IBLA 289 (Dec. 26, 1979)
3 7 38 IBLA 390 (Jan. 8, 1979)

38 18 IBLA 379 (Jan. 30, 1975)
19 IBLA 82 (Mar. 3, 1975)

19 IBLA 255 (Mar. 31, 1975)
20 IBLA 30 (Apr. 16, 1975)



United States Codes

TITLE 30 (Continued)

sec. 38 (Continued)

23 IBLA 41 (Dec. 2, 1975)

23 IBLA 319 (Jan. 19, 1976)

26 IBLA 223 (Aug. 17, 1976)
26 IBLA 356 (Sept. 8, 1976)

28 IBLA 246 (Dec. 20, 1976)
29 IBLA 357; 84 I.D. 137 (1977)
32 IBLA 145 (Sept. 12, 1977)

32 IBLA 305 (Sept. 30, 1977)
33 IBLA 187; 84 I.D. 990 (1977)

35 IBLA 240 (May 30, 1978)
37 IBLA 233 (Oct. 18, 1978)

38 IBLA 390 (Jan. 8, 1979)
39 IBLA 337 (Feb. 28, 1979)
42 IBLA 44 (July 31, 1979)
42 IBLA 296 (Aug. 27, 1979)
42 IBLA 364 (Sept. 11, 1979)
43 IBLA 210; 86 I.D. 538 (1979)
43 IBLA 390 (Oct. 31, 1979)
44 IBLA 25 (Nov. 6, 1979)

39 37 IBLA 233 (Oct. 18, 1978)
42 26 IBLA 356 (Sept. 8, 1976)

32 IBLA 145 (Sept. 12, 1977)
32 IBLA 155 (Sept. 12, 1977)
33 IBLA 326 (Jan. 16, 1978)
33 IBLA 380 (Jan. 25, 1978)
36 IBLA 219 (Aug. 8, 1978)
40 IBLA 244 (Apr. 16, 1979)
40 IBLA 297 (Apr. 27, 1979)

42 IBLA 206 (Aug. 22, 1979)
44 IBLA 253 (Dec. 19, 1979)

42(a) 33 IBLA 326 (Jan. 16, 1978)
33 IBLA 380 (Jan. 25, 1978)
36 IBLA 219 (Aug. 8, 1978)

42(b) 33 IBLA 380 (Jan. 25, 1978)

36 IBLA 219 (Aug. 8, 1978)
49a M-36911; 86 I.D. 151 (1979)
51 25 IBLA 287; 83 I.D. 249 (1976)
52 25 IBLA 287; 83 I.D. 249 (1976)
54 35 IBLA 146; 85 I.D. 129 (1978)

M-36909; 86 I.D. 28 (1979)
71 36 IBLA 219 (Aug. 8, 1978)

M-36893; 84 I.D. 442 (1977)
71 et seq. 35 IBLA 212 (May 26, 1978)
71-74 19 IBLA 350; 82 I.D. 146 (1975)
71-77 M-36893; 84 I.D. 442 (1977)
72 M-36893; 84 I.D. 442 (1977)

M-36893 (Supp.); 86 I.D. 627
(1979)

76 36 IBLA 219 (Aug. 8, 1978)
81 35 IBLA 146; 85 I.D. 129 (1978)

38 IBLA 340 (Dec. 20, 1978)
M-36909; 86 I.D. 28 (1979)

83 29 IBLA 210 (Mar. 22, 1977)
83-85 35 IBLA 146; 85 I.D. 129 (1978)

38 IBLA 85 (Nov. 15, 1978)
85 38 IBLA 340 (Dec. 20, 1978)
90 38 IBLA 85 (Nov. 15, 1978)

110(b) 8 IBMA 164; 84 I.D. 877 (1977)
121 21 IBLA 190 (July 28, 1975)

33 IBLA 160 (Dec. 20, 1977)
121 et seq. 29 IBLA 210 (Mar. 22, 1977)

33 IBLA 160 (Dec. 20, 1977)
121-123 20 IBLA 365 (June 12, 1975)

35 IBLA 146; 85 I.D. 129 (1978)
38 IBLA 85 (Nov. 15, 1978)

121-124 41 IBLA 248 (June 27, 1979)
122 33 IBLA 160 (Dec. 20, 1977)
123 29 IBLA 210 (Mar. 22, 1977)
124 24 IBLA 135 (Mar. 8, 1976)
161 19 IBLA 326 (Apr. 7, 1975)

21 IBLA 166 (July 22, 1975)

25 IBLA 199 (June 16, 1976)
28 IBLA 13 (Nov. 8, 1976)
31 IBLA 72; 84 I.D. 309 (1977)

TITLE 30 (Continued)

sec. 161 (Continued)

37 IBLA 277 (Oct. 20, 1978)
38 IBLA 214; 85 I.D. 441 (1978)
38 IBLA 390 (Jan. 8, 1979)
M-36893 (Supp.); 86 I.D. 627
(1979)

162 23 IBLA 41 (Dec. 2, 1975)
28 IBLA 13 (Nov. 8, 1976)
29 IBLA 132 (Feb. 23, 1977)

181 e* seq. —

31 IBLA 150 84 I D. 342 (1977)
—19 IBLA 245 (Mar. 28, 1975)

24 IBLA 159 (Mar. 15 1976)
29 IBLA 310 (Mar. 30, 1977)
31 IBLA 72; 84 I. ). 309 (1977)
31 IBLA 290 (July 22, 1977)
32 IBLA 170 (Sept . i: , 1977)
33 IBLA 237 (Dec. 28 1977)
35 IBLA 43 May 9 , 1978)
37 IBLA 52 Sept. 18 1978)
37 IBLA 91 Sept. 22 1978)
37 IBLA 367 85 I .D. 403 (1978)
38 IBLA 130 (Nov. 22 1978)
39 IBLA 43 Jan. 16, 1979)
42 IBLA 345 (Aug. 31 1979)
M-3692C (Dec. 11 , 1979);
87 I.I . 69 (1980)

—19 IBLA 235 (Mar. 26 1975)
19 IBLA 245 (Mar. 28 1975)
19 IBLA 261 (Mar. 31 1975)
20 IBLA 1 (Apr. 14, 1975)
20 IBLA 59; 82 I. D. 174 (1975)
20 IBLA 134 (May 5, 1975)
20 IBLA 333 (June 11 1975)
21 IBLA 2 54 (Aug. 11 1975)
22 IBLA 52 Sept. 17 1975)

22 IBLA 172 (Sept . 30, 1975)
22 IBLA 172 (Sept . 30, 1975)
22 IBLA 313 (Nov. 10 1975)
23 IBLA 41 (Dec. 2, L975)

23 IBLA 142 (Dec. 23 1975)
24 IBLA 28 (Feb. 11, 1976)
24 IBLA 135 (Mar. 8, 1976)
24 IBLA 210 (Mar. 23 1976)
24 IBLA 221 (Mar. 24 1976)
24 IBLA 271 (Mar. 30 1976)

24 IBLA 301 (Apr. 1, 1976)
25 IBLA 57 (May 20, L976)

25 IBLA 160 (June 14 1976)
28 IBLA 187 ; 83 I .D. 609 (1976)
28 IBLA 353 (Jan. 24 1977)
28 IBLA 394 ; 84 I .D. 91 (1977)
29 IBLA 97 (Feb. 23, 1977)
29 IBLA 170 (Mar. 14 1977)
29 IBLA 210 (Mar. 22 1977)
30 IBLA 259 (May 31, 1977)
30 IBLA 290 (June 1, 1977)
31 IBLA 13 (June 17, 1977)
31 IBLA 72; 84 I. D. J09 (1977)
31 IBLA 150 ; 84 I .D. 342 (1977)
32 IBLA 13 (Aug. 29, 1977)
32 IBLA 106 (Sept . 12, 1977)
34 IBLA 53 (Feb. 16, 1978)
34 IBLA 274 (Apr. 11 1978)

34 IBLA 285 ; 85 I .D. 171 (1978)
35 IBLA 212 (May 26, 1978)
35 IBLA 221 ; 85 I .0. 154 (1978)
36 IBLA 313 (Aug. 23 1978)
38 IBLA 85 (Nov. 15, 1978)

38 IBLA 281 (Dec. 13 1978)

39 IBLA 137 (Jan. 29 , 1979)
40 IBLA 280 (Apr. 18 , 1979)
41 IBLA 174 (June 22 , 1979)

41 IBLA 248 (June 27 , 1979)
41 IBLA 367 (July 23 , 1979)
41 IBLA 394 ; 86 I .D. 374 (1979)



United States Codes

TITLE 30 (Continued) TITLE 30 (Continued)

181-263 19 IBLA 320 (Apr. 7, 1975)
33 IBLA 83 (Dec. 8, 1977)

181-287 27 IBLA 4 (Sept. 17, 1976)

27 IBLA 46 (Sept. 23, 1976)

42 IBLA 333 (Aug. 30, 1979)

43 IBLA 67 (Sept. 19, 1979)

43 IBLA 98 (Sept. 20, 1979)

M-36888; 84 I.D. 54 (1977)

M-36888 (Supp.); 84 I.D. 64

(1977)
M-36890; 84 I.D. 244 (1977)

182 19 IBLA 245 (Mar. 28, 1975)
M-36893 (Supp.); 86 I.D. 627

(1979)
184 40 IBLA 397 (May 14, 1979)

41 IBLA 291 (June 28, 1979)
184(b) 39 IBLA 161 (Jan. 29, 1979)

184(b)(1) 39 IBLA 161 (Jan. 29, 1979)
184(b)(2) 39 IBLA 161 (Jan. 29, 1979)

184(d) 30 IBLA 212 (May 20, 1977)
184(d)(1) 30 IBLA 212 (May 20, 1977)

38 IBLA 130 (Nov. 22, 1978)

40 IBLA 53 (Mar. 16, 1979)
184(h) 19 IBLA 235 (Mar. 26, 1975)

22 IBLA 261 (Oct. 24, 1975)
22 IBLA 336 (Nov. 11, 1975)
25 IBLA 306; 83 I.D. 247 (1976)

184(h)(1) 28 IBLA 394; 84 I.D. 91 (1977)
39 IBLA 161 (Jan. 29, 1979)

184(h)(2) 21 IBLA 160 (July 21, 1975)
21 IBLA 163 (July 21, 1975)

25 IBLA 269 (June 24, 1976)
30 IBLA 118 (May 2, 1977)

37 IBLA 162 (Oct. 10, 1978)
39 IBLA 49 (Jan. 16, 1979)
40 IBLA 397 (May 14, 1979)

41 IBLA 231 (June 27, 1979)
41 IBLA 291 (June 28, 1979)
M-36893 (Supp.); 86 I.D. 627
(1979)

184(i) 21 IBLA 160 (July 21, 1975)

21 IBLA 163 (July 21, 1975)

38 IBLA 285 (Dec. 13, 1978)
41 IBLA 231 (June 27, 1979)

185 38 IBLA 1 (Nov. 8, 1978)
40 IBLA 280 (Apr. 18, 1979)

185(c)(2) 38 IBLA 1 (Nov. 8, 1978)

185U) 38 IBLA 1 (Nov. 8, 1978)

185(q) 38 IBLA 1 (Nov. 8, 1978)
185(t) 38 IBLA 1 (Nov. 8, 1978)
186 24 IBLA 135 (Mar. 8, 1976)

38 IBLA 85 (Nov. 15, 1978)
187 21 IBLA 66 (June 25, 1975)

32 IBLA 329 (Oct. 11, 1977)
M-36890; 84 I.D. 244 (1977)

187a 22 IBLA 52 (Sept. 17, 1975)
30 IBLA 179 (May 19, 1977)
32 IBLA 325 (Oct. 11, 1977)
36 IBLA 42 (June 30, 1978)
40 IBLA 134 (Mar. 29, 1979)
41 IBLA 188 (June 22, 1979)
43 IBLA 94 (Sept. 19, 1979)

187b 35 IBLA 361 (June 23, 1978)
188 21 IBLA 312; 82 I.D. 386 (1975)

22 IBLA 130 (Sept. 26, 1975)
24 IBLA 73 (Feb. 24, 1976)
24 IBLA 121 (Mar. 1, 1976)
25 IBLA 160 (June 14, 1976)
26 IBLA 327 (Aug. 30, 1976)
26 IBLA 348 (Sept. 7, 1976)
28 IBLA 355 (Jan. 31, 1977)
28 IBLA 394; 84 I.D. 91 (1977)
30 IBLA 290 (June 1, 1977)
31 IBLA 296 (July 22, 1977)
32 IBLA 333 (Oct. 18, 1977)
33 IBLA 231 (Dec. 28, 1977)

sec. 188 (Continued)

34 IBLA 53 (Feb. 16, 1978)

36 IBLA 42 (June 30, 1978)

38 IBLA 319 (Dec. 19, 1978)
38 IBLA 347 (Dec. 22, 1978)
40 IBLA 272 (Apr. 18, 1979)

42 IBLA 148 (Aug. 16, 1979)

42 IBLA 235 (Aug. 22, 1979)
44 IBLA 261 (Dec. 19, 1979)

188 et seq. 30 IBLA 179 (May 19, 1977)
188(75" 28 IBLA 394; 84 I.D. 91 (1977)

34 IBLA 285; 85 I.D. 171 (1978)

39 IBLA 161 (Jan. 29, 1979)
M-36888; 84 I.D. 54 (1977)

188(b) 18 IBLA 323 (Jan. 6, 1975)
18 IBLA 404 (Feb. 10, 1975)

18 IBLA 420 (Feb. 12, 1975)
19 IBLA 230 (Mar. 25, 1975)
19 IBLA 261 (Mar. 31, 1975)
19 IBLA 280 (Apr. 7, 1975)

19 IBLA 307 (Apr. 7, 1975)
20 IBLA 146 (May 5, 1975)

20 IBLA 206 (May 8, 1975)
20 IBLA 280 (May 22, 1975)

20 IBLA 322 (June 6, 1975)
20 IBLA 361 (June 12, 1975)
21 IBLA 69 (June 25, 1975)
21 IBLA 144 (July 15, 1975)
21 IBLA 287 (Aug. 11, 1975)
21 IBLA 312; 82 I.D. 386 (1975)
21 IBLA 336 (Aug. 18, 1975)
22 IBLA 1 (Sept. 4, 1975)
22 IBLA 6 (Sept. 4, 1975)

22 IBLA 47 (Sept. 16, 1975)
22 IBLA 95 (Sept. 22, 1975)

22 IBLA 130 (Sept. 26, 1975)
22 IBLA 175 (Sept. 30, 1975)
22 IBLA 270 (Oct. 30, 1975)
22 IBLA 277 (Oct. 30, 1975)
22 IBLA 309 (Nov. 10, 1975)
23 IBLA 148 (Dec. 23, 1975)
23 IBLA 224 (Jan. 8, 1976)
23 IBLA 370 (Jan. 23, 1976)
24 IBLA 70 (Feb. 24, 1976)
24 IBLA 73 (Feb. 24, 1976)

24 IBLA 81 (Feb. 25, 1976)
24 IBLA 98 (Feb. 25, 1976)
24 IBLA 105 (Mar. 1, 1976)
24 IBLA 117 (Mar. 1, 1976)

24 IBLA 255 (Mar. 29, 1976)
24 IBLA 269 (Mar. 29, 1976)

24 IBLA 306 (Apr. 5, 1976)
24 IBLA 352 (Apr. 23, 1976)
25 IBLA 54 (May 18, 1976)

25 IBLA 61 (May 28, 1976)
25 IBLA 64 (May 28, 1976)
25 IBLA 147 (June 8, 1976)

25 IBLA 160 (June 14, 1976)
25 IBLA 241 (June 22, 1976)
25 IBLA 280 (June 25, 1976)
25 IBLA 319 (June 30, 1976)
26 IBLA 87 (July 19, 1976)

26 IBLA 91 (July 19, 1976)
26 IBLA 106 (July 26, 1976)

26 IBLA 119 (July 26, 1976)
26 IBLA 169 (Aug. 4, 1976)

26 IBLA 188 (Aug. 10, 1976)
26 IBLA 348 (Sept. 7, 1976)
27 IBLA 360 (Nov. 4, 1976)
28 IBLA 91 (Nov. 12, 1976)

28 IBLA 129 (Nov. 19, 1976)
28 IBLA 132 (Nov. 19, 1976)

28 IBLA 272 (Dec. 20, 1976)
28 IBLA 282 (Dec. 27, 1976
28 IBLA 289 (Dec. 27, 1976)



CLXXXII

TITLE 30 (Continued)

sec. 188(b) (Continued)

United States Codes

TITLE 30 (Continued)

i) sec. 188(c

28 IBLA 394; 84 ] .D. 91 (1977)

29 IBLA 30 (Feb. 8, 1977)

29 IBLA 74 (Feb. 23, 1977)

29 IBLA 81 (Feb. 23, 1977)

29 IBLA 141 (Mar. 4, 1977)

29 IBLA 154 (Mar 4, 1977)

29 IBLA 247 (Mar. 25, 1977)

30 IBLA 11 (Apr. 4, 1977)
30 IBLA 18 (Apr. 7, 1977)

30 IBLA 26 (Apr. 11, 1977)

30 IBLA 28 (Apr. 11, 1977)
30 IBLA 146 (May 16, 1977)

30 IBLA 153 (May 16, 1977)
30 IBLA 227 (May 26, 1977)
30 IBLA 262 (May 31, 1977)
30 IBLA 290 (June 1, 1977)

30 IBLA 379 (June 10, 1977)

31 IBLA 39 (June 21, 1977)
31 IBLA 296 (July 22, 1977)
32 IBLA 93 (Sept 12, 1977)
32 IBLA 293 (Sept . 28, 1977)

32 IBLA 369 (Oct 31, 1977)
33 IBLA 22 (Nov. 22, 1977)
33 IBLA 53 (Nov. 25, 1977)
33 IBLA 63 (Dec. 5, 1977)
33 IBLA 271 (Jan 5, 1978)
34 IBLA 53 (Feb. 16, 1978)

34 IBLA 68 (Feb. 22, 1978)
34 IBLA 73; 85 I. D. 70 (1978)
35 IBLA 58 (May 10, 1978)
35 IBLA 73 (May 12, 1978)
35 IBLA 143 (May 22, 1978)
35 IBLA 177 (May 23, 1978)

35 IBLA 180 (May 23, 1978)

35 IBLA 265 (June 2, 1978)
35 IBLA 297 (June 2, 1978)
35 IBLA 302 (June 2, 1978)
36 IBLA 42 (June 30, 1978)
36 IBLA 70 (June 30, 1978)
36 IBLA 81 (July 12, 1978)
36 IBLA 157 (July 31, 1978)

36 IBLA 191 (Aug. 3, 1978)
36 IBLA 2 57 (Aug. 15, 1978)
36 IBLA 268 (Aug. 17, 1978)
37 IBLA 52 (Sept. 18, 1978)
37 IBLA 269 (Oct. 19, 1978)
37 IBLA 377 (Nov. 6, 1978)
37 IBLA 392 (Nov. 8, 1978)
38 IBLA 254 (Dec. 8, 1978)
38 IBLA 275 (Dec. 13, 1978)
38 IBLA 291 (Dec. 14, 1978)
38 IBLA 315 (Dec. 19, 1978)
38 IBLA 319 (Dec. 19, 1978)
39 IBLA 161 (Jan. 29, 1979)
40 IBLA 114 (Mar. 27, 1979)
40 IBLA 134 (Mar. 29, 1979)
40 IBLA 147 (Mar. 29, 1979)
40 IBLA 272 (Apr. 18, 1979)
41 IBLA 185 (June 22, 1979)
42 IBLA 148 (Aug. 16, 1979)
42 IBLA 284 (Aug. 27, 1979)
42 IBLA 235 (Aug. 22, 1979)
42 IBLA 304 (Aug. 27, 1979)
43 IBLA 63 (Sept. 18, 1979)
43 IBLA 323 (Oct. 29, 1979)
43 IBLA 255 (Oct. 10, 1979)
43 IBLA 360 (Oct. 29, 1979)
44 IBLA 99 (Nov. 20, 1979)
44 IBLA 133 (Nov. 27, 1979)
44 IBLA 171 (Nov. 30, 1979)
44 IBLA 181 (Nov. 30, 1979)
44 IBLA 188 (Nov. 30, 1979)
44 IBLA 230 (Dec. 11, 1979)

18 IBLA 323 (Jan. 6, 1975)
18 IBLA 390 (Feb. 6, 1975)
18 IBLA 404 (Feb. 10, 1975)
18 IBLA 420 (Feb. 12, 1975)
19 IBLA 53 (Feb. 21, 1975)
19 IBLA 188 (Mar. 18, 1975)
19 IBLA 261 (Mar. 31, 1975)
19 IBLA 280 (Apr. 7, 1975)
19 IBLA 305 (Apr. 7, 1975)
19 IBLA 307 (Apr. 7, 1975)
20 IBLA 146 (May 5, 1975)
20 IBLA 206 (May 8, 1975)
20 IBLA 280 (May 22, 1975)
20 IBLA 322 (June 6, 1975)
20 IBLA 361 (June 12, 1975)
20 IBLA 383 (June 12, 1975)
21 IBLA 69 (June 25, 1975)
21 IBLA 287 (Aug. 11, 1975)
21 IBLA 312; 82 I.D. 386 (1975)
21 IBLA 336 (Aug. 18, 1975)
22 IBLA 1 (Sept. 4, 1975)
22 IBLA 47 (Sept. 16, 1975)
22 IBLA 95 (Sept. 22, 1975)
22 IBLA 130 (Sept. 26, 1975)
22 IBLA 175 (Sept. 30, 1975)
22 IBLA 309 (Nov. 10, 1975)
23 IBLA 148 (Dec. 23, 1975)
23 IBLA 224 (Jan. 8, 1976)
23 IBLA 370 (Jan. 23, 1976)
24 IBLA 70 (Feb. 24, 1976)
24 IBLA 81 (Feb. 25, 1976)
24 IBLA 98 (Feb. 25, 1976)
24 IBLA 105 (Mar. 1, 1976)
24 IBLA 117 (Mar. 1, 1976)
24 IBLA 121 (Mar. 1, 1976)
24 IBLA 251; 83 I.D. 106 (1976)

24 IBLA 255 (Mar. 29, 1976)
24 IBLA 269 (Mar. 29, 1976)
24 IBLA 352 (Apr. 23, 1976)
25 IBLA 54 (May 18, 1976)
25 IBLA 61 (May 28, 1976)
25 IBLA 147 (June 8, 1976)
25 IBLA 160 (June 14, 1976)
25 IBLA 241 (June 22, 1976)
25 IBLA 280 (June 25, 1976)

25 IBLA 319 (June 30, 1976)
26 IBLA 87 (July 19, 1976)
26 IBLA 91 (July 19, 1976)

26 IBLA 106 (July 26, 1976)
26 IBLA 169 (Aug. 4, 1976)
26 IBLA 188 (Aug. 10, 1976)

27 IBLA 360 (Nov. 4, 1976)
28 IBLA 91 (Nov. 12, 1976)
28 IBLA 129 (Nov. 19, 1976)

28 IBLA 132 (Nov. 19, 1976)
28 IBLA 272 (Dec. 20, 1976)
28 IBLA 282 (Dec. 27, 1976)
28 IBLA 289 (Dec. 27, 1976)
28 IBLA 394; 84 I.D. 91 (1977)
29 IBLA 81 (Feb. 23, 1977)
29 IBLA 114 (Feb. 23, 1977)
29 IBLA 141 (Mar. 4, 1977)
29 IBLA 182 (Mar. 18, 1977)
30 IBLA 26 (Apr. 11, 1977)
30 IBLA 146 (May 16, 1977)
30 IBLA 153 (May 16, 1977)

30 IBLA 227 (May 26, 1977)
30 IBLA 262 (May 31, 1977)
30 IBLA 290 (June 1, 1977)
32 IBLA 93 (Sept. 12, 1977)
32 IBLA 293 (Sept. 28, 1977)
32 IBLA 296 (Sept. 28, 1977)

32 IBLA 325 (Oct. 11, 1977)
32 IBLA 369 (Oct. 31, 1977)
33 IBLA 63 (Dec. 5, 1977)



United States Codes

TITLE 30 (Continued)

:c. 188(c) (Continued)

33 IBLA 135 (Dec. 19, 1977)

33 IBLA 231 (Dec. 28, 1977)

33 IBLA 285 (Jan. 5, 1978)

34 IBLA 53 (Feb. 16, 1978)

34 IBLA 68 (Feb. 22, 1978)

34 IBLA 132 (Mar. 8, 1978)

34 IBLA 316 (Apr. 24, 1978)

34 IBLA 350 (Apr. 26, 1978)

35 IBLA 58 (May 10, 1978)

35 IBLA 73 (May 12, 1978)

35 IBLA 143 (May 22, 1978)

35 IBLA 177 (May 23, 1978)

35 IBLA 180 (May 23, 1978)

35 IBLA 265 (June 2, 1978)

35 IBLA 302 (June 2, 1978)

36 IBLA 32 (June 27, 1978)

36 IBLA 39 (June 27, 1978)

36 IBLA 42 (June 30, 1978)

36 IBLA 70 (June 30, 1978)
36 IBLA 81 (July 12, 1978)

36 IBLA 191 (Aug. 3, 1978)
36 IBLA 268 (Aug. 17, 1978)

36 IBLA 311 (Aug. 21, 1978)

36 IBLA 331 (Aug. 28, 1978)
36 IBLA 379 (Aug. 31, 1978)

37 IBLA 184 (Oct. 11, 1978)

37 IBLA 269 (Oct. 19, 1978)

37 IBLA 377 (Nov. 6, 1978)
37 IBLA 392 (Nov. 8, 1978)

38 IBLA 115 (Nov. 20, 1978)

38 IBLA 254 (Dec. 8, 1978)

38 IBLA 275 (Dec. 13, 1978)

38 IBLA 291 (Dec. 14, 1978)
38 IBLA 315 (Dec. 19, 1978)

39 IBLA 405 (Mar. 2, 1979)
40 IBLA 5 (Mar. 6, 1979)

40 IBLA 114 (Mar. 27, 1979)

40 IBLA 134 (Mar. 29, 1979)

40 IBLA 147 (Mar. 29, 1979)
41 IBLA 49 (May 29, 1979)
41 IBLA 185 (June 22, 1979)

41 IBLA 188 (June 22, 1979)
41 IBLA 367 (July 23, 1979)

42 IBLA 148 (Aug. 16, 1979)

42 IBLA 235 (Aug. 22, 1979)
42 IBLA 284 (Aug. 27, 1979)
42 IBLA 304 (Aug. 27, 1979)
43 IBLA 19 (Sept. 11, 1979)
43 IBLA 63 (Sept. 18, 1979)
43 IBLA 96 (Sept. 20, 1979)

43 IBLA 255 (Oct. 10, 1979)
43 IBLA 323 (Oct. 29, 1979)
43 IBLA 360 (Oct. 29, 1979)
44 IBLA 21 (Nov. 6, 1979)
44 IBLA 99 (Nov. 20, 1979)
44 IBLA 133 (Nov. 27, 1979)
44 IBLA 188 (Nov. 30, 1979)
44 IBLA 230 (Dec. 11, 1979)
1 SEC. 13; 85 I.D 89 (1978)

188(d) . — 9 ft TUT A TQA • ft A T T*\ Ql M Q77^io IdLA jyH , o£* i.U. 7l \Ly/f)
30 IBLA 290 (June 1, 1977)

—————— Of! THTA 9 A ft ^Min It i Q7c\ZU IBLA ZHO v nay ID, ly/D)

22 IBLA 52 (Sept. 17, 1975)
24 IBLA 278 (Mar. 30, 1976)
25 IBLA 269 (June 24, 1976)
25 IBLA 306; 83 I.D. 247 (1976)
29 IBLA 170 (Mar. 14, 1977)
30 IBLA 376 (June 10, 1977)
31 IBLA 217 (July 6, 1977)
32 IBLA 199 (Sept. 16, 1977)
33 IBLA 339 (Jan. 16, 1978)
36 IBLA 304 (Aug. 21, 1978)
37 IBLA 195 (Oct. 12, 1978)
37 IBLA 387 (Nov. 6, 1978)

TITLE 30 (Continued)

sec. 189 (Continued)

38 IBLA 23; 85 I.D. 408 (1978)
40 IBLA 144 (Mar. 29, 1979)
42 IBLA 333 (Aug. 30, 1979)
43 IBLA 375 (Oct. 31, 1979)
M-36890; 84 I.D. 244 (1977)
M-36909; 86 I.D. 28 (1979)

191 3 ANCAB 11; 85 I.D. 219 (1978)
192 20 IBLA 248 (May 16, 1975)

38 IBLA 182 (Dec. 6, 1978)
193 31 IBLA 72; 84 I.D. 309 (1977)

31 IBLA 150; 84 I.D. 342 (1977)
M-36893; 84 I.D. 442 (1977)

201 37 IBLA 251; 85 I.D. 396 (1978)
40 IBLA 339 (May 10, 1979)

201 et seq. 41 IBLA 139 (June 14, 1979)
M-36900; 86 I.D. 293 (1979)

201(a) 18 IBLA 342 (Jan. 13, 1975)
20 IBLA 125 (Apr. 28, 1975)
M-36890; 84 I.D. 244 (1977)
M-36909; 86 I.D. 28 (1979)

201(a)(1) M-36909; 86 I.D. 28 (1979)
201(b) 18 IBLA 320 (Jan. 6, 1975)

22 IBLA 60 (Sept. 18, 1975)
25 IBLA 186 (June 14, 1976)
31 IBLA 61 (June 23, 1977)
34 IBLA 139 (Mar. 10, 1978)
35 IBLA 172 (May 23, 1978)
35 IBLA 247; 85 I.D. 161 (1978)
35 IBLA 262 (May 31, 1978)
36 IBLA 334 (Aug. 28, 1978)

37 IBLA 18 (Sept. 12, 1978)
37 IBLA 251; 85 I.D. 396 (1978)
M-36893; 84 I.D. 442 (1977)
M-36893 (Supp.); 86 I.D. 627

(1979)
M-36894; 84 I.D. 415 (1977)
M-36920 (Dec. 11, 1979);
87 I.D. 69 (1980)

201-209 43 IBLA 170 (Sept. 28, 1979)
203 22 IBLA 139 (Sept. 26, 1975)

23 IBLA 1 (Nov. 25, 1975)
31 IBLA 290 (July 22, 1977)
32 IBLA 13 (Aug. 29, 1977)
33 IBLA 3 (Nov. 14, 1977)
36 IBLA 62 (June 30, 1978)

204 23 IBLA 1 (Nov. 25, 1975)
31 IBLA 290 (July 22, 1977)
32 IBLA 170 (Sept. 13, 1977)

207 40 IBLA 339 (May 10, 1979)
M-36890; 84 I.D. 244 (1977)
M-36920 (Dec. 11, 1979) ;

87 I.D. 69 (1980)
207(a) M-36920 (Dec. 11, 1979);

87 I.D. 69 (1980)
209 19 IBLA 1 (Feb. 20, 1975)

40 IBLA 1 (Mar. 6, 1979)
44 IBLA 171 (Nov. 30, 1979)
M-36888 (Supp. II); 84 I.D. 171

(1977)
M-36920 (Dec. 11, 1979);
87 I.D. 69 (1980)

1 SEC. 13; 85 I.D. 89 (1978)
211 23 IBLA 102 (Dec. 23, 1975)
211(a) 24 IBLA 271 (Mar. 30, 1976)
211(b) 21 IBLA 178 (July 25, 1975)

24 IBLA 271 (Mar. 30, 1976)
24 IBLA 320 (Apr. 20, 1976)
25 IBLA 177 (June 14, 1976)
36 IBLA 334 (Aug. 28, 1978)
M-36893; 84 I.D. 442 (1977)
M-36893 (Supp.); 86 I.D. 627

(1979)
M-36920 (Dec. 11, 1979);
87 I.D. 69 (1980)



United States Codes

TITLE 30 (Continued)

sec. 221 M-36893; 84 I.D. 442 (1977)

221 et seq . 30 IBLA 8 (Apr. 4, 1976)

223 20 IBLA 59; 82 I.D. 174 (1975)

20 IBLA 344 (June 11, 1975)

225 28 IBLA 249 (Dec. 20, 1976)

43 IBLA 375 (Oct. 31, 1979)

M-36888; 84 I.D. 54 (1977)

226 2 ANCAB 98 (July 15, 1977)

2 ANCAB 115 (July 15, 1977)

TITLE 30 (Continued)

sec. 226(b) (Continued)

ANCAB 126 (Aug. 4, 1977)

ANCAB 134 (Aug. 4, 197 7)

ANCAB 247; 84 I.D. 1007 (1977)
ANCAB 277 (Jan. 26, 1978)

ANCAB 302 (Feb.

ANCAB 316 (Mar.
21, 1978)

2, 1978)

2

2

2

2

2

2

3 ANCAB 37 (July 3, 1978)

18 IBLA 326 (Jan. 7, 1975)
18 IBLA 393; 82 I.D. 60 (1975)

19 IBLA 191 (Mar. 18, 1975)

21 IBLA 133 (July 14, 1975)

21 IBLA 304 (Aug. 14, 197 5)

24 IBLA 181 (Mar. 16, 1976)

24 IBLA 221 (Mar. 24, 1976)

25 IBLA 107 (June 7, 1976)

26 IBLA 116 (July 26, 1976)

26 IBLA 232 (Aug. 17, 1976)

26 IBLA 340 (Sept. 7, 1976)

27 IBLA 296 (Oct. 26, 1976)
27 IBLA 317; 83 I.D. 533 (1976)

27 IBLA 330; 83 I.D. 538 (1976)

27 IBLA 376 (Nov. 5, 1976)
28 IBLA 79 (Nov. 12, 1976)

20, 1976)

i, 1977)

25, 1977)

30, 1977)

192 (1977)
1977)
342 (1977)

1977)

1977)

1978)

29, 1979)

27, 1979)

28, 1979)
16, 1979)

30, 1979)

226 et seq .

226(71

226(b)

28 IBLA 256 (Dec.

29 IBLA 13 (Feb.

29 IBLA 259 (Mar.

29 IBLA 295 (Mar.

30 IBLA 166; 84 I.D.

30 IBLA 259 (May 31,

31 IBLA 150; 84 I.D.

31 IBLA 167 (July 5,

31 IBLA 354 (July 25,

33 IBLA 339 (Jan. 16,

34 IBLA 7 (Feb. 8, 1978)

34 IBLA 139 (Mar. 10, 1978)

34 IBLA 384 (May 2, 1978)

35 IBLA 205 (May 26, 1978)

36 IBLA 275 (Aug. 21, 1978)
39 IBLA 161 (Jan.

39 IBLA 332 (Feb.

39 IBLA 378 (Feb.

40 IBLA 53 (Mar.

40 IBLA 152 (Mar.

40 IBLA 294 (Apr. 27, 1979)
41 IBLA 1 (May 21, 1979)
41 IBLA 277 (June 28, 1979)
43 IBLA 235 (Oct. 10, 1979)
44 IBLA 213 (Dec. 11, 1979)
44 IBLA 292 (Dec. 26, 1979)
M-36920 (Dec. 11, 1979);
87 I.D. 69 (1980)

1 SEC. 1; 84 I.D. 176 (1977)
24 IBLA 181 (Mar. 16, 1976)
20 IBLA 333 (June 11, 1975)

21 IBLA 76 (June 25, 1975)
24 IBLA 28 (Feb. 11, 1976)

24 IBLA 159 (Mar. 15, L976)
25 IBLA 57 (May 20, 1976)
26 IBLA 340 (Sept. 7, 1976)
31 IBLA 150; 84 I.D. 342 (1977)
33 IBLA 116 (Dec. 16, 1977)
35 IBLA 66 (May 12, 1978)
M-36894; 84 I.D. 415 (1977)

19 IBLA 125 (Mar. 5, 1975)
21 IBLA 56 (June 18, 1975)
22 IBLA 313 (Nov. 10, 1975)
22 IBLA 379 (Nov. 17, 1975)

226(c)

24 IBLA 44 (Feb. 23, 1976)

26 IBLA 340 (Sept. 7

27 IBLA 224 (Oct. 12

27 IBLA 376 (Nov. 4,
28 IBLA 277 (Dec. 22

30 IBLA 123 (May 12,

31 IBLA 150; 84 I.D.

31 IBLA 221 (July 7,

33 IBLA 18 (Nov. 22,
33 IBLA 293 (Jan. 10

34 IBLA 254 (Mar. 28

36 IBLA 324 (Aug. 23

39 IBLA 386 (Feb. 28

40 IBLA 26 (Mar. 9,

, 1976)

, 1976)
1976)

, 1976)

1977)
342 (1977)
1977)

1977)

, 1978)

, 1978)

, 1978)

, 1979)

1979)

226(b)-226(c)

40 IBLA 250 (Apr. 16, 1979)

41 IBLA 81 (May 31, 1979)
M-36888; 84 I.D. 54 (1977)

M-36920 (Dec. 11, 1979);
87 I.D. 69 (1980)

-27 IBLA 269 (Oct. 26, 1976)

27 IBLA 330; 83 I.D. 538 (1976)
-19 IBLA 125 (Mar. 5, 1975)

19 IBLA 320 (Apr. 7, 1975)
21 IBLA 56 (June 18, 1975)
22 IBLA 136 (Sept. 26, 1975)
22 IBLA 220 (Oct. 15, 1975)
22 IBLA 307 (Nov. 10, 1975)
22 IBLA 379 (Nov. 17, 1975)
24 IBLA 12; 83 I.D. 33 (1976)

24 IBLA 76 (Feb. 24, 1976)
24 IBLA 110 (Mar. 1, 1976)
24 IBLA 311 (Apr. 20, 1976)

25 IBLA 34 (May 5, 1976)

25 IBLA 326 (June 30, 1976)

26 IBLA 340 (Sept. 7, 1976)
26 IBLA 382 (Sept

27 IBLA 376 (Nov.

28 IBLA 277 (Dec.

29 IBLA 1 (Feb. 7

29 IBLA 218 (Mar.

29 IBLA 234 (Mar.

30 IBLA 70 (Apr

. 9, 1976)

5, 1976)

22, 1976)

, 1977)

22, 1977)

25, 1977)

18, 1977)
30 IBLA 123 (May 12, 1977)

30 IBLA 143 (May 12, 1977)

30 IBLA 288 (June 1, 1977)

30 IBLA 376 (June 10, 1977)

31 IBLA 3 (June 15, 1977)

31 IBLA 58 (June 23, 1977)

31 IBLA 119 (June 24, 1977)
31 IBLA 150; 84 I.D. 342 (1977)

31 IBLA 234 (July 12, 1977)

31 IBLA 386 (Aug. 16, 1977)
32 IBLA 106 (Sept 12 , 1977)
32 IBLA 272 (Sept . 27 , 1977)
32 IBLA 341 (Oct. 21, 1977)
32 IBLA 345 (Oct. 21, 1977)

33 IBLA 116 (Dec. 16, 1977)
33 IBLA 150 (Dec. 19, 1977)

33 IBLA 213 (Dec. 21, 1977)
34 IBLA 222 (Mar. 27, 1978)
34 IBLA 237 (Mar. 28, 1978)
34 IBLA 263 (Mar. 31, 1978)

35 IBLA 66 (May 12, 1978)
37 IBLA 52 (Sept. 18, 1978)

37 IBLA 367; 85 I.D. 403 (1978)

38 IBLA 23; 85 I.D. 408 (1978)
38 IBLA 271 (Dec. 13, 1978)
41 IBLA 372 (July 23, 1979)

42 IBLA 21 (July 25, 1979)

43 IBLA 128 (Sept. 26, 1979)

M-36888; 84 I.D. 54 (1977)

M-36920 (Dec. 11, 1979);
87 I.D. 69 (1980)



United States Codes

TITLE 30 (Continued)

226(d) 27 IBLA 210 (Oct. 6, 1976)

28 IBLA 394; 84 I.D. 91 (1977)

30 IBLA 290 (June 1, 1977)

33 IBLA 53 (Nov. 25, 1977)

34 IBLA 53 (Feb. 16, 1978)

38 IBLA 315 (Dec. 19, 1978)

40 IBLA 114 (Mar. 27, 1979)

42 IBLA 235 (Aug. 22, 1979)

M-36920 (Dec. 11, 1979);
87 I.D. 69 (1980)

226(e) 20 IBLA 134 (May 5, 1975)

20 IBLA 315 (June 4, 1975)
21 IBLA 147 (July 16, 1975)

25 IBLA 125 (June 7, 1976)

25 IBLA 130 (June 7, 1976)

26 IBLA 202 (Aug. 11, 1976)

28 IBLA 62 (Nov. 10, 1976)

28 IBLA 394; 84 I.D. 91 (1977)

29 IBLA 74 (Feb. 23, 1977)

30 IBLA 179 (May 19, 1977)

30 IBLA 191; 84 I.D. 198 (1977)

30 IBLA 290 (June 1, 1977)

30 IBLA 296 (June 1, 1977)

31 IBLA 18 (June 17, 1977)

31 IBLA 61 (June 23, 1977)

33 IBLA 83 (Dec. 8, 1977)
34 IBLA 7 (Feb. 8, 1978)

34 IBLA 127 (Mar. 7, 1978)

36 IBLA 157 (July 31, 1978)

37 IBLA 129 (Oct. 4, 1978)

37 IBLA 195 (Oct. 12, 1978)

37 IBLA 338 (Oct. 27, 1978)

39 IBLA 153 (Jan. 29, 1979)

40 IBLA 1 (Mar. 6, 1979)
42 IBLA 222 (Aug. 22, 1979)

42 IBLA 235 (Aug. 22, 1979)

43 IBLA 94 (Sept. 19, 1979)
1 SEC. 13; 85 I.D. 89 (1978)

226(f) 20 IBLA 134 (May 5, 1975)
25 IBLA 125 (June 7, 1976)

25 IBLA 193 (June 16, 1976)

26 IBLA 202 (Aug. 11, 1976)
29 IBLA 74 (Feb. 23, 1977)
31 IBLA 61 (June 23, 1977)
37 IBLA 338 (Oct. 27, 1978)

40 IBLA 164 (Apr. 3, 1979)
40 IBLA 195 (Apr. 5, 1979)
41 IBLA 191 (June 22, 1979)
1 SEC. 13; 85 I.D. 89 (1978)

29 IBLA 97 (Feb. 23, 1977)
M-36888; 84 I.D. 54 (1977)
19 IBLA 1 (Feb. 20, 1975)
20 IBLA 344 (June 11, 1975)
24 IBLA 227 (Mar. 24, 1976)
25 IBLA 125 (June 7, 1976)
29 IBLA 97 (Feb. 23, 1977)

30 IBLA 179 (May 19, 1977)
30 IBLA 191; 84 I.D. 198 (1977)
30 IBLA 296 (June 1, 1977)
33 IBLA 106 (Dec. 16, 1977)
33 IBLA 296 (Jan. 10, 1978)
34 IBLA 53 (Feb. 16, 1978)
35 IBLA 43 (May 9, 1978)
36 IBLA 157 (July 31, 1978)
36 IBLA 160 (July 31, 1978)
37 IBLA 62 (Sept. 18, 1978)
40 IBLA 195 (Apr. 5, 1979)
42 IBLA 222 (Aug. 22, 1979)
44 IBLA 171 (Nov. 30, 1979)
44 IBLA 292 (Dec. 26, 1979)

226-1 28 IBLA 394; 84 I.D. 91 (1977)
226-l(d) 20 IBLA 134 (May 5, 1975)

25 IBLA 130 (June 7, 1976)
28 IBLA 394; 84 I.D. 91 (1977)
30 IBLA 191; 84 I.D. 198 (1977)
34 IBLA 7 (Feb. 8, 1978)

226(g)
226(i)

226(j)

TITLE 30 (Continued)

sec. 226-l(d) (Continued)

36 IBLA 253 (Aug. 15, 1978)

37 IBLA 195 (Oct. 12, 1978)
39 IBLA 153 (Jan. 29, 1979)

226-2 22 IBLA 130 (Sept. 26, 1975)

25 IBLA 160 (June 14, 1976)
38 IBLA 23; 85 I.D. 408 (1978)

229 20 IBLA 59; 82 I.D. 174 (1975)

229a 28 IBLA 368; 84 I.D. 87 (1977)
M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)

229a(a) 28 IBLA 368; 84 I.D. 87 (1977)

M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)
229a(c) M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)
241 M-36920 (Dec. 11, 1979);

87 I.D. 69 (1980)
261 26 IBLA 208 (Aug. 16, 1976)

27 IBLA 4 (Sept. 17, 1976)
27 IBLA 46 (Sept. 23, 1976)
31 IBLA 72; 84 I.D. 309 (1977)
31 IBLA 150; 84 I.D. 342 (1977)
34 I3LA 285; 85 I.D. 171 (1978)
M-36893; 84 I.D. 442 (1977)

262 20 IBLA 59; 82 I.D. 174 (1975)

25 IBLA 153 (June 10, 1976)
26 IBLA 208 (Aug. 16, 1976)
31 IBLA 72; 84 I.D. 309 (1977)
31 IBLA 150; 84 I.D. 342 (1977)

34 IBLA 285; 85 I.D. 171 (1978)
36 IBLA 334 (Aug. 28, 1978)
M-36920 (Dec. 11, 1979);
87 I.D. 69 (1980)

271 29 IBLA 170 (Mar. 14, 1977)

M-36893; 84 I.D. 442 (1977)
271 et seq. 29 IBLA 170 (Mar. 14, 1977)
271-273 M-36893; 84 I.D. 442 (1977)

271-276 M-36920 (Dec. 11, 1979);
87 I.D. 69 (1980)

272 20 IBLA 59; 82 I.D. 174 (1975)

36 IBLA 334 (Aug. 28, 1978)
M-36920 (Dec. 11, 1979);
87 I.D. 69 (1980)

281 M-36893; 84 I.D. 442 (1977)
281 et seq. 31 IBLA 72; 84 I.D. 309 (1977)
281-287 M-36893; 84 I.D. 442 (1977)
282 20 IBLA 59; 82 I.D. 174 (1975)

34 IBLA 285; 85 I.D. 171 (1978)
36 IBLA 334 (Aug. 28, 1978)

282 et seq. 31 IBLA 72; 84 I.D. 309 (1977)

283 M-36920 (Dec. 11, 1979);
87 I.D. 69 (1980)

301 24 IBLA 360; 83 I.D. 194 (1976)
36 IBLA 313 (Aug. 23, 1978)

301 et seq. 24 IBLA 166; 83 I.D. 80 (1976)
24 IBLA 360; 83 I.D. 194 (1976)
27 IBLA 137; 83 I.D. 364 (1976)
36 IBLA 313 (Aug. 23, 1978)

301-305 M-36888; 84 I.D. 54 (1977)
301-306 35 IBLA 212 (May 26, 1978)
303 24 IBLA 360; 83 I.D. 194 (1976)

36 IBLA 313 (Aug. 23, 1978)

351 et seq. 20 IBLA 292 (May 27, 1975)
22 IBLA 33 (Sept. 10, 1975)

22 IBLA 313 (Nov. 10, 1975)
24 IBLA 218 (Mar. 24, 1976)
32 IBLA 357 (Oct. 21, 1977)

351-359 18 IBLA 326 (Jan. 7, 1975)

21 IBLA 185 (July 25, 1975)
21 IBLA 239 (Aug. 11, 1975)
22 IBLA 242 (Oct. 22, 1975)
22 IBLA 289 (Oct. 30, 1975)
23 IBLA 102 (Dec. 23, 1975)

23 IBLA 194 (Jan. 6, 1976)
23 IBLA 312 (Jan. 16, 1976)
24 IBLA 31 (Feb. 17, 1976)

24 IBLA 159 (Mar. 15, 1976)
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TITLE 30 (Continued)

sec. 351-359 (Continued)

United States Codes

TITLE 30 (Continued)

27 IBLA 208 (Oct. 6, 1976)

28 IBLA 353 (Jan. 24, 1977)
29 IBLA 33 (Feb. 10, 1977)
29 IBLA 319 (Mar. 30, 1977)
29 IBLA 330 (Mar. 31, 1977)
30 IBLA 14 (Apr. 4, 1977)
30 IBLA 187 (May 19, 1977)

30 IBLA 199 (May 20, 1977)
34 IBLA 27 (Feb. 14, 1978)
35 IBLA 137 (May 22, 1978)
42 IBLA 105 (Aug. 16, 1979)
44 IBLA 66 (Nov. 20, 1979)

352 18 IBLA 326 (Jan. 7, 1975)

19 IBLA 261 (Mar. 31, 1975)
21 IBLA 239 (Aug. 11, 1975)
22 IBLA 242 (Oct. 22, 1975)
22 IBLA 289 (Oct. 30, 1975)
22 IBLA 313 (Nov. 10, 1975)
23 IBLA 194 (Jan. 6, 1976)
24 IBLA 31 (Feb. 17, 1976)
25 IBLA 390 (July 6, 1976)
25 IBLA 319 (Mar. 30, 1977)
29 IBLA 330 (Mar. 31, 1977)
33 IBLA 216 (Dec. 22, 1977)
33 IBLA 392 (Jan. 26, 1978)

34 IBLA 27 (Feb. 14, 1978)
37 IBLA 91 (Sept. 22, 1978)
42 IBLA 105 (Aug. 16, 1979)

354 34 IBLA 222 (Mar. 27, 1978)

44 IBLA 99 (Nov. 20, 1979)
355 18 IBLA 326 (Jan. 7, 1975)
359 20 IBLA 272 (May 19, 1975)

22 IBLA 52 (Sept. 17, 1975)
482(a) 5 IBMA 185; 82 I.D. 506 (1975)
501 23 IBLA 41 (Dec. 2, 1975)

39 IBLA 306 (Feb. 23, 1979)
42 IBLA 364 (Sept. 11, 1979)
44 IBLA 25 (Nov. 6, 1979)

501(a) 43 IBLA 210; 86 I.D. 538 (1979)
501-505 M-36893; 84 I.D. 442 (1977)
502 23 IBLA 41 (Dec. 2, 1975)
521 39 IBLA 306 (Feb. 23, 1979)

42 IBLA 364 (Sept. 11, 1979)
44 IBLA 25 (Nov. 6, 1979)

521 et seq. 23 IBLA 41 (Dec. 2, 1975)
34 IBLA 278 (Apr. 17, 1978)
34 IBLA 285; 85 I.D. 171 (1978)

521(a) 43 IBLA 210; 86 I.D. 538 (1979)
521-530 26 IBLA 249 (Aug. 18, 1976)
521-531 42 IBLA 364 (Sept. 11, 1979)

M-36893; 84 I.D. 442 (1977)
M-36893 (Supp.); 86 I.D. 627
(1979)

524 23 IBLA 41 (Dec. 2, 1975)
34 IBLA 285; 85 I.D. 171 (1978)

525 34 IBLA 285; 85 I.D. 171 (1978)
42 IBLA 364 (Sept. 11, 1979)

530 34 tela 285; 85 I.D. 171 (1978)
36 IBLA 307 (Aug. 21, 1978)

532 41 IBLA 277 (June 28, 1979)
541 et^ seq. 34 IBLA 285; 85 I.D. 171 (1978)
601 3 ANCAB 49; 85 I.D. 2 29 (1978)

19 IBLA 9; 82 I.D. 68 (1975)
19 IBLA 326 (Apr. 7, 1975)
22 IBLA 62 (Sept. 18, 1975)
25 IBLA 123 (June 7, 1976)
28 IBLA 13 (Nov. 8, 1976)
29 IBLA 357; 84 I.D. 137 (1977)
32 IBLA 225 (Sept. 20, 1977)
35 IBLA 146; 85 I.D. 129 (1978)
38 IBLA 151 (Dec. 5, 1978)
39 IBLA 205 (Feb. 2, 1979)

601 et seq . 20 IBLA 47 (Apr. 21, 1975)
25 IBLA 164 (June 14, 1976)

sec. 601 et seq . (Continued)

26 IBLA 197 (Aug. 11, 1976)
29 IBLA 333 (Mar. 31, 1977)
29 IBLA 357; 84 I.D. 137 (1977)
32 IBLA 299 (Sept. 29, 1977)
33 IBLA 153 (Dec. 19, 1977)
33 IBLA 259 (Jan. 5, 1978)
34 IBLA 244 (Mar. 28, 1978)
34 IBLA 285; 85 I.D. 171 (1978)
35 IBLA 133 (May 22, 1978)
35 IBLA 146; 85 I.D. 129 (1978)
38 IBLA 390 (Jan. 8, 1979)

601-603 35 IBLA 146; 85 I.D. 129 (1978)
601-615 21 IBLA 204 (July 30, 1975)

25 IBLA 199 (June 16, 1976)
602 3 ANCAB 49; 85 I.D. 229 (1978)

38 IBLA 151 (Dec. 5, 1978)
611 19 IBLA 9; 82 I.D. 68 (1975)

19 IBLA 326 (Apr. 7, 1975)
21 IBLA 166 (July 22, 1975)
21 IBLA 363; 82 I.D. 414 (1975)
22 IBLA 62 (Sept. 18, 1975)
23 IBLA 319 (Jan. 19, 1976)
23 IBLA 378 (Feb. 4, 1976)
25 IBLA 199 (June 16, 1976)
26 IBLA 197 (Aug. 11, 1976)
27 IBLA 65 (Sept. 29, 1976)
27 IBLA 133 (Sept. 29, 1976)
28 IBLA 13 (Nov. 8, 1976)
28 IBLA 187; 83 I.D. 609 (1976)
29 IBLA 333 (Mar. 31, 1977)
29 IBLA 357; 84 I.D. 137 (1977)
30 IBLA 112 (May 2, 1977)
31 IBLA 8 (June 15, 1977)
32 IBLA 46 (Sept. 2, 1977)
34 IBLA 285; 85 I.D. 171 (1978)
34 IBLA 381 (May 2, 1978)
35 IBLA 95 (May 15, 1978)
35 IBLA 146; 85 I.D. 129 (1978)
36 IBLA 194 (Aug. 3, 1978)
37 IBLA 107 (Sept. 29, 1978)
37 IBLA 277 (Oct. 20, 1978)
38 IBLA 214; 85 I.D. 441 (1978)
39 IBLA 337 (Feb. 28, 1979)
42 IBLA 364 (Sept. 11, 1979)
44 IBLA 25 (Nov. 6, 1979)
44 IBLA 142 (Nov. 30, 1979)

611 et seq. 19 IBLA 9; 82 I.D. 68 (1975)
21 IBLA 296 (Aug. 11, 1975)
24 IBLA 354 (Apr. 26, 1976)
28 IBLA 13 (Nov. 8, 1976)
31 IBLA 8 (June 15, 1977)
32 IBLA 46 (Sept. 2, 1977)

611-615 25 IBLA 287; 83 I.D. 249 (1976)
26 IBLA 249 (Aug. 18, 1976)
31 IBLA 47 (June 23, 1977)
32 IBLA 46 (Sept. 2, 1977)
34 IBLA 387 (May 3, 1978)

612 21 IBLA 204 (July 30, 1975)
24 IBLA 354 (Apr. 26, 1976)
26 IBLA 223 (Aug. 17, 1976)
31 IBLA 47 (June 23, 1977)
34 IBLA 278 (Apr. 17, 1978)

612(a) 20 IBLA 156 (May 5, 1975)
612(b) 27 IBLA 278; 83 I.D. 518 (1976)
612-613 26 IBLA 300 (Aug. 27, 1976)
613 24 IBLA 354 (Apr. 26, 1976)

25 IBLA 368 (July 6, 1976)
26 IBLA 223 (Aug. 17, 1976)
31 IBLA 47 (June 23, 1977)
37 IBLA 7 (Sept. 6, 1978)

621 19 IBLA 255 (Mar. 31, 1975)
26 IBLA 183 (Aug. 10, 1976)
31 IBLA 357 (July 25, 1977)
34 IBLA 258 (Mar. 30, 1978)



United States Codes

TITLE 30 (Continued) TITLE 30 (Continued)

621 (Continued)

38 IBLA 90 (Nov. 15, 1978)

43 IBLA 382 (Oct. 31, 1979)

43 IBLA 390 (Oct. 31, 1979)
621 et seq. 19 IBLA 255 (Mar. 31, 1975)

26 IBLA 137 (Aug. 2, 1976)

26 IBLA 223 (Aug. 17, 1976)

29 IBLA 201 (Mar. 22, 1977)
32 IBLA 305 (Sept. 30, 1977)

34 IBLA 179 (Mar. 14, 1978)
621(a) 25 IBLA 188 (June 14, 1976)

32 IBLA 305 (Sept. 30, 1977)

34 IBLA 258 (Mar. 30, 1978)
621(b) 20 IBLA 100 (Apr. 25, 1975)

25 IBLA 188 (June 14, 1976)
34 IBLA 258 (Mar. 30, 1978)

621(c) 26 IBLA 223 (Aug. 17, 1976)
621-625 25 IBLA 157 (June 10, 1976)

25 IBLA 188 (June 14, 1976)
26 IBLA 183 (Aug. 10, 1976)

26 IBLA 249 (Aug. 18, 1976)

28 IBLA 286 (Dec. 27, 1976)
31 IBLA 357 (July 25, 1977)
40 IBLA 30 (Mar. 15, 1979)

43 IBLA 153 (Sept. 28, 1979)
M-36893 (Supp.); 86 I.D. 627

(1979)

623 20 IBLA 100 (Apr. 25, 1975)

25 IBLA 188 (June 14, 1976)

32 IBLA 305 (Sept. 30, 1977)
623-624 19 IBLA 255 (Mar. 31, 1975)
625 20 IBLA 156 (May 5, 1975)
641-646 20 IBLA 352 (June 11, 1975)

643 20 IBLA 352 (June 11, 1975)
701 21 IBLA 24 (June 16, 1975)

23 IBLA 23 (Dec. 1, 1975)
28 IBLA 339 (Jan. 17, 1977)
31 IBLA 342 (July 22, 1977)
32 IBLA 145 (Sept. 12, 1977)

36 IBLA 93 (July 12, 1978)
701 e£ seq. 18 IBLA 385 (Jan. 31, 1975)

21 IBLA 24 (June 16, 1975)
21 IBLA 217 (July 31, 1975)
23 IBLA 23 (Dec. 1, 1975)
26 IBLA 205 (Aug. 16, 1976)
26 IBLA 270 (Aug. 24, 1976)

28 IBLA 339 (Jan. 17, 1977)
30 IBLA 82 (Apr. 27, 1977)
36 IBLA 93 (July 12, 1978)

701-709 20 IBLA 156 (May 5, 1975)

702 21 IBLA 24 (June 16, 1975)
21 IBLA 217 (July 31, 1975)
23 IBLA 23 (Dec. 1, 1975)
26 IBLA 270 (Aug. 24, 1976)
28 IBLA 339 (Jan. 17, 1977)
36 IBLA 93 (July 12, 1978)

703 21 IBLA 24 (June 16, 1975)
36 IBLA 93 (July 12, 1978)

704 26 IBLA 205 (Aug. 16, 1976)
706 30 IBLA 82 (Apr. 27, 1977)
706(b) 28 IBLA 339 (Jan. 17, 1977)
721 et se£. 8 IBMA 31 (June 30, 1977)
721-740 4 IBMA 127 (Apr. 29, 1975)
727(a) 6 IBMA 99 (Mar. 30, 1976)

8 IBMA 31 (June 30, 1977)
727(c) 8 IBMA 31 (June 30, 1977)
728 6 IBMA 288; 83 I.D. 329 (1976)

7 IBMA 120 (Dec. 9, 1976)
728(a) 6 IBMA 288; 83 I.D. 329 (1976)
729(a) 6 IBMA 288; 83 I.D. 329 (1976)
730 6 IBMA 288; 83 I.D. 329 (1976)

7 IBMA 120 (Dec. 9, 1976)
735(e) 8 IBMA 31 (June 30, 1977)
801 et_ se£. 4 IBMA 30; 82 I.D. 36 (1975)

4 IBMA 273; 82 I.D. 295 (1975)

801(g)(2) 5 IBMA
801(j) 6 IBMA
801-960 4 IBMA

4 IBMA
4 IBMA
4 IBMA
4 IBMA
4 IBMA
4 IBMA
4 IBMA
4 IBMA
4 IBMA
4 IBMA
4 IBMA
5 IBMA
5 IBMA

5 IBMA
5 IBMA
5 IBMA
5 IBMA
5 IBMA
5 IBMA
5 IBMA
5 IBMA
5 IBMA
5 IBMA
5 IBMA
5 IBMA
5 IBMA
6 IBMA
6 IBMA
6 IBMA
6 IBMA
6 IBMA
6 IBMA
6 IBMA
6 IBMA
6 IBMA

6 IBMA
6 IBMA
6 IBMA
7 IBMA
7 IBMA
8 IBMA
8 IBMA
8 IBMA
8 IBMA
8 IBMA
8 IBMA
8 IBMA
8 IBMA

802 4 IBMA
7 IBMA

802(a) 7 IBMA
802(b) 5 IBMA
802(d) 5 IBMA

5 IBMA
5 IBMA
6 IBMA
8 IBMA

802(g) 5 IBMA
802(h) 5 IBMA

6 IBMA
802(j) 4 IBMA

802(U 6 IBMA
6 IBMA

803 5 IBMA
5 IBMA
6 IBMA

811 5 IBMA
6 IBMA
7 IBMA
7 IBMA

811(a) 5 IBMA
6 IBMA

811(d) 6 IBMA

217; 82 I.D 535 (1975)
256; 83 I.D 294 (1976)

30; 82 I.D. 36 (1975)
52; 82 I.D. 89 (1975)

61; 82 I.D. 96 (1975)
130; 82 I.D 195 (1975)

166; 82 I.D 234 (1975)
175; 82 I.D 246 (1975)

198; 82 I.D 264 (1975)
224; 82 I.D 277 (1975)
252 (June 16, 1975)
255 (June li , 1975)

273; 82 I.D 295 (1975)
298; 82 I.D 311 (1975)

1 (July 15, 1975)

5; 82 I.D. 349 (1975)

12; 82 I.D. 353 (1975)
34 (July 30 1975)

36; 82 I.D. 362 (1975)
65; 82 I.D. 375 (1975)

132; 82 I.

144; 82 I.

165 (Sept.

229 (Nov.

276; 82 I.

304 (Dec.

338; 82 I.

346; 82 I.

356; 82 I.

1; 83 I.D.

14; 93 I.I

D. 441 (1975)
D. 445 (1975)

26, 1975)

14, 1975)
D. 598 (1975)

15, 1975)
D. 622 (1975)
D. 632 (1975)
D. 636 (1975)
28 (1976)

. 37 (1976)

20; 83 I.D. 39 (1976)

64; 83 I.D. 77 (1976)
86; 83 I.D. 91 (1976)

132; 83 I.D. 204 (1976)
168 (May 27, 1976)

182; 83 I.D. 232 (1976)
240; 83 I.D. 232 (1976)

252 (July 13, 1976)
256; 83 I.D. 294 (1976)

319; 83 I.D. 350 (1976)

98; 83 I.D. 579 (1976)
331; 84 I.D. 208 (1977)

19; 84 I.D. 332 (1977)

55 (June 30, 1977)
64; 84 I.D. 394 (1977)

88; 84 I.D. 454 1977)

98; 84 I.D. 459 1977)
136 84 I.D. 488 (1977)

156; 84 I.D. 825 (1977)
245- 85 I.D. 36 1978)

139; 82 I.D. 221 (1975)

280, 84 I.D. 127 (1977)

121; 83 I.D. 690 (1976)
217 82 I.D. 535 (1975)

217; 82 I.D. 535 (1975)
306 82 I.D. 607 (1975)

329; 82 I.D. 618 (1975)
351 83 I.D. 409 (1976)

136; 84 I.D. 488 (1977)
217 82 I.D. 535 (1975)

306; 82 I.D. 607 (1975)
351 83 I.D. 409 (1976)
198; 82 I.D. 264 (1975)
100 83 I.D. 108 (1976)
163; 83 I.D. 225 (1976)
217 82 I.D. 535 (1975)
306; 82 I.D. 607 (1975)
351 83 I.D. 409 (1976)
231; 82 I.D. 553 (1975)
100 83 I.D. 108 (1976)

14; 83 I.D. 425 1976)
133 83 I.D. 695 (1976)
231; 82 I.D. 553 (1975)
351 83 I.D. 409 (1976)
121; 83 I.D. 175 (1976)



United States Codes

TITLE 30 (Continued) TITLE 30 (Continued)

;ec. 811(j)
813(d)

5 IBMA
21 IBLA

185; 82 I.D. 506 (1975) sec. 814(g)

363; 82 I.D. 414 (1975)

4 IBMA
6 IBMA

5 IBMA 74; 82 I.D. 392 (1975) 6 IBMA

5 IBMA 113 (Sept. 4, 1975)

74; 82 I.D. 392 (1975)

113 (Sept. 4, 1975)

814(i)
7 IBMA
7 IBMA813(e) 5 IBMA

5 IBMA 7 IBMA

8 IBMA 156; 84 I.D. 825 (1977) 7 IBMA

8 IBMA 230; 84 I.D. 1003 (1977) 815 4 IBMA

8 IBMA 238 (Dec. 21, 1977) 4 IBMA

813(f) 5 IBMA 74; 82 I.D. 392 (1975) 4 IBMA

5 IBMA 113 (Sept. 4, 1975) 5 IBMA

8 IBMA 320; 84 I.D. 1003 (1977) 5 IBMA
D1 0/„ \ 28; 83 I.D. 59 (1976) 5 IBMA81-Hg,J

6 IBMA 267 (Aug. 12, 1976)

74; 82 I.D. 392 (1975)

356; 82 I.D. 636 (1975)

5 IBMA
5 IBMA814

5 IBMA 6 IBMA

6 IBMA 14; 83 I.D. 37 (1976) 6 IBMA

6 IBMA 100; 83 I.D. 108 (1976) 6 IBMA

7 IBMA 121; 83 I.D. 690 (1976) 7 IBMA

814(a) 4 IBMA 1; 82 I.D. 22 (1975) 7 IBMA

4 IBMA 52; 82 I.D. 89 (1975) m *( *\ ____.
7 IBMA

4 IBMA 88 oi.Ha;

4 IBMA 104; 82 I.D. 160 (1975) 4 IBMA

4 IBMA 259; 82 I.D. 578 (1975) 5 IBMA

5 IBMA 51; 82 I.D. 368 (1975) 5 IBMA

5 IBMA 259; 82 I.D. 578 (1975) 5 IBMA

6 IBMA 240; 83 I.D. 264 (1976) 5 IBMA

6 IBMA 256; 83 I.D. 294 (1976) 5 IBMA

6 IBMA 351; 83 I.D. 409 (1976) 5 IBMA

814(b) 4 IBMA 30; 82 I.D. 36 (1975) 6 IBMA

5 IBMA 306; 82 I.D. 607 (1975) 6 IBMA

6 IBMA 100; 83 I.D. 108 (1976) 7 IBMA

6 IBMA 193; 83 I.D. 236 (1976) 8 IBMA

6 IBMA 267 (Aug. 12, 1976) 8 IBMA

6 IBMA 294; 83 I.D. 335 (1976) 815(a)(1) - 4 IBMA

7 IBMA 109; 83 I.D. 584 (1976) 4 IBMA

7 IBMA 121; 83 I.D. 690 (1976) 5 IBMA

7 IBMA 234 (Feb. 7, 1977) 6 IBMA

7 IBMA 257; 84 I.D. 103 (1977) 7 IBMA

7 IBMA 272; 84 I.D. 124 (1977)
7 IBMA 280; 84 I.D. 127 (1977) 6 IBMA

8 IBMA 255; 85 I.D. 63 (1978) 815(c)
815(d)

4 IBMA

814(c) 5 IBMA 211; 82 I.D. 525 (1975)

5 IBMA 217; 82 I.D. 535 (1975) 7 IBMA

5 IBMA 306; 82 I.D. 607 (1975) 81b —

—

-———— 3 IBMA

6 IBMA 100; 83 I.D. 108 (1976) 5 IBMA

6 IBMA 193; 83 I.D. 236 (1976) 5 IBMA

7 IBMA 224 (Dec. 28, 1976) 5 IBMA

7 IBMA 279 (Mar. 31, 1977)
Q1 C( a \

7 IBMA

7 IBMA 280; 84 I.D. 127 (1977) oi ova; 5 XBMA

7 IBMA 299 (Mar. 31, 1977)
7 IBMA 300 (Mar. 31, 1977) 817 4 IBMA

8 IBMA 98; 84 I.D. 459 (1977) 817(d) 5 IBMA

814(c)(1) - 4 IBMA 139; 82 I.D. 221 (1975)

184; 82 I.D. 250 (1975)

818 4 IBMA

4 IBMA
5 IBMA 19; 82 I.D. 355 (1975) 4 IBMA

5 IBMA 100; 82 I.D. 409 (1975) 5 IBMA

5 IBMA 231; 82 I.D. 553 (1975) 5 IBMA

6 IBMA 182; 83 I.D. 232 (1976) 5 IBMA

6 IBMA 229; 83 I.D. 260 (1976) 5 IBMA

6 IBMA 234; 83 I.D. 262 (1976) 5 IBMA

7 IBMA 85; 83 I.D. 574 (1976) 5 IBMA

7 IBMA 224 (Dec. 28, 1976) 6 IBMA

7 IBMA 228 (Dec. 30, 1976) 6 IBMA

7 IBMA 280; 84 I.D. 127 (1977) 6 IBMA

8 IBMA 136; 84 I.D. 488 (1977) 6 IBMA

814(c)(2) - 4 IBMA 184; 82 I.D. 250 (1975) 6 IBMA

6 IBMA 182; 83 I.D. 232 (1976) 7 IBMA

6 IBMA 229; 83 I.D. 260 (1976) 7 IBMA

6 IBMA 234; 83 I.D. 262 (1976) 7 IBMA

7 IBMA 224 (Dec. 28, 1976) 7 IBMA

7 IBMA 228 (Dec. 30, 1976)

198; 82 I.D. 264 (1975)

7 IBMA
8 IBMA

814(e) 4 IBMA 184; 82 I.D. 250 (1975) 8 IBMA

5 IBMA 259; 82 I.D. 578 (1975) 8 IBMA
8 IBMA

1; 82 I.D. 22 (1975)
193; 83 I.D. 236 (1976)

267 (Aug. 12, 1976)
234 (Feb. 7, 1977)

14; 83 I.D. 425 (1976)
133; 83 I.D. 695 (1976)

152 (Dec. 20, 1976)
104; 82 I.D. 160 (1975)

139; 82 I.D. 221 (1975)

198; 82 I.D. 264 (1975)

19; 82 I.D. 355 (1975)
74; 82 I.D. 392 (1975)

100; 82 I.D. 409 (1975)
113 (Sept. 4, 1975)
306; 82 I.D. 607 (1975)

121; 83 I.D. 175 (1976)

193; 83 I.D. 236 (1976)
267 (Aug. 12, 1976)

224 (Dec. 28, 1976)
228 (Dec. 30, 1976)

272; 84 I.D. 124 (1977)

139; 82 I.D. 221 (1975)

184; 82 I.D. 250 (1975)

19; 82 I.D. 355 (1975)

51; 82 I.D. 368 (1975)

74; 82 I.D. 392 (1975)
98 (Aug. 19, 1975)

100; 82 I.D. 409 (1975)

306; 82 I.D. 607 (1975)
14; 83 I.D. 37 (1976)
121; 83 I.D. 175 (1976)
254 (Mar. 15, 1977)

136; 84 I.D. 488 (1977)

164; 84 I.D. 877 (1977)

1; 82 I.D. 22 (1975)
30; 82 I.D. 36 (1975)

306; 82 I.D. 607 (1975)
193; 83 I.D. 236 (1976)

121; 83 I.D. 690 (1976)

1; 82 I.D. 22 (1975)

294; 83 I.D. 335 (1976)

1; 82 I.D. 22 (1975)

306; 82 I.D. 607 (1975)

272; 84 I.D. 124 (1977)
36; 82 I.D. 362 (1975)

74; 82 I.D. 392 (1975)

113 (Sept. 4, 1975)

306; 82 I.D. 607 (1975)

280; 84 I.D. 127 (1977)

74; 82 I.D. 392 (1975)

74; 82 I.D. 392 (1975)

241; 82 I.D. 284 (1975)

306; 82 I.D. 607 (1975)

1; 82 I.D. 22 (1975)

184; 82 I.D. 250 (1975)

241; 82 I.D. 284 (1975)

3 (July 25, 1975)
3A (Aug. 15, 1975)

72 (Aug. 11, 1975)
74; 82 I.D. 392 (1975)

185; 82 I.D. 506 (1975)
306; 82 I.D. 607 (1975)

78; 83 I.D. 88 (1976)

193; 83 I.D. 236 (1976)

272 (Sept. 8, 1976)
294; 83 I.D. 335 (1976)

351; 83 I.D. 409 (1976)

14; 83 I.D. 425 (1976)

71; 83 I.D. 551 (1976)
133; 83 I.D. 695 (1976)

257; 84 I.D. 103 (1977)
307 (May 5, 1977)

27 (June 29, 1977)

204; 84 I.D. 919 (1977)

230; 84 I.D. 1003 (1977)

255; 85 I.D. 63 (1978)



United States Codes

TITLE 30 (Continued)

sec. 819(a) 4 IBMA
5 IBMA
5 IBMA
5 IBMA

5 IBMA
6 IBMA
6 IBMA
6 IBMA
6 IBMA
7 IBMA
7 IBMA

819(a)(1) 4 IBMA
5 IBMA
5 IBMA
6 IBMA
6 IBMA
6 IBMA
7 IBMA

819(a)(3) 4 IBMA
5 IBMA
7 IBMA

819(a)(4) 5 IBMA
5 IBMA
7 IBMA
7 IBMA

819(b) 4 IBMA
819(c) 5 IBMA

8 IBMA
820 5 IBMA

6 IBMA
820(a) 4 IBMA

4 IBMA
5 IBMA

6 IBMA
820(b) 7 IBMA

7 IBMA
8 IBMA

820(b)(1) 6 IBMA

7 IBMA
8 IBMA

820(b)(1)(A) 5 IBMA
6 IBMA
7 IBMA
8 IBMA

820(b)(2) 6 IBMA
7 IBMA
8 IBMA

821 8 IBMA
841 6 IBMA

7 IBMA
841(a) 6 IBMA

6 IBMA
7 IBMA

841(b) 7 IBMA
841-846 7 IBMA
842(a) 7 IBMA
842(b) 7 IBLA
842(b)(1) 7 IBMA

7 IBLA
842(b)(2) 7 IBLA
842(e) 7 IBMA
842(f) 7 IBMA
842-846 7 IBMA
843(b)(3) 7 IBMA
861 5 IBMA
861(a) 6 IBMA
861(c) 4 IBMA

4 IBMA

5 IBMA
5 IBMA
5 IBMA
6 IBMA

6 IBMA
6 IBMA
6 IBMA

861(d) 4 IBMA
5 IBMA

112; 82 I.D. 163 (1975)

259; 82 I.D. 578 (1975)

268; 82 I.D. 581 (1975)

293; 82 I.D. 602 (1975)

338; 82 I.D. 622 (1975)
145 (May 19, 1976)
150 (May 27, 1976)

153; 83 I.D. 220 (1976)

263 (Aug. 2, 1976)

64; 83 I.D. 526 (1976)

245; 84 I.D. 99 (1977)
198; 82 I.D. 264 (1975)
141 (Sept. 22, 1975)

185; 82 I.D. 506 (1975)

75 (Mar. 22, 1976)

86; 83 I.D. 91 (1976)

212; 83 I.D. 245 (1976)

98; 83 I.D. 579 (1976)
198; 82 I.D. 264 (1975)

185; 82 I.D. 506 (1975)

14; 83 I.D. 425 (1976)
115; 82 I.D. 434 (1975)

306; 82 I.D. 607 (1975)

14; 83 I.D. 425 (1976)

133; 83 I.D. 695 (1976)
139; 82 I.D. 221 (1975)

115; 82 I.D. 434 (1975)

216; 84 I.D. 960 (1977)

74; 82 I.D. 392 (1975)

351; 83 I.D. 409 (1976)

1; 82 I.D. 22 (1975)

259; 82 I.D. 289 (1975)

74; 82 I.D. 392 (1975)

71; 83 I.D. 87 (1976)

121; 83 I.D. 690 (1976)
238 (Feb. 28, 1977)

43; 84 I.D. 336 (1977)
28; 83 I.D. 59 (1976)

172; 83 I.D. 710 (1976)
164; 84 I.D. 877 (1977)

306; 82 I.D. 607 (1975)

28; 83 I.D. 59 (1976)
172; 83 I.D. 710 (1976)

43; 84 I.D. 336 (1977)

28; 83 I.D. 59 (1976)

172; 83 I.D. 710 (1976)

164; 84 I.D. 877 (1977)
230; 84 I.D. 1003 (1977)

121; 83 I.D. 175 (1976)

14; 83 I.D. 425 (1976)
121; 83 I.D. 175 (1976)

319; 83 I.D. 350 (1976)

133; 83 I.D. 695 (1976)
14; 83 I.D. 425 (1976)
121; 83 I.D. 690 (1976)

14; 83 I.D. 425 (1976)
14; 83 I.D. 425 (1976)
14; 83 I.D. 425 (1976)

133; 83 I.D. 695 (1976)
152 (Dec. 20, 1976)

14; 83 I.D. 425 (1976)
14; 83 I.D. 425 (1976)

14; 83 I.D. 425 (1976)
121; 83 I.D. 690 (1976)

74; 82 I.D. 392 (1975)
100; 83 I.D. 108 (1976)

74; 82 I.D. 102 (1975)
130; 82 I.D. 195 (1975)

36; 82 I.D. 362 (1975)
74; 82 I.D. 392 (1975)

231; 82 I.D. 553 (1975)
100; 83 I.D.

121; 83 I.D.

163; 83 I.D.

343; 83 I.D.

74: 82 I.D.

108 (1976)
175 (1976)
225 (1976)
405 (1976)
102 (1975)

231; 82 I.D. 553 (1975)

TITLE 30 (Continued)

sec. 861(d) (Continued)

6 IBMA
6 IBMA

862 6 IBMA
862(a) 4 IBMA

5 IBMA
6 IBMA
7 IBMA

862(c) 6 IBMA
863 8 IBLA
863(b) 6 IBMA
863(d)(1) 8 IBMA
863(h)(1) 5 IBMA
863(o) 6 IBMA
864(a) 4 IBMA

4 IBMA
6 IBMA
8 IBMA

864(d) 7 IBMA
865(a)(12)(c) — 7 IBMA
865(d) 5 IBMA

865(g) 5 IBMA
86 5 (o) 7 IBMA
868(b) 4 IBMA
870(d) 22 IBLA
871 7 IBMA
871(c) 5 IBMA
873(a) 5 IBMA
874(f) 4 IBMA
876 5 IBMA
87 7(j) 7 IBMA

877U) 6 IBMA
6 IBMA

878 6 IBMA
7 IBMA

878(g)(1) 5 IBMA
878(g)(2) 5 IBMA
878(i) 5 IBMA

7 IBMA
878(k) 7 IBMA

7 IBMA
7 IBMA

938 7 IBMA
956 5 IBMA

5 IBMA
6 IBMA

957 5 IBMA
6 IBMA
6 IBMA
6 IBMA
7 IBMA
8 IBMA

1001 27 IBLA
1001 et seq. 24 IBLA

29 IBLA
33 IBLA

35 IBLA
38 IBLA
41 IBLA

1001(e) 21 IBLA
24 IBLA
29 IBLA
30 IBLA
31 IBLA

1001-1025 24 IBLA
24 IBLA
27 IBLA
29 IBLA
30 IBLA
34 IBLA
41 IBLA

1002 24 IBLA
24 IBLA
29 IBLA
34 IBLA
34 IBLA

100:
;
83 I.D. 108 (1976)

121:
, 83 I.D. 175 (1976)

100
; 83 I.D. 108 (1976)

184:
; 82 I.D. 250 (1975)

231:
, 82 I.D. 553 (1975)

100;
;
83 I.D. 108 (1976)

71

;

83 I.D. 551 (1976)

100; 83 I.D. 108 (1976)
136

; 84 I.D. 488 (1977)
329:

;
83 I.D. 399 (1976)

136
; 84 I.D. 488 (1977)

293:
;
82 I.D. 602 (1975)

163
; 83 I.D. 225 (1976)

52; 82 I.D. 89 (1975)
139

; 82 I.D. 221 (1975)
294

;
83 I.D. 335 (1976)

98; 84 I.D. 459 (1977)
14; 83 I.D. 425 (1976)
14; 83 I.D. 425 (1976)
170

; 82 I.D. 457 (1975)
155

; 82 I.D. 450 (1975)
14; 83 I.D. 425 (1976)

273
; 82 I.D. 295 (1975)

44 ([Sept. 15, 1975)
57; 83 I.D. 515 (1976)

304 (Dec. 15, 1975)
115 ; 82 I.D. 434 (1975)
74; 82 I.D. 102 (1975)
268

; 82 I.D. 581 (1975)
331

;
84 I.D. 208 (1977)

100
; 83 I.D. 108 (1976)

121
;
83 I.D. 175 (1976)

121
; 83 I.D. 175 (1976)

14; 83 I.D. 425 (1976)

293 ; 82 I.D. 602 (1975)
293

;
82 I.D. 602 (1975)

185 ; 82 I.D. 506 (1975)

14; 83 I.D. 425 (1976)
14; 83 I.D. 425 (1976)
133

; 83 I.D. 695 (1976)
132 (Dec. 20, 1976)
121

; 83 I.D. 690 (1976)

74; 82 I.D. 392 (1975)
306

; 82 I.D. 607 (1975)
100 1 83 I.D. 108 (1976)
306:

;
82 I.D. 607 (1975)

71; 83 I.D. 551 (1976)
100

;
83 I.D. 108 (1976)

163 ; 83 I.D. 225 (1976)

L4; 83 I.D. 425 (1976)
2 JO ; 84 I.D. 1003 (1977)
269 (Oct. 26, 1976)
221 (Mar. 24, 1976)
210 (Mar. 22, 1977)
160 (Dec. 20, 1977)
29 i[May 5, 1978)
373 (Dec. 29, 1978)
367 (July 23, 1979)
304 (Aug. 14, 1975)
44 1[Feb. 23, 1976)
37 1[Feb. 16, 1977)
107 (May 2, 1977)
191 (July 5, 1977)
44 l[Feb. 23, 1976)
181 (Mar. 16, 1976)
296 (Oct. 26, 1976)
37 I[Feb. 16, 1977)

107 (May 2, 1977)
270 (Mar. 31, 1978)
10S (June 11, 1979)
181 (Mar. 16, 1976)
2 ? 1 (Mar. 24, 1976)
37 I[Feb. 16, 1977)
239 (Mar. 28, 1978)
2 70 (Mar. 31, 1978)



United States Codes

TITLE 30 (Continued)

sec. 1002 (Continued)

35 IBLA 29 (May 5, 1978)

36 IBLA 59 (June 30, 1978)

36 IBLA 307 (Aug. 21, 1978)

41 IBLA 105 (June 11, 1979)

1002-1003 38 IBLA 373 (Dec. 29, 1978)

1003 19 IBLA 167 (Mar. 17, 1975)

19 IBLA 185 (Mar. 18, 1975)

21 IBLA 133 (July 14, 1975)
21 IBLA 304 (Aug. 14, 1975)

24 IBLA 44 (Feb. 23, 1976)

24 IBLA 181 (Mar. 16, 1976)

24 IBLA 221 (Mar. 24, 1976)

26 IBLA 178 (Aug. 9, 1976)
26 IBLA 218 (Aug. 17, 1976)

27 IBLA 269 (Oct. 26, 1976)

27 IBLA 365 (Nov. 4, 1976)

27 IBLA 397 (Nov. 5, 1976)

29 IBLA 37 (Feb. 16, 1977)

30 IBLA 107 (May 2, 1977)

31 IBLA 191 (July 5, 1977)

1004 33 IBLA 135 (Dec. 19, 1977)

35 IBLA 29 (May 5, 1978)
1004(c) 33 IBLA 135 (Dec. 19, 1977)

33 IBLA 371 (Jan. 23, 1978)

37 IBLA 306 (Oct. 23, 1978)

40 IBLA 68 (Mar. 16, 1979)
41 IBLA 367 (July 23, 1979)

43 IBLA 314 (Oct. 22, 1979)
1006 19 IBLA 167 (Mar. 17, 1975)

26 IBLA 218 (Aug. 17, 1976)
27 IBLA 365 (Nov. 4, 1976)

1007 34 IBLA 285; 85 I.D. 171 (1978)

1014 27 IBLA 4 (Sept. 17, 1976)
1014(b) 32 IBLA 357 (Oct. 21, 1977)

33 IBLA 71 (Dec. 5, 1977)
36 IBLA 88 (July 12, 1978)

1014(c) 32 IBLA 357 (Oct. 21, 1977)

37 IBLA 222 (Oct. 12, 1978)
1020(b) 21 IBLA 352 (Aug. 25, 1975)

29 IBLA 210 (Mar. 22, 1977)

32 IBLA 275 (Sept. 27, 1977)

1023 24 IBLA 221 (Mar. 24, 1976)
1024 29 IBLA 210 (Mar. 22, 1977)

33 IBLA 160 (Dec. 20, 1977)
1201 43 IBLA 104; 86 I.D. 472 (1979)
1201 et seq. 1 IBSMA 186; 86 I.D. 321 (1979)

1 IBSMA 202; 86 I.D. 336 (1979)
1201-1328 1 IBSMA 239; 86 I.D. 446 (1979)

1 IBSMA 279; 86 I.D. 550 (1979)
1 IBSMA 305; 86 I.D. 675 (1979)
M-36909; 86 I.D. 28 (1979)

1232(a) 43 IBLA 104; 86 I.D. 472 (1979)
1251 1 IBSMA 1 (June 15, 1978)
1252 1 IBSMA 6 (June 30, 1978)
1252(a) 1 IBSMA 259; 86 I.D. 486 (1979)

1 IBSMA 305; 86 I.D. 675 (1979)
1252(c) 1 IBSMA 1 (June 15, 1978)

1265 1 IBSMA 6 (June 30, 1978)
1265(c) 1 IBSMA 259; 86 I.D. 486 (1979)
1267(b)(3) 1 IBSMA 273; 86 I.D. 523 (1979)
1271 1 IBSMA 285; 86 I.D. 623 (1979)

1 IBSMA 293; 86 I.D. 656 (1979)
1 IBSMA 305; 86 I.D. 675 (1979)

1271(a)(2) 1 IBSMA 259; 86 I.D. 486 (1979)
1 IBSMA 305; 86 I.D. 675 (1979)

1271(a)(3) 1 IBSMA 285; 86 I.D. 623 (1979)
1 IBSMA 293; 86 I.D. 656 (1979)
1 IBSMA 305; 86 I.D. 675 (1979)
1 IBSMA 316; 86 I.D. 724 (1979)

1271(a)(5) 1 IBSMA 305; 86 I.D. 675 (1979)
1275 1 IBSMA 293; 86 I.D. 656 (1979)
1275(a)(1) 1 IBSMA 279; 86 I.D. 550 (1979)
1275(e) 1 IBSMA 248; 86 I.D. 450 (1979)
1278(2) 1 IBSMA 259; 86 I.D. 486 (1979)

TITLE 30 (Continued)

1278(3) 1 IBSMA 158;

1291(17)
1291(28)

1 IBSMA 293;
1 IBSMA 158;
1 IBSMA 202;
1 IBSMA 259;
1 IBSMA 279;

86 I.D. 266 (1979)
86 I.D. 656 (1979)
86 I.D. 266 (1979)
86 I.D. 336 (1979)
86 I.D. 486 (1979)
86 I.D. 550 (1979)

1304 38 IBLA 85 (Nov. 15, 1978)

TITLE 31:

sec. 203 I.D. 427

85 I.D. 279

451 e£ seq .

463(b)
483a

1978)
1978)

665
1601 et seq .

1602
1606

IBCA-994-5-73; 82

(1975)
IBCA-994-5-73 (Jan. 14

1975)
IBCA-1 176-12-77;

(1978)
IBCA-1230-12-78;
(1979)

38 IBLA 151 (Dec.

38 IBLA 151 (Dec.

20 IBLA 120 (Apr. 25, 1975)
20 IBLA 302 (May 30, 1975)
25 IBLA 341 (June 30, 1976)
26 IBLA 71 (July 9, 1976)
26 IBLA 232 (Aug. 17, 1976)
27 IBLA 269 (Oct. 26, 1976)
M-36903; 85 I.D

40 IBLA 257 (Apr
40 IBLA 257 (Apr
40 IBLA 257 (Apr

337 (1978)

16, 1979)
16, 1979)

16, 1979)

403 —
701c —
701c-l

1157 —
1251 —

1251 et

1311(a)

1314(j)

1317
1323(2)
1344
1344(a)

1344(f)(
1344(f)(
1344(r)

1362(6)
1362(7)

1362(12)
1362(14)
1362(16)
1362(19)

M-36915; 86 I.D. 400 (1979)

25 IBLA 316 (June 30, 1976)

25 IBLA 316 (June 30, 1976)

M-36890; 84 I.D. 244 (1977)
24 IBLA 49 (Feb. 23, 1976)
26 IBLA 329 (Sept. 1, 1976)

M-36915; 86 I.D. 400 (1979)
seq . M-36915; 86 I.D. 400 (1979)

M-36915; 86 I.D. 400 (1979)

24 IBLA 49 (Feb. 23, 1976)
26 IBLA 329 (Sept. 1, 1976)
M-36915; 86 I.D. 400 (1979)

M-36915; 86 I.D. 400 (1979)
M-36915; 86 I.D. 400 (1979)
M-36915; 86 I.D. 400 (1979)

1) M-36915; 86 I.D. 400 (1979)
2) M-36915; 86 I.D. 400 (1979)

M-36915; 86 I.D. 400 (1979)
M-36915; 86 I.D. 400 (1979)
M-36915; 86 I.D. 400 (1979)
M-36915; 86 I.D. 400 (1979)
M-36915; 86 I.D. 400 (1979)
M-36915; 86 I.D. 400 (1979)
M-36915; 86 I.D. 400 (1979)

270a
270b
327 £t seq .

471 et_ seq .

472
47 2(d)

484(e)(1)
484(k)(2)
490(h)(1)

IBCA-1 123-8-76 (Nov. 22, 1978)— IBCA-1123-8-76 (Nov. 22, 1978)
IBCA-1080-10-75; 83 I.D. 43
(1976)

22 IBLA 242 (Oct. 22, 1975)

38 IBLA 1 (Nov. 8, 1978)
38 IBLA 347 (Dec. 22, 1978)— 22 IBLA 242 (Oct. 22, 1975)
33 IBLA 392 (Jan. 26, 1978)—33 IBLA 392 (Jan. 26, 1978)

7 IBIA 83 (Aug. 8, 1978)

IBCA-994-5-73; 82 I.D. 427

(1975)
IBCA-994-5-73 (Jan. 14 1975)



United States Codes

37

2 56a

351 e£ seq. —

351-358

601 et seq .
—

85 I.D. 279

86 I.D. 503

86 I.D. 329

TITLE 41 (Continued)

sec. 15 (Continued)

IBCA-1 176-12-7

(1978)
IBCA-1230-12-7
(1979)

IBCA-1218-10-78;
(1979)

IBCA-1178-2-78; 86 I.D. 206
(1979)

IBCA-1218-10-78; 86 I.D. 329

(1979)
IBCA-1236-12-78; 86 I.D. 469
(1979)

IBCA-1232-12-78; 86 I.D. 197

(1979)
601-613 — — IBCA-1088-11-75; 86 I.D. 527

(1979)
IBCA-1237-12-78, 1238-12-78,
1239-12-78, 1240-12-78;

86 I.D. 520 (1979)
IBCA-1237-12-78, 1238-12-78,
1239-12-78, 1240-12-78;

86 I.D. 654 (1979)
IBCA-1268-5-79; 86 I.D. 508
(1979)

602 IBCA-1232-12-78; 86 I.D. 197

(1979)
607(d) IBCA-1088-11-75; 86 I.D. 527

(1979)

291-291a 7 IBIA 212 (Sept. 12, 1979)
291-300 7 IBIA 212 (Sept. 12, 1979)
300p-302(c) 7 IBIA 212 (Sept. 12, 1979)

1857 M-36890; 84 I.D. 244 (1977)
1983 32 IBLA 106 (Sept. 12, 197 7)

2000a et seq. 19 IBLA 178 (Mar. 18, 1975)

2097 30 IBLA 14 (Apr. 4, 1977)
3183 M-36885; 83 I.D. 589 (1976)
4321 27 IBLA 46 (Sept. 23, 1976)

36 IBLA 88 (July 12, 1978)
M-36885; 83 I.D. 589 (1976)

4321 et seq. 18 IBLA 359 (Jan. 30, 1975)
23 IBLA 343 (Jan. 21, 1976)
24 IBLA 49 (Feb. 23, 1976)
24 IBLA 221 (Mar. 24, 1976)
27 IBLA 278; 83 I.D. 518 (1976)
27 IBLA 340; 83 I.D. 542 (1976)
29 IBLA 57 (Feb. 16, 1977)
35 IBLA 172 (May 23, 1978)
37 IBLA 153 (Oct. 5, 1978)
38 IBLA 361 (Dec. 29, 1978)
40 IBLA 30 (Mar. 15, 1979)
40 IBLA 48 (Mar. 15, 1979)
40 IBLA 280 (Apr. 18, 1979)
M-36900; 86 I.D. 293 (1979)
M-36915; 86 I.D. 400 (1979)
1 OHA 292 (Mar. 15, 1976)

4331 22 IBLA 177 (Sept. 30, 1975)
24 IBLA 76 (Feb. 24, 1976)
24 IBLA 147 (Mar. 10, 1976)
24 IBLA 181 (Mar. 16, 1976)
42 IBLA 164 (Aug. 17, 1979)
M-36885; 83 I.D. 589 (1976)

4331(b)(4) 28 IBLA 214; 83 I.D. 666 (1976)
4332 3 ANCAB 37 (July 3, 1978)

22 IBLA 177 (Sept. 30, 1975)
28 IBLA 214; 83 I.D. 666 (1976)
30 IBLA 388; 84 I.D. 282 (1977)
32 IBLA 361 (Oct. 25, 1977)
39 IBLA 205 (Feb. 2, 1979)
44 IBLA 51 (Nov. 19, 1979)
M-36885; 83 I.D. 589 (1976)
M-36917 (Dec. 6, 1979);
87 I.D. 27 (1980)

TITLE 42 (Continued)

sec. 4332(C) 24 IBLA 159 (Mar. 15, 1976)
4332(2)(C) 2 ANCAB 247; 84 I.D. 1007

(1977)
3 ANCAB 37 (July 3, 1978)

23 IBLA 343 (Jan. 21, 1976)

29 IBLA 48 (Feb. 16, 1977)
4332(2)(C)(i) M-36917 (Dec. 6, 1979);

87 I.D. 27 (1980)
4332(2)(C)(v) 30 IBLA 388; 84 I.D. 282 (1977)
4332(2)(G) 30 IBLA 388; 84 I.D. 282 (1977)
4333 22 IBLA 177 (Sept. 30, 1975)
4335 M-36885; 83 I.D. 589 (1976)
4601 1 OHA 78 (Jan. 7, 1975)

1 OHA 115 (June 3, 1975)
1 OHA 170 (Sept. 18, 1975)
1 OHA 221 (Sept. 24, 1975)
1 OHA 226 (Oct. 14, 1975)
1 OHA 273 (Jan. 15, 1976)
2 OHA 203 (Aug. 30, 1978)
3 OHA 39 (Feb. 1, 1979)

4601 et sej. 1 OHA 86 (Feb. 12, 1975)
1 OHA 170 (Sept. 18, 1975)
1 OHA 229 (Nov. 13, 1975)
1 OHA 292 (Mar. 15, 1976)
2 OHA 59 (Sept. 22, 1976)
2 OHA 92 (Oct. 4, 1976)

2 OHA 102 (Nov. 22, 1976)
2 OHA 109 (Apr. 21, 1977)
2 OHA 117 (May 3, 1977)
2 OHA 135 (June 22, 1977)

3 OHA 35 (Jan. 15, 1979)
4601(6) 1 OHA 292 (Mar. 15, 1976)

2 OHA 147 (Aug. 9, 1977)
4601(7) 1 OHA 170 (Sept. 18, 1975)
4601(7)(A) 2 OHA 206 (Sept. 6, 1978)

3 OHA 69 (Apr. 20, 1979)
4601(7) (B) 2 OHA 206 (Sept. 6, 1978)

3 OHA 69 (Apr. 20, 1979)
4601(8) 1 OHA 229 (Nov. 13, 1975)

1 OHA 273 (Jan. 15, 1976)
4601-4655 3 OHA 97 (July 31, 1979)

3 OHA 124 (Aug. 17, 1979)
3 OHA 131 (Aug. 29, 1979)
3 OHA 124 (Aug. 17, 1979)

4602(a) 1 OHA 157 (Aug. 8, 1975)

1 OHA 163 (Sept. 2, 1975)
2 OHA 169 (Mar. 30, 1978)
2 OHA 206 (Sept. 6, 1978)
3 OHA 1 (Nov. 6, 1978)

4603 2 OHA 56 (Sept. 16, 1976)
2 OHA 147 (Aug. 9, 1977)
3 OHA 65 (Apr. 10, 1979)

4621 1 OHA 229 (Nov. 13, 1975)
1 OHA 273 (Jan. 15, 1976)
1 OHA 292 (Mar. 15, 1976)

4622 1 OHA 78 (Jan. 7, 1975)
1 OHA 86 (Feb. 12, 1975)
1 OHA 110 (Apr. 14, 1975)
1 OHA 130 (July 2, 1975)
1 OHA 157 (Aug. 8, 1975)
1 OHA 163 (Sept. 2, 1975)
1 OHA 256 (Dec. 3, 1975)
2 OHA 1 (Mar. 30, 1976)
2 OHA 18 (June 14, 1976)
2 OHA 24 (July 2, 1976)
2 OHA 35 (Sept. 9, 1976)
2 OHA 142 (Aug. 8, 1977)
2 OHA 181 (June 21, 1978)
2 OHA 183 (June 22, 1978)
2 OHA 203 (Aug. 30, 1978)
2 OHA 206 (Sept. 6, 1978)

3 OHA 39 (Feb. 1, 1979)
3 OHA 69 (Apr. 20, 1979)
3 OHA 77 (June 18, 1979)
3 OHA 104 (Aug. 9, 1979)

3 OHA 137 (Oct. 10, 1979)



TITLE 42 (Continued)

sec. 4622(a)

United States Codes

TITLE 42 (Continued)

1 OHA 170 (Sept. 18, 1975)
1 OHA 273 (Jan. 15, 1976)
2 OHA 97 (Nov. 22, 1976)
2 OHA 123 (June 13, 1977)
2 OHA 156 (Oct. 17, 1977)
2 OHA 206 (Sept. 6, 1978)
3 OHA 47 (Mar. 16, 1979)
3 OHA 69 (Apr. 20, 1979)

4622(b) 1 OHA 86 (Feb. 12, 1975)
1 OHA 106 (Feb. 24, 1975)
3 OHA 121 (Aug. 14, 1979)

4622(c) 1 OHA 170 (Sept. 18, 1975)
1 OHA 229 (Nov. 13, 1975)
1 OHA 273 (Jan. 15, 1976)
2 OHA 113 (Apr. 29, 1977)
2 OHA 206 (Sept. 6, 1978)
3 OHA 69 (Apr. 20, 1979)
3 OHA 73 (May 24, 1979)

4623 1 OHA 78 (Jan. 7, 1975)
1 OHA 110 (Apr. 14, 1975)
1 OHA 157 (Aug. 8, 1975)
1 OHA 229 (Nov. 13, 1975)
1 OHA 259 (Jan. 7, 1976)
1 OHA 292 (Mar. 15, 1976)
2 OHA 35 (Sept. 9, 1976)
2 OHA 56 (Sept. 16, 1976)
2 OHA 147 (Aug. 9, 1977)
2 OHA 160 (Oct. 19, 1977)
2 OHA 163 (Oct. 19, 1977)
2 OHA 169 (Mar. 30, 1978)
2 OHA 186 (Aug. 24, 1978)
3 OHA 1 (Nov. 6, 1978)
3 OHA 14 (Nov. 14, 1978)
3 OHA 19 (Dec. 12, 1978)
3 OHA 44 (Feb. 1, 1979)
3 OHA 47 (Mar. 16, 1979)

3 OHA 65 (Apr. 10, 1979)
3 OHA 137 (Oct. 10, 1979)
3 OHA 141 (Oct. 12, 1979)
3 OHA 145 (Nov. 2, 1979)
3 OHA 161 (Dec. 17, 1979)

4623(a) 1 OHA 280 (Feb. 11, 1976)
2 OHA 138 (June 29, 1977)

4623(a)(1)(A) 1 OHA 137 (July 15, 1975)
1 OHA 229 (Nov. 13, 1975)
1 OHA 265 (Jan. 12, 1976)
2 OHA 12 (June 3, 1976)
2 OHA 28 (July 7, 1976)

4623(a)(1)(C) 1 OHA 86 (Feb. 12, 1975)
1 OHA 106 (Feb. 24, 1975)
1 OHA 170 (Sept. 18, 1975)

4624 1 OHA 86 (Feb. 12, 1975)
1 OHA 229 (Nov. 13, 1975)
1 OHA 292 (Mar. 15, 1976)
2 OHA 35 (Sept. 9, 1976)
2 OHA 147 (Aug. 9, 1977)
2 OHA 153 (Sept. 20, 1977)
2 OHA 156 (Oct. 17, 1977)
3 OHA 39 (Feb. 1, 1979)
3 OHA 63 (Apr. 9, 1979)
3 OHA 161 (Dec. 17, 1979)

4624(1) 1 OHA 86 (Feb. 12, 1975)
2 OHA 210 (Sept. 18, 1978)

4624(2) 1 OHA 86 (Feb. 12, 1975)
1 OHA 106 (Feb. 24, 1975)
2 OHA 97 (Nov. 22, 1976)
2 OHA 169 (Mar. 30, 1978)

4625 1 OHA 86 (Feb. 12, 1975)
1 OHA 292 (Mar. 15, 1976)
2 OHA 147 (Aug. 9, 1977)

4625(c)(5) 1 OHA 229 (Nov. 13, 1975)
4626 2 OHA 147 (Aug. 9, 1977)
4626(b) 1 OHA 292 (Mar. 15, 1976)
4633 1 OHA 157 (Aug. 8, 1975)

1 OHA 163 (Sept. 2, 1975)
1 OHA 256 (Dec. 3, 1975)

sec. 4633 (Continued)

2 OHA 97 <[Nov. :12,

2 OHA 169 (Mar. 30

2 OHA 206 (Sept . 6

2 OHA 210 (Sept . 11

3 OHA 1 (Nov. 6 ,
1'

1 OHA 157 (Aug. 8,

1 OHA 163 (Sept . 2

2 OHA 169 (Mar. 30

2 OHA 206 (Sept . 6

3

1

OHA
OHA

1 (Nov. 6

121 (June
,

1'

1976)

1978)

1978)
1978)

1978)
'.. 8. 1975)

,
1975)

1978)

, 1978)
1978)

4653 1 OHA 121 (June 5, 1975)
2 OHA 8 (May 11, 1976)
2 OHA 21 (June 14, 1976)
2 OHA 135 (June 22, 1977)
2 OHA 206 (Sept. 6, 1978)
3 OHA 79 (June 27, 1979)
3 OHA 82 (June 27, 1979)
3 OHA 85 (July 5, 1979)
3 OHA 89 (July 5, 1979)
3 OHA 93 (July 13, 1979)
3 OHA 104 (Aug. 9, 1979)
3 OHA 127 (Aug. 23, 1979)

4653(1) 3 OHA 97 (July 31, 1979)
4653(2) 3 OHA 97 (July 31, 1979)
4653(3) 3 OHA 97 (July 31, 1979)
4654 1 OHA 229 (Nov. 13, 1975)

2 OHA 8 (May 11, 1976)
6501 et se£. M-36911; 86 I.D. 151 (1979)
7152 42 IBLA 307 (Aug. 29, 1979)

44 IBLA 121 (Nov. 27, 1979)
7401 et seq. M-36900; 86 I.D. 293 (1979)

TITLE 43:

sec. 1 44 IBLA 275 (Dec. 26, 1979)
2 37 IBLA 7 (Sept. 6, 1978)

40 IBLA 184 (Apr. 5, 1979)
44 IBLA 275 (Dec. 26, 1979)

7 26 IBLA 194 (Aug. 11, 1976)
9 26 IBLA 194 (Aug. 11, 1976)

11 24 IBLA 58 (Feb. 23, 1976)
21 29 IBLA 307 (Mar. 30, 1977)
31 20 IBLA 149 (May 5, 1975)

21 IBLA 199 (July 30, 1975)
M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)

141 3 ANCAB 49; 85 I.D. 229 (1978)
21 IBLA 116 (June 30, 1975)
22 IBLA 121 (Sept. 26, 1975)
23 IBLA 136 (Dec. 23, 1975)
23 IBLA 166 (Dec. 24, 1975)
24 IBLA 320 (Apr. 20, 1976)
28 IBLA 368; 84 I.D. 87 (1977)
29 IBLA 107 (Feb. 23, 1977)
30 IBLA 112 (May 2, 1977)
31 IBLA 43 (June 21, 1977)
31 IBLA 357 (July 25, 1977)
35 IBLA 349 (June 19, 1978)
41 IBLA 85 (June 4, 1979)
M-36911; 86 I.D. 151 (1979)
M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)

141 et se^. 3 ANCAB 49; 85 I.D. 229 (1978)
31 IBLA 357 (July 25, 1977)

141-142 35 IBLA 61 (May 10, 1978)
38 IBLA 1 (Nov. 8, 1978)
41 IBLA 85 (June 4, 1979)

142 23 IBLA 136 (Dec. 23, 1975)
23 IBLA 166 (Dec. 24, 1975)
28 IBLA 368; 84 I.D. 87 (1977)
31 IBLA 139 (June 30, 1977)
31 IBLA 357 (July 25, 1977)
35 IBLA 349 (June 19, 1978)
38 IBLA 385 (Dec. 29, 1978)
42 IBLA 44 (July 31, 1979)
43 IBLA 146 (Sept. 28, 1979)



CXCIII

TITLE 43 (Continued)

sec. 142 (Continued)

United States Codes

TITLE 43 (Continued)

sec. 270-1 (Continued)

148

154

158

161

161 eit seg .

162

164

M-36911; 86 I.D. 151 (1979)

M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)
- M-36886; 84 I.D. 1 (1977)

M-36908; 86 I.D. 3 (1979)
-27 IBLA 227 (Oct. 12, 1976)

34 IBLA 176 (Mar. 14, 1978)

34 IBLA 233 (Mar. 27, 1978)

40 IBLA 30 (Mar. 15, 1979)

42 IBLA 313 (Aug. 29, 1979)
-20 IBLA 296 (May 27, 1975)
-22 IBLA 8; 82 I.D. 432 (1975)
-20 IBLA 23 (Apr. 16, 1975)

20 IBLA 129 (May 5, 1975)

23 IBLA 136 (Dec. 23, 1975)

24 IBLA 308 (Apr. 14, 1976)

26 IBLA 386 (Sept. 15, 1976)

29 IBLA 68 (Nov. 10, 1976)

30 IBLA 239 (May 31, 1977)

31 IBLA 162 (July 1, 1977)

36 IBLA 201 (Aug. 3, 1978)
-36 IBLA 201 (Aug. 3, 1978)
-19 IBLA 118 (Mar. 5, 1975)

20 IBLA 129 (May 5, 1975)

22 IBLA 191 (Oct.

26 IBLA 137 (Aug.

28 IBLA 68 (Nov.

28 IBLA 314 (Jan.

29 IBLA 150 (Mar.

34 IBLA 123 (Mar.

36 IBLA 201 (Aug.

43 IBLA 186 (Oct.

15, 1975)

2, 1976)

10, 1976)

14, 1977)

4, 1977)

2, 1978)

3, 1978)

5, 1979)m __ 27 IBLA 137; 83 I.D. 364 (1976)

175 23 IBLA 179 (Jan. 5, 1976)
182 19 IBLA 118 (Mar. 5, 1975)

31 IBLA 242 (July 18, 1977)
18 5 23 IBLA 155 (Dec. 23, 1975)

27 IBLA 33 (Sept. 20, 1976)

30 IBLA 311 (June 6, 197 7)

33 IBLA 277 (Jan. 5, 1978)
36 IBLA 201 (Aug. 3, 1978)
43 IBLA 178 (Sept. 28, 1979)

189 27 IBLA 210 (Oct. 6, 1976)
190 4 ibia 147; 82 I.D. 521 (1975)
203 35 IBLA 15 (May 4, 1978)

207 40 IBLA 339 (May 10, 1979)

212 19 IBLA 379; 82 I.D. 123 (1975)
24 IBLA 314 (Apr. 20, 1976)

213 22 IBLA 8; 82 I.D. 432 (1975)
270 18 IBLA 345 (Jan. 14, 1975)

20 IBLA 129 (May 5, 1975)
22 IBLA 8; 82 I.D. 432 (1975)

23 IBLA 59 (Dec. 11, 1975)
23 IBLA 179 (Jan. 5, 1976)
28 IBLA 68 (Nov. 10, 1976)
30 IBLA 157 (May 18, 1977)

34 IBLA 330; 85 I.D. 81 (1978)
43 IBLA 69 (Sept. 19, 1979)

270 et sej. 26 IBLA 386 (Sept. 15, 1976)
270-1 18 IBLA 418 (Feb. 10, 1975)

19 IBLA 68 (Feb. 25, 1975)
19 IBLA 283 (Apr. 7, 1975)
20 IBLA 169 (May 7, 1975)
20 IBLA 284 (May 27, 1975)
21 IBLA 54 (June ]

21 IBLA 264 (Aug.

21 IBLA 292 (Aug.
22 IBLA 20 (Sept.
22 IBLA 54 (Sept.

22 IBLA 296 (Nov.

8, 1975)

11, 1975)

11, 1975)

9, 1975)

17, 1975)

3, 1975)
23 IBLA 346 (Jan. 21, 1976)
29 IBLA 160 (Mar. 9, 1977)
40 IBLA 118 (Mar. 27, 1979)
41 IBLA 44 (May 29, 1979)
41 IBLA 224 (June 27, 1979)

41 IBLA 280; 86 I.D. 345 (1979)
42 IBLA 59 (Aug. 2, 1979)

43 IBLA 245 (Oct. 10, 1979)
270-1 et_ seq. —22 IBLA 38 (Sept. 10, 1975)

22 IBLA 191 (Oct. 15, 1975)

23 IBLA 134 (Dec. 23, 1975)

23 IBLA 197 (Jan. 6, 1976)
23 IBLA 346 (Jan. 21, 1976)

29 IBLA 255 (Mar. 25, 1977)
270-1 - 270-3 —20 IBLA 162 (May 5, 1975)

20 IBLA 290 (May 27, 1975)

20 IBLA 387 (June 16, 1975)

21 IBLA 71 (June 25, 1975)
21 IBLA 116 (June 30, 1975)

21 IBLA 152 (July 16, 1975)
21 IBLA 157 (July 21, 1975)

21 IBLA 173 (July 25, 1975)

21 IBLA 181 (July 25, 1975)
21 IBLA 207 (July 30, 1975)
21 IBLA 223 (July 31, 1975)

21 IBLA 230 (Aug. 1, 1975)
21 IBLA 248 (Aug. 11, 1975)
21 IBLA 258 (Aug. 11, 1975)

21 IBLA 326 (Aug. 14, 1975)
21 IBLA 347 (Aug. 18, 1975)
22 IBLA 41 (Sept. 15, 1975)

22 IBLA 56 (Sept. 17, 1975)
22 IBLA 104 (Sept. 22, 1975)
22 IBLA 153 (Sept. 30, 1975)

22 IBLA 191 (Oct. 15, 1975)
22 IBLA 213 (Oct. 15, 1975)
22 IBLA 233 (Oct. 22, 1975)

22 IBLA 247 (Oct. 22, 1975)
22 IBLA 266 (Oct. 30, 1975)

22 IBLA 287 (Oct. 30, 1975)
22 IBLA 388 (Nov. 24, 1975)

22 IBLA 392 (Nov. 24, 1975)

23 IBLA 17 (Nov. 26, 1975)
23 IBLA 36 (Dec. 2, 1975)
23 IBLA 54 (Dec. 4, 1975)

23 IBLA 77 (Dec. 12, 1975)
23 IBLA 79 (Dec. 12 1975)
23 IBLA 81 (Dec. 12 1975)
23 IBLA 86 (Dec. 16 1975)

23 IBLA 88 (Dec. 16 1975)
23 IBLA 91 (Dec. 18 1975)

23 IBLA 95 (Dec. 18 1975)

23 IBLA 99 (Dec. 18 1975)
23 IBLA 120 (Dec. 23, 1975)
23 IBLA 128 (Dec. 23, 1975)

23 IBLA 131 (Dec. 23, 1975)
23 IBLA 145 (Dec. 23, 1975)

23 IBLA 151 (Dec. 23, 1975)
23 IBLA 159 (Dec. 23, 1975)
23 IBLA 170 (Dec. 29, 1975)
23 IBLA 182 (Jan. 5, 1976)

23 IBLA 188 (Jan. 5, 1976)
23 IBLA 192 (Jan. 6, 1976)

23 IBLA 197 (Jan. 6, 1976)

23 IBLA 205 (Jan. 6, 1976)
23 IBLA 207 (Jan. 6, 1976)
23 IBLA 221 (Jan. 8, 1976)

23 IBLA 276 (Jan. 12, 1976)
23 IBLA 280 (Jan. 12, 1976)

23 IBLA 284 (Jan. 12, 1976)

23 IBLA 288 (Jan. 12, 1976)
23 IBLA 292 (Jan. 12, 1976)
23 IBLA 296 (Jan. 12, 1976)

23 IBLA 299 (Jan. 14, 1976)
23 IBLA 304 (Jan. 16, 1976)

23 IBLA 309 (Jan. 16, 1976)

26 IBLA 1 (July 6, 1976)
26 IBLA 235; 83 I.D. 309 (1976)
28 IBLA 83 (Nov. 12 1976)



TITLE 43 (Continued)

sec. 270-1 - 270-3 (Continued)

28 IBLA 153; 83 I.D. 564 (1976)

29 IBLA 250 (Mar. 25, 1977)

29 IBLA 255 (Mar. 25, 1977)

30 IBLA 157 (May 18, 1977)

40 IBLA 321; 86 I.D. 279 (1979)

41 IBLA 44 (May 29, 1979)

41 IBLA 70 (May 31, 1979)

41 IBLA 169 (June 22, 1979)

41 IBLA 231 (June 27, 1979)

41 IBLA 280; 86 I.D. 345 (1979)

41 IBLA 296 (June 29, 1979)

41 IBLA 309 (July 5, 1979)

41 IBLA 315; 86 I.D. 361 (1979)

41 IBLA 338 (July 11, 1979)

41 IBLA 387 (July 24, 1979)

42 IBLA 1 (July 25, 1979)
42 IBLA 51 (July 31, 1979)

42 IBLA 59 (Aug. 2, 1979)

42 IBLA 155 (Aug. 19, 1979)

42 IBLA 231 (Aug. 22, 1979)

42 IBLA 276 (Aug.

42 IBLA 370; 86 I

43 IBLA 69 (Sept.

43 IBLA 74 (Sept.

43 IBLA 174 (Sept
43 IBLA 186 (Oct.

43 IBLA 266 (Oct.

43 IBLA 284 (Oct.

43 IBLA 288 (Oct.

43 IBLA 296 (Oct.

44 IBLA 99 (Nov.
44 IBLA 313 (Dec.

270-1 - 270-17 -22 IBLA 291 (Nov.

270-2 18 IBLA 418 (Feb.

19 IBLA 68 (Feb.
21 IBLA 292 (Aug.

22 IBLA 20 (Sept.
22 IBLA 54 (Sept.

23 IBLA 188 (Jan.
41 IBLA 224 (June 27

41 IBLA 280; 86 I

United States Codes

TITLE 43 (Continued)

sec. 291 28 IBLA 214; 83 I.D. 666 (1976)
M-36893 (Supp.); 86 I.D. 627

(1979)
291 et se£. 24 IBLA 308 (Apr. 14, 1976)

29 IBLA 210 (Mar. 22, 1977)
31 IBLA 162 (July 1, 1977)
33 IBLA 36 (Nov. 25, 1977)

35 IBLA 146; 85 I.D. 129 (1978)
36 IBLA 4 (June 27, 1978)

M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)
291-298 35 IBLA 146; 85 I.D. 129 (1978)
291-300 40 IBLA 12 (Mar. 9, 1979)

41 IBLA 197 (June 22, 1979)

42 IBLA 11 (July 25, 1979)
291-301 27 IBLA 256 (Oct. 20, 1976)

35 IBLA 146; 85 I.D. 129 (1978)
41 IBLA 248 (June 27, 1979)
42 IBLA 11 (July 25, 1979)

291-302 21 IBLA 352 (Aug. 25, 1975)

292 24 IBLA 141 (Mar. 8, 1976)

31 IBLA 162 (July 1, 1977)
35 IBLA 146; 85 I.D. 129 (1978)
M-36893 (Supp.); 86 I.D. 627
(1979)

293 33 IBLA 36 (Nov. 25, 1977)
299 35 ibla 146; 85 I.D. 129 (1978)

42 IBLA 11 (July 25, 1979)

M-36909; 86 I.D. 28 (1979)
300 23 IBLA 358; 83 I.D. 23 (1976)

25 IBLA 287; 83 I.D. 249 (1976)
28 IBLA 368; 84 I.D. 87 (1977)

27 1979)
.D. 441 (1979)
19 1979)

19 1979)

. 28, 1979)

5, 1979)

15 1979)
17 1979)

17 1979)

17 1979)

20, 1979)
31 1979)

3, 1975)
10 1975)

25, 1975)
11 1975)

9, 1975)
17 1975)

5, 1976)
27 1979)

.D. 345 (1979)
270-3 18 IBLA 418 (Feb. 10, 1975)

19 IBLA 68 (Feb. 25, 1975)

20 IBLA 169 (May 7, 1975)

21 IBLA 264 (Aug. 11, 1975)
21 IBLA 292 (Aug. 11, 1975)
22 IBLA 54 (Sept. 17, 1975)

26 IBLA 235; 83 I.D. 309 (1976)
40 IBLA 321; 86 I.D. 279 (1979)

41 IBLA 44 (May 29, 1979)

41 IBLA 224 (June 27, 1979)
41 IBLA 280; 86 I.D. 345 (1979)
41 IBLA 309 (July 5, 1979)

42 IBLA 59 (Aug. 2, 1979)
42 IBLA 260 (Aug. 27, 1979)
43 IBLA 186 (Oct. 5, 1979)

270-5 18 IBLA 345 (Jan. 14, 1975)

22 IBLA 291 (Nov. 3, 1975)
270-6 18 IBLA 345 (Jan. 14, 1975)

34 IBLA 330; 85 I.D. 81 (1978)
270-11 20 IBLA 284 (May 27, 1975)

274 20 IBLA 319 (June 4, 1975)
21 IBLA 124 (July 14, 1975)
21 IBLA 330 (Aug. 18, 1975)

25 IBLA 234 (June 21, 1976)

279 19 ibla 118 (Mar. 5, 1975)
20 IBLA 129 (May 5, 1975)
28 IBLA 314 (Jan. 14, 1977)

37 IBLA 33 (Sept. 18, 1978)
279-284 20 IBLA 23 (Apr. 16, 1975)

37 IBLA 33 (Sept. 18, 1978)
282 Sec. Order No. 3016; 85 I.D.

1 (1978)

33 IBLA 386 (Jan. 26, 1978)
M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)

315 18 IBLA 432 (Feb. 14, 1975)
24 IBLA 324; 83 I.D. 185 (1976)
26 IBLA 254 (Aug. 18, 1976)

38 IBLA 353 (Dec. 22, 1978)
39 IBLA 272; 86 I.D. 133 (1979)

M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)
315 et se£. 24 IBLA 49 (Feb. 23, 1976)

24 IBLA 308 (Apr. 14, 1976)
27 IBLA 278; 83 I.D. 518 (1976)
29 IBLA 262 (Mar. 25, 1977)

30 IBLA 14 (Apr. 4, 1977)
30 IBLA 277 (June 1, 1977)

32 IBLA 123 (Sept. 12, 1977)
32 IBLA 174; 84 I.D. 475 (1977)
32 IBLA 395 (Nov. 9, 1977)

33 IBLA 386 (Jan. 26, 1978)

35 IBLA 146; 85 I.D. 129 (1978)

35 IBLA 306 (June 2, 1978)

36 IBLA 98 (July 13, 1978)

37 IBLA 357 (Oct. 31, 1978)
38 IBLA 262 (Dec. 8, 1978)

39 IBLA 176 (Jan. 30, 1979)

40 IBLA 12 (Mar. 9, 1979)
41 IBLA 110 (June 11, 1979)

315-315g 30 IBLA 277 (June 1, 1977)
315-315r 35 IBLA 306 (June 2, 1978)

315a 24 IBLA 324; 83 I.D. 185 (1976)

27 IBLA 340; 83 I.D. 542 (1976)
32 IBLA 123 (Sept. 12, 1977)

42 IBLA 48 (July 31, 1979)
M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)

315a et se£. M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)
315a-315r 42 IBLA 48 (July 31, 1979)
315b 19 IBLA 97 (Mar. 4, 1975)

19 IBLA 219 (Mar. 25, 1975)

19 IBLA 274 (Apr. 7, 1975)
24 IBLA 324; 83 I.D. 185 (1976)

27 IBLA 340; 83 I.D. 542 (1976)
33 IBLA 7 (Nov. 15, 1977)

33 IBLA 225 (Dec. 28, 1977)

40 IBLA 280 (Apr. 18, 1979)

M-36910; 86 I.D. 89 (1979)

M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)



TITLE 43 (Continued)

United States Codes

TITLE 43 (Continued)

sec. 315c

315f

43 IBLA 41; 86 I.D. 458 (1979)
M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)
18 IBLA 423 (Feb. 13, 1975)

21 IBLA 210 (July 31, 1975)

22 IBLA 177 (Sept. 30, 1975)
22 IBLA 205 (Oct. 15, 1975)

24 IBLA 308 (Apr. 14, 1976)
26 IBLA 110 (July 26, 1976)

31 IBLA 162 (July 1, 1977)

36 IBLA 119 (July 25, 1978)

38 IBLA 353 (Dec. 22, 1978)
42 IBLA 313 (Aug. 29, 1979)

315g 21 IBLA 352 (Aug. 25, 1975)

26 IBLA 194 (Aug. 11, 1976)
26 IBLA 313 (Aug. 30, 1976)

27 IBLA 340; 83 I.D. 542 (1976)
28 IBLA 118 (Nov. 15, 1976)
32 IBLA 1 (Aug. 24, 197 7)

32 IBLA 275 (Sept. 27, 1977)
33 IBLA 358 (Jan. 18, 1978)

35 IBLA 146; 85 I.D. 129 (1978)
36 IBLA 119 (July 25, 1978)
36 IBLA 329 (Aug. 28, 1978)
42 IBLA 345 (Aug. 31, 1979)

315g(b) 24 IBLA 58 (Feb. 23, 1976)
27 IBLA 340; 83 I.D. 542 (1976)
38 IBLA 160 (Dec. 5, 1978)

315g(d) 32 IBLA 1 (Aug. 24, 1977)
35 IBLA 146; 85 I.D. 129 (1978)
38 IBLA 160 (Dec. 5, 1978)

315h 30 IBLA 243 (May 31, 1977)
315h-315m 30 IBLA 277 (June 1, 1977)

315J. M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)
315m 18 IBLA 432 (Feb. 14, 1975)

19 IBLA 6 (Feb. 20, 1975)
19 IBLA 71 (Feb. 26, 1975)

19 IBLA 97 (Mar. 4, 1975)
19 IBLA 154; 82 I.D. 93 (1975)
19 IBLA 219 (Mar. 25, 1975)
20 IBLA 111 (Apr. 25, 1975)
20 IBLA 115 (Apr. 25, 1975)
22 IBLA 31 (Sept. 10, 1975)
23 IBLA 374 (Feb. 4, 1976)
24 IBLA 1 (Feb. 4, 1976)
24 IBLA 58 (Feb. 23, 1976)
24 IBLA 124 (Mar. 2, 1976)
24 IBLA 155 (Mar. 15, 1976)
24 IBLA 265 (Mar. 29, 1976)
25 IBLA 277 (June 25, 1976)
25 IBLA 331; 83 I.D. 269 (1976)
28 IBLA 93 (Nov. 15, 1976)
30 IBLA 1 (Apr. 1, 1977)
30 IBLA 277 (June 1, 1977)
32 IBLA 123 (Sept. 12, 1977)
32 IBLA 311; 84 I.D. 874 (1977)
32 IBLA 395 (Nov. 9, 1977)
33 IBLA 262 (Jan. 5, 1978)
35 IBLA 75 (May 12, 1978)
36 IBLA 282 (Aug. 21, 1978)
37 IBLA 153 (Oct. 5, 1978)
38 IBLA 327 (Dec. 19, 1978)
39 IBLA 176 (Jan. 30, 1979)
40 IBLA 129 (Mar. 28, 1979)
42 IBLA 26 (July 26, 1979)
42 IBLA 355 (Sept. 11, 1979)
43 IBLA 41; 86 I.D. 458 (1979)

315m-2 43 IBLA 41; 86 I.D. 458 (1979)
315n 30 IBLA 277 (June 1, 1977)
315o 30 IBLA 277 (June 1, 1977)
315o-l 30 IBLA 277 (June 1, 1977)
316 20 IBLA 162 (May 5, 1975)

23 IBLA 54 (Dec. 4, 1975)
41 IBLA 214 (June 27, 1979)
41 IBLA 219 (June 27, 1979)
41 IBLA 296 (June 29, 1979)
41 IBLA 280; 86 I.D. 345 (1979)
41 IBLA 338 (July 11, 1979)

sec . 316 et_ seq .

316-316o

-20 IBLA 290 (May 27, 1975)
23 IBLA 134 (Dec. 23, 1975)
23 IBLA 197 (Jan. 6, 1976)
23 IBLA 346 (Jan. 21, 1976)
29 IBLA 255 (Mar. 25, 1977)
41 IBLA 296 (June 29, 1979)
41 IBLA 338 (July 11, 1979)
-23 IBLA 54 (Dec. 4, 1975)
23 IBLA 197 (Jan. 6, 1976)

29 IBLA 255 (Mar. 25, 1977)
316a-316o 23 IBLA 54 (Dec. 4, 1975)

41 IBLA 214 (June 27, 1979)
41 IBLA 219 (June 27, 1979)
41 IBLA 280; 86 I.D. 345 (1979)
41 IBLA 296 (June 29, 1979)
41 IBLA 338 (July 11, 1979)

316b 21 IBLA 152 (July 16, 1975)
321 19 IBLA 350; 82 I.D. 146 (1975)

25 IBLA 287; 83 I.D. 249 (1976)
32 IBLA 372 (Oct. 31, 1977)
43 IBLA 130 (Sept. 26, 1979)
M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)

321 et se£. 20 IBLA 23 (Apr. 16, 1975)
21 IBLA 210 (July 31, 1975)
21 IBLA 266; 82 I.D. 375 (1975)
23 IBLA 136 (Dec. 23, 1975)
26 IBLA 41; 83 I.D. 280 (1976)
33 IBLA 221 (Dec. 22, 1977)
39 IBLA 141 (Jan. 29, 1979)
M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)

321-329 19 IBLA 350; 82 I.D. 146 (1975)
19 IBLA 379; 82 I.D. 123 (1975)

322 42 IBLA 66 (Aug. 8, 1979)
323 M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)
324 19 IBLA 350; 82 I.D. 146 (1975)

19 IBLA 379; 82 I.D. 123 (1975)

21 IBLA 266; 82 I.D. 377 (1975)
325 21 IBLA 266; 82 I.D. 377 (1975)

32 IBLA 372 (Oct. 31, 1977)
327 19 IBLA 208 (Mar. 21, 1975)
328 19 IBLA 350; 82 I.D. 146 (1975)

19 IBLA 379; 82 I.D. 123 (1975)
329 19 IBLA 350; 82 I.D. 146 (1975)

19 IBLA 379; 82 I.D. 123 (1975)
21 IBLA 266; 82 I.D. 377 (1975)
26 IBLA 41; 83 I.D. 280 (1976)
26 IBLA 366 (Sept. 8, 1976)
30 IBLA 311 (June 6, 1977)
32 IBLA 286 (Sept. 27, 1977)
33 IBLA 277 (Jan. 5, 1978)
34 IBLA 86 (Feb. 22, 1978)
43 IBLA 178 (Sept. 28, 1979)

333 26 IBLA 366 (Sept. 8, 1976)
32 IBLA 286 (Sept. 27, 1977)

334 26 IBLA 366 (Sept. 8, 1976)
32 IBLA 286 (Sept. 27, 1977)
34 IBLA 86 (Feb. 22, 1978)

336 34 IBLA 86 (Feb. 22, 1978)
43 IBLA 271 (Oct. 15, 1979)

371 et se£. M-36886; 84 I.D. 1 (1977)
M-36908; 86 I.D. 3 (1979)

371(a) 3 ANCAB 11; 85 I.D. 219 (1978)
372 et se£. M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)
373 M-36913; 86 I.D. 306 (1979)
383 M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)
390a M-36901; 85 I.D. 297 (1978)
411 etsej, 20 IBLA 330 (June 6, 1975)
412 M-36901; 85 I.D. 297 (1978)

M-36902; 85 I.D. 326 (1978)
M-36903; 85 I.D. 337 (1978)

416 1 8 IBLA 385 (Jan _ 31j i 975 )

18 IBLA 428 (Feb. 14, 1975)
24 IBLA 108 (Mar. 1, 1976)
24 IBLA 237 (Mar. 24, 1976)
36 IBLA 119 (July 25, 1978)

39 IBLA 81 (Jan. 24, 1979)
M-36886; 84 I.D. 1 (1977)



TITLE 43 (Continued)

sec. 419
422a
422a et_ seq .

422a-4221
422b(b)

United States Codes

TITLE 43 (Continued)

422b(c) -

422d(a) -

422e(b) -

422e(c) -

422f

IBLA 119 (July 25, 1978)

36904; 85 I.D. 254 (1978)

36904;
36904;
36904;
36904;
36904;
36904;
36904;

85 I.D. 254 (1978)
85 I.

85 I.

85 I,

85 I.

M-36904; 85

422g M-
422h
422k
423

423e

M-
M-
M-
M-
M-
M-
M-

431-445 M-

(

431

36904;
36904;
36904;
36913;

36904;
36913;
36904;
36913;

443
455

455a
468

469 et seq .

471

-18

24

36

-19

-42

-42

- M-

-40

-41

41

471 et seq_. M-

471a-471o 41

41

476 29
478 27

485a(c) M-

485h M-

M-

485h(a) M-

485h(c) 35

485h(d) M-

485h(e) M-

511 M-

M-

521 M-
544 19

M-

615ii-615oo M-
M-

616 M_

M-
616-616f M-
616k M-
616k-616s M-

616p M-

616nn M-

616bbb M-

616fff-l M-

M-

616fff-4 •

616fff-7
617 et_ sej

617m
620

254 (1978)
254 (1978)
254 (1978)
254 (1978)
254 (1978)
254 (1978)
254 (1978)
254 (1978)
254 (1978)
254 (1978)

86 I.D. 306 (1979)
85 I.D. 254 (1978)
86 I.D. 306 (1979)
85 I.D. 254 (1978)
86 I.D. 306 (1979)

36893 (Supp.); 86 I.D. 627
1979)
IBLA 428 (Feb. 14

IBLA 237 (Mar. 24

IBLA 119 (July 25

IBLA 350; 82 I.D.

IBLA 117 (Aug. 16

IBLA 117 (Aug. 16, 1979)

36904; 85 I.D. 254 (1978)

IBLA 30 (Mar. 15, 1979)
IBLA 214 (June 27, 1979)
IBLA 219 (June 27, 1979)
36913; 86 I.D. 306 (1979)
IBLA 214 (June 27, 1979)
IBLA 219 (June 27, 1979)
IBLA 220 (Mar. 23, 1977)
IBLA 278; 83 I

36901; 85 I.D.

36901; 85 I.D.

36903; 85 I.D.

35902; 85 I.D.

1975)

1976)
1978)

146 (1975)
1979)

D. 518 (1976)
297 (1978)
297 (1978)
337 (1978)
326 (1978)

IBLA 279; 85 I.D. 186 (1978)

641

641 £t seq .

36901
36901
36901
36913
36904
IBLA 350;

36913
36901
36903
36901
36903
36902
36903
36903
36903
36901
36903
36901
36903
36903
36903
36904
36904
36901
36903

85 I.D
I.D.

I.D.

I.D.

I.D.

82 I

85 I

85 I

85 I

85 I

85 I

85 I

85 I

85 I

85 I

85 I

85 I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

297 (1978)
297 (1978)
297 (1978)
306 (1979)
254 (1978)
D. 146 (1975)

D. 306 (1979)
D. 297 (1978)
D. 337 (1978)

D. 297 (1978)
D. 337 (1978)
D. 326 (1978)

337 (1978)
337 (1978)
337 (1978)
297 (1978)

337 (1978)
297 (1978)
337 (1978)
337 (1978)
337 (1978)
254 (1978)

254 (1978)
297 (1978)
337 (1978)

20, 1976)
1976)

11, 1976)

2, 1977)

85

85

85

85

85

85

85

IBLA 314 (Apr.
IBLA 2 7 (May 5

IBLA 194 (Aug.

IBLA 89 (Sept.
IBLA 210 (July 31, 1975)
IBLA 314 (Apr. 20, 1976)
IBLA 387 (May 3, 1976)
IBLA 27 (May 5, 1976)
IBLA 303 (Oct. 26, 1976)
IBLA 89 (Sept. 2, 1977)
IBLA 372 (Oct. 31, 1977)
IBLA 236 (May 26, 1978)

643 21 IBLA 210 (July 31, 1975)
24 IBLA 314 (Apr. 20, 1976)
24 IBLA 387 (May 3, 1976)
25 IBLA 27 (May 5, 1976)
27 IBLA 303 (Oct. 26, 1976)
32 IBLA 89 (Sept. 2, 1977)

644 26 IBLA 194 (Aug. 11, 1976)
661 M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)
666 28 IBLA 368; 84 I.D. 87 (1977)

M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)
666(a) 28 IBLA 368; 84 I.D. 87 (1977)
666(b) 28 IBLA 368; 84 I.D. 87 (1977)
682 2 ANCAB 1; 84 I.D. 349 (1977)

Sec. Order No. 3016; 85 I.D.

1 (1978)
682a 18 IBLA 385 (Jan. 31, 1975)

19 IBLA 78 (Feb. 27, 1975)
20 IBLA 156 (May 5, 1975)
26 IBLA 270 (Aug. 24, 1976)
31 IBLA 13 (June 17, 1977)

682a et sej. 24 IBLA 190 (Mar. 18, 1976)
24 IBLA 195 (Mar. 19, 1976)

26 IBLA 270 (Aug. 24, 1976)
38 IBLA 175 (Dec. 6, 1978)
38 IBLA 297 (Dec. 14, 1978)

682a-682c 28 IBLA 111 (Nov. 15, 1976)
682a-682e 19 IBLA 312 (Apr. 7, 1975)

20 IBLA 253 (May 16, 1975)
38 IBLA 297 (Dec. 14, 1978)

682b 31 IBLA 13 (June 17, 1977)
687a 18 IBLA 286 (Jan. 2, 1975)

19 IBLA 90 (Mar. 30, 1975)
19 IBLA 149 (Mar. 13, 1975)
19 IBLA 251 (Mar. 31, 1975)

19 IBLA 283 (Apr. 7, 1975)
20 IBLA 284 (May 27, 1975)

21 IBLA 81 (June 27, 1975)
21 IBLA 251 (Aug. 11, 1975)
22 IBLA 150 (Sept. 30, 1975)
22 IBLA 160 (Sept. 30, 1975)

22 IBLA 216 (Oct. 15, 1975)
22 IBLA 255 (Oct. 23, 1975)

22 IBLA 258 (Oct. 24, 1975)

22 IBLA 291 (Nov. 3, 1975)
22 IBLA 3,38 (Nov. 14, 1975)
22 IBLA 374 (Nov. 17, 1975)

23 IBLA 59 (Dec. 11, 1975)
23 IBLA 190 (Jan. 6, 1976)
24 IBLA 23 (Feb. 11, 1976)
24 IBLA 100 (Mar. 1, 1976)
24 IBLA 240 (Mar. 25, 1976)
25 IBLA 44 (May 13, 1976)
25 IBLA 96 (June 3, 1976)
26 IBLA 123 (July 30, 1976)
27 IBLA 27 (Sept. 17, 1976)
28 IBLA 345 (Jan. 24, 1977)
29 IBLA 177 (Mar. 18, 1977)
29 IBLA 348 (Mar. 31, 1977)
30 IBLA 157 (May 18, 1977)
30 IBLA 359 (June 10, 1977)

31 IBLA 203 (July 6, 1977)
31 IBLA 363 (July 28, 1977)
32 IBLA 235 (Sept. 21, 1977)
33 IBLA 395 (Jan. 30, 1978)
35 IBLA 95 (May 15, 1978)
37 IBLA 48 (Sept. 18, 1978)

seq,.

37 IBLA 352 (Oct. 30 1978)
38 IBLA 305 (Dec. 14 1978)
39 IBLA 36 (Jan. 15, 1979)
39 IBLA 321 (Feb. 27 1979)

40 IBLA 63 (Mar. 16, 1979)
40 IBLA 106 (Mar. 27 1979)
42 IBLA 231 (Aug. 22 1979)
42 IBLA 136 (Aug. 16 1979)
43 IBLA 333 (Oct. 29 1979)
20 IBLA 174 (May 7, 1975)
20 IBLA 221 (May 9, 1975)



United States Codes

TITLE 43 (Continued)

sec. 687a et seq . (Continued)

23 IBLA 59 (Dec. 11, 1975)
25 IBLA 44 (May 13, 1976)
29 IBLA 348 (Mar. 31, 1977)

687a-687a-6 22 IBLA 160 (Sept. 30, 1975)

687a-l 19 IBLA 149 (Mar. 13, 1975)

19 IBLA 283 (Apr. 7, 1975)
20 IBLA 129 (May 5, 1975)

20 IBLA 174 (May 7, 1975)

20 IBLA 221 (May 9, 1975)

20 IBLA 243 (May 16, 1975)

21 IBLA 81 (June 27, 1975)

21 IBLA 251 (Aug. 11, 1975)

22 IBLA 160 (Sept. 30, 1975)
22 IBLA 255 (Oct. 23, 1975)
22 IBLA 291 (Nov. 3, 1975)
22 IBLA 374 (Nov. 17, 1975)

24 IBLA 100 (Mar. 1, 1976)
24 IBLA 240 (Mar. 25, 1976)

25 IBLA 96 (June 3, 1976)
28 IBLA 68 (Nov. 10, 1976)

28 IBLA 345 (Jan. 24, 1977)
29 IBLA 177 (Mar. 18, 1977)

30 IBLA 359 (June 10, 1977)
31 IBLA 363 (July 28, 1977)

33 IBLA 395 (Jan. 30, 1978)

37 IBLA 48 (Sept. 18, 1978)

38 IBLA 305 (Dec. 14, 1978)
39 IBLA 36 (Jan. 15, 1979)
40 IBLA 63 (Mar. 16, 1979)

40 IBLA 106 (Mar. 27, 1979)

42 IBLA 136 (Aug. 16, 1979)
42 IBLA 231 (Aug. 22, 1979)
43 IBLA 333 (Oct. 29, 1979)
M-36889; 84 I.D. 188 (1977)

687a-2 27 IBLA 27 (Sept. 17, 1976)
697 35 IBLA 79 (^y 12j 1978)
703(a) 34 IBLA 219 (Mar. 27, 1978)
718 24 IBLA 85; 83 I.D. 47 (1976)

40 IBLA 63 (Mar. 16, 1979)
718 et sej. 24 IBLA 85; 83 I.D. 47 (1976)
718-720 30 IBLA 74 (Apr. 18, 1977)

40 IBLA 63 (Mar. 16, 1979)
40 IBLA 317 (Apr. 30, 1979)

722 35 IBLA 79 (May 12, 1978)
732 24 IBLA 85; 83 I.D. 47 (1976)

26 IBLA 97 (July 19, 1976)
40 IBLA 63 (Mar. 16, 1979)

732-736 43 IBLA 306 (Oct. 17, 1979)
732-737 40 IBLA 63 (Mar. 16, 1979)
733 35 IBLA 370 (June 23, 1978)

39 IBLA 229 (Feb. 12, 1979)
43 IBLA 156 (Sept. 28, 1979)

733 et se£. 26 IBLA 144 (Aug. 2, 1976)
733-736 24 IBLA 85; 83 I.D. 47 (1976)

26 IBLA 97 (July 19, 1976)
737 26 IBLA 144 (Aug. 2, 1976)

43 IBLA 156 (Sept. 28, 1979)
752 31 IBLA 342 (July 22, 1977)

40 IBLA 184 (Apr. 5, 1979)
757 27 IBLA 137; 83 I.D. 364 (1976)
772 30 IBLA 92 (Apr. 29, 1977)

30 IBLA 95 (Apr. 29, 1977)
31 IBLA 342 (July 22, 1977)
37 IBLA 132 (Oct. 4, 1978)
40 IBLA 184 (Apr. 5, 1979)

851 3 ANCAB 11; 85 I.D. 219 (1978)
24 IBLA 135 (Mar. 8, 1976)
27 IBLA 137; 83 I.D. 364 (1976)
28 IBLA 100; 83 I.D. 556 (1976)
28 IBLA 124 (Nov. 16, 1976)
33 IBLA 160 (Dec. 20, 1977)

852 3 ANCAB 11; 85 I.D. 219 (1978)
24 IBLA 135 (Mar. 8, 1976)
27 IBLA 137; 83 I.D. 364 (1976)

TITLE 43 (Continued)

sec. 852 (Continued)

28 IBLA 100; 83 I.D. 556 (1976)
33 IBLA 160 (Dec. 20, 1977)
37 IBLA 215 (Oct. 12, 1978)

852(a) 33 IBLA 160 (Dec. 20, 1977)
852(a)(1) 24 IBLA 135 (Mar. 8, 1976)

33 IBLA 160 (Dec. 20, 1977)
852(a)(2) 24 IBLA 135 (Mar. 8, 1976)

33 IBLA 160 (Dec. 20, 1977)
852(a)(3) 24 IBLA 135 (Mar. 8, 1976)
859 M-36908; 86 I.D. 3 (1979)
869 18 IBLA 289; 82 I.D. 1 (1975)

19 IBLA 198 (Mar. 19, 1975)
22 IBLA 107 (Sept. 22, 1975)
22 IBLA 182 (Oct. 7, 1975)
22 IBLA 342 (Nov. 14, 1975)
28 IBLA 210 (Dec. 8, 1976)
34 IBLA 362 (May 1, 1978)
37 IBLA 215 (Oct. 12, 1978)
38 IBLA 382 (Dec. 29, 1978)
40 IBLA 34 (Mar. 15, 1979)
40 IBLA 175 (Apr. 3, 1979)
40 IBLA 355 (May 14, 1979)
43 IBLA 174 (Sept. 28, 1979)

869 et sej. 19 IBLA 198 (Mar. 19, 1975)
22 IBLA 182 (Oct. 7, 1975)
28 IBLA 210 (Dec. 8, 1976)
29 IBLA 220 (Mar. 23, 1977)
37 IBLA 153 (Oct. 5, 1978)
37 IBLA 215 (Oct. 12, 1978)
38 IBLA 333 (Dec. 20, 1978)
38 IBLA 382 (Dec. 29, 1978)
40 IBLA 175 (Apr. 3, 1979)
40 IBLA 355 (May 14, 1979)
41 IBLA 98 (June 4, 1979)

869(a) 18 IBLA 289; 82 I.D. 1 (1975)
22 IBLA 107 (Sept. 22, 1975)
44 IBLA 275 (Dec. 26, 1979)

869-869-3 20 IBLA 50 (Apr. 23, 1975)
869-869-4 M-36893 (Supp.); 86 I.D. 627

(1979)
869-1 20 IBLA 50 (Apr. 23, 1975)

22 IBLA 107 (Sept. 22, 1975)
37 IBLA 215 (Oct. 12, 1978)
40 IBLA 355 (May 14, 1979)

869-l(a) 18 IBLA 289; 82 I.D. 1 (1975)

22 IBLA 342 (Nov. 14, 1975)
869-2 18 IBLA 289; 82 I.D. 1 (1975)

22 IBLA 107 (Sept. 22, 1975)
22 IBLA 342 (Nov. 14, 1975)
28 IBLA 210 (Dec. 8, 1976)
38 IBLA 333 (Dec. 20, 1978)
40 IBLA 355 (May 14, 1979)
41 IBLA 98 (June 4, 1979)

869-3 41 IBLA 98 (June 4, 1979)
870 22 IBLA 44 (Sept. 15, 1975)
870-871 27 IBLA 137; 83 I.D. 364 (1976)
871a 22 IBLA 44 (Sept. 15, 1975)

27 IBLA 137; 83 I.D. 364 (1976)
872 25 IBLA 283 (June 28, 1976)

28 IBLA 118 (Nov. 15, 1976)
42 IBLA 355 (Sept. 11, 1979)

891 et se£. 27 IBLA 256 (Oct. 20, 1976)
894-899 20 IBLA 365 (June 12, 1975)

23 IBLA 232; 83 I.D. 1 (1976)
897 23 IBLA 232; 83 I.D. 1 (1976)
898 20 IBLA 365 (June 12, 1975)

32 IBLA 218 (Sept. 19, 1977)
35 IBLA 270 (June 2, 1978)

912 27 IBLA 137; 83 I.D. 364 (1976)
931 19 IBLA 139 (Mar. 7, 1975)

40 IBLA 12 (Mar. 9, 1979)
41 IBLA 132 (June 14, 1979)

932 25 IBLA 44 (May 13, 1976)
26 IBLA 281 (Aug. 26, 197)



CXCVIII
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sec. 932 (Continued)

United States Codes

TITLE 43 (Continued)

27 IBLA 278; 83 I.D. 518 (1976)

35 IBLA 279; 85 I.D. 186 (1978)

934 27 IBLA 137; 83 I.D. 364 (1976)

934 et sej. 24 IBLA 166; 83 I.D. 80 (1976)

24 IBLA 360; 83 I.D. 194 (1976)

934-939 27 IBLA 137; 83 I.D. 364 (1976)

936 27 IBLA 137; 83 I.D. 364 (1976)

940 27 IBLA 137; 83 I.D. 364 (1976)

942-1 3 ANCAB 297; 86 I.D. 381 (1979)

945 2 ANCAB 1; 84 I.D. 349 (1977)

29 IBLA 210 (Mar. 22, 1977)

945a 29 IBLA 210 (Mar. 22, 1977)

946 — 7 IBIA 299; 86 I.D. 680 (1979)
1976)

1976)

1977)
1979)

1978)

1 (1977)
3 (1979)
1 (1977)
3 (1979)

24 IBLA 49 (Feb. 23,

946 et se£. 24 IBLA 49 (Feb. 23,

33 IBLA 225 (Dec. 28

40 IBLA 280 (Apr. 18

946-949 34 IBLA 146 (Mar. 10

M-36886; 84 I.D.

M-36908; 86 I.D.

951 M-36886; 84 I.D.

M-36908; 86 I.D.

952 33 IBLA 225 (Dec. 28, 1977)

956 27 IBLA 278; 83 I.D. 518 (1976)

34 IBLA 164 (Mar. 14, 1978)

959 22 IBLA 342 (Nov. 14, 1975)

25 IBLA 171 (June 14, 1976)
25 IBLA 257 (June 23, 1976)

25 IBLA 303 (June 28, 1976)

26 IBLA 175 (Aug. 6, 1976)
32 IBLA 384 (Nov. 3, 1977)

33 IBLA 386 (Jan. 26, 1978)

35 IBLA 53 (May 9, 1978)
36 IBLA 313 (Aug. 23, 1978)

40 IBLA 180 (Apr. 3, 1979)
M-36886; 84 I.D. 1 (1977)

M-36908; 86 I.D. 3 (1979)
961 25 IBLA 171 (June 14, 1976)

25 IBLA 341 (June 30, 1976)
26 IBLA 393; 83 I.D. 332 (1976)
29 IBLA 57 (Feb. 16, 1977)

32 IBLA 205 (Sept. 19, 1977)
34 IBLA 146 (Mar. 10, 1978)
35 IBLA 279; 85 I.D. 186 (1978)
35 IBLA 325; 85 I.D. 207 (1978)
36 IBLA 260 (Aug. 15, 1978)
39 IBLA 182 (Jan. 31, 1979)

M-36886; 84 I.D. 1 (1977)
M-36908; 86 I.D. 3 (1979)

975b 38 IBLA 382 (Dec. 29, 1978)

975(d) 2 ANCAB 1; 84 I.D. 349 (1977)
981 et se£. 31 IBLA 304; 84 I.D. 421 (1977)
981-986 21 IBLA 33 (June 17, 1975)

22 IBLA 318 (Nov. 10, 1975)
982 21 IBLA 33 (June 17, 1975)

22 IBLA 318 (Nov. 10, 1975)
29 IBLA 132 (Feb. 23, 1977)
31 IBLA 304; 84 I.D. 421 (1977)
43 IBLA 271 (Oct. 15, 1979)

982 et se£. 32 IBLA 129 (Sept. 12, 1977)
983 21 IBLA 33 (June 17, 1975)
984 21 IBLA 33 (June 17, 1975)
987 31 IBLA 304; 84 I.D. 421 (1977)
1001 28 IBLA 79 (Nov. 12, 1976)
1002 33 IBLA 160 (Dec. 20, 1977)
1061 20 IBLA 156 (May 5, 1975)

38 IBLA 353 (Dec. 22, 1978)
1064 38 IBLA 353 (Dec. 22, 1978)
1068 21 IBLA 33 (June 17, 1975)

21 IBLA 193 (July 28, 1975)
22 IBLA 299 (Nov. 4, 1975)
22 IBLA 318 (Nov. 10, 1975)
23 IBLA 232; 83 I.D. 1 (1976)
23 IBLA 358; 83 I.D. 23 (1976)

sec. 1068 (Continued)

25 IBLA 213 (June 16,

25 IBLA 283 (June 28,

1976)

1976)

1976)

1068a

26 IBLA 102 (July 20
27 IBLA 213 (Oct. 6, 1976)
28 IBLA 205; 83 I.D. 617 (1976)
30 IBLA 320; 84 I.D. 276 (1977)
31 IBLA 145 (June 30, 1977)
31 IBLA 304; 84 I.D. 421 (1977)
32 IBLA 129 (Sept. 12, 1977)
32 IBLA 228 (Sept. 20, 1977)
32 IBLA 378 (Nov. 1, 1977)

33 IBLA 225 (Dec. 28, 1977)

35 IBLA 79 (May 12, 1978)
35 IBLA 257 (May 31, 1978)

39 IBLA 15; 86 I.D. 22 (1979)
39 IBLA 258 (Feb. 15, 1979)
41 IBLA 268 (June 28, 1979)
42 IBLA 36 (July 31, 1979)
42 IBLA 117 (Aug. 16, 1979)
42 IBLA 176 (Aug. 22, 1979)
43 IBLA 348 (Oct. 29, 1979)
25 IBLA 283 (June 28, 1976)

29 IBLA 146 (Mar. 4, 1977)

30 IBLA 320; 84 I.D. 276 (1977)

32 IBLA 228 (Sept. 20, 1977)
32 IBLA 378 (Nov. 1, 1977)
35 IBLA 208 (May 26, 1978)
37 IBLA 247 (Oct. 18, 1978)

38 IBLA 118 (Nov. 22, 1978)
39 IBLA 15; 86 I.D. 22 (1979)

39 IBLA 258 (Feb. 15, 1979)
21 IBLA 193 (July 28, 1975)
25 IBLA 213 (June 16,

35 IBLA 208 (May 26,

39 IBLA 258 (Feb. 15,

42 IBLA 36 (July 31,

1976)

1978)

1979)
1979)

1068a-1068b 44 IBLA 110 (Nov. 27, 1979)
1068b 29 IBLA 146 (Mar. 4, 1977)
1074 22 IBLA 242 (Oct. 22, 1975)

1137(a) M-36888; 84 I.D. 54 (1977)

1141 et se£. 24 IBLA 147 (Mar. 10, 1976)

1161 32 IBLA 272 (Sept. 27, 1977)
1161-1163 21 IBLA 81 (June 27, 1975)

26 IBLA 378 (Sept. 9, 1976)

28 IBLA 132 (Nov. 19, 1976)
1161-1164 22 IBLA 160 (Sept. 30, 1975)
1161-1165 41 IBLA 13 (May 22, 1979)

1162 41 IBLA 41 (May 29, 1979)

1164 28 IBLA 132 (Nov. 19, 1976)
35 IBLA 79 (May 12, 1978)

1165 25 IBLA 247 (June 23, 1976)
26 IBLA 41; 83 I.D. 280 (1976)

29 IBLA 192 (Mar. 18, 1977)
39 IBLA 321 (Feb. 27, 1979)

1166 21 IBLA 190 (July 28, 1975)

35 IBLA 79 (May 12, 1978)
37 IBLA 215 (Oct. 12, 1978)

1171 2 ANCAB 214; 84 I.D. 982 (1977)
24 IBLA 58 (Feb. 23, 1976)
24 IBLA 195 (Mar. 19, 1976)
26 IBLA 127 (July 30, 1976)
26 IBLA 194 (Aug. 11, 1976)

33 IBLA 182 (Dec. 21, 1977)

33 IBLA 262 (Jan. 5, 1978)

33 IBLA 358 (Jan. 18, 1978)

34 IBLA 219 (Mar. 27, 1978)

39 IBLA 141 (Jan. 29, 1979)
41 IBLA 13 (May 22, 1979)

1171 et seq .

1181 £t seq .

1181a

43 IBLA 130 (Sept. 26, 1979)
33 IBLA 182 (Dec. 21, 1977)— M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)

26 IBLA 281 (Aug. 26, 1976)
33 IBLA 91 (Dec. 16, 1977)

39 IBLA 205 (Feb. 2, 1979)



TITLE 43 (Continued)

sec. 1181a (Continued)

44 IBLA 51 (Nov. 19, 1979)

M-36910; 86 I.D. 89 (1979)

1181a-1181j 30 IBLA 277 (June 1, 1977)

39 IBLA 176 (Jan. 30, 1979)

M-36910; 86 I.D. 89 (1979)

1181e 39 IBLA 205 (Feb. 2, 1979)

1201 32 IBLA 174; 84 I.D. 475 (1977)

35 IBLA 146; 85 I.D. 129 (1978)

37 IBLA 80 (Sept. 22, 1978)

38 IBLA 353 (Dec. 22, 1978)

44 IBLA 275 (Dec. 26, 1979)

1211 26 IBLA 378 (Sept. 9, 1976)

1301 4 ANCAB 50; 86 I.D. 692 (1979)

1301 et seo^. 25 IBLA 96 (June 3, 1976)

M-36911; 86 I.D. 151 (1979)

1301-1303 4 ANCAB 50; 86 I.D. 692 (1979)

1301-1315 3 ANCAB 297; 86 I.D. 381 (1979)
28 IBLA 83 (Nov. 12, 1976)

M-36911; 86 I.D. 151 (1979)
1301-1343 41 IBLA 207; 86 I.D. 342 (1979)

1311 et se£. 21 IBLA 1 (June 16, 1975)

1311-1315 4 ANCAB 50; 86 I.D. 692 (1979)

1313(a) 3 ANCAB 297; 86 I.D. 381 (1979)

M-36911; 86 I.D. 151 (1979)

1313(b) 41 IBLA 207; 86 I.D. 342 (1979)

1315 41 IBLA 207; 86 I.D. 342 (1979)
1331-1343 41 IBLA 195 (June 22, 1979)

M-36888; 84 I.D. 54 (1977)

M-36888 (Supp.); 84 I.D. 64

(1977)

1334 20 IBLA 248 (May 16, 1975)
31 IBLA 127 (June 30, 1977)

1334(a)(1) 36 IBLA 185; 85 I.D. 347 (1978)

M-36888 (Supp.); 84 I.D. 64
(1977)

1334(a)(2) M-36888 (Supp.); 84 I.D. 64

(1977)
1335 21 IBLA 137 (July 15, 1975)

27 IBLA 15 (Sept. 17, 1976)

31 IBLA 127 (June 30, 1977)
1335(a) 31 IBLA 127 (June 30, 1977)
1335(b) 31 IBLA 127 (June 30, 1977)

1337 27 IBLA 15 (Sept. 17, 1976)

31 IBLA 127 (June 30, 1976)
1339 39 IBLA 393 (Mar. 2, 1979)

1364 40 IBLA 12 (Mar. 9, 1979)
41 IBLA 13 (May 22, 1979)

1371 20 IBLA 120 (Apr. 25, 1975)
20 IBLA 302 (May 30, 1975)
22 IBLA 143 (Sept. 30, 1975)
26 IBLA 232 (Aug. 17, 1976)
34 IBLA 136 (Mar. 8, 1978)
44 IBLA 213 (Dec. 11, 1979)

1372 20 IBLA 120 (Apr. 25, 1975)
1374 27 IBLA 61 (Sept. 27, 1976)

30 IBLA 118 (May 2, 1977)
1391 et se^. 26 IBLA 313 (Aug. 30, 1976)

1411 et se£. 21 IBLA 258 (Aug. 11, 1975)
24 IBLA 147 (Mar. 10, 1976)
32 IBLA 77 (Sept. 2, 1977)
M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)

1411-1418 20 IBLA 330 (June 6, 1975)
21 IBLA 258 (Aug. 11, 1975)

21 IBLA 347 (Aug. 18, 1975)
23 IBLA 280 (Jan. 12, 1976)
26 IBLA 194 (Aug. 11, 1976)
26 IBLA 270 (Aug. 24, 1976)
32 IBLA 77 (Sept. 2, 1977)
39 IBLA 141 (Jan. 29, 1979)
43 IBLA 130 (Sept. 26, 1979)

1414 24 IBLA 147 (Mar. 10, 1976)
32 IBLA 77 (Sept. 2, 1977)

1416 M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)
1418 M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)

United States Codes

TITLE 43 (Continued)

sec. 1431 24 IBLA 5 (Feb. 4, 1976)
41 IBLA 13 (May 22, 1979)

1431 et sej. 24 IBLA 190 (Mar. 18, 1976)

26 IBLA 313 (Aug. 30, 1976)
1431-35 19 IBLA 75 (Feb. 26, 1975)

22 IBLA 299 (Nov. 4, 1975)
24 IBLA 5 (Feb. 4, 1976)

24 IBLA 347 (Apr. 23, 1976)

27 IBLA 308 (Oct. 29, 1976)
31 IBLA 210 (July 6, 1977)
38 IBLA 340 (Dec. 20, 1978)

41 IBLA 13 (May 22, 1979)

1432 41 IBLA 13 (May 22, 1979)

1435 19 IBLA 75 (Feb. 26, 1975)
41 IBLA 13 (May 22, 1979)

1457 24 IBLA 221 (Mar. 24, 1976)
26 IBLA 208 (Aug. 16, 1976)

37 IBLA 7 (Sept. 6, 1978)

37 IBLA 80 (Sept. 22, 1978)

1464 M-36883; 83 I.D. 131 (1976)

36 IBLA 111 (July 14, 1978)

1601 2 ANCAB 142 (Sept. 23, 1977)

2 ANCAB 358 (Mar. 31, 1978)
3 ANCAB 1; 85 I.D. 200 (1978)

3 ANCAB 21 (June 21, 1978)
3 ANCAB 27 (June 26, 1978)

3 ANCAB 65 (July 11, 1978)

3 ANCAB 89 (Oct. 24, 1978)

3 ANCAB 129; 86 I.D. 45 (1979)
3 ANCAB 140; 86 I.D. 55 (1979)
3 ANCAB 153; 86 I.D. 60 (1979)

3 ANCAB 334 (Aug. 31, 1979)
7 IBIA 157; 86 I.D. 333 (1979)

41 IBLA 13 (May 22, 1979)

41 IBLA 214 (June 27, 1979)

41 IBLA 219 (June 27, 1979)

41 IBLA 315; 86 I.D. 361 (1979)
41 IBLA 382 (July 23, 1979)
42 IBLA 82 (Aug.

42 IBLA 86 (Aug.

42 IBLA 260 (Aug.

43 IBLA 245 (Oct.

43 IBLA 266 (Oct.

M-36880; 82 I.D.

1601 et se£. 1 ANCAB 334 (Apr

3 ANCAB 49; 85 I

4 ANCAB 50; 86 I

7 IBIA 128; 86 I

13, 1979)

13, 1979)
27 1979)
10 1979)

15 1979)

325 (1975)
. 15, 1977)

.D. 229 (1978)

.D. 692 (1979)

.D. 217 (1979)
18 1975)
27 1975)

7, 1975)

7, 1975)

21, 1975)

1601-1611

1601-1624

19 IBLA 178 (Mar.

19 IBLA 242 (Mar.

19 IBLA 312 (Apr.

19 IBLA 320 (Apr.

20 IBLA 47 (Apr.

20 IBLA 174 (May 7, 1975)
20 IBLA 284 (May 27, 1975)
20 IBLA 290 (May 27, 1975)
21 IBLA 157 (July 21, 1975)
21 IBLA 173 (July 25, 1975)
22 IBLA 56 (Sept. 17, 1975)

22 IBLA 191 (Oct. 15, 1975)

32 IBLA 5 (Aug. 24, 1977)
33 IBLA 354 (Jan. 18, 1978)

35 IBLA 349 (June 19, 1978)

40 IBLA 79 (Mar. 22, 1979)
41 IBLA 248 (June 27, 1979)
41 IBLA 296 (June 29, 1979)
41 IBLA 338 (July 11, 1979)

M-36910; 86 I.D. 89 (1979)
M-36911; 86 I.D. 151 (1979)
1 SEC 1; 84 I.D. 176 (1977)

- 3 ANCAB 140; 86 I.D. 55 (1979)
3 ANCAB 153; 86 I.D. 60 (1979)

- 1 ANCAB 190; 83 I.D. 619 (1976)
1 ANCAB 281; 83 I.D. 685 (1976)
1 ANCAB 290 (Jan. 10, 1977)
1 ANCAB 294 (Jan. 14, 1977)
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sec. 1601-1624 (Continued)

1 ANCAB 300 (Feb. 15, 1977)

1 ANCAB 305; 84 I.D. 105 (1977)
1 ANCAB 317 (Apr. 8, 1977)
1 ANCAB 322 (Apr. 8, 1977)
1 ANCAB 327 (Apr. 15, 1977)
1 ANCAB 334 (Apr. 15, 1977)
1 ANCAB 341 (Apr. 28, 1977)
1 ANCAB 345 (May 4, 1977)
1 ANCAB 348 (May 4, 1977)
1 ANCAB 351 (May 4, 1977)

1 ANCAB 354 (May 4, 1977)
2 ANCAB 1; 84 I.D. 349 (1977) ]

2 ANCAB 98 (July 15, 1977) ]

2 ANCAB 115 (July 15, 1977)
2 ANCAB 123 (July 25, 1977)
2 ANCAB 126 (Aug. 4, 1977)
2 ANCAB 134 (Aug. 4, 1977) 1601-1627

2 ANCAB 142 (Sept. 23, 1977)
2 ANCAB 150; 84 I.D. 891 (1977)
2 ANCAB 166 (Nov. 16, 1977)
2 ANCAB 169 (Nov. 8, 1977)
2 ANCAB 181 (Dec. 16, 1977) 1601-1628

2 ANCAB 183 (Dec. 19, 1977)
2 ANCAB 187 (Dec. 19, 1977)
2 ANCAB 191 (Dec. 19, 1977)
2 ANCAB 195 (Dec. 19, 1977)
2 ANCAB 199 (Dec. 19, 1977)
2 ANCAB 203 (Dec. 19, 1977)
2 ANCAB 207 (Dec. 19, 1977)
2 ANCAB 211 (Dec. 19, 1977)
2 ANCAB 214; 84 I.D. 982 (1977)
2 ANCAB 223 (Dec. 20, 1977)
2 ANCAB 227 (Dec. 20, 1977)
2 ANCAB 231 (Dec. 20, 1977)

2 ANCAB 235 (Dec. 20, 1977)
2 ANCAB 239 (Dec. 20, 1977)
2 ANCAB 243 (Dec. 20, 1977)
2 ANCAB 247; 84 I.D. 1007 (1977)
2 ANCAB 258; 84 I.D. 1015 (1977)
2 ANCAB 264 (Jan. 23, 1978)
2 ANCAB 269 (Jan. 26, 1978)
2 ANCAB 272 (Jan. 26, 1978)
2 ANCAB 275 (Jan. 27, 1978)
2 ANCAB 277 (Jan. 26, 1978) l

2 ANCAB 284 (Feb. 1, 1978) I

2 ANCAB 289; 85 I.D. 27 (1978) i

2 ANCAB 298 (Feb. 13, 1978) I

2 ANCAB 302 (Feb. 21, 1978) I

2 ANCAB 316 (Mar. 2, 1978) 1601-1629

2 ANCAB 325 (Mar. 9, 1978)
2 ANCAB 327 (Mar. 22, 1978) 1603 :

2 ANCAB 329 (Mar. 24, 1978)
2 ANCAB 336 (Mar. 24, 1978)
2 ANCAB 350 (Mar. 28, 1978)
2 ANCAB 363 (Mar. 31, 1978)
2 ANCAB 371 (May 9, 1978) i

2 ANCAB 376 (May 9, 1978) lAnifKl .lOUJvD^ —————— t

2 ANCAB 379; 85 I.D. 97 (1978) M.rw( r-\ '1DUJVC/ ————

—

i

3 ANCAB 1; 85 I.D. 200 (1978)
3 ANCAB 11; 85 I.D. 219 (1978)
3 ANCAB 21 (June 21, 1978) i

3 ANCAB 27 (June 26, 1978) \fr\Q J

3 ANCAB 37 (July 3, 1978)
3 ANCAB 49; 85 I.D. 229 (1978)
3 ANCAB 65 (July 11, 1978) i

3 ANCAB 74 (Aug. 10, 1978)
3 ANCAB 77 (Aug. 17, 1978) 1 (\"\ C\( a\ —— __»_.LO L\J\ a. )

————

—

3 ANCAB 85 (Sept. 14, 1978) <

3 ANCAB 89 (Oct. 24, 1978) 1610(a)(1) ]

3 ANCAB 96 (Nov. 20, 1978) 1

3 ANCAB 100 (Nov. 20, 1978) 1

3 ANCAB 105 (Dec. 11, 1978) 1

3 ANCAB 108 (Dec. 18, 1978) 2

3 ANCAB 111; 85 I.D. 462 (1978)

3 ANCAB 124 (Jan. 5, 1979)
3 ANCAB 129; 86 I.D. 45 (1979)
3 ANCAB 127 (Jan. 15, 1979)
3 ANCAB 140; 86 I.D. 55 (1979)
3 ANCAB 153; 86 I.D. 60 (1979)
3 ANCAB 165 (Feb. 22, 1979)
3 ANCAB 168; 86 I.D. 189 (1979)
3 ANCAB 182 (Mar. 20, 1979)
3 ANCAB 190 (Apr. 6, 1979)
3 ANCAB 193 (Apr. 11, 1979)
3 ANCAB 196; 86 I.D. 225 (1979)

19 IBLA 211 (Mar. 21, 1975)
19 IBLA 316 (Apr. 7, 1975)
20 IBLA 253 (May 16, 1975)
22 IBLA 220 (Oct. 15, 1975)
M-36877; 82 I.D. 14 (1975)
3 ANCAB 219; 86 I.D. 257 (1979)
3 ANCAB 238; 86 I.D. 285 (1979)
3 ANCAB 252 (May 16, 1979)
3 ANCAB 258 (May 18, 1979)
3 ANCAB 261 (May 24, 1979)
3 ANCAB 273; 86 I.D. 523 (1979)
3 ANCAB 280 (June 8, 1979)
3 ANCAB 285 (June 11, 1979)
3 ANCAB 291 (June 29, 1979)
3 ANCAB 294 (July 10, 1979)
3 ANCAB 297; 86 I.D. 381 (1979)
3 ANCAB 321 (Aug. 17, 1979)
3 ANCAB 325; 86 I.D. 392 (1979)
3 ANCAB 334 (Aug. 31, 1979)
3 ANCAB 346 (Aug. 31, 1979)
3 ANCAB 351; 86 I.D. 452 (1979)
3 ANCAB 365 (Sept. 19, 1979)
3 ANCAB 371 (Sept. 19, 1979)

3 ANCAB 377 (Sept. 21, 1979)
3 ANCAB 383 (Sept. 25, 1979)
4 ANCAB 1 (Oct. 17, 1979)
4 ANCAB 3; 86 I.D. 618 (1979)
4 ANCAB 17 Oct. 31, 1979)
4 ANCAB 24; 86 I.D. 663 (1979)
4 ANCAB 50; 86 I.D. 692 (1979)
4 ANCAB 108 (Dec. 19, 1979)
4 ANCAB 110 (Dec. 19, 1979)

41 IBLA 85 (June 4, 1979)
42 IBLA 1 (July 25, 1979)
42 IBLA 269 (Aug. 27, 1979)
42 IBLA 370; 86 I.D. 441 (1979)
43 IBLA 186 (Oct. 5, 1979)
Sec. Order No. 3016; 85 I.D.

1 (1978)

20 IBLA 169 (May 7, 1975)
20 IBLA 290 (May 27, 1975)
20 IBLA 387 (June 16, 1975)
21 IBLA 207 (July 30, 1975)
28 IBLA 83 (Nov. 12, 1976)
43 IBLA 186 (Oct. 5, 1979)
20 IBLA 387 (June 16, 1975)
20 IBLA 387 (June 16, 1975)
21 IBLA 173 (July 25, 1975)
28 IBLA 83 (Nov. 12, 1976)
41 IBLA 315; 86 I.D. 361 (1979)
20 IBLA 50 (Apr. 23, 1975)
21 IBLA 292 (Aug. 11, 1975)
24 IBLA 240 (Mar. 25, 1976)
42 IBLA 200 (Aug. 22, 1979)
1 SEC. 1; 84 I.D. 176 (1977)
3 ANCAB 325; 86 I.D. 392 (1979)

42 IBLA 200 (Aug. 22, 1979)
19 IBLA 178 (Mar. 18, 1975)
19 IBLA 242 (Mar. 27, 1975)
19 IBLA 316 (Apr. 7, 1975)
19 IBLA 320 (Apr. 7, 1975)
20 IBLA 50 (Apr. 23, 1975)
1 SEC. 1; 84 I.D. 176 (1977)



United States Codes

TITLE 43 (Continued)

sec. 1610(a)(1) 19 IBLA 316 (Apr. 7, 1975)
1610(a)(2) 19 IBLA 178 (Mar. 18, 1975)

19 IBLA 242 (Mar. 27, 1975)
19 IBLA 316 (Apr. 7, 1975)
1 SEC. 1; 84 I.D. 176 (1977)

1610(b)(2) M-36877; 82 I.D. 14 (1975)
1611 3 ANCAB 111; 85 I.D. 462 (1978)

3 ANCAB 140; 86 I.D. 55 (1979)
19 IBLA 178 (Mar. 18, 1975)
19 IBLA 242 (Mar. 27, 1975)
1 SEC. 1; 84 I.D. 176 (1977)

1611(a) 3 ANCAB 325; 86 I.D. 392 (1979)
1611(a)(1) 19 IBLA 178 (Mar. 18, 1975)

19 IBLA 242 (Mar. 27, 1975)
19 IBLA 316 (Apr. 7, 1975)

1612(b) 19 IBLA 178 (Mar. 18, 1975)
1613(a) 2 ANCAB 264 (Jan. 23, 1978)

2 ANCAB 295 (May 25, 1978)
3 ANCAB 334 (Aug. 31, 1979)
4 ANCAB 24; 86 I.D. 663 (1979)

19 IBLA 178 (Mar. 18, 1975)
1613(c) 3 ANCAB 1; 85 I.D. 200 (1978)

3 ANCAB 21 (June 21, 1978)
3 ANCAB 27 (June 26, 1978)
3 ANCAB 65 (July 11, 1978)
3 ANCAB 334 (Aug. 29, 1979)

1613(e) 1 SEC. 1; 84 I.D. 176 (1977)
1613(f) 1 SEC. 1; 84 I.D. 176 (1977)
1613(g) 2 ANCAB 358 (Mar. 31, 1978)

3 ANCAB 89 (Oct. 24, 1978)
3 ANCAB 129; 86 I.D. 45 (1979)
3 ANCAB 140; 86 I.D. 55 (1979)
3 ANCAB 153; 86 I.D. 60 (1979)
3 ANCAB 325; 86 I.D. 392 (1979)

19 IBLA 178 (Mar. 18, 1975)
42 IBLA 200 (Aug. 22, 1979)

1 SEC. 1; 84 I.D. 176 (1977)
Sec. Order No. 3016; 85 I.D.

1 (1978)
1613(h)(5) 22 IBLA 296 (Nov. 3, 1975)

29 IBLA 160 (Mar. 9, 1977)
43 IBLA 186 (Oct. 5, 1979)

1615(a) 1 SEC. 1; 84 I.D. 176 (1977)
1616 2 ANCAB 1; 84 I.D. 349 (1977)

19 IBLA 283 (Apr. 7, 1975)
1616(d)(1) 20 IBLA 59; 82 I.D. 174 (1975)

28 IBLA 378 (Feb. 4, 1977)
35 IBLA 349 (June 19, 1978)
41 IBLA 85 (June 4, 1979)

1616(d)(2) 35 IBLA 349 (June 19, 1978)
37 IBLA 346 (Oct. 27, 1978)

1616(d)(2)(C) 31 IBLA 43 (June 21, 1977)
35 IBLA 61 (May 10, 1978)

1617 18 IBLA 418 (Feb. 10, 1975)
19 IBLA 68 (Feb. 25, 1975)
20 IBLA 162 (May 5, 1975)
20 IBLA 169 (May 7, 1975)
20 IBLA 387 (June 16, 1975)
21 IBLA 54 (June 18, 1975)
21 IBLA 152 (July 16, 1975)
21 IBLA 157 (July 21, 1975)
21 IBLA 173 (July 25, 1975)
21 IBLA 207 (July 30, 1975)
21 IBLA 223 (July 31, 1975)

1975)

1975)

1975)
1975)

1975)
1975)

1975)
1975)

1975)
23 IBLA 17 (Nov. 26, 1975)
23 IBLA 36 (Dec. 2, 1975)
23 IBLA 54 (Dec. 4, 1975)

12, 1975)
H, 1975)
12, 1975)
18, 1975)
23 1975)
23 1975)
23 1975)
23 1975)
23 1975)
23 1975)
31 1975)

5, 1976)

6, 1976)
12 1976)

12 1976)
14 1976)
16 1976)
16 1976)
21 1976)

, 1976)

21 IBLA 292 (Aug. 11

22 IBLA 38 (Sept. 10

22 IBLA 54 (Sept. 17

22 IBLA 56 (Sept. 17

2 2 IBLA 233 (Oct. 22

22 IBLA 247 (Oct. 22
22 IBLA 266 (Oct. 30
22 IBLA 287 (Oct. 30

22 IBLA 388 (Nov. 24

TITLE 43 (Continued)

sec. 1617 (Continued)

23 IBLA 77 (Dec.

23 IBLA 79 (Dec.

23 IBLA 81 (Dec.
23 IBLA 95 (Dec.

23 IBLA 120 (Dec.

23 IBLA 124 (Dec.
23 IBLA 128 (Dec.

23 IBLA 134 (Dec.

23 IBLA 151 (Dec.

23 IBLA 159 (Dec.

23 IBLA 174 (Dec.

23 IBLA 188 (Jan.
23 IBLA 205 (Jan.
23 IBLA 276 (Jan. 12,

23 IBLA 288 (Jan.
23 IBLA 299 (Jan.
23 IBLA 304 (Jan.

23 IBLA 314 (Jan.

23 IBLA 346 (Jan.
26 IBLA 1 (July 6,
28 IBLA 83 (Nov. 12, 1976)
29 IBLA 250 (Mar. 25, 1977)
29 IBLA 255 (Mar. 25, 1977)
31 IBLA 21 (June 20, 1977)
40 IBLA 321; 86 I.D. 279 (1979)
41 IBLA 44 (May 29, 1979)
41 IBLA 169 (June 22, 1979)
41 IBLA 179 (June 22, 1979)
41 IBLA 224 (June 27, 1979)
41 IBLA 280; 86 I.D. 345 (1979)
41 IBLA 296 (June 29, 1979)
41 IBLA 309 (July 5, 1979)
41 IBLA 315; 86 I.D. 361 (1979)
41 IBLA 382 (July 23, 1979)
42 IBLA 1 (July 25, 1979)
42 IBLA 51 (July 31, 1979)
42 IBLA 155 (Aug. 19, 1979)
42 IBLA 231 (Aug. 22, 1979)
42 IBLA 269 (Aug. 27, 1979)
42 IBLA 276 (Aug. 27, 1979)
42 IBLA 370; 86 I.D. 441 (1979)
43 IBLA 69 (Sept. 19, 1979)
43 IBLA 74 (Sept. 19, 1979)
43 IBLA 174 (Sept. 28, 1979)
43 IBLA 284 (Oct. 17, 1979)
43 IBLA 288 (Oct. 17, 1979)
43 IBLA 296 (Oct. 17, 1979)
44 IBLA 99 (Nov. 20, 1979)
44 IBLA 313 (Dec. 31, 1979)

1617(a) 22 IBLA 296 (Nov. 3, 1975)
23 IBLA 170 (Dec. 29, 1975)
42 IBLA 59 (Aug. 2, 1979)
43 IBLA 14 (Sept. 11, 1979)
43 IBLA 74 (Sept. 19, 1979)

1618 21 IBLA 116 (June 30, 1975)
1621(b) 3 ANCAB 334 (Aug. 31, 1979)

31 IBLA 242 (July 18, 1977)
Sec. Order No. 3016; 85 I.D.

1 (1978)
1621(c) Sec. Order No. 3016; 85 I.D.

1 (1978)
1621(i) 2 ANCAB 247; 84 I.D. 1007

(1977)
2 ANCAB 277 (Jan. 26, 1978)
2 ANCAB 302 (Feb. 21, 1978)
3 ANCAB 34 (June 27, 1978)
3 ANCAB 37 (July 3, 1978)
3 ANCAB 49; 85 I.D. 229 (1978)

20 IBLA 47 (Apr. 21, 1975)
1 SEC. 1; 84 I.D. 176 (1977)

1624 19 IBLA 178 (Mar. 18, 1975)
41 IBLA 85 (June 4, 1979)

1652(b) 40 IBLA 48 (Mar. 15, 1979)



ecu

United States Codes

TITLE 43 (Continued)

sec. 1701 30 IBLA 148 (May 16, 1977)

32 IBLA 142 (Sept. 12, 1977)

33 IBLA 7 (Nov. 15, 1977)

33 IBLA 240 (Dec. 28, 1977)

34 IBLA 81 (Feb. 22, 1978)

34 IBLA 164 (Mar. 14, 1978)

36 IBLA 4 (June 27, 1978)

37 IBLA 120 (Oct. 3, 1978)

42 IBLA 164 (Aug. 17, 1979)

42 IBLA 190 (Aug. 22, 1979)

44 IBLA 51 (Nov. 19, 1979)

44 IBLA 275 (Dec. 26, 1979)

M-36910; 86 I.D. 89 (1979)

M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)

1701 e£ seq. 30 IBLA 112 (May 2, 1977)

30 IBLA 277 (June 1, 1977)

30 IBLA 354 (June 9, 1977)

32 IBLA 89 (Sept. 2, 1977)

33 IBLA 7 (Nov. 15, 1977)

33 IBLA 32 (Nov. 25, 1977)

33 IBLA 47 (Nov. 25, 1977)

33 IBLA 262 (Jan. 5, 1978)

34 IBLA 219 (Mar. 27, 1978)

35 IBLA 79 (May 12, 1978)
38 IBLA 1 (Nov. 8, 1978)

38 IBLA 160 (Dec. 5, 1978)

38 IBLA 327 (Dec. 19, 1978)

39 IBLA 62 (Jan. 17, 1979)
40 IBLA 209 (Apr. 10, 1979)
40 IBLA 222; 86 I.D. 234 (1979)

40 IBLA 257 (Apr. 16, 1979)

41 IBLA 13 (May 22, 1979)
41 IBLA 132 (June 14, 1979)

M-36910; 86 I.D. 89 (1979)
M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)

1701(a)(5) 38 IBLA 382 (Dec. 29, 1978)

1701(a)(7) 43 IBLA 110 (Sept. 24, 1979)
1701(a)(8) M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)

1701(a)(9) 33 IBLA 142 (Dec. 19, 1977)
M-36900; 86 I.D. 293 (1979)

1701(b) 42 IBLA 345 (Aug. 31, 1979)

1701(h) 40 IBLA 180 (Apr. 3, 1979)
M-36910; 86 I.D. 89 (1979)

1701-1782 3 ANCAB 273; 86 I.D. 397

(1979)
3 ANCAB 377 (Sept. 21, 1979)

3 ANCAB 351; 86 I.D. 452 (1979)

31 IBLA 43 (June 21, 1977)

42 IBLA 345 (Aug. 31, 1979)

43 IBLA 210; 86 I.D. 538 (1979)

1702 42 IBLA 200 (Aug. 22, 1979)
42 IBLA 345 (Aug. 31, 1979)

1702(a) M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)

1702(c) 43 IBLA 110 (Sept. 24, 1979)
M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)

1702(e) 3 ANCAB 273; 86 I.D. 397 (1979)

3 ANCAB 351; 86 I.D. 452 (1979)
41 IBLA 253 (June 28, 1979)
42 IBLA 345 (Aug. 31, 1979)

1702(e)(1) M-36910; 86 I.D. 89 (1979)

1702(g) 41 IBLA 253 (June 28, 1979)
1702(h) 39 IBLA 205 (Feb. 2, 1979)

1702(j) 38 IBLA 347 (Dec. 22, 1978)

1702(0 M-36910; 86 I.D. 89 (1979)
M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)

1711 M-36910; 86 I.D. 89 (1979)
1712 41 IBLA 354 (July 20, 1979)
1712(d) M-36910; 86 I.D. 89 (1979)
1712(e)(3) 43 IBLA 35 (Sept. 12, 1979)
1713 3 ANCAB 351; 86 I.D. 452 (1979)

33 IBLA 262 (Jan. 5, 1978)
1714 30 IBLA 112 (May 2, 1977)

33 IBLA 32 (Nov. 25, 1977)
33 IBLA 47 (Nov. 25, 1977)

1714(a) 41 IBLA 85 (June 4, 1979)
1714(e)(1) 38 IBLA 1 (Nov. 8, 1978)

TITLE 43 (Continued)

sec. 1714(f) 35 IBLA 61 (May 10, 1978)
1714(p(l) 35 IBLA 61 (May 10, 1978)
1715 42 IBLA 345 (Aug. 31, 1979)
1715(d) 42 IBLA 345 (Aug. 31, 1979)
1715(c) 42 IBLA 345 (Aug. 31, 1979)
1716 36 IBLA 119 (July 25, 1978)

42 IBLA 345 (Aug. 31, 1979)
1716(a) 44 IBLA 58 (Nov. 20, 1979)
1716(c) 42 IBLA 345 (Aug. 31, 1979)

1718 38 IBLA 382 (Dec. 29, 1978)

1720 33 IBLA 7 (Nov. 15, 1977)

1722 31 IBLA 210 (July 6, 1977)
41 IBLA 13 (May 22, 1979)

1722(a) 41 IBLA 13 (May 22, 1979)
1722(b) 41 IBLA 13 (May 22, 1979)

1731(d) 34 IBLA 374 (May 1, 1978)
1732 31 IBLA 389 (Aug. 19, 1977)

38 IBLA 361 (Dec. 29, 1978)
1732(a) 44 IBLA 51 (Nov. 19, 1979)
1732(b) 30 IBLA 148 (May 16, 1977)

30 IBLA 354 (June 9, 1977)
32 IBLA 142 (Sept. 12, 1977)
40 IBLA 180 (Apr. 3, 1979)
42 IBLA 167 (Aug. 17, 1979)

44 IBLA 275 (Dec. 26, 1979)
M-36910; 86 I.D. 89 (1979)

1733 38 IBLA 361 (Dec. 29, 1978)

1740 31 IBLA 389 (Aug. 19, 1977)
32 IBLA 317 (Sept. 30, 1977)
33 IBLA 7 (Nov. 15, 1977)
41 IBLA 132 (June 14, 1979)
41 IBLA 372 (July 23, 1979)
42 IBLA 345 (Aug. 31, 1979)

44 IBLA 275 (Dec. 26, 1979)
M-36900; 86 I.D. 293 (1979)

1743 39 IBLA 62 (Jan. 17, 1979)

1744 32 IBLA 305 (Sept. 30, 1977)
33 IBLA 240 (Dec. 28, 1977)
33 IBLA 317 (Jan. 16, 1978)

35 IBLA 35 (May 8, 1978)
35 IBLA 110 (May 15, 1978)
35 IBLA 169 (May 22, 1978)

37 IBLA 1 (Sept. 6, 1978)
37 IBLA 88 (Sept.

37 IBLA 120 (Oct.

38 IBLA 385 (Dec.

39 IBLA 32 (Jan.

39 IBLA 72 (Jan.

39 IBLA 306 (Feb.

40 IBLA 88 (Mar.

40 IBLA 212 (Apr.

41 IBLA 92 (June
41 IBLA 142 (June 14, 1979)
41 IBLA 302 (June 29, 1979)
42 IBLA 18 (July 25, 1979)
42 IBLA 56 (Aug. 1, 1979)
42 IBLA 139 (Aug. 16, 1979)
42 IBLA 144 (Aug. 16, 1979)
42 IBLA 288 (Aug. 27, 1979)
42 IBLA 292 (Aug. 27, 1979)

42 IBLA 383 (Sept. 11, 1979)
42 IBLA 391 (Sept. 11, 1979)
43 IBLA 1 (Sept. 11, 1979)
43 IBLA 10 (Sept. 11, 1979)
43 IBLA 182 (Sept. 28, 1979)
43 IBLA 210; 86 I.D. 538 (1979)

43 IBLA 239 (Oct. 10, 1979)
43 IBLA 302 (Oct. 17, 1979)
43 IBLA 380 (Oct. 31, 1979)

44 IBLA 11 (Nov. 6, 1979)
44 IBLA 126 (Nov. 27, 1979)
44 IBLA 162 (Nov. 30,

44 IBLA 192 (Nov. 30,
44 IBLA 250 (Dec. 19,

44 IBLA 272 (Dec. 26,

22 1978)

3, 1978)

29 1978)

1^, 1979)

24, 1979)

2 3 , 1979)

22, 1979)
10 , 1979)

4, L979)

1979)

1979)
1979)

1979)



United States Codes

TITLE 43 (Continued)

sec. 1744 (Continued)

TITLE 43 (Continued)

sec. 1752(c) (Continued)

31, 1979)
86 I.D. 627

16, 1979)
27, 1979)

16, 1979)
11, 1979)

10, 1979)

17, 1979)

11, 1979)

44 IBLA 310 (Dec.

M-36893 (Supp.);
(1979)

1744(a) 42 IBLA 144 (Aug.

42 IBLA 296 (Aug.

42 IBLA 139 (Aug.

43 IBLA 10 (Sept.

43 IBLA 250 (Oct.

43 IBLA 302 (Oct.

1744(a)(1) 41 IBLA 115 (June 11,

42 IBLA 18 (July 25, 1979)

42 IBLA 292 (Aug. 27, 1979)
42 IBLA 338 (Aug. 30, 1979)
42 IBLA 391 (Sept. 11, 1979)

43 IBLA 1 (Sept. 11, 1979)
43 IBLA 182 (Sept. 28, 1979)
M-36910; 86 I.D. 89 (1979)

1744(a)(2) 41 IBLA 115 (June 11, 1979)
41 IBLA 142 (June 14, 1979)

42 IBLA 18 (July 25, 1979)
42 IBLA 292 (Aug. 27, 1979)
42 IBLA 338 (Aug. 30, 1979)
42 IBLA 391 (Sept. 11, 1979)
43 IBLA 1 (Sept. 11, 1979)

1744(b) 33 IBLA 317 (Jan. 16, 1978)
33 IBLA 349 (Jan. 18, 1978)
35 IBLA 169 (May 22, 1978)

36 IBLA 379 (Aug. 31, 1978)

37 IBLA 13 (Sept. 8, 1978)
37 IBLA 88 (Sept. 22, 1978)
37 IBLA 120 (Oct. 3, 1978)
39 IBLA 32 (Jan. 15, 1979)
40 IBLA 88 (Mar. 22, 1979)
40 IBLA 212 (Apr. 10, 1979)

41 IBLA 115 (June 11, 1979)
41 IBLA 391 (July 24, 1979)
42 IBLA 91 (Aug. 13, 1979)
42 IBLA 288 (Aug. 27, 1979)
43 IBLA 84 (Sept. 19, 1979)
43 IBLA 119 (Sept. 24, 1979)
44 IBLA 44 (Nov. 19, 1979)

1744(c) 41 IBLA 115 (June 11, 1979)
41 IBLA 391 (July 24, 1979)
42 IBLA 18 (July 25, 1979)
42 IBLA 144 (Aug. 16, 1979)
42 IBLA 292 (Aug. 27, 1979)
42 IBLA 383 (Sept. 11, 1979)
42 IBLA 391 (Sept. 11, 1979)
43 IBLA 1 (Sept. 11, 1979)
43 IBLA 182 (Sept. 28, 1979)
43 IBLA 302 (Oct. 17, 1979)
44 IBLA 310 (Dec. 31, 1979)

1745 42 IBLA 355 (Sept. 11, 1979)
1746 3 ANCAB 273; 86 I.D. 397

(1979)

3 ANCAB 351; 86 I.D. 452
(1979)

3 ANCAB 377 (Sept. 21, 1979)
38 IBLA 175 (Dec. 6, 1978)
42 IBLA 355 (Sept. 11, 1979)

1751 41 IBLA 354 (July 20, 1979)
1751(b)(1) 41 IBLA 354 (July 20, 1979)

M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)
1751-1753 38 IBLA 327 (Dec. 19, 1978)
1752 31 IBLA 377 (Aug. 8, 1977)

40 IBLA 129 (Mar. 28, 1979)
1752(a) 30 IBLA 277 (June 1, 1977)

39 IBLA 176 (Jan. 30, 1979)
39 IBLA 272; 86 I.D. 133

(1979)
1752(c) 32 IBLA 395 (Nov. 9, 1977)

33 IBLA 262 (Jan. 5, 1978)
40 IBLA 129 (Mar. 28, 1979)

42 IBLA 26 (July 26, 1979)
43 IBLA 41; 86 I.D. 458 (1979)

1752(c)(2) 43 IBLA 41; 86 I.D. 458 (1979)

1752(g) 30 IBLA 277 (June 1, 1977)
1761 29 IBLA 57 (Feb. 16, 1977)

31 IBLA 367 (Aug. 1, 1977)

33 IBLA 7 (Nov. 7, 1977)

38 IBLA 80 (Nov. 9, 1978)

40 IBLA 180 (Apr. 3, 1979)

44 IBLA 275 (Dec. 26, 1979)

M-36900; 86 I.D. 293 (1979)
1761 et^ se£. 32 IBLA 317 (Sept. 30, 1977)

M-36900; 86 I.D. 293 (1979)
1761(a)(6) 40 IBLA 209 (Apr. 10, 1979)
1761(b)(1) 40 IBLA 180 (Apr. 3, 1979)

44 IBLA 275 (Dec. 26, 1979)

M-36900; 86 I.D. 293 (1979)
1761(b)(2) M-36900; 86 I.D. 293 (1979)

1761-1771 42 IBLA 200 (Aug. 22, 1979)

1763 29 IBLA 57 (Feb. 16, 1977)

32 IBLA 205 (Sept. 19, 1977)

34 IBLA 164 (Mar. 14, 1978)
1764 32 IBLA 205 (Sept. 19, 1977)

33 IBLA 7 (Nov. 15, 1977)
M-36900; 86 I.D. 293 (1979)

1764(a) 44 IBLA 275 (Dec. 26, 1979)
M-36900; 86 I.D. 293 (1979)

1764(d) M-36900; 86 I.D. 293 (1979)

1764(g) 32 IBLA 205 (Sept. 19, 1977)
M-36900; 86 I.D. 293 (1979)

1764(j) M-36900; 86 I.D. 293 (1979)
1765 33 IBLA 7 (Nov. 15, 1977)

M-36900; 86 I.D. 293 (1979)

1765(a) M-36900; 86 I.D. 293 (1979)

1765(b)(vi) M-36900; 86 I.D. 293 (1979)
1766 44 IBLA 275 (Dec. 26, 1979)

1769 36 IBLA 260 (Aug. 15, 1978)
39 IBLA 182 (Jan. 31, 1979)

40 IBLA 180 (Apr. 3, 1979)
1770 32 IBLA 205 (Sept. 19, 1977)

33 IBLA 7 (Nov. 15, 1977)
1770(a) 42 IBLA 200 (Aug. 22, 1979)

1781 38 IBLA 361 (Dec. 29, 1978)
42 IBLA 164 (Aug. 17, 1979)

43 IBLA 115 (Sept. 24, 1979)

1782 41 IBLA 253 (June 28, 1979)
42 IBLA 190 (Aug. 22, 1979)

M-36910; 86 I.D. 89 (1979)
1782(c) 42 IBLA 190 (Aug. 22, 1979)

M-36910; 86 I.D. 89 (1979)
1901 38 IBLA 327 (Dec. 19, 1978)

TITLE 44:

sec. 629 26 IBLA 97 (July 19, 1976)
26 IBLA 144 (Aug. 2, 1976)

1501 et se£. 20 IBLA 120 (Apr. 25, 1975)
1507 21 IBLA 347 (Aug. 18, 1975)

25 IBLA 269 (June 24, 1976)
26 IBLA 246 (Aug. 18, 1976)

26 IBLA 276 (Aug. 24, 1976)
30 IBLA 224 (May 26, 1977)
32 IBLA 341 (Oct. 21, 1977)

34 IBLA 53 (Feb. 16, 1978)
37 IBLA 1 (Sept. 6, 1978)
37 IBLA 230 (Oct. 16, 1978)

38 IBLA 23; 85 I.D. 408 (1978)
38 IBLA 130 (Nov. 22, 1978)

39 IBLA 72 (Jan. 24, 1979)
40 IBLA 88 (Mar. 22, 1979)
41 IBLA 115 (June 11, 1979)
41 IBLA 277 (June 28, 1979)
41 IBLA 302 (June 29, 1979)



United States Codes

TITLE 44 (Continued)

sec. 1507 (Continued)

41 IBLA 372 (July 23, 1979)

42 IBLA 82 (Aug. 13, 1979)

42 IBLA 313 (Aug. 29, 1979)

43 IBLA 7 (Sept. 11, 1979)

1 SEC. 13; 85 I.D. 89 (1978)

IBLA 269 (June 24, 1976)
IBLA 246 (Aug. 18, 1976)26

26 IBLA 276 (Aug. 24, 1976)

32 IBLA 341 (Oct. 21, 1977)

34 IBLA 53 (Feb. 16, 1978)
37 IBLA 1 (Sept. 6, 1978)

37 IBLA 230 (Oct. 16, 1978)

38 IBLA 23; 85 I.D. 408 (1978)

38 IBLA 130 (Nov. 22, 1978)

39 IBLA 72 (Jan. 24, 1979)

40 IBLA 88 (Mar. 22, 1979)
41 IBLA 115 (June 11, 1979)

41 IBLA 277 (June 28, 1979)
41 IBLA 302 (June 29, 1979)

42 IBLA 313 (Aug. 29, 1979)
43 IBLA 7 (Sept. 11, 1979)

1510(a) 41 IBLA 372 (July 23, 1979)

TITLE 47:

sec. 151 ——44 IBLA 275 (Dec. 26, 1979)

151 et seq. M-36890; 84 I.D. 244 (1977)

TITLE 48:

3 ANCAB 297;

(1979)

86 I.D. 381

18 IBLA 351 (Jan. 15,
,
1975)

18 IBLA 357 (Jan. 22, 1975)
19 IBLA 242 (Mar. 27,

,
1975)

19 IBLA 259 (Mar. 31,
,
1975)

19 IBLA 316 (Apr. 7, 1975)
19 IBLA 320 (Apr. 7, 1975)
20 IBLA 59; 82 I. D. 174 (1975)
20 IBLA 290 (May 27, 1975)
20 IBLA 341 (June ! 11, 1975)
21 IBLA 347 (Aug. 18,

,
1975)

22 IBLA 220 (Oct. 15
, 1975)

22 IBLA 229 (Oct. 16,
,
1975)

23 IBLA 17 (Nov. 26. 1975)
23 IBLA 59 (Dec. 11, 1975)
23 IBLA 124 (Dec. 23.

,
1975)

TITLE 48 (Continued)

sec. 21 (Continued)

23 IBLA 197 (Jan. 6, 1976)
24 IBLA 240 (Mar. 25, 1976)
35 IBLA 257 (May 31, 1978)
42 IBLA 231 (Aug. 22, 1979)
1 SEC. 1; 84 I.D. 176 (1977)

353 3 ANCAB 11; 85 I.D. 219 (1978)

31 IBLA 13 (June 17, 1977)
355 40 IBLA 63 (Mar. 16, 1979)
355(a) 40 IBLA 63 (Mar. 16, 1979)
355(b) 40 IBLA 63 (Mar. 16, 1979)
355(c) 40 IBLA 63 (Mar. 16, 1979)
355(d) 40 IBLA 63 (Mar. 16, 1979)
355(e) 40 IBLA 63 (Mar. 16, 1979)
376 22 IBLA 191 (Oct. 15, 1975)
461 27 IBLA 27 (Sept. 17, 1976)

38 IBLA 305 (Dec. 14, 1978)
461-466 22 IBLA 160 (Sept. 30, 1975)
471 23 IBLA 54 (Dec. 4, 1975)
471a-471o 23 IBLA 54 (Dec. 4, 1975)
1269 26 IBLA 254 (Aug. 18, 1976)

TITLE 49:

sec. 65(a) 23 IBLA 232; 83 I.D. 1 (1976)
65(b) 20 IBLA 365 (June 12, 1975)

23 IBLA 232; 83 I.D. 1 (1976)
32 IBLA 218 (Sept. 19, 1977)
35 IBLA 270 (June 2, 1978)

211 19 IBLA 144 (Mar. 7, 1975)
42 IBLA 1 (July 25, 1979)

211-214 19 IBLA 144 (Mar. 7, 1975)
21 IBLA 343 (Aug. 18, 1975)
40 IBLA 79 (Mar. 22, 1979)
40 IBLA 118 (Mar. 27, 1979)

1115 3 ANCAB 219; 86 I.D. 257 (1979)
18 IBLA 289; 82 I.D. 1 (1975)
42 IBLA 1 (July 25, 1979)

1653(f) M-36895; 84 I.D. 403 (1977)

1723 3 ANCAB 219; 86 I.D. 257 (1979)
18 IBLA 289; 82 I.D. 1 (1975)

1723(b) 18 IBLA 289; 82 I.D. 1 (1975)

TITLE 50:

sec. 1622 18 IBLA 289; 82 I.D. 1 (1975)
22 IBLA 107 (Sept. 22, 1975)
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1 STAT: 12 STAT. (Continued)

page 550 27 IBLA 137; 83 I.D. 364 (1976)

2 STAT:

page 175 27 IBLA 137; 83 I.D. 364 (1976)
234 27 IBLA 137; 83 I.D. 364 (1976)
394 27 IBLA 137; 83 I.D. 364 (1976)

3 STAT:

page 290 27 IBLA 137; 83 I.D. 364 (1976)
430 27 IBLA 137; 83 I.D. 364 (1976)
491 27 IBLA 137; 83 I.D. 364 (1976)
547 27 IBLA 137; 83 I.D. 364 (1976)

4 STAT:

page 729 7 IBIA 188; 86 I.D. 425 (1979)
733 7 IBIA 188; 86 I.D. 425 (1979)

5 STAT:

page 58 27 IBLA 137; 83 I.D. 364 (1976)
59 27 IBLA 137; 83 I.D. 364 (1976)

600 27 IBLA 137; 83 I.D. 364 (1976)
742 21 IBLA 33 (June 17, 1975)
743 21 IBLA 33 (June 17, 1975)
788 27 IBLA 137; 83 I.D. 364 (1976)
789 27 IBLA 137; 83 I.D. 364 (1976)

9 STAT:

page 58 27 IBLA 137; 83 I.D. 364 (1976)
352 31 IBLA 304; 84 I.D. 421 (1977)

32 IBLA 129 (Sept. 12, 1977)
353 32 IBLA 129 (Sept. 12, 1977)
466 27 IBLA 137; 83 I.D. 364 (1976)
519 21 IBLA 33 (June 17, 1975)

31 IBLA 304; 84 I.D. 421 (1977)
520 29 IBLA 132 (Feb. 23, 1977)

10 STAT:

page 6 27 IBLA 137; 83 I.D. 364 (1976)
246 27 IBLA 137; 83 I.D. 364 (1976)
604 7 IBIA 240 (Oct. 23, 1979)

1043 6 IBIA 196; 84 I.D. 938 (1977)
1048 M-36886; 34 I.D. 1 (1977)
1049 M-36886; 84 I.D. 1 (1977)
1082 M-36886; 84 I.D. 1 (1977)
1083 M-36886; 84 I.D. 1 (1977)

11 STAT:

page 167 27 IBLA 137; 83 I.D. 364 (1976)
251 32 IBLA 129 (Sept. 12, 1977)
383 27 IBLA 137; 83 I.D. 364 (1976)
549 42 IBLA 105 (Aug. 16, 1979)
657 M-36896; 84 I.D. 905 (1977)

12 STAT:

page 127 27 IBLA 137; 83 I.D. 364 (1976)
489 20 IBLA 365 (June 12, 1975)

23 IBLA 232; 83 I.D. 1 (1976)
24 IBLA 166; 83 I.D. 80 (1976)
27 IBLA 137; 83 I.D. 364 (1976)
32 IBLA 218 (Sept. 19, 1977)
35 IBLA 270 (June 2, 1978)

491 27 IBLA 137; 83 I.D. 364 (1976)
492 27 IBLA 137; 83 I.D. 364 (1976)
927 6 IBIA 196; 84 I.D. 938 (1977)

page 945 M-36885; 83 I.D. 589 (1976)
951 7 IBIA 148 (June 1, 1979)

M-36885; 83 I.D. 589 (1976)
957 M-36885; 83 I.D. 589 (1976)
963 M-36885; 83 I.D. 589 (1976)
975 M-36735 (Supp.); 83 I.D. 346

(1976)

13 STAT:

page 32 27 IBLA 137; 83 I.D. 364 (1976)
49 27 IBLA 137; 83 I.D. 364 (1976)

356 20 IBLA 365 (June 12, 1975)
23 IBLA 232; 83 I.D. 1 (1976)
24 IBLA 166; 83 I.D. 80 (1976)
27 IBLA 137; 83 I.D. 364 (1976)
32 IBLA 218 (Sept. 19, 1977)
35 IBLA 270 (June 2, 1978)

358 27 IBLA 137; 83 I.D. 364 (1976)
360-361 27 IBLA 137; 83 I.D. 364 (1976)
365 24 IBLA 166; 83 I.D. 80 (1976)

14 STAT:

page 67 27 IBLA 186 (Oct. 4, 1976)
79 24 IBLA 166 . 83 I-D . 80 (1976)

239 M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)
251 M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)
253 M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)
355 24 IBLA 166; 83 I.D. 80 (1976)
428 21 IBLA 33 (June 17, 1975)
657 M-36886; 84 I.D. 1 (1977)

15 STAT:

page 324 24 IBLA 166; 83 I.D. 80 (1976)
539 i ANCAB 190 . 83 I.D. 619 (1976)

2 ANCAB 1; 84 I.D. 349 (1977)
20 IBLA 387 (June 16, 1975)

542 1 ANCAB 190; 83 I.D. 619 (1976)
2 ANCAB 1; 84 I.D. 349 (1977)

673 19 IBLA 245 (Mar. 28, 1975)

16 STAT:

page 217 39 IBLA 337 (Feb. 28, 1979)
M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)

218 M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)
573 M-36886; 84 I.D. 1 (1977)
576 M-36886; 84 I.D. 1 (1977)

17 STAT:

page 32-33 32 IBLA 357 (Oct. 21, 1977)
M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)

333 27 IBLA 186 (Oct. 4, 1976)
607 19 IBLA 350; 82 I.D. 146 (1975)
608 19 IBLA 350; 82 I.D. 146 (1975)

18 STAT:

page 28 M-36896; 84 I.D. 905 (1977)
475 27 IBLA 137; 83 I.D. 364 (1976)
482 24 IBLA 166; 83 I.D. 80 (1976)

27 IBLA 137; 83 I.D. 364 (1976)

19 STAT:

-19 IBLA 350; 82 I.D. 146 (1975)
19 IBLA 379; 82 I.D. 123 (1975)
21 IBLA 266; 82 I.D. 377 (1975)
M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)
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20 STAT:

page 377 21 IBLA 199 (July 30, 1975)

394 21 IBLA 199 (July 30, 1975)

21 STAT:

page 141 33 IBLA 277 (Jan. 5, 1978)

437 33 IBLA 237 (Dec. 28, 1977)

23 STAT:

page 24 1 ANCAB 190; 83 I.D. 619 (1976)
2 ANCAB 1; 84 I.D. 349 (1977)

20 IBLA 387 (June 16, 1975)

22 IBLA 191 (Oct. 15, 1975)
28 IBLA 83 (Nov. 12, 1976)

29 IBLA 255 (Mar. 25, 1977)

41 IBLA 224 (June 27, 1979)
42 IBLA 269 (Aug. 27, 1979)
42 IBLA 370; 86 I.D. 441 (1979)

Sec. Order # 3016 (Dec. 14,

1977); 85 I.D. 1 (1978)
26 1 ANCAB 190; 83 I.D. 619 (1976)

2 ANCAB 1; 84 I.D. 349 (1977)
22 IBLA 191 (Oct. 15, 1975)
28 IBLA 83 (Nov. 12, 1976)
41 IBLA 224 (June 27, 1979)
42 IBLA 269 (Aug. 27, 1979)
42 IBLA 370; 86 I.D. 441 (1979)

43 IBLA 186 (Oct. 5, 1979)
96 4 IBIA 147; 82 I.D. 521 (1975)

101 M-36883; 83 I.D. 131 (1976)
104 22 IBLA 242 (Oct. 22, 1975)
321 20 IBLA 156 (May 5, 1975)

38 IBLA 353 (Dec. 22, 1978)

24 STAT:

page 388 4 IBIA 189; 82 I.D. 541 (1975)
7 IBIA 148 (June 1, 1979)

7 IBIA 188; 86 I.D. 425 (1979)
29 IBLA 13 (Feb. 8, 1977)
M-36908; 86 I.D. 3 (1979)

389 5 IBIA 61; 83 I.D. 145 (1976)

6 IBIA 47 (Apr. 1, 1977)

7 IBIA 240 (Oct. 23, 1979)
M-36908; 86 I.D. 3 (1979)

390 7 IBIA 240 (Oct. 23, 1979)

25 STAT:

page 113 M-36896; 84 I.D. 905 (1977)
676 28 IBLA 100; 83 I.D. 556 (1976)

28 IBLA 124 (Nov. 16, 1976)
M-36887; 84 I.D. 72 (1977)

677 M-36887; 84 I.D. 72 (1977)
679 27 IBLA 137; 83 I.D. 364 (1976)

28 IBLA 100; 83 I.D. 556 (1976)
28 IBLA 124 (Nov. 16, 1976)

888 7 IBIA 188; 86 I.D. 425 (1979)
891 7 IBIA 188; 86 I.D. 425 (1979)

26 STAT:

page 215 27 IBLA 137; 83 I.D. 364 (1976)
222 27 IBLA 137; 83 I.D. 364 (1976)
223 27 IBLA 137; 83 I.D. 364 (1976)
391 19 IBLA 350; 82 I.D. 146 (1975)

19 IBLA 379; 82 I.D. 123 (1975)
29 IBLA 210 (Mar. 22, 1977)

478 M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)
712 7 IBIA 299; 86 I.D. 680 (1979)
749 M-36886; 84 I.D. 1 (1977)
753 M-36886; 84 I.D. 1 (1977)
795 4 IB1A 115 . 82 IiD . 402 (1975)

M-36896; 84 I.D. 905 (1977)
M-36896 (Supp.); 86 I.D. 181

(1979)

26 STAT. (Continued)

1035
1095

-23 IBLA 59 (Dec. 11, 1975)
27 IBLA 137; 83 I.D. 364 (1976)
28 IBLA 100; 83 I.D. 556 (1976)
28 IBLA 124 (Nov. 16, 1976)
-29 IBLA 13 (Feb. 8, 1977)
M-36886; 84 I.D. 1 (1977)

-29 IBLA 13 (Feb. 8, 1977)

M-36886; 84 I.D. 1 (1977)
- M-36886; 84 I.D. 1 (1977)
-24 IBLA 85; 83 I.D. 47 (1976)
26 IBLA 144 (Aug. 2, 1976)

M-36886; 84 I.D. 1 (1977)
1096 19 IBLA 350; 82 I.D. 146 (1975)

19 IBLA 379; 82 I.D. 123 (1975)
21 IBLA 266; 82 I.D. 377 (1975)
32 IBLA 372 (Oct. 31, 1977)
M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)

1098 25 IBLA 247 (June 23, 1976)
29 IBLA 192 (Mar. 18, 1977)

1099 26 IBLA 97 (July 19, 1976)
39 IBLA 229 (Feb. 12, 1979)
M-36900; 86 I.D. 293 (1979)

1101 - 7 IBIA 299; 86 I.D. 680 (1979)

24 IBLA 49 (Feb. 23, 1976)
27 IBLA 137; 83 I.D. 364 (1976)
34 IBLA 146 (Mar. 10, 1978)
40 IBLA 280 (Apr. 18, 1979)

1101-1102 M-36886; 84 I.D. 1 (1977)
M-36908; 86 I.D. 3 (1979)

1095 M-36908; 86 I.D. 3 (1979)

62

348

M-36887; 84 I.D. 72 (1977)
21 IBLA 166 (July 22, 1975)
31 IBLA 72; 84 I.D. 309 (1977)

37 IBLA 277 (Oct. 20, 1978)
420 M-36886; 84 I.D. 1 (1977)
456 M-36886; 84 I.D. 1 (1977)
457 M-36886; 84 I.D. 1 (1977)
612 M-36886; 84 I.D. 1 (1977)
633 M-36886; 84 I.D. 1 (1977)

page 107 19 IBLA 139 (Mar.

22 IBLA 44 (Sept.
27 IBLA 137; 83 I

42 IBLA 345 (Aug.
109 22 IBLA 44 (Sept.

27 IBLA 137; 83 I

110 38 IBLA 85 (Nov.

42 IBLA 345 (Aug.
282 M-36886; 84 I.D.

286 M-36886; 84 I.D.

M-36908;
320-321 M-36886;
323 M-36886;

I.D.

I.D.

I.D.

332

333

336
876

907

M-36886; 84 I.D.

M-36908; 86 I.D.

M-36886; 84 I.D.

M-36886; 84 I.D.

4 IBIA 263; 82 I

4 IBIA 263; 82 I

7, 1975)

15, 1975)

.D. 364 (1976)

31, 1979)

15, 1975)

.D. 364 (1976)

15, 1978)

31, 1979)
1 (1977)

1 (1977)

3 (1979)
1 (1977)
1 (1977)

1 (1977)
3 (1979)
1 (1977)

1 (1977)
.D. 640 (1975)

.D. 640 (1975)

29 STAT:

page 44 27 IBLA 137; 83 I.D. 364 (1976)
321 M-36896; 84 I.D. 905 (1977)
353 M-36896; 84 I.D. 905 (1977)
526 M-36893 (Supp.); 86 I.D. 627

(1979)

30 STAT:

page 11 •25 IBLA 283 (June 28, 1976)



30 STAT. (Continued)

page 11 (Continued)

United States Statutes

33 STAT. (Continued)

36 IBLA 219 (Aug. 8, 1978)

40 IBLA 12 (Mar. 9, 1979)

35 36 IBLA 219 (Aug. 8, 1978)

36 23 IBLA 59 (Dec. 11, 1975)

25 IBLA 283 (June 28, 1976)

36 IBLA 219 (Aug. 8, 1978)
40 IBLA 12 (Mar. 9, 1979)

404 M-36886; 84 I.D. 1 (1977)

M-36908; 86 I.D. 3 (1979)

409 3 ANCAB 297; 86 I.D. 381 (1979)
22 IBLA 8; 82 I.D. 432 (1975)

411 43 IBLA 333 (Oct. 29, 1979)

413 19 IBLA 251 (Mar. 31, 1975)
28 IBLA 345 (Jan. 24, 1977)
29 IBLA 348 (Mar. 31, 1977)
33 IBLA 395 (Jan. 30, 1978)

38 IBLA 305 (Dec. 14, 1978)

39 IBLA 321 (Feb. 27, 1979)
43 IBLA 333 (Oct. 29, 1979)

990 M-36886; 84 I.D. 1 (1977)
M-36908; 86 I.D. 3 (1979)

993 23 IBLA 59 (Dec. 11, 1975)
M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)

1151 M-36915; 86 I.D. 400 (1979)

31 STAT:

page 321 20 IBLA 387 (June 16, 1975)
23 IBLA 197 (Jan. 6, 1976)

29 IBLA 255 (Mar. 25, 1977)
329 M-36911; 86 I.D. 151 (1979)
330 20 IBLA 387 (June 16, 1975)

23 IBLA 197 (Jan. 6, 1976)

29 IBLA 255 (Mar. 25, 1977)
672 M-36886; 84 I.D. 1 (1977)
676 M-36886; 84 I.D. 1 (1977)
745 29 IBLA 132 (Feb. 23, 1977)
790 22 IBLA 342 (Nov. 14, 1975)

26 IBLA 175 (Aug. 6, 1976)
32 IBLA 384 (Nov. 3, 1977)
42 IBLA 200 (Aug. 22, 1979)
M-36886; 84 I.D. 1 (1977)
M-36908; 86 I.D. 3 (1979)

1058 M-36908; 86 I.D. 3 (1979)

1084 7 IBIA 299; 86 I.D. 680 (1979)
M-36908; 86 I.D. 3 (1979)

32 STAT:

page 202 M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)
275 5 IBIA 61; 83 I.D. 145 (1976)
338 39 IBLA 81 (Jan. 24, 1979)
388 18 IBLA 428 (Feb. 14, 1975)

24 IBLA 237 (Mar. 24, 1976)
25 IBLA 67; 83 I.D. 275 (1976)
29 IBLA 220 (Mar. 23, 1977)
42 IBLA 313 (Aug. 29, 1979)
M-36886; 84 I.D. 1 (1977)
M-36903; 85 I.D. 337 (1978)
M-36904; 85 I.D. 254 (1978)
M-36908; 86 I.D. 3 (1979)

390 M-36886; 84 I.D. 1 (1977)
M-36913; 86 I.D. 306 (1979)
M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)

744 M-36887; 84 I.D. 72 (1977)

33 STAT:

page 59 28 IBLA 295 (Dec. 29, 1976)
189 M-36886; 84 I.D. 1 (1977)

M-36908; 86 I.D. 3 (1979)
224 M-36886; 84 I.D. 1 (1977)

M-36908; 86 I.D. 3 (1979)

page 224-225 M-36886; 84 I.D. 1 (1977)
302 20 IBLA 30 (Apr. 16, 1975)

M-36735 (Supp.); 83 I.D. 346

(1976)
527 22 IBLA 8; 82 I.D. 432 (1975)

566 41 IBLA 333 (July 11, 1979)
1016 19 IBLA 245 (Mar. 28, 1975)

1264 25 IBLA 283 (June 28, 1976)

34 STAT:

page 80 M-36887; 84 I.D. 72 (1977)
192 41 IBLA 315; 86 I.D. 361 (1979)

197 20 IBLA 162 (May 5, 1975)
21 IBLA 116 (June 30, 1975)
21 IBLA 157 (July 21, 1975)
21 IBLA 173 (July 25, 1975)

22 IBLA 266 (Oct. 30, 1975)
22 IBLA 287 (Oct. 30, 1975)
23 IBLA 17 (Nov. 26, 1975)

23 IBLA 124 (Dec. 23, 1975)
23 IBLA 170 (Dec. 29, 1975)

23 IBLA 174 (Dec. 31, 1975)
23 IBLA 188 (Jan. 5, 1976)
23 IBLA 276 (Jan. 12, 1976)
23 IBLA 288 (Jan. 12, 1976)
23 IBLA 299 (Jan. 14, 1976)

23 IBLA 304 (Jan. 16, 1976)
23 IBLA 314 (Jan. 16, 1976)

31 IBLA 21 (June 20, 1977)
41 IBLA 169 (June 22, 1979)
41 IBLA 179 (June 22, 1979)

41 IBLA 207; 86 I.D. 342 (1979)
41 IBLA 214 (June 27, 1979)
41 IBLA 219 (June 27, 1979)

41 IBLA 309 (July 5, 1979)

41 IBLA 382 (July 23, 1979)
42 IBLA 1 (July 25, 1979)
42 IBLA 82 (Aug. 13, 1979)
42 IBLA 86 (Aug. 13, 1979)
42 IBLA 94 (Aug. 16, 1979)
42 IBLA 155 (Aug. 19, 1979)
42 IBLA 231 (Aug. 22, 1979)
42 IBLA 260 (Aug. 27, 1979)
42 IBLA 276 (Aug. 27, 1979)
43 IBLA 14 (Sept. 11, 1979)

43 IBLA 74 (Sept. 19, 1979)

43 IBLA 174 (Sept. 28, 1979)
43 IBLA 186 (Oct. 5, 1979)
43 IBLA 245 (Oct. 10, 1979)
44 IBLA 99 (Nov. 20, 1979)

225 21 IBLA 392 (Aug. 27, 1975)
22 IBLA 97 (Sept. 22, 1975)
25 IBLA 311 (June 29, 1976)
26 IBLA 71 (July 9, 1976)
27 IBLA 38 (Sept. 22, 1976)

30 IBLA 220 (May 26, 1977)

39 IBLA 137 (Jan. 29, 1979)
40 IBLA 280 (Apr. 18, 1979)

M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)
233 20 IBLA 387 (June 16, 1975)
267 27 IBLA 137; 83 I.D. 364 (1976)
272 27 IBLA 137; 83 I.D. 364 (1976)
274 27 IBLA 137; 83 I.D. 364 (1976)
482 27 IBLA 137; 83 I.D. 364 (1976)
2998 35 IBLA 79 (May 12, 1978)
3001 35 IBLA 79 (May 12, 1978)
3236 M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)
3266 M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)

35 STAT:

page 52 19 IBLA 350; 82 I.D. 146 (1975)
19 IBLA 379; 82 I.D. 123 (1975)

444 M-36735 (Supp.); 83 I.D. 346

(1976)
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35 STAT. (Continued) 39 STAT. (Continued)

page 458 M-36887; 84 I.D. 72 (1977)

639 M-36904; 85 I.D. 254 (1978)

647 27 IBLA 137; 83 I.D. 364 (1976)

781 M-36735 (Supp.); 83 I.D. 346

(1976)
796 M-36735 (Supp.); 83 I.D. 346

(1976)
844 29 IBLA 210 (Mar. 22, 1977)

2243 35 IBLA 79 (May 12, 1978)

36 STAT:

page 47 31 IBLA 43 (June 21, 1977)

370 5 IBMA 185; 82 I.D. 506 (1975)

557 27 IBLA 137; 83 I.D. 364 (1976)
561 27 IBLA 137; 83 I.D. 364 (1976)
572 27 IBLA 137; 83 I.D. 364 (1976)

835 24 IBLA 237 (Mar. 24, 1976)
836 18 IBLA 428 (Feb. 14, 1975)
847 21 IBLA 178 (July 25, 1975)

28 IBLA 286 (Dec. 27, 1976)
28 IBLA 368; 84 I.D. 87 (1977)
31 IBLA 357 (July 25, 1977)
35 IBLA 349 (June 19, 1978)

M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)
855 4 IBIA 263; 82 I.D. 640 (1975)

7 IBIA 188; 86 I.D. 425 (1979)
M-36886; 84 I.D. 1 (1977)
M-36908; 86 I.D. 3 (1979)

856 5 IBIA 162; 83 I.D. 306 (1976)
7 IBIA 261 (Oct. 30, 1979)

857 6 IBIA 17; 84 I.D. 68 (1977)
858 M-36908; 86 I.D. 3 (1979)
861 5 IBIA 242 (Nov. 5, 1976)
862 27 IBLA 256 (Oct. 20, 1976)

863 39 IBLA 399 (Mar. 2, 1979)
1058 M-36886; 84 I.D. 1 (1977)

M-36908; 86 I.D. 3 (1979)
1059 M-36908; 86 I.D. 3 (1979)
1063 M-36886; 84 I.D. 1 (1977)

M-36908; 86 I.D. 3 (1979)
1253 32 IBLA 205 (Sept. 19, 1977)

34 IBLA 374 (May 1, 1978)
42 IBLA 200 (Aug. 22, 1979)
M-36886; 84 I.D. 1 (1977)
M-36908; 86 I.D. 3 (1979)

37 STAT:

page 197 41 IBLA 98 (June 4, 1979)
266 19 IBLA 350; 82 I.D. 146 (1975)
497 28 IBLA 368; 84 I.D. 87 (1977)
678 5 IBIA 162; 83 I.D. 306 (1976)

6 IBIA 17; 84 I.D. 68 (1977)
7 IBIA 164 (June 29, 1979)

38 STAT:

page 375 33 IBLA 80 (Dec. 8, 1977)
686 M-36904; 85 I.D. 254 (1978)
690 19 IBLA 350; 82 I.D. 146 (1975)

M-36913; 86 I.D. 306 (1979)
712 19 IBLA 118 (Mar. 5, 1975)

31 IBLA 242 (July 18, 1977)
741 M-36893 (Supp.); 86 I.D. 627

(1979)
1214 3 ANCAB 11; 85 I.D. 219 (1978)

35 IBLA 257 (May 31, 1978)

39 STAT:

219 25 IBLA 257 (June 23, 1976)
26 IBLA 281 (Aug. 26, 1976)

519 18 IBLA 326 (Jan. 7, 1975)
19 IBLA 245 (Mar. 28, 1975)

535 32 IBLA 357 (Oct. 21, 1977)
37 IBLA 381 (Nov. 6, 1978)
M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)

862 24 IBLA 141 (Mar. 8, 1976)
M-36893 (Supp.); 86 I.D. 627
(1979)

M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)
862-865 35 IBLA 146; 85 I.D. 129 (1978)
865 28 IBLA 368; 84 I.D. 87 (1977)

33 IBLA 386 (Jan. 26, 1978)
42 IBLA 313 (Aug. 29, 1979)

3 M-36908; 86 I.D. 3 (1979)
31 M-36896; 84 I.D. 905 (1977)

M-36908; 86 I.D. 3 (1979)
415 7 IBIA 36 (Mar. 17, 1978)
437 22 IBLA 313 (Nov. 10, 1975)

24 IBLA 12; 83 I.D. 33 (1976)
25 IBLA 57 (May 20, 1976)
27 IBLA 376 (Nov. 5, 1976)
29 IBLA 97 (Feb. 23, 1977)
29 IBLA 210 (Mar. 22, 1977)
33 IBLA 83 (Dec. 8, 1977)
33 IBLA 106 (Dec. 16, 1977)
34 IBLA 274 (Apr. 11, 1978)
37 IBLA 91 (Sept. 22, 1978)
38 IBLA 281 (Dec. 13, 1978)
41 IBLA 174 (June 22, 1979)
M-36888; 84 I.D. 54 (1977)
M-36890; 84 I.D. 244 (1977)
M-36894; 84 I.D. 415 (1977)

438 M-36894; 84 I.D. 415 (1977)
439 40 IBLA 339 (May 10, 1979)

M-36920 (Dec. 11, 1979);
87 I.D. 69 (1980)

440 M-36920 (Dec. 11, 1979);
87 I.D. 69 (1980)

441 33 IBLA 106 (Dec. 16, 1977)
442 20 IBLA 344 (June 11, 1975)
443 33 IBLA 339 (Jan. 16, 1978)

M-36920 (Dec. 11, 1979);
87 I.D. 69 (1980)

447 3i IBLA 150 . 84 I>D> 342 (1977)
34 IBLA 285; 85 I.D. 171 (1978)
M-36920 (Dec. 11, 1979);
87 I.D. 69 (1980)

448 M-36983 (Supp.); 86 I.D. 627
(1979)

449 24 IBLA 135 (Mar. 8, 1976)
450 3 ANCAB 11; 85 I.D. 219 (1978)

25 IBLA 306; 83 I.D. 247 (1976)
40 IBLA 144 (Mar. 29, 1979)

1063 22 IBLA 342 (Nov. 14, 1975)
1075 4 ANCAB 24; 86 I.D. 663 (1979)

21 IBLA 199 (July 30, 1975)
1076 4 ANCAB 24; 86 I.D. 663 (1979)
1077 43 IBLA 382 (Oct. 31, 1979)
1179 M-36910; 86 I.D. 89 (1979)
1248 4 IBIA 263; 82 I.D. 640 (1975)
1353 M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)
1363 M-36893 (Supp.); 86 I.D. 627

(1979)

42 STAT:

page 123 20 IBLA 30 (Apr. 16, 1975)
139 20 IBLA 30 (Apr. 16, 1975)
218 25 IBLA 257 (June 23, 1976)

41 IBLA 268 (June 28, 1979)
M-36910; 86 I.D. 89 (1979)

page 414 27 IBLA 137; 83 I.D. 364 (1976)
465 42 IBLA 345 (Aug. 31, 1979)
1017 -25 IBLA 283 (June 28, 1976)
1570 4 IBIA 263; 82 I.D. 640 (1975)
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46 STAT. (Continued)

page 224 M-36896; 84 I.D. 905 (1977)

244 M-36896; 84 I.D. 905 (1977)

M-36896 (Supp.); 86 I.D. 181

(1979)
253 7 IBIA 240 (Oct. 23, 1979)

701-704 M-36913; 86 I.D. 306 (1979)

956 35 IBLA 240 (May 30, 1978)

980 35 IBLA 183; 85 I.D. 140 (1978)

1090 42 IBLA 345 (Aug. 31, 1979)

1133 M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)

1166-1170 M-36913; 86 I.D. 306 (1979)

44 STAT:

page 301 29 IBLA 210 (Mar. 22, 1977)

M-36920 (Dec. 11, 1979);
87 I.D. 69 (1980)

464-465 M-36735 (Supp.); 83 I.D. 346

(1976)

6 29 24 IBLA 85; 83 I.D. 47 (1976)

35 IBLA 370 (June 23, 1978)

39 IBLA 229 (Feb. 12, 1979)

43 IBLA 156 (Sept. 28, 1979)

6 49 M-36904; 85 I.D. 254 (1978)

74! 22 IBLA 342 (Nov. 14, 1975)

37 IBLA 215 (Oct. 12, 1978)

40 IBLA 175 (Apr. 3, 1979)
40 IBLA 355 (May 14, 1979)

1026 22 IBLA 44 (Sept. 15, 1975)

23 IBLA 1 (Nov. 25, 1975)

37 IBLA 215 (Oct. 12, 1978)

1057 29 IBLA 210 (Mar. 22, 1977)

31 IBLA 72; 84 I.D. 309 (1977)

1347 M-36896 (Supp.); 86 I.D. 181

(1979)
1364 19 IBLA 90 (Mar. 3, 1975)

19 IBLA 149 (Mar. 13, 1975)

30 IBLA 359 (June 10, 1977)

38 IBLA 305 (Dec. 14, 1978)

39 IBLA 321 (Feb. 27, 1979)

40 IBLA 106 (Mar. 27, 1979)

1452 20 IBLA 162 (May 5, 1975)
21 IBLA 152 (July 16, 1975)

23 IBLA 54 (Dec. 4, 1975)
41 IBLA 214 (June 27, 1979)

41 IBLA 219 (June 27, 1979)
2577 3 ANCAB 11; 85 I.D. 219 (1978)

45 STAT:

page 200 M-36735 (Supp.); 83 I.D. 346

(1976)
212 M-36735 (Supp.); 83 I.D. 346

(1976)
213 M-36735 (Supp.); 83 I.D. 346

(1976)
429 44 iblA 275 (Dec. 26, 1979)

728 40 IBLA 118 (Mar. 27, 1979)
42 IBLA 1 (July 25, 1979)

956 35 IBLA 240 (May 30, 1978)
1019 31 IBLA 150; 84 I.D. 342 (1977)

34 IBLA 285; 85 I.D. 171 (1978)
1057 M-36920 (Dec. 11, 1979);

87 I.D. 69 (1980)
1069 22 IBLA 299 (Nov. 4, 1975)

26 IBLA 102 (July 20, 1976)
37 IBLA 247 (Oct. 18, 1978)

39 IBLA 15; 86 I.D. 22 (1979)
42 IBLA 36 (July 31, 1979)
44 IBLA 110 (Nov. 27, 1979)

1091 23 IBLA 309 (Jan. 16, 1976)
1222 M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)
1252 38 IBLA 85 (Nov. 15, 1978)

46 STAT:

page 257 21 IBLA 330 (Aug. 18, 1975)

page 257 (Continued)

40 IBLA 12 (Mar. 9, 1979)

42 IBLA 355 (Sept. 11, 1979)

373 24 IBLA 166; 83 I.D. 80 (1976)
24 IBLA 360; 83 I.D. 194 (1976)

1007 19 IBLA 1 (Feb. 20, 1975)
24 IBLA 227 (Mar. 24, 1976)

33 IBLA 106 (Dec. 16, 1977)

1008 24 IBLA 227 (Mar. 24, 1976)

1097 35 IBLA 43 (May 9, 1978)

1253 35 IBLA 43 (May 9, 1978)

1494 6 IBIA 52 (May 4, 1977)

1523 35 IBLA 43 (May 9, 1978)
M-36888; 84 I.D. 54 (1977)

1523-1524 33 IBLA 106 (Dec. 16, 1977)
33 IBLA 296 (Jan. 10, 1978)

1525 35 IBLA 43 (May 9, 1978)

47 STAT:

page 564 M-36886; 84 I.D. 1 (1977)

798 19 IBLa 1 (Feb. 20, 1975)
M-36920 (Dec. 11, 1979);

87 I.D. 69 (1980)
1417 7 IBIA 36 (Mar. 17, 1978)

1570 24 IBLA 135 (Mar. 8, 1976)

48 STAT:

page 74 35 IBLA 32 (May 8, 1978)

344 27 IBLA 198 (Oct. 4, 1976)
401 43 IBLA 235 (Oct. 10, 1979)
451 20 IBLA 333 (June 11, 1975)

809 18 IBLA 286 (Jan. 2, 1975)
31 IBLA 363 (July 28, 1977)

977 M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)

984 4 ibia 134; 82 I.D. 452 (1975)
5 IBIA 72; 83 I.D. 170 (1976)
6 IBIA 52 (May 4, 1977)
7 IBIA 11; 85 I.D. 31 (1978)
7 IBIA 212 (Sept. 12, 1979)

33 IBLA 26 (Nov. 22, 1977)
36 IBLA 245 (Aug. 14, 1978)
M-36896; 84 I.D. 905 (1977)

985 5 IBIA 20 (Feb. 4, 1976)

5 IBIA 72; 83 I.D. 170 (1976)
987 5 IBIA 125; 83 I.D. 227 (1976)

M-36896; 84 I.D. 905 (1977)
988 4 IBIA 228 (Nov. 25, 1975)

1064 M-36890; 84 I.D. 244 (1977)
1185 3 ANCAB 11; 85 I.D. 219 (1978)
1269 24 IBLA 308 (Apr. 14, 1976)

30 IBLA 277 (June 1, 1977)

31 IBLA 162 (July 1, 1977)
39 IBLA 141 (Jan. 29, 1979)
39 IBLA 176 (Jan. 30, 1979)

39 IBLA 272; 86 I.D. 133 (1979)
42 IBLA 355 (Sept. 11, 1979)
43 IBLA 130 (Sept. 26, 1979)

1273 30 IBLA 243 (May 31, 1977)
1275 19 IBLA 219 (Mar. 25, 1975)

49 STAT:

page 378 4 IBIA 228 (Nov. 25, 1975)
383 M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)
388 20 IBLA 387 (June 16, 1975)
500 20 IBLA 120 (Apr. 25, 1975)
666 20 IBLA 54 (Apr. 24, 1975)

21 IBLA 392 (Aug. 27, 1975)
22 IBLA 97 (Sept. 22, 1975)

26 IBLA 71 (July 9, 1976)
27 IBLA 38 (Sept. 22, 1976)
30 IBLA 220 (May 26, 1977)

674 19 IBLA 1 (Feb. 20, 1975)
24 IBLA 227 (Mar. 24, 1976)
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49 STAT. (Continued) 60 STAT:

page 674 (Continued)

33 IBLA 106 (Dec. 16, 1977)

33 IBLA 296 (Jan. 10, 1978)
M-36888; 84 I.D. 54 (1977)

676 33 IBLA 106 (Dec. 16, 1977)
M-36920 (Dec. 11, 1979);

87 I.D. 69 (1980)
677 19 IBLA 1 (Feb. 20, 1975)

24 IBLA 227 (Mar. 24, 1976)

842 M-36900; 86 I.D. 293 (1979)

846 22 IBLA 342 (Nov. 14, 1975)

1028 M-36885; 83 I.D. 589 (1976)
M-36887; 84 I.D. 72 (1977)

1039 M-36887; 84 I.D. 72 (1977)
1250-1251 M-36911; 86 I.D. 151 (1979)
1571 25 IBLA 316 (June 30, 1976)

1976 24 IBLA 308 (Apr. 14, 1976)
42 IBLA 355 (Sept. 11, 1979)

50 STAT:

page 22 M-36885; 83 I.D. 589 (1976)
522 30 IBLA 14 (Apr. 4, 1977)

525 30 IBLA 14 (Apr. 4, 1977)
874 25 IBLA 257 (June 23, 1976)

26 IBLA 281 (Aug. 26, 1976)

39 IBLA 176 (Jan. 30, 1979)
M-36910; 86 I.D. 89 (1979)

1856 42 IBLA 74 (Aug. 13, 1979)

52 STAT:

page 211 M-36913; 86 I.D. 306 (1979)
347 19 IBLA 245 (Mar. 28, 1975)

M-36896; 84 I.D. 905 (1977)

M-36896 (Supp.); 86 I.D. 181

(1979)
609 19 IBLA 312 (Apr. 7, 1975)

28 IBLA 286 (Dec. 27, 1976)
31 IBLA 13 (June 17, 1977)

1215 25 IBLA 316 (June 30, 1976)

53 STAT:

page 753 M-36910; 86 I.D. 89 (1979)
1127 4 IBIA 263; 82 I.D. 640 (1975)
1128 19 IBLA 245 (Mar. 28, 1975)
1243 31 IBLA 13 (June 17, 1977)

54 STAT:

page 249 M-36907; 85 I.D. 433 (1978)
703 M-36887; 84 I.D. 72 (1977)
746 4 IBIA 97; 82 I.D. 341 (1975)

7 IBIA 224 (Oct. 15, 1979)

56 STAT:

page 1021 6 IBIA 17; 84 I.D. 68 (1977)

57 STAT:

page 14 M-36913; 86 I.D. 306 (1979)
497 21 IBLA 178 (July 25, 1975)

58 STAT:

page 748 Sec. Order # 3016 (Dec. 14,

1977); 85 I.D. 1 (1978)
813 M-36887; 84 I.D. 72 (1977)
890 M-36885; 83 I.D. 589 (1976)

59 STAT:

page 22 M-36885; 83 I.D. 589 (1976)

page 170 3 ANCAB 219; 86 I.D. 257 (1979)
179 3 ANCAB 219; 86 I.D. 257 (1979)

42 IBLA 1 (July 25, 1979)
237 3 ANCAB 297; 86 I.D. 381 (1979)
241 28 IBLA 13 (Nov. 8, 1976)
88 5 M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)
950 20 IBLA 134 (May 5, 1975)

33 IBLA 106 (Dec. 16, 1977)
951 37 IBLA 195 (Oct. 12, 1978)

952 30 IBLA 179 (May 19, 1977)
953 33 IBLA 106 (Dec. 16, 1977)

33 IBLA 296 (Jan. 10, 1978)

958 33 IBLA 106 (Dec. 16, 1977)

968 3 IBIA 243; 82 I.D. 55 (1975)
5 IBIA 96; 83 I.D. 209 (1976)

969 7 IBIA 148 (June 1, 1979)

61 STAT:

page 641 7 IBIA 299; 86 I.D. 680 (1979)
681 35 IBLA 146; 85 I.D. 129 (1978)
913 22 IBLA 313 (Nov. 10, 1975)

28 IBLA 353 (Jan. 24, 1977)

62 STAT:

page 35 26 IBLA 144 (Aug. 2, 1976)

43 IBLA 156 (Sept. 28, 1979)
236 7 IBIA 188; 86 I.D. 425 (1979)

269 M-36735 (Supp.); 83 I.D. 346
(1976)

272 M-36735 (Supp.); 83 I.D. 346
(1976)

291 M-36920 (Dec. 11, 1979);

87 I.D. 69 (1980)
749 39 IBLA 211; 86 I.D. 80 (1979)

63 STAT:

page 201 36 IBLA 4 (June 27, 1978)
214 20 IBLA 12 (Apr. 14, 1975)

39 IBLA 75 (Jan. 24, 1979)

215 36 IBLA 4 (June 27, 1978)
378 38 IBLA 1 (Nov. 8, 1978)
948 35 IBLA 279; 85 I.D. 186 (1978)

64 STAT:

page 94 18 IBLA 345 (Jan. 14, 1975)
94-95 20 IBLA 243 (May 16, 1975)

39 IBLA 36 (Jan. 15, 1979)

95 22 IBLA 160 (Sept. 30, 1975)
170 25 IBLA 316 (June 30, 1976)

1262 M-36885; 83 I.D. 589 (1976)

65 STAT:

page 248 M-36901; 85 I.D. 297 (1978)
258 M-36901; 85 I.D. 297 (1978)

290 20 IBLA 120 (Apr. 25, 1975)
591 IBCA-1178-2-78; 86 I.D. 206

(1979)

66 STAT:

page 14 3 ANCAB 11; 85 I

234 7 IBIA 240 (Oct.

451 M-36901; 85 I.D.

549 M-36901; 85 I.D.

552 M-36901; 85 I.D.

692 5 IBMA 217; 82 I

709 5 IBMA 185; 82 I

67 STAT:

page 5 3 ANCAB 297; 86

D 219 (1978)

23, 1979)

297 (1978)
297 (1978)
297 (1978)
,D. 535 (1975)
D. 506 (1975)

I.D. 381 (1979)
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67 STAT. (Continued)

page 29 3 ANCAB 297; 86 I.D. 381 (1979)

32 3 ANCAB 297; 86 I.D. 381 (1979)

227 39 IBLA 258 (Feb. 15, 1979)

42 IBLA 36 (July 31, 1979)

261 M-36901; 85 I.D. 297 (1978)

462 M-36888; 84 I.D. 54 (1977)

465 21 IBLA 137 (July 15, 1975)

539 39 ibla 306 (Feb. 23, 1979)

588 7 IBIA 299; 86 I.D. 680 (1979)

M-36907; 85 I.D. 433 (1978)

588-590 6 IBIA 47 (Apr. 1, 1977)

7 IBIA 299; 86 I.D. 680 (1979)

589 5 IBIA 50 (Mar. 19, 1976)

592 18 IBLA 326 (Jan. 7, 1975)

19 IBLA 245 (Mar. 28, 1975)

68 STAT:

page 173 37 IBLA 215 (Oct. 12, 1978)

40 IBLA 355 (May 14, 1979)
174 M-36893 (Supp.); 86 I.D. 627

(1979)
583 24 IBLA 227 (Mar. 24, 1976)

35 IBLA 43 (May 9, 1978)
40 IBLA 272 (Apr. 18, 1979)

M-36888; 84 I.D. 54 (1977)

585 19 IBLA 261 (Mar. 31, 1975)

22 IBLA 130 (Sept. 26, 1975)

23 IBLA 370 (Jan. 23, 1976)

24 IBLA 227 (Mar. 24, 1976)

25 IBLA 319 (June 30, 1976)

34 IBLA 350 (Apr. 26, 1978)

40 IBLA 272 (Apr. 18, 1979)

44 IBLA 99 (Nov. 20, 1979)
666-668 M-36904; 85 I.D. 254 (1978)

703 26 IBLA 194 (Aug. 11, 1976)

708 39 IBLA 306 (Feb. 23, 1979)

M-36893 (Supp.); 86 I.D. 627

(1979)
789 39 IBLA 258 (Feb. 15, 1979)

790 39 IBLA 258 (Feb. 15, 1979)

69 STAT:

page 67 33 IBLA 26 (Nov. 22, 1977)
36 IBLA 245 (Aug. 14, 1978)

361 M-36885; 83 I.D. 589 (1976)
367 19 IBLA 326 (Apr. 7, 1975)

28 IBLA 13 (Nov. 8, 1976)

31 IBLA 47 (June 23, 1977)

33 IBLA 153 (Dec. 19, 1977)
367-372 31 IBLA 47 (June 23, 1977)
368 20 IBLA 156 (May 5, 1975)

22 IBLA 62 (Sept. 18, 1975)
28 IBLA 187; 83 I.D. 609 (1976)
35 IBLA 146; 85 I.D. 129 (1978)

392 7 ibia 22 (Feb. 17, 1978)

534 20 IBLA 319 (June 4, 1975)
21 IBLA 330 (Aug. 18, 1975)
25 IBLA 234 (June 21, 1976)
25 IBLA 283 (June 28, 1976)

27 IBLA 186 (Oct. 4, 1976)
535 21 IBLA 330 (Aug. 18, 1975)

27 IBLA 186 (Oct. 4, 1976)
37 IBLA 189 (Oct. 11, 1978)

539 7 ibia 299; 86 I.D. 680 (1979)
666 7 IBIA 188; 86 I.D. 425 (1979)
681 20 IBLA 100 (Apr. 25, 1975)

43 IBLA 153 (Sept. 28, 1979)
682 19 IBLA 255 (Mar. 31, 1975)

43 IBLA 390 (Oct. 31, 1979)
683 20 IBLA 156 (May 5, 1975)

70 STAT:

page 709 41 IBLA 315; 86 I.D. 361 (1979)

23 1975)
31 1975)

5, 1976)

6, 1976)
16 1976)

12, 1976)
22 1979)

22 1979)

70 STAT. (Continued)

page 709 (Continued)

42 IBLA 269 (Aug. 27, 1979)

42 IBLA 370; 86 I.D. 441 (1979)
711 41 IBLA 315; 86 I.D. 361 (1979)
775 M-36904; 85 I.D. 254 (1978)
893 7 ibia 116 (Feb. 14, 1979)
898 3 ANCAB 168; 86 I.D. 189 (1979)
954 21 IBLA 116 (June 30, 1975)

22 IBLA 191 (Oct. 15, 1975)
22 IBLA 266 (Oct. 30, 1975)
22 IBLA 287 (Oct. 30, 1975)
23 IBLA 17 (Nov. 26, 1975)

23 IBLA 124 (Dec.

23 IBLA 174 (Dec.

23 IBLA 188 (Jan.

23 IBLA 197 (Jan.

23 IBLA 314 (Jan.

28 IBLA 83 (Nov.

41 IBLA 169 (June
41 IBLA 179 (June 22,

41 IBLA 309 (July 5, 1979)
41 IBLA 315; 86 I.D. 361 (1979)
42 IBLA 1 (July 25, 1979)
42 IBLA 155 (Aug. 19, 1979)
42 IBLA 231 (Aug. 22, 1979)
42 IBLA 276 (Aug. 27, 1979)
43 IBLA 14 (Sept. 11, 1979)

43 IBLA 174 (Sept. 28, 1979)

43 IBLA 186 (Oct. 5, 1979)
1044 M-36904; 85 I.D. 254 (1978)
1044-1047 M-36904; 85 I.D. 254 (1978)

72 STAT:

page 82 M-36904; 85 I.D. 254 (1978)

83 M-36904; 85 I.D. 254 (1978)
339 i ANCAB 190; 83 I.D. 619 (1976)

1 ANCAB 281; 83 I.D. 685 (1976)
2 ANCAB 1; 84 I.D. 349 (1977)
3 ANCAB 11; 85 I.D. 219 (1978)
3 ANCAB 297; 86 I.D. 381 (1979)
4 ANCAB 50; 86 I.D. 692 (1979)

1975)

1975)

1975)

1975)

1975)

1975)

18 IBLA 351 (Jan.

18 IBLA 357 (Jan.

19 IBLA 178 (Mar.

19 IBLA 198 (Mar.

19 IBLA 242 (Mar.

19 IBLA 316 (Apr.

19 IBLA 320 (Apr. 7, 1975)
20 IBLA 59; 82 I.D. 174 (1975)
20 IBLA 169 (May 7, 1975)
21 IBLA 347 (Aug. 18, 1975)
22 IBLA 220 (Oct. 15 1975)
22 IBLA 229 (Oct. 16 , 1975)
23 IBLA 17 (Nov. 26, 1975)
23 IBLA 59 (Dec. 11, 1975)
23 IBLA 124 (Dec. 23 1975)
23 IBLA 197 (Jan. 6, 1976)
24 IBLA 240 (Mar. 25 1976)
28 IBLA 83 (Nov. 12, 1976)
40 IBLA 79 (Mar. 22, 1979)
41 IBLA 309 (July 5, 1979)
41 IBLA 315; 86 I.D. 361 (1979)
42 IBLA 1 (July 25, L979)

42 IBLA 94 (Aug. 16, 1979)
42 IBLA 231 (Aug. 22 , 1979)
42 IBLA 269 (Aug. 27, 1979)
42 IBLA 370; 86 I.D. 441 (1979)
43 IBLA 186 (Oct. 5, 1979)
M-36894; 84 I.D. 415 (1977)
M-36911; 86 I.D. 151 (1979)
1 SEC. 1; 84 I.D. 176 (1977)
Sec. Order # 3016 (Dec. 14,

1977); 85 I.D. 1 (1978)
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72 STAT. (Continued) 74 STAT. (Continued)

page 339-340 3 ANCAB 140; 86 I.D. 55 (1979)

3 ANCAB 153; 86 I.D. 60 (1979)

339-343 34 IBLA 81 (Feb. 22, 1978)

39 IBLA 28 (Jan. 11, 1979)

339 et seq. - 3 ANCAB 238; 86 I.D. 285 (1979)

340 1 ANCAB 190; 83 I.D. 619 (1976)

2 ANCAB 1; 84 I.D. 349 (1977)

19 IBLA 316 (Apr. 7, 1975)

23 IBLA 59 (Dec. 11, 1975)

23 IBLA 197 (Jan. 6, 1976)

29 IBLA 307 (Mar. 30, 1977)

42 IBLA 231 (Aug. 22, 1979)

341 1 ANCAB 190; 83 I.D. 619 (1976)

2 ANCAB 1; 84 I.D. 349 (1977)

3 ANCAB 11; 85 I.D. 219 (1978)

20 IBLA 341 (June 11, 1975)

342 1 ANCAB 190; 83 I.D. 619 (1976)

22 IBLA 229 (Oct. 16, 1975)

343 3 ANCAB 297; 86 I.D. 381 (1979)

351 M-36893 (Supp.); 86 I.D. 627
(1979)

438 30 IBLA 74 (Apr. 18, 1977)

40 IBLA 317 (Apr. 30, 1979)

486 20 IBLA 333 (June 11, 1975)

487 20 IBLA 333 (June 11, 1975)

928 27 IBLA 137; 83 I.D. 364 (1976)

28 IBLA 100; 83 I.D. 556 (1976)

37 IBLA 215 (Oct. 12, 1978)

935 19 IBLA 245 (Mar. 28, 1975)

1701 37 IBLA 1 (Sept. 6, 1978)
42 IBLA 296 (Aug. 27, 1979)

42 IBLA 383 (Sept. 11, 1979)

43 IBLA 10 (Sept. 11, 1979)

page 791 35 IBLA 43 (May 9, 1978)
857 39 IBLA 137 (Jan. 29, 1979)

75 STAT:

page 773 27 IBLA 198 (Oct. 4, 1976)

76 STAT:

page 357 IBCA-1080-10-75; 83 I.D. 43
(1976)

389 M-36902; 85 I.D. 326 (1978)

395 M-36903; 85 I.D. 337 (1978)
634 M-36901; 85 I.D. 297 (1978)
653 M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)
943 23 IBLA 270 (Jan. 23, 1976)

28 IBLA 132 (Nov. 19, 1976)
28 IBLA 394; 84 I.D. 91 (1977)

954 3i IBLA 13 ( June 17( 1977 )

1127 28 IBLA 339 (Jan. 17, 1977)
36 IBLA 93 (July 12, 1978)

1157 20 IBLA 387 (June 16, 1975)

77 STAT:

page 140 31 IBLA 13 (June 17, 1977)
152 33 IBLA 248 (Jan. 5, 1978)

39 IBLA 85 (Jan. 24, 1979)
223 1 ANCAB 190; 83 I.D. 619 (1976)

2 ANCAB 1; 84 I.D. 349 (1977)
3 ANCAB 11; 85 I.D. 219 (1978)

78 STAT:

73 STAT:

page 141 3 ANCAB 129; 86 I.D. 45 (1979)
28 IBLA 83 (Nov. 12, 1976)

490 M-36893 (Supp.); 86 I.D. 627

(1979)
571 19 IBLA 235 (Mar. 26, 1975)

25 IBLA 269 (June 24, 1976)
37 IBLA 162 (Oct. 10, 1978)

641 M-36904; 85 I.D. 254 (1978)

74 STAT:

page 7 33 IBLA 380 (Jan. 25, 1978)

156 M-36901; 85 I.D. 297 (1978)

202 43 IBLA 153 (Sept. 28, 1979)

220 26 IBLA 71 (July 9, 1976)

28 IBLA 214; 83 I.D. 666 (1976)

40 IBLA 280 (Apr. 18, 1979)
334 40 IBLA 12 (Mar. 9, 1979)

421 M-36904; 85 I.D. 254 (1978)

506 20 IBLA 120 (Apr. 25, 1975)

40 IBLA 12 (Mar. 9, 1979)

41 IBLA 13 (May 22, 1979)

743 M-36901; 85 I.D. 297 (1978)

781 19 IBLA 235 (Mar. 26, 1975)
27 IBLA 376 (Nov. 5, 1976)

28 IBLA 394; 84 I.D. 91 (1977)

34 IBLA 7 (Feb. 8, 1978)
34 IBLA 127 (Mar. 7, 1978)

35 IBLA 43 (May 9, 1978)
37 IBLA 162 (Oct. 10, 1978)

782 24 IBLA 227 (Mar. 24, 1976)

35 IBLA 43 (May 9, 1978)
37 IBLA 195 (Oct. 12, 1978)

784 24 IBLA 227 (Mar. 24, 1976)

35 IBLA 43 (May 9, 1978)
785 40 IBLA 53 (Mar. 16, 1979)

789-790 28 IBLA 394; 84 I.D. 91 (1977)

790 22 IBLA 52 (Sept. 17, 1975)
28 IBLA 394; 84 I.D. 91 (1977)

page 92 M-36901; 85 I.D. 297 (1978)
186 7 IBIA 36 (Mar. 17, 1978)
241 3 ANCAB 219; 86 I.D. 257 (1979)
252 3 ANCAB 219; 86 I.D. 257 (1979)
438 24 IBLA 85; 83 I.D. 47 (1976)
682 M-36901; 85 I.D. 297 (1978)
686 M-36901; 85 I.D. 297 (1978)
747 7 IBIA 22 (Feb. 17, 1978)
751 20 IBLA 319 (June 4, 1975)

21 IBLA 124 (July 14, 1975)
21 IBLA 330 (Aug. 18, 1975)
37 IBLA 189 (Oct. 11, 1978)

852 M-36901; 85 I.D. 297 (1978)

890 23 IBLA 102 (Dec. 23, 1975)
37 IBLA 153 (Oct. 5, 1978)
41 IBLA 253 (June 28, 1979)
M-36910; 86 I.D. 89 (1979)
M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)

892-893 M-36910; 86 I.D. 89 (1979)
893 22 IBLA 97 (Sept. 22, 1975)

41 IBLA 253 (June 28, 1979)
982 40 IBLA 257 (Apr. 16, 1979)
986 39 IBLA 141 (Jan. 29, 1979)
1039-1040 36 IBLA 53 (June 30, 1978)
1080 32 IBLA 205 (Sept. 19, 1977)

79 STAT:

page 433 M-36903; 85 I.D. 337 (1978)
574 M-36885; 83 I.D. 589 (1976)
969 IBCA-1232-12-78; 86 I.D. 197

(1979)
1028 7 IBIA 299; 86 I.D. 680 (1979)
1096 M-36901; 85 I.D. 297 (1978)
1101 M-36901; 85 I.D. 297 (1978)

80 STAT:

page 84 5 IBMA 217; 82 I.D. 535 (1975)
91 5 iBMA i85 ;

82 I.D. 506 (1975)
192 34 IBLA 99 (Feb. 23, 1978)
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84 STAT. (Continued)

page 220 27 IBLA 137; 83 I.D. 364 (1976)
37 IBLA 215 (Oct. 12, 1978)

376 M-36904; 85 I.D. 254 (1978)

387 7 IBIA 286 (Nov. 28, 1979)
772-784 4 IBMA 127 (Apr. 29, 1975)

915 40 IBLA 280 (Apr. 18, 1979)
917 40 IBLA 280 (Apr. 18, 1979)

926 M-36895; 84 I.D. 403 (1977)

927 M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)

81 STAT:

page 174 M-36903; 85 I.D. 337 (1978)
488 M-36890; 84 I.D. 244 (1977)

82 STAT:

page 78-80 7 IBIA 299; 86 I.D. 680 (1979)

197 M-36907; 85 I.D. 433 (1978)
516 41 IBLA 13 ( Mav 22, 1979)

852 M-36900; 86 I.D. 293 (1979)

870 22 IBLA 299 (Nov. 4, 1975)
26 IBLA 313 (Aug. 30, 1976)

906 35 IBLA 202 (May 24, 1978)

M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)
917 M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)
926 18 IBLA 407 (Feb. 10, 1975)

24 IBLA 289 (Apr. 1, 1976)

1409 40 IBLA 147 (Mar. 29, 1979)

83 STAT:

page 96 IBCA-1080-10-75 ; 83 I.D. 43
(1976)

852 2 ANCAB 247; 84 I.D. 1007 (1977)

37 IBLA 153 (Oct. 5, 1978)
40 IBLA 280 (Apr. 18, 1979)
M-36885; 83 I.D. 589 (1976)

854 M-36885; 83 I.D. 589 (1976)
922 42 IBLA 74 (Aug. 13, 1979)

84 STAT:

page 206 19 IBLA 261 (Mar. 31, 1975)

20 IBLA 206 (May 8, 1975)
21 IBLA 287 (Aug. 11, 1975)
22 IBLA 130 (Sept. 26, 1975)
24 IBLA 117 (Mar. 1, 1976)
28 IBLA 394; 84 I.D. 91 (1977)
31 IBLA 296 (July 22, 1977)
33 IBLA 231 (Dec. 28, 1977)
34 IBLA 53 (Feb. 16, 1978)
34 IBLA 350 (Apr. 26, 1978)
44 IBLA 99 (Nov. 20, 1979)

1 SEC. 13; 85 I.D. 89 (1978)
303 7 IBIA 299; 86 I.D. 680 (1979)
806 20 IBLA 206 (May 8, 1975)
809 22 IBLA 338 (Nov. 14, 1975)

24 IBLA 23 (Feb. 11, 1976)
826 M-36914; 86 I.D. 553 (1979)
1067 25 IBLA 287; 83 I.D. 249 (1976)
1358 M-36907; 85 I.D. 433 (1978)
1566 27 IBLA 269 (Oct. 26, 1976)

29 IBLA 210 (Mar. 22, 1977)
33 IBLA 160 (Dec. 20, 1977)
36 IBLA 59 (June 30, 1978)

1569 34 IBLA 285; 85 I.D. 171 (1978)
1874 3 IBIA 243; 82 I.D. 55 (1975)

5 IBIA 96; 83 I.D. 209 (1976)
5 IBIA 113; 83 I.D. 216 (1976)
7 IBIA 43 (Mar. 31, 1978)
7 IBIA 148 (June 1, 1979)

1894 1 OHA 86 (Feb. 12, 1975)
1 OHA 115 (June 3, 1975)
1 OHA 170 (Sept. 18, 1975)

page 1894 (Continued)

1 OHA 221 (Sept. 24, 1975)

1 OHA 226 (Oct. 14, 1975)
1 OHA 229 (Nov. 13, 1975)

1 OHA 273 (Jan. 15, 1976)

2 OHA 59 (Sept. 22, 1976)

2 OHA 92 (Oct. 4, 1976)
2 OHA 102 (Nov. 22, 1976)

2 OHA 109 (Apr. 21, 1977)
2 OHA 117 (May 3, 1977)

3 OHA 35 (Jan. 15, 1979)

85 STAT:

page 97 IBCA-1048-11-74;
(1977)

IBCA-1 146-3-77; 85 I

(1978)
588 3 ANCAB 153; 86 I.D.

649-651 26 IBLA 257 (Aug. 18,

688 2 ANCAB 358 (Mar. 31

3 ANCAB 1; 85 I.D. 200 (1978)
3 ANCAB 21 (June 21

3 ANCAB 27 (June 26

3 ANCAB 65 (July 11

I.D. 407

D. 242

60 (1979)

1976)

1978)

3 ANCAB 89 (Oct. 24.

1978)

1978)

1978)
1978)

45 (1979)
55 (1979)

60 (1979)
257 (1979)

285 (1979)
1979)

1979)
1979)
397 (1979)

1979)
1979)

1979)

1979)

381 (1979)

3 ANCAB 129; 86 I.D.

3 ANCAB 140; 86 I.D.

3 ANCAB 153; 86 I.D.

3 ANCAB 219; 86 I.D.

3 ANCAB 238; 86 I.D.

3 ANCAB 252 (May 16,

3 ANCAB 258 (May 18,

3 ANCAB 261 (May 24,

3 ANCAB 273; 86 I.D.

3 ANCAB 280 (June 8,

3 ANCAB 285 (June 11

3 ANCAB 291 (June 29

3 ANCAB 294 (July 10

3 ANCAB 297; 86 I.D.

3 ANCAB 321 (Aug. 17, 1979)
3 ANCAB 325; 86 I.D. 392 (1979)
3 ANCAB 334 (Aug. 31, 1979)
3 ANCAB 346 (Aug. 31, 1979)
3 ANCAB 351; 86 I.D. 452 (1979)
3 ANCAB 365 (Sept. 19, 1979)
3 ANCAB 371 (Sept. 19, 1979)
3 ANCAB 377 (Sept. 21, 1979)
3 ANCAB 383 (Sept. 25, 1979)
4 ANCAB 1 (Oct. 17, 1979)
4 ANCAB 3; 86 I.D. 618 (1979)
4 ANCAB 17 (Oct.
4 ANCAB 24; 86 I.

4 ANCAB 50; 86 I.

4 ANCAB 108 (Dec.

4 ANCAB 110 (Dec.
7 IBIA 128; 86 I.

7 IBIA 157; 86 I.

19 IBLA 242 (Mar.

19 IBLA 316 (Apr.

19 IBLA 320 (Apr.
20 IBLA 50 (Apr. 2

20 IBLA 59; 82 I.D. 174 (1975)
20 IBLA 174 (May 7, 1975)
31 IBLA 43 (June 21, 1977)
31 IBLA 139 (June 30, 1977)

32 IBLA 5 (Aug. 24, 1977)
33 IBLA 354 (Jan. 18, 1978)

35 IBLA 349 (June 19, 1978)
40 IBLA 79 (Mar. 22, 1979)
41 IBLA 13 (May 22, 1979)

41 IBLA 85 (June 4, 1979)
42 IBLA 1 (July 25, 1979)
43 IBLA 186 (Oct. 5, 1979)

M-36880; 82 I.D. 325 (1975)

31 , 1979)
D. 663 (1979)

D. 692 (1979)
19, 1979)

19, 1979)
D. 217 (1979)
D. 333 (1979)
27 , 1975)

7, 1975)

7, 1975)

3, 1975)
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page 689 1 ANCAB 190; 83 I.D. 619 (1976)

696 20 IBLA 50 (Apr. 23, 1975)

701 3 ANCAB 140; 86 I.D. 55 (1979)

3 ANCAB 153; 86 I.D. 60 (1979)

702 3 ANCAB 334 (Aug. 31, 1979)

4 ANCAB 24; 86 I.D. 663 (1979)

703 3 ANCAB 1; 85 I.D. 200 (1978)

3 ANCAB 21 (June 21, 1978)
3 ANCAB 27 (June 26, 1978)

3 ANCAB 65 (July 11, 1978)

3 ANCAB 334 (Aug. 29, 1979)

704 3 ANCAB 89 (Oct. 24, 1978)

3 ANCAB 129; 86 I.D. 45 (1979)

3 ANCAB 140; 86 I.D. 55 (1979)
3 ANCAB 153; 86 I.D. 60 (1979)

708 20 IBLA 59; 82 I.D. 174 (1975)

31 IBLA 43 (June 21, 1977)
32 IBLA 5 (Aug. 24, 1977)

708-709 35 IBLA 349 (June 19, 1978)

709 31 IBLA 43 (June 21, 1977)

710 20 IBLA 162 (May 5, 1975)

21 IBLA 54 (June 18, 1975)

41 IBLA 70 (May 31, 1979)

41 IBLA 179 (June 22, 1979)

41 IBLA 387 (July 24, 1979)

43 IBLA 266 (Oct. 15, 1979)
44 IBLA 99 (Nov. 20, 1979)

714 3 ANCAB 334 ( Aug . 31, 1979)

715 41 IBLA 85 (June 4, 1979)

739 25 IBLA 1 (May 5, 1976)

86 STAT:

page 44 37 IBLA 381 (Nov. 6, 1978)

45 37 IBLA 381 ( Nov. 6, 1978)

46 37 IBLA 381 (Nov. 6, 1978)

64 4 IBIA 65; 82 I.D. 261 (1975)
167 7 IBIA 83 (Aug. 8, 1978)
510 7 IBIA 83 (Aug. 8, 1978)

612 36 IBLA 219 (Aug. 8, 1978)

37 IBLA 7 (Sept. 6, 1978)
6!4 37 IBLA 7 (sept. 6, 1978)

615 36 IBLA 219 (Aug. 8, 1978)
619-620 32 IBLA 357 (Oct. 21, 1977)

652 IBCA-1 153-5-77; 84 I.D. 969

(1977)
719 6 IBIA 86 (May 25, 1977)

816 M-36890; 84 I.D. 244 (1977)

1176 44 IBLA 110 (Nov. 27, 1979)

1311 43 IBLA 210; 86 I.D. 538 (1979)

87 STAT:

page 466 3 IBIA 266 (Feb. 25, 1975)

468 3 IBIA 266 (Feb. 25, 1975)
576 38 IBLA 1 (Nov. 8, 1978)

579 38 IBLA 1 (Nov. 8, 1978)
884 M-36905; 85 I.D. 275 (1978)

892 M-36905; 85 I.D. 275 (1978)

88 STAT:

page 142 29 IBLA 97 (Feb. 23, 1977)
174 26 IBLA 71 (July 9, 1976)

28 IBLA 214; 83 I.D. 666 (1976)
40 IBLA 280 (Apr. 18, 1979)
41 IBLA 105 (June 11, 1979)

476 42 IBLA 345 (Aug. 31, 1979)
477 42 IBLA 26 (July 26, 1979)
1448 2 OHA 147 (Aug. 9, 1977)

3 OHA 65 (Apr. 10, 1979)
1712 4 IBIA 134; 82 I.D. 452 (1975)
2094 21 IBLA 289 (Aug. 11, 1975)
2096 M-36910; 86 I.D. 89 (1979)
2203 5 IBIA 242 (Nov. 5, 1976)

89 STAT:

page 1145 1 ANCAB 190; 83 I .D. 619 (1976)
1 ANCAB 290 (Jan. 10, 1977)
1 ANCAB 294 (Jan. 14, 1977)

1 ANCAB 300 (Feb. 15, 1977)
1 ANCAB 305; 84 I .D. 105 (1977)
1 ANCAB 317 (Apr. 8, 1977)
1 ANCAB 322 (Apr. 8, 1977)
1 ANCAB 327 (Apr. 15, 1977)

1 ANCAB 334 (Apr. 15, 1977)

1 ANCAB 341 (Apr. 28, 1977)
1 ANCAB 345 (May 4, 1977)
1 ANCAB 348 (May 4, 1977)
1 ANCAB 351 (May 4, 1977)

1 ANCAB 354 (May 4, 1977)
2 ANCAB 1; 84 I.D . 349 (1977)
2 ANCAB 123 (July 25, 1977)
2 ANCAB 150; 84 I .D. 891 (1977)
2 ANCAB 166 (Nov. 16, 1977)
2 ANCAB 181 (Dec. 16, 1977)

2 ANCAB 183 (Dec. 19, 1977)

2 ANCAB 187 (Dec. 19, 1977)
2 ANCAB 191 (Dec. 19, 1977)

2 ANCAB 195 (Dec. 19, 1977)

2 ANCAB 199 (Dec. 19, 1977)
2 ANCAB 203 (Dec. 19, 1977)

2 ANCAB 207 (Dec. 19, 1977)

2 ANCAB 223 (Dec. 20, 1977)
2 ANCAB 227 (Dec. 20, 1977)

2 ANCAB 231 (Dec. 20, 1977)

2 ANCAB 235 (Dec. 20, 1977)
2 ANCAB 2 39 (Dec. 20, 1977)

2 ANCAB 243 (Dec. 20, 1977)

2 ANCAB 258; 84 I .D. 1015 (1977)
2 ANCAB 264 (Jan. 23, 1978)
2 ANCAB 269 (Jan. 26, 1978)
2 ANCAB 272 (Jan. 26, 1978)

2 ANCAB 275 (Jan. 27, 1978)
2 ANCAB 284 (Feb. 1, 1978)

2 ANCAB 289; 85 I .D. 27 (1978)
2 ANCAB 298 (Feb. 13, 1978)

2 ANCAB 325 (Mar. 9, 1978)

2 ANCAB 327 (Mar. 22, 1978)
2 ANCAB 329 (Mar. 24, 1978)
2 ANCAB 336 (Mar. 24, 1978)

2 ANCAB 350 (Mar. 28, 1978)
2 ANCAB 363 (Mar. 31, 1978)
2 ANCAB 371 (May 9, 1978)

2 ANCAB 376 (May 9, 1978)

2 ANCAB 379; 85 I .D. 97 (1978)
3 ANCAB 1; 85 I.I . 200 (1978)

3 ANCAB 11; 85 I. D. 219 (1978)

3 ANCAB 21 (June 21, 1978)

3 ANCAB 27 (June 26, 1978)

3 ANCAB 49; 85 I. D. 229 (1978)

3 ANCAB 65 (July 11, 1978)

3 ANCAB 74 (Aug. 10, 1978)

3 ANCAB 7 7 (Aug. 17, 1978)

3 ANCAB 85 (Sept. 14, 1978)

3 ANCAB 89 (Oct. 24, 1978)

3 ANCAB 96 (Nov. 20, 1978)

3 ANCAB 100 (Nov. 20, 1978)

3 ANCAB 105 (Dec. 11, 1978)

3 ANCAB 108 (Dec. 18, 1978)

3 ANCAB 111; 85 1 .D. 462 (1978)

3 ANCAB 124 (Jan. 5, 1979)

3 ANCAB 127 (Jan 15, 1979)

3 ANCAB 129; 86 ] .D. 45 (1979)
3 ANCAB 140; 86 1 .D. 55 (1979)

3 ANCAB 153; 86 ] .D. 60 (1979)

3 ANCAB 165 (Feb 22, 1979)
3 ANCAB 168; 86 ] .D. 189 (1979)

3 ANCAB 182 (Mar 20, 1979)
3 ANCAB 190 (Apr. 6, 1979)

3 ANCAB 193 (Apr. 11, 1979)

3 ANCAB 196; 86 1 .D. 225 (1979)
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235

274
1083

1320
1342

1342-1343
1343
1744
1934

1990
2641

2662

2743

-29 IBLA 33 (Feb. 10, 1977)
-33 IBLA 7 (Nov. 15, 1977)
-31 IBLA 290 (July 22, 1977)

32 IBLA 13 (Aug. 29, 197 7)

32 IBLA 170 (Sept. 13, 1977)

34 IBLA 139 (Mar. 10, 1978)

35 IBLA 247; 85 I.D. 161 (1978)

37 IBLA 251; 85 I.D. 396 (1978)

40 IBLA 339 (May 10, 1979)

M-36890; 84 I.D. 244 (1977)
M-36893; 84 I.D. 442 (1977)

M-36894; 84 I.D. 415 (1977)

M-36893 (Supp.); 86 I.D. 627

(1979)
M-36909; 86 I.D. 28 (1979)

-34 IBLA 139 (Mar. 10, 1978)

35 IBLA 247; 85 I.D. 161 (1978)

M-36893; 84 I.D. 442 (1977)
-31 IBLA 290 (July 22, 1977)

32 IBLA 13 (Aug. 29, 1977)

32 IBLA 170 (Sept. 13, 1977)

33 IBLA 3 (Nov. 14, 197 7)

35 IBLA 15 (May 4, 1978)

36 IBLA 62 (June 30, 1978)
- M-36920 (Dec. 11, 1979);

87 I.D. 69 (1980)
-40 IBLA 280 (Apr. 18, 1979)

-29 IBLA 33 (Feb. 10, 1977)
37 IBLA 381 (Nov. 6, 1978)

43 IBLA 210; 86 I.D. 538 (1979)
-33 IBLA 86 (Dec. 8, 1977)
-43 IBLA 210; 86 I.D. 538 (1979)
-40 IBLA 12 (Mar. 9, 1979)
- 2 ANCAB 179 (Dec. 9, 1977)
- M-36886; 84 I.D. 1 (1977)
- IBCA-1020-2-74 & IBCA-1033-4-74

;

84 I.D. 495 (1977)
-40 IBLA 257 (Apr. 16, 1979)
- 3 ANCAB 351; 86 I.D. 452 (1979)

3 ANCAB 377 (Sept. 21, 1979)
30 IBLA 112 (May 2, 1977)
31 IBLA 389 (Aug. 19, 1977)
32 IBLA 123 (Sept. 12, 1977)

32 IBLA 205 (Sept. 19, 1977)
32 IBLA 384 (Nov. 3, 1977)
33 IBLA 32 (Nov. 25, 1977)

33 IBLA 47 (Nov. 25, 1977)
33 IBLA 277 (Jan
33 IBLA 386 (Jan
34 IBLA 146 (Mar
34 IBLA 164 (Mar
34 IBLA 182 (Mar
34 IBLA 374 (May 1

5, 1978)

26, 1978)

10, 1978)

14, 1978)

21, 1978)
1978)

35 IBLA 306 (June 2, 1978)

35 IBLA 325; 85 I.D. 207 (1978)
36 IBLA 76 (July 12, 1978)

37 IBLA 1 (Sept. 6, 1978)
37 IBLA 172 (Oct. 10, 1978)

38 IBLA 160 (Dec. 5, 1978)
39 IBLA 182 (Jan. 31, 1979)

40 IBLA 317 (Apr. 30, 1979)
41 IBLA 248 (June 27, 1979)
41 IBLA 253 (June 28, 1979)
42 IBLA 296 (Aug. 27, 1979)
42 IBLA 345 (Aug. 31, 1979)
42 IBLA 355 (Sept 11, 1979)
M-36889; 84 I.D. 188 (1977)
M-36900; 86 I.D. 293 (1979)
M-36910; 86 I.D.

-38 IBLA 1 (Nov. 8

89 (1979)

, 1978)
40 IBLA 222; 86 I .D. 234 (1979)
43 IBLA 210; 86 I .D. 538 (1979)

2745 35 IBLA 53 (May 9, 1978)

2746 38 IBLA 347 (Dec. 22, 1978)
42 IBLA 200 (Aug. 22, 1979)

2751-2755 30 IBLA 112 (May 2, 1977)

pages 2751-2755 (Continued)

33 IBLA 32 (Nov. 25, 1977)

33 IBLA 47 (Nov. 25, 1977)

2754 29 IBLA 107 (Feb. 23, 1977)

2760 41 IBLA 13 (May 22, 1979)
2768 33 IBLA 386 (Jan. 26, 1978)

2769 32 IBLA 305 (Sept. 30, 1977)
34 IBLA 205 (Mar. 23, 1978)

34 IBLA 319 (Apr. 24, 1978)
37 IBLA 1 (Sept. 6, 1978)

38 IBLA 300 (Dec. 14, 1978)
41 IBLA 142 (June 14, 1979)

41 IBLA 391 (July 24, 1979)
42 IBLA 338 (Aug. 29, 1979)
43 IBLA 210; 86 I.D. 538 (1979)

M-36893 (Supp.); 86 I.D. 627
(1979)

2770 3 ANCAB 351; 86 I.D. 452 (1979)

3 ANCAB 377 (Sept. 21, 1979)
2774 36 IBLA 282 (Aug. 21, 1978)
2775 29 IBLA 4 (Feb. 7, 1977)
2776 38 IBLA 80 (Nov. 9, 1978)

M-36900; 86 I.D. 293 (1979)
2778 29 IBLA 57 (Feb. 16, 1977)
2779 32 IBLA 205 (Sept. 19, 1977)

35 IBLA 279; 85 I.D. 186 (1978)
35 IBLA 325; 85 I.D. 207 (1978)

2781 34 IBLA 146 (Mar. 10, 1978)
2782 32 IBLA 205 (Sept. 19, 1977)

2785 41 IBLA 253 (June 28, 1979)
M-36910; 86 I.D. 89 (1979)

2786 34 IBLA 219 (Mar. 27, 1978)

35 IBLA 349 (June 19, 1978)
36 IBLA 313 (Aug. 23, 1978)

2787 31 IBLA 162 (July 1, 1977)
33 IBLA 277 (Jan. 5, 1978)
36 IBLA 201 (Aug. 3, 1978)
38 IBLA 175 (Dec. 6, 1978)
38 IBLA 297 (Dec. 14, 1978)
41 IBLA 248 (June 27, 1979)

43 IBLA 186 (Oct. 5, 1979)
2789 33 IBLA 182 (Dec. 21, 1977)

33 IBLA 358 (Jan. 18, 1978)
33 IBLA 395 (Jan. 30, 1978)
35 IBLA 146; 85 I.D. 129 (1978)

37 IBLA 48 (Sept. 18, 1978)
41 IBLA 13 (May 22, 1979)
43 IBLA 156 (Sept. 28, 1979)
43 IBLA 306 (Oct. 17, 1979)
43 IBLA 333 (Oct. 29, 1979)

2789-2790 28 IBLA 345 (Jan. 24, 1977)
43 IBLA 306 (Oct. 17, 1979)

2789-2791 38 IBLA 305 (Dec. 14, 1978)
40 IBLA 106 (Mar. 27, 1979)

2790 40 IBLA 317 (Apr. 30, 1979)

2791 39 IBLA 229 (Feb. 12, 1979)
2792 29 IBLA 107 (Feb. 23, 1977)

32 IBLA 275 (Sept. 27, 1977)
33 IBLA 358 (Jan. 18, 1978)
35 IBLA 61 (May 10, 1978)

35 IBLA 349 (June 19, 1978)
38 IBLA 1 (Nov. 8, 1978)

38 IBLA 382 (Dec. 29, 1978)

38 IBLA 385 (Dec. 29, 1978)

39 IBLA 81 (Jan. 24, 1979)
41 IBLA 13 (May 22, 1979)

2792-2793 41 IBLA 85 (June 4, 1979)
2793 32 IBLA 205 (Sept. 19, 1977)

32 IBLA 384 (Nov. 3, 1977)
33 IBLA 386 (Jan. 26, 1978)
34 IBLA 146 (Mar. 10, 1978)
34 IBLA 164 (Mar. 14, 1978)

34 IBLA 374 (May 1, 1978)
35 IBLA 53 (May 9, 1978)

35 IBLA 279; 85 I.D. 186 (1978)
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2972

3760

page 225

445

447
455
467

35 IBLA 325; 85 I.D. 207 (1978)

36 IBLA 119 (July 25, 1978)
36 IBLA 313 (Aug. 23, 1978)

40 IBLA 12 (Mar. 9, 1979)
40 IBLA 180 (Apr. 3, 1979)

42 IBLA 200 (Aug. 22, 1979)

42 IBLA 345 (Aug. 31, 1979)
-43 IBLA 19 (Sept. 11, 1979)
-40 IBLA 317 (Apr. 30, 1979)

- M-36901;
- 1 IBSMA

1 IBSMA
1 IBSMA
1 IBSMA
1 IBSMA
I IBSMA
1 IBSMA
1 IBSMA
1 IBSMA
1 IBSMA
1 IBSMA
1 IBSMA
1 IBSMA
1 IBSMA
M-36909;

-43 IBLA 1

- 1 IBSMA
- 1 IBSMA
- 1 IBSMA

1 IBSMA
1 IBSMA
1 IBSMA
1 IBSMA
1 IBSMA
1 IBSMA

1 IBSMA
1 IBSMA
1 IBSMA

85 I.D. 297 (1978)

4 (June 30, 1978)
14; 85 I.D. 395 (1978)
16 (July 14, 1978)
32 (July 27, 1978)

85; 86 I.D. 38 (1979)

105; 86 I.D. 201 (1979)
118; 86 I.D. 221 (1979)
145; 86 I.D. 250 (1979)
186; 86 I.D. 321 (1979)
202; 86 I.D. 336 (1979)

216; 86 I.D. 369 (1979)
248; 86 I.D. 450 (1979)

259; 86 I.D. 486 (1979)

279; 86 I.D. 550 (1979)
86 I.D. 28 (1979)

04; 86 I.D. 472 (1979)
239; 86 I.D. 446 (1979)

1 (June 15, 1978)
I (June 15, 1978)
6 (June 30, 1978)

8 (July 7, 1978)

II (July 10, 1978)
20 (July 21, 197J

22 (July 25

24 (July 25

34 (July 28
37 (Aug. 2,

48 (Sept. 1,

1978
1978
1978

1978)

1978)

91 STAT. (Continued)

page 468 (Continued)

1 IBSMA 51 (Sept
1 IBSMA 52 (Sept

1 IBSMA 56 (Sept
1 IBSMA 58 (Sept
1 IBSMA 60 (Sept
1 IBSMA 62 (Sept
1 IBSMA 64 (Sept
1 IBSMA 66 (Sept
1 IBSMA 68 (Sept

1 IBSMA 70 (Oct.
1 IBSMA 73 (Oct.
1 IBSMA 75 (Oct.
1 IBSMA 78 (Dec.

1 IBSMA 81 (Dec.
1 IBSMA 202; 86

486 1 IBSMA 6 (June
499 1 IBSMA 118; 86

505 1 IBSMA 85; 86 I

1 IBSMA 186; 86

1 IBSMA 202; 86

1 IBSMA 259; 86

511 1 IBSMA 145; 86

512 1 IBSMA 248; 86

516 1 IBSMA 202; 86

578 42 IBLA 307 (Aug.
1243 M-36910; 86 I.D.

92 STAT:

page 166 M-36914; 86 I.D.

362 40 IBLA 317 (Apr.

1803 38 IBLA 327 (Dec.

39 IBLA 381 (Feb.

2383 IBCA-1232-12-78;
(1979)

IBCA-1 268-5-79;

(1979)
IBCA-1088-11-75;
(1979)

2391 IBCA-1232-12-78;
(1979)

• 6, 1978)
• 7, 1978)
. 21 , 1978)
. 21 , 1978)
. 21 , 1978)
. 21 , 1978)
. 21 , 1978)
. 22 , 1978)
. 22 , 1978)

12, 1978)

12, 1978)

20, 1978)

6, 1978)

12, 1978)
I.D. 336 (1979)

30, 1978)
I.D. 221 (1979)
.D. 38 (1979)
I.D. 321 (1979)
I.D. 336 (1979)
I.D. 486 (1979)
I.D. 250 (1979)

I.D. 450 (1979)
I.D. 336 (1979)

29, 1979)
89 (1979)

553 (1979)

30, 1979)

19, 1978)

28, 1979)
86 I.D. 197

86 I .D. 508

86 I.D. 527

86 I.D. 197



(C) REVISED STATUTES

CCXVII

2275 27 IBLA
28 IBLA
28 IBLA
33 IBLA

2276 27 IBLA
28 IBLA
28 IBLA
33 IBLA

2290 M-36900
2318 28 IBLA

29 IBLA
2319 28 IBLA

29 IBLA
M-36893
(1979)

2322 37 IBLA
2323 43 IBLA
2324 34 IBLA

M-36910
2326 37 IBLA
2332 19 IBLA

28 IBLA
33 IBLA

2337 33 IBLA
36 IBLA

137; 83 I

100; 83 I

124 (Nov.

160 (Dec.

137; 83 I

100; 83 I

124 (Nov.

160 (Dec.

; 86 I.D.

187; 83 I

357; 84 I

187; 83 I

357; 84 I

(Supp.);

.D. 364 (1976)

.D. 556 (1976)

16, 1976)

20, 1977)

.D. 364 (1976)

.D. 556 (1976)

16, 1976)

20, 1977)

293 (1979)
.D. 609 (1976)
.D. 137 (1977)

.D. 609 (1976)

.D. 137 (1977)
86 I.D. 627

330 (Oct. 26, 1978)

84 (Sept. 19, 1979)
362 (May 1, 1978)

; 86 I.D. 89 (1979)
330 (Oct.

255 (Mar.

246 (Dec.

187; 84 I

380 (Jan.

219 (Aug.

26, 1978)

31, 1975)
20, 1976)

D. 990 (1977)

25, 1978)

8, 1978)

sec. 2348 M-36893 (Supp.); 86 I.D. 627
(1979)

2387 40 IBLA 317 (Apr. 30, 1979)
2388 40 IBLA 317 (Apr. 30, 1979)
2389 40 IBLA 317 (Apr. 30, 1979)
2450 28 IBLA 132 (Nov. 19, 1976)
2450-2456 26 IBLA 378 (Sept. 9, 1976)
2451 28 IBLA 132 (Nov. 19, 1976)

2455 26 IBLA 194 (Aug. 11, 1976)
33 IBLA 262 (Jan. 5, 1978)
34 IBLA 219 (Mar. 27, 1978)
39 IBLA 141 (Jan. 29, 1979)
41 IBLA 13 (May 22, 1979)

2456 28 IBLA 32 (Nov. 19, 1976)
2476 19 IBLA 139 (Mar. 7, 1975)
2477 26 IBLA 281 (Aug. 26, 1976)

35 IBLA 279; 85 I.D. 186 (1978)
3477 IBCA-994-5-73; 82 I.D. 427

(1975)
IBCA-1176-12-77; 85 I.D. 279

(1978)
3737 IBCA-994-5-73; 82 I.D. 427

(1975)
3801 5 IBIA 219 (Oct. 28, 1976)
5219 M-36886; 84 I.D. 1 (1977)





ACCOUNTS
(See also Fund

GENERALLY

•if included in this Inde>

Land withdrawn for reclamation purposes in Imperial
County, Calif., within the California Desert Conserva-
tion Area and administered by BLM under a memorandum
of understanding with the Bureau of Reclamation should
be regarded as "entitlement lands" in the computation
of payments to be made to the county under the Act of
Oct. 20, 1976, 31 U.S.C. i 1602 (1976).

Count__of_I__er_al, U0 IBLA 257 (Apr. 16, 1979)

FEES AND COMMISSIONS

"Rural Electrification Administration projects." A

right-of-way holder is not excused from payment of reti

tal under «3 CFR 2802.1-7 (c), by virtue of holding an
REA loan, where such holder is neither a cooperative c

nonprofit organization.

Contine_t_l__el__hone_of_the__est, 35 IBLA 279 (Ju
1978"

"

85 I.I
S 2,
186

ACCOUNTS—Continued

PAYMENTS— Continued

rental on or before the anniversary date of the lease
was justifiable or not due to a lack of reasonable
diligence.

Bob_Burch, 32 IBLA 93 (Sept. 12, 1977)

Where cattle are admitted to an allotment at the begin-
ning of the usual grazing season but prior to the issu-
ance of a license for that season, and payment is later
made by a check which recites that it is "payment in
full for 1975 grazing fee," the Bureau of Land Manage-
ment may properly deposit the check, allotting part of
the proceeds for the grazing license for the rest of
the season, and deposit the remainder of the proceeds
in a suspense account pending resolution of the tres-
pass. Such action indicates that the check was not
accepted in settlement of the trespass damages, and
cashing the check does not constitute an accord and
satisfaction of the trespass damages.

Bureau of Land Management v, Ross, Babcgck, 32 IBLA 17U
(Sept. 15, 1977) 8« I.D. «75

Where a noncompetitive oil and gas lease is issued tc
the successful applicant in a drawing of simultaneous
filed offers and the lessee's personal check in payme
of the first year's rental is returned by the drawee
bank because of uncollected funds, a decision canceli
the lease will be affirmed; and the fact that the bar
after consultation with its depositor indicated that
would honor the check upon resubmission will not serv
to avoid the lease cancellation where no bank error i

shown.

Dale_Aj._SEie.2el, 19 IBLA 235 (Mar. 26, 1975)

The provision in «3 CFR 3825.1(b) that failure to pay
annual rental on or before the anniversary date of a

mining claim located in the Papago Indian Reservation
"shall be deemed sufficient grounds for invalidating
the claim" is directory, not mandatory. Where the mic
ing claimant does not pay rental for 2 years on two
claims and is 1-1/2 years late on other claims, and
where he has not paid the rental prior to receiving
decisions from the Bureau of Land Management holding
the claims invalid, the mining claims must be held
invalid.

t2_is_B__Ells_orth_____, 33 IBLA 26 (Nov. 22, 1977)

Reasonable transportation costs of production from oil
and gas leases from the field to the first available
market are allocable to the Federal or Indian royalty
interest.

Kerr_Mc_ee_CorE., 22 IBLA 12« (Sept. 26, 1975)

Appellant's submission with simultaneous oil and gas
lease offer of a personal check to cover filing fees
satisfied K3 CFR 3112. 2-1 (a) (1) despite drawee bank's
subsequent refusal to honor that check, since the re-
fusal is shown by evidence to be error on part of
bank alone.

H__!!_Burnett, 28 IBLA 303 (Jan. 10, 1977)

The authorized officer may not deem an oil and gas ren-
tal payment to have been timely filed, pursuant to
143 CFR 1821.2-2 (g) if it is received at the State Of-
fice when it is not open to the public, even though
the payment is presented on the last day in which pay-
ment can be made. Such payment is deemed to have been
made on the day and hour the office is next open to
business, as provided in H3 CFR 1821.2-2 (d).

It is proper to deny a petition for reinstatement of ai
oil and gas lease terminated for failure to pay rental
on time as required by sec. 31 of the Mineral Leasing
Act of 1920, as amended, 30 U.S.C. * 188(b) (1970),
where 20 minutes before the State Office closes to the
public on the last day on which rental can be paid, pe-
titioner instructs by telephone an agent who lives in
the vicinity of the State Office to make the payment
and the agent who alleges she was delayed by traffic
and security measures makes payment after the office
is closed to the public. In such circumstances the
petitioner has not shown that his failure to pay the

The timeliness of filing Federal tax returns and
payments and of making rental payments for Federal
oil and gas leases are governed by different statutes
and regulations and are not the same. Receipt in the
proper Bureau of Land Management office determines the
timeliness of rental payment, whereas the Internal Rev-
enue Service uses a postmark date. The postmark date
is relevant in considering a Federal oil and gas lease
rental only to determine if the lessee exercised rea-
sonable diligence so as to warrant reinstatement of a
lease terminated for failure to pay the rental timely.

David
19777

Smitfc Darla JSmith, 33 IBLA 63 (Dec. 5,

Rental payment which arrives at a BLM State Office after
normal business hours, as set out in «3 CFR 1821-1 (a)

and (d) , is properly recorded by BLM as received at
10 a.m. the next business day, per 13 CFR 1821.2-2(d).

Robert L. Wheeler. 33 IBLA 371 (Jan. 23, 1978)

Payment of the annual rental on an oil and gas lease
is not made until a proper form of remittance is
received by the appropriate office of the Bureau of
Land Management.

Llo_d_M_ and Adelheid A. Patterson. 3« IBLA 68
"(Fib. 227 19787

-IBRASM
rz*T*
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A check tendered prior to the due date of an oil and
gas lease annual rental payment, which is properly
dishonored by the drawee bank, does not constitute
timely payment. But where return of the check results
from a confirmed bank error, subsequent collection and
payment of the check relates back to the time of the
original tender, and payment is timely.

Annual rental payments on oil and gas leases are sent
to depositories designated by the Secretary of the
Treasury if their location permits the deposit to be
hand carried; otherwise, the deposits are mailed to
the Denver Branch of the Kansas City Federal Reserve
Bank. Washington, D.C., offices of the Bureau of Land
Management may send deposits to the Cash Division of
the Treasury Department. All checks drawn on foreign
banks or foreign branches of United States banks must
be sent for deposit to the Cash Division of the Trea-
sury Department.

An oil and gas lease rental payment check returned to
the Bureau of Land Management because a Federal Reserve
Bank will not accept for collection checks drawn on
foreign banks, but which could be collected through the
Cash Division of the Treasury Department and would be
honored by the drawee bank, is not "uncollectible."

£iE£liS§_£§iI2i§J!§_£2££j IBLA 73 (Feb.

"Payment." Placing a check for annual rental for oil
and gas leases in the mails does not constitute "pay-
ment" of annual rental. Rather, the lessee must cause
the rental to be received by the office administering
his leases, and, until such time as it is received, no
"payment" of annual rental has occurred. Accordingly,
where a check is mailed prior to the due date but does
not arrive until more than 20 days after this due date,
no "payment" was made prior to that time, so that the
lease automatically terminated by operation of law, and
the Department is without authority to consider a peti-
tion for reinstatement of the lease.

"Tender." Placing a check for annual rental for oil
and gas leases in the mails does not constitute a
tender of payment of annual rental, within the meaning
of 13 CFR 3108.2-1 (c). Rather, a lessee makes a tender
of payment only when he submits payment to the BLB of-
fice administering his leases, and when BLH has the
opportunity either to receive or decline it. Accord-
ingly, placing rental in the mails does not constitute
a tender of payment which would allow the Department to
consider the merits of a petition for reinstatement of
an oil and gas lease terminated for failure to make
timely payment of annual rental.

Mobil, Oil, Corp. , 35 IBLA 265 (June 2, 1978)

Where a grantee seeks renewal of a right-of-way for
a communication site, the Bureau of Land Management
should require an advance annual payment at the rate
formerly charged until a new fair market value rate may
be established by appraisal. In the absence of con-
trary directives, the guideline in 13 CFR 2802.1-7 (e)

should be applied to renewals of existing rights-of-
way. Increased charges may not be imposed retroac-
tively, but are only imposed by the authorized officer,
after reasonable notice and opportunity for hearing,
beginning with the next charge year after the officer's
decision.

Interest may be imposed on use charges for right-of-
way sites depending on considerations of fairness and
equity. In the absence of contrary directives, inter-
est may be imposed for occupancy of a site where use
charges should have been imposed at the same rate as
past permitted use. Also, interest may be imposed on

increased charges due on an annual basis for the years
prior to payment of such amount.

19, 1978)
85 I.D. 207

Full Circle, Inc.. 35 IBLA 325 (June

The bolder of a mining claim located within the Papago
Indian Reservation under sec. 3 of the Act of June 18,
193U, ti8 Stat. 98U (repealed. Act of nay 27, 1955,
69 Stat. 67) , is required to make the annual rental pay-
ment for the claim in advance (on or before the anni-
versary date of location of the claim). A decision
invalidating a claim will be upheld where proceedings
to void the claim are not initiated until several
months after the rental due date, there is no evidence
the rent was paid for the year, and appellant admits
the failure to pay was an oversight.

J °hi!_Ai_£oolej , 36 IBLA 2U5 (Aug. 1U, 1978)

A noncompetitive oil and gas lease on which there is no
well capable of production in paying quantities termi-
nates by operation of law and not by the action of any
official if the annual rental is not paid on or before
the due date. Submission of a rental check without
identifying the lease number precluded the Bureau of
Land Management from accepting the check as payment for
the lease, and a lease is properly held to terminate
in the absence of a timely identified payment of the
rental.

S. Delos Champaign, 37 IBLA 377 (Noi 1978)

"Payment." A noncompetitive oil and gas lease on which
there is no well capable of production in paying quan-
tities terminates by operation of law for failure to
pay the annual rental on or before the due date. A

check for rental does not constitute payment until it
is received at the proper office.

Gretchen Capital. Ltd.„ 37 IBLA 392 (Nov. 1978)

"Reasonable diligence." Where an oil and gas rental
check bearing the due date of the lease is submitted a
few days in advance thereof, but the check is returned
by the Bureau of Land Management and thereupon a new
check is promptly submitted, even if it could be con-
sidered that the lease had terminated, it would be eli-
gible for reinstatement under 30 U.S.C. § 188(c) (1976)
because there has been reasonable diligence on the part
of lessee.

Lillie Belle Higgins. 38 IBLA 25« (Dec. 8, 1978)

Where checks submitted in payment of annual rental on
oil and gas leases are returned by the drawee bank as
uncollectible because they are postdated, and there has
been no bank error, no tender or payment of annual ren-
tal has been made. In the absence of any other payment
prior to the anniversary date, the leases terminate
automatically by operation of law.

An oil and gas lessee who submits payment of annual
rentals with checks postdated by 15 days is not rea-
sonably diligent in attempting to make payment thereof.
So doing with the expectation that negotiation of the
checks will not be delayed past the anniversary date
unreasonably anticipates either that BLH will withhold
processing the checks until they become valid or that
the drawee bank will honor them despite the postdating.

EenjlJiii_2i_IianJliiD • IBLA 291 (Dec. 1«, 1978)
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Hhere an offer is drawn Ho. 1 for a tract consisting of
39.97 acres, BLB requests payment specifically of $U0
advance rental, and the offeror remits $39.97 within
the 15-day period spelled out in <43 CFB 3112. U-l, the
submittal of $39.97 does not constitute satisfactory
payaent within the aabit of that regulation.

Siii2B_EB2li» 3e IBL» 319 <Dec « 19 » 1978)

ACCOONTS--Continued

PAYBENTS—Continued

Hhere an offer is drawn No. 1 in a simultaneous oil
and gas lease drawing and the offeror is notified by
BLB that the rental due is $1,955, the offer will be
disqualified under 13 CFR 3112. U-l when the offeror
submits a check for $1,954 within the tiae required,
but fails to submit the $1 deficiency within the al-
lowed tiae.

C t . Panos. *»2 IBLA 326 (Aug. 30, 1979)

BLH does not waive its right to declare a lease expired
by cashing an advance annual rental check and placing
funds in an unearned account.

R ichard.Pi.Saoo t , 39 IBLA 1 (Jan. 8, 1979)

Tiaely tender of a check which, when presented, is dis-
honored properly by the bank on which it is drawn does
not constitute timely payaent.

Caro line L. Hunt. «3 IBLA 311 (Oct. 22, 1979)

It is proper for the Bureau of Land Banageaent to re-
fuse to accept a filing fee check accompanying drawing
entry cards for simultaneous oil and gas lease offers
where the check bears the figure aaount of $110, the
correct aaount due, and the typewritten aaount of "One
hundred eleven and no/100."

Be[t£aB_Fi_Budol£h Jl_j£t , 39 IBLA 167 (Jan. 30, 1979)

Hhere a grantee seeks renewal of a right-of-way for
a coaaunication site, the Bureau of Land Ranageoent
should require an advance annual payaent at the rate
foraerly charged until a new fair aarket value rate
aay be established by appraisal. In the absence of
contrary directives, the guideline in U3 CFR 2802.1-7 (e)

should be applied to renewals of existing rights-of-way.
Increased charges aay not be imposed retroactively, but
may be only iaposed by the authorized officer, after
reasonable notice and opportunity for hearing, begin-
ning with the next charge year after the officer's
decision.

Interest may be iaposed on use charges for right-of-
way sites depending on considerations of fairness and
equity. In the absence of contrary directives, inter-
est aay be iaposed for occupancy of a site where use
charges should have been iaposed at the same rate as
past permitted use. Also, interest aay be imposed on
increased charges for the period comaencing with the
date from which increased charges are established.

D2Bald_B J_ClarkA_C J._Beinha£ t_6_Sonx_IncAX Hartwell
Excavating Co.. 39 IBLA 182 (Jan. 31, 1979)

A check is a valid form of remittance for payment of
an oil and gas lease filing fee and advance rental.
However, it is subject to collection and final payment
without cost to the Government. Hhere a check is re-
turned froa a bank as uncollectible, generally, the
check cannot be considered as a proper tender of
payaent.

A check returned froa a bank aay be considered a tender
of payment where the return of the check is shown to
have resulted from a confirmed bank error, and the sub-
sequent collection and payaent of the check relates
back to the time it was originally tendered to ELB. If
an oil and gas lease has been canceled and applications
rejected because checks have been returned from a bank
and the appellant shows bank error, the case is re-
manded for further consideration.

Jose V. Lim. «« IBLA 96 (Nov. 20, 1979)

REFURDS

Hhere a noncompetitive oil and gas lease is canceled
for failure of the lessee to make full payment of the
first year's rental, the Department may return the ren-
tal pursuant to the repayment statute, 13 O.S.C. § 137«
(1970), in appropriate circumstances where the lessee
has derived no benefit from the possession of the lease
and there are no other factors militating against
repayment.

Albert J. Finer. 27 IBLA 61 (Sept. 27, 1976)

Hhere a lease under the Recreation and Public Purposes
Act, as amended, "»3 O.S.C. « 869 (1976), erroneously
states the 1-year rental as being the rental for
5 years, and the lessee knew or had reason to know of
the error, the error is a unilateral mistake, and the
lease aay be properly corrected to show the true ren-
tal, or the lease may be rescinded if appellant does
not desire to be bound by the reformed agreement.

5i.i_Scholastica_Acadeax, «0 IBLA 175 (Apr. 3, 1979)

Hhere a noncompetitive oil and gas lease is canceled
for having been erroneously issued because the lands
involved were part of an incorporated city («3 CFB
3101.1-1 (a) (3) the Department may return the rentals
pursuant to the repayment statute, U3 O.S.C. 5 137H
(1970) , in appropriate circumstances where the les-
sees have derived no benefit from the possession of
the lease and there are no other factors militating
against repayment.

Bruce Anderson. 30 IBLA 118 (Hay 2, 1977)

Land withdrawn for reclamation purposes in Imperial
County, Calif., within the California Desert Conserva-
tion Area and adainistered by BLB under a memorandum
of understanding with the Bureau of Reclamation should
be regarded as "entitlement lands" in the computation
of payaents to be made to the county under the Act of
Oct. 20, 1976, 31 O.S.C. » 1602 (1976).

£2!!Bi2_2i_ISEeEial, HO IBLA 257 (Apr. 16, 1979)

A simultaneous oil and gas lease drawing entry card
containing an incorrect parcel number is properly
rejected and the filing fee is properly retained by

Land Management.

Henry A,. Alker. 3« IBLA 136 (Bar. 8, 1978)

the Bureav
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Failure to execute a lease results in forfeiture of the
bid deposit by the high bidder in a competitive oil and
gas lease sale.

gernard_Pi_Gencorelli, «3 IBLA 7 (Sept. 11, 1979)

A£22I!ED_L»NDS—Continued

Patented lands which are subsequently acquired by the
United States are not, by mere force of reacquisition,
open to disposal under the public land lavs. In the
absence of specific statutory direction to the contrary,
the acquired land is not subject to location under the
mining laws.

Babcock , Ship p. 25 IBLA 316 (June 30, 1976)

A simultaneous oil and gas lease drawing entry card
omitting the State and zip code from the offeror's
address is properly rejected and the filing fee is
properly retained by the Bureau of Land Management.

B2bert_C 1_Meredith, <t« IBLA 213 (Dec. 11, 1979)

ACCRETION

Where one who protests the performance and acceptance
of a survey of land, identified by the cadastral engi-
neer making the survey as public domain land, offers
probative evidence that changes arose because of avul-
sion rather than accretion and so the land is not in
fact federally owned, a hearing will be ordered to re-
ceive and consider such evidence and to ascertain the
facts.

J2S_Si Dent and Delores
1975)

.Dent, 18 IBLA 375 (Jar 30,

Patented lands which are subsequently acquired by the
United States for the National Park Service are not, by
ere force of acquisition, open to disposal under the
public land laws. In the absence of specific statutory
direction to the contrary, the acquired land is not
subject to location under the mining laws. 30 U.S.C.
i 22 (1970).

own, 37 IBLA 381 (Nov. 6, 1978)

The Mineral Leasing Act for Acquired Lands does not ex-
clude from oil and gas leasing those lands underlying
the Missouri River within the boundaries of the Fort
Berthold Indian Reservation as established by the
Treaty of Fort Laramie (1851) and the Executive Order
of Apr. 12, 1870, which were reacquired by the United
States from the Indian tribes. The exclusion in the
Act for submerged lands refers to submerged coastal
lands, as set forth in «3 CFR 3101.2-1 (g).

lapel Energy Corp.. H2 IBLA 105 (Aug. 16, 1979)

Submerged and filled tidelands passed to the State
of Alaska on the date of its admission to the Union,
Jan. 3, 1959. Ownership of tidelands subsequently
created by avulsive action remains in those persons
or entities, including the Federal Government, who
held title to the land prior to the avulsive action.

Sand£a_Ls_t2aahx_Samon_Mi_Blackburn,
(June 3, 1976)

25 IBLA 96

Unsurveyed fast lands, formed by accretion to public
land or to lands patented with an oil and gas reserva-
tion, riparian to a navigable river and lying within
the meander lines of that navigable river, as recorded
on the official plat, may be leased provided that a

proper offer is received and the other relevant condi-
tions precedent to leasing are met.

Federal law determines the legal characterization of
accretions, avulsions, and relictions to land riparian
to navigable bodies of water, where title to the land
or reserved interests in the land remains in the United
States.

Lands which were acquired for development of their
uranium deposits are not subject to oil and gas leasing
under the Mineral Leasing Act for Acquired Lands.

gsdras.K. Har tley, i»« IBLA 66 (Nov. 20. 1979)

i£3_OF_APRIL_2it_J820

The Secretary of the Interior does not have authority
under the Right-of-way Oil and Gas Leasing Act of
May 21, 1930, 30 U.S.C. § 301 et sea,. (1970), to dis-
pose of deposits of oil and gas underlying a railroad
right-of-way granted pursuant to the Act of Mar. 3,
1875, when the lands traversed by the right-of-way were
later patented under the Act of Apr. 2H, 1820, without
any reservation for minerals. In such case, title to
the mineral estate was included within the grant to the
patentee.

Amerada Hess Corp. 2U IBLA 360 (Apr. 27, 1976)
83 1.1

David_A._Prov.inse, 35 IBLA 221 (May 26, 1978)
85 I.D. 15U

AC2UIRED.LANDS

An offer for an oil and gas lease under the Mineral
Leasing Act for Acquired Lands may properly be rejected
where there is uncertainty regarding the title to the
oil and gas deposits.

Shell Oil, Co., 20 IBLA 292 (May 27, 1975)

ICT_OF_JUNE_J0x_J83j»

Appellant's contention that under sec. 22 of the Act
of June 30, 183«, I* Stat. 729, 733 (25 U.S.C. » 194
(1976)), the burden of proof cannot be assigned to the
tribe is without merit. The issue framed by appellant
does not align "Indians" against "whites." The primary
relief sought by the tribe is the cancellation of trust
patents which can only be held by Indians.

Administrative Appeal of Oglala Sioux Trj.be v. Commis -

sioner of Ind ian Affairs and Richard Tall (PRU-105U2)

,

7 IBIA 188 (Sept. 5, 1979) 86 I.D. 125



i£i_0Z_££lS"»SI_Si_I§82

Sec. « of the General Allotment Act of Feb. 8, 1887,
authorizes the Secretary of the Interior to issue
allotments to Indians where the Indians have made set-
tlement upon public lands "not otherwise appropriated
* * *." Pending final action on the matter, public
lands are not open to Indian allotment settlement and
disposition following the filing and noting of an
application by the Bureau of Land Management for a pro-
posed withdrawal; regulation 13 CFR 2091.2-5 (a) pro-
vides that the noting of an application for withdrawal
on the official plats maintained in the proper land of-
fice shall temporarily segregate the subject land from
settlement under the public land laws to the extent
that the withdrawal applied for, if effected, would
prevent such forms of disposal. Following issuance
of a public land order withdrawing the subject land,
Indian allotment applications previously held in a

suspense status are properly rejected.

Thurman_Banks_et_ali , 22 IBLA 205 (Oct. 15, 1975)

A£I_2Z_!!AICH_3i_l882

Sec. 321(b) of the Transportation Act of 19«0,
49 U.S.C. § 65(b) (1970), authorizes, rather than man-
dates, the issuance of patents to innocent purchasers
for value of lands which did not pass to a railroad
under a statutory grant because of their mineral char-
acter, the rights of any such innocent purchaser being
dependent upon the conditions and limitations of the
Act of Har. 3, 1887, H3 U.S.C. § 898 (1970).

Southern^acific_Transp.o^tation_C^il_Don^ld_Ki_LeeA
Charles_Siller vi_United_States_Forest_Service, 35 IBLA
270 7j<Jne~2,~1978)

A£T_OF_BABCH_2i_1889

Assuming, in the light most favorable to appellant,
that the allotments at issue were subject to the final

E£2»iS2 of sec - 9 of the 4ct of Mar - 2 » 1889, 25 Stat.
888, 891, we find no language in this or other sections
of the Act evidencing an intention on the part of Con-
gress that allotments--to be valid— required approval
by the Oglala Sioux Tribe.

Administrative A ppeal.of, Oglala Sioux Tribe v. Coamis-
sioner of Indian Af f airs~and~Hichara Tall IPBD-105q21

.

7 IBIA 188 (Sept. 5, 1979) 86 I.D. U25

ACT OF MARCH 3. 1891

Sec. 7 of the Act of Har. 3, 1891, provides that no per-
son or association of persons shall hold by assignment
or otherwise, prior to the issue of patent, more than
320 acres of arid or desert lands; the terms "hold,"
"assignment" and "otherwise" are words of broad signif-
icance and will be defined in such manner to effectuate
the purposes of the Act, to wit, to prevent anyone from
holding more than 320 acres of desert lands to the ex-
clusion of bona fide settlers or the entrymen of record.

Any person or association of persons who controls, pos-
sesses and receives substantial benefits from desert
lands will be regarded as "holding" such lands within
the meaning of the Act of Bar. 3, 1891.

United_States_vi_Golden_Grig3_et_al.
(Apr. 7, 1975)

19 IBLA 379

&£T_OFJ1ARCH_3i_1891--Continued

An entryman may not take advantage of sec. 7 of the
Act of Har. 3, 1891, entitling an entryman to a patent
after 2 years from date of issuance of a receiver's
receipt when there is no pending contest or protest
against the validity of the entry, where he has not
shown that preconditions of the Act have been met,
i.e., making the final payments required.

S J) i t ed_SJt a tes_ v.. Jac k_Ze a mjr_ Bo.y.d._Jr_.

,

(Feb. 27, 1979)

A£T_OF_AUG0SI_J5i_J89l*

39 IBLA 321

The Agreement of Dec. it, 1893, between the Yuma (now
Quechan) Indians and the United States, ratified in
sec. 17 of the Act of Aug. 15, 189U, was an absolute,
present cession of any and all interests of the Indians
to the nonirrigable lands in the Fort Yuma Indian Bes-
ervation created by Executive Order of Jan. 9, 1881*.

Assuming that the Act of Aug. 15, 1891*, was a condi-
tional rather than an absolute cession by the Yuma (now
Quechan) Indians of their rights to the nonirrigable
lands in the Fort Yuma Indian Reservation, all material
conditions on the part of the United States were met,
and the cession has occurred.

Title to Certain Land Within the Boundaries of th e Fort
Yuaa Indian Re s

e

rvation a s Establishe d b y the Executive
Order of JanT 9,~188U, M-36886 (Jan. 18, 1977)

The Agreement of Dec. i», 1893, between the Yuma (now
Quechan) Indians and the United States, ratified in the
Act of Aug. 15, 189" (28 Stat. 286, 332) provided for a
conditional cession of the nonirrigable land of the
Fort Yuma Reservation. The conditions which included
allotment and sale of surplus irrigable land and the
opening of nonirrigable lands to settlement and entry,
did not occur during the decade following the agreeaent
and ratifying statute.

£itle-to_C^rtain_La^s_Within.the_Boun^ar^s_of_the
Fort Yuma (now called Quechan) Indian Reservation,
M-36908 (Jan. 2, 1979) ~ 86 iTc. 3

ACT_OF_AUGUST_18x_J89«

An application filed by a State under the Act of
Har. 15, 1910, for a temporary withdrawal of lands to
aid in the selection of the lands for proposed develop-
ment under the Carey Act of 189U must be rejected where
the lands are withdrawn for stock-driveway purposes,
and cannot be suspended pending consideration of a pe-
tition for reclassification of the lands as suitable
for selection under the Carey Act.

A grant of lands to a State under the Carey Act of 189"
is not a grant in praesenti, vesting title to any par-
ticular lands as of the time of passage of the Act or
by relation back upon fulfillment of the conditions im-
posed by the Act, but the allowance or rejection of an
application by a State under the Act of Mar. 15, 1910,
for a temporary withdrawal of lands to aid in the se-
lection of the lands for proposed development under
the Carey Act is a matter wholly within the discretion
of the Department; and where the lands sought to be
selected by the State are embraced within a stock-
driveway withdrawal made by the Secretary of the Inte-
rior under authority of law, they are not, so long as
such withdrawal remains in force, subject to any claim
of the State under the Carey Act.

Idaho Department of Hater Resources, 21 IBLA 210
(July~31, 1975)



A£I_0F_AUGUST_18X_189«—Continued

In the absence of pertinent statutory directives or
regulatory criteria mandating such action, it is
improper for the Bureau of Land Management to reject
applications filed by a State under the Act of Bar. 15,
1910, for temporary withdrawals of lands for proposed
development under the Carey Act, on the basis of the
Bureau's determination that the Carey Act does not per-
mit acceptance of a temporary withdrawal application:
(1) for the establishment of residence and settlement
on noncontiguous tracts of land; (2) if the acreage
applied for, when added to desert land entry acreage
previously patented to the State's Carey Act project
proposer, exceeds the maximum 320 acres permitted to
be acquired by one person under 43 U-S.C. $ 212 (1970);
and (3) when the preliminary plan of development sub-
mitted by the State fails to provide adequate assurance
of water transmission to the proposed project. Under
these circumstances, the Bureau should suspend action
on the applications pending Departmental action to re-
vise and recodify previously deleted regulations which
provide guidance for the administration of the Carey
Act and the Act of Bar. 15, 1910.

Idaho_De£artment of_Water Resources, 24 IBLA 314
(Apr. 20, 19767

It is improper for the Bureau of Land Management to
reject desert land applications on the basis of direc-
tives within a deleted regulation which required that
such applications be rejected when the lands described
therein were included within a previously filed State
application for a temporary withdrawal under the Act
of Mar. 15, 1910, which permits the Secretary to tempo-
rarily withdraw lands in furtherance of the purposes of
the Carey Act. In the absence of a recodification of
the directives in the deleted regulation, the Bureau
should suspend action on all applications filed subse-
quent to the withdrawal application pending final
action on the application for withdrawal.

Kevin.
1976)

L_Elii§x._Sylvia_Di_Ellis. 24 IBLA 387 (May 3,

Applications filed by the State of Idaho under the Act
of Mar. 15, 1910, for temporary withdrawals of land for
proposed development under the Carey Act of 1894, must
be rejected where the lands have been previously with-
drawn for reclamation, stock-driveway, agricultural
research or military purposes.

In the absence of pertinent statutory directives or
regulatory criteria for the processing of temporary
withdrawal applications for unreserved lands filed by
a State under the Act of Bar. 15, 1910, for proposed
development under the Carey Act, the Bureau of Land
Management should suspend consideration of the appli-
cations pending Departmental action to revise and re-
codify previously deleted regulations which provide
guidance for the administration of the Carey Act and
the Act of Mar. 15, 1910.

Idaho_De£artment_of_Hater Resources, 25 IBLA 27 (Bay 5,
1976"

Applications filed by the State of Idaho under the Act
of Mar. 15, 1910, for temporary withdrawals of land for
proposed development under the Carey Act of 1891, must
be rejected where the lands have been previously with-
drawn for reclamation purposes.

In the absence of pertinent statutory directives or
regulatory criteria for the processing of temporary
withdrawal applications for unreserved lands filed by
a State under the Act of Mar. 15, 1910, for proposed
development under the Carey Act, the Bureau of Land
Management should suspend consideration of the appli-
cations pending Departmental action to revise and re-
codify previously deleted regulations which provide

ACJ_QF_AUGUST_!8i_!89l)--Continued

guidance for the administration of the Carey Act and
the Act of Bar. 15, 1910.

Idaho Department of Water Resources. 27 IBLA 303
15ctT

_
26, 19767

Applications filed for temporary withdrawals of land
for proposed development under the Carey Act of 1894
must be rejected where the lands have been previously
withdrawn for other purposes.

The Bureau of Land Banagement should suspend considera-
tion of the applications under the Carey Act pending
Departmental action to revise and recodify previously
deleted regulations which provide guidance for the ad-
ministration of the Carey Act.

Idaho Department of Hater Resources. 32 IBLA 89
(Sept. 2, 1977)

ACT_OF_JUNE_iix_l§22

where land had been conveyed to the United States pur-
suant to the Act of June 4, 1897, ch. 2, 30 Stat. 11,
36, as a base for forest lieu selection rights, and a
purported color of title claim was initiated at a time
when the land had not been opened to the operation of
the public land laws, the color of title claim is not
cognizable as valid under 43 U.S.C. « 1068 (1970).

Estate of John C. Bri nton . 25 IBLA 283 (June 28, 1976)

ACJ_OF_JANUARI_31i_}90!

Under 30 U.S.C. «« 162 and 262 (1970), valuable depos-
its of sodium compounds are not open to location and
disposition under the mining laws, but may be disposed
of only under the Bineral Leasing Act, except for cer-
tain claims under 4 3 CFR 3501. 1-1 (b), existent at pas-
sage of Bineral Leasing Act of 1920 which have since
been maintained in accordance with statute and regula-
tion.

£e r a i a n_ H ud_ Se£vice,._ I nc

.

ACT_OF_FEBRUARI_15i_l90J

31 IBLA 150 (June 30,
84 :

1977)
,D. 342

A Bureau of Land Management decision rejecting an appli-
cation under the Act of Feb. 15, 1901, for a domestic
water pipeline right-of-way will be sustained where it
it was made in due regard for the public interest.

H3ze2_E_s._Kincai£, 25 IBL& 25? (June 2 J, 1976)

Pursuant to the Act of Feb. 15, 1901, repealed by sec.
706(a) of the Act of Oct. 21, 1976 (90 Stat. 2743,
2793), the Department had discretionary authority to
permit the use of a right-of-way across public lands
to supply water for domestic purposes; however, a

right-of-way application for such use was properly
rejected where approval of the grant would be contrary
to the public interest.

Broken H,. Ranc h Co .. 33 IBLA 386 (Jan. 26, 1978)



A£I_OJ_FEBRyAHY_.15_t_1901—Continued

The Act of Feb. 15, 1901, «3 U.S.C. « 959 (1970), was
repealed by sec. 706 of the Federal Land Policy and
Hanagement Act of 1976 (FLPMA) , 90 Stat. 2793, and any
use or occupancy of public land granted subseguent to
the effective date of FLPHA, Oct. 21, 1976, Bust be
issued under authority of that Act. In authorizing the
Secretary to grant rights-of-way, FLPHA provides that
the Secretary shall reguire the applicant to subait
certain intonation relating to the right-of-way, and
a State Office notice enumerating such reguirenents is
consistent with FLPHA.

Wi Ilia a_Ji_Col»an , «0 IBLA (Apr. 3, 1979)

i£T_OF_APBIL_21x_190l»

Sec. 25 of the Act of Apr. 21, 190U, which authorized
the application of the Reclamation Act of 1902 to the
Yuma Indian Reservation, did not repeal by iaplication
sec. 17 of the Act of Aug. 15, 189U, which provided for
the cession, reclamation and allotment of the Reserva-
tion, and is in no way inconsistent with the 1891 Act.

Title to Certain Land Within the Boundari es of the Fort
Yuna Indian Reservation as Established , by the Executive
0£der_of_Jani_9x_188'», H-36886 (Jan. 18, 1977)

8« I.D. 1

Sec. 25 of the Act of Apr. 21, 190U (33 Stat. 189,
22K) , which authorized the application of the 1902
Reclamation Act to the Fort Yuaa and Colorado River
Reservations, and which provided for the allotment and
sale of surplus irrigable lands on those reservations,
was unrelated to and was not intended to effect the
conditional cession provided for in the 1893 agreement
and the 189« ratifying statute.

Title_io^eria^n_Lands_Hithin_th^_Bojjnd^ries_of_the
Fori Yuaa_Jnow called Ouechan) Indian Reservation,
ii

:: 36908
_
(Jan.~27

_
1979)

~~
86 I.D. 3

i£I_OF_APRIL_23x_190<»

Sec. 8 of the Act of Apr. 23, 190U, 33 Stat. 302, pro-
viding for survey and allotment of lands within the
Flathead Indian Reservation, excepts from mineral entry
those lands classified as "timber land" by a Presiden-
tial Coaaission, and the Department of the Interior has
no authority to overturn such classification and de-
clare the "timber lands" more valuable as "mineral
lands.

"

Montana Copper King Mining
(Apr. 16. 1975)

Co _et_al., 20 IBLA 30

ACT OF HARCH 15. 1910

An application filed by a State under the Act of
Bar. 15, 1910, for a temporary withdrawal of lands to
aid in the selection of the lands for proposed develop-
ment under the Carey Act of 189U must be rejected where
the lands are withdrawn for stock-driveway purposes,
and cannot be suspended pending consideration of a pe-
tition for reclassification of the lands as suitable
for selection under the Carey Act.

A grant of lands to a State under the Carey Act of 189U
is not a grant in. praesenti. vesting title to any par-
ticular lands as of the time of passage of the Act or
by relation back upon fulfillment of the conditions im-
posed by the Act, but the allowance or rejection of an
application by a State under the Act of Mar. 15, 1910,
for a teaporary withdrawal of lands to aid in the se-
lection of the lands for proposed developaent under
the Carey Act is a matter wholly within the discretion
of the Departaent; and where the lands sought to be

ACT OF qARCH 15. 1910—Continued

selected by the State are embraced within a stock-
driveway withdrawal made by the Secretary of the Inte-
rior under authority of law, they are not, so long as
such withdrawal remains in force, subject to any claii
of the State under the Carey Act.

Idaho. Department,, of _ Water _ Resources.
(July 31, "1975)"

21 IBLA 210

In the absence of pertinent statutory directives or
regulatory criteria mandating such action, it is
improper for the Bureau of Land Hanageaent to reject
applications filed by a State under the Act of Mar. 15,
1910, for teaporary withdrawals of lands for proposed
developaent under the Carey Act, on the basis of the
Bureau's determination that the Carey Act does not per-
ait acceptance of a teaporary withdrawal application:
(1) for the establishment of residence and settlement
on noncontiguous tracts of land; (2) if the acreage
applied for, when added to desert land entry acreage
previously patented to the State's Carey Act project
proposer, exceeds the maximum 320 acres permitted to
be acquired by one person under «3 O.S.C. * 212 (1970);
and (3) when the preliminary plan of developaent sub-
mitted by the State fails to provide adeguate assurance
of water transaission to the proposed project. Under
these circumstances, the Bureau should suspend action
on the applications pending Departmental action to re-
vise and recodify previously deleted regulations which
provide guidance for the adainistration of the Carey
Act and the Act of Mar. 15, 1910.

Idaho Departaent of Water Resources. 2« IBLA 31U
(Apr. 20, 1976)

It is improper for the Bureau of Land Hanagement to
reject desert land applications on the basis of direc-
tives within a deleted regulation which reguired that
such applications be rejected when the lands described
therein were included within a previously filed State
application for a teaporary withdrawal under the Act
of Mar. 15, 1910, which permits the Secretary to tempo-
rarily withdraw lands in furtherance of the purposes of
the Carey Act. In the absence of a recodification of
the directives in the deleted regulation, the Bureau
should suspend action on all applications filed subse-
guent to the withdrawal application pending final
action on the application for withdrawal.

Kg'iP.Pi.gUis. Sylvia D, Ell is. 2U IBLA 387 (May 3,
1976)

Applications filed by the State of Idaho under the Act
of Mar. 15, 1910, for temporary withdrawals of land for
proposed development under the Carey Act of 189<4, must
be rejected where the lands have been previously with-
drawn for reclamation, stock-driveway, agricultural
research or military purposes.

In the absence of pertinent statutory directives or
regulatory criteria for the processing of temporary
withdrawal applications for unreserved lands filed by
a State under the Act of Mar. 15, 1910, for proposed
developaent under the Carey Act, the Bureau of Land
Management should suspend consideration of the appli-
cations pending Departmental action to revise and re-
codify previously deleted regulations which provide
guidance for the administration of the Carey Act and
the Act of Mar. 15, 1910.

Idaho Department of Water Resources, 25 IBLA 27
(May 5. 19767"



ACT OF MARCH 15. 1 9 1 — Continued

Applications filed by the State of Idaho under the Act
of liar. 15, 1910, for temporary withdrawals of land for
proposed development under the Carey Act of 1891, must
be rejected where the lands have been previously with-
drawn for reclamation purposes.

In the absence of pertinent statutory directives or
regulatory criteria for the processing of temporary
withdrawal applications for unreserved lands filed by
a State under the Act of Mar. 15, 1910, for proposed
development under the Carey Act, the Bureau of Land
Management should suspend consideration of the appli-
cations pending Departmental action to revise and re-
codify previously deleted regulations which provide
guidance for the administration of the Carey Act and
the Act of Bar. 15, 1910.

Id_ho_pe_art»ent ___Water__esources,
75ct. 26, 1976)

27 IBLA 303

Applications filed for temporary withdrawals of land
for proposed development under the Carey Act of 1891
must be rejected where the lands have been previously
withdrawn for other purposes.

Idaho De_ar_ment of_Water Resources, 32 IBLA 89
Tsept~2, 1977)"

ACT OF DECEMBER 29, 1916

A bond filed by a mining claim owner, covering lands
patented under the Stock-Raising Homestead Act of
Dec. 29, 1916, as amended. U 3 O.S.C. «$ 291-301 (1970),
need only be set in an amount to cover damages to crops,
improvements, and the value of the land for grazing pur-
poses within the limits of the mining claim. The ad
damnum of the bond does not have to be sufficient to
cover damages caused by a disruption of the surface
owner's entire grazing operation.

Where surface owners object to the amount of a bond,
submitted to the Bureau of Land Management under sec. 9

of the Stock-Raising Homestead Act of Dec. 29, 1916, as
amended, "3 O.S.C. § 299 (1970), as being inadequate in
amount, reguest a hearing thereon, but fail to tender
any evidence which would impel the conclusion that a
hearing is likely to be productive and meaningful, the
request for a hearing is properly denied.

The owner of a patented stock-raising homestead, in
which the minerals have been reserved to the Onited
States under the Act of Dec. 29, 1916, as amended, has
a sufficient adverse interest under 13 CFR 1.150-1, to
initiate a contest against a mining claimant, alleging
lack of discovery of valuable minerals.

The issue of whether a mining claim has been perfected
by discovery of available mineral has no place in a
proceeding to determine whether the amount of a stock-
raising homestead bond is sufficient.

*CT_OF_JUNE_25X_1910

Where prior to 1920 a powersite withdrawal was cre-
ated by executive order under authority of the Act of
June 25, 1910, the withdrawn land remained open to the
location of mining claims for metalliferous minerals
until passage of the Federal Power Act on June 10,
1920, which closed powersites to all entry, location
or disposal. Any mining claim located thereafter on
powersite lands is void ab initio unless the land has
been restored to such entry in accordance with sec. 21
of the Federal Power Act or the location of the claim
has been made in accordance with the Act of Aug. 11,
1955, 30 U.S.C. * 621 (1970). The latter Act did not
operate retroactively to validate void claims.

Henr__Sta_naro, 31 IBLA 357 (July 25, 1977)

The President had nonstatutory authority to withdraw
public land in addition to authority conferred upon
him by Pickett Act, as amended, 13 U.S.C. ss 111, 112
(1970) . Such nonstatutory authority was not limited
by terms of 13 U.S.C. § 112 (1970) providing that with-
drawn lands shall remain open to location for metallif-
erous minerals.

Harry_Hi_Wi lson , 35 IBLA 319 (June 19, 1978)

Elmer Silvera et al.. 12 IBLA 11 (July 25, 1979)

ACT OF JUNE 10. 1920

Where prior to 1920 a powersite withdrawal was cre-
ated by executive order under authority of the Act of
June 25, 1910, the withdrawn land remained open to the
location of lining claims for metalliferous minerals
until passage of the Federal Power Act on June 10,
1920, which closed powersites to all entry, location
or disposal. Any mining claim located thereafter on
powersite lands is void ab initio unless the land has
been restored to such entry in accordance with sec. 21
of the Federal Power Act or the location of the claim
has been made in accordance with the Act of Aug. 11,
1955, 30 U.S.C. 5 621 (1970). The latter Act did not
operate retroactively to validate void claims.

Land reserved for a reservoir site by executive order
under authority of the Pickett Act of June 25, 1910, to
conserve water for irrigation purposes, remained open
to the location of mining claims for metalliferous min-
erals, and the provisions of the Federal Power Act of
June 10, 1920, would not operate to bar the location
of such claims unless and until a powersite classifi-
cation was subsequently imposed.

Henri_Staanai2. 31 IBLA 357 (July 25, 1977)

ACT_OF_JULY_22j._1.9i2

A decision holding that a tract of land has reverted to
the United States must be affirmed where the land was
patented to a municipality under authority of a special
statute which expressly provided that the town shall
not have the right to sell or convey any part thereof
and that if the land shall not be used as public park
it shall revert to the United States, and where the
record shows that the municipality conveyed two small
parcels to the State and has never used the remainder
for park purposes in the intervening 60 years since the
patent issued.

City o f Okanogan. Washington.
11 IBLA 98 7-June 1, 1979)

Slate.. Pf Washington

,

AC__OF_F_B__A___25___92_

"An Act granting public lands to the town of Silverton,
Colorado, for public park purposes" (13 Stat. 980,
Feb. 25, 1925).

The above Act and the patent issued in accordance
therewith reguire that the lands granted be used for
public park purposes only, and the town's attempt to
lease a portion of the lands for the construction of
camper sites does not violate the Act and patent since
the use of a limited part of the patented land for
camper sites is consistent with recreational and pub-
lic park purposes.

Town.pf.Silverton. 35 IBLA 183 (May 23, 1978)



ACT_OF_J__________26

Where a patent has been issued under the Recreation and
Public Purposes Act of June 1U, 1926, as amended,
«3 U.S.C. 4 869 et sea. (1970), pursuant to a plan of
development, and that plan is modified with the consent
of the Bureau of Land Management, the failure to comply
with the original plan is excused.

H .
_B__Bald w in , 37 IBLA 215 (Oct. 12, 1978)

*C__0F_JA__AR__2____927

Where, after Statehood, a designated school section is
surveyed and returned as mineral land (coal) known to
be mineral in character prior to the date when the
rights of the State would have attached, and where
prior to the Act of Jan. 25, 1927 («« Stat. 1026), the
land is withdrawn for national forest purposes, title
to the section did not pass to the State.

"alcolm_Nj._McKinn.on, 23 IBLA 1 (Nov. 25, 1975)

aCT_gF___RC______927

Under the Alaska Grazing Act, U3 U.S.C. « 316 et se_.
(1970) , issuance of a grazing lease appropriates the
lands and segregates them from public domain, barring
them from use and occupancy for Native allotment pur-
poses until the Department takes action to exclude
lands from lease.

Ed war__________ ton, 23 IBLA 13U (Dec. 23, 1975)

, lease issued under the Alaska Grazing Act,
U3 U.S.C. « 316 et sea. (1970) , appropriates the lr~
A grazi
»j u.s.c. « jib et sea- (i9/u), appropriates tne lane
and segregates them from the public domain, barring
them from use and occupancy for Native allotment pur-
poses until the Department takes action to exclude
lands from the lease.

He£^n_*M§£soji__Jr___Nic_ola__Pest_i_koff__Anthon_
Drabek, HI IBLA 296 (June 29, 1979)

ACT_____A__2____930

An oil and gas lease offer for lands in a reservoir
right-of-way is properly rejected pursuant to the Act
of Hay 21, 1930. 30 U.S.C. 5* 301-306 (1970), and
«3 CFB 3100.0-3 (d) (1) which limit the right to lease
deposits of oil and gas in and under rights-of-way to
the owner of the right-of-way or his assignees.

«£E_ bI i c_0 i 1_ S__ i ni na_C o__a nd_ H a r g a ret_V___oo_bs

,

35 IBLA 212 (Hay 26, 1978)

Oil and gas under a reservoir right-of-way may not be
leased under the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920, 30 U.S.C.
i 181 et sea- (1970) , but may only be leased to the
holder of the right-of-way, his assignee, or to adja-
cent owners or their lessees in accordance with the Act
of Hay 21, 1930, 30 U.S.C. i 301 (1970); therefore, of-
fers filed under the Mineral Leasing Act for such lands
are properly rejected.

AIi£S_HaiS, 36 IBLA 313 (Aug. 23, 1978)

AC__0__AP_I__23___.9 32

The rejection of an application under the Act of
Apr. 23, 1932, i»3 U.S.C. $ 15U (1970), to open lands
in a reclamation withdrawal to mineral location will
be affirmed when the applicant fails to submit facts
to show the basis for his knowledge or belief that
the lands contain valuable mineral deposits. Merely
to state the lands contain such deposits is not
sufficient.

Joe_A.sh_.u_n, 27 IBLA 227 (Oct. 12, 1976)

Ordinarily an application to restore lands within a

reclamation withdrawal to mineral entry pursuant to
the Act of Apr. 23, 1932, 43 U.S.C. 4 15U (1970), will
be rejected by the Bureau of Land Management where the
Bureau of Reclamation recommends against restoration;
however, on appeal a case may be remanded for further
consideration by the appropriate agencies, including
preparation of a mineral report, where it appears war-
ranted by the appellant's showings and willingness to
propose terms and conditions to protect the Govern-
ment's interest.

W. Daily. 3« IBLA 176 (Har. 1U, 1978)

A£2_0I_iSNE_J8___9 3_
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provision in «3 CFR 3825.1(b) that failure to pay
al rental on or before the anniversary date of a

ng claim located in the Papago Indian Reservation
11 be deemed sufficient grounds for invalidating
claim" is directory, not mandatory. where the min
claimant does not pay rental for 2 years on two
ms and is 1-1/2 years late on other claims, and
e he has not paid the rental prior to receiving
sions from the Bureau of Land Hanagement holding
claims invalid, the mining claims must be held
lia.

When a mining claim located in the Papago Indian
Reservation is declared invalid for failure to pay
annual rental timely, and that fact is not disputed,
a hearing is not required as there are no issues of
fact involved but only of law.

Louis B. Ellsworth. Jr.. 33 IBLA 26 (Nov. 22, 1977)

The
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holder of a mining claim located within the Papago
an Reservation under sec. 3 of the Act of June 18,
, «8 Stat. 98« (repealed. Act of May 27, 1955,
tat. 67) , is required to make the annual rental pay-
for the claim in advance (on or before the anni-

ary date of location of the claim). A decision
lidating a claim will be upheld where proceedings
oid the claim are not initiated until several
hs after the rental due date, there is no evidence
rent was paid for the year, and appellant admits
failure to pay was an oversight.

J oh n_ii_Coole_ , 36 IBLA 2«5 (Aug. 1U, 1978)

The collection of a yearly rental pursuant to the pro-
visions of «3 CFB 3825.1(b) for a mining claim situated
within the Papago Indian Reservation in no way presages
the existence of a valid mining claim based on the dis-
covery of a valuable mineral deposit.

United States v. J. D. Wilson. HH IBLA 1 (Nov. 6, 1979)



£CT_OF_SEPTEMBEB_18i_19U0

Where the purchaser from the railroad of unpatented
land believed at the time of his purchase that the land
was aineral, and there was physical evidence of its
mineral character, or if conditions were such that the
purchaser should have known then that the land was ex-
cepted from the grant to the railroad, he was not a

purchaser in good faith within the "innocent purchaser"
proviso of sec. 321(b) of the Transportation Act of
19U0.

Southern_Pacific Trans^ortation_C^ii_Jay_Ri_Fogal.i
Iliid_pi_HiiIs_.IIntervenor]., 23 IBLA 232 (Jan. 9, 1976)

83 I.D. 1

ftCT_OF_AUGUST_13x_191»9

Lands which have been designated by the Act of Aug. 13,
1949, as public domain are not leasable under the Min-
eral Leasing Act for Acquired Lands or Reorganization
Plan No. 3 of 1946, even though they may have been ac-
quired lands prior to the Act of Aug. 13, 1949. A

prospecting permit for uranium on such lands will be
denied.

Job n_R.5._Meado ws , 30 IBLA 1" (Apr. 14 , 1977)

ACT OF AUGUST. 12, 1953

Lands which were subject to an oil and gas lease offer
on Sept. 20, 1951, were not open to mineral location,
and mining claims located on such lands on this date
are properly declared null and void in the absence of
compliance with the redemption provisions of the Act
of Aug. 12, 1953, and the Multiple Mineral Development
Act, requiring filing of an amended notice of location
prior to Dec. 10, 1953, in the place and manner in
which the original notice was of record.

A mining claimant's failure to comply with the redemp-
tion provision of the Act of Aug. 12, 1953, and the
Multiple Mineral Development Act is not excused because
BLM failed to notify her of the availability of this
provision.

Dorothy_Smith, 39 IBLA 306 (Feb. 23, 1979)

ACT OF AUGUST 15. 1953

Public Law 280, 67 Stat. 588-90, did not grant to
States general civil regulatory powers over Indian
reservations. Nor could this be accomplished by
Departmental regulation. Secretarial Order or other
directive.

Mainistr^tive_^Eeal_of_the_M^r^nao_^and_of_Mission
l£dians_y^_Area_Directorx_Sacramento_Area_gffice,
7 IBIA 299 (Dec. 13, 1979) 86 I.D. 680

ACT OF AUGUST 1955

Where prior to 1920 a powersite withdrawal was cre-
ated by executive order under authority of the Act of
June 25, 1910, the withdrawn land remained open to the
location of mining claims for metalliferous minerals
until passage of the Federal Power Act on June 10,
1920, which closed powersites to all entry, location
or disposal. Any mining claim located thereafter on
powersite lands is void ab initio unless the land has
been restored to such entry in accordance with sec. 24
of the Federal Power Act or the location of the claim
has been made in accordance with the Act of Aug. 11,
1955, 30 O.S.C. § 621 (1970). The latter Act did not
operate retroactively to validate void claims.

HenEI-Staanaro, 31 IBLA 357 (July 25, 1977)

ACT OF JULY 7, 1958

The filing of a State selection application under sec.
6(b) of the Alaska Statehood Act of July 7, 1958,
72 Stat. 339, 340, 48 U.S.C. notes prec. 4 21 (1970),
does not create a right that prevents a Native Village
from selecting those lands under the provisions of the
Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act of Dec. 18, 1971,
85 Stat. 688, 43 O.S.C. 54 1601-1621 (Supp. Ill 1973).

Stat e of Alaska, 19 IBLA 316 (Apr. 7, 1975)

ACT OF JULY 6. 1960

Where land had been conveyed to the United States pur-
suant to the Act of June 4, 1897, ch. 2, 30 Stat. 11,
36, as a base for forest lieu selection rights, and a
purported color of title claim was initiated at a time
when the land had not been opened to the operation of
the public land laws, the color of title claim is not
cognizable as valid under U3 U.S.C. i 1068 (1970).

Estate of John C. Brinton. 25 IBLA 238 (June 28, 1976)

ACT OF OCTOBER 8, 1964

Where the holder of mineral leases in the Lake Mead
National Recreation Area fails to mine and produce
minerals within the time prescribed by the lease for
reasons not beyond the control of the lessee, the
leases are not in good standing and therefore are not
subject to renewal.

It is a proper exercise of discretion to refuse to re-
new mineral leases in the Lake Mead National Recreation
Area where the lessee failed to commence mining and
produce minerals as required by regulation and by the
terms of the lease for reasons which were attributable
to the lessee.

Apache Pro Co., 22 IBLA 331 (Nov. 11, 1975)

The National Park Service is not an "executive depart-
ment, independent establishment or instrumentality"
within the meaning of 13 CFR 3501.2-6. The Department
is therefore not bound by the granting or withholding
of consent by the Service for a mineral lease on
National Park Service lands.

Minerals which are subject to location under the gen-
eral mining law on public land outside the Lake Mead
Recreation Area are subject to the leasing provisions
of the Act of Oct. 8, 1964, within the Recreation Area.
But, minerals which are disposable by sale under the
1947 Materials Act when situated outside the Recreation
Area are also subject to such disposal within it.

A decision to reject an application for a mineral lease
within the Lake Head Recreation Area will be sustained
in the absence of a showing that the authorized officer
acted unreasonably in rejecting the lease for reasons
relating to environmental protection.

Rilite Aggregate Co.. 26 IBLA 197 (Aug. 11, 1976)

Where the State Office, following a recommendation of
the National Park Service rejects an application for an
oil and gas lease in the Lake Mead National Recreation
Area on the basis of a general environmental review of
the consequences of oil and gas leasing in the Recreation
Area, but which does not specifically show that the
lands involved are of a particular value in the Recre-
ation Area as a whole and that leasing subject to stip-
ulations will not suffice to protect the recreation and
other values of the land, the case will be remanded for



i£I_Of_OCTOBER_8 x_196U—Continued

a particular application of the environmental review to
that land.

Robert R_t_Wahlx Howard_Yee, 28 IBLA 305 (Jan. 13.
1977)

Where, at the end of its term, a mineral lease affect-
ing lands within the Lake Head Recreation Area is not
in good standing, an application for renewal thereof
for an additional 5 years is properly denied. Where
the lessee fails to develop the lease property dili-
gently during the term of the lease and does not fall
within an exception to this requirement, the lease is
not in good standing and may not be extended.

Audrine_G._ Knight, 36 IBLA 53 (June 30, 1978)

Where the State Office, following recommendations of
the National Park Service, rejects applications for oil
and gas leases under the "excepted areas" provisions of
43 CFR 3111.1-3 (e) (4]I, and where it appears that large
portions of the applied-for lands do not fall within
such areas, the case will be remanded with instructions
to reconsider whether the leasing of lands not in ex-
cepted areas would be appropriate.

Pi_ii_£erce 11 , 37 IBLA 272 (Oct. 20, 1978)

Di.I-, Perce 11. 40 IBLA 126 (Bar. 28, 1979)

A£2_OI_SJPiJI3BER_26_l_1968

An application to purchase public land filed pursuant
to the Unintentional Trespass Act. 43 U.S.C. §§ 1431-
1435 (1970) , is properly rejected when the Geological
Survey reports that such lands are underlain with coal,
and that exercise of surface rights would unreasonably
interfere with operations under the Mineral Leasing Act
of 1920. In addition, the public interest dictates re-
jection of the application because conveyance of the
surface rights could allow the surface owner, pursuant
to the Surface dining Control and Reclamation Act of
1977, to prevent strip mining of the underlying coal by
withholding his consent to mine.

A determination by the United States Geological Survey
that certain lands in an application for sale under the
Unintentional Trespass Act, 43 U.S.C. *s 1431-1435
(1970), are underlain with coal, and that sale of the
surface rights would interfere with the operation of
the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920, will not be disturbed
in the absence of a clear showing by the applicant that
the determination was improperly made.

«ace_Cpx, 38 IBLA 340 (Dec. 20, 1978)

Where an applicant under the Unintentional Trespass Act,
43 U.S.C. * 1431 (1976), had mistakenly described the
land being sought, the application may not be amended
after Sept. 25, 1971, to conform the land description
to the land actually in trespass.

fiefialBh-S^Buntina. ul IBLA 13 < Ha y 22 « 1 97 9)

ACT OF OCTOBER 22. 1965

Title I of the Highway Beautification Act, 79 Stat.
1028, which applies to all "public lands or reserva-
tions of the United States," does not apply to Indian
reservations.

ACT_QF_DECEBBER_24A_L!70

Sec. 4 of Geothermal Steam Act of 1970 authorizes com-
petitive bidding as sole basis for issuance of geother-
mal leases for lands determined to be within a KGRA.

California's Outdoor Advertising Act, implementing the
Highway Beautif ication Act, 79 Stat. 1028, may not be
applied to non-Indian lessees on the Morongo Indian
Reservation.

The Department's policy established in 1965 of requir-
ing lessees of Indian lands in California to comply
with State standards regulating land use and develop-
ment can be achieved without subjecting developing
tribal governments to the full enforcement powers of
the State, viz., through adding appropriate State
standards to the provisions of any lease.

Administra tive Appeal of the Moronqo Band of Mission
Indians_v. Area Director, Sacramento Area Office.
7™IBIA~299"7De'c. 13"7~1979) " " 86 I.D. 68

Sec. 4 of Geothermal Steam Act of 1970 directs competi-
tive bidding for geothermal leases on lands which are
determined to be within a KGRA before the issuance of
a lease on such lands, even though the KGRA determina-
tion is made after the pertinent application is filed.

Competitive bidding requirements of first sentence of
sec. 4 of Geothermal Steam Act of 1970 apply to those
applications filed during Jan. 1974 filing period, and
State Office rejections of appellant's Jan. 1974 non-
competitive lease applications are proper under 43 CFR
3210.4.

Hxdrothermal Eneray and
"(Feb7"77~19757

ACT_0F_0CS0BER_J5X_1966

The grant of a right-of-way to cross Federal land for a

proposed pipeline which is neither Federally authorized
nor funded is an "undertaking" within the meaning of
the National Historic Preservation Act, as amended,
80 Stat. 915, 16 U.S.C. * 470 et seg. (1976)." However,
construction of segments of the pipeline which do not
cross Federal land, and which are neither Federally li-
censed nor funded, is not an "undertaking" under that
Act, and the provisions of that Act do not apply to
such segments.

Western Slope Gas Co, . 40 IBLA 280 (Apr. 18, 1979)

Sec. 4 of Geothermal Steam Act of 1970 directs competi-
tive bidding for geothermal leases on lands which are
determined to be within a KGRA before the issuance of
a lease on such lands, even though the KGRA determina-
tion is made after the pertinent application is filed.

Competitive bidding requirements of first sentence of
sec. 4 of Geothermal Steam Act of 1970 apply to those
applications filed during Jan. 1974 filing period, and
State Office rejections of appellant's Jan. 1974 non-
competitive lease applications are proper under 43 CFR
3210.4.

H.iiE o the r °il_ Eus i

(Har. 6."19757
ad Minerals,, Inc.. 19 IBLA 136



A£T_OF_D£CEHBER_2!ix_1920—Continued

Sec. U of the Geothermal Steam Act of 1970 directs com-
petitive bidding for geothermal leases on lands within
a known geothermal resource area under regulations for-
mulated by the Secretary of the Interior. Where the
Department has promulgated regulations pursuant to this
section which provides the Secretary's authorized offi-
cer with the reserved right to reject any and all bids
submitted for a competitive geothermal lease sale, and
that reserved right is publicized in the sale notice,
the Government is not obligated to accept any bid which
might be considered inadeguate.

Ge t tx_0il_Coi , 27 IBLA 269 (Oct. 26, 1976)

*£i_0f_ D EC E H B E R_I5i_J97J--Continued

requirements may gather and claim their horses and
burros.

George B. Shaf f ner et al. . 26 IBLA 320 (Aug. 30, 1976)

One who has laid claim, pursuant to the wild Free-
Roaming Horses and Burros Act, to horses on the public
lands and who does not remove them within a reasonable
period, is subject to having the renewal of his grazing
lease denied.

Truman_and_Velma_Cross, 29 IBLA « (Feb. 7, 1977)

Secretary of Interior has authority under Geothermal
Steam Act, 30 U.S.C. 4* 1002-03 (1976) , and implementing
regulations, 13 CFR 3220.6(c), to reject bids submitted
at competitive geothermal lease sales when such bids are
deemed to be inadequate in dollar amount.

On appeal from a determination of United States Geo-
logical Survey under 30 U.S.C. §§ 1002-03 (1976),
rejecting offeror's competitive geothermal lease bid
as too low, offeror has the burden of showing that the
rejection is arbitrary and capricious and that Survey
has no rational basis for rejection of the bid.

While the Department has discretion as to whether to
grant a hearing to an offeror whose high bid is rejected
for a competitive geothermal lease, a hearing is not in
the public interest where offeror has not explained a

procedure in which particular facts could be effectively
utilized in an alternative formula for computing minimum
bids.

Hnion_0il_Co. , 38 IBLA 373 (Dec. 29, 1978)

ACT_OF_DECEHBeR_31i_1970

The Mining and Minerals Policy Act of 1970, 30 U.S.C.
§ 21a (1970) , does not reguire the granting of permis-
sion for placer mining operations on land within a

powersite withdrawal where such operations would prob-
ably interfere with other uses of the land.

and_Game_Department_JIntervenorl., 40 IBLA 30 (Mar. 15,
1979)

ACT_OF_DECEMBER_I5 t_197I

A district manager's decision denying a grazing permit
for 10 domestic horses, based on the fact that such a
denial was required for proper range management and for
protection of wild horses under the Wild Free-Roaming
Horses and Burros Act, 85 Stat. 6U9-651, will be over-
ruled where evidence presented at a hearing shows that
granting the permit will not interfere with BLM's man-
agement of the wild horses under the Act.

ACT_OF_OCTOBEH_20 J 1976

Chester_Baker, 26 IBLA 257 (At 1976)

Where claimants have filed claims to horses on the pub-
lic lands under sec. 5 of the Wild Free-Roaming Rorses
and Burros Act, 16 U.S.C. § 1335 (Supp. IV 197U) , and
pursuant to the regulations in «3 CFR Subpart "713, and
failed to recover them within a reasonable period of
time as provided in gathering authorizations issued by
the Bureau of Land Management, the Department has no
authority to nullify their claims of ownership; the
regulations allow more than one authorization to be
obtained; claimants in proper circumstances may obtain
further authorizations; and upon compliance with legal

Land withdrawn for reclamation purposes in Imperial
County, Calif., within the California Desert Conserva-
tion Area and administered by BLM under a memorandum
of understanding with the Bureau of Reclamation should
be regarded as "entitlement lands" in the computation
of payments to be made to the county under the Act of
Oct. 20, 1976, 31 U.S.C. 5 1602 (1976).

County , of. Imperial. «0 IBLA 257 (Apr. 16, 1979)

AqT OF OCTOBER_21,,_19?6

H.R. Rep. No. 9U-1163, 9Uth Cong., 2d Sess. 1 (1976),
shows that the purpose of the Act of Oct. 21, 1976
(the Federal Land Policy and Management Act), which
repealed the homestead laws, except as to certain
lands in Alaska, was to repeal obsolete statutes re-
lating to public lands that were incongruent with to-
day's national goals.

Arthur R. Wallace, 30 IBLA 239 (Hay 31, 1977)

Applications for rights-of-way on public lands pending
on Oct. 21, 1976, are to be considered as applications
under the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of
1976, but, to the extent practical, existing regula-
tions will govern the administration of the public
lands until new regulations are issued.

Continental T e lepho r

(May 1, 1978)~
of California. 3<* IBLA 37«

ADDITIONAL-HOMESTEADS

The land in an additional homestead entry application
under the Act of Apr. 28, 190«, as amended, «3 U.S.C.
5 213 (1970), must be contiguous~to the applicant's
original homestead. Neither that Act nor regulations
issued thereunder require that tracts of land in such
an additional entry application be contiguous to each
other. The requirement of i»3 CFR 2567.1(c) that land
in a homestead entry application in Alaska must be in
a contiguous body is maintained by the fact that the
land in the additional entry must be contiguous to the
original homestead.

John C. Brings. 22 IBLA 8 (Sept. «, 1975) 82 I.D. 132



Afi5IMISTR&IiyE_AUTH0aiTY
(See_also Delegation of Authority. Federal Employees
~and~Of f icers. Secretary of the Interior— if
included in this Index.)

GENERALLY

The Bureau of Land Management, in the exercise of its
discretionary power to issue special land use permits,
may establish special fee assessments for off-road
vehicle (ORV) events.

St§Itis_Racing._Assin, 18 IBLA 359 (Jan. 30, 1975)

AfiBIMISTR£!IVE_AgTHORiri--Continued

GENERALLY—Continued

Reliance upon erroneous or incomplete information
provided by Bureau of Land Management employees
cannot create any rights not authorized by law.

John F. Brown. 22 IBLA 133 (Sept. 26, 1975)

l! aI3 a r e^t_ Hug h e.y_H ug us , 22 IBLA 116 (Sept. 30, 1975)

H. R. C. Croley. 32 IBLA 5 (Aug. 2H , 1977)

Verner_F.._Sorenson, 32 IBLA 3U1 (Oct. 21. 1977)

The failure by an oil and gas lease assignee to timely
file the requisite bond as required by an intial State
Office decision cannot be relied upon by the assignor
as a basis for protesting a subsequent decision which
reconsiders and grants a request for assignment approv-
al, for it is the Department alone which may assert
such default as a basis for denying a subsequent as-
signment approval request.

Joseph, Als tad, 19 IBLA 10U (Bar. «, 1975)

The issuance of a public airport lease on national
resource lands lies within the discretion of the Secre-
tary of the Interior. The Department may require an
applicant for a public airport lease to accept special
stipulations in order to protect the environmental
quality of the land, so long as the stipulations are
not inconsistent with other reasonable requirements
of the Bureau of Land Management or Federal Aviation
Administration.

A., w. Brothers.. 19 IBLA l<t« (Mar. 7, 1975)

The Bureau of Land Management may assert, in its dis-
cretion, failure to timely file assignment instruments
as a basis for denying approval to an assignment where
intervening assignees or other adverse interests are
involved.

Ja.mes._V...

(Mar. 18
21Kanei_Fi_Kenneth_Millhollen, 19 IBLA 171
1975)

The issuance of a special land-use permit is discre-
tionary, and the Bureau of Land Management may reject a

special land-use permit application when the proposed
use would adversely affect the public interest, and may
offer, in the alternative, a permit providing for use
consonant with proper management of national resource
lands.

The Recreation and Public Purposes Act, and the regula-
tions thereunder, do not authorize additional payment
for the issuance of a supplemental patent (which voids
an earlier patent's reversionary provision) as an al-
ternative to forfeiture for noncompliance with the
Act's provision that land patented under the Act only
be used for an established or definitely proposed pub-
lic project within a reasonable time following issuance
of patent. The Department can alienate interests in
public lands only within the limits authorized by law;
therefore, issuance of a supplemental patent which
eliminates the Act's mandatory reversionary provision
is impermissible.

Okanogan County Public Utility__Di
Washington. 22 IBLA 3U2 (Nov. 1«, 1975)

Simultaneous oil and gas lease drawing entry cards
which are not executed correctly will be rejected.
Where an ambiguity is created by an applicant on a
drawing entry card, it is not the responsibility of
BLM to speculate about applicant's intention and nec-
essarily to resolve the ambiguity in his favor.

J°se_Eh_A Jl_Bink ler , 2U IBLA 380 (Apr. 29, 1976)

A stipulation requiring an oil and gas lessee to provide
a certified statement by an archaeologist concerning the
existence of archaeological values on lands to be dis-
turbed by the lessee does not constitute an unlawful
delegation of authority because the purpose of the
statement is to notify an authorized officer of the De-
partment who retains the authority to determine whether
the archaeological data are significant and whether such
data are being or may be irrevocably lost or destroyed.

Cecil A._Wa_.ker___lan_C__F__Dille_, 26 IBLA 71 (July 9,
197 67

Jer___Te__l_n__Leonar___rac_e_t, 20 IBLA 3C
1975)

(May 30,

The issuance of a public airport lease on the public
domain lies within the discretion of the Secretary of
the Interior. A decision rejecting an airport lease
application in the exercise of that discretion will be
affirmed when, even though the Board differs in its
opinion of the importance of some of the factors re-
cited as grounds for the rejection, the record shows
the decision to be a reasoned analysis of the factors
involved, and no sufficient basis to disturb the deci-
sion is shown.

Bo_l^er_CU___ero_C^_____nc.
1975)

21 IBLA 3U3 (Aug. 18,

The issuance of sodium prospecting permits is discre-
tionary with the Secretary of the Interior, and the
Secretary may refuse to issue permits for lands with-
drawn for wildlife purposes if the use of the lands
for mineral prospecting and development activities
would adversely affect the wildlife habitat.

Where the regulations and Departmental and BLM Manuals
do not specifically state how disputes between the Fish
and Wildlife Service and the Bureau of Land Management
over issuing sodium prospecting permits for lands with-
in wildlife refuge areas are to be resolved, but the
Departmental manuals indicate that such decisions are
to be made by the Secretary and the BLM Manual directs
that such applications be forwarded to the Washington
Office, a decision of a State Office rejecting an ap-
plication for a sodium prospecting permit will be set
aside and the case remanded for processing in accord-
ance with the Departmental and BLM Manuals.

Vernal E. Bess et al.. 27 IBLA U (Sept. 17, 1976)



ADMINISTRATIVE AUTHORITY—Continued

GENERALLY—Continued

The Bureau of Land Management may issue a sodium pros-
pecting permit for lands adjacent to areas withdrawn
for wildlife conservation purposes subject to a stipu-
lation which provides that, in the event of discovery
of an exploitable sodium deposit, no preference right
lease will be issued unless hydrologic and other envi-
ronmental analyses indicate that sodium ore can be
removed without a significant adverse environmental
impact on the widlife habitat within the withdrawn
areas.

David E. Hughes, 27 IBLA 46 (Sept. 23, 1976)

The Secretary of the Interior has the authority to
determine the validity of mining claims upon adequate
notice and opportunity for hearing.

United States v. Mine Development Corp. et al..
27 IBLA 238 (Oct. 18, 1976)

ADMINISTRATIVE ADTHORITY—Continued

GENERALLY—Continued

The Bureau of Land Management, in exercise of its
authority to regulate the acquisition of rights in the
public lands, may contest any unpatented mining claim
located on public land under its jurisdiction to deter-
mine, among other things, if the claimant has discov-
ered on his mining claim a valuable mineral deposit as
required by 30 O.S.C. * 22 (1970).

United_States v,

"(June 15, 1977)
Gwendolyn HcClur , 31 IBLA

Ontil such time as the Department promulgates regula-
tions, policy guidelines or criteria implementing sec.
302 of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of
1976, the Bureau of Land Management may properly defer
action on the proposed creation of an estate in Federal
land thereunder.

Treva L. Berger. 31 IBLA 389 (Aug. 19, 1977)

A decision by the Bureau of Land Management rejecting
a logging road right-of-way application as not in the
public interest will be affirmed in the absence of suf-
ficient reasons to the contrary.

S un_S t uds^_ Inc.. , 27 IBLA 278 (Oct. 26, 1976)

A grazing permittee under sec. 3 of the Taylor Grazing
Act does not have an absolute right to a permit renewal
even though denial thereof will impair the value of his
grazing unit which is pledged as security for a bona
fide loan. The Department may refuse to renew such a

permit when the public interest requires that the sub-
ject land be preserved from unnecessary injury, ex-
changed, disposed of, or reclassified for alternate
public use. Similarly, if the Department may deny re-
newal outright under the above circumstances, the De-
partment may renew such a permit for a lesser term than
previously allowed pending completion of a Management
Framework Plan and an Allotment Management Plan which
are oriented not only to livestock grazing, but also to
multiple use management which includes such concerns as
land and water conservation, environmental protection,
and other resource management objectives which can be
achieved by reclassification of national resource lands
and manipulation of grazing activity.

iil£_£§. nchx_I nc.. , 27 IBLA 3U0 (Nov. «, 1976)
83 I.D. 5«2

Pursuant to the Property Clause of the O.S. Const, art.
IV, « 3, cl. 2, Congress has enacted the Taylor Grazing
Act, 13 O.S.C. « 315 et se_g. (1970), and other statutory
authority which empower the Secretary of the Interior to
define what conduct constitutes a grazing trespass and
to determine whether or not an individual has committed
a trespass.

Under the Supremacy Clause, O.S. Const., art. VI, cl. 2,
Federal laws, including Federal grazing regulations,
override conflicting State laws with respect to public
lands.

Bureau of Lan d Management v. floss Babcoc k. 32 IEIA 171)

(Sept. 15, 1977) 8U I.t. U75

The Secretary of the Interior has the authority to
determine the validity of mining claims on any putlic
lands of the United States, including lands within the
National Forest System, after adequate notice and oppor-
tunity fcr hearing. A mining claim contest initiated
under the authority of the Secretary of the Interior
may be prosecuted by counsel employed by the Department
of Agriculture acting on behalf of the Forest Service
where such action is in accordance with a Memorandum
of Understanding between the agencies.

United_States v. Ernest F. Piven and Richard J. T.
?ndejsgnT 32~IBLA 361 (Oct. 25, 1977)

The Department of the Interior does not have the
authority to modify a statute ratifying an agreement
with an Indian tribe on the grounds of fraud or coer-
cion in the execution of the agreement.

Title to Certain Land_Hithin_the
-
Bgundari gs_of the_Font

Yuma Indian Reservation as Established by the Execu tive
Ordir~of Jan. 9, 188uT M-36886

-
(Jan. 18, 1977)

8« I.D. 1

Reliance upon erroneous advice by Bureau of Land Manage-
ment employees cannot estop the United States or confer
upon an applicant any rights not authorized by law.
U3 CFR 1810.3(c). where it is not established that
the asserted advice was erroneous, estoppel does not
operate.

Reliance upcn erroneous and incomplete information
provided by Federal employees cannot create any rights
not authorized by law.

Hark H. Bcone and John L. Dutra . 33 IELA 32 (Nov. 25,
1977)

It is a proper exercise of discreticn under the Federal
Land Policy and Management Act of 1976 for the Bureau
of Land Management to refuse to process and to reject
applications for public sale pending on the date of the
Act, even though it will continue to process bids and
preference right applications for a sale held pricr to
the Act.

United Park City Mines Co .. 33 IBLA 358 (Jan. 16, 1976)

United Sta tes, y. Ronald
(Mar. 31, 1977)""

Tippetts. 29 IBLA 3U8
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GENERALLY—Continued

Reliance upon erroneous advice by Bureau of Land
Management enployees cannot confer upon an oil and
gas lease applicant any rights not authorized by law.

Charles H. Brady, 33 IBLA 375 (Jan. 25. 1978)

*PJI BIST RATI VJ_JMJTHOj)ITY

—

Continued

GENERALLY—Continued

accordance with a Hemorandum of Understanding tetweei
the agencies.

United States v. Andrew L. Freese II. 37 IELA 7

"(Sept. 6, 1978J

The President had nonstatutory authority to withdraw
public land in addition to authority conferred upon
hia by Pickett Act, as amended, 43 O.S.C. i* 141, 142
(1970). Such nonstatutory authority was not limited
by terms of 43 O.S.C. * 142 (1970) providing that with-
drawn lands shall remain open to location for metallif-
erous minerals.

Because of the President's delegation of bis nonstatu-
tory withdrawal authority to the Secretary of the
Interior by E.O. 10355, the Secretary was endowed with
sufficient authority to withdraw lands in issue without
reliance upon sees. 17(d)(1) and 17(d)(2) of Alaska
Native Claims Settlement Act. Thus, distinctions be-
tween those two sections are not herein dispositive of
question of Secretary's authority to withdraw lands in
PLO 5250.

Harry H. Hilson. 35 IBLA 349 (June 19. 1978)

A consent decree obtained by the Securities and Ex-
change Commission establishes no precedent for cases
involving different parties. Allegations of Federal
securities law violations in connection with Federal
oil and gas leasing should be directed to the Securi-
ties and Exchange Commission, the agency with juris-
diction over such matters. The jurisdiction of the
Board of Land Appeals does not extend to matters exclu-
sively under the jurisdiction of the SEC, but goes to
matters involving compliance with oil and gas leasing
statutes and regulations.

Harion Bacil. 35 IBLA 366 (June 23, 1978)

Where, in a quasi- judicial Departmental proceeding, an
individual entered an appearance as attorney for a

party to the action, and it was subsequently revealed
that he was not qualified to practice before the De-
partment under any of the provisions of 43 CFR 1.3, the
presiding administrative law judge properly refused to
continue to recognize his appearance or to permit him
to continue to conduct the case in a representative
capacity.

united_§taies.
1978)

v. John Gayanich. 36 IBLA 111 (July 14,

Established and longstanding Departmental policy relat-
ing to the administration of the simultaneous oil and
gas leasing system, premised upon regulatory interpre-
tation, is binding on all employees of the Bureau cf
Land Management, until such time as it is properly
changed.

Hilt cn D. Fe inberq. Benson J. Lamp. 37 IBLA 39
(Sept. 18, 1978) 85 I.E. 380

Hilton C. Fe i n b

e

zsx_ Benson J. Lajt£ (C n_ Recc n s i d e r a tion)
,

40 IBLA 222 (Apr. 11, 1979) ~86~T7t. 234

Erroneous or incomplete advice by Bureau of Land Man-
agement employees cannot operate to vitiate an Act cf
Congress, particularly where the governing statute and
regulations en the issue are free from ambiguity.

Public. Se Eyice_Coa _of_Oklahoma . 38 IBLA 193 (Dec. 6.
1978)

Department cf the Interior, as agency of executive
branch of Government, is not proper forum to decide
whether or net statute enacted by Congress is
constitutional.

Al_Sherman, 38 IBLA 300 (Dec. 14, 1978)

Reliance upen erroneous notations to a BLH serial reg-
ister page or incomplete information provided by BLH
employees cannot create any rights not authorized by
law.

Alver C. Dunc an. 39 IBLA 144 (Jan. 29, 1979)

Onder the Supremacy Clause, U.S. Const., art. VI, el. 2,
Federal laws, including Federal grazing regulations,
override conflicting State laws with respect to public
lands.

Colvin Cattle Co.. Inc.. 39 IBLA 176 (Jan. 30, 1979)

A consent decree obtained by the Securities and Ex-
change commission (SEC) establishes no precedent for
cases involving other parties. The Board of Land Ap-
peals lacks jurisdiction over matters delegated to the
SBC. Allegations of Federal Securities Law violations
should be directed to the SEC rather than to the Board
of Land Appeals.

Sillia «_fliiIS r , 36 IBLA 349 (Aug. 28, 1978)

The Secretary of the Interior has the authority tc de-
termine the validity of mining claims on any public
lands of the United States after adeguate notice and
opportunity for a hearing. A mining claim contest may
be initiated under the authority of the Secretary of
the Interior by the Bureau of Land nanagement at the
behest of the Forest Service and prosecuted by counsel
employed by the Department of Agriculture, with Forest
Service employees as witnesses, where such action is in

where the Secretary has declined tc exercise his juris-
diction, a decision rendered by this Board is final fcr
the Department. Hence, statements by BLH and arguments
of the Solicitor, while valuable to the Board, are net
binding upon the Board.

§»-?» .Pglascc. !"<;., et al.. 39 IBLA 194 (Fel 197S)

Subsequent tc the passage of the Federal Land Policy and
Banagement Act of 1976 (FLPHA), the Department lacked
the authority to accept donations of land under the Act
of July 14, 1960, which had been expressly repealed by
FLPHA. Inasmuch as the actions of the Secretary under
the Act of July 14, 1960, were not ministerial, the dec-
trine of relation cannot be used to validate, on a nunc
EI2 tunc basis, an acceptance of a denation under the
authority of the Act cf July 14, 1960, occurring after
the repeal of that Act by Congress.

Junicr L. Dennis. 40 IBLA 12 (Har. 1979)
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ENFORCEMENT OF CRIMINAL VIOLATIONS

—

Continued

Reliance upon erroneous information given by BLM employ-
ees cannot confer upon an oil and gas lease applicant
any rights not authorized by law.

Elizabeth_Pa_ed_s _On_Reconsider_t ion_, 00 IELA 21
TSIrT 9, 1979f

Reliance on incomplete information supplied by Bureai
of Land Management employees cannot estop the United
States or excuse compliance with a regulation.

Z£e__S_._G__l__d ucci , 11 IELA 277 (June 28, 1979)

Where an Agency lays down its own procedures and regu
lations, those procedures and regulations cannot te
ignored, even by the Agency itself.

Estate_of_E_or_ Dennis Juneau, 7 IBIA 164 (June 29,
197 9)

A decision by the Bureau of Land Management canceling
fee simple patents issued to Indians and simultaneously
issuing new Indian trust patents is not subject to re-
view by the Board of Land Appeals, which has no juris-
diction in the matter, where the decision was made at
the direction of the Assistant Secretary for Indian
Affairs.

and where it appears to the Board that the administra-
tive reccrd cf a case contains strong evidence cf mul-
tiple violations of 18 U.S.C. § 1001 (1976), the Ecard
will refer the matter with its recommendation that an
investigation be initiated to determine whether crimi-
nal charges should be brought.

Lee S. Bielski. 39 IBLA 211 (Feb. 8, 1979) 86 I.C. 80

ESTCPPEL

Generally, the Government is not estopped from demand-
ing oil and gas lease royalty payments it is owed, even
if its employees may have made prior mistakes in ac-
cepting cr computing the royalty.

Gulf Oil Cere, et al. . 21 IBLA 1 (June 16, 1975)

Reliance upen erroneous or incomplete information
provided by Bureau of Land Management employees
cannot create any rights not authorized by law.

John F. Brown. 22 IBLA 133 (Sept. 26, 1975)

nar_ar_t__u_ he____3__ , 22 IBLA 1«6 (Sept. 30, 1975)

vern e r F. Screnson. 32 IBLA 3«1 (Oct. 21, 1977)

B 1 u e Star. Inc., Atomic Western. Inc.. Fr emont, Energy
CorD_5.I_Ivor_Ada.ir, HI IBLA 333 (July 11, 1979)

The Taylor Grazing Act, «3 U.S.C. §4 315a-315r (1970),
and other statutory authority empower the Secretary of
the Interior to define what conduct constitutes a grazing
trespass and whether or not an individual has committed
a trespass.

Burea__of_________________
(July 31, 1979)

rris Broth ers. 12 IBLA U£

Department of the Interior, as agency of executive
branch of Government, is not proper forum to decide
whether or not as to mining claims the recordation
provisions of the Federal Land Policy and Management
Act of 1976 are constitutional.

Charlie Carnal,
«3 IBLA 10~7sept.

ind E dwa rd Borzanskv ,

The Secretary of the Interior has the authority tc
determine the validity of mining claims on any public
lands of the United States after adeguate notice and
opportunity for a hearing. A mining claim contest may
be initiated under the authority of the Secretary of
the Interior by the Bureau of Land Management at the
behest of the U.S. Forest Service and prosecuted by
counsel employed by the U.S. Department of Agriculture,
with U.S. Forest Service employees as witnesses.

United St_tes_v_ Jon Zimaers and Claire Kelly. t»u IBLA
lit2~Nov. 307 1979)

ENFORCEMENT OF CRIMINAL VIOLATIONS

The Board of Land Appeals, in its adjudication of ap-
peals to determine rights of parties to receive or
preserve interests in Federal lands, has a concomitant
obligation to preserve the integrity of the process.

The Department of the Interior is not estopped from
denying the legality of a payment in lieu of forfeiture
provision inserted in a Recreation and Public Purposes
Act patent when such denial works no serious injustice
against the patentee and implementation of the provi-
sion would harm the public interest by divesting the
Government of all jurisdiction over the patented land,
thus, precluding enforcement of the Recreation and Eub-
lic Purposes Act requirement that lands patented under
the Act te devoted tc a definitely proposed project for
the benefit cf the public.

Okanogan County Public Utility. District No. 1,
Washington. 22 IBLA 3«2 (Nov. 1<I, 1975)

A Native allotment applicant is charged with notice of
the official land records of the Bureau of land Manage-
ment. No estoppel will result from a delay in the
rejection of a Native allotment where the basis of the
decision is that the land was segregated by a State se-
lection application prior to commencement of occupancy,
the delay was not unreasonable, the State selection was
a matter of public record, and no misrepresentations
were made to the applicant.

fiosel_n_Is__c , 23 IBLA 12U (Dec. 23, 1975)

The doctrine of collateral estoppel will not bar the
administrative contest of the validity of five mining
claims which, together with another claim, were the
subject of previous condemnation actions for the tak-
ing cf a temporary exclusive easement over the claims,
where the issue of the validity of the individual
claims was not actually litigated and it was wholly
unnecessary for the court to adjudicate that issue in
rendering its judgment.

Eguitable estoppel will net operate to bar a mining
claim contest or alter its result where it was not
shown that some officer of the Government, who was
authorized tc declare the claims valid, falsely mis-
represented to, or concealed material facts from the
claimant concerning the validity of the claim with the
intention that the claimant should act in reliance
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thereon, with the result that the claimant was thereby
induced to do so, to his ultimate daaage.

qui-**a st
1976)

L. Johnson. 23 IBLA 3«9 (Jan. 21,

Prior recognition of grazing privileges based on
licensee's erroneous statement of ownership of base
property does not estop the Department froa canceling
the privileges when it becoaes aware of the facts.

IBLA 160 (Aug. U, 1976)

The fact that assessaent work has been perforaed on a

aining claia does not estop the Governaent froa deter-
mining the validity of a claia by proper proceedings
giving adequate notice and an opportunity for a hearing
where there are disputed determinative facts. However,
where the claia was located after land has been with-
drawn froa aining, it is proper for the Bureau of Land
Hanageaent to declare a claia null and vcid ab initio
without a hearing.

Boy B._Cuaa ips . 26 IBLA 223 (Aug. 17, 1976)

Where an applicant for grazing privileges does not show
the type of aisconduct which would be a basis for es-
toppel against the Governaent, the provisions of «3 CPR
H115.2-1 (e) (9) (i) and (e) (13) (i) cannot be waived on
the basis of such aisconduct.

*a- Dx-11 °ilai_l *££gll a Jitl^V SE li 11 ion C 1 j. f f _ C a 1 1 1 e

COj (In terven or) . 29 IBLA 262 (Har. 25, 1977)

Reliance upon erroneous advice by Bureau of Land Hanage-
aent eaployees cannot estcp the United States or confer
upon an applicant any rights not authorized by law.
U3 CPB 1610.3(c). Hhere it is not established that
the asserted advice was erroneous, estoppel does not
operate.

BDUg3_ States v. Ronald B. Ti ppett s. 29 IELA 3U8
(Har. 31, 1977)

The fact that a aining claiaant has held a claia for
aany years and perforaed work on the claia does not,
by itself, create any rights against the Governaent
which will estop the Governaent froa deteraining the
validity of the claia. It is incuabent upon the lo-
cator of a aining claia to exercise considerable care
in ascertaining the status of the land eabraced in the
claia and the liaitations of his rights as the holder
of an unpatented aining claia. Failure of a Governaent
eaployee to advise appellant that the land eabraced in
the aining claia was closed to aining location cannot
give life to an invalid claia.

Arthur H. Boone. 32 IBLA 305 (Sept. 30, 1977)

Reliance upon erroneous and incoaplete inforaaticn
provided by Federal eaployees cannot create any rights
not authorized by law.

AaiJs-JL...
1977)

joone and John L, Dutra. 33 IBLA 32 (Hov. 25,
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The failure of a noncoapetitive oil and gas lease
offeror to coaplete the date on the siaultaneous oil
and gas drawing entry card is not excused, and the De-
partment is not estopped to reject such an offer, by
his reliance on the Departaent's prior erroneous issu-
ance of a lease in acceptance of an offer which was
deficient for the saae reason.

Tina A. Regan. 33 IBLA 213 (Dec. 21, 1977)

The failure of a aining claiaant to file the notice of
recordation required by sec. 31U (t) of the Federal Lam
Policy and Hanageaent Act of Oct. 21, 1976, «3 O.S.C.
t 17«<l(b) (west Supp. 1977), cannot be excused en the
basis of equitable estoppel where no discussion cover-
ing the 90-day requireaent was had between the Cepart-
aent and appellant's representatives.

Mil bwest C ^tj,zen s for Wi lderness Hining Co.. Inc.

,

33 IBLA 317 (Jan. 16, 1978)

The Governaent is not estepped from collecting royalty
payaents which are owed, even if it has accepted
improper payaents in the past.

.Co.*. 31 IBLA 285 (Apr. 17, 1978)
85

Reliance upen erroneous advice or incoaplete inforaatior
provided by ELH eaployees cannot relieve the owner cf a

aining claia of an obligation imposed on hia by statute
or relieve hia of the consequences iaposed by a statute
for his failure to coiply with its reguireaents.

Paul S. Coupey. 35 IBLA 112 (Hay 15, 1978)

Clait B. Caldwell et al.. «2 IBLA 139 (Aug. 16. 1979)

where a aining claiaant alleges that forest rangers
allowed hia to build and occupy a cabin on the claia
without inforting hia that it was illegal to do so, it
is not appropriate to estop the Governaent froa declar-
ing the claia null and void, for several reasons: aere
acquiescence in an action is not "affiraative aiscon-
duct" by a Governaent eaployee, as it was not false
representation or concealment of material facts dene
with the intent that the claiaant rely thereon; the ia-
pression created by the inaction of the forest rangers
was not errcnecus and, so, claiaant was not aisled, as
he could rightfully aove the cabin to the site and oc-
cupy it as leng as so doing was incident to aineral
developaent cf a valid aining claia; and because the
claiaant should have known that he could not live on
the premises indefinitely despite his failure tc devel-
op the claia, and that he would have to aove the cabin
or lese it, if the claia was declared null and void.

The Governaent is net barred froa declaring a aining
claia null and void by the doctrine of laches.

Onit ed States v. Jose ph Larsen and Ferris Larsen,
36 IBLA 130 (July 25, 1978)

Even though the Bureau of Land Hanageaent from Jan. 26,
1972, to Aug. 19, 1977, considered preference right
coal lease applicaticns in a pending status, it is not
estopped to reject such applications as having been
filed late because it has not been demonstrated that
appellant relied on the Bureau's representations to
appellant's detriaent.

2fe£Iial_IneEqi_COi_et_ali , 36 IBLA 33U (Aug. 28, 1978)
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(there national forest land is open to mineral location,
the failure of a district forest ranger tc ctject to
the location or development of mining clains for a num-
ber of years, or to request that a contest of the va-
lidity of the claims be initiated, does not estop the
United States from bringing a contest, nor is the con-
test barred by laches.

United States v. Verdugo S Biller,. Inc.
(Oct. 20, 1978)

37 IBLA 277

Reliance upon erroneous or incomplete information pro-
vided by Government employees cannot create any rights
not authorized by law. 13 CFB 1810.3(c).

l2»_Brown, 37 IELA 381 (Hov. 6, 1978)

A DHI H ISTRATIV B AUTHORITY--Continued
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of ELfl cannct operate to vest any right not authorized
by lav.

porothv Smith. Keith C. Hayes . 44 IELA 25 (Hov. 6,
1979)

LACBES

Where unpatented mining claims were located some 50
years before the claimant filed application for patent,
during which time they went unchallenged by the Govern-
ment, the Onited States is not barred from contesting
the validity of the claims by invocation of the egui-
table defense of laches.

Erattain.Ccntractors, Inc.. 37 IBLA 233 (Oct. 18, 1978)

Reliance upon erroneous notations to a BLB serial reg-
ister page or incomplete information provided by BLH
employees cannot create any rights not authorized by
law.

Alver C. Duncan. 39 IBLA 144 (Jan. 29, 1979)

Equitable estoppel against the Government will not lie
where there has been no affirmative misconduct by an
authorized agent or officer resulting in a misrepresen-
tation of fact upon which a party was led to rely to
his ultimate detriment.

Dorothy Smith. 39 IBLA 306 (Feb. 23. 1979)

Reliance on incomplete information supplied by Bureau
of Land Management employees cannot estop the Onited
States or excuse compliance with a regulation.

Fred S. Ghelarducci. i»l IELA 277 (June 28, 1979)

Inaction or unauthorized acts by an employee of the
Bureau of Indian Affairs cannot serve as the basis
for conferring rights not authorized by law. flore-
over, neither the Secretary of the Interior nor the
Department is bound or estopped by such inaction or
unauthorized acts.

Estate of Emory Dennis Juneau

,

1979)
7 IBIA 164 (June 29,

A delay in adjudication of an application by the Depart-
ment cannot create rights contrary to law.

i»2 IBLA 200 (Aug. 22, 1979)

Where national forest land is open to mineral location,
the failure of a district forest ranger tc object tc
the location or development of mining claims for a num-
ber of years, or to request that a contest of the va-
lidity of the claims be initiated, does not estop the
United States from bringing a contest, nor is the con-
test barred by laches.

UDiSed_S_taies_vJ
(Oct. 20, 1978)

JnCi, 37 IBLA 277

The authority of the Onited States to enforce a public
right or protect a public interest is not vitiated or
lost by acguiescences of its officers or agents, or by
their laches, neglect of duty, failure to act, or de-
lays in the performance of their duties.

Onited. States_y t _Haurice L. Wilson. 38 IBLA 305
(Dec. 14, 1978)

Onited States is not subject to a defense of laches in
an action to enforce a public right. Thus, where ELB
took approximately 2 years to declare reversion to
Onited States of title to land patented with reversion-
ary clause under Recreation and Public Purposes Act,
appellants may find no relief in equitable doctrine of
laches.

Roberta. Thompson and Richard Lee Burnham. 38 IELA 333
(Dec. 20, 1978)

A delay in adjudication of an application by the Depart-
ment cannot create rights contrary to law.

Hew England Fish Co.. 42 IBLA 200 (Aug. 22, 1979)

Estoppel of the Government is an extraordinary remedy,
especially as it relates to public lands, and is to be
applied with the greatest care and circumspection.

The elements of an estoppel are the following: (1) The
party to be estopped must know the facts; (2) he must
intend that his conduct shall be acted on or must so
act that the party asserting the estoppel has a right
to believe it is so intended; (3) the latter must be
ignorant of the true facts; and (4) he must rely on the
former's conduct to his injury.

Estoppel is not available against the Government when
the Government agent making representations acts beyond
the scope of his authority. Furthermore, reliance upen
information or the opinion of any officer or employee

ADBIHISTBATIVE PRACTICE

Where a desert land applicant, whose application is
prior in time, appeals from a decision of the Eureau of
Land flanagement, dismissing his protest against afford-
ing priority to a later-filed desert land application
on the tasis that the earlier-filed application was in-
complete, the cases are properly remanded to the Eureau
of Land flanagement for action en the respective appli-
cations, so as to avoid piecemeal adjudication.

19 IELA 208
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Where the record does not clearly show whether either
or both of two grazing lease applicants are preference-
right applicants and does not reflect consideration of
all of the factors mandated by «3 CFR «121.2-l(d) (2)

for evaluating conflicting grazing lease applications,
a decision awarding the lease to one of the parties
will be set aside and the case remanded fcr further
consideration.

Elmer M. Johnson, 20 IBLA 111 (Apr. 25, 1975)

When a coal lease applicant asserts, en appeal, facts
which may show it to be entitled to favorable consid-
eration of its lease application under the short-term
need criteria promulgated by the Department, the deci-
sion rejecting the lease application will be set aside
and the case remanded for further consideration.

Idaho Po we r Co.. 20 IBLA 125 (Apr. 28, 1975)

ADMINISTRATIVE PRACTICE— Continued

An applicant for land under the Small Tract Act cannot
acguire any right in the land by virtue of administra-
tive delay in reappraising the land prior to issuance
of patent. The mere filing of a small tract applica-
tion does net create in the applicant any right or
interest in the land.

George C. Jackson

,

IBLA 253 (nay 16, 1975)

Where the Bureau of Land Management changes an adminis-
trative practice to thereafter refuse to accept unoffi-
cial copies cf the simultaneous cil and gas lease entry
card, by an order dated War. 26, 1975, the new practice
will he given prospective application only and will not
be applied retroactively to simultaneous entry cards
filed during the Feb. 1975 simultanecus filing period.

Vi_J._J1alloi, 20 IBLA 327 (June 6, 1975)

A regulatory change in the definition of the phrase
"primary term" of an oil and gas lease is not an order
or consent of the Secretary of the Interior to suspend
operations under an oil and gas lease.

Inexco Oil Co.. 20 IBLA 13H (Hay 5, 1975)

A regulation pertaining to grazing permits under the
Reindeer Grazing Act of 1937 allows settlement rights
to be initiated while a permit issued under that Act is
in existence. The policy manifest in that regulation
may be followed, in the exercise of the Secretary's
discretion, to permit consideration of a Native allot-
ment applicant's occupancy of land after the 1937 Act,
even though the land was covered by a reindeer grazing
lease issued prior to that time under the Act of
Mar. <», 1927, and the regulation was promulgated after
intiation of the occupancy.

£risteen_J s._Burke JL_Joe_!iJ!..

20 IBLA 162 (May 5, 1975)
lelovedoff, Victor Helovedoff

,

A Bureau of Land Management State Office may reconsider
one of its decisions prior to the filing cf an appeal
in the case, but the filing of an appeal terminates
that authority.

A person who drafts and submits an agreement to this
Department must bear the burden of any ambiguity in
the document if the Department's interpretation is

ble.

An original letter is not needed to withdraw a lease
offer. The requirements are that the withdrawal is
properly filed and the person making the withdrawal
is properly identified.

A person signing an assumed name is responsible just a:

if he signed his own name.

John_Ji Sexton iOn_Reconsideratic
(Hay 77~197 5r

20 IBLA 187

A request for equitable adjudication relief to permit
purchase of a headquarters site claim is premature in
the absence of an application to purchase the claim.

The equitable adjudication authority is not appropri-
ate and may not be applied to peDmit the filing of a

headquarters site notice of location after the land
has been withdrawn.

Bene_Pi_La moure u x , 20 IBLA 213 (Hay 16, 1975)

Equitable adjudication authority is net appropriate and
nay not be applied to permit filing of a homesite no-
tice of location after the land has been withdrawn.

Knute P. Lind. 21 IBLA 81 (June 27, 1975)

Where a desert land applicant appeals from a decision
of the Bureau of Land Management holding his applica-
tion incomplete and, therefore, without priority cf
filing as against subsequent applications, which were
allegedly perfected before the earlier application was
corrected and refiled, the case will be remanded fcr
final action on the respective applications so as to
avoid premature, piecemeal adjudication.

M ichae l E . Be aney. 21 IBLA 339 (Aug. 18, 1975)

Nelda_EA_ncAndrew, 2« IBLA 205 (Mar. 22, 1976)

Ontil a final authoritative judicial determination is
made of the title to geothermal resources in lands pat-
ented with a reservation of all minerals to the united
States, a gecthermal lease application which omits such
patented lands from a secticn will not be considered in
compliance with «3 CFR 3210.2-1 (c) reguiring all avail-
able lands in a section to be described in the lease
application. However, the applicaticn may be suspended
as tc that section, rather than rejected, until the ti-
tle question is resolved.

Ineiai-Partners,
1975)

.Ed ward_Bi_l2 wne , 21 IBLA 352 (Aug. 25,

An applicant for an acquired lands oil and gas lease
may properly be reguired to furnish the Bureau cf land
Management with certain title information in the county
recorder's offices as a precondition to lease issuance
if the Bureau has insufficient title information.

A Bureau of Land Management Office has no jurisdiction
to take further action on an oil and gas lease applica-
tion where there has been an appeal to the Board of
Land Appeals on that application.

Jean_Oakason , 22 IBLA 33 (Sept. 10, 1975)

The Secretarial guideline of Oct. 18, 1973, that a Na-
tive allotment application should be rejected when the
applicant fails to show 5 years of use and occupancy
prior to a withdrawal of the land: (a) is not subject
to the rulemaking provisions of the Administrative Pro-
cedure Act, 5 O.S.C. t 553 (1970); and (b) is a proper
exercise of the discretion vested in the Secretary by
the Alaska Native Allotment Act, 13 O.S.C. «« 270-1 to
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270-3 (1970). the application of which does not violate
any right of the allotment applicant.

Herman_JoseEh_JCn_Beconsiderationl, 22 IBLA 266
(Oct. 30, 1975)

ADMINISTRATIVE PRACTICE— Continued

had issued, and the case will be remanded for further
proceedings.

Rodnei_Rclfe am
"(June 30"l976j'

>nald_ J.j._Bol f e , 25 IBLA 331
13 I.E. 269

An applicant for an acquired lands oil and gas lease
may properly be required to furnish the Bureau of Land
Management with reasonable title information in the
county recorder's offices as a precondition to lease
issuance.

J ean_0 a Jta so n , 22 IBLA 311 (Nov. 10, 1975)

Where the record of a Native allotment application at
the time of adjudication shows that rejection would
be proper, appellant will not be allowed on appeal to
submit data which might warrant a different result,
absent a clear and convincing showing explaining why
the information was not afforded to the Eureau of
Land Management when appellant was called upon for
such data.

David_E.._St evens, 23 IBLA 221 (Jan. 8, 1976)

Where a Native allotment application is properly
rejected and on appeal the applicant first submits
assertions which, if proved, might qualify her, but
fails to make a showing explaining why the data was
not timely filed, the rejection of the application
will stand.

Marion Stevens. 23 IBLA 280 (Jan. 12, 1976)

Although a respondent in a grazing license trespass
hearing brought by the Bureau of Land Management has
the right to be represented and aided by legal counsel,
the Department has no duty or responsibility under the
Constitution or the Administrative Procedure Act to
provide such counsel for bin.

The right tc a hearing on disputed issues of fact
involving mining claims includes the right to adeguate
notice of the grounds upon which a claim's invalidity
is asserted.

A Government contest complaint which asserts the inva-
lidity of a claim because of insufficient quantity and
quality cf the located mineral within the limits of the
claim does net put into issue the existence of excess
reserves within the limits of a claim.

Where the alleged ground of invalidity of a claim was
not charged in the complaint, and was not a matter of
contenticn at the hearing, invalidation of the claim en
such ground is improper, despite some evidence tc sup-
port it, absent an opportunity for the ccntestee to
present evidence on such issue where it appears that
there is other pertinent evidence that may be submitted
en that issue.

Where on appeal from a decision sustaining the Govern-
ment's challenge cf a patent application it is deter-
mined that the alleged ground of invalidity was one not
raised in the complaint or at the hearing, the decisicn
rejecting the patent application will be set aside and
the Government will be afforded an opportunity to amend
its complaint to embrace the charge. Where the Govern-
ment does amend its complaint the mineral claimant will
be granted the right to an evidentiary hearing en such

United States v. Robert B.
(July 7, 1976)

:El«ail!e, 26 TELA 2C

Eld . Brinkerhoff , 2H IBLA 32U (Apr. 21, 1976)
83 1.1

Frier recognition of grazing privileges based on
licensee's erroneous statement cf ownership of base
property does not estop the Department from canceling
the privileges when it becomes aware cf the facts.

Charles Stew art. 26 IBLA 160 (Aug. «, 1976)

Even if it be established that a controlling regulatici
had been violated in previous cases, such violation
does not afford a valid predicate for further viola-
tions of the regulation.

Mary Nan Spear. 25 IBLA 3M (May 5. 1976)

The denial of a private landowner's reguest that the
eureau of Land Management share in the expenses cf con-
structing a fence between Federal and private land will
be upheld where the landowner has failed to show a

valid legal or factual reason for granting the request.

John L. T imm and Ruth D. Blomqren. 30 IELA 317 (June 6,
1977)

Where the Bureau of Land Management ordered on
Mar. 26, 1975, that unofficial copies of the simulta-
neous oil and gas lease entry card were invalid and
to be rejected, that order will be given prospective
application only and will not be applied retroactively
to simultaneous entry cards filed during the Jan. 1975
simultaneous filing period.

Eve_Reese, 25 IBLA 2«« (June 22, 1976)

When the holder of a grazing lease is found to have
violated regulations and the terms of his lease because
his cattle have trespassed on Federal land, his lease
may be canceled when lesser sanctions have proved to
be of no effect or when the nature of the violation de-
mands such severity. Bowever, a decision canceling a

lease will be set aside where the district manager re-
lied upon alleged trespasses of which the lessees had
no notice and which occurred after a show cause notice

A special recreaticn use permit for commercial boat op-
erations may be denied renewal for nonuse over a 2-year
pericd of any allocated passenger days under a prcperly
noticed "use or lose" policy. However, where the per-
mit program is relatively recent and administrative
techniques are not fully reliable, and where the appel-
lant documents on appeal some use of its allocation
durinq the 2-year period, the permit should not be
denied renewal under the "use or lose" policy.

Canyoneers, Inc, . 30 IBLA 35« (June 9, 1977)
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Where a decision of the Board of land Appeals is based
upon an interpretation of Departnental policy, and that
policy is subsequently revised and clarified so as to
impel a different result in the case without prejudice
to the right of any third party, on reconsideration by

the Board that portion of its original decision will be
odified and the revised policy will be implemented.

Warner. Beta a n_j 0n_ B e consider at ion_.« 31 IBLA 21
Tjune 20, 1977)

Where an oil and gas lease offer filed on a drawing
entry card in a simultaneous filing procedure contains
the name of an additional party and the statements of
interest, copy or explanation of the agreement between
the parties, and evidence of the qualifications of the
additional party are not filed within the time re-
quired by i»3 CFB 3102.7, the offer must be rejected.

Bobert K. Baines. 31 IBLA 58

Verner F. Sorenson. 32 IBLA 3«1 (Cct. 21, 1977)

Where a protest has been made against the validity of
a drawing entry card (DEC) in the simultaneous oil and
gas lease filing procedure, it is improper to issue a

lease in response to the protested DEC before the pro-
test is finally dismissed. The Board of Land Appeals,
rather than a BLH State Office, has the authority to
make final administrative determinations for the De-
partment in matters relating to protests against oil
and gas lease offers.

IMLNISTBMi8.! TICE— Continued

JL_PacJS. 31 IBLA 283 (July 22, 1977)

Where an area manager's decision divides the sec. 15
grazing use of a tract of public land between two
applicants on the assumption that both are qualified
preference right claimants, and it is determined on
appeal that one claimant is not qualified, the decisior
will be set aside and the case remanded to the Bureau
of Land Hanagement for determination of the rights of
the other applicant.

Hark t. Trask, 32 IBLA 395 (Nov. 9, 1977)

A requirement to submit a "certified copy" cf a privatt
agreement is satisfied by the submission of a copy of
the agreement with a statement that it is a copy of
that agreement.

Rick? -SAllord, 3« IBLA 160 (Har. 10, 1978)

Where the Director, BLM, in a general instruction to
all Bureau offices, has specified which kinds of dis-
crepancies will result in the exclusion of drawing
entry cards from a drawing of simultaneously filed
oil and gas lease offers, and directs that all other
cards are to be included in the drawings, the action
of one field office to exclude certain other types of
cards will be reversed as being in contravention of
such directive.

llar.aar.et_A, Bugqiero et al.. 3« IBLA 171 (Mar. la,
1978)

el, 3« IBLA 377 (Bay 1. 1978)

Remedies for an alleged breach of a private lease
agreement involving preference lands for a sec. 15
grazing lease must be sought in the appropriate courts
and not before the Department of the Interior, which
has no jurisdiction over such matters.

EvelJJl_Ii§jaD, 35 IBLA 23 (Hay 5. 1978)

Where the official records of the Bureau of Land Man-
agement show a reservoir right-of-way affecting certain
land, the oil and gas therein may not be leased under
the Mineral leasing Act of 1920, 30 O.S.C. « 161 et seq .

(1970). This result follows even though the reservoir
right-of-way may have been issued improperly or should
have been terminated.

Repu blic Oil 6 H ininq CO. and Ha rqaret V. Ccomts ,

35 IBLA 212 (Hay 26, 1978)

A past incorrect application of the law in adjudicatic
cf cil and gas lease offers is no authorizaticn fcr
failure to fellow regulations in the case of an offer
currently under adjudication.

David A. Prcvinse. 35 IBLA 217 (Hay 26, 1978)

Where the Director of the Bureau of Land Hanagement
issues a general instruction to all BIH offices spe-
cifying which kinds of discrepancies will result in
the exclusion of drawing entry cards from a drawing
of simultaneously filed oil and gas lease offers and
directing that all other cards are to be included in
the drawings, the action of one field office to exclude
certain ether types of cards will be reversed as being
in contravention of such directive.

Baymcnd A. Berry et 35 IBLA 386 (June 27. 1978)

Where, in a quasi- judicial Departmental proceeding, an
individual entered an appearance as attcrney for a
party to the action, and it was subsequently revealed
that he was not qualified to practice before the De-
partment under any of the provisions of i»3 CFB 1.3, the
presiding administrative law judge prcperly refused to
continue to recognize his appearance or to permit him
to continue to conduct the case in a representative
capacity.

yDited.Stateg.Vj.John Gayanich. 36 IBLA 111 (July 11.
1978)

The holder cf a mining claim located within the Papago
Indian Reservation under sec. 3 of the Act of June 18,
193«, «8 Stat. 98U (repealed. Act of Hay 27, 1955,
69 Stat. 67), is required to make the annual rental pay-
ment for the claim in advance (on or before the anni-
versary date of location of the claim) . A decision
invalidating a claim will be upheld where proceedings
to void the claim are not initiated until several
months after the rental due date, there is no evidence
the rent was paid for the year, and appellant admits
the failure to pay was an oversight.

Jo hn A . Cco^ey. 36 IBLA 2U5 (Aug. 1«, 1978)

Established and longstanding Departmental policy relat-
ing to the administration of the simultaneous oil and
gas leasing system, premised upon regulatory interpre-
tation, is binding on all employees of the Bureau of
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Land Hanagement, until such time as it is properly
changed.

Milton D. Feinber q. Be nson J. Lamp. 37 IBLA 39
"(Sept. 18, 1978) 85 I.D. 380

JJii^oD-D^-Feiiibgiax-genson-Ji-I-a'F (0° Becojs,iaera,t:iLgnl

.

HO IBLA 222 (Apr. 11, 1979) 86 I.D. 234

ADnmiSTgATITE. PRACTICE—continued

the first, and the parties are given an adequate oppor-
tunity at the hearing and on appeal to present evidence
and argue as to this issue, the Board Mill proceed to
consider bcth decisions on their merits.

California Ass 'n of Four-wheel p rive Clubs_et ali#
38 IBLA 361~~(Dec. 29. 1978)

In an administrative hearing to determine the validity
of a mining claim, the requirements of due process are
satisfied when notice and opportunity for an impartial
hearing are provided in accordance with the Administra-
tive Procedure Act. 5 O.S.C. $ 551 et se.3. (1976).

The procedures followed by the Department of the Inte-
rior in the initiation, prosecution, and deciding of
mining contest cases are in full compliance with the
Administrative Procedure Act.

The mere fact that the witnesses, the administrative
law judge, and members of the Board of Land Appeals
are employees of the Department of the Interior does
not establish unfairness in the contest proceeding.

A Forest Service mineral examiner who is a witness in
a Government contest of a mining claim is not disquali-
fied nor is his testimony discredited merely because he

is an employee of that agency.

In order to sustain a charge that an administrative la«
judge should be disqualified or his decision set aside
for bias, a substantial showing of personal bias mast
be made.

Where the Secretary has declined to exercise his juris-
diction, a decision rendered by this Board is final for
the Department. Hence, statements by Bin and arguments
of the Solicitor, while valuable to the Board, are net
binding upon the Board.

The interpretation of an existing regulation by this
Board to determine its applicability to the facts at
hand does net constitute rulemaking by the Board.

B. B, Delascc, Inc. , et a l.. 39 IBLA 194 (Feb. 2. 1979)

where a protestant against the issuance of an oil and
gas lease supports his allegations that the lease offer
is net gualified with sufficient evidence to warrant
further inquiry or investigation by BLH, the protest
should net te summarily dismissed for failure of the
protestant to make positive proof of his allegations.
Instead, the protest should be adjudicated en its mer-
its after all available information has been developed.

l££_5a_Eielski, 39 IBLA 211 (Feb. 8, 1979) 86 I.E. 80

The Secretary of the Interior has plenary authority
over the public lands, including mineral lands, and has
been entrusted with the function of making the initial
determination of the validity of claims against such
lands.

et,United States v. Paul. P. Fisher. an d B uel
37~IBLA 80 "(SeptT 22, 1978)"

Where there exist factual questions about the loeatien
of section and subdivisional corners in a dependent
resurvey, the Board of Land Appeals may order a hearing
pursuant to 43 CFR 4.415 to resolve these questions.

Bethel. Vernon, 37 IBLA 226 (Oct. 16, 1978)

A

teg
final Departmental appellate decision construing a

regulation will be given immediate effect, and will no1
be applied with prospective effect only, unless the de-

cision alters materially the interpretation given the
regulation by earlier Departmental decisions or offi-
cial published opinions, and unless the equitable bene-
fit of the decision is not outweighed by ill effects
of allowing a benefit in derogation of the regulation.

D. E._Pack_JOn_Reconsiderationl . 38 IBLA 23 (Nov. 9,
1978) 85 I.E. UOI

Gertrude H...D,' A.mico, 39 IELA 68 (Jan. 17, 1979)

Public notice and hearing is not required ty the Code
of_Federal_Req_ulations prior to closure of areas of
the public lands to outdoor recreation use pursuant to
"3 CFR 6010. 4, implementing the multiple use management
provisions of the Federal Land Policy and Hanagement
Act of 1976, 43 O.S.C. «« 1732 and 1733 (1976).

While an appeal of one decision of the BLtl is pending
before the Board, the BLH is without authority to ex-
ercise jurisdiction in the matter which is the subject
of the appeal. Where the BLH exercises jurisdiction
and the subsequent decision presents the same issue as

Where the Cirector, Bureau of Land Haqagement, has
specified which kinds of discrepancies will result in
the exclusion of drawing entry cards frcm a drawing
of simultaneously filed oil and gas lease offers, and
directs that all other cards are to te included in the
drawings, the action cf one field office to exclude
certain other types of cards will be reversed as being
in ccntraventicn of such directive.

Helen. E..Serencha. 39 IBLA 318 (Feb. 23, 1979)

Subsequent tc the passage of the Federal land Eclicy and
Management Act of 1976 (FLPHA) , the Department lacked
the authority to accept donations of land under the Act
of July It, 1960, which had been expressly repealed by
FLPHA. Inasmuch as the actions of the Secretary under
the Act of July 14, 1960, were not ministerial, the doc-
trine of relation cannot be used to validate, on a nunc
£io tunc basis, an acceptance of a donation under the
authority of the Act of July 10, 1960, occurring after
the repeal of that Act by Congress.

Junior L . Dennis. 40 IBLA 12 (Bar. 9, 1979)

It is prcper to set aside a decision which raises ques-
tions concerning the facts asserted by BLH in rejecting
an oil and gas lease offer, and to remand the case to
BLH for further review and consideration of appellant's
allegations.

Rober t H. David. 40 IBLA 236 (Apr. 16, 1979)

Where a protestant against the issuance of leases, for
oil and gas presents evidence demonstrating the exis-
tence of a written partnership between joint offers,
and the offerors have not complied with the tegulaticns
requiring certain showings of partnerships, the offers
cannot be honored.

American Quasar Petroleum Co.. 42 IBLA 243
1979)

(Jug. 22,



ADMINISTRATIVE itinued

Opon assuming jurisdiction of an appeal, the Board of
Land Appeals has full authority to consider the entire
record in Baking a decision, and its review is net lim-
ited to the theories of law upon which the parties have
proceeded.

United States, y. Elbe:
1979)

t Gassaway. U3 IBLA 382 (Oct. 31,

Where a protest, with accompanying supporting evidenc*
alleges that the oil and gas lease offer drawn first i

a simultaneous filing-drawing procedure viclated the
regulations because a party in interest was not dis-
closed and there was a multiple filing, the Bureau of
Land Management should first afford the drawee an op-
portunity to respond to the protest before rejecting
the offer based on facts alleged in the protest. The
error, however, is rendered harmless where en appeal
the offeror has full opportunity to make factual sub-
missions and respond to the allegations.

Hi_Ji_E nevoldsen , UU IBLA 70 (Nov. 20, 1979)

The filing of a timely protest suspends the authority
of the State Office to act upon the matter until the
protest has been ruled upon. Further, acticn is to be
additionally suspended after a ruling on the protest
for the period of time in which a person adversely af-
fected may file a notice of appeal therefrom.

James W. Smith. «l» IBLA 275 (Dec. 26, 1979)

ADMINISTBATIVE, FBOCEDORE
(§ee_also Appeals, Contests and Protests, Hearings,
Bules of Practice— if included in this Index.)
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result that the claimants were thereby induced tc dc
so, to their ultimate damage.

The doctrine of collateral estoppel will not t

administrative contest of the validity cf thre
claims which were the subject of a previous cc
tion action for the taking by the Government o
porary exclusive easement over the claims, whe
issue of the validity of the claims was not ac
litigated and it was wholly unnecessary for th
to adjudicate that issue in rendering its judg

The Eepartment of the Interior has jurisdicticr
proper proceedings, to determine the validity c

claims on Federal lands.

IKlemna-
if a tem-
ire the
:tllallj
le Ccurt
iment .

United States v. A. B. Flemir
(Apr. 2«, 1975)

20 IBLA 63

The rejection of an application for the purchase cf
land under the Becreation and Public Purposes Act does
not violate the tenets of due process since the dispo-
sition of the application is at the discretion of the
Eepartment, and the applicant has acguired no vested
right protected by the United States Constitution.

3f Coi ty Com missioners. O uray County. Cclcradc
,

22 IBLA 182 (Oct. 7, 19751

Althcugh a respondent in a grazing license trespass
hearing brought by the Bureau of Land Management has
the right to be represented and aided by legal counsel,
the Department has no duty or responsibility under the
Constitution or the Administrative Procedure Act to
provide such counsel for him.

Eiacj_Brinkethoff, 2H IBLA 32« (Apr. 21, 1976)

GENEBALLY

The denial of a petition for classification and
rejection of an application under the Becreation
Public Purposes Act for a lease of lands which h

been withdrawn and which are also subject to a S
selection application which, under the terms of
withdrawal order, may be allowed, does not viola
tenets of due process because the disposition of
petition-application is at the discretion of the
tary, and the petitioner-applicant has no vested
protected by constitutional guarantees or by the
istrative Procedure Act.

the
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Nountaineerin3_Club_of_Alaska J

(Bar. 19, 1975)
Inc .. 19 IBLA 198

The doctrine of res judicata will not bar an adminis-
trative proceeding to determine the validity of three
unpatented mining claims where, in a previous condem-
nation action for the war Department's taking of a

temporary exclusive easement coveting the claims, the
judgment of the federal district court was limited
solely to the compensation to be paid by the United
States, and there was no litigation of the issue cf
the validity of the claims and no prior adjudication
of that issue in the Department of the Interior.

Equitable estoppel will net operate to bar a mining
claim contest or alter its result where it is not showr
that some officer of the Government, who was authorized
to declare the claims valid, falsely misrepresented to,
or concealed material facts from the claimants concern-
ing the validity of the claims with the intention that
the claimants should act in reliance thereon, with the

ite Fi':spect-
,nd Ma nage-
in.Lcn cf

a ui neral
.1 inet te
in:ite shew-
ihange:s its
id 1tot fur-

When deciding whether issuance of a phospha
ing permit is appropriate, the Bureau of La
Bent is entitled to rely en the reascned op
Geological Survey as its technical expert,
deteraination made ty Geological Survey wil
disturbed in the absence of a clear and def
ing of error. However, when Survey later c
cwn deteraination, the case will be remande
tber consideration.

Phil ip Shaiman. 25 IBLA 177 (June 1«, 1976)

A noqcoBpetitive oil and gas lease applicant's failure
to submit the statement of interest of the other
parties in interest to the offer is not excused, nor
is the Eepartment estopped to reject such an offer, by
bis teliance on the Department's prior errcneous issu-
ance of a lease to the applicant on an offer which was
deficient for the same reason.

Leon B. Flana gan et al.. 25 IBLA 269 (June 2U, 1976)
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schedule a hearing at which the applicant may produce
evidence to establish entitlement to his allotment.

Donald Peters. 26 IBLA 235 (Aug. 17, 1976)
83 I.E. 306

J2ijn_J32°ie_et_ali , «0 IBLA 321 (Apr. 30, 1979)

JSMIN 1ST R AT IVE_PROCE DOR E— Continued

GENERALLY—Continued

The O.S. Geological Survey is the technical expert cf
the Department of the Interior in matters concerning
geolcgic evaluations. The Eureau of Land Management
entitled to rely on mineral determinations cf Survey,
such as gualif icaticn of a test veil as a discovery
well defined by a unit agreement, in the absence cf a

clear and definite showing of error.

Gracj IBLA 296 (June 1, 1977)

In a mining claim contest where a contestee is of the
opinion that the Government did not make a prima facie
case of no discovery, he may move to have the case dis-
missed at the conclusion of the Government's case and
then rest. The contest complaint could be dismissed if
the administrative law judge rules that no prima facie
case had been made of lack of discovery and there is no
other evidence in the record to support the charges in
the complaint. But if the contestee goes forward after
making such a motion to dismiss and presents his evi-
dence, that evidence must be considered as part of the
entire record and its probative value will be weighed.
Thus, even if the Government has failed to make a prima
facie case, evidence presented by the contestee which
supports the Government's contest charges may be used
against the contestee, regardless of the defects in the
Government's case.

Onited States v. Arizona Mining and Refining Co
et_alir 27 IBLA 99 (Sept. 29, 1976)

Onited States_v.
19797

nii-Sini b ad . «2 IBLA 313 (Aug. 29,

Where an attorney files an answer to a contest cc
ing mining claims on behalf of certain individual
during the pendency of the contest proceedings, t

their interests in the mining claims to a corpora
which they are major stockholders and directors,
attorney represents those individuals and the cor
tion at the contest hearing, the corporation is b

the determination reached therein, even though th
poration may not have received actual notice of t

contest.

ncern-
s, who,
ransf er
tion of
and the
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cund by
e cor-
he

Where, pursuant to U3 O.S.C. § 315g (1970), a State
has acquired land subject to a reservation cf minerals
to the Onited States, and the State thereafter leases
the surface cf the land to a corporation fcr purposes
which are plainly incompatible with mining, the surface
lessee has standing to initiate a private contest tc
determine the validity of unpatented mining claims lo-
cated on the land. It is not essential to the cause
cf action that there be an actual physical interference
by one party with the other party's use of the land if
tbeit respective interests are clearly and potentially
conflicting.

Continental Cil Co. v. Az tec Exploration and Development
Co., 32 IBLA 1 (Aug. 2U, 1977)
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ng claim contest where a ccntestee is of
hat the Government did net make a prima 1

o discovery, he may move tc have the casi
the conclusion of the Government's case,

The contest complaint could be dismis:
istrative law judge rules that no prima 1

been made of lack of discovery and there
evidence in the record to support the ch<
mplaint. But if the contestee goes forw;
ing such a motion to dismiss and present!
that evidence must be considered as par

e record and its probative value will be
Thus, even if the Government has failed

in. a facie case, evidence presented by th<

ich supports the Government's contest chi
ed against the contestee, regardless of i

n the Government's case.

Service of a document upon a person's attorney of rec-
ord constitutes effective service upon such person.

Onited States v. Mine Development Corp. et al.

,

27 IBLA 238 (Oct. 18, 1976)

Where the State of Alaska has applied to select cer-
tain land and has been given tentative approval of that
selection, and thereafter a conflicting Native allot-
ment application is filed which is supported only by
meager evidence of use and occupancy, it is error to
allow the allotment application and to cancel the
State's tentative approval and reject the selection
application without notice and an opportunity for a
hearing in which the State may participate.

State. of .Alaska, John. Nusunginya. 28 IBLA 83 (Nov. 12,
1976)

An applicant for a private land exchange cannot benefit
from the doctrine of equitable estoppel where no agent
of the Government who was authorized to consummate the
exchange falsely and materially misrepresented to or
concealed material facts from appellant cencerning the
Government's position with respect to the proposed
exchange.

Siesta Investments, Inc.. 28 IBLA 118 (Nov. 15, 1976)

In a proceeding to determine the validity cf an unpat-
ented mining claim the claimants must prevail, if at
all, upon the strength of their own case, rather than
upon any weakness in that of the Government.

Onited States v. R. E. Rodqers and Barbara J. Hcdqers,
32 IBLA 77 (Sept. 2, 1977)

A land use permit which, by its own terms, is subject
to terminaticn after failure of the permittee tc comply
with its previsions, may be revoked by ELM where the
permittee has been requested to disccntinue an unautho-
rized use and thereafter fails to correct the breach.

Charl es W . Shell et al.. D-78-3 (Nov. 15, 1977)

The time
payments
oil and
and regu
proper E

timeline
enue Ser
is relev
rental o
sonable
lease te

David B.
1977)

' xness of filing Federal tax returns and
and of making rental payments for Federal
gas leases are governed by different statutes
latiens and are not the same. Receipt in the
ureau of Land Management office determines the
ss cf rental payment, whereas the Internal Rev-
vice uses a postmark date. The postmark date
ant in considering a Federal cil and gas lease
nly to determine if the lessee exercised rea-
diligence so as to warrant reinstatement of a

rminated for failure to pay the rental timely.

Smith and Darla L. Smit h. 33 IELA 63 (Dec. 5,
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Dnder 43 CFR 4.410, any patty to a case who is
adversely affected by a decision of the Bureau of Land
Management has a right of appeal to the Beard of Land
Appeals, even where the decision concerns legislation
which has been repealed.

Fancher_ Bros.. , 33 IBLA 262 (Jan. 5, 1978)

Suzanne A. Halli day, 34 IELA 219 (Bar. 27, 1978)

Under 43 CFR 4.401(a), a notice of appeal to the Eoard
of Land Appeals may be considered even if net filed
within the 30-day appeal period, where it is filed
within 10 days of the deadline date and is transmitted
within the appeal period.

United States v_. James_Becker, 33 IBLA 301 (Jan. 10,
1978)

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE—Continued

GENERALLY.—Continued

selections of land valuable for
the Mineral Leasing Acts with a

erals to the United States.

ion application for lands valuable fcr
als nay be rejected where it is determined
sal of the surface rights will unreason-
with current or contemplated operations

ral Leasing Acts and there is a proper
ecord for such a determination which is
he applicant. However, if there is no
in the record for the deterainaticn and

s error, the case will be remanded to the
Management to reconsider the deteraina-
Geological Survey, and substantiate the

uture determination.

State of Utah, Departa
85 (Nov. 15, 1978)

;nt of Nat ural 36 IELA

Where the Bureau of Land Management brings a contest
complaint against unpatented mining claims, naming as
contestee only the estate of the deceased claimant,
proper service of process upon the court appointed ad-
ministrator, executor, or personal representative of
the deceased claimant is necessary in order to affect
the interests of all the heirs of the deceased.

Heirs of a deceased mining claimant who personally
respond without protest or objection to a Government
contest complaint which names as contestee enly the
estate of their intestate decedent will be bound by
the result of such contest insofar as it purports to
affect their interest in that estate, even though ser-
vice on the estate itself was faulty.

United States v. Estate of W.

(Feb. 16, 1978)
.Wood, 34 IBLA 44

The Federal Rules of Civil Procedure are not binding on
administrative agencies.

Where BLM has impounded five horses found to be tres-
passing en public lands closed to grazing and nc notice
and hearing are affcrded to the owner of said animals
prior to impoundment because the owner is unknown tc
ELM, the due process rights of said owner are net
violated. Ihe procedures authorized by 43 CFR
9239.3-2 (c) (3) do not violate due process.

Fernando H err era v. Bureau of Land
262 (Dec.~8, 1978)

IELA

An appeal from a decision denying a protest against the
issuance of a patent must be dismissed if the patent
has been issued, because the Department has no juris-
diction to act further in the matter.

Eecause issuance of a patent removes the land fro
Departmental jurisdiction, it is net proper to is
that patent simultaneously with dismissal of a pr
against the patent application because such actio
prives the protester of his right to review and p
eludes compliance with 43 U.S.C.A. « 1701(a)(5) (

Supp. 1978) which mandates objective administrati
review of initial decisions.

sue
otest
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5ata«us]SazSusitna_BoroU3hx_Ing- ,

1978)
IBLA 382 (Dec. 29,

In order to sustain a charge that land embraced within
a mining claim is not held in good faith for mining
purposes the evidence relating to mineral claimant's
lack of good faith must be clear.

Onit£d_Sta t e s_vi_Cl a v. t o n_ A . Dilli
36 IBLA 358 (Aug. 31, 1978)

and J e an P. Di llma n ,

Where unpatented mining claims were located some 50
years before the claimant filed application fcr patent,
during which time they went unchallenged by the Govern-
ment, the United States is not barred frcm contesting
the validity of the claims by invocation of the equi-
table defense of laches.

!iattaJ:.n_C_on tract or sx_IncA , 37 IBLA 233 (Oct. 18, 1978)

A Bureau of Land Management decision rejecting a selec-
tion application by the State of Utah under its Miner's
Hospital Grant because the land is deemed mineral in
character due to a classification as valuable for oil,
gas, and coal will be set aside because it failed to
consider relevant statutes and regulations permitting

A notice of appeal must be filed within 30 days after
appellant is served with the decision from which he is

appealing. When a party does not appeal, the doctrine
of administrative finality, the administrative equiva-
lent of res judicata, generally bars consideration of
the same issue in a later appeal.

£3l£h_and_Buth_Dickinson, 39 IELA 258 (Feb. 15, 1S79)

When a State Office rejects the offer of a fir
applicant in a drawing under the simultaneous
gas leasing program, an appeal by the applican
the issue of his qualifications to hold the le
qualifications of the second-drawn applicant a
evant until such time as the offer of the firs
applicant is rejected and all his avenues of a

exhausted. However, it is not improper for EI
the second-drawn applicant as an adverse party
cisicn rejecting the first-drawn applicant.

Thomas_Hi_Flickin3eri_William_S._Flickinc|erx_et al.,
40 IELA 53 (Mar. 167 1979)
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Regulation 13 CPR 1.150-1 gives a person with an ad-
verse interest in land a right to contest an adverse
claim. The Department of the Interior has consistently
recognized States as included within the term "person"
vithin the meaning of the regulation, allowing them 'to

initiate private contests.

Where the State of Alaska has shown an interest in land
in its existing airport, it may bring a private contest
to challenge Native allotment applications for land in
conflict with the airport.

State, of,. Alaska. 10 IBLA 79 (liar. 22, 1979)

The State of Alaska will be afforded time within which
to bring private contests against Native allotment
applications conflicting with an existing airport run-
way built by the State and to show it has standing to
contest. If it does so timely, the Bureau of Land Man-
agement will adjudicate its standing as a contestant
and the contests will proceed if it finds affirmative-
ly. If not, the State's timely otjections will te
taken as a protest and a factfinding hearing will be
held. If the State fails to take timely action, a

decision rejecting its application to reinstate a con-
flicting airport lease application will stand.

State of Alaska. 10 IBLA 118 (liar. 27, 1979)

Where the Geological Survey, in making its decisicn,
has reviewed the same information submitted on appeal
to the Board of Land Appeals to show that there was a

well capable of producing oil or gas in paying quan-
tities on the date the lease expired, and there are
no disputed facts, but only a dispute on the proper
application of the law to those facts and legal inter-
pretations, a hearing is not warranted in the case.

American Resources Management Corp.. 10 IELA 195
7 Apr. 5, 1979)

The applicable regulation, 13 CFH 1.111 (1977), allows
the Board some discretion in deciding whether to
disregard the answer of an appellee who fails to file
an answer within 30 days after service on him of the
notice of appeal or statement of reasons and whose
delay in filing is not waived under the provisions of
«3 CFR 1.101(a) (1977) .

California Portland Cement Co .. Ro sebud Coal Sales Co..
10 IBLA 339~(May

_
107

_
19797

Where an applicant for an Alaska Native allotment was
a minor at the time she alleges the initial use and
occupancy of the land, but not so young as to preclude
any possibility that she was then capable of doing so
as an independent citizen in her own right to the po-
tential exclusion of others, prior to rejection of her
application on the basis of her youth BLM should pro-
vide notice and an opportunity for hearing.

Nellie Boswell Beecroft. «1 IBLA 70 (Hay 31, 1979)

ADMINISTRATIVE, PROCEDURE—Continued

GENERALLY—Continued

Elena Bartman. "3 IELA 281 (Oct. 17, 1979)

Where the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) determines
that an Alaska Native allotment application should te
rejected in part because the Native did not use all of
the land applied for, the BLM shall initiate a contest
proceeding pursuant to 13 CFR 1.151 et sea,.

F rank Rulland . «1 IBLA 207 (June 27, 1979) 86 I.E. 312

Eroad discretion is committed to an agency in interpret-
ing regulations. A party challenging an interpretation
and the administrative application thereof must demon-
strate that the interpretation is unreasonable and that
the agency's application lacks a rational foundation.

Harry A. Zucke rman et al. . Ml IBLA 372 (July 23, 1979)

"Person." Regulation "3 CFR 1.150-1 specifically gives
persons with an adverse interest in land a right to
contest the adverse claim. It does not depend en the
applicability of the due process clause of the Consti-
tution tc either claimant. A State is a "person" with-
in the meaning of this private contest regulation.

S t a t e_of_ Alas k a , 12 IBLA 1 (July 25, 1979)

Where BLM fails to show that there was service of a
decision rejecting an Alaska Native allotment and the
applicant learns of his rejection 1-1/2 years after re-
jection, the applicant may file a timely appeal within
30 days of notice of the decision.

Mailing to the Bureau of Indian Affairs a carbon copy
of a decision rejecting an application for an Alaska
Native allotment is not service upon the applicant so
as to comply with 13 CFR 14.1401.

Gust J. Reft, Sr.. 142 IBLA 86 (Aug. 13, 1979)

Generally the Geological Survey may reconsider and
modify or revoke its own decision in the absence cf an
appeal to the Eoard of Land Appeals. However, the fil-
ing of an appeal to the Board removes the matter from
the jurisdiction of Survey pending disposition of the
appeal.

Where Geological Survey and one of two parties to a
compulsory unitization of two outer continental shelf
oil and gas leases reguest a remand of a Survey deci-
sion for further consideration, and certain issues
raised en appeal would appropriately be better first
considered ty Survey, the case will be remanded to
Survey. In the circumstances, a reguest to stay imple-
mentation of Survey's prior decision may be granted ty
the Eoard unless and until Survey acts upon the reguest
when it recensiders the case.

Sun Oil Co.. 142 IBLA 25" (Aug. 23, 1979)

Where Bureau of Land Management determines an appli-
cation for a Native allotment should be rejected for
failure to establish use and occupancy of the land.
Bureau of Land Management should initiate a contest
proceeding pursuant to 13 CFR 1.151 et seq.

Frederick Phillips et al.. "1 IBLA 169 (June 22, 1979)

Ella S . Sheldon et al.. U2 IBLA 276 (Aug. 27, 1979)

Continued—

Generally where BLM determines that an Alaska Native al-
lotment application should be rejected because the use
cf the land ty a minor child was not sufficiently estab-
lished as an independent citizen in his own right, at
least potentially exclusive of others, ELB shall issue 2

contest complaint pursuant to 13 CFB 1.151 et set)., and
the guidelines set forth in Donald Peters, 26 IELA 235,
83 I.D. 308 (1976).

Sarah A. Pence et al.. 13 IBLA 266 (Oct. 15. 1979)
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GEHEB ALLY—Continued

Where Bureau of Land Management determines that an ap-
plication for a Native allotment is invalid because the
facts are not as stated in the application. Bureau of
Land Management should initiate a contest proceeding
pursuant to «3 CFR U.I450 - U.H52-9.

Amy Tukrook Nukapiqak, UU IBLA 313 (Dec. 31, 1979)

ADJUDICATION

As only nonaineral lands may be appropriated under the
la* pertaining to headquarters sites, where the Geo-
logical Survey reports that a tract of entered land is
nonaineral in character and the Eureau of Land Manage-
ment therefore formally advises the claimant that the
tract is subject to settlement or occupancy and offi-
cially acknowledges his claim, and the claimant there-
after complies fully with the law and applies for
patent, a subsequent determination that the land is
mineral in character will not vitiate the claim unless
it is established that the original finding of nonmin-
eral character was error, and that facts in existence
at the time equitable title passed required a determi-
nation that the land was then mineral. Due process
permits such action to be taken only after proper no-
tice and opportunity for hearing.

Wilfred S. Wood. 20 IBLA 28« (May 27, 1975)

In order for an assertion of competitive interest to
create a bar to the allowance of an application to
modify an existing coal lease by the additicn of con-
tiguous land, the competitive interest asserted must
be identifiable, substantial and genuine, and not
merely speculative or casual.

Malcolm N. McKinnon. 23 IELA 1 (Nov. 25, 1975)

A Federal district court jury verdict in a suit to can-
cel desert land patents, that the entrymen and their
purchaser under an illegal executory contract did not
commit fraud against the United States, does not col-
laterally estop this Department from adjudicating a

contest grounded on the illegal executory contract
against the purchaser's own entry, because the legal
standard applicable in the subsequent contest is dif-
ferent than that in the fraud action— a desert land
entry can be subject to cancellation for acts that do
not constitute fraud.

United States v. Elod^mae Zwang, United State s v.

BtfI£ 1 1_ Z wa na , 26 IELA «1~ (July 97 1976) 83 I.E. 28C

A delay in the adjudication of an application by offi-
cers or employees of the Department cannot create
rights in Federal property contrary to law.

S<Jl_i!i_Ica nson , 30 IBLA 123 (May 12, 1977)

Where, in Alaska, a settlement or occupancy claim is
initiated by the filing of a location notice which is
acceptable on its face at a time when the land is open
to the establishment of such a claim, the notice cf
location is acceptable for recordation by the BLM. But
whether the BLM chooses to record the location notice
is totally immaterial to a consideration of the valid-
ity of the claim, and BLM decisions purporting to ad-
judicate the validity of any such claim should address

»EJ!INISTFATIVi_PRCCiCURE--Continued

ADJUDICATION—Continued

that issue en its merits rather than the acceptability
of the notice for recordation.

John D. Ketscher. Alfred L. DeCiccc. 32 IELA 23'.

(Sept. 21, 1977)

Where a decision calls upon an applicant to supply
certain documents and make certain showings in support
of its mineral patent application or face rejection of
the application, and on appeal it is established that
all of the documents and evidence called fcr had al-
ready been furnished by the applicant and inccrporated
in the case record, where they were apparently over-
looked by these who examined the application, the deci-
sion will be reversed.

Alaska Placer Co. 33 IBLA 187 (Dec. 21, 1977)
8U I.E. 99C

Where the entryman makes admissions and submits
evidence which establish conclusively that his failure
to "prove up" his desert land entry during its initial
term and twe extensions was net the result of unavoid-
able delay, and that the failure was not without fault
on his part, no further administrative proceedings are
required pricr to rejecting his application fcr a third
extension.

Thomas D. Hickev. 3U IBLA 86 (Feb. 22, 1976)

Although a right-of-way granted under the Act of
Jan. 21, 1695, was previously subject to cancellation
by the authorized officer for non-use pursuant tc
«3 CFR 2602.2-3, the Federal Land Policy and Management
Act cf 1976 provides that suspension or termination cf
a right-cf-way requires an appropriate administrative
proceeding pursuant to 5 U.S.C. « 55« (1970) , except
where the right-of-way provides by its terms that it
will terminate in such event.

Western Aggregates cf Mineral S Rock, Ir

16«~(Mar. 1H~. 1978)""
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If a grazing lease, canceled in part for loss of con-
trol of preference lands, expires by its terms prior tc
decision on the appeal of the cancellation and if the
grazing lease is renewed solely because the appellate
decision has not been rendered, with nc consideration
cf the lessee's or conflicting preference rights, the
Eoard of Land Appeals will consider the appeal of the
cancellation as applicable to the renewed lease.

Evelyn Elsman, 35 IELA 23 (May 5, 1978)

Where the evidence in an administrative appeal raises
countervailing legal presumptions of equal probative
worth, a factfinding hearing may be ordered pursuant
to U3 CFR U.U15.

Dona ld_E ._ Jo r da n , 35 IBLA 290 (June 2, 1978)
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ADJUDICATION—Continued

Where a mineral patent application is supported by in-
formation sufficient to permit a mineral examination of
the claims, but not sufficient for the adjudicator to
approve the application for patent, he may properly
call on the applicant for supplemental evidence to sup-
port the application. However, if the claimant fails
to submit it, the adjudicator may not penali2e such
failure by summary rejection of the application for
reasons relating to disputed issues of fact without
notice and an opportunity for hearing.

Brattain Contract ors . Inc.. 37 IELA 233 (Oct. 18, 1978)

Failure to file a timely answer to a mining claim
contest complaint will result in the charges in the
complaint being taken as admitted and the case being
decided without a hearing. Where contestees deny the
allegations in the complaint only as to 4 claims tut
not as to 15 other claims addressed in the ccmplaint,
the complaint will be taken as admitted as to the 15
claims not addressed in the answer to the ccmplaint.

"Pited_States_v._ Jerry, Prcck. et. gl. . 39 IEtA 1«8
(Jan. 29, 1979)

The interpretation of an existing regulation by this
Board to determine its applicability to the facts at
hand does not constitute rulemaking by the Board.

H...B..._Delasco. Inc.. et al.. 39 IELA 19U (Feb. 2, 1979)

In order to sustain a charge that an administrative law
judge should be disqualified or his decision set aside
because of bias, a substantial showing of personal bias
must be made. An assumption that he might be predis-
posed in favor of the Government is not sufficient.

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE—Continued

ADJUDICATION—Continued

Hoaer_Kuhn, <I3 IE1A 182 (Sept. 28, 1979)

Where an application to acguire Federal land is rejected
by ELM for the reason that the applicant's own declara-
tion of material facts stated in his application demon-
strate conclusively that be is not entitled to the land
as a matter of law, an effort on appeal to revise,
amend, or deny the facts will net be considered absent a
persuasive explanation of error in the application.

The substantial use and occupancy reguired by the Na-
tive Allotment Act must be achieved by the Native as an
independent citizen acting for himself, and not as a de-
pendent child visiting and using the land in the company
of his parents. Where the allotment applicant admits
that this was his only presence on the land prior to its
segregation from the operation of public land laws, the
allotment application is properly rejected.

Where, even if all of the allegations of material fact
made by an applicant for a Native allotment are accepted
as true, allowance of the application is barred as a

matter of law, the rule of Pence v. Klec_E£» 529 F.2d
135 (9th Cir. 1976), is not applicable, and the applica-
tion is properly rejected without a hearing.

United States v

"(Feb.
-
28. 1979)

Lerov S. Johnson et al. . 39 IBLA 337

*n|rew_Petla, «3 IBLA 186 (Oct. 5, 1979)

:e a protest, with accompanying supporting evidence,
>ges that the oil and gas lease offer drawn first in
Lmultanecus filing-drawing procedure violated the
ilaticns because a party in interest was not dis-
sed and there was a multiple filing, the Eureau of
1 Management should first afford the drawee an cp-
unity to respond to the protest before rejecting
offer based on facts alleged in the protest, the
r, however, is rendered harmless where on appeal
offeror has full opportunity to make factual sufc-
ions and respond to the allegations.

port
the
erro
the
miss

H. J. Enevpldsen. «<4 IBLA 70 (Nov. 2C, 1979)

State of Alaska selection applications should not be
rejected because of conflicts with Native allotment
applications which are to be approved without first
affording the State notice of such action to be taken
and an opportunity to contest the conflicting claims
if it desires.

St;ate of Alaska et al. HI IBLA 315 (July 11, 1979)
86 I.D.

Where determination cf issues of fact turn upon weight
to be given to conflicting testimony, findings cf fact
concerning testimony are reguired to be made by the
initial trier of fact.

Estate of Jose ph Ca ddo a.k.a, James Joseph Caddo and
Jim Eutler. 7 IBIA 286 (Nov. 28, 1979)

State of Alaska applications for prior-filed airport
conveyances of land needed for an existing airport
should not be rejected because of conflicts with Native
allotment applications which are to be approved without
first affording the State notice of such action to be
taken and an opportunity to contest the conflicting
claims if it desires.

State of Alaska. H2 IBLA 1 (July 25, 1979)

Where a mineral patent application is supported by a

mineral examination of the claim which finds a valid
discovery and recommends issuance of a patent for a

portion cf the claim, the BLM may not summarily reject
the application on the face of the record for reasons
related to disputed issues of fact without notice and
an opportunity for hearing.

Big Horn Calcium Co.. «u IBLA 289 (Dec. 26, 1979)

Where, on appeal, a mining claimant alleges that he
timely mailed the affidavits of assessment work to the
proper BLM office but there is no evidence to indicate
they were ever received, the claimant must tear the
consequences of the loss and his inability to prove his
allegation that they may have been received by the
Bureau and subsequently lost.

Amanda Mining 6 Manufacturing Ass 1

Tlug. 16, 1979)

Continued

—

42 IBLA 1««

ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGES

While a mining contest is within the jurisdicticn of
an administrative law judge, he may reopen the bearing
for the production of further evidence tefcre he makes
his decision.

United States v. Clariop W. Taylor. Sr.x_and Gerald
O^Connor, 19~IBLA 9~<Feb.~20. 1975) " "82"iTdT 68
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ADMINISTBATIVE LAW JUDGES—Continued

ACMINISTBATIVE PBCCiCUBE—Continued

ACMINISTBATIVE LAH JODGES—Continued

An adainistrative law judge has a duty to conduct a

bearing in such a Banner that all available relevant
facts in a lining contest will be adduced. He should
take special care to do so where a party is without
counsel and there is confusion concerning the status
of purported tendered evidence.

United States v, Hpward.S. HcKe nzi e. 20 IELA 38

(Apr. 17, 1975)

The administrative law judge properly exercised his
authority tc ccntrol the bearings where he controlled
the Banner of examination but did not limit the scope
of testimony of witness, and where he permitted ade-
guate tiae for subaission of proposed findings by the
parties prior to issuance of the final crder.

Estat e of Edward lockwood. Or .. 7 IEIA 271 (Nov. 2C,
1979)

Upon appeal from a decision of an administrative law
judge, the Board of Land Appeals may make all findings
of fact and conclusions of law based upon the record
just as though it were making the decision in the first
instance.

Eldon_ Brink erhoff , 2H IBLA 32" (Apr. 21, 1976)

An administrative law judge in rendering a decision
need not make a separate ruling on each finding of fact
and conclusion of law. It is sufficient if the deci-
sion summarizes the controlling principles of law and
the testimony of witnesses relative thereto and ex-
plains why appellants' evidence was insufficient to
meet the legal test for a discovery of valuable
mineral.

Unit ed St ates v. Jo n Ziame
1U2 (Nov. 3C,~1979)

Lre Kelly, UH IELA

Adainistrative bearings reguired in grazing trespass
cases are not an unlawful exercise of judicial power
and meet constitutional reguireaents and the standards
of the Adainistrative Procedure Act. The constitution-
al reguirement of due process is not violated merely
because an administrative law judge is employed ty the
Department of the Interior.

(Sept. 15, 1977)
3oss Babcock, 32 IBLA 17«

8U I.D. «75

A aining claia will be declared null and void where the
Board's de novo review of the evidence submitted at a

hearing, held in accordance with the provisions of the
Adainistrative Procedure Act and presided over by an
adainistrative law judge gualified under the Act, es-
tablishes that the claimant has not satisfied the re-
quirements of discovery, and there was no error in the
conduct of the proceeding.

States v. Ernest F. Dive n and 1

jn, 32 IBLA 361 loctT 25, 1977)
:hard J. T.

It requires a substantial showing of bias to disgualify
a hearing officer in adainistrative proceedings or to
justify a charge that the hearing was unfair.

United States v. Bichard H. Kinqdon and Edith F.

JLinsdon. 36 IBLA 11 (June 27, 1978)

where, in a quasi- judicial Departaental proceeding, an
individual entered an appearance as attorney for a

party to the action, and it was subseguently revealed
that he was not gualified to practice before the Ee-
partaent under any of the provisions of <l3 CFB 1.3, the
presiding adainistrative law judge properly refused to
continue to recognize his appearance or to permit him
to continue to conduct the case in a representative
capacity.

finiied_State.s_vi_John Gayanich, 36 IBLA 111 (July 1U,
1978)

Hhen a party to an Indian probate proceeding appears
without an attorney, the administrative law judge has a

duty not to te a mere umpire, but to see that all rele-
vant facts are developed.

where a patty to an Indian probate proceeding was not
represented by counsel and was obviously unprepared for
proper presentation of testimony and ignorant of sig-
nificance of the facts, the administrative law judge
had the duty to see that all relevant facts and circum-
stances, both favorable and unfavorable tc the parties,
were brought out.

Estate of .Jce, (Jpsel.Elvino Juancho. 7 IEIA 29"4

(Dec. ", 1979)

ACMINISTBATIVE PBCCEDUBE ACT

The ultimate findings and decision of the administra-
tive law judge adopted by the Commissioner of Indian
Affairs will net be set aside upon administrative re-
view where they are supported by substantial evidence.

Adainistrative Appeal of Mary Ann Tcpsseh Combs (Flat-
head Allottee No._16U8j. v. Commissioner of Indian
AffIirs."it~IEIA~27 (Apr7~28,~1975) 82 I.E. 1£1
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a is a claim to property which may not be
lid except in accordance with due process
process consists of proper notice and cp-
an agency hearing in accordance with the

e Procedure Act, and it suffices if the
roperly notified and afforded the epper-
beard. But there is nc reguirement that
held where the contestee fails tc avail
e opportunity for a hearing within the

United States
20 IBLA 3U8 ("jun<

James
11, 1975)

Administrative law judge properly dismissed without a

hearing a private homestead entry contest in which com-
plaint failed to allege corroborated facts which, if
proved, would provide sufficient basis for cancellatior
of entry.

lEfle s t_Ci_L a mb_ »XJ ic ha rd
(Aug. 3. 1978)

Stoffel. 36 IBLA 201

The ultimate findings, conclusions and order of the
administrative law judge will not be set aside open
adainistrative review where they are supported by sub-
stantial evidence.

Estate c l Evans In qatuah . H IBIA 103 (July 29, 1975)
82 I.E. 352



ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE—Continued

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE ACT—Continued

Where the answer to a Dining contest complaint denying
the charges is timely filed by one contestee, but is
untimely filed ty all other contestees, the charges as
to those contestees filing untimely answers will be
taken as admitted and their interests in the mining
claims will be declared null and void- The contestee
who filed a timely answer is entitled to a hearing as
to the validity of the claims.

United_States. v., Albert. S. Hunter; etal.. 22 IBLA 28
(Sept. 10, 1975)

administrative PROCEDURE—Continued

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE ACT—Continued

Administrative hearings reguired in grazing trespass
cases are net an unlawful exercise of judicial power
and meet constitutional requirements and the standards
of the Administrative Procedure Act. The constitution-
al requirement of due process is not violated merely
because an administrative law judge is employed by the
Department of the Interior.

Eureau_of Land Management v. Ross Babcock.
"(Sep't. 15"l977)

32 IELA 17«
8H I.E. 175

The Secretarial instruction of Oct. 18, 1973, which
mandates a showing by a Native allotment applicant of
5 years of occupancy prior to a withdrawal of the land,
was not required to be published as rulemaking since
5 U.S.C. § 553(a) (2) (1970) exempts from its ambit mat-
ters pertaining to public property.

Heirs of Dorothy Gordon. 22 IBLA 213 (Oct. 15, 1975)

The Secretarial guideline of Oct. 18, 1973, that a Na-
tive allotment application should be rejected when the
applicant fails to show 5 years of use and occupancy
prior to a withdrawal of the land: (a) is not subject
to the rulemaking provisions of the Administrative Pro-
cedure Act, 5 U.S.C. § 553 (1970) ; and (b) is a proper
exercise of the discretion vested in the Secretary by
the Alaska Native Allotment Act, «3 U.S.C. 55 270-1 to
270-3 (1970) , the application of which does not violate
any right of the allotment applicant.

Herman Joseph (On Reconsideration) , 22
(Oct. 30, 1975)

IBLA 266

A cattle trespass decision rendered by an administra-
tive law judge may be set aside and remanded where the
decision does not include a statement of findings and
conclusions, and the reasons or basis therefor, en all
material issues of fact, law or discretion as required
for initial decisions under 5 U.S.C. § 557 (1970) and
i»3 CFR «.«75.

United_States v. John J. Casejr, 22 IBLA 358 (Nov. 1U,
19757 82 I.D. 5U£

Where the answer to a mining contest complaint denying
the charges is not timely filed, the charges will be
deemed admitted and the contest will be decided with-
out a hearing. <I3 CFR U. "450-7 (a) .

United States_vi Edison
7?eb7 23,~1977J"

Schaefer, 29 IBLA 8«

Where an administrative law judge's decision contains
a ruling, in a single sentence, on all of the proposed
findings and conclusions submitted by a Farty to a

hearing and the ruling on each finding and conclusion
is clear, there is no requirement that the judge rule
separately as to each of the proposed findings and
conclusions.

Under the circumstances of this case, appellant's
paternity is not an issue cognizable by the Department
in probating her mother's will. In accordance with
sec. 8(b) of the Administrative Procedure Act findings
should be limited to issues necessary to the disposi-
tion of a case.

A full and ttue disclosure of the facts was denied when
only the presiding judge was permitted to ask questions
of a crucial witness. This procedure violated sec.
7(c) of the Administrative Procedure Act.

Esta t e_o f_Re n a_Ma rie_Edae , 7 IBIA 5 3 (Apr. 25, 197 6)
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U nit e d_S t a tes_ v. _ J o h n Gaya nlch ,

1978"
36 IBLA 111 (July 10,

United States_v._Leslie_Harlins_aj
32

_
IBLA

_
29~lAug7 3l7 1977)"

William Barling.

Where a qualifying discovery of mineral has been made
by a permittee during the term of a permit, a coal
preference right lease application need not be rejected
because it was filed after the permit expired.

Thermal Energy Co. et al.. 36 IBLA 33« (Aug. 28, 1978)

In an administrative hearing to determine the validity
of a mining claim, the requirements of due process are
satisfied when notice and opportunity for an impartial
hearing are provided in accordance with the Administra-
tive Procedure Act. 5 U.S.C. 5 551 et se_g. (1976).

The procedures followed by the Department of the Inte-
rior in the initiation, prosecution, and deciding of
mining ccntest cases are in full compliance with the
Administrative Procedure Act.

U nite d States v. Paul P.^Fishgr and Buel £. Fisher,
37 IELA eO (Sept. 227~1978)
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ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE ACT—Continued

A delay in taking action en an application foe exten-
sion of a ccal prospecting permit while the Secretary
formulates a new leasing policy does not violate the
Administrative Frocedure Act, 5 U.S.C. 5 555(b) (1976),
nor does it constitute an abuse of discretion which
would create any rights net authorized by law. Nc

hearing is required when the facts of a case are not
in dispute and the only issues are questions of law.

Sec. 9(b) of the Administrative Procedure Act, as
amended, 5 U.S.C. * 558(c) (1976), does net apply to

coal prospecting permit extension applications because
the prospecting is not an "activity of a ccntinuing
nature" within the meaning of the statute. As the Fed-
eral Coal Leasing Amendments Act of 1975, 9C Stat.
1083, 30 U.S.C. $ 201 (1976), removed the Secretary of

the Interior's discretion to grant extensions, applica-
tions for preference right leases filed after expira-
tion of the initial 2-year permit term, and during
pendency of extension applications, cannct be issued.

(Oct. 18, 1978)
85 I.D. 396

Rosebud_Coa l_Sa les_Co . , 37 IBLA 25]

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE—Continued

ADMINISTRATIVE REVIEW—Continued

The ultimate findings, conclusions and order of the
administrative law judge will not be set aside upen
administrative review where they are supported by su
stantial evidence.

Estate of Evans Inqatuah , [EIA 1C3 (July 29, 1975)
82 I.e. 35;

A decision by ELM to refrain from leasing certain lands
for geothermal resources will be upheld when the record
shows the decision to be a reasoned analysis cf the
factors involved based upon considerations of public
interest, and no sufficient reason tc disturb the deci-
sion is shown.

Southern Unicn Prodi
1976)"

California Geothermal.

;ticn_COi» 21 IELA 5« (Sept. 23,

, 37 IBLA 172 (Oct. 1C, 197e)

Neither a Recreation and Public Purposes Act classifi-
cation nor a withdrawal is a rule or regulation within
the ambit of the Secretarial policy of Apr. 27, 1971,
which provides for utilization of the public participa-
tion procedures of 5 U.S.C. 4 553 (1976).

Mining claims purportedly located on land not available
for such location confer no property right upon the
locator, and may be declared null and void ab initio
without a hearing under 5 U.S.C. « 55« et seg. (1976).

Delmer McLean et al., 10 IBLA 3U (Mar. 15, 1979)

Eureau of Land Management Instruction Memorandum No.
77-37 outlined a general policy fcr the assessment of
additicnal rental on oil and gas lease offers pending
when the rental rate was increased by regulation, but
left to the discretion of the State Offices the partic-
ular implementing procedures. Procedures used by a

State Office which may be different from ether State
Offices, but which dc not prejudice the offerors' right
to receive cil and gas leases if leases are issued en
the lands applied for, are not arbitrary and capricious
as to require reversal of the decisicijs assessing addi-
ticnal rental.

Ea Gaither_et_al.., 32 IBLA 106 (Sept. 12, 1977)

Whether the issuance of PLC No. 54U8, prohibiting oil
and gas leasing in Alaska, without prior proposed rule-
making is violative of the Administrative Procedure Act
or of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act need not
be decided; by such issuance the Secretary has enunci-
ated a policy of rejecting mineral lease applications
well within his discretionary authority.

Bristol_Ba2_Native_Cor£i , HI IBLA 85 (June «, 1979)

The Board of Indian Appeals has authority to reverse
findings of fact by an administrative law judge even
when not clearly in error. But an administrative law
judge will not be reversed when his decision turns upon
findings concerning credibility, which in turn are
based upon the demeanor of witnesses, and such findings
are supported by substantial evidence.
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Estate_of Edward_Lockwood^ Jr.
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" 7 IBIA 271 (Nov. 20,

ADMINISTRATIVE REVIEW

The ultimate findings and decision of the administra-
tive law judge adopted by the Commissioner of Indian
Affairs will not be set aside upon administrative re-
view where they are supported by substantial evidence.

*3»l!!istr^tive_A£^al_of_MariJnji_Top^se_h_Combs_JFlat2
head Allottee No. 16M8) v. Commissioner of Indian
AffairsT~U IBIA 27 (Apr.~28, 1975)" ~82 iTd. 18K
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Pa"l_Landis, 32 IBLA 37<l (Oct. 31, 1977)

reau of Land Management issued a decisicn
successful drawee in the simultaneous oil
ng program of the increased advance rental
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effective Feb. 1, 1977, «3 CFR 3103.3-2,
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ADnlNIST8ATIVE_PR0CEDURE—Continued

ADMINISTRATIVE REVIEW— Cont inu ed

The Boards of Appeal of the Department of the Interior
have no authority to declare invalid a regulation of
this Department.

Do naia_Ei_Jordan , 35 IBLA 290 (June 2, 1978)

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE—Continued

ADMINISTRATIVE REV IEW— Continued

the direction cf the Assistant Secretary for Indian
Affairs.

EiSJ-Stat* In£ju» Mo^ic^fsterjtc Inc-^Fremcnt Energy
Cor£ia_Ivor_Adair, «1 IBLA 333 (July llT 19797

Where the Board of Land Appeals has considered an appeal
and rendered a final decision holding that a particular
oil and gas lease offer was not proper and must te re-
jected, the applicant may not thereafter appeal the
matter to this Board merely because the Bureau of Land
Management, in implementing the Board's decision, mis-
takenly advised him that he had the right to such an
appeal. The matter is res judicata, and the subsequent
appeal must be dismissed.

Where the Board of Land Appeals, ty a previous decision,
has held that a particular oil and gas lease offer must
be rejected, and the rejected applicant files suit for
judicial review of that decision in the United States
District Court, and also files a contemporaneous appeal
to the Board from a BLM decision implementing the
Board's decision, the Board will defer to the Court's
jurisdiction and make no decision on the merits cf the
appeal, which is subject to summary dismissal by the
Board.

Donald W^_ Co^er_J A£p.e 1 1 a n tlx_ Al f_je d_L ._Ea s te r da

j

JA££elleel, 36 IBLA 181 (July 31, 1978)

The right tc administrative relief is a privilege af-
forded by law to persons who consider themselves inter-
ested or aggrieved. The burden is open the interested
perscn tc act affirmatively tc protect perceived inter-
ests. Such a person is not entitled to wait until all
other interested persons act, tc speculate on the out-
come, and then, if the decision is adverse, tc seek tc
reopen the natter en his or her own behalf, when that
perscn has been afforded notice of all the proceedings.

Weste r n Slct e Gas Co.
(Oct. 15, 1979)

2£S i^eta t ionj. , «3 IBIA 259

Upcn assuming jurisdiction of an appeal, the Ecard cf
Land Appeals has full authority to consider the entire
record in making a decision, and its review is not lim-
ited to the theories of law upon which the parties have
proceeded.

United States v., Elbert, gg ssaway . «3 IBIA 382 (Cct. 31,
1979)

where the Board of Land Appeals has considered an ap-
peal and rendered a final decision holding that certain
coal prospecting permits have terminated and that no
preference right to a coal lease is attached to any of
them, an unapproved assignee of the permits may net
thereafter appeal the matter to this Board following
Bureau of Land Management notification to the permit-
tees of this Board's decision. The matter is res
judicata and such subsequent appeal must be dismissed,
absent compelling legal or equitable considerations.

£eabody_Coal_COj. , 36 IBLA 2«2 (Aug. 1«, 1978)

where the Board of Land Appeals has considered an appeal
and rendered a final decision holding that a particular
oil and gas lease offer may properly be rejected for the
reason that title to the lands involved was uncertain,
and a new lease offer for the same lands is again re-
jected for the same reason, the matter is res judicata,
and the subsequent appeal is properly dismissed.

N. L. Industries. Inc.. 37 IBLA 335 (Oct. 26, 1978)

Where the holder of an oil and gas lease en the Cuter
Continental Shelf has filed a suit in a Federal dis-
trict court to recover certain royalties paid under his
lease, the Board of Land Appeals will affirm a decision
of the Director, Geological Survey, holding in abeyance
the lessee's request for a refund while the suit is
pending.

Ten neco_0il_Coi , <tl IBLA 195 (June 22, 1979)

A decision by the Bureau of Land Management canceling
fee simple patents issued to Indians and simultaneously
issuing new Indian trust patents is not subject to re-
view by the Board of land Appeals, which has no juris-
diction in the matter, where the decision was made at

BURDEN OF PROOF

When the Government contests a mining claim it bears
only the burden of going forward with sufficient evi-
dence to establish a prima facie case; the burden of
going forward then shifts to the claimant to shew by a

preponderance of the evidence that his claim is valid.

Hhen a Government mineral examiner testifies that he
has examined the exposed workings on a claim witbeut
finding sufficient mineral values tc support the dis-
covery of a valuable mineral deposit, a prima facie
case of lack of discovery has been made; the Govern-
ment's mineral examiner is not obliged to explore
beyond the current workings of a mining claimant in
attempting tc verify a discovery.

United States v. Herbert Clark. 18 IBIA 368 (Jan. 30,
1975)

A determination by a district manager of the grazing
capacity of lands offered for a sec. 15 grazing lease
will not be overturned in the absence of a clear show-
ing cf error. The burden of proof is upon the party
challenging such determination tc show that the deci-
sion is erroneous or that he has net been dealt with
fairly.

John I. Murtha. 19 IBLA 97 (Mar. «, 1975)

Ka§S£_Br other s , 2« IBLA 265 (Mar. 29, 1976)

In a mining contest a mining claimant is the true pro-
ponent under the Administrative Procedure Act, 5 U.S.C.
4 556(d) (1970), of a rule or order that he has complied
with the mining laws, and he has the ultimate burden cf
proof—the risk of nenpersuasion— to show by a prepon-
derance of the evidence that there is a valuable iin-
eral deposit on the claim, when the Government has made
a prima facie case cf lack of such a discovery.

5. HcKenzie. 20 IBIA 38



A_B___S_8_TIVE_PB0_E__JBE-- Continued

BOBDEB OF PBOOP—Continoed

When the Government contests a lining claim en a charge
of no discovery, it bears the burden of gcing forward
with sufficient evidence to establish a prima facie
case; the burden then shifts to the claiiant to shew by
a preponderance of the evidence that a discovery has
been made.

where a Government mineral examiner testifies that be

has examined a clan and found the mineral values
insufficient to support a finding of discovery, a priia
facie case of invalidity has been established.

jjjjjtfd_stat.es v. Charles J

.

352 (June 11, 1975)

United Sta tes y, C

1976)

Iver et al.. 20 IEIA

1 Bellamy . 25 IBLA 50 {Hay 1«,

Onlted States v. Buss Knecht. 39 IBLA 8 (Jan. 8, 1979)

ACHINISTBATIVE PBOCiDUBE— Ccntinued

EUBCEH OF PBOOF— Continued

discovery wcrk for claimants or to explore beyor
claimant's workings.

Dnited States v. But h Arcand et al. . 23 IEIA 22(
"(Jan. 9, 1976)

Un ited States v. Edward T. HcHenry et al. , U3 IBIA 12;
(Sect. 26, 1979)

An applicant under the Color of Title Act, 13 U.S.C.
« 1068 (1970), has the burden to establish to the
Secretary of the Interior's satisfaction that the
statutory conditions for purchase under the Act have
been met.

J ean ne terresteqny. 23 IELA 358 (Jan. 23, 1976)
83 I.C. 23

Hhen the Government contests a mining claim on a charge
of no discovery, it bears the burden of going forward
with sufficient evidence to establish a prima facie
case; the burden then shifts to the claimant to show
by a preponderance of the evidence that a discovery
has been made.

where
has ex
insuff
prima
Govern
form d

a clai

OJlited.
(Aug. :

a Government mineral examiner testifies that he
amined a claim and found the mineral values
icient to support a finding of discovery, a

facie case of invalidity has been established,
ment mineral examiners are not reguired to per-
iscovery work for claimants or to explore beyond
mant's workings.

Sta._es._v_._C. Hallenbeck et al., 21 IBLA 296

Dnited
Re_nde

_S^te__j.__Bi_ha___C__R__M!_er_3__nd_C_rol_J_.
r_, 26 IBLA 131 (July 30, 1976)

Sl!ite__States_ Becker. 33 IBLA 301 (Jan. 10,

Onited
(Aug.

§tates_y_ »esl___C____.les__Sr_.,
3, 1978)

36 IBLA 213

when the Government contests a mining claim and estab-
lishes a prima facie case that contestee has not made
a discovery of a locatable mineral deposit, the burden
devolves on contestee to establish by a preponderance
of the evidence that the claim has been validated by
the discovery of a locatable mineral deposit.

A bog iron ore deposit does not meet the prudent man/
marketability test where the evidence shows that con-
testee could only develop the iron deposit for sale for
metallurgical uses after further exploration to estab-
lish a higher grade or greater tonnage of ore, or open
future favorable developments in the iron ore market.

iJi>it_d_St__:es_v__Ther_Sa_E__Bobin_on, 21 IBLA 363
(Aug. 25, 1975) 82 I.C. «1«

Hhen the Government contests a mining claim en a charge
of lack of discovery of a valuable mineral deposit, it
has assumed the burden of going forward with sufficient
evidence to establish a prima facie case; the burden
then shifts to the claimant to show by a preponderance
of the evidence that a discovery has been made.

Where a Government mineral examiner testifies that he
has examined a claim and found the mineral values in-
sufficient to support a finding of discovery, a prima
facie case of invalidity has been established. Gov-
ernment mineral examiners are not reguired to perform

When the Government contests a mining claim, it has as-
sumed the burden cf presenting a prima facie case that
the claim is invalid; when it has done so, the burden
then devolves on the mining claimant to prove by a pre-
ponderance cf the evidence that the claim is valid.

United States, v.. Robert W. Beal

.

1976)
23 IELA 378 (Fet. «,

Applicaticns for phosphate prospecting permits are
properly rejected by the Bureau of Land Banagement
upen the tasis of a determination by the Geological
Survey that the lands applied for contain workable de-
posits of phosphate thus making the lands subject to
the leasing provisions rather than the prospecting pro-
visiens of the Bineral Leasing Act. A review of the
technical data relied upen by the Geclogical Survey in
making its determination is net reguired where no evi-
dence is submitted en appeal demonstrating error in
that determination.

William P. Hartin. 2« IBLA 271 (Bar. 30, 1976)

When a Gcvernment mineral examiner testifies that he
has examined the exposed workings on a claim without
finding sufficient mineral values to support the dis-
covery of a valuable mineral deposit, a prima facie
case of lack of discovery has been made.

Unit ed States v. John B. Tappan, Jr.. et al.. 2 5 I EI J

1 (Hay 5, 1976)

when the United States contests a mining claim it has
by practice assumed only the burden of going forward
with sufficient evidence to establish a prima facie
case en the charges in the contest complaint; the
burden then shifts to the contestee to refute, by a

preponderance of the evidence, the Government's case.

The United States has established a prima facie case
cf the invalidity of a mining claim when a gualified
Government mining examiner testifies that he has
examined the claim and found the mineral values in-
sufficient tc support the discovery of a valuable
mineral deposit.

United States v. Bobert L. Taylor
1976)

25 IELA 21 (ray 5,



ADMIi!ISTRATIVl_FROCECUBE~Continue(

BURDEN OF PROOF—Continued

U n it ed_ States v._Alex_Bechthold, 25 IBLA 77 (Jur
1976)"

JJnited-States.y. J2mma_imzaJbejUh_Con^^
j°llgl~ag_t he Heirs of R. W. Speer. a Last Known Eitec-

i°£_° f the_Arlin3ton_Gold_Binina_Coi (Contestee)

.

31 IBLA 173 (July 5, 1977)

RATIVE PROCEDURE—Continued

EUBDEN CF PROOF—Continued

A lode mining claim for barite is properly declared null
and void in the absence of a showing of a discover; on
the claim of a deposit of barite which wculd warrant a
prudent man in further expending his labor and means
in the reasonable expectation of developing a valuable
ine. Evidence of mineralization which may justify
further exploration is not sufficient to establish
that a discovery of a valuable mineral deposit has
been made.

Once the Government has established in a mining claim
contest a prima facie case that the claims are not val-
id fci lack of discovery, the burden shifts to the con-
testee to prcve the discovery of a valuable mineral
deposit by a preponderance of the evidence.

Uni^ ed_Sta_t.es v., Howa rd S. BcKen zie. 29 IBLA 270
(Har. 28, 1977)

When the Government contests a mining claim, by prac-
tice it has assumed the burden of going fcrward with
sufficient evidence to establish a prima facie case;
the burden of going forward then shifts tc the claim-
ant to show by a preponderance of the evidence that
his claim is valid. Likewise, a millsite claimant
has the burden of establishing the validity of his
claim by a preponderance cf the evidence.

A prima facie case of lack of discovery within a min-
ing claim is established when a Government mineral
examiner testified that he has examined the claim and
found mineralization insufficient to support a finding
of discovery.

Unitea_States
Dietemann

Aloys A. Dietemann and Doris E. L.
26 IBLA 356 (Sept.~8, 1976)

In a Government contest of the validity of a mining
claim it is the claimants who are the true proponents
of a rule or order, namely, that they have complied
with the mining laws and have gualified tc receive
fee title to the land.

United States v. J. R. Osborne et al. (Supp. on
Jy3icial_Remandl, 28 IBLA 13 (Nov. 8, 1976)

One challenging the accuracy of an appraisal of water
based on fair market value must show by substantial
evidence the nature of the alleged error; where the ap-
praisal has been conducted in accordance with generally
accepted appraisal principles, allegations of error un-
supported by evidence will be given little weight.

Park Center_Water_District and The Canon Heigh ts Irri-
aationlandlRiiirvoirlco., 28 IBLA 368 (FebT~3, 1977)

8U I.D. 87

When the Government has presented a prima facie case cf
lack of discovery of a valuable mineral deposit on a

mining claim, the mining claimant then has the burden
of establishing by a preponderance of the evidence
that the discovery test has been met. Consequently,
the ultimate burden of proving discovery is always
upon the mining claimant.

United States v. George J. Hunt, and A. H.

29 IBLA 86 '{Feb. 237" 1977)""
.Goodwin,

In a Government contest challenging the validity cf min-
ing claims lccated for a clay-type material, an ade-
quate prima facie case is established where there are
expert witness opinions that the deposit is only a

Conner clay cr shale and it cannot meet refractory
standards. Ihe contestees then must go forward with
evidence tc rebut the Government's case with a prepon-
derance of the evidence.

United States v. Thomas J. feck et al.. 29 IELA 357
(Har7~31, 19777 8« I.E. 137

When the Government contests a mining claim en a charge
of no discovery, it assumes the burden of going forward
with sufficient evidence to establish a prima facie
case; the burden then shifts to the claimant to show by
a preponderance of the evidence that a discovery has
been made and still exists within the limits of the
claim.

United. States v t Fred and Eileen Garner. 30 IELA «2
(Apr. 18, 1977)

United States v. Richard
(June 7, 1977)

United States
32 IBLA 29 (Aug

Walls . 30 IELA 333

nd William Harlinq ,

alp. 33 IBLA 2U8 (Jan. 5,

United States v. C lark J. Guild et al.. 30 IEIA 367
(Hay 3,~1978)

United States_v_ Con Lee Seto- and Pauline Setc. 3 5 IBLA
M (Hay 3, 1978)

United States.

v

t . Hilton Wichner. 35 IBLA 200 (Hay 30,
1978)

United States v. Catherin e E. Gay. 36 IELA 1U8
"(July 3lT"l978"

United_States v__John_A. Coole y. U3 IELA 276 (Oct. 15,

1979J

Although the Government has assumed the burden cf proof
in mining claim contests of presenting a prima facie
case of lack of discovery, once it has done so, the
burden shifts to the claimant to prove by a preponder-
ance of the evidence the discovery of a valuable min-
eral deposit. A prima facie case is established when
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BURDEN OF PROOF— Continued

a Government mineral examiner testifies that she exam-
ined the claim and could find no evidence shewing the
discovery of a valuable mineral deposit.

United States_vi_Gwendoljn_BcClur_g_et_ali, 31 I EI A 8

"(June 15, 1977)

Where the Government contests a mining claim, it has
assumed only the burden of going forward with suffi-
cient evidence to establish a prima facie case; the
burden then shifts to the claimant to show by a prepon-
derance of the evidence that his claim is valid. Where
a Government mineral examiner testifies that he exten-
sively examined the claims and workings thereon, and
had assayed numerous samples taken from the claims but
found no evidence of a valuable mineral deposit that
would support a discovery, a prima facie case of lack
of a mineral discovery has been made.

United_States v. &j._0. _Ba r tel 1 , 31 IBLA 17 (June 23,
1977)

Where the Government contests mining claims en a charge
of lack of discovery of a valuable mineral deposit pri-
or to the date when such minerals were nc longer sub-
ject to such location, the Government must initially
present sufficient evidence to establish a prima facie
case. The burden then shifts to the claimant to show
by a preponderance of credible evidence that a discov-
ery has been made on each claim.

Where the expert witnesses called by the Government
testify that prior to July 23, 1955, there was no prof-
itable market fcr common variety minerals from the sub-
ject claims and that it would have been economic folly
to undertake the development a mine therecn, a prima
facie case of invalidity has been made. Thereafter,
upon the failure of the claimant to prove the contrary
by a preponderance of credible evidence, a determina-
tion that the claims are invalid is obligatory.

United Sta tes v. Frank and Wa nitaj Mellnzzo (Supp. on
Judjxia 1_ Be man dl , 32 IBLA~<46 (Sept. 2, 1977)

In mining claim contests, the United States has assumed
the burden of establishing a prima facie case that no
discovery has been made on the mining claims by the
contestee; the burden of proof then shifts to the con-
testee to show by a preponderance of the evidence that
a discovery has been made and still exists within the
limits of each mining claim. Evidence which may jus-
tify further exploration is insufficient either to es-
tablish a discovery or to overcome a prima facie case
of lack of discovery.

A prima facie case of lack of discovery of a valuable
mineral deposit is established when a mineral examiner
testifies for the United States that he examined each
claim and could find no evidence showing the discovery
of a valuable mineral deposit.

When a mineral examiner testifies for the United States
that a discovery has not been made on a mining claim,
his opinion must be based on a proper factual founda-
tion. However, he is not reguired to perform discovery
work, to explore or sample beyond a claimant's workings,
or to excavate or rehabilitate any purportedly mineral-
ized area which is concealed by overburden or is other-
wise difficult of access. Under proper circumstances,
the testimony of the mineral examiner may establish a

prima facie case of lack cf discovery even though he
was not physically on each mining claim.

auitei_S^ates_v._aobert^i_mjkJc^JBeais^ered_Ac(entl x
Valumjnes,, Inc., et al. . 32 IBLA 155 (Sept. 12, 1977)

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE

—

Continued

EURCEN OF PROOF—Ccntinued

After holding a hearing pursuant tc the Administrative
Frocedure Act, an administrative law judge may properly
find that a person has committed a grazing trespass if
that finding is in accordance with and supported ty re-
liable, probative, and substantial evidence. Because a

grazing trespass proceeding is net a criminal proceed-
ing, it need not be proved beyond a reasonable doubt
that a particular individual committed the trespass.

Bureau cf Land Management v. Boss Babcock. 32 IBIA 17U
(Sept. 15, 1977) " 80 I.E. 075

When the Government contests a mining claim en a charge
of no discovery, it has by practice assumed the burden
cf going forward with sufficient evidence tc establish
a prima facie case; when it has done so, the burden
shifts tc the claimant to show by a preponderance cf
the evidence that a discovery has been made and still
exists within the limits of the claim.

United States (Contestant ) v. Earl Frisco and Sandra S.
Young, (Ccntestees) . 32 IBLA 2Me (Sept. 21. 1977)

United.States v. Eeatrice Ann Johnscn. 33 IEIA 121
(Dec. 19, 1977)

Where a Government mineral examiner testifies that he
has examined a claim and found the mineral values in-
sufficient tc support a finding of discovery, a prima
facie case cf invalidity has been established.

United States y. Roger. and Stephanie Cichetti , 3

6

12U (July 25, 1978)
[Eli

Where a Government mineral examiner testifies that he
has examined a mining claim and found the mineral val-
ues insufficient to support a finding of discovery, a

prima facie case of invalidity has been established.
Where the claimant presents evidence of returns which
are so meager that they will not attract the labor and
means of a person of ordinary prudence, he has failed
to prove by a preponderance of the evidence that his
claim is valid, and it is properly declared null and
void.

Unit ed State s v. Joseph L

a

rse n, a n d_ Fe r r i s_ L a r se n

,

36 IBLA 130 "(July 25. 1978)

When the Government contests a mining claim en a charge
of lack of discovery cf a valuable mineral deposit, it
has assumed the burden of going forward with sufficient
evidence to establish a prima facie case; the burden
then shifts to the claimant to show by a prependerance
of the evidence that a discovery has been made.

Where a Government mineral examiner testifies that he
has examined a claim and found the mineral values in-
sufficient tc support a finding of discovery, a prima
facie case of validity has been established. Govern-
ment mineral examiners are not reguired to perform
discovery wcrk for claimants or to explore beyond a

claimant's wcrkings.

United, States_y, Florence J. flattox. 36 IEIA 171
(July 31. 1978)

United States v. Emmett C . Harde r. 12 IEIA 206
(Aug. 22. 1979)



ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE—Con tinued

BURDEN CF PROOF—Continued

In a mining claim contest, no weight will be given to
claimant's allegation that the Government's mineral
examiner failed to sample the discovery pcint or the
best mineral showings, where the claimant was invited
to indicate his discovery to the examiner and failed to
do so, and where he also failed to introduce convincing
evidence of his own that a discovery had teen made.

!inited_S ta tes_ v^.La r r^_Jose£h_Timm

,

(Aug. 23, 1978)
36 IBLA 316

When the Government contests a mining claim on a charge
of no discovery, it has by practice assumed the burden
of going forward with sufficient evidence to establish
a prima facie case; the burden then shifts to the claim-
ant to show by a preponderance of the evidence that a

discovery has been made and still exists within the
limits of the claim.

U niied_Sta t e s_ v . _And r e wJL.. _Free se_ 1 1

,

(Sept. 6, 1978)
37 IBLA 7

In mining claim contest. Government must only go for-
ward with evidence to establish prima facie case of nc
discovery of valuable mineral deposits, and burden then
shifts to mining claimant to prove by preponderance of
evidence that his claim is valid.

Government has established prima facie case when its
mineral examiner testifies that he has examined mining
claims in issue and found mineral values insufficient
to support finding of discovery of valuable deposits.

UBi ted_St a tes_v . _B ichae l_Bi_Ha r ij n

,

(Sept. 18, 1978)
37 IBLA 68

In challenging the Government resurvey, appellant has
the burden of establishing by clear and ccnvincing
evidence that the resurvey is not an accurate retrace-
ment and reestatlishment cf the lines of the original
survey.

B§Lb£l_£i_Vernon , 37 IBLA 226 (Oct. 16, 1978)

The Government has established a prima facie case of a

lack of discovery, thus shifting the burden of proving
a discovery onto the mining claimant, when an expert
witness testifies that he has examined the claim and
has found the mineral values insufficient tc support a

finding of discovery.

United States v. John S.
1978)

.Eorter, 37 IBLA 313 (Oct. 25,

When the Government contests a mining claim on a charge
of no discovery it has assumed the burden of going
forward with sufficient evidence to establish a prima
facie case. The burden then shifts to the claimants to
show by a preponderance of the evidence that a discov-
ery has been made.

United States_v.. Loren E. Burns et al., 38 IBLA 97
7mov.~20, 1978)

»£"Ii!ISIJMIII_PR2CICURE—Continued

BORDEN OF PROOF— Continued

Cnce the Government has established a prima facie case
that no disccvery of a valuable mineral deposit has
been made within a mining claim, the burden of proof
shifts to the contestee to establish by a preponderance
cf the evidence the existence of a discovery.

United States,;., . Jack C. Harris
38 IBLA 137 (Nov. 29, 1978)

.iill-I^-Har ris

,

Applicant has burden of establishing entitlement to
headquarters site claim, and must demonstrate that be
has ccmplied with statute and regulations.

United_States_vi.
(Dec. l<t, 1978)

United States v.
19797"

lilson. 38 IBLA 3C5

!££!_JajE-Jush • B0 IBLh 106 (Bar.

Where arguably conflicting uses of the public lands ai
at issue and the matter has been committed to the dis-
cretion cf the BLH, the Board will uphold the decisiot
of the BLR resolving the conflict unless appellant has
shown that the ELM did not adequately consider all cf
the factors involved, including whether less stringent
alternatives would accomplish the intended purpcse, oi
that there is sufficient reason to change the result.

California. Ass'n.of Four-wheel Drive Clubs et al.,
38 IELA 361 (Dec. 29, 1978)

The burden cf proving a valid color of title claim is
on the claimant. Where it cannot be said from the
evidence presented that the grantors and grantees in
the claimant's chain of title acquired a parcel cf land
with the bona fide belief that the parcel included all
the land claimed, the color of title application must
be denied.

Hable H, Farlow_JCn_Beconsidg^atipn...after.|ea.rin3l

,

39 IBLA 15 (Jan. 11, 1979) 86 I.E. 22

A district manager's decision reached
of administrative discretion pursuant
Grazing Act cf 193U may be regarded a

capricious cnly where it is not suppo
raticnal basis and the burden is on t

show by substantial evidence that the
proper. A district manager's decisio
a grazing lease for a certain area un
fenced and tc reduce appellant's AUB'
rests en a rational basis where the f

this unfenced area adjoins the bombin
ing thereon could result in trespass
range, incensistent with the use of t

in the exercise
to the Taylor

s arbitrary cr
rtable on any
he appellant tc
decision is im-

n not to reissue
til that area is
s accordingly
acts show that
g range and graz-
cn the bombing
he range.

Colyi n Cattle Co.. Inc.. 39 IBLA 176 (Jan. 30, 1979)

After holding a hearing pursuant to the Administrative
Procedure Act, an administrative law judge may properly
find that a person has committed a grazing trespass if
that finding is in accordance with and supported by re-
liable, probative and substantial evidence.

g"£gai^of_L^nd_Bana3ement_vA_Hoiland_Livestock Ranch
et.ali. 39 IELA 272 (Feb. 15, 1979) 86 I.C. 133



ADMINISTRATJ !E--Continued

BUBDEH OP PBOOF—Continued

In a contest proceeding the Government has the burden
of establishing a prima facie case of noncompliance
with the reguireaents for trade and aanuf acturing, and
headquarters sites. The burden then shifts to the ap-
plicant to show by a preponderance of the evidence
that he has used, occupied, and improved the sites for
trade, manufacture, or other productive industry.

flnited.States.v,
(Feb. 27, 1979)

^ack_Zemmy_Boy.d_t_Jra . 39 IE1A 321

ADBI HIST BATHE PBCCiCOBf—Continued

BOBDEM OF PBOOF—Continued

When the Government contests a lining claim en a charge
of lack of discovery, the Government has the burden of
proving a prima facie case; the burden then shifts to
the lining claimant to prove by a preponderance of the
evidence that discovery exists.

Cnite c led G. ti, «3 IBLA 1<»6 (Sept. 28, 1979)

Onjted StateS,.y 1 _Balih.,Pa ge et al .. «3 IEIA 39(
(Oct- 31, 1979)

The Government has established a prima facie case of i

lack of discovery, thus shifting the burden of gcing
forward, when an expert witness testified that he has
examined the claim and has found the mineral value in-
sufficient to support a finding of discovery.

United_§ tat es_v._Ieii£es t_ B l n ins_Cgi ,

(Apr. 27, 1979)

l»0 IBLA 297

Broad discretion is committed to an agency in interpret-
ing regulations. A party challenging an interpretation
and the administrative application thereof nust demon-
strate that the interpretation is unreasonable and that
the agency's application lacks a rational foundation.

Harry A. Zuckerman et al., «1 IBLA 372 (July 23, 1979)

When the Government contests a mining claim on a charge
of lack of discovery of a valuable mineral deposit, it
has assumed the burden of going forward with sufficient
evidence to establish a prima facie case. Where a Gov-
ernment mineral examiner testifies that he has examined
a claim and found the guantity of minerals insufficient
to support a finding of discovery, a prima facie case of
invalidity has been established and the burden shifts to
the claimants to show by a preponderance of the evidence
that a discovery has been made. Government mineral ex-
aminers are not required to perform discovery work for
a claimant or to explore beyond a claimant's workings.

The entire evidentiary record in a mining contest is
considered and if evidence presented by a contestee is
damaging to the contestee's case it may be used against
the contestee regardless of any deficiencies in the
Government's presentation. Therefore, regardless of
whether the Government established a prima facie case
of lack of discovery, if the entire record establishes
that a discovery was not made on a claim it is prcperly
declared null and void.

United States v. William lavon Chappell et al,,
142 IBLA 7« "(Aug. 13, 19797

The burden of establishing a valid color of title claii
is on the claimant.

Jge_I. Sanchez and Celina, V. Sanchez,., et_al. , «2 IBLA
176 (Aug. 22, 1979)

In review proceedings of notices of violation and ces-
sation orders, the burden of going forward to establish
a prima facie case rests with OSH and the ultimate bur-
den of persuasion rests with the applicant for review.

In a contest proceeding the Government has the burden
of establishing a prima facie case of noncompliance
with the requirements for trade and manufacturing
sites. The burden then shifts to the applicant to show
by a preponderance of the evidence that he used, occu-
pied, and improved the site for trade, manufacture, or
other productive industry.

United States v, Graha
loct7~297~1979)

Keith Ward. «3 IBLA 33 3

When the Government contests a mining claim on a charge
of lack of discovery of a valuable mineral deposit, it
has assumed the burden of gcing forward with sufficient
evidence to establish a prima facie case. Where a Gov-
ernment mineral examiner testifies that he has exaiined
a claim and found the guantity of minerals insufficient
to support a finding of discovery, a prima facie case
cf invalidity has been established and the burden
shifts to the claimants to show by a preponderance of
the evidence that a discovery has been made.

Unit ed States v. John B. 1

(Oct. 29, 1979)
;t al. . 13 IEIA 363

ng
o ex-
t is
ry
neral

A Government mineral examiner in evaluating a mini
claim is not reguired to perform discovery work, t

plore or sample beyond a claimant's workings and i

incumbent upon the mining claimant tc keep disceve
points available for inspection by a Government mi
examiner. While it is true that under proper circ
stances, the testimony of the mineral examiner may
tablish a prima facie case of lack cf discovery ev
though he was not physically en each mining claim,
the case at bar we need not decide whether a prima
facie case was made by contestant since the tctali
of the evidence establishes invalidity cf the clai

When the Government contests a mining claim on a charge
of nc discovery, it has by practice assumed the burden
of going forward with sufficient evidence tc establish
a prima facie case; when it has done so, the burden
shifts tc the claimant to show by a preponderance of
the evidence that a discovery has been made and still
exists within the limits of the claim.

The Eoard prcperly adopts a decision of an administra-
tive law judge holding mining claims null and vcid for
lack of discovery of certain minerals, i.e., gold, sil-
ver, iron, titanium, feldspar, mica, silica refractory
clay, stcnewcrk clay, refractory sand and glass, where
nondiscovery is established by the totality of the
evidence.

United States
1U2 (Nov. 3C, 1979)

\H IEIA

Dean Trucking Co.. Inc. 1 IBSHA 229 (Sept. 11, 1979)
86 I.D. l»37
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When the Government contests a lining claim, located
on land withdrawn frog mineral entry, the burden of
presenting a prima facie case is satisfied by the tes-
timony of a well qualified mineral examiner that he has
examined the exposed workings on a claim without find-
ing sufficient mineral values to support a conclusion
there was a discovery of a valuable mineral deposit
either at the time of the withdrawal or at the time of
his inspections.

Uni ted States v. Cecilia Fuccinelli.
(Dec. 19, 1979)

IBLA 266

After holding a hearing pursuant to the Administrative
Frocedure Act, an administrative law judge may properly
find that a person has committed a grazing trespass if
that finding is in accordance with and supported by re-
liable, probative, and substantial evidence. Eecause a
grazing trespass proceeding is not a criminal proceed-
ing, it need not be proved beyond a reasonable doubt
that a particular individual committed the trespass.

(Sept.
) f Lan d Ha naqen
15, 1977)

s s B abcock

,

32 IEIA 17«
8« I.E. U75

when the Government contests a mining claim on a charge
of no discovery of a valuable mineral deposit it as-
sumes the burden of going forward with sufficient evi-
dence to establish a prima facie case; when it has done
so, the burden shifts to the claimant to show by a pre-
ponderance of the evidence that a discovery has been
made and still exists within the limits of the claim.

flSited_States_vi_£nox-Arizona_Co£Ei
(Dec. 31, 1979)

HH IEIA 297

DECISIONS

A cattle trespass decision rendered by an administra-
tive law judge may be set aside and remanded where the
decision does not include a statement of findings and
conclusions, and the reasons or basis therefor, en all
material issues of fact, law or discretion as reguired
for initial decisions under 5 O.3.C. * 557 (1970) and
«3 CFR U.U75.

Where a grazing district cattle trespass complaint re-
fers to previous trespasses by the base property owner,
he is served with the complaint, and the record indi-
cates he intervened at the hearing therecn but the de-
cision issued makes no mention thereof, the decision
appealed from may be set aside and remanded for
clarification.

United States_v. John J. Case y

1975)
22 IBLA 358 (Nov. 1U,

82 I.E. 5«6

When the Bureau of Land Hanagement rejects geothermal
lease offers on the mistaken basis that the lands
embraced within the offers are situated within a par-
ticular critical natural area excluded from leasing,
but in fact the lease offers are for lands not within
that critical natural area but may be in ancther, the
cases must be remanded for further consideration be-
cause the decisions fail to disclose a prcper basis
for rejection of the lease offers.

K±rk_<iLejne , 2" IBLA 113 (Bar. 1, 1976)

When the Bureau of Land Ranagement rejects geothermal
lease offers on the basis that the lands embraced
within the offers are situated within a critical natu-
ral area excluded from leasing, but the record indi-
cates the basis for rejection may be that the lands
applied for are associated with historic trails where
leasing activity has been approved subject to protec-
tive stipulations, the decisions will be set aside and
the cases remanded for further clarification and con-
sideration by the Bureau to determine whether the lands
should be leased subject to protective stipulations.

Christian F. Hurer. 24 IBLA 383 (Apr. 29, 1976)

Where, in Alaska, a settlement or occupancy claim is
initiated by the filing of a location notice which is
acceptable on its face at a time when the land is open
to the establishment of such a claim, the notice cf
location is acceptable for recordation by the BLH. But
whether the ELM chooses to record the location notice
is totally immaterial to a consideration of the valid-
ity of the claim, and BLH decisions purporting to ad-
judicate the validity of any such claim should address
that issue en its merits rather than the acceptability
of the notice for recordation.

John D. Ketsc her. Alfred L . DeCicco ,

(Sept. 21, 1977)
32 IBLA 235

A mining claim will be declared null and void where the
Eoard's de novo review of the evidence submitted at a

bearing, held in accordance with the previsions of the
Administrative Procedure Act and presided over by an
administrative law judge gualified under the Act, es-
tablishes that the claimant has not satisfied the re-
quirements of discovery, and there was no error in the
conduct of the proceeding.

B.P.JtgJ. States v. Ei

Anderson. 32 IELA 361 (Oct.
yen and Richard J. I.

25, 1977)

Where a decision calls upon an applicant to supply
certain documents and make certain showings in support
cf its mineral patent application or face rejection of
the application, and en appeal it is established that
all cf the documents and evidence called for had al-
ready been furnished by the applicant and incorporated
in the case record, where they were apparently over-
looked by those who examined the application, the deci-
sion will be reversed.

Alaska Placer Co. 33 IBLA 187 (Dec. 21, 1977)
8« I.E. 990

After holding a hearing pursuant to the Administrative
Procedure Act, an administrative law judge may prcperly
find that a person has committed a grazing trespass if
that finding is in accordance with and supported by re-
liable, probative and substantial evidence.

E ure au of Land Hanagement v. Holland livestock Ranch
Si_ali. 39 IELA 272 (Feb. 15, 1979) 86 I.E. 133

An administrative law judge in rendering a decisicn
need not make a separate ruling on each finding of fact
and ccnclusicn of law. It is sufficient if the deci-
sion summarizes the controlling principles of law and
the testimony cf witnesses relative thereto and ex-
plains why appellants' evidence was insufficient to
meet the legal test for a discovery of valuable
mineral.

United S tates v. Jo
1U2 (Nov. 3C, 1979)

pmers and Claire Kelly. «H IELA
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In order to sustain a charge that an administrative la>

judge should be disqualified or his decision set aside
for bias, a substantial shoving of personal bias aust
be made.

United_States_yi_Paul_Pi_Bisher_
37 IBLA 80 (Sept. 22, 1978)

and Buel E. Fisher ,

In order to sustain a charge that an administrative law
judge should be disqualified or his decisicn set aside
because of bias, a substantial showing of personal bias
must be made. An assumption that he might be predis-
posed in favor of the Government is not sufficient.

UJ!i!ea_States_v.t_Lerox
(?eb. 28, 1979)

1EARINGS

5i_ Joh n sog_et_ali , 39 IBLA 337

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE—Cc n t i n ued

HEARINGS—Continued

A icticn fci remand of a lining claim contest fcr far-
ther hearing on the grounds of prejudicial surprise,
based upcn Government counsel's failure tc supplement
interrogator j answers listing witnesses and exhibits
as ordered in lieu cf prehearing conference, will be
denied where ccntestee's counsel ignored repeated of-
fers of continuance made at various stages of the
hearing.

United States v. Theres
"(AugT 25, 197 5)"

Robinson 21 IBLA 363
82 I.C. <4lU

A request fcr a bearing in connecticn with an appeal
will net be granted where undisputed facts are cf
record, and the detemi nation rests en legal conclu-
sions based en such facts.

Concbo_
(Sept. 26, 1975)

:. Karcher. 22 IEIA 139

When one whose application for patent for a mining
claim has been rejected requests a hearing to present
evidence on the controlling issues of fact involved in
the rejection of the application, such request must be
granted.

Estate_of_Arthur_Ci
(Jan. 30, 1975)

Bowen,.Jpeceased). 18 IBLA 379

Where a contestee in a mining contest preponderates
sufficiently to overcome the Government's prima facie
case on an issue raised by the evidence in a mining
contest and there is no evidence en other essential
disputed issues, the contest should be dismissed unless
a patent application is being contested, in which case
a further hearing must be ordered to resolve other es-
sential issues to determine whether the application may
be allowed.

fiBit£3_States_v_._Clari
filConnor, 19 IBLA 9 (Fc b. 20, 1975)

and, Gerald
82 I.D. 68

Where determination of issues of fact are appropriate
and necessary for the exercise of Secretarial discre-
tion, the Bearings Division of the Office of Hearings
and Appeals will schedule and hold a hearing at the
Secretary's direction to serve as a basis for findings
of fact.

Administrative Appeal of Hannah ^i nne s

Alaska Indian v. Commissicner_of Ind ian
TlBIA 263"""(Feb.~25', 1975)

Where at a hearing held pursuant to sec. 2 of the Min-
ing Claims Bights Bestoration Act, 30 U.S.C. § 621(b)
(1970) , the mining claimant, prior to the taking cf
any evidence, enters into a stipulation while laboring
under confusion as to the effect of the stipulation,
and the stipulation legally precludes all forms of
placer mining on his claim, the decision below relying
on the stipulation will be reversed and the case re-
manded for a full hearing on the merits.

fiiiaiLt- Brooks, 20 IBLA 100 (Apr. 25, 1975)

A headquarters site
drawal may be decla:
Management wi thout i

plication whe re the:
with the law tc app:
drawal. Howe ver, tl

procedures. These :

claimant to s how Cd
validated wbe re the
adequate cemf liance
the withdraws 1, and
an cccortunit y for i

facts on the complii

Richard I. Pcje, 22

claim located prior to a with-
red invalid by the Bureau of land
awaiting the filing cf a patent ap-
re has been insufficient compliance
ropriate the land before the with-
he Bureau should fellow appropriate
should include giving notice to the
use why the claim should not be in-
notice cf location does not show
with the law sufficient to preclude
initiating a contest and affording

a hearing where there are disputed
ance with the law.

IBLA 37U (Nov. 17, 1975)

While a mining location on land totally withdrawn may
be declared null and void ab initio without bearing, if
a claimant alleges facts which would establish an in-
terest in a claim located prior to the withdrawal, the
claim may not te declared null and vcid ab initio with-
out epportunity for hearing.

Hathern Lewis Stacy. 23 IELA 166 (Dec. 21, 1975)

Where the claimant of a bemesite filed his nctice cf
location prior to the segregation of the land by a

withdrawal made subject to valid existing rights, and
alleges that he initiated the development of improve-
ments sufficient to establish a valid existing right
prior to the withdrawal, it is error for the Bureau of
Land Management to hold that the location notice was
unacceptable for recordation, and the claim may only
te canceled following nctice to the claimant and an
epportunity to demonstrate the establishment cf a

valid existing homesite claim prior to the withdrawal.

2U IBLA 23 (Feb. 11, 1976)

Evidence offered on appeal from an initial decisicn by
an administrative law judge after a hearing in a lining
contest say net be censidered or relied upcn in making
a final decisicn but may only be censidered tc deter-
mine if there should be a further hearing.

A further hearing may be ordered in a mining contest
where the record is unsatisfactorily confusing and
conflicting en the issue of quantity cf minerals to
satisfy the discovery test, a request for the rehear-
ing has been made with an offer cf proof which tends
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to show a new bearing might result in a different find-
ing, and there has been nc objection to the request.

United States_v. George R. Edeline et al. . 2U IBLA 3U

"(Feb. 17, 1976)

ADMINISTR ATI VE PROCEDURE

—

Continued

BEARINGS—Continued

hearing and where nothing has been submitted which sug-
gests that another hearing would produce a different
result.

Unit_J_St at___v__Ric hard and_Beverl__Wei_el, 26 IE1A
183 (Aug. 1C, 19767"

A sodium prospecting permittee whc applies for a pref-
erence right sodium lease, alleging with supportive
data that he has discovered a valuable deposit of sodi-
um and that the land is chiefly valuable for sodium, as
reguired by sec. 2<l of the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920,
as amended, 30 U.S.C. $ 262 (1970), is entitled to a

hearing conducted in accordance with sec. 5 of the Ad-
ministrative Procedure Act, 5 U.S.C. § 5SU (1970),
before his lease application may be finally rejected
for failure to prove such a discovery.

J3a£iJ!S_.«ins™ls_Cor£4.
, 25 IBLA 153 (June 10, 1976)

Under «3 CFR 2802.1-7 (e), which provides that charges
for a right-cf-way en public lands may be revised after
notice and an opportunity for hearing, it is imprcper
to increase such charges without following the pre-
scribed procedure.

Paradise Oil. Water ai

37U (Sept. 8, 1976)
Land Development, Inc.. 2 6 I EL J

lining claim contest where the evidence of
ble mineral deposit, submitted by contestee

, bearing on the validity ofa hearing, tearing on the validity ot a mining c

In proceedings before the Department to determine the has greater probative weight than that offered b

validity of a mining claim, notice and an opportunity Government, it is proper to find that contestee
for a hearing pursuant to the Administrative Procedure preponderated and to dismiss, without prejudice.
Act are reguired only where there is a disputed que-
tion of fact; where the validity of a claim turns on
the legal effect to be given facts of record concern-
ing the status of the land when the claim was located
no hearing is required.

Beverl.x_Tru.ll. 25 IBLA 157 (June 10, 1976)

£_vi__L_£ing___m_le__Darj:e^_o_g_l__, 26 IELA 2«9
(Aug. 18, 1976)

The regulations do not provide for hearings as a mat-
ter of right on trespass violations involving a sec.
15 grazing lessee. For the Board of Land Appeals to
exercise its discretion under i»3 CFR U.U15 and order
a hearing, the appellant must allege facts which, if
proved, would entitle him to the relief sought.

laim,
y the
has
the

neral

Ro__e_ Rolfe and
1976)

>ld_J._Rolfe, 25 IBLA 331 (June 30,
83 I.C. 269

Under U3 CFR 2802.1-7 (e), which provides that charges
for use and occupancy of a communication site on public
lands may be revised after notice and an opportunity
for hearing, it is improper to increase such charges
without following the prescribed procedure.

Following a hearing under 13 CFR 2802.1-7, a decision
increasing the charges for use and occupancy of a

communication site is in error to the extent that the
decision is based upon unspecified evidence not in the
record and not made known to the user, and the decision
must be set aside.

In a case where a substantial increase is proposed
in charges for a communication site under U3 CFR
2802. 1-7 (e), the required hearing should be con-
ducted in accordance with the accepted concepts of
due process.

American Telephone and Telegraph Co
3«l~(June 30, 1976)

A second hearing will not be afforded where a claimant
was given notice and an opportunity to appear at a

hearing, and where he actually was represented at the

preponderated and to dismiss, without prejudice,
complaint alleging no discovery of a valuable mi

posit.

ited St ates v. Arizona Mining and Refining Cc.
_a__. 27 IELA 99 (Sept. 29, 1976)

A reguest for postponement made more than 10 days prior
to a bearing is properly denied where there has been
no showing of good cause and proper diligence. A ccn-
testee's reguest for postponement is properly denied
when (1) a ccntestee only seeks postponement in order
to pursue an exchange of land for the claims; and (2)

the administrative law judge rules that the contestant
may seek tc dismiss the contest if an exchange is con-
templated and the contestant does not wish to abate the
contest proceedings.

A request for postponement made at a bearing or within
10 days of a hearing is properly denied where there has
teen no showing of an extreme emergency which could not
have been anticipated and which justifies beyond ques-
tion the granting of a postponement. This standard is
not met by a party's assertion that it has not had
adeguate opportunity to prepare a defense where such
difficulty cculd have been anticipated before the
request was made.

United States v. Hine Dev elopment Corp.
27 IELA 238 (Oct. 18, 1976)

et

It is within the discretion of the Board of Land
Appeals to grant a reguest for a hearing en a question
cf fact. In order to warrant such a hearing, an appel-
lant must at least allege facts which, if proved, would
entitle him tc the relief sought.

Sun_Studs__J_nc., 27 IBLA 278 (Oct. 26, 1976)
83 I.C. 518

In a proceeding before the Department to determine the
validity of a mining claim, notice and an opportunity
for an evidentiary hearing is reguired only where there
is a disputed guestion of fact; where the validity of a

claim turns en the legal effect to be given facts of
record concerning the status of the land when the claim
was located, no hearing is required.

W. A. Todd. A. B. Johnson. 28 IBLA 180 (Dec. 1, 1976)

David Budinski et al.. 31 IBLA 139 (June 30, 1977)
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Where the record does not disclose sufficient facts
upon which to make determinations whether a Bureau of

Land Management officer who signed an oil and gas lease
possessed the authority to do so, when the date of as-
certainment of a known geclogic structure actually oc-
curred, and whether the United States Geological Survey
had sufficient information to make a known geologic
structure determination, a hearing may be ordered so
that a complete record may be developed.

William T t
Alexander (On Bemand) . 28 IBLA 277 (Dec. 22,

1976)

ACHINISTBATIVE PROCEDURE—Continued

HEARINGS—Continued

A mining claim located on land withdrawn from location
under the mining laws is null and void ab initic— with-
out legal effect from the beginning. Such a mining
claim may properly be declared null and void withcut
a hearing where the records of the Department of the
Interior shew that the land was withdrawn from the op-
eration of the Onited States mining laws at the time
the claim was located.

C hail£s_

B

A_ Hi e lseju.Pauji ne_jjiel sen , 30 IELA 235
(Hay 26, 1977)

James Hessanc. 35 IBLA 383 (June 23, 1978)

Under the Department of the Interior's rules governing
contests against mining claims, where an answer tc a

complaint is not filed within the prescribed time the
allegations of the complaint will be taken as admitted
by the contestee and the case decided without a hearinc
by the appropriate officer of the Bureau of land Han-
agement. A mining claim may be declared null and void
where there was a charge in the complaint of insuffi-
cient minerals to constitute a valid discovery.

Onited States. y.„ William
29 IBLA 7 (Feb. 8, 1977)

C, Smith, „a/k/a., Bill Smith ,

Evidence offered on appeal from an initial decision by
an administrative law judge after a hearing in a con-
test may not be considered or relied upen in making a

final decisicn but may only be considered to determine
if there should be a further hearing.

David A. Burns. 30 IBLA 359 (June 10, 1977)

Joe I . Sanche z and Ce lina V. Sanchez, et al T . U2 IEIA
176 (Aug. 22, 1979)

Under the Department of the Interior's rules governing
contests against mining claims, where an answer to a

complaint is not filed within the prescribed time the
allegations of the complaint will be taken as admitted
by the contestee and the case decided without a bearing
by the appropriate officer of the Bureau of Land Man-
agement. However, under the rules an answer may be
accepted if it is received within 10 days after the
due date and it is determined that the answer was
probably transmitted before the end of the period in
which it was required to be filed.

Jesse Smith . 29 IBLA 10 (Feb. 8, 1977)

The Government has established a prima facie case whei

a mineral examiner testifies that he has examined a

mining claim and has found the mineral values insuffi-
cient to support a finding of discovery.

United States.y.. Fred and Eileen Garner. 30 IBLA U2
"(Apr. 18, 1977)

(June 7, 1977)
Richard E. Walls. 30 IBLA 333

2aAi£4-Si3i£S (Contestant! v. Earl Frisco and Sandra
Yo ung (Copt;es^ees) . 32 IBLA 2U8 (Sept. 21, 1977)

£ailSd_Slales_y^_Ernegl_F._Di2£H-3na aichard_J,,_T,
ind.ers.on. 32 IBLA 361 (Oct. 25, 1977)

United StaSg§_ v,,.Beatrice. Ann. Jofenspn. 33 IELA 121
(Dec. 19, 1977)

Andrew J. Van Derpoel et al.

,

1978)
33 IBLA 2«8 (Jan. 5,

United. States. y^.Clark, J. .Guild et al,. 3U IELA 387
(Hay 3, 1978)

United States v. Don Lee_Seto_and Pauline Seto, 35 IELA
<t (Hay 3, 1978)

i!!!iied_States
1979)

v. John A. Cooley. «3 IBLA 276 (Oct. 15,

li'Uied_S^^es_v._J^n_Zj
i
mmers_and_Claire_Kellj, ui» IBLI

1«2 (Nov. 30, 1979)

Government witnesses in a contest proceeding who are
qualified by education and experience are competent
to testify as experts with reference to the prudent
man rule.

United States v

1977)
i rtell . 31 IEIA U7 (June 23,

While a lining location on land totally withdrawn may
be declared null and void ab initio without hearing,
if a claimant alleges facts which would establish an
interest in a claim located prior to the withdrawal,
the claim may not be declared null and void ab initio
without notice and an opportunity for hearing.

Calen Hineral s . Inc .. 31 IBLA 166 (July 5, 1977)

The Government has established a prima facie case when
a mineral examiner testifies that he has examined a

mining claim and has found the mineral values insuffi-
cient to support a finding of discovery.

Where an administrative law judge's decisicn contains
a ruling, in a single sentence, en all cf the proposed
findings and ccnclusions submitted by a party tc a

hearing and the ruling on each finding and ccnclusicn
is clear, there is no requirement that the judge rule
separately as to each of the proposed findings and
conclusions.

y.nit€d_States v^ Leslie Harlinq and William_Harling,
32~IELA 29 7»ug.

_
3l7~1977)

The rule of evidence excluding hearsay is not strictly
adhered to in administrative proceedings, particularly
where the evidence, such as assay reports with a proper
foundation concerning the sampling, submission of the
samples for assaying, and the reputation cf the assayer,
is competent and relevant. After such reports are ad-
mitted, the factfinder may give them appropriate weight
according to the circumstances surrounding the specific
report.

United States v. Robe rt A . , flukke (Regist ere d Agent),
Valumines. Inc., et al.. 32 IBLA~155 (Sept. 12, 1977)
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After holding a hearing pursuant to the Administrative
Procedure Act, an administrative law judge may properly
find that a person has committed a grazing trespass if
that finding is in accordance with and supported ty re-
liable, probative, and substantial evidence. Because a

grazing trespass proceeding is not a criminal proceed-
ing, it need not be proved beyond a reasonable doubt
that a particular individual committed the trespass.

There is no constitutional right to a jury trial in an
administrative proceeding such as a grazing trespass
hearing.

Administrative hearings reguired in grazing trespass
cases are not an unlawful exercise of judicial power
and meet constitutional requirements and the standards
of the Administrative Procedure Act. The constitution-
al requirement of due process is not violated merely
because an administrative law judge is employed by the
Department of the Interior.

Bureau of Land_Manaqgment
,
y.,, Rgss.Babcgck

,

(Sept. 15, 1977)
32 IBLA 17«
8« I.C. 475

When a mining claim located in the Papagc Indian
Reservation is declared invalid for failure to pay
annual rental timely, and that fact is not disputed,
a hearing is not reguired as there are no issues of
fact involved but only of law.

_2_i______ll____ 33 IBLA 26 (Nov. 22, 1977)

A request for a hearing will be denied in the absence
of an assertion of fact which, if proved true, would
entitle appellant to the relief sought.

___t____n___i_C__. 3U IBLA 285 (Apr. 17, 1978)

In some cases due process requires not that a person
have notice and a prior hearing before a deprivation of
property, but that an individual be given notice and an
opportunity for a hearing before the deprivation of
property becomes final.

In proceedings before the Department to determine the
validity of a mining claim, notice and an opportunity
for a hearing is reguired only where there is a dis-
puted question of fact; where the validity of a claim
turns on the legal effect to be given facts of record
concerning the status of the land when the claim was
located, no hearing is required.

H. B. Webb. 3U IBLA 362 (Bay 1, 1978)

When the United States contests a mining claim for lack
of discovery of a valuable mineral deposit, a crucial
date for the existence or nonexistence of the discovery
is the date of the hearing. Where a mining claimant
has shown no justification for her failure to offer
evidence of a discovery at the hearing nor shown any
likelihood that further evidence could be presented to
change the result, a request on appeal for additional
time to explore the claim for additional evidence of
minerals will be denied, and an administrative law
judge's decision declaring the claim null and void will
be affirmed.

United States v.

1978)
Thelma 0. Crismon. 3U IBLA 381 (May 2,

Where land has long been devoted to a particular public
purpose such as inclusion in a forest reserve, laches
may bar an application filed pursuant to the Transpor-
tation Act cf 1900, M9 U.S.C. 5 65(b) (1970) and
«3 U.S.C. § 898 (1970), in which case a hearing need
not be ordered to determine whether a railroad's pur-
chaser was an innocent purchaser for value.

Southern Pacific Transpo r tation Co., Donald K. lee,
Charles, Siller v., United States Forest Service. 3 5 IEIA
270 (June 2, 1978)

Appellant may not use appeal to Board or reguest for
hearing under «3 CFR U.U15 as vehicle for petitioning
Secretary of the Interior to have withdrawal revoked
and land restored to entry.

Harry, H. Wilson. 35 IBLA 3U9 (June 19, 1978)

It reguires a substantial showing of bias to disqualify
a hearing officer in administrative proceedings or to
justify a charge that the bearing was unfair.

--ii.-.,?-a£gs
i
y», Richard, H. v Kingdpn and Edith_F.

Kinqdon. 36 IBLA 11 (June 27, 1978)

The Government has established a prima facie case cf
nondiscovery when a mineral examiner testifies that he
has examined a mining claim and has found the mineral
values insufficient to support a finding of discovery.

States v.

(July 31, 1978)
36 IBLA lUi

The notice and opportunity for hearing envisaged by
U3 CFR 2802.1-7 (e) requires at a minimum that the les-
see be provided with a copy of the appraisal report,
that he be permitted to appear before the decision-
maker, that the decisionmaker not be the person who
made or approved the appraisal, and that adequate rec-
ords of the hearing conducted pursuant to the regula-
tions be maintained.

Circle L. Inc .. 36 IBLA 260 (Aug. 15, 1978)

Donald R._Clark^ C. .Reinhar-t C Son, Inc., Hartwell
___I_____i____7 39 IBLA 182~lJan. 31, 19797

In an administrative hearing to determine the validity
of a mining claim, the requirements of due process are
satisfied when notice and opportunity for an impartial
bearing are provided in accordance with the Administra-
tive Procedure Act. 5 U.S.C. * 551 et seg. (1976).

The mere fact that the witnesses, the administrative
law judge, and members of the Board of land Appeals
are employees of the Department of the Interior dees
not establish unfairness in the contest proceeding.

A Forest Service mineral examiner who is a witness in
a Government contest of a mining claim is not disquali-
fied nor is his testimony discredited merely because he
is an employee of that agency.

In order to sustain a charge that an administrative law
judge should be disqualified or his decision set aside
for bias, a substantial showing of personal bias must
be made.

The Secretary of the Interior has plenary authority
over the public lands, including mineral lands, and has
been entrusted with the function of making the initial
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determination of the validity of claims against such
lands.

U nited_St a t es_vi_Pa u 1_P . _ f i she r_and_Buel_ B ._Fi sher

,

37 IBLA 80~7iept7 22, 1978)

violated. The procedures authorized by M3 CFR
9239.3-2 (c) (3) do not violate due process.

Eernandc Herrera v. Eureau of Land Management.
262~Dec. 8, "1978)

Where there exist factual questions about the location
of section and subdivisional corners in a dependent
resurvey, the Board of Land Appeals nay order a hearing
pursuant to U3 CPR U.415 to resolve these questions.

Bethel C. Vernon. 37 IBLA 226 (Oct. 16, 1978)

A delay in taking action on an application for exten-
sion of a coal prospecting permit while the Secretary
formulates a new leasing policy does not violate the
Administrative Procedure Act, 5 U.S.C. § 555(b) (1976)
nor does it constitute an abuse of discretion which
would create any rights net authorized by law. No
hearing is required when the facts of a case are not
in dispute and the only issues are questions of law.

I°se bu d_Coa l_Sa les_Co.. , 37 IBLA 251 (Oct. 18, 1978)
85 I.D. 396

After holding a hearing pursuant to the Administrative
Procedure Act, an administrative law judge may properly
find that a person has committed a grazing trespass if
that finding is in accordance with and supported ky re-
liable, probative and substantial evidence.

Bureau of Land Management v. Hol land Livestock Ranch
it_ali. 39 IELA~272 (Feb.~15, 1979)" " 86~I.c7~133

The Government has established a prima facie case cf a

lack of discovery, thus shifting the burden of going
forward, when an expert witness testified that he has
examined the claim and has found the mineral value in-
sufficient tc support a finding of discovery.

United_Stat.es y, Tempest Mining
"(Apr7~277 1979)

ro. «0 IELA 297

The Government has established a prima facie case of a

lack of discovery, thus shifting the burden of proving
a discovery onto the mining claimant, when an expert
witness testifies that he has examined the claim and
has found the mineral values insufficient tc support a

finding of discovery.

United States y. John.S.
1978)

Porter. 37 IBLA 313 (Oct. 25,

A request for a hearing will be denied when the facts
are not in dispute and the determination rests on
questions of law.

Alaska Natives who allege substantial use and occupancy
of vacant, unappropriated, and unreserved public land
in Alaska for a period of at least 5 years pursuant to
the Act of May 17, 1906, as amended, «3 U.S.C. «$ 270-1
to 270-3 (1970), and the regulations at 13 CEH Subpart
2561 ate entitled to notice and an opportunity for a

hearing prior to rejection of their application. Such
notice shall specify the reasons for the proposed re-
jection. Claimant shall have an opportunity tc present
evidence and testimony of favorable witnesses at a

hearing tefore the trier cf fact prior to a decision.

te et al.. 00 IBLA 321 (Apr. 30, 1979)

Estate of C harles D. Ashley

,

37 IELA 367 (Nov. 2, 1978)
85 I.E. «03

Where a Government mineral examiner testifies that he
has examined a claim and found the quantity of minerals
insufficient to support a finding of discovery, a prima
facie case of invalidity has been established and the
burden shifts to the claimants.

United States v. Loren E. Burns et al.

.

7nov. 20, 1978)
38 IELA 97

When an Alaska Native allotment applicant alleges that
there has been substantial use and occupancy of vacant,
unappropriated, and unreserved public land in Alaska
for a period of at least 5 years pursuant to i)3 U.S.C.
«$ 270-1 to 270-3 (1970) and <43 CFR Subpart 2561, and
the Eureau cf Land Management determines the application
should be rejected because the land was not so used and
occupied, the Native is entitled under contest proce-
dures, U3 CFR U.i»51, to notice and an opportunity for a

hearing prior to rejection of his application.

Mary Bobby. HI IBLA H« (May 29, 1979)

Rika Murphy,, Geng.H. .Smagqe. U2 IBLA 51 (July 31, 1979)

Where the alleged trespasser makes no allegations of a

specific and substantial nature regarding whether or
not a trespass has in fact occurred, the procedure
authorized by U3 CFR 9239. 3-2 (c) (K) limiting a hearing
"to the determination of the amount of damages, value
of the forage consumed, and any other amounts consid-
ered to be due the United States as a result of said
trespass" does not result in a denial of due process.

A hearing on the issue of whether or not a trespass was
willful or not clearly willful is authorized by «3 CPR
9239.3-2(c) («) because a finding on this issue affects
the rate at which the value of the forage consumed
shall be computed pursuant to «3 CPR 9239. 3-2 (c) (2)

.

Where BLH has impounded five horses found to be tres-
passing on public lands closed to grazing and no notice
and hearing are afforded to the owner of said animals
prior to impoundment because the owner is unknown to
BLH, the due process rights of said owner are not

Where issues of material fact are in dispute, due pro-
cess requires that an applicant for a Native allotment
be notified cf the specific reasons for the prepesed
rejection, allowed to submit written evidence tc the
contrary, and granted an opportunity for an oral hear-
ing before the trier of fact where evidence and testi-
mony of favorable witnesses may be submitted before a

decision is reached to reject an application for an
allotment.

Where Bureau of Land Management determines an appli-
cation for a Native allotment should be rejected for
failure to establish use and occupancy of the land,
Eureau of Land Management should initiate a contest
proceeding pursuant to «3 CFR 1.U51 et se_.

Frederick Phillips et al.. Ul IBLA 169 (June 22, 1979)

?Ug.g»..Sheldcn et al.. U2 IBLA 276 (Aug. 27, 1S7S)

Continued—
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whether the Government established a prima facie case
ci lack cf discovery, if the entire reccrd establishes
that a discover; was not Bade on a claim it is properly
declared null and void.

Where legal conclusions are reached in an appellate
decision upon undisputed facts, and there has been no
proffer of further facts which could compel different
legal conclusions, no useful purpose would be served
for a hearing, and a reguest therefor is properly
denied

.

Floyd L. A nderson. Sr. . «1 IBLA 28C (June 28, 1979)
86 I.E. 3«5

Pe t e r_ Pa n r u k , "43 IBLA 69 (Sept. 19, 1979)

Nic ky N ickoli. H3 IBLA 296 (Oct. 17, 1979)

A reguest for a hearing on a Native allotment applica-
tion will be denied where there are no facts in dispute
and the sole guestion is a legal issue.

Lindbgrg. Alexander. HI IBLA 382 (July 23, 1979)

It was proper to deny mining claimants' reguest to re-
drill on lining claims after the land was withdrawn
froi lining where the work would be an effort tc lake
a discovery cf a valuable lineral deposit within the
claii rather than siiply a confirmation or corrobora-
tion of a discovery prior to the withdrawal.

United States v. William Layon Chappell et al.

,

«2 IBLA 7U (Aug. 13, 1979)

The Eoard of Land Appeals has the discretion to grant a
reguest for a bearing en issues of fact but, in order
to warrant such a hearing, an appellant oust at least
allege facts which, if proved, would entitle hii to the
relief scugbt.

Hardelle H,
(Aug. 16, 1979)

IELA 136

Two mining claims, located at a time when the land is
withdrawn from mineral entry, may be properly declared
null and void ab initio without a hearing. Such a

result obtains despite reference to a location notice
prior to the withdrawal where appellants do not lake
a showing of sufficient specific facts upen which to
predicate a hearing, including which of the claims the
previous location relates to, the boundaries thereof,
whether the previous location was for a locatable min-
eral under a withdrawal order then in force, and the
name of the previous locator.

The Heirs of H. .Harris, U2 IBLA U« (July 31, 1979)

The substantial use and occupancy reguired under the
Native Allotment Act must be achieved by the Native
himself as an independent citizen (or family head)
and such use must be at least potentially exclusive
of others. Although a minor may initiate such use
and occupancy, use and occupancy by a dependent ac-
companied by his parents does not gualify.

Where a Native allotment application has been rejected,
basea on the guidelines of Oct. 18, 1973, on the basis
that the applicant had not demonstrated S years use and
occupancy of the land prior to the withdrawal affecting
the land, and that reguirement is abolished by Secre-
tarial Order No. 30140, of Hay 25, 1979, the decision
will be set aside and the case reianded fcr action.

Be 11 a_ Noy.a , 42 IBLA 59 (Aug. 2, 1979)

When the Government contests a mining claim on a charge
of lack of discovery of a valuable mineral deposit, it
has assumed the burden of going forward with sufficient
evidence to establish a prima facie case. where a Gov-
ernment mineral examiner testifies that he has examined
a claim and found the guantity of minerals insufficient
to support a finding of discovery, a prima facie case of
invalidity has been established and the burden shifts to
the claimants to show by a preponderance of the evidence
that a discovery has been made. Government mineral ex-
aminers are not reguired to perform discovery work for
a claimant or to explore beyond a claimant's workings.

The entire evidentiary record in a mining contest is
considered and if evidence presented by a ccntestee is
damaging to the contestee's case it may be used against
the contestee regardless cf any deficiencies in the
Government's presentation. Therefore, regardless of

Where legal conclusicns may be reached upon undisputed
facts and there has been no proffer of further facts
which could compel different legal conclusions, a re-
guest fcr a hearing is properly denied.

Sam Banlon. Sr.. U2 IBLA 161 (Aug. 17, 1979)

Where issues of material fact are in dispute, due pro-
cess reguires that, before a decision is reached to re-
ject an application for an allotment, the applicant fcr
a Native allotment be notified cf the specific reasons
for the prepesed rejection, allowed to submit written
evidence tc the contrary, and granted an opportunity
for an oral hearing before a trier of fact where evi-
dence and testimony of favorable witnesses may be
submitted.

A hearing will be afforded to a Native allotment appli-
cant to show his/her entitlement to a Native allotment
in view cf ccurt decisions reguiring hearings on Native
allotment applicaticns. Where the applicant reguests a

hearing and alleges there are factual disputes concern-
ing abandonment and nonuse of the claim, although the
showings on the application show nonuse of the land for
a lengthy pericd of time sufficient ordinarily tc con-
stitute a prima facie case for rejection of the appli-
cation, a hearing is nevertheless mandated.

Bild red S parks. «2 IBLA 155 (Aug. 19, 1979)

A hearing is properly ordered where there exist issues
of fact the resolution of which will determine whether
an oil and gas lease concluding its primary term was
converted from rental status to royalty status. Appel-
lant shall have the burden of prcof tc establish by a

preponderance of the evidence (a) that the Colezal-
Government #1 well was capable of producing oil and
gas in paying guantities on Oct. 31, 1978, or (b) that
there was a discovery of oil or gas in paying guanti-
ties en lease w 15891 on Oct. 31, 1978. If either (or
both) of these prepositions is established, the subject
lease was net subject to automatic termination by law
for failure to make timely rental payment.

<42 IBLA 235 (Aug. 22, 1979)
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Where an applicant for a native allotment alleges for
the first time on appeal his use and occupancy of lands
prior to their withdrawal, a decision rejecting the
Native's application shall be vacated and the case re-
sanded to BLB for its consideration of appellant's new
evidence.

Charles .John, H2 IBLA 260 (Aug. 27, 1979)

A second hearin
not be afforded
an opportunity
actually presen
has been submit
ing would produ
reopen a hearin
be denied when
cation for the
could have been
further hearing
claimant an add
a discovery.

ted States
1979)

g of a Government mining contest will
where a claimant was given notice and

to appear at a hearing, where he was
t at the hearing, and where nothing
ted which suggests that another hear-
ce a different result. A petition to

g of a Government mining contest will
the contestee offers no valid justifi-
neglect to offer evidence which was or
available at the original hearing. A

will not te ordered merely to afford i

itional opportunity to explore and make

-Syndbad, «2 IBLA 313 (Aug. 29,

HEARINGS—Continued

Cue process does not require notice and a prior hearing
in every case that an individual is deprived cf prop-
erty so long as the individual is given notice and an
cppcrtunity to be heard before the deprivation becomes
final.

In proceedings before the Department to determine the
validity of a mining claim, notice and an cppcrtunity
for a hearing is reguired only where there is a dis-
puted guesticn of fact. where the validity of a claim
turns en the legal effect to be given facts of record
concerning the status of the land when the claim was
located, nc hearing is reguired.

Dcrc thy Smith, Kei th C. Hayes ,

1979)
[ELA 25 (Nov. 6,

The administrative law judge properly exercised his
authority tc ccntrol the bearings where he controlled
the manner cf examination but did not limit the scope
of testimony of witness, and where he permitted ade-
quate time for submission of proposed findings by the
parties prior to issuance of the final order.

Estate of Edward Lockwood. Jr.

,

1979)
7 IEIA 271 (Nov. i0.

A request for a hearing on a Native allotment applica-
tion will be denied where no factual dispute exists and
all issues are legal ones.

Betty J. Thom pson. «3 IBLA 17U (Sept. 28, 1979)

When the Government contests a mining claim on a charge
of lack of discovery of a valuable mineral deposit, it
has assumed the burden of going forward with sufficient
evidence to establish a prima facie case. Where a Gov-
ernment mineral examiner testifies that he has examined
a claim and found the guantity of minerals insufficient
to support a finding of discovery, a prima facie case
of invalidity has been established and the burden
shifts to the claimants tc show by a preponderance of
the evidence that a discovery has been made.

The rule of evidence excluding hearsay is not strictly
adhered to in administrative proceedings, particularly
where the evidence, such as assay reports with a proper
foundation concerning the sampling, submission of the
samples for assaying, and the reputation cf the as-
sayer, is competent and relevant. After such reports
are admitted, the factfinder may give the appropriate
weight according to the circumstances surrounding the
specific report. However, it is not improper to ex-
clude an assay report where neither the assayer nor the
sample-taker testifies concerning its origins, and nc
other foundation is laid for its introducticn.

Un^ed States v

(Oct. 29, 1979)
B. Burt et al.. «3 IBLA 363

It is the responsibility of a mining claimant to present
evidence supporting his allegation of bias on the part
of Government mineral examiners testifying as to the
validity of his claim in a contest proceeding, and a
showing of Department affiliation does not discredit a

witness.

flnited_Siates_ ."ilson, HU IBLA 1 (Nov. 6, 1979)

Where issues of material fact are in dispute, due pro-
cess reguires that an applicant for a Native allotment
be notified cf the specific reasons for the proposed
rejection, allowed to submit written evidence tc the
contrary, and granted an opportunity for an oral hear-
ing before a trier of fact where evidence and testi-
mony cf favorable witnesses may be submitted before a

decision is reached to reject the application fcr
allotment.

Where Bureau of Land Management detenines that an ap-
plication fct a Native allotment is invalid because the
facts are net as stated in the application. Bureau of
land Management should initiate a contest proceeding
pursuant to «3 CFR D.D50 - 1.U52-9.

iiI_2uJS£OOk_Nuka£i3ak, t»« IBLA 313 (Dec. 31, 197S)

INITIAL DECISION

The ultimate findings and decision of the administra-
tive law judge adopted by the Commissioner of Indian
Affairs will not be set aside upon administrative re-
view where tbey are supported by substantial evidence.

Administrativ e Appeal of Mary Ann T cpsse h Co mbs (Hat -

head Allcttee~No. 16ue) v. Commissioner of Indian"
Affairs. U IBIA 27 (Apr. 28, 1975) 82 I.E. 180

The ultimate findings, conclusions and order of the
administrative law judge will not be set aside upon
administrative review where they are supported ty sub-
stantial evidence.

IsUte_of_Evans_Inaatuah, U IBIA 103 (Ji ly 29,
e:

1975)
I.E. 352

Hhere the Bureau of Land Management erroneously de-
scribed a portion of the land listed in a notice to
show cause why a grazing lease should net be canceled
in part, the lessee is not denied due process where
the land could net be confused with ether lands in the
grazing lease, where BLH corrected and explained its
mistake in the subseguent decisicn, where no prejudice
from the mistake is alleged or evident, and where the
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lessee has had every opportunity to present ber <

oents on the issues involved in the BLM actions.

E__l_n_Els_a_. 35 IBLA 23 (May 5, 1978)

The Secretary of the Interior has plenary authority
over the public lands, including mineral lands, and has
been entrusted with the function cf making the initial
determination of the validity of claims against such
lands.

United States.,v . Paul P. Fisher and Buelp. Fisher

,

37 IBLA 80 (Sept. 22. 1978)

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCED IE

—
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Sec. 9(b) of the Administrative Procedure Act, a_
amended, 5 O.S.C. « 558(c) (1976), does not apply to
coal prospecting permit extension applications because
the prospecting is not an "activity of a continuing
nature" within the meaning cf the statute. As the Fed-
eral Coal Leasing Amendments Act of 1975, 90 Stat.
1083, 30 O.S.C. « 201 (1976), removed the Secretary of
the Interior's discretion to grant extensions, applica-
tions for preference right leases filed after expira-
tion cf the initial 2-year permit term, and during
pendency of extensicn applications, cannot be issued.

2osebud_Coal_Sa.les._CO;., 37 IBLA 251 (Oct. 1978)
: I.E. 396

Where determination of issues of fact turn upon weight
to be given to conflicting testimony, findings of fact
concerning testimony are reguired to be made by the
initial trier of fact.

_state_of__ose__ Caddo a.k.a. James Joseph Caddo and
_i__l_tler, ~> IBIA~286 (Nov.~287 1979)

JUDICIAL REVIEW

ROLE MAKING

Where notice of proposed rulemaking to change certain
filing fees and to impose other charges has been pub-
lished in the Federal Register, but no final rules have
been published, the old schedule of fees will remain
in effect until such time as the new rules are finally
adopted, published, and made effective.

20 IBLA 120 (Apr. 25, 1975)

Where the Board of Land Appeals, by a previous decision,
has held that a particular oil and gas lease offer must
be rejected, and the rejected applicant files suit for
judicial review of that decision in the Onited States
District Court, and also files a contemporaneous appeal
to the Board from a ELM decision implementing the
Board's decision, the Board will defer to the Court's
jurisdiction and make no decision on the merits of the
appeal, which is subject to summary dismissal by the
Board.

Donald W. Coyer (Appellant). Alfre d L. Easterday
Jft___Il__!_, 36 IBLA 181 (July 31, 1978)

A party adversely affected by a final order or decision
of an officer of the Conservation Division of the Geo-
logical Survey has a right to appeal to the Director,
Geological Survey, unless the decision was approved by
the Secretary or Director prior to promulgation.

A party adversely affected by a final decision of the
Director, Geological Survey, had a right of appeal to
the Board of Land Appeals in the Office of Hearings
and Appeals, Office of the Secretary.

£ho_ni___esourc_s_Co_ , 39 IBLA 153 (Jan. 29, 1979)

The rromulgaticn or revocation of a regulation is
within the special authority of the Secretary of the
Interior and a limited number of delegates. A regula-
tion when promulgated is binding upen departmental
officials.

The reguirement in the Administrative Procedure Act,
5 O.S.C. « 553(d) (1970), that the reguired publication
cf a substantive rule be made not less than 30 days be-
fore its effective date is satisfied by publication of
proposed rulemaking with a 30-day comment period, fol-
lowed thereafter by final rulemaking. Minor changes in
a final rule from the proposed rule do not reguire new
proposed rulemaking.

Assuming, arguendo, the applicability of the rulemaking
provisions of the Administrative Procedure Act, 5 O.S.C.
5 553 (1970), to an amendment of U3 CFB 3102.3-2 in-
creasing the rental rate of noncompetitive cil and gas
leases, the provisions of the Act were satisfied where
the proposed increase was published as proposed rule-
making on Mar. 18, 1976, to be effective July 1, 1976,
and final rulemaking was published Jan. 5, 1977, chang-
ing the effective date of the rental increase to Feb. 1,
1977.

E. B. Gaithe r et al . . 32 IBLA 106 (Sept. 12, 1977)

Where the holder of an oil and gas lease en the Outer
Continental Shelf has filed a suit in a Federal dis-
trict court to recover certain royalties paid under his
lease, the Board of Land Appeals will affirm a decision
of the Director, Geological Survey, holding in abeyance
the lessee's reguest for a refund while the suit is
pending.

Tenneco__il_Co., «1 IBLA 195 (June 22, 1979)

LICENSING

Where a gualifying discovery of mineral has been made
by a permittee during the term of a permit, a coal
preference right lease application need net be rejectei
because it was filed after the permit expired.

lhe£__l___er___Co__et_al_, 36 IBLA 33« (Aug. 28, 1978)

The promulgat aticn of a regulation isine promulgation or revocation or a regulation is
within the special authority of the Secretary cf the
Interior and a limited number of delegates. A regula-
tion, when promulgated, is binding upen all Departmen-
tal n-f f i ^ialctal official;

_ona___Coulam, 35 IBLA 35 (May 8, 1978)

Where a mining claim is located after the enactment of
the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976
(Oct. 21, 1976), but before the date cf promulgation of
regulations implementing the statutory reguirements of
the Act relative to the recordation of mining claims, a

regulation having retroactive effects may nonetheless
be sustained in spite of such retroactivity if it is
reascnable.

Fiber t.,0.., Jensen. 39 IBLA 62 (Jan. 17, 1979)
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The interpretation of an existing regulation by this
Board to determine its applicability to the facts at
hand does not constitute rulemaking by the Board.

H. R.^Delasco. Inc., _gt_al. . 39 IBLA 19« (Feb. 2, 1979)

*P M IN 1STJ AT I V E_ P RCC E EU H E— Cent i n u e d
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Departmental regulations to initiate private contests
against such conflicting Native allotment applications.

Neither a Recreation and Public Purposes Act classifi-
cation nor a withdrawal is a rule or regulation within
the ambit of the Secretarial policy of Apr. 27, 1971,
which provides for utilization of the public participa-
tion procedures of 5 U.S.C. 4 553 (1976).

Delmer McLean et al.. 10 IBLA 3U (Bar. 15, 1979)

The State of Alaska has a sufficient interest in land
by virtue of its applications for an airport conveyance
or by its selection application to have standing to
initiate private contests against conflicting Native
allotment applications.

State_of_Alaska, «2 IBLA 1 (July 25, 1979)

An interpretative rule is a clarification or expla-
nation of an existing regulation, rather than a

substantive modification thereof or the adoption of
a new regulation.

Harry A. Zuckerman et al. . Ul IBLA 372 (July 23, 1979)

STANDING

Holders of grazing permits under sec. 3 of the Taylor
Grazing Act whose permits give them grazing rights for
public lands which are subseguently traversed by a

power line right-of-way grant have standing to appeal
the decision granting the right-of-way.

David Smith Ranches et al. (Appellants). Colorado Ute
Electric_AliInI_Inci Jlntervenorj., 33 IBLA 7~ (Nov. 15,
1977)

SUBSTANTIAL EVIDENCE

The ultimate findings and decision of the administra-
tive law judge adopted by the Commissioner of Indian
Affairs sill net be set aside upon administrative re-
view where they are supported by substantial evidence.

»aministrative_A^£ejl_of_Ma^j_Ann_To£s^h_Co2 bs_JFlatr
head Allcttee No. 1618) v. Commissioner of Indian
Affairs, « IEIA 27 (Apr. 28, 1975J 82~I.E. If-

The ultimate findings, conclusions and order cf the
administrative law judge will not be set aside upen
administrative review where they are supported by sub-
stantial evidence.

Estate of Evans Inqat> ), U IBIA 1C3 (July 29, 1975)
82 I.E. 352

Intervention, by right, as a full party in a contest
proceeding is only recognized where the individual
seeking intervention has the necessary interest to
maintain a private contest independently under U3 CFR
U.U50-1.

The extent of the participation in a contest hearing to
be afforded "interested individuals" who do not have a

sufficient interest to maintain a private contest is
committed to the sound discretion of the administrative
law judge. Among the factors which are properly con-
sidered are: the desires of the original parties; the
likelihood that the party seeking intervention will
provide information which would net be forthcoming
without its participation; and the cost which must be
borne by both the contestant and the contestee by the
nature and scope of the intervention granted.

finited_States_v J

(Oct. 5, 1978)
.Unit ed_S t ates_Pum ice.Co,. , 37 IBLA 15 3

Where, in an effort to negotiate a compromise settle-
ment of an alleged grazing trespass, a rancher concedes
that the trespass occurred to the extent of a specific
number of animal unit months of forage, but the pro-
posed settlement is not consummated and the case gees
to a hearing en its merits, evidence cf the purported
admissions made by the party during such negotiations
must be excluded as net competent to show either the
fact or the extent of the trespass alleged.

Cesar and Robert Siard. 26 IBLA 29 (July 8. 1976)

In a contest of a patent application for a lode mining
claim, the Ecard of Land Appeals may remand the case
for further hearing tc complete the record regarding
the (1) availability and expense of necessary financ-
ing, land and water, (2) the expense of later, and (3)

the expense cf compliance with environmental protectici
laws.

Where the State is a party to decisions by the Bureau
of Land Management and the State's selection applica-
tions were rejected by those decisions, under U3 CFR
U.U10, the State has standing to appeal those deci-
sions to the Board of Land Appeals.

Under the "functional" standard to determine adminis-
trative standing set forth in Koniag, Inc. v. Andrus,
580 F.2d 601 (D.C. Cir. 1978), cert, denied, 99~s7~Ct.
733 (1979) , the State of Alaska has standing to chal-
lenge Native allotment applications conflicting with
its selection applications even if the land is within
a Native village selection area under the Alaska Native
Claims Settlement Act. The State has standing under

United State s v. Pitt sbu rgh Paci f i c_
(June 15, 1977)

30 IEIA 368
8U I.E. 282
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olding a hearing pursuant to the Administrative
re Act, an administrative law judge may prcperly
at a person has committed a grazing trespass if
nding is in accordance with and supported by re-
probative, and substantial evidence. Because a

trespass proceeding is not a criminal prcceed-
need not be proved beyond a reascnable doubt

particular individual committed the trespass.

pf Land Management v. floss Batcock

,

15, 1977)
32 IEIA 17"
8U I.E. D75
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SUBSTANTIAL EVIDENCE—Continued

A party seeking a partial refund cf the purchase price
under the risk of loss prevision of a contract for th«
cash sale of vegetative resources pursuant to the
Materials Act of July 31, 19U7, must present substan-
tial evidence of the quantity of resources lost which
otherwise would have been harvested.

»laa______Ba_____ Jr_ , 32 IELA 299 (Sept. 29, 1977)

In a hearing held pursuant to the Administrative Pro-
cedure Act, evidence sufficient to support a decision
must be reliable, probative, and substantial. 5 U.S.C.
$ 556(d) (1976) .

FernandoHerrera v. Bureau of Land Management, 38 IELA
262 (Dec. 8, 1978)

After holding a hearing pursuant to the Administrative
Procedure Act, an administrative law judge may properly
find that a person has committed a grazing trespass if
that finding is in accordance with and supported by re-
liable, probative and substantial evidence.

Bureau o__L_nd_ Management _________

i

jt~al77~39 IBLA 272 (Feb. 15, 1979)'
ii*estock_Banch

86 l7cT~13 3

AGENCY

In the absence of joint lessees establishing the exis-
tence of a prior agreement that a particular lessee
was responsible for payment of the oil and gas lease
rental, the failure of the joint lessees to pay the
rental timely is a joint failure and the joint lessees
must each satisfy the reinstatement requirements of
30 U.S.C. § 188(c) (1970). In the absence of reason-
able diligence, the lease cannot te reinstated unless
each joint lessee can show that he has a justifiable
excuse for failing to pay the rental timely.

Frederic__C._Fa_ri__to_x_Geor_e_M__Hoff_an <

(June 30, 1978)
36 IEIA 70

Where a contract between an oil and gas lease offeror
and a leasing service created an agency relationship,
in the absence of circumstances giving the agent an
authority coupled with an interest, the agent's author-
ity ordinarily terminated upon the death of the princi-
pal. If the leasing service had an interest, a lease
could not issue to the estate of the deceased if no
statement was filed delineating the nature and extent
of that interest as required by «3 CFB 3102.7.

Estate of Charles D. Ashley. 37 IELA 367 (Nov. 2, 1978)
85 I.C. 403

AIRPORTS

The issuance of a public airport lease on nation
resource lands lies within the discretion of the
retary of the Interior. The Department may requ
applicant for a public airport lease to accept s
stipulations in order to protect the environment
quality of the land, so leng as the stipulations
not inconsistent with other reasonable requireme
of the Bureau of Land Management or Federal Avia
Administration.
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The issuance of a public airport lease on the
|

domain lies within the discretion of the Secrei
the Interior. A decision rejecting an airport
application in the exercise of that discretion
affirmed when, even though the Board differs ii

opinion cf the importance of some of the factci
cited as grounds for the rejection, the record
the decision to be a reasoned analysis cf the l

involved, and no sufficient basis tc disturb tl

sion is shown.
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Boul der City Aero Clu b . Inc .

19757
21 IBLA 313 (Aug.

It would not be improper to issue a free use permit
to a qualified applicant for land included in, and
segregated by, an airport lease application where the
airport lease applicant is a governmental entity and
it consents to the issuance of the free use permit and
such issuance is consistent with the public interest.

______________ tric.t_No.i_l , 25 IELA 123 (June 7, 1976)

ALASKA

GENERALLY

Settlement en a homestead claim in Alaska 2 days prior
to a withdrawal of the land does not except the land
from the withdrawal where the claimant failed tc file
his notice of location within 90 days after settlement
as required by the Act of Apr. 29, 1950, 6U Stat. 9H,
«3 U.S.C. it 270, 270-5, 270-6 (1970), and bis notice
is properly held to be unacceptable for recordation.

Gar__L_e_Sl__ , 18 IBLA 3U5 (Jan. 11, 1975)

A decisicn cf the Bureau of Land Management rejecting
a Native Allotment application because the land is
within an oil shale withdrawal will be set aside and
remanded for further consideration where the Secretary
of the Interior has directed the Geclcgical Survey to
review its mineral classifications in Alaska and the
applicant requests an opportunity to present evidence
to dispute the classification.

Raymond Paneak. 19 IBLA 68 (Feb. 25, 1975)

Lands withdrawn under sec. 11 of the Alaska Native
Claims Settlement Act, H3 U.S.C. s 1610 (Supp. Ill
1973) , are withdrawn from all forms cf appropriation
under the public land laws, including, without limj-
taticn, the Becreaticn and Public Purposes Act, as
am ended. U3 U.S.C. «« 869 to 869-3 (197C), and a"
application under the latter Act for such withdrawn
lands is properly rejected.

A las k a De rar t ment of Fish and
(Apr. 23, 1975)

20 IBLA 50

A claimant's occupancy of a headquarters site prior to
a withdrawal does not establish a "valid existing
tight" excepted by the withdrawal where credit fcr his
occupancy prior to the withdrawal cannot be given under
the Act cf Apr. 29, 1950, because the claimant initi-
ated his occupancy more than 90 days prior to the fil-
ing of his notice and did net file a notice of location
cr purchase application prior to the withdrawal.

_______ rot hers, 19 IBLA 14U (Mar. 7, 1975)
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A request for equitable adjudication relief to perait
purchase of a headquarters site claia is preaature in
the absence of an application to purchase the claia.

The equitable adjudication authority is net appropri-
ate and «ay not be applied to periit the filing of a

headquarters site notice cf location after the land has

been withdrawn.

Bene p. .Uioaceai, 20 IBLA 2«3 (Hay 16, 1975)

A claimant's occupancy of a hoaesite prior to a with-
drawal does not establish a "valid existing right,"
excepted by the withdrawal, under the Act of Apr. 29,
1950, where claimant did not file his notice of loca-
tion within 90 days after occupancy, nor did he file a

notice of location or purchase application prior to the
withdrawal.

Equitable adjudication authority is not appropriate
and aay not be applied to perait filing of a hoaesite
notice of location after the land has been withdrawn.

Knute P. Lind. 21 IBLA 81 (June 27, 1975)

Hhere the claimant of a headquarters site filed his
notice of location, occupied the land, and began Baking
iaproveaents thereon prior to the segregation of the
land by a withdrawal aade subject to valid existing
rights, it is error for the Bureau of Land Hanageaent
to refuse to record the claiaant's notice of location,
or to cancel the claia without notice and an opportu-
nity for hearing.

Donald J. Thoaas. 22 IBLA 210 (Oct. 15, 1975)

ALAS KA— Continued

GENERALLY—Continued

by 43 O.S.C. « 687a (1976) does not change the state
cf the public lands.

John H. Eastl and. et al.. 21 IBLA 2K0 (Bar. 25, 1976)

Jaaes Sias. U2 IBLA 231 (Aug. 22, 1979)

Without adequate proof of a tender of a notice cf loca-
tion or application to purchase a headquarters site
which was wrcngfully denied by Bureau of Land Hanage-
aent personnel prior to a withdrawal cf the land, the
aere occupancy of land prior to the withdrawal did not
create a "valid existing right" excepted froa the ef-
fect of the withdrawal, and an application to purchase
a headquarters site filed after the withdrawal is prop-
erly rejected.

Equitable adjudication of an application to purchase a

headquarters site claia filed at least 8 years after
the land has been withdrawn must be denied as substan-
tial coapliance with the law has not been aade where
neither occupancy of the site prior to the withdrawal
nor after the withdrawal could validly be considered
under the law.

Bene P T L,aaoureux d/b/a Prenchy Laaouseux

,

(Jan. 15, 1979)
39 IELA 36

Hhere the State of Alaska has shown an interest in land
in its existing airport, it Bay bring a private ccntest
to challenge Native allotaent applicaticns for land in
conflict with the airport.

State of Alas ka. «0 IBLA 79 (Bar. 22, 1979)

Location of a hoaesite claia without substantial use or
occupancy of the land in coapliance with the law creates
no property interest in the land. Hhere the claiaant
under sec. 10 of the Act of Hay 1«, 1898, as aaended.
U3 O.S.C. » 687(a) (1970), has aerely Barked the bound-
aries of the claia prior to a withdrawal cf the land,
such activity does not constitute occupation or posses-
sion of the land and the claia will be defeated by that
withdrawal.

A notice of location for a hoaesite which alleges only
acts of occupancy and iaproveaent insufficient to create
any interest in the land is properly denied recordation.

Edward P, Doqley. 22 IBLA 338 (Nov. 1«, 1975)

The filing of an aaended Alaska State Selection, after
a prior trade and aanufacturing site claia for which a

notice of location was recorded is canceled and closed
of record but where the cancellation has not been
posted on the records, segregates the land it describes
froa further appropriations based on application or
settleaent and location.

Hargaret L. Klatt, A^lap D. Rla^t. 23 IBLA 59 (Dec. 11,
1975)

Any right which Bay be gained under a notice of loca-
tion for a trade and aanufacturing site or a hoaesite,
as required by the Act of Apr. 29, 1950, M3 O.S.C.
v 687a-l (1976) , is personal to the party filing the
notice.

A trade and aanufacturing site notice of location not
supported by actual settleaent and occupancy authorized

The State of Alaska will be afforded time within which
to bring private contests against Native allotment
applications conflicting with an existing airport run-
way built by the State and to show it has standing tc
contest. If it does so tiaely, the Bureau of Land Han-
ageaent will adjudicate its standing as a contestant
and the contests will proceed if it finds af fit native-
ly. If not, the State's tiaely objections will be
taken as a protest and a factfinding hearing will be
held. If the State fails to take tiaely action, a

decision rejecting its application to reinstate a con-
flicting airport lease application will stand.

State of Alaska. «0 IBLA 118 (Har. 27. 1979)

ALASKA NATIVE CLAIHS SBTTLEHENT ACT

Procedures adopted to iapleaent the Public Land Survey
Systes as provided in Title «3, Chapters 1 and 18, and
regulaticns proaulgated thereunder are aade applicable
to land withdrawals by sec. 13 of ANCSA.

Establishing of "standard parallel" or "correction"
lines in coapliance with authorized procedure tc
iapleaent Public Land Survey System is not inconsis-
tent with previsions of sec. 11(a)(1) withdrawal.

1 ANCAB 165 (Sept. 28, 1976)
83 I.D. 50C

»f£eal_cf_EklutnaA_Inc1

Where a decision rejects an application for an Alaska
grazing lease because of an asserted Secretarial policy
against granting such applications for land withdrawn
pursuant to sec. 17(d)(2) of the Alaska Native Claias
Settleaent Act, «3 O.S.C. 4 1616(d)(2) (Supp. V 1975),
tut the record en appeal is incoaplete with respect to
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the existence of such policy, the record should be re-
manded for further documentation.

Kenneth H. Bunch. 37 IBLA 3«*6 (Oct. 27, 1978)

Whether the issuance of PLO No. 5118. prohibiting oil
and gas leasing in Alaska, without prior proposed rule-
making is violative of the Administrative Procedure Act
or of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act need not
be decided; by such issuance the Secretary has enunci-
ated a policy of rejecting mineral lease applications
well within his discretionary authority.

S£istol_Bai_Nat i v e_Corp.i , 11 IBLA 85 (June 1, 1979)

The Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act extinguished
aboriginal occupancy claims of Alaska Natives; such
claims cannot serve as a bar to a State selection, nor
preclude the State from challenging Native allotment
applications conflicting with its selection.

Under the "functional" standard to determine adminis-
trative standing set forth in Koniaq, Inc. v. Andrus,
580 F.2d 601 (D.C. Cir. 1978), cjrt. denied, 99~s7 Ct.
733 (1979) , the State of Alaska has standing to chal-
lenge Native allotment applications conflicting with
its selection applications even if the land is within
a Native village selection area under the Alaska Native
Claims Settlement Act. The State has standing under
Departmental regulations to initiate private contests
against such conflicting Native allotment applications.

State o f Al aska et al„. 11 IBLA 315 (July 11, 1979)
86 I.E. 361

The granting of a right-of-way under FLPMA and the
superseded Acts of Feb. 15, 1901, and Mar. 1, 1911, is
within the Secretary's discretion and neither the fil-
ing of the application nor the existence of improve-
ments earns appellant a right to the rigbt-cf-way. No
rights vest in the applicant until the grant is approved
by the Secretary. An application for a right-of-way is
properly rejected where the land is in an interim con-
veyance to a Native Corporation.

fiew_Ensland_F i s h_Coi , 12 IBLA 200 (Aug. 22, 1979)

ALASKA—Continued

GBAZING—Ccntinued

The policy manifest in regulaticns pertaining tc graz-
ing permits under the Reindeer Grazing Act of 1937
allows, in the exercise of the Secretary's discretion,
consideraticn of a Native allotment applicant's use ai

occupancy of land after the 1937 Act, even though the
land was covered ty a reindeer grazing lease issued
prior to that time under the Act of Bar. 1, 1927.

Carl E. Malutin et al.. 21 IBLA 152 (July 16, 1975)

Withdrawal cf land in 1910, inclusicn of the land in a

grazing lease under authority of the Alaska Grazing Act
of Mar. 1. 1927, revocation of the withdrawal in 1961,
and selection of the land by the State cf Alaska under
authority of the Statehood Act in 1963 while the graz-
ing lease was still extant, effectively kept the land
closed tc the initiation of rights under the Native
Allotment Act at all times during the period from
1910 to the revocation of the Allotment Act on
Dec. 18, 1971, by sec. 18 of the Alaska Native Claims
Settlement Act.

JGIJJ n_B a ak an so n , 23 IBLA 51 (Dec. 1, 1975)

Whether or not a lease issued under the Alaska Grazing
Act, 13 D.S.C. i 316 et sea. (1970), was properly
issued, the land in such a lease is segregated frcm
settlement, location or entry, including the acquisi-
tion of rights under the Alaska Native Allotment Act,
13 O.S.C. 5 270-1 et sea,. (1970), until the lease is
canceled of record.

The filing of an Alaska State selection for land in
an Alaska grazing lease constitutes a petition for
determination under 13 CFR 1131.3-1, and upon favor-
able determination and cancellation of the lease, the
State's rights, including segregation of the land in
its favor, relate back to the filing cf the selection.

Native use and occupancy of land within an Alaska graz-
ing lease does not preclude the State from selecting
the land as "vacant and unappropriated" land within
the meaning cf the Alaska Statehood Act, 72 Stat. 339,
18 O.S.C. notes prec. § 21 (1970). The initiation of
use and occupancy subsequent to the segregaticn cf the
land in favor of the State gives an applicant no rights
to an allotment.

Sandra.M..Pestrikoff. 23 IBLA 197 (Jai 1976)

GRAZING

A grazing lease issued in 1933 for reindeer under the
Act of Mar. 1, 1927, became subject to the Reindeer Act
of Sept. 1, 1937, and rules and -regulations thereunder.
Interpretations of the effect of grazing rights granted
under the 1937 Act upon a Native allotment applicant's
claim of occupancy may be applied to such a lease, if
they are not to the detriment of the lessee.

A regulation pertaining to grazing permits under the
Reindeer Grazing Act of 1937 allows settlement rights
to be initiated while a permit issued under that Act is
in existence. The policy manifest in that regulation
may be followed, in the exercise of the Secretary's
discretion, to permit consideraticn of a Native allot-
ment applicant's occupancy of land after the 1937 Act,
even though the land was covered by a reindeer grazing
lease issued prior to that time under the Act of Mar. 1,
1927, and the regulation was promulgated after initia-
tion of the occupancy.

Onder the Alaska Native Allotment Act, no rights are
acquired by an applicant who asserted commencement of
settlement en land when it was included in a grazing
lease issued under the Alaska Grazing Act of 1927,
because the land was segregated from adverse
appropriation.

Christine Vcn, Scheele. 23 IBLA 316 (Jan. 21, 1976)

Whether or net a lease issued under the Alaska Grazing
Act, 13 U.S.C. § 316 et seg. (1970), was properly is-
sued, the land in such a lease is segregated from set-
tlement, location or entry, including the acquisition
cf rights under the Alaska Native Allotment Act,
13 O.S.C. s 270-1 et sea,. (1970), until the lease
is canceled cf record .pro tanto.

Myrtle M. Jens en Shaniqan . 29 IELA 255 (Mar. 25, 1977)

Klisteen_J._Burkei_Joe_Ni_Melc
20 IBLA 162 (May 5, 1975)

redoff, Victor Melovedoff

,
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Where a decision rejects an application for an Alaska
grazing lease because of an asserted Secretarial policy
against granting such applications for land withdrawn
pursuant to sec. 17(d)(2) of the Alaska Native Claims
Settlement Act, U3 O.S.C. 5 1616(d)(2) (SupF. V 1975),
but the record on appeal is incomplete with respect to

the existence of such policy, the record should be re-
manded for further documentation.

Neither an application for an Alaska grazing lease ncr
an application for assignment of a grazing lease confer
upon the applicant a right to a lease, the granting
thereof being discretionary and subject tc any changes
in Secretarial policy.

The Board of Land Appeals will not exercise its de novo
review authority to deny applications for Alaska graz-
ing leases on the basis of trespass where (1) trespass
was not cited as a reason for denial of the applica-
tions in the decision under appeal, (2) the record does
not provide a clear basis for determining the appli-
cant's responsibility for the trespass, and (3) there
is no record of compliance with the procedures speci-
fied in 43 CFR 9239.0-9(b).

Kenneth. H.. Bunch. 37 IBLA 3M6 (Oct. 27, 1978)

ALASKA—Continued
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Native occupancy and use commenced at a time when
is withdrawn from settlement, location, sale, or e

provides no basis for a Native allotment. Withdra
of the land in 1940 by Exec. Order No. 8344, inclu
of the land in a grazing lease and homesite, and the
subsequent selection of the land by the State of A

in 1966 have effectively kept the land closed to t

initiation of rights under the Act of Hay 17, 1906
all times during the period from 1940 to Dec. 18,
when the Act was repealed by the Alaska Native Cla
Settlement Act.
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Although the Department has adhered to the principle cf
protecting Indian occupancy on public lands, it also
has the responsibility of protecting rights cf others
to public land tenure, including persons who have been
granted grazing leases under the Alaska Grazing Act of
Bar. 4, 1927, as amended, 43 U.S.C. §5 316, 316a-316o
(1976) .

!liltoi!_Bi_Paaano, HI IBLA 21U (June 27, 1979)

Native use and occupancy commenced at a time when land
is otherwise appropriated and segregated from such use
and occupancy provides no basis for a claim under the
Act of flay 17, 1906. Inclusion of the subject lands
in 1932 in a grazing lease, withdrawal of the lands in
1940, selection of the lands in 1967 by the State of
Alaska, and subsequent withdrawals in 1973 pursuant to
the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act have effective-
ly kept the lands closed to the initiation of rights
under the Act of May 17, 1906, at all times during the
period from 1932 to Dec. 18, 1971, when the Act was
repealed by sec. 18 of the Alaska Native Claims Settle-
ment Act.

hdrawal cf land in 1940, inclusion of the land in a

zing lease under authority cf the Alaska Grazing Act
Bar. 4, 1927, revocation of the withdrawal in 1961,
selection of the land by the State cf Alaska under

hcrity cf the Statehood Act in 1963 effectively kept
land clcsed tc the initiation of rights under the

ive Allotment Act at all times during the pericd
m 1940 tc the revocation of the Allotment Act en
. 18, 1971, by sec. 18 of the Alaska Native Claims
tlement Act.

Norma n_CxheijJ_Eillj_EoskofskjJ_Jr_! lAs_fieir_cf_ Niche las
Bcskcf skjlT «1 IBLA 338 (July 11, 1979)

HEADQUARTERS SUES

If an applicant for a headguartera site dees not allege
facts that, if taken as true, show that she uses the
site in connection with a trade, manufacture, cr ether
productive industry, the Eureau of land Management nay
cancel her claim without a hearing.

An applicant fcr a headguarters site does not establish
that she is engaged in a trade, manufacture, cr ether
productive industry by showing an abandoned business
which had only meager gross receipts.

In order to meet the headquarters site law require-
ments, all the requirements of use, being in a business
venture, etc., must be accomplished by the time the
statutory life of the claim expires.

IJ Veia_Ci_Sc h cejho rs t er , 19 IELA 9C (Mar. 3, 1975)

If aq applicant for a headquarters site does net make
the showinqs required by the regulaticns and establish
his entitlement tc purchase under the Act cf Bar. 3,

1927, 44 Stat. 1364, 43 O.S.C. 5 687a (1970), his
application may be rejected and his claim canceled
without a hearing.

»AlIAaf_li_C ri ner , 19 IBLA 149 (Bar. 13, 1975)

A claimant's occupancy of a headquarters site pricr to
a withdrawal does net establish a "valid existing right"
excepted by the withdrawal where credit fcr his occu-
pancy prior to the withdrawal cannot be given under the
Act cf Apr. 29, 1950, because the claimant initiated
his occupancy more than 90 days prior to the filing of
his notice and did not file a notice cf lecatien cr
purchase application prior to the withdrawal.

A request fcr equitable adjudication relief tc permit
purchase of a headquarters site claim is premature in
the absence cf an application to purchase the claim.

The equitable adjudication authority is net appropri-
ate and may not be applied to permit the filing cf a

headguarters site notice of location after the land
has been withdrawn.

Although the Department has adhered to the principle of
protecting Indian occupancy on public lands, it also
has the responsibility of protecting rights cf others
to public land tenure, including persons who have been
granted grazing leases under the Alaska Grazing Act of
Bar. 4, 1927, as amended, 43 U.S.C. §5 316, 316a-316o
(1976).

Baqnel E. Drabek. 41 IBLA 219 (June 27, 1979)

Rene P. Lamoureu) IBLA 243 (Bay 16, 1975)

As enly nonmineral lands may be appropriate under the
law pertaining to headguarters sites, where the Geo-
logical Survey reports that a tract of entered land
is ncnmineral in character and the Bureau of Land Man-
agement therefore formally advises the claimant that
the tract is subject to settlement or occupancy and
officially acknowledges his claim, and the claimant
thereafter complies fully with the law and applies
for patent, a subsequent determination that the land
is mineral in character will not vitiate the claim un-
less it is established that the original finding of
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nonmineral character was error, and that facts in ex-
istence at the time equitable title passed required
a determination that the land was then mineral. Cue
process permits such action to be taken only after
proper notice and opportunity for hearing.

A selection of land filed by the State of Alaska pur-
suant to its Statehood Act segregates the land from
subsequent appropriation based on settlement or
location.

WillEed_Si_ Mood , 20 IBLA 284 (Hay 27, 1975)

Equitable adjudication authority is not appropriate a

ay not be applied to permit filing of a homesite no-
tice of location after the land has been withdrawn.

JS nu t e_£i_Li nd , 21 IBLA 81 (June 27, 1975)

ALASKA—Continued

HEADQUARTERS SITES—Continued

A headquarters site claim is invalid when occupancy of
the site was initiated more than 90 days prior to the
filing of a notice cf location and an intervening State
selection applicaticn has segregated the land.

William G. Fa irbanks. 22 IBLA 255 (Cct. 23, 1975)

The mere filing of a notice of location for a head-
quarters site under «3 U.S.C. § 687a (1970) does not
estatlish rights to land. If a claimant cannot alsc
demonstrate the necessary use and occupancy of the site
prior to the effective date of a withdrawal and estab-
lish a right cf purchase, he does not have a "valid
existing right" excepted from the withdrawal, and the
withdrawal attaches to the land in the site.

Stephen P T Sorensen. 22 IBLA 258 (Oct. 2u, 1975)

There can be no "valid existing right" in a claimant cf
a headquarters site on land withdrawn by ELC No. «582
unless a notice of location or application to purchase
had been filed in accordance with the Act of Apr. 29,
1950. The filing of an applicaticn for a survey cf
omitted land did not by itself create any preference
rights to the land.

Notices of location for headquarters sites must be
accepted for filing by the authorized Bureau of Land
Management office if the land has been subject to loca-
tion during the preceding 90 days. The fact that land
had been omitted from the original survey is not a

valid reason for the Bureau of Land Management to re-
fuse to record a properly filed notice of location for
a headquarters site.

An application to purchase a headquarters site is sub-
ject to rejection if it is filed after the 5-year
period from the filing of a notice of location of the
claim, or, if no notice had been filed, it was filed
more than 90 days after the land has been withdrawn.

Equitable adjudication is not appropriate where a

headquarters site applicant has not substantially
complied with the law.

RaiJHi. Ferauson , 22 IBLA 160 (Sept. 30, 1975)

Where the claimant of a headguarters site filed his nc

tice of location, occupied the land, and began making
improvements thereon prior to the segregation of the
land by a withdrawal made subject to valid existing
rights, it is error for the Bureau of Land Management
to refuse to record the claimant's notice of location,
or to cancel the claim without notice and an opportu-
nity for hearing.

Donald J. Thomas. 22 IBLA 210 (Oct. 15, 1975)

An applicant for a headquarters site patent is required
to prove that he, or his employer, is engaged in a

trade, manufacture, or other "productive industry," for
which applicant uses the site as a headquarters person-
ally (or by an employee, if the applicant is in busi-
ness) ; the conduct of an enterprise from the site by a

third party renting the site and the improvements of
the applicant does not qualify.

The filing of a notice of location for a headquarters
site does net prevent a withdrawal from attaching tc
the land pricr to the time the locator cf the headquar-
ters site performs the requisite acts with respect tc
use and cccopancy necessary to establish the right to
purchase.

A headguarters site claim located prior to a with-
drawal may be declared invalid by the Bureau of Land
Management without awaiting the filing cf a patent ap-
plicaticn where there has been insufficient compliance
with the law tc apprcpriate the land before the with-
drawal. However, the Bureau should fcllcw apprcpriate
procedures. These should include giving nctice to the
claimant tc show cause why the claim should not be in-
validated where the notice of location does not show
adequate compliance with the law sufficient to precludt
the withdrawal, and initiating a contest and affcrding
an opportunity for a hearing where there are disputed
facts en the compliance with the law.

Richard I. Fcpe. 22 IBLA 37« (Nov. 17, 1975)

A notice of location filed under the Alaska settlement
law, <I3 U.S.C. , 667a (1970). regular en its face, fcr
land which is open tc such settlement and location, is
acceptable for recordation. If a withdrawal follows
the filing of a notice of location, the proper inquiry
is into the validity of the claim, i.e., whether the
locator has by acts of settlement and improvement es-
tablished a valid existing right protected from the
effect of the withdrawal.

When an appellant from a decision canceling a headquar-
ters site claim does not assert facts which, taken as
true, would constitute the initiation of a clai» pro-
tected from the effect of a withdrawal, the appellant
is net entitled tc notice and a hearing en the factual
issues pertaining to the establishment of a valid ex-
isting right.

An asserted headquarters site claim is not protected
from the effect of a withdrawal by assertion of
improvements: which are not directed toward the estab-
lishment of a headquarter s on the site; which are made
under a prior location on the same land; and for which
it appears credit cannot be given because the nctice
cf location was not filed within 90 days cf the initi-
ation of such improvements (13 U.S.C. « 687a-l (197C)).

Mar_y._Ci_Polen, 2« IBLA 100 (Mar. 1, 1976)

John H. Huber. Frances L. Hnber.
1975f

22 IBLA 216 (Oct. 15,
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A settle»ent claim initiated after a State selection
application is filed and the land segregated from
appropriation creates no tights in the settler.

Any right gained under a notice of location for a trade
and manufacturing site or a homesite as required by the
Act of Apr. 29, 1950, U3 O.S.C. « 687a-l (1970), is
personal to the party filing the notice.

John W. Eastland et al., 2<t IBLA 2«0 (Har. 25, 1976)

A selection of available land filed by the State cf
Alaska pursuant to its Statehood Act segregates the
land froa subsequent appropriation based en settlement
or location. A subsequently filed notice of location
for a headquarters site has no effect.

sco nsidera tic nl , 25 IBIA 37

ALASKA— Continued

HEADQOABTEBS SITES—Continued

The filing of a notice of location for a headquarters
site or a hoiesite does not create any rights in the
land, and the filing of a notice will net prevent a

withdrawal froi attaching to the land if, prior tc the
effective date of the withdrawal, the locator fails to
perfora the requisite acts of use, occupancy and devel-
opment necessary to establish a valid existing right in
the claim. Harking of boundaries of the claim dees net
constitute use and development.

Where, in Alaska, a settlement or occupancy claim is
initiated by the filing of a location notice which is
acceptable en its face at a time when the land is open
to the establishment of such a claim, the notice cf
location is acceptable for recordation by the Eir. Eut
whether the EIH chooses to record the location nctice
is totally immaterial to a consideration cf the valid-
ity of the claim, and ELF! decisioqs purporting to ad-
judicate the validity of any such claim should address
that issue on its merits rather than the acceptability
of the notice for recordation.

32 IEIA 235

One who files an application to purchase a headquarters
site claim has the burden of showing compliance with
U3 O.S.C. $ 687a (1970), and the applicable regulaticns
in order to establish entitlement to the land.

A headquarters site application is properly rejected
where the appellant fails to produce any probative evi-
dence that the land claimed as a headguarters site was
used in connection with a productive industry within
the meaning of the headquarters site law.

Gustav 0, Bjegner. 26 IBLA 123 (July 30, 1976)

An applicant to purchase either a trade and manufactur-
ing site or a headquarters site has the burden of prov-
ing that he has complied with the requirements of the
law, «3 O.S.C. » 687a (1970). Rejection cf such an
application is proper where the evidence shows that the
tract was used (1) for trapping by the applicant to
repay a neighbor for assistance in improving the site,
and (2) as a wilderness camp area, and that no substan-
tial revenue was derived from the trapping, and nominal
revenues were derived from camping tourists in the park
during the life of the claim.

United States_v.. Bonald B. Tippetts. 29 IBLA 3«8
ISar. 31, 1977)

A headquarters site applicant has the burden of estab-
lishing entitlement to the land by showing compliance
with the law. 13 O.S.C. « 687a (1970). where such an
applicant asserts that he operates a trapping business
from the site, yet fails to produce sufficient evidence
to show that he was engaged in trade, manufacture or
other productive industry from which he reasonably
hoped to derive a profit, the application tc purchase
must be rejected.

iiJiied_5tates_vi_Charles Thomas Beaird. 31 IELA 203
(July 6, 1977)

Applicant has burden cf establishing entitlement tc
headquarters site claim, and must demonstrate that he
has complied with statute and regulaticns.

In contest hearing on headquarters site claim, evidence
must be submitted from which it can be concluded that
applicant was engaged in actual business operation from
which he reasonably heped to derive a profit.

where evidence showed that in 5 years during which
applicant was allowed to prove up headquarters site,
applicant went out trapping only "four or five times"
in 1970 and again in 1971, did not realize more than
$20 from sale of pelts but did retain a lynx pelt and
two reaver pelts for himself, administrative law judge
properly rejected application to purchase headquarters
site under 13 O.S.C. « 687a (1970).

gnitgJ_States_v^_Haurice_L. .Wilson

.

(Dec. 1"», 1978)
38 IELA 3C5

Witbcut adequate proof of a tender of a notice of loca-
tion or application to purchase a headquarters site
which was wrcngfully denied by Bureau of Land Manage-
ment personnel prior to a withdrawal cf the land, the
mere cccupancy of land prior to the withdrawal did net
create a "valid existing right" excepted from the ef-
fect cf the withdrawal, and an application to purchase
a headquarters site filed after the withdrawal is prop-
erly rejected.

Equitable adjudication of an application to purchase a

headquarters site claim filed at least 8 years after
the land has been withdrawn must be denied as substan-
tial compliance with the law has not been made where
neither cccupancy of the site prior to the withdrawal
nor after the withdrawal could validly be considered
under the law.

That part of a decision rejecting a headguarters site
purchase application which requires the applicant to
remove his improvements from the site within 90 days
may be set aside and the case remanded tc the Alaska
State Office to determine whether a temporary use per-
mit can be granted authorizing continued use cf the
improvements.

Bene P. Lamoutem
(JanT 15, "1979)

'tya Prenchy Lamoureux. 3 9 IEIA 3£
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An entryman may not take advantage of sec. 7 of the
Act of liar. 3, 1891, entitling an entryaan tc a patent
after 2 years from date of issuance of a receiver's
receipt when there is no pending contest cr protest
against the validity of the entry, where he has not
shown that preconditions of the Act have been met,
i.e., making the final payments required.

In a contest proceeding the Government has the burden
of establishing a prima facie case of noncompliance
with the requirements for trade and manufacturing, and
headquarters sites. The burden then shifts to the ap-
plicant to show by a preponderance of the evidence
that he has used, occupied, and improved the sites for
trade, manufacture, or other productive industry.

A claimant of a trade and manufacturing site must show
that at the time of filing his application to purchase
he was engaged in trade, manufacture, or other produc-
tive industry in connection with the sites. While it
is not necessary for the claimant to show that all
functions of the business were carried on at the site,
he must show a bona fide commercial enterprise from
which he reasonably hoped to derive a profit; mere
preparation for a prospective business is not suffi-
cient under the regulations. A claimant for a head-
quarters site must also be engaged in such a business
or be an employee of such a business.

United States v,

(Feb7~27, 1979)"
Jack Zeminy Boyd, 39 IBLA 321

Applicant has burden of establishing entitlement to
headquarters site claim, and must demonstrate that he
has complied with statute and regulations.

In contest hearing on headquarters site claim, a con-
testee, to prevail, must submit evidence from which
it can be concluded that he was engaged in an actual
business operation from which he reasonably hoped to
derive a profit, or is an employee of a qualified
business.

Where evidence showed that in 5 years during which
applicant was allowed to prove up headquarters site
applicant realized $152 from trapping, and where other
claimed uses were construction of runways and base
camp for hunting and fishing parties, but there was no
clear information as to extent of operations or returns
derived from these uses, administrative law judge prop-
erly rejected application to purchase headquarters site
under 13 U.S.C. 9 687a (1970).

ALASK A—Continued
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5-month pericd does not constitute the 5-month's occu-
pancy required for a homesite under the Act of Ray 26,
1931, and an application which shows en its face that
the requirements have not been met is properly
rejected.

Prince A. Ryan . Jr .. 18 IBIA 286 (Jan. 1975)

United_Stat<
1979)

s_v.i_IIenry_Jav_Bush , DO IBLA 106 (Mar. 27,

Where request for reconsideration of Bureau of land
Management 1968 homesite decision is taken in 197U,
appellant statinq he was never served with decision,
but where receipt in record shows service in 1966,
reconsideration should be denied.

Hpllis E. Jnstis. 21 IBLA 63 (June 25. 1975)

A claimant's occupancy of a homesite prior to a with-
drawal dees not establish a "valid existing right,"
excepted by the withdrawal, under the Act of Apr. 29,
1950, where claimant did not file his notice of lcca-
ticn within 90 days after occupancy, nor did he file a
notice of location cr purchase application prior to the
withdrawal.

Knute P. Lind. 21 IBLA 81 (June 27, 1975)

Locaticn of a homesite claim without substantial use
or occupancy of the land in compliance with the law
creates nc property interest in the land. Where the
claimant under sec. 10 of the Act of Hay 11, 1€S6, as
amended. «3 O.S.C. « 687a (1970), has merely marked the
boundaries of the claim prior to a withdrawal of the
land, such activity does not constitute occupation or
possession of the land and the claim will te defeated
by that withdrawal.

A notice of location for a homesite which alleges only
acts of occupancy and improvement insufficient tc cre-
ate any interest in the land is properly denied
recordation.

Edward P. Copley. 22 IBLA 338 (Hov. XU, 1975)

The filing of a notice of location fcr a homesite will
pet prevent a withdrawal from attaching to the land if,
prior to the effective date of the withdrawal, the lo-
cator of the homesite fails to perform the requisite
acts of use, occupancy and development necessary tc
establish a valid existing right excepted from a

withdrawal.

Any right which may be gained under a notice of loca-
tion for a trade and manufacturing site or a homesite,
as required by the Act of Apr. 29, 1950, i»3 O.S.C.
§ 687a-l (1976) , is personal to the party filing the
notice.

Ja§es_Sims, «2 IBLA 231 (Aug. 22, 1979)

HOHESITES

Under the Homesite Act of Hay 26, 1931, «8 Stat. 809,
43 U.S.C. § 687a (1970), an applicant must occupy land
in a habitable house not less than 5 menths each year
for 3 years. Even if a 2-year credit is allcwed for
military service there must be 5 months of occupancy
for 1 year. Totaling lesser periods of occupancy over
a number of entry years is not sufficient to meet the
requirement.

An applicant's statement that he resided on a homesite
claim only on weekends for a substantial portion cf a

Where the claimant of a homesite filed his notice of
locaticn pricr to the segregation of the land by a

withdrawal made subject to valid existing rights, and
alleges that he initiated the development cf improve-
ments sufficient to establish a valid existing right
prior to the withdrawal, it is error for the Bureau of
Land Hanagement to bold that the location notice was
unacceptable for recordation, and the claim may only
te canceled following notice to the claimant and an
opportunity to demonstrate the establishment of a

valid existing homesite claim prior to the withdrawal.

Steven P. Retme. 2« IBLA 23 (Feb. 11, 1976)

A settlement claim initiated after a State selection
application is filed and the land segregated from
apprcpriaticn creates no rights in the settler.

Any right gained under a notice of location fcr a trade
and manufacturing site or a homesite as required by the
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Act of Apr. 29, 1950, «3 U.S.C. « 687a-l (1970) , is
personal to the party filing the notice.

John_S!i_liS t land_e t_a 1 . , 2U IBLA 2U0 (Bar. 25. 1976)

The amendment of a notice of location of a homesite in

Alaska may be allowed where the application is filed
within the life of the 5-year period granted, and where
the amendment embraces lands which the applicant has
actually occupied and possessed.

Where the claimant of a homesite filed his nctice
location prior to the segregation of the land by a

withdrawal made subject to valid existing rights,
he alleges, and the field reports so indicate, tha
initiated the development of improvements sufficie
to establish a valid existing right prior to the w

drawal, it is error for the State Office to hold t

the withdrawal terminated the claimant's rights.

Sandra L. Lough. Damon H., Bla ckburn. 25 IBLA 96

Tjune 3, 1976)

of
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Although the Department has adhered tc the principle cf
protecting Indian occupancy on public lands, it also
has the responsibility of protecting rights cf ethers
to public land tenure, including persons who have been
granted grazing leases under the Alaska Grazing Act cf
Mar. «, 1927, as amended, U3 U.S.C. «§ 316, 316a-316o
(1976).

HAiic.D_2i_E.ag a no , K1 IBLA 21" (June 27, 1979)

Any right which may be gained under a nctice cf loca-
tion for a trade and manufacturing site or a homesite,
as reguired by the Act cf Apr. 29, 1950, 03 U.S.C.
« 687a- 1 (1976) , is personal to the party filing the
notice.

James Sims. U2 IBLA 231 (Aug. 22, 1979)

HOMESTEADS

It is improper for a District Office to find a notice
of location for a homesite unacceptable for recordation
when the location notice is regular on its face and the
land was open to location at the time the nctice was
filed.

The filing of a notice of location for a homesite does
not create any rights in the land, and the filing of a

notice will not prevent a withdrawal from attaching to
the land if, prior to the effective date of the with-
drawal, the locator fails to perform the reguisite acts
of use, occupancy and development necessary to estab-
lish a valid existing right in the claim. Marking of
boundaries of the claim dees not constitute use and
development.

George T. Beck. 31 IBLA 363 (July 28, 1977)

The filing of a notice of location for a headguarters
site or a homesite does not create any rights in the
land, and the filing of a notice will not prevent a

withdrawal from attaching to the land if, prior to the
effective date of the withdrawal, the locator fails to
perform the reguisite acts of use, occupancy and devel-
opment necessary to establish a valid existing right in
the claim. Marking of boundaries of the claim dees net
constitute use and development.

where, in Alaska, a settlement or occupancy claim
initiated by the filing of a location notice which
acceptable on its face at a time when the land is
to the establishment of such a claim, the notice o
location is acceptable for recordation by the BLM.
whether the BLM chooses tc record the location not
is totally immaterial to a consideration of the va
ity of the claim, and BLM decisions purporting tc
judicate the validity of any such claim should add
that issue on its merits rather than the acceptabi
of the notice for recordation.

is
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f
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John D. Ketscher. A 1 f r ed_ I,. DeCicco (

(Se"pt. 21, 19777
32 IELA 235

Native occupancy and use commenced at a time when land
is withdrawn from settlement, location, sale, or entry
provides no basis for a Native allotment. withdrawal
of the land in 1910 by Exec. Order No. 83««, inclusion
of the land in a grazing lease and homesite, and the
subsequent selection of the land by the State of Alaska
in 1966 have effectively kept the land closed to the
initiation of rights under the Act of May 17, 1906, at
all times during the period from 19«0 to Dec. 18, 1971,

! days prior
: the :Land
ed tc file

: settlement
1 Stat.. 9<1,

his nctice
icrdat:icn.

Settlement en a homestead claim in Alaska 2

to a withdrawal of the land does not except
from the withdrawal where the claimant fail
his nctice cf location within 90 days after
as required by the Act cf Apr. 29, 1950, 6«
113 U.S.C. a 270, 27C-5, 270-6 (1970), and
is properly held to be unacceptable fcr rec

_a£__iee_Slav, 18 IELA 3«5 (Jan. 1H, 1975)

A notice of location fcr homestead settlement on lands
applied fcr as a state selection under the Alaska
Statehood Act is unacceptable for recordation.

Con r a d_S . _Huc k i ns_e t_aU , 18 IBLA 357 (Jan. 22, 1975)

_ta_iSX_£a__S_l!_» * 9 IBLA 259 (Mar. 31, 1975)

An application for a second homestead entry under the
Act of Sept. 5, 191U, is properly rejected in the
absence of sufficient showing that the applicant lost,
forfeited, or abandoned the original entry through no
fault of bis own or because of matters beyend bis
ccntrol.

Arthur Lloyd Zellweger. 19 IBLA 118 (Mar. 5, 1975)

The breaking, planting, or seeding and tillage fcr a

crop which constitute cultivation of the soil of a

hemestead entry must include such acts and be dene in
such manner as to be reasonably calculated to produce
profitable results.

where it appears that land has been hand seeded and
rolled with a log in a similar manner as used en ether
homestead entries in the area, and where it is net es-
tablished that such seeding and rclliqg is not an un-
reasonable practice for the type of land and weather
conditions involved, the entryman's acts may be found
to have been calculated tc produce profitable results,
notwithstanding his efforts failed to produce a useful
crop.

A charge that the entryman failed tc cultivate the
required acreage in the second entry year is not sus-
tained where the contestant's evidence consists mainly
of a general statement by a few perscqs concluding that
the entryman's mode cf cultivation was inadequate. In
the face of testimony to the contrary by ccntestee's
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witnesses which leaves the evidence in equipoise, con-
testant has not met his burden of convincingly estab-
lishing the fact of the entryman's failure to cultivate
in the second entry year.

Thomas_Bi_Kiiball_v._MilliaS_Henrj_Selb^, 20 IBLA 23
(Apr. 16, 1975)

Where a homestead claimant submits a final proof which
shows on its face that he has not cultivated the full
area required, and the record reflects that he has net
qualified for military credit or reduction in the cul-
tivation requirements, action rejecting final prccf and
canceling the claim may be suspended to permit the en-
tryman to apply to purchase not more than 5 acres under
the Homesite Act of Hay 26, 1931, failing which the
proof will be finally rejected and the claim canceled.

Ja5es_8i_H.urEh.ey., 20 IBLA 129 (Hay 5, 1975)

The land in an additional homestead entry application
under the Act of Apr. 28, 190«, as amended, «3 U.S.C.
* 213 (1970), must be contiguous~to the applicant's
original homestead. Neither that Act nor regulations
issued thereunder require that tracts of land in such
an additional entry application te contiguous to each
other. The requirement of U3 CFR 2567.1(c) that land
in a homestead entry application in Alaska must be in
a contiguous body is maintained by the fact that the
land in the additional entry must be contiguous to the
original homestead.

John C. Briggs. 22 IBLA 8 (Sept. U, 1975) 82 I.D. U32

as amended, K3 U.S.C. 5 1165 (1970) refers to the sub-
mission, to the proper officials, of the amended final
proof and reguired fees.

Under sec. 7, Act of Har. 3, 1891, 26 Stat. 1098, as
amended, H3 U.S.C. « 1165 (1970) which requires issu-
ance cf a patent 2 years after receipt upen final prcol
for a homestead entry, a contest against an entry
should net be dismissed where the complaint was filed
within 2 years following the submission of additicnal
affidavits amending the entryman's deficient final
proof, despite the fact that the receipt in connection
with the deficient proof had been issued more than
2 years before filing of the complaint and the receipt
had never been canceled or a new receipt issued.

Unit___S_ate__
1976)

v. Joe W. Bryant. 25 IBLA 2U7 (June 23,

The filing ty a gualified applicant of a homestead ap-
plication to enter unappropriated surveyed lands in
Alaska segregates the land covered by the application
from appropriation. Such an application will be con-
sidered to have created a valid existing right which
is protected from the effect of a subsequent withdrawal
which is subject to valid existing rights.

Fursuant to M3 CFB 2567.5(a)(1), a homestead entryman
in Alaska must establish residence upon the land within
6 months of the date of allowance of the entry or with-
in a maximum period of 12 months, if a 6-mcnth extension
of time was requested and granted. These periods do not
commence at the time of the filing of the application.

blhSi t_li_£c_e , 26 IBLA 386 (Sept. 15, 1976)

A homestead notice of location filed for lands open
to location is acceptable for reccrdation. Where a

homestead settler has marked the corners of his claim
by posts prior to a withdrawal subject to valid exist-
ing rights, the claim survives the withdrawal if the
location notice requirements have been satisfied.

Robert A. Bice,. Jr.. 22 IELA 291 (Nov. 1975)

A private contest brought against an Alaskan homestead
entry charging that the entryman failed to meet the
minimum cultivation requirements for the second entry
year must be dismissed when it is disclosed that such
information was of record in the Eureau of Land Hanage-
ment office at the time the complaint was filed.

Olan____Ch_istie
TDec. 23, 1975)

.v__Larr_;_lt_21Gle_b_e, 23 IBLA 155

In proper circumstances, the issuance of an order to
show cause why final proof should not be rejected and
entry canceled, is within the discretionary authority
of the Bureau of Land Hanagement in adjudicating a
homestead application.

Under sec. 7, Act of Mar. 3, 1891, 26 Stat. 1098, as
amended, «3 U.S.C. $ 1165 (1970) an order to show cause
why final proof should not be rejected and entry can-
celed, which order reguires the showing of a material
fact, is considered a contest or protest.

The showing of "kind of crop planted" and "guantity of
crop harvested" are reasonable reguirements for final
proof submitted for an Alaska homestead.

"Final entry." When an amended homestead final proof
has been submitted, the term "final entry" in the
proviso in sec. 7, Act of Har. 3, 1891, 26 Stat. 1098,

The filing by a gualified applicant of an application
for an allowed homestead entry of land which is open
and available to such entry at the time of filing will
operate to segregate the land from subsequent appropri-
ation and invest the applicant with sufficient interest
therein tc preserve the land from the effect of a sub-
sequent withdrawal which is made subject to valid
existing rights.

Richard T. Pope. 27 IBLA 33 (Sept. 20, 1976)

To establish residency on a homestead there must te the
intent to make the desired public lands the entryman's
home, and also the intent to no longer have a heme at
the former residence; the law permits an entryman tc
have two resid enc es, but he may have only one home.

An entryman who, at the time he seeks to establish
residence en the entry, owns a house which he leases
furnished fcr 6 and 1/2 months and to which he returns
a few days after he has ccmpleted the required 7 menths
on the entry did not establish his home en the entry
in good faith, and thus has not met the residence re-
guirement of the homestead law.

A homestead entry made with no intention of establish-
ing a permanent bona fide home on the entry, but merely
with a view to submitting a showing sufficient tc sop-
port occupancy for the briefest time permitted under
the law must be canceled, notwithstanding the prccf of-
fered shows full technical compliance with respect to
inhabitancy cf the land for the period required by the
law.

Cultivation cf a homestead entry must include the
breaking, planting or seeding and tillage fcr a crcp
and te dene in such a manner as to be reasonably cal-
culated tc produce profitable results.

The acts performed in attempted satisfacticn cf the
cultivation reguirements of the homestead law must be
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done in good faith seeking to establish a profitable
agricultural operation on the entry.

An entryaan who performs the minimum acts of cultiva-
tion, and seeds late in the last growing season and
soon thereafter files final proof, who does not visit
the entry to see the results of his attempts or pur-
sue any further agricultural activity on the entry, and
who does not establish that he had a market or use for
the crop he could have grown, and where the results arc

eager, has not demonstrated that he made a good faith
attempt to comply with the agricultural reguirements ci

the homestead act.

United States v. Leonard F. Kelson (Supp. I)

.

(Jan. 1«, 1977)
28 IBLA 31U

Hhere a homestead entryman has cleared and broken
and allowed a portion of the cleared, plowed acrea
grow up with a species of native wheat grass, such
age is not "cultivated" within the meaning of «3 C
2567.5(b), and the entryman's final proof is prope
rejected where it shows on its face that the nativ
grass acreage constituted aa indispensable portion
the entryman's attempt at meeting the cultivation
reguirements of the homestead laws. Since there w

not substantial compliance with the cultivation re
ents, equitable adjudication cannot be properly
invoked.

£l§rence_Ba^_Ha t his , 29 IEIA 150 (War. U, 1977)
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the time for compliance with these reguirements by the
entryman has not yet begun.

John Anthony Consla v.

(June 6, 1977)
iobert L. Hetherelt. 3C IEIA 311

where a notice of location cf settlement claim is filed
covering land which is not available for entry, the
notice must te rejected and cannot be suspended tc await
the possible restoration of the land to entry.

A powersite classification effects withdrawal of lands
to the full extent described therein as of publication
in the Federal Beajster, even if the extent of the land
withdrawn

-
by~it~Is~not accurately entered subseguently

en land-status maps, and, notwithstanding this error,
lands classified by it are withdrawn under sec. 21 of
the Federal Eower Act from settlement under the home-
stead laws, so that a notice of location settlement
claim and final proof concerning these lands is proper-
ly rejected.

Ey regulation, final proof of compliance with the home-
stead laws must be filed within 5 years, failing which
the homestead is subject to cancellation, although, in
proper cases the time for filing final proof may te
extended. Bcwever, the statutory life of a homestead
claim or entry cannot be extended beyond 5 years, dur-
ing which time all ether reguirements must be performed.
An extension of the time for filing final proof is not
an extension of the time for performing acts of compli-
ance.

A request to reconsider a 1968 decision by the Depart-
ment rejecting final proof for a homestead entry and
canceling the entry is properly rejected in the absence
of a showing of "extraordinary circumstances." In the
absence of compelling legal or equitable reasons for
reconsideration, the principle of res judicata, and its
counterpart, finality of administrative action, will
operate to bar consideration of a new appeal arising
from a later proceeding involving the same claim and
the same issues.

Hhere a homestead entry has been located on land later
included within a withdrawal "subject to valid existing
rights," the withdrawal attaches to the land within the
homestead upon cancellation of the entry. An amendment
of a homestead entry cannct include lands within a can-
celed adjoining entry to which a withdrawal has
attached.

Pekka Merikallio. 30 IELA 157 (May 18, 1977)

Hhere the initial actions of a homesteader are incon-
sistent in that he appears to initiate his claim both
by settlement and by application for allowed entry, the
nature of his claim will te determined by the type of
official form used by him to initiate the claim, and by
his actions with regard thereto.

Hhere a homestead in Alaska is initiated by an applica-
tion for allowed entry, the filing of the application
creates a valid existing right which is protected from
the effect of a subseguent withdrawal which is subject
to valid existing rights.

Hhere a homestead in Alaska is initiated by an applica-
tion to enter, the statutory period for compliance with
the requirements of the homestead laws begins to run en
the date of allowance of the entry.

A contest complaint is properly dismissed where the
only basis for cancellation of the homestead suggested
by it is failure to comply with the residence and cul-
tivation requirements of the homestead law, and where

A hemestead claimant who contracts for the planting
of "enough acreage to satisfy the homestead law" in
an essentially worthless hay crop in an area cf Alaska
where there are nc livestock, and with no intenticn to
harvest or utilize it even though it successfully ma-
tured, has performed only a token compliance which is,
prima facie, demonstrative of bad faith. A geed faith
devotion of the land to productive and profitable agri-
cultural use is essential to satisfy the purpose and
intent of the agricultural land entry laws.

£enry._E ._ Reeve s , 31 IBLA 2U2 (July 18, 1977)

e, in Alaska, a settlement or occupancy claia
iated by the filing of a loeatien notice whic
ptatle en its face at a time when the land is
be establishment cf such a claim, the notice
ticn is acceptable for recordation by the Elf
her the ELM chooses to record the lecatien nc

ctally immaterial to a consideration of the v

of the claim, and BLM decisions purporting tc
cate the validity of any such claim should ad
issue en its merits rather than the acceptat

he nctice for recordation.'
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Jchn ,D, Ketscher, Alfred L. DeCjcco. 32 I Eli
(Sept. 21, 1977)

235

The rejection of a homestead application in Alaska
merely because there are prior-filed homestead applica-
tions for the same land is improper and premature where
no action has teen taken on the conflicting applica-
tions. If a prior-filed application is allowed, the
land comes within an allowed entry of record and a ju-
nior application must be rejected thereafter. However,
if the prior application is rejected cr withdrawn, it
no longer tars allowance of a junior application.

A homestead claimant in Alaska may be given credit for
residence, cultivation and improvements after the time
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his homestead application is filed but before allowance
of entry where the land was subject to appropriation by
him or included in an entry against which he had initi-
ated a contest resulting in cancellation of the entry.

"Subject to appropriation ty him." The provision in
U3 CFR 2511.1-2 (a) permitting credit for residence and
cultivation by a homestead entryman before the date cf
entry if during that pericd the land was "subject to
appropriation by him" does not refer to land for which
there were prior-filed homestead applications which are
subsequently withdrawn or rejected. Therefore, until
action is taken en prior-filed applications, final
proof filed by a junior homestead applicant should net
be rejected merely because the land is subject tc the
prior applications.

The mere fact homestead final proof in Alaska is filed
before allowance of the homesteader's application for
entry does not preclude censideration of the final
proof if entry is allowed.

John R. Cean. 3U IBLA 330 (Apr. 26, 1978) 85 I.] 81

iltiSKA—Continued

HOMESTEADS— Continued

in the ELM office that the entryman had dene nettling
during the life of the entry to perfect the claim.
U3 CFR U. 450-1.

J oe C. Am berger. «3 IBLA 178 (Sept. 28, 1979)

INDIAN AND NATIVE AFFAIRS

Prior to the conveyance of any land pursuant to the
Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (13 U.S.C. 5 1601
(197C)) (ANCSA) the Secretary must make a deteminaticn
of which public easements are necessary and the Secre-
tary must reserve those easements in the conveyance.

The Secretary has authority to reserve public easements
in conveyances under ANCSA <U3 U.S.C. § 1601 (197C))
ether than those easements identified and recommended by
the Joint Federal State Land Use Planning Commission.

The authority of the Secretary to reserve easements in
conveyances under ANCSA is not limited to these public
easements specifically listed in sec. 17(b)(1) of that
Act.

Where the only properly corroborated fact alleged by
private contestant related to situs of ccntestee's res-
idence in 1975 and thereafter, but precomplaint record
included assertion by contestee that he lived on home-
stead in 1972, 1973, and 1974, the contestant has not
thereby alleged facts which, if proved, would require
cancellation of entry, and contest must be dismissed
under «3 CFR 1.H50-5 (a)

.

Although in his summary dismissal of private contest
against homestead entry administrative law judge dis-
cussed issues upon which contestant had failed to sub-
mit corroborated allegations of fact along with his
complaint, such action by judge did not relieve con-
testant of his burden of filing corroboration, despite
provisions of 03 CFR «.«50-U(b) allowing judge to
"raise issues in connection with deciding a contest."

Administrative law judge properly dismissed without a

hearing a private homestead entry contest in which com-
plaint failed to allege corroborated facts which, if
proved, would provide sufficient basis for cancellation
of entry.

Where contestant in private homestead entry contest
appeals to Eoard of Land Appeals and makes certain
assignments of error by administrative law judge, but
allegations of fact upon which those assignments are
based were not corroborated at filing of contest com-
plaint, and issues raised by those assignients were net
raised in complaint, such assignments are not material
for purposes of appeal to the Board.

Ernest C. Lamb
(Aug. 3. 1978)

.R icha rd_ R.._Stof f el , 36 IBLA 201

A summary dismissal of a private contest against
Alaska homestead becomes a final administrative r

on that contest when the contestant, instead of a

ing the dismissal, files a second contest which m

be considered an entirely new action. When a fin
partmental adjudication has been made, the doctri
administrative finality, which is the administrat
counterpart of the principle of res judicata, gen
bars consideration of a new appeal arising from a

proceeding involving the same homestead and the s

issue.
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A private contest brought against an Alaska homestead
charging that the entryman had failed to meet any of
the residence or cultivation requirements of the law
must be dismissed where the statutory life of the en-
try has previously expired without the entryman fil-
ing final proof and information was already cf record

The Secretary is not limited to reservation of ease-
ments in conveyances under ANCSA which cross the
patented lands from one boundary to another, lhe
easements may be for uses within the patented lands.

Easem ent Reservations in Conveyances to Alaska. Native
cilioEations^Under^ANCSA, M- 3 6 8 8o" J u 1 y 87~19757

82 I.E. 325

Withdrawal cf land in 1940, inclusicn of the land in a

grazing lease under authority of the Alaska Grazing Act
of Bar. M, 1927, revocation of the withdrawal in 1961,
and selection of the land by the State cf Alaska under
authority of the Statehood Act in 1963 while the graz-
ing lease was still extant, effectively kept the land
closed tc the initiation of rights under the Native Al-
lotment Act at all times during the period frcm 19<lC tc
the revocation of the Allotment Act on Dec. 18, 1971,
by sec. 18 of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act.

Herman Haakanscn . 23 IBLA 5U (Dec. U, 1975)
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t on land in Alaska which is subject tc a

ease issued under the Alaska Grazing Act cf
927, «3 U.S.C. ss 316, 316a-316o (1976), dees
e any rights by virtue of such settlement un-
laska Native Allotment Act, 13 U.S.C. «« 27C-1
(1970), repealed by U3 U.S.C. « 1617 (1976),
h land is segregated from adverse apprcpria-
east until the Department takes action to can-
razing lease £ro tanto, but the grazing lease
preclude the filing of a State selection ap-
which, when filed, segregates the land from

priation based upon settlement or location.

11°1J_Ii_ *DJi r so

n

x_S r.. , HI IBLA 280 (June 28, 1979)
86 I.E. 3<15

Withdrawal cf land in 19U0, inclusicn of the land in a

grazing lease under authority of the Alaska Grazing Act
of Bar. 1, 1927, revocation of the withdrawal in 1961,
and selecticn of the land by the State cf Alaska under
authority of the Statehood Act in 1963 effectively kept
the land closed to the initiation of rights under the
Native Allotment Act at all times during the pericd
from 19U0 tc the revocation of the Allotment Act en
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Dec. 18, 1971, by sec. 18 of the Alaska Native Claims
Settlenent Act.

NorBan_0^eiBx_Bill^_BoskcfsJtix^ri_JAs_Heir_of_Nicholas
Boliof

S

*3± • "i IBLA "8 (Jnly 11. 1979)

LAND GRANIS AND SELECTIONS

Generally

A selection application by the State of Alaska oust te
rejected where all of the applied for land is withdrawt
from State selection.

IBLA 351 (Jan. 15, 1975)

A notice of location for homestead settlement on land:
applied for as a State selection under the Alaska
Statehood Act is unacceptable for recordation.

Conrad S. Huckins et al.. 18 IBLA 357 (Jan. 22, 1975)

Lands withdrawn by sec. 11 (a) (1) £ (2) of the Alaska
Native Clains Settlement Act are subject to selection
by qualified Native villages notwithstanding the prior
tentative approval of selections of those lands by the
State of Alaska pursuant to the Statehood Act.

Where the State of Alaska had received tentative ap-
proval of a land selection and had granted a patent to
a third party in accordance with « 6(g) of the Alaska
Statehood Act, and where the State patent was granted
before the enactment of the Alaska Native Claims Set-
tlement Act, with the express approval of the various
Native groups then concerned, a Native village may net
later select those lands pursuant to the Alaska Native
Claims Settlement Act, as a valid third party right tc
the land had already been created.

Where statute and regulation provide that lands se-
lected by the State of Alaska must be surveyed before
patent can issue, but no similar requirement has been
imposed as a precondition to the conveyance of lands
selected pursuant to the Alaska Native Claims Settle-
ment Act, the State's contention that this disparity is
discriminatory will not afford a basis for reversing a

decision which rejected a State selection application
in favor of a conflicting Native village selection.

The fact that filing fees are required as a condition
precedent for State selections and are not required for
Native village selections pursuant to the Alaska Native
Claims Settlement Act is not a basis for vacating a de-
cision awarding lands to the Native villages.

State of. Alaska. 19 IBLA 178 (Bar. 18, 1975)

The filing of a State selection under the Alaska State-
hood Act does not create a right that prevents a Native
village from selecting those lands under the terms of
the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act.

Siate_of_Alaska, 19 IBLA 2U2 (Bar. 27, 1975)

under U3 CF8 2091. 6-1 and 2562.1(d) a notice of loca-
tion for a trade and manufacturing site is unacceptable
for recordation where the land is not subject to that
form of disposition because it has been segregated by
State selection applications.
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Generally— Continued

The filing cf a State selection application
6(b) cf the Alaska Statehood Act of July 7,
72 Stat. 339, 3U0. K8 U.S.C. notes prec. « 2

does not create a right that prevents a Nati
from selecting those lands under the prcvisi
Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act of Dec.
85 Stat. 688, U3 U.S.C. §§ 1601-1621 (Supp.

whether village selections authorized by the
Native claims Settlement Act, 13 U.S.C. §§ 1

(Supp. Ill 1973), constitute an unwarranted
of the State selection previsions cf the Ala
hcod Act, U8 O.S.C. notes prec. § 21 (1970),
Compact cf Admission tc the Unicn, is beyend
sideraticn cf this Board.

State of Alaska. 19 IBLA 316 (Apr. 7, 1975)

Oil and gas lease applica tiens, action en which w

suspended under PLO 1582, 3M FR 1025 (1969), are
erly rejected when the lands are subsequently pat
to the State of Alaska under selection applicatio
even though the latter postdate the oil and gas 1

applicaticns ; the first qualified oil and gas lea
applicant has no right or interest in the land ap
for which is protected by the savings clauses of
Alaska Statehood Act and the Alaska Native Claims
tlement Act.

LaI a n«_e t_a 1.. , 19 IBLA 320 (Apr. 7, 1975

Under the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920, as amended
30 O.S.C. * 181 et sea. (1970), the first quilifi
applicant has a preference right to receive an oi
gas lease where the Department of the Interior ha
the exercise of its discretion, determined to iss
such a lease. But a lease offer does net create
vested interest where there has been nc detenina
to lease the lands embraced in the lease offer,
the latter instance, the application for a lease
hope or expectation rather than a valid claim aga
the Government, and the lease offeror has acguire
rights which are violated by issuance cf a patent to
the State of Alaska for the lands embraced in the
lease offer.

Published notice of a proposed State selection in ac-
cordance with regulatory requirements is adequate
notice to all persons claiming the lands adversely to
the State.

Duncan Miller. 20 IELA 1 (Apr. 1<4, 1975)

Published nctice of a proposed State selection in ac-
cordance with regulatory requirements is adequate
notice to all persons claiming the lands adversely to
the State.

Sec. 6(b) of the Alaska Statehood Act providing for
reccgnition cf valid existing claims does net apply to
an cil and gas lease offer filed pursuant to the rin-
eral Leasing Act of 1920. While an oil and gas lease
offerer may have a right to a lease where the Depart-
ment has exercised its discretion to issue a lease,
and the offerer is entitled to a statutory priority
right over ether offerors, his application does not
rise to the level of a "claim" or "right" within the
savings clause of the Alaska Statehood Act where there
has been no such determination to lease.

is a

inst
d nc

Lloyd Schade. 19 IBLA 251 (Bar. 31, 1975)
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The Department of the Interior has neither jurisdic-
tion over nor authority to issue oil and gas leases
for lands patented to the State of Alaska.

Richard W. Bone. Daniel Gaudiane. 20 IBLA 59 (Apr. 24,
1975)" 82 I.D. 174

ALASKA

—

Continued
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—

Continued

Generally—Continued

A Native allotment application is properly rejected
where application fails to show occupation and use
prior to the filing of a State selection application.

iouiJ e_Luke , 22 IBLA 388 (Nov. 20. 1975)

A selection of land filed by the State of Alaska pur-
suant to its Statehood Act segregates the land from
subseguent appropriation based on settlement or
location.

Wilfred S. Wood. 20 IBLA 284 (May 27, 1975)

The inclusion of lands belonging to the United States
in a proposed power project pursuant to sec. 24 cf the
Federal Power Act of 1920, 16 U.S.C. § 818 (1970), has
the effect of reserving or withdrawing those lands from
entry, location, or other disposal under the public
land laws of the United States until otherwise directed
by the Federal Power Commission or by Congress and un-
til the withdrawal is revoked by the Secretary of the
Interior.

A selection application by the State of Alaska must be
rejected with respect to those public lands which are
reserved or withdrawn from entry or other form of dis-
posal under the public land laws of the United States
and cannot be held open pending a possible future
change of the status of the land.

State. of_A.la.ska, 20 IBLA 341 (June 11, 1975)

The mere filing of a noncompetitive oil and gas lease
offer does not invest the offeror with any right to re-
ceive a lease. The only right created thereby is the
right to an appropriate priority cf consideration if,
at the discretion of the Department, an oil and gas
lease is to be issued for the land which is the sub-
ject of the offer, but it will not preclude the filing
of a subseguent State selection application, nor bar
approval of the State's application and the issuance
of a patent to the State.

IUkon_Service^_InCi, 22 IELA 220 (Oct. 15, 1975)

The filing of an amended Alaska State Selection, after
a prior trade and manufacturing site claim for which a

notice of location was recorded is canceled and closed
cf record but where the cancellation has net been
posted on the records, segregates the land it describes
from further appropriations based on application or
settlement and location.

ga.rgargt.L. Klatt, .Al lan p.-Klat t. 23 IBLA 59 (Dec. 11,
1975)

A selection applicaticn, filed by the State of Alaska
under its Statehood Act, segregates the land frcm all
appropriations, including those based on settlement and
location, when the application is filed. A Native al-
lotment applicaticn is properly rejected where it fails
to stow use and occupancy initiated prior to the filing
of the State selection application.

William B . Te nnysc ,, 23 IBLA 77 (Dec. 12, 1975)

An appeal will be summarily dismissed when the appel-
lant fails tc serve upon all persons reguired to be
served, copies of the Notice of Appeal and other docu-
ments filed with the Board in support of its appeal.

43 CFB 4.905, providing for summary dismissal of an
appeal fcr failure tc file or serve, upon all persons
reguired to be served, a notice of appeal, stateient
of reasons, cr of standing, merely expresses the inher-
ent authority of the administrative appeals beard under
43 CFB Part 4, Subpart G, and, therefore, may be ap-
plied tc appeals filed prior to the effective date of
sec. 4.905, after notice and opportunity to comply with
an order of the Board requiring service upon particular
persens

1975)
1 ANCAB 13 (Dec.

A selection filed by the State of Alaska under its
Statehood Act segregates the land from all appro-
priations based on settlement and location when the
application is accepted by BLH and posted to the ap-
propriate land status records. A Native allotment
application is properly rejected where applicant fails
to show occupation and use prior to the filing of an
acceptable State selection application.

Hartha Isaac. 22 IBLA 224 (Oct. 15, 1975)

A headguarters site claim is invalid when occupancy of
the site was initiated more than 90 days prior to the
the filing of a notice of location and an intervening
State selection application has segregated the land.

aanks. 22 IBLA 255 (Oct. 23, 1975)

Sec. 14 (b) (5) of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act establishes a mandatory deadline for applications
for a primary place of residence, which may not be
waived in the exercise of Secretarial discretion.

i£Ee§i_2 f-Thefi^ora_H._ Wit ham.

,

1975)
1 ANCAE 2C (Dec. 29,

13 I.D. 445 (1976)

A selection filed by the State of Alaska segregates the
land from all appropriations when the State files its
application to select. A Native allotment application
is properly rejected where applicant fails to show sub-
stantial use and occupancy of the land prior to the
filing of a State selection applicaticn independently
for himself cr as the head of a family, and not as a

minor child occupying or using the land in company with
his parents or ancestors.

Ea_iel_Johansen, 23 IBLA 292 (Jan. 12, 1976)
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A selection of available land filed by the State of
Alaska pursuant to its Statehood Act segregates the
land froa subsequent appropriation based en settlement
or location. A subsequently filed notice of location
for a headquarters site has no effect.

Wilfred S. Hood (On_jteconsi delation}., 25 IBLA 37

TSay 6, 1976)

Where an application for an allotaent by an Alaskan
Native includes land in a State of Alaska selection
application that has been tentatively approved to the
State, and where the Native alleges occupancy and use
from a date prior to the filing of the State selection,
the allotaent application Bay be granted, if the facts
alleged are ultimately proved and the application is
regular in all other respects.

where the State of Alaska has applied to select cer-
tain land and has been given tentative approval of
that selection, and thereafter a conflicting Native
allotaent application is filed which is supported only
by meager evidence of use and occupancy, it is error
to allow the allotaent application and to cancel the
State's tentative approval and reject the selection
application without notice and an opportunity for a

hearing in which the State may participate.

State_of_Alaski
1976)

Nnsunginya. 28 IBLA 83 (Nov. 12,

Lands described in a State selection application under
sec. 6(b) of the Alaska Statehood Act are segregated
froa all forms of appropriation including lecatien
under the mining laws from the time the application
is filed in the proper office of the BLH. An amend-
ment to a pre-existing application is effective to
segregate the land described in the amendment froa the
time it is filed.

Dennis G. fluinn. 29 IBLA 307 (Mar. 30, 1977)
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State of Alaska. Kl IBLA 309 (July 5, 1979)

The Alaska Native Claias Settlement Act extinguished
aboriginal occupancy claims of Alaska Natives; such
claims cannot serve as a bar to a State selection, nor
preclude the State from challenging Native allotaent
applications conflicting with its selection.

ALAS KA—Continued

LAND GBANTS AND SELECTIONS—Continued

Generally.—Continued

Under the "functional" standard to deteraine adminis-
trative standing set forth in Ko n iag. Inc. v. Andrus,
580 F.2d 601 (D.C. Cir. 1978), cert, denied. 99 S. Ct.
733 (1979), the State of Alaska has standing to chal-
lenge Native allotaent applications conflicting with
its selection applications even if the land is within
a Native village selection area under the Alaska Native
Claias Settleaent Act. The State has standing under
Departaental regulations to initiate private contests
against such conflicting Native allotaent applications.

State of Alaska selection applications should not te
rejected because of conflicts with Native allotaent
applications which are to be approved without first
affording the State notice of such action to be taken
and an opportunity to contest the conflicting claias
if it desires.

State of Alaska_et_al., HI IBLA 315 (July 11, 1S7S)
86 I.D. 361

The State of Alaska has a sufficient interest in land
by virtue of its applications for an airport conveyance
or by its selection application to have standing to
initiate private contests against conflicting Native
allotment applications.

State of Alaska applications for prior-filed airport
conveyances of land needed for an existing airport
should net be rejected because of conflicts with Native
allotaent applications which are to be approved without
first affording the State notice of such action to be
taken and an opportunity to contest the conflicting
claias if it desires.

State of Alask a. "42 IBLA 1 (July 25, 1979)
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Where it appears that a party did net realize that an
election of reaedies was Bandated by Departaental proce-
dures, a decision requiring the initiaticn of a private
contest will be set aside, and the party will be per-
aitted a period of tiae in which to initiate a private
contest, or alternatively, waive such private contest
and pursue a direct appeal on the question of whether
a Governaent contest should issue.

State. of. Alaska et al.. «2 IBLA 9u (Aug. 16, 1979)

"Public Lands." Land within an interim conveyance to a

Native Corporation is no longer "public land" under the
Federal Land Policy and Hanageaent Act nor subject to
Bureau of Land Hanageaent jurisdiction to issue rights-
of-way under that Act.

New B nqland Fish Co.. «2 IBLA 200 (Aug. 22, 1979)
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Under 13 CFB 2091.6-1 and 2627.1(b), the filing of an
application by State of Alaska to select lands segre-
gates those lands from all subseguent appropriations,
including locations under the mining law. A mining
claim located on land which has been segregated and
closed to mineral entry is propenly declared null and
void ab initio.

Joh n_£i_Sc ha nde 1 meier , 12 IBLA 210 (Aug. 22, 1979)

ALASKA—Continued
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Applications—Continued

Begulaticn 13 CFB 2627.3(b)(2) reguires that conflict-
ing cil and gas lease offers filed pursuant to the
Mineral teasing Act of 1920, except for preference
right applications, whether filed prior to, simulta-
neously with, or after the filing of an Alaska State
selection. Bust be rejected when and if the selection
is tentatively approved. The preference right referred
to in the regulation does not apply to an oil and gas
lease offeror who receives a priority right as the
first-qualified applicant in the event the Department
decides to issue a lease.

Where there is a conflict between an application by the
State of Alaska to select land under the Alaska Mental
Health Enabling Act and an application by an Alaska Na-
tive for allotment under the Act of May 17, 1906, and
it appears to the Bureau cf Land Management that the
Native applicant has met the requirements for patent,
upon notice of this determination the State, if dissat-
isfied, has an election of remedies. It may initiate
private contest proceedings to prove lack of qualifi-
cation on the part of the Native, or it may appeal the
determination to the Board of Land Appeals. If, on ap-
peal, the Board concludes that the Native's application
is deficient, it will order the institution of Govern-
ment contest proceedings. If, however, the Board af-
firms the finding that the requirements cf patent have
been met, the State will have no further administrative
recourse. where the State had not, prior to its appeal,
been afforded notice of the election, it should be af-
forded an opportunity to make such election.

A selection filed by the State of Alaska is subject to
prior valid existing rights of Natives, irrespective of
whether the State selection was filed pursuant to the
Alaska Mental Health Enabling Act or the Statehood Act.

State of Alaska v. Mattie.B. Bartos. 12 IBLA 269
Tlug. 27, 1979)

State_of_Alaska v. .Daniel Johnson, 12 IBLA 370
7sept.~Il7~19797 86 I.B. Ill

The regulations in 13 CFB 2627.1(b) provide that lands
applied for by the State of Alaska will be segregated
from all appropriations when the State files its appli-
cation to select. A State selection will not extinguish
valid prior existing rights. When Alaskan Natives can
prove prior qualifying use and occupancy of selected
lands, tentative approvals by the Secretary of the Inte-
rior of State land selections must be canceled.

Sar^h_Ai_Pence_et_ali , 13 IBLA 266 (Oct. 15, 1979)

A P£locations

A notice of location for homestead settlement on lands
applied for as a State selection under the Alaska
Statehood Act is unacceptable for recordation.

Stanley Ray Hunt. 19 IBLA 259 (Mar. 31, 1975)

An oil and gas lease offer must be rejected when ap-
proval is given to a subsequently filed State selecticr
embracing the same lands, including the mineral rights.
Following issuance of patent to the State, the Depart-
ment loses jurisdiction over the patented land.

Duncan. Miller , 20 IBLA 1 (Apr. 11, 1975)

Ri£hard_W.
1975)

Bcwe
f Dani el Gaudi ane

,

20 IBLA 59 (Apr. 21,
82 I.C. 171

The notation on land office records of a nencempetitive
oil and gas lease application does not prevent the
State of Alaska from selecting the land pursuant to the
Alaska Statehood Act.

Iu]S£n_Servicex_Inc.. 2 2 IBLA 220 (Oct. 15, 1975)

In the absence of a timely appeal from a decisicn re-
jecting the State of Alaska's selection application for
certain lands, the lands are no longer segregated from
ether disposition and a withdrawal of those lands may
attach, precluding subseguent selection by the State.

State of Alaska. 22 IBLA 229 (Oct. 16, 1975)

The filing of an Alaska State selection for land in
an Alaska grazing lease constitutes a petition for
determination under 13 CFB 1131.3-1, and upon favor-
able determination and cancellation of the lease, the
State's rights, including segregation of the land in
its favor, relate back to the filing cf the selection.

Native use and occupancy of land within an Alaska graz-
ing lease does not preclude the State from selecting
the land as "vacant and unappropriated" land within the
meaning cf the Alaska Statehood Act, 72 Stat. 339,
18 O.S.C. notes prec. « 21 (1970). The initiation of
use and occupancy subsequent to the segregaticn of the
land in favor of the State gives an applicant nc rights
to an allotment.

Sandra_M.._Pestrikoff, 23 IBLA 197 (Jan. 6, 1976)

Settlement en land in Alaska which is subject to a
grazing lease issued under the Alaska Grazing Act of
Mar. 1, 1927, 13 O.S.C. 44 316, 316a-316o (1976), dees
not create any rights by virtue of such settlement un-
der the Alaska Native Allotment Act, 13 U.S.C. 44 270-1
to 270-3 (1970), repealed by 13 O.S.C. 4 1617 (1976),
since such land is segregated from adverse appropria-
tion at least until the Department takes acticn tc can-
cel the grazing lease pro tanto. tut the grazing lease
does not preclude the filing of a State selection ap-
plication which, when filed, segregates the land from
all appropriation based upon settlement or locaticn.

Plovd L. Ande rson. Sr.. 11 IBLA 280 (June 28, 1979)
86 I.E. 315
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Mental_Health Lands

Sec. « of ANCSA states:
"(a) All prior conveyances of public land and water
areas in Alaska, or any interest therein, pursuant tc

Federal law, and all tentative approvals pursuant to
sec. 6(g) of the Alaska Statehood Act, shall be re-
garded as an extinguishment of the aboriginal title
thereto, if any.
"(b) All aboriginal titles, if any, and claims of
aboriginal title in Alaska based on use and cccupancy,
including submerged land underneath all water areas,
both inland and offshore, and including any aboriginal
hunting or fishing rights that may exist, are hereby
extinguished.
"(c) All claims against the united States, the State,
and all other persons that are based on claims of abor-
iginal right, title, use, or occupancy of land or water
areas in Alaska, or that are based on any statute or
treaty of the United States relating to Native use and
occupancy, or that are based on the laws of any other
nation, including any such claims that are pending be-
fore any Federal or State court or the Indian Claims
Commission, are hereby extinguished."

The effect of the extinguishment of aboriginal claims
by sec. 1 of ANCSA, as explained in the Conference Be-
port (S. Bep. No. 92-581), 92d Cong., 1st Sess. , HO
(1971) and interpreted by Edwardsen v. Morten, 369 F.

Supp. 1359 (D.C. Cir. 1973) , necessarily defeats argu-
ments that Mental Health lands remained public lands
based on assertions of aboriginal title.

Because Alaska acquired a present right or interest in
Rental Health lands immediately upon proper selection
of same, and because that interest effectively trans-
fers ownership in the lands to the State, such lands
can no longer be considered "public lands" within the
meaning of sec. 3(e) and are unavailable for Native
village selection under sees. 11(a)(1) and 12(a)(1) of
ANCSA.

The authority to select lands under the Alaska Mental
Health Enabling Act, while confirmed to the State under
sec. 6(k) of the Statehood Act, remains separate and
distinct from the authority of the State to select
lands as provided in sees. 6(a) and (b) of the State-
hood Act.

Lands properly selected under the Alaska Mental Health
Enabling Act are not "lands * * * that have teen
selected * * * by the State under the Alaska Statehood
Act" and are not available for selection ty Native
villages under sees. 11 (a) (2) and 12 (a) (1) of ANCSA.

*£Egal_2f_Seldovia_Native_AsslnJ

(July 1, 1976)
Inc. <CAB 65

I.D. l»61
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Mineral Lands—Continued

conveyed. The Act does net require that Federal pat-
ents to the State include a proviso tc the abeve ef-
fect, rather, it is subsequent State conveyances which
must contain a reservation for minerals.

Bichard W. Bcwe. Daniel Gaudi
1975)

IBLA 59 (Apr. 21,
82 I.I. 17i|
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Sec. 6 (i) of the Alaska Statehood Act provides that
grants of mineral lands to the State are made upon the
condition that all subsequent State cenveyances cf the
mineral lands shall te subject to and contain a reser-
vation tc the State of all the minerals in the lands s<

conveyed. The Act does not require that Federal pat-
ents to the State include a proviso to the above ef-
fect, rather, it is subsequent State cenveyances which
must contain a reservation for minerals.

Richard, M^_Bc wei_Daniel_Gaudia.ne

,

1975)
20 IEIA :9 (Apr,

82 I.I

exThe filinq cf an amended Alaska State selecticn,
a prior trade and manufacturing site claim for which a

notice of location was recorded is canceled and clcsed
of record but where the cancellation has not been
posted on the records, segregates the land it describes
from further appropriations based en application or
settlement and location.

Ma
Jro,are_t_LJ._Klat_tJ

1975)
Allan D. Klatt. 23 IEIA 59 (tec. 11,

MINERAL LEASES AND PERMITS

A selection filed by the State of Alaska is subject to
prior valid existing rights of Natives, irrespective of
whether the State selecticn was filed pursuant tc the
Alaska Mental Health Enabling Act or the Statehood Act.

S4ate_of_Alaska_vi_Mattie_Bi_Bartos, U2 IELA 269
(Aug. 27, 1979)

State. of. Alaska v

.

(Sept. 11, 1979)
Daniel Johnson, «2 IBLA 370

86

Whether the issuance of PLO No. 5UU6, prohibiting
and gas leasing in Alaska, without prior proposed
making is violative cf the Aduinistrative Frocedu
cr of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act nee
te decided; ty such issuance the Secretary has en
ated a pclicy of rejecting mineral lease applicat
well within his discreticnary authority.

Bristol Bay Native Corp.. Ml IBLA 85 (June U, 1979)

oil
rule-

re Act
d net
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Mineral Lands

Sec. 6 (i) of the Alaska Statehood Act provides that
grants of mineral lands to the State are made upon the
condition that all subsequent State conveyances of the
mineral lands shall be subject to and contain a reser-
vation to the State of all the minerals in the lands sc

MINING CLAIMS

A mining claim located on land in Alaska at
such land was withdrawn from mineral entry
declared null and void ab initio.

time whei
properly

Where the Eureau of Land Management reccrds reveal thai
lands in Alaska have been withdrawn under PLC 525C and
certain cf these lands have not been recommended, pur-
suant to sec. 17(d)(2)(C), Alaska Native Claims Settle-
ment Act of Dec. 18, 1971, «3 U.S.C. i 1616(d) (2) (C)

(Supp. IV 197U), for addition to or creation as units
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of the National Park, Forest, Wildlife Refuge, and Wild
and Scenic Rivers Systems within 2 years cf the date of
the Act, such lands do not nevertheless become availa-
ble for appropriation under the Dining laws. This con-
clusion is compelled by the reason that PLO 5250 is
based upon E.O. 10355, uhich not cnly invokes 13 U.S.C.
55 111-112 (1970), but also the President's general or
inherent authority to withdraw public lands completely
from mining location.

Sally Lester. et al.
"(May 10, 1978)

(O n Reconsideration) , 35 IBLA 61

applies for withdrawn lands must show that he did com-
ply with the law prior to the effective date cf with-
drawal, and be may net tack on his deceased parents'
use and occupancy to establish a right fcr hiiself
prior to the withdrawal.

The Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act of Dec. 16,
1971, extinguished all aboriginal claims and rights of
the Natives and terminated whatever aboriginal rights,
if any, the Natives may have had.

AJLS-JcNoise^Davic
169 (May 7, 1975)

_5aitba_Anderson , 2C I EI A

NATIVE ALLOTMENTS

An application for an Alaska Native allotment must be
rejected where the applicant failed to initiate use and
occupancy prior to Dec. 18, 1971.

Schwalbe Nukwak, 18 IBLA 118 (Feb. 10, 1975)

Where an Alaska Native Allotment application pending in
the Department on Dec. 18, 1971, is later amended to
include new or additional lands, the amendment to the
application will not be considered as timely filed and
will be rejected. Bowever, a correction cf a descrip-
tion, where the site was not properly identified on
protraction diagrams, may be permitted.

A decision of the Bureau of Land Management rejecting a

Native Allotment application because the land is within
an oil shale withdrawal will be set aside and remanded
for further consideration where the Secretary of the
Interior has directed the Geological Survey to review
its mineral classifications in Alaska and the applicant
requests an opportunity to present evidence to dispute
the classification.

Raymond. Paneak. 19 IBLA 68 (Feb. 25, 1975)

A grazing lease issued in 1933 for reindeer under the
Act of Mar. 1, 1927, became subject to the Reindeer Act
of Sept. 1, 1937, and rules and regulaticns thereunder.
Interpretations of the effect of grazing rights granted
under the 1937 Act upon a Native allotment applicant's
claim of occupancy may be applied to such a lease, if
they are not to the detriment of the lessee.

A regulation pertaining to grazing permits under the
Reindeer Grazing Act of 1937 allows settlement rights
to be initiated while a permit issued under that Act
is in existence. The policy manifest in that regula-
tion may be followed, in the exercise of the Secre-
tary's discretion, to permit consideration of a Native
allotment applicant's occupancy of land after the 1937-
Act, even though the land was covered by a reindeer
grazing lease issued prior to that time under the Act
of Mar. 1, 1927, and the regulation was promulgated
after initiation of the occupancy.

Kristeen J. Burke, Jpe_N, Helovedoff, Victor Helcvedoff.
20 IBLA 162 (May 5, 1975)

Lands withdrawn from appropriation under the nonmineral
public land laws and lands within Alaska State selection
applications are not open to the initiation of Alaska
Native allotment claims.

An allotment right is personal to one who has fully
complied with the law and regulations. A Native who

Lands in Naval Petroleum Reserve No. 1 are not avail-
able for Alaska Native allotments.

Arti e Kittick, Lena Mae Matoomealoo k. 20 IB1A 211
(May 15, 1975)

Ruth Aqnasaqga. Andrew Ekak. 21 IBLA 228 (July 31,
19757

Paul Qqroogak . 22 IBLA 90 (Sept. 22, 1975)

Withdrawn lands and lands closed to nonmineral entry
are not open to appropriation under the Alaska Native
Allotment Act, 13 U.S.C. 55 270-1 through 270-3 (1970),
No rights may be initiated under the Alaska Native
Allotment Act ty occupation and use cf lands net open
to appropriation.

Anna Opheim. Chri s Roy 0pheim B Philip Katelnikcff ,

20 IBLA 290 (Hay 27, 1975)

When a Native has initiated use and occupancy of land
prio r to the date of its classification under the Clas-
sification and Multiple Use Act of 1961, such classifi-
cation will not constitute a bar to the completion of
the statutory 5-year use and occupancy period, and the
allotment may be granted, all else being regular, even
though the classification remains in effect.

Katie Wassillie et al.. 20 IBLA 330 (June 6, 1975)

Donald F. Niel sen. Ethel Adco x. 21 IELA 258 (Aug. 11,
1975)

Although a patent issued pursuant to an Alaska State
selection may have been issued by mistake, it vested
title in the State and removed from the jurisdicticn
of this Department the right to inquire into and con-
sider all disputed guestiens of fact as well as right!
in the land.

Thomas Albert . 20 IBLA 338 (June 11, 1975)

Native allotment applications for lands in the longass
National Forest may be allowed only if (1) the applica-
tion is founded on occupancy prior to the inclusion of
the lands within the forest or (2) an authorized offi-
cer cf the Department of Agriculture certifies that the
land in the application is chiefly valuable for agri-
cultural or grazing purposes.

A Native who has applied for an allotment within a

national forest must show that he personally complied
with the law in establishing occupancy and use pricr to
the effective date cf the forest withdrawal and be may
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not tack on his parents' or grandparents' use and occu-
pancy to establish a right in hiaself commencing prior
to the creation of the forest.

Ho property rights Here created under the Alaska Native
Allotment Act until all requirements of statute and
regulation were satisfied during the lifetime of the
applicant.

The Government »ay withdraw lands occupied by Alaskan
Natives under alleged aboriginal possessory rights and
thus preclude such lands froa disposition under the
Native Allotment Act.

Lo uis P. Siapson et al. . 20 IBLA 387 (June 16, 1975)

&i*§KA— Continued

NATIVE ALLOTHEHTS—Continued

5 years, without distinction as to whether or not the
land is part of the national forest system or is part
of the unreserved public doaain. Even if that require-
aent of the Act were interpreted to apply cnly to
naticnal fcrest land, occupancy for S years is still
reguired on unreserved public doaain by regulations
proaulgated pursuant to the authority and discretion
cf the Secretary of the Interior.

The reguireaent of 5 years' use and occupancy tc re-
ceive an allotment under the Native Allotment Act oust
have occurred prior to Dec. 18, 1971, as the Alaska
Native Claias Settlement Act extinguished all sucb un-
perfected claias from that day forward.

SaiSSE-BSiajan, 21 IBLA 173 (July 25, 1975)

Bven if a patent issued to a homestead entryaan by mis-

take or inadvertence, it vested title in the patentee
and removed from the jurisdiction of this Department
the right to decide all disputed questions of fact as
well as rights to land.

Basille Jackson. 21 IBLA 5H (June 18, 1975)

An allotment may issue where a qualified Native shows
at least 5 years' continued use and occupancy of land
froa which he earns subsistence and where his use po-
tentially excludes that of all others.

J2£k_ Kou£ch a k , 21 IBLA 71 (June 25, 1975)

An Alaska Native Allotment application covering lands
which have been withdrawn froa all forms of appro-
priation must be rejected unless the applicant can
demonstrate that he actually used and occupied the
land for a period of 5 years prior to withdrawal.

H enry E
.,

N as hookpuk. L e nn.j e Lane, Jr.
21 IBLA 116 "(June 30, 1975)

Har riet J. Lant

The policy aanifest in regulations pertaining to graz-
ing permits under the Beindeer Grazing Act of 1937
allows, in the exercise of the Secretary's discretion,
consideration of a Native allotment applicant's use
and occupancy of land after the 1937 Act, even though
the land was covered by a reindeer grazing lease is-
sued prior to that tiae under the Act of Bar. 1, 1927.

SULIi ?t al.. 21 IBLA 152 (July 16, 1975)

An application for a Native allotment consisting cf two
separate parcels of land is properly rejected as to the
one parcel on which there is no evidence cf use or oc-
cupancy by the applicant and the applicant fails to
supply such evidence on request.

A request for an evidentiary hearing will be denied
where there is no dispute involving a material fact
and there is no chance of developaent of further Bate-
rial facts which would require a different decision.

Benlah Hoses. 21 IBLA 157 (July 21. 1975)

Substantial use and occupancy, as conteaplated by the
Native Allotaent Act, must be by the Native as an
independent citizen for himself or as head of a family,
and not as a ainor child occupying or using the land in
company with bis parents.

Bore than a quarter of a century of nonuse of land by
an applicant for a Native allotment negates any asser-
tion of substantially continuous use and occupancy and
militates against a finding of substantial actual pos-
session potentially exclusive of others, as required
by law and regulation. Such a long period of ncnuse
by applicant vitiates any effective gualifying use and
occupancy which may have preceded the lcng period of
lack of use.

Lands in a pcwersite withdrawal are not available fcr
Native allotment unless the applicant has completed
5 years of qualifying use and occupancy prior tc the
filing of the application fcr withdrawal fcr powersite
purposes.

Williag_Carlo,.Sr.. 21 IBLA 181 (July 25, 1975)

Ihere an applicant for a Native allotment asserts
and occupancy of the land in 1959 and the 1.

included ir
the lands

pancy oi toe iana in 1535 ana tne iana is
in an application for powersite withdrawal cf

s in 1963, and is withdrawn in 1965 for such
, the applicant has failed tc demonstrate the

H erman Jcset h, 21 IBLA 199 (July 30, 1975)

An allotaent aay not be granted unless the applicant
demonstrates she has made a substantially continuous
use and occupancy for a period of 5 years as an inde-
pendent citizen fcr herself or as the head of a house-
hold and not as a ainor child occupying and using land
in company with her parents, grandparents or other
forebears.

An allotaent tight is personal to one who has fully
coaplied with the law and regulations. An applicant
aust show that she herself has coaplied with the law
and she aay not tack on the period of use and occupancy
ty ber parents, grandparents, or other forebears nor
aay general cccupancy under alleged aboriginal rights
serve as a basis upon which a Native may predicate a

claia tc an allotment.

I"ll_Ji_I°o£2 » 21 IBLA 207 (July 30, 1975)

The Native Allotaent Act, as aaend ed. requires that ai
applicant aust occupy the land he claims for at least
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Alaska Native allotment applications for lands in the
Tongass National Forest are properly rejected where (1)

the applications are not founded on use and occupancy
of the applicants prior to inclusion of lands within
the forest or (2) the Department of Agriculture dees
not certify that the lands are chiefly valuable for
agricultural or grazing purposes.

!3arj_Yi_Paul_et_al_.. 21 IBLA 223 (July 31, 1975)

The requirement of use and occupancy by an applicant
under the Alaska Native Allotment Act contemplates
possession at least potentially to the exclusion cf
all others and not mere intermittent use. Seasonal
use for fishing, hunting and trapping within an area
used for similar purposes by others without the consent
of the applicant does not satisfy the requirements of
the regulation that use shall be potentially to the ex-
clusion of all others.

Where a Native allotment applicant has used the land
applied for only for hunting, trapping and fishing and
there are no improvements on the land, it is proper in
the exercise of the Secretary's discretionary authority
to reject the application to the extent it conflicts
with a special land use permit issued to the Alaska
Fish and Game Department for scientific purposes.

Gregory Anelon, Sr.. 21 IELA 230 (Aug. 1, 1975)

An Alaska Native allotment application is properly re-
jected where applicant fails to show 5 years' substantial
continuous use and occupancy prior to the closing of
the land to Native allotments. An allotment applica-
tion is properly rejected when the land applied for is
within a powersite withdrawal and initiation of use and
occupancy was less than 5 years prior to the time the
lands were closed.

Heirs of Charles E. Frank et al .

,

1975)
21 IBLA 2H8 (Aug. 11,

Leah_Druck, 22 IBLA 253 (Oct. 22, 1975)

An allotment application must be rejected where the
Native did not complete 5 years' substantial use and
occupancy of the land prior to withdrawal. An appli-
cant who was an infant of tender years at the time of
withdrawal cannot qualify for an allotment en the with-
drawn land.

Emma_Moses, 21 IBLA 26« (Aug. 11, 1975)

The date of the segregation from settlement, caused
ty the filing of a State selection application in the
appropriate effice of the Bureau of Land Hanagient, is
not tantamount to the "effective date" of "(a] with-
drawal cr reservation" described in the Secretarial
directive of Oct. 18, 1973. Therefore, Native use and
occupancy commenced before such segregation may con-
tinue, unhampered by such segregation, to gain the
requisite 5 years' use and occupancy seguired under
U3 O.S.C. «« 270-1 to 270-3 (197C).

Victor A. Anahonak. 21 IBLA 3K7 (Aug. 18, 1975)

Lands in the Arctic National Wildlife Bange nay net be
made available for Native allotment unless the allot-
ment applicant initiated substantial use and occupancy
more than 5 years prior to the withdrawal of the land.

Herman S_. Bexfordx Wilson Sopli
1975)

22 IBLA 20 (Sept.

Lands in the Arctic National Wildlife Bange may not be
made available for Native allotment unless the allot-
ment applicant initiated substantial use and cccupancy
more than 5 years prior to the withdrawal of the land.

Where an Alaska Native allotment applicant pending in
the Department on Dec. 18, 1971, is later amended to
include new cr additional lands, the amendment to the
application will not be censidered as timely filed and
will be rejected.

Annie SoeIu. 22 IBLA 38 (Sept. 10. 1975)

An allotment may be granted only when the Native appli-
cant demenstrates actual substantial use and occupation
cf the land at least potentially exclusive of others,
and not merely intermittent use. Where such use is
shown, all else being regular, an allotment ordinarily
may issue for the smallest legal UO-acre subdivision
embracing the area cf use.

Hilma Eakon. 22 IBLA HI (Sept. 15, 1975)

An applicaticn for an Alaska Native allotment filed
with the Department of the Interior after Dec. 1£,
1971, must be rejected.

Jessie Jim, Georgia Jim, 22 IBLA 5« (Sept- 17, 1975)

An applicant under the Alaska Native Allotment Act dees
not have a due process "right" under the Constitution
to a hearing before an administrative law judge en the
rejection of her application in whole or in part.

The requirement of "substantially continuous use and
occupancy of the land for a period of 5 years" applies
to all applicants under the Alaska Native Allotment
Act, regardless of where the land is situated. Such
5-year period must be completed prior to the time the
land was withdrawn by the Alaska Native Claims Settle-
ment Act.

Where a Native allotment applicant has had an adequate
opportunity to submit her own evidence of use and occu-
pancy, but has failed to do so, a decision rejecting
the application in part because of inadequate use and
occupancy may be upheld.

Heldina_Elu ska, 21 IBLA 292 (Aug. 11, 1975)

The requirement of "substantially continuous use and
occupancy of the land for a period cf five years"
applies to all applicants under the Alaska Native
Allotment Act, regardless of where the land is
situated.

The requirement of use and cccupancy for a Fericd of
5 years in order to receive an allotment under the
Alaska Native Allotment Act must be completed by
Dec. 18, 1971. If an applicant for a Native allot-
ment has not completed the 5 years prior to that date,
be does not qualify under the Alaska Native Allotment
Act.

John A. .Paine. 22 IELA 56 (Sept. 17, 1975)
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Withdrawn lands are not open to appropriation under
the Native Allotment Act. An Alaska Native allotment
application is properly rejected where the applicant
fails to show substantial use and occupancy at least
potentially to the exclusion of others and not mere
intermittent use.

Sgrafina Anelon. 22 IBLA 101 (Sept. 22, 1975)

Lands reguired for airport approach and aviation pur-
poses, and lands most used in common by the general
community, will be retained in public ownership and
will not be conveyed pursuant to an application filed
under the Alaska Native Allotment Act. Hhere the rec-
ord fails to show that a Native has used land at least
potentially to the exclusion of others for a 5-year
period, his application for Native allotment is prop-
erly rejected.

Evaji_Chiskalsi_Alejt_Hunt^Ang^la^din^ffx_Antonia
Raymond, 22 IBLA 153 (Sept. 30, 1975)

Lands withdrawn from appropriation under the nonmin-
eral public land laws are not open to the initiation
of Alaska Native Allotment claims. No rights may be
initiated under the Alaska Native Allotment Act by
occupation and use of lands not open to appropriation.

Substantial use and occupancy, as contemplated by the
Alaska Native Allotment Act, must be by the Native as
an independent citizen for himself or as head of a
family, and not as a minor child occupying cr using
the land in company with his parents.

An allotment right is personal to one who has fully
complied with the law and regulations. A Native who
applies for withdrawn lands must show that he did com-
ply with the law prior to the effective date of with-
drawal, and he may not tack on his deceased parents'
use and occupancy to establish a right for himself
prior to the withdrawal.

The Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act of Dec. 18,
1971, extinguished all aboriginal claims and rights of
the Natives and terminated whatever aboriginal rights,
if any, the Natives may have had.

James S. Picnalook, S.r tJ _Habel Bullard. 22 IELA 191
(Oct. 15, 1975)

ALASK A— Continued
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The requirement of "substantially continuous use and
occupancy cf the land for a period cf five years"
applies to all applicants under the Alaska Native Al-
lotment Act, regardless of where the land is situated.

A Native allotment applicant is not entitled tc credit
for her use and occupancy of the land as a miner child
acccipanying her parents. Moreover, failure tc use
the land fcr at least 8 years prior to applying for a

Native allotment precludes an applicant from showing
"substantially continuous use and occupancy of the
land."

Applicants under the Alaska Native Allotment Act do net
have a right to a formal bearing before an administra-
tive law judge. However, a hearing may be ordered in
the discretion of the Secretary of the Interior.

Elsie Bergman. Halter Titus, Steven Bergman. 72 IELA
233 (Oct. 22. 1975)
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The Alaska Native Allotment Act, as amended
mented, requires that an applicant must use
the land claimed for at least 5 years, whet
the land is part of the national forest sys
part of the unreserved public demain. Even if
were to be censtrued as net expressly requiring
use and cccupancy prior to issuance cf an a

for unreserved public domain lands, Cepartm
latiens promulgated pursuant to the authori
discretion of the Secretary of the Intericr
such a requirement.

The preference right created under the Alaska Nat
Allotment Act is not a property right protected t

Fifth or Fourteenth Amendients to the United Stat
Constitution, and conseguently, a Native allotmen
plicant has nc constitutional right to a hearing.
While the applicant is not entitled to a hearing
matter of right, one may be held at the discretic
the Secretary of the Interior, but when the appli
fails to allege any facts which would justify a h

and the sole issues presented are legal in nature, an
evidentiary hearing is not required.

Substantial use and occupancy, as contemplated by the
Alaska Native Allotment Act, must be by the Native as
an independent citizen for himself cr as head of a

family, and not as a minor child occupying or using
the land in company with his parents.

Paul Koyukuk. 22 IBLA 217 (Oct. 22, 1975)
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The Secretarial instruction of Oct. 18, 1973, which
mandates a showing by a Native allotment applicant of
5 years of occupancy prior to a withdrawal of the land,
was not required to be published as rulemaking since
5 U.S.C. * 553(a)(2) (1970) exempts from its ambit mat-
ters pertaining to public property.

Where a Native allotment application is not allowable
because of failure to meet requirements cf law and the
applicant dies, her heirs gain no rights to the land.

aeirs_of_Dorothi_Gordon, 22 IBLA 213 (Oct. 15, 1975)

A selection filed by the State of Alaska under its
Statehood Act segregates the land from all appropria-
tions based on settlement and location when the appli-
cation is accepted by BLtl and posted to the appropriate
land status records. A Native allotment application is
properly rejected where applicant fails to show occupa-
tion and use prior to the filing of an acceptable
State selection application.

The Secretarial guideline of Oct. 18, 1973, that a

Native allotment applicant should be rejected when the
applicant fails to shew 5 years of use and occupancy
prior to a withdrawal of the land: (a) is not subject
to the rulemaking provisions of the Administrative Ero-
cedure Act, 5 U.S.C. $ 553 (1970) ; and (b) is a Frcper
exercise of the discretion vested in the Secretary ty
the Alaska Native Allotment Act, 13 U.S.C. §§ 270-1 tc
270-3 (1970) , the application of whico does not violate
any right cf the allotment applicant.

Herman_JcserJi (On Beccnsi deration) . 22 IBLA 266
"(Oct. 30, 1975)

Once made, an election to apply under sec. 11(h) (5)

of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act, 13 U.S.C.
i 1613(h)(5) (Supp. Ill 1973), in lieu of a Native
allotment application, is irrevocable.

Ewiqht Tevuk (Deceased). 22 IBLA 296 (Nov. 3, 197?)

Martha, Isaac. 22 IBLA 221 (Oct. 15, 1975)
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Mere seasonal use of land for beny picking, when the
land is used for berry picking by others, is not the
substantially continuous use and occupancy to the po-
tential exclusion of others contemplated ty the regu-
lations. A Native allotment application which asserts
seasonal use for berry picking while the land is used
by others Bust be rejected.

«IEiiS_Jaicox , 22 IBLA 321 (Nov. 10, 1975)

Hhere, prior to the rejection of her application, an
applicant for a Native allotment was advised of find-
ings which, unless rebutted, would result in the
rejection of the application, and was affcrded an ex-
tended period of tine in which to submit additional
evidence, evidence which is thereafter submitted for
the first time on appeal from the rejection decision,
without explanation of why it was not submitted when
due, will not be favorably considered in adjudicating
the propriety of the decision appealed from.

Where the preponderance of credible evidence indicates
that the land applied for was not substantially used
and occupied by the applicant, to the potential exclu-
sion of others, for at least 5 years, the application
is properly rejected.

fi3£I_»I2liaJS. 22 IBLA 38<t (Nov. 21, 1975)

A Native allotment application is properly rejected
where applicant fails to show occupation and use prior
to the filing of a State selection application.

Substantial use and occupancy, as contemplated by the
Alaska Native Allotment Act, must be by the Native as
an independent citizen for herself or as head of a fam-
ily, and not as a minor child occupying or using the
land in company with her parents.

L2JJAse_Luke , 22 IBLA 388 (Nov. 2«, 1975)

The requirement of use and occupancy by an applicant
under the Alaska Native Allotment Act contemplates
possession at least potentially to the exclusion cf
all others and not mere intermittent use. The burden
to present clear and credible evidence to establish
entitlement is upon the applicant.

The requirement of "substantially continuous use and
occupancy of the land for a period of 5 years" applies
to all allotments under the Alaska Native Allotment
Act, regardless of where the land is situated.

An applicant under the Alaska Native Allotment Act does
not have a due process right under the Constitution to
a hearing before an administrative law judge on the re-
jection of his application.

Jaxk Gosuk. 22 IBLA 392 (Nov. 2<t, 1975)

Lands withdrawn from appropriation under the public
land laws and lands within Alaska State selection
applications are not open to the initiation of Alaska
Native allotment claims.

An applicant for a Native allotment cannot tack on the
use and occupancy of the land by bis relatives to his
own use and occupancy in order to establish the statu-
tory 5-year period of substantially continuous use and
occupancy.

£g£iJ,_3.,Sll0ll. 23 IBLA 17 (Nov. 26, 1975)

NATIVE ALLOTDENTS—Continued

Native allotient applications for lands in the lengass
Naticnal Fcrest may he allowed only if (1) the applica-
tion is founded en occupancy prior tc the inclusicn of
the lands within the forest or (2) an authorized offi-
cer of the Department of Agriculture certifies tbat. the
land in the application is chiefly valuable for agri-
cultural or grazing purposes.

A Native wbc has applied for an allotment within a

naticnal fcrest must show that he personally complied
with the law in establishing occupancy and use prior
to the effective date of the forest withdrawal and be
may not tack on his parents* or grandparents' use and
occupancy tc establish a right in himself commencing
prior to the creation of the forest.

Under the Alaska Native Allotment Act, a Native must
be old enough to exert independent use and control of
the land at the time be initiates his claim, and must
occupy the land to the potential exclusion of others.

Christina La verne Hanlon et
1975)"

23 IELA 36 (tec. 2,

Substantial use and occupancy, as contemplated ty the
Native Allotment Act, must be by the Native indepen-
dently for himself or as head of a family prior to the
effective date of withdrawal, and he may net tack on
use and occupancy by bis parents or ancestors to estab-
lish a right for himself prior to the withdrawal.

Withdrawal cf land in 1940, inclusion of the land in a

grazing lease under authority cf the Alaska Grazing
Act cf Bar. <i, 1927, revocation of the withdrawal in
1961, and selection cf the land by the State of Alaska
under authority of the Statehood Act in 1963 while the
grazing lease was still extant, effectively kept the
land closed to the initiation of rights under the Na-
tive Allotment Act at all times during the period from
19U0 to the revocation cf the Allotment Act on tec. 18,
1971, by sec. 18 of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act.

Herman Baakanson. 23 IBLA 5« (Dec. 0, 1975)

A selecticn application, filed by the State of Alaska
under its Statehood Act, segregates the land frci all
appropriations, including those based on settlement and
location, when the application is filed. A Native al-
lotment applicaticn is properly rejected where it fails
to show use and occupancy initiated prior tc the filing
of the State selecticn application.

William H. Tennyson, Jr.. 23 IBLA 77 (Dec. 12, 1975)

The use and occupancy requirement is satisfied when a

qualified Native shows at least 5 years of continued
use and occupancy of land from which she earns subsis-
tence and where her use potentially excludes that of
all others.

Ber_nice_Ai_Br.own, 23 IBLA 79 (Dec. 12, 1975)

The Eoard of Land Appeals will not give favorable con-
sideration tc new or additional evidence submitted with
an appeal from a rejection of a Native allotment appli-
caticn in the absence of a satisfactory shewing why the
evidence was not submitted to Bureau of Land Eanagement
within the period afforded the applicant for the sab-
mission of such evidence.

An applicant for a Native allotment has no right to a

bearing, and ncne is required where there is no offer
cf proof which indicates that the findings of the State
Office were incorrect, or where an offer of evidence is
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unaccompanied by a satisfactory explanation why it was
not submitted to the State Office within the time
provided.

A request by a Native allotment applicant fcr a new
field examination will be denied where the applicant
was given the opportunity to submit evidence in support
of her claia and failed to do so.

where the preponderance of credible evidence indicates
that the land applied for was not substantially used
and occupied by the applicant, to the potential exclu-
sion of others, for at least 5 years, the application
is properly rejected.

Alexandra Atchak. 23 IBLA 81 (Dec. 12, 1975)

Where a field examination reveals substantial use and
occupancy by persons other than the claimant, a

decision rejecting a Native allotment application will
be affirmed.

Nora B. Konnkpeok. 23 IBIA 86 (Dec. 16, 1975)

An Alaska Native allotment application is properly
rejected where the applicant fails to demonstrate
completion of 5 years of substantially continuous use
and occupancy prior to an application for withdrawal
of the land for power purposes.

Wayne C. Williams. 2 3 IBLA 88 16, 1975)

The right to an allotment is personal to a Native who
has complied with the law and regulations. An appli-
cant who applies for withdrawn lands must show personal
compliance with the law prior to the effect of the
withdrawal. Such applicant may not tack en the use
and occupancy of parents cr other relatives to estab-
lish her right prior to the withdrawal.

An allotment applicati
applicant was an infac
the subject land was i

ous that because of he

in must be rejected where the
: of tender years at the time
thdrawn, and where it is obvi-
age she cculd not have exerted

occupancy of the land to the exclu-independent use ai

sion of others.

Catherine Angaiak. 23 IBLA 91 (Dec. 18, 1975)

Where a Native allotment applicant alleges that he has
used the applied for land for hunting and trapping and
submits several affidavits for the first time on appeal
which verify this use, and the applicant makes a satis-
factory showing explaining why he was unable to submit
this evidence to the Bureau of Land Management prior to
its decision, the case will be remanded to the Bureau
for further consideration of the application in light
of the new evidence.

Jack Eqnatv, Sr.. 23 IBLA 95 (Dec. 18, 1975)

Where a Native allotment applicant has bad an adequate
opportunity to submit credible evidence cf substantially
continuous use and occupancy of the land at least poten-
tially exclusive of others, but has failed to make such
a showing, the application is properly rejected.

Over 20 years of nonuse of land by an applicant fcr a

Native allotment negates any assertion of substantially

At* SKA
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continuous use and occupancy and militates against a

finding of substantial actual possession potentially
exclusive cf others, as required ty law and regulation.
The pericd cf ncnuse vitiates any effective qualifying
use and cccupancy which may have preceded the leng
pericd of lack of use.

23 IELA 99 (Dec. 18, 1975)

yexikek. 23 IELA 1«5 (Dec. 23, 1975)

Native allotment applications fcr lands in the longass
National Forest may be allowed only if (1) the applica-
tion is founded on cccupancy prior to the inclusion cf
the lands within the forest, or (2) an authorized offi-
cer of the Cepartment of Agriculture certifies that the
land in the application is chiefly valuable for agri-
cultural or grazing purposes.

A Native who has applied for an allotment within a

naticnal fcrest must show that he personally coiplied
with the law in establishing cccupancy and use prior
to the effective date of the forest withdrawal and be
may not tack en his parents' or grandparents' use and
cccupancy tc establish a right in himself commencing
prior to the creation of the forest.

Estate of Benjamin A.

1975T
right. 23 IBIA 120 (Dec.

»adja_pavis_Gamble. 23 IBLA 128 (Dec. 23, 1975)

A decision rejecting a Native allotment application
which alleges occupancy only as of a date after a State
selecticn application for the land has been filed will
be upheld and a request for a hearing on appeal denied
where appellant has refused after repeated opportuni-
ties to provide factual allegations cf qualifying occu-
pancy and the statement of reasons en appeal fails to
assert any facts which would tend tc establish qualify-
ing occupancy.

A Native allotment applicant is charged with notice of
the official land records of the Bureau of Land Manage-
ment. No estoppel will result from a delay in the
rejection of a Native allotment where the tasis cf the
decision is that the land was segregated by a State se-
lecticn application prior to commencement of cccupancy,
the delay was not unreasonable, the State selection was
a matter of public record, and no misrepresentations
were made to the applicant.

Roselvn Isaac . 23 IBLA 12« (Dec. 23, 1975)

The burden is upon an applicant for an Alaska Native
allotment tc provide clear and credible evidence cf
his cr her entitlement to an allotment, failure tc
do so will result in rejection of the application.

When an applicant for an Alaska Native allotment dies
without having complied with the law and regulations
necessary tc earn an allotment, no property right is
created which could have passed to the heirs of the
applicant upen her death.

[cna Wassillie. 23 IELA 131 (Dec. 23, 1975)

Onder the Alaska Grazing Act, 43 O.S.C. i 316 et jeg.
(1970), issuance cf a grazing lease appropriates the
lands and segregates them from public domain, barring
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them from use and occupancy for Native allotment pur-
poses until the Department takes action to exclude
lands from lease.

Edward F. Naughton. 23 IBLA 13« (Cec. 23, 1975)

An allotment may be granted only when the Native appli-
cant demonstrates actual substantial use and occupancy
of the land at least potentially exclusive cf others
and not merely intermittent use.

Where a Native allotment applicant has had an adequate
opportunity to clearly identify his area of allotment
and to present clear and credible evidence to establish
his entitlement but has failed to do so, a decision re-
jecting the application will be affirmed.

Pavilla.Pauk, 23 IBLA 151 (Dec. 23, 1975)

ALASKA—Continued

NATIVE ALLCTBENTS—Continued

Where an applicant for an allotment pursuant to the
Alaska Native Allotment Act did not occupy the land
prior to its inclusion in a naticnal forest, and the
land is found not to te chiefly valuable fcr agricul-
tural or grazing purposes by the authorized officer,
the application will be rejected.

Albert Shields. Sr. . 23 IBLA 188 (Jan. 5, 1976)

In order to qualify for an allotment an Alaska Native
applicant must show substantially continuous use and
occupancy of the land for a period of 5 years. when
there is no evidence that the applicant used and occu-
pied the land as required, the application must te
rejected.

Anqeline Gooden, 23 IBLA 192 (Jan. 6, 1976)

A Native allotment may not be approved where the land
applied for has been within a powersite withdrawal
long prior to the initiation of applicant's use and
occupancy.

Davis Hobson . 23 IBLA 159 (Dec. 23, 1975)

An Alaska Native allotment applicant may not use the
occupancy of public land by forebears to qualify her-
self for an allotment, nor does the use and occupancy
cf public land by a forebear, while the land was cpen
to settlement, create any right that excepts the land
from a withdrawal in favor of an applicant who initi-
ated independent use and cccupancy subsequent to the
withdrawal.

There must be "substantially continuous use and occu-
pancy of the land" by an Alaska Native allotment
applicant to qualify such an applicant for an allotment.

Heirs. of..flacauley A lakava k. 23 IBLA 170 (Dec. 29, 1975)

Whether or net a lease issued under the Alaska Grazing
Act, «3 O.S.C. « 316 e_£ s_ec[. (1970), was properly is-
sued, the land in such a lease is segregated frcm set-
tlement, location or entry, including the acguisiticn
of rights under the Alaska Native Allotment Act,
«3 O.S.C. « 270-1 et sea. (1970), until the
lease is canceled of record.

The substantial use and occupancy required under the
Native Allotment Act most be achieved by the Native
himself as an independent citizen (or family head) and
such use must be at least potentially exclusive of
others. Although a minor may initiate such use and
occupancy, use and occupancy by a dependent accompa-
nied by his parents does not qualify.

An allotment right is personal to one who has fully
complied with the law and the regulations. An appli-
cant for a Native allotment may not tack en use and
occupancy of the land by his ancestors to establish
the right. The applicant must have completed the
5-year period of use and occupancy prior to withdrawal
of the land to gualify.

Where the decision appealed from is based essentially
on the facts disclosed by appellant, there is no dis-
pute as to any material fact, and the sole question
presented is a legal issue, no evidentiary bearing is
required on appeal.

Sarah_Fi_Lindaren J

(Dec. 31, 1975)
Emery V. Showalter. 23 IBLA 17H

The requirement of use and occupancy by an applicant
under the Alaska Native Allotment Act contemplates pos-
session at least potentially to the exclusion of all
others and not mere intermittent use. The burden to
present clear and credible evidence to establish enti-
tlement is upon the applicant.

An applicant under the Alaska Native Allctment Act does
not have a due process "right" under the Constitution
to a hearing before an administrative law judge en the
rejection of her application in whole or in part.

A nuska_Tuaa t u k , 23 IBLA 182 (Jan. 5, 1976)

Native use and occupancy of land within an Alaska graz-
ing lease does not preclude the State from selecting
the land as "vacant and unappropriated" land within
the meaning cf the Alaska Statehcod Act, 72 Stat. 339,
18 O.S.C. nctes prec. $ 21 (1970). The initiation cf
use and occupancy subsequent to the segregation cf the
land in favcr of the State gives an applicant nc rights
to an allctment.

Sandra H. Eestrikoff. 23 IBLA 197 (Jai 1976)

Where evidence shows use and occupancy cf enly a part
of the land claimed in a Native allctment application,
an allotment nay be approved for the smallest legal
UO-acre subdivision embracing the area of use, and the
application as to the remainder of the land is properly
rejected.

Emily B. Hunt. 23 IELA 205 (Jai 1976)

An allotment may be granted only when the Native appli-
cant demenstrates actual substantial use and occupatior
of the land at least potentially exclusive of others,
and not merely intermittent use.

A Native allctment applicant is not entitled to a hear-
ing as a matter of right inasmuch as the issuance cf
an allotment is discretionary with the Secretary of
the Interior. Bowever, where there dees appear te be
a dispute as to material facts raised by conflicting
affidavits as to the alleged use of land by conflict-
ing applicants, a further field investigaticn will be
directed in an attempt to resolve the factual
uncertainties.

Amelja K. Blastervold ep al
,,

1976)
23 IBLA 207 (Jan. 6,
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Where the record of a Native allotment application at
the time of adjudication shows that rejection would te
proper, appellant will not be allowed on appeal to sub-
mit data which might warrant a different result, absent
a clear and convincing shewing explaining why the
information was not afforded to the Bureau of Land Man-
agement when appellant was called upon for such data.

fiavid_Ei_Sterens , 23 IBLA 221 (Jan. 8, 1976)

Where the evidence shows that an applicant for a Native
allotment has never occupied the land, the application
will be rejected.

Jlia_Wassillie, 23 IBLA 276 (Jan. 12, 1976)

Where a Native allotment application is properly
rejected and on appeal the applicant first submits
assertions which, if proved, might qualify her, but
fails to make a showing explaining why the data was
not timely filed, the rejection of the application
will stand.

Marion Stevens. 23 IBLA 280 (Jan. 12, 1976)

Where a Native allotment applicant has had an adequate
opportunity to submit credible evidence of substantially
continuous use and occupancy of the land at least poten-
tially exclusive of others, but has failed tc make such
a showing, the application is properly rejected.

A request by a Native allotment applicant for a new
field examination will be denied where the applicant
was given the opportunity to submit evidence in support
of her claim and failed to do so.

A Native allotment applicant is not entitled to a hear-
ing as a matter of right inasmuch as the issuance of
an allotment is discretionary with the Secretary of
the Interior. A hearing is not appropriate when there
is no offer of proof which if established would impel a

different legal conclusion.

Kathrvn Eluska . 23 IBLA 28« (Jan. 12, 1976)

A Native allotment application for lands within a wild-
life range withdrawal is properly rejected where the
applicant did not initiate and complete substantial use
and occupancy for a 5-year period prior to the effec-
tive date of withdrawal or segregation.

The requirement of "substantially continuous use and
occupancy of the land for a period of 5 years" applies
to all applicants under the Alaska Native Allotment
Act, regardless of where the land is situated.

Medina Flyn n. 23 IBLA 288 (Jan. 12, 1976)

A selection filed by the State of Alaska segregates the
land from all appropriations when the State files its
application to select. A Native allotment application
is properly rejected where applicant fails tc shew sub-
stantial use and occupancy of the land prior to the
filing of a State selection application independently
for himself or as the head of a family, and not as a
minor child occupying or using the land in company with
his parents or ancestors.

The turden tc present clear and credible evidence tc
establish entitlement to a Native allotment is upen
the applicant.

I|aniel_Johansen, 23 IBLA 292 (Jan. 12, 1976)

The requirement of use and occupancy by an applicant
under the Alaska Native Allotment Act contemplates
possessicn at least potentially to the exclusion of
all ethers and not mere intermittent use. The turden
to present clear and credible evidence tc establish
entitlement is upon the applicant.

An applicant for a Native allotment does not have a

right to a formal hearing before an administrative law
judge. Bearings may be held in the discretion of the
Secretary of the Interior and will not be held where
it is unlikely that further evidence will result in a

different ccnclusion.

J°hD_Ci_Knutsen, 23 IBLA 296 (Jan. 12, 1976)

The Eoard of Land Appeals will net give favorable con-
sideration tc new or additional evidence submitted with
an appeal from rejection of a Native allotment satis-
factory to it why the evidence was not submitted to the
Eureau of Land Management within the 60-day period af-
forded the applicant to submit a further evidence in
support of his application. General, rather than spe-
cific, allegations of difficulties in travel and commu-
nicating in Alaska are not satisfactory showings cf the
reascn for late filing of such evidence.

A field examination cf a land claimed for a Native
allctment is not sufficiently thorough where the field
examiner reveals in his report that only a portion cf
the parcel was actually examined for evidence of use
and cccupancy.

Linda L. Walk er. 23 IELA 299 (Jan. 1U, 1976)

An allotment right is personal to cne who has fully
complied with the law and regulations. Substantially
continuous use and occupancy by the Native himself, as
an independent citizen or head of a family, is required,
and such use must be at least potentially exclusive of
others. A minor may initiate such use and occupancy,
but use and cccupancy by a dependent accompanied by bis
parents does net gualify. An applicant may not tack on
use and cccupancy of the land by bis ancestors.

To te entitled to an Alaska Native allotment there
must be 5 years of substantially continuous use and
cccupancy, whether or not the land is part of the
national forest system or part of the unreserved pub-
lic domain.

Secretarial Guideline of Oct. 18, 1973, established
that an applicant for an Alaska Native allctment must
have completed a 5-year period of substantially contin-
uous use and occupancy prior to withdrawal of the land.
This guideline is not subject to the rulemaking provi-
sions of the Administrative Procedure Act, 5 O.S.C.
4 553 (1970).

A request fcr an evidentiary hearing will te denied
where there is no dispute involving a material fact,
and there is no chance of development of further iate-
rial facts which would require a different decision.

gCormick, 23 IBLA 30U (Jan. 16, 1976)
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Land patented to the State of Alaska pursuant to the
Act of Jan. 21. 1929. 45 Stat. 1091, is nc longer in
Federal ownership and is not available for an Alaska
Native allotment.

A BLM State Office decision rejecting an Alaska Na-
tive allotment application will h€ affined when the
applicant has failed to submit satisfactory proof of
substantially continuous use and occupancy of any land.

"ary.A. A. Aspinwall. 23 IBLA 309 (Jan. 16. 1976)

An allotnent right is personal to one who has fully com-
plied with the law and the regulations. An applicant
for a Native allotment on land withdrawn from appropri-
ation and reserved for lighthouse purposes by Executive
Order, subject to valid existing rights, must have com-
pleted the 5-year period of substantially continuous
use and occupancy prior to the withdrawal in order to
be eligible for an allotment.

The substantial use and occupancy reguired by the Native
Allotment Act must be achieved by the Native as an inde-
pendent citizen for himself (or as head cf a family) and
not as a minor, dependent child occupying or using the
land in the company of his parents.

An evidentiary hearing is not reguired where a decisicn
is based upon the facts as stated by the applicant,
there is no dispute as to any material fact, and the
sole guestion presented is a legal issue.

Bachael Topsekok. 23 IBLA 314 (Jan. 16, 1976)

Under the Alaska Native Allotment Act, no rights are
acquired by an applicant who asserted commencement of
settlement on land when it was included in a grazing
lease issued under the Alaska Grazing Act of 1927,
because the land was segregated from adverse
appropriation.

Christine.. Von.. Scheelg. 23 IBLA 346 (Jan. 21, 1976)

Where an application for an allotment by an Alaskan
Native includes land in a State of Alaska selection
application that has teen tentatively approved to the
State, and where the Native alleges occupancy and use
from a date prior to the filing of the State selection,
the allotment application may be granted, if the facts
alleged are ultimately proved and the application is
regular in all other respects.

Where the State of Alaska has applied to select certair
land and has been given tentative approval of that
selection, and thereafter a conflicting Native allot-
ment application is filed which is supported only by
meager evidence of use and occupancy, it is error to
allow the the allotment application and to cancel the
State's tentative approval and reject the selection
application without notice and an opportunity for a
hearing in which the State may participate.

State_of_Alaska_t John Nusunginya, 28 IBLA 63 (Nov. 12,
1976J

Where a petition for reconsideration cf a previous
Board decisicn applying departmental contest procedures
to Alaska Native allotment applications fails tc show
that the original decision was erroneous in any matter,
the original decisicn will be sustained.

£°na 1 4_P e t e r s_JO n_R ecc nsi de_raj io nl

,

(Nov. 23, 1976)
IBLA 1=3

83 I.E. 561

The filing of an option form by an Alaska Native to re-
ceive his "primary place of residence" pursuant to sec.
14(b) (5) of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act,
143 O.S.C. § 1613(b)(5) (SupF. III. 1973), does not ter-
minate a prior allotment application filed under the
Native Allotment Act, 43 O.S.C. « 270-1 (1970). Allow-
ance of an application under either act renders the
applicant ineligible for allowance of the other
application.

£«iahi_lG^uk_J Decease dl.
160 (Mar. 9, 1977)

(On Reconsideration) . 29 IEIA

Where the Bureau of Land Management determines that an
Alaska Native allotment application should te rejected
because the land was not used and occupied by the ap-
plicant, the BLM shall issue a contest complaint pur-
suant to 43 CFR 4.451 et sea,. Opon receiving a timely
answer to the complaint, which answer raises a disputed
issue of material fact, the Bureau will forward the
case file to the Hearings Division, Office of Hearings
and Appeals, Department of the Interior, for assignment
of an administrative law judge, who will prcceed to
schedule a hearing at which the applicant may produce
evidence to establish entitlement to his allotment.

Dona ld_ Pet ers , 26 IBLA 235 (Aug. 17, 1976) 83 I.C. 308

Where an Alaskan Native alleges that the land described
in her Native Allotment Certificate is not the land she
settled on and posted, her application for an amendment
of the certificate will net be rejected solely because
the certificate description is consistent with her ap-
plication if she offers a reasonable explanation for
the mistake and has actually occupied the land she
seeks to have included in her certificate.

15 i t h_Jacouo t , 27 IBLA 231 (Oct. 12, 1976)

An allotment application must be rejected where the Na-
tive has not completed a 5-year Fericd of substantial
use and occupancy prior to the withdrawal of the land.
The substantial use and occupancy reguired must te
achieved by the Native as an independent citizen fcr
himself (or as head of a family) , at least potentially
exclusive cf others, and not as a minor, dependent
child occupying or using the land in the company of his
parents cr ancestors.

An allotment right is personal to one who has fully com-
plied with the law and the regulations and an applicant
for a Native allotment may not tack on ancestral use
and occupancy of the land to establish the right.

A request for a hearing on a Native allotment applica-
tion will te denied where an evidentiary hearing is net
necessary because there are no facts in dispute and the
sole guesticn is a legal issue.

Hable Melcved off . 29 IBLA 250 (Bar. 25, 1977)

An Alaska Native allotment applicant may not use the
occupancy cf public land by forebears tc gualify her-
self for an allotment, nor does the use and occupancy
of public land by a forebear, while the land was open
to settlement, create any right that excepts the land
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from a withdrawal in favor of an applicant who initi-
ated independent use and occupancy subsequent to the
withdrawal.

whether or not a lease issued undec the Alaska Glazing
Act, <*3 U.S.C. « 316 et sea,. (1970). was properly is-
sued, the land in such a lease is segregated from set-
tlement, location or entry, including the acquisition of
rights under the Alaska Native Allotment Act, 43 O.S.C.
« 270-1 et seq. (1970) , until the lease is canceled of
record pro tan to.

Myrtle H t Jensen Shaniqan. 29 IBLA 255 (Mar. 25, 1977)
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because the land was not used and occupied by the ap-
plicant, the BLM shall issue a contest complaint pur-
suant to «3 CFB «.i»51 et sej. Opon receiving a tiiely
answer to the complaint, which answer raises a disputed
issue of aaterial fact, the Bureau will forward the
case file tc the Bearings Division, Office of Hearings
and Appeals, Department of the Interior, fcr assignment
of an administrative law judge, who will proceed to
schedule a hearing, at which the applicant may produce
evidence to establish entitlement tc his allotment.

John, Moore et, al.. «0 IBLA 321 (Apr.

where an Alaska Native has timely filed an allotment ap-
plication pursuant to the Act of May 17, 1906 (3« Stat.
197, as amended), asserting that his use and occupancy
of the land was initiated prior to the withdrawal im-
posed on Jan. 17, 1969, by PLO 1582, neither the impo-
sition of that withdrawal nor the subsequent repeal cf
the 1906 Act will interdict his continuing lawful oc-
cupancy or preclude him from thereafter completing the
required 5 years of substantially continuous use and
occupancy.

Sa£ner_Beraman_Jpn
(June 20, 1977)

IBLA 21

When an Alaska Native allotment applicant alleges that
there has been substantial use and cccupancy of vacant,
unappropriated, and unreserved public land in Alaska
for a period cf at least 5 years pursuant to A3 O.S.C.
«« 270-1 to 270-3 (1970) and «3 CFH Subpart 2561, and
the Eureau of Land Management determines the applicatict
should be rejected because the land was not so used and
occupied, the Native is entitled under contest proce-
dures, (43 CFB 1.<t51, to notice and an opportunity for a

hearing prior to rejection of his application.

Mary Bobby. Dl IBLA MU (May 29, 1979)

Bika Murphy, Gene H. Smaqqe. «2 IBLA 51 (July 31, 1979)

Issuance of a certificate of allotment vests full title
to the parcel concerned in the allottee, notwithstand-
ing the fact that the Department retains the right tc
approve a subsequent sale of the parcel by the allottee.

State of Alaska. 35 IBLA 110 (May 22, 1978)

Where the State of Alaska has shown an interest in land
in its existing airport, it may bring a private ccntest
to challenge Native allotment applications for land in
conflict with the airport.

State o f Al aska. HO IBLA 79 (Mar. 22, 1979)

The State of Alaska will be afforded time within which
to bring private contests against Native allotment
applications conflicting with an existing airport run-
way built by the State and to show it has standing to
contest. If it does so timely, the Bureau of Land Man-
agement will adjudicate its standing as a contestant
and the contests will proceed if it finds affirmative-
ly. If not, the State's timely objections will be
taken as a protest and a factfinding hearing will be
held. If the State fails to take timely action, a
decision rejecting its application to reinstate a con-
flicting airport lease application will stand.

Siate of Alaska. «0 IBLA 118 (Mar. 27, 1979)

The substantial use and occupancy required by the
Native Allotment Act must be achieved by the Native
as an independent citizen fcr himself (or as head of
a family) and not as a minor, dependent child occupy-
ing or using the land in the company of his parents.
This does net mean that a minor may not establish
qualifying use or occupancy— the issue is the nature
cf the use and occupancy. It must be achieved by an
independent citizen in his own right and it must be
at least potentially exclusive of others.

Where an applicant for an Alaska Native allotment was
a minor at the time she alleges the initial use and
occupancy of the land, but not sc young as to preclude
any possibility that she was then capable of doing so
as an independent citizen in her own right to the po-
tential exclusion of others, prior to rejection of her
application en the basis of ber youth BLM should pro-
vide notice and an opportunity for hearing.

Nellie Boswell Beecr p ft. 11 IBLA 70 (Hay 31, 197S)

Nhere issues of material fact are in dispute, due pro-
cess requires that an applicant for a Native allotment
be notified cf the specific reasons for the proposed
rejection, allowed to submit written evidence tc the
contrary, and granted an opportunity for an oral hear-
ing before the trier of fact where evidence and testi-
mony of favcrable witnesses may be submitted before a

decision is reached to reject an application for an
allotment.

Alaska Natives who allege substantial use and occupancy
of vacant, unappropriated, and unreserved public land
in Alaska for a period of at least 5 years pursuant to
the Act of Hay 17, 1906, a§ amended, «3 O.S.C. a 270-1
to 270-3 (1970) , and the regulations at H3 CFB Subpart
2561 are entitled to notice and an opportunity for a
hearing prior to rejection of their application. Such
notice shall specify the reasons for the proposed re-
jection. Claimant shall have an opportunity to present
evidence and testimony of favorable witnesses at a
hearing before the trier of fact prior to a decision.

Where the Bureau of Land Management detenines that an
Alaska Native allotment application should be rejected

Hhere Bureau of Land Management determines an appli-
cation for a Native allotment should be rejected fcr
failure to establish use and occupancy of the land,
Eureau of Land Management should initiate a ccntest
proceeding pursuant to «3 CFB U.U51 et seq.

Frederick Phi IELA 169 (June 22, 1979)
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The Department has determined that an official of the
Bureau of Indian Affairs is not entitled to represent
a Native allotment applicant in an appeal to the Board
of Land Appeals. However, where the case involves the
propriety of proofs submitted by the Bureau of Indian
Affairs in behalf of a deceased Native allotment appli-
cant, that issue may be resolved.

Where a Native allotment application is filed before
the death of an applicant, proof of the applicant's
use and occupancy, if otherwise timely, may be filed
by the appropriate official of the Bureau of Indian
Affairs pursuant to «3 CF8 2561.2(a) after the appli-
cant's death. A decision rejecting the application
because the proof was filed after the applicant's
death must be set aside where the proof is not incon-
sistent with the application. Further proceedings
must be served upon the heirs, known or unknown, by
appropriate service, and also upon conflicting claim-
ants, such as the State of Alaska.

Ernest L. Olson, Jr. (Deceased). «1 IBLA 179 (June 22,
1979)

Where the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) determines
that an Alaska Native allotment application should be
rejected in part because the Native did not use all of
the land applied for, the BLM shall initiate a contest
proceeding pursuant to 43 CFB t.«51 et seg,.

Federal title to land may be lost by erosion, and land
which has become submerged under water is no longer
subject to disposition under the Alaska Native Allot-
ment Act. The fact that an Alaska Native may have
used, occupied, and filed an application for such land
when it was dry does not prevent the loss of Federal
title to that land by erosion. Neither the Alaska
Statehood Act nor the Submerged Lands Act prevents the
passage of title to such land to the State.

Ira n k_R ul la nd , 11 IBLA 207 (June 27, 1979) 86 I.D. 3U2

Native occupancy and use commenced at a time when land
is withdrawn from settlement, location, sale, or entry
provides no basis for a Native allotment. Withdrawal
of the land in 1940 by Exec. Order No. 834", inclusion
of the land in a grazing lease and homesite, and the
subseguent selection of the land ty the State of Alaska
in 1966 have effectively kept the land closed to the
initiation of rights under the Act of May 17, 1906, at
all times during the period from 19K0 to Dec. 18, 1971,
when the Act was repealed by the Alaska Native Claims
Settlement Act.

Although the Department has adhered to the principle of
protecting Indian occupancy on public lands, it also
has the responsibility of protecting rights of others
to public land tenure, including persons who have been
granted grazing leases under the Alaska Grazing Act of
Mar. «, 1927, as amended, H3 U.S.C. «$ 316, 316a-316o
(1976) .

Milton R. Pagano. HI IBLA 21« (June 27, 1979)

Native use and occupancy commenced at a time when land
is otherwise appropriated and segregated from such use
and occupancy provides no basis for a claim under the
Act of May 17, 1906. Inclusion of the subject lands
in 1932 in a grazing lease, withdrawal of the lands in
19U0, selection of the lands in 1967 by the State of
Alaska, and subsequent withdrawals in 1973 pursuant to
the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act have effective-
ly kept the lands closed to the initiation of rights

under the Act of May 17, 1906, at all times during the
period from 1932 to Dec- 18, 1971, when the Act was
repealed by sec. 18 of the Alaska Native Claims Settle-
ment Act.

Although the Department has adhered to the principle of
protecting Indian occupancy on public lands, it also
has the responsibility of protecting rights of ethers
to public land tenure, including persons who have been
granted grazing leases under the Alaska Grazing Act of
Mar. «. 1927, as amended. U3 U.S.C. «$ 316, 316a-316o
(1976).

Haqnel E. Drabek. HI IBLA 219 (June 27, 1979)

The Alaska Native Allotment Act authorizes a ncnalien-
able, nontransferable, and noninberitable right of
selection which terminates upon death. Only when an
allotment selection has been made by the filing of an
acceptable application for public land open to such
application and the applicant had used and occupied
the land for not less than 5 years in his lifetime is
the preference right to an allotment earned and an in-
heritable right established. A Native whe applies for
withdrawn lands must show that he himself complied with
the law prior to the date of withdrawal. No Native may
avail himself of any period of use and occupancy ty his
ancestors to establish a right to an allotment. Where
a Native was born after lands were withdrawn, the ap-
plication must be rejected.

Arthur B. Martin et al .. HI IBLA 22H (June 27, 197S)

A Native allotment applicant, who was 5 years old at
the time when the land was withdrawn from all ferns cf
appropriation, is properly deemed to be incapable as a

matter of lav of having exerted independent use and oc-
cupancy of the land tc the exclusion of others prior to
the withdrawal and consequently the allotment applica-
tion is prcperly rejected.

An allotment right is personal to one who has complied
with the laws and regulations. An applicant for a

Native allotment may not rely or tack on use and occu-
pancy of the land by his ancestors to establish his
right.

Flo yd L. Anderson, ir., HI IBLA 280 (June 28, 1979)
86 I.E. 3«5

A grazing lease issued under the Alaska Grazing Act,
<I3 O.S.C. § 316 et se_g. (1970), appropriates the lands
and segregates them from the public domain, barring
them from use and occupancy for Native allotment pur-
poses until the Department takes action to exclude
lands from the lease.

The substantial use and occupancy as required by the
Native Allotment Act must be by the Native indepen-
dently for himself or as head of a family prior to
the effective date of withdrawal, and he may net tack
on use and occupancy by his parents or ancestors to
establish a right for himself prior to the withdrawal.

Herman Anderson, Jr.. Nicholas Pestrikoff. Anthcny
bek, HI IBLA 296 (June 29, 1979)

Where there is a conflict between an application ty the
State of Alaska to select land under the Statehood Act
and an application by an Alaska Native for allotment
under the Act of May 17, 1906, and it appears to lit
that the Native applicant has met the reguirements for
patent, upon notice cf this determination the State, if
dissatisfied, has an election of remedies. It may not
appeal from the "Notice," which is interlocutory, but
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it may initiate private ccntest proceedings to prove
lack of qualification on the part of the Native, cr it
may appeal the subsequent decision of BLM to the Eoard
of Land Appeals. If, on appeal, the Board ccncludes
that the Native's application is deficient it will
order the institution of Government contest proceed-
ings, but if it finds the allotment application accept-
able, it will order the patent issued, if all else be
regular.

St ate o f Alas ka, HI IBLA 309 (July 5, 1979)

The Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act extinguished
aboriginal occupancy claims of Alaska Natives; such
claims cannot serve as a bar to a State selection, nor
preclude the State from challenging Native allotment
applications conflicting with its selection.

Under the "functional" standard to determine adminis-
trative standing set forth in K oni ag. Inc. v. Andrus.
580 F.2d 601 (B.C. Cir. 1978)

,

"cert, denied, 99 S. Ct.
733 (1979) , the State of Alaska has standing to chal-
lenge Native allotment applications conflicting with
its selection applications even if the land is within
a Native village selection area under the Alaska Native
Claims Settlement Act. The State has standing under
Departmental regulations to initiate private contests
against such conflicting Native allotment applications.

State of Alaska selection applications should not be
rejected because of conflicts with Native allotment
applications which are to be approved without first
affording the State notice of such action to be taken
and an opportunity to contest the conflicting claims
if it desires.

State of Alaska et al.. HI IBLA 315 (July 11, 1979)
86 I.D. 361

The substantial use and occupancy as required by the
Native Allotment Act must be by the Native himself
prior to the effective date of withdrawal, and he may
not tack on use and occupancy by his parents or ances-
tors to establish a right for himself prior to the
withdrawal.

Withdrawal of land in 19U0, inclusion of the land in a

grazing lease under authority of the Alaska Grazing Act
of Mar. «, 1927, revocation of the withdrawal in 1961,
and selection of the land by the State of Alaska under
authority of the Statehood Act in 1963 effectively kept
the land closed to the initiation of rights under the
Native Allotment Act at all times during the period
from 1910 to the revocation of the Allotment Act on
Dec. 18, 1971, by sec. 18 of the Alaska Native Claims
Settlement Act.
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A request for a hearing on a Native allotment applica-
tion will be denied where there are no facts in dispute
and the sole question is a legal issue.

L in^£«3_ »ie xaM§ r , <4l IBLA 382 (July 23, 1979)

The State of Alaska has a sufficient interest in land
by virtue of its applications for an airpcrt conveyance
cr by its selection application to have standing tc
initiate private contests against conflicting Native
allotment applications.

State of Alaska applications for pricr-filed airport
conveyances cf land needed for an existing airpcrt
should not te rejected because of conflicts with Native
allotment applications which are tc be approved without
first affording the State notice of such action to be
taken and an opportunity to contest the conflicting
claims if it desires.

State ,pf Alaska. 02 IBLA 1 (July 25, 1979)

The substantial use and occupancy required under the
Native Allotment Act must be achieved by the Native
himself as an independent citizen (cr family head)
and such use oust be at least potentially exclusive
cf others. Althouqh a minor may initiate such use
and occupancy, use and occupancy by a dependent ac-
companied by his parents does not qualify.

Where a Native allotment application has been rejected,
based en the guidelines of Oct. 18, 1973, en the basis
that the applicant had net demonstrated 5 years use and
occupancy of the land prior tc the withdrawal affecting
the land, and that requirement is abolished by Secre-
tarial Order No. 30U0, of May 25, 1979, the decisicn
will be set aside and the case remanded for action.

ya, «2 IBLA 59 (Aug. 2, 1979)

Withdrawn lands are net open to appropriation under the
Native Allotment Act. Appellant's settlement upen a

tract of latii withdrawn from entry is a trespass, and
such settlement does not provide a basis for any claim
to the land.

Publication in the Federal Begister of PLO No. 3K32
withdrawing certain lands in Alaska from all forms of
appropriation under the public land laws, except leas-
ing under the mineral leasing laws, gives valid notice
of its contents.

i lizatetJ!_Ji_ «artini, «2 IBLA 82 (Aug. 13, 1979)

Norman Opheim, Billy Boskofsky. Jr. (As Heir of
,
Nicholas

BoskofsJsiL. «1 IBLA 338 (July 11, 1979)

Where an applicant for a Native allotment alleges use
and occupancy of lands which had previously been with-
drawn in accordance with sec. 2«, Federal Water Power
Act of June 10, 1920, an application is properly denied
despite the fact that a public land order designating
the area a powersite classification is issued subse-
quent to the applicant's commencement of use and occu-
pancy. Lands included in an application for powersite
development under the Act shall from the date of filing
of the application be reserved from entry, location, or
other disposal under the laws of the United States, un-
less otherwise directed by the Federal Power Commission
or by Congress.

Where BLM fails to show that there was service cf a
decision rejecting an Alaska Native allotment and the
applicant learns of his rejection U-l/2 years after re-
jection, the applicant may file a timely appeal within
30 days of notice of the decision.

Mailing to the Bureau of Indian Affairs a carbes ccpy
of a decisicn rejecting an application for an Alaska
Native allotment is not service upen the applicant so
as tc comply with «3 CFH U.U01.

Gust J. Beft, sr. . «2 IBLA 86 (Aug. 13, 1979)
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The relaxed procedural rules relating to the filing of
statements of reasons for appeal in Native allotment
cases enunciated in the letter of Sept. 21, 1975, and
extended in the order of Nov. 26, 1976, IBLA 76-715,
are hereby revoked. All future requests for exten-
sions of time oust comport with the regulaticns found
at U3 CFB U. 22(f) (2) .

Where, in a decision holding a Native allotment fcr
approval and a State selection for rejection to the
extent of a conflict, the Eureau of Land Management
grants the State 30 days to initiate a private contest
challenging the Native allotnent, the 30-day appeal
period will conence upon expiration of the 30 days
accorded the State for initiation of a private contest
and not with receipt of the decision.

Where there is a conflict between an application by th«

State of Alaska to select land under the Statehood Act
and an application by an Alaska Native for allotnent
under the Act of Hay 17, 1906, and it appears to B

that the Native applicant has met the requirements
patent, upon notice of this determination the Stat
dissatisfied, has an election of remedies. It say
appeal from an interlocutory decision which authci
the State to initiate private contest proceedings
prove lack of qualification on the part cf the Nat
Bather, it may initiate the private contest within
tine period prescribed, or it may appeal the decis
of BLH, after it becomes final, to the Board of La
Appeals. If, on appeal, the Board concludes that
Native's application is deficient it will order th
stitution of Government ccntest proceedings, but i

finds the allotment application acceptable, it wil
order the patent issued, if all else be regular.
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Where it appears that a party did not realize that an
election of remedies was mandated by Departmental proce-
dures, a decision reguiring the initiation cf a private
contest will be set aside, and the party will be per-
mitted a period of time in which to initiate a private
contest, or alternatively, waive such private contest
and pursue a direct appeal on the guestion of whether
a Government contest should issue.

actually used and occupied by the Native for his/her
needs has net been met.

A hearing will be afforded to a Native allotment appli-
cant to show his/her entitlement to a Native allctcent
in view cf ccurt decisions reguiring bearings on Kative
allotment applications. Where the applicant reguests a
hearing and alleges there are factual disputes concern-
ing abandonment and nonuse cf the claim, although the
showings on the application show nonuse of the land for
a lengthy pericd of time sufficient ccdinarily tc con-
stitute a prima facie case for rejection of the appli-
cation, a bearing is nevertheless mandated.

Mildred Sparks. 02 IBLA 155 (Aug. 19, 1S79)

Selection of the land by the State cf Alaska under
authority of the Statehood Act in 1962, effectively
kept the land closed to the initiation cf rights under
the Native Allotment Act at all times during the period
from 1962 tc the revocation of the Allotment Act en
Dec. 18, 1971, by sec. 18 of the Alaska Native Claims
Settlement Act.

Si§te_of_Al M2 IBLA 9<4 (Aug. 16, 1979)

James Sims. 12 IBLA 231 (Aug. 22, 1979)

Lands included in an application fcr powersite develop-
ment under the Federal Power Act of Oune 10, 192C,
16 O.S.C. $ 818 (1976), shall from the date cf filing
of the application be reserved from entry, location,
or ether disposal under the laws of the United States,
unless otherwise directed by the Federal Power Commis-
sion or by Congress.

where an applicant for a Native allotment alleges fcr
the first tine on appeal bis use and occupancy cf lands
prior tc their withdrawal, a decision rejecting the
Native's application shall he vacated and the case re-
manded to Bin for its consideration cf appellant's new
evidence.

Cbarles_Li_Jchn, «2 IELA 260 (Aug. 27, 1979)

An allotment right is personal to one who has fully com-
plied with the law and regulations and an applicant for
a Native allotment may not tack on ancestral use and
occupancy of the land to establish his right thereto.
Ancestral use of the land while open to settlement does
not create any right that excepts the land from a with-
drawal in favor of an applicant who may have initiated
use and occupancy subsequent to the withdrawal.

Sa m_fla nlonx_Sr . , «2 IBLA 161 (Aug. 17, 1979)

Where issues of material fact are in dispute, due pro-
cess requires that, before a decision is reached to re-
ject an application for an allotment, the applicant fcr
a Native allotment be notified of the specific reasons
for the proposed rejection, allowed to submit written
evidence to the contrary, and granted an opportunity
for an oral hearing before a trier of fact where evi-
dence and testimony of favorable witnesses may be
submitted.

The nonuse of land within a Native allotment applica-
tion for a period of time is relevant to the issues of
abandonment of the claim, and whether there have teen
substantially continuous use and occupancy as reguired
by the law. Such nonuse or highly limited and intermit-
tent use also affords a basis for rejecting an applica-
tion in the exercise of the Secretary's discretion where
such nonuse or highly limited and intermittent use dem-
onstrates the land is not needed by the Native and that
the purpose of the Native Allotment Act tc secure land

Where there is a ccnflict between an application by the
State of Alaska to select land under the Alaska rental
Bealth Enabling Act and an application ty an Alaska Na-
tive for allotment under the Act of Hay 17, 1906, and
it appears tc the Eureau of Land Management that the
Native applicant has met the requirements for patent,
upon notice cf this determination the State, if dissat-
isfied, has an election of remedies. It may initiate
private contest proceedings to prove lack of qualifi-
cation en the part cf the Native, or it may appeal the
determination to the Board cf Land Appeals. If, on ap-
peal, the Beard concludes that the Native's application
is deficient, it will order the institution of Govern-
ment contest proceedings. If, however, the Beard af-
firms the finding that the requirements of patent have
been met, the State will have no further administrative
recourse. Where the State had not, prior to its appeal!
been affcrded notice of the election, it should be af-
forded an opportunity to make such election.

A selecticn filed by the State of Alaska is subject tc
prior valid existing rights of Natives, irrespective of
whether the State selection was filed pursuant to the
Alaska Mental Bealth Enabling Act or the Statehood Act.

State of Alaska v. Mattj.e B. Bartos . U2 IBLA 269
(Aug. 27, 1979)

State of Alaska v. Paniel Johnson . U2 IELA 370
(Sept. 11, 1979) 66 I.t. UU1
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Where issues of material fact are in dispute, due pro-
cess reguires that an applicant for a Native allotment
be notified of the specific reasons for the proposed
rejection, allowed to subnit written evidence to the
contrary, and granted an opportunity for an oral hear-
ing before the trier of fact where evidence and testi-
nony of favorable witnesses may be submitted before a

decision is reached to reject an application for an
allotment.

Where Bureau of Land Management determines an appli-
cation for a Native allotment should be rejected for
failure to establish use and occupancy of the land.
Bureau of Land Management should initiate a contest
proceeding pursuant to 13 CFB I4.U51 et seg.

A decision rejecting a Native allotment application be-
cause there was not 5 years of use and occupancy of the
land prior to a withdrawal affecting the land, will be
set aside and the case remanded to the Bureau of Land
Management for read judication in accordance with Secre-
tarial Order No. 3040 of May 25. 1979, which rescinds
a former guideline reguiring the 5 years prior to the
withdrawal and now permits allotment after 5 years' use
and occupancy has been completed provided the applicant
had either filed an application or commenced use and
occupancy prior to a withdrawal.

Ella S. Sheldon et al, , 42 IBLA 276 (Aug. 27, 1979)
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be invoked where there is no evidence that sucl
application was timely filed with BIA.

N°ia_Li_Sanfcrd, 43 IBLA 7U (Sept. 19, 1979)

The substantial use and occupancy as required ty the
Native Allotment Act must be by the Native herself
prior to the effective date of withdrawal, and she
may not tack en use and occupancy by her parents cr
ancestors tc establish a right fcr herself prior to
the withdrawal.

A recreation and public purposes classif icaticn , issued
pursuant to the Recreation Act of 1926, as amended,
43 U.S.C. « 869 (1976), segregates Alaskan lands from
Native allotment applications until such time as the
classification is revoked.

A reguest fcr a hearing on a Native allotment applica-
tion will be denied where no factual dispute exists and
all issues are legal ones.

Under Secretarial Order No. 3040, it is sufficient if
the 5 years* use and occupancy, reguired under the Na-
tive Allotment Act, is completed prior to the granting
of the allotment, providing applicant either filed for
his allotment or commenced use and occupancy prior to
the withdrawal.

The Department of the Interior is only authorized to
approve Native allotment applications which were pend-
ing before the Department on Dec. 18, 1971. If an
applicant provides satisfactory evidence that he had
delivered his application before that time tc the
agency office of the Bureau of Indian Affairs which
held it past the time when it should have been filed
with the Bureau of Land Management, the application
may be adjudicated as having been timely filed.

William Ynrioff. Gust K. Hahl. Charlie Chocknok. . Olia
SialukT 43 IBLA 14 (Sept. 11, 19797

An allotment right is personal to one who has complied
with the laws and regulations. An applicant for a

Native allotment may not rely on or tack en use and
occupancy of the land by his ancestors to establish
his right.

A Native allotment applicant, who was 5 years old at
the time when the land was withdrawn from all forms of
appropriation, is properly deemed to be incapable as a

matter of law of having exerted independent use and oc-
cupancy of the land to the exclusion of others prior to
the withdrawal and conseguently the allotment applica-
tion is properly rejected.

Public Land Order No. 2213 of Dec. 8, 1960, establish-
ing the Kuskokwim National wildlife Bange withdrew cer-
tain lands from all forms of appropriation under the
public land laws, and although such order preserved to
Natives the right to hunt, fish, and trap thereon, the
lands were no longer subject to initiation of rights
under the Native Allotment Act once the order became
effective.

Peter Panru k. 43 IBLA 69 (Sept. 19, 1979)

The Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act, 43 U.S.C.
« 1617 (1976), repealed the Act of May 17, 1906, as
amended, 43 U.S.C. «« 270-1 to 270-3 (197C) , with the
exception of applications pending on Dec. 18, 1971. A

State Office decision rejecting a Native allotment ap-
plication for an additional parcel of land filed pur-
suant to the Act of May 17, 1906, after Dec. 18, 1971,
will be affirmed. Equitable adjudication, which re-
guires substantial compliance with the law, will not

Betty J. Thompson. 03 IBLA 174 (Sept. 28. 1979)

Where an application to acguire Federal land is rejected
by ELM for the reason that the applicant's cwn declara-
tion of material facts stated in his application demon-
strate conclusively that he is not entitled to the land
as a matter cf law, an effort on appeal to revise,
amend, or deny the facts will net be considered absent a

persuasive explanation of error in the application.

Hhere the State of Alaska has filed an application to
select certain land 2 years prior to the date when an
applicant fcr a Native allotment declares that be first
began his use and occupancy of that land, the segrega-
tive effect cf the State selection will preclude allow-
ance of the Native allotment as a matter of law.

The substantial use and occupancy reguired by the Na-
tive Allotment Act must be achieved by the Native as an
independent citizen acting for himself, and not as a de-
pendent child visiting and using the land in the company
cf his parents. Where the allotment applicant admits
that this was his only presence en the land pricr to its
segregaticn from the operation of public land laws, the
allotment applicaticn is properly rejected.

Where an Alaska Native allotment application is pending
in the Department on the date of repeal of the Allotment
Act, an attempt to subseguently amend the applicaticn tc
encompass different or additional land will net be con-
sidered as timely filed, and will be rejected as a new
application tarred by statute, unless it can be shown
that there was an error in the original descripticn re-
sulting from the inability to properly identify the site
en the protraction diagram.

The segregative effect of a State of Alaska selection
application is operative on the land for which the State
has applied frcm the date of filing, and remains in ef-
fect until the State's applicaticn is finally disposed,
during which time no new rights may be initiated. The
ultimate disallowance of the State's application will
neither negate the segregative effect of its filing en
the land, nor validate nunc £ro tunc any claim initiated
during the period when the land was so segregated.

Altbcugh the equitable interest of any applican
perfected bis claim to an allotment may pass by
tance, the substantial use and occupancy reguir

whe has
nheri-
under
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the Allotment Act must be achieved by the applicant him-
self as an independent citizen, and he may not tack the
use and occupancy of his ancestors to his own use, or
rely on aboriginal rights to estatlish his personal
qualification to receive an allotment.

Where, even if all of the allegations of material fact
made by an applicant for a Native allotment are accepted
as true, allowance of the application is tarred as a

matter of law, the rule of Pence v. Kleo_ge, 529 F.2d
135 (9th Cir. 1976), is net applicable, and the applica-
tion is properly rejected without a hearing.

A "3 rew_Pet la , 43 IBLA 186 (Oct. 5, 1979)

Settlement upon a tract of land withdrawn from entry is
a trespass and provides no basis for any claim to the
land under the Alaska Native Allotment Act of May 17,
1906, 34 Stat. 197. Any subsequent revocation or modi-
fication of the withdrawal and the restoration of the
land to entry will not validate an application for a Na-
tive allotment. An application for land withdrawn from
entry is nugatory and cannot be given life, even by res-
toration of land during the pendency of an appeal from
its rejection.

Although this Department recognizes a fiduciary rela-
tionship of the United States to Alaska Natives, this
relationship does not authorize the Secretary to ignore
the terms of 13 U.S.C. § 270-1 (1970) limiting Native
allotments to those lands which are "vacant, unappropri-
ated, and unreserved."

The preference right authorized by the Alaska Native Al-
lotment Act is a personal one and does net survive the
death of the applicant unless the applicant has complied
with the law and regulations as to a specific parcel of
land available for allotment.

Paul D. Tony. l»3 IBLA 245 (Oct. 10, 1979)

The regulations in i»3 CFB 2627. 4(b) provide that lands
applied for by the State of Alaska will be segregated
from all appropriations when the State files its appli-
cation to select. A State selection will net extinguish
valid prior existing rights. When Alaskan Natives can
prove prior qualifying use and occupancy cf selected
lands, tentative approvals by the Secretary cf the Inte-
rior of State land selections must be canceled.

ALASKA—Continued
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An allotment may be granted only when the Native appli-
cant demenstrates actual substantial use and occupancy
of the land, at least potentially exclusive cf ethers,
and not merely intermittent use. The Bureau of land
Management is the proper agency for determining whether
the applicant has satisfactorily proven his or her use
and occupancy.

Where issues of material fact are in dispute, due pro-
cess requires that an applicant for a Native allotment
te notified of the specific reasons for the prepesed
rejection, allowed to submit written evidence tc the
contrary, and granted an opportunity for an oral hear-
ing before the trier of fact where evidence and testi-
mony of favorable witnesses may be submitted before a
decision is reached to reject an application for an
allotment.

Where Bureau of Land Management determines an appli-
cation for a Native allotment should te rejected fcr
failure to establish use and occupancy cf the land,
Eureau of Land Management should initiate a ccntest
proceeding pursuant to 143 CFB 4.451 et se^.

I len a_Ba r tma n , 43 IBLA 284 (Oct. 17, 1979)

The filing cf an acceptable application for a Native
allotment segregates the lands designated in the appli-
cation. The Eureau of Land Management properly rejects
subsequent conflicting applications fcr such lands.

Where legal conclusions are reached upen undisputed
facts and there has been no proffer cf further facts
which could compel different legal ccnclusicns, an al-
lotment application may be rejected as a matter cf law
subject to the right to appeal to this Board. Bearings
under the rule enunciated in Pence v. Kleppe. 529 F.2d
135 (9th Cir. 1976), are required only where there is a
factual dispute.

Sec. 18(a) of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act,
43 U.S.C. $ 1617 (1976), repealed the Native Allotment
Act of 1906, as amended, 43 U.S.C. «5 270-1 to 27C-3
(1970), except as to applications pending en the date
of enactment, Dec. 18, 1971. Accordingly, the Ecard cf
Land Appeals has no authority to now permit the selec-
tion of lands for allotment.

Hone tchards. 43 IBLA 288 (Oct. 17, 1979)

The right to seek an allotment is personal to one who
has fully complied with the law and the regulations. An
applicant for a Native allotment may not tack on use and
occupancy of the land by bis ancestors to establish his
qualification. Claims based upon "aboriginal rights,"
or upon use and occupancy by ancestors, are simply not
qualified.

The substantial use and occupancy required by the Native
Allotment Act must be achieved by the Native as an in-
dependent citizen for himself (or as head of a family)
and not as a minor, dependent child occupying or using
the land in the company of his parents. This does net
mean that a minor may not establish qualifying use or
occupancy— the issue is the nature of the use and occu-
pancy. It must be achieved by an independent citizen in
his own right and it must be at least potentially
exclusive.

Generally where BLM determines that an Alaska Native al-
lotment application should be rejected because the use
of the land by a minor child was not sufficiently estab-
lished as an independent citizen in his own tight, at
least potentially exclusive of others, BLM shall issue a

contest complaint pursuant to 43 CFB 4.451 et geg., and
the guidelines set forth in Donald Peters, 26 IBLA 235,
83 I.D. 308 (1976) .

An applicaticn pending on Dec. 18, 1971, which is
amended after this date to embrace different lands not
described in the original applicaticn in order to avoid
conflicts with earlier claims must te rejected as un-
timely.

A Native allctment applicant, who was 5 years old at
the time when the land was withdrawn from all forms of
appropriation, is properly deemed to te incapable as a

matter of law of having exerted independent use and oc-
cupancy of the land to the exclusion cf others prior to
the withdrawal and consequently the allctment applica-
tion is properly rejected.

Nicky Nic koli . 43 IELA 296 (Oct. 17, 1979)

Where issues of material fact are in dispute, due pro-
cess requires that an applicant for a Native allotment
be notified of the specific reasons fcr the prepesed
rejection, allowed to submit written evidence tc the
contrary, and granted an opportunity for an oral bear-
ing before a trier of fact where evidence and testi-
ucny cf favorable witnesses may te submitted tefcre a

Sarah A. Pence.et al.. 43 IBLA 266 (Oct. 15, 1979)
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decision is reached to reject the application for
allotment.

where Bureau of Land Management determines that an ap-
plication for a Native allotment is invalid tecause the
facts are not as stated in the application. Bureau of
Land lianagement should initiate a contest proceeding
pursuant to «3 CFB «.«50 - «.i»52-9.

Amy._T.uk_oo____ka_.i__ k , U« IBLA 313 (Dec. 31, 1979)

NAVIGABLE HATEBS

Generally

Federal title to land nay te lost by erosicn, and land
which has become submerged under water is nc longer
subject to disposition under the Alaska Native Allot-
ment Act. The fact that an Alaska Native may have
used, occupied, and filed an application for such land
when it was dry does not prevent the loss of Federal
title to that land by erosion. Neither the Alaska
Statehood Act nor the Submerged Lands Act prevents the
passage of title to such land to the State.

Frank B ulla nd, <4l IBLA 207 (June 27, 1979) 86 I.D. 3<42

Impediments to_Navigation

Physical impediments to navigation, such as gravel
bars, riffles, or occasional log jams, do not, in
themselves, make a water tody nonnavigable.

The presence of physical impediments on a water body
will not result in a finding of ncnnavigability when
the record shows that the water body has been used and
is capable of use as a highway of commerce.

A££_al_cJLDo_o___Lt__, « ANCAB 50 (Dec. 1«, 1979)
86 I.I. 692

Use of_ Waterway

Where conditions of exploration and settlement ex-
plain the infreguency or limited nature of actual use
of a water body for commercial purposes, evidence of
private use may te considered to demonstrate suscepti-
bility of commercial use for purposes of determining
navigability.

Historic use of a water body by trappers may be prop-
erly considered in determining whether a water body
has been used or is susceptible of use as a highway of
commerce for purposes of navigability.

Where pole boats, tunnel boats, and outboard river
boats constituted the customary modes of trade and
travel on a river and its tributaries, the use of
these watercraft may be appropriately considered in
determining whether rivers in the area were used cr
are susceptible of being used as highways of commerce.

While recreational use, of itself, may not suffice to
meet the susceptibility test for purposes of naviga-
tion for title, present use for recreation purposes
may be properly considered, as a corroborating factor,
in determining susceptibility for use as a highway of
commerce.

To be navigable, a river must be so situated and have
such length and capacity as will enable it to accommo-
date the public generally as a means of transportation.

When the record shows that, historically, trapping was
the primary reason for trade and travel in an area, and
where the water body in guestion was commonly utilized
by trappers as a route of trade and travel in boats cf

______

—
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the pericd customarily used to freight supplies, such
use will result in a finding that the water body has
teen used and is susceptible for use as a highway cf
commerce.

The presence of physical impediments en a water tcdy
will not result in a finding of nonnavigatility when
the record shows that the water body has been used and
is capable cf use as a highway of commerce.

The legal concept of navigability embraces both public
and private interests. It is not to be determined by a

formula which fits every type of stream under all cir-
cumstances and at all times.

AJLEeal_cf_Do_o___L_d.

OIL AND GAS LEASES

the Alaska Statehood Act providicg fcr
f valid existing claims does net apply tc
s lease offer filed pursuant to the tin-
Act of 1920. While an oil and gas lease
ave a right to a lease where the Depart-
cised its discretion to issue a lease,
cr is entitled to a statutory priority
her offerors, his application does not
evel of a "claim" or "right" within the
e of the Alaska Statehood Act where there
uch determination to lease.

Sec. 6(b) cf
recognition c:

an o:LI and ga:

eral Leasing
offeror may hi

ment has exeri
and 1the offer.
right over oti

rise to the 1'

savings claus<
has 1teen no si

Richard W-._Rc________el Gaudiane,
19757

IBLA 59 (Apr. 21,
82 I.E. i:

POSSESSOR! RIGHTS

Settlement en a homestead claim in Alaska 2 days prior
to a withdrawal of the land does not except the land
from the withdrawal where the claimant failed tc file
his notice of location within 90 days after settlement
as required by the Act of Apr. 29, 1950, 6M Stat. 9<4,

«3 O.S.C. $$ 270, 270-5, 27C-6 (1970), and bis notice
is properly held to te unacceptable fcr reccrdaticn.

Ga ry Lee Slav . 18 IELA 3«5 (Jan. IU, 1975)

A claimant's occupancy of a headquarters site prior to a

withdrawal dees not establish a "valid existing right"
excepted by the withdrawal where credit fcr his occu-
pancy prior to the withdrawal cannot be given under the
Act cf Apr. 29, 1950, because the claimant initiated
his occupancy more than 90 days prior tc the filing of
his notice and did not file a nctice cf location cr
purchase application prior to the withdrawal.

Rene P. Lamcureux. 20 IBLA 2U3 (Hay 16, 1975)

A claimant's occupancy of a homesite prior to a with-
drawal dees net establish a "valid existing right,"
excepted by the withdrawal, under the Act cf Apt. 29,
1950, where claimant did not file his nctice of loca-
tion within 90 days after occupancy, nor did he file
a notice of loeatien cr purchase applicaticn prior to
the withdrawal.

JS nut e_P . __ i nd , 21 IBLA 81 (June 27, 1975)
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There can be no "valid existing right" in a claimant cf
a headquarters site on land withdrawn fcy Futlic Land
Order No. M582 unless a notice of location or applica-
tion to purchase had been filed in accordance with the
Act of Apr. 29, 1950. The filing of an application for
a survey of omitted land did not by itself create any
preference rights to the land.

Notices of location for headquarters sites Bust be
accepted for filing by the authorized Bureau of Land
Management office if the land has been subject tc lo-
cation during the preceding 90 days. The fact that
land had been omitted from the original survey is not
a valid reason for the Bureau of Land Management to
refuse to record a properly filed notice of location
for a headquarters site.

An application to purchase a headquarters site is sub-
ject to rejection if it is filed after the 5-year
period from the filing of a notice of location of the
claim, or, if no notice had been filed, it was filed
more than 90 days after the land has been withdrawn.

Ray W. Ferguson, 22 IBLA 160 (Sept. 30, 1975)

Where the claimant of a headquarters site filed his
notice of location, occupied the land, and began making
improvements thereon prior to the segregation of the
land by a withdrawal made subject to valid existing
rights, it is error for the Bureau of Land Management
to refuse to record the claimant's notice of location,
or to cancel the claim without notice and an opportu-
nity for hearing.

Donald J. Thomas, 22 IBLA 210 (Oct. 15, 1975)

withdrawal made subject tc valid existing rights, and
alleges that he initiated the develcpient cf improve-
ments sufficient to establish a valid existing right
prior to the withdrawal, it is error for the Eureau of
Land Management to hold that the lecatien notice was
unacceptable for recordation, and the claim may enly
be canceled following nctice to the claimant and an
opportunity to demonstrate the establishment of a

valid existing homesite claim prior to the withdrawal.

Steven E. Ben me. 2« IBLA 23 (Feb. 11, 1976)

A trade and manufacturing site nctice of lecatien not
supported by actual settlement and occupancy authorized
by «3 O.S.C. « 687a (1976) does not change the status
cf the public lands.

John W. Eastland et al. . 2U IBLA 2UC (Mar. 25, 1976)

J a»es_ Si as , <42 IBLA 231 (Aug. 22, 1979)

Where the claimant of a homesite filed his notice of
location pricr to the segregation of the land by a

withdrawal made subject to valid existing rights, and
he alleges, and the field reports so indicate, that h«
initiated the development of improvements sufficient
to establish a valid existing right pricr to the with-
drawal, it is error for the State Office to held that
the withdrawal terminated the claimant's rights.

Sandra L. Lcu^hx Damon H. Blackburn . 25 IBLA 96
"(Juni"37~1976)

Location of a homesite claim without substantial use
or occupancy of the land in compliance with the law
creates no property interest in the land. Where the
claimant under sec. 10 of the Act of May 1U, 1898, as
amended, «3 U.S.C. $ 687(a) (1970), has merely marked
the boundaries of the claim prior to a withdrawal of
the land, such activity dees not constitute occupation
or possession of the land and the claim will be de-
feated by that withdrawal.

A notice of location for a homesite which alleges only
acts of occupancy and improvement insufficient to
create any interest in the land is properly denied
recordation.

Edward P. Dooley. 22 IBLA 338 (Nov. 1«, 1975)

A decree of foreclosure by a United States District
Court, which upholds the validity of a deed of trust
executed on a trade and manufacturing site, is not
subject to collateral attack in the Department of the
Interior. Where the applicant to purchase the site has
thus been deprived of any interest in the improvements
and the site, he is no longer entitled to purchase the
site.

Greater Alaska De velo pment Corp.

,

1976)
23 IBLA 179 (Jan. 5,

The filing of a notice of location for a homesite will
not prevent a withdrawal from attaching tc the land if,
prior to the effective date of the withdrawal, the lo-
cator of the homesite fails to perform the requisite
acts of use, occupancy and development necessary to
establish a valid existing right excepted from a
withdrawal.

Where the claimant of a homesite filed his notice of
location prior to the segregation of the land by a

An Alaska Native Townsite let applicant is not pre-
cluded from settling on and improving a townsite let
until the date of approval cf final subdivisicnal sur-
vey except by prior adverse settlement and occupancy;
a city does not initiate such an adverse claim by post-
ing lots with "city property" signs without otherwise
using or improving the lots.

Ruth B. Sandvik. 26 IBLA 97 (July 19, 1976)

An allotment right is personal to one who has fully com-
plied with the law and regulations and an applicant fcr
a Native allotment may not tack on ancestral use and
cccupancy of the land to establish his right thereto.
Ancestral use of the land while open to settlement does
not create any right that excepts the land from a with-
drawal in favor of an applicant who may have initiated
use and occupancy subsequent to the withdrawal.

Sam.,Hanlcn / .Sr.. «2 IBLA 161 (Aug. 17, 1979)

STATEHC0C ACT

Sec. 6(b) of the Alaska Statehood Act does not require
that patents issued to the State include a proviso that
the conveyed lands are vacant, unappropriated, and un-
reserved, and do not affect any valid existing claim,
location or entry under the laws of the United States.
The Eepartment assures compliance with this provision
by excluding from selection all lands noted on its rec-
ords as being appropriated and reserved, or subject to
valid existing interests, and by requiring that ade-
quate notice be given to all ether persens claiming an
interest in the selected land. The Department can then
receive objections to the issuance of a patent and can
render a determinaticn as to the availability of the
selected lands.

Sec. 6(i) of the Alaska Statehood Act provides that
grants of mineral lands tc the State are made upon the
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condition that all subseguent State conveyances of the
aineral lands shall be subject to and contain a reser-
vation to the State of all the ainerals in the lands so
conveyed. The act does not require that Federal pat-
ents to the State include a proviso to the above ef-
fect, rather, it is subsequent State coneyances which
ust contain a reservation for ainerals.

Sec. 6 (b) of the Alaska Statehood Act providing for
recognition of valid existing claias does not apply to
an oil and gas lease offer filed pursuant to the Min-
eral Leasing Act of 1920. while an oil and gas lease
offeror Bay have a right to a lease where the Depart-
ment has exercised its discretion to issue a lease, and
the offeror is entitled to a statutory priority right
over other offerors, his application does not rise to
the level of a "claia" or "right" within the savings
clause of the Alaska Statehood Act where there has been
no such deteraination to lease.

20 IBLA 59 (Apr. 2U,
82 I.D. 17u

A selection of land filed by the State of Alaska pui
suant to its Statehood Act segregates the land froa
subsequent appropriation based on settlement or
location.

iil fred S. Hood . 20 IBLA 28K (Hay 27. 1975)

The inclusion of lands belonging to the United States
in a proposed power project pursuant to sec. 2<« cf the
Federal Power Act of 1920, 16 O.S.C. « 818 (1970), has
the effect of reserving or withdrawing these lands frca
entry, location, or other disposal under the public
land laws of the United States until otherwise directed
by the Federal Power Coaaission or by Congress and un-
til the withdrawal is revoked by the Secretary of the
Interior.

A selection application by the State of Alaska must be
rejected with respect to those public lands which are
reserved or withdrawn froa entry or other fora of dis-
posal under the public land laws of the United States
and cannot be held open pending a possible future
change of the status of the land.

State of Alaska . 20 IBLA 3«1 (June 11, 1975)

withdrawal of land in 1900, inclus
grazing lease under authority of t

of Bar. 4, 1927, revocation of the
and selection of the land by the S

authority of the Statehood Act in
ing lease was still extant, effect
closed to the initiation cf rights
lotaent Act at all tiaes during tb
the revocation of the Allotaent Ac
by sec. 18 of the Alaska Native Cl

ion of the land in a

he Alaska Grazing Act
withdrawal in 1961,

tate of Alaska under
1963 while the graz-
ively kept the land
under the Native Al-

e period froa 1940 to
t on Dec. 18, 1971,
aias Settleaent Act.

Haakflnson. 23 IBLA 5<1 (Dec. «, 1975)

A selection application under the Alaska Statehood
Act filed in the appropriate Bureau of Land Hanageaent
office for properly described land segregates the land
froa all appropriation based upon subsequent applica-
tion or settleaent and location.

A selection application under the Alaska Statehood
Act that describes land according to an approved
protraction diagraa properly describes these lands
if the official plat of survey has not been accepted.
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A selection cf available land filed by the State cf
Alaska pursuant to its Statehood Act segregates the
land froa subsequent appropriation based on settleaent
cr locaticn. A subsequently filed nctice cf lecatien
for a headquarters site has no effect.

wjl.jred S, Need (Cn BeconsjdepaUon) <

(Hay 6, 1976)
25 IBLA 37

The authcrity to select lands under the Alaska Rental
Bealth Enabling Act, while cenfiraed to the State under
sec. 6(k) of the Statehood Act, reaains separate and
distinct frca the authority of the State to select
lands as provided in sees. 6(a) and (b) of the State-
hood Act.

AFFeal cf Sell
(July 1. 1976)

1 ANCAE 65
83 I.E. «61

2d IBLA 2<*0 (Har. 25, 1976)

Lands tentatively approved for State selection and
conveyed by the State to aunicipalities or boroughs
pricr to enactaent of AHCSA are not available fcr
Native selection under ANCSA.

Lands tentatively approved for State selection and
leased by the State to individuals with an opticn to
buy will, if selected by a Native corporation, be in-
cluded in the interia conveyance with the provision
that the opticn to buy aay be exercised against the
Native ccrpcration. Where the opticn had been exer-
cised against the State and a State patent issued prior
to the enactaent of ANCSA, the land will be excluded
froa interia conveyance to the Native ccrpcraticn.

Third party rights created by the State in lands
selected by Natives under ANCSA should be identified
by ELH in the decision to issue interia conveyance
if possible, but need not be adjudicated.

ANCSA and the iapleaenting regulations draw a basic
distinction between valid existing rights leading tc
the acguisition of title and those of a teaporary
nature, requiring exclusion of the fcraer froa the
interia conveyance but inclusion of the latter with
provisions protecting the third parties rights fcr
the duration of bis interest. The statute and the
iapleaenting regulations do not distinguish, in pro-
tecting rights leading to the acquisition of title
between those arising under Federal law and those
arising under State law.

Valid Exis ting Bights Under the Alaska Native Claims
3016 (Dec. 10, 1977)

85 I.E. 1 (1978)

Federal title to land aay be lost by erosion, and land
which has becoae subaerged under water is nc longer
subject to disposition under the Alaska Native Allot-
aent Act. The fact that an Alaska Native aay have
used, occupied, and filed an application for such land
when it was dry does not prevent the loss cf Federal
title to that land by erosion. Neither the Alaska
Statehood Act nor the Subaerged Lands Act prevents the
passage cf title to such land to the State.

Frank Rulland. <U IBLA 207 (June 27, 1979) 86 I.E. 30.2

Withdrawal cf land in 1900, inclusicn of the land in a

grazing lease under authority of the Alaska Grazing Act
of Har. U, 1927, revocation of the withdrawal in 1961,
and selection of the land by the State of Alaska under
authority of the Statehood Act in 1963 effectively kept
the land closed to the initiation of rights under the
Native Allotaent Act at all tiaes during the period
froa 1910 to the revocation of the Allotaent Act on
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Dec. 18, 1971, by sec. 18 of the Alaska native Claims
Settlement Act.

N9X»an_C^h^iB^Billi_Bosltofskx^^i^AsJeir_of_Nicho2as
Bosjtof s kjl , «1 IBLA 338 (July 11, 1979)

TIDELANDS

Federal title to land nay be lost by erosion, and land
which has become submerged under water is nc longer
subject to disposition under the Alaska Dative Allot-
ment Act. The fact that an Alaska Native may have
used, occupied, and filed an application for such land
when it was dry does not prevent the loss of Federal
title to that land by erosion. Neither the Alaska
Statehood Act nor the Submerged Lands Act prevents the
passage of title to such land to the State.

Frank„Rulland. «1 IBLA 207 (June 27, 1979) 86 I.D. 3U2

TOHNSITES

A city organized under Alaska State law has standing
to appeal from the rejection of its application for
townsite deeds to land within its city limits, and the
awarding of deeds to occupants of the townsite lots
at the time of final subdivisional survey.

To the extent they do not vitiate the purposes or provi-
sions of the Alaska Native townsite law, the provisions
of the non-Native Alaska townsite law are to be applied
in the disposition of Native townsite lands; in such
cases, references to the Act of Bar. 3, 1891, U3 U.S.C.
5 732 (1970) , in the documents relating to a Native
townsite are not £ro f orm a, and the non-Native townsite
provisions may be applied.

The date determinative of the rights of occupants of
Alaska Native townsite land is the date cf final subdi-
visional survey, not the date of patent; if, at the
date of final subdivisional survey, the lets are occu-
pied by non-Natives as well as Natives, the lots will
be disposed of under both the non-Native and Native
townsite provisions.

The Alaska townsite trustee's lot awards will not be
disturbed when the appellant challenging the awards
fails to assert facts that might demonstrate error in
the application of the Alaska townsite rules: (1)

that, in the absence of conflicting occupants on the
same parcel, occupancy of a portion of a lot is occu-
pancy of the whole lot; (2) that occupancy may be
established by the initiation of settlement if the in-
tent to possess and improve is clearly evidenced on the
ground; and (3) that lots will be awarded to those who
occupy or are entitled to occupancy of the lots at
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To the extent that the provisions of the non-Native
townsite law do not vitiate the purposes cf provisions
cf the Alaska Native townsite law, the provisions of
the ncn-Native townsite law are to be applied in the
disposition cf Native townsite lands.

The person cr persons who nay be awarded a deed to a
lot in a townsite are those individuals who occupied
or who were entitled to occupancy of such lot on the
date of final subdivisional survey.

Where there are conflicting claimants to lots in a Na-
tive townsite and the record does net clearly reflect
who cccupied or who was entitled tc occupancy of the
lots en the date of final subdivisional survey, the
Board may, en its own motion, order a hearing.

Leona.g.. Strang, 26 IBLA 1<I<4 (Aug. 2, 1976)

To the extent that the provisions of the non-Native
townsite law do not vitiate the purposes of provisions
of the Alaska Native townsite law, the provisions of
the ncn-Native townsite regulations may be applied in
the disposition of Native townsite lands.

The perscn cr persons who may be awarded a deed to a

lot in a townsite are those individuals who cccupied
the lot en the date of final subdivisional survey or
were entitled to such occupancy, or their assigns
thereafter.

Hhere there are conflicting claimants tc lots in a Na-
tive townsite and the record does not clearly reflect
who cccupied or who was entitled to occupancy of the
lots on the date of final subdivisional survey, the
matter will be remanded for clarification.

Nancy ^elkittie, 35 IBLA 370 (June 23, 1978)

Authority tc dispose cf land within Alaska railroad
townsites under «3 O.S.C. « 975b (1970) was repealed by
sec- 70D(a) of the Federal Land Policy and Hanageient
Act of 1976.

Batanuska-Susit na

1978)
IELA 382 (Dec. 29,

Hhere there are conflicting applications fcr a let in
a Native townsite and the evidence as tc who has the
better claim is vague and inconclusive, the townsite
trustee should submit the matter fcr a hearing before
an administrative law judge. 13 CFR 2565.0(b).

James, T. .Friedman, 39 IBLA 229 (Feb. 12, 1979)

City of Klawock v. P. H. Andrew et al. ; City of Klawcck
v. .State. of AlaskaA_De£artment_of_Hiahwajs, 2« IBLA 85
7?eb. 25, 1976) " 83 I.D. 17

An Alaska Native Townsite lot applicant is not pre-
cluded from settling on and improving a townsite lot
until the date of approval of final subdivisional sur-
vey except by prior adverse settlement and occupancy;
a city does not initiate such an adverse claim by post-
ing lots with "city property" signs without ctherwise
using or improving the lots.

8uth_B._Sandvik, 26 IBLA 97 (July 19, 1976)

Bights may be established by occupancy of a trade and
manufacturing site en vacant, unappropriated public
domain in Alaska and filing of a notice of loeatien
thereof, despite a prior survey pursuant to a peti-
tion for survey of townsite lands, when the notice of
location and occupancy of the claim for trade and man-
ufacturing precedes settlement and occupancy under th<
townsite laws.

Carl A. Line . M0 IBLA 63 (Mar. 16, 1979)
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Alaska Natives who occupied lots in a Native townsite
on date of approval of final subdivisional townsite
survey, prior to Oct. 21, 1976, are entitled to receive
deeds thereto from the townsite trustee.

Leona_Fi_St rana_JSU£Eil » " 3 IBlA 156 (Sept. 28, 1979)

The Alaska townsite laws, «3 O.S.C. «s 732-736 (1970),
were repealed by the Federal Land Policy and Management
Act of 1976, sec. 703(a), 90 Stat. 2789, so that no
rights under the townsite laws could be derived from
occupancy commenced after Oct. 21, 1976.

Stu_Hach, U3 IBLA 306 (Oct. 17, 1979)

TBADE AND MANUFACTURING SITES

Onder «3 CFB 2091. 6-<t and 2562.1(d) a notice of loca-
tion for a trade and manufacturing site is unacceptable
for recordation where the land is not subject to that
form of disposition because it has been segregated by
State selection applications.

Lloy.d_Scha3 e , 19 IBLA 251 (Mar. 31, 1975)

ALASKA—Continued

TRADE AND M ANOFACTURING SITES— Continued
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Act of Apr. 29, 1950, 1(3 O.S.C. 4 687a-l
notice cf location of a trade and manufa

te filed after withdrawal of the land is
e if it is filed within 90 days cf settle
ettlenent occurs prior to a withdrawal of
application to purchase based on such an

ttlement and filing will be rejected when
led within the statutory life of the asse
t the applicant may be afforded an opport
a justification for his late filing urde

s cf equitable adjudication.
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unity

Edwin, William. Seiler .[On,, Reconsideration) ,

(May 9, 1975)
[E1A

A locator of a trade and janufacturing location initi-
ates no rights against the Onited States unless he
actually uses and occupies the land for trade and manu-
facturing purposes. A prospective business site is not
within the ccntemplation of the trade and manufacturing
site law; improvements of ccntiguous land in connection
with the development of a prospective trade and manu-
facturing site create no rights in the locator.

I13en_L1_Reese, 21 IBLA 251 (Aug. 11, 1975)

One who has qualified for a patent to a trade and nan-
ufacturing site may legally take a partner into the
business or contract for the sale of the business, and
so long as he retains legal title and the sales con-
tract remains executory on the part of the purchaser
he is not thereby disqualified from receiving a patent.

Where the claimant of a trade and manufacturing site
who has substantially complied with the requirements of
law and regulation makes a legitimate contract for the
conditional sale of the business to another before fil-
ing his application for patent, eguitatle adjudication
will be invoked to prevent an intervening land classi-
fication action from operating to destroy the interest
of both the claimant and bis buyer and defeating the
purpose of the Act.

Paul_H i_Jovick, 19 IBLA 283 (Apr. 7, 1975)

An applicant for a trade and manufacturing site who has
sold his entire interest in the claim prior to submit-
ting his purchase application is no longer a qualified
applicant under the trade and manufacturing site law.
Any rights he may have earlier established terminated
at the time he conveyed his interest in the claim.

A transferee of an original locator's possessory inter-
est in a trade and manufacturing site cannot qualify
for the site under his transferor's notice to avoid the
effect of a withdrawal where the transferee had net
filed his own notice or purchase application prior to
the withdrawal.

Rights to public land can only be gained by compliance
with governing public land laws. Trade and manufactur-
ing site occupancy initiated and continued under a

defective notice of location filed in the name of one
individual, but alleged to have been filed on behalf
of an association of persons, cannot lead to qualifi-
cation by the association to purchase the site.

Frederick E . Hein2. 20 IBLA 174 (May 7, 1975)

Where land within a trade and manufacturing site is
withdrawn from appropriation prior to its occupancy
and use for purposes cf trade or manufacture under
<43 O.S.C. § €87a (197C) and «3 CFR Subpart 2562, the
invalid claim cannot be perfected.

h liai!_.E2._£°dge , 22 IBLA 150 (Sept. 30, 1975)

A decree of foreclosure by a United States District
Court, which upholds the validity of a deed cf trust
executed on a trade and manufacturing site, is not
subject to collateral attack in the Department cf the
Interior. Where the applicant to purchase the site ha;
thus been deprived of any interest in the imprcvesents
and the site, be is no longer entitled tc purchase the
site.

Greater Alaska Development Corp..
19767

23 IBLA 179 (Jan. 5,

A settlement claim initiated after a State selection
application is filed and the land segregated frcm ap-
propriation creates no rights in the settler.

Any right gained under a notice of location for a trade
and manufacturing site or a homesite as required by the
Act cf Apr. 29, 195C, U3 O.S.C. t 6£7a-l (1970), is
perscnal tc the party filing the notice.

A trade and manufacturing site notice of location not
supported by actual settlement and occupancy authorized
by «3 U.S.C. § 687a (1970) does not change the status
cf the public lands.

John W. Eastland et al.„ 2« IELA 21C (Mar. 25, 1976)

One who appeals from the rejection of a trade and man-
ufacturing site purchase application and disputes the
factual findings and conclusions in the field exaii-
ner's report, is not entitled tc an opportunity for a
hearing en the disputed issues cf fact when appellant's
assertions cf use and improvement, taken as true, do
not show use of the land that qualifies her for the
right of purchase.

Improvement cf land by fencing, and use i

ture, constitutes agricultural use which
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qualify as "trade, manufacture, or other productive
industry" within the leaning of the Act of Bay 11,
1898, as amended, U3 U.S.C. § 687a (1970), regardless
of the type of business in connection with which the
pasturage is desired.

Improvement of land by a road, and use of the land for
access to a private inholding do not by themselves
qualify the locator to purchase the land as a trade
and aanufacturing site.

Evelyn. H. .Bunch. 25 IBLA »« (Hay 13, 1976)

Where a notice of location is filed for a trade and
Manufacturing site and such notice is declared unac-
ceptable for recordation because the lands containing
the business inprovenents are tidelands cwned by the
State of Alaska, the decision Bust be set aside and
the case reaanded when the record does net show that
there ever was a survey conducted of such lands to
deteraine whether they are, in fact, tidelands owned
by the State.

ALASKA—Continued

TBACE AND BANUFAC1UHING SITES—Continued

Sandra.
(June 1976)

Black burn. 25 IBLA 96

Sec. 10 of the Act of Bay 1U, 1898, 30 Stat. 113,
U3 U.S.C. « 687a (1970), limits the nuaber of trade
and manufacturing sites which any individual or corpo-
ration Bay acguire to one, and actions taken pursuant
to advice of Bureau of Land Banagement employees which
consolidate a nuaber of applicaticns into one applica-
tion, thereby possibly avoiding the proscriptions of
sec. 10, do not estop the Governaent froa enforcing
the limitation of 80-rods of shoreline on navigable
waters to the single application.

B.G. Inc .. 27 IBLA 27 (Sept. 17, 1976)

A trade and aanufacturing site application is properly
rejected when there is only a cabin on the site, roads
and clearing for a campground and the land has been
used interaittently for campsite rentals, only a few
people used the caapsites during the life of the claia,
and any revenues which were derived or could have been
derived froa use of the site as a caapground would not
be such as to engender the belief that appellant was
engaged in a productive industry or that he hopes to
garner a profit froa operation of a business.

United Stages v. Jerry L. Crow

,

1977)
28 IBLA 3U5 (Jan. 2U,

A trade and aanufacturing site applicant, who alleges
that the activities on his trade and aanufacturing site
were undertaken in conjunction with his primary busi-
ness which is headquartered at another location, bears
the burden of establishing a direct and econoBic pur-
pose for his trade and aanufacturing site in connection
with his entire business operation.

A field exaaination report of a trade and aanufacturing
site claia is not evidence on which the final action
of cancellation aay be taken, until such time as the
pertinent facts are admitted by the applicant or the
report is adaitted into evidence at a hearing initiated
by a contest coaplaint.

John B. Coqhill. 29 IBLA 177 (Bar. 18, 1977)

pplicant to purchase either a trade and aanufactur-
site or a headquarters site has the burden of prov-
that he has complied with the requirements cf the
M3 U.S.C. « 687a (1970). Bejection cf such an

ication is proper where the evidence shows that the
t was used (1) for trapping by the applicant to re-
a neigbtcr for assistance in improving the site,
(2) as a wilderness caap area, and that no substan-
revenue was derived from the trapping, and ncminal

nues were derived froa camping tourists in the park
g the life of the claia.

Where an applicant to purchase a trade and aanufactur-
ing site or a headquarters site states be was frus-
trated in completing his improvements and showing suf-
ficient use cf the land as required by the law because
of mere difficult or complex probleas than anticipated,
but has not shewn that this operaticn cculd reascnably
be expected tc be successful, such probleas will net
afford any basis for eguitable adjudication of his
application to purchase.

An a

ing
ing
law,
appl
trac
pay
and
tial
reve
duri

United States v.

"(Bar: 31, 1977)
?nald_BJ_Ti^£etts. 29 IEIA 3U6

When an applicant for an 80-acre trade and aanufactur-
ing site has demonstrated that he has used a substan-
tial portion of that 80-acre parcel for the activity
of aotorcycle and snow aachine testing in ccnnecticn
with his business of aotorcycle and snow machine sales
located some distance away in Anchorage, Alaska, and
that parcel contains substantial improvements made in
connecticn with this testing activity, and he has sat-
isfactorily shewn a need for and a direct and necessary
economic purpose in furthering his enterprise, the ap-
plicant has successfully satisfied the requirements
for this trade and manufacturing site.

Where an applicant seeks 80 acres for a trade and aanu-
facturing site, be can only obtain title tc as much
land in the claia as is actually occupied by improve-
ments and used in his business. Each portion of the
site need net contain substantial iaproveaents. It is
sufficient tc meet the requirements of the law if the
applicant can show active use of the uniaproved land
as an integral part cf his business.

Cavid_Ai_Bur ns , 30 IBLA 359 (June 1C, 1977)

Where, in Alaska, a settlement or occupancy claii is
initiated by the filing of a loeatien notice which is
acceptable en its face at a time when the land is open
to the establishaent of such a claia, the notice cf
location is acceptable fcr recordation by the Bin. Put
whether the ELH chooses to record the location nctice
is totally iaaaterial to a consideration of the valid-
ity of the claia, and BLB decisions purporting to ad-
judicate the validity of any such claia should address
that issue en its aerits rather than the acceptability
of the notice for recordation.

JfihD-Ci Ketscher, Alf red.,L a ..DflCicco. 32 IELA 235
(Sept. 21, 1977)

Where evidence shows that as of final day of 5-year
statutory period for proving up a trade and
aanufacturing site, claiaant's business on site was
only prospective, concept of substantial compliance
aay not properly be invoked to bring claimant within
bounds of legal requireaents for proving up of such
a site. Such evidence showed rough coapleticn cf gclf
course in final aonth of entry, only J120 gross re-
ceipts, and three lifetime memberships in exchange for
labor expended in construction of golf course.

Contestee's rights, if any, in trade and aanufacturing
site claia bad to be earned Frior tc Nov. 23, 1966 (th«
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expiration date of the entry), and no action by EIB
after that date could prejudice ccntestee since the
evidence shows her failure to meet requirements during
the statutory period. Accordingly, Board rejects egui-
table estoppel and laches arguments based on asserted
BLH actions in 1967 and thereafter.

Since contestee has shown no prejudice suffered as
result of delay by BLH in bringing contest, the Board
concludes that there is nc reason for dismissal of con-
test based on "reasonable time" provision of 5 U.S.C.
i 555(b) (1970) .

Onited Stat es v . Barbara Jean Hill. 33 IBLA 395
(Jan. 30, 1978)

Where land within a trade and manufacturing site is
withdrawn from appropriation prior to cognizable oc-
cupancy and use for purposes of trade or manufacture
under U3 O.S.C. * 687a (1970) and «3 CFB Subpart 2562,
an invalid claim cannot be perfected, and appellant ha

not shown wherein she is entitled to equitable adjudi-
cation under K3 CFB 1871.1.

Sandy Fondy. 37 IBLA <*8 (Sept. J, 197(

TBACE AND HANOFACTOBING SITES

—

Continued

Bights may be established by cccupancy cf a trade and
manufacturing site on vacant, unappropriated putlic
domain in Alaska and filing of a notice of location
thereof, despite a prior survey pursuant to a peti-
tion for survey of townsite lands, when the notice cf
location and occupancy of the claim fcr trade and man-
ufacturing precedes settlement and occupancy under the
townsite laws.

Carl_A.s_L.ine, IBLA 63 (Bar. 16, 1979)

Where a trade and manufacturing site is located on land
that is withdrawn from appropriaticn prior to its occu-
pancy and use, an application to purchase is properly
denied despite the fact that applicant entered the land
as a special use permittee.

Bardelle_H..Smith__Sherman.
(Aug. 16, 1979)

Smith, 02 IELA 136

Any right which may be gained under a notice cf loca-
tion for a trade and manufacturing site cr a homesite,
as required ty the Act of Apr. 29, 1950, M3 O.S.C.
i 687a-l (1976), is personal to the party filing the
notice.

A cattle feedlot operation, including cattle handling
facilities, grain storage, and logging operations falls
within the statutory requisite of "trade, manufacture
or other productive industry" as used in the Act cf
Hay It, 1898, as amended, 43 O.S.C. « 687(a) (1970),
notwithstanding, that a feedlot operation in Alaska may
differ in certain respects from a feedlot operaticn in
the lower U8 States.

A trade and manufacturing site notice of locaticn not
supported by actual settlement and cccupancy authorized
by 143 O.S.C. « 687a (1976) does not change the status
cf the public lands.

James Sims. «2 IBLA 231 (Aug. 22, 1979)

Onited States v, Omar Stratman. 37 IBLA 352 (Oct. 30,
1978)"

"

An entryman may not take advantage of sec. 7 of the
Act of Har. 3, 1891, entitling an entryman to a patent
after 2 years from date of issuance of a receiver's
receipt when there is no pending contest cr protest
against the validity of the entry, where he has not
shown that preconditions of the Act have been met,
i.e., making the final payments required.

In a contest proceeding the Government has the burden
of establishing a prima facie case of noncompliance
with the requirements for trade and manufacturing, and
headquarters sites. The burden then shifts to the ap-
plicant to show by a preponderance of the evidence
that he has used, occupied, and improved the sites for
trade, manufacture, or other productive industry.

A claimant of a trade and manufacturing site must show
that at the time of filing his application to purchase
be was engaged in trade, manufacture, or other produc-
tive industry in connection with the sites. While it
is not necessary for the claimant to show that all
functions of the business were carried on at the site,
he must show a bona fide commercial enterprise from
which he reasonably hoped to derive a profit; mere
preparation for a prospective business is not suffi-
cient under the regulations. A claimant for a head-
quarters site must also be engaged in such a business
or be an employee of such a business.

Onited States v

(Feb. 27, 1979)
Jack Zemmy Boyd, Jr.. 39 IELA 321

In a contest proceeding the Government has the burden
of establishing a prima facie case cf ncnccmpliance
with the requirements for trade and manufacturing
sites. The burden then shifts to the applicant to show
by a preponderance of the evidence that he used, occu-
pied, and improved the site fcr trade, manufacture, or
ether productive industry.

A claimant of a trade and manufacturing site must show
that at the time of filing his application to purchase
he was engaged in trade, manufacture, or ether produc-
tive industry in connection with the site. While it is
not necessary for the claimant to show that all func-
tions of the business were carried en at the site, he
must show a bona fide commercial enterprise from which
he reasonably hoped to derive a profit; mere prepara-
tion for a prospective business is not sufficient under
the statute.

Onited States v. Graham Ke
(Oct. 29, 1979)

U3 IBLA 333

AL_SKA_NATIVE CLAIHS SETT1EHENT ACT (Dec. 18. 197 1_
l5_S_at_JlH

GENERALLY.

Where a lublic Land Order withdraws land frcm all fens
of appropriaticn under the public land laws for proper
classif icaticn of the lands under Alaska Native Claims
Settlement Act and fcr protection of public interest
values, tut provides that the withdrawn lands are sub-
ject to administraticn by the Secretary of the Interior
under applicable laws and regulations and his authority
to grant leases, an application for Small Tract lease
accoipanied by a petition for classification may be
accepted for filing ty the Bureau of Land Management.
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Ultimate disposition of the application Kill be depen-
dent upon the classification of the land involved.

Iii2abeii!_*i_Shar£, 19 IBLA 312 (Apr. 7. 1975)

Where approval of an application to purchase sand and
gravel pursuant to the Materials Disposal Act of 19U7
is opposed by a Native village which has already se-
lected the land on which the sand and gravel is
located, and to whom conveyance is imminent, the appli-
cation will be rejected.

Clarence Wren. 20 IBLA i»7 (Apr. 21, 1975)

Lands withdrawn under sec. 11 of the Alaska Native
Claims Settlement Act, «3 O.S.C. $ 1610 (Supp. Ill
1973) , are withdrawn from all forms of appropriation
under the public land laws, including, without limi-
tation, the Recreation and Public Purposes Act, as
amended, 13 U.S.C. »§ 869 to 869-3 (1970) , and an"
application under the latter Act for such withdrawn
lands is properly rejected.

Alask a Department of Fish and, Game, 20 IBLA 50
7Ipr. 23, 1975)

ALASKA NATIVE.CLAIMS, SBlTIEflENT ACT.. j£ec a . 1 g, . 197 1 g
85 S tat. 686)—Continued

GENERALLY—Continued

Provision in sec. u (t) of the Alaska Native Claims Set-
tlement Act reguiring the Secretary to issue patents
to all persons who have made a lawful entry on the pub-
lic lands in compliance with the public land laws for
the purpcse cf gaining title to homesteads, prior to
Aug. 31, 1971, does not apply tc an invalid settlement
claim en withdrawn land.

Henry E. Reeves. 31 IBLA 2«2 (July 18, 1977)

The Alaska Native Claims Appeal Board, in its
discretion, will not rule on issues raised en appeal
which were not the grounds cited by the Bureau cf land
Management fcr rejection of applicant's application
and which are not dispositive of the issue en appeal.

Appeal cf Billia Thoi
1977)

2 ANCAB 15( (Nov. 3,
I.E. 891

The Alaska Native Claims Appeal Board cannct ignore
existing and related laws and decisions whether raised
by the parties or not when the same are dispositive of
the appeal itself.

Appeal of Kgtchikan_Indian Corp.

,

1977)
2 ANCAB 169 (Nov. 8,

The requirement of 5 years' use and occupancy to re-
ceive an allotment under the Native Allotment Act must
have occurred prior to Dec. 18, 1971, as the Alaska
Native Claims Settlement Act extingished all such un-
perfected claims from that day forward.

Warjier_ Bergman, 21 IBLA 173 (July 25, 1975)

The reguirement of use and occupancy for a period of
5 years in order to receive an allotment under the
Alaska Native Allotment Act must be completed by
Dec. 18, 1971. If an applicant for a Native allotment
has not completed the 5 years prior to that date, he
does not gualify under the Alaska Native Allotment Act

J oh£_JU_Pa ine , 22 IBLA 56 (Sept. 17, 1975)

Where an application for an allotment by an Alaskan
Native includes land in a State of Alaska selection
application that has been tentatively approved tc the
State, and where the Native alleges occupancy and use
from a date prior to the filing of the State selecticn,
the allotment application may be granted, if the facts
alleged are ultimately proved and the application is
regular in all other respects.

State_of Alaskax John
1976f

:unaim 3
. » 28 IBLA 83 (Nov. 12,

Lands withdrawn for the protection of Alaska Natives'
selection rights are not available for oil and gas
leasing under the Mineral Leasing Act. U3 O.S.C.
§ 1621 (i) (Supp. III. 1973).

A pending noncompetitive oil and gas lease effer is
not a valid existing right protected by the savings
clause in the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act.

James W., Canon et al.. 1 SEC. 1 (Apr. 15, 1977)
8« I.I

Lands tentatively approved for State selection and
conveyed by the State to municipalities or bcroughs
prior to enactment of ANCSA are not available fcr
Native selection under ANCSA.

Lands tentatively approved for State selection and
leased by the State to individuals with an option to
buy will, if selected by a Native corporation, be in-
cluded in the interim conveyance with the provision
that the option to buy may be exercised against the
Native corporation. Where the option had been exer-
cised against the State and a State patent issued prior
to the enactment of ANCSA, the land will be excluded
from interim conveyance to the Native ccrpcraticn.

Third party rights created by the State in lands
selected by Natives under ANCSA should be identified
by ELM in the decision to issue interim conveyance
if possible, but need not be adjudicated.

ANCSA and the implementing regulations draw a basic
distinction between valid existing rights leading to
the acquisition of title and those of a temporary
nature, requiring exclusicn of the former from the
interim conveyance but inclusion of the latter with
provisions protecting the third parties rights fcr
the duration of his interest. The statute and the
implementing regulations do net distinguish, in pro-
tecting rights leading to the acquisition of title
between those arising under Federal law and those
arising under State law.

Val i 3_ Ex i sti ng_B ig. h ts_0nde r_ the_ A la ska_Na t i ve_Cla i ms
Settlement Act, Sec. Order No. 3016 (Dec. 11, 1977)

85 I.E. 1 (1978)

The determination that a Village Corporation is
eligible under sec. 11 of ANCSA is a finding that such
village had at least a minimum Native population cf 25
on the 1970 census enumeration date and thus entitles
such village to at least the minimum acreage allccatici
pursuant to sec. It (a) of ANCSA.

fl££S a l_c f_K cd i a k; A leu tia n_Chap, te rt_A laska_Conse r va tion
Society, 2 ANCAB 183 (Dec. 19, 1977)

Continued

—
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Appeal of Kodiak-Aleutian Chapter. Alaska Conservation
Society, 2 ANCAE 187 (Dec. 19, 1977)

A£Eeal_oi_KodiaK- Aleutian Chapter, Alaska., Conservation
Society. 2 ANCAB 191 (Dec. 19, 1977)

A£££ai ° f Kc^^k2Al^ti^_Ch^^r x^la^a_Conservation
Society, 2 ANCAB 195 (Dec. 19, 1977)

Appeal of Kodiak-Aleutian_Chapter. Alaska Conservation
Society. 2 AHCAB 199 (Dec. 19, 1977)

A££eal_oJ_Kc^i^k-Aleutian_Cha£ter 1._Alaska Conservation
Society. 2 ANCAB~203 (Dec. 19, 1977)

*E££a_i of Kodiak-Aleutian Cha£ter_£_Alaska Con ser vation
Society, 2 ANCAE 207 (Dec. 19, 1977)

Appeal of U.S. Fish and Wildlife Services. 2 ANCAB 223
(Dec. 20, 1977)

Appeal of O.S. Fish and Wildlife Services. 2 ANCAE 227
"(Dec. 20, 1977)"

A££eal of U.S. Pish and Wildlife Services. 2 ANCAB 231
"(Dec. 20, 1977)

Appeal of O.S. Fish and Wildlife Services. 2 ANCAE 235
TDec. 20, 1977)

JLEEeal of U.S. Fish and Wildl ife Services. 2 ANCAE 239
(Dec. 20, 1977)

.Mjlilife. Services, 2 ANCAB 2*3»£££al_of_Ui Si_Fish
7Dec. 20, 1977)

U.S., Fish and Wildlife.Sgrvice. 2 ANCAB 26* (Jan. 23,
1978)

|ska, 2 ANCAB 28* (Feb. 1, 1978)

ALASKA NATIVE CLAIMS SEIIIEHEN1 Ad (Dec. 18. 1971,
85 S tat. 6tEl—Continued

GENERALLY—Continued

Eecause of the President's delegation of his nonstatu-
tory withdrawal authority tc the Secretary of the
Interior by E.O. 10355. the Secretary was endowed with
sufficient authority to withdraw lands in issue without
reliance upon sees. 17(d)(1) and 17(d)(2) of Alaska
Native Claims Settlement Act. Thus, distinctions be-
tween those two sections are not herein dispositive of
question of Secretary's authority tc withdraw lands in
PLO 5250.

Bai£I_ai_Wi2i°!!. 35 IBLA 3*9 (June 19, 1978)

As an amendment to the Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act, P.L. 9*-20* (89 Stat. 11*5, *3 U.S.C. « 1611 (Supp.
IV. 197*)), is subject tc both the previsions of ANCSA
and the regulations promulgated to implement ANCSA,
unless such provisions or regulations conflict with, or
are specifically excepted or preempted in the amendment.

Appeal of Cock Inlet Region. Inc.. 3 ANCAE 111 (Dec. 27,
1978) 85 I.E. *62

The Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act. *3 U.S.C.
$ 1617 (1976). repealed the Act of May 17, 19C6. as
amended, *3 U.S.C. «« 270-1 to 270-3 (197C) , with the
exception cf applications pending on Dec. 18, 1971. A

State Office decision rejecting a Native allotment ap-
plication for an additional parcel of land filed pur-
suant to the Act of May 17, 1906, after Dec. 18, 1971,
will be affirmed. Equitable adjudication, which re-
quires substantial compliance with the law, will not
be invoked where there is no evidence that such an
application was timely filed with BIA.

Nora L. Sanfcrd. 13 IBLA 7i» (Sept. 19, 1979)

The determination that a Village Corporation is
eligible under sec. 11 of ANCSA is a finding that such
village had at least a minimum Native population of 25
on the 1970 census enumeration date and thus entitles
such village to at least the minimum acreage alloca-
tion of 69,120 acres of land pursuant to sec. 1* (a) cf
ANCSA.

Appeal of Omar Stratman et al.. 2 ANCAB 329 (Mar. 23,
1978)

Where the Bureau of Land Management records reveal that
lands in Alaska have been withdrawn under PLC 5250 and
certain of those lands have not been recommended, pur-
suant to sec. 17(d)(2)(C), Alaska Native Claims Settle-
ment Act of Dec. 18, 1971, U3 U.S.C. 5 1616(d)(2)(C)
(Supp. IV 197*) , for addition to or creation as units
of the National Park, Forest, Wildlife Refuge, and Wild
and Scenic Rivers Systems within 2 years of the date of
the Act, such lands do not nevertheless become availa-
ble for appropriation under the mining laws. This con-
clusion is compelled by the reason that PLO 5250 is
based upon E.O. 10355, which not only invokes *3 U.S.C.
ti 1*1-1*2 (1970), but also the President's general or
inherent authority to withdraw public lands completely
from mining location.

Sal ly Lester et al. (O n Reconsider ation) . 35 IBLA 61
"(Hay 10, 1978)

ABORIGINAL CLAIMS

Sec. * of ANCSA states:
"(a) All prior conveyances of public land and water
areas in Alaska, or any interest therein, pursuant to
Federal law, and all tentative approvals pursuant to
sec. 6 (g) of the Alaska Statehood Act, shall be regard-
ed as an extinguishment cf the aboriginal title thereto,
if any.
"(b) All aboriginal titles, if any, and claims cf
aboriginal title in Alaska based on use and occupancy,
including submerged land underneath all water areas,
both inland and offshore, and including any aboriginal
bunting or fishing rights that may exist, are hereby
extinguished.
"(c) All claims against the United States, the State,
and all ether persons that are based en claims cf
aboriginal right, title, use, or occupancy cf lard or
water areas in Alaska, or that are based en any statute
cr treaty cf the United States relating to Native use
and occupancy, or that are based en the laws of any
ether nation, including any such claims that are pend-
ing before any Federal or State court or the Indian
Claims Commission, are hereby extinguished."

The effect cf the extinguishment of aboriginal claims
by « * of ANCSA, as explained in the Conference Report
(S. Rep. No. 92-581), 92d Cong., 1st Sess., *C (1S71)
and interpreted by Edwardsen v. Mcrjoj), 369 F. Supp.
1359 (C.C. Cir. 1973), necessarily defeats arguments
that Mental Health lands remained public lands based
en assertions of aboriginal title.

AE£eal_of_Seldovia Native
1July~I7~ 1976)

ss' n. Inc .

,

ANCAB 65
83 I.I
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In express provisions of the Treaty of Cession and the
Organic Act of 1881, and through disclaimers in the
Statehood Act, aboriginal title in Alaska received
statutory protection in addition to that normally ex-
tended on the basis of Native occupancy.

Until Congress acted to extinguish rights of Alaskan
Natives to use and occupancy of aboriginal lands, such
rights remained as an encumbrance on the fee, and title
to land claimed by Alaska Natives, to which use and oc-
cupancy might be proved, was void when given.

Prior to ANCSA, the State's interest in its tentatively
approved selections was subject to divestment upon
proof of Native use and occupancy, and was subject to
Congressional resolution of such claims. Unad judicated
claims of aboriginal title remained the only impediment
to selection of such lands.

The express terms of sees. 11 and 12 of ANCSA make
lands previously TA'd to the State of Alaska available
for selection by gualified Native Corporations, indi-
cating the conclusion of Congress that such lands were
subject to disposal in settlement of Native claims.

The retroactive extinguishment of aboriginal title, and
the resulting validation of State title, mandated by
sec. 1(a) of ANCSA, applies to those lands tentatively
approved to the State which are located outside Native
village withdrawal areas.

Extinguishment of aboriginal title did not vest the
State's title to those TA'd lands located within sec.
11(a) (2) withdrawal areas, for Congress clearly con-
ferred on Native village corporations a superior right
to select up to 69,120 acres of such lands.

Appeal of Eklutna, Inc., 1 ANCAB 190 (Dec. 10, 1976)
83 I.D. 619

Until Congress acted to extinguish rights of Alaskan
Natives to use and occupancy of aboriginal lands, such
rights remained as an encumbrance on the fee, and title
to land claimed by Alaska Natives, to which use and oc-
cupancy might be proved, was void when given.

The retroactive extinguishment of aboriginal title, and
the resulting validation of State title, mandated by
sec. i) (a) of ANCSA, applies to those lands tentatively
approved to the State which are located outside Native
village withdrawal areas.

Extinguishment of aboriginal title did net vest the
State's title to those TA'd lands located within sec.
11(a)(2) withdrawal areas, for Congress clearly con-
ferred on Native Village Corporations a superior right
to select up to 69,120 acres of such lands.

Appeals of the State of Alaska and Seldovia Native
Ass'n, Inc. . 2 ANCAB 1 (June 9, 1977) 8« I.D. 3U9

The Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act extinguished
aboriginal occupancy claims of Alaska Natives; such
claims cannot serve as a bar to a State selection, nor
preclude the State from challenging Native allotment
applications conflicting with its selection.

Under the "functional" standard to determine adminis-
trative standing set forth in Kon iag, Inc. v. Andrus.
580 F.2d 601 (D.C. Cir. 1978), cert, denie d. 99 S. Ct.
733 (1979), the State of Alaska has standing to chal-
lenge Native allotment applications conflicting with
its selection applications even if the land is within
a Native village selection area under the Alaska Native
Claims Settlement Act. The State has standing under

ALASKA_jyiIVJ_CJ.AII^_SJTTLE«ENT_ACT_JDec. 16^ 197 1.,
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Departmental regulations to initiate private contests
against such conflicting Native allotment applications.

State_of Alaska et al.. HI IBLA 315 (July 11, 1S79)
86 I.E. 361

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE

Generally.

Absent ancther party aligned in interest with the ap-
pellant (s) or ether reasons justifying continuance of
the appeal, an appeal will be dismissed when the appel-
lant (s) before the Board withdraw (s) the appeal.

-LSSi, 1 ANCAE 1ADDeal_of NANA_Reaional_Ccr_p.
IseptT ll7~19757~

AEE£al_cf_Karen_Cantu, 1 ANCAB « (Oct. 6, 1975)

Appeal of Nicholas J. Laktonen. Sr.. 1 ANCAB 7

(Oct. 6, 1975)

Appeal cf State of Alaska. 1 ANCAB 10 (Oct. 6, 1975)

Appeal of State of Alaska. 1 ANCAB 32 (May 12, 1976)

Appeal of BCA Alaska Communications,. Inc. . 1 ANCAE 9"
(July 8, 1976)

Appea l cf Dev o n. Ltd. . 1 ANCAB 98 (July 9, 1976)

A ppe al_of, Devon,, Ltd.. 1 ANCAB 101 (July 9, 1976)

Appeal of State of A lask a . Depart ment of Eish and Game

,

1 ANCAB 179 (Oct. 21, 1976)

Ac^ejL^f_the_SJta^_of_AlasJsai_p^£arjBejt_of_Fish_and
Game, 1 ANCAE 182 (Oct. 21, 1976)

Appeal cf Kcdiak-Aleutian Cfraflter, Alaska Conservation
Society. 1 ANCAB 317 (Apr. 8, 1977)

Appeal of Kcdiak-Aleutian Chapter. Alaska Conservation
Society.. 1ABCAB 322"Ipr. 87 19777

*£jeal_of_State_of_Alaska, 1 ANCAB 327 (Apr. 15, 1977)

Appeal cf NANA Regional Ccrp., Inc.. 1 ANCAE 3 3U
(Apr. 15, 1977)

App€al..o|.U.S a .,Fish..and.Hiljlife Service. 1 ANCAE 301
(Apr. 28, 1977)

A ppeal of
,

State of Alaska. 1 ANCAB 3«5 (May ", 1977)

Appeal of State of Alaska. 1 ANCAB 3«8 (May «, 1977)

Appeal of State of Alaska, 1 ANCAB 351 (May U, 1977)

Appeal cf State of Alaska. 1 ANCAB 35« (May «, 1977)

>££g3l^J-gcdiak_Islaj^_Borpugh_and_the_Citi_of_Kodiak,
2 ANCAB 123 (July 25, 1977)

^EEgal.gf-Chcggiung^.Ltd.. 2 ANCAE 181 (Dec. 16, 1977)

Appeal of Natives of Akhi,ok, Inc.. 2 ANCAB 275
(Jan. 27. 1978)

U3 CER U. 913(b) provides:
"Where an appeal is before the Alaska Native Claims
Appeal Beard, and no unit of the Department of the
Interior is a party tc the appeal, nc agreement betweei
parties which may reguire future action or forbearance
from action by the Department of the Interior shall
bind the Department unless such agreement is approved
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General lj—Continued

by the Alaska native Claims Appeal Board, or the Secre-
tary or his delegate."

Absent another party aligned in interest with the ap-
pellant or other reason from the record file justify-
ing the continuance of the appeal, the appeal will be
dismissed pursuant to the terns of the settlement
agreement to which appellant is party.

Appeal of UKpeaqvik
1976)

Corp.. 1 AHCAE 185 (Nov. 1,

Since AMCSA recognizes and protects State-created in-
terests as valid existing rights, as well as interests
recognized or created under Federal law, and thus in-
volves interests which would not be of record in the
BLH land office, BLH's administrative responsibility
to identify, adjudicate and protect "valid existing
rights" under ANCSA, are broader than under general
Federal public land laws.

Appeals of the State of Alaska and Seldovia
AssJ.nx_Inc., 2 ANCAB 1 (June 9, 1977) 8U I.E.

ALASEA.MATiyj.ClAIHS_SgTTlEjjENT_ACT.JCec,. 18,. 1971,
85 itat. 668l"—Continued
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Generally—Continued

because cf conflict with an ANCSA conveyance, consti-
tutes final agency action from which no appeal will
lie.

Appeal of, Terry E. Krize and J. Bnrglin. 2 ANCAE 2«7
(Dec. 28, 1977) 8D I.E. 1CC7

Hhere the Secretary, pursuant to regulations in «3 CFB
1.5, takes original jurisdiction of a case and renders
a final decision, the Board is bound by his findings,
conclusicns, and statements of Departmental policy.

Hhere Departmental policy is to expedite conveyances
under ANCSA by rejecting noncompetitive oil and gas
leases which conflict with conveyances under ANCSA,
and the Secretary has announced that oil and gas leases
will not be issued as a conseguence cf administrative
appeals, the Board interprets this policy as a tandate
to affirm a ELM decision rejecting a noncompetitive oil
and gas lease offer because of conflict with a convey-
ance under ANCSA.

Appea l of Je rry S. Boach. 2 ANCAB 277 (Jan. 26, 1978)

Hhere the Secretary pursuant to regulations in U3 CFB
U. 5 takes original jurisdiction of a case and renders
the final decision in the matter, the Board is bound
by his findings, conclusicns, and statements of Depart-
mental policy in such decision.

Hhere BLH, in accord with Secretarial policy, rejects
a noncompetitive oil and gas lease offer because of a

conflict with a conveyance under ANCSA, such rejection
by BLH constitutes final agency action from which no
administrative appeal will lie by the offeror to the
Board or to the Interior Board of Land Appeals.

Appeal of E. H. Hargo. 2 ANCAB 98 (July 15, 1977)

Appeal of Hilliam G. Zaeqel. 2 ANCAB 115 (July 15, 1977)

Appeal of Terry E, . Krize and J. Btirglin. 2 ANCAB 126
TAug. U, 1977)

lEEeal-Of-CJ
1977)

BS£3iiD/ 2 »NCAB 13K (Aug. «,

Absent reasons justifying continuance of the appeal, an
appeal will te dismissed when the appellant before the
Board withdraws the appeal.

Appeal cf Cerrell B. Short. 2 ANCAB 298 (Feb. 13, 1978)

Appeal of State of Alaska, Department of Fish and Gam e

,

2 ANCAB 325 (HarT~9,~1978)

iE£ial_2j_Kcdiak_Island_Bcrcu_Lh. 3 ANCAE 70 (Aug. 1C,
1978)

*EE£ji_Sl_fSnneti!_iXI!ii. 3 ANCAB 127 (Jan. 15, 1979)

Appeal of Al L. Heathers. 3 ANCAB 165 (Feb. 22, 1979)

Appeal of Savconga Nat ive Cor£__and_Gambell Native
£°lil» 3~ANCAB 190 (Apr. 6, 19797

Appeal of Alaska Packers Ass'n. Inc.. <* ANCAB 1

"(OctT"l7, 1979)

The Alaska Native Claims Appeal Board and the Bureau of
Land Hanagement are bound by the rules and regulations
enacted by the Department of the Interior.

Appeal of Hjlliaa
1977)

iNCAE 150 (Nov. 3,
8<t I.E. 891

Hhere the Secretary, pursuant to regulations in «3 CFB
4.5, takes original jurisdiction of a case and renders
a final decision, the Board is bound by his findings,
conclusions, and statements of Departmental policy.

The Secretary's policy against appealing the rejection
of oil and gas lease offers to the Interior Eoard of
Land Appeals separately from an appeal of the decision
to issue conveyance, confers on the Alaska Native
Claims Appeal Board exclusive jurisdiction over deci-
sions rejecting noncompetitive oil and gas lease offers
because of conflicts with land selections by Native
Corporations under ANCSA.

The Board vacates its previous ruling that BLH's
rejection of a noncompetitive oil and gas lease offer.

The Secretary's policy against appealing the rejection
cf oil and gas lease offers to the Interior Beard cf
Land Appeals separately from an appeal cf the decision
to issue conveyance, confers on the Alaska Native
Claims Appeal Board exclusive jurisdiction over deci-
sions rejecting noncompetitive oil and gas lease effers
because cf conflicts with land selections by Native
Corporations under ANCSA.

Hhere Departmental policy is to expedite conveyances
under ANCSA by rejecting noncompetitive oil and gas
leases which conflict with conveyances under ANCSA, and
the Secretary has announced that oil and gas leases
will not be issued as a censeguence of administrative
appeals, the Board interprets this policy as a mandate
to affirm a ELH decision rejecting a noncompetitive cil
and gas lease offer because of conflict with a convey-
ance under ANCSA.

Appeals cf Ethyl D . a nd C harles J. C lasby. Butb
Carpenter, et al.T S Harv~Francis Antweil. 2 ANCAE
302 (Feb. 21, 1978)
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Where the Secretary, pursuant to regulations in 43 CFR
4.5, takes original jurisdiction of a case and renders
a final decision, the Board is bound by his findings,
conclusions, and statements of Departmental policy.

The Secretary's policy against appealing the rejection
of oil and gas lease offers to the Interior Board of
Land Appeals separately from an appeal of the decision
to issue conveyance, confers on the Alaska Native
Claims Appeal Board exclusive jurisdiction over deci-
sions rejecting noncompetitive oil and gas lease offers
because of conflicts with land selections by Native
Corporations under ANCSA.

Where Departmental policy is to expedite conveyances
under ANCSA by rejecting noncompetitive oil and gas
leases which conflict with conveyances under ANCSA, and
the Secretary has announced that oil and gas leases
will not be issued as a consequence of administrative
appeals, the Board interprets this policy as a mandate
to affirm a BLM decision rejecting a noncompetitive oil
and gas lease offer because of conflict with a convey-
ance under ANCSA.

The Board vacates its previous ruling that BLM*s rejec-
tion of a noncompetitive oil and gas lease offer,
because of conflict with an ANCSA conveyance, consti-
tutes final agency action from which no appeal will
lie.

The Board will accept appeals from decisions rejecting
noncompetitive oil and gas lease offers based on con-
flicts with interim conveyances under ANCSA, but will
dismiss such appeals after elapse of the 30-day period
in which statements of reasons and standing may be
filed.

A££eal_of_Clifford_C._Buralin, 3 ANCAB 37 (July 3.
1978)

Absent reasons justifying continuance of the appeal,
an appeal will be dismissed when the remaining appel-
lant before the Board withdraws its appeal.

Appeal of City, of Kodiak and In. the Matter .gf,, Port
Lions Native Corp .. 3 ANCAB 85~(Sept. 14, 1978)

Absent reasons justifying continuance of the appeal, ar
appeal will be dismissed when the appellant before the
Board requests that the appeal be dismissed.

Appeal of J. Bruce Crow, 3 ANCAB 96 (Nov. 20, 1978)

Appeal of.P9yon,..Ltd.. 3 ANCAB 105 (Dec. 11, 1978)

Absent reasons justifying continuance of the appeal,
appeal will be dismissed when the appellant and all
parties of record before the Board stipulate to a di

missal of the appeal.

A£p_eal of State of_Alaska^ Dept. cf Transportation c

lubllcllacilitlli, 3 ANCAB~124 (Jan.~5, 1979)"

ALASKA NATIVE CLAIMS SETTLEMENT ACT.
,
(Dec, . 18, J971^
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ANCAB is bound by statements of Secretarial policy con-
tained in Secretarial Orders published in the Federal
fisaister.

Appeal of State of,.Al aska . 3 ANCAB 129 (Jan. 19, 1979)
86 I.E. 45

Absent reasons justifying continuance of the appeal, ar
appeal will te dismissed when the appellant befcre the
Board files a voluntary dismissal.

1EE«Jl_2J_K«£ a i_Pe n i nsula_Bo raug h

,

1979)
3 ANCAB 258 (May 1!

This Board dees not have jurisdiction to adjudicate the
Secretary's authority to withdraw lands for possible
selection by a Native corporation pursuant to § 14(b) (6)
of ANCSA.

A££jal_of_ihe State_cf_AlasJa, 3 ANCAB 285 (June 11,
1979T

Absent reasons justifying continuance of the appeal, an
appeal will be dismissed when the parties stipulate to
a dismissal of the appeal.

»£real_of_State_of^la^aiJe^axt^nt_of_Trans£crtaJioji 1

3 ANCAB 291 (June 29, 1979)

ft££ea2-Qi-tte_State_cf Alaska

,

1979)
3 ANCAE 294 (July 1C,

The Board is bound by Secretarial policy and interpre-
tation of law expressed in a Solicitor's Opinion in
which the Secretary of the Interior concurred.

Regulations in 43 CFR 2650.5-1 (b) deal explicitly with
chargeability of acreage and implicitly with land title,
establishing two categories of submerged lands not re-
quired to be selected and charged: those underlying
navigable waters, and those underlying nonnavigable
waters of one-half section or more.

Under regulations in 43 CFR 2650.5-1 (b). Federal owner-
ship of submerged lands does not reguire all such lands
to be charged against a Native corporation's acreage
entitlement.

The Secretary, and this Board, are bound by duly pro-
mulgated regulations of the Department.

As between a published regulation applicable to charge-
ability cf submerged land and an unpublished Departmen-
tal decision paper applicable to the same issue, the
Eoard is bound to follow the regulation. Therefore,
regardless of whether the United States retains owner-
ship of the ted of the Colville River, the Bureau of
Land Management must, pursuant to 43 CFR 2650.5-1 (b),
determine whether the river is navigable and, if it is
found navigable, must exclude the riverbed from the
acreage to te charged against Kuugpik's entitlement.

Appeal.pf the State of Alask;
1979) *££« a2_c f_S t a t e_g f_ A las ka

,

3 ANCAB 297 (July 31, 1979)
86 I.D. 381
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Applications

PEimary.Place of Residence

Under sec. 1U (h) (5) of ASCSA and U3 CFB Pact 2653, an
applicant who desired to file an application for the
conveyance of a primary place of residence tas required
to do so by Dec. 18, 1973, regardless of the status of
the land at the date of filing.

Neither the Act nor regulations permit an applicant fo:

a primary place of residence to refile an application
for a primary place of residence cnce a sec. 11 with-
drawal terminates and the land becomes available for
selection as a priaary place of residence.

A££eai_2l_Miiiia»_Thoj!as_Woolard, 2 ANCAE
1977)

ALASKA NATIVE CLAIHS SETTLEMENT ACT J Dec
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the easement is located; alternatively, the easement
could be located by incorporating in the conveyance
document a map depicting the easement.

Where the Eureau cf Land Management has developed new
procedures fcr the reservation and identification cf
easements sutseguent to issuance of a Decision tc Con-
vey, the Board will remand the Decision tc Convey to
the Eureau of Land Manageient for the limited purpose
cf identifying the easements reserved in the Decision
to Convey under appeal according to the uniform ease-
ment identification system currently being followed.

Appeals cf the State of Alaska and Seldcvia Native
*ss^n^_inc., 2 ANCAB 1 (June 9, 1977) 81 I.E. 3<4S

Decisions

The Decision of the Bureau of Land Management vacating
the previously granted tentative approval and rejecting
the land selection application of the State of Alaska
must be vacated and remanded for further prcceedings
when it does not appear that the land selection appli-
cation by the Native Corporation has been adjudicated.

Appeal of the State of Alaska ,

1976)
INCAB 281 (Dec. 20,

83 I.E. (

where Departmental regulations provide for the elapse
of a 30-day appeal period before a decision to convey
becomes final, waiver by one of a number cf parties who
might appeal does not render BLH's decisicn final so as
to permit conveyance before elapse of the 30-day appeal
period.

Where Departmental pclicy is to expedite conveyances
under ANCSA ty rejecting noncompetitive oil and gas
leases which conflict with conveyances under ANCSA,
and the Secretary has announced that cil and gas leases
will net be issued as a consequence of administrative
appeals, the Eoard interprets this pclicy as a mandate
to affirm a ELM decision rejecting a noncompetitive cil
and gas lease offer because of conflict with a convey-
ance under ANCSA.

The Eoard will accept appeals from decisions rejecting
noncompetitive oil and gas lease offers based on
conflicts with interim conveyances under ANCSA, but
will dismiss such appeals after elapse of the 3C-day
period in which Statements of Reascns and Standing may
be filed.

Acre a l cf Ter ry E. Krize and J. Burglin. 2 ANCAE 2U7
(Dec. 28, 1977) 8« I.E. 1CC7

While decisions of the Bureau of Land Management and
documents conveying title to Native corporations pursu-
ant to ANCSA properly contain a general provision pro-
tecting "valid existing rights" in accordance with the
provisions of sec. It (g) of ANCSA and the regulations
in 03 CFR 2650, such documents must additionally de-
scribe valid existing rights according to the nature
of the right and approximate location on the land, and
may incorporate by reference other BLN files and files
of the Alaska Division of Lands only as a supplemental
source of information.

The Secretary's policy against appealing the rejection
of oil and gas lease offers to the Interior Board cf
Land Appeals separately from an appeal of the decision
to issue conveyance, confers on the Alaska Native
Claims Appeal Board exclusive jurisdiction over deci-
sions rejecting noncompetitive oil and gas lease offers
because of conflicts with land selections by Native
Corpcraticns under ANCSA.

Appeal of Jerry S. Reach. 2 ANCAB 277 (J

a

1976)

Under ANCSA and the regulations in U3 CFR 2650, the
Bureau of Land Management has the duty to ascertain
whether a less-than-f ee interest was issued to a third
party, and must recite in the decision approving lands
for conveyance to a Native Corporation that the convey-
ance is "subject to" such an interest.

Where the claimed "valid existing rights" were created
by the State on lands tentatively approved to the State
under the Statehood Act, the adjudication of the State's
selection must be consolidated with the adjudication of
the Native land selection, and valid existing rights in
the land must be determined in a single decision.

Both the decision to convey lands, and the interim con-
veyance, must specifically identify those interests
protected under ANCSA as valid existing rights. Where
the title conveyed will be "subject to" a less-than-f ee
interest, the nature of the interest must be identified
and the lands affected must be described, at least by
section and, where possible, according to the smallest
legal subdivision.

Decisions to convey and interim conveyances should, as
a minimum, state the use for which each easement is
reserved, state the width of each easement, state at
least the sections through which an easement passes or,
if a site easement, the section or sections in which

Where the Secretary, pursuant tc regulaticns in 13 CIS
u.5, takes ctiginal jurisdiction of a case and renders
a final decisicn, the Board is bound by his findings,
conclusicns, and statements of Departmental pclicy.

The Eoard will accep
noncompetitive oil a

ppeals frcm decisions rejecting
gas lease offers based en

conflicts with interim cenveyances under ANCSA, but
will dismiss such appeals after elapse of the 30-day
period in which Statements cf Reasons and Standing
may be filed.

A ppe als cf Efthyl p. .and Charles J. Clasby, Ruth
Carpenter, et al.. S Mary Francis~An

t

weil . 2 ANCAE
302 (Feb. 21, 1978)

When Secretarial-- decisicn purports to decide multiple
appeals designated by docket numbers in the capticn,
all interests included within eacl
designated by
a decision.

._ grcup cf appeals
docket number are adjudicated by sucl

Appeal of Gayle D. Foqels cn. 2 ANCAB 316 (Mar. 2, 1976)
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Estofipel

The State Director, Bureau of Land Management, is not
estopped from denying appellant's (Village Corporation)
application for certain lands because BLM erroneously
included those lands on its land records and on the
map of lands sent to appellant as eligible for with-
drawal under sec. 11(a)(1) of ANCSA.

AEE£aI_°i_Ia!iacrossx_Inc.

Interim Conveyance

An agreement in settlement of an appeal which reguires
the Bureau of Land Management to include specified
provisions in Interim Conveyances to be issued in the
future, but which does not reguire BLH to amend an In-
terim Conveyance that has already been issued by the
addition of easements thereto, may be approved by the
Board without consideration of BLM's authority to
amend Interim Conveyances.

Appeal of State.of Alaska. 1 ANCAE 51 (June 18, 1976)

Where Departmental regulations provide for the elapse
of a 30-day appeal period before a decisicn to ccnvey
becomes final, waiver by cne of a number of parties who
might appeal does not render BLtl's decision final so as
to permit conveyance before elapse of the 30-day appeal
period.

The interests described in sec. 11(g) of ANCSA are of a

temporary or limited nature, in contrast to those inter-
ests derived from laws leading to a grant of fee title
such as the entries protected by sec. 22(b). Inclusion
in Native conveyances of lands subject to such inter-
ests, under administrative arrangements outlined in
sec. 11(g) is appropriate, because such temporary or
limited interests are not incompatible with Native own-
ership of the fee.

Leases issued for the surface or minerals covered by a

Native selection constitute a valid existing right pro-
tected by sec. 11(g) of ANCSA and any conveyance to a

Native Corporation of lands on which such a lease has
issued must be subject to the leasehold interest.

State-issued permits and contracts for resource uses
issued to third parties before Dec. 18, 1971, are
protected as valid existing rights under sec. 11(g) of
ANCSA, and any conveyance to a Native Corporation of
lands on which such permits or contracts have been is-
sued must be subject to such interests.

Under ANCSA and the regulations in 13 CFB 2650, the
Bureau of Land Management has the duty to ascertain
whether a less-than-fee interest was issued to a third
party, and must recite in the decision approving lands
for conveyance to a Native Corporation that the convey-
ance is "subject to" such an interest.

Both the decisicn to convey lands, and the interim con-
veyance, must specifically identify those interests
protected under ANCSA as valid existing rights. Where
the title conveyed will be "subject to" a less-tban-f eeconveyed will be "subject to
interest, the nature of the intete"'

3s affected must beand the la

less-tban-f ee
t must be identified

escribed, at least byana tne lanas ariectea must De aescriDea, at least Dy
section and, where possible, according to the smallest
legal subdivision.

Decisions to convey and interim conveyances should, as
a minimum, state the use for which each easement is
reserved, state the width of each easement, state at
least the sections through which an easement passes or,
if a site easement, the section or sections in which
the easement is located; alternatively, the easement

ALASKA. NATIVE CLAIMS SETTLEMENT ACT (Dec.
85_Stat._68Jl—Continued

ACMINISTBATIVE PROCEDUBE—Continued

Interim Conveyance—Continued

could be located ty incorporating in the conveyance
document a map depicting the easement.

A ppeals cf the Stat e of A l aska and Seldcvia Native
Ass.'n,, Inc.. 2 ANCAE 1 (June <f, 1977) "" 81 ITcT 319

Third party rights created by the State in lands
selected by Natives under ANCSA should be identified
by BLM in the decision to issue interim conveyance
if possible, but need not be adjudicated.

ANCSA
disti
the a

natur
inter
provi
the d

imple
tecti
betwe
arisi

the
on t

siti
egui
cnve
s ft

:ing
eight
chose

implementing regulations draw a basic
etween valid existing rights leading to
on of title and those cf a temporary
ring exclusion of the fcrmer from the
yance but inclusion of the latter with
otecting the third parties rights for
of his interest, lhe statute and the
regulations do not distinguish, in pro-
s leading to the acguisiticn cf title
arising under Federal law and those
State law.

V^id^xistina_BiaJ
!
ts^jBdexJthe_Alaska_Naiive_Claims

Settlement_Act, Sec. Order No. 3016 (Dec. 11, 1977)
85 I.C. 1 (1978)

The Ecard will accept appeals from decisions rejecting
noncompetitive oil and gas lease offers based on
conflicts with interim conveyances under ANCSA, tut
will dismiss such appeals after elapse of the 3C-day
period in which Statements of Seasons and Standing may
be filed.

Appeal of Jerry S. Boach . 2 ANCAB 277 (Jan. 26, 1978)

An interim conveyance is the conveyance of title to un-
surveyed lands, subject to the reservations set forth
in sec. 11(c) and other sections of ANCSA, and in ether
provisions of law.

2££«aI_2l_K£iiaJS_Island_Setneiteis_Ass_lnJ 3 ANCAE 1

(June 12, 1978) 85 I.C. 2CC

Ap.£eal_of Mark A. Wartes et a
1978)"

»EEeal_of_Mri_6_Mrs.
(June 26, 1978)

Appeal of Kodiak Isls
1978)"

3 ANCAB 21 (June 21,

Gregory Moo, 3 ANCAB 27

Borouah, 3 ANCAB 65 (July 11,

The granting cf a right-of-way under FLPMA and the
superseded Acts of Feb. 15, 1901. and Mar. 1, 1911, is
within the Secretary's discretion and neither the fil-
ing of the application nor the existence cf improve-
ments earns appellant a right to the right-of-way. No
rights vest in the applicant until the grant is approved
ty the Secretary. An application for a right-of-way is
properly rejected where the land is in an interim con-
veyance to a Native Corporation.

"Pufclic Lands." Land within an interim conveyance to a

Native Corporation is no longer "public land" under the
Federal land Policy and Management Act nor subject to
Eureau of Land Management jurisdiction to issue rights-
of-way under that Act.

12 IBLA 200 (Aug. 22, 1979)
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Settlement_ Approval

«3 CFB 4.913(b) provides: "Where an appeal is before
the Alaska Native Claims Appeal Board, and nc unit of

the Department of the Interior is a party to the ap-
peal, no agreement between parties which lay require
future action or forbearance from action by the Depart-
ment of the Interior shall bind the Department unless
such agreement is approved by the Alaska Native Claims
Appeal Board, or the secretary or his delegate." When
the Bureau of Land Management is the only agency of the
U.S. Department of the Interior which is a party to the
appeal, and a settlement agreement does net require CE
provide for future action or forbearance from action ty
any agency of the U.S. Department of the Interior, an
appeal from a Decision of the Bureau of Land Management
will be dismissed upon the motion of the appellant
based upon a settlement agreement, and nc approval of
the settlement agreement is required by the Eoard, or
the Secretary or his delegate.

Appeal of B CA Alask.
7july 8, 1976)

_C ommu nicat_______ nc_ , 1 ANCAB 9«

Standing

The State of Alaska has standing to appeal a Decision
of the Bureau of Land Management to the Alaska Native
Claims Appeal Board as a party "who claims a property
interest in land affected" by a Decision of the Eureau
of Land Management, within the meaning of 03 CFB H.902,
when the BLM Decision vacates the tentative approval
previously given to the State's selection and rejects
the State's land selection application filed under the
Alaska Statehood Act because of a conflict with the
provisions of the Alaska Native Claims Settletent Act.

i££eai_°l_il>e_S t a______ Alaska ,

1976)

*IiiJ!»_l!»lIII_CIiIMS_SETTLlMEJT_ACT_JJec._J8i_J9 7J J
I____at____II

—

Continued

ALASKA NATIVE CLAIMS APPEAL BO ABD— Continued

Administ_ati_e_Proce_u_e

—

Continued

Interim Conveyance—Continued

present or future Native claims selection area, such
permit will be terminated.

Appeal cf Yak- Tat K waan J Inc.. 3 ANCAB 182 (Mar. 20.
1979)

Interim conveyance and patent are documents of egual
significance in the granting of title under ANCSA, and
when interim conveyance has been issued, the Secretary
and this Board lose jurisdiction over those interests
in land which has been conveyed.

SEEeal_of_James_Wi_I.ee, 3 ANCAB 33U (I

Standing

31, 197S)

aues not nave sxanaing unaer ij irti m.sv,^ t.v a

ELM decision to reject his lease offer, or tc
conveyance tc a Native Corporation under ANCSA

____________ rrj_S__Bo_c_,

Appeals cf Et hyl E. anc
Car_e_t________l_____
302 (Feb. 21, 1978)

»CAE 277 (Jan. 26, 1S78)

Charles J. Clasby, Buth
ftntweil, 2 ANCAE

ALASKA NATIVE CLAIMS APPEAL BOABD

_dministrative_Procedure

Decisions

ANCAB is bound by the rules and regulations promulgated
by the Secretary of the Interior pursuant to sec. 25 of
ANCSA.

Appeal of Eyak Corp.. 1 ANCAB 132 (Sept. 9, 1976)
83 I.D. H8U

The Board is bound by statements of Secretarial policy
contained in Secretarial Crders published in the Fed-
eral,._______ .

Appeal of Ouzinkie Native Corp

.

1979)
U ANCAB 3 (Oct. 31,

86 I.D. 61<

*EE_al_of Wil_ia__J__a___J_______S_h_aa_, U ANCAB 17
(Oct. 3l, 19797

Interim Conveyance

A special use permit shall be terminated upen issuance
of a decision of interim conveyance to a Native corpo-
ration when the permit contains language to the effect
that should the permit fall within the boundaries of a

In the absence of any interest in the lands in issue,
the appellant has no standing to raise the necessity
of a sec. 3(e) determination.

*E£eal_cf State of Alaska. 3 ANCAB 11 (June 20, 1978)
85 I.D. 21<

Appeals

General ly

Where the Secretary pursuant to regulations in 13 CFB
14.5 takes original jurisdiction cf a case and renders
the final decision in the matter, the Board is tound
ty his findings, conclusicns, and statements cf Depart-
mental pclicy in such decision.

*£Eeal_cf__.____Warao, 2 ANCAB 98 (July 15, 1977)

ftEEe_l_of__i_l_am_G___ae__l, 2 ANCAB 115 (July 15, 1977)

22i_Bur_li_ , 2 ANCAE 126*E£e a l_of_________________
(Aug. U, 1977)

lEEf a l_o f_CJ i f______ . _Bi
1977)"

Ln, 2 ANCAB 131 (Aug. <l

,

A regulation enacted to implement the sale cf isolated
tracts pursuant to «3 U.S.C. « 1171 which defined the
term "cornering" for purposes of that Act and which was
not enacted pursuant to ANCSA, is net binding upen this
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Board in interpreting the meaning of the phrase "cor-
nering" pursuant to sec. 11(a) of ANCSA.

This Board will not reverse an administrative
determination of the Bureau of Land Management that
is a reasonable, consistently applied interpretation
of the law, and on which many Village Corporations re-
lied in making their land selections under ANCSA, even
though it is not the only reasonable interpretation cf
the statute.

AE£eal_of_EiS lut na^^I ncj. , 2 ANCAB 21« (Dec. 19, 1977)
8« I.D. 982

Where the Secretary, pursuant to regulations in <43 CPB
U.5, takes original jurisdiction of a case and renders
a final decision, the Board is bound by his findings,
conclusions, and statements of Departmental policy.

The Secretary's policy against appealing the rejection
of oil and gas lease offers to the Interior Board of
Land Appeals separately from an appeal of the decision
to issue conveyance, confers on the Alaska Native
Claims Appeal Board exclusive jurisdiction over deci-
sions rejecting noncompetitive oil and gas lease offers
because of conflicts with land selections by Native
Corporations under ANCSA.

Where Departmental policy is to expedite conveyances
under ANCSA by rejecting noncompetitive oil and gas
leases which conflict with conveyances under ANCSA,
and the Secretary has announced that oil and gas leases
will not be issued as a ccnseguence of administrative
appeals, the Board interprets this policy as a mandate
to affirm a BLM decision rejecting a noncompetitive oil
and gas lease offer because of conflict with a convey-
ance under ANCSA.

*E2eal_gf Terry E. Krize and J. Burglin. 2 ANCAB 247
(Dec. 28, "1977)

~"
84 I.D. 1007

Where Departmental policy is to expedite conveyances
under ANCSA by rejecting noncompetitive oil and gas
leases which conflict with conveyances under ANCSA,
ana the Secretary has announced that oil and gas leases
will not be issued as a conseguence of administrative
appeals, the Board interprets this policy as a mandate
to affirm a BLM decision rejecting a noncompetitive oil
and gas lease offer because of conflict with a convey-
ance under ANCSA.

AE£eal_of_Jerrv_Si_Roach, 2 ANCAB 277 (Jan. 26, 1978)

Where the Secretary, pursuant to regulations in 13 CFB
4.5, takes original jurisdiction of a case and renders
a final decision, the Board is bound by his findings,
conclusions, and statements of Departmental policy.

Where Departmental policy is to expedite conveyances
under ANCSA by rejecting noncompetitive oil and gas
leases which conflict with conveyances under ANCSA, and
the Secretary has announced that oil and gas leases
will not be issued as a ccnseguence of administrative
appeals, the Board interprets this policy as a mandate
to affirm a BLM decision rejecting a noncompetitive oil
and gas lease offer because of conflict with a convey-
ance under ANCSA.

ALASKA NATIVE CLAIMS SETT LEMENT. AC$_ JDec

.

85 Stat. 666),—Continued

AIASKA NATIVE CLAIMS APPEAL BOAHB— Continued
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Generally—Continued

Where the Secretary, pursuant to regulations in 43 CFB
U.5, takes original jurisdiction of a case and renders
a final decision, the Board is bound by his findings,
conclusions, and statements of Departmental policy.

The Secretary's policy against appealing the rejection
cf oil and gas lease offers to the Interior Beard cf
land Appeals separately from an appeal cf the decision
to issue conveyance, confers en the Alaska Native
Claims Appeal Board exclusive jurisdiction over deci-
sions rejecting noncompetitive oil and gas lease offers
because cf conflicts with land selections by Native
Corporations under ANCSA.

Where Departmental policy is to expedite conveyances
under ANCSA ty rejecting noncompetitive oil and gas
leases which conflict with conveyances under ANCSA, and
the Secretary has announced that oil and gas leases
will not be issued as a consequence of administrative
appeals, the Board interprets this policy as a mandate
to affirm a ELM decision rejecting a noncompetitive oil
and gas lease offer because of conflict with a convey-
ance under ANCSA.

The Eoard will accept appeals from decisions rejecting
noncompetitive oil and gas lease offers based on con-
flicts with interim conveyances under ANCSA, but will
dismiss such appeals after elapse of the 30-day pericd
in which statements of reasons and standing may be
filed.

A££eal cf Clifford C. Burqlii
1978)"

3 ANCAB 37 (July 3,

ANCAE is bound by statements of Secretarial policy con-
tained in Secretarial Orders published in the Federal
Register.

A timely appealed Bureau of Land Management decision
does not constitute a final Departmental decision as
that term is used in sentence 5, sec. 2 of S.C. 3029.

Appeal cf State of Alaska. 3 ANCAB 129 (Jat , 19, 1979)
86 I.E. US

The Eoard is bcund by Secretarial policy and interpre-
tation of law expressed in a Solicitor's Opinion in
which the Secretary cf the Interior concurred.

The Secretary, and this Board, are bound by duly pro-
mulgated regulations of the Department.

As between a published regulation applicable to charge-
ability cf submerged land and an unpublished Departmen-
tal decision paper applicable to the same issue, the
Eoard is bound to follow the regulation. Therefore,
regardless cf whether the United States retains owner-
ship of the ted of the Colville River, the Bureau cf
land Management must, pursuant to 43 CFB 2650.5-1 (b),
determine whether the river is navigable and, if it is
found navigable, must exclude the riverbed from the
acreage to be charged against Kuugpik's entitlement.

Appeal of State of Alaska , 3 ANCAB 297 (July 31, 1979)
86 I.E. 3ei

Appeals of Ethyl D. and Charles J. Clasby, Ruth
Car£enter_1_et_alii_6_Mar_y_Francis Antweil, 2 ANCAB
302 (Feb. 21, 1978)
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Until a village corporation makes its determination cf
an appellant's rights claimed under » 14 (c) of ANCSA
(85 Stat. 688, 703, 43 U.S.C. $4 1601, 1613(c) (Supp. I

1977)), there is no way to determine if a dispute exists
between a person claiming under $ It (c) and the village
corporation.

There is no administrative appeal process available to
claimants under « 10(c) of ANCSA, and such claims must
be brought in a judicial forum.

AE£eal_o f_J a m es_

H

i_Lee , 3 ANCAB 334 (Aug. 31, 1979)

Dismissal

An appeal to the Alaska Native Claims Appeal Board will
be dismissed as being untimely filed when the appellant
fails to file a Notice of Appeal within the time limits
set forth in 43 CFR 2650.7(d).

Appeal of Bark J. Cottini. 2 ANCAE 327 (Bar. 22, 1978)

Jurisdiction

Issues arising from GSA's disposal of lands as "sur-
plus property" pursuant to the Federal Property and
Administrative Services Act are not within the juris-
diction of the Board.

A.E.P.eal_of_Ounalash Corp.. 1 ANCAB 104 (July 13, 1976)
83 I.E. 175

In the absence of evidence that a primary place of
business of a Native applicant would also gualify as a

primary place of residence within the meaning of sec.
1« (h) of ANCSA and the regulations in «3 CFH Part
2650, as amended, 41 FB 14734 (Apr. 7, 1976), neither
the Bureau of Land Management nor this Board have ju-
risdiction to adjudicate the merits of a primary place
of business application under sec. It (c) (1) of ANCSA.

Appeal of Na tali e Simeonoff,
1976)

1 ANCAB 116 (Aug. 10,

The Alaska Native Claims Appeal Board does not have
jurisdiction to adjudicate the Secretary's authority
to withdraw and reserve public lands for a utility
and transportation corridor within the meaning of sec.
17(c) of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act.

i££eal_o f_» isena

k

x_Inc .

,

1 ANCAB 157 (Sept. 15, 1976)
83 I.C. 496

Under 43 CFH, Part 4. 1.1(5) and Subpart J, the Alaska
Native Claims Appeal Board has jurisdiction over an
appeal by the State of Alaska from an adverse decision
of the Bureau of Land nanageaent on a land selection
application pursuant to the Alaska Statehood Act when
the BLH's adverse decision is based upon a construction
of the provisions of the Alaska Native Claims Settle-
ment Act, 43 U.S.C. «» 1601-1624 (Supp. IV 1974), as
amended, 89 Stat. 1145 (1976).

AL ASKA N ATIVE CLAIHS SETTLEMENT ACT
,.
(Dec . 18, 1971,

85 Stat. 66€)—Continued
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Jurisdiction—Continued

When an interim conveyance and/or patent has been is-
sued pursuant to the Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act, the Secretary of the Interior and this Beard lese
all authority and jurisdiction over those interests in
land which have been conveyed.

A£peal_of_Eklutnax_Inc

Hhen an interim conveyance has been issued pursuant to
ANCSA, the Secretary cf the Interior and ANCAE lose all
authority and jurisdiction over those interests in the
land which have been conveyed, and the Secretary is
without jurisdiction to reserve any easements net orig-
inally ccntained in the conveyance or to deprive the
grantee of the interim conveyance of any interests con-
veyed therein.

For the purpose of determining jurisdiction, a patent
issued by the State cf Alaska on TA'd lands within an
11(a)(2) withdrawal, will be accorded the same dignity
as a Federal patent, i.e., the effect of the issuance
of a patent to public lands by the United States, even
if issued by mistake cr inadvertence, is to transfer
the legal title from the United States and to end all
authority and jurisdiction in the Department of the
Interior over the lands conveyed. Therefore the Eoard
finds it lacks jurisdiction to decide the status cf
patents issued by the State of Alaska prior to ANCSA
to third parties on TA'd lands, as the proper form for
such an adjudication is in a judicial proceeding.

Although the validity of S.O. 2982 is being challenged
on numerous grounds in pending litigation, the Ecard
currently is bound by S.O. 2982, and insofar as it pur-
ports to limit and restrict the Board's jurisdictional
authority, the Board's jurisdiction is so affected.

Appe als cf the State of Alaska, and Seldovia Native
Ass'B. Inc.. 2 ANCAB 1 (June 9, 1977) ~ 84~i7d7 349

Hhere interim conveyance has been issued for the lands
embraced by cil and gas lease offers, the Department
no lenger has jurisdiction over the lands and has no
authority to convey any interests in the lands, includ-
ing mineral leases.

All challenges to the validity of ANCSA are beyond the
jurisdiction cf an administrative adjudicative body
organized to decide appeals under that statute.

iEEeal-PJJJ^o.E.^rize.an^J^E^aJin,
(Dec. 28, 1977)

A£Eea
L
l_of_£he_S.iate_of_Alaska

1976)
1 ANCAB 281 (Dec. 20,

83 I.D.
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Where the Secretary, pursuant to regulations in 13 CEB
1.5, takes original jurisdiction cf a case and renders
a final decision, the Board is bound by his findings,
conclusions, and statements of Departmental policy.

The Secretary's policy against appealing the rejection
of oil and gas lease offers to the Interior Eoard of
Land Appeals separately from an appeal of the decision
to issue conveyance, confers on the Alaska Native
Claims Appeal Board exclusive jurisdiction ever deci-
sions rejecting noncompetitive oil and gas lease offers
because of conflicts with land selections by Native
Corporations under ANCSA.

Where interim conveyance has been issued fcr the lands
embraced by oil and gas lease offers, the Department
no longer has jurisdiction over the lands and has no
authority to convey any interests in the lands, includ-
ing mineral leases.

All challenges to the validity of ANCSA are beyond the
jurisdiction of an administrative adjudicative body
organized to decide appeals under that statute.

Appeal of Jerry S. Roach. 2 ANCAB 277 (Jan. 26, 1978)

The Secretary's policy against appealing the rejection
of oil and gas lease offers to the Interior Board of
Land Appeals separately from an appeal of the decision
to issue conveyance, confers on the Alaska Native
Claims Appeal Board exclusive jurisdiction over deci-
sions rejecting noncompetitive oil and gas lease effers
because of conflicts with land selections by Native
Corporations under ANCSA.

Where interim conveyance has been issued for the lands
embraced by oil and gas lease offers, the Department
no longer has jurisdiction over the lands and has no
authority to convey any interests in the lands, includ-
ing mineral leases.

Appeals of Ethyl p. and Charles J. Clasby, Buth
Carpenter, It al,, s7»ary Francis Antweil. 2 ANCAE
302 (Feb. 21, 1978)

After expiration of the period in which a decision
finding a village eligible may be appealed, and the
village has been certified as eligible for benefits
under i 11 of ANCSA, the Board has no jurisdiction
over an appeal challenging the eligibility of the
village and will dismiss such an appeal.

Appeal of Kodiak-Aleutian Chapter. Alaska Conserva tio n

Society.7 2 ANCAB 363 lnar7~31, 1978)

Appeal of Irving C. Wedmore. 3 ANCAB 252 (May 16, 1979)

ALASKA NATIVE CLAIMS APPEAL EOABD

—

Continued
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Jurisdiction—Continued

Appeal of Kcdiak Isla nd Bcrough. 3 ANCAE 65 (July 11,
1978)

Where interim conveyance has been issued for the lands
embraced by cil and gas lease offers, the Department
no lenger has jurisdiction over the lands and has nc
authority to convey any interest in the lands, includ-
ing mineral leases.

All challenges to the validity of ANCSA are beyend 1

jurisdiction of an administrative adjudicative tcdy
organized to decide appeals under that statute.

he

A££eal of Clifford
19787

glin. 3 ANCAB 37 (July 3,

The effect cf the issuance of a patent to public lands
by the United States, even if issued by mistake cr
inadvertence, is to transfer the legal title frcm the
United States and to end all authority and jurisdiction
cf the Department of the Interior over the lands con-
veyed. The proper forum to further adjudicate the
status of such an interest is in a judicial proceeding
and the Board lacks jurisdiction to decide the issue.

.»EEeal_cf„
i

Chcqqi unq. Ltd. . 3 ANCAB ICO (Nov. 20, 1978)

3 ANCAB 273 (June 7, 1S7S)
86 I.E. 3S7

Appeal of Alaska Bailroa

*BBgai.,gS.Ua§ka. Railroad. 3 ANCAB 280 (June 6, 1979)

An appeal based on interests created by « It (c) of
ANCSA, filed prior to issuance of interim conveyance tc

the appropriate village corporation, is premature, and
the Eoard lacks jurisdiction to hear such an appeal.

JLE£e.a.l_2f._J.a»es_i!A_L_ee« 3 ANCAB 331 (Aug. 31, 1S7S)

The effect cf the issuance of a patent by the United
States, even if issued by mistake or inadvertence, is
to transfer the legal title from the United States and
to end all authority and jurisdiction of the Department
cf the Interior over the lands conveyed. The prefer
forum to further adjudicate the status cf an alleged
interest in the conveyed lands in someone other than
the patentee is in a judicial proceeding, and the Eoard
lacks jurisdiction to decide an appeal based en a claim
tc patented lands.

Af_Eeal_of_the_A_laska_Railroad,
1979)

3 ANCAB 316 (Aug. 31,

Until such time as the Village Corporation makes a

determination of the appellants' rights claimed under
sec. 11(c) of ANCSA, this Board lacks jurisdiction to
hear appellants' appeal concerning such rights.

»£B£a2_oJ_Kodiak_Island^etj!etters_Asslru 3 ANCAE 1
(June 12, 1978) 85 I.E. 200

Appeal of Hark A. Wartes et al.. 3 ANCAB 21 (June 21,
1978)

Ap.p_eal of M r . 6 Mrs. G. Gregory Hoo. 3 ANCAB 27
7june~26, 1978)
Continued

—

The effect cf the issuance cf a patent tc public lands
by the United States, even if issued by mistake cr inad-
vertence, is to transfer the legal title frcm the United
States and tc end all authority and jurisdiction of the
Department cf the Interior over the lands conveyed. The
proper forum to further adjudicate the status of such an
interest is in a judicial proceeding and the Eoard lacks
jurisdiction to decide the issue.

Sec. 316 of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act
of 1976, 90 Stat. 2713, 2770. 13 U.S.C. «« 1701-1782
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at 17U6 (1976) , was not intended to alter the long-
established rule regarding the Department of the Inte-
rior's loss of jurisdiction to adjudicate interests in
land following the issuance of patent for that land.

Appeal of the Alaska Bailtoad (On Reconsideration).
3 ANCAB~351 (SeptT 18? 1979) 86 I.D. «52

Appeal of, Alaska Railroad (On Reccnsidera ticn) . 3 ANCAB
377 (Sept. 21, 1979)

The effect of the issuance of a patent or interim con-
veyance by the United States, even if issued by mistake
or inadvertence, is to transfer the legal title from the
Onited States and to end all authority and jurisdiction
of the Department of the Interior over the lands con-
veyed. The proper forum to further adjudicate the sta-
tus of an alleged interest in the conveyed lands is in
a judicial proceeding, and the Board lacks jurisdiction
to decide an appeal based on a claim to conveyed lands.

Appeal of the Alaska Railroad. 3 ANCAB 365 (Sept. 19,
1979)

2iiSKA_NAlIVi_CLAIBS_SETTIEBENI_ACI_JDeci_J8J_J97Jx
85 Stat. 666)
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Under regulations contained in U3 CFB U.902, a Regional
Corporation has a right of appeal.

Where a perscn is designated a necessary party ty Cider
cf the Ecard and is given actual notice of administra-
tive proceedings which may affect a claimed property
interest, and such perscn fails to appeal and assert
any claim, such person may be dismissed as a party and
the Beard may adjudicate the property interest cf ether
parties without regard to any interest which may be
claimed ty the party who fails to appear.

A ppeals cf th e S tate of Alaska and Seldovia Native
Ass'nj, Inc.. 2 ANCAB 1 (June 9, 1977) 8<4 I.e. 3«9

Where multiple appellants are listed on an Appendix to
the appellants' Statement of Facts and Beascns, and
such Appendix inccrporates by reference a list cf ad-
ditional individuals (listed as simultaneous drawing
drawees by land description, drawing card number, name
and address) , the incorporation by reference of the
second list is sufficient to identify the individuals
and interests designated thereon as appellants.

Appeal of Gavle D. Fogels cn. 2 ANCAE 316 (Bar. 2, 1S7£)

Neither the Board nor the BLH is the appropriate forum
in which to adjudicate the validity of third-party in-
terests created by the State of Alaska.

Appeal of Ouzinkie Nati ve Corp
1979)

Appeal of. William J. and Jea
7oct. 31, 1979)

« ANCAB 17

The Board lacks jurisdiction to adjudicate the validity
of homestead entries; the Board, rather, adjudicates
the effect of ANCSA on such entries.

EJ C °n =1 deration

Where regulations provide that a party may promptly
request the reconsideration of a decisicn but provides
no time limit for the filing of such a reguest, a re-
guest for reconsideration filed withiq a reasonable
time under the circumstances of the appeal will be con-
sidered timely.

A Petition for Reconsideration will be granted when in
its discretion, the Alaska Native Claims Appeal Ecard
finds that extraordinary circumstances do exist that
bad not teen considered by the Beard in rendering its
decision.

A ppeal c f Eklu

Parties

Where the Board's appeal file discloses that persons
who may have an interest in the land in dispute have
not been named as adverse parties by the Bureau of
Land Management and served with a copy of all documents
relating to the appeal, the Board will designate such
persons necessary parties on whom such service must be
made and direct that such persons file an appearance
and respond to the pleadings prior to adjudication of
the appeal.

Absent another party aligned in interest with the ap-
pellant, or other reasons justifying the continuance
of the appeal, an appeal will be dismissed when the
sole appellant before the Board withdraws its appeal.

Appeal of State of Alaska. 1 ANCAE 51 (June 18, 1976)

Where a perscn received nc notice of a decisicn affect-
ing his open-to-entry lease, and where the secretary
has reconsidered and reversed the Board's ruling en
valid existing rights in an appeal from that decision,
the Eoard considers these circumstances extraordinary
within the meaning of t* 3 CFH "4.21(c) and will recon-
sider its ruling.

Appeal of Raymcnd,
i

E..Hiller. 3 ANCAE 238 (Hay 1M, 1S7S)
86 I.E. 265

Where an appellant fails to appeal an administrative
decision and, after 15 years, seeks reversal en reccn-
sideraticn cf that decision, and where reconsideration
would prejudice third-party interests created in the
interim, the Board will not reconsider such appeal.

Appeal of Carmel, J..HcInt;re. « ANCAE 2U (Nov. 30,
1979) 86 I.E. 663
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£es_Judicata

A prior decision of the Department will not be over-
turned by this Board where the claimant has failed to
prosecute an appeal from such decision and in essence
acquiesced to the decision for a prolonged period of
time.

Appeal of State of Alaska, 3 ANCAE 11 {June 20, 1978)
85 I.D. 219

The Board will not reverse a prior final decision of
the Department where the appellant did not appeal such
decision for 15 years, and now seeks reversal of such
decision through a new administrative appeal. The
principle of finality of administrative action bars
consideration of such a new appeal when it involves the
same claim of land and the same issues as were the sub-
ject of the prior appeal.

Appeal, of Carmel J. Hclntyre. 4 ANCAB 24
1979)

(Nov. 30,
86 I.E. 663

Settlement Approval

Hhere the Bureau of Land Management is a party to an
appeal because a decision of the State Director has
been appealed, and no other organizational unit of the
Department of the Interior is a party, approval of any
settlement agreement which may reguire future action
or forbearance by the Department is a prerequisite to
binding the Department, and is within the authority
of the Board under regulations contained in 43 CFB
4.913(b).

An agreement in settlement of an appeal which reguires
the Bureau of Land Management to include specified
provisions in Interim Conveyances to be issued in the
future, but which does not reguire BLM to amend an In-
terim Conveyance that has already been issued by the
addition of easements thereto, may be approved by the
Board without consideration of BLM's authority to amend
Interim Conveyances.

AEE§al_of_State_of_Alaska, 1 ANCAE 51 (June 18, 1976)

43 CFR 4.913(b) provides:
"Where an appeal is before the Alaska Native Claims
Appeal Board, and no unit of the Department of the
Interior is a party to the appeal, no agreement between
parties which may reguire future action or forbearance
from action by the Department of the Interior shall
bind the Department unless such agreement is approved
by the Alaska Native Claims Appeal Board, or the Secre-
tary or his delegate."

Absent another party aligned in interest with the appel-
lant or other reason from the record file justifying the
continuance of the appeal, the appeal will be dismissed
pursuant to the terms of the settlement agreement to
which appellant is party.

ALASKA NATIVE CLAIMS SETTLEMENT ACT (pec T 18_ JJ71.,
85_Stat._6881—Continued

ALASKA NATIVE CLAIMS APPEAL BOAB0— Continued

Ap£eals—Continued

Standing

The State of Alaska has standing to appeal a Decision
of the Bureau of Land Management to the Alaska Native
Claims Appeal Board as a party "who claims a property
interest in land affected" by a Decision cf the Eureau
of Land Management, within the meaning of 43 CFB 4.902,
when the BLM Decision vacates the tentative approval
previously given to the State's selection and rejects
the State's land selection application filed under the
Alaska Statehood Act because of a conflict with the
previsions of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act.

gEEgal-gi. thg. Stat e of Alaska . 1 ANCAE 281 (Dec. 2C,
1976) 83 I.E. 66!

The Board, in its discretion, will not summarily dis-
miss an appeal for failure to file a Statement cf
Standing merely because a Statement of Standing was
not separately filed or separately labeled, where the
timely filed Statement of Reasons clearly discloses the
claim of property interests required for standing to
appeal by 43 CFB 4.902.

where the State clearly has standing to appeal a deci-
sion, and its appeal is ccnsolidated by the Board for
adjudication with another appeal in which the State's
standing to appeal is challenged, the State's standing
to appeal in the consolidated matter will not be
prejudiced.

»££.eals.cf.,the.State of , Alaska and_Sgldovia.Jajj.ve
Ass'n, Inc.. 2 ANCAB 1 (June 9, 1977) 84 I.E. 349

In view cf Secretarial policy to expedite conveyances
under ANCSA by rejecting pending noncompetitive cil
and gas lease offers which conflict in uncle or in part
with such cenveyances, and in view cf the Secretary's
conclusicn that oil and gas lease offerors dc net have
a "ftoperty interest in land" sufficient to convey
standing under 43 CFB 4.902, an appeal by an efferer
from a BLM decision rejecting an offer for a noncom-
petitive oil and gas lease will be dismissed.

h£

£

ea l_of_E__ H_._ Warao , 2 ANCAE 98 (July 15, 1977)

Appeal cf William G. Zaegel, 2 ANCAB 115 (July 15, 1977)

Appeal of Terry E. Kri2g and, J. , Burglin. 2 ANCAE 126
(Aug. 4, 1977)

1977)
ifford C. Burglin . 2 ANCAB 134 (Aug. 4,

A££§a 1_°1_UJS£eagyik_I n u£± a t_Cor_v_

,

1976)
1 ANCAB 185 (Nov. 1,

Where, pursuant to Departmental regulaticns, a party
must claim a property interest in land affected by a

decision in order tc have standing to appeal such a

decision, and the Secretary has found as a matter cf
law that a nencompetitive oil and gas lease offerer
has nc property interest in his offer, the Board finds
that offerors for nencompetitive oil and gas leases dc
not have standing under 43 CFR 4.902 to appeal a lit
decision to issue conveyance to a Native Ccrpcraticn
under ANCSA.

The Eoard will accept appeals from decisions rejecting
nencompetitive oil and gas lease offers based on
conflicts with interim conveyances under ANCSA, but
will dismiss such appeals after elapse cf the 30-day
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period in which Statements of Seasons and Standing may

be filed.

*E£Sai 2l_l§IEl_Ei_5Ei2e_§Si_it_J uEaii!l» 2 ANCAB 2«7
7Dec. 28, 1977)

""
8« I.D. 1007

Pursuant to regulations in U3 CFR Part U, Subpart J,

U.902, a party may bring an appeal before the Alaska
Native Claims Appeal Board if it (1) "claims a property
interest in land" that is (2) "affected by a determina-
tion from which an appeal to the Alaska Native Claims
Appeal Board is allowed," or is an agency of the fed-
eral Government, or in cases involving land selection
is a Regional Corporation.

The mere assertion by an appellant that he "frequently
uses" land which might be conveyed to a Village
Corporation under the Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act, is insufficient by itself to constitute a claim
of "property interest in land affected by a determina-
tion appealable to the Alaska Native Claims Appeal
Board" as is reguired by 13 CFB Part i» , Subpart J,
«.902, to bring an appeal before this Board.

An assertion by an appellant that a Village Corporation
might alter its selection pattern if an appeal of an
entitlement determination is successful, is insuffi-
cient to show that an appellant's property interest in
land is affected by a determination appealable to this
Board as required by "3 CFB Part «, Subpart J, «.902,
when the Village Corporation would be entitled to se-
lect the disputed land regardless of the outcome of an
appeal from the entitlement determination.

ALJSKA^ATIV|_CLAIJS_SE_ITLEnENT_ACT_JDeci_jex_J971 J[
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Appeal, of Gesena H,.Galetti. 2 ANCAE 350 (Bar. 26, 1978)

i££Sal_2i_J£hn_H._Scott, 2 ANCAE 350 (Bar. 28, 1978)

Appeal of Dorothea Taylor, 2 ANCAB 350 (Bar. 28, 1978)

Appe al of Gecrge Burphy. 2 ANCAB 35C (Bar. 28, 1978)

The mere allegation cf ownership and use of State and
Federal lands as members of the public does not consti-
tute a claim of "property interest in land" as is re-
guired fcr standing by U3 CFB U.902. and, therefcre,
the appellant lacks standing to bring an appeal befcre
the Board.

A ppeal c f Kcd iak-Al eutian Chapter. Alas ka Conservation
Scciety,~2 ANCAB 363 (Bar. 31. 1978)

Where, pursuant tc Departmental regulaticns, a party
must claim a property interest in land affected by a

decision in order to have standing to appeal such a de-
cision, and the Secretary has found as a matter of law
that a noncompetitive oil and gas lease offerer has nc
property interest in his offer, the Board finds that
offerers fcr nencompetitive oil and gas leases dc net
have standing under U3 CFB u.902 to appeal a ELP deci-
sion to issue conveyance to a Native Corporation under
ANCSA.

.Stratman_et_al., 2 ANCAB 329 (Bar. 23,

A£J=eal_Si_Ciij
1978)

Bnrqlin . 3 ANCAB 37 (July 3,

The appropriate test for determining whether or not a

party has standing to bring an appeal before the Alaska
Native Claims Appeal Board is not whether such party is
an "aggrieved party" but whether such party "claims a

property interest in land affected by a determination
from which an appeal to the ANCAB is allowed," or is an
agency of the Federal Government, or in cases involving
land selection is a Regional Corporation.

The mere assertion of recreational use of a tank of a

river by an appellant or appellants does not by itself
constitute a claim of "property interest" which is re-
quired by U3 CFB Part U, Subpart J, U.902, to bring an
appeal before this Board.

Appeal of Sam B. BcDowell. 2 ANCAE 350 (Bar. 28, 1978)

ABEea l_of_Geo£ae_Cj._S tek , 2 ANCAB 350 (Bar. 28, 1978)

Appeal of David F. Botens. 2 ANCAB 350 (Bar. 28, 1978)

Appeal of John P. Ellison. 2 ANCAB 350 (Bar. 28, 1978)

Appe al of Robert 8. Hard. 2 ANCAB 350 (Bar. 28, 1978)

Appeal of Beino 0. Huttnnen. 2 ANCAB 350 (Bar. 28, 1978)

Appeal of Lew.Erhart, 2 ANCAB 350 (Bar. 28, 1978)

Appeal of. Alfred B. Noble. 2 ANCAB 350 (Bar. 28, 1978)

Appeal of S. B. Eriksson. 2 ANCAB 350 (Bar. 28, 1978)

Appeal of. Kenneth E. Chamberlain. 2 ANCAB 350 (Bar. 28,
1978)

Appeal of Halter.Galetti. 2 ANCAB 350 (Bar. 28, 1978)
Continued

—

To have standing to bring an appeal befcre this Beard,
an appellant ether than a regional corporation or an
agency of the Federal Government, must make a claim of
property interest in land affected by a determinaticn
appealable tc this Board.

Appeal cf Loi s A. Bayer . 3 ANCAE 77 (Aug. 17. 1976)

Where the lands in which an appellant claims a property
interest are not included in the decisicn to convey,
and appellant fails to show any connection between such
land and land interests which are cenveyed pursuant tc
such a decisicn, the Board finds that appellant has
failed tc meet the requirement for standing set forth
in U3 CFB U.902 and the appeal must therefore be
dismissed.

Appeal of Bcrpac, Inc.. 3 ANCAB 89 (Oct. I. 1976)

Where the State of Alaska has not selected lands within
the lands in dispute in an appeal, the State cannot be
found to claim a property interest in such lands, with-
in the meaning of standing regulaticns in <43 CFB U.902,
by reason of a prior selection.

The test of standing to appeal under *t 3 CFB U.9C2 is
not whether a person is an "aggrieved party," but
whether a person "claims a property interest in land
affected by a determinaticn from which an appeal to
ANCAB is allowed."
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Hhile a "property interest" sufficient to confer stand-
ing under 43 CFR 1.902 need not be a vested interest,
it »ay not be completely speculative.

Where the State's "interest" in a particular tract of
land is based only on the possibility of a decision,
at some future time, to select such land in preference
to other land under the Statehood Act, the State's "in-
terest" is too speculative to constitute a "property
interest" under 13 CFR 1.902.

AEReal of_State of_Alaska. 3 ANCAE 196 (Apr. 11, 1979)
86 I.D. 225

State»ent_of_Facts_for_Standing

Pursuant to 43 CFH Subpart J, 1.903(b)(2), within
30 days after filing of the Notice of Appeal, the
appellant shall file with the Board a statement of
facts upon which the appellant relies for standing.

*£££al °£ Cook Inlet Region, Inc.. 2 ANCAB 166
Tnov. 16,~1977)

Statement of Reasons

Pursuant to 13 CFR Subpart J, 1.903(b) (1), if a Nctice
of Appeal does not include a Statement of Reasons for
the appeal, such a statement shall be filed with the
Board within 30 days after the Notice of Appeal was
filed.

Appeal of Cook Inlet, Regicnj_Inc a . 2 ANCAE 166
(Nov. 16, 1977)

The Board will accept appeals from decisions rejecting
noncompetitive oil and gas lease offers based on
conflicts with interim conveyances under ANCSA, but
will dismiss such appeals after elapse of the 30-day
period in which Statements of Reasons and Standing may
be filed.

Appeal of Terry E. Krize and J. Bnrqlin. 2 ANCAB 247
(Dec. 28. 1977) 81 I.E. 1007

Appeal of Jerr y S. Roach. 2 ANCAB 277 (Jan. 26, 1978)

Appeals of Ethyl D. and Charles J. Clasby . Ruth
Car£enter^~it^lT^^ax3ilFranci^_Ant«eiI»~2~»NCAE
302 (Feb. 21, 1978)

Sumaarj_Dismissal

Absent another party aligned in interest with the ap-
pellant (s) or other reasons justifying continuance of
the appeal, an appeal will be dismissed when the appel-
lant (s) before the Board withdraw (s) the appeal.

Appeal of State, of Alaska. 1 ANCAB 32 (Bay 12, 1976)

Appeal of Doyon, Ltd.. 1 ANCAB 98 (July 9. 1976)

Appeal of Dovon . Ltd.. 1 ANCAB 101 (July 9, 1976)

Appeal_of_State of Alaska, Departm e nt of Fish and Game,
1 ANCAB 179 loctT 21,"l976)

Appeal of the Sta te of Alas ka. De partment of F_isJ> and
Garni, ~1 ANCAB 182 (Oct. 2l7 1976)
Continued

—
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Appeal of Kcdiak-Aleutian Chapter, Alaska Conservation
Society, 1 ANCAB 317 (Apr. 8, 1977)

Appeal of Kcdiak-Aleutian ChaEter^.Alaska Conservation
Society. 1 ANCAB 322 (Apr. 8. 1977)

*EEgal. 9f -§tate_of_ Alaska. 1 ANCAB 327 (Apr. IE, 1977)

A ppeal cf NANA Re gional Ccrp., Inc. . 1 ANCAE 331
(Apr. 15, 1977)

l ildlife Se rvice. 1 ANCAB 341*f£ejl_of_0i Si_Fisl
(Apr. 28, 1977)

&£££jl_Sl_§iat£_o|_Alaska, 1 ANCAB 315 (May 1, 1977)

AE£fal_of_State_of_ Alaska, 1 ANCAB 318 (May 1, 1977)

>EEgal..pf State of Alaska. 1 ANCAB 351 (Hay 1, 1977)

&PPfal.,of,.SSate_pf_ Alaska. 1 ANCAE 351 (Hay 1. 1977)

Appeal of Kcdiak Island Borough a,nq the City of Kcdiak.
2 ANCAB 123 (July 25, 1977)

AEEgal.cf.Chcgqiunq, Ltd.. 2 ANCAB 181 (Dec. 16, 1977)

Appeal cf Natives. gf.Akhiok, I,nc. . 2 ANCAB 275
(Jan. 27, 1978)

An appeal will be summarily dismissed fcr lack cf dili-
gent prosecution when the appellant fails to file with
the Eoard and to serve upon all persons required to be
served, copies of the Notice of Appeal, Statement of
Reasons, and other documents required to be filed with
the Board in support of the appeal.

Appeal of Natalie Simeoncff. 1 ANCAB 116 (Auq. 10,
1976)

An appeal will be dismissed for lack of diligent prose-
cution when the appellant fails to comply with an order
of the Beard requiring a showing of cause or the filing
cf other documents.

Appeal of tecnard A. Sivert-sen . 1 ANCAB 291 (Jan. 11,
1977)

The Eoard, in its discretion, will net summarily dis-
miss an appeal for failure to file a Statement of
Standing merely because a Statement of Standing was
not separately filed or separately labeled, where the
timely filed Statement of Reasons clearly discloses the
claim of property interests required for standing to
appeal by 13 CFR 1.902.

»££ial^Sl-tte_SJate_of - Alas,ka_and_Seldovia_Native
Ass'n. Inc.. 2 ANCAB 1 (June 9, 1977) 81 I.C. 349

Pursuant to 43 CFR Subpart J, 4.905, an appeal may, ir
the discreticn of the Board, be dismissed for failure
to file with the Board a Statement of Reasons and
Statement of Standing as required by 13 CFR Subpart J,
1.903.

Appeal of Ccck Inlet Regio
(Nov. 16, 1977)

2 ANCAB 166
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Absent reasons justifying continuance of the appeal, ar

appeal will be disaissed when the appellant before the
Board withdraws the appeal.

Appeal. Bl Derrell B. Short. 2 ANCAB 298 (Feb. 13, 1978)

A£Eeal_of_S tateof Alaska, Department of fish and Game

,

2 ANCAB 325 (Mar. 9, 1978)

A££eal of Kodiak Island Borough. 3 AHCAB 7U (Aug. 10,

1978)

Appeal of Kenneth Arnd t, 3 ANCAB 127 (Jan. 15, 1979)

Appeal of Al L. .Heathers, 3 ANCAB 165 (Feb. 22, 1979)

Appeaj._gf_Sayoonqa Native Corp. .and Gambell Native

£2I£i# 3 ANCAB 190 (Apr. 6, 1979)

Appeal of Alaska Packers Ass'n, Inc.. H ANCAB 1

Toct. ITT 1979)"

An appeal will be dismissed for lack of diligent prose-
cution when the appellant fails to comply with an Order
of the Board requiring a showing of cause or the filing
of other documents.

A££eal_of_Hillian_Bi_Toraramsen, 2 ANCAB 371 (May 9,
1978)

Appeal of Jack E. Alexander. 2 ANCAB 376 (May 9, 1978)

Absent reasons justifying continuance of the appeal,
an appeal will be dismissed when the remaining appel-
lant before the Board withdraws its appeal.

Appeal of City of Kodiak and In the Hatter of Pott
Lions_Native_CorE., 3 ANCAB 85 (Sept. 1«,~1978)

ACT_J£eSi_J8x_J37JALASKA. NATIVE CLAI MS SE1IIEBE
85 Stat. 6e£)—Continued

ALASKA NATIVE CLAIMS APPEAL BO ABC—Continued
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Summary. Dismissal—Continued

An issue in an appeal will be dismissed fcr lack cf
diligent prosecution when a party fails to respond to
an Crder of this Eoard reguiring a showing cf cause why
an issue should not be dismissed.

Appeal of Stat e of Alaska . 3 ANCAB 129 (Jan. 19, 1979)
86 I.E. U5

Atseqt reasons justifying continuance of the appeal, an
appeal will te dismissed when the appellant before the
Eoard files a voluntary dismissal.

A£££al_of_Kenai_Peninsu2a_Borsusb
1979)

APE<?.al_of Pacjjic_Pear.j
1979)

3 ANCAB 256 (Hay 16,

eafocds. 3 ANCAE 383 (Sept. 25,

This Board dees net have jurisdiction to adjudicate the
Secretary's authority to withdraw lands for possible
selection by a Native corporation pursuant to § 1M (h)(6)
of ANCSA.

AEEgal of,the„State cf Alaska. 3 ANCAB
1979)

(June 11,

Absent reasens justifying continuance of the appeal, ac
appeal will te dismissed when the parties stipulate to
a dismissal cf the appeal.

AEEejl_of_State_of^lasJtax_Ee Eaitment_oJ_Irans£Ofiatici
3 ANCAB 291 (June 29, 1979)

A££e a l_of_the_State_of_ Alaska.
1979)

3 ANCAB 29« (July 10,

Absent reasons justifying continuance of the appeal, at
appeal will be dismissed when the appellant before the
Board requests that the appeal be dismissed.

Appeal of J. Bruce Crow. 3 ANCAB 96 (Nov. 20, 1978)

APEgal.of „poypn / .Ltd.. 3 ANCAB 105 (Dec. 11, 1978)

An appeal will be summarily dismissed when, in response
to a motion to show cause, the appellant states in
writing it has no objection to the dismissal.

An appeal will be summarily dismissed when in respec
to a motion to show cause, the appellant states in
writing it has nc objections to the dismissal.

A£Eeal_of_Lcne_Star_Industrj
t
es._Inc.

(Aug. 17, 1979)
3 ANCAE 321

Absent reasons justifying continuance of the appeal, an
appeal will te dismissed when the only appellant before
the Board files a motion to dismiss its appeal.

Appeal of Devon. Ltd.. o ANCAE 110 (tec. 19, 1979)

Absent reasons justifying continuance of the appeal, an
appeal will be dismissed when the appellant and all
parties of record before the Board stipulate to a dis-
missal of the appeal.

Appeal of State of Alaska, Dept. of Transporta tio n and
Public^ Facilities . 3 ANCAE 12U (Jan. 5, 1979)

A££eal_of_tbe_State of Alaska, H ANCAB 108 (Dec. 19,
1979)

Waiver

where Departmental regulations provide for the elapse
of a 30-day appeal period before a decision te cenvey
becomes final, waiver by one of a number cf parties whe
might appeal dees not render BLR's decisicn final sc as
te permit cenveyance before elapse of the 3C-day appeal
period.

Proper filing of a Notice of Appeal during the 3C-day
appeal period will be treated as a revocation of a

pricr waiver of appeal rights.

Appeals, cf.£be State cf. Alaska and ge^devia Native
Ass'fl, Inc f . 2 ANCAE 1 (June 9, 1977) 8« I.E. 3U9
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Dismissal

Generally.

An appeal will be dismissed for lack of diligent
prosecution when the appellant fails to file with the
Board and to serve upon all parties reguired to te
served a Statement of Facts for Standing as reguired by
43 CFR 4.903, or any other document which discloses a

claim of property interest in land reguired for stand-
ing to appeal by 43 CFR 4.902, and further fails to
comply with an Order of the Board reguiring a shoving
of cause.

Appeal of Omar Stratman et al. . 2 ANCAB 272 (Jan. 26,
1978)"

when a special use permit states that it expires on a

specified date, the Board is bound by that language and
will dismiss the permit hclder from the appeal on the
grounds that the permit holder no longer has a property
interest affected after the expiration date of the
permit.

When a person is made a necessary party tc an appeal by
the Board, is served with the Board's Order naming him
as a necessary party, and subseguently neither files an
appearance nor files an answer or reply within the time
allotted by the Board, such person will be dismissed as
a party to this appeal.

A£2§1 1 of Yak-Tat Kwaan. Inc.,
1979)

3 ANCAB 182 (Bar. 2(

CONVEYANCES

Generally.

For the purpose of determining whether or not the Sec-
retary of the Interior retains jurisdiction to review
easement interests reserved to the Federal Government,
interim conveyance and patent, pursuant tc 43 CFB
2650.0-5 (h) and (i) , are documents of egual signifi-
cance in the granting of title under the Alaska Native
Claims Settlement Act, 43 O.S.C. »4 1601-1624 (Sopp.
IV, 1974), as amended, 89 Stat. 1145 (1976).

When an interim conveyance and/or patent has been is-
sued pursuant to the Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act, the Secretary of the Interior and this Board lose
all authority and jurisdiction over those interests in
land which have been conveyed.

Pursuant to 43 CFR 2650.4-7 (c) (1) and Secretarial Order
No. 2982, the Secretary of the Interior dees have ju-
risdiction to review those easement interests reserved
to the Federal Government in an interim cenveyance or
patent issued under the Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act.

Hhen an interim conveyance or patent has issued, the
Secretary of the Interior is without jurisdiction to
reserve any easements not originally contained in the
conveyance, or to deprive the grantee of the interim
conveyance or patent of any interest conveyed therein.

Appeal of Eklutna . Inc .. 1 ANCAB 305 (Bar. 15, 1977)
84 I.E. 105

ALASKA^ATJVE_CLAIHS_SFJ^IE_BEl!T_ACT_JDeca_J8^_JJ71J
85 Stat. 6887—Continued
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Generally—Continued

For the purpose of determining whether or not the Sec-
retary of the Interior retains jurisdiction to review
easement interests reserved to the Federal Government,
interim cenveyance and patent are documents of egual
significance in the granting of title under ANCSA.

When an interim cenveyance has been issued pursuant to
ANCSA, the Secretary of the Interior and ANCAE lose all
authority and jurisdiction over those interests in the
land which have been conveyed, and the Secretary is
without jurisdiction to reserve any easements net orig-
inally contained in the conveyance or to deprive the
grantee of the interim conveyance of any interests con-
veyed therein.

The Secretary retains jurisdiction pursuant to 43 CFB
2650.4-7 (c) (1) and S.O. 2982, to review easements inter-
ests reserved to the Federal Government in an interim
conveyance; and in the absence of regulations estab-
lishing a procedure for such review, the Board is not
precluded from exercising the Secretary's authority to
review easement reservations when such review is re-
guested through appeal to the Board.

Appeals of, theState of Alaska and Seldovia Native
Ass'n„ Inc.. 2 ANCAB 1 (June 9, 1977) 84 I.E. 349

In view cf Secretarial policy tc expedite conveyances
under ANCSA ry rejecting pending nencempetitive oil
and gas lease offers which conflict in whole or in part
with such cenveyances, and in view of the Secretary's
conclusion that oil and gas lease offerors do not have
a "property interest in land" sufficient tc cenvey
standing under 43 CFR 4.902, an appeal by an offeror
from a ELH decision rejecting an offer for a noncom-
petitive oil and gas lease will be dismissed.

Where BLB, in accord with Secretarial policy, rejects
a nencompetitive oil and gas lease offer because of a

conflict with a conveyance under ANCSA, such rejecticn
by ELB censtitutes final agency action from which no
administrative appeal will lie by the offeror to the
Board or tc the Interior Board of Land Appeals.

Ap peal cf E. B. Wargo. 2 ANCAB 98 (July 15, 1977)

AE£eai_2J_«illiaj»_£i_Zaegel. 2 ANCAE 115 (July 15, 1977)

Appeal pf.lerry.E, Kr i2e and J a _Burglin. 2 ANCAE 126
(Aug. 4, 1977)

Appeal of cijlf ford C. Bnrglin. 2 ANCAB 134 (Aug. M,
1977)

Where, pursuant to Departmental regulations, a party
must claim a property interest in land affected by a
decision in order tc have standing to appeal such a

decision, and the Secretary has found as a matter cf
law that a nencompetitive oil and gas lease offerer
has nc property interest in his offer, the Board finds
that offerors for nencompetitive oil and gas leases do

ave standing under 43 CFR 4.902 to appeal a EIF.

sue cenveyance to a Native Ccrpcraticn
not
decision to
under ANCSA

Where interim conveyance has been issued fcr the lane
embraced by cil and gas lease offers, the Department
no lenger has jurisdiction over the lands and has nc
autberity tc cenvey any interests in the lands, inclv
ing mineral leases.



4 1621 (i) (1976) . does
lineral leases on lands
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Sec. 22(i) of ANCSA. 43 U.S.C.
not authorize the issuance of
to be conveyed under ANCSA.

The Board vacates its previous ruling that BLM's re-
jection of a noncompetitive oil and gas lease offer,
because of conflict with an ANCSA conveyance, consti-
tutes final agency action from which no appeal will
lie.

Appeal of Terry. E. ..Erize.and J. Burglin. 2 ANCAE 247
(Dec. 28, 1977) 84 I.D. 1007

A££eal of Clifford C. Burglin. 3 ANCAB 37 (July 3,
1978)

Where, pursuant to Departmental regulations, a party
must claim a property interest in land affected ty a

decision in order to have standing to appeal such a de-
cision, and the Secretary has found as a matter cf law
that a noncompetitive oil and gas lease offeror has no
property interest in his offer, the Board finds that an
offeror for a ncncompetitive oil and gas lease does not
have standing under 43 CFB 4.902 to appeal a BLM deci-
sion to reject his lease offer, or to issue a convey-
ance to a Native Corporation under ANCSA.

Where interim conveyance has been issued for the lands
embraced by oil and gas lease offers, the Department
no longer has jurisdiction over the lands and has no
authority to convey any interests in the lands, includ-
ing mineral leases.

Sec. 22(i) of ANCSA, 43 U.S.C.
1974) , does not authorize the
leases on lands to be conveyed

i 1621(i) (Supp. IV
.ssuance of mineral
under ANCSA.

Appeal of Jerry S. Boach. 2 ANCAB 277 (Jan. 26, IS

A£Eeals_of_Eth^l_DJ._and_Charles J. Clasbjx_Buth
Carpenter, et al. . S Wary francis A ntwei l. 2 ANCAE
302 (Feb. 21, 1978)

ALASKA NATIVE CLAIMS,, SETTLEMENT ACI,|Eec. 18, 1971,,
85 Stat,. 6661—Continued
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Historic use cf a water body by trappers may be prop-
erly considered in determining whether a water tody
has teen used or is susceptible of use as a highway cf
commerce fcr purposes of navigability.

Where pole teats, tunnel boats, and outboard river
boats constituted the customary modes of trade and
travel en a river and its tributaries, the use cf
these watercraft may be appropriately considered in
determining whether rivers in the area were used cr
are susceptitle of being used as highways cf commerce.

While recreational use, of itself, may not suffice to
meet the susceptibility test for purposes of naviga-
tion for title, present use for recreation purposes
may be properly considered, as a corroborating factor,
in determining susceptibility for use as a highway of
commerce.

Physical impediments to navigation, such as gravel
tars, riffles, or occasional log jams, do not, in
themselves, make a water body nonnavigable.

To be navigable, a river must be so situated and have
such length and capacity as will enatle it tc accomo-
date the public generally as a means cf transportation.

The presence of physical impediments on a water body
will not result in a finding of nonnavigatility when
the record shews that the water body has been used and
is capable cf use as a highway of commerce.

The legal concept of navigability embraces both public
and private interests. It is not tc be determined ty a

formula which fits every type of stream under all cir-
cumstances and at all times.

Valid existing rights held by third parties that lead
to acquisition of title, must be identified in the
conveyancing document and the land covered thereby
excluded from the conveyance to the selecting Native
corporation.

Appeal of Raymond A. Krei,q. 3 ANCAB 168 (Mar. 9, 1979)
86 I.E. 189

"Public Lands." Land within an interim conveyance to a

Native Corporation is no longer "public land" under the
Federal Land Policy and Management Act nor subject to
Bureau of Land Management jurisdiction to issue rights-
of-way under that Act.

Ne w England Fish Co .. 42 IBLA 200 (Aug. 22, 1979)

Where conditions of exploration and settlement ex-
plain the infreguency or limited nature of actual use
of a water body for commercial purposes, evidence of
private use may be considered to demonstrate suscepti-
bility of commercial use for purposes of determining
navigability.

Appeal of Devon. Ltd.. 4 ANCJ

Reconveyances

(Dec. 14, 1979)
86 I.E. 69:

Municipal corporations, organized tc provide necessary
Government services, are beneficiaries cf sec. 11(c) of
ANCSA in that they receive title tc lands they use and
occupy, and to additional lands for community expansion.

The Municipality's interest in lands improved fcr
ognized public purposes is protected ty sec. 11 (c

of ANCSA tecause the Municipality occupies the sa
position with regard to Eklutna as the local Gove
entities envisioned ty Congress in enacting such
veyance provision and the disputed land, while cu
Eklutna Village, is within the village withdrawal
and has been improved for a public purpose.

Appeal of Eklutna. Inc.. 1 ANCAB 190 (Dec. 10, 19

rnment
recon-
tside
area

76)
E. 619

Until a village corporation makes its determination of
an appellant's rights claimed under « 10(c) of ANCSA
(85 Stat. 688, 703, 43 O.S.C. 44 1601, 1613(c) (Supp. I

1977)), there is no way to determine if a dispute exists
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Reconveyances— Continued

between a person claiming under 5 11 (c) and the village
corporation.

An appeal based on interests created by § 11 (c) of
ANCSA, filed prior to issuance of interim conveyance to
the appropriate village corporation, is premature, and
the Board lacks jurisdiction to hear such an appeal.

Interim conveyance and patent are documents cf egual
significance in the granting of title under ANCSA, and
when interim conveyance has been issued, the Secretary
and this Board lose jurisdiction over those interests
in land which has been conveyed.

There is no administrative appeal process available tc
claimants under « 11 (c) of ANCSA, and such claims must
be brought in a judicial forum.

A reservation in a decision to convey, stating that
conveyance to the village corporation is subject to
the requirements of $ 11 (c) of ANCSA, protects rights
in use and occupancy of the land, if any, claimed by
the appellant under $ 11(c), until the village corpo-
ration makes a determination as to the appellant's
rights under * 11 (c) .

SEEgal. of,, James. W. Lee. 3 ANCAB 331 (Aug. 31, 1979)

ALASKA NATIVE CLAIMS SE1IIEBEN I.ACl „ (Dec.
85 Stat. 666 )

—

Continued

DEFINITIONS—Continued
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Generally—Continued

1969." The "except" clause contained in the definition
cf public lands in sec. 3(e) of ANCSA must be read as
an expression cf Congressional intent not to include
particular lands rather than as an "exception" frcm
lands included in the general definition of public
lands.

The definition of public lands in sec. 3(e) cannct be
interpreted to mean that all classes of State land in
Alaska are necessarily "Federal lands or interests
therein" unless such classes of lands are specifically
excepted within the definition itself.

Appeal of Seldc
"(July 1, 1976)

'ia Native Ass' .Inc.

Lands en which the United States has issued patent
either to the State or to a private individual are not
within the definition of "public lands" in sec. 3 (e)

cf ANCSA, were not withdrawn ty sec. 11 of ANCSA, and
therefore are not available fcr selection under AKCSA.

i£E e als_of_the State cf_Alaska and Seldcvia Native
iss_lnx_lnc.7 2~ANCAE~1~ (June 9, 1977) 81~i7d7 319

The appellant's possible rights to a reconveyance under
4 11 (c) (1) of ANCSA are not decided by the Board or
affected by this decision.

AEpeal.pf,Carmel.,
i

J,.
i

,WcIntyre. 1 ANCAB 21 (Nov. 30,
1979) 86 I.C. 663

Valid Existing_Rights

All lands leased prior to Dec. 18, 1971, pursuant to
open-to-entry leases which are valid on their face must
be excluded from conveyances to Native corporations.

The date upon which parties to an open-to-entry lease
acknowledge their signing of the lease does not effect
the facial validity of the lease instrument, even
though the acknowledgment date is subsequent to the
effective date of ANCSA.

»l£eal_of_0uzi n k ie_Na ti ve_Cor£i ,

1979)
ANCAB 3 (Oct. 31,

86 I.D. 618

Land_Selections

Lands conveyed to private parties by quitclaim deeds
issued by the General Services Administration pursuant
to the Federal Property and Administrative Services Act
cf 1919, as amended. 10 U.S.C.' « 171 at sea,. (197C) ,

have ceased to te "Federal lands and interests therein;'
are not within the definition of "public lands" in sec.
3(e) of ANCSA; and are, therefore, not available for
selection.

Appeal of Onnala shk a Corp.. 1 ANCAB 101

Public_lands

lands withdrawn pursuant to ANCSA are held for the ben-
efit of Indians, Aleuts, and Eskimos, and thus are net
"public lands" within the scope of the Federal land
Policy and Banagement Act (FLPBA), 13 U.S.C. $$ 1701-
1782 (1976). 13 O.S.C. i 1702(e) (1976).

Appeal of Alaska Railroad 3 ANCAB 273 (June 7, 1979)
86 I.D. 397

All lands leased prior to Dec. 18, 1971, pursuant to
open-to-entry leases which are valid on their face must
be excluded from conveyances to Native corporations.

Appeal of William J. and_ Jean H. Schwaab. 1 ANCAB 17
(Oct. 31, 1979)

DEFINITIONS

On reconsideration, the Board vacates its pricr hold-
ings that lands withdrawn under the Alaska Native
Claims Settlement Act, 85 Stat. 688, as amended,
13 O.S.C. «« 1601-1628 (1976 and Supp. I 19777, are
lands held fcr the benefit of Indians, Aleuts and
Eskimos and thus are not "public lands" within the
scope of FLPBA, su^ra, and that FLPBA dees not apply
to such lands.

Generally.

"Public lands" are defined in sec. 3(e) of the Alaska
Native Claims Settlement Act, as follows: "'Public
lands' means all Federal lands and interests therein
located in Alaska except: (1) the smallest practicable
tract, as determined by the Secretary, enclosing land
actually used in connection with the administraticn of
any Federal installation, and (2) land selections of
the State of Alaska which have been patented or tenta-
tively approved under sec. 6(g) of the Alaska Statehood
Act, as amended (72 Stat. 311, 77 Stat. 223), or iden-
tified for selection by the State prior tc Jan. 17,

Appeal of the Alaska Railroad (On Reconsideration).
3 ANCAB 351 (Sept. 18, 1979) 86 I.D. 152
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Computation of_Time fcr. Filing_and_Service

Except as otherwise provided by law, in computing any
period of time prescribed for filing and serving a

document, the day upon which the decision or document
to be appealed from or answered was served or the day
of any other event after which the designated period
of time begins to run is not to be included, unless it
is a Saturday, Sunday, Federal legal holiday, or other
nonbusiness day, in which event the period runs until
the end of the next day which is not a Saturday, Sun-
day, Federal legal holiday, or other nonbusiness day.

Henry Sam Litt;lef ield. Jr .. 7 IBIA 128 {Bar. 30, 1979)
86 I.D. 217

Generally

Prior to the conveyance of any land pursuant to the
Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (43 D.S.C. « 1601
(1970)) (AMCSA) the Secretary must make a determination
of which public easements are necessary and the Secre-
tary must reserve those easements in the conveyance.

The Secretary has authority to reserve public easements
in conveyances under ANCSA (43 U.S.C. * 1601 (1970))
other than those easements identified and recommended
by the Joint Federal State Land Use Planning Commission.

The authority of the Secretary to reserve easements in
conveyances under ANCSA is not limited to these public
easements specifically listed in sec. 17(b)(1) of that
Act.

The Secretary is not limited to reservation of easements
in conveyances under ANCSA which cross the patented
lands from one boundary to another. The easements may
be for uses within the patented lands.

Easement Reservations in Convt
Corporations under ANCSA ,

Beview

.Native
(July 8, 1975)

82 I.C. 325

For the purpose of determining whether or not the Sec-
retary of the Interior retains jurisdiction to review
easement interests reserved to the Federal Government,
interim conveyance and patent, pursuant to U3 CFB
2650.0-5 (h) and (i) , are documents of equal signifi-
cance in the granting of title under the Alaska Native
Claims Settlement Act, 43 U.S.C. «« 1601-1624 (Sufp.
IV, 1974), as amended, 89 Stat. 1145 (1976).

Pursuant to 43 CFB 2650.4-7 (c) (1) and Secretarial Crder
No. 2982, the Secretary of the Interior does have ju-
risdiction to review those easement interests reserved
to the Federal Government in an interim conveyance or
patent issued under the Alaska Native claims Settlement
Act.

A I AS K A_J A T I_VJ CLAIMS SETT1EBENT ACT (Cec, 18. 1971,
|5_Stat._6881—Continued

EASEMENTS— Continued

Beview

—

Continued

conveyance, cr to deprive the grantee of the interim
conveyance or patent of any interest conveyed therein.

For the purpese of determining whether or not the Sec-
retary of the Interior retains jurisdiction tc review
easement interests reserved to the Federal Gcverctent,
interim conveyance and patent are documents cf equal
significance in the granting of title under ANCSA.

The Secretary retains jurisdiction pursuant to 43 CFB
2650. 14-7 (c) (1) and S.O. 2982, to review easement inter-
ests reserved to the Federal Government in an interim
conveyance; and in the absence of regulations establish-
ing a procedure for such review, the Board is not pre-
cluded from exercising the Secretary's authority to
review easement reservations when such review is re-
quested through appeal to the Board.

Appeals cf the State c f A laska and Seldcvia Native
I§s2n~~Inc.,~2 ANCAE 1 (June 9, 1977J

"~ 84 I.cT 349

ENBOLLMENT

Netlakatla_Natives

No person enrolled in the Hetlakatla Indian Community
of the Annette Islands Beserve as of Apr. 1, 197C,
shall be eligible for enrollment under the Act.

Henry Sa m Littlef ield. Jr.. 7 IBIA 128 (Bar. 30, 1979)
86 I.E. 217

The appearance of one's name on the Betlakatla Indian
community rolls of the Annette Islands Beserve in 1976
in itself is not conclusive of membership status. How-
ever, that fact considered in conjunction with other
evidence indicating active involvement and contact
with the coiaunity over the years including the year
1970 does net constitute continuous absence from the
community.

Absent active involvement and contact and continuous
absence cf 2 years prior to Apr. 1, 197C, by a minor
born outside the Betlakatla community and having never
resided therein constitutes forfeiture cf membership
in the community, derived solely thtcugh a parent mem-
ber cf that community.

Alaska Native Dise nro llment Appeals o£i James Edward
ScotTT Sr" and Rober t Charli es ScottT 7~IEIA 157
(June 21, 1979) 86 I.E. 333

INDIAN RESIDENCE AIL0TBEN1

Under 43 CFB Part 4, Subpart J, and 43 CFB 2650 appeal:
to the Secretary under ANCSA relating to land selectior
are to the Alaska Native Claims Appeal Board. In the
absence of regulations establishing a procedure by
which the Secretary will review easements reserved in
conveyances as contemplated by 43 CFB 2650.4-7 (c) (1)
and Secretarial Order No. 2982, the Board is not pre-
cluded from exercising the Secretary's authority to
review easement reservations when such review is re-
quested through an appeal to the Board.

when an interim conveyance or patent has issued, the
Secretary of the Interior is without jurisdiction to
reserve any easements not originally contained in the

Once made, an election to apply under sec. 14(h)(5) of
the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act, 43 U.S.C.
* 1613(h)(5) (Supp. Ill 1973) in lieu of a Native al-
lotment application, is irrevocable.

£«iai!l_levuk_j(Ceceasedl, 22 IELA 296 (No 1975)
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The filing of an option form by an Alaska Native to
receive his "primary place of residence" pursuant to
sec. 14(h)(5) of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act, 43 O.S.C. * 1613(h)(5) (Supp. Ill, 1973), does
not terminate a prior allotment application filed under
the Native Allotment Act, 43 U.S.C. 5 270-1 (1970).
Allowance of an application under either act renders
the applicant ineligible for allowance of the other
application.

Pursuant to 43 CFH 2653.8-3, appeals from decisions
made by the Bureau of Land Management on applications
filed pursuant to sec. 14 (h) (5) of the Alaska Native
Claims Settlement Act, 43 O.S.C. « 1613(h)(5) (Supp.
Ill, 1973), "shall be made to the Alaska Native
Claims Appeals Board."

Dwi3ht_Tevuk (Deceased) (On Reconsideration) , 29 IBLA
160 (Mar. 9, "1977)

LAND SELECTIONS

Generally

Selection of lands by Native Village Corporations
pursuant to provisions of sec. 12(a) of ANCSA is not
permitted outside of lands withdrawn by ptovisions of
sec. 11 (a) (1) as they relate to the location of the
selecting village.

Failing to select land available within its sec.
11(a) (1) withdrawal, a Native Village Corporation
cannot by giving consent and waiver to another Native
Village Corporation make said lands available for
selection under provision of sec. 12 (a) of ANCSA.

Appeal of English Bay Corp.

,

ANCAB 35 (June 4, 1976)
83 I.C. 454

Where BLM's determination that lands are "property" not
suitable for return to the public domain pursuant to
the Pederal Property and Administrative Services Act of
1949, 40 U.S.C. § 472(d) (1970), is not challenged, and
the Administrator of the General Services Administra-
tion concurs, such determination and concurrence trans-
fer the land from the administrative jurisdiction of
the Department of the Interior to that of GSA.

Appeal of Ounalashka Corp.

,

1 ANCAB 104 (July 13, 1976)
83 I.C. 475

Where an unlisted Native village gualified under sec.
11(b)(3) of ANCSA is subsequently annexed by a first
class or home-rule city, which is not a Native village,
such village does not by reason of such annexation be-
come one and the same as the city so as to enable
selection of land under 43 CFB 2650.6(a).

Provision of sec. 12(a) (2) of ANCSA and regulations in
43 CFR 2651.4(b) requiring selections to be "contiguous
and in reasonably compact tracts," is limited to lands
that are otherwise available for selection under ANCSA
and has no application so as to make available lands
which are prohibited from being selected under provi-
sions of sec. 22(1) of ANCSA.

Appeal, of Eyak Corp.. 1 ANCAB 132 (Sept. 9, 1976)
83 I.I

»IISKA_NATIVJ_CLAIHS_SJTTIJEMEM_*CT_jDeca_J8i_J97Ji
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Generally—Continued

A withdrawal of public lands for a utility and transpor-
tation corridor under sec. 17(c) of the Alaska Native
Claims Settlement Act, subject to valid existing rights,
precludes selection of those lands by a Native group
under sec. 14(b) of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act.

Appeal of Wisenak. Inc. . 1 ANCAB 157 (Sept. 15, 1976)
83 I.I. 496

The provisions of sec. 12(a)(2) of ANCSA and regulations
in 43 CFB 2651.4 that lands selected— "be contiguous
and in reasonably compact tracts"—are not inconsistent
with a finding that townships are property withdrawn
under sees. 11(a)(1)(B) or (C) though actual physical
cornering is prevented due to a township-offset result-
ing from location of a "standard parallel."

Appeal of Eklutna. Inc. 1 ANCAB 165 (Sept. 26, 1976)
83 I.D. 500

Ondet 43 CFB. Part 4, 4.1(5) and Subpart J, the Alaska
Native Claims Appeal Board has jurisdiction over an
appeal by the State of Alaska from an adverse decision
of the Eureau of Land Management on a land selection
application pursuant to the Alaska Statehood Act when
the ELM's adverse decision is based upon a construction
of the provisions of the Alaska Native Claims Settle-
ment Act, 43 O.S.C. 9$ 1601-1624 (Supp. IV 1974), as
amended. 89 Stat. 1145 (1976).

The State of Alaska has standing to appeal a Decision
of the Bureau of Land Management to the Alaska Native
Claims Appeal Board as a party "who claims a property
interest in land affected" by a Decision of the Bureau
of Land Management, within the meaning of 43 CFB 4.902,
when the BLH Decision vacates the tentative approval
previously given to the State's selection and rejects
the State's land selection application filed under the
Alaska Statehood Act because of a conflict with the
provisions of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act.

The Decision of the Bureau of Land Management vacating
the previously granted tentative approval and rejecting
the land selection application of the State of Alaska
must be vacated and remanded for further proceedings
when it does not appear that the land selection appli-
caticn by the Native Corporation has been adjudicated.

A£p.eal_of_the State o f Alaska.
19767

1 ANCAE 281 (Dec. 20,
83 I.D. 685

As cf Dec. 18, 1975, lands withdrawn under sec. 11(a)(1)
or sec. 11(a) (3) and not selected under sees. 12 or 19
of the Act, became lands outside the areas withdrawn by
sec. 11 and became available for selection as a primary
place of residence under sec. 14(h)(5).

An applicant who filed an application for a primary
place of residence within the time limits set forth by
sec. 14(h)(5) and 43 CFB 2653.8 on land which was with-
drawn by sec. 11(a) (1) or sec. 11(a)(3) as of the date
of filing, shall not have his application rejected pur-
suant to 43 CFB 2091.1 as a premature filing when
Departmental regulations specifically permit the selec-
tion of formerly withdrawn land after Dec. 18, 1975,
but do net permit a primary place of residence appli-
cant to refile his application.

>eal of Williac
1977)

Tho mas Woolard. 2 ANCAB 150 (Nov. 3,
84 I.D. 891
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Lands available foe selection by a Regional
Corporation under sec. 12 of ANCSA are limited to
those lands withdrawn pursuant to sec. 11 of ANCSA.

Sec. 17 (d) (2) (E) of ANCSA is not intended to provide
lands for selection by a Regional Corporation in
addition to lands withdrawn for selection pursuant to

sec. 11 of ANCSA. Sec. 17(d)(2)(E), rather, is in-
tended to postpone the tine within which the Regional
Corporations may receive patent to any lands under dual
withdrawal until Congress has first acted upon the same
or has failed to act within the 5-year period mandated
by sec. 17(d) (2) (D) .

Appeal of Dovon. Ltd. . 2 ANCAB 336 (Mar. 22, 1978)

A L A S K A_ N AT I Vi CLAIMS SETTLEMENT ACT (Dec. 18, 1971,
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Descrip t ion—Continued

could be located by incorporating in the conveyance
document a map depicting the easement.

Appeals cf thg.State of Alaska and Seldovia Native
Ass'n, Inc.. 2 ANCAE 1 (June 9, 1977) 81 I.E. 319

Entrjmen

Sec. 22(b) is specific and unambiguous, reflecting the
concern of Congress for a class of persons carefully
described: i.e., entrymen under the Federal public
land laws governing homesteads, headguarters sites,
trade and manufacturing sites, and small tract sites.

Conveyances

The interests described in sec. It (g) of ANCSA are of a

temporary or limited nature, in contrast to those inter-
ests derived from laws leading to a grant of fee title
such as the entries protected by sec. 22(b). Inclusion
in Native conveyances of lands subject to such inter-
ests, under administrative arrangements outlined in
sec. 11(g) is appropriate, because such temporary or
limited interests are not incompatible with Native own-
ership of the fee.

Leases issued for the surface or minerals covered by a

Native selection constitute a valid existing right pro-
tected by sec. 11(g) of ANCSA and any conveyance to a

Native Corporation of lands on which such a lease has
issued must be subject to the leasehold interest.

State-issued permits and contracts for resource uses
issued to third parties before Dec. 18, 1971, are
protected as valid existing rights under sec. 11 (g) of
ANCSA, and any conveyance to a Native Corporation of
lands on which such permits or contracts have been is-
sued must be subject to such interests.

Appeals of
Ass'n. Inc.. 2 ANCAB

lea and Seldovia Native
(June 9, 1977) 81 I.D. 319

Easements

Generally

Where the Bureau of Land Management has developed new
procedures for the reservation and identification of
easements subsequent to issuance of a Decision to Con-
vey, the Board will remand the Decision to Convey to
the Bureau of Land Management for the limited purpose
of identifying the easements reserved in the Decision
to Convey under appeal according to the uniform ease-
ment identification system currently being followed.

Appeals of the State of Alaska apd Seldov ia Native
Ass'n. Inc., 2 ANCAB 1 (June 9, 1977) 81 I.E. 319

Descriptio n

Description of easements solely by reference to a BLM
or State Division of Lands case file number is not suf-
ficient to meet the requirements of sec. 17 (b) of ANCSA,
regulations promulgated thereunder, and Secretarial
Order No. 2982.

Sec. 22 (b) of ANCSA is not applicable to, and does not
protect, the Municipality because having an interest
created ty the State of Alaska under State law, it is
not an entryman under Federal public land laws leading
to acquisiticn of title to homesteads, headquarters
sites, trade and manufacturing sites, or small tract
sites.

ANCSA protects as "valid existing rights," those rights,
whether derived from the State or Federal Government,
which do net lead to a grant of fee title and which
were created prior to enactment of ANCSA. Rights lead-
ing to a fee, which had vested prior to enactment,
would net be subject to Congressional disposal and
would be excluded from withdrawals for Native selection.
Rights of entrymen leading to grant of a fee under Fed-
eral public land laws, which had not vested prior to
enactment of ANCSA, are treated by ANCSA as if vesting
had cccurred and are not categorized as "valid existing
rights."

The Municipality is net protected under sec. 11(g) of
ANCSA because its interest leads to grant of fee title
by the State, if the State were able to issue patent;
such an interest is incompatible with conveyance to a
Native grantee as contemplated by sec. 11(g).

Appeal of Eklutna. Inc .. 1 ANCAB 190 (Dec. 10, 1976)
83 I.E. 619

ANCSA prctects, as "valid existing right," those rights,
whether derived from the State or Federal Government,
which do not lead to a grant of fee title and which were
created prior to enactment of ANCSA. Rights leading to
a fee, which bad vested prior to enactment, would not be
subject to Ccngressional disposal and would be excluded
from withdrawals for Native selection. Rights of entry-
men leading to a grant in fee under Federal public land
laws, which had not vested prior to ANCSA, are treated
by ANCSA as if vesting had occurred and are net catego-
rized as "valid existing rights."

Ap pe a ls of the Stat
Ass'n, Inc T . 2 ANCAB 1 (June

ind_Seldoxia_]iative
1977) 81 I.E.

Decisions to convey and interim conveyances should, as
a minimum state the use for which each easement is
reserved, state the width of each easement, state at
least the sections through which an easement passes or,
if a site easement, the section or sections in which
the easement is located; alternatively, the easement
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Primary, Place of_Besidence

In the absence of evidence that a primary place of
business of a Native applicant would also gualify as a

primary place of residence within the meaning of sec.
14(h) of ANCSA and the regulations in 43 CFB 2650, as
amended, 41 FB 14734 (Apr. 7, 1976) , neither the Eureau
ofTand Management nor this Board have jurisdiction to
adjudicate the merits of a primary place of business
application under sec. 14 (c) (1) of ANCSA.

Appeal of Natalie Simeonoff ,

1976)
1 ANCAB 116 (Aug. 10,

ALASKA NATIVE CLAIM S. SETTLEMENT ACT 1P6C- J6.i 197 1.,
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sec. 14(c) of ANCSA, this Board lacks jurisdiction to
hear appellants' appeal concerning such rights.

j£££jl_^^ cJiaJS_Island_Setne£ter_s_Assln.£ 3 ANCAE 1

(June 12, 1978) 85 I.E. 2C0

Appeal of Hark_A^,
i

.Hartes_et,al.. 3 ANCAB 21 (June 21,
1978)

Appeal of Mt. 6
,

Mrs. G. Gregory Moo. 3 ANCAB 27
(June 26, 1978)

Proof

The data upon which ELM has relied as the basis for
compiling a protraction diagram will be deemed suffi-
cient to determine boundaries of lands affected by the
provisions of sec. 22(1) of ANCSA unless controverted
by specific showing of error.

*££eal_o f_Eia k_Cor_p_. , 1 ANCAB 132 (Sept. 1976)
83 I.E.

Begional_Cor£orations

A land selection application filed pursuant to sees.
12(b)(1), 12(b)(3), and 14(h)(1) of the Alaska Native
Claims Settlement Act must conform to the regulations
promulgated under the statute as enacted at the time
the application is filed unless a later amendment to
the statute provides otherwise.

Neither P.L. 94-204 (89 Stat. 1145, 43 O.S.C. « 1611
(Supp. IV 1974)), nor the Terms 6 Conditions incorpo-
rated in the amendment, contain language which conflicts
with, excludes, or preempts ANCSA regulations 43 CFR
2650.2(e)(1) and (2) reguiring a legal description of
lands applied for pursuant to ANCSA, or 43 CFR 2653.5(f)
requiring a description and location of historical sites
selected pursuant to sec. 14(h)(1) of ANCSA.

A land selection application filed pursuant to sees.
12(a)(1), 12(a)(3), and 14(h)(1) of ANCSA containing
only a metes and bounds description of the exterior
boundaries of a region, does not meet the requirements
for a legal description of 43 CFB 2650.2(e)(1) and (2)

and 2653.5(f)

.

A land selection determined finally to be invalid pur-
suant to ANCSA or its implementing regulations is not
protected within the meaning of sec. 22(h)(1) after the
date of terminations.

Appeal of Cook Inlet Beqicn,
1978)

Section 1.4!cl_

Inc. . 3 ANCAB 111 (Dec. 27,
85 I.D. 462

The reservation in the decision to convey, stating that
conveyance to the Village Corporation is subject to the
requirements of sec. 14(c) of ANCSA, protects rights in
use and occupancy of the land, if any, claimed by appel-
lants under sec. 14(c), until the date of the patent of
the land to the Village Corporation, at which time the
village must make a determination as to these appel-
lants' rights under sec. 14(c).

Until such time as the Village Corporation makes a de-
termination of the appellants' rights claimed under

The reservation in the decision to convey, stating that
conveyance to the Village Corporation is subject to the
requirements of sec. 14(c) of ANCSA, protects whatever
rights appellant may have pursuant to sec. 14(c), until
the date of the patent of the land tc the Village Ccrpo-
raticn, at which time the village must make a determina-
tion as to the appellant's rights under sec. 14(c).

Until such time as the Village Corporation makes a

determination of the appellant's rights claimed under
sec. 14(c) of ANCSA, this Board lacks jurisdicticn to
hear appellants' appeal concerning such rights.

Appeal of Kodi ak Island B orough

,

1978)

State Interests

3 ANCAB 65 (July 11,

General ly

The Municipality, as grantee of the State, could not
acquire greater interests than its grantor and could
not, prior to ANCSA, acguire equitable title; accord-
ingly, any protection or priority afforded the Munici-
pality must be statutory, conferred by ANCSA.

The Municipality is organized and may be dissolved
under State law and presently has the power to exercise
governmental functions including the acquisition, man-
agement, and disposal of land independent of control by
the State. Until revoked or modified by constitutional
cr legislative amendment, such powers remain in fcrce
and render the Municipality an entity separate from
the State fcr purposes of holding third-party interests
under ANCSA.

Eecause the State was not prohibited by sec. 6(g) of
the Statehood Act from granting tentatively approved
lands to local governments, and neither the Statehood
Act nor selection procedures in A.S. 29.18.190 require
payment of consideration, the Municipality's interest
in the disputed lands does not fail for lack of
consideration.

Appeal of Eklutna. Inc.. 1 ANCAB 190 (Dec. 10, 1976)
83 I.E. 619

Where the State had not acquired eqoitable title to
tentatively approved land selections within village
withdrawal areas prior to ANCSA, a grantee of the State
could not acquire a greater interest than its grantor
and could net, prior to ANCSA, acquire equitable title
sufficient tc deprive Congress of power to dispose of
the land in settlement of Native claims. Accordingly,
any protection or priority afforded to third-party in-
terests in the disputed lands must be statutory, con-
ferred by ANCSA.

"Valid existing rights" protected by ANCSA include not
only interests created by the Federal Government, but
may also include interests created by the State of
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ire not interests leadingAlaska so long as the latter
to acquisition of fee title.

Open-to-entry leases issued by the State cf Alaska pur-
suant to A.S. 38.05.077 are protected as valid existing
rights by the specific terns of sec. ltt (g) of ANCSA
because they are leases issued under sec. 6(g) of the
Alaska Statehood Act.

Where open-to-entry leases contain no provisions to
purchase the leased land, but provide only for renewal
upon expiration of a five-year term, the right of pur-
chase asserted under A.S. 38.05.077 is not granted by
the lease within the terns of sec. 11 (g) of ANCSA, but
appears to be an associated preference right granted
in connection with the leasing program to individuals
holding such leases.

Where the asserted right to purchase lands held under
an open-to-entry lease can be exercised under State
statutes only if the lease is relinquished, relinquish-
ment of the lease and subsequent issuance of patent to
the land would constitute a new interest created sub-
sequent to ANCSA, contrary to sec. 11(a)(2) which spe-
cifically withdraws lands TA'd to the State "from the
creation of third-party interests under the Alaska
Statehood Act."

The State may not extend a preference right to purchase
lands under an open-to-entry lease program to which a

Native Corporation will hold title; although a Native
Corporation, succeeding under sec. 11(g) to the inter-
est of the State as lessor, may wish to sell the leased
land to the lessee, the Board finds no mechanism in
ANCSA for the enforcement of such a right in the lessee
against a Native patentee.

When an interest in land selected by and tentatively ap-
proved to the State of Alaska was transferred from one
State agency to another, the complete interest retrained
subject to the withdrawal and selection provisions of
sec. 11(a) and sec. 12 of ANCSA; thus transfer by the
State of a permit to extract natural resources from the
State Division of Lands to the State Division of Avia-
tion does not place the State in the position of a pro-
tected third party under ANCSA.

Appeals of the State of A laska aftd Seldovia Native
Ass'n, Inc.. 2 ANCAB 1 (June 9, 1977) 81 I.E. 3"49

Inasmuch as the disputed gravel free use permits were
transferred from one State agency, the Division of
Lands, to another State agency, the Department of
Highways, they do not constitute third-party interests
protected as valid existing tights under $ 1U (g) of
ANCSA.

Appeal of Choggiunq,_Ltd. . 3 ANCAB 325 (Aug. 17, 1979)

51a te hood_Act_Se lections

Generally

Under U3 CFB, Part «, «.1<5) and Subpart J, the Alaska
Native Claims Appeal Board has jurisdiction over an
appeal by the State of Alaska from an adverse decision
of the Bureau of Land Management on a land selection
application pursuant to the Alaska Statehood Act when
the BLM's adverse decision is based upon a construction

AIJSKA^ATJV|_CJ.AIBS_S_ElTLEflENT_iCT_JCeci_!e^_J97J 4
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of the provisions of the Alaska Native Claims Settle-
ment Act, "43 O.S.C. 44 1601-162U (Supp. IV 19714), as

(1976).11U5
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Appeal of the State of Alaska. 1 A

1976T
ICAB 281 (Dec. 20,

83 I.E. 685

Tentative Approval s

Frior to ANCSA, the State's interest in its tentatively
approved selections was subject to divestment upon
proof of Native use and occupancy, and was subject to
Congressional resolution of such claims. Unad judicated
claims of atcriginal title remained the only impediment
to selection of such lands.

The express terms of sees. 11 and 12 of ANCSA make
lands previously TA'd to the State of Alaska available
for selection by gualified Native Corporations, indi-
cating the conclusion of Congress that such lands were
subject to disposal in settlement of Native claims.

ANCSA provides in sees. 11(a)(2) and 12(a)(1) that
each village may select up to 69,12C acres of its
total entitlement from TA'd lands within the area,
usually 25 townships, surrounding the village. Such
State TA's, already encumbered by aboriginal title to
lands on which use and occupancy could te proved, were
now subject to a statutory Frior right of selection by
village corporations ; a Native right of selection,
based not on aboriginal title, but en Congressional
grant in ANCSA.

The retroactive extinguishment of aboriginal title, and
the resulting validation of State title, mandated by
sec. U(a) of ANCSA, applies to those lands tentatively
approved to the State which are located outside Native
village withdrawal areas.

Extinguishment of aboriginal title did not vest the
State's title to those TA'd lands located within sec.
11(a) (2) withdrawal areas, for Congress clearly con-
ferred on Native village corporations a superior right
to select up to 69,120 acres of such lands.

The State's interest in TA'd lands located within sec.
11(a) (2) withdrawal areas did not vest prior to ANCSA,
and did not vest subsequent to ANCSA as to lands prop-
erly selected by village corporations within the 3-year
period mandated by sec. 12(a).

The State's interest vests in those TA'd lands within
sec. 11(a) (2) withdrawals not selected by village
corporations within statutory deadlines, for, upon
completion of Native selections, the last encumbrance
en the State's title is removed.

In withdrawing lands around villages tentatively
approved to the State, Congress rejected the State's
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contention that tentative approval vested title in the
State, and in conseguence rejected the title the State
had relied upon to dispose of TA'd lands to third
parties.

Sees. 11(a)(1) and 11(a)(2) of ANCSA direct withdrawals
for village selections to te made subject to valid
existing rights. The withdrawal of State TA'd lands
in sec. 11(a)(2) impliedly recognizes the existence of
third-party interests created by the State prior to
ANCSA, by prohibiting the creation of such interests
subseguent to the withdrawal.

Appeal of Eklotna. Inc. 1 A! CAB 190 (Dec. 10, 1976)
83 I.D. 619

ALASKA NATIVE CLAIMS SETTIEflE^T ACT (Dec.. 18, 1971,
85 Stat. 688)"—Continued
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Survey

Pursuant to provisions of sec. 13 of ANCSA and regula-
tions in «3 CFB 2650.5, selection of lands shall be
in conformance with the United States Survey system.
Therefore, those provisions which apply to the rec-
tangular system of surveys as provided in 43 D.S.C.
6« 751-77H (1970), are applicable to selection made
under ANCSA.

The smallest legal subdivision authorized pursuant to
the rectangular system of surveys of the public lands,
«3 O.S.C. 95 751-770 (1970), is a guaBter guarter
section.

Unless all cf the smallest legal subdivision, i.e.,
1/U l/U of section, is within the prohibited 2-mile
distance from the city boundary, BLM shall not reject
said land for selection as being contrary to provisions
of sec. 22 (1) of ANCSA.

Appea l of Eyak Corp. . 1 ANCAB 132 (Sept. 9, 1976)
83 I.E. «8i»

ANCSA provides in sees. 11(a) (2) and 12(a) (1) that each
village may select up to 69,120 acres of its total enti-
tlement from TA'd lands surrounding the village. Such
State TA's, already encumbered by aboriginal title to
lands on which use and occupancy could be proved, were
not subject to a statutory prior right of selection by
Village Corporations; a Native right of selection,
based not on aboriginal title, but on Congressional
grant in ANCSA.

The retroactive extinguishment of aboriginal title, and
the resulting validation cf State title, mandated by
sec. "(a) of ANCSA, applies to those lands tentatively
approved to the State which are located outside Native
village withdrawal areas.

Extinguishment of aboriginal title did not vest the
State's title to those TA'd lands located within sec.
11(a)(2) withdrawal areas, for Congress clearly con-
ferred on Native Village Corporations a superior right
to select up to 69,120 acres of such lands.

The State's interest in TA'd lands located within sec.
11(a)(2) withdrawal areas did not vest prior to ANCSA,
and did not vest subsequent to ANCSA as to lands prop-
erly selected by Village Corporations within the three-
year period mandated by sec. 12(a).

The State's interest vests in those TA'd lands within
sec. 11(a)(2) withdrawals not selected by Village
Corporations within statutory deadlines, for, upon
completion of Native selections, the last encumbrance
on the State's title is removed.

In withdrawing sec. 11(a)(2) lands tentatively approved
to the State, Congress rejected the State's contention
that tentative approval vested eguitable title in the
State, and in conseguence rejected the title the State
had relied upon to dispose of TA'd lands to third
parties.

Where the claimed "valid existing rights" were created
by the State on lands tentatively approved to the State
under the Statehood Act, the adjudication of the State's
selection must be consolidated with the adjudication of
the native land selection, and valid existing rights in
the land must be determined in a single decision.

^£gals_oJ_the_State_of^laska.,a|id.Seldojia_Native
Ass'n. Inc.. 2 ANCAB 1 (June 9, 1977) 8U I.D. 3«9

Jhird-Pajtj Interests

The Municipality, as grantee of the State, could not
acguire greater interests than its grantor and could
net, prior tc ANCSA, acquire equitable title; accord-
ingly, any protection or priority afforded the Bunici-
pality must be statutory, conferred by ANCSA.

The Municipality is organized and may be dissolved
under State law and presently has the Fower to exercise
governmental functions including the acquisition, man-
agement, and disposal of land independent of control by
the State. Until revoked or modified by constitutional
or legislative amendment, such powers remain in force
and render the Municipality an entity separate from the
State for purposes of holding third-party interests
under ANCSA.

Eecause the state was not prohibited by sec. 6(g) of
the Statehood Act from granting tentatively approved
lands to local governments, and neither the Statehood
Act nor selection procedures in A.S. 29.18.190 reguire
payment of consideration, the Municipality's interest
in the disputed lands does not fail for lack of
consideraticn.

Sec. 22(b) of ANCSA is not applicable to, and dees net
protect, the Municipality because having an interest
created by the State of Alaska under State law, it is
not an entryman under Federal public land laws leading
to acguisition of title to homesteads, headguarters
sites, trade and manufacturing sites, or small tract
sites.

Sees. 11(a)(1) and 11(a)(2) of ANCSA direct withdrawals
for village selections to be made subject to valid
existing rights. The withdrawal of State lA'd lands
in sec. 11(a) (2) impliedly recognizes the existence of
third-party interests created by the State prior to
ANCSA, by prohibiting the creation of such interests
subsequent to the withdrawal.

The Municipality is not protected under sec. 14(g) of
ANCSA because its interest leads to grant of fee title
by the State, if the State were able to issue patent;
such an interest is incompatible with conveyance to a

Native grantee as contemplated by sec. l«(g).

Municipal corporations, organized to provide necessary
Government services, are beneficiaries of sec. It (c) of
ANCSA in that they receive title to lands they use and
occupy, and to additional lands for community expansion.

The Municipality's interest in lands improved for rec-
ognized public purposes is protected by sec. 11(c)(3)
of ANCSA because the Municipality occupies the same
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position with regard to Eklutna as the local Government
entities envisioned by Congress in enacting such recon-
veyance provision and the disputed land, while outside
Eklutna Village, is within the village withdrawal area
and has been improved for a public purpose.

ANCAB 190 (Dec. 10, 1976)
83 I.D. 619

Appeal gf Eklutna. Inc.

,
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Appeals o f Et hyl D. and Charles J. Clasb v. But h

Carpenter et al., 6 Wary Francis Antweil. 2 ANCAE
302 (Feb. 21, 1978)

Appeal o f Clifford C. Burglin. 3 ANCAB 37 (July 3,

Where the State had not acgnired equitable title to
tentatively approved land selections within village
withdrawal areas prior to ANCSA, a grantee of the State
could not acquire a greater interest than its grantor
and could not, prior to ANCSA, acquire equitable title
sufficient to deprive Congress of power to dispose of
the land in settlement of Native claims. Accordingly,
any protection or priority afforded to third-party in-
terests in the disputed lands must be statutory, con-
ferred by ANCSA.

Open-to-entry leases issued by the State cf Alaska pur-
suant to A.S. 38.05.077 are protected as valid existing
rights by the specific terms of sec. 1<4 (g) of ANCSA
because they are leases issued under sec. 6(g) of the
Alaska Statehood Act.

Where open-to-entry leases contain no provisions to
purchase the leased land, but provide only for renewal
upon expiration of a five-year term, the right of pur-
chase asserted under A.S. 38.05.077 is not granted by
the lease within the terms of sec. 1« (g) of ANCSA, but
appears to be an associated preference right granted
in connection with the leasing program to individuals
holding such leases.

Where the asserted right to purchase lands held under
an open-to-entry lease can be exercised under State
statutes only if the lease is relinquished, relinquish-
ment of the lease and subsequent issuance of patent to
the land would constitute a new interest created sub-
sequent to ANCSA, contrary to sec. 11(a)(2) which spe-
cifically withdraws lands TA'd to the State "from the
creation of third-party interests under the Alaska
Statehood Act."

The State may not extend a preference right to purchase
lands under an open-to-entry lease program to which a

Native Corporation will hold title; although a Native
Corporation, succeeding under sec. 1<4 (g) to the inter-
est of the State as lessor, may wish to sell the leased
land to the lessee, the Board finds no mechanism in
ANCSA for the enforcement of such a right in the lessee
against a Native patentee.

When an interest in land selected by and tentatively ap-
proved to the State of Alaska was transferred from one
State agency to another, the complete interest remained
subject to the withdrawal and selection provisions of
sec. 11(a) and sec. 12 of ANCSA; thus transfer by the
State of a permit to extract natural resources from the
State Division of Lands to the State Division of Avia-
tion does not place the State in the position of a pro-
tected third party under ANCSA.

Appeals of the State of A]

AJSl&t-lBCi . 2 ANCAB 1 (June 8<4 I.D. 3U9

Sec. 22(i) of ANCSA, U3 O.S.C. i 1621 (i) (1976), does
not authorize the issuance of mineral leases on lands
to be conveyed under ANCSA.

Appeal of Tetrv E. Krize and J.
(Dec. 28, 1977)

Burglin. 2 ANCAB 217
814 I.D. 1007

Inasmuch as the disputed gravel free use permits were
transferred from one State agency, the Division of
Lands, to ancther State agency, the Department cf
Highways, they do not constitute third-party interests
protected as valid existing rights under « 1«J (g) cf
ANCSA.

ft££§ai_2!_£h caqi u ng.x_Lt^ , 3 ANCAB 325 (Aug. 17, 1979)
,C. 392

Valid Exist ing_Rights

Sees. 11(a)(1) and 11(a)(2) of ANCSA direct withdrawals
for village selections to be made subject to valid
existing rights. The withdrawal of State TA'd lands
in sec. 11(a) (2) impliedly recognizes the existence of
third-party interests created by the State prior to
ANCSA, by prohibiting the creation of such interests
subsequent tc the withdrawal.

ANCSA protects as "valid existing rights," these rights,
whether derived from the State or Federal Government,
which do not lead to a grant of fee title and which
were created prior to enactment of ANCSA. Bights lead-
ing to a fee, which had vested prior to enactment,
would net be subject to Congressional disposal and
would be excluded from withdrawals for Native selection.
Bights of entrymen leading to grant of a fee under Fed-
eral public land laws, which had not vested prior to
enactment of ANCSA, are treated by ANCSA as if vesting
had occurred and are not categorized as "valid existing
rights."

The interests described in sec. 1<4 (9) of ANCSA are of
a temporary or limited nature, in contrast to those
derived from laws leading to a grant of fee title such
as the entries protected in sec. 22(b), and, therefore,
are not incompatible with Native fee ownership of the
land.

Appe al o f E klutna. Inc. 1 ANCAB 190 (Dec. 10, 1976)
83 I.E. 619

protects, as "valid existing rights," those
s, whether derived from the State or Federal gcv-
nt, which do not lead to a grant of fee title and
were created prior to enactment of ANCSA. Bights

ng to a fee, which had vested prior tc enactment,
not be subject to Congressional disposal and
be excluded from withdrawals for Native selec-
Rights of entrymen leading to a grant in fee

Federal public land laws, which had not vested
to ANCSA, are treated by ANCSA as if vesting had

red and are not categorized as "valid existing

Appeal of Jerrv S

Continued
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eh, 2 ANCAB 277 (Jan. 26, 1978)
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"Valid existing rights" protected by ANCSA include not
only interests created by the Federal Government, but
may also include interests created by the State of
Alaska sc long as the latter are net interests leading
to acquisiticn of fee title.

The interests described in sec. lu (g) of ANCSA are of a

temporary or limited nature, in contrast to those inter-
ests derived from laws leading to a grant of fee title
such as the entries protected by sec. 22 (t) . Inclusion
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in Native conveyances of lands subject to such inter-
ests, under administrative arrangements outlined in
sec. 14(g) is appropriate, because such temporary or
limited interests are not incompatible with Native own-
ership of the fee.

Open-to-entry leases issued by the State of Alaska pur-
suant to A.S. 38.05.077 are protected as valid existing
rights by the specific terms of sec. 1<4 (g) of ANCSA
because they are leases issued under sec. 6(g) of the
Alaska Statehood Act.

Where open-to-entry leases contain no provisions to
purchase the leased land, but provide only for renewal
upon expiration of a five-year term, the right of pur-
chase asserted under A.S. 38.05.077 is not granted by
the lease within the terms of sec. 14 (g) of ANCSA, but
appears to be an associated preference right granted
in connection with the leasing program to individuals
holding such leases.

Where the asserted right to purchase lands held under
an open-to-entry lease can be exercised under State
statutes only if the lease is relinquished, relinquish-
ment of the lease and subsequent issuance of patent to
the land would constitute a new interest created sub-
sequent to ANCSA, contrary to sec. 11(a) (2) which spe-
cifically withdraws lands TA'd to the State "from the
creation of third-party interests under the Alaska
Statehood Act."

Valid Exist ing_Rights—Continued

incorporate ty reference other BLM files and files of
the Alaska Division of Lands only as a supplemental
source of information.

Under ANCSA and the regulations in 43 CFB 2650, the
Bureau of Land Management has the duty to ascertain
whether a less-than-f ee interest was issued to a third
party, and must recite in the decision approving lands
for conveyance to a Native Corporation that the con-
veyance is "subject to" such an interest.

Where the claimed "valid existing rights" were created
by the State on lands tentatively approved to the State
under the Statehood Act, the adjudication of the State's
selection must be consolidated with the adjudication of
the Native land selection, and valid existing rights in
the land must be determined in a single decision.

Eoth the decision to convey lands, and the interim con-
veyance, must specifically identify those interests
protected under ANCSA as valid existing rights. Where
the title conveyed will be "subject to" a less-than-f ee
interest, the nature of the interest must be identified
and the lands affected must be described, at least by
section and, where possible, according to the smallest
legal subdivision.

Appeals of the State of Al aska
Ass'n.~lnc. ,~2 ANCAB 1 (June

d.-Seldo via. Native
1977) 81 I.D. 349

The State may not extend a preference right to purchase
lands under an open-to-entry lease program to which a
Native Corporation will hold title; although a Native
Corporation, succeeding under sec. 14(g) to the inter-
est of the State as lessor, may wish to sell the leased
land to the lessee, the Board finds no mechanism in
ANCSA for the enforcement of such a right in the lessee
against a Native patentee.

Leases issued for the surface or minerals covered by a

Native selection constitute a valid existing right pro-
tected by sec. 14(g) of ANCSA and any conveyance to a

Native Corporation of lands on which such a lease has
issued must be subject to the lease hold interest.

State-issued permits and contracts for resource uses
issued to third parties before Dec. 18, 1971, are
protected as valid existing rights under sec. 14(g) of
ANCSA, and any conveyance to a Native Corporation of
lands on which such permits or contracts have been is-
sued must be subject to such interests.

When an interest in land selected by and tentatively ap-
proved to the State of Alaska was transferred from one
State agency to another, the complete interest remained
subject to the withdrawal and selection provisions of
sec. 11(a) and sec. 12 of ANCSA; thus transfer by the
State of a permit to extract natural resources from the
State Division of Lands to the State Division of Avia-
tion does not place the State in the position of a pro-
tected third party under ANCSA.

Since ANCSA recognizes and protects State-created in-
terests as valid existing rights, as well as interests
recognized or created under Federal law, thus involves
interests which would not be of record in the BLH land
office, BLH's administrative responsibility to identify,
adjudicate and protect "valid existing rights" under
ANCSA, are broader than under general Federal public
land laws.

While decisions of the Bureau of Land Management and
documents conveying title to Native corporations pursu-
ant to ANCSA properly contain a general provision pro-
tecting "valid existing rights" in accordance with the
provisions of sec. 14(g) of ANCSA and the regulations
in 43 CFR 2650, such documents must additionally de-
scribe valid existing rights according to the nature of
the right and approximate location on the land, and may

Sec. 14(g) of ANCSA protects existing permits as valid
existing rights and provides that patent is to te
subject to the right of the permittee to the complete
enjoyment of all rights, privileges, and benefits
granted to him by the permit.

An expired special use permit is not an existing right
and does not constitute a "valid existing right" under
sec. 14(g) of ANCSA.

Use and occupancy of land under a permit from the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service does not constitute a "valid
existing right" in the land separate from the permit-
tee's rights under the permit.

iEEial_oJJ5jiaJS_Island^etnetters_Asslnx 3 ANCAE 1

(June 12, 1978) 85 I.E. 2C0

Here use and occupancy of a tract of land does net con-
stitute a "valid existing right" pursuant to sec. 14(g)
of ANCSA when neither the persons claiming such right
nor their predecessors entered the land under any State
or Federal law.

iLE.Eeal.cf_
(June 26, 1978)

Gregory Hoo. 3 ANCAE 27

Pursuant to the policy of the Department of the Inte-
rior as set forth in Secretarial Order 3029 (43 FB
55287 (1978)), open-to-entry leases issued prior to
the passage of ANCSA must be excluded from lands ccn-
veyed to village corporations pursuant to the Alaska
Native Claims Settlement Act of Dec. 18, 1971, 85 Stat.
688; 43 U.S.C. «« 1601-1611 (Supp. V 1975).

h££S52_°J_§i£ hard_R__ Bobi nson

,

1979)
3 ANCAB 140 (Jan. 31,

86 I.E.

Appeal of James E. Bedell. 3 ANCAB 153 (Jan. 31, 1979)
86 I.E. 6C
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LAND SELECTIONS—continued

Valid Exisiing_Bights—Continued

Preference rights to purchase set forth in Fublic Land
Order Ho. 1613, Apr. 7, 1958, that were outstanding as
of the date of the passage of ANCSA, are valid existing
rights protected by AHCSA.

Valid existing rights held by third parties that lead
to acguisition of title, lust be identified in the
conveyancing document and the land covered thereby
excluded froa the conveyance to the selecting Dative
corporation.

Appeal_of Bayond A. Kreig

,

3 AHCAB 168 (Bar. 9, 1979)
86 I.e. 18!

"Valid existing rights" protected by 5 1« (g) of AHCSA
include both interests of a temporary or limited nature
and interests leading to the acguisition cf title, when
such interests were created prior to AHCSA and are
being perfected or aaintained pursuant to State or Fed-
eral law.

Application by the State of Alaska for lands under the
Federal Airport Act, and compliance with such law
leading to the acguisition of title prior to AHCSA, is
sufficient to create a valid existing right in the State
of Alaska protected by « 10(g) of AHCSA.

Pursuant to regulations in «3 CFB 2650.3-l(a), inter-
ests protected pursuant to AHCSA which lead to fee
title in the State are to be excluded froa conveyance
to a Hative corporation.

*EEeal_of .Ignacross^ Inc.

,

3 ANCAB 219 (Apr. 23, 1979)
86 I.C. 257

An open-to-entry lease issued under A.S. 38.05.077,
including any associated right to purchase the leased
land granted by State statute, is protected as a valic
existing right under ANCSA, and the leasehold must be
excluded from any conveyance to a Hative corporation
under AHCSA.

ftppeal.of, Rayagnd., J.er, 3 ANCAB 238 (Hay 1U, 1979)
86 I.D. 285

JLJSKA_HAIJVj_CiJIHS_SElJtLEHEHI.,ACI_JDecA_J8A_J97J^
85 Stat. 668)—Continued

LAHD SELECTIONS—Continued

Valid Jxisiing_Bights—Continued

Inasmuch as the disputed gravel free use peraits were
transferred froa one State agency, the Divisicn cf
Lands, to another State agency, the Cepartaent of
Bigbways, tbey do not constitute third-party interests
protected as valid existing rights under t 11(g) of
ANCSA.

Appeal, of Chcgginng, .Ltd.. 3 AHCAB 325 (Aug. 17, 1979)
86 I.E. 392

Zillage Selections

AHCSA provides in sees. 11(a) (2) and 12(a)(1) that
each village Bay select up to 69,120 acres of its
total entitleaent froa TA'd lands within the area,
usually 25 townships, surrounding the village. Such
State TA*s, already encuabered by aboriginal title to
lands en which use and occupancy could ke proved, were
now subject to a statutory prior right of selection by
village corporations; a Hative right of selection,
based not on aboriginal title, but on Congressional
grant in AHCSA.

Eklutna, Inc., is not estopped froa selecting the
disputed lands by Resolutions 68-9 and 68-10 of the
Eklutna Village Council because there is nc evidence
of any identity of interest or aeabership between the
Council, an unincorporated coaaunity association, and
Eklutna, Inc., nor is there any indication that the
Eklutna Village Council was authorized to bind the
Natives of Palmer.

Municipal corporations, organized to provide necessary
Governaent services, are beneficiaries of sec. 1U (c) of
ANCSA in that they receive title to lands tbey use and
occupy, and to additional lands for coaaunity expansion.

The Hunicipality's interest in lands improved for rec-
ognized public purposes is protected by sec. 11(c)(3)
of AHCSA because the ftunicipality occupies the same
position with regard to Eklutna as the local Government
entities envisioned by Congress in enacting such recon-
veyance provision and the disputed land, while cutside
Eklutna Village, is within the village withdrawal area
and has been improved for a public purpose.

Appeal cf E|i}iitna,.lnc.. 1 ANCAB 190 (Dec. 10,

"Valid existing rights" protected by » 11 (g) of ANCSA
include interests of a teaporary or liaited nature
when such interests were created prior to ANCSA and
are being aaintained pursuant to State or Federal law.

The leases in issue are sufficient to create valid
existing rights in the appellants (to the extent cf
their teres) which are protected by t ltt (g) of AHCSA.
The affected lands Bust therefore be conveyed "subject
thereto."

Though creating interests in the appellants which are
protected by « 1U (g) of AHCSA, Alaska Stat. « 38.05.102,
as applied to the leases in issue, does not create a
valid existing right leading to the acguisition of title
which would reguire the subject lands to be excluded
froa the Native conveyance as reguired by Order No. 3029
(U3 FB 55287) in its treataent of open-to-entry leases.

1979)
B. Oswalt et al.. 3 AHCAB 261 (Hay 2K,

ANCSA provides in sees. 11(a)(2) and 12(a)(1) that each
village aay select up to 69,120 acres of its total enti-
tleaent froa TA'd lands surrounding the village. Such
State TA's, already encuabered by aboriginal title to
lands on which use and occupancy could be proved, were
not subject to a statutory prior right of selection by
Village Corporations; a Native right of selection,
based not on aboriginal title, but on Congressional
grant in ANCSA.

i£££als^l_the_State_cf_Alaska_and_Seldovia_Hative
Ass'n. Inc.. 2 ANCAB 1 (June 9, 1977) 8« I.C. 3«9

The State Director, Bureau of Land Hanageaent, is not
estopped froa denying appellant's (Village Corporation)
application for certain lands because BLH erroneously
included those lands en its land records and on the
aap of lands sent to appellant as eligible for with-
drawal under sec. 11(a)(1) of ANCSA.

AFPeal of Tanacross, Inc., 2 AHCAE 379 (Hay 12, 1976)
85 I.C. 97



ALASKA NATIVE CLAIHS S ETTLEMENT. A CT (Dec. 18„ 1971,
85_Stat-_6881—Continued

LAND SELECTIONS—Continued

Withdrawals

Lands located outside of sec. 11(a)(1) withdrawal area
for a Native Village Corporation can only be withdrawn
for selection pursuant to provisions of sec. 11(a)(3)(A)
of ANCSA.

ALASKA NATIVE CLAIH S SETTLEMENT ACT_ jfiec^_.18,._ J97 1..

85_Stat._6881—Conti nued

NATIVE VILLAGE LAND SELECTIONS—Continued

Generally—Continued

Lands tentatively approved for State selection and
conveyed by the State to municipalities or boroughs
prior to enactment of ANCSA are not available fcr
Native selection under ANCSA.

Because Alaska acquired a present right or interest in
dental Health Lands immediately upon proper selection
of same, and because that interest effectively trans-
fers ownership in the lands to the State, such lands
can no longer be considered "public lands" within the
meaning of sec. 3(e) and are unavailable for Native
village selection under sees. 11(a)(1) and 12(a)(1)
Of ANCSA.

Lands properly selected under the Alaska Rental Health
Enabling Act are not "lands * * » that have been
selected * * * by the State under the Alaska Statehood
Act" and are not available for selection by Native vil-
lages under sees. 11(a) (2) and 12 (a) (1) of ANCSA.

Appeal of Seldovia Nat ive Ass'
(July 1, 1976)

Inc. . 1 ANCAB 65
83 I.E. 461

Lands tentatively approved to the State under the
Alaska Statehood Act are withdrawn for village selec-
tion by sec. 11(a)(2) of ANCSA. Eecause sec. 11(a)(2)
withdrawals are terminated 3 years from the date of
enactment of ANCSA by sec. 22(h) (2), a village land
selection filed subsequent to Dec. 18, 197«, for ten-
tatively approved State lands must be rejected.

Appeal of Port Graham Corp.. 1 ANCAB 125 (Sept. 3,
1976) 83 I.D. 481

Lands withdrawn pursuant to ANCSA are not subject to
5 316 of FLPBA, 43 U.S.C. $ 1746 (1976).

Appeal of Alaska Railroad. 3 ANCAB 273 (June 7, 1979)
86 I.D. 397

On reconsideration, the Board vacates its prior hold-
ings that lands withdrawn under the Alaska Native
Claims Settlement Act, 85 Stat. 688, as amended,
43 H.S.C. $5 1601-1628 (1976 and Supp. I 1977)7 are
lands held for the benefit of Indians, Aleuts and
Eskimos and thus are not "public lands" within the
scope of FLPKA, su£ra, and that FLPHA does not apply
to such lands.

Lands tentatively approved for State selection and
leased by the State to individuals with an option to
buy will, if selected by a Native corporation, be in-
cluded in the interim conveyance with the provision
that the option to buy may be exercised against the
Native ccrpcration. Where the option had been exer-
cised against the State and a State patent issued prior
to the enactment of ANCSA. the land will te excluded
from interim conveyance to the Native corporation.

Third party rights created by the State in lands
selected by Natives under ANCSA should be identified
by ELR in the decision to issue interim conveyance
if possible, but need not be adjudicated.

ANCSA and the implementing regulations draw a basic
distinction between valid existing rights leading to
the acquisition of title and those of a temporary
nature, requiring exclusion of the former from the
interim conveyance but inclusion of the latter with
provisions protecting the third parties rights for
the duration of his interest. The statute and the
implementing regulations do not distinguish, in pro-
tecting rights leading to the acquisition of title
between those arising under Federal law and those
arising under State law.

V ali d Existing Rights Under the Alaska Native Claims
Settlemen t Ac t, Sec. Order No. 3016~ (Dec. 14, 19777"

85 I.D. 1 (1978)

P roc e d a ra 1_ Re q u i reme n ts

Dismissal

Retroactive Application

43 CFR i*. 905, providing for summary dismissal of an
appeal for failure to file or serve, upon all persons
required to be served, a notice of appeal, statement cf
reasens, or cf standing, merely expresses the inherent
authority of the administrative appeals board under
43 CFR Part 4, Subpart G, and, therefore, may be ap-
plied to appeals filed prior to the effective date of
sec. 4.905, after notice and opportunity to comply with
an order of the Board requiring service upon particular
persens.

App eal of Bee-Yea-Lingd<
1 9757

1 ANCAB 13 (Dec. 29,

A££eal_of_t he_A laska_ Railroad.
3 ANCAB 351 (Sept. 18, 1979)

NATIVE VILLAGE LAND SELECTIONS

Generally

ieconsi de r at ion].

,

~86 I.D. 452

An appeal will be summarily dismissed when the appel-
lant fails to serve upon all persons required to te
served, copies of the Notice of Appeal and other doc-
uments filed with the Board in support of its appeal.

A££eal.
1975)

1 ANCAB 13 (Dec. 29,

NATIVE VILLAGE SELECTIONS

Lands withdrawn by sec. 11(a)(1) and (2) of the Alaska
Native Claims Settlement Act are subject to selection
by qualified Native villages notwithstanding the prior
tentative approval of selections of those lands by the
State of Alaska pursuant to the Statehood Act.

Where the State of Alaska had received tentative ap-
proval of a land selection and had granted a patent to
a third party in accordance with « 6(g) of the Alaska
Statehood Act, and where the State patent was granted
befcre the enactment of the Alaska Native Claims Set-
tlement Act, with the express approval of the various
Native groups then concerned, a Native village may not
later select those lands pursuant to the Alaska Native



ALASKA .NATIVE CLAIMS SETTLEMENT ftCT (Dec.

l5_Sta!i_ifi<3L—Continued

NATIVE VILLAGE SELECTIONS— Continued

ALASKA_NATIVJ_CLAIMS_S1TTI.EMJNT.
8llstati_6881—Continued

iCT_Xgeci_18 iL_197J

PRIMARY PLACE OF RESIDENCE

—

Continued

Claims Settlement Act, as a valid third party right to

the land had already been created.

Where statute and regulation provide that lands se-
lected by the State of Alaska must be surveyed before
patent can issue, but no similar requirement has been
imposed as a precondition to the conveyance of lands
selected pursuant to the Alaska Native Claims Settle-
ment Act, the State's contention that this disparity is
discriminatory will not afford a basis for reversing a

decision which rejected a State selection application
in favor of a conflicting Native village selection.

The fact that filing fees are required as a condition
precedent for State selections and are net reguired for
Native village selections pursuant to the Alaska Native
Claims Settlement Act is not a basis for vacating a de-
cision awarding lands to the Native villages.

State_gf_ Alaska, 19 IBLA 178 (Bar. 18, 1975)

Generally—Continued

of the Act, became lands outside the areas withdrawn by
sec. 11 and became available for selection as a primary
place of residence under sec. It (h) (5) .

An applicant who filed an application for a primary
place of residence within the tine limits set fctth by
sec. 11 (b)(5) and 13 CFR 2653.8 on land which was with-
drawn by sec. 11(a)(1) or sec. 11(a)(3) as of the date
of filing, shall not have his application rejected pur-
suant to 13 CFR 2091.1 as a premature filing when
Departmental regulations specifically permit the selec-
tion of formerly withdrawn land after Dec. 18, 1975,
but do net permit a primary place of residence appli-
cant to refile his application.

h£2eal_of_Villiam, Thoma
1977)

2 ANCAB 150 (Nov.
84 I.D.

3,
891

The filing of a State selection under the Alaska State-
hood Act does not create a right that prevents a Native
village from selecting those lands under the terms of
the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act.

§iate_of_Alaska , 19 IBLA 212 (Bar. 27, 1975)

The filing of a State selection application under sec.
6(b) of the Alaska Statehood Act of July 7, 1958,
72 Stat. 339, 310, 18 O.S.C. notes prec. $ 21 (1970),
does not create a right that prevents a Native Village
from selecting those lands under the provisions of the
Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act of Dec. 18, 1971,
85 Stat. 688, 13 O.S.C. 54 1601-1621 (Supp. Ill 1973).

Whether Village selections authorized by the Alaska
Native Claims Settlement Act, 13 O.S.C. «$ 1601-1621
(Supp. Ill 1973) , constitute an unwarranted vitiation
of the State selection provisions of the Alaska State-
hood Act, 18 O.S.C. notes prec. « 21 (1970), and of
the Compact of Admission to the Onion, is beyond the
consideration of this Board.

54a te_of_Alaska , 19 IBLA 316 (Apr. 7, 1975)

where approval of an application to purchase sand and
gravel pursuant to the Materials Disposal Act of 1917 is
opposed by a Native village which has already selected
the land on which the sand and gravel is located, and
to whom conveyance is imminent, the application will be
rejected.

Clarence_»r.en, 20 IBLA 17 (Apr. 21, 1975)

PRIMARY PLACE OF RESIDENCE

Criteria

The language of regulation 13 CFR 2653.8-2 (b) (1) is
unequivocal that the applicant "must have a dwelling"
en the tract of land applied for as a primary place cf
residence pursuant to sec. 11(h) (5) of ANCSA. Absent
the meeting of this criteria the application must be
rejected.

Arpea] 2 ANCAB 211 (Dec. 19, 1977)

In cider to establish a primary place of residence
pursuant to sec. 11(b)(5) of ANCSA, a dwelling must
be constructed upon the land applied for as a primary
place of residence.

The fact that an applicant has a dwelling in the
vicinity or adjacent to land sought as a primary place
of residence is not sufficient to meet the criteria
necessary to establish a primary place of residence.

Appeal of Dcnald Watson

,

2 ANCAB 258 (Dec. 29, 1977)
81 I.D. 1015

In order to establish a primary place of residence
there must be evidence that the applicant resided en
the tract applied for as his primary place of residence
on a regular or seasonal basis for a substantial period
of time.

Appeal of Dcnald A.

filing.Deadline

Waiver

:sor 2 ANCAB 289 (Feb. 2, 1978)
85 I.D. 27

generally.

When a Village Corporation selects withdrawn lands in
one section, but excepts from selection a smaller tract
of withdrawn land within the section, no determinaticn
can be made as to whether a sec. 11 withdrawal termi-
nated on the tract of land excepted from selection un-
til such time as a decision is rendered by the Bureau
of Land Management on the validity of the exception
from selection.

Sec. 11(h)(5) of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act establishes a mandatory deadline for applications
fcr a primary place of residence, which may net be
waived in the exercise of Secretarial discretion.

Appeal of Theodora M. Witham .

1975)
INCAB 20 (Dec. 29,

83 I.C. 119

As of Dec. 18, 1975, lands withdrawn under sec. 11(a)(1)
or sec. 11(a)(3) and not selected under sees. 12 or 19



ALASjU^ATIVE_CLAinS_SETTLE^NT_lCl_iBeci_18x_197J^
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PRIMARY PLACE OF RESIDENCE—Continued

Intent_to Reside_W/o_ Evidence of_Actual Resid._is In^
"suffi't^Estab^'claij to_La.nd~as_Prim._Place_of Resid.

Sec. 14(h)(5) and 43 CFR 2653.0-5 of the Alaska Native
Claims Settlement Act require that land applied for as
a primary place of residence be occupied ty the appli-
cant as a primary place of residence on Aug. 31, 1971.
"Primary place of residence" as contemplated by 43 CFB
2653.0-5 (d) means a place comprising a primary place of
residence of an applicant on Aug. 31, 1971, at which he
regularly resides on a permanent or seasonal basis for
a substantial period of tine.

Appeal of Joe Klimas, 1 ANCAB 26 (Apr. 28, 1976)
83 I.D. 452

REGIONAL CORPORATIONS

Lands available for selection by a Regional
Corporation under sec. 12 of ANCSA are limited to
those lands withdrawn pursuant to sec. 11 of ANCSA.

Sec. 17(d) (2) (E) of ANCSA is not intended to provide
lands for selection by a Regional Corporation in
addition to lands withdrawn for selection pursuant to
sec, 11 of ANCSA. Sec. 17(d) (2) (E) , rather, is in-
tended to postpone the time within which the Regicnal
Corporations may receive patent to any lands under dual
withdrawal until Congress has first acted upon the same
or has failed to act within the 5-year period mandated
by sec. 17(d) (2) (D) .

4eBeal_gf„poygn.
i

Ltd., 2 ANCAB 336 (Mar. 22, 1978)

ALASKA_NJTIVj_CLAI HS SET T

85 Stat. 668)—Continued

Generally

ACT_JDecA_18x_J97JJ

Procedures adopted to implement the Public Land Survey
System as provided in Title 43, Chapters 1 and 18, and
regulaticns promulgated thereunder are made applicable
to land withdrawals by sec. 13 of ANCSA.

Establishing of "standard parallel" or "correction"
lines in compliance with authorized procedure tc
implement Public Land Survey System is not inconsis-
tent with provisions of sec. 11(a)(1) withdrawal.

where townships, which by legal description have a

common corner, are not in actual physical contact due
solely tc the location of a "standard parallel" or
"correction" line, the requirement of sec. 11 (a) (1) (B)

or (C) that townships "corner" will be considered com-
plied with.

»£Eeal_of_Eklutnax_Inc. 1 ANCAB 165 (Sept. 28, 1976)
83 I.E. 5C(

The Alaska Native Claims Appeal Board, in reversing a

previous decision, finds that townships, which ty legal
description have a common corner, but are not in actual
physical contact due to the location of a "standard
parallel" or "correction" line, such townships shall be
considered as not cornering for purposes of sec. 11(a)
Of ANCSA.

Appeal of Eklutna, Inc.. 2 ANCAB 214 (Dec. 19, 1977)
84 I.E. 982

RENUNCIATION OF ENROLLMENT IN METLAKATLA INDIAN COMMUNITY

The right of renunciation or expatriation is the nat-
ural and inherent right of the individual.

Any member of any Indian tribe is at full liberty
to terminate his tribal relationship whenever he so
chooses, although it has been said that such termina-
tion will not be inferred "from light and trifling
circumstances."

Procedures

The Bureau of Land Management was net in error in using
survey procedures which varied from those specifically
stated in the 1947 BLM Manual of Surveying Instructicns
when such procedures were utilized in order to avoid
perpetuating an earlier surveying error into a new
original township survey.

»££e a l_o f_Ta n acioss^Inc^

,

ANCAB 379 (May 12, 1S78)
85 I.D. 97

Henry Sam Littlefield. Jr.. 7 IBIA 128 (Mar. 30, 1979)
86 I.D. 217

SUMMARY DISMISSAL

An appeal will be summarily dismissed when the appel-
lant fails to serve upon all persons reguired to be
served, copies of the Notice of Appeal and other doc-
uments filed with the Board in support of its appeal.

&££§al of Hee-Yea-Linqde Corp.
1975)

1 ANCAB 13 (Dec. 29,

S t a n d a r d_Pa ra 1 le 1

Where townships, which by legal description have a
common cornet, are not in actual physical contact due
solely tc the location of a "standard parallel" or
"correction" line, the requirement of sec. 11(a)(1)(E)
or (C) that townships "corner" will be considered com-
plied with.

Appeal of Eklutna. Inc.. 1 AHCAB 165 (Sept. 28, 1976)
83 I.C. 5C0

An appeal will be summarily dismissed when, in response
to a motion to show cause, the appellant states in
writing it has no objection to the dismissal.

*E£ea l_of_Kod ia k_Is la nd_Bo rough

,

1978)
3 ANCAB 108 (Dec. 18,

The Alaska Native Claims Appeal Board, in reversing a
previous decision, finds that townships, which by legal
description have a common corner, but are not in actual
physical contact due to the location of a "standard
parallel" or "correction" line, such townships shall be
considered as not cornering for purposes of sec. 11(a)
of ANCSA.

Appeal of Eklu tna. Inc. . 2 kNCAB 214 (Dec. 19, 1977)
84 I.D. 982



A LASKA NATIVE C LAIHS SETT LEHENT ACT (Dec, 16. 1971,
85 Stat. 688)--ContiPoea

VILLAGE ELIGIBILITY

Generally

After expiration of the period in which a decision
finding a village eligible Bay be appealed, and the
village has been certified as eligible for benefits
under $ 11 of ANCSA, the Board has no jurisdiction
over an appeal challenging the eligibility of the
village and Hill dismiss such an appeal.

*£££al of Kodialc-Aleutian Chapter. Alaska Conservatio n

Society.7 2 ANCAB 363 7«ar. 31, 1978)

Appeal of Irving C. Hed»ore. 3 ABCAB 252 (Hay 16, 1979)

ALASKA HATIVE CLAIHS SETT LE
l5_Stati_6881—Continued

VILLAGE EHTITLEHENT—Continued

IENT, ACT (Dec. 18. 1971,

The determination that a Village Corporation is
eligible under sec. 11 of ANCSA is a finding that such
village had at least a minimum Native population cf 25
en the 1970 census enumeration date and thus entitles
such village to at least the minimum acreage alloca-
tion of 69,120 acres of land pursuant to sec. 14(a) of
ANCSA.

Appeal of Omar Stratman et al.. 2 ANCAB 329 (Bar.
19787

WAIVER

23,

flnlis.te.d_Vil.laa.es.

A village or conaunity in southeast Alaska which is not
listed within sec. 16(a) of the Alaska Native Claims
Settlement Act is not eligible for benefits under the
Act.

*£E£_1 of Ketchikan Indian Corp.. 2 ANCAB 169 (Nov. 8,
1977)

VILLAGE ENTITLEHENT

The determination that a Village Corporation is
eligible under sec. 11 of ANCSA is a finding that such
village had at least a minimum Native population of 25
on the 1970 census enumeration date and thus entitles
such village to at least the minimum acreage allocatioi
pursuant to sec. 1« (a) of ANCSA.

Appeal of Kodiak-Aleutian Chapter, Alaska Conservation
Society, 2 ANCAB 183 (Dec. 19, 1977)

Appeal of Kodiak-Aleutian Chapter, Alaska Conserva tion
Society., 2 ANCAE 187 (Dec. 19, 1977)

Appeal of Kodiak-Aleutian Chapter. Ala ska Conservation
Society, 2 ANCAB 191 (Dec. 19, 1977)

A££eal of Kodiak- Ale utian Cha pte p. Alaska Conserva tio n

Society, 2 ANCAB 195 (DecT 19, 1977)

Appeal of Kodiak-Aleutian Chapter. Alaska Con servation
Society, 2 ANCAB 199 (Dec. 19, 1977)

Appeal of Kodiak-Aleutian Chapter, Alaska Conservatio n

Society., 2 ANCAE 203 (Dec. 19, 1977)

Appeal of Kodiak-Aleutian Chapter. Alaska Con ser vation
Society, 2 ANCAi~207 (Dec. 19, 1977)

and Wildlife Services. 2 ANCAB 223*££eal_°I_UiSi_Fis
Toec. 20, 1977)

Appeal. of U.S. Fish and Wildlife Services, 2 ANCAE 227
(Dec. 20, 1977)

AEESal of U.S. Fish and Wi ldlife Se rvices. 2 ANCAB 231
(Dec. 20, 1977)

AEEeal of U.S. Pish and Wi ldlife Services . 2 ANCAE 235
7Dec. 20, 1977)

Appeal of U.S. Fish and W ildli fe S ervi ces. 2 ANCAB 239
(Dec. 20, 1977)

AE£e_l__f__ . S_ Fish and W ildl ife Services. 2 ANCAB 2U3
(Dec. 20, 1977f

iervice. 2 ANCAB 26« (Jan. 23

Appeal of Sta te of Ala ska. 2 ANCAB 28M (Feb. 1, 1976

fl-Si Fish and Wile
1978~

Failing to select land available within its sec.
11(a)(1) withdrawal, a Native Village Corporation
cannot by giving consent and waiver to another Nativ
Village Corporation make said lands available fcr
selection under provision of sec. 12(a) of ANCSA.

ANCAE 35 (June l

83
1976)
,1. U5U

WITHDRAWALS AND RESERVATIONS

Generally,

Selection of lands ty Native Village Corporations
pursuant to provisions of sec. 12(a) of ANCSA is net
permitted outside of lands withdrawn by provisions of
sec. 11(a)(1) as they relate to the location of the
selecting village.

Appeal cf, English Bay Corp.. 1 ANCAB 35 (June «, 1976)
83 I.E. «5«

A withdrawal of public lands for a utility and transpor-
tation corridor under sec. 17(c) of the Alaska Native
Claims Settlement Act, subject to valid existing rights,
precludes selection of those lands by a Native group
under sec. 11(h) of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act.

Ap peal of Wis enak, Inc.. 1 ANCAB 157 (Sept. 1! 1976)
;.r. 1496

The express terms of sees. 11 and 12 cf ANCSA make
lands previously TA'd to the State of Alaska available
for selecticn by gualified Native Corporations, indi-
cating the ccnclusiCD of Congress that such lands were
subject to disposal in settlement of Native claims.

The State's interest in TA'd lands located within sec.
11(a) (2) withdrawal areas did not vest prior to ANCSA,
and did not vest subseguent to ANCSA as to lands prop-
erly selected by village corporations within the 3-year
period mandated by sec. 12(a).

The State's interest vests in those TA'd lands within
sec. 11(a) (2) withdrawals not selected by village
corporations within statutory deadlines, for, upon
completion of Native selections, the last encumbrance
on the State's title is removed.

In withdrawing lands around villages tentatively
approved to the State, Congress rejected the State's
contention that tentative approval vested title in the
State, and in censeguence rejected the title the State
had relied upon to dispose of TA'd lands to third
parties.

Sees. 11(a)(1) and 11(a)(2) of ANCSA direct withdrawals
for village selections to be made subject tc valid
existing rights. The withdrawal of State TA'd lands
in sec. 11(a)(2) impliedly recognizes the existence of
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Generally—Continued

third- party interests created by the State prior to
ANCSA, by prohibiting the creation of such interests
subsequent to the withdrawal.

Appeal of Eklutna. Inc. 1 ANCAB 190 (Dec. 10, 1976)
83 I.E. 619

The State's interest in TA'd lands located within sec.
11(a)(2) withdrawal areas did not vest prior to ANCSA,
and did not vest subsequent to ANCSA as to lands prop-
erly selected by Village Corporations within the three-
year period mandated by sec. 12(a).

The State's interest vests in those TA'd lands within
sec. 11(a)(2) withdrawals not selected by Village Cor-
porations within statutory deadlines, for, upon com-
pletion of Native selections, the last encumbrance on
the State's title is removed.

ALASKA NATIVE CLAIMS SETTLBHENT ACT IDec. 18, 197 1^
85 Stat. 6ee i—Continued

WITHDRAWALS AND RESERVATIONS—Continued

Conner ing

Generally,

Where townships, which by legal description have a

common corner, are not in actual physical contact doe
solely to the location of a "standard parallel" or
"correction" line, the requirement of sec. 11(a)(1)(B)
or (C) that townships "corner" will be considered com-
plied with.

The provisions of sec. 12(a)(2) of ANCSA and regulations
in 43 CFR 2651. i» that lands selected— "te contiguous
and in reasonably compact tracts"—are not inconsistent
with a finding that townships are properly withdrawn
under sec. 11 (a) (1) (B) or (C) though actual physical
cornering is prevented due to a township-offset result-
ing from location of a "standard parallel."

A.p£eal of Eklutn a, Inc. . 1 ANCAB 165 (Sept. 26, 1S76)
83 I.E. 5C0

In withdrawing sec. 11(a) (2) lands tentatively approved
to the State, Congress rejected the State's contention
that tentative approval vested equitable title in the
State, and in consequence rejected the title the State
had relied upon to dispose of TA'd lands to third
parties.

Lands on which the United States has issued patent
either to the State or to a private individual are not
within the definition of "public lands" in sec. 3(e)
of ANCSA, were not withdrawn by sec. 11 of ANCSA, and
therefore are not available for selection under ANCSA.

The Alaska Native Claims Appeal Board, in reversing a

previous decision, finds that townships, which ty legal
description have a common corner, but are not in actual
physical contact due to the location of a "standard
parallel" or "correction" line, such townships shall be
considered as not cornering for purposes of sec. 11(a)
of ANCSA.

Appeal of Eklutna. Inc.. 2 ANCAB 214 (Dec. 19, 1977)
84 I.E. 982

Appeals of the S tate of A laska and ..Seldovia Native
Ass'n. Inc.. 2 ANCAB 1 (June 9, 1977) 84 I.E. 349

The withdrawal of lands pursuant to sec. 11 (a) (1) of
ANCSA took place on Dec. 18, 1971, the date of passage
of ANCSA.

When a Village Corporation selects withdrawn lands
one section, but excepts from selection a smaller
of withdrawn land within the section, no determina
can be made as to whether a sec. 11 withdrawal ter
nated on the tract of land excepted from selection
til such time as a decision is rendered by the Bur
of Land Management on the validity of the exceptio
from selection.

in
tract
ticn

A£££ai of William Thomas Woolard.
1977)

ANCAB 150 (Nov.
8« I.E.

Segregation of lands covered by a withdrawal applica-
tion filed by a military agency, accomplished by a
notation of the land records, does not prevent statu-
tory withdrawal of such lands for selection by a Native
Corporation pursuant to sec. 11 of ANCSA.

1978)
Vik. Inc.. Ltd.. 3 ANCAB (July 5,

85 I.D. 229

Where a decision rejects an application for an Alaska
grazing lease because of an asserted Secretarial policy
against granting such applications for land withdrawn
pursuant to sec. 17(d)(2) of the Alaska Native Claims
Settlement Act, 43 O.S.C. 5 1616(d)(2) (Supp. V 1975),
but the record on appeal is incomplete with respect to
the existence of such policy, the record should be re-
manded for further documentation.

KennethJL^Bunch, 37 IBLA 346 (Oct. 27, 1978)

Survey Offsets

A township, which is by legal description and in the
prescribed plan of rectangular survey, located within
a sec. 11(a)(1)(C) of ANCSA withdrawal, becomes ex-
cluded from such withdrawal when it fails to physi-
cally share a common corner with a township withdrawn
under sec. 11 (a) (1) (B) of ANCSA because Bin made an
offset at that corner in order to cure a survey error.

2 ANCAB 379 (1 ay 12, 1978)
85 I.E. 97

Deficiency

lands located outside of sec. 11(a)(1) withdrawal area
for a Native Village Corporation can only be withdrawn
for selection pursuant to provisions of sec. 11(a)(3)(A)
of ANCSA.

ea l of English Bay Corp. . 1 ANCAB 35

Federal Installations

The exception in sec. 3(e) of ANCSA for the smallest
practicable tract, as determined by the secretary,
enclosing land actually used in connection with the
administration of any Federal installation, can apply
to lands which are not formally withdrawn for the
agency using such lands and seeking to protect its
use by invoking the exception.

Appeal of Pauq-Vi
1978)

3 ANCAB 49 (July
85 I.
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Onder sec. 22(h) (1) of ANCSA, the withdrawal of lands
pursuant to sec. 11(a)(1) terminated as of Dec. 18,
1975, a date « years after the date of enactaent of
the Act, unless the lands were selected by a Native
Corporation under sec. 12 of ANCSA.

A££eal_of_Hilliaj_Thfijas_Hoolarc
1977)

2 ANCAB ISO (Nov. 3,
80 I.D. 891

iPPlAU

—

Continued

A qualified beir or devisee of a deceased applicant for
a nineral lease under i»3 CFR 3564, or the administrator
or executor cf his estate, nay receive the lease in the
applicant's stead, or maintain an appeal from the rejec-
tion of such application on the same basis as the heirs
or representatives of deceased applicants for other
kinds of mineral leases where no third-party interests
reguire consideration.

Ge°iae_J*i_!*lia hli-Sr ._JDecea sedi

,

1975)
22 IBLA 28C (Cct. 3C,

APPEALS
(See_a.lso Civil Bights, Contracts, Federal Coal
~Hine Health and Safety Act of 1969, Grazing Per-
mits and Licenses, Indian Probate, Indian Tribes,
Bules of Practice, Torts, Uniform Belocation Assis-
tance and Beal Property Acquisition Policies Act
of 1970— if included in this Index.)

A decision by a district manager denying a requested
award of grazing privileges must state the reasons
therefore, and not simply the conclusion that the ap-
plicant is not qualified.

Ervin J. Crowder. 20 IBLA 305 (Bay 30, 1975)

Under U3 CPB U.U02, an appeal is subject to summary
dismissal by the Board of Land Appeals when notice of
appeal or statement of reasons is not served on adverse
parties within the time prescribed.

Elmer Peterson. 21 IBLA 52 (June 17, 1975)

Where an oil and gas lessee appeals from a decision
of an Oil and Gas Supervisor's determination that
additional royalties are due to the Government, and
simultaneously files a request for suspension of the
ruling, which is granted by the Geological Survey "un-
til further notice," prejudgment interest continues to
accrue daring the period of the suspension. This con-
clusion is premised on the doctrine that interest is
compensation for delay in payment.

Atlantic Bichfield_Co. , 21 IBLA 98 (June 30, 1975)
82 I.D. 316

Where, prior to the rejection of her application, an ap-
plicant for a Native allotment was advised of findings
which, unless rebutted, would result in the rejection
of the application, and was afforded an extended period
of time in which to submit additional evidence, evidence
which is thereafter submitted for the first time en ap-
peal from the rejection decision, without explanation
of why it was not submitted when due, will not be fav-
orably considered in adjudicating the propriety of the
decision appealed from.

where the preponderance of credible evidence indicates
that the land applied for was not substantially used
and occupied by the applicant, to the potential exclu-
sion of ethers, for at least 5 years, the application
is properly rejected.

Wary Ayojiak. 22 IBLA 38« (Nov. 21, 1975)

An appeal to the Director, Geological Survey, is prop-
erly dismissed by him where the appellant failed to
comply with the procedure prescribed by the applicable
regulations with respect to the form and content cf th«
notice of appeal, the time afforded for the filing of
additional reasons, arguments or briefs, and the proce-
dure for obtaining an extension of such time, and no
valid reason is given which would warrant excusing suet
failures as an exercise of administrative discretion.

Bober t_B . _Fera,uson , 23 IBLA 29 (Dec. 2, 1975)

The Eoard of Land Appeals will not give favcrable con-
sideration to new or additional evidence submitted with
an appeal frcm a rejection of a Native allotment appli-
cation in the absence of a satisfactory shewing why the
evidence was not submitted to Bureau of Land Management
within the period afforded the applicant for the sub-
mission of such evidence.

A Bureau of Land Management office has no jurisdic-
tion to take further action on an oil and gas lease
application where there has been an appeal to the Boarc
of Land Appeals on that application.

JgaB-Qakason. 22 IBLA 33 (Sept. 10, 1975)

Where the preponderance of credible evidence indicates
that the land applied for was net substantially used
and occupied by the applicant, to the potential exclu-
sion of others, for at least 5 years, the application
is properly rejected.

Alexandra Atchak. 23 IBLA 81 (Dec. 12, 1975)

Where high bids, not clearly spurious or irresponsible,
tendered at a competitive sale of oil and gas leases,
are rejected solely on the statement of a field official
that the bids are inadequate, and no basis whatever for
that conclusion is reflected in the case records, the
decision will be set aside and the case will be re-
manded for the compilation of a proper record and
read judication of the acceptability of the bids.

AlJsl3_l2£lo raiion_CoA , 22 IBLA 92 (Sept. 22, 1975)

Frances J. Bjchmond. 2U IELA 303 (Apr. 5, 1976)

The Eoard of Land Appeals will not give favorable ccn-
sideraticn tc new or additional evidence submitted
with an appeal from rejection of a Native allotment
satisfactory to it why the evidence was not submitted
to the Bureau of Land Management within the 60-day
period afforded the applicant to submit a further evi-
dence in support of his application. General, rather
than specific, allegations of difficulties in travel
and communicating in Alaska are not satisfactory show-
ings of the reason for late filing of such evidence.

Ugga.L.„Walker. 23 IBLA 299 (Jan. ID, 1976)
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Rejection of the high bid tendered for a parcel of land
offered at a sale of competitive oil and gas leases
will be affirmed on appeal where the case file contains
memoranda from the U.S. Geological Survey sufficient tc

establish that the pre-sale minimum evaluation for the
tract was accomplished by a GS lease sale committee
consisting of an engineer and a geologist, and their
reasoned evaluation was considerably in excess of ap-
pellant's bid.

AlJsla_E2£i°iation_Co.. . 25 IBLA 220 (June 21, 1976)

Frances J. B ich mond, 29 IELA 137 (Mar. 3, 1977)

APPEALS—Continued
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on of a high bid tendered for a parcel of land
t a sale of competitive oil and gas leases
ffirmed on appeal where the record contains
t information from the U.S. Geological Survey
ish that the pre-sale minimum evaluation for
, which greatly exceeded the rejected bid, was
rarj or capricious, it having teen arrived at
e sale committee consisting of twe geologists
engineers which in addition to considering

ts cf a computer analysis took into account a

ilation and the judgment and knowledge cf the

Coq,uina_0i!_Cor_E5., 29 IBLA 310 (Bar. 30, 1977)

Statements of reasons for appeal will not be accorded
favorable consideration where they do not state with
some particularity the exact reason for appeal and the
allegations are not supported by evidence.

Onited States v. Richard and Beverly Weiqel, 26 IELA
183 (Aug. 10, 1976)

Since the Bureau of Land Management has no authority
to issue a public land order withdrawing land, such
authority existing only in the Secretary, the Under
Secretary, and the Assistant Secretaries of the Depart-
ment of the Interior, recommendations by officers of
the Bureau of Land Management relating to withdrawals
are not subject to review under the provisions of
13 CFR U.U50-2 or «3 CFR U.U10.

£i tl_of_Kpt zebue , 26 IBLA 26U (Aug. 20, 1976)
83 I.E. 313

Where the transmittal of an appeal to the Board of Land
Appeals is accompanied by the request of the State
Director that the case be remanded because the special
stipulation which accompanied the decision from which
the appeal was taken was not the correct cne, the case
is remanded for further consideration by the Bureau of
Land Management, and the Board of Land Appeals does not
pass on the reasonableness of either stipulation.

A-A-Nineral s_Cor.£.. , 27 IBLA 1 (Sept. 17, 1976)

Where an appellant fails to point out some error in a

decision or to show that he has wrongly been deprived
of some right, and instead limits his statement of rea-
sons for appeal to allegations which are irrelevant and
immaterial, the appeal will be dismissed as frivolous.

Duncan Miller. 28 IBLA 62 (Nov. 10, 1976)

A statement of reasons in support of an appeal which
does not point out affirmatively in what respect the
decision appealed from is in error does not meet the
requirements of the Department's rules of practice
and may be dismissed.

Duncan_Miller. 29 IBLA 17« (Bar. It. 1977)

DHflcan. Miller. 3« IBLA 283 (Apr. 17. 1978)

United States v. David F. Hangum and Donald D. DeGuerre.
35 IBLA 131 (May 22? 1978)

Duncan Miller. Ul IBLA 129 (June 13, 1979)

Where a decision of the Board of Land Appeals is based
upon an interpretation of Departmental policy, and that
policy is subsequently revised and clarified so as to
impel a different result in the case without prejudice
to the right of any third party, on reconsideration by
the Board that portion of its original decision will be
modified and the revised policy will be implemented.

Warner Bergman (On Recons iderati on)

,

(June 20, 1977)

Where a right-of-way application ha:
part, an appeal therefrom should be
filed within the period prescribed :

When a right-of-way applicant fails to submit cor*«cted
maps and payment of charges within a reasonable time
after notice, which notice does not prescribe a specif-
ic time therefor, but on appeal applicant explains the
reasons for delay, a rejection of the application may
be set aside and the case remanded.

31 IBLA 21

jeen rejected in
ismissed if not
U3 CFR 11.411.

Jerrcld B. Ccoley. Lucy H. qooley

,

1977)
32 IBLA 387 (Nov. 7,

Where appellant's allegations on appeal are immaterial
and irrelevant and appellant fails to establish any
error in the decision below or any infringement cf ap-
pellant's rights, the appeal is properly dismissed as
lacking in merit.

Dun ller, 33 IBLA 83 (Dec. 8, 1977)

Under «3 CFR 3522.2-1 (a), a proposed readjustment of a
coal lease should not be appealed directly to the Beard
of land Appeals under <43 CFR U.-iilO, but, rather, a les-
see's objections thereto should first be referred tc
and acted upen by the State Office, Bureau of Land
Management.

California Por tland Cemen t

1977)
33 IBLA 223 (Dec. 28,

Under U3 CFR U.U10, any party to a case who is
adversely affected by a decision of the Bureau cf Land
Management has a right of appeal to the Board of Land
Appeals, even where the decision concerns legislation
which has been repealed.

fa ncher_B r os. , 33 IBLA 262 (Jan. 5, 1978)

Suzanne_A._Ballidajr, 3« IBLA 219 (Mar. 27, 1978)
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A private contest decision canceling a disputed
ho»estead entry will, in the absence of a tinely and
proper appeal, cut off all rights which the contestee
may have acquired by bis entry, and this result will
not be affected by the fact that the contestee failed
to appear at the contest hearing and, through his own
neglect, failed to receive notice of the decision of
the administrative law judge.

H e s 1ey Laverne E dwards v.

(Jan. 5, 1978)
Jruh, 33 IBLA 277

Under 43 CFB 4.401(a), a notice of appeal to the Board
of Land Appeals aay be considered even if net filed
within the 30-day appeal period, where it is filed
within 10 days of the deadline date and is transmitted
within the appeal period.

Uaited_States_v J_Ja
1978)

:ker, 33 IBLA 301 (Jan. 10,

APPEALS—Continued

Where the Board of Land Appeals has considered an appeal
and rendered a final decision holding that a particular
oil and gas lease offer was not proper and nust be re-
jected, the applicant »ay not thereafter appeal the
atter to this Board merely because the Bureau of land
Wanagement, in implementing the Eoard's decision, mis-
takenly advised him that he had the right to such an
appeal. The matter is res judicata, and the subsequent
appeal must be dismissed.

Hhere the Board of Land Appeals, by a previous decision,
has held that a particular oil and gas lease offer must
be rejected, and the rejected applicant files suit for
judicial review of that decision in the United States
District Court, and also files a contemporaneous appeal
to the Board from a ELM decision implementing the
Eoard's decision, the Board will defer to the Court's
jurisdiction and make no decision on the merits of the
appeal, which is subject to summary dismissal by the
Board.

Do_LaJd_jJ__Cc_er__A___ll___U^lfr_d_L__E_sterda_
( Appe llee) . 36 IBLA 181 (July 31, 1978)

A timely appeal from rejection of an oil and gas lease
offer because of a determination of known geologic
structure suspends the rejection pending decision by
this Board, and where the Geological Survey rescinds
the KGS determination as having been erroneously made
during the pendency of the appeal, the status quo ante
of land involved is restored.

Hhere land was omitted frcm an oil and gas lease only
because of an erroneous KGS determination, and the
applicant has preserved his priority by timely appeal-
ing the rejection, it is proper to amend such lease to
include such omitted land when the Geological Survey
rescinds its erroneous KGS determination.

David A. Provinse, 33 IBLA 312 (Jan. 13, 1978)

A decision to return an application for a public sale
constitutes an action adverse to the applicant by an
officer of the Bureau of Land Ranagement and is thus
appealable to the Board of Land Appeals under 43 CFB
4.410.

Where the Beard of Land Appeals has considered an ap-
peal and rendered a final decision holding that certain
coal prospecting permits have terminated and that nc
preference right to a coal lease is attached to any of
them, an unapproved assignee of the permits may net
thereafter appeal the matter to this Board following
Bureau of Land Management notification to the permit-
tees of this Board's decision. The matter is res
judicata and such subsequent appeal must be dismissed,
absent compelling legal or equitable consideratiens.

Peabcdy Coal Co.. 36 IBLA 242 (Aug. 14. 1978)

An appeal is properly dismissed where the appellant
fails to point out the grounds on which the decision
appealed from is in error, and the allegations in his
statement of reasons are irrelevant and immaterial.

Duncan Wilier. 37 IBLA 129 (Oct. 1978)

lited Park City Wings, Co.. 33 IBLA 358 (Jan. 18, 1978)

The Boards of Appeal of the Department of the Interior
have no authority to declare invalid a regulation of
this Department.

Donald B., Jordan. 35 IBLA 290 (June 2, 1978)

Hhere the Eoard of Land Appeals has considered an appeal
and rendered a final decision holding that a particular
oil and gas lease offer may properly be rejected for the
reason that title to the lands involved was uncertain,
and a new lease offer for the same lands is again re-
jected fcr the same reason, the matter is res judicata,
and the subsequent appeal is properly dismissed.

N. L. Industries. Inc.. 37 IBLA 335 (Oct. 26, 1978)

Appellant may not use appeal to Board or request for
hearing under 43 CFB 4.415 as vehicle for petitioning
Secretary of the Interior to have withdrawal revoked
and land restored to entry.

Harry H. Hilson. 35 IBLA 349 (June 19, 1978)

When an appeal is filed with the Eoard of Surface Win-
ing and Reclamation Appeals from a decision made by the
Office of Surface Wining Beclamation and Enforcement,
that office loses jurisdiction and has no authority to
take any action concerning it until that jurisdiction
is restored by action of the Board that is dispositive
of the appeal.

Under 43 CFB 4.1 the existence of a Secretarial policy
limits review by the Board of Land Appeals to the ques-
tion of whether the action under review is consistent
with that policy.

The Board of Land Appeals will not exercise its de neve
review authority to deny applications for Alaska graz-
ing leases en the basis of trespass where (1) trespass
was pot cited as a reason for denial of the applica-
tions in the decision under appeal, (2) the record does
not provide a clear basis for determining the appli-
cant's responsibility for the trespass, and (3) there
is nc record of compliance with the procedures speci-
fied in 43 CFB 9239.0-9 (b).

H. Bunch. 37 IBLA 346 (Oct. 27, 1978)

ifiache_win.ing._COi, 1 IBSWA 1'
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A final Departmental appellate decision construing a

regulation will be given immediate, effect, and will not
be applied with prospective effect only, unless the de-
cision alters materially the interpretation given the
regulation by earlier Departmental decisions or offi-
cial published opinions, and unless the equitable bene-
fit of the decision is not outweighed by ill effects
of allowing a benefit in derogation of the regulation.

Di_Ei_Pack (On Reconsideration)

.

1978)
38 IBLA 23 (Nov. 9,

85 I.D.

Gertrude H. D'Am ico. 39 IBLA 68 (Jan. 17, 1979)

An appeal is properly dismissed where the appellant
fails to point out the grounds on which the decision
appealed from is in error and the allegations in his
statement of reasons are vague and unsupported.

Duncan_ Miller, 38 IBLA 259 (Dec. 1978)

An appeal from an appraisal of a communication site
right-of-way will not be accorded favorable considera-
tion where it does not with some particularity show
adequate reason for appeal and support the allegations
with evidence showing error.

Iali§I_U°kiIe_Com mu ni ca ti cns t_ Inc_.

,

(Dec. 29. 1978)
IBLA 359

An appeal from a decision denying a protest against the
issuance of a patent must be dismissed if the patent
has been issued, because the Department has no juris-
diction to act further in the matter.

Because issuance of a patent removes the land from
Departmental jurisdiction, it is not proper to issue
that patent simultaneously with dismissal of a protest
against the patent application because such action de-
prives the protester of his right to review and pre-
cludes compliance with "3 O.S.C.A. s 1701(a)(5) (Best
Supp. 1978) which mandates objective administrative
review of initial decisions.

APPEALS—Continued

Where Bureau of Land Management terminates a sodium
lease because lessee failed to submit justification for
holding a lease in excess of the acreage limitation,
the decision will be set aside upon submission or ex-
planation of failure to provide written information,
and the case will be remanded for the State Office to
determine whether the information submitted on appeal
justifies continued lease tenure.

Clin.Cor^., 39 IBLA 161 (Jan. 29, 1979)

Where the Secretary has declined to exercise his juris-
diction, a decision rendered by this Board is final for
the Department. Hence, statements by BLH and arguments
of the Solicitor, while valuable to the Board, are not
binding upon the Board.

Delascc. 39 IBLA 191 (Feb. 1979)

A notice of appeal must be filed within 30 days after
appellant is served with the decision from which he is
appealing. When a party does not appeal, the doctrine
of administrative finality, the administrative equiva-
lent of res judicata, generally bars consideration of
the same issue in a later appeal.

and Bnt h Dick ie; 39 IBLA 258 (Feb. 15, 1979)

When a State Office rejects the offer of a first-drawn
applicant in a drawing under the simultaneous oil and
gas leasing program, an appeal by the applicant raises
the issue of his qualifications to hold the lease. The
qualifications of the second-drawn applicant are irrel-
evant until such time as the offer of the first-drawn
applicant is rejected and all his avenues of appeal are
exhausted. However, it is not improper for EIH to name
the second-drawn applicant as an adverse party in a de-
cision rejecting the first-drawn applicant.

Thomas B. Flickinqer. William S. Flicki nge

r

x_e t_a 1 .

,

140 IELA 53 (Bar. 16, 1979)

Ha ta nuska-Susitna Borough.
1978)"

38 IBLA 382 (Dec. 29,

A mining claim contestee's allegation that BLH wrongly
held a mining claim null and void ab initio will not be
entertained where the contention is raised long after
the time for appealing the decision has passed.

United States v. Jerry Prock et

T3an. 29, 1979)
39 IBLA 118

A party adversely affected by a final order or decision
of an officer of the Conservation Division of the Geo-
logical Survey has a right to appeal to the Director,
Geological Survey, unless the decision was approved by
the Secretary or Director prior to promulgation.

A party adversely affected by a final decision of the
Director, Geological Survey, had a right of appeal to
the Board of Land Appeals in the Office of Bearings
and Appeals, Office of the Secretary.

Phoenix Resourc 39 IBLA 153 (Jan. 29, 1979)

The applicable regulation, 13 CFB 1.111 (1977), allows
the Board seme discretion in deciding whether to
disregard the answer of an appellee who fails to file
an answer within 30 days after service on him of the
notice of appeal or statement of reasons and whose
delay in filing is not waived under the provisiens of
i»3 CFR 1.101 (a) (1977).

Ca liforni a Portland Cement Co,, Rosebud Coal Sales Co,

,

10 IBLA 339 (May 10, 1979)

Where the bolder of an oil and gas lease on the Outer
Continental Shelf has filed a suit in a Federal dis-
trict court to recover certain royalties paid under his
lease, the Ecard of Land Appeals will affirm a decision
cf the Director, Geological Survey, holding in abeyance
the lessee's request for a refund while the suit is
pending.

Tenneco_0 il_Co . , 11 IBLA 195 (June 22, 1979)

The right of appeal to the Board is limited to parties
to a case adversely affected by a decision of EIH. A

person protesting a timber sale does not become a party
to a case until such time as BLM has issued a final de-
cision adverse to his or her interests. The case is
ordinarily ripe for appeal only when an adverse deci-
sion is made on the protest.

Elaine Hi 11 IBLA 305 (July 3, 1979)
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Where there is a conflict between an application by the

State of Alaska to select land under the Statehood Act
and an application by an Alaska Native foe allotment
under the Act of Bay 17, 1906, and it appears to BLH
that the Native applicant has set the requirements for
patent, upon notice of this determination the State, il

dissatisfied, has an election of remedies. It may not
appeal from the "Notice," which is interlocutory, but
it may initiate private contest proceedings to prove
lack of qualification on the part of the Native, or it
may appeal the subsequent decision of BLH to the Board
of Land Appeals. If, on appeal, the Board concludes
that the Native's application is deficient it will
order the institution of Government contest proceed-
ings, but if it finds the allotment application accept-
able, it will order the patent issued, if all else be
regular.

S£a t e_of_A la ska , 11 IBLA 309 (July 5, 1979)

APPiALS— Conti jed

Where, on appeal, a mining claimant alleges that he
timely mailed the affidavits of assessment work tc the
proper ELM office but there is nc evidence to indicate
they were ever received, the claimant must tear the
conseguences of the loss and his inability to prove his
allegation that they may have been received by the
Bureau and subsequently lost.

12 IELA 111Amanda Mining 6 Manufacturing Ass'n

.

(Aug". 16. 1979)"

R°3er_Kuhn. 13 IBLA 182 (Sept. 28, 1979)

Allegations en appeal will not be afforded favorable
consideration where they are not stated with some par-
ticularity and supported by evidence.

New England Fish Co.. 42 IBLA 200 (Aug. 22, 1979)

A decision by the Bureau of Land Management canceling
fee simple patents issued to Indians and simultaneously
issuing new Indian trust patents is not subject to re-
view by the Board of Land Appeals, which has no juris-
diction in the matter, where the decision was made at
the direction of the Assistant Secretary for Indian
Affairs.

Blue_Star^_Inc^_Mojic^es^r^Jnc^_Fremont_Energi
Corp. , Ivor Adair. 41 IBLA 333 (July 11, 1979)

Where BLH fails to show that there was service of a

decision rejecting an Alaska Native allotment and the
applicant learns of his rejection 4-1/2 years after re-
jection, the applicant may file a timely appeal within
30 days of notice of the decision.

Hailing to the Bureau of Indian Affairs a carbon copy
of a decision rejecting an application for an Alaska
Native allotment is not service upon the applicant so
as to comply with 43 CFB a. 401.

Gust J. Heft , St.. 42 IBLA 86 (Aug. 13, 1979)

Where there is a conflict between an application by the
State of Alaska to select land under the Alaska Mental
Health Enabling Act and an application by an Alaska Na-
tive for allotment under the Act of May 17, 1906, and
it appears tc the Bureau of Land Management that the
Native applicant has met the requirements for patent,
upon notice of this determination the State, if dissat-
isfied, has an election of remedies. It may initiate
private contest proceedings to prove lack cf qualifi-
cation or the part of the Native, or it may appeal the
determination to the Board cf Land Appeals. If, en ap-
peal, the Beard concludes that the Native's application
is deficient, it will order the institution of Govern-
ment contest proceedings. If, however, the Beard af-
firms the finding that the requirements of patent have
teen met, the State will have no further administrative
recourse. Where the State had not, prior to its appeal,
teen afforded notice of the election, it should be af-
forded an opportunity to make such election.

S tat e of Alaska v. Mattie B.
(Aug. 27, 1979)

Stat e of Alaska v. Da niel Jotm;
"(Sept. 11, 1979)

IBLA 269

42 IBLA 370
86 I.E.

Where there is a conflict between an application by the
State of Alaska to select land under the Statehood Act
and an application by an Alaska Native for allotment
under the Act of Hay 17, 1906, and it appears to BLH
that the Native applicant has met the requirements for
patent, upon notice of this determination the State, if
dissatisfied, has an election of remedies. It may not
appeal from an interlocutory decision which authorizes
the State to initiate private contest proceedings to
prove lack of qualification on the part of the Native.
Rather, it may initiate the private contest within the
time period prescribed, or it may appeal the decision
of BLH, after it becomes final, to the Board of Land
Appeals. If, on appeal, the Board concludes that the
Native's application is deficient it will order the in-
stitution of Government contest proceedings, but if it
finds the allotment application acceptable, it will
order the patent issued, if all else be regular.

Where it appears that a party did not realize that an
election of remedies was mandated by Departmental proce-
dures, a decision requiring the initiation of a private
contest will be set aside, and the party will be per-
mitted a period of time in which to initiate a private
contest, or alternatively, waive such private contest
and pursue a direct appeal on the question of whether
a Government contest should issue.

State of Alaska, gt al„. 42 IBLA 94 (Aug. 16, 1979)

failure to obtain counsel at a hearing into the valid-
ity of a mining claim will afford the mining claimant
no greater rights on appeal than if he had obtained
counsel.

Unite d_States v. Howard D. Long. Dolores H.
43 IELA~150 (Sipt. 28, 1979)

Jiliicn.

Where an appellant admits in correspondence with the
lepartment that the decision of the Bureau of land
Management State Office holding his mining claim in-
valid is correct, the appeal may be dismissed.

Ernest F. Hiniker. 43 IBLA 153 (Sept. 28, 1979)

Where an application to acguire Eederal land is rejectee
by ELM for the reascn that the applicant's own declara-
tion of material facts stated in his application demon-
strate ccnclusively that he is not entitled to the land
as a matter cf law, an effort on appeal to revise,
amend, or deny the facts will not be considered atsent a

persuasive explanation of error in the application.

Andrew Petla. 43 IBLA (Oct. 1979)



APPEALS— Continued

Where a person moves from his record address without
leaving a forwarding address, and a copy of a BLM deci-
sion affecting him is mailed to this last address of
record and returned by the postal service as undeliver-
able, the decision is considered to have been "served"
him as of the date it is returned to BLM. 43 CFR
4.401(c). Accordingly, the deadline for filing a no-
tice of appeal is 30 days after the date the decision
is returned to BL(I.

BLM may not properly waive the untimely filing of a no-

tice of appeal under 43 CFB 4.401 (a) where it is clear
that the notice of appeal was not transmitted to BLM
until after the end of the time in which it was re-
quired to be filed.

Where a notice of appeal is not timely filed, it must
be dismissed.

NicJsi_Ni£jSoli, 43 IBLA 296 (Oct. 17, 1979)

Where a decision by an official of the Bureau of Land
Management is interlocutory in nature, and the future
implementation of the decision is contingent upon the
occurrence of an event not scheduled, an appeal from
such decision will be dismissed in the absence of any
showing of necessity for immediate resolution.

Marathon Oil Co. £ Union.pil Co. of California. 43 IBLA
309 7oct. 22. 1979)

APPLICATIONS AND ENTRIES—Continued

GENERALLY— Continued

Where applications for a right-of-way and a special
land-use permit are filed in conformity with the
requirements of regulations then in effect, and the
regulations are amended while final action on the ap-
plications is pending, but the amended regulaticns are
made effective at a future date, then if the right-of-
way and permit are issued prior to the effective date
of the amendments they will not be subject to the added
requirements; but if the applications are still pending
when the amendments become effective, the new regula-
ticns will gcvern.

Arizona, P ubli c Serv ice Co .. 20 IBLA 120 (Apr. 25, 1975)

A selection of land filed by the State of Alaska pur-
suant to its Statehood Act segregates the land from
subsequent appropriation based on settlement or
location.

»iif£Sd_S._Wcod # 20 IELA 284 (May 27, 1975)

The issuance of a special land-use permit is discre-
tionary, and the Bureau of Land Management may reject
a special land-use permit application when the proposed
use would adversely affect the public interest, and may
offer, in the alternative, a permit providing for use
consonant with proper management of national resource
lands.

Under 43 CFR 3120.3-1, rejection of a high bid tendered
at a sale of competitive oil and gas leases will be af-
firmed on appeal where the case file contains memoranda
from the U.S. Geological Survey sufficient to establish
that the rejection has a reasonable basis in fact.

Gerald S^^st rowski (On Reconsideration after Remand) ,

44 IBLA 17 (Nov. 6, 1979)

A notice of appeal from Geological Survey's failure to
approve a communitization agreement must be filed with-
in 30 days after appellant is served with the decision
thereof or the doctrine of administrative finality gen-
erally bars consideration of the same issue in a later
appeal.

Guli_0i l_Cor£.. , 44 IBLA 292 (Dec. 26, 1979)

APPIICATIONS_AND_ENTRIES

GENERALLY

A notice of location for homestead settlement on lands
applied for as a State selection under the Alaska
Statehood Act is unacceptable for recordation.

Conrad S. Huckins et aj , . 18 ibla 357 (Jan. 22, 1975)

5 tanlei_Rai_Bun t , 19 IBLA 259 (Mar. 31, 1975)

An application to make homestead entry on land embraced
in a first-form reclamation withdrawal is properly
rejected.

Richard. E. .Crill, et ,,al. . 18 IBLA 428 (Feb. 14, 1975)

£liffO£d_Pr i sbr ejr , 24 IBLA 108 (Mar. 1, 1976)

lew is_Mi_Es lick , 24 IELA 237 (Mar. 24, 1976)

Pa llas_Ci_2ualman_et_aU , 36 IBLA 119 (July 25, 1978)

Jerrj.Tecklinj
1975)

Leonard Brackett. 20 IBLA 308 (May 3(

Where an offer is drawn with first priority in a simul-
taneous drawing, and the offeror fails to pay the first
year's rental timely, his failure tc do so cannot be
excused because of the asserted "apparent inefficiency
of the Onited States Mails."

Develcpie IBLA 383 (June 12, 1975)

An acquired lands lease offer for land in which the
United States owns only a fractional mineral interest
is defective and subject to rejection when the appli-
cant fails to accompany his offer with the statement
required by the regulations showing the extent of his
ownership of operatinq riqhts to the fractional miner-
al interest net owned by the United States. Under the
regular cr "cver-the-counter" filing procedure, hew-
ever, if the offeror subsequently submits his state-
ment regarding ownership cf operating rights prior to
a final decision rejecting the offer, the defect may
be considered cured with priority of filing as of the
time the statement was filed.

John_OaJsas^n^_Jean_Cakascn, 21 IBLA 185 (July 71, 1S75)

A nencompetitive geotbermal lease application must
include all available lands within a surveyed or
protracted section. If it describes less, the appli-
cation is prcperly rejected as to such section.

Aust ral Cil Co,,, Inc.. 21 IBLA 243 (Aug. 11, 1975)

The issuance of a public airport lease on the public
domain lies within the discreticn of the Secretary of
the Interior. A decision rejecting an airport lease
application in the exercise of that discreticn will be
affirmed when, even though the Board differs in its
opinion of the importance of some of the factors re-
cited as grounds for the rejection, the record shews
the decision to be a reasoned analysis of the factcrs



i££l:l£iH21iS_AND_ENTRIES—Continued

GENERALLY—Continued

involved, and no sufficient basis to di:

sion is shown.
turb the deci-

Boulder City Aero Club. Inc., 21 IBLA 3U3 (Ai

1975)

Until a final authoritative judicial determination is
made of the title to geothermal resources in lands pat-
ented with a reservation of all minerals to the United
States, a geothermal lease application which omits such
patented lands from a section will not be considered ir

compliance with 03 CFB 3210.2-l(c) requiring all avail-
able lands in a section to be described in the lease
application. However, the application may be suspended
as to that section, rather than rejected, until the
title guestion is resolved.

Energy Partners, Edward B. Towne. 21 IBLA 352 (Aug

1975)
25,

The Recreation and Public Purposes Act authorizes the
Secretary, in his discretion, to sell or lease tracts
of national resource lands. The proposed mcde for fi-
nancing the development of land applied for pursuant
to the Recreation and Public Purposes Act cannot compel
issuance of a patent instead of a lease if issuance of
a patent would be contrary to the public interest as
determined by the Secretary or his delegate. Thus, in
the event the applicant has secured financial resources
by promising acquisition of title to the land, the
proper action is not for the Bureau of Land Management
to change the applicant's tenure status in violation of
the public interest, but rather for the applicant to
secure alternate financing arrangements.

Board of County Commissione rs. Ouray County, Colorado.
22 IBLA 182 (Oct. 7, 1975)

In the absence of a timely appeal from a decision re-
jecting the State of Alaska's selection application fct
certain lands, the lands are no longer segregated from
other disposition and a withdrawal of those lands may
attach, precluding subsequent selection by the State.

State of Alaska. 22 IBLA 229 (Oct. 16, 1975)

A decree of foreclosure by a United States District
Court, which upholds the validity of a deed of trust
executed on a trade and manufacturing site, is net
subject to collateral attack in the Department of the
Interior. where the applicant to purchase the site has
thus been deprived of any interest in the improvements
and the site, he is no longer entitled to purchase the
site.

Great§ r_Ala§ka Development Coi£., 23 IBLA 179 (Jan. 5,
1976)

APPLI CATI ONS AND ENTRIES— Continued

GENERALLY—Continued
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r for the Bureau of land Banagement to re-
and applications on the basis of directives
ted regulation which required that such ap-
rejected when the lands descrit€d therein
within a previously filed State applica-

mporary withdrawal under the Act of
, which permits the Secretary tc tempcrar-
lands in furtherance of the purposes of

In the absence of a reccdif icatict cf
s in the deleted regulation, the Ecreau
d action on all applications filed sutse-
withdrawal application pending final
application for withdrawal.

Ke v i n_D.. _ EJ±i sx_ S£l v ia_L\._E_l 1 is

,

1976)
2« IELA 367 (fay 3,

A selection cf available land filea by the State cf
Alaska pursuant tc its Statehood Act segregates the
land from subsequent appropriation based en settlement
or location. A subsequently filed notice of location
for a headquarters site has no effect.

Wilfred S. weed (Cn
(Bay 6, 1976)

:onsid eration3 . 25 IELA 37

It wculd net be improper to issue a free use permit
to a qualified applicant fct land included in, and
segregated by, an airport lease application where the
airport lease applicant is a governmental entity and
it consents to the issuance cf the free use permit anc
such issuance is consistent with the public interest.

Gccd Roads District No. 1. 25 IEIA 123 (June 7, 1976)

when lands have been classified under a final crder of
the Secretary of the Interior as being unsuitable fcr
disposal under the desert land laws, a desert land en-
try petition-application will net be allowed therefor
and any payment submitted therewith will te returned.
Should there te a subsequent reclassification as suit-
able for disposal under the desert land laws, the land
will be opened to entry on an equal opportunity basis.

One who sutiits a desert land entry petiticn-application
for lands which have teen classified as being unsuitable
for dispcsal under the desert land laws gains nc prefer-
ence right tc such lands should they be reclassified as
dispcsable under the desert land laws. Lands which are
reclassified as suitable fcr dispcsal will be opened to
entry cn an equal opportunity basis.

A desert land entry petition-application fcr land
classified as teing unsuitable fcr dispcsal under the
desert land laws may not te held in suspense pending
the possible future availability cf the land.

Ralph Faulkner et al.. 26 IBLA 110 (July 26, 1976)

Where an offer is drawn with first priority in a simul-
taneous drawing, and the offeror fails to pay the first
year's rental timely, his/her failure to dc so cannot
be excused because of the asserted delay of the postal
service.

John_Pa. ul_P r at t , 2« IBLA 110 (Bar. 1, 1976)

Carma B. Pooley. 29 IBLA 30H (Bar. 30, 1977)

Ja£*_Koeoel , 30 IBLA 1K3 (Bay 12, 1977)

The execution of an application for patent to a mining
claim by an attorney in fact for the claimant, at a

time when the claimant himself is bcth resident of and
physically within the land district in which the lining
claim is located, is unauthorized, and such an appli-
caticn is invalid. The defect cannct be cured by an
a«endient signed by the claimant.

Floyd 26 IBLA 378 (Sept. 9, 1976)



APPLICATIONS_ANC_EJJTBJES—Continued
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APPLICATIONS ANC EN1HIES—Continued

GENERALLY—Continued

Pursuant to 03 CFR 2567.5(a)(1), a homestead entryman
in Alaska must establish residence upon the land within
6 months of the date of allowance of the entry or with-
in a maximum period of 12 months, if a 6-icnth exten-
sion of time was requested and granted. These periods
do not commence at the time of the filing of the
application.

Albert._______ , 26 IBLA 386 (Sept. 15, 1976)

Where the regulation aliens the filing of an applica-
tion for a prospecting permit on a copy of the approved
form not correctly reproduced, and the application con-
tains a statement that the applicant agrees tc re tcurd
ty the tern conditions en the approved form, an appli-
cation which consists of a copy of only the first page
of a two-page form is properly rejected when it is net
accompanied ty the required statement.

UO___Inc_. 31 IBLA 102 (June 30, 1977)

An acquired lands oil and gas lease offer, for lands in
which the United States owns only a fractional mineral
interest, is defective and is properly rejected when
the applicant fails to accompany its offer with the
statement required by the regulation showing the extent
of its ownership of operating rights to the fractional
mineral interest not owned by the United States. Under
the regular or "over-the-counter" filing procedure,
however, if the offeror submits its statement of oper-
ating rights with its appeal, the defect may be consid-
ered cured with priority of filing as of that time.

A r ka___________n.GasJo. , 27 IBLA 207 (Oct. 6, 1976)

Where an applicant to purchase a trade and manufacturing
site or a headquarters site states he was frustrated in
completing his improvements and showing sufficient use
of the land as required by the law because of more dif-
ficult or complex problems than anticipated, but has not
shown that this operation could reasonably be expected
to be successful, such problems will not afford any
basis for equitable adjudication of his application to
purchase.

United States y. .Ronald .B., TiBES*.*?. 29 IELA 308
(Mar. 31, 1977)

A delay in the adjudication of an application by offi-
cers or employees of the Department cannot create
rights in Federal property contrary to law.

Guy._Wi_Fra.nson, 30 IBLA 123 (May 12, 1977)

Failure to answer completely a question on an applica-
tion form for a desert land entry concerning citizen-
ship of the applicant is not an adequate basis fcr
rejecting the application when the requested informa-
tion is readily apparent elsewhere on the application
form.

Failure to include as required by 03 CFR 2521.2(b) the
post office addresses of witnesses whose statements are
part of an application for desert land entry is an ade-
quate basis for rejecting the application.

William
1977)

.H__t__Luci__________ , 30 IBLA 138 (May 12,

A petiticn-applicaticn fcr a homestead entry outside cf
Alaska requires classification of the land, centers nc
rights upon an applicant and must be rejected because
the Federal Land Policy and Management Act repealed the
homestead laws effective en the date cf the Act as tc
lands outside Alaska.

Daniel A. 3___9_. 31 IBLA 162 (July 1, 1977)

A gecthetmal lease application is properly rejected tc
the extent that it includes land which has been recon-
veyed to the United States but which has enly been
opened tc applications under the nonmineral public
land laws.

Ch_vron_0il__o_. 32 IBLA 275 (Sept. 1977)

An applicant for prospecting permits is net the "scle
party in interest," within the meaning of 13 CFR
3500.0-5(a), where another party participates in the
preparation and filing of the application, and where
an agreement exists at the time cf filing under which
the applicant is bound tc assign tc the other party
any advantages gained by him from the applications.

cllr__r_____c_"
!x_!££____ij!e!_ls_
32 IBLA 350 (Oct.

.l£C____atio_al__ulk
21, 1977)

When lands have been classified under a final crder cf
the Secretary of the Interior as being unsuitable for
disposal under the desert land laws, a desert land
entry petition-application will not be allowed.

Van Tas sel. 33 IBLA 221 (Dec. 22, 1977)

It is a proper exercise cf discretion under the Federal
land Policy and Management Act of 1976 for the Eureau
cf land Management tc refuse to process and tc reject
applications fcr public sale pending en the date cf the
Act, even though it will continue to process bids and
preference right applications for a sale held pticr tc
the Act.

United Eark City Mines Co.. 33 IBLA 358 (Jan. It. 1976)

It is the responsibility of an applicant and entryoan
to keep BLM informed of his current address, with spe-
cific reference to the serial numbers of all cases
affected thereby. Notification to BLM of a change of
address with respect to a particular case does not con-
stitute notice with respect to other cases not specifi-
cally described in such notification.

A___tolos_Palio_b_i_ , 30 IBLA 153 (May 16, 1977)

"Subject tc appropriaticn by him." The prcvisicn in
03 CFR 2511.0-2 (a) permitting credit fcr residence and
cultivation ty a homestead entryman befcre the date of
entry if during that pericd the land was "subject tc
appropriaticn by him" does net refer to land fcr .hich
there were pricr-filed homestead applications which are
subsequently withdrawn or rejected. Therefore, until
acticn is taken on prior-filed applicaticns, final
proof filed ty a junior homestead applicant should ret
be rejected merely because the land is subject to the
prior applications.

__________ eajj, 30 IELA 330 (Apr. 26, 1978) I.I. 81



APPLICATION S_AND_ENTR IE S—Continued

GEHEB ALLY— Continued

Where a mineral patent application is supported ty in-
formation sufficient to permit a mineral examination of
the claims, but not sufficient for the adjudicator tc
approve the application for patent, he may properly
call on the applicant for supplemental evidence tc sup-
port the application. However, if the claimant fails
to submit it, the adjudicator may not penalize such
failure by summary rejection of the application fcr
reasons relating to disputed issues of fact without
notice and an opportunity for hearing.

fir a 1 1 a i n_Co n t rac tor_sx_Inc.. , 37 IB1A 233 (Cct. 18, 1978)

Sec. 9(b) of the Administrative Procedure Act, as
amended, 5 U.S.C. * 558(c) (1976), does not apply to
coal prospecting permit extension applications because
the prospecting is not an "activity of a continuing
nature" within the meaning of the statute. As the Fed-
eral Coal Leasing Amendments Act of 1975, 90 Stat.
1083, 30 U.S.C. 5 201 (1976), removed the Secretary of
the Interior's discretion to grant extensions, applica-
tions for preference right leases filed after expira-
tion of the initial 2-year permit term, and during
pendency of extension applications, cannot be issued.

B°§£^U^_£2Sl_Sales_Co. 37 IBLA 251 (Oct. 18, 1978)
85 I.D. 396

Neither an application for an Alaska grazing lease nor
an application for assignment of a grazing lease ccnfei
upon the applicant a right to a lease, the granting
thereof being discretionary and subject tc any changes
in Secretarial policy.

£e n net h_Hj._ Bunch , 37 IBLA 316 (Oct. 27, 1978)

»PPiICATICNS_ANE_|NTBIES—Continued

GEHEBALLY—Continued

for a legal description of 13 CfR 2650.2(e)(1) and (2)

and 2653.5(f).

A land selecticn determined finally tc be invalid pur-
suant to ANCSA or its implementing regulations is net
protected within the meaning of sec. 22(h)(1) after the
date of terminations.

AD£eal_cf Ccck_Inlet_Re.gion^_Inc. , 3 ANCAE 111 (tec. 27,
19787'

"
6< I.E. 162

Where the Secretary by appropriate notice in the
F ede ral Register has classified certain lands fcr
multiple use management and such lands are segregated
from desert land entry, and the classification has n<

been terminated by either a reclassification cr putlj
caticn in Fed eral Beq ist er of termination cf classifi
cation, ELM properly denied petition-applicaticn fcr
desert land entry.

Paul H. Jenkins 39 ELA 1141 (Jan. 29, 1979)

Frandsen, M3 IELA 1".elyin.V^Frandsen^Mar.
(Sept. 26, 1979)

An entryman may not take advantage of sec. 7 of the
Act of Mar. 3, 1891, entitling an entryman tc a patent
after 2 years from date of issuance of a receiver's
receipt when there is no pending contest cr protest
against the validity of the entry, where he has net
shown that preconditions cf the Act have been met,
i.e., making the final payments reguired.

United_States_v._Jack_Zemmi_Bcj!dx_Jr.
(Fet. 27, 1979)

39 IELA 221

An application for an oil and gas lease filed in the
name of a person deceased at the time of filing is
properly rejected as there then was no offeror guali-
fied to hold a lease.

Estate. of _Charles_D. .Ashley. 37 IBLA 367 (Nov. 2, 1978)
85 I.E. 103

Where consideration of an application to participate in
the Government royalty oil sales program filed after
the deadline could interfere with the rights of other
applicants and would unduly interfere with the orderly
conduct of the program, the application is properly
rejected.

Ai_J°kB§on_ 6_Coix_ InCi , 38 IBLA 182 (Dec. 6, 1978)

A land selection application filed pursuant to sees.
12(b)(1), 12(b)(3), and 11 (h) (1) of the Alaska Native
Claims Settlement Act must conform to the regulations
promulgated under the statute as enacted at the time
the application is filed unless a later amendment tc
the statute provides otherwise.

either P.L. 91-201 (89 Stat. 1115. U3 U.S.C. t 1611
(Supp. IV 1971)). nor the Terms 6 Conditicns incorpo-
rated in the amendment, contain language which conflicts
with, excludes, or preempts ANCSA regulations 13 CPB
2650.2(e)(1) and (2) requiring a legal description of
lands applied for pursuant to ANCSA, or 13 CFR 2653.5(f)
requiring a description and location of historical sites
selected pursuant to sec. 11(h)(1) of ANCSA.

A land selection application filed pursuant to sees.
12(a)(1), 12(a)(3), and 11(h)(1) of ANCSA containing
only a metes and bounds description of the exterior
boundaries of a region, dees not meet the requirements

Bights may te established by occupancy cf a trade and
manufacturing site on vacant, unappropriated putlic
domain in Alaska and filing of a notice of locaticn
thereof, despite a prior survey pursuant to a peti-
tion for survey of townsite lands, when the notice cf
location and cccupancy cf the claim fcr trade and man-
ufacturing precedes settlement and cccupancy under the
townsite laws.

£ail_*s._iil!e. 10 IBLA 63 (Mar. 16, 1979)

When an applicant fcr a nencompetitive cil and gas
lease is reguested tc provide additicnal information
for the adjudication of his drawing entry card offer,
the offer is properly rejected where the evidence pro-
vided is illegible, and applicant was notified cf the
illegibility tut respended by sending mere illegible
evidence.

Sichard_E._lewis, 10 IELA 100 (Bar. 27, 1975)

where an application for a special use permit is ret
filed until more than 10 menths after a deadline fcr
doing sc imposed ty ELM, it is properly rejected.

Outdcor Adventure.Ri ver S peci alists, Inc.. 11 IEIA 13;
(June 11, 1579)
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GENERALLY—Continued

Where a Native allotment application is
the death of an applicant, proof of the
use and occupancy, if otherwise timely,
by the appropriate official of the Bure
Affairs pursuant to U3 CFB 2561.2(a) af
cant's death. A decision rejecting the
because the proof was filed after the a
death must be set aside where the proof
sistent with the application. Further
must be served upon the heirs, kncwn or
appropriate service, and also upon conf
ants, such as the State of Alaska.

Ernest L__01son__Jr___Dec6ased_, 01 IBLA 179 (June 22,
1979)

An application for permit to drill for oil and gas in i

designated Potash Area is properly denied where the ap-

plicant fails to show that his application comes withii
either of the two exceptions to the policy in favor of
potash development enunciated in an Order of the Secre-
tary, dated Oct. 7, 1975, HO FR 51186.

_____________________ r U2 IBLA 150 (Aug. 16, 1979)

Pending applications for rights-of-way filed under the
Acts of Feb. 15, 1901, and Bar. <t, 1911, shall be con-
sidered as applications under the Federal Land Policy
and Management Act of 1976.

New England Fish Co.. «2 IELA 200 (Aug. 22, 1979)

APPLICATIONS AND ENTRIES—Continued

AMENDMENTS

Where an Alaska Native allotment application pending it
the Department on Dec. 18, 1971, is later amend€d tc
include new cr additional lands, the amendment tc the
application ux 11 not te considered as timely filed and
will be rejected. However, a ccrrecticn cf a descrip-
tion, where the site was not properly identified en
protraction diagrams, nay be permitted.

Ba_mc nd_ Ea nea k , 19 IELA 68 (Feb. 25, 1975)

A noncompetitive gecthermal lease application which
fails to include all available lands within a surveyed
cr protracted section, as reguired by regulation,
«3 CFR 3210.2-l(c), is properly rejected as tc such
section. An amendment of the land description in a
noncompetitive gecthermal lease application received
after the close of the monthly filing period in which
the initial effer was filed will not be allowed.

i_w_-_______w__r 21 IBLA 30K (Aug. 1«, 1975)

A noncompetitive geothermal lease application which
fails to include all available lands within a surveyed
or protracted section, as reguired by regulation U3 CFB
3210.2-1 (c) , is properly rejected as to such section.
An amendment of the land description in such an appli-
cation received after the close of the icnthly filing
period in which the initial application was filed will
not be allowed.

I n_i3_ __rtners 4
1975)

Edward B. Towne. 21 IBLA 352 (Aug. 25,

Onder the Federal Land Policy and Management Act cf
1976, § 310, «3 U.S.C. § 17U<» (1976), the owner of
unpatented mining claims located in 1977 must file an
affidavit of assessment work or a notice of intention
to hold the claim prior to Dec. 31 of the following
calendar year, 1978, or the claim will be conclusively
deemed to have been abandoned. Where an appellant as-
serts on appeal that he timely mailed proof cf later
to the Bureau of Land Management, but the documents
were not received by that office, the documents can-
not be considered as filed with that office unless
and until they are received by it.

John Newkirk et al., «2 IBLA 292 (Aug. 27, 1979)

______________ . "2 IBLA 391 (Sept. 11, 1979)

BLM personnel may not attempt to "correct," complete,
or interpret entries on oil and gas lease offer appli-
cation forms in such a way as to perfect an otherwise
unacceptable application, nor may an applicant "cure"
defect on his drawing entry card by the submission of
supplemental information after the drawing.

Resources Exploration S

____l.
-(

»3 IBLA 89 (Sept.
lining. Inc. [Cn Beconsidei
'19, 1979)

Where a mineral patent application is supported by a
mineral examination of the claim which finds a valid
discovery and recommends issuance of a patent for a
portion of the claim, the ELM may not summarily reject
the application cn the face of the record for reasons
related to disputed issues of fact without nctice and
an opportunity for hearing.

______________________ »« IBLA 289 (Dec. 26, 1979)

Where an Alaska Native allotment applicant pending in
the Department on Dec. 18, 1971, is later amended tc
include new cr additicnal lands, the amendment tc the
application will not be censidered as timely filed anc
will be rejected.

!____!_ 22 IELA 38 (Sept. 10, 1975)

An applicaticn for the amendment cf a patent is prop-
erly rejected where the record contains insufficient
evidence to show that the entryman entered lards ret
intended by him as his entry, and where the record
fails to shew what precaution tc avoid error was takei
by the entryman at the time of making the original en-
try, if in fact he intended to enter other lands.

_______________________ 2« IELA 1141 (Mar. 8, 1976)

The amendment of a notice of location cf a hoiesite in
Alaska may be allowed where the application is filed
within the life of the 5-year period granted, and where
the amendment embraces lands which the applicant has
actually occupied and possessed.

S andra L. Lcu qh. Damon M. Blackburr
(June 3, 1976)

25 IBLA 96

The execution of an application for patent to a mining
claim by an attorney in fact fcr the claimant, at a

time when the claimant himself is both resident cf and
physically within the land district in which the lining
claim is located, is unauthorized, and such an applica-
tion is invalid. The defect cannot be cured by a r.

amendment signed by the claimant.

__°I_____1I___. 26 IBLA 378 (Sept. 9, 1976)
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Where an Alaskan Native alleges that the land descrihed
in her Native Allotment Certificate is net the land she
settled on and posted, ne * application for an amendment
of the certificate will not be rejected sclely because
the certificate description is consistent with her ap-
plication if she offers a reasonable explanation for
the mistake and has actually occupied the land she
seeks to have included in her certificate.

I^ it h_J ac^uo t , 27 IBLA 231 (Oct. 12, 1976)

Where a homestead entry has been located on land later
included within a withdrawal "subject to valid existing
rights," the withdrawal attaches to the land within the
homestead upon cancellation of the entry. An amendment
of a homestead entry cannot include lands within a can-
celed adjoining entry to which a withdrawal has
attached.

Pekka K. Berikallio. 30 TELA 157 (Bay 18, 1977)

Where noncompetitive acquired lands oil and gas lease
offers were allegedly deposited on the cashier's count-
er in the proper Bureau of Land Banagement office prior
to close of business on a certain day, yet were net
discovered by a Bureau employee until 6 a.m. the fol-
lowing day and date-time stamped as filed at 10 a.m.
on such day, a protest and petition to amend the fil-
ing date of such offers are properly denied where the
offeror produces no evidence to support her claim other
than her personal affidavit; where no Bureau employee
saw the offeror in the Bureau office at the time she
claimed to have been there; where no Bureau employee
saw the offers on the counter until the following day;
and where third-party rights are involved.

L2!iia_Ji_S£aiiaier, 30 IBLA 265 (Hay 31, 1977)

CANCELLATION

The filing of a notice of location for a headquarters
site does not prevent a withdrawal from attaching to
the land prior to the time the locator of the headguar-
ters site performs the reguisite acts with respect tc
use and occupancy necessary to establish the right to
purchase.

A headquarters site claim located prior to a with-
drawal may be declared invalid by the Bureau of Land
Banagement without awaiting the filing of a patent ap-
plication where there has been insufficient compliance
with the law to appropriate the land before the with-
drawal. However, the Bureau should follow appropriate
procedures. These should include giving notice tc the
claimant to show cause why the claim should not be in-
validated where the notice of location does not show
adequate compliance with the law sufficient to preclude
the withdrawal, and initiating a contest and affording
an opportunity for a hearing where there are disputed
facts on the compliance with the law.

&i£hj£d-Xx- Pope , 22 IBLA 37U (Nov. 17, 1975)

IPPLICAIIONS ANE EN IRIES—Continued

CANCELLATION—Continued

from a later proceeding involving the same claim and
the same issues.

Fekka K. Berikallio, 30 IBLA 157 (Hay 18, 1977)

ELH has discretion tc reject public sale applicaticns
pursuant tc E.S. 2U55, repealed by the federal lard
Folicy and Banagement Act of 1976, effective Oct. 21,
1976, where the sale has not been held by this date.
The filing of a public sale application creates nc
rights under sec. 701(a) cf FLPBA which prevent ELH
from exercising its discretion tc dismiss the
ap plicaticn.

Falliday, 3« IELA 21? irai. 27, 1978)

FILING

Where a desert land applicant, whose application is
prior in tiie, appeals frcm a decision cf the Eureau
of Land Banagement, dismissing his pretest against af-
fording priority to a later-filed desert land applica-
tion en the basis that the earlier-filed application
was incomplete, the cases are prcperly remanded tc the
Eureau of Land Banagement for action en the respective
applicaticns, so as to avoid piecemeal adjudication.

§££ r 3£_JL_££ a^o^_

j

(Bar. 21, 1975)
19 IELA 208

a-1

erted
tunity
er the

Under the Act cf Apr. 29, 195C, U3 C.S.C. « 687
(1970), a nctice of location of a trade and manuf
turing site filed after withdrawal cf the land is
acceptable if it is filed within 90 days cf settl
and the settlement cccurs prior tc a withdrawal c

land. An applicaticn tc purchase based en such a

serted settlement and filing will be rejected whe
is net filed within the statutory life cf the ass
claim, but the applicant may be afforded an epper
to submit a justif icaticn fcr his late filing und
principles cf equitable adjudication.

Edwin William Eeiler )Cn BeConsid eraticn) , 20 IEIJ 221
(Bay 9. 1975)

Since the statute authorizing cash payment tc the
holder of soldiers' additional rights requires that
an applicant for such payment must give written nctice
to the Secretary cf the Interior of his election to
receive such payment prior to Jan. 1, 1975, an applica-
tion received en Jan. 2, 1975, must be rejected.

Ji_§idnes_ Bccd , 20 IELA 319 (June U, 1975)

where an offer is drawn with first priority in a simul-
taneous drawing, and the offerer fails tc pay the first
year's rental timely, his failure tc do so cannct be
excused because of the asserted "apparent inefficiercy
cf the United States Hails."

A request to reconsider a 1968 decision by the Depart-
ment rejecting final proof for a homestead entry and
canceling the entry is properly rejected in the absence
of a showing of "extraordinary circumstances." In the
absence of compelling legal or equitable reasons for
reconsideration, the principle of res judicata, and its
counterpart, finality of administrative action, will
operate to bar consideration of a new appeal arising

Harz Win_Eevelo£ment_Co.. 20 IELA 383 (June 12, 1975)

Where a desert land applicant appeals from a decision
of the Eureau of Land Banagement holding his applica-
ticn incomplete and, therefore, without priority cf
filing as against subsequent applicaticns which were
allegedly perfected before the earlier applicaticn was
corrected and refiled, the case will be remanded fcr
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final action on the respective applications so
avoid premature, piecemeal adjudication.

Michael E. Heaney. 21 IBLA 339 (Aug. 18, 1975)

Ne13 a_.I.i_«c A ndI e w , 2« IBLA 205 (Mar. 22, 1976)

It is improper for the Bureau of Land Management to
require an applicant having partially conflicting
noncompetitive acguired lands oil and gas lease cffers
filed in the regular over-the-counter procedure at dif-
ferent times to withdraw either his senior cr junior
offer simply because of the conflict.

Jean_Oakason, 22 IBLA 33 (Sept. 10, 1975)

APPLICAT IONS AND BM1BIES—Continued

FILING—Continued

Where ncnccmpetitive acguired lands oil and gas lease
cffers were allegedly deposited en the cashier 1 : count-
er in the prcper Eureau of Land Management office prior
to close of business on a certain day, yet were ret
discovered ty a Bureau employee until 6 a.m. the fol-
lowing day and date-time stamped as filed at 10 a.m.
on such day, a protest and petition tc amend the fil-
ing date of such offers are properly denied where the
offeror produces nc evidence to support her claim other
than her personal affidavit; where nc Bureau emplcyee
saw the efferer in the Bureau office at the time she
claimed to have been there; where nc Eureau emplcyee
saw the offers on the ccunter until the fcllowing day;
and where third-party rights are involved.

Laura J. Scanqler. 3C IBLA 265 (Hay 31, 1977)

The notation on land office records of a noncompetitive
oil and gas lease application does not prevent the
State of Alaska from selecting the land pursuant to the
Alaska Statehood Act.

X"iS2I!_Servicex_I ncj. , 22 IBLA 220 (Oct. 15, 1975)

Where an offer is drawn with first priority in a simul-
taneous drawing, and the offeror fails to pay the first
year's rental timely, his/her failure to dc so cannot
be excused because of the asserted delay of the postal
service.

J°hn_Paul_Pratt, 2U IBLA 110 (Mar. 1, 1976)

Car ma_M.. _Poole£ , 29 IBLA 30« (Mar. 30, 1977)

Jack_Koeael, 30 IBLA 14 3 (May 12, 1977)

A selection application under the Alaska Statehood Act
filed in the appropriate Eureau of Land Management
Office for properly described land segregates the land
from all appropriation based upon subsequent applica-
tion or settlement and location.

A selection application under the Alaska Statehood
Act that describes land according to an approved
protraction diagram properly describes these lands
if the official plat of survey has not been accepted.

John W. Eastland et al. . 2« IBLA 2<tO (Mar. 25, 1976)

It is the responsibility of an applicant and entryman
to keep BLM informed of his current address, with spe-
cific reference to the serial numbers of all cases
affected thereby. Notification to BLM of a change of
address with respect to a particular case dees net ccn-
stitute notice with respect to other cases not specifi-
cally described in such notification.

*£°stolos_Paliombeis, 3C !.A 153 (May 16, 1977)

The filing of a petition-application is treated as a
petition for classification of the land. The mere fil-
ing of the application does not vest in the applicant
any interest in the land and repeal of the authorizing
statute mandates rejection of the application.

Arthur,^, Wallace, 30 IBLA 2 39 (May 31, 1977)

An applicaticn for modification of an existing coal
lease to include an entire secticn is properly rejected
under sec. 3 of the Mineral Leasing Act, since it seeks
to add mere than the 160-acre maximum allowed thereun-
der, notwithstanding the fact that the applicaticn was
filed prior to the enactment of this acreage liiitaticn.

The filing of an application for modificaticn of an ex-
isting coal lease is a hope or expectancy rather than a

vested property right, and, as such, does net fall with-
in a "valid existing rights" exception and is net pro-
tected by the Fifth Amendment.

Estate_of Malcolm_N. HcKinncn.
19777

31 IELA 29C (July

An applicaticn for modificaticn cf an existing ccal
lease to include an additional 361.52 acres is properly
rejected under sec. 3 of the Mineral Leasing Act, since
it seeks to add more than the 160-acre maximum allowed
thereunder, notwithstanding the fact that the applica-
tion was filed prior to the enactment of this acreage
limitation.

The filing of an application for medificatien cf an
existing ccal lease is a hope or expectancy rather than
a vested prcperty right, and, as such, does net fall
within a "valid existing rights" exception and is not
protected by the Fifth Amendment.

Gulf Oil Cert .. 32 IELA 13 (Aug. 29, 1977)

The authorized officer may not deem an oil and gas ren-
tal payment to have been timely filed, pursuant tc
«3 CFB 1821.2-2 (g) if it is received at the State Of-
fice when it is not open to the public, even though
the payment is presented en the last day in which pay-
ment can be made. Such payment is deemed to have been
made en the day and hcur the office is next open to
business, as provided in «3 CFB 1821.2-2(d).

It is prcpe
oil and gas
en time as
Act of 1920
where 20 mi
public en t

titicner in
the vicinit
and the age
and securit
is clcsed t

petitioner
rental cr c
was justifi
diligence.

Eot_Eurch, 32 IBLA 93 (Sept. 12, 1977)

r to deny a petition for reinstatement cf ai

lease terminated fcr failure tc pay rental
reguired by sec. 31 cf the Mineral leasing
« as amended. 30 0-S.C. « 188(b) (197C),
nutes before the State Office closes tc the
he last day on which rental can be paid, pe-
structs by telephone an agent who lives in

y cf the State Office tc make the payment
nt who alleges she was delayed by traffic
y measures makes payment after the office
c the public. In such circumstances the
has not shewn that his failure to pay the
r before the anniversary date cf the lease
able or net due tc a lack cf reasonable
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Where a party is not the sole party in interest in
applications for prospecting permits, his applications
must be rejected under «3 CFR 3511.2-«(a) (7) if they
do not comply with the mandatory provisions of «3 CFR
3502.7, which require submission of statements of all
parties" respective interests and of any agreement be-
tween then, and submission of evidence of the qualifi-
cations of all parties to hold prospecting permits.

Hhere a party files applications for prospecting
permits as an attorney-in-fact of another party, be
oust disclose his status as an agent by designating
his principal as the "applicant" on the application
forms, and must, under 13 CFR 3502.3-1 and 3502.6-1 (a),

file statements of qualifications for both himself and
his principal, as well as a copy of the agreement estab-
lishing his power of attorney, or his applications must
be rejected under U3 CFR 3511.2-U (a) (7) .

"iliadea^Patton^Essex.aine^als^Ij^i^Nationai.Eulk
Carriers^Inc.., 32 IB1A 350 (Oct. 21, 1977)

A decision by a Bureau of Land Ranageaent District
Office rejecting an application for an extension cf
a mineral materials sale contract solely for the rea-
son it was not timely filed in accordance with 13 CFR
3610.7 will be set aside and remanded for the autho-
rized officer to determine whether the application may
be considered as timely pursuant to 03 CFR 1821.2-2(gj.
This section permits the authorized officer to consider
a document as being timely filed except where the law
does not permit him to do so, the rights cf a third
party or parties have intervened, or the authorized of-
ficer determines that further consideraticn cf the doc-
ument would unduly interfere with the orderly conduct
of business.

DoB-Eelland.Haterlals, Inc,,. 35 IBLA 133 (May 22, 1978)

APPLICATIONS, ANC tNTRIES—Ccn t i n

i
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applicati

ive Claims Settlement Act, U3 O.S.C.
repealed the Act cf Bay 17, 19C6, as

S.C. 54 270-1 to 270-3 (197C), with the
PFlicaticns pending on Cec. 16, 1971. A

ecisicn rejecting a Native allotment ap-
an additional parcel cf land filed pur-
ct of Bay 17, 1906, after Cec. 16, 1971,
€d. Eguitable adjudication, which re-
tial compliance with the law, will ret
re there is nc evidence that such an
s timely filed with EIA.

No ra L. Sanfcrd. «3 IBLA 7U (Sept. 19, 1979)

INHERITABILITY

Hhere an applicant with first priority dies after fil-
ing an oil and gas lease application but pricr tc Ieei
ance of the lease, his personal representative, heirs
cr devisees are entitled to the lease provided there :

filed in all cases an offer tc lease in compliance wi'

H3 CFR 3102.8. Such offer will be effective as cf th<

date of the original lease effer filed by the decease)

Lamar H T Richardson. Jr.. «2 IBLA 333 (Aug. 3C, 1979)

Hhere an applicant with first priority dies after fil-
ing an oil and gas lease application tut pricr tc issi
ance of the lease, his personal representative, beirs,
cr devisees are entitled to the lease provided there i

filed an offer to lease in compliance with 03 CFR
3102.8.

Estate o f F. J., Erac

PRIORITY

H» IE1A 1C7 (Nov. 2C, 1979)

Hhere consideration of an application to participate it

the Government royalty oil sales program filed after
the deadline could interfere with the rights of other
applicants and would unduly interfere with the orderly
conduct of the program, the application is properly
rejected.

A,_ Johnson. S_CoJt _ Inc.. 38 IBLA 182 (Dec. 6, 1978)

Rights may be established by occupancy of a trade and
manufacturing site on vacant, unappropriated public
domain in Alaska and filing of a notice cf location
thereof, despite a prior survey pursuant to a peti-
tion for survey of townsite lands, when the notice of
location and occupancy of the claim for trade and man-
ufacturing precedes settlement and occupancy under the
townsite laws.

Car l_AA_Line , «0 IBLA 63 (Bar. 16, 1979)

Under the Federal Land Policy and Banagement Act of
1976, I 31U. H3 O.S.C. 5 1701* (1976), the owner cf
unpatented mining claims located in 1977 must file an
affidavit of assessment work or a notice of intention
to hold the claim prior to Dec. 31 of the following
calendar year, 1978, or the claim will be conclusively
deemed to have been abandoned. Hhere an appellant as-
serts on appeal that he timely mailed prccf of labor
to the Bureau of Land Banagement, but the documents
were not received by that office, the documents can-
not be considered as filed with that office unless
and until they are received by it.

22h.I!_N.e w kir k_e t.alj. , «2 IBLA 292 (Aug. 27, 1979)

2SI2§_ Ej._Y.at.es, 42 IBLA 391 (Sept. 11, 1979)

Hhere a desert land applicant, whose application
prior in tiite, appeals from a decision cf the Eur
Land Banagement, dismissing his pretest against a

ing priority to a later-filed desert land applica
en the basis that the earlier-filed application w

complete, the cases are properly remanded tc the
of Land Banagement fcr acticn en the respective a

catiens, sc as to avoid piecemeal adjudication.

ffcrd-
ticn

George B. Crape. Richard L. Crapo

,

(Bar. 21, 1975)
19 IBLA 208

Regulation 43 CFR 2627.3(b)(2) requires that conflict-
ing oil and gas lease offers filed pursuant tc the
Mineral leasing Act of 1920, except fcr preference-
right applications, whether filed pricr to, simulta-
neously with, cr after the filing of an Alaska State
selection, must be rejected when and if the selecticn
is tentatively approved. The preference right referred
to in the regulation does not apply to an oil and gas
lease offerer who receives a priority right as the
first-qualified applicant in the event the Department
decides to issue a lease.

Richard H__Hcwe_ Daniel__audia_e, 20 IBLA 59 (Apr. 2«,
19757 62 I.C. 171

Hhere a desert land applicant appeals from a decision
of the Eureau of Land Banagement holding his applica-
tion incomplete and, therefore, withcut priority cf
filing as against subsequent applications which were
allegedly perfected before the earlier application was
corrected and refiled, the case will be remanded fcr
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final action on the respective applications so as to
avoid premature, piecemeal adjudication.

"i£hael_E s._Heanei, 21 IBLA 339 (Aug. 18. 1975)

fielda_Ei_McAndre w , 2« IBIA 205 (Bar. 22. 1976)

An over-the-counter oil and gas lease offer, properly
rejected because it failed to meet the requirements of
the regulations, may te considered as having priority
as of the date the defect is cured where the curative
action was taken during an appeal from the rejection
of the offer.

Emerald_Oil_Coi , 31 IBLA 119 (June 2«, 1977)

The rejection of a homestead application in Alaska
merely because there are prior-filed homestead applica-
tions for the same land is improper and premature wher«
no action has been taken on the conflicting applica-
tions. If a prior-filed application is allowed, the
land comes within an allowed entry of record and a ju-
nior application must be rejected thereafter. However,
if the prior application is rejected or withdrawn, it
no longer bars allowance of a junior application.

JohjL. Bi_Dea n , 3« IBLA 330 (Apr. 26, 1978) 85 I.e. 81

An over-the-counter oil and gas lease offer, properly
rejected because of a failure to meet the requirements
of the regulations, but which rejection did not become
final because an appeal was timely filed, may be con-
sidered as having priority as of the date the defect
was cured.

PhiIli£S_Petroleum_Coi , 38 IBLA 3«« (Dec. 22, 1978)

BIGHTS OF WIDOWS, HEIRS, OB DEVISEES

Where a Native allotment application is filed befcre
the death of an applicant, proof of the applicant's
use and occupancy, if otherwise timely, may be filed
by the appropriate official of the Bureau of Indian
Affairs pursuant to <t3 CFB 2561.2(a) after the appli-
cant's death. A decision rejecting the application
because the proof was filed after the applicant's
death must be set aside where the proof is not incon-
sistent with the application. Further proceedings
must be served upon the heirs, known or unknown, by
appropriate service, and also upon conflicting claim-
ants, such as the State of Alaska.

lines t_

L

i_01spnx_ J ri_J Dec easedl

,

1979)

VALID EXISTING BIGHTS

ill IBLA 179 (June 22,

The mere filing of a notice of location fcr a head-
quarters site under 13 U.S.C. i 687a (1970) does not
establish rights to land. If a claimant cannot also
demonstrate the necessary use and occupancy of the sit«
prior to the effective date of a withdrawal and estab-
lish a right of purchase, he does not have a "valid
existing right" excepted from the withdrawal, and the
withdrawal attaches to the land in the site.

S te£he n_ P.._ Sore nsen , 22 IELA 258 (Oct. 2U, 1975)

APPLICATIONS AND ENTRIES—Continued

VALID EXISTING RIGHTS— Continued

A homestead notice of location filed fcr lands cper tc
location is acceptable fcr recordation. Where a boie-
stead settler has marked the corners cf his claim ty
posts prior to a withdrawal subject tc valid existing
rights, the claim survives the withdrawal if the loca-
tion notice requirements have been satisfied.

S°te£t_A._Bicex_Jr. , 22 IBLA 291 (Nov. 3, 1975)

The filing ty a qualified applicant cf a homestead
application tc enter unappropriated surveyed lands in
Alaska segregates the land covered ty the application
from appropriation. Such an application will te con-
sidered to have created a valid existing right which
is protected from the effect of a sutsequent with-
drawal which is subject tc valid existing rights.

*l b.ert_A 1_Howe, 26 IBLA 386 (Sept. 15, 1976)

The filing ty a qualified applicant of an applicaticn
for an allowed homestead entry of land which is open
and available to such entry at the time cf filicg will
operate to segregate the land from subsequent appropri-
ation and invest the applicant with sufficient interest
therein to preserve the land from the effect cf a sut-
sequent withdrawal which is made subject to valid
existing rights.

Bichard T. Pcpe. 27 IBLA 33 (Sept. 2C, 1976)

A pending noncompetitive oil and gas lease offer is
not a valid existing right protected ty the savings
clause in the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act.

Neither the filing cf an over-the-counter oil and gas
lease offer, nor the holding of a drawing cf simulta-
neously filed offers to determine the first-qualified
offeror, creates any right to a lease or any property
rights in the offerer that diminish the Secretary's
discreticn whether or not to issue a noncompetitive
oil and gas lease on a given tract.

J3S£s_Wi_Cancn_et_aK, 1 SEC. 1 (Apr. 15, 1977)
e« I.E. 176

The filing cf a petiticn-applicaticn is treated as a

petition for classif icaticn of the land. Ibe mere fil-
ing cf the application does not vest in the applicant
any interest in the land and repeal cf the authcrizing
statute mandates rejection of the applicaticn.

Arthur R. Wallace. 3C IBLA 239 (Bay 31, 1977)

A petition-application for a homestead entry outside of
Alaska requires classification cf the land, confers no
riqhts upon an applicant and must be rejected because
the Federal Land Policy and Management Act repealed the
homestead laws effective on the date of the Act as to
lands outside Alaska.

£aniel_A._Anderson. 31 IBLA 162 (July 1, 1977)

BLH has discretion to reject public sale applications
pursuant to B.S. 2U55, repealed by the Federal Land
Policy and Hanagement Act of 1976, effective Cct. 21,
1976, where the sale has not been held by this date.
The filing of a public sale application creates nc
rights under sec. 7C1 (a) cf FLPBA which prevent lit
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from exercising its discretion to dismiss the
application

.

Suzanne.A^Hallida.!. 3U IBLA 219 (Har. 27, 1978)

Sec. « of the Federal Coal Leasing Amendments Act of

1975 removes the authoritj of the Secretary to grant
extensions of coal prospecting permits, subject tc
valid existing rights, and applies to applications for
permit extensions pending at the time the lav was en-
acted by Congress. Such pending applications are not
valid existing rights under sec. « of the 1975 Amend-
ments Act because the authority to grant ccal pros-
pecting permit extensions was discretionary with the
Secretary.

Isiand_Creek_Coal_CcL. 35 IBLA 2«7 (Hay 30, 1978)
85 I.D. 161

lh°»as_C._ Wood ward, 35 IBLA 262 (Hay 31, 1978)

viE2il v - Peterson and Hik o B e ll Mining S Oil Co.
37 IBLA 18 (Sept. 12. 1978)

A delay in taking action on an application for exten-
sion of a coal prospecting permit vhile the Secretary
formulates a new leasing policy does not violate the
Administrative Procedure Act, 5 O.S.C. § 555(b) (1976),
nor does it constitute an abuse of discretion which
would create any rights not authorized by law. Nc
hearing is required when the facts of a case are not
in dispute and the only issues are questions of law.

Rosebud_Coa l_Sa les_Co.. , 37 IBLA 251 (Oct. 18, 1978)

Without adequate proof of a tender of a notice of loca-
tion or application to purchase a headquarters site
which was wrongfully denied by Bureau of Land Manage-
ment personnel prior to a withdrawal of the land, the
mere occupancy of land prior to the withdrawal did not
create a "valid existing right" excepted from the ef-
fect of the withdrawal, and an application tc purchase
a headquarters site filed after the withdrawal is prop-
erly rejected.

Bene P. Lamoureux d/b/a
jJanT 15, 1979)

Frenchy Lam our eux
,

39 IBIA 36

Rights may be established by occupancy of a trade and
manufacturing site on vacant, unappropriated public
domain in Alaska and filing of a notice of location
thereof, despite a prior survey pursuant to a peti-
tion for survey of townsite lands, when the notice of
location and occupancy of the claim for trade and man-
ufacturing precedes settlement and occupancy under the
townsite laws.

£arl_A.._Line, "»0 IBLA 63 (Har. 16, 1979)

VESTED RIGHTS

The filing of an application for a special land use
permit does not vest in the applicant any rights which
preclude the Bureau of Land Management from requiring
compliance with fee assessments adopted after the date
of such filing but before issuance of the permit. In
the absence of a provision that pending applications
are to be exempted from the effects of the change in

APPLICATIONS AND ENTRIES—Continued

VESTED RIGHTS—Continued

fee requirements, the applicant must comply
fee assessment in effect at the time cf the
cf the special land use permit.
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Walt 1 .BaciE3_£ss2n,

1 land use permit application
the "firm commitment" exception
anagement instruction memorandum
assessments for off-road vehicle
subsequent to issuance and nctice
e application is still in the pre-
tage requiring additional pre-
pplicant's acceptance cf special
ther staff investigation and
1; however, the case will be
consideration where the Cistrict
net determine whether the applica-
memorandum exception which fermits

tiations which have progressed tec

IBLA 359 (Jan. 30, 1975)

The rejecticn of an application for the purchase cf
land under the Recreation and Public Furpcses Act dees
net violate the tenets of due process since the dispo-
sition of the application is at the discretion cf the
Department, and the applicant has acquired nc vested
right protected by the Onited States Constitution .

EoarJ of Ccujty. Commissioners. Ouray Countj^_CclcraJo,
22~IELA~182 (CctT 77"l975)

An applicant's special land use permit application dees
not fall within a Bureau of Land Management instrccticn
memorandum exception which permits the honoring of past
"negotiations which have progressed too far to negate,"
in lieu cf the new revised fee assessment required by
the memorandum for off-road vehicle events, where at
the time of issuance and notice cf the memorandum enly
preliminary negotiations had occurred which cculd still
be negated.

Sil£ls_8acin3_ Ass^ n , 22 IBLA 238 (Oct. 1975)

The fili
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the appl;
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prior to
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land, wh
the land

rig cf a phosphate prospecting permit applica-
ates no vested rights in the applicant, and
icaticn must te rejected if the land described
is determined tc be subject tc the competitive
provisions of the Mineral Leasing Act. Rejec-
required even if the application was filed
the ascertainment of the extent or workafcil-

he phesphate ted underlying the applied fcr
ich finding requires competitive leasing cf

William F T Martin. 21 IBLA 271 (Mar. 30, 1S7C)

An applicaticn for a phosphate prospecting permit is
properly rejected when the lands applied fcr have been
classified as containing deposits of oil shale. The
lands are thereby subjected to the withdrawal from
leasing and ether disposal imposed by Executive Crder
No. 5327. Rejection of the applicaticn is required
even though the applicaticn was filed prior to the oil
shale classification and withdrawal.

Thomas E. Gavncr . 2U IELA 320 (Apr. 2C, 1976)
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VESTED RIGHTS—Continued

The holder of equitable title has a vested interest;
i.e., that interest, acguired by a party when all
prerequisites for the acquisition of title have been
coaplied with, which, attaching to the land, deprives
Congress of its power to dispose of the property.

A££eal_of_EJslutnax_Inc4 , 1 ANCAB 190 (Dec. 10, 1976)
83 I.D. 619

Under 30 O.S.C. « 262 (1970), a valuable deposit of
sodium must be leased competitively even though the
Geological Survey determination that lands are so
known may have been made subsequent tc appellant's
filing of its application.

Permian_nud_Servicex Inc^., 31 IBLA 150 (June 30, 1977)
8« I.D. 3U2

The filing of an application for modification of an
existing coal lease is a hope or expectancy rather than
a vested property right, and, as such, does not fall
within a "valid existing rights" exception and is not
protected by the Fifth Amendment.

Estate_of_Halcolm_!J. ncKinnon, 31 IBLA 290 (July 22,

1977f

Gulf_Oil_Cor£i# 32 IBLA 13 (Aug. 29, 1977)

"Valid Existing Bight." An application fcr modifica-
tion of a coal lease filed prior to enactment of the
Federal Coal Leasing Amendments Act of 1975,
30 O.S.C. A. 4 203 (Supp. 1977) , is insufficient to
establish a "valid existing right" excepted from the
acreage limit on lease modifications imposed by the
amendment.

NSvada_£o we r_Co . , 36 IBLA 62 (June 30, 1978)

The filing of an application does not itself create a

vested property interest or right. It creates at most
herely a hope or expectation.

Southern California Hotorcvcle Club. Inc.. Sierra Club.
H2 IBLA 16U (Aug. 17, 1979)

APPRAISALS

An applicant for land under the Small Tract Act cannot
acguire any right in the land by virtue of administra-
tive delay in reappraising the land prior tc issuance
of patent. The mere filing of a small tract applica-
tion does not create in the applicant any right cr
interest in the land.

Where the current fair market value of land has teen
determined in accordance with accepted appraisal pro-
cedures, the appraisal will not be disturbed in the
absence of positive, substantial evidence that it is
in error.

Georae_Di_Jackson, 20 IBLA 253 (Hay 16, 1975)

APPR AISALS—Continued

Where a decision fixes a small tract rental derived
from an appraisal report which does net comport with
Departmental standards, the decisicn will be set aside
and the case remanded for a new appraisal to establish
the fair rental value.

Junctj.cn Oj.1 Co,, Inc,. 21 IBLA 78 (June 25, 1975)

Where an appraisal has followed established criteria
in calculating the fair-market value cf rental for a

right-of-way, it will be affirmed, absent a shoving by
positive and substantial evidence that the appraisal
is in error.

western Slope Gas Co.. 21 IELA 119 (July 1«, 1975)

A nctificaticn to a small tract lessee, which was
authorized ty a memorandum cf the Director, Bureau
cf land Management, dated Oct. 19, 1955, and apprcved
ty the Secretary cf the Interior on Nov. 9, 1955, that
the lessee cculd purchase the tract under lease without
constructing the improvements required in the option to
purchase clause of the lease, if he paid the appraised
price shown en the lease within a set time, was at of-
fer to sell the tract by the Onited States, and exer-
cise of the cption by the lessee created a binding
contract. Where issuance of the patent was delayed for
years because cf the contest of a conflicting mining
claim, reappraisal to determine changed value since
that time is net permissible because there was a bind-
ing contract under special authority.

Abraham Epstein. 2« IBLA 195 (Bar. 19, 1976)

Under 13 CFR 2802.1-7 (e), which provides that charges
for use and cccupancy of a communication site en public
lands may be revised after notice and an opportunity
for hearing, it is improper to increase such charges
without following the prescribed procedure.

Under 602 CR 1.3, standards for evaluating easements
granted by the Department are set forth in Interagency
Land Acquisition Conference, Uniform Appraisal Stan-
dards for Fede ral Land Acquisitions .

"Fair market value." As used in «3 CFR 28C2.1-7, "fair
market value" of a communication site right-of-way is
the amount in cash, or on terms reasonably equivalent
to cash, fcr which in all probability the right tc use
the site would be granted by a knowledgeable owner
willing but net obligated to grant tc a knowledgeable
user who desired but is not obligated tc so use.

The comparable lease method of appraisal of microwave
communications sites, which involves the comparison
of comparable rental data from other leased sites
with data from the subject site, is a proper method
cf determining the fair market value cf such site
where there is sufficient comparable data available.

Onder 43 CFR 2802. 1-7 (e) , a revisicn cf charges fcr use
and cccupancy of a microwave communication site should
be based upen the physical condition cf the right-cf-
way at the time the user properly commenced occupancy
cf the site cr at time of grant thereof, whichever was
earlier, with value adjusted to present value in that
conditicn.

"Highest and best use." As to the improver of a

communication site during the term of his grant, a

determination that the highest and best use of prop-
erty is for coimunicaticns purposes must be based en
evidence shewing it is so reasonably likely the site
would be chosen fcr use as a communication site in the
absence cf improvements made by the improver that the



APPRAISALS— Continued

suitability of the land for communications purposes
would affect its general market value.

"Before and after rule." In reappraisal of a communi-
cation site, the before and after rule is applied ty
determining the market value of the Government tract
including the site at the time of reappraisal, exclud-
ing any enhancement to or diminution from the site
project, and subtracting therefrom the market value
of the remaining Government property interest, includ-
ing enhancement or diminution from the project.

In the absence of better evidence of comparable leases,
the "before and after" method should be employed in
appraisals of communication sites under U3 CFB 2802.1-7.

In a case where a substantial increase is proposed
in charges for a communication site under 13 CFB
2802.1-7 (e), the required hearing should te conducted
in accordance with the accepted concepts of due process.

Ai§£i£3n_Tele£hcne and_Tele2ra£h Co. et al.. 25 IELA
3U1 (June~307 19767

Under U3 CFB 2802. 1-7 (e) , which provides that charges
for a right-of-way on public lands may be revised after
notice and an opportunity for hearing, it is improper
to increase such charges without following the pre-
scribed procedure.

Paradise_Oilx_Water_and_Land_Develo£ment^_Inci , 26 IELA
37U (Sept. 8, 1976)

Under «3 U.S.C. i 961 (1970) and U3 CFB 2802.1-7 (a),
an applicant has no right to a hearing in connection
with original charges for use and occupancy of a com-
munication site, and a hearing pursuant to a request
under 13 CFB 4.U1S will not be granted where applicant
fails to make specific allegations or offer specific
proof to show in what factors a Departmental appraisal
is in error.

Without convincing evidence that charges prescribed
under 13 U.S.C. 5 961 (1970) and 13 CFB 2802.1-7 for
use and occupancy of a communication site are exces-
sive, charges properly prescribed by an authorized
officer will be sustained on appeal.

Departmental regulation «3 CFB 2802.1-7 contemplates
that a charge will be initially established for the
entire term of the grant of a communication site
right-of-way.

Wountain States Tele£hone_2
393 (Sept. 16, 1976)

, 26 IELA
83 I.E. 332

Where the current fair rental value of a small tract
lease has been determined in accordance with accepted
appraisal procedures, and the lessee contends that the
rental is excessive, the burden is upon the lessee tc
prove by positive, substantial evidence that the ap-
praisal is in error. Where the lessee fails to dc sc,
the appraisal will stand.

APPRAISALS— Contir

Where the current
has teen determine

Lr rental value of a right-of-way
has teen determined in accordance with accepted ap-
praisal procedures, and the permittee contends that tl

rental is excessive, the burden is upcn the lessee to
prove by positive, substantial evidence that the ap-
praisal is in errcr. Where the lessee fails tc dc so,
the appraisal will stand.the appraisal will stand.

32 IEIA 2C5 (Sept. 19,

Under U3 CFR 26C2.1-7(e), the charge fcr a right-cf-way
en public lands may be revised upcn ccmpliance with
procedural reguiretents at any time £ years or icre
from the date when the rate was initially established.

XYZ_Ielevisicn. Inc.. 32 IBLA 317 (Sept. 3C. 1977)

An applicant has no right tc a hearing in connection
with original Federal charges fcr use and occupancy
of a communication site, and in the absence of any spe-
cific assertion showing errcr in the appraisal, the
appraisal will be sustained on appeal if it is prcperly
formulated.

When a parcel of land is prcperly determined tc have a

highest and test use for communication site purposes,
an annual use charge based en the fair market value of
the right-of-way grant may te determined ty cemparisen
with value cf the right cf use fcr similar sites and by
making whatever adjustments may te necessary because cf
differences in factors influencing value.

2IZ_2elevisicnx_Inc., 33 IBLA 80 (Dec. 8, 1977)

A Bureau of La
annual rental for

agement appraisal frcm wbicl
special use permitannual rental fcr a special use permit is calculated

will te upheld unless the permittee shows ty substan-
tial and positive evidence, specific errcrs in the
method or facts on which the appraisal is based.

Evidence that Forest Service land has been appraised at
lower values and leased at lower rates than allegedly
comparable Eureau of Land Management land will net suf-
fice tc overturn the latter's practices where nc spe-
cific error in its methods has been shown.
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Mich ael S. Peering. 33 IBLA 1U2 (Dec. 19, 1977)

JaS£li°J!_0il_COi*_Ii!Ci , 28 IBLA 183 (D 1976)

When the Eureau of Land Management has appraised the
damages for a mineral trespass under 13 CFB Eart S23C.
a hearing will not be ordered and an appraisal kill
not be disturbed in the absence cf an offer cf spe-
cific substantial evidence that the determinaticn is
incorrect.

One challenging the accuracy of an appraisal of water
based on fair market value must show by substantial
evidence the nature of the alleged error; where the ap-
praisal has been conducted in accordance with generally
accepted appraisal principles, allegations of error un-
supported by evidence will be given little weight.

E§Ei5_£enter_WatejJist£ict_ajid._Xhe_C^non_Heiaht
aaii°I!_a nd_B esei vo if^o^ , 28 IBLA~ 368~lFeb . 3, 1977)

8« I.D. 87

»estern_ljucl€ar
i



APPRAISALS- -Continued

"Fair market value." As used in «3 CFH 2802.1-7, "fair
market value" of a communication site rigbt-cf-way is
the amount in cash, or on terms reasonably equivalent
to cash, for which in all probability the right to use
the site would be granted by a knowledgeable owner
willing but not obligated to grant to a knowledgeable
user who desired but is not obligated to so use.

The comparable lease method of appraisal of microwave
communication sites, which involves the comparison of
comparable rental data from other leased sites with
data from the subject site, is the preferred method of
determining the fair market rental value cf the right-
of-way where there is sufficient comparable data
available.

Appraisals of rights-of-way for communication sites
will be upheld if no error is shown in the appraisal
methods used by the Bureau of Land Management and the
appellant fails to show by convincing evidence that the
charges are excessive. Where an appellant has raised
sufficient doubt that the Bureau properly considered
the highest and best use of a right-of-way in determin-
ing comparability of other sites as a basis for the use
charges, the case may be remanded for the Bureau to re-
consider whether a further appraisal or adjustments in
the appraised values should be made.

Where a grantee seeks renewal of a right-cf-way fcr
a communication site, the Eureau cf Land Management
should require an advance annual payment at the rate
formerly charged until a new fair market value rate may
be established by appraisal. In the absence of con-
trary directives, the guideline in «3 CFR 2802. 1-7 (e)

should be applied to renewals of existing rights-cf-
way. Increased charges may not be imposed retroac-
tively, but are only imposed by the authctized officer,
after reasonable notice and opportunity for hearing,
beginning with the next charge year after the officer's
decision.

Interest may be imposed on use charges for right-of-
way sites depending on considerations of fairness and
equity. In the absence of contrary directives, inter-
est may be imposed for occupancy of a site where use
charges should have been imposed at the same rate as
past permitted use. Also, interest may be imposed en
increased charges due on an annual basis for the years
prior to payment of such amount.

Under sec. 50U (g) of the Federal Land Policy and Man-
agement Act of 1976, payments for use of right-of-way
sites should be on an annual basis at the fair market
value unless the annual payment would be less than
$100. Therefore, although lands may be appraised for
a longer future period of time, lump-sum payments for
future years may not be demanded for amounts exceeding
the statutory amount; instead charges for such amounts
should be made on an annual basis.

full_Circlex_Inct , 35 IBLA 325 (June 19, 1978)
85 I.D. 207

As used in 13 CFR 2802.1-7, "fair market value" cf a

communication site right-of-way is the amount in cash,
or on terms reasonably equivalent to cash, fcr which
in all probability the right to use the site would be
granted by a knowledgeable owner willing tut not obli-
gated to grant to a knowledgeable user who desired but
is not obligated to so use.

The comparable lease method of appraisal cf microwave
communication sites, which involves the cemparisen of
comparable rental data from other leased sites with
data from the subject site, is the preferred method of
determining the fair market rental value cf the right-
of-way where there is sufficient comparable data
available.

APPRAISAL S—Continued

charges are excessive, where an appellant has raised
sufficient dcutt that the Bureau properly censidered
the highest and best use cf a right-cf-way in determin-
ing comparability of ether sites as a basis fcr the use
charges, the case may be remanded for the Bureau tc re-
consider whether a further appraisal or adjustments in
the appraised values should be made.

Where a grantee seeks renewal of a right-cf-way fcr
a cotEmunicaticn site, the Bureau cf land Management
should require an advance annual payment at the rate
formerly charged until a new fair market value rate
may be established by appraisal. In the absence cf
contrary directives, the guideline in 13 CFR 26C2.1-7(e)
should be applied to renewals of existing rights-cf-way.
Increased charges may net be imposed retroactively, but
may be only imposed by the authorized officer, after
reasonable notice and opportunity fcr hearing, begin-
ning with the next charge year after the officer's
decision.

Interest may be imposed on use charges fcr right-cf-
way sites depending en considerations of fairness and
equity. In the absence of contrary directives, inter-
est may be imposed for occupancy of a site where use
charges should have teen imposed at the same rate as
past permitted use. Also, interest may be imposed en
increased charges fcr the pericd commencing with the
date from which increased charges are established.

Under sec. f CO (g) of the Federal land Fclicy and ran-
agement Act cf 1976, H3 U.S.C.A. $ 176U jg) (West Supp.
1978), payments for use cf right-cf-way sites should
be en an annual basis at the fair market value unless
the annual payment would be less than 11CC. Therefore,
although lands may be appraised for a longer future
pericd cf time, lump-sum payments for future years may
not be demanded fcr amounts exceeding the statutory
amount; instead charges fcr such amounts should be
made en an annual basis.

Conald R. Clark. C. Reinhart S Sen. Inc.. Hart well
i^caiatin^Cc.. 39 IELA 182 (Jan.~3l"l97l7

APPROPRIATIONS
<See_also ixpe
this~Index.)

Funds— if inclt

The denial cf a private landowner's request that the
Eureau of Land Manaqement share in the expenses of con-
structing a fence between Federal and private land will
be upheld where the landowner has failed tc show a

valid legal cr factual reason for granting the request.

John 1. Tiatr a nd th D. Bl

1977)
30 IELA 317 (Oui

ASSISTANT. SECRETARIES OF THE INTERIOR

5tar. Inc., Atomic Western, Inc., Fremcnt Energy
Corp.. Ivor Adair. HI IBLA 333 (July 11, 1979)

Appraisals of rights-of-way for communication sites
will be upheld if no error is shown in the appraisal
methods used by the Eureau of Land Management and the
appellant fails to show by convincing evidence that the



ATTOBNIIS

Qualifications to practice before the Department of
the Interior are prescribed by regulations. where
an appeal is brought by a person who does not appear
to fall within any of the categories of persons autho-
rized to practice, the appeal is subject to dismissal.

«i_ Duane_Ke n n ed_ , 2U IBLA 152 (Mar. 10. 1976)

Although respondent in a grazing license trespass hear-
ing brought by the Bureau of Land Management has the
right to be represented and aided by legal counsel,
the Department has no duty or responsbility under the
Constitution or the Administrative Procedure Act to
provide such counsel for him.

£_____

B

rinkerhoff , 2« IBLA 321 (Apr. 21, 1976)
83 I.

Service of a document upon a person's attorney of rec-
ord constitutes effective service upon such perscn.

(Oct.

'. Bine Development Corp. et al

.

'18, 19767
27 IBLA 238

Where, in a quasi- judicial Departmental proceeding, an
individual entered an appearance as attorney for a

party to the action, and it Has subsequently revealed
that he was not qualified to practice before the De-
partment under any of the provisions of U3 CFR 1.3, the
presiding administrative law judge properly refused tc
continue to recoqnize his appearance or to permit him
to continue to conduct the case in a representative
capacity.

U_ii_d_S ta t es._y.i_ Joh n_Ga_a nich ,

1978)
36 IBLA 111 (July 1U,

A0TBCBIII_TC BIND, GOVERNMENT

The United States is not estopped to asser
survey, or deny the swamp and overflowed c

public lands constituting cffshcre islands
either by Departmental inaction on the Sta
land application, or ty inclusion of the i

swampland selection list, or by the survey
adverse chain of title and claims of cccup

Virgi l Lopez et al.. 21 IBLA 33 (June 17, 1975)
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Charles. H. .Goad. 25 IBLA 130 (June 7, 1976)

Beliance upcn erroneous information provided ty eiplcy-
ees cf the Eureau of Land Management cannot create any
rights net authorized by law. Ihe fact that a coal
prospecting permittee alleges he was assured ty BLH
employees that he wculd receive permit extensions does
net prevent the applicability of subsequent legislation
which prchitits such extensions from causing his exten-
sion applications to be rejected.

Island Creek Ccal Co. , 3 '. IELA 2M7 (Fay 3C, 1976)
85 I.I.

The burden of signing and fully executing a drawing
entry card rests en the applicant. Beliance en
instructions provided by a ncn-governmental filing
service does not excuse the failure tc fully execute
a card.

The Department has determined that an official of the
Bureau of Indian Affairs is not entitled tc represent
a Native allotment applicant in an appeal to the Eoard
of Land Appeals. However, where the case involves the
propriety of proofs submitted by the Bureau of Indian
Affairs in behalf of a deceased Native allotment appli-
cant, that issue may be resolved.

l£nest_L.
1979)

.OIson__Jr___pece_sed_, HI IBLA 179 (June 22.

The Department has determined that an official of the
Bureau of Indian Affairs is not entitled to represent
a Native allotment applicant in an appeal tc the Board
of Land Appeals. However, where the partial rejection
of an Alaska Native allotient application turns on the
resolution of a factual issue, the case will be re-
manded to BLH so that heirs or claimants to the estate
of the deceased applicant may be afforded nctice and
opportunity for hearing.

_nk_o_n__e_r.s_of_Hi_l____e_l_, HI
1979)

ILA 387 (July 2«,

Failure to obtain counsel at a hearing into the valid-
ity of a mining claim will afford the mining claimant
no greater rights on appeal than if he had cbtained
counsel

.

«1 IBLA 95 (June «, 1979)

AV01SICS

Where one whe protests the perfcrmance and acceptance
cf a survey cf land, identified by the cadastral engi-
neer making the survey as public domain land, offers
probative evidence that changes arcse because of avul-
sion rather than accretion and so the land is net in
fact Federally owned, a hearing will be ordered tc re-
ceive and censider such evidence and to ascertain the
facts.

2° e S.. Dent and
19757

)elcres L. Dent. 11 :ela (Jan.

Submerged and filled tidelands passed tc the State
cf Alaska en the date of its admission tc the Orici
Jan. 3, 1959. Ownership of tidelands subsequentlj
created by avulsive action remains in those persons
or entities, including the Federal Gcvernment. whe
held title tc the land prior to the avulsive actici

Sane i L. Lcugl
'3T~1976)'

_____X -El§_kburn, IELA

!i_ite__States_v__Howard_D___on_J
U3 IBLA 150 (Sept. 28, 1979)

.Dolores H,. Killion ,



AVULSION—Continued

Federal law determines the legal characterization of
accretions, avulsions, and relictions to land riparian
to navigable bodies of water, where title tc the land
or reserved interests in the land remains in the United
States.

Da v i d_Ai_Pr o v i n se

,

BONNEVILLE POWER ADMINISTRATION

GENERALLY

BOUNDARIES—Continued

In determining what
grants of public la
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meander line, const
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The Bonneville Power Administrator has authority to
undertake or fund a study or project to help restore
the Columbia River anadroaoos fishery if he finds that
such a study or project is necessary or appropriate tc
carry out his power marketing responsibilities under
the Bonneville Project Act, 16 U.S.C. «« 832-8321, and
other related statutes.

Authority of Bonneville Power Administrat or to Partici-
pate in Funding of Proqraa to Help Restore the~Ccluabia
Ri»er_Anadromous Fishery, M-36885 (Nov. 22, 1976)

83 I.D. 589

Extrinsic evidence may be used tc make definite the
description in a private deed which contains a latent
ambiguity, either tc determine actual or ecler cf title.
Therefore, a color of title claimant Bay intrcduce ex-
trinsic evidence to establish whether the deeds in her
chain of title were based upon plats, records and ctber
documents which can be read together with the deeds as
creating a ecler of title beyond the actual title shown
on an official Federal survey plat.

Mable H. Farlow. 30 IBLA 320 (June 7, 1977) 8U I.E. 276

BOUNDARIES
(See also Accretion, Avulsion, Reliction, Surveys
"f Public Lands— if included in this Index.)

where one who protests the performance and acceptance
of a survey of land, identified by the cadastral engi-
neer making the survey as public domain land, offers
probative evidence that changes arose because of avul-
sion rather than accretion and so the land is not in
fact Federally owned, a bearing will be crdered to re-
ceive and consider such evidence and to ascertain the
facts.

J °e_Si_Den t_a nd_Delores_li_Den1

.

1975)
IBLA 375 (Jan. 30.

The survey of an offshore island without the use cf
18.6-year mean high tide data, which governs boundary
disputes between private upland and tideland owners,
is proper; the 18.6-year lunar cycle tide data does
not govern meander lines established in public land
surveys.

Meander of an offshore island is ordinarily based on a
mean high tide determined by the vegetative line upen
the soil in accordance with the Bureau of Land Manage-
ment's Banual of Surveying Instruc t ion s.

The Secretary of the Interior is authorized and under
a duty to determine what lands are public lands and to
survey such lands. Neither the Acts admitting Florida
into the Union, nor the Reconstruction Act of Mar. 2,
1867, divested the Secretary of the Interior of that
authority regarding islands in the State cf Florida,
nor divested the United States of title to any public
lands in the State.

yi£gil-fcgBgz_gt_al.. 21 IBLA 33 (June 17, 1975)

Courts have long recognized, in determining boundaries,
that calls for natural objects and fixed monuments
control those for distances.

Ta°§_2ueblo_T rac t_C , M-3688U (Oct. 28, 1976)
83 I.E. 529

The primary rule which the courts apply in construing
and interpreting a conveyance where the lecatien cf the
boundary lines is uncertain by reascn of incensistent
or conflicting descriptive calls in the conveyance is
that the intention cf the parties ccntrcls and is tc he
followed. where the calls for the location of bound-
aries to land are incensistent, calls to monuments,
natural or artificial, are of paramount importance and
will prevail ever all ether calls incensistent there-
with. Calls to boundaries are of secondary iBpcrtance,
and courses and distances Bust be altered if, as given,
they will net reach the designated bcundary. Calls of
course take precedence over distances, so that where
it is necessary tc either change directicn to reach a

boundary or else reduce or extend the prescribed dis-
tance, the distance must yield tc the course. The re-
cital of guantity or area of land cenveyed or retained
will be least influential.

Inited States v. Lerov S. Johnson et al.. 39 IBLA 337
(Feb. 28, 1S79)

(See also Indian Probate— if included in this Index.)

Appellant's pending court action does net present a

bar tc further agency review.

Adain istrativ e Appeal of Helen S . Kirsch linq v. Eureau
cf Indian Affairs. 7 IBIA 36 (Mar. 17, 1978)

Title I of the Highway Beautif icaticn Act, 79 Stat.
1028, which applies to all "public lands or reserva-
tions of the United States," does net apply tc Indian
reservations.

California's Outdoor Advertising Act, implementing the
Highway Beautif icaticn Act, 79 Stat. 1028, may not be
applied to ncn-Indian lessees on the Pcrcngc Indian
Reservaticn.

The Department's policy established in 1965 of requir-
ing lessees cf Indian lands in Califcrnia tc comply
with State standards regulating land use and develcp-
ment can be achieved without subjecting developing
tribal governments tc the full enforceaent powers of
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GENEBALLY—Continued

the State, viz., through adding appropriate State
standards to the provisions of any lease.

__.____t___;i___________________Ii?______Jl-_-_- Mission
_________________i_________a______________Cjfice,
7 IBIA 299 (Dec. 13, 1979) 86 I.E. e

ADMINISTRATIVE APPEALS

Generally

Administrative appeals decided by the Commissioner of
Indian Affairs under 25 CFR Part 2 on the basis of an
exercise of discretionary authority should ccntain in
the written decision a statement that the decision is
based on the exercise of discretionary authority and
that the decision is final for the Department.

It is not the function of the Board of Indian Appeals
to review discretionary determinations of the Commis-
sioner of Indian Affairs.

Administrative Appeal of Means Construction Co. et al.

v. Commissioner of Indian_Af fairs, 5 IBIA 242 (Ncv. 5,
19767

All owners of interest in property are "interested
parties" within the meaning of 25 CFR 2.11. It was
therefore improper for appellant to serve a copy cf
her notice of appeal only on those persons whom she
considered to be "adverse parties."

Notwithstanding that the notice of appeal is to be
served on all interested parties, failure tc do sc
does not make dismissal of the appeal mandatory.

Adm inistrative Appeal of I ris Bear Heels v. Aberdeen
Area Director. 6 IBIA~253 (Dec? 15, 1977)

EORtAO.Of INDIAN At FAIRS—Cent inued

ADMINISTRATIVE APPEALS—Continued

Acts_of Agents_cf the United_states—Continued

Limitation. pnAuthority to Act—Continued

Contracts Express ct Implied in Fact

The limitation that the United States is bound only by
acts of agents which are within his authority applies
not enly tc express contracts but tc contracts implied
in fact as well.

Administrative Appeal of Doyor
(Aug. 8, 1976)

.ltd. 7 IEIA E3

Notice of Limitatio n e n Authority

Persons dealing with an agent of the United States are
charged with notice cf limitation en his authority and
that the United States is bound only by acts of an
agent which are within his authority.

Administr ati ve Ap peal of Doyon. Ltd.. 7 IBIA 63
"(Aug.~8,~1976)

filing

Mandatory Time Limit

The appellant shall file his appeal with the Area
Director or the Assistant Secretary (formerly Ccniiis-
sioner) for Indian Affairs within 3C days after filing
cf the nctice of appeal in the office of the efficial
who made the decisicn being appealed.

Een^on-Montin-Greer_prilli^_Coj^_v._Actina_jrea
Director* Albuguergue Area ,gff ice. Bureau of Indian
__I____7 7 lilA~67 (May 31, 19787

The party challenging the terms or conditions of a

sale of Indian land bears the burden of proving the
violation or misconduct alleged.

Administrative Appeal of Hazel Hawk Vi sse r v. Ar ea
Bi£ector^Poxtland_AreaCfficex_iur«u_of_In|ian
________ 7 IBIA 22 (Feb. 17, 1978)

Determining the reasonableness of administrative fees
assessed under authority of 25 CFR 141.18 is a matter
reguiring the exercise of discretionary authority and
as such the issue must be directed to the Assistant
Secretary for Indian Affairs for resolution.

The Board of Indian Appeals may not resolve a

discretionary matter without clear authority from the
Secretary.

Aa»iaistrative_A EE^l_ol-HglgP-S._Kirsc^lina_v^Cureau
2f_lJ3Jia.2_.AIIalis, 7 IBIA 36 (Mar. 17, 1978)

Acts_of Agents_of the Onited_States

ti_i_ation_on_Authorily_to_Act

£________

Hailing to the Bureau of Indian Affairs a carbon copy
of a decision rejecting an application for an Alaska
Native allotment is not service upon the applicant so
as to comply with 43 CFH 4.401.

____________.__S__, 42 IBLA 86 (Aug. 13, 1979)

EUREAO OF LAND MANAGEMENT
(See also Mineral leasing Act— if included in this
Index.

7

There is nc authority for a State Director, Eoreau of
Land Management, to make a determination cf a knevn
geothermal resources area. Instead, the authority has
teen delegated by the Secretary of the Interior tc the
Director, Geological Survey. KGRA determinations must
te based upen the evidentiary factors stated in sec.
2(e) cf the Geothermal Steam Act of 1S7C.

Hydrothetmal Ene rgy and Minerals . Inc.. 18 IE LA 3S3
(Feb. 7, 197?) 82 I.E. 60

Hydrothetmal Ener gy and Miner als
(Mar. 6. 1975)

Pelta
ii
runas__inc.

,

Inc., 19 IELA 136

19 IELA 165 (Mar. 18. 1975)

The Eureau cf Land Manageient has nc authority to make
a determination of a known geothermal resources area;
such authority rests with the Geclcgical Survey.

Robert C. Harper. 24 IBLA 44 (Feb. 23, 1976)

The issuance of sodium prospecting permits is discre-
tionary with the Secretary of the Interior, and the
Secretary may refuse to issue permits for lands with-
drawn fcr wildlife purposes if the use cf the lands
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for mineral prospecting and development activities
would adversely affect the wildlife hatitat.

do not
and Hi
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the regulations and Departmental and ELM Manuals
specifically state how disputes between the Fish

ldlife Service and the Bureau of Land Management
ssuing sodium prospecting permits fcr lands with-
dlife refuge areas are to be resolved, but the
mental manuals indicate that such decisions are
made by the Secretary and the BLM Manual directs
uch applications be forwarded to the Washington
, a decision of a State Office rejecting an ap-
ion for a sodium prospecting permit will be set
and the case remanded for processing in accord-
ith the Departmental and BLM Manuals.

Ve r nal.E^B e ss_e t_a 1.. , 27 IBLA H (Sept. 17, 1976)

Where a protest has been made against the validity of
a drawing entry card (DEC) in the simultaneous oil and
gas lease filing procedure, it is improper tc issue a

lease in response to the protested DEC before the pro-
test is finally dismissed. The Board of Land Appeals,
rather than a BLM State Office, has the authority to
make final administrative determinations for the De-
partment in matters relating to protests against cil
and gas lease offers.

BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT— Continued

Where the Secretary has declined tc exercise his juris-
diction, a decision rendered ty this Board is final fcr
the Department. Hence, statements by BLM and arguments
of the Solicitor, while valuable tc the Beard, are not
binding upon the Board.

H. B. Del ascc . Inc.. et al. . 39 IEIA 19« (Feb. 2, 1979)

.Ei_Pack, 31 IBLA 283 (July 22, 1977)

Established and longstanding Departmental pclicy relat-
ing to the administration of the simultaneous cil and
gas leasing system, premised upon regulatory interpre-
taticn, is binding en all employees of the Bureau of
Land Management, until such time as it is prcperly
changed.

Milton E. Feinterg. Benson J Bi Lamp (Cn Reconsideration! .

140 IBLA 222 (Apr. 11, 1979) 86 I.t. 23U

The filing cf a timely pretest suspends the authority
of the State Office to act upen the matter until the
pretest has been ruled upen. Purther, action is tc be
additionally suspended after a ruling cn the pretest
for the pericd of time in which a person adversely af-
fected may file a notice cf appeal therefrom.

James W. Smith. «« IBLA 275 (Dec. 26, 1979)

Until such time as the Department promulgates regula-
tions, policy guidelines cr criteria implementing sec.
302 of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of
1976, the Bureau of Land Management may properly defer
action on the proposed creation of an estate in Federal
land thereunder.

lIS2a_Li_Beraer, 31 IBLA 389 (Aug. 19, 1977)

An organization appealing a Bureau of Land Management
decision will be considered a "party to a case" witbii
the meaning of «3 CFB U.U10 where the organization
uses the lands in question, is recognized as a bena
fide representative of the community, receives notice
of Bureau actions concerning the lands, actively and
extensively participates in the formulaticn of land
use plans for the lands in question, and takes a posi-
tion in a dispute concerning the use of the land con-
trary to another group or individual.

Headwaters, 33 IBLA 91 (Dec. 16, 1977)

Established and longstanding Departmental pclicy relat-
ing to the administration of the simultaneous oil and
gas leasing system is binding on all emplcyees of the
Bureau of Land Management, until such time as it is
properly changed.

BUHEAO_CF_RECLAJATIC!N

GENERALLY

Under the Mineral Leasing Act fcr Acquired lands cf
19«7, as amen ded. 30 O.S.C. «« 351-359 (197C), if the
lands embraced within an oil and gas lease application
are under surface jurisdiction of a service cr bureau
within the Department of the Interior, as are the
National Park Service and the Bureau cf Reclamaticn,
the consent cf the Secretary of the Interior is neces-
sary under the Act tc the leasing of the land. Where
the Naticnal Park Service recommends that cil and gas
leases fcr lands within the boundaries cf the Chickasaw
Naticnal Recreation Area be rejected in order tc main-
tain the area for the purposes for which it was estab-
lished, it is proper to accept this recemmendatien and
reject the effers.

29 IBLA 33 (Feb. 10.

The Federal reclamation laws are limited by their own
terms to application in the 17 Western "reclamaticn
states."

Arrlication cf the Acreage Limitatj.cn and Residency
Requirements to Small Recla«atjon Pro jects. Act
Projects. M-3690H (July 17, 1978) 85 I.t. 21

Milton_Di_Feinberg_I_Benson
7sept7~18,~1978f

37 IBLA 39
85 I.D. 380

AUTHORIZATION

Erroneous issuance by BLM of oil and gas lease on other
withdrawn land in area of tract for which appellant
submitted lease offer does not effect restoration to
leasing of latter withdrawn tract.

F .._M.. _Tu ll.y . 39 IBLA 137 (Jan. 29, 1979)

When Congress is relatively specific in authorizing a

Government project, it takes equally specific Congres-
sional action to change that authorization.

Certif icaticn that lands are irrigable is a separate
and distinct process from authorizing a Bureau cf Rec-
lamaticn prcject and cannct be construed as authoriza-
tion to serve lands in excess of those specifically
authorized in the project act.
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AUTHORIZATION—Continued

The agencies have the responsibility in cases where
authority to act »ay be in question to bring the latter
to the direct and specific attention of Congress and to
request clarifying legislation.

Congressional ratification of a significant modifica-
tion in an authorized project ordinarily cannot be
gained through mere references in testimony cr docu-
ments presented to Congress for appropriation purposes;
the intent of Congress as a whole to ratify must be
clearly expressed and manifested in the record.

Sec. 9(e) of the Reclamation Project Act of 1939,
03 U.S.C. « «85h (e) (1970), does not give the Secretary
any independent authority for entering water service
contracts for areas except as separately authorized by
Congress.

Kestlands_Water_District_
(July 31, 1978)

Legal Questions, M-36901
85 I.E. 297

Where there is no clear Congressional authority to
operate a Bureau of Reclamation project one way as
opposed to another and there are proposed inconsis-
tent methods of operation contained in the draft set
of Operating Principles and feasibility report, it is
the responsibility of the agency to seek additional
and clarifying authority from Congress as to how the
project is to be operated, particularly when important
and controversial economic and environmental interests
are involved.

AiJi]l°liiI_i°_M»er t_ Flows_from_ Hunter_Creek_T.rib u-
t a r i es^_ F r y.

i

ngpan-Ar Kansas Project, Colorad c, H-36902
(July 31, 1978) 85 I.E. 326

EURFAU.CF RiCLAHATION—Continued

CONSTRUCTION—Continued

and controversial economic and environmental interests
are involved.

Authcritv tc Eivert Flows fcom B unter Creek Tribu-
taries. Fryinqp an-A rkansas P roje ct. Colorado. i-l€9 02
(July 31, 197e) ~ 85 I.E. 326

The Secretary of the Interior has discretion t

the physical features or plans cf a Eureau of
tion project after Congressional authorization
authorizing legislation only states what the g

edify
lama-
en the
ral
ecifi-

when Congress places a cost ceiling in legislation
authorizing construction cf a project, the agency must
cbtain additional authority from Congress to continue
construction of the project if it is projected that the
cost ceiling will be exceeded.

The Eureau cf Reclamation is reguired tc seek acditicr-
al Congressional authority to continue a project at the
earliest point in tiite that it determines the autho-
rized cost ceiling will he exceeded sc that Congress
can determine whether the project shculd be completed
at the increased cost.

Adequacy of Le gis lative Autho riz ation for the San
Felipe,, Eivi s i c n^_Ce n t ral Valley P roJe cj_,_ Ca 1 i_f c r n i a ,

M-369C3 "( J uTj
-
31,1976)

""
" 85 I.IT 337

The Secretary of the Interior has discretion to modify
the physical features or plans of a Bureau of Reclama-
tion project after Congressional authorization when the
authorizing legislation only states what the general
features of the project are to be and does net specifi-
cally incorporate any detailed feasibility report into
the legislation. The Secretary cannot, however, devi-
ate from the general plans or facilities specifically
defined by Congress to be part of the project without
obtaining the approval of Congress.

When Congress places a cost ceiling in legislation
authorizing construction of a project, the agency must
obtain additional authority from Congress to continue
construction of the project if it is projected that the
cost ceiling will be exceeded.

The Bureau of Reclamation is required to seek addition-
al Congressional authority to continue a project at the
earliest point in time that it determines the autho-
rized cost ceiling will be exceeded so that Congress
can determine whether the project should be completed
at the increased cost.

A^eauaci^f_Legislative_Auth^rj;
z^ioji_for_the_San^

Felipe Division, Central Valley Project. California.
11-36903 (July 3l7 1978) " 85 iTeT 337

CONSTRUCTION

Where there is no clear Congressional authority tc
operate a Bureau of Reclamation project one way as
opposed to another and there are proposed inconsis-
tent methods of operation contained in the draft set
of Operating Principles and feasibility report, it is
the responsibility of the agency to seek additional
and clarifying authority from Congress as tc how the
project is to be operated, particularly when important

inder sec. tOU
4ct applies tc

cf the

ENVIRONHENT

The requirement fcr a permit
eral Water Pollution Control
of Reclamaticn to the same extent as any ether perscn,
and with certain exceptions the Eureau must cttair a

permit from the Corps of Engineers prior tc any dis-
charge cf dredged or fill material into the navigable
waters.

Activities "affirmatively authorized by Congress,"
which are excepted from sec. 10 of the Rivers and
Barbers Act cf 1699, are not excepted from sec. «CU
cf the Federal Water Pollution Control Act. notwith-
standing the excepticn cf a discharge of dredged cr
fill material under sec. 10 of the Rivers and Barters
Act, compliance with sec. 101 is required.
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To secure the exemption under sec. «CU (r) cf the Federal
Water Pollution Control Act for projects described in an
environmental statement, compliance with seven specific
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conditions is required. The exemption does not apply to
the maintenance of existing Federal projects, but only
to new construction. While the exemption provides an
alternative procedure to achieve compliance with sec.
404 of the Jet for a limited category of Federal proj-
ects under very specific conditions, it does not lessen
the substantive requirements that apply to the discharge
of dredged or fill material.

To secure the exemption under sec. 404(f) (1) of the Fed-
eral Water Pollution Control Act for the maintenance of
currently serviceable structures, compliance with four
specific conditions is required. The exemption does
not apply to the discharge of dredged material incident
to maintenance dredging.

Permit_Mauiiements_foi_DischaEae_of_££ed5 ed_o£_fi22__
Material Under Section 404 of the Federal Water Pollu-
tion Control_Actx 33~u7s7c. 4 1344. M-36915~~Aug~~27~~
1979) 86 I.C. 400

to new construction.

defined ty Ccngress to be part cf the project without
cbtaining the approval of Congress.

Adequacv of legisla tive A uthorizati on for th e Sac
Felipe Division. Central Valley Project. Califcini a

,

M-36903 (July 31, 197e) 85 I.E. 337

OPERATION ANC MAINTENANCE

Where there is no clear Ccngressional authority tc
operate a Bureau cf Reclataticn prcject cne way as
eppesed to another and there are proposed inconsis-
tent methods of operation contained in the draft set
cf Operating Principles and feasibility report, it is
the respcnsitility of the agency to seek additional
and clarifying authority from Congress as tc how the
project is tc be operated, particularly when important
and ccntrovetsial economic and environmental interests
are involved.

EXCESS LANDS

Congress intended to replace the excess land provisions
of the general reclamation laws when it passed the SRPA
by providing in sec. 5(c) thereof that excess landown-
ers could receive Federally subsidized water on their
excess holdings if they would repay with interest "a
pro rata share of the loan which is attributable to
furnishing irrigation benefits * * * to land held * * *

in excess of 160 acres."

Where lands are receiving benefits from both an SRPA
loan project and an ordinary reclamation prcject, gen-
eral reclamation law, including residency and acreage
limitations, apply to those lands.

Application of the Acreage Li mitation and Residency
Requirements to Small Reclamation Projects Act
Projects, M-36904 (July 17, 1978) 85 I.C. 254

Sec. 46 of the Omnibus Adjustment Act of 1926, 43 O.S.C.
$ 423e (1976) , requires the Secretary of the Interior
to control and approve the purchase price of both ini-
tial sales of excess land, and resales of this formerly
excess land until one-half the construction charges al-
located to such land has teen paid, in order for the
land to continue to be eligible for project water.

In approving the sale price of formerly excess land
until one-half the construction charges allocated to
such land has been paid, the Secretary of the Interior
is required to use the same standard used fcr approving
the sale price of the initial sale of excess land; that
is, the sale price oust be fixed ty the Secretary on
the basis of the actual bona fide value cf the land en
the date of appraisal without reference to the value
added by the project. The price approval requirement
will not apply to formerly excess lands which were ac-
quired, with Secretarial approval, from excess into
non-excess status prior to May 18, 1979, the date of
this opinion.

A uthor ity tc D iver t Flows from Hu nter Creek Tritu-
t a rj e s, Fry i ngpan-Arkansas Project. Colorado ,~ E- 3 6 9 2

(July 31, 1978) " 85 I.E. 326

BEFAYMEN1 AND WATER SERVICE CCNTRACTS

A short-term or temporary contract will net rescind a

long-term contract under the doctrine of superseding
contracts unless the parties clearly intended that to
be the effect of the new agreement and the terms cf the
new agreement are flatly inconsistent with the former
agreement.

Sec. 9(e) of the Reclamation Project Act of 1939,
43 O.S.C. « 485b (e) (1970), does not give the Secretary
any independent authority fcr entering water service
contracts fcr areas except as separately authorized by
Congress.

No water may be delivered tc a reclamation district un-
til the district has signed a repayment contract thich
establishes a sufficient repayment obligation guaran-
teeing that the Onited States will recover the costs
cf the project as provided by law.

Hestland;
(July 31,

Water District — Legal Cuesticns. E-36SC1
1978) 85 I.E. 297

Reclamation La>
Excess Lands , P

.Z_Control_of_the_Sale_Price_cf_Fcrmerli
-36913 (May 18, 1979)

86 I.C. 306

RESIDENCY BEC0IREHEN1S

Even though Ccngress stated that the SBPA was tc te a

supplement tc the reclamation law, SBFA's legislative
history indicates that the Act was net intended tc in-
clude the remainder of reclamation law, including the
residency requirement.

Where lands are receiving benefits frcm both an SBPA
lean project and an ordinary reclamation project, gen-
eral reclamaticn law, including residency and acreage
limitatiens, apply to those lands.

«F£licaticn_cf_the Acreage Limitation_and_Besidencj
Requirements to Small Reclamation Projects Act
Projects^ M-~69C4 (July 17. 19767 85~I.lT 21

FINDINGS OF FEASIBILITY SMALL PBOJECTS PBOGBAM

The Secretary of the Interior has discretion to modify
the physical features or plans of a Bureau cf Beclama-
tion project after Congressional authorization when the
authorizing legislation only states what the general
features of the project are to be and does net specifi-
cally incorporate any detailed feasibility report into
the legislation. The Secretary cannot, however, devi-
ate from the general plans or facilities specifically

The Small Beclamaticn Frojects Act (SBPA), 43 O.S.C.
« 422a et se_g. (197C) , has two principal cbjectives:
(1) tc provide more direct involvement of non-Federal



id (2) to sio-
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public agencies in water development , c

plify the authorization procedures for
projects.

The SRPA does not incorporate general reclaiation la*.

Congress intended to replace the excess land previsions
of the general reclamation laws when it passed the SRPA
by providing in sec. 5(c) thereof that excess landown-
ers could receive Federally subsidized water on their
excess holdings if they would repay with interest "a
pro rata share of the loan which is attributable to
furnishing irrigation benefits * * * to land held * * *

in excess of 160 acres."

When those provisions of reclamation law which are spe-
cifically incorporated by SRPA are added to the provi-
sions of SRPA itself, they form a complete scheme which
is capable of standing by itself without need to incor-
porate the general body of reclaaation law.

Even though Congress stated that the SRPA was to be a

supplement to the reclamation law, SRPA's legislative
history indicates that the Act was not intended to in-
clude the remainder of reclamation law, including the
residency requirement.

Where lands are receiving benefits from bcth an SRPA
loan project and an ordinary reclamation project, gen-
eral reclamation law, including residency and acreage
limitations, apply to those lands.

*EEli£aii°I!_oi_iie_*crease_Li»it§tion_and_ Residency
Reau ir

e

ments_to_Saall_ Reclamation, Projects_Act
Projects, B-3690H (July 17, 1978) 85 I.D. 25K

CLASSIFICATION ANC BDITIPLE USE ACT CF 196a

—

Continued

Where the Secretary by appropriate notice in the

leJil^I Beaister has classified certain lands fci
multiple use management and such lands are segregated
frcm desert land entry, and the classification has net
teen terminated by either a reclassification cr publi-
cation in Fed eral Register cf termination cf classifi-
cation, ELK properly denied petition-application for
desert land entry.

Paul.B. Jenkins. 39 IBLA 1U1 (Jan. 29, 1979)

Belvi n V. Frandsen,. Bary C. Frandsen. <43 IEIA 130
(Sept. 26, 1979)

Classification of lands under the Classification and
Bultiple Use Act of I960, «3 U.S.C. « lull et sea.
(197C), does net create reserved water rights.

Federal Water .Rights cf .the Waticnal Eark Service, Fish
and Wildlife Service, Bureau qf Reclamation and the
Bureau of Land Banagement, B-3691U (June 25, 19757

66 I.C. 553

CO AL LAN ES

In order for an assertion of competitive interest tc
create a tar tc the allowance of an application tc
modify an existing ccal lease by the addition cf con-
tiguous land, the competitive interest asserted must
be identifiable, substantial and genuine, and net
merely speculative or casual.

5§Icolm_N._BcKinnon, 23 IBLA 1 (Nov. 25, 1975)

CLASSIFICATION AND BOLTIPLE USE ACT OF I960

When a Native has initiated use and occupancy of land
prior to the date of its classification under the
Classification and Bultiple Ose Act of I960, such clas-
sification will not constitute a tar to the completion
of the statutory 5-year use and occupancy period, and
the allotment may be granted, all else being regular,
even though the classification remains in effect.

Ka t ie_ Wassi 1 lie_e t_ali , 20 IBLA 330 (June 6, 1975)

£onald_F._Nielsenx_Ethel_Adcox, 21 IBLA 258 (Aug. 11,
1975)

COAL LEASES ANC PERBITS

GENERALLY

In ctder for an assertion of competitive interest tc
create a tar tc the allowance of an application tc
modify an existing coal lease by the additicn cf con-
tiguous land, the competitive interest asserted must
te identifiable, substantial and genuine, and net
merely speculative or casual.

Balcclm N . HcKinnon. 23 IBLA 1 (Nov. 25, 1975)

Publication in the Federal Register of a notice cf pro-
posed classification pursuant to 03 CFR 2161.2 will
segregate the affected land to the extent indicated
in the notice.

Where mining claims occupy land which has subsequently
been withdrawn from the operation of the mining laws
by a notice cf proposed classification, 03 CFR 2061.2,
the validity of the claim must be tested as cf the date
of the published notice, as well as of the date of de-
termination. If the claim was not supported by such a
discovery at the date of the published notice of clas-
sification, the land within the claim located in the
classified area would not be excepted from the effect
of the withdrawal.

The Bineral Leasing Act of 1920, as amended and supple-
mented, most recently by the Coal Leasing Amendments
Act cf 1975, allows the Secretary to authorize develop-
ment of coal leases by methods which were net utilized
by the industry at the time of passage cf the 192C Act.
The broad grants of authority to the Secretary in the
1920 Act allcw technclcgical developments in the ccal
mining industry.

The grant of the privilege to mine and dispose cf all
coal includes in situ methods of development.

In Si tu Gasi fication of Ccal. B-36890 (Bay 21, 1977)
SU I.I. 210

flatted States v. 8, E. Rodqers and Barbara J. Rodqers.
32 IBLA 77 (Sept. 2, 1977)

The Federal Coal Leasing Amendments Act of 1975, which
amended sec. 2(b) of the Bineral Leasing Act, subject
to "valid existing rights" terminated the Secretary's
authority tc extend previously granted prospecting
permits.

Authority tc Extend. Coal.

P

ros pecting Permits: Effect
cf Sec. of the Fede ral Coa l Leasing Amendments Act
cf 1975. B-36891 (July 21, 1977) ~ 81 I.C. 015
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A mining plan submitted to the U.S. Geological Survey
is properly classified a "new operation" as defined by
30 CFR 211.1(d) (1) (iii) where as cf the date of its
submission to the Department, the Department has not
completed its environmental impact analysis involving
the area in which the mining plan is located, nor has
it, as of that date, commenced and expended substantial
resources in the preparation or completion of that
analysis.

R o u 1 1_ Co u ntv Development, Ltd.
1977)

33 IBLA 130 (Dec. 19,

Reliance upon erroneous information provided by employ-
ees of the Bureau of Land Management cannot create any
rights not authorized by law. The fact that a coal
prospecting permittee alleges he was assured by BLM
employees that he would receive permit extensions does
not prevent the applicability of subsequent legislation
which prohibits such extensions from causing his exten-
sion applications to be rejected.

Island_Creek_Co a l_Coi , 35 IBLA 247 ly 30, 1978)
85 I.I

When a coal lease applicant asserts, en appeal, facts
which may shew it tc be entitled tc favorable consid-
eration of its lease application under the shcrt-term
need criteria promulgated by the Department, the deci-
sion rejecting the lease application will te set aside
and the case reianded for further censideraticn.

Idaho. Power.Cq.. 20 IBLA 125 (Apr. 28, 1975)

An application for modification cf an existing coal
lease to include an entire section is properly rejected
under sec. 3 of the Mineral Leasing Act, since it seeks
to add mere than the 160-acre maximum allowed thereun-
der, notwithstanding the fact that the application was
filed prior to the enactment of this acreage lioitaticn.

The filing of an application for modificaticn cf an ex-
isting coal lease is a hope or expectancy rather than a

vested property right, and, as such, does net fall with-
in a "valid existing rights" exception and is net pro-
tected by the Fifth Amendment.

Estate of Ma lcolm N. McKirncn. 31 IEIA 290 (July 22,
1977)"

Where a qualifying discovery of mineral has been made
by a permittee during the term of a permit, a coal
preference right lease application need net be rejected
because it was filed after the permit expired.

Even though the Bureau of Land Management from Jan. 26,
1972, to Aug. 19, 1977, considered preference right
coal lease applications in a pending status, it is net
estopped to reject such applications as having been
filed late because it has not been demonstrated that
appellant relied on the Bureau's representations to
appellant's detriment.

Thetmal_Ener3i_Coi_et_al. , 36 IBLA 33« (Aug. 28, 1978)

An application for modification of an existing coal
lease to include an additional 361.52 acres is prcperly
rejected under sec. 3 of the Mineral Leasing Act, since
it seeks to add more than the 16C-acre maximum allowed
thereunder, notwithstanding the fact that the applica-
tion was filed Frier tc the enactment of this acreage
limitation.

The filing of an application for medificatien of an
existing coal lease is a hope or expectancy rather than
a vested property right, and, as such, does not fall
within a "valid existing rights" exception and is net
protected by the Fifth Amendment.

Gulf Oil Corp .. 32 IBLA 13 (Aug. 29, 1977)

APPLICATIONS

Decisions rejecting coal prospecting permit applica-
tions will be affirmed where the decision was made
pursuant to and in accordance with Secretarial Order
No. 2952 of Feb. 13, 1973.

Utah Resources International, Inc.. 18 IBLA 320
7jan7"67~19757

Charlene Dick»anx_R. J. Hollberg, Jr., Yemen W.

Dickman7~21~IBLA 397~ ( Aug .~287 1975)

Rod-Shepar d , 22 IBLA 60 (Sept. 18, 1975)

Di_Ci_ A n der so n , 23 IELA 161 (Dec. 23, 1975)

Ls._JLi_ Waist romx_Jr.2. , 25 IBLA 186 (June l<l, 1976)

An application for modification of a coal lease which
exceeds the acreage limitaticn provided by the Federal
Ccal Leasing Amendments Act of 1975 is properly re-
jected notwithstanding the fact that the application
was filed prior to enactment of the amendment.

The filing cf an application for medificatien of an
existing ccal lease does not give rise to a vested
property right. Thus, such an application gualifies
as neither a valid existing right excepted frcm appli-
caticn of the acreage limit on lease modif icatiens set
by the Federal Coal Leasing Amendments Act of 1975 nor
a right protected by the Fifth Amendient frcm applica-
tion of subsequently amended statutes or regulaticns.

N ev a d a_E 1 ec t r ic_I nvesfei
19777"

t_£°s.» 33 I BLa 3 (Nov. 1M,

Where a company requesting the Bureau of Land Man-
agement to offer coal lands for lease by competitive
bidding fails to furnish the information requested by
BLM so that it is impossible to determine if the De-
partment's criteria for issuance of coal leases has
been satisfied, the request for competitive lease of-
fering will be denied.

Reliable_Coal_6_Minin<j Co.,
1975)"

' IBLA 3l»2 (Jan. 13,

An applicaticn for an extension cf a prospecting permit
under the Mineral Leasing Act is not a "valid existing
right" within the meaning of the savings clause of sec.
<l of the Federal Coal Leasing Amendments Act cf 1975,
and is net, therefore, an interest which survives the
amendient of the Mineral Leasing Act.

Feato dy Coal Co, . 3« IBLA 139 (Mar. 10, 1978)
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Where an applicant for a preference right ccal lease
fails to respond to a request for further information
needed to process his application within a prescribed
period of not less than 60 days, under U3 CFR
3521.1(g)(3), BLH properly rejected the lease
application.

The failure of an applicant for a preference right coal
lease to respond to a request for further information
needed to process his application is not excused be-
cause he relied on a third party who failed to recog-
nize that such action was required.

A prospecting permit for coal is properly canceled
under <*3 CPB 3511.4-2 (a) (1) for failure tc pay annual
rental on or before the anniversary date, as extended.
An application for a preference right coal lease is
properly rejected if it is based on prospecting per-
mits which have been canceled for failure tc pay ren-
tal timely.

___________________ r 35 IBLA 172 (Hay 23, 1978)

Applications for short-ten coal leases may be accepts
only where it is shown that such coal is needed to
aintain an existing operation or that such coal is
needed as a reserve for production in the near future
under the provisions of U3 CFR 3525.3-1.

______________ 35 IBLA 195 (Bay 23, 1978)

Sec. 4 of the Federal Coal Leasing Amendments Act of
1975 removes the authority of the Secretary to grant
extensions of coal prospecting permits, subject tc
valid existing rights, and applies to applications for
permit extensions pending at the time the law was en-
acted by Congress. Such pending applications are net
valid existing rights under sec. 1 of the 1975 Amend-
ents Act because the authority tc grant coal pros-
pecting peruit extensions was discretionary with the
Secretary.

The Federal coal program was substantially revised in
1975 by the Secretary in proper exercise cf his discre-
tion. The Bureau of Land Management did not act in an
arbitrary and capricious manner when, under the new
coal policy, it suspended applications for ccal pros-
pecting permit extensions and the applications were
eventually rejected because the Federal Coal Leasing
Amendments Act of 1975 removed the authority to grant
coal prospecting permit extensions. A program pursued
for a period of time under a statutory grant of discre-
tionary authority may be reviewed and revised at any
time provided it is not done in an arbitrary manner and
is done within the authority granted by Congress.

_____-______________* 35 IBLA 2U7 (Hay 30, 1978)
85 I.D. 161

__2Sas_C.i_8oodMa.id , 35 IBIA 26 2 (Hay 31, 1978)

"Valid Existing Bight." An application for modifica-
tion of a coal lease filed prior to enactment of the
Federal Coal Leasing Amendments Act of 1975,
30 U.S.C.A. 4 203 (Supp. 1977), is insufficient to
establish a "valid existing right" excepted from the
acreage limit on lease modifications imposed by the
amendment.

A decision rejecting an application for modification
of a coal lease will be affirmed where the additional

COAL LEASES AND PFBH IIS—Cont inned

APPLICATIONS—Continued

acreage requested exceeds the limit imposed by the Fed-
eral Coal Leasing Amendments Act of 1975 notwithstand-
ing the fact that the applicaticn was filed Frier to
enactment cf the amendment.

Ne vada Pcwer Co.. 36 IBLA 62 (June 3C, 1976)

Where a coal prospecting permittee demonstrates that
lands described in its permit contain ccal in ccnercial
quantities, the penittee is entitled tc consideration
cf a lease tc such lands and its request that its ccal
preference right lease application be restcred tc its
status as a pending preference right lease application
may be hencred.

Thermal Energ y Co. et al.. 36 IBLA 33U (Aug. 28, 1978)

ents Act
ry to gre
ubject tc

licaticns
law was

iens are
1975

coal
ry %i

Sec. M of the Federal Ccal Leasing Amendm
1975 remeves the authority cf the Secreta
extensions cf coal prospecting permits, s

valid existing rights, and applies tc app
periit extensions pending at the time the
acted by Ccngress. Such pending applicat
valid existing rights under sec. <• of the
ments Act because the authority tc grant
pecting permit extensions was discteticna
Secretary.

Virgi l V. Peterson and Hi ko Bell Hieing £_Cil Co.,
37 IBLA 18 (Sept. 12, 1978)

A delay in taking action on an applicaticn fcr exten-
sion of a ccal prospecting permit while the Secretary
formulates a new leasing policy dees net violate the
Administrative Procedure Act, 5 O.S.C. « 555(b) (1S76),
nor does it constitute an abuse of discretion which
would create any rights not authorized by law. Nc
hearing is reguired when the facts cf a case are not
in dispute and the only issues are questions cf law.

Sec. 9(b) of the Administrative Procedure Act, as
amended. 5 O.S.C. « 558(c) (1976), does not apply to
coal prospecting permit extensicn applications because
the prospecting is not an "activity cf a ccntinuirg
nature" within the meaning cf the statute. As the Fed-
eral Coal Leasing Amendments Act of 1975, SC Stat.
1083, 3C O.S.C. « 201 (1976), removed the Secretary of
the Interior's discretion to grant extensions, applica-
tions for preference riqht leases filed after expira-
tion of the initial 2-year permit term, and during
pendency of extensicn applications, cannct be issued.

Rosebud Ccal Sales Co.. 37 IBLA 251 (Cct.

Where
go

18, 1976)
85 I.E. 396

here a court decree delineates specific criteria
overning the issuance of Federal ccal leases by the
epartment, the rejection of competitive coal lease
pplicaticns failing to meet such criteria will be
ustained on appeal.sustained on appeal.

___________________________ "0 IBLA 19.75)

Where the case record contains nc documentation sup-
porting ELH's conclusion that an applicant for a coal
lease does net meet emergency ccal leasing criteria,
and where the applicant asserts en appeal that it can
produce evidence establishing that it dees meet these
criteria, ELH's decision rejecting the applicaticn
will be vacated, and the matter will be remanded tc
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allow the applicant a reasonable tin
evidence.

to provide this

aia-Continent_Coal_and_Coke_Co i , Ul IBLA 139 (June IK,
1979)

Where BLB has rejected a coal lease application because
it does not meet court-ordered emergency coal leasing
criteria and the record indicates that the applicant
should have been given the opportunity tc submit addi-
tional evidence in support of its application, the re-
jection will be vacated and the matter remanded tc BLB
to allow the applicant a reasonable time to provide
this evidence. However, where as in this case, the
emergency criteria are no longer in effect and regu-
lations governing a new ccal management program have
been issued, BLll on remand should determine whether it
should issue a coal lease to the applicant under the
new program, giving the applicant an opportunity to
provide additional information if necessary.

coal Fuels-Wilde. «3 IBLA 170 (Sept. 28, 1979)

The BLfl should presume the validity of mining claims
or the development of mineral leases disclosed by ab-
stracts submitted by the preference right lease appli-
cant, and allow the applicant to pursue the remedy of
private contests or, failing that, issue a notice of
intent to reject the lease application where claims cr
development are shown, and allow the preference right
lease applicant the opportunity to show, on the record,
the invalidity of the claims, or lack of development,
or both.

Effect. and. Implementation of Solicitor's Opinion
ail^21_onin2l!ilaised^londeveio£ed , " B- 368 93~"(Supp .

)

(Nov. 19, 1979) 86 I.D. 627

where BLR has rejected coal lease applications because
they do not meet court ordered emergency coal leasing
criteria, but the emergency criteria are no longer in
effect and regulations governing a new coal management
program have been issued, BLH on remand should deter-
mine whether issuance of the leases is appropriate
under the new program, giving applicant an opportunity
to provide additional information if necessary.

Glenn H. Johnson (On Reconsideration), «<l IELA 2«7
7Dec. 19, 1979)

CANCELLATION

Where an applicant for a preference right coal lease
fails to respond to a request for further informaticn
needed to process his application within a prescribed
period of not less than 60 days, under «3 CFB
3521.1(g)(3), BLB properly rejected the lease
application.

The failure of an applicant for a preference right ccal
lease to respond to a request for further informaticn
needed to process his application is not excused be-
cause he relied on a third party who failed to recog-
nize that such action was required.

A prospecting permit for coal is properly canceled
under <43 CFB 3511. <*-2 (a) (1) for failure tc pay annual
rental on or before the anniversary date, as extended.
An application for a preference right coal lease is
properly rejected if it is based en prospecting per-
mits which have been canceled for failure to pay ren-
tal timely.

£or tel la_Coa l_Cor£ . , 35 IELA 172 (Bay 23, 1978)

COAL_LEASES_ANp_PEBBITS— Continued

LEASES

Onder «3 CFB 352U.2-1, an application to medify a ccal
lease without competitive bidding, to include ccntiguous
coal deposits, will be denied if the additional lands
requested can be developed as part of an independent
operation cr there is a competitive interest in them.

Conc ho Petrol eum Co. andJ T ;C,, fa rche r. 22 IELA 139
(Sept. 26, 1975)

The grant of the privilege to mine and dispese cf all
coal includes in situ methods of development.

In Situ.Gasification_ cf Ccal . B-3689C (Bay 2«, 1917)
EM I.E. :mi

An application for modification cf an existing coal
lease to include an entire section is properly rejected
under sec. 3 of the Bineral Leasing Act, since it seeks
to add mere than the 160-acre maximum allowed thereun-
der, notwithstanding the fact that the applicatict was
filed prior to the enactment of this acreage limitation.

The filing of an application for modificaticn of an ex-
isting ccal lease is a bepe or expectancy rather than a

vested property right, and, as such, does net fall with-
in a "valid existing rights" excepticn and is net f*°~
tected by the Fifth Amendment.

Estate of Balcc
1977)

31 IELA 290 (July 22,

An applicaticn for medificatien of an existing coal
lease to include an additional 361.52 acres is prcperly
rejected under sec. 3 of the Bineral Leasing Act, since
it seeks to add more than the 160-acre maximum allowed
thereunder, notwithstanding the fact that the applica-
tion was filed prior to the enactment of this acreage
limitation.

The filing cf an application for medificatien of an
existing ccal lease is a hope or expectancy rather than
a vested property right, and, as such, does net fall
within a "valid existing rights" excepticn and is net
protected by the Fifth Amendment.

Gulf Oil Cert.. 32 IELA 13 (Aug. 29, 1977)

Where an application to amend a coal lease describes
«80 acres, a permissible acreage when the applicaticn
was filed, but the pertinent statute and the regula-
tions in «3 CFB 352«.2-l(a) are amended tc provide fcr
modifications of existing coal leases including ccntig-
uous coal lands if the total area cf such medif icatiens
does not exceed 160 acres or the same number cf acres
as that in the original lease, whichever is less, the
application for 180 acres cannot be allowed, but the
applicant will be given an opportunity to amend bis
application so as tc cover no more than 16C acres.

Intern
1977)

32 IELA 170 (Sept. 13,

An applicaticn for modification of a coal lease which
exceeds the acreage limitation provided by the Federal
Coal Leasing Amendments Act of 1975 is properly re-
jected notwithstanding the fact that the applicaticn
was filed prior tc enactment of the amendment.

The filing of an application for medificatien of an
existing coal lease does not give rise to a vested
property right. Thus, such an applicaticn qualifies
as neither a valid existing right excepted frcm appli-
cation of the acreage limit en lease modifications set
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by the Federal Coal Leasing Amendments Act of 1975 nor
a right protected by the Fifth Amendment from applica-
tion of subsequently amended statutes or regulations.

Nevada Electric Investment Co.

I977f
33 IBLA 3 (Ncv. 1U

.
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The Secretary may, in computing the fair market value
of coal to re leased competitively under privatelj
owned surface, assume a limited surface owner consent
cost, based en losses and ccsts to the surface estate
and operation and similar evaluations, regardless of
the actual price paid or the amount which a surface
owner could otherwise demand for consent.

Under « 3 CFB 3522.2-l(a), a proposed readjustment of a

coal lease should not be appealed directly to the Board
of Land Appeals under M3 CFF «.«10, tut, rather, a les-
see's objections thereto should first be referred to
and acted upon by the State Office, Bureau of Land
Management.

Califor nia_Portland_Cement_Co.
1977)

33 IBLA 223 (Dec. 28,

Assumption of a limited surface owner consent cost to
te used in place of actual cost in the computation of
fair market value of coal tc be leased competitively
is necessary to ensure receipt of fair market value ty
the public as required by 30 O.S.C. « 2C1 (a) (1S7C).

In the exercise of his discretion tc lease under the
Mineral leasing Act, the Secretary has authority tc
decline to issue a ccal lease where surface owner
consent ccsts prevent the public from realizing a fair
return on the value of the coal.

The Secretary of the Interior has authority to reject a

request to modify a coal lease by adding 160 acres tc
it where the record discloses a rational basis for the
conclusion that the acreage sought is capable of being
developed as part of an independent operation.

The Geological Survey is the Secretary's technical
expert in matters concerning coal permits and leases
and the Secretary is entitled to rely on its reasoned
analysis.

Where a request to modify a coal lease by adding acre-
age to it is rejected by the BLH solely en the basis of
conclusory statement of the Geological Survey that the
area applied for is capable of being developed as part
of an independent operation and the factual basis for
that conclusion does not appear in the record, the de-
cision will be set aside and the case remanded fcr the
compilation of a more complete record and readjudica-
tion of the request.

Il>termountain_Ex£loration_Co_r , 35 IBLA 15 (Hay «, 1978)

"Valid Existing Bight." An application fcr modifica-
tion of a coal lease filed prior to enactment of the
Federal Coal Leasing Amendments Act of 1975,
30 O.S.C. A. » 203 (Supp. 1977) , is insufficient to
establish a "valid existing right" excepted from the
acreage limit on lease modifications imposed by the
amendment.

A decision rejecting an application for modification
of a coal lease will be affirmed where the additional
acreage requested exceeds the limit imposed by the Fed
eral Coal Leasing Amendments Act of 1975 notwithstand-
ing the fact that the application was filed prior to
enactment of the amendment.

J!S»ada_ Po wer_COi , 36 IBLA 62 (June 30, 1978)

Where a coal prospecting permittee demonstrates that
lands described in its permit contain coal in commercial
quantities, the permittee is entitled to censidetatien
of a lease to such lands and its request that its ccal
preference right lease application be restored to its
status as a pending preference right lease application
may be honored.

Thetma l_Ener_gi_Coi_e t_a 1. , 36 IBLA 33U (Aug. 28, 1978)

Coal Lea s ing Program — Beld ti onshif of the Ccst cf
Surface Cwner Consent to Recei pt of Fa ir_ Market Value
for Federally Owned~Ccal. M-3 69C9~73an7~15~~1979)

86 I.C. 28

Where a court decree delineates specific criteria
governing the issuance cf Federal ccal leases by the
Department, the rejection of competitive ccal lease
applications failing to meet such criteria will te
sustained en appeal.

W. K. and B. C. Somer vill e. UC IELA 9 (Far. 9, 1979)

elm may properly readjust a ccal lease issued pursuant
to the terms of sec. 7, Mineral leasing Act, 3C O.S.C.
5 207 (1970), within a reasonable time after expiratict
cf its 2C-year period with cr without notice ty lit to
the lessee prior to expiration of the 20-year pericd.

The failure cf BLM tc readjust a ccal lease issued
pursuant tc the terms of sec. 7, Mineral Leasing Act,
30 O.S.C. « 2C7 (197C), Frier tc cr immediately after
expiration cf its 20-year period does not constitute a

waiver of ELH's right to readjust said lease.

ELM is not estopped tc readjust a ccal lease issued
pursuant to the terms of sec. 7, Mineral leasing Jet,
30 C.S.C. 5 207 (1970), ty its failure tc readjust said
lease prior tc or immediately after expiration cf its
20-year pericd.

ELH's readjustment of a coal lease issued pursuant tc
the terms of sec. 7, Mineral Leasing Act, 3C O.S.C.
« 2C7 (1970), after expiration of the 2C-year lease
term does net violate a lessee's rights under the
fifth amendient of the Onited States Ccnstituticn.

ELH's readjustment of a coal lease issued pursuant to
the terms cf sec. 7, Hineral Leasing Act, 30 O.S.C.
« 207 (1970), after expiration of the 20-year tern dees
not violate the Hining and Minerals Policy Act cf 197C,
30 O.S.C. 4 21(a) (1976), national policy in favcr cf
coal development, and a certain cooperative agreement
between the State of Wyoming and the Department cf the
Interior.

Calif oxnia_Fcriland_Cement
DO IELA 339 (May 10, 1979)

Bosetud Coal Sales Cc

Where BLM has rejected a coal lease application because
it does not meet court-ordered emergency ccal leasing
criteria and the record indicates that the applicant
should have teen given the opportunity to submit addi-
tional evidence in support of its application, the re-
jection will te vacated and the matter remanded tc EIF
tc allow the applicant a reasonable time to provide
this evidence. Hcwever, where as in this case, the
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emergency criteria are no longer in effect and regu-
lations governing a new coal management program have
been issued, BLH on remand should determine whether it
should issue a coal lease to the applicant under the
new program, giving the applicant an opportunity to
provide additional information if necessary.

Coa 1_ Fu els_ W i Id e , <43 IBLA 170 (Sept. 28, 1979)

In determining whether a permittee is entitled tc a

preference right lease the Secretary must consider all
legal and economic conditions affecting the proposed
operation of the lease as of the time of the determi-
nation, including the applicable statutory minimum pro-
duction royalty rate. A preference right lease must
provide for a production royalty rate in conformity
with the statutory minimum rate applicable at the tine
of issuance.

Seduction of Production Royalties Below Statutory Mini-
5u»_Rates, 11-36920 (Dec.~ll, 1979) 87""i .d7~69 (1980)

Where BLM has rejected coal lease applications because
they do not meet court ordered emergency coal leasing
criteria, but the emergency criteria are nc longer in
effect and regulations governing a new coal management
program have been issued, ELM on remand should deter-
mine whether issuance of the leases is appropriate
under the new program, giving applicant an opportunity
to provide additional information if necessary.

22§niL-Hi_Joh£son_JOi^Reconsiderationl, ^ IBLR 21(7

7 Dec. 197~1979J"

PERMITS

Generally

The Federal Coal Leasing Amendments Act cf 1975, which
amended sec. 2(b) of the Mineral leasing Act, subject
to "valid existing rights" terminated the Secretary's
authority to extend previously granted prospecting
permits.

Authority to Extend Coal Erospecting Permits; Effect
of_S_c____o__the_F_d_ra__C_al_L___in__A_e_dm__ts__ct_
of 1975, M-3689U (July 21, 1977) 8U I. C. «15

A prospecting permit for coal cannot be issued for land
subject to a claim. If a prospecting permit for coal
purports to cover land subject to a mining claim, it is
invalid as to that land. Consequently, in demonstrat-
ing a discovery of coal in commercial quantities in
land subject to a prospecting permit, the permittee
must exclude coal in land covered by a mining claim.

The Effect of Mining Claims on Secretarial Authority to

ill "§_______ c t i n__P e£_Its_ f______ 1___ d_P b c s_ ha te

,

H-36893 (Aug. 2, 1977) 8« I.E. U«2

A prospecting permit for coal is properly canceled
under «3 CFR 3511.4-2 (a) (1) for failure tc pay annual
rental on or before the anniversary date, as extended.
An application for a preference right coal lease is
properly rejected if it is based on prospecting per-
mits which have been canceled for failure to pay ren-
tal timely.

£2Etella_Coa.l_Cor.P.j., 35 IELA 172 (May 23, 1978)

Generally—Continued

Sec. <t of the Federal Coal Leasing Amendments Act cf
1975 removes the authority of the Secretary tc grant
extensions cf coal prospecting permits, subject tc
valid existing rights, and applies tc applications for
permit extensions pending at the time the law was en-
acted by Congress. Such pending applications ate net
valid existing rights under sec. « cf the 1975 Amend-
ments Act because the authority to grant coal pros-
pecting permit extensions was discretionary with the
Secretary.
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Creek Ccal Co.. 35 IELA 2<47 |H< y 3C, 1976)
85 I.I. 161

Thomas C. Hccdward. 35 IELA 262 (May 31, 1978)

Sec. M of the Federal Ccal Leasing Amendments Act cf
1975 remeves the authority of the Secretary tc grant
extensions cf ccal prospecting permits, subject tc
valid existing rights, and applies tc applicaticns for
permit extensiens pending at the time the law was en-
acted by Congress. Such pending applicaticns are net
valid existing rights under sec. « cf the 1975 Amend-
ments Act because the authority to grant coal pros-
pecting permit extensions was discretionary with the
Secretary.

iiiai l_Ii_£€teison_and_Hi_o___l___i_in___ Cil Cc,
37 IELA 18 (Sept. 12, 1978)

A delay in taking action en an applicaticn for exten-
sion of a ccal prospecting permit while the Secretary
formulates a new leasing policy does not violate the
Administrative Procedure Act, 5 O.S.C. t 555(b) (1976),
nor does it constitute an abuse of discreticn which
would create any rights not authorized by law. Nc
bearing is required when the facts of a case are net
in dispute and the enly issues are questions of law.

Sec. 9(b) of the Administrative Procedure Act, as
amended, 5 O.S.C. « 558(c) (1976), dees net apply tc
coal prospecting permit extensicn applications because
the prospecting is not an "activity cf a continuing
nature" within the meaning of the statute. As the Fed-
eral Coal Leasing Amendments Act of 1975, 90 Stat.
1083, 30 O.S.C. « 2C1 (1976), removed the Secretary of
the Interior's discreticn to grant extensiens, applica-
tions for preference right leases filed after expira-
tion of the initial 2-year permit term, and during
pendency of extension applications, cannot be issued.

(Oct. 18. 197E)
85 I.E. 396

Rosebud Ccal Sales Co. . 37 IELA 251
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BOYALTIES

In determining the amcunt of royalty due to the United
States under a Federal coal lease, it is proper for
Geological Survey to include as part of the value basi
for the purposes of computing such royalty the amount
any reimbursed State severance tax.
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___________________________« 29 IBLA 26 (Feb. 1977)

Royalty provisions, which do not specifically mention
in situ development, are applicable to such develop-
ment. The Secretary, through the Geological Survey,
is empowered to promulgate by regulation a cenversien
ratio of in situ extraction to coal expended in order
to determine the royalty due.

In Situ Gasification of Coal. M-36* (May 2"4, 1977)
8i» I.C. 2UU

In determining the amount of royalty due to the United
States under a Federal coal lease, it is prcper fcr
U.S. Geological Survey to include the amount of the
reclamation fee imposed by the Surface (lining Control
and Reclamation Act of 1977 as part of the gross value
of production where the selling price received at the
point of shipment to market is increased by that amount.

l»3 IELA 10K 24,

The Federal Coal Leasing Amendments Act of 1975 left in
effect the Secretary's authority under sec. 39 of the
Mineral Leasing Act to reduce production royalties en
coal leases below the statutory minimum rate.

In determining whether a permittee is entitled tc a
preference right lease the Secretary must consider all
legal and economic conditions affecting the proposed
operation of the lease as of the time of the determi-
nation, including the applicable statutory minimum pro-
duction royalty rate. A preference right lease must
provide for a production royalty rate in conformity
with the statutory minimum rate applicable at the time
of issuance.

Beduction_of_Prgduction.Royalties_Below.Statut9ry Hini-
________. M-36920 (Dec. 11, 1979) 87 I.D. 69 (1980)

COAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

A mining plan submitted to the U.S. Geological Survey
is properly classified a "new operation" as defined by
30 CFR 211.1(d) (1) (iii) where as cf the date cf its
submission tc the Department, the Department has net
completed its environmental impact analysis invclving
the area in which the mining plan is located, ncr has
it, as of that date, commenced and expended substantial
resources in the preparation or completion of that
analysis.

Routt County
,

Deve lopm ent. Ltc

1977)
33 IELA 130 (Eec. 19,

COLCB OB CLAIM OF TITLE

GENERALLY

The Color cf Title Act, U3 U.S.C- « 1068 (1970), ap-
plies only tc public land, i.e., vacant, unappropriated
unreserved Federal real property subject tc the public
land laws. An application under the Act which is basec
upon eoler cf title initiated when the subject land was
withdrawn from the operation of the public land laws
and reserved as national forest land must be rejected.

_________________ 21 IBLA 193 (July 1975)

The Department must reject a color cf title applicatici
for land which is not described in the deed or other
instrument en which the applicaticn is based, even
though the applicants and their predecessors in occu-
pancy believed that the public land was covered by the
instrument.

Mere possession and improvement of public land by the
applicant in the mistaken belief that he cwns it is
insufficient basis to gualify for a conveyance under
M3 U.S.C. « 1068 (1970). A claim cr color of title
must be based upon a document, from a scurce ctber
than the United States, which en its face purports to
convey tc the applicant the land applied for.

Clovd and Velma Mitc hell . 22 IELA 299 (Nov. M, 1975)

The Department of the Interior cannct grant a ecler cf
title applicaticn fcr land that was patented and is nc
longer public land; nor can a color cf title applica-
tion be granted where the title cr claim is net derive*
from a scurce other than the Government.

A class 1 eclor of title applicaticn for lands clas-
sified upon dependent resurvey as omitted swamp and
overflowed lands must be rejected when the applicants'
20-year pericd of peaceful adverse pessessien under
color of title had not been established at the date
title vested in the State under the provisiens cf the
Swamp Lands Act, 03 U.S.C. *» 981-986 (1970).

__________________________ < [BLA 318 (Nov.

A eclor of title applicaticn for land which has been
withdrawn fcr a stock-driveway prior to any conveyance
in a eoler cf title applicant's chain cf title is prop-
erly rejected as to such land.

Jeanne Eierre st equy ,
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A quitclaim deed in which the grantor grants all of his
real property which he held of record in the county at
the time of the deed constitutes color of title tc a
tract of Federal land in the county which the grantor
held of record at the time of the deed, despite the
lack of specific description of the land in the deed.

I»ie_Gi_Berri, 25 IBLA 213 (June 16, 1976)

A color of title claim cannot be initiated on Federal
land which has not been opened to the operation cf the
public land laws.

where land has been conveyed in the united States
pursuant to the Act of June tt, 1897, ch. 2, 30 Stat.
11, 36, as a base for forest lieu selection rights,
and a purported color of title claim was initiated at
a time when the land had not been opened to the opera-
tion of the public land laws, the color of title claim
is not cognizable as valid under U3 O.S.C. « 1068
(1970) .

A State statute which conclusively presumes that in
certain circumstances taxes have been paid does not
satisfy the Class 2 Color of Title Act reguirement that
taxes levied on the land have been paid en the land fcr
a period commencing not later than Jan. 1, 1901, to the
date of the application. A tax deed cannct be tacked
on to the earlier claim of title. Such a deed com-
mences a new title.

Estate of John C. .Brinton. 25 IBLA 283 (June 28, 1976)

The possession and improvement of public land by a

color of title applicant in the mistaken belief that
he owns it is not a sufficient basis for conveying the
land under that act. Color or claim of title must be
based upon a document from a source other than the
United States, which on its face purports tc convey
the land applied for to the applicant.

Estate_of_James_J.
(July 20, 1976)

Igg-JDgceased) . 26 IBLA 102

Possession of Federal land for the period of a State's
statute of limitations, which may create title rights
in an adverse possessor to non-Federal land, cannct af-
fect the title of land belonging to the United States.
Where there is no other acceptable basis for a belief
that a claimant has title other than mere adverse pos-
session under such a State law, there is no claim or
color of title recognizable under the Colcr cf Title
Act, «3 O.S.C. , 1068 (1970).

A claim under the the Color of Title Act, «3 O.S.C.
§ 1068 (1970) , must be based upon a deed or other
document which on its face purports to convey the
applicant the land applied for.

Hafilei Rustin and_Betty_Rustin, 28 IBLA 205 (Dec. 6,
1976) 83 I.C. 617

The granting of a class 2 color of title application is
committed by statute to the discretion of the Secretary
of the Interior. Where the public interest in retaining
land embraced in such a claim in public ownership for
recreational purposes outweighs any equities that the
applicant has in the land, rejection of the application
in the exercise of that discretion will be affirmed on
appeal.

SlalXS. Lomax , 29 IBLA 1U6 (Bar. <t, 1977)

A claim or color of title must be based on a dccuient
or documents, from a source other than the Onited
States, which en their face purport to convey title
to the land applied fcr, but which is net good title.
The mere mistaken belief that the land applied fcr was
included in the descripticn set forth in the claimant's
deed is insufficient to establish a claim cr ecler cf
title.

The obligaticn for proving a valid ecler of title claim
is open the claimant. Where a claimant has alleged
facts which, if proved, may establish her ecler of
title, the Eoard of Land Appeals may order a fact-
finding hearing pursuant to U3 CFR 4. 415.

BiLtie. IBLA 320 (June 7, 1977) 81 I.I. 276

Since land which falls within an exception tc a [recla-
mation withdrawing land fcr Federal purpeses, is not
then withdrawn, the withdrawal does net preclude the
initiation and Ferfecticn of a claim under the Cclcr
of Title Act on land excepted from the withdrawal.
«3 0-S.C. « 1068 (1970).

Bentcn C. Cavin . 31 IBLA 1M5 (June 3C, 1977)

A color cf title claim stemming from a tax sale by a

State in 19CC to a eclor cf title applicant's predeces-
sor in interest on which taxes have since been paid is
an adverse claim sufficient tc warrant the Eepartient
in not setting aside an 1853 decision errcneouslj re-
jecting a swampland selection or from not giving a new
State selecticn priority ever the cclcr of title appli-
cation.

J ohn Stuart Bunt.
1977)

31 IELA 30« (July 22,
8« I.C. «21

In order for a State to receive legal title tc a swamp-
land selecticn, the Secretary of the Intericr cr his
delegate must determine that the land is swamp in char-
acter and available fcr disposition under the grant.
An erroneous decision that selected land is unavailable
because it was sold prior tc the selection is valid and
binding until set aside. The erroneous decisicr will
not be set aside where the State did not appeal and the
decision has remained unchallenged fcr ever 1C0 years,
the State itself sold the land at a tax sale tc the
predecessor in interest of a color cf title applicant,
and an adverse right, i.e., a class 2 eclor of title
application, has intervened.

Mbite_Castie_Lnjber_a nd Shin gle_CcaA_I.td. . 32 IBLA 129
(Sept. 12. 1977)

Where an applicant under the Colcr cf Title Act applied
fcr a grazing lease for the lands he now seeks tc ac-
quire via eclor of title prior tc the time cf his acqui-
siticn cf putative title, he has not demonstrated qcod
faith and his application is properly rejected.

An applicant who believes or has reason to believe that
title to land is in the Onited States at the tiie when
be acquires it from his predecessor in interest dees
net hold cclcr or title in good faith.

The possession of ancestors of the grantors may be
tacked on to satisfy the statutory period; however, if
the ancestors' possession is not in good faith, the
chain of title has been broken, the bclding period of
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the ancestors nay not be tacked on ai

period begins to run anew.

The obligation to establish a valid color of title
claim is upon the claimant. Where a claimant has al-
leged facts which, if proved, may establish his ccloi
of title, the Board of Land Appeals may order a fact-
finding hearing pursuant to U3 CFH <4.«15.

Joe_Ii_and Celina V. Sanche;
(Sept. 207~1977~

32 IBLA 228

In order to establish the adverse possession required
for a class 1 color of title claim, a claimant must
establish that he and his predecessors in title were
in actual, exclusive, continuous, open, and notorious
possession of the land for 20 years.

The obligation to establish a valid color of title
claim is upon the claimant. where a claimant has
alleged facts which, if proved, may establish his color
of title, the Board of Land Appeals may order a fact-
finding hearing pursuant to 43 CFR 4 . 415.

Lawrence E. Willmorth. 32 IBLA 37e (Nov. 1, 1977)

Color or claim of title to Federal land requires an
instrument which, on its face, purports tc ccnvey the
tract in question.

Joe Stewart, 33 IBLA 225 (Dec. 28, 1977)

A claim is not held in peaceful adverse pcssessicn
where occupancy under colcr of title was initiated
after land has been withdrawn or reserved for Federal
purposes.

Boland_and_Marie_Oswald, 35 IBLA 79 (Hay 12, 1978)

The Color of Title Act, "»3 O.S.C. * 1068 (1976), applies
only to public land, i.e., vacant, unappropriated, unre-
served Federal real property subject to the public land
laws. An application under the Act which is based upon
color of title initiated when the subject land was with-
drawn from the operation cf the public land laws and
reserved as national forest land must be rejected.

The possession and improvement of public land by a color
of title applicant in the mistaken belief that he owns
it is not a sufficient basis for conveying the land
under that Act. Color or claim of title must be based
upon a document from a source other than the Onited
States, which on its face purports to convey the land
applied for to the applicant.

a valid color cf title claiiThe obligation for provinc
is upon the claimant.

Iiank_W.._Shar.E, 35 IBLA 257 (Hay 31, 1978)

A claim or color of title must be based upon a dccuaent
which on its face purports to convey the land applied
for to the applicant or her predecessors.

A class 1 color of title claim requires good faith,
peaceful possession by a claimant his ancestors cr
grantors, under claim or color of title for more than
20 years.

A color of title application for land which is net de-
scribed in deeds in the chain of title oust be rejected
even though the applicant and her predecessors believed

COLCB OR CLAIM OF TITLE— Cent inued

GENERALLY.—Continued

the land was ccvered by the deeds. Ihe burden cf pre

ing a valid color of title claim is on the claimant.

A color cf title application for land which has keen
withdrawn prior to any conveyance in applicant's chad
cf title is properly rejected.

Barie Lombardo. 37 IBLA 2M7 (Cct. 16, 1978)

Where record does not show any instrument purporting
on its face tc convey the disputed land not later than
Jan. 1, 1901, appellant has not made cut a meritorious
class 2 colcr cf title claim.

A grantor's quitclaim deed may be, if ether require-
ments are met, sufficient to invest a grantee with
colcr of title tc the lands purportedly conveyed.

Instrument cf conveyance upon which claimant relies
is sufficient tc provide color of title enly if it
describes land conveyed with such certainty that bound-
aries and identity of land may be ascertained.

Extrinsic evidence may be introduced in eclor of title
proceeding tc make definite a description in a deed
which is latently ambiguous as to what lands were
conveyed.

Wary C. Pemberton. 38 IBLA 118 (Nov. 22, 1978)

To satisfy the requirements cf a class 1 claim under
the Color cf Title Act, "valuable improvements" must
exist on the land at the time the applicaticn is filed,
or it must be shown that the land has been reduced to
cultivaticn. If land was once cultivated, but is net
cultivated at the time the applicaticn was filed and
has net teen cultivated fcr 10 years previously, the
cultivation requirement of the Act has not teen
satisfied.

The burden cf provinq a valid color of title claim
on the claimant. Hhere it cannot be said from the
evidence presented that the grantors and grantees
the claimant's chain cf title acquired a parcel cf
with the bona fide telief that the parcel included
the land claimed, the color of title applicaticn i

be denied.

is
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Batle_M. Farlow JOn Reccnsideraticn
39~IELA~15~~(0an7 llT 1979)

iftei

Use of a foriula, based solely en the lengevity cf an
applicant's acquisition of title or possessicn, in de-
termininq the purchase price cf a parcel cf land under
the Color cf Title Act does net fulfill the Ccnqres-
sicnal mandate to consider and give full effect tc the
equities of the applicant. Each applicant's applica-
ticn and equities must be considered en its own merits.

Where an Act of Congress prescribed a purchase price
for land to a certain group of claimants cf land
omitted from the original surveys, that Congressional
determination of equities should be considered by the
Eureau of Land Hanagement in assessing the deduction
for equities from the appraised value of land tc be
sold under the Colcr cf Title Act.

faIf h_and_ Ru t h_Dic k i rscn , 39 IBLA 258 (Feb. 15. 1S7S)
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Where title to public land is claimed pursuant tc the
provisions of the Color of Title Act, 13 U.S.C. § 1068
(1976) , instruments of conveyance used to establish
chain of title need only provide in some legally recog-
nized manner for conveyance of the land such that the
claimant is invested with color of title. A residuary
clause in a judicial decree distributing property of
an estate is sufficient to constitute chain of title.

The provisions of the Color of Title Act, «3 D.S.C.
$ 1068 (1976) , apply only where a tract of "public
land" is held in peaceful adverse possession and the
other statutory requirements are satisfied. Where a

homestead entry of record, valid on its face, has been
made on public land and accepted by the proper land
authorities, an equitable interest in favcr cf the en-
trant will be deemed to arise but the land will not be
divested of its status as "public land."

Benton_Ci_Cavin, HI IBLA 268 (June 28, 1979)

The burden of establishing a valid color cf title claim
is on the claimant.

An applicant who believes or has reason to believe that
title to land is in the United States at the time when
he acguires it does not hold color of title in good
faith.

J°§_ Ii_ SaI!£kgl_ai!d_Celina_Vi_Sanche2^_et_ali , 12 IELA
176 7AugT 22, 1979)

ADVERSE POSSESSION

In order to establish the adverse possession reguired
for a class 1 color of title claim, a claimant must
establish that he and his predecessors in title were
in actual, exclusive, continuous, open, and notorious
possession of the land for 20 years.

Lawrence^i.Willmorth, 32 IBLA 378 (Nov. 1, 1977)

A person who applies for title to public lands under
the homestead laws effectively admits that he believes
title to the lands is held by the Onited States, and
this admission negates any possibility of good faith
possession under color-of-title.

Earl_Hummel, UM IBLA 110 (Nov. 27, 1979)

APPLICATIONS

An appeal from a decision rejecting a colcr cf title
application will stay the running of the 60-day period,
provided by the decision appealed from, fcr filing af-
fidavits and evidence in support of arguments that the
dependent resurvey of the land applied for erroneously
classified the land as swamp and overflowed in
character.

£aul_Hi_and_Fa2_Li_Slee£er , 22 IBLA 318 (Nov. 10, 1975)

An applicant under the Color of Title Act, U3 U.S.C.
S 1068 (1970) , has the burden to establish to the
Secretary of the Interior's satisfaction that the
statutory conditions for purchase under the Act have

The failure cr refusal of an applicant to submit rele-
vant tax and title data in proper form in support cf
bis application, as required by regulation, is an ade-
guate basis fcr rejection of the application. ficwever,
where the requested documents are tendered en appeal,
the case may be remanded to the Bureau cf land Pacage-
ment for adjudication en its merits.

IZiS_<£-_Berrv, 25 IBLA 213 (June 16, 1976)

A color cf title claim carnct be initiated en Federal
land which has not been opened to the operation cf the
public land laws.

Ist a t«_°J_Jc£n_C._Brintcn, 25 IBLA 283 (June 26, 1«76)

A color cf title claim must be based upen a decument
from a scurce other than the United States which pur-
ports to cenvey the land applied for.

An application to purchase public land under the Color
cf Title Act is properly rejected where the applicant
shows that she has held the land fcr less than 2C years
under a conveyance from a grantor who occupied the land
for a period which, if added to her possession, wculd
total mere than 2C years, but fails to shew that the
grantor had any reason to believe that he had title to
the land other than merely by alleged adverse posses-
sion, since sere possession of public land alcne cannot
te considered as constituting a holding of land under a

claim or ecler of title in good faith as contemplated
and required by the Color of Title Act.

Hildred A. Powers. 27 IBLA 213 (Oct. 6, 1976)

Where an applicant under the Colcr cf Title Act applied
for a grazing lease for the lands be now seeks tc
acquire via eclor cf title prior to the time of his ac-
quisition of putative title, he has net demonstrated
good faith and his application is prcperly rejected.

An applicant who believes or has reason to believe that
title to land is in the United States at the tiie when
he acguires it from his predecessor in interest dees
not held ecler or title in good faith.

The possession of ancestors of the grantors may he
tacked on to satisfy the statutory period; however, if
the ancestors' possession is not in gcod faith, the
chain of title has been broken, the holding period of
the ancestors may net be tacked en and the statutory
period begins to run anew.

Joe. I. and Celina V. Sanchez, et al.. 3 2 IBLA 22e
(Sept. 2C, 1977)

A eclor of title application for land which is net de-
scribed in deeds in the chain of title must te rejected
even though the applicant and her predecessors telieved
the land was covered ty the deeds. The burden cf prov-
ing a valid color cf title claim is en the claimant.

Harie Lcmbardo. 37 IBLA 2K7 (Oct. 18, 1978)

An applicant who believes or has reason to believe that
title to land is in the United States at the tine when
he acquires it does net hold ecler cf title in good
faith.

J§§.D!ie_ Pier rest eaui, 23 IELA 358 (Jan. 23, 1976)
83 I Joe I. Sanchez an d Celina V^Sanchej,

176 "(AugT 22, "1979)
Jt_al., U2 IBLA
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Use of a formula, based solely on the longevity of an
applicant's acquisition of title cr possession, in de-
termining the purchase price of a parcel cf land under
the Color of Title Act does not fulfill the Congres-
sional mandate to consider and give full effect tc the
equities of the applicant. Each applicant's applica-
tion and equities must be considered on its own lerits.

Where an Act of Congress prescribed a purchase price
for land to a certain group of claimants of land
omitted from the original surveys, that Ccngressicnal
determination of equities should be considered by the
Bureau of Land Management in assessing the deduction
for equities from the appraised value of land to be
sold under the Color of Title Act.

Ralph and. Ruth Dickinson, 39 IBLA 258 (Feb. 15, 1979)

Where the purchase price for a tract of land applied
for under the Color of Title Act is based upon a Eureau
of Land Management appraisal of the fair market value
of the land at the date of appraisal, and no allowance
is made for equitable factors which appear en the record
in favor of the applicant, the case will be remanded to
the Bureau of Land Management for consideration of such
equities.

Gerald Baehler. U2 IBLA 36 (July 31, 1979)

Instrument of conveyance upon which claimant relies
is sufficient to prcvide eoler cf title enly if it
describes land conveyed with such certainty that bound-
aries and identity cf land may be ascertained.

Extrinsic evidence may be introduced in eclor of title
proceeding tc make definite a description in a deed
which is latently ambiguous as tc what lands were
conveyed.

Mary C. Femter ton . 38 IBLA 118 (Nov. 22, 1978)

While the general rule is that a ecler cf title claim
must be based on a deed or ether written instrunent
which on its face purports tc convey the land scoght,
extrinsic evidence may be used tc make definite the de-
scription in a deed which contains a latent ambiguity.

Where extrinsic evidence does net adequately show that
predecessors in a ecler of title claimant's chain of
title, whose holdings must be tacked en tc establish
the requisite 2C years holding fcr a class 1 claim,
could have a bona fide basis for believing that land
described as lot 5, shown on the official Government
plat en cne side of a river, included land en the
opposite side cf the river, there cculd net be a geed
faith holding under ecler of title.

5akle_M^_F^rlow_JOn_Becc^si^era^cjj_after_Hearinal.,
39 IELA 15 (Jan. 11, 1979) 86 I.E. 22

CULTIVATION

To satisfy the requirements of a class 1 claim under
the Color of Title Act, "valuable improvements" must
exist on the land at the time the application is filed,
or it must be shown that the land has been reduced tc
cultivation. If land was once cultivated, but is not
cultivated at the time the application was filed and
has not been cultivated fcr 10 years previously, the
cultivation requirement of the Act has net been
satisfied.

3ab!e_Mi_Farlow_JOn_Beconsid^raticn^Jter_HeArin3.1.
39 IBLA 15 (Jan. 11, 1979) 86 I.D. 22

Where title to public land is claimed pursuant tc the
previsiens cf the Color of Title Act, 03 U.S.C. « 1C6E
(1976), instruments cf conveyance used tc establish
chain of title need only provide in some legally recog-
nized manner for conveyance of the land such that the
claimant is invested with color of title. A residuary
clause in a judicial decree distributing prcperty cf
an estate is sufficient tc constitute chain of title.

Eentcn C. Cav in. HI IBLA 268 (June 28, 1979)

GOOD FAITH

DESCBIPTION OF LAND

A color of title application is properly rejected where
the applicant has failed to establish how conveyances
in her chain of title describing lands different from
that described in her application, and different from
each other, give color of title to the applied for land
for the requisite period of time.

Generally, conveyance which describe only a "possessory
interest" in a parcel of land do not constitute a claim
or color of title within the contemplation of the Color
of Title Act.

Je§n££_£ierr.es t eg.u.y , 23 IBLA 358 (Jan. 23,

A color of title application is properly rejected where
the applicant has failed to establish hew conveyances
in ber chain of title describing lands different from
that described in her application, and different from
each other, give color cf title tc the applied fcr land
for the requisite period cf time.

Generally, cenveyance which describe enly a "pessesscry
interest" in a parcel of land do net constitute a claim
cr eclor of title within the ccntemplaticn of the Cclcr
cf Title Act.

J eanne Fierre stequv. 23 IELA 35e (Jan. 23, 1976)
83 I.E. 23

1976)
83 I.D. 23

lite t

; a la
ler cf
troduc
seds i

Extrinsic evidence may be used to make defir
description in a private deed which contains
ambiguity, either to determine actual or cc]
Therefore, a color of title claimant may in»
trinsic evidence to establish whether the
chain of title were based upon plats, records
documents which can be read together with the deeds as
creating a color of title beyond the actual title shewn
on an official Federal survey plat.

fiable^M^Fa r low , 30 IBLA 320 (June 7, 1977) 8U I.E. 276

tent
title,

e ex-
n her
other

A guiet title decree cf a State court does not consti-
tute cclcr cf title to a tract cf Federal land when it
was rendered several months after the plaintiff in the
quiet title acticn learned that he did net own the
land, although it may serve to demonstrate that the
plaintiff is the scle qualified applicant under the
ether indicia cf title upen which the applicant relies.

ivje G. Berry , 25 IELA 213 (June 16, 1976)
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An application to purchas
of Title Act is properly
shows that she has held t

under a conveyance from a

for a period which, if ad
total more than 20 years,
grantor had any reason to
the land other than merel
sion, since mere possessi
be considered as constitu
claim or color of title i

and required by the Color

e public land under the Color
rejected where the applicant
he land for less than 20 years
grantor who occupied the land

ded to her possession, would
but fails to shew that the
believe that he had title to

y by alleged adverse posses-
on of public land alone cannct
ting a holding of land under a

n good faith as contemplated
of Title Act.

JUldred_Ai_Fowers, 27 IBLA 213 (Oct. 6, 1976)

The requirement of good faith contained in the Color of
Title Act necessitates establishing the 20-year pericd
of possession under claim or color of title prior to
the time the claimant learned of the defect in her pur-
ported title. If this requires counting years during
which the claimant's predecessors in interest held the
land, their good faith must also te established.

Hable W. Farlow. 30 IBLA 320 (June 7, 1977) 8« I.D. 276

Where an applicant under the Color of Title Act applied
for a grazing lease for the lands he now seeks tc ac-
quire via color of title prior to the time of his acqui-
sition of putative title, he has not demonstrated geed
faith and his application is properly rejected.

An applicant who believes or has reason tc believe that
title to land is in the United States at the time when
he acquires it from his predecessor in interest dees
not hold color or title in good faith.

The possession of ancestors of the grantors may be
tacked on to satisfy the statutory period; hewever, if
the ancestors' possession is not in good faith, the
chain of title has been broken, the holding pericd of
the ancestors may not be tacked on and the statutory
period begins to run anew.

Joe_ I. and_Celina
7sept.~07 19777"

A eclor cf title applicant lacks the reguired geed
faith if he knew when he acquired the land that title
was in the Onited States. If the title defect was not
knewn at the time of acquisition, the gcod faith lust
be established for the 20-year pericd pricr tc its dis-
covery. If the applicant has not held the land fcr 20
years, he may tack en the possession cf his predeces-
sors in interest, provided they possessed the land in
gcod faith. If any predecessor knew cf the title de-
fect, the 2C-year period must be established after he
divested his interest to someone in the chain of title
who did not know of the defect and thus possessed the
land in good faith.

George E._Metrickt Alice J. Herrick.
"(Hay 26~~191B)

35 IBLA 208

.y.i_SancheZj._et_ai., 32 IBLA 228

A grantor's quitclaim deed may be, if other require-
ments are met, sufficient to invest a grantee with
color of title to the lands purportedly conveyed.

Instrument of conveyance upon which claimant relies
is sufficient to provide color cf title only if it
describes land conveyed with such certainty that bcund-
aries and identity of land may be ascertained.

Extrinsic evidence may be introduced in color of title
proceeding to make definite a description in a deed
which is latently ambiguous as to what lands were
conveyed.

Mary C. Penberton. 38 IBLA 118 (Hov. 22, 1978)

Where extrinsic evidence does not adequately shew that
predecessors in a ecler of title claimant's chain of
title, whose holdings must be tacked en tc establish
the requisite 20 years holding fcr a class 1 claim,
could have a bona fide basis for believing that land
described as lot 5, shown on the official Government
plat en cne side of a river, included land en the
opposite side of the river, there could not be a geed
faith holding under ecler of title.

Habl e H. Farl ow (On Reconsiderat ion after Hearing).
39 IELA 15 (JanT 11, 1979) 86 I.I. 22

A 20-year period of good faith adverse possession
immediately prior to the time claimant learned of the
defect in his purported title is a requirement of a

class 1 color of title claim. Good faith requires an
honest belief by claimant that the land was owned by
him and the Department may consider whether such belief
was unreasonable in the light of the facts then actual-
ly known to claimant. Although a period cf possession
by claimant's predecessors in title may be tacked on to
claimant's possession, their good faith must alsc be
established.

L a wr en ce_Ei_ W i 1 1 mort h , 32 IBLA 378 (Nov. 1, 1977)

Good faith possession under color or claim of title
requires that the claimant possess the land without
knowing or having reason to know that title to the land
was vested in the United States. Where the claimant
holds a right-of-way granted by the United States cov-
ering the land in question and has received periodic
notifications of trespass from Federal officers, there
is no good faith possession.

sl2S_.Stewart , 33 IBLA 225 (Dec. 28, 1977)

An applicant who believes or has reason to believe tba
title to land is in the Onited States at the time when
he acquires it does not hold color of title in geed
faith.

Joe I._Sanchez_and Celina V.

176~7Aug7~22Tl979T
Sanchez, et al. IELA

A person who applies for title tc public lands under
the homestead laws effectively admits that he believes
title to the lands is held by the United States, and
this admissicn negates any possibility cf good faith
possessicn under color-of-title.

Iarl_Hummel, U<4 IELA 110 (Sov. 27, 1S79)

IBEB0VEHEK1S

Imprcvements relied upon to establish a class 1 ecler
of title claim must be present on the land at the time
the application is filed and must enhance the value cf
the land.

Lawrenc^_Ei_Willmo.rth, 32 IBLA 378 (Nov. 1, 1977)
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IMPROVEMENTS—Continued

To satisfy the requirements of a class 1 clain under
the Color of Title Act, "valuable improveients" Bust
exist on the land at the tine the application is filed,
or it must be shown that the land has been reduced tc
cultivation. If land was once cultivated, but is not
cultivated at the time the application was filed and
has not been cultivated for 10 years previously, the
cultivation requirement of the Act has not been
satisfied.

na^£_H J^arJ:
pji_iOn_Hec^Esid^r^tion_after_Hearinal,

39 IBLA 15 (Jan. 11, 1979) 86 I.E. 22

CQMHUNICATION.SITES

Under 13 CPR 2802.1-7{e), which provides that charges
for use and occupancy of a communication site on public
lands may be revised after notice and an opportunity
for hearing, it is improper to increase such charges
without following the prescribed procedure.

Following a hearing under 13 CFR 2802.1-7, a decision
increasing the charges for use and occupancy of a

communication site is in error to the extent that the
decision is based upon unspecified evidence not in the
record and not made known to the user, and the decisicn
must be set aside.

Under 602 DM 1.3, standards for evaluating easements
granted by the Department are set forth in Interagency
Land Acquisition Conference, Uniform Appraisal Stan-
dards for Federal Land Acquisitions

.

"Fair market value." As used in 13 CFR 2802.1-7, "fair
market value" of a communication site right-of-way is
the amount in cash, or on terms reasonably equivalent
to cash, for which in all probability the right to use
the site would be granted by a knowledgeable owner will-
ing but not obligated to grant to a knowledgeable user
who desired but is not obligated to so use.

The comparable lease method of appraisal cf micrcwave
communication sites, which involves the comparison of
comparable rental data from other leased sites with
data from the subject site, is a proper method of
determining the fair market value of such site where
there is sufficient comparable data available.

Under 13 CFR 2802. 1-7 (e), a revision of charges for use
and occupancy of a microwave communicaticn site should
be based upon the physical condition of the right-of-
way at the time the user properly commenced occupancy
of the site or at the time of grant thereof, whichever
was earlier, with value adjusted to present value in
that condition.

"Highest and best use." As to the improver cf a
communication site during the term of his grant, a
determination that the highest and best use cf prop-
erty is for communications purposes must be based on
evidence showing it is so reasonably likely the site
would be chosen for use as a communication site in the
absence of improvements made by the improver that the
suitability of the land for communications purposes
would affect its general market value.

"Before and after rule." In reappraisal of a communi-
cation site, the before and after rule is applied by
determining the market value of the Government tract
including the site at the time of reappraisal, exclud-
ing any enhancement to or diminution from the site
project, and subtracting therefrom the market value of
the remaining Government property interest, including
enhancement or diminution from the project.

CO HHUNIC ATICH SITES— Cent inued

In the absence cf better evidence cf comparable leases,
the "befcre and after" method should be employed in ap-
praisals of communication sites under 13 CFR 26C2.1-7.

In a case where a substantial increase is prepesed
in charges fcr a communication site under 13 CFF
2802.1-7(e), the required hearing should be conducted
in accordance with the accepted cencepts cf due process.

American Telephone and Telegraph Cc.et al.. 2 5 I EI A

311 (June 30, 1976)

13 CFR 2802.1-7 (a)

ng in ccnnecticn with
a i,Under 13 U.S.C. 5 961 (1970) an

applicant has no right tc a hea
original charges for use and occupancy cf a ccuirurica-
tion site, and a hearing pursuant tc a request under
13 CFR 1.11S will net be granted where applicant fails
to make specific allegations or offer specific prcof
to show in what factors a Departmental appraisal is in
errcr.

Mithcut convincing evidence that charges prescribed
under 13 U.S.C. « 961 (1970) and 13 CFR 28C2.1-7 for
use and cccupancy of a communication site are exces-
sive, charges properly prescribed by an authorized
officer will be sustained en appeal.

Departmental regulation 13 CFR 2802.1-7 contemplates
that a charge will be initially established fcr the
entire term cf the grant cf a communication site
right-of-way.

l!2«ULtain_SJates_T€jesbcje_and_Telejraih_Cc., 2 6 IEIA
393 (Sept. 16, 1976) 63 I.E. 33

An applicaticn for a communication site under 13 C.S.C.
« 961 (197C) should be denied where utilization cf an
existing right-of-way is practical under 13 U.S.C.
i 1763 (19 ) and where the proposed site would have
an adverse impact on the environment.

"Practical." Under 13 U.S.C. « 1763 (19 ), utilizaticr
cf a nearby existing communication site is practical
where the site is suitable and the expense cf utiliza-
tion would net be unreasonable as compared with ervircn-
mental damage from a proliferation cf sites.

Jica rill a_ Aj a c h e_ India n_T ribe

,

1977)
29 IBLA 57 (Feb. 16,

A right-of-way for a communication site fcr which appli-
caticn was made under the Act of Har. 1, 1911, shall
cenfern tc the provisions of the Federal land Eclicy
and Kanagement Act of 1976, sec. 510, 9C Stat. 2713,
2782, when application fcr grant was pending en Cct. 21,
1976.

Where the current fair rental value cf a right-cf-way
has been determined in accordance with accepted ap-
praisal procedures, and the permittee contends that the
rental is excessive, the burden is upen the lessee tc
prove by positive, substantial evidence that the ap-
praisal is in error. Where the lessee fails to dc so,
the appraisal will stand.

I°SI- St at es_lele vision . „ I nc.

,

1977)
32 IBLA 2C5 (Sept. IS,

An applicant has no right tc a hearing in ccnnecticn
with original Federal charges for use and occupancy
of a communication site, and in the absence cf any spe-
cific assertion showing error in the appraisal, the
appraisal will be sustained on appeal if it is properly
formulated.

When a parcel cf land is properly determined to have a

highest and best use for communication site purposes.



COMMUNICATIONS! TES—Con1

Under sec. 310 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act of 1976, 03 U.S.C.A. § 1761(g) (West
Supp. 1977) , charges for rights-of-way on public
lands are in general to te paid annually rather thai
in advance for a longer period pursuant to 03 CFE
2802.1-7(a) .

2tIZ_2elevision.,._I nc. , 33 IBLA 80 (Dec. 1977)

2,

(f)

A communication site rigbt-of-way granted on Sept. _

1959, pursuant to the Act of Mar. 0, 1911, 03 U.S.C.
§ 961 (1970) , is subject to the periodic reappraisal
under the terms of the specific grant and applicable
regulations then in effect, 03 CFB 200. 21(b)
(195H) .

Second party utilization of a communication site
right-of-way granted on Sept. 2, 1959, pursuant tc th«

Act of Mar. 0, 1911, «3 U.S.C. § 961 (1970), is sub-
ject to BLM authorization under the governing regula-
tion, 03 CFB 20(1.18 (a) (1950).

James W. Smith, 30 IBLA 106 (Mar. 10, 1978)

"Fair market value." As used in 03 CFB 2802.1-7, "fair
market value" of a communication site right-cf-way is
the amount in cash, or on terms reasonably eguivalent
to cash, for which in all probability the right tc use
the site would be granted by a knowledgeable owner
willing but not obligated to grant to a knowledgeable
user who desired but is not obligated to so use.

The comparable lease method of appraisal cf microwave
communication sites, which involves the comparison of
comparable rental data from other leased sites with
data from the subject site, is the preferred method of
determining the fair market rental value cf the right-
of-way where there is sufficient comparable data
available.

Appraisals of rights-of-way for communication sites
will be upheld if no error is shown in the appraisal
methods used by the Bureau of Land Management and the
appellant fails to show by convincing evidence that the
charges are excessive. Where an appellant has raised
sufficient doubt that the Bureau properly considered
the highest and best use of a right-of-way in determin-
ing comparability of other sites as a basis for the use
charges, the case may be remanded for the Bureau to re-
consider whether a further appraisal or adjustments in
the appraised values should be made.

Where a grantee seeks renewal of a right-of-way for
a communication site, the Eureau cf Land Management
should reguire an advance annual payment at the rate
formerly charged until a new fair market value rate may
be established by appraisal. In the absence of con-
trary directives, the guideline in 03 CFB 2802.1-7 (e)

should be applied to renewals of existing rights-cf-
way. Increased charges may not be imposed retroac-
tively, but are only imposed by the authorized officer,
after reasonable notice and opportunity for hearing,
beginning with the next charge year after the officer's
decision.

Under sec. 500 (g) of the Federal Land Policy and Man-
agement Act of 1976, payments for use of right-of-way
sites should be on an annual basis at the fair market
value unless the annual payment would be less than
$100. Therefore, although lands may te appraised for
a longer future period of time, lump-sum payments for
future years may not be demanded for amounts exceeding

COMMUNICATICN_SITES~Continued

the statutory amount; instead charges fcr such amcunts
should be made en an annual basis.

Iull_£iiclea_lnc., 35 IBLA 325 (June 19, 1976)
85 l.C. 2C7

Where there are multiple users en the same communica-
tions site each user is individually responsible fcr
the fair market rental value computed as cf the tine
of the initiation cf use, and such rental value deter-
mined for the site may not te prorated ameng different
users.

The notice and opportunity for hearing envisaged ty
03 CFB 2802.1-7 (e) requires at a minimum that the les-
see te provided with a ccpy cf the appraisal repcrt,
that he te permitted to appear tefore the decision-
maker, that the decisionmaker net te the perscn who
made cr approved the appraisal, and that adequate rec-
ords of the hearing conducted pursuant tc the regula-
tions be maintained.

Circle L. Inc.. 36 IBLA 260 (Aug. 15, 1978)

As used in 03 CFB 2802.1-7, "fair market value" cf a

communication site right-cf-way is the amount in cash,
cr en terms reasonably equivalent to cash, fcr which
in all protatility the right to use the site would be
granted ty a knowledgeable owner willing but not obli-
gated to grant to a knowledgeable user who desired tut
is not otligated to so use.

The ccmparatle lease method cf appraisal cf microwave
communicaticn sites, which involves the cccpariscr cf
ccmparatle rental data frcm other leased sites with
data frcm the sutject site, is the preferred metbed of
determining the fair market rental value cf the right-
of-way where there is sufficient ccmparable data
available.

Appraisals cf rights-of-way for communicaticn sites
will te upheld if nc error is shown in the appraisal
metheds used ty the Eureau of Land Panagement aid the
appellant fails tc shew ty convincing evidence that the
charges are excessive. Where an appellant has raised
sufficient dcubt that the Bureau properly considered
the highest and test use cf a right-cf-way in determin-
ing ccmparatility of other sites as a tasis fcr the use
charges, the case may be remanded fcr the Eureau tc re-
consider whether a further appraisal or adjustments in
the appraised values should be made.

Where a grantee seeks renewal of a right-of
a communicaticn site, the Bureau of Land Ma
should require an advance annual payment at
formerly charged until a new fair market va
may te established ty appraisal. In the at
contrary directives, the guideline in 03 CF
should te applied tc renewals cf existing r

Increased charges may not be imposed retroa
may te only imposed ty the authorized effic
reascnatle nctice and opportunity fcr heari
ning with the next charge year after the of
decision.

Under sec. SCO (g) of the Federal Land Fclicy and Ean-
agement Act cf 1976, 03 U.S.C.A. « 1760(g) (West SupF.
1978), payments for use of right-of-way sites sbculd
te on an annual tasis at the fair market value unless
the annual payment would te less than $100. Therefore,
although lands may te appraised for a lenger future
pericd of time, lump-sum payments for future years may
not te demanded for amounts exceeding the statutory
amount; instead charges for such amcunts should te
made on an annual basis.

:-way fcr
inagement
: the rate
ilue rate
:sence cf
B 2eC2.1- 7(e)
:ights-cf- way.
ictively. tut
:er, after
ng, tegin-
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where there are multiple users on the same communica-
tion site each user is individually responsible fcr
the fair market rental value of his authori2ed use.

The notice and opportunity for hearing envisaged by
«3 CFB 2802.1-7 (e) reguires at a minimum that the les-
see be provided with a copy of the appraisal report,
that he be permitted to appear before the decision-
maker, that the decisionmaker not be the person who
made or approved the appraisal, and that adequate rec-
ords of the hearing conducted pursuant tc the regula-
tions be maintained.

Donald R. Clark^C^Reinhart^^on^InCi^Hartiiell
Elcavatina_Coi# 39~IBLA 182 (Jan. 31, 1979f

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW— Cent i nued

GENERALLY— Continued

and meet constitutional requirements and the standard;
cf the Administrative Procedure Act. The constitttici
al requirement of due process is not violated merely
because an administrative law judge is employed by th<
Department cf the Interior.

Under the Supremacy Clause, U.S. Const., art. VI, cl.
Federal laws, including Federal grazing regulations,
override conflicting State laws with respect to public
lands.

l2teau_of_Iand_Banac
(Sept. 15, 1977)

S.°JJ_ Eat cock.

where, in connection with a communication site right-
of-way, BLM requests an applicant to submit copies of
FCC licenses and such applicant indicates a willingnes
to comply, the case is properly remanded for further
processing.

Do na ld_Ri_C la r k , «« IBLA 130 (Nov. 27, 1979)

In some cases due process reguires net that a perscr
have notice and a prior hearing before a deprivaticr
property, but that an individual be given notice anc
opportunity fcr a hearing before the deprivation cf
property becomes final.

H._E._Hebb, 3« IBLA 362 (Hay 1, 1978)

COM MUJjITY_PBC PERT Y

Rights under an executory contract to acquire property
entered into by the husband alone are presumed tc be
community property under California law, and a convey-
ance as community property to husband and wife in
settlement of litigation regarding the contract ccrrcb-
orates the presumption; both spouses stand on equal
footing with respect to charges, based on the executory
contract, of violating the acreage limitations in sec.
7 of the Desert Land Act, 13 U.S.C. ft 329 (1970).

United States v. Elodymae Zwanq. Unite d S tates v.

fiarrell_Zwana7~26 IBLA «1 (July 9, 1976) ~ 83~i7d. 280

£ .fi F.LI£l_2?._I!!2E.R.E_ST.

One of the functions of the Department of Justice is
to construe the laws under which other Government
Departments act, 28 U.S.C. * 512 (1970), and when the
Department of Justice has advised the Department cf the
Interior that it has construed a conflict of interest
statute affecting Members of Congress and has deter-
mined that it is permissible for the spouse of a Member
of Congress to hold a grazing lease for national re-
source lands under certain circumstances, that opinion
is binding on this Department, and a grazing lease is
properly issued when the applicant has satisfied the
criteria set forth by the Department of Justice.

J°se£h_Ti_Kurkpwski, 2U IELA 58 (Feb. 23, 1976)

CONSTITUTIONALS AW

GENERALLY

Pursuant to the Property Clause of the U.S. Const, art.
IV, $ 3, cl. 2, Congress has enacted the Taylor Grazing
Act, «3 U.S.C. , 315 et seg. (1970), and other statutory
authority which empower the Secretary of the Interior to
define what conduct constitutes a grazing trespass and
to determine whether or not an individual has committed
a trespass.

There is no constitutional right to a jury trial in an
administrative proceeding such as a grazing trespass
hearing.

Administrative hearings required in grazing trespass
cases are not an unlawful exercise of judicial power

The seventh amendment right to a jury trial does not
extend tc administrative proceedings, such as mining
claim contests, where statutory rights adjudicated
therein were unknown at common law.

United States v. Paul P. Fisher and Euel_J_. Fisher,
37"lEIA~80 (Sept. 22. 1978)

The Property Clause of the United States Constitution
art. IV, § 3, cl. 2, gives Ccngtess the power ever the
public lands "to control their cccupancy and use, to
protect tbem from trespass and injury and tc prescribe
the conditions upon which others may cttain rights in
them." When Congress so acts, the Federal legislation
necessarily cverrides conflicting State laws under the
Supremacy Clause. U.S. Constitution art. IV, cl. 2.

fecnando.Herrer^^i.Eu^eajLo^I^nd^anajement, 3 6 IELA
262 (Dec. 8, 1978)

Department cf the Interior, as agency of executive
branch of Government, is not proper forum to decide
whether or not statute enacted by Congress is
constitutional.

Al Shermar !e IELA 3C( (Dec. 1H. 197e)

Under the Supremacy Clause, U.S. Const., art. VI, cl. 2,
Federal laws, including Federal grazing regulations,
override conflicting State laws with respect to public
lands.

£2lvin_£attle_Co. x_Inc., 39 IELA 176 (Jan. 3C, 1S7S)

Under the United States Constitution, States have no
power over disposition cf Federal property.

Bal£i_and_Ruth_Dicki.Sscn, 39 IBLA 258 (Feb. 15, 1S79)

ELB's readjustment of a coal lease issued pursuant 1

the terms of sec. 7, Mineral Leasing Act, 3C U.S.C.
v 2C7 (1970) , after expiration of the 20-year lease
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CONSTITUT IONAL LAB— Continued

CUE PROCESS—Continued

term does not violate a lessee's rights under the
fifth amendment of the United States Constitution.

California Portland_Cement_Coix_Rosebud_Ccal_Sale£_Cc.

,

«0 ilLA 3 39 (Hay 10, 19797

Under the Property Clause, Congress has the power to
control the disposition and use of water on, under,
or appurtenant to original public domain lands, and
it is not lightly inferred that this power has been
exercised.

The filing cf an application for mcdificaticn of an
existing ccal lease does not give rise to a vested
property right. Thus, such an application goalifies
as neither a valid existing right excepted frci ampli-
cation of the acreage limit on lease modificaticns set
ty the federal Coal Leasing Amendments Act of 1975 nor
a right protected by the Fifth Amendment from applica-
tion of subseguently amended statutes or regulations.

NS v a d a_E 1 ec tj i c_lnvesime nt_Coa ,

1977)
33 IELA 3 (Nov. Id,

Federal control over the disposition and use of water
in, on, under or appurtenant to Federal land ultimately
rests on the Supremacy Clause, which permits the Fed-
eral Government to exercise its constitutional preroga-
tives without regard to State law.

fe^eral_^ter_Rights_of_the^ationa^Pa^k_Service^jy.sh
a nd_ W i 1 d life Service. Bureau of Reclamation and the
Bureau_of_Land_[lanag.ement7 M-3691« (June 25, 1979)

86 I.D. 553

A provision of State law, relating to assessment work on
mining claims, which is more liberal than the reguire-
ments of Federal law, cannot override such Federal law.
Article IV, $ 3, cl. 2, of the Federal Constitution
vests in the Congress authority to promulgate appropri-
ate laws governing the public lands and other property
of the United States.

Il<jce_ Pa rke , i»2 IBLA 18 (July 25, 1979)

Department of the Interior, as agency of executive
branch of Government, is not proper forum to decide
whether or not as to mining claims the recordaticn
provisions of the Federal Land Policy and Management
Act of 1976 are constitutional.

Charlie Carnal. Walter Peck, and Edward Eorzansky.
«3 IBLA 10 (Sept. Il7~1979)

DUE PROCESS

Although a respondent in a grazing license trespass
hearing brought by the Eureau of Land Management has
the right to be represented and aided by legal counsel,
the Department has no duty or responsibility under the
Constitution or the Administrative Procedure Act to
provide such counsel for him.

Eldon_ Br inkerhof f , 2« IBLA 32« (Apr. 21, 1976)
83 I.C.

The filing of an application for modification of an
existing coal lease is a hope or expectancy rather tha
a vested property right, and, as such, does not fall
within a "valid existing rights" exception and is not
protected by the Fifth Amendment.

I§1a t e_of_ Ma lcol m_N^Mc Ki n non , 31 IBLA 290 (July 22,

2ulf_0il_CorDi , 32 IBLA 13 (Aug. 29, 1977)

In some cases due prccess reguires not that a person
have notice and a prior hearing before a deprivation cf
property, but that an individual be given notice and an
eppcrtunity for a hearing before the deprivation cf
property becomes final.

R. E. Webb. 31 IBLA 362 (Hay 1, 1978)

In an administrative hearing to determine the validity
of a lining claim, the requirements of due prccess are
satisfied when notice and opportunity for an impartial
bearing are provided in accordance with the Administra-
tive Procedure Act. 5 U.S.C. « 551 et jej. (1976).

United States v. Paul P. Fisher and Euel li_Fisber,
37~liLA~80"7iept7

_
227 1978)

Where ELM has impounded five horses fcund to be tres-
passing en public lands closed to grazing and no notice
and hearing are afforded to the owner of said animals
prior to impoundment tecause the owner is unknown to
ELH, the due process rights of said owner are net
violated. The procedures authorized by H3 CFE
9239.3-2 (c) (3) do not violate due process.

Fernjndo Ber rera v,

"262 (DecT 6, 1976)"

ELH'

.J urea a_ct_lat\6_£a casement , 36 IBLA

readjustment cf a coal lease issued pursuant to
the terms of sec. 7, Hineral Leasing Act, 30 U.S.C.
4 207 (1970), after expiration cf the 2C-year lease
term does net violate a lessee's rights under the
fifth amendment of the United States Ccnstituticn.

Calif orj
!
ia_PoItla^_C^mjnt^o^x_Rc^ebud_Ccal_§ales_Co J

DO IELA 339 (Bay 10, 1979)

"Person." Regulation U3 CFB U.D50-1 specifically gives
persons with an adverse interest in land a right to
ccntest the adverse claim. It dees not depend en the
applicability of the due prccess clause of the Consti-
tution tc either claimant. A State is a "person" with-
in the meaning of this private ccntest regulation.

St at e_of_ Alaska, «2 IBLA 1 (July 2! 1979)

The procedures of the Department of the Interior in
Dining ccntests where a mining claimant is afforded
notice and an opportunity to be heard cemport with the
requirements of due process under the United States
Constitution.

United States., v..,J t . C._ Wilson. U« IELA 1 (Nov. 6, 1979)
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Due process does not require notice and a prior hearing
in every case that an individual is deprived of prop-
erty so long as the individual is given notice and an
opportunity to be heard before the deprivation becomes
final.

1 or »1hi_S mi tJu_Ke i t h.C.^B a^es , «U IBLA 25 (Nci

CQNIESTS_AND_PROTESTS
~ (l£S_ai§o Rules of Practice— if rluded in this Index.)

GENERALLY

While a lining contest is within the jurisdiction of an
administrative law judge, he nay reopen the hearing for
the production of further evidence before he makes his
decision.

The ultimate burden of proof to show a discovery cf a

valuable mineral deposit is always upon the mining
claimant. However, if the Government in a mining con-
test fails to present a prima facie case and the con-
testees move to dismiss the case and rest, the contest
complaint must be dismissed because there wculd te nc
evidentiary basis for an order of invalidity.

Where a contestee in a mining contest preponderates
sufficiently to overcome the Government's prima facie
case on an issue raised ty the evidence in a mining
contest and there is no evidence en other essential
disputed issues, the contest should be dismissed unless
a patent application is being contested, in which case
a further hearing must be ordered to resolve other es-
sential issues to determine whether the applicaticn may
be allowed.

2nii£3-States_v^_Clarion_WJ,_Tay_lor. sr., and_Gerald
SlConnor, 19 IBLA 9 (feb. 20, 1975) 82 I.E. 68

Where an unamended senior offer for a noncompetitive
fractional oil and gas lease on acquired lands is not
in compliance with «3 CFB 3130. U-U, a junior offer ob-
tains priority to extent of conflicts between compet-
ing filings, and the junior offeror's pretest must be
sustained.

Eteder icJ<_L.._S mi t h_e t_alj. , 19 IBLA 162 (Bar. 1«, 1975)

A mining claim is a claim to property which may not be
declared invalid except in accordance with due process
of law. Due process consists of proper notice and op-
portunity for an agency hearing in accordance with the
Administrative Procedure Act, and it suffices if the
claimant is properly notified and afforded the opportu-
nity to be heard. But there is nc requirement that a

hearing be held where the contestee fails to avail him-
self of the opportunity for a hearing within the time
provided.

Hfiiled_States_vi_James_Ri_and_Sam«!JL_Bi_Raa§dale,
20 IBLA 3«8 (June 11, 1975)

A protestant against the filing of a survey plat tears
the burden of proof, i.e., the risk of nonpersuasion,
to show why the plat should not be accepted, and the
applicant State has the burden of demonstrating that
land is swamp and overflowed in character. The protes-
tant against the filing of a survey plat who claims
that title to the land passed to the State under the

CONTESTS AHC PROTESTS— Continued

GENERALLY—Continued

Swamp Lands Act, «3 O.S.C. «« 981-966 (1970), is prop-
erly assessed with the burden of prcof, i.e., the risk
of nenpersuasien, in the proceeding.

In a hearing held to determine whether lands were
swamp and overflowed at the time cf the Swamp Lands
Act, U3 U.S.C. «« 9C1-986 (1970), the parties asserting
the State's title fail to meet their burden cf prccf
when the evidence submitted indicates that the mangrove
area claimed as swampland is in fact below the line of
mean high tide, and was properly delineated from the
upland by the meander line.

Demonstration that the field notes accompanying the
plat cf survey inaccurately or incompletely recite the
history cf the lands surveyed dees net require rejec-
tion of the survey or field notes, when it is net dis-
puted that the field notes accurately describe the
evidence of the history of settlement and use visible
during examination and sarvey, and when it is concluded
that the survey itself was properly executed.

Virgil Lopez et al. . 21 IBLA 33 (June 17, 1975)

;njing

irg
?stee
jg as

Where the answer to a mining contest complaint
the charges is timely filed by one contestee, tot
untimely filed by all ether ccntestees, the charg*
tc these ccntestees filing untimely answers will t

taken as admitted and their interests in the o

claims will be declared null and vcid. lhe cc
who filed a timely answer is entitled tc a hea
to the validity cf the claims.

United_States_v_._Altert s.
(Sept. 10, 1975)

Where a contestee makes a timely response tc a Government
complaint in a lining contest, which can reasonably
be construed as a general denial cf the allegations con-
tained in the complaint, the response will te considered
a sufficient answer within the ccnteiplaticn cf the reg-
ulations. The allegations then cannot be taken as
admitted and the mining claim declared null and vcid
withcut a hearing.

United States v. Cliff Litbv. 2 « IEIA 39 (Jet. 19. 1976)

A mining claim is a claim tc property which may not be
declared invalid withcut proper notice and an adequate
epportunity for an agency hearing in accordance with
due process cf law. That due process censists cf no-
tice and eppcrtunity for hearing, and it suffices if
the claimant is afforded the eppcrtunity tc be present
and heard. The fact that the claimant, after filitg a
timely answer to the contest complaint, refused tc at-
tend that hearing and produce evidence dees net vitiate
the due process he has received.

25 IEIA 50 (Cay 1«, 1976)

"Pinal entry." When an amended homestead final prcof
has teen sutmitted, the term "final entry" in the
proviso in sec. 7, Act of Bar. 3, 1891, 26 Stat. 1CS8,
as amended, 13 U.S.C. * 1165 (1970) refers to the sut-
missicn, tc the proper officials, cf the amended final
prcof and required fees.

Under sec. 7. Act cf Bar. 3, 1891, 26 Stat. 1C98. as
amen ded. «3 U.S.C. « 1165 (1970) which reguires issu-
ance of a patent 2 years after receipt upen final proof
for a homestead entry, a contest against an entry
should net te dismissed where the ccmplaint was filed
within 2 years following the submission of additional
affidavits amending the entryman's deficient final
procf, despite the fact that the receipt in connection
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with the deficient proof had been issued mote than
2 years before filing of the complaint and the receipt
had never been canceled or a new receipt issued.

UniteJ.State^v^Joe.W^Br.yant, 25 IBLA 217 (June 23,
1976)

CONTESTS. AN£_PROTESTS— Continued
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complaint alleging no discover; of a valuable tincral
deposit.

Unit6^_Sta_tes_v._Arizcna_ninina_and_Refinina CoJX Inc.
§t_.a_l., 27 IEIA 99 (Sept. 29, 1976)

A Federal district court jury verdict in a suit
cancel desert land patents, that the entrymen a

purchaser under an illegal executory contract d

commit fraud against the United States, does nc
laterally estop this Department from adjudicati
contest grounded on the illegal executory ccntr
against the purchaser's own entry, because the
standard applicable in the subsequent contest i

ferent than that in the fraud action— a desert
entry can be subject to cancellation for acts t

not constitute fraud.

United_States v. Elodymae Zwanq. United States
£aiiell_Zwans7 26~IBLA «1 (July 9, 1976) 83
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£°nald_ Peters, 26 IBLA 235 (Aug. 17, 1976) 83 I.E. 308

J°!ll>_n22re_e t_ali , 10 IBLA 321 (Apr. 30, 1979)

Although, in a mining claim contest, the Government
may make a prima facie case of no discovery ty the
testimony of a mineral examiner that he has been on
the land in issue and saw nothing of mineral value, a

prima facie case is ordinarily not made where it is
established that the examiner was not on the land in
issue.

In a mining claim contest where a contestee is of the
opinion that the Government did net make a prima facie
case of no discovery, he may move to have the case dis-
missed at the conclusion of the Government's case, and
then rest. The contest complaint could be dismissed if
the administrative law judge rules that nc prima facie
case had been made of lack of discovery and there is no
other evidence in the record to support the charges in
the complaint. But if the contestee goes fcrward after
making such a motion to dismiss and presents his evi-
dence, that evidence must be considered as part cf the
entire record and its probative value will be weighed.
Thus, even if the Government has failed to make a prima
facie case, evidence presented by the contestee which
supports the Government's contest charges may be used
against the contestee, regardless of the defects in the
Government's case.

In a mining claim contest where the evidence of a val-
uable mineral deposit, submitted ty contestee at a

hearing, bearing on the validity of a mining claim, has
greater probative weight than that offered ty the Gov-
ernment, it is proper to find that contestee has pre-
ponderated and to dismiss, without prejudice, the
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1 the
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ttcrney files an answer to a contest concern-
claims en behalf cf certain individuals, who,
pendency of the contest proceedings, trans-

interests in the fining claims tc a ccrpcra-
ich they are major stockhclders and Directors,
tcrney represents those individuals and the
n at the contest hearing, the corporation is
he determination reached therein, even thcugh
ation may net have received actual notice of

Service of a document upon a person's attorney cf
record constitutes effective service upon such perscn.

A request fcr postponement made more than 10 days prior
to a bearing is properly denied where there has been no
showing cf geed cause and proper diligence. A ccntes-
tee's request for postponement is properly denied when
(1) a contestee only seeks postponement in order tc
pursue an exchange cf land fcr the claims; and (2) the
administrative law judge rules that the contestant iray

seek to dismiss the contest if an exchange is contem-
plated and the contestant does net wish to abate the
contest proceedings.

A request fcr postponement made at a hearing or within
10 days of a hearing is properly denied where there has
teen nc showing of an extreme emergency which cculd net
have teen anticipated and which justifies beyend ques-
tion the granting of a postponement. This standard is
not met ty a party's assertion that it has not had ade-
quate opportunity tc prepare a defense where such dif-
ficulty could have teen anticipated before the request
was made.

Where a mineral examiner testif
examination cf mining claims th
en the claims are insufficient
discovery, a prima facie case a

the claims has teen established
tees walked cut of the hearing
dence to retut the prima facie
be declared invalid.

United St ate s v, nine Dev elop m ent Cor p.
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27 IBLA 23e (Oct. 18, 1976)

Where, at the hearing of a mining claim ccntest, the
transcript cf a previous hearing in another related
contest is received in evidence, these pertiens of the
transcript which are relevant and material tc the case
at band may fcrm, cr contribute tc, the basis fcr the
decision in the case, regardless of which Farty intro-
duced the transcript in evidence.

(Jnited States v±_J± R. Osborn e e t al. (Su^£. en
Judicill'Remand) . 28~IELA 13 (Nov. Y. 1976)"

Where the State of Alaska has applied tc select certaii
land and has teen given tentative approval of that
selection, and thereafter a conflicting Native allot-
tent application is filed which is supported only ty
meager evidence of use and occupancy, it is error to
allcw the allotment application and to cancel the
State's tentative approval and reject the selecticn
application without notice and an opportunity fcr a

hearing in which the State may participate.

State of Alaske
1976)

John Nusunoiflya. 26 IBLA 83 (Ncv. 12,
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In a iiining contest, a matter not charged in the com-
plaint may only be considered by the Administrative
law judge if it was raised at the hearing without ob-

jection and the contestee was fully aware that the
issue was raised.

United_Sta.tes._v.;. Glenn C. Bolinder and _____ Turner,
___al_,~28 IBLA 187 7oec. 6, 1976) 83 I.D. 6

Dnder the Department of the Interior's rules governing
contests against mining claims, where an answer to a

complaint is not filed within the prescribed time the
allegations of the complaint will be taken as admitted
by the contestee and the case decided without a hearinc
by the appropriate officer of the Bureau of Land Man-
agement. A lining claim may be declared null and void
where there was a charge in the complaint cf insuffi-
cient minerals to constitute a valid discovery.

U_i£___States_v..
29 IBLA 7 (FebT

•lliam
1977)

C__S_ith__a_k_a_E i 1_______

,

fails to show discovery by a preponderance cf the evi-
dence, he has net satisfied his burden cf prccf and
the claim must be declared invalid.

United States Irl--J_£iCallaqpa°J

333 (Bar. 31, 1977)

ince a Government contest is net insufficient and
itject to dismissal fcr failure tc name all parties
) interest, a contest is properly brought against pei
ins who are heirs cf a director cf a corporation who:
latter has expired under State law, even though the
:ate law provides that the property cf such a corpcrs
icn passes to a public trustee fcr distribution by
lit. Any interest of those not named or served it a

inner provided by the pertinent regulation is not

Dnite d S tates v. Eina Elizabeth Conner, and Halter 1.
_________________ rs_c__R.______e_r____L___________i rec-
_ot_of_t_i__r 1 in_ ton_G_l___i_Jn__Cc .___;_____ tee. ,

31 IELA 173 (July 5, 1977)

Under the Department of the Interior's rules governing
contests against mining claims, where an answer tc a

complaint is not filed within the prescribed time the
allegations of the complaint will be taken as admitted
by the contestee and the case decided without a hearing
by the appropriate officer of the Bureau cf Land Han-
agement. However, under the rules an answer may be
accepted if it is received within 10 days after the
due date and it is determined that the answer was
probably transmitted before the end of the period in
which it was reguired to be filed.

Un it____t_t_s_v____s___S m ith , 29 IBLA 10 (feb. 8, 1977)

Where the answer to a mining contest complaint denying
the charges is not timely filed, the charges will be
deemed admitted and the contest will be decided with-
out a hearing. 43 CFR 4. 450-7 (a).

Unit___States v__E_ison_T. Schaefer, 29 IELA 84
TPeb. 23, 1977)

the final action
such time as the
applicant or the
a hearing initiated

A field examination report of a trade and manufacturing
site claim is not evidence on which
of cancellation may be taken, until
pertinent facts are admitted by the
report is admitted into evidence at
by a contest complaint.

J_bn_ B__Co_hil 1 , 29 IBLA 177 (Bar. 18. 1977)

The ultimate burden of prcof to show a discovery of a

valuable mineral deposit is always upon the lining
claimant, but if the Government in a contest fails to
present a prima facie case and the contestee moves tc
dismiss the case and rests, the contest complaint must
be dismissed because there would be no evidentiary
basis for an order of invalidity.

In determining the validity of a mining claim in a Gov-
ernment contest, the entire evidentiary record must be
considered; therefore, if evidence presented by ccntes-
tee shows there has not been a discovery, it may be
used in reaching a decision that the claim is invalid
regardless of any defects in the prima facie case.

Where the Government has made a prima facie case cf lack
of discovery in a mining contest, and a mining claimant
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In a proceeding tc determine the validity cf an unpat-
ented mining claim the claimants must prevail, if at
all, upon the strength of their own case, rather than
upon any weakness in that of the Government.

£Sitgd_States_v_____E___od_ers_a_d_Ba_ba_a____Rcd_e_s.
32 IELA 77 (Sept. 2, 1977)
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ice in their behalf, will be vacated
is shown that within the time fcr
he claims had been transferred tc
is no need to dismiss the ccntest

ccntest against the cempany since a

een filed in its behalf; instead.
Id be amended tc substitute the cci-
ee and party in interest and the
should go forward against it.

Sharcn K. Bilazzc it al. 33 IELA 57 (Cec. ?, 1977)

In a Government ccntest, regular service cf the
complaint must be presumed, where no guestion is rai
as tc the validity cf certified mail return receipts
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included in the record, regular on their face and indi-
cating proper service.

United States v. Bonda Niece and Leslie Niece. 33 I El

A

290 (Jan. 10, 1978)

and secure mineral samples on unpatented fining clains
withcut a search warrant.

Cnit«d_StaJeg v ti John Gayanich.
1978)"

36 IBLA 111 (July 14,

In a mining contest a contestee nay rest at the close
of the Government's case and move for a dismissal based
on the Government's failure to make out a prima facie
case of a claim's invalidity. If, however, the ccntes-
tee goes forward and presents his own evidence, that
evidence may be weighed against him notwithstanding any
defects in the Government's case.

United ..States. v.. Michael. Slater. 3« IBLA 31 (Feb. 1«.
1978)

A private contest complaint which does net set out it

clear and concise language a statement of the facts
constituting the grounds of contest is properly
dismissed.

E<jae2S_k._ W h i tm i 1 1 , 3U IBLA 123 (Bar. 2, 1978)

When BLM adjudicates issue and offeror does net appeal,
doctrine of administrative finality, which is adminis-
trative counterpart of res judicata, generally bars
consideration of new appeal arising from later proceed-
ing involving same lease and same issue. Accordingly,
BLH acted properly in dismissing appellant's protest,
filed Nov. 18, 1977, against oil and gas lease annual
rental adjudicated on July 27, 1977.

WiIl£ed_Flomis. 35 IBLA 1 (Hay 3, 1978)

Failure to file a timely answer to a mining claim
contest complaint will result in the charges in the
complaint being taken as admitted and the case being
decided without a hearing. Unsubstantiated allega-
tions of temporary incapacity due to a nervcus break-
down cannot serve as a basis for waiving this mandatory
requirement.

United_States v. Brent J, Brunker,
1978)

36 IBLA 36 (June 27,

where, in a lining contest, a contestee presents bis
own evidence, that evidence may be weighed agaitst hii
notwithstanding any defects in the Gcvecnnent's case.

United States, v. Roger and Stephanie Cichetti. 36 IELA
12« (July 25. 1978)

where the only properly corroborated fact alleged by
private contestant related to situs of contestee's res-
idence in 1975 and thereafter, fcut precoiplaint reccrd
included assertion by contestee that he lived on home-
stead in 1972. 1973, and 197U, the contestant has not
thereby alleged facts which, if proved, would require
cancellation of entry, and contest must be dismissed
under "»3 CFR i».i»50-5 (a) .

Although in his suimary dismissal of private contest
against homestead entry administrative law judge dis-
cussed issues upon which contestant had failed tc sub-
mit corroborated allegations cf fact alcng with his
complaint, such action by judge did net relieve con-
testant cf his burden of filing corroboration, despite
provisions of H3 CFB H.«50-U(b) allowing judge tc
"raise issues in connection with deciding a contest."

Administrative law judge properly dismissed without a

hearing a private homestead entry contest in which com-
plaint failed to allege ccrrotorated facts which, if
proved, would provide sufficient basis fcr cancellation
of entry.

where contestant in private homestead entry contest
appeals to Board cf Land Appeals and makes certain
assignments cf error by administrative law judge, but
allegations cf fact upon which those assignments are
based were not corroborated at filing cf contest cot-
plaint, and issues raised by those assignments were not
raised in complaint, such assignments are not material
fcr purposes of appeal to the Board.

Ernest C Lamb v. Richard 8. Stoffel, 36 IBLA 2C1
(Aug. 3, 1976)

Where, in a quasi- judicial Departmental proceeding, an
individual entered an appearance as attorney for a

party to the action, and it was subsequently revealed
that he was not qualified to practice before the De-
partment under any of the provisions of U3 CFR 1.3, the
presiding administrative law judge properly refused tc
continue to recognize his appearance or to permit him
to continue to conduct the case in a representative
capacity.

The Department of the Interior is lawfully empowered
to initiate a contest pursuant to the Administrative
Procedure Act to determine the validity of unpatented
mining claims. This procedure makes no provision for
1) trial by jury, 2) advice to the contestant concern-
ing his constitutional rights, 3) compensation tc the
contestant for the value of the claim if it is fcund
to be invalid, or 4) appointment by the Department of
qualified counsel to represent the contestant; and this
procedure does not violate constitutional guarantees of
due process, the General Kining Law, or the Administra-
tive Procedure Act. Presentation of the contestant's
case by counsel employed by the Forest Service in ap-
propriate cases is permissible, and Federal employees
may testify as witnesses, and may conduct examinations

The seventh amendment right to a jury trial does not
extend to administrative proceedings, such as mining
claim contests, where statutory rights adjudicated
therein were unknown at common law.

United S ta tes
37 IELA 60 (Sept. 22, 1978)

and.Euel E, Fisher ,

Failure to file a timely answer to a mining claim
contest complaint will result in the charges in the
complaint being taken as admitted and the case being
decided without a bearing. Where contestees deny the
allegations in the complaint only as to « claims fcut

not as to 15 other claims addressed in the cctplaint.
the complaint will be taken as admitted as tc the 15
claims net addressed in the answer tc the ccmplaint.

where contestees in a mining claim ccntest file a timely
answer tc the contest complaint, this answer is effica-
cious as to any other contestees whe are members cf his
family if it appears on the face cf the answer that tbey
wish to retain their interests, if any, in the claims,
as the ccntestees who answered may fce regarded as having
done so en their faiily members' behalf. In these cir-
cumstances, these other ccntestees are properly regarded
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as having answered the complaint, absent any nanifesta-
tion of a contrary intent.

Where a contestee makes a timely response to a Govern-
ment complaint in a mining contest which is sufficient
to raise a justiciable controversy, the allegations thei

cannot be taken as admitted and the mining claim (s) can-
not be declared null and void without a hearing.

United S.tates_v._Jer,rj Prock et al,, 39 IELA 118
73an. 29, 1979)
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Failure to file a timely answer to a lining claii
contest complaint will result in the charges in the
ccmplaint being taken as admitted and the case being
decided without a hearing.

United_States_v._Ja«es_Hawke£wccd_ei_ai., 11 IEIA !<

ljune~277~197"97

Cnited_States_v._Edna Hojstmeier, 12 IBLA 33 (July 3

19797"

Regulation 13 CPR 1.150-1 gives a person with an ad-
verse interest in land a right to contest an adverse
claim. The Department of the Interior has consistently
recognized States as included within the term "person"
within the meaning of the regulation, allowing them to
initiate private contests.

Where the State of Alaska has shown an interest in land
in its existing airport, it may bring a private contest
to challenge Native allotment applications for land in
conflict with the airport.

S tat.e_of_A laska , 10 IBLA 79 (Bar. 22, 1979)

The State of Alaska will be afforded time within which
to bring private contests against Native allotment
applications conflicting with an existing airport run-
way built by the State and to show it has standing tc
contest. If it does so timely, the Bureau of Land Han-
agement will adjudicate its standing as a contestant
and the contests will proceed if it finds affirmative-
ly. If not, the State's timely objections will be
taken as a protest and a factfinding hearing will be
held. If the State fails to take timely action, a

decision rejecting its application to reinstate a con-
flicting airport lease application will stand.

S t.a t e_o f_ Al a s ka , 10 IBLA 118 (Mar. 27, 1979)
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Siaie_of_ll5 ska, 11 IBLA 309 (July 5. 1S79)

"Person." Eegulaticn 13 CPR 1.150-1 specifically gives
persons with an adverse interest in land a right tc
contest the adverse claim. It dees net depend en the
applicability of the due process clause cf the Ccrsti-
tuticn tc either claimant. A State is a "person" with-
in the meaning of this private contest regulaticn.
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12 IELA 1 (July 25, 1979)

Where an applicant for an Alaska Native allotment was
a minor at the time she alleges the initial use and
occupancy of the land, but not so young as to preclude
any possibility that she was then capable of doing so
as an independent citizen in her own right to the po-
tential exclusion of others, prior to rejection cf her
application on the basis of her youth BLH shculd pro-
vide notice and an opportunity for hearing.

Ne 11 ie_B oswe ll.Beecjof t , 11 IBLA 70 (Hay 31, 1979)

Where Bureau of Land Hanagement determines an appli-
cation for a Native allotment should be rejected for
failure to establish use and occupancy of the land.
Bureau of Land Hanagement should initiate a contest
proceeding pursuant to .151 et seg.

Frederick ,Phillip.s et.al,. 11 IBLA 169 (June 22, 1979)

•?lia_§i_Sheldon_ei_alj., 12 IBLA 276 (Aug. 27, 1979)

Elena_Ba£tma n , 13 IBLA 281 (Oct. 17, 1979)

Where the Bureau of Land Hanagement (BLH) determines
that an Alaska Native allotment application should be
rejected in part because the Native did net use all cf
the land applied for, the BLH shall initiate a contest
proceeding pursuant to 13 CFR 1.151 et sea.
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Where it appears that a party did not realize that an
election of remedies was mandated by Departmental proce-
dures, a decision reguiring the initiaticn cf a private
contest will be set aside, and the party will be per-
mitted a period of time in which to initiate a private
contest, or alternatively, waive such private contest
and pursue a direct appeal en the guesticn of whether
a Government contest should issue.

State_of.Alaska_et_al.. 12 IELA 91 (Aug. 16. 1S7S)

IranJS-Saila nd. , 11 IBLA 207 (June 27, 1979) I.I 312
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where an applicant for a Native allotment alleges for
the first time on appeal his use and occupancy of lands
prior to their withdrawal, a decision rejecting the
Native's application shall be vacated and the case re-
manded to BLM for its consideration of appellant's new
evidence.

C har les_L__Job n , U2 IBLA 260 (Aug. 27, 1979)

Where Bureau cf Land Management determines that an ap-
plication for a Native allotment is invalid because the
facts are not as stated in the application, Eoreau of
land Management should initiate a contest proceeding
pursuant to «3 CFR U.U50 - M.U52-9.

Amy Tukrcok Nukapigak. UK IBLA 313 (Dec. 31. 197S)
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U2 IBLA 269

(Sept. 11. 1979)

Mattje B. Bartos

paniel_Johnson. 12 IBLA 370
36 I.e. U«l

In a mining claim contest where a contestee is of the
opinion that the Government did not make a prima facie
case of no discovery, he may move to have the case dis-
missed at the conclusion of the Government's case and
then rest. The contest complaint could be dismissed if
the administrative law judge rules that nc prima facie
case had been made of lack of discovery and there is no
other evidence in the record to support the charges in
the complaint. But if the contestee goes forward after
making such a motion to dismiss and presents his evi-
dence, that evidence must be considered as part cf the
entire record and its probative value will be weighed.
Thus, even if the Government has failed to make a prima
facie case, evidence presented by the contestee which
supports the Government's contest charges may be used
against the contestee, regardless of the defects in the
Government's case.

A sufficient prima facie case by the Government does
not require positive proof that there has been nc dis-
covery made or that the mining claim is nonmineral in
character. Opon the Government's presentation of a

prima facie case, the burden shifts to the claimant tc
prove by a preponderance cf the evidence that he indeed
has a discovery of a valuable mineral deposit within
the limits of the claim.

United, States, v. .Andy Syndbad, U2 IBLA 313 (Aug. 29,
1979)

CONTRACTS
(See_also Delegation cf Authority, Labor, Rules
of Practice— if included in this Index.)

GENERAILY

The signing of an oil and gas lease offer by the autho-
rized officer of the Bureau of Land Management is the
act that constitutes issuance cf the lease and creates
a binding contract; such a lease contract is not sub-
ject to cancellation by reason cf inclusicn of leased
land in a known geologic structure as of a date subse-
quent to lease issuance.

Eartara._C.5_Li sco, 26 IBLA 300 (Sept. 7, 1976)

A lessee of the water from a well owned by the federal
Government, who agrees that his use cf the water will
not be used as a basis for obtaining a permanent water
right and who nevertheless proceeds to try to obtain a
water right in State court based on that use, will te
estopped frcs asserting any resulting decree cf the
State court for any purpose.

Park Center Water Di stric t and The Cancn Heights Irri-
gaticn and Reset vci__Co_. 28 IBLA 368~ (fet~3.
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In censtruing an ambiguous contract, the conduct cf the
parties in relation to such contract is tc te consid-
ered in determining the meaning cf the ccntract. where
the Army contracts with appellant to provide natural
gas to certain areas and the appellant constructs a

pipeline pursuant to the contract, it is reasonable tc
interpret the contract as providing a revocable permit
for a right-cf-way for such pipeline.

_la_ka_P__eli_e_Co_, 38 IBLA 1 (Nov. 8, 1978)

Generally where BLM determines that an Alaska Native al-
lotment application should be rejected because the use
of the land by a minor child was not sufficiently estab-
lished as an independent citizen in his own right, at
least potentially exclusive of others, BLM shall issue a

contest complaint pursuant to «3 CFR U.U51 et se_. , and
the guidelines set forth in Don ald Pet ers . 26 IBIA 235,
83 I.D. 308 (1976) .

Sara__A__Pence_et_al.

"Interest in an oil and gas lease or offer." If an
cil and gas lease offeror in an oral agreement gives
another person "a claim or any prospective or future
claim to an advantage or benefit frcm a lease," there
would be an interest in the lease cr lease offer which
must be disclosed under 13 CFR 3102.7. lhat an offeror
might raise a technical legal defense against enforce-
ment of such an agreement in a ccurt does net militate

«3 IBLA 266 (Oct. 15, 1979)
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against there being a claim or avoid the consequence of
the disclosure regulation or 13 CFR 3112.5-2 prohibit-
ing multiple filing in drawing procedures.

in an oil and gas lease or offer." Where af-
submitted on appeal by an oil and gas lease
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H__J___nevolds__ , «U IBLA 70 (Nov. 20, 1979)
86 I.C. 6«3

CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION
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In interpreting provisions of State lease
been validated under sec. 6 of the Outer
Shelf Lands Act, «3 O.S.C. $ 1335 (1970),
ment will give great weight to judicial a

trative interpretations rendered ty offic
State. Where, however, there is a confli
between State officials as to the proper
of a provision of a State lease, the Depa
Interior will independently interpret tha
applying the general rules of contract cc

Ocean_Drillina __E_£loratio_ COj_j._Chevron_Oil._Co.
21 IBLA 137 (July~157~l9757

The royalty provisions of a State lease validated unde
sec. 6 of the Outer Continental Shelf lands Act will
govern the determination of the royalty due to the
United States.

Superior Oil Co.. 31 IBLA 127 (June 30, 1977)
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not being within the performance capabilities of the
contractor at the time the notice was given.

A pp eal of Kenney Bef rigeraticn. IBCA-1230-1 2-76
(Sept. 287 1979) 86 I.E. 5C:

Actions cf Parties
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s el Phelps Construc t i

c

"1975)

Where the acticn cf the Government clearly contributed
to the delay for which liquidated damages were assessed
and there was no basis for determining the pettier cf
the delay fcr which each party was respcnsible, the
Eoard found that no liquidated damages could prcperly
be charged.

A___ia l_of__avi_
1976)

Ccx. Inc. IBCA-1C92-12-75 (July

Laws in existence at the time a contract is entered
into become a part of the contract whether or not
expressly referred to in the contract or incorporated
in its terms.

Mestla nds Water District — Legal Questions , ft- 3 6 9 01
73uly 31, "1978)

~" ""
85 I.D. 297

Insertion of the words "no exceptions" in a release
executed ty the contractor was held net tc bar further
consideration of the contractor's pending request fcr
an extension of time where the Government's instruc-
tions for executing the release dealt only with claims
in stated dollar amounts and directed the contractor
to insert "nc exceptions" if no such claims were tc be
filed and where in their conduct the parties did net
treat the release as final.

»£££J 1_SJ_l£j i£0J!_Cc n st rue tio__C_ .

,

(Sept. 29, 1976)
IECA-1C6U-3-7!

63 I.I

When the Government could not require delivery of a

refrigerated storage unit within the original delivery
schedule because the building in which the unit was to
be installed was not finished and the Government there-
after continued to negotiate changes in specifications
and delivery dates with the contractor, the Board held
that the Government had waived the original delivery
schedule and that the Government did not regain the
right to terminate the contract for default since there
was no mutual agreement on a new delivery date and the
Government's unilateral attempt to reestablish a spe-
cific contractual delivery date was unreasonable as

A second category differing site conditions claim
based upon rock encountered in excavaticn under a ccn-
structicn contract is denied where the Eoard finds that
an adequate site investigaticn wculd have revealed the
presence of rock in the area where it was encountered.

Appeal, cf. William Lagn ion (Contr actor.. IECA-106 3-1C-75
(Jan. 5, 1977)
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A default termination is found to be proper where no
special circumstances were shown to exist justifying
a contractor's refusal to proceed with performance in
accordance with the contracting officer's decisicn
pending the resolution of the dispute.

»EEeai§ of HillieJii Petterson. IBCA-1115-7-76, IBCA-
1116-7-767~IBCA-1117-7-76~and~IBCA-1118-7-76 (Feb. 28,
1977)

Interpretation of the parties prior to dispute has
great weight and compels conclusion that force account
work included placing red dirt fill but not drying and
replacing. Crying or replacement of wet borrow was not
force account work and was not covered by the changes
clause or changed conditions clause.

The Government failed to show that a rejected wall did
not conform to the plans and specifications.

»££^I_2f_R2£ki_«ouiltaij^Con§lrjiciion_£oi , IBCA- 1091-
12-75 (Aug. 17, 1977) 84 I.E. 829

CONTR ACTS—Continued

CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION—Continued

Icticns cf_Parties—Continued

interpret the contract as providing a revocable permit
for a right-cf-way for such pipeline.

A laska Pipeline,

C

o. . 38 IELA 1 (Nov. 8, 1978)

where imponderables make it difficult tc arrive at an
accurate measurement cf the amount of ccncrete placed
under water, the Board finds that the amount repre-
sented by "paid for" concrete minus the amount of
concrete admittedly wasted is the preferred methcd for
determining the amount tc which the ccntractor is enti-
tled for the ccncrete so placed.

where a contractor voluntarily signs directives speci-
fying the payments tc be made for the additional work
ordered withcut taking any exception thereto, the un-
qualified acceptance of the directives involved is
found to be binding upcn the contractor tc the extent
of the direct costs entailed in performance of the
additional work.

Appeal of William P. Bergan., Inc.
(Feb. 2, 1979)

IECA-113C-11-76
86 I.E. 65

When the project supervisor for the Government takes
over the direction and supervision of the contractor's
work as to concrete curbing and gunite application, the
Government cannot complain of defective wcrk and re-
quire contractor to replace the wcrk at contractor's
expense.

A££eal_of_Hurdock Construc tio n Co.
"(Aug7~29, 1977)"

IBCA-1050-12-7U

A first category differing site condition claim based
upon excessive rock encountered in excavaticn under
a construction contract is sustained where the Board
finds there was an adequate pre-bid site investigation
and that the contract indications of subsurface condi-
tions did not reveal the excessive quantities of rock
in the areas where it was encountered.

A first category differing site condition claim b

upon mitigating subsurface water and rock excavat
encountered is sustained where the Board found th
the Government knew of the subsurface mitigating
but failed to disclose such information to bidder
that both the rock and the subsurface mitigating
encountered differed materially from the contract
cations.

Ar;r>eals_of_JB6C_Co.
(Sep"t.

_
28,~1977)

IBCA-1020-2-7U and IECA-1033
81 I.

ased
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-H-7M
C. 095

Where the Gcvernment has accepted a bid cenditicned
upon the contractor not being prejudiced by changes
resulting from energy related shortages and the par-
ties agree in a change order to an increase in price
for asphaltic materials, the Board finds the agreement
does not constitute an accord and satisfacticn preclud-
ing further price increases where the evidence shews
there was no meeting cf the minds and this was evident
to the ccntracting officer prior to execution of the
change order.

IBCA-1126-9-76 (Bar. 8, 1979)

Under a CFff contract requiring the completion cf
a report with cn-going monthly Gcvernment review cf
completed portions by a small number of reviewers,
the withholding cf such review until a postcontract
pericd and a significant expansion of the number cf
reviewers is fcund to constitute a change net subject
tc the specified cost ceiling.. In the circumstances
presented, the knowledge that the project office had
greatly expanded the work of inccrpcrating reviewers'
comments into the contract report was imputed tc the
contracting officer.

Appeal of Reccn Systems, Inc.

,

19797
IECA-121«-9-78 (Sept. 25,

86 I.I. «7e

A second category differing site condition based on
excessive rock drilling and inaccessability of the
work site for construction of a fence is denied where
the Board finds that there was an inadequate pre-bid
site investigation and that an adequate investigation
would have disclosed the actual conditions encountered.

Appeal of, Arizona_Fence.Cc,._Inc. , IBCA-llUtt-3-77
(Feb. 9, 1978)

In construing an ambiguous contract, the conduct cf the
parties in relation to such contract is to be consid-
ered in determining the meaning of the ccntract. Where
the Army contracts with appellant to provide natural
gas to certain areas and the appellant constructs a
pipeline pursuant to the contract, it is reasonable to
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At>r>eal_of_Nielscn£
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.inc... IBCA-1173-11-77 (Sept. 21.

86 I.I. ««:
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Allowable Costs

A contractor who submitted a clan for an equitable ad-
justment based on rental rates for equipment idled bj
Government action, but failed to prove ownership of the
equipment or whether a rental had taken place, was en-
titled only to ownership costs of the equipment reduced
by one-half to allow for the lack of wear and tear on
the idle equipment.

»£E§al_pf_T hor sonx_I nc. , IBCA-993-14-73 (June 30, 1975)

Claims of constructive change under a cost-plus-fixed-
fee contract first presented in the notice of appeal
are outside the jurisdiction of the Board and are re-
manded to the contracting officer for the issuance of
new or supplemental findings.

Appeal of VTN Colorado, Inc. . IBCA-107 3-

1975)

-75 (Oct. 29,
82 I.D. 527

Upon reconsideration, the Board finds that where the
Government issues an "Extra Work Order" under a "force
account" provision for minor extra work not provided
for in other pay items, at agreed on rates, the con-
tractor is entitled to be paid for inefficiency, re-
work costs and delay costs when moisture causes tcrrcv
material placed under the extra work order, to become
muddy. However, the appellant's failure to give prompt
notice of the claim under the force account provisicn
caused the Government to order added pay item work,
thus the claim must be reduced by the amount of a,dded

pay item payment.

Appeal of Rocky Mo unt ain C ons truction Co.
12-75 (Nov.~U, 1977)

IECA-1091-
84 I.C. 898

When the contract provides payment for the rental of
specific equipment and contractor fails to rent this
equipment, the Government's failure to pay for this
item is not a constructive change.

»£E§ a l_o f_ ndgrqround Utility Service s, IECA-10U7-
11-7U, IBCA-1089-11-75 (Dec. 28, 1977)

specified
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Allowable Costs—Continued

Where a cost-plus-fixed-fee contract contains
ceilings en reimbursement for general and adi
tive expenses and rates fcr certain ccnsultants, such
ceilings are found tc apply tc the entire contract, in-
cluding a second phase initiated by the timely exercise
of an opticn in the contract.

Costs reimbursable to a contractor under a ccst-plus-
fixed-fee ccntractor are found tc exclude those por-
tions of an executive's salary properly chargeable to
work outside the scope of the contract, but the ccsts
of low-cost cameras and reccrders necessary tc perfor-
mance are allowed as materials and supplies because the
conditions under which they were used made them expend-
able material.

Lnc_., IECA-llSe-lC-
85 I.C. 3U9

Where a finding is made by the Beard en the extent of
the Government's liability to the ccntractor, any
moneys previously allcwed and paid pursuant tc a con-
tracting officer's decisicn on the same claims shall
be deducted from the gross amount allcwed in crder tc
determine the net amount payable to the contractor.

Appeal cf Paul E. ncCollum. Sr. . IECA-1123-8-76
(Nov. 22, 1S78)

Dnder a CPFE contract requiring the ccmpleticn cf
a report with co-going menthly Government review cf
completed portions by a small number cf reviewers,
the withholding cf such review until a pestcontract
period and a significant expansion cf the number cf
reviewers is fcund tc constitute a change net subject
to the specified cost ceiling. In the circumstances
presented, the knowledge that the project effice had
greatly expanded the work of incorporating reviewers'
comments intc the ccntract report was imputed tc the
contracting efficer.

mea l cf_Recoc
1979)

IECA-121«-9-7e (Sept. 25.
86 I.I. 1478

Where the Government contracts with a small corpcratict
to obtain the services of a recognized expert in fish
biology and where the sum of an approximate yearly
salary of StU,000 plus approximately $1,000 of fringe
benefits and approximately $8,000 of life insurance
premiums are compensation to the expert for a total
approximate yearly compensation or corporate cost of
$56,000 and where the specific contract is fcr approxi-
mately $1 million said compensation and costs are rea-
sonable allowable costs under the contract.

"Fringe costs," leave, life insurance premiums,
retirement plan costs, life raft for safety, are all
allowable costs in the circumstances in this appeal.

Pees and expenses in the preparation and conduct of an
appeal are disallowed costs of prosecution cf claims
against the Government.

iEEeal_o|_Wi_F..._Sialer_6_Assoc_iales
(Feb. 16, 1978)

IBCA-1159-7-77
85 I.E. Ul

issianment_of Claims

An assignee under an assignment cf the proceeds cf a

contractor's claim before the Eoard which had beet exe-
cuted subseguent tc ccmpleticn cf performance and the
filing of the appeal by the ccntractcr, is net permit-
ted tc participate in the appeal, since the Ecard's
jurisdiction, pursuant tc the Disputes clause, extends
enly to the parties to the contract or tc their duly
qualified successors.

iEEeai^JJ'eiaieen^naJLneering. InCj, IBCA-99D-5-73
(Jan. 1«, 1975)

A permit for use cf land in the lower Colorado River
Area is properly terminated where ccnstructicn , unau-
thorized by the terms of the permit, is undertaker by
individuals cccupying the premises, whose earlier ap-
plication fcr an assignment of rights cf the permittee
has been rejected by BLM.

Robert p, Na}l. D-79-7 (Aug. 23, 1979)
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Changed Conditions_ (Differing Site_Conditions)

Interpretation of the parties prior to dispute has
great weight and compels conclusion that force account
work included placing red dirt fill but not drying and
replacing. Crying or replacement of wet tcrrow was not
force account work and was not covered by the changes
clause or changed conditions clause.

A££eal_of_Rock.y_Mountain Construction_Co.. , IECA-1091-
12-75 (ftugT 17, 19777 8« I.E. 829
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Appeal of Evergreen Engineering. Inc. , IECA-99U-5-73
7tlay"l77~1978) " 85 I.D. 107

Where a clearing contractor claims entitlement to an
equitable adjustment based on the standard Differing
Site Conditions clause of the contract, and the evidence
shows that the principal causes of any increased costs
which may have been incurred were heavy rains and fail-
ure of the contractor to make a reasonable prebid inves-
tigation of the site or examination of specifications,
and no evidence of fault en the part of the Government
is presented, the Board holds that the contractor has
not sustained its burden of proof for entitlement tc an
equitable adjustment, and the appeal will be denied.

A££eal_of_M_6_P_EguiEoent COj.,

(Sept. 28, 1979)
IBCA-1088-11-75

86 I.D. 527

*E£eal_of_J..Di_Pierceji, IBCA-1035-6-7U (July 16, 1975)
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Appea l of Cuintana Ccnstructicn Co., Inc.. IECA-1C26-
H-7« (July 21, 1975) 82 I.E. 313
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Changes and Extras

A multi-item appeal under a contract for construction
of a fish barrier is sustained for those items where
Government changes in the contract resulted in extra
expense and where such expense could be determined
from the record.

A££eal_of_ Robert
(flay 6, 1975)

Jones (Contractor) . IBCA-1002-8-73

Where a contract for the construction of a bridge sub-
structure contained a provision requiring that employees
erecting bridges and structures be protected by safety
nets where the use of safety belts and lifelines or
other conventional type of protection was impractical
and the evidence failed to demonstrate that the use of
safety belts and lifelines or other conventicnal type
of protection was practical for workers on concrete
piers, the Board denies the contractor's claim for a

change based on the fact that it was required to use
safety nets to protect workmen from possible falls.

A££eal_2i-Hensel_Phel£s_Ccnstruction_Co. , I E C A - 1 01 0-

11-73 (Hay 8, 1975) 82 I.D. 199

A rise in the cost of materials after a fixed price
construction contract is executed is not a change
within the Changes clause of the contract.

Appeal of The Minnesota Chippewa Tribe ,

(flay 19, 1975)
IBCA-1025-3-7U

82 I.E. 238

Appeal of_The_Binnesota Chippewa Tribe Construction
Co..7~iicA-1063-3r75 (July 23, 19757
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A special provision authorizing the contracting offi-
cer to adjust cr revise the limits cf the work during
performance tc reflect the conditions encountered and
thereby provide for maximum use of material available
with the funds allotted is found to vest the contract-
ing officer with no plenary authority to direct the
placement of the beach fill where the authorization
to adjust cr revise the limits of the wcrk is circum-
scribed by the use of the word "approximate."
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several months after the schec

An estimated quantities provision under which the Gov-
ernoent was authorized to obtain additional quantities
of beach fill at the unit price specified in the con-
tract so long as the additional quantities did net ex-
ceed 25 percent of the original total contract price is
found not to preclude an adjustment under the Changes
clause for clearly unforeseeable costs tc the extent
the contractor shows (i) the basis upon which its bid
was calculated and (ii) the causal connection between
the increased costs and the inability or the failure of
the Government to adhere to the typical cross section
shown on the contract drawinqs in directinq the place-
ment of the fill.

»££eal_of_Ji_Ai_
(Sept. 29, 1975)

LaPorte. Inc. IBCJ •101U-12-73
82 I.E. H59

Claims of constructive chanqe under a cost-plus-fixed-
fee contract first presented in the notice of appeal ai

outside the jurisdiction of the Board and are remanded
to the contracting officer for the issuance cf new or
supplemental findings.

AE£eal_of_VTN_Coloradox_IncJ

1975)
IBCA-1073-8-75 (Oct. 29,

82 I.E. 527

CONTRACTS
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Cross motiens for summary judgment are denied where
the Eoard finds the stipulated record furnishes an
insufficient basis for an informed judgeent and that
a bearinq will be required for determining the merits
cf the entitlement question presented fcr decisicc.

Appeals c f Ar mstrong £ Ar mstrong . Inc .

and IBCA-1C72-7-75 (Apr.~7, 1976)
IECA-1C61-3-75

83 I.t. mt
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A£J^a2_cf_Iiersen_Ccnsjt_rjjc^on_Co._Ja^)s^a_IC0NC01.,
IBCA-981-1-73 (Apr. 19, 1976) 83 I.E.

A claim for acceleration under a contract for the con-
struction of footings for a transmission line is denied
where one of appellant's principal contentions was that
in a telephone conversation following record snow in
late September the project engineer had directed that
men and equipment be added to the job in order to fin-
ish the work by the contract completion date of Ncv. 1,
but in correspondence conducted with the Government for
almost 6 months after such telephone conversation the
contractor failed to refer to the directions purported-
ly received from the project engineer and even failed
to reference the particular telephone conversation.
Actions taken by the Government's principal inspector
were also found not to constitute acceleration orders
when the evidence clearly showed that both parties
viewed the inspector's action as involving suggestions
rather than directions and that whether the suggestiens
were accepted by the contractor's job superintendent
depended upon the exercise of his business judgment.

*EESii of Iversen Construction Co. Ja^k^a IconcoJ.,
IBCA-981-1-73 (5ic7"307 1975)

""
82~I.E. 6«6

Appellant's claim for an equitable adjustment under the
chanqes clause for costs alleged to have been incurred
when funds available for earnings became exhausted and
work on the contract was suspended for 160 days is
denied where construction was suspended mere than 3

months ahead of the date on which appellant's earnings
were scheduled to reach the amount of the fund reserva-
tion and where subsequent fund reservations kept the
total amount of funds reserved for earninqs above the
scheduled earnings shown in appellant's own construc-
tion program which the Government had approved.

AE£eal_2f_Si_A J

1976)
.flea l.y_Co.. , I BC A- 9 K "4-12-71 (f 31,

83 I.E. 118

A claim fcr extra work is denied where the appellant
does not even undertake tc shew why the wcrk was con-
sidered to be beyond the requirements of the contract.

Ap peals cf Willie H. Eetterson . IECA-1115-7-76 , IECA-
1116-7-76, IECA-1117-7-76 and IECA-1118-7-76 (fet. 28,
1977)

when contractor unilaterally perfortrs wcrk not require
by the contract nor at the direction cf the Government
it is not entitled to an equitable adjustment.

Appeal, cf Halvorson-Len
2-75 (Mar. 3, 1977)

. nt Ve nture) . IECA-1C59-

The Government's motion to dismiss an appeal because cf
the failure cf the contractor to qive the 20-day writ-
ten notice required ty the Chanqes clause is denied,
where the Beard finds that there was titely nctice with
respect to seme of the costs on which the claim is
based and that the hearing to be held may show that
some or all cf the remaining costs fall within ether
recognized exceptions to the strict application cf
the 20-day ccst-limitaticn provision.

*££SaI_°i Hartford Accident and_Indemniti_Cc. , IECA-
1139-I-77"0une~23. 1977~ ~£U I.E. 2S6

An allegation ty the ccntractcr that it was "r
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change in order to avoid assessment cf liquida
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*££eai_ci_Sieat_Iasterji_Enter_Erises_CorD i , IBCA-1113-
7-76 (July 15, 1977)
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Interpretation of the parties prior to dispute has
great weight and coapels conclusion that force account
work included placing red dirt fill but net drying and
replacing. Drying or replacement of wet borrow was not
force account work and was not covered by the changes
clause or changed conditions clause.

An order to build a curved wall was a constructive
change outside change order II which was for a straight
wall. Thus, the claim for extra costs fcr curved con-
struction and for stand-by time caused by the Govern-
aent delay in staking wall is compensable.

Claimant has the burden of proof of extra work and
failed to establish that in placing utility lines the
actual work performed differed from contractually re-
guired work.

Anneal of Rocky Hountain.Construct ion Co.
12-75 (Aug. 17, 1977)

IBCA-1091-
84 I.C. 829

When the project supervisor for the Government takes
over the direction and supervision of the contractor's
work as to concrete curbing and gunite application, the
Government cannot complain of defective work and re-
guire contractor to replace the work at contractor's
expense.

When the specifications are defective as to the grout
mixture and the Government changes the mixture but the
specifications are still defective, the ccntractcr can-
not be held liable for defective results in its work.

Contractor has a right to rely upon the accuracy cf
land profiles in the drawings to prepare its bid and
if the land profile is not accurate, necessitating ad-
ditional excavation, contractor is entitled to recover
its additional cost.

Appeal of_Murdock Construction Co_.

TAug. 297 1977f
IBCA-1050-12-74

Where the contract reguired separated excavation and
stockpiling of topsoil and the restoration of rights-
of-way as near as practicable to pre-existing condi-
tions, claims for complying with the Government's di-
rections to strip 12 feet in width on one side of the
trench to store unsuitable material other than topsoil
and to handpick rocks from the covered trench are sus-
tained because the directed work was beyend what was
necessary to satisfy the contract requirements and
constituted a constructive change.

*EESals_of_ J BSC_ Co .

.

(Sept. 28, 1977)
IECA-1020-2-74 and IBCA- 1033-0-74

84 I.D. 495

When the contract requires the pipe to be laid in a

trench 18 inches in depth measured from the center
line of the pipe to the top of the ground line or en
top of the ground with 18 inches of cover if rock
strata is encountered, the contractor caonct sustain
an allegation of a constructive change when the Goverr
ment insists the requirements be followed and objects
to contractor laying the pipe in a trench less than
18 inches in depth.

A£peal_of_U n d erground. Util i ti_S erv ices , IECA-1047-
11-74, IBCA-1089-11-75 (Dec. 28, 1977)
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Where the contract required the construction of a
fence on the tcundary of a naticnal monument and the
appellant disregarded ire instructions to visit the
monument headquarters for information pertinent to
bidding and disregarded other specific requirements
cf the specifications regarding the permissible meth-
ods of transporting materials to the work site, claims
for increased costs of performance are denied because
the costs resulted from appellant's failure to make an
adequate pre-tid site investigation and to plan to per-
form in acccrdance with the specif icaticn reguireients.

Appeal cf Arizona Fence. Co,, Inc. , IBCA-1144-3-77
(Feb. 9, 1978)

When the Government erroneously places stakes to locate
the worksite— a road— it is liable fcr extra costs
caused thereby.

»££Sil_oJ_l»€iaieen_Ji!5iDeejij
(Hay 17, 1978)

IBCA-994-5-73
85 I.D. 1C7
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Where the Government's engineer recorded in his daily
diary a verbal protest made by the contractor about em-
bankment compaction difficulties and the inaccuracy of
the proctor information furnished by the Government,
this satisfied the 20-day nctice requirement of the
changes clause with respect to some cf the claims. It
was unnecessary tc finally decide the sccpe cf such nc-
tice, however, where the Board found the claims tc be
without merit in any event.

Eurn Construction Co., IBCA-1042-9-74 (Aug. 3C,
£5

1S7£)
Ct. 353

Where a contract does net specify the exact method to
be used by the contractor in performing manhole renc-
vatiens, the contractor may proceed according tc the
industry standard. The Beard finds that sandblasting
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was an acceptable and adequate method to renovate iai
holes and that the Government's requirement to use a

more costly method was unwarranted.

A££eal of Paul E. HcCollum. Sr.. IBCA-1123-8-76
(Nov. 22. 1978)

The state of the weather at any given time cannot be
predicted with absolute certainty. Absent an express
contractual assumption of the risk by the Gcvernient,
the contractor must bear the risk of increases in the
cost of the work caused by a flood.

Appeal of Brown S Root Western. Inc.
(Apr. 13, 1979)

IBCA-1220-10-78
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A ppe a l of J. A . LaP crte, Inc.,
(Sept. 29, 1975)

IBCA-1C1U-12-73
82 I.E.

Where the Board finds that the Contracting Officer's
Representative required the contractor to expend more
effort in field surveys and data collection than
required by the contract documents, a constructive
change will be found to have occurred.

»££eai_of^nvj^onme^_C^nsultantsi _I_ncJ
(June 29, 1979)

IBCA-1192-5-78
86 I.D. 3«9

Under a CPPF contract requiring the completion of
a report with on-going monthly Government review of
completed portions by a small number of reviewers,
the withholding of such review until a pcstccntract
period and a significant expansion of the number of
reviewers is found to constitute a change net subject
to the specified cost ceiling. In the circumstances
presented, the knowledge that the project office had
greatly expanded the work of incorporating reviewers'
comments into the contract report was imputed to the
contracting officer.

*£££2l_°f_J*econ_Sx§ t ems J_ I nc^

,

1979)
IBCA-121U-9-78

Where the preponderance of the evidence shows that
substantial increased costs were incurred by a highway
construction contractor, primarily because Government
inspection personnel either failed to calibrate cr im-
properly calibrated the density testing machine used
to determine compaction compliance, and it is deter-
mined that the contractor is entitled to an equitable
adjustment, the Board will adopt the amount for quan-
tum reached by the parties at a negotiated settlement,
when dissatisfied with both the Government audit and
the guantum computation of the contractor, but satis-
fied that the negotiations were made in geed faith, at
arm's length, and by individuals thoroughly familiar
with the details of the contract and its performance.

Appeal of Ni e lsons. Inc.. IBCA-1173-11-77 (Sept. 27,
1979) 86 I.E. U93
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A. Hea ly Co. . IECA-9UU-12-71 (Car. 31,
£3 I.I.

CcnstrucJticn_Aa,ainst_Craf ter

The Eoard denies a ccnstructicn contractor's claim for
additional pay quantities where the evidence did ret
establish a basis fcr applicaticn of the rule cf centra
p roferentem , the contractor's interpretation of the
specificatiens was net shewn to be reasonable and the
reccrd did net establish error in the Bureau's compu-
tation of pay quantities.

»FFeal_cf_WjJ V. Hontin_d^
IBCA-1051-12-7U (Hay 29. 1975)
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»EEeal_of_Whalen_E_Co., IECA-103U-5-7U (July 1975)
,D. 335

Where the Government does not issue a written cha
order and does not give a verbal order which is i

preted by the contractor as a change, no contract
change has occurred and the contractor may submit
rials conforming to the original specifications.
Government's mere exercise of its opticn to accep
conforming goods does not in and of itself censti
contract change.
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A££eal_°f_Ma sai ka_6_§on s^.lncj.

,

(Sept. 28, 1979)
IBCA-1157-6-77

86 I.C. 513

Where the contract required hand planing cf the tcp
surface of the flooring tc remove machine marks and
the ccntractcr hand planed only those areas where la-
chine marks were present, the Government was not enti-
tled to require band planing cf areas where machine
marks were net present since, as drafter cf the speci-
fication, the Government cculd have required hand plan-
ing cf the entire surface but did not.

Appeal of_Gl€jt_Eastern_Enler.£ rises_Cctj.
7-76 (July 15, 1977)

IECA-1113-
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When the contractor's interpretation of the contractual
clauses is reasonable the Government cannot impose its
own interpretation, since the Government, as the draft-
er, could have been explicit in conveying its intent
but failed to do so.

*££ Gai_o£ Commonwealth Electric Co.
7july 157~1977)

IBCA-10U8-11-7U
8« I.C. «07

The contractor's claim that the Government's use of the
word "subgrade" in the earthwork specifications created
an ambiguity which should be construed against the
drafter was denied. The "contra proferentem" rule is
not applicable in this instance because the definition
propounded by the contractor was not reasonable, use cf
the word in the specified context did not create an am-
biguity, the contractor did not register an objection
when informed of the Government's interpretation, and
no evidence was presented to show that the contractor
relied on its alleged interpretation at the time cf
bidding.

S u r n_Co n s t r uc t i o n_ Co.. , IBCA-10U2-9-7K (Aug. 30, 1978)
85 I.D. 353

Where a prospective contractor does not spot hidden cr
subtle ambiguities in the bid documents, it is protected
if it innocently and reasonably construes an ambiguity
in its own favor.

A££eal_of_BHC_Constructioni_Inc., IBCA-1207-9-78
"(June 26, 1979)

Contract_Clauses

Where a contract for furnishing and erecting a steel
building was terminated for default and the contractor
appealed the termination contending that the specifica-
tions were written around the product of a particular
manufacturer and that under the material and workman-
ship clause of the General Provisions (Standard Form
23-A, Oct. 1969 Edition) it was entitled to furnish an
"egual" product, the Eoard holds that the restrictive
nature of the specifications is no defense to the ter-
mination where the evidence fails to establish that
the building offered was, in fact, egual to the build-
ing described in the specifications.

A£Eeal_of_J i_Di_Pierce^, IBCA-1013-12-73 (Oct. 17,
1975)

Under a contract reguiring the use of grout the Eoard
denies a contractor's claim where it finds the terms
of the specifications dispositive of the guestion
presented.

A£E§§l_2l_MhaIen_6_Coi , IECA-1066-3-75 (Bay 26, 1976)

When contractor unilaterally performs work net reguired
by the contract nor at the direction of the Government,
it is not entitled to an eguitable adjustment.

Appeal of Halvorson-Lents IA Joint Venture). I BC A- 1059-
2-75 (Bar. 3, 1977)
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Where a transformer failed shortly after being placed
in service and the ccntractcr acted promptly after no-
tice to return the transformer to the factory fcr re-
pairs at no cost to the Government, the Beard held
that the Government could net invoke previsions cf
the inspection clause of the contract relating sclely
to correction of defects at the point cf installation
to charge the contractor with the costs of removing
and reinstalling the transformer.

appeal of Trayer Engineering Corp.. IBCA-11C0-3-76
(Bar. 31, 1977) 6K I.C. 1€H

Upon reconsideration, the Beard finds that where the
Government issues an "Extra Work Order" under a "force
account" prevision for minor extra work net provided
for in other Fay items, at agreed en rates, the ccn-
tractcr is entitled to be paid for inefficiency, re-
work costs and delay costs when moisture causes borrow
material placed under the extra wcrk crder, to fceccie
muddy. However, the appellant's failure to give prompt
notice of the claim under the force acccunt provision
caused the Gcvernment to order added pay itei wcrk,
thus the claim must be reduced by the amount of added
pay item payment.

Apreal of Becky Mountain Construction Co. , I EC A- 1 C 9 1-

12-75 (Nov. «, 1977) 8<l I.E. 898

When the contract reguires the pipe to be laid in a

trench 18 inches in depth measured frcm the center
line of the pipe to the top of the ground line or on
top of the ground with 18 inches cf cover if rock
strata is encountered, the contractor cannot sustain
an allegation of a constructive change when the Gcvern-
ment insists the requirements be followed and objects
to ccntractcr laying the pipe in a trench less than
18 inches in depth.

»£Eial_cf_Undej3 rcund_Utiliti_Ser vices,
11-7U, IECA-1089-11-75 (Dec. 28, 1977)

IECA-1CK7-

r-ayment was net allowed under a general ercsicn ccntrcl
clause when there was no crder by the COAB citing that
clause tc replace roadbed blown away by severe winds.

Appeal of Evergreen Engineering, Inc.
(May 17, 1976)

IBCA-99U-5-73
85 I.I. 107

per cubic yar
costs cf 75 cents pet
15 percent.

Where the Beard finds an interest clause to be incor-
porated into a contract by operation of law and the
clause reguires the contracting officer tc make cer-
tain findings thereunder but the contractor's claim
for interest has been presented enly to the Eoard and
not to the ccntracting officer, the Board remands the
claim for interest to the contracting officer fcr a

determination of the interest due in accordance with
the clause.

LaPorte. Inc. . IBCA-ll«6-3-77 (July 6,
85 I.C. 2M2
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The contractor's claim that the Government's use cf the
word "subgrade" in the earthwork specifications created
an ambiguity which should te construed against the
drafter was denied. The "contra proferentem" rule is

not applicable in this instance because the definition
propounded by the contractor was not reasonable, use of
the word in the specified context did not create an am-
biguity, the contractor did not register an objection
when informed of the Government's interpretation, and
no evidence was presented to show that the ccntractcr
relied on its alleged interpretation at the time of
bidding.

Where the contracting officer by contract was given
discretion in setting the moisture requirement fcr high
volume change soils, the contractor's claim of extra
compaction work due to rigid moisture requirements was
denied because the contractor failed to show that the
contracting officer abused his discretion or that the
discretion exercised caused the ccntractcr extra con-
tract costs.

Burn_Construction_Co., IBCA-10«2-9-7H (Aug. 30, 1978)
85 I.D. 353

Contracting Officer

A special provision authorizing the contracting offi-
cer to adjust or revise the limits of the work during
performance to reflect the conditions encountered and
thereby provide for maximum use of material available
with the funds allotted is found to vest the contract-
ing officer with no plenary authority to direct the
placement of the beach fill where the authorization
to adjust or revise the limits of the work is circum-
scribed by the use of the word "approximate."

*£E£ al_°f_J- ii-iaPorte^
(Sept. 29. 1975)

Inc. IBCA-101U-12-73
82 I.D. <I59

Motions to add four claims were granted in part and
denied in part on the basis of the Board's findings
that the contracting officer had or had not had a rea-
sonable time within which to decide the specific claim.

Appeal of w. P. Sigler S. Associates, IBCA- 1159-7-77
(Sept. 27, 1977) 8« I.C. i»83

where the Board finds an interest clause tc te incor-
porated into a contract by operation of law and the
clause requires the contracting officer to make cer-
tain findings thereunder tut the contractor's clain
for interest has been presented only to the Board and
not to the contracting officer, the Board remands the
claim for interest to the contracting officer for a

determination of the interest due in accordance with
the clause.

&£Eeal_of_J._Ai_LaPortei_Inc. , IBCA-11U6-3-77 (July 6,
1978) 85 I.C. 2U2

CONTRACTS— Continued

CCNSTBOCTICN AND OPEBA1 ION— Cont i nued

Ccntractcr

Contractor must have adequate equipment and personnel
to perform the work required by the contract.

*£ES5l_of_Kent_Nicoll, IBCA-10U0-8-7M (July 31, 1«7?)

When the contract requires contractor to furnish
all labor and equipment tc perform all necessary
operations, contractor has a duty to provide appro-
priate equipment to accomplish the work.

J££ijl-°J-"PJersrcund_Utiliti_Services, IECA-1C07-
11-71, IECA-1089-11-75 (Dec. 28, 1977)

Differing Site_Ccrditions JChanged_Ccndi tions)
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Appeal cf William Dagnicn (Co n_t_r act c rj. , I EC A- 1 C f 2- 1 C- 7 ?

(Jan. 5, 1977)

Enccuntering substantial numbers of granite slats at a

construction site in downtown Philadelphia (when the
contract documents and site report indicated the area
consisted of buildings razed and covered during a pric
pericd) did not constitute a differing site condition.

Appeal of J . J. White, Inc.. IECA-1131-11-76 (Jug. 25,
1977)

A first category differing site condition claim based
upon excessive rock enccuntered in excavaticn under
a construction contract is sustained where the Ecard
finds there was an adequate pre-tid site investigation
and that the ccntract indications of subsurface condi-
tions did net reveal the excessive quantities of rock
in the areas where it was encountered.

Where the contracting officer by contract was given
discretion in setting the moisture requirement fcr higt
volume change soils, the contractor's claim cf extra
compaction work due to rigid moisture requirements was
denied because the contractor failed to shew that the
contracting officer abused his discretion or that the
discretion exercised caused the ccntractcr extra con-
tract costs.

!jJIJ!_£22s.truciion_Coi , IBCA-10U2-9-7U (Aug. 30, 1978)
85 I.D. 353

A first category differing site cenditien claii based
upon mitigating subsurface water and reck excavaticn
enccuntered is sustained where the Eoard found that
the Government knew cf the subsurface mitigating water
tut failed tc disclose such information tc bidders and
that toth the rock and the subsurface mitigating water
enccuntered differed materially from the ccntract indi-
cations.

»££ea!s_cf_JB6C_CoJ
(Sept. 28, 1977)

IBCA-1C20-2-7U
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Differing Site_Conditions .£Changed_Ccnditions)
— Continued

A second category differing site condition based on
excessive rock drilling and inaccessability of the
work site for construction of a fence is denied where
the Board finds that there was an inadequate pre-bid
site investigation and that an adequate investigation
would have disclosed the actual conditions encountered.

Inc., IBCA-11KU-3-77A££eal_of_Ari2ona_Fence_Cp_.
(Feb. 9, 1978)

A first category differing site condition under a well
drilling contract is found where the contract indica-
tions of subsurface conditions did not reveal an
extensive alluvial deposit strewn with bculders, and
the subsurface conditions could not be determined by a

prebid site investigation.

Pennsyl van ia Drilling COj., IBCA-1187-
1978)"

•78 (Sept. 26,
85 I.C. 38U

SQUIB ACTS—continued

CCNSTBOCTICN ANC OPERATION—Continued

Drawinas_and_S£ecif ications—Continued

should have prompted appellant to inquire of the con-
tracting officer.

Appea l o f Wha len IBCA-103I4-5-7M (July 16, 1975)
e< I.C. 33'

Under a construction contract for a teach nourishment
project at Cape Hatteras involving a contractor's
claim for equitable adjustment based upon the Govern-
ment directing the beach fill tc be placed in a Banner
differing from the typical cross section shown en tbe
contract drawing, tbe Beard finds that the 20-day no-
tice provision of the Changes clause should net pre-
clude consideration cf tbe claii on the merits khere
there is nc cne acticn of the Government which can be
pointed to as the identifiable event upen which the
claim is grounded and from which tbe contractor's de-
lay in presenting tbe claim can be measured, particu-
larly where tbe evidence cf record indicates that the
Government's actions contributed tc and may even have
been the principal cause of the delay in giving nctice
of the claim.

Where the prime contractor claims damages against the
Government stemming from differing site conditions
encountered by its subcontractor, and the prime con-
tractor and subcontractor have settled these same
claims in an independent proceeding, the Government's
liability to the prime contractor is limited to the
amount of the settlement.

A£r>eal_of_Paul_Ej
(Nov. 22, 1978)

JcCo.llum.i_Sr... IBCA-1123-8-76

Drawings_and_S£ecif ic at ions

Where a contract for the construction of a bridge sub-
structure contained a provision requiring that employees
erecting bridges and structures be protected by safety
nets where the use of safety belts and lifelines or
other conventional type of protection was impractical
and the evidence failed tc demonstrate that the use of
safety belts and lifelines or other conventicnal type
of protection was practical for workers on concrete
piers, the Board denies the contractor's claim fcr a

change based on the fact that it was required to use
safety nets to protect workmen from possible falls.

A££eal of Hensel Phelps Con struction Co.
ll-7 3"Hly

_
8, 1975)

IBCA-1010-
82 I.E.

In a case involving tbe question of the importance to
be ascribed tc the typical cross section shewn en the
contract drawings, the Beard finds that the drawings
contained positive representations en which the con-
tractor was entitled to rely and did rely in submitting
its kid, noting, in connection therewith, that the in-
terpretation advanced ky the Government with respect tc
certain provisions en the drawings, in the contract and
in a change crder would render inoperative cr superflu-
ous ether requirements clearly imposed by the drawings
or contract terms. Previously the Beard had fcund that
the contractor's site visit was adequate and in any
event could not have revealed conditions created by
storms which took place several months after the sched-
uled site visit concluded.

Appeal of J. A. LaPorte. Inc t .

(Sept. 29, 1975)
IBCA-101U-12-73

82 I.C.

where the acticn of the Government clearly contributed
to the delay for which liquidated damages were assessed
and there was no basis for determining the portion cf
the delay for which each party was responsible, tbe
Eoard fcund that no liquidated damages cculd rrcperly
be charged.

Appeal of . Cavid «,, ,
Ccx^Inc, . IBCA-1C92-12-75 «0uly 22,

The Board denies a construction contractor's claim fcr
additional pay quantities where tbe evidence did not
establish a basis for application of the rule of contra
proferentem, the contractor's interpretation of the
specifications was not shown to be reasonable and the
record did not establish error in the Bureau's compu-
tation of pay quantities.

Appeal of Wm. V. Hontin d/b/a Hontin Cons t rue tion_Co..
IBCA-1051-12-7U (Bay 29, 1975)

The Government failed tc show that a rejected wall did
not conform tc the plans and specifications.

Claimant has the burden of proof of extra wcrk and
failed to estatlish that in placing utility lines the
actual wcrk performed differed from contractually re-
quired work.

Appeal of Becky Hcunt ain Const ruction Co. , IECA-1C91-
12-75 (Aug. 17, 1977) 80 I.C. 82<

The Board sustains the contractor's claim that it be
paid for gravel representing the area of the pipe
within the pay lines, holding that in the particular
circumstances the contractor's interpretation that the
pay line quantity was merely nominal or hypothetical
was reasonable and rejecting the Government's conten-
tion that the difference between the estimated quantity
and the pay quantity under appellant's interpretation

when tbe specif icatiens are defective as tc the grout
mixture and the Government changes the mixture tut the
specif icatiens are still defective, the ccntractcr can-
not be beld liable for defective results in its wcrk.

Contractcr has a right tc rely upen the accuracy cf
land profiles in the drawings to prepare its tid and
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if the land profile is not accurate, necessitating ad-
ditional excavation, contractor is entitled to recover
its additional cost.

»E£eal of Hurdock Construction Co., IBCA-1050-12-7H
TAug. 29, 1977)

When the contract requires the pipe to be laid in a

trench 18 inches in depth measured from the center
line of the pipe to the top of the ground lire or en
top of the ground with 18 inches of cover if rock
strata is encountered, the contractor cannot sustain
an allegation of a constructive change when the Govern-
ment insists the requirements be followed and objects
to contractor laying the pipe in a trench less than
18 inches in depth.

Appeal of Underground. Utility Services. IECA-10U7-
11-7U, IBCA-1089-11-75 (Dec. 28, 1977)

When the specifications state that either cf two types
of cement mixers may be used and the use cf cne results
in unexpected and unusual movement of the subbase which
weakens the specified cement base, the Beard finds that
the specifications and design are defective.

A drawing in the bid package, which showed the concrete
road base extending right to the edge of the underlying
corner of the builtup supporting subbase, was found tc
be defective and misleading when during construction it
was found that the upper corners of the sandy subbase
would not support the road grading equipment needed and
used to grade the concrete shoulders of the road, with
the result that the subbase shoulders gave way and the
road grading equipment slipped off the embankment. The
appellant was entitled to the reasonable added costs of
building wider subbase shculders to remedy the omission
from the drawing.

»££eal_of_Evergreen_Engineeringx_Inc_1..
(Hay 17, 1978)

IECA-99U-5-73
85 I.E. 107

Where evidence established that cause of failure of
cantilever lintel and collapse of masonry wall was
improper original shoring, as well as noncompliance
with appropriate directions in reshoring process, on
part of construction contractor's employees, and where
evidence further showed that drawings and specifica-
tions were followed in construction of similar lintels
on same project with successful result, the Board finds
such drawings and specifications to be neither defec-
tive nor inadequate.

££E£al_of_CSH_Contractorsx_inc. , IBCA-1107-U-76
(Hay 25, 1978) 85 I.D. 1K6

The Board finds contract specifications tc be defec-
tive where an elevation shown on the drawings fails to
coincide with the actual elevation at the site causing
extra work and additional costs with respect to the in-
stallation of riprap.

PtTtS*. £<>,,«. Inc t . IBCA-1077-9-75 (Sept. 15, 1978)
85 I.E.

CONTRACTS

—

Continued

CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION—Continued

Crawing,s_and_S.E ecif icatiens—Continued

When the Government issues a contract which, unknown to
the contractor, is defective because insufficient bor-
row is available from the designated bcrrcw sites, and
thereafter the Government issues three de facto change
crders, at three different times, tc make sufficient
borrcw available, and where the record discloses that
the Government failed tc reveal preaward knowledge that
haul or overhaul would be required and that it had de-
cided to substantially alter a bcrrcw depth limit en
the drawings, the Government is liable under the
changes clause fcr the additicnal costs shewn tc be
attributable to the Government's actions.

A dispute as tc pay quantities under a ccnstructicn
contract is resclved in favcr cf the contractcr where
his interpretation of the specif icaticn paragraph in
issue gives effect tc all the language cf the particu-
lar provisicn and is consistent with the ccnstructicn
placed upon the specifications and drawings by the Gov-
ernment emplcyees responsible fcr their preparation.
A Government's counterclaim involving a pcrticn cf the
disputed pay quantities is denied.
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al weeks after concrete placement was tc <

ording tc the ccntractor's plan; (ii) the
competent carpenters; and (iii) the mannei
contractor chose tc place cutlet structui

A6J_Ccnstructicn_Co. i_I_nc.
1978)

IBCA-11U2- 77 (Eec. :e,
£5 I.E. M€£

Where the evidence clearly establishes that the Gcv-
ernment specif icatiens were defective in a number of
respects but fails to show that many cf the ccsts
claimed are attributable to actiens cf the Government,
the Eoard

—

ncting that it is impossible tc determine
the amount to which the contractor is entitled with
mathematical exactness

—

finds that the "jury verdict"
methed of determining the amount of the equitable
adjustment is the most appropriate methed in the cir-
cumstances presented by the instant appeal.

_ef_LU!iam_
(Feb. 2, 1979)

I«ty_to Ingujre

Where a request fcr proposals for the ccnstructicn of
a pipeline provided that certain pipe and fittings fcr
the pipeline wculd be furnished by the Government and
appellant's proposal, reasonably interpreted, excepted
to material the reguest fcr propcsals provided was tc
be furnished by the contractor, the Board sustains the
contractcr's claim fcr material it furnished, bclding
that the Bureau, in failing to seek ccnfinaticc cf its
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£ uiy_ t0. I n3 ui rS—Continued

interpretation of appellant's proposal, accepted the
risk of the accuracy of its interpretation.

A.E££al_of_Wm. V. Hontin d/b/a Wontin Construction Co.
IBCA-1051-12-7M (May~29, 1975)

CONTRACTS— Continued

CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION—Continued

Estimated Quantities—Continued

A sumnary of estimated quantities is a guide as tc
amounts cf work to te increased or decreased.

JSlieal_ol_Hai»otscn-leivts_JA_Joint Venture!, IECA-1C5S-
2-75 (Mar. 3, 1977)

The Board sustains the contractor's claim that it be
paid for gravel representing the area of the pipe
within the pay lines, holding that in the particular
circumstances the contractor's interpretation that the
pay line quantity was merely nominal or hypothetical
was reasonable and rejecting the Government's conten-
tion that the difference between the estimated quantity
and the pay quantity under appellant's interpretation
should have prompted appellant to inquire of the con-
tracting officer.

A££§al_of_Whalen S Co., IECA-103U-5-7U (July 18, 1975)
82 I.D. 335

Where the bid package drawings listed estimated quanti-
ties and the general and special conditions indicated
payment would te made for actual quantities used tut
the pay item was "per station," the contractor was en-
titled to payment in actual quantities placed at the
unit price per cubic yard established in a unilateral
charge order issued tc recompense the ccntractcr fcr
amounts placed in excess cf those shewn in the bid
package.

Appeal of Evergreen Engineetit
(Bay 17, 1976)

Inc. IBCA-99U-5-73
85 I.I. 1C7

tihere a clearing contractor claims entitlement t

equitable adjustment based on the standard Ciffe
Site Conditions clause of the contract, and the
shows that the principal causes of any increased
which may have been incurred were heavy rains an
ure of the contractor to make a reasonable prebi
tigation of the site or examination of specificat
and no evidence of fault on the part of the Gover
is presented, the Board holds that the contractor
not sustained its burden cf proof for entitlement
eguitable adjustment, and the appeal will te deni

ring
evidence
costs

d fail-
d inves-

Appeal of B S P Equipment Co.
(Sept.~28, 1979J

Estimated Quantities

IECA- 11-75

The Government failed to sustain its burden of proving
entitlement to a reduction of the contract price as an
equitable adjustment for quantities of asphalt concrete
for road repair in excess of the Government estimate.
The evidence showed that neither party relied on the
estimate, that the Government left the selection and
manner of using equipment to the contractor and that
the Government issued a change order when it observed
the contractor's more efficient operation. The work
described in the change order was the same work de-
scribed in the contract and the reduction in unit cost
of performance was not the result of the change crder
but was the result of the contractor's efficiency.

A££eal_gf_2uintana_Construction_Cc,
U-7U (July 2«, 1975)

General Rules cf_Const ruction

A Federal contract is governed by Federal contract law,
rather than the law of the state in which the contract
is executed.

Article 2 of the Dnifcrm Commerical Code is applicable
to transactions in goods, not to ccnstructicn contracts.

AE£eal_oJ The Binnescta Chippewa Tribe. IECA-1025-3-7U
(Bay 19, 1975) 62 I.I. 236

Government mineral leases are subject tc the same rules
of construction as these applied in interpreting a con-
tract between two private parties.

while a general rule cf contract construction provides
that when two provisions of a lease conflict, and cne
is a printed form while the ether is a typed or written
addendum, the latter provision will te given force and
effect over the former, this rule is only relevant
where the twe provisions cannot be reconciled.

The addition tc a standard lease clause, reserving to
the Secretary the right to establish reascnable uiniirui
values for minerals mined, cf an insertion which spells
cut how the gross value is to be set does not deprive
the Secretary cf the reserved right where the applica-
tion of the added previsions would deprive the Cnited
States of any payment for a recoverable associated
mineral.

St. Joe Binetals Corp.. 20 IBIA 272 (Bay 19, 1975)

An estimated quantities provision under which the Gov-
ernment was authorized to obtain additional quantities
of beach fill at the unit price specified in the con-
tract so long as the additional quantities did net ex-
ceed 25 percent of the original total contract price is
found not to preclude an adjustment under the Changes
clause for clearly unforeseeable costs to the extent
the contractor shows (i) the basis upon which its bid
was calculated and (ii) the causal connection between
the increased costs and the inability or the failure of
the Government to adhere to the typical cross section
shown on the contract drawings in directing the place-
ment of the fill.

Government permits are subject to the same rules cf con-
struction as those applied in interpreting a contract
between private parties, although contracts and periits
have different legal import.

Where the Government has the absolute right under the
terms of a permit to cancel such permit, notice tc
cancel the permits, properly given, cannot be consid-
ered arbitrary or capricious if made in the regular
course of conducting Government business in the public
interest.

Ii_°..i_P2i! er_e t_a 1 . , 22 IBLA 15 (Sept. 5, 1975)

Appeal of J,, A,. LaPqrte,
(Sept. 29, 1975)

Inc. IBCA-101U-12-73
82 I.E. «59
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»££eal_of_J._A. LaPorte^Inc.. , IBCA-101U- 12-73
7sept. 29, 19757 82 I.e. 059

An appeal before the Board on remand from the Court of
Claims with instructions to admit evidence, previcusly
excluded under the parol evidence rule, for the purpose
of showing a pre-award agreement or an express or im-
plied concession as to the rate of use of helicopter
services, is denied where the record, augmented as the
Court directed, shows that the Government did not
change its method of contracting at appellant's reguest
but rejected the proposal to include a guaranteed gini-
mum daily rate of use and where an internal memorandum
from appellant's president shows that he understood at
the time of award that the contract could be flown at
the rate of 5 hours per day rather than the rate of
7 hours per day alleged later when the contract proved
unprofitable.

»££ea.l of Intgr«H elo. Inc .. IBCA-713-5-68 (Ct. CI. No.
5«-7«) (Dec. 1, 1975) 82 I.E. 591

Cross motions for summary judgment are denied where
the Board finds the stipulated record furnishes an
insufficient basis for an informed judgment and that
a hearing will be required for determining the merits
of the entitlement question presented for decision.

CONTRACTS—Continued

CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION—Continued

General Rules of_Construction

—

Continued

prove (1) that it involuntarily accepted the Govern-
ment's terms, (2) that the circumstances permitted no
alternative and (3) that the circumstances were the
result cf ccercive acts of the Government.
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Where the ccntract reguired separated
stockpiling cf topscil and the restcr
of-way as near as practicable tc pre-
tiens, claims for complying with the
rectiens tc strip 12 feet in width en
trench tc stcre unsuitable material c

and to handpick rocks from the ccvere
tained because the directed work was
necessary to satisfy the contract req
constituted a constructive change.

Appeals of JE6C_Cc., IECA-1020-2-70 and IECA-1 C 3 3-<4-7«

(Sept. 28. 1977) 6U I.E. MS5
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ui tcau&^oLting idieiidis to tne wolk site, (. laiis
increased costs cf performance are denied because
ccsts resulted from appellant's failure tc lake an
uate pre-bid site investigation and to plan tc per-
in accordance with the specification reguiceients.

*££eals_of_Armstrong_6_Armslronax_Inci
and IBCA-1072-7-75 (Apr. 7, 1976)

IBCA-1061-3-75
83 I.C. 108

lEfeal_of_Aiizcna_Fence
(Feb. 9, 1976)

Inc., IECA-11H14-3-77

The rules of construction applicable to Government con-
tracts are the same rules applied to contracts between
private parties.

Tomcox_Iaci , 29 IBIA 298 (Bar. 30, 1977)

When the contractor's interpretation of the contractual
clauses is reasonable the Government cannot impose its
own interpretation, since the Government, as the draft-
er, could have been explicit in conveying its intent
but failed to do so.

*££§al of Commonwealth Electric Co.. IBCA- 1008-11-70
(July 157 1977)" 80 I.C. 007

An allegation by the contractor that it was "required"
to accept an amount smaller than its invoice for a

change in order to avoid assessment of liguidated dam-
ages was not sustained where the contractor failed to

Where a contract does net specify the exact methed tc

be used by the contractor in performing »anhcle reno-
vations, the ccntractcr may proceed according tc the
industry standard. The Board finds that sandblasting
was an acceptable and adeguate methed tc renovate mai
holes and that the Gcvernient's requirement tc use a

more costly lethod was unwarranted.

Arrea l cf Pa ul E. BcCollai, St.. IECA-1123-8-76
(Nov. 22, 1976)

A dispute as to pay quantities under a ccnstructicn
contract is resolved in favcr cf the ccntractcr where
his interpretation of the specif icaticn paragraph in
issue gives effect to all the language cf the particu-
lar provision and is consistent with the ccnstructicn
placed upen the specifications and drawings by the Gov-
ernment employees responsible for their preparation.
A Government's counterclaim involving a portico of the
disputed pay quantities is denied.

A6J_Ccnstructicn Co.. Inc .. IBCA-1102-2-77 (Dec. 26,
1978) 85 I.E. 068
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General Rules 2 I_ c2nstruction—Continued

When the contractor offers materials which the contract-
ing officer discovers are not in total compliance with
the specifications, the contracting officer Bay accept
the material if he finds it to be in the best interests
of the Government. That acceptance, however, is not
final and conclusive if based on, or induced by, a mis-
representation of a material fact.

appeal of Nasatka S
(Sept. 28, 1979)

Sons. Inc.. IECA-1157-6-77

Government-f urnished_Fro£ertjj

Where a request for proposals for the constructicn of
a pipeline provided that certain pipe and fittings for
the pipeline would be furnished ky the Government and
appellant's proposal, reasonably interpreted, excepted
to material the reguest fcr proposals provided was to
be furnished by the contractor, the Board sustains the
contractor's claim for material it furnished, holding
that the Bureau, in failing to seek confirmation of its
interpretation of appellant's proposal, accepted the
risk of the accuracy of its interpretation.

Appeal, of. Wm._y. Bontin_d/b/a Bontin Construction Co
T .

IBCA-1051-12-7K (Bay 29, 1975)

A cost-plus-fixed-fee contractor's claim fcr costs in
excess of the estimated ccst of the contract, incurred
in correcting deficiencies in Government-furnished prop-
erty, was denied where the contractor knew or should
have known that costs being incurred would exceed the
estimated cost, but failed to give the nctice required
by the Limitation of Cost clause and the evidence
failed to furnish any basis for excusing the contrac-
tor's failure to give the required notice. The con-
tractor's claim for additional fee on the extra wcrk
was sustained since the Limitation of Cost clause is
not applicable to such claim.

AEEeal 2 f Booz, Allen 6 Hamilton,
7«ar. 2i»,"l976)

Inc. IECA-1027-3-7U
83 I.D. 95

cpijTBACTS—Continued

CCNSTROCTICN AND OPERATION—Continued

Labor Laws

When a contractor failed to furnish the number of la-
borers required under a service contract and failed to
cure such deficiency after a notice to show cause why
the contract should net be terminated fcr default, the
Beard held that termination for default was prcper and
further held that the Government should continue tc
withhold earnings under the contract to satisfy first
the wage claims by unpaid employees cf the contractor
as determined ty the Department cf Labor pursuant tc
the service Contract Act cf 1965 and secondly tc sat-
isfy any claim for excess costs by the contracting
agency.

Appeal cf Andy's
1979)

IBCA-1236-12-76 (Sept. 19,
86 I.t. 469

flodif icaticn_cf Contrasts

Generally

Where the practice cf a construction contractor was
tc separate claims for an equitable adjustment fci
increased costs due to a change from its claims fcr de-
lays to the work caused by the change and the evidence
established that the contractor's delay claim resulting
from a change was pending before the contracting offi-
cer at the time the contractor agreed tc and executed
a modification settling the equitable adjustment fcr
direct costs attributable to the change, the Govern-
ment's contention that the delay claim was tarred ty
accord and satisfacticn was rejected since it is veil
settled that an agreement does net operate as an acccrd
as to matters not contemplated ty the agreement.

Where the contractor's offer to perform certain changed
work for a lump sum was accepted and the agreement and
the price was incorporated into a modification which
the contractor executed without reservation cr excep-
tion and the lump sum was subsequently paid, the con-
tractor's subsequent claim for delays tc the work
attributable to the change was barred by accord and
satisfacticn.

JEEeal_of„Hensel_Phel£s_Ccnstrus^ion.goJ
11-73 (Bay 8, 1975)

Intent_of Parties

Osage and custom in the trade may be proved to aid in
interpretation of the contract between parties, and
can add words the parties have not expressed. Bcwever,
the purpose of such proof is to give effect to the in-
tention of the parties.

Tomco^lncj.. 29 IBLA 298 (Bar. 30, 1977)

A contractor's acceptance cf a change crder is feend to
be nc bar to consideration of a claim under the Charges
clause where the evidence shows that the claim involved
had neither arisen nor teen discussed pricr tc the tise
the change order in question was executed.

»££S al_2l_J4_ii_IaE2I te_£_ I nfi . , I BC A- 1 1 M- 1 2- 7 3

(Sept. 29, 1975) 82 I.C. D59

In the construction or interpretation of contracts, the
primary purpose and guideline is the intention of the
parties. A contract must te construed as a whole and
the intention of the parties is to be collected from
the entire instrument. Individual words and phrases
must be considered in connection with the rest of the
contract. Where the Army contracts with appellant tc
provide natural gas to certain areas and grants appel-
lant a rental-free revocable permit to enter the "ser-
vice location," for any purpose under the contract
including use of the sites for installation, operation,
and maintenance of the facilities, the contract can be
interpreted as granting appellant a rental-free revo-
cable permit for a right-of-way for a gas pipeline.

AIasJsa_EiEeline_Co., 38 IBLA 1 (Nov. 8, 1978)
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been the principal cause of the delay in giving notice
of the claim.

A claim under the Suspension of Work clause is denied
where the Board finds (i) that the contracting officer
acted within his discretion in issuing an order di-
recting the suspension of all work in the wake of a

devastating storn at Cape Hatteras with a view tc deter-
mining whether and, if so, how the work under a beach
nourishment contract should proceed or, alternatively,
whether the contract should be terminated for the con-
venience of the Government; (ii) that the contractor
had failed to show that its costs would have been any
less if the stop work order had been issued at an ear-
lier time; (iii) that suspending the contract work fcr
the 5 working days covered by the stop order did not
involve delaying the work for an unreasonable period of
time; and (iv) that showing the contract work to have
been suspended or delayed for an unreasonable period of
time is a prerequisite to recovery under the Suspension
of Work clause in all cases including those in which a

written order to suspend work has been given as contem-
plated by paragraph (a) of the clause.

A£E£al_of_
(Sept. 29,

LaPorte. Inc., IBCA-101H-12-73
82 I.E.

When appellant can show that failure to give timely
written notice was not prejudicial to Government's
interest, appellant is not estopped from prosecuting
an appeal.

A£Eeal or Halvorson^Lents Ifi_Joint_VentureJ., IBCA-1059-
2-7 5 ( na r7~ 3 , 1 977

)

CONJBJCTS—Continued

CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION—Continued

Notices

—

Continued

specification exception tc the notice requirement of
the changes clause.

Appeal of B T H. Byars Con struction Co.. and Nevada
fliiIaIZlii"jJ°ijJt V enture) . IBC A- 10 98-2-76" June 7,
1977) 8« I.C. 260

The Government's motion tc dismiss an appeal because
the failure cf the contractor tc give the 2C-day writ-
ten nctice teguired by the Changes clause is denied,
where the Ecard finds that there was tiiely nctice wi
respect to some of the costs en which the claim is
tased and that the hearing to be held may show that
some or all cf the retaining costs fall within ether
reccgni2ed exceptions to the strict applicaticn cf
the 20-day ccst-liuitaticn provision.

»EES52_Si_ B aIIlSli- * cc i de n t_a nd_I nde m n i

t

jj_C o . , I E C A-
1139-1-77 (June 23, 1977) EH I.C. 2

Under a cost-plus-fixed-fee contract, a ccst overrun
is allowed where the Government's refusal to fund the
overrun was tased on appellant's failure tc give timely
notice under the Limitation of Ccst clause and a subse-
quent audit report finds that the appellant was net
aware of a 22 percent increase in the actual overhead
rate until a post-performance audit was ccmpleted in
accordance with the appellant's approved acccunting
practices.

Appeal cf Califor nia Earth Sciences_Ccrp.

,

12-76 (Bar. IT 197e)
IBCA-1136-
85 I.C. 75

An appeal is dismissed where the prime contractor .has
stated that nothing will be done to further an appeal
taken by a subcontractor in its own name and the Eoard
finds that the action of the prime contractor in giving
the Government written notice of a potential claim of
changed conditions by the subcontractor and any state-
ments made by the prime contractor endorsing the poten-
tial claim at the time such notice was given are not a

sufficient basis upon which to ground jurisdicticn over
the appeal.

Appeal of Divide Constructors. Inc .. Subccntractct tc
Granite ConstructioT^Co. ,~IBCA-113U-12-76 (Bar. 29,
1977) 8U I.C. 119

Where a transformer failed shortly after being placed
in service and the contractor acted promptly after no-
tice to return the transformer to the factory for re-
pairs at no cost to the Government, the Board held
that the Government could not invoke provisions cf
the inspection clause of the contract relating solely
to correction of defects at the point of installation
to charge the contractor with the costs of removing
and reinstalling the transformer.

ADp.eal of Tracer Engineering Cor^i, IBCA-1100-3-76
(Bar. 31, 1977) 8« I.C. 16

The 20-day notice provision of the changes clause is
found inapplicable when the Board finds numerous survey
errors were the principal cause of most of the costs
claimed and that such errors came within the defective

Where the Government's engineer recorded in bis daily
diary a vertal protest made by the contractor atcut ei-
tankoent compaction difficulties and the inaccuracy cf
the proctor information furnished by the Gcverntent,
this satisfied the 20-day nctice requirement cf the
changes clause with respect to seme cf the clans. It
was unnecessary to finally decide the sccpe cf such nc-
tice, however, where the Board fcund the claims tc te
without merit in any event.

Burn Construc tio n Co.. IBCA-10i»2-9-7«

Payments

Failure tc pay subcontractors, suppliers and employees
en time and thereby causing delays does net constitute
an excusable cause of delay justifying an extension cf
time.

»EESal_of_Scona.t_Inc., IBCA-109H-1-76 (Hay 6, 1S77)

When contractor fails to prove sufficient work was
performed in an acceptable manner tc entitle it tc
progress payments, failure to make such payments by
the Government does not constitute a constructive
change.

Appea l cf Und erground Utility Services. IECA-1CU7-
11-7U, IBCA-1C89-11-75 (Dec. 28, 1977)
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Payments—Continued

Where imponderables make it difficult to arrive at an
accurate measurement of the amount of concrete placed
under water, the Board finds that the amount repre-
sented by "paid for" concrete minus the amount of
concrete admittedly wasted is the preferred methed fcr
determining the amount to which the contractor is enti-
tled for the concrete so placed.

.Protests

A£££ai_2i_SilIia5_Pi_l§ r2 aiLt_I n£i
(Feb. 2, 1979)

IBCA-1130-11-76
86 I.E. 65

Privity of_Contract

An appeal taken by a subcontractor in its own name is
dismissed where the Board finds the subcontractor has
no standing to invoke the provisions of the Disputes
Clause as a means of securing an adjudication by the
Board of the rights and obligations of the ccntesting
parties.

An appeal is dismissed where the prime ccntractor has
stated that nothing will te done to further an appeal
taken by a subcontractor in its own name and the Beard
finds that the action of the prime contractor in giving
the Government written notice of a potential claim of
changed conditions by the subcontractor and any state-
ments made by the prime contractor endorsing the poten-
tial claim at the time such notice was given are not a

sufficient basis upon which to ground jurisdiction over
the appeal.

*££eal of Divide Constructors. Inc., Subcontractor to
Sianiti_Construction_Co7, IBCA-113U-12-76 "(Bar. 29,"
1977) 8« I.D. 119

An insurance company is refused permission tc partici-
pate directly in prosecution of an appeal proceeding
with a view to recovering the amount paid to the con-
tractor under a builder's risk insurance policy as part
of the contractor's differing site conditions claim,
where the grounds assigned for the participation are
that the interests of the contractor and the insurance
company may well prove to be adverse and that the in-
surance company has the right to participate directly
by reason of its status as a partial subrogee, the
Board finding (i) that the privity of contract rule
rather than the real party in interest rule is con-
trolling in appeal proceedings and (ii) that it has
no authority under the Disputes clause to adjudicate
the rights of the contractor and the insurance company
should they prove to be adverse, irrespective of
whether such rights are asserted by the insurance com-
pany under a release and assignment of interest exe-
cuted by the contractor or as a partial subrogee and
without regard to the fact that the appellant had
authorized the insurance company to file a separate
complaint and to prosecute its claim through its own
attorneys in the appellant's name.

A££eal of Zurn Engineers, IBCA-1176-12-77 (July 20,
19787 85 I.E. 279

The prime contractor may appeal in its own name a claii
asserted by its subcontractor. The subcontractor's
rights to an equitable adjustment under the contract
are no greater, however, than those of the prime con-
tractor in whose name the appeal is taken.
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Appeal cf_Faul
-i
E._WcCollu i

(Feb. 2U, 1976)
IECA-1C80-10-75

83 I.I.

Subccntrac tor s_and_Su p^liers

justifyAppellant canno
by alleging its sutc
with appellant. Nor

request fcr a time extensic
itractor breached its sutccntract
ran appellant justify a reguest

fcr a time extension due to unavailability of certain
supplies when there is a failure to establish the
plies were timely ordered.

*£Eeal_of_Eavid_Bi_Ccx^_Inc., IECA- 1079-10-75 (Api

1976)

sup-

. 7.

A first category differing site conditions claim based
en the encountering cf subsurface waterlines net shown
en the contract drawings in the vicinity cf a fish
hatchery building is denied, where the Eoard finds that
except fcr the unsupported allegations cf the ccntrac-
tor there is nothing in the record tc indicate that the
experienced subcontractor who performed required exca-
vaticn in the area where the buried waterlines were
located failed to anticipate the conditions he actually
encountered.

*£fgg.i„ c
,
r .,,

H i?lia'°.Lagi
(Jan. 5, 1977)

itra ctor) . IECA-1063-1C-75

Appeal of Brown 6 Root Western, Inc.
7Apr.~137~1979)

IBCA-1220-10-78

An appeal taken ty a subccntractcr in its cwn name is
dismissed where the Board finds the subccntractcr has
no standing tc invoke the previsions cf the Disputes
Clause as a means of securing an adjudicaticn by the
Eoard of the rights and obligations cf the ccntesting
parties.

An appeal is dismissed where the prioe ccntractor has
stated that nothing will te done to further an appeal
taken ty a subcontractor in its cwn name and the Eoard
finds that the action of the prime contractor in giving
the Government written notice of a potential claii cf
changed conditions by the subcontractor and any state-
ments made ty the prime ccntractor endorsing the poten-
tial claim at the time such notice was given are not a

sufficient basis upen which to ground jurisdiction ever
the appeal.

Appe al of Divide Constructors, Inc., Subccntractcr tc
Granite Construction Co.. IBCA-113U-12-76 (Bar. 29,
1977) 8U I.I. 119
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Failure to pay subcontractors, suppliers and employees
on tine and thereby causing delays does not constitute
an excusable cause of delay justifying an extension cf
tine.

A££eal_of_Scona^_Ij!Ci , IBCA-109H-1-76 (Hay 6, 1977)

Third Persons

An insurance company is refused permission tc partici-
pate directly in prosecution of an appeal proceeding
with a view to recovering the amount paid to the con-
tractor under a builder's risk insurance policy as part
of the contractor's differing site conditions claim,
where the grounds assigned for the participation are
that the interests of the contractor and the insurance
company may well prove to te adverse and that the in-
surance company has the right to participate directly
by reason of its status as a partial subrogee, the
Board finding (i) that the privity of contract rule
rather than the real party in interest rule is con-
trolling in appeal proceedings and (ii) that it has
no authority under the Disputes clause to adjudicate
the rights of the contractor and the insurance coipany
should they prove to be adverse, irrespective of
whether such rights are asserted by the insurance com-
pany under a release and assignment of interest exe-
cuted by the contractor or as a partial subrogee and
without regard to the fact that the appellant had
authorized the insurance company to file a separate
complaint and to prosecute its claim through its own
attorneys in the appellant's name.

A££eal of Zurn_Engineers, IBCA-1176-12-77 (July 20,
1978) 85 I.E. 279

£21!1B»£SS—Continued

CCNSTBUCTICN ANC OPEBATION

—

Continued

Waiver_and_Estop£el—Continued

When the Government could not require delivery of a
refrigerated storage unit within the original delivery
schedule because the building in which the unit was tc
te installed was not finished and the Government there-
after continued to negotiate changes in specif icaticns
and delivery dates with the contractor, the Ecard held
that the Government had waived the original delivery
schedule and that the Government did not regain the
right to terminate the contract for default since there
was no mutual agreement en a new delivery date and the
Government's unilateral attempt to reestablish a spe-
cific contractual delivery date was unreasonable as
not teing within the performance capabilities of the
contractor at the time the notice was given.

IECA-1230-12-78Ap pea l cf Ken nev_

I

"(Sept. 26, 1979)

CCNTBACT DISEUTES ACT OF 1978

Interest

Where a contractor's claim is net pending before the
contracting officer on the effective date. Ear. 1,
1979, of the Contract Disputes Act of 1978, the con-
tractor is ineligible, under sec. 16 thereof, tc elect
tc proceed under the Act. Therefore, an appeal tc the
Board, involving a claim upen which the final decision
cf the ccntracting officer was issued prior tc Ear. 1,
1979, and seeking relief pursuant tc sec. 12 cf the
Act, will te dismissed fcr lack cf jurisdicticn.

Appea l of I. H. Johnson, Inc., IECA-1268-5-79 (Sept. 26,
1979) 86 I.E. 5C6

Waiver_and_ Estoppel

When appellant can show that failure to give timely
written notice was not prejudicial to Government's
interest, appellant is not estopped from prosecuting
an appeal.

Appeal of Halvorson-Lents (A Joint Venture), IBCA-1059-
2-75 (Har7~3, 1977)

The Government, after waiver of the original delivery
schedule, has the burden cf proof that the unilaterally
established new schedule is reasonable under all the
circumstances existing at the time of the reestablish-
ment, which, however, it failed to show.

Appeal of Systems Technology Associates. Inc., IECA-
1108-U-76 (Jan. 19, 1978) 85 I.E. 12

Jurisdiction

Where a contractor's claim is not pending before the
contracting officer en the effective date. Par. 1,
1979, of the Contract Disputes Act cf 1978, the con-
tractor is ineligible, under sec. 16 thereof, tc elect
tc proceed under the Act. Therefore, an appeal tc the
Board, involving a claim upon which the final decisicn
of the ccntracting efficer was issued prior tc Par. 1,
1979, and seeking relief pursuant tc sec. 12 cf the
Act, will be dismissed for lack of jurisdiction.

JSEE.13 l_of_l ._ K .._ Jch n sonx_ Inc .
,

1979)
IECA-1268-5-79 (Sept. 28.

86 I.E. 5C6

A contractor may not proceed under the previsions of
the Ccntract Disputes Act of 1978 where the appeal
is from a final decisicn cf the ccntracting officer
rendered and received by the appellant prior tc the
effective date of the Act.

The United States is not bound or estopped by the acts
of its agents who may enter into a contract or an
agreement to do or cause to be done what the law does
not sanction or permit.

*E£«all_cJ_G regcrjr_Lumber_Co_. j,_Inc. , IBCA-1 2 37- 1 2- 78 ,

1238-12-78, 1239-12-78, 12U0-12-78 (Sept. 26. 197S)
86 I.E. 5:

entity contractu
lether the Govern-
is acting within

The burden is on the individual <

with the Government to ascertain
lent agent with whom he is dealii
the scope of his authority.

Estoppel has been imposed against the Government by
the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals only if it can be
shown that there was "affirmative misconduct" by the
Government.

Hestlands_Water_Di strict
(July 31, 1978)

)ISPUTES AKD BEMEDIES

Generallj

Where a constructicn contractor contended that the
contracting officer's enforcement of a contract
requirement fcr roll-ever protective structures on
all equipment regardless of age constituted a charge
because the requirement was ccntrary to standards is-
sued by the Secretary of Labor under the Cccupaticnal
Health and Safety Act (29 U.S.C. « 651 et se.g. (1«7C))
and therefore void, the Beard examined the ccnterticn
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in the light of OSHA and also under the Ccntract Dork
Hours and Safety Standards Act (UO U.S.C. « 327 et sea.
(1970)) and concluded that, while it was unlikely that
either statute was intended to preclude a Federal agen-
cy from contractually imposing more stringent safety
reguirements than prescribed by the Secretary of Labor,
it was not necessary to decide the guesticn since appel-
lant's remedy for an alleged illegal clause was a pro-
test in other forums prior to bidding and award.

*££§al_of_Paul E. ncCollum , Sr.. IBCA-1080-10-75
"(Feb. 2«, 1976f 83 I.E. M3

Appeals

Where a contractor has filed an appeal and has failed
to file a complaint when cften reguested to do so over
a 2-year period, the appeal is dismissed for want of
prosecution.

Appeal of Evergreen Engineering. Inc.,
Isept. 2, 1975)

COHTBACTS—Continued

DISPUTES AND BEHEDIES—Continued

Eurden_cf Proof—Continued

reccrd did net establish error in the Bureau's cemputa-
tion of pay quantities.

Appeal cf Bm. V. Boutin d/b/a. Hontin Construction Cc.
IBCA-1051-12-70 (Bay 29, 1975)

A ccnstructicn contractor's cla
justment based en alleged defec
for corrective work ordered by
diticn tc final acceptance of t

where the specification errors
ous, there was no evidence that
thereby aisled to its detriment
establish that the corrective w

formed was teyend the requireme
claim for costs incurred in rep
allowed where the evidence esta
dered installed by the contract
requirement cf the contract.

»EP£?1. 9l J- D- Piercey. IBCA-1035-6-7M (July 18, 1975)
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tive specifications and
the Government as a ccn-
he project was denied,
relied upon were obvi-
the ccntractor bad been
and the reccrd did net

ork crdered and per-
nts cf the contract. A

lacinq deer leeks was
blished that locks or-
ing efficer were net a

Notice of appeal of all issues in a contracting
officer's decision puts all the issues contained
therein "at issue" before the IBCA until the parties
state the issues then in dispute in the Complaint and
Answer.

The findings and determinations of the contracting
officer which have been appealed become some evidence
to be considered and weighed by the Board together with
all the other evidence in the record when the appeal is
decided by the Board.

AEE§al_of_Sconax_Inc., IBCA-109U-1- 76 (Dec. 28, 1977)
8« I.C. 1019

The Government failed tc sustain its burden of proving
entitlement to a reduction of the ccntract price as an
equitable adjustment fcr quantities cf asphalt concrete
for road repair in excess of the Government estimate.
The evidence showed that neither party relied cc the
estimate, that the Government left the selection and
manner of using equipment to the contractor and that
the Government issued a change order when it observed
the ccntractcr's more efficient operation. The wcrk
described in the change order was the same work de-
scribed in the contract and the reduction in unit ccst
cf performance was not the result of the change crder
but was the result cf the contractor's efficiency.

*£E eal_ of fiointana Construction Co., Inc..
«-7ii~ (July 2«7 19757

IBCA-1C28-
82 I.C. 3M3

One element of an appeal was denied as the sancticn for
the appellant's failure to answer certain interrogato-
ries relating to that element.

A££eal of Ev
(Hay 17, 1978)

IBCA-99«-5-73
85 I.C. 107

Burden_of Proof

Where a contract for the construction of a bridge sub-
structure contained a provision reguiring that employees
erecting bridges and structures be protected by safety
nets where the use of safety belts and lifelines or
other conventional type of protection was impractical
and the evidence failed to demonstrate that the use of
safety belts and lifelines or other conventional type
of protection was practical for workers on concrete
piers, the Board denies the contractor's claim fcr a
change based on the fact that it was required to use
safety nets to protect workmen from possible falls.

Appeal of Hensel Phelps Co nst ruction Co
ll-73"iay 8, 1975)

IBCA-1C10-
82 I.D. 199

The Board denies a construction contractor's claim fcr
additional pay quantities where the evidence did not
establish a basis for application of the rule of contra
E£2_l£I£J!iem , the contractor's interpretation of the
specifications was not shown to be reasonable and the

A claim under the Suspension of Work clause is denied
where the Beard finds (i) that the contracting efficer
acted within his discretion in issuing an order di-
recting the suspensicn of all work in the wake cf a
devastating storm at Cape Hatteras with a view tc deter-
mining whether and, if sc, hew the work under a teach
nourishment ccntract should proceed or, alternatively,
whether the ccntract should be terminated for the con-
venience of the Government; (ii) that the ccntractor
had failed tc show that its costs would have been any
less if the step work order had been issued at an ear-
lier time; (iii) that suspending the ccntract wcrk fcr
the 5 working days ccvered by the step crder did not
involve delaying the work for an unreasonable period cf
time; and (iv) that showing the contract wcrk tc have
been suspended or delayed for an unreasonable pericd cf
time is a prerequisite tc recovery under the Suspensicn
of Wcrk clause in all cases including those in which a

written crder to suspend work has been given as contem-
plated by paragraph (a) of the clause.

Appe a l cf J. A. iaEorte, Inc.

,

(Sept. 29, 1975)
IECA-101H-12-73

82

To be able tc suppcrt a claim fcr excess reprocorement
costs, the Government must establish that work under a

reprccurement contract has been performed and that pay-
ment has been made.

Appeal of Eallweters Cleaning Se rvice.
"(Oct" 2,"197 57

IBCA-1C57-1-75



COHTBACTS—Continued

DISPUTES AND REHBDIES—Continued

Burden_of Proof—Continued

A clain for acceleration under a contract for the con-
struction of footings for a transsission line is denied
where one of appellant's principal contentions was that
in a telephone conversation following reccrd snow in

late September the project engineer had directed that
men and equipment be added to the job in order to fin-
ish the work by the contract completion date of Ncv. 1,
but in correspondence conducted with the Government for
almost 6 months after such telephone conversation the
contractor failed to refer to the directions purported-
ly received from the project engineer and even failed
to reference the particular telephone conversation.
Actions taken by the Government's principal inspector
were also found not to constitute acceleration orders
when the evidence clearly showed that both parties
viewed the inspector's action as involving suggestions
rather than directions and that whether the suggestions
were accepted by the contractor's job superintendent
depended upon the exercise of his business judgment.

C0H1B ACTS—Continued

DISPUTES AND BEBEDIES— Ccn

t

inued

Eurden_cf Proof—Continued

A££eal_of_I verse.
IBCA-981-1-73 (Dec

tructjon Co. Ja^k^a_JccnccJ.,
307 1975) " 82~I.I

Appeal of Add ison Con stru ction C o.. IECA-1C6H-3-75
(Sept. 29, 1976) 83 I.I. 353

A claim for extra work is denied where the appellant
does not even undertake tc show why the work was con-
sidered to te beyond the requirements of the contract.

»IEfals_cf_Hillie_B. Petterscn. IECA-1115-7-76. IECJ-
1116-7-76. IECA-1117-7-76 and IECA- 1118-7-76 (Feb. 28,
1977)

A claim for a longer time extension under a construc-
tion contract due to unusually severe weather is denied
where the contracting officer obtained the local clima-
tological data and after reviewing the data granted a

time extension when appellant failed to dispute the
data or offer any evidence to support its claim for a

longer period.

Appeal of_David H-_Coxx_I nc . . IBCA-1079-10-75 (Apr. 7,

1976f

Where in moving for reconsideration of a decision
denying its claim for constructive acceleration, the
contractor contended that the Bureau's failure tc
promptly investigate its claim of delay due to unusu-
ally severe weather amounted to a denial cf a request
for a time extension and that the denial plus other
actions of Bureau inspectors constituted an order to
complete the work by the specified completicn date ir-
respective of excusable delay and thus was an accelera-
tion order, the Board ruled that a denial of a request
for a time extension was insufficient in and of itself
to constitute constructive acceleration and reviewinq
the evidence, affirmed the denial of the claim, boldinq
that the actions of the inspectors were regarded as
suqgestions by the contractor and accepted or rejected
depending on whether the suggestions were practical or
economical.

Appeal of Iversen Construction Co. (a/k/a ICONCO)

.

IBCA-981-1-73 (Apr. 19, 1976) 83 I.D. 179

In prosecuting an appeal the burden cf prccf is upon
appellant tc establish ty credible evidence that it
is entitled tc an equitable adjustment.

»££ € al_°i Halvcrscn-Lents (A Joi nt Venture). IECA-1C59-
2-75 (Har7"3,"l977y~

Under a contract requiring contractor to provide all
necessary material, equiptent and labcr, the contrac-
tor's admission that it did not have adequate equipment
or an efficient work force, as well as a lack of expe-
rience in the work required to be performed dees net
meet the burden cf prcof to justify an extension cf

Appeal cf IECA-109U-1-76 (Pay 6. 1977)

cf prcofThe Goverment has the burden >.i tmv* iuai •.•

contractor failed tc deliver the goods. The
has the burden of prccf that its failure was
Where the only evidence of excusability was a leixer
from the contractor saying that it was delayed by de-
lays in procureient cf components and unexpectedly
slower rates of system checkout and software debucging,
the contractor has net carried its burden cf prccf cf
excusability and the appeal is denied.

if-ESS l_o f_CS P,_I nc. , IECA-1137-12-76 (Hcv. 1C, 1977)
en I.E. 917

Under a contract requiring the use of grout the Beard
denies a contractor's claim where it finds the terms
of the specifications dispositive of the question
presented.

Appeal of Whalen 6 Co.. IECA-1066-3-75 (Bay 26, 1976)

When the contractor is at fault for failure to perform
the contract within the contract period and cannot
establish any cause for an excusable delay, the Govern-
ment is justified in terminating the contract for
default and assessing excess reprccurement costs and
liquidated damages.

Appeal, of _Timoihv_Eason. IBCA-1076-9-75 (July 29, 1976)
83 I.D. 297

When the contract requires the pipe to be laid in a

trench 18 inches in depth measured frcm the center
line of the pipe to the top of the ground line cr on
top cf the ground with 18 inches of ccver if reck
strata is encountered, the contractor cannot sustain
an allegation of a constructive change when the Gcverr
tent insists the requirements be followed and objects
to contractor laying the pipe in a trench less than
18 inches in depth.

Appea l of Un d exa r

<

11-7U. IECA- 1089^11-7;
:es, IECA-1CU7-

19777



CONTRACTS-- Continued

DISPUTES AND REMEDIES— Continued

Burden_of Proof—Continued

The Government, after waiver of the original delivery
schedule, has the burden cf proof that the unilaterally
established new schedule is reasonable under all the
circumstances existing at the time of the reestatlish-
ment, which, however, it failed to show.

£EE__.l of_S_st_ms_T_chnolog___ssociates__Inc. , IECA-
llOS-tt^e (Jan. 19, 1978)" 85 I.E. 12

CONTRACTS

—

Continued

DISPUTES AND REMEDIES— Continued

Bu_den_cf Proof— Continued

not sustained its burden cf proof fcr entitlement to an
equitable adjustment, and the appeal will be denied.

Appeal of_M_S P Eaui_irent_Cc_, IECA-1088-11-75
(Sept. 28, 1979T 86 I.I. 527

When the Government says that a claim is barred by
supplemental agreement it has the burden cf prcof e

to the terms and conditions of that agreement.

A£E__I_°I_S ier r__Cons t__________ . , I BC A- 1 1 « 5- 3- 7 7

(June 7, 1978) " 85 I.D.

Where the contract specifies a particular test pro-
cedure to be used by the Government for compliance
testing, and the contractor alleges improper test
procedures by the Government, contractor has the bur-
den of proving that the test procedures actually used
by the Government were contrary to those specified,
and that it incurred extra costs as a result thereof.
Contractor failed to sustain its burden cf proof, ex-
cept with respect to the superspan claim.

Contractor's claims for extra costs allegedly incurred
as a result of constructive changes under the earthwork
requirements of the contract were denied because the
contractor failed to sustain its burden of proof on the
merits.

fi u r n_C o n s t r u c t i o_____ , IBCA-10"4 2-

Generally

An Cil and Gas Supervisor of the Geclcgical Survey has
authority tc dejand prejudgment interest based upcr the
failure cf an cil and gas lessee tc pay timely royalties
cwed to the Government, despite the fact that the Super-
visor is an employee of the Executive Branch.

MIantic_Richf ield_Cc., 21 IBLA (June 3C, 1975)
82 I.D. 316

In an instance where a party to a contract claims sub-
stantial tut net complete performance of the contract
to satisfy his obligation he must either complete the
jot according to specifications or pay the cost cf
completion.

Tome .Inc., IBLA 298 (Mar. 3C, 1977)

*ctual_Damaaes

To be able tc support a claim for excess reprccurement
costs, the Government must establish that wcrk under a

reprocurement contract has been performed and that pay-
ment has been made.

In claiming extra costs due to a Government-caused
delay, the burden is on the contractor tc shew that a

delay occurred, that the delay was caused by the Gov-
ernment, and that damages incurred as a result of the
delay. Absent this proof, the Board found appellant'
delay claim to be totally without merit.

AEE£§i_°.!_E au l E^_ BcCol 1 u

m

x_S r

.

(Nov. 22, 1978f
IBCa-112 3-8-76

An appellant will be held to have failed to sustaii
burden of proof and the appeal will be denied wher«
appellant's case is submitted on the record without
hearing and the record consists only of claim lettt
and pleadings alleging that the contracting officei
findings of fact and decision are erroneous in cerl
respects. Disputed allegations do not constitute t

dence and cannot be accepted as proof of facts.

A___al_of_C._I_C__Constr_ction__o__ Inc.
(Sept. 25, 1979)

IECA-1190
86 I.D

-H-78
. «75

where a clearing contractor claims entitlement to an
equitable adjustment based on the standard Differing
Site Conditions clause of the contract, and the evidence
shows that the principal causes of any increased costs
which may have been incurred were heavy rains and fail-
ure of the contractor to make a reasonable prebid inves-
tigation of the site or examination of specifications,
and no evidence of fault on the part of the Governient
is presented, the Board hclds that the contractor has

*E££3l_2i_! ajl "_«£££ s_Cleani.ga._Ser vice, IBCA-1C57-1-7 5

(Oct. 2, 1975)

Liquidated Damages

Where the acticn of the Government clearly ccntributed
to the delay for which liquidated damages were assessed
and there was no basis for determining the portion of
the delay fcr which each party was responsible, the
Eoatd found that no liquidated damages could prcperly
be charged.

»££__________i_____Ccx____c_, IBCA-1092-12-75 (July 22,
1976)

Where the Government failed tc explain the presence of
water which entered a 230 KV reactor while the reactci
was under Government control and protected by Govern-
ment security measures and where the water caused mere
extensive repairs tc the reactor than would otherwise
have been necessary, the Board found no basis fcr deter-
mining the pcrticn cf the delay for which each party
was responsible and held that liquidated damaqes cculd
not be charged for any of the delay.

JE£i-l--J-ftJdiso__Ccnst ruct.on..Co., IBCA-1C6U-3-7 5

(Sept. 29, 1976) 83 I.I. 353



CONTHACTS--Continued

DISPOTES AND REMEDIES— Continued

Damages—Continued

Liquidated. Damages—Continued

when the Government did not offer any evidence tc ex-
plain its failure for almost a lonth to arrange for
the relocation of a powerline which was within the
right-of-way for construction and the other evidence
of record furnished an insufficient basis for detemir
ing the portion of the delay for which each party was
responsible, liquidated damages could not properly be

assessed for delayed performance.

*££ea l_of_Sconax_Inci , IBCA-109U-1-76 (Bay 6, 1977)

CONTRACTS— Ccntinued

DISPUTES AND BEHEDIES— Continued

Damages

—

Ccntinued

3*5 sure Bent

—

Ccntinued

where imponderables make it difficult tc ar
accurate measurement cf the amount of ccncr
under water, the Hoard finds that the amcun
sented by "paid fcr" concrete minus the amo
concrete admittedly wasted is the preferred
determining the amount to which the ccntrac
tied for the concrete so placed.

rive
ete p

t rep
ont o

meth
tcr i
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re-

ed for
s enti-

»££J3l-°J-i!ii21§«-PJ-Eeiaan. Sn Cj,, IECA-
(Feb. 2, 1979)

113( •76

i.t. 65

When the Government assesses liquidated damages for
late performance of a contract and the contractor
asserts that the delay was excusable because of unusu-
ally severe weather, the contractor must show not only
that the weather was bad (and delayed the wcrk) , but
that the weather was worse than normal for that time
and place.

*££§al_of_Sierra Const r ucj ion_Co. , IBCA-ll«5-3-77
7june 7, 1978f 85 I.E. 192

Where the evidence shows no meeting of the minds between
a completing surety and the Government on the matter of
the surety's liability for liquidated damages, the Gov-
ernment does not waive the right to assess liquidated
damages under a novation theory merely by allowing the
surety, otherwise liable for liquidated damages under
the contract, to complete performance of the contract
terminated for default.

A££eal_c^_General_C^nstructi^n^c^£
J!
_^jLimerica_bj[

fi£ancial_Indemnit.y Co. (Its Surety) . IBCA-1178-2-78
(Bar. 29,"19797 86 I.E. 206

Jquitable Adjustments
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Appeal cf Hensel Phelps Construction Co.

,

11-73 (Bay C, 1975)

"gas." cement

Even where statute, regulation, and the oil and g
lease itself do not specifically provide for the
ment of prejudgment interest on royalties owed to
United States, such interest may be imposed by tb
United States; equity principles may authorize su
position. A charge for such interest may be impc
despite delays in processing the debtor's appeals
where the debtor assertedly relied upon an earlie
Departmental decision which, only when taken out
context, would tend to support the debtor's postu

A road-build
adjustment ui

equipment exi

las tractor from
pay- density test:

i the rized by the
le after the cci

ich in- and requests
:sed the Governmei

tests requir'
gravel hauli

cf ther causing
ire. 2 days.

Atlantic Richfield .Co. 21 IBLA 98 (June 30, 1975)
82 I.E.

ing contractor was entitled tc an equitable
nder the Suspension of Work clause fcr idle
pense where the Government stopped the con-
hauling gravel base as a result cf failing

s en a nuclear-electronic gauge net autho-
ccntract fcr testing compaction and *bere,

ntractor protested the use cf such gauge
d tests in accordance with the contract,
nt further delayed conducting the satd-ccce
ed by the contract, causing contractor's
ng equipment to be idle fcr 2 days and fur-
the pavinq operations tc be delayed by

Appeal of Ihcrson, Inc. )93-U-73 (June 30. 1975)

Where the prime contractor claims damages against the
Government stemming from differing site conditions
encountered by its subcontractor, and the prime con-
tractor and subcontractor have settled these same
claims in an independent proceeding, the Government's
liability to the prime contractor is limited to the
amount of the settlement.

Where a finding is made by the Board on the extent of
the Government's liability to the contractor, any
moneys previously allowed and paid pursuant to a con-
tracting officer's decision on the same claims shall
be deducted from the gross amount allowed in order to
determine the net amount payable to the ccntractcr.

*E£§aI_°f Paul E. McColli
(Nov.

_
227~1978)

IBCA-1123-8-76

The Government failed tc sustain its burden of proving
entitlement to a reduction of the contract price as an
equitable adjustment fcr quantities cf asphalt concrete
for road repair in excess of the Government estimate.
The evidence showed that neither party relied on the
estimate, that the Government left the selecticn and
manner of using equipment to the ccntractcr and that
the Gcvernment issued a change order when it observed
the contractor's more efficient cperaticn. The wcrk
described in the change order was the same work de-
scribed in the contract and the reducticn in unit cost
cf perforianee was net the result cf the change crder
but was the result cf the contractor's efficiency.

Appeal cf Cuintana C<

U-7U (July 7~<T, 1975)"
nstr Co^.lnc.



CO NT B ACTS— Continued

DISPUTES AND BEBEDIES— Continued

Equitable Adjustments—Continued

Under a construction contract for a beach ncurishuent
project at Cape Hatteras involving a contractor's
claim for equitable adjustment based upon the Govern-
ment directing the beach fill to be placed in a manner
differing from the typical cross section shown on the
contract drawing, the Board finds that the 20-day no-
tice provision of the Changes clause should not pre-
clude consideration of the claim on the merits where
there is no one action of the Government which can be
pointed to as the identifiable event upon which the
claim is grounded and from which the contractor's de-
lay in presenting the claim can be measured, particu-
larly where the evidence of record indicates that the
Government's actions contributed to and may even have
been the principal cause of the delay in giving nctice
of the claim.

A contractor's acceptance of a change order is fcund tc
be no bar to consideration of a claim under the Changes
clause where the evidence shows that the claim involved
had neither arisen nor been discussed prior to the time
the change order in question was executed.

A special provision authorizing the contracting offi-
cer to adjust or revise the limits of the work during
performance to reflect the conditions encountered and
thereby provide for maximum use of material available
with the funds allotted is found to vest the contract-
ing officer with no plenary authority to direct the
placement of the beach fill where the authorization
to adjust or revise the limits of the work is circum-
scribed by the use of the word "approximate."

An estimated quantities provision under which the Gov-
ernment was authorized to obtain additional quantities
of beach fill at the unit price specified in the con-
tract so long as the additional quantities did not ex-
ceed 25 percent of the original total contract price is
found not to preclude an adjustment under the Changes
clause for clearly unforeseeable costs tc the extent
the contractor shows (i) the basis upon which its bid
was calculated and (ii) the causal connection between
the increased costs and the inability or the failure cf
the Government to adhere to the typical cross section
shown on the contract drawings in directing the place-
ment of the fill.

AEEgal_gf_J._A._LaPorte. Inc.. IBCA-1014-12-73
(Sept. 29, 1975) 82 I.D. "59

CONTRACTS— Ccn tinned

DISPUTES AND HEHEDIES—Continued

Equitable Adjustments—Continued

An crder to build a curved wall was a constructive
change outside change order tl which was for a straight
wall. Thus, the claim for extra costs for curved con-
struction and for stand-by time caused by the Govern-
ment delay in staking wall is compensable.

Appeal of Becky Mountain Constructicn Co.. IECA-1CS1-
12-15 (Aug. 17, 1977) 60 I.C. 6IS

A first category differing site conditicn claim based
upen excessive rock encountered in excavaticn under
a constructicn contract is sustained where the Eoard
finds there was an adequate pre-bid site investigation
and that the contract indications of subsurface condi-
tions did net reveal the excessive quantities of rock
in the areas where it was encountered.

A first category differing site conditicn claim based
upon mitigating subsurface water and rock excavaticn
encountered is sustained where the Eoard fcund that
the Government knew of the subsurface mitigating water
but failed tc disclose such informaticn tc bidders and
that both the rock and the subsurface mitigating water
encountered differed materially from the ccntract indi-
cations.

«EEGjls_of_JE6C_Co.
(Sept. 28, 1977)

IBCA 1020-2-74 and IECA-1C3:
84 I.

4-74
:. us:

Upon reconsideration , the Eoard finds that where the
Government issues an "Extra Hork Crder" under a "fcrce
account" provision for minor extra work net provided
for in other pay items, at agreed en nates, the con-
tractor is entitled to be paid for inefficiency, re-
work costs and delay costs when moisture causes bcrrow
material placed under the extra work order, tc become
muddy. However, the appellant's failure tc give prcict
notice of the claim under the fcrce acccunt prcvisicn
caused the Gcvernment to order added pay item wcrk,
thus the claim must be reduced by the aicunt cf added
pay item payment.

JEEJ3 l_o f_Bcckj>_Hcun tain. Construction .Co..

12-75 (Nov. it, 1977)
IBCA-1C91-
64 I.E. ese

A second category differing site conditions claim
based upon rock encountered in excavation under a con-
struction contract is denied where the Board finds that
an adequate site investigation would have revealed the
presence of rock in the area where it was encountered.

A first category differing site conditions claim based
on the encountering of subsurface waterlines not shown
on the contract drawings in the vicinity cf a fish
hatchery building is denied, where the Board finds that
except for the unsupported allegations of the contrac-
tor there is nothing in the record to indicate that the
experienced subcontractor who performed required exca-
vation in the area where the buried waterlines were
located failed to anticipate the conditions he actually
encountered.

Although a first category differing site conditions
claim is established by the presence of a septic tank
in an area where the plans indicate a sewage treatment
plant was slated to go, a contractor's claim based
thereon is denied where the evidence shows that the
location of the sewage treatment plant was changed be-
fore any significant amount of work was done in the
area where the septic tank was located.

A££eal of Williaj5_La3nion (Contractor) ,

(Jan. 5, 1977)"
" IECA-1083-10-75

where evidence established that faulty constructicn of
original sbcring and noncompliance with appropriate
directives in reshoring process on the part of con-
struction ccntractor's own employees caused failure
cf cantilever lintel and collapse of masenry wall, the
Eoard denies claim cf entitlement tc an equitable ad-
justment by the contractor for additional costs in-
curred in recenstruction of masonry wall as well as
claim for 3C-day time extension, since the ccntractcr
failed tc prove allegations of defective or inadequate
Government drawings and specif icatiens.

»E£eal_of_CSB_CcntracJorsx_Inc..
(Hay 25, 1978)

IECA-1107-4-76
85 I.E.

In a contract for placement of sand en a beach at
Cape Hatteras where the contracting officer's fcriula
for computing an eguitable adjustment fcr changed work
did net consider the increased pumping time and in-
creased maintenance caused by the change and did not
allow for profit en the increased costs, the Eoard
found that the contractor was entitled to an equitable
adjustment based en those factors.

Where a contractor accepted a ccntract containing a

clause limiting an equitable adjustment fcr profit tc
15 percent cf the cost of changed wcrk, he is bcund by
the limitation even though his ccntract price of 11.31



CONTRACTS— Continued

DISPUTES AND BEBEDIES—Continuea

Equitable Adjustments—Continued

per cubic yard of sand exceeded his estimated
costs of 75 cents per cubic yard ty more than
15 percent.

Appeal of J. A, LaPgrte,_Inc a . IBCA-11K6-3-77
1978) 8

Under a contract for surfacing a road over
subgrade which proves to require extensive
because of the failure of the contract tc t

actual conditions, the equitable adjustnen
the contractor is entitled is found to be
by which the actual costs and profit rate '

the final contract value, rather than the
costs attributed to interruptions and del
the contractor's performance period was
cantly extended.

Buck Brown Contracting Co t , Inc., IBCA-
TIug7~l7 1978)

Appellant is entitled to an equit?
contract price for costs incurred
changes under the superspan specif
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CONTRACTS— Continued

DISPUTES ANC REMEDIES— Continued

Jurisdiction— Continued

An appeal taken by a subcontractor in its cwn name is
dismissed where the Board finds the subcontractor has
no standing to invoke the provisions of the Disputes
Clause as a leans of securing an adjudication by the
Board of the rights and obligations of the contesting
parties.

An appeal is dismissed where the prime contractor has
stated that nothing will be done to further an appeal
taken by a subcontractor in its own name and the Board
finds that the action of the prime contractor in giving
the Government written notice of a potential claim of
changed conditions by the subcontractor and any state-
ments made by the prime contractor endorsing the poten-
tial claim at the time such notice was given are not a

sufficient basis upon which to ground jurisdiction over
the appeal.

Appeal of Divide Constructors, Inc.. Subccnttactct tc

Iianiti Cons t rue tion_Co., IBCA-113U-12-76 (Mar.~29,
1977) 8« I.e. 119

CONTRACTS—Continued

DISPUTES AND REMEDIES— Continued

Jurisdiction—Continued

A contractor may not proceed under the provisions of
the Contract Disputes Act of 1978 where the appeal
is from a final decision of the contracting officer
rendered and received by the appellant pricr to the
effective date of the Act.

Appeals of Gregory Lumber CO. . Inc.. IBCA-12 37-12-78

,

1236-12-78, "l239-12-7e, 12U0-12-7e (Sept. 28. 1979)
£6 I.E. 52C

Substantial Evidence

A multi-item appeal under a contract for ccnstructicn
of a fish barrier is sustained for those items where
Government changes in the contract resulted in extra
expense and where such expense cculd be determined free
the record.

Ac_E«al_cf_RcterJ_Pt_Jones_iContractor).. IBCA-1CC2-8-7 3

(May 6, 19757

An insurance company is refused permission to partici-
pate directly in prosecution of an appeal proceeding
with a view to recovering the amount paid tc the con-
tractor under a builder's risk insurance policy as part
of the contractor's differing site conditions claim,
where the grounds assigned for the participation are
that the interests of the contractor and the insurance
company may well prove to be adverse and that the in-
surance company has the right to participate directly
by reason of its status as a partial subrogee, the
Board finding (i) that the privity of contract rule
rather than the real party in interest rule is con-
trolling in appeal proceedings and (ii) that it has
no authority under the Disputes clause to adjudicate
the rights of the contractor and the insurance company
should they prove to be adverse, irrespective of
whether such rights are asserted by the insurance com-
pany under a release and assignment of interest exe-
cuted by the contractor or as a partial subrogee and
without regard to the fact that the appellant had
authorized the insurance company to file a separate
complaint and to prosecute its claim through its own
attorneys in the appellant's name.

A£Eeal_of_Zurn_En_ine_rs, IBCA-1176-12-77 (July 20,
1978) 85 I.E. 279

A claim by a concessioner under a National Park Ser-
vice Contract is dismissed as beyond the purview of
the Board's jurisdiction where the contract contains
no disputes clause and by its express terms the Con-
tract Disputes Act of 1978 is not applicable to the
claim asserted.

AEEeal_of_Iosejite_Park_and_Cu.rry._Co.
7«ar. 167 1979)

IBCA-1232-12-78
86 I.E. 197

The award of a contract to a statutorily debarred
bidder was properly canceled upon discovery of the
debarred status and there being no valid contract
between the parties, the Board is without jurisdic-
tion to consider an appeal.

i£Ee al of Cit____ndo__Cleaners, IECA-1218-10-78
(June 12, 1979) 86 I.E.

Termination for Default

_________

where a contractor has given notice that it had nc in-
tention cf performing the contract unless the contract
price was increased tc cover the rise in material ccsts
and had made no effort to order reguired supplies, the
Government cculd terminate the contract for default in
advance of the time specified for delivery.

An eccncmic rise in ccsts of materials after a fixed
price supply contract is executed dees net excuse a

contractor frcm performing the ccntract.

Appea l of SRM Manufacturing Cc
19757

IECA-lC32-U-7« (Fay

Hhen contractor fails tc perform pursuant to specifi-
cations in a janitorial service contract and is given
notice tc correct the deficiencies but fails to do so
and offers nc excusable cause justifying the failure
the contract can prcperly be terminated fcr default.

Appeal cf Ballwebets Clea nir
(Oct. 2, 1975)
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CONTRACTS— Continued

DISPUTES AND REMEDIES— Continues

Termination for Default—Continued

Generally—Continued

building offered was, in fact, equal to the tuilding
described in the specifications.

AEEeal_of_Ji_Di_Piercej!, IECA-1013-12-73 (Oct. 17, 1975)

Where a construction contractor failed to appeal from
a notice of termination for default which included
findings that the contractor's delay in performing the
work was not due to excusable causes, but did file a

timely appeal from a damage assessment for, inter alia,
the increased ccst of completing the work, the Board
denied the Government's motion to strike paragraphs cf
the complaint alleging that the contractor's delay was
due to excusable causes and that the termination for
default was improper since under the so-called Fulford
doctrine, which has been held equally applicable to
construction contracts, an appeal from a damage or
excess cost assessment following a terminaticn fcr de-
fault allows the contractor to contest the propriety
of the termination.

Where certain paragraphs of a comp
construction contractor in an appe
assessment following a termination
issues as to the propriety of the
Board denied a Government motion t

graphs based on contentions that t

agreed that delay in completion of
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CONTRACTS— Cent inued

DISPUTES AND REMEDIES— Continued

Terminaticn for Default—Continued

Generally—Continued

The Government, after waiver of the original delivery
schedule, has the burden cf procf that the unilaterally
established oew schedule is reasonable under all the
circumstances existing at the time of the reestatlisb-
ent, which, however, it failed to show.

A£.P.eal_cf Systems Techncli
1108-U-76" (Jan."l9T~1978)"

.AU££iatesx_Inc., IBCA-
85 I.E. 1:

Where the evidence shews no meeting cf the minds between
a completing surety and the Government en the tatter cf
the surety's liability fcr liguidated damages, the Gov-
ernment does net waive the right tc assess liguidated
damages under a ncvaticn theory merely by allowing the
surety, ctherwise liable for liquidated daiages urder
the contract, to complete performance of the contract
terminated fcr default.

iEEial^i-Gg°eral-£cnstructicn_CciE._of_America_bj
Iinancial_I^e«nitj!_Cci_jIts_SuretJl, IECA-1178-2-7*
(Mar. 29, 1979) 86 I.C. 2C6

When a contractor failed to furnish the number cf la-
borers required under a service contract and failed tc
cure such deficiency after a notice tc show cause why
the contract should not be terminated fcr default, the
Board held that terminaticn for default was proper and
further held that the Government sbculd continue to
withheld earninqs under the contract to satisfy first
the wage claims by unpaid employees cf the ccntractcr
as determined by the Department of labor pursuant tc
the Service Ccntract Act cf 1965 and secondly tc sat-
isfy any claim fcr excess ccsts by the contracting
aqency.

Arceal of Andi
1979)

IBCA-1236-12-78 (Sept. 19,
86 I.I. U69

A default termination is found to be proper where no
special circumstances were shown to exist justifying
a contractor's refusal to proceed with performance in
accordance with the contracting officer's decision
pending the resolution of the dispute.

A££eals_of_Willie_Hi_Petterson. IBCA-1115-7-76, IECA-
1116-7-76, IECA-1117-7-76 and IBCA-1118-7-76 (Feb. 28,
1977)

Under a contract requiring contractor to provide all
necessary material, equipment and labor, the contrac-
tor's admission that it did not have adequate equipment
or an efficient work force, as well as a lack of expe-
rience in the work required to be performed does not
meet the burden of proof to justify an extension cf
time.

AEESal-Of_§conax_I nc. , IBCA-109U-1-76 (May 6, 1977)

When contractor is at fault for failure to perform
the contract within the contract period and cannct
establish any cause for an excusable delay, the Gov-
ernment is justified in terminating the ccntract for
default.

A££eal of Underground U til ity_Serv ices , IBCA-1047-
ll-7tt, IBCA-1089-11-75 (Dec. 28, 1977)
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1230-12-78
86 I.I. 503

When the contractor is at fault for failure to perform
the ccntract within the ccntract period and cannot
establish any cause for an excusable delay, the Govern-
ment is justified in terminating the contract fcr de-
fault and assessing excess reprocurement costs and
liquidated damages.

A&ESaI_sJ_3i"£i]>2_H3S££ < IBCA-1076-9-75 (July 2«, 1976)
83 I.D. 297



CONTRACTS— Continued

FORMATION AND VALIDITY

Generally,

In a case where the Government (i) rejected certain
conditions attached to the contractor's cffer to per-
form at the contract unit price additional excavation
due to a directed change, (ii) determined that the con-
tractor was entitled to an extension of 82 days as the
time required to perform the additional excavation
which was accepted by the contractor, (iii) recognized
that the contractor might be entitled to an additional
extension due to certain operations being extended intc
the inclement winter weather, and (iv) subsequently
granted the contractor a 20-day time extension due to
unusually severe weather, the Board finds the contrac-
tor to be entitled to an equitable adjustment for in-
creased costs of working in winter weather which were
the direct and inevitable consequence of the directed
change, rejecting Government contentions that the con-
tractor's claim was barred by accord and satisfaction
or that it represented costs for working in inclement
weather for which the contract made no provision.

CONTRACTS—Continued

FORMATION AND VALIDITY.—Continued

Bid Award—Continued

the tract identified in the bid and the bidder
ately requests reconsideration because he inte
bid for a different tract, where the tract nui
in the bid corresponds tc the block number of
tended tract, where all other relevant data in
corresponds tc the intended tract and only to
tended tract, and where nc other perscn submit
for the intended tract, it is proper to reccns
bid tc determine if it is in the public intere
accept the bid for the intended tract.

immedi-
nded tc
ter state
the in-
the bid

the in-
ted a bid
ider the

Alaska Cil and Miner
1977)

>ls C crp.. 29 IELA 22U (Kar. 23.

*£ESai-Sf—Ssnse 1_P hel£s_Co n st ruc ti o n_Co.
11-73 (May 8, 1975)

IBCA-1010-
82 I.D. 199

The Eureau cf land Management may net accept a bid in a

competitive lease sale where the bid prepeses a royalty
different from that set out in the lease sale notice.

Lee E. Lceffler. 33 IBLA 18 (Nov. 22, 1977)

An internal decision memorandum signed by the Secretary
of the Interior which recommends a contract negotiating
position cannot ripen into a binding contract with an
entity who has relied and acted upon some position rec-
ommended in the memorandum.

"e st la nds_ w a ter_ District
lJuly 31, 1978)

Authority. to_Make

-ieaal_2u.Gsticns. M-36901
85 I.D. 297

Where a construction contractor contended that the
contracting officer's enforcement of a contract
requirement for roll-over protective structures on
all equipment regardless of age constituted a change
because the requirement was contrary to standards is-
sued by the Secretary of Labor under the occupational
Health and Safety Act (29 U.S.C. § 651 et sea,. (1970))
and therefore void, the Board examined the contention
in the light of OSHA and also under the Contract Work
Hours and Safety Standards Act («0 U.S.C. § 327 et se.g.

(1970)) and concluded that, while it was unlikely that
either statute was intended to preclude a Federal agen-
cy from contractually imposing more stringent safety
requirements than prescribed by the Secretary of Labcr,
it was not necessary to decide the question since appel-
lant's remedy for an alleged illegal clause was a F r<5~

test in other forums prior to bidding and award.

A££eal_of_Paul_J
(Feb. 2«, 1976)

JJCCollUB^Sti,

In a competitive materials sale, submission cf the re-
quired 10 percent deposit in cash with the sealed bid
is permissible under the regulations and net a ground
for rejection of the highest bid. Therefore, a pretest
against acceptance cf the bid fcr that reascn is prop-
erly denied.

R oy Blak e. 36 IBLA 151 (Dec. 5, 1978)

Where the ccntractor's bid is accepted during an exten-
sion cf the bid acceptance period cenditioned upon the
contractor net being prejudiced by changes resulting
from energy related shortages, the Beard finds that the
contractor's ccnditional acceptance cf a change order
increasing prices fcr asphaltic materials tc a certain
date continued the bid qualification in effect and dees
not preclude recovery cf asphaltic price increases
thereafter.

Hielsons^.lnc. , IECA-1126-9-76 (Mar. 8, 1S7S)
ee i.i.

Undei.. «3 CFR 3120.3-1, rejection of a high bid tendered
at a sale of competitive oil and gas leases will be af-
firmed on appeal where the case file contains memoranda
from the U.S. Geological Survey sufficient tc establish
that the rejecticn has a reascnable basis in fact.

Gerald S^Ostrcwski (On Reconsideration after Remand!,
U« IELA~17 *(Bov"67~1979)~

Where an award is made to a firm while one cf the
partners is under debarment for violation of a labor
statute due to administrative oversight, the contract-
ing officer is without authority to make a valid award,
and the purported contract is void ab initio.

APEeal_gf_C_ity Window, Cleaners . IBC A-1218-10-78
(June 12, 1979) 86 I.D. 32<

Bid Award

A rejected bid in an outer continental shelf oil and gas
lease sale may be reconsidered and accepted when it is
in the public interest to do so. The essential elements
in allowing such a reconsideration are the fairness and
impartiality of the sale toward all bidders. In a situ-
ation where a bid was initially rejected as too low for

Cost^tjpe Contracts

A cost-plus-fixed-fee ccntractor's claim fcr costs in
excess cf the estimated ccst of the ccntract, incurred
in correcting deficiencies in Government-furnished
property, was denied where the ccntractor knew cr
should have known that costs being incurred would ex-
ceed the estimated cost, but failed tc give the nctice
required by the Limitation cf Ccst clause and evidence
failed tc furnish any basis for excusing the contrac-
tor's failure to give the required nctice. The ccn-
tractor's claim for additional fee en the extra wcrk
was sustained since the Limitation of Cost clause is
not applicable to such claims.

Appeal of Bccz^ Allen S Hamilton. Inc.
"(Ma?T

_
2«"l976)

IECA-1C27-3-7H
83 I.E. SS



CONTRACTS— Continued

FORMATION AND VALIDITY--Cont inue

d

Cost-tipe Contracts—Continued

Under a cost-plus-fixed-fee contract, a ccst over
is allowed where the Government's refusal to fund
overrun was based on appellant's failure tc give
notice under the Limitation of Cost clause and a

quent audit report finds that the appellant was n

aware of a 22 percent increase in the actual over
rate until a post- performance audit was completed
accordance with the appellant's approved accounti
practices.

Appeal of California Eart h Sc i ence

£

12-76 (MarTTT 1978)
isa. IBCA-1

85 I.

run
the

timely
subse-

138-
C. 75

A Government motion for reconsideration is denied where
the Board finds that a cost estimate (cost and pricing
data) was not a firm offer to perform the wcrk within
the hours and at the prices or rates specified, tut was
rather simply the initial basis for negotiating a cost-
plus-fixed-fee contract.

AE£§al_of_wi_Fi_Sigler_6 Associates, IBCA- 1159-7-77
TApr. 1U, 1978) " 85 I.D. 167

Formalities

When a Federal procurement regulation makes an :

clause mandatory and the contract omits the clai
is incorporated under the Christia n doctrine.

A£P_eal of Commonwealth Electric Co.
(July~l57 1977)

IBCA-10U8-ll-7lt
8l» I.D. «07

Legality

where an award is made to a firm while one of the
partners is under debarment for violation of a labor
statute due to administrative oversight, the contract-
ing officer is without authority to make a valid award,
and the purported contract is void ab initic.

&£fieal of_Citi_Window_Cleaners, IECA-1218-10-78
7june 12, 1979) 86 I.E. 329

Mistakes

Where a construction contractor's bid for furnishing
and erecting a steel building was slightly in excess of
53 percent of the next low bid and the record indicates
that the contractor's bid may have been occasioned by a
misunderstanding as to the specification requirements,
but fails to show that the contractor was reguested to
or did verify its bid prior to award, the Board finds
that it is without jurisdiction to grant relief based
upon a mistake in bid, noting, however, that the appel-
lant may be entitled to relief in another forum.

Appeal of, J, D..Piercey. IBCA-1013-12-73 (Oct. 17, 1975)

Negotiated_Contracts

Where a request for proposals for the construction of
a pipeline provided that certain pipe and fittings fcr
the pipeline would be furnished by the Government and
appellant's proposal, reasonably interpreted, excepted
to material the request for proposals provided was to
be furnished by the contractor, the Board sustains the
contractor's claim for material it furnished, holding
that the Bureau, in failing to seek confirmation of its

CONTRACTS—Continued

FORMATION AND VALIDITY—Continued

Hea.otiated_Con tracts—Continued

interpretation of appellant's proposal, accepted the
risk of the accuracy cf its interpretation.

i£Eiai_Si_l*J!i_ii_ "£JiiJ!_^^bZa_Mc n t_Ln_Cc ns t r oc t ic n Co

.

IBCA-1051-12-7U (May 29. 1975)

When the Government issues a RFP tc a sole source and
the sole scarce submits three different proposals at
different times and the Government issues a second and
somewhat different solicitation and finally the Gcvern-
ment and the sole source sign another document which
is somewhat different from all prior solicitations and
proposals and is complete in itself, that document is
the contract and supersedes all prior sclicitaticns
and proposals.

Appeal of W. F. Siqler 6 Associates, IBCA-115 9-7-7 7

(Feb. 16, 1978) £5 I.E. <tl

Mere negotiations for a new contract dc
scission of an existing contract.

Lmply re-

Westlands Water District -

(July 31, 1976)

FEBFCBMANCE CB DEFAULT

Acceleration

Lega 1_£ ue s tio ns , B- 36 9 CI
85 I.I. 297

Where in moving fcr reconsideration of a decision
denying its claim fcr constructive acceleration, the
contractor ccntended that the bureau's failure tc
promptly investigate its claim of delay due tc unosu-
ally severe weather amounted to a denial cf a request
for a time extension and that the denial plus ether
actions cf Eureau inspectors constituted an order to
complete the work by the specified completion date ir-
respective cf excusable delay and thus was an accelera-
tion order, the Board ruled that a denial of a request
for a time extension was insufficient in and cf itself
to constitute constructive acceleration and reviewing
the evidence, affirmed the denial cf the claim, holding
that the actions of the inspectors were regarded as
suggestions by the Ccntractcr and accepted or rejected
depending on whether the suggestions were practical ci
economical.

Appea l c f Iversen CcnsJ
IBCJ-981-l-73""(Air. 19, 1976)

Acce£tance_of Performance
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CONTRACTS— Continued

PBBFOHHANCE OH DEFAULT—Continued

Acce£tance_of. Performance— Continued

when contractor is at fault for failure tc perform
the contract within the contract period and cannot
establish any cause for an excusatle delay, the Gov-
ernment is justified in terminating the contract for
default.

*££eal °£_U£derSE°und Utilitl_Ser vices, IECA-10U7-
11-7147 IBCA-1089-11-75 [lee. 28, 19777

When the contractor offers materials which the contract-
ing officer discovers are not in total compliance with
the specifications, the contracting officer may accept
the material if he finds it to be in the test interests
of the Government. That acceptance, however, is not
final and conclusive if based on, or induced by, a mis-
representation of a material fact.

Where the Government does not issue a written change
order and does not give a verbal order which is inter-
preted by the contractor as a change, no contract
change has occurred and the contractor may submit mate-
rials conforming to the original specifications. The
Government's mere exercise of its option to accept non-
conforming goods does not in and of itself constitute a

contract change.

A££Sal_of_Nasatka_&_SonsJ

7sept. 28,~1979)

Breach

Inc., IECA-1157-6-77
86 I.E. 513

Where a contract for furnishing and erecting a steel
building was terminated for default and the contractor
appealed the termination contending that the specifica-
tions were written around the product of a particular
manufacturer and that under the material and workman-
ship clause of the General Provisions (Standard Form
23-A, Oct. 1969 Edition) it was entitled to furnish an
"equal" product, the Board holds that the restrictive
nature of the specifications is no defense to the ter-
mination where the evidence fails to establish that the
building offered was, in fact, equal to the building
described in the specifications.

Appeal of J. D. Piercey. IBCA-1013-12-73 (Oct. 17, 1975)

Where the Government obligates substantial funds to buy
equipment and services but allows an opticn to extend
the lease for computers that are essential for full
performance of the contract to lapse and then fails to
obligate funds to buy or lease these computers, the
Government has prevented performance of the critical
part of the contract and the contractor is justified
in stopping work.

A££gaI_°f_Systems_Technoloajr_ Associates
1108-U-76 (Jan. 19, 1978)

A permit for use of land in the lower Colorado Biver
Area is properly terminated where construction, unau-
thorized by the terms of the permit, is undertaken by
individuals occupying the premises, whose earlier ap-
plication for an assignment of rights of the permittee
has been rejected by BLH.

Bobert_Di_N all , D-79-7 (Aug. 23, 1979)
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CONTRACTS—Continued

PERFORMANCE OB DEFAUL1—Continued

Compensable Delays

In a case where the Government (i) re
conditions attached tc the contractor
form at the contract unit price addit
due to a directed change, (ii) determ
tractor was entitled to an extension
time reguired to perform the addition
which was accepted by the ccntractcr,
that the ccntractcr might be entitled
extension due to certain operations t

the inclement weather, and (iv) subse
the ccntractcr a 20-day time extensic
severe weather, the Beard finds the c
entitled tc an eguitable adjustment f

of working in winter weather which we
inevitable censeguence of the directe
ing Government contentions that the c
was barred by accord and satisfaction
resented costs for working in incleme
which the contract made nc provision.

lE£iJl_oJ_SiBsel_Pheiis_Ccnstruction_Co., IEC8-1C1C-
11-73 (Hay 8, 1975) 82 I.E. 1«S

The Government did not cause any compensable delay in
the commence&ent of the work when the Government issued
the notice tc proceed as soon as the performance and
payment tends regoired by the contract were received.

&££e a l_c f_T he_ H i n nesota_Chi££ e wa_T rib e. I EC A- 1 2 5- 3- 7 «

(Hay 19, 1975) 82 I.E. 238

When the Government is cbligated tc provide the requi-
site surveying and staking services en a prcject the
contractcr is entitled tc compensation for delays
caused directly by the Government's failure tc have
sufficient surveying and staking performed or caused
directly by erroneous surveying and staking.

AFFeal cf H. H. Byars Cons truction Co.. and Nevada
Pavicg In c. ( Jcint Venture). IECA-1C98-2-76 (Jure 7,
19777 8U I.E. 26(

An crder tc build a curved wall was a censtructive
change outside change order #1 which was for a straight
wall. Thus, the claim fcr extra ccsts fcr curved ccn-
structicn and for stand-by time caused by the Govern-
ment delay in staking wall is ccmpensable.

Appeal of Becky Hcuntain Construction Co.. IECA-1CS1-
12-75 (Aug. 17, 1977) EH I.E. 62S

Excusable Delays

Where a contractor has given notice that it had nc in-
tention cf performing the contract unless the contract
price was increased to cover the rise in material ccsts
and had made nc effort tc order required supplies, the
Government cculd terminate the contract for default in
advance of the time specified for delivery.

An economic rise in ccsts of materials after a fixed
price supply contract is executed dees net excuse a

contractcr from performing the contract.

R££ea2_ cr _SBH Manufacturi ng Co.. IBCA-1032- t-Ti (May 2<

19757



CONTRACTS--Continued

PERFORMANCE OB DEFAULT—Continued

Excusable Delays—Continued

Delay caused by failure to have sufficient equipment
and personnel available is not a valid reason to alio*
an extension of time to perform the work required by
the contract.

A££eal_o f_Ken t_N icol 1 , IBCA-10U0-8-7H (July 31, 1975)

cgHTRACTS—Ccn tinned

PERFORMANCE OB DEFAULT—Continued

Excusable Delays—Continued

Failure tc pay subcontractors, suppliers and employees
on time and thereby causing delays does net constitute
an excusable cause cf delay justifying an extension cf
time.

Appeal of ?£cn aj _Inc 3 . IBCA-109U-1-76 (fay 6, 1977)

When contractor fails to perform pursuant tc specifi-
cations in a janitorial service contract and is given
notice to correct the deficiencies but fails to dc sc
and offers no excusable cause justifying the failure
the contract can properly be terminated fcr default.

Appeal of Ballwebers Cleaning Service , IBCA-1057-1-75
(Oct. 2, 1975)

A claim for a longer time extension under a construc-
tion contract due to unusually severe weather is denied
where the contracting officer obtained the local clima-
tological data and after reviewing the data granted a

time extension when appellant failed to dispute the
data or offer any evidence to support its claim for a

longer period.

Appeal of David H. Cox , I nc.
1976)

IBCA-1079-10-75 (Apr. 7,

when the contractor is at fault fcr failure tc perform
the contract within the contract period and cannot
establish any cause for an excusable delay, the Govern-
ment is justified in terminating the contract for de-
fault and assessing excess reprocurement ccsts and
liquidated damages.

Appeal of
i

Timgthy.
i
Hason. IBCA-1076-9- 75 (July 29, 1976)

83 I.C. 297

Where the Government obligates substantial funds to buy
equipment and services but allows an cpticn tc extend
the lease fcr computers that are essential fcr fall
performance cf the contract to lapse and then fails tc
cbliqate funds to buy or lease these computers, the
Government has prevented performance cf tbe critical
part of the contract and the contractor is justified
in stopping work.

The Government, after waiver of the original delivery
schedule, has tbe burden cf proof that the unilaterally
established new schedule is reasonable under all the
circumstances existing at the time cf the reestatlish-
ment, which, however, it failed to show.

»EEejl_2i-Sl£iems_Tecbnclcaj_isscci3ies £_I5ci , IECA-
1108-U-76 (Jan. 19, 1978) 65 I.t. 12

The Government's opposition to appellant's request for
a hearing and its mcticn for partial summary judgment
in a default termination case are both denied where
the ccntractcr contends and the Government denies that
the delays experienced by the contractor in atteirting
to perform tbe contract were excusable and the Heard
finds that determining whether delays are excusable in
such circumstances involves resolving a fact question
which sbculd only be done after the parties have had
an opportunity to present their evidence at a hearing
where one has been requested.

JE£eal-Si-Elil£S-gina S.Helicoptert.Inc^,
7-77 (Apr. 1H. 1978)

IBCA-1156-
85 I.E. 77

Where the Government failed to explain the presence of
water which entered a 230 KV reactor while the reactcr
was under Government control and protected by Govern-
ment security measures and where the water caused more
extensive repairs to the reactor than would otherwise
have been necessary, the Board found no basis for de-
termining the portion of the delay for which each party
was responsible and held that liquidated damages could
not be charged for any of the delay.

Appeal of Addison Construction Co.

,

(Sept. 29, 1976)
IBCA-106U-3-75

While the burden of showing an excusable cause of de-
lay to exist is on the construction contractor, tbe
invoking of this rule presupposes that the Government
will leave this responsibility with the contractor,
or, if it undertakes to correspond directly with the
subcontractors or suppliers concerning delays experi-
enced, it will inform them of the criteria set forth
in the contract for establishing an excusable cause
of delay.

A££ea l_o f_ T h e_ J .._£

.

(Jan. 1«, 1977)
Hester Co.. Inc.. IBCA-111U-7-76

The Government's use of records of the preceding
10 years of seascnal rainfall was prcper in determining
the days of delay which should have been anticipated by
the ccntractcr during the winter months in question.

A contractor, who encounters unusually severe weather
as it pertains to one phase cf contract wcrk but wcrks
en ether phases of work within that same pericd, is net
entitled to a contract time extensicn, since the con-
tract work en the whole was not delayed.

Holidays falling within a contract period should have
teen anticipated by the ccntractcr as nenworking days
and thus cannct be adjudged as unfcreseeable days cf
delay.

»EE«al_cf_jiunschel_6_Small4
(Sept. 28, 1979)

.IECj IECA-1262-5-7S

ImtxEsitjlitv. cf_Perf crmance

Where tbe Government obligates substantial funds to buy
equipment and services but allows an cpticn tc extend
the lease fcr computers that are essential fcr full
performance cf the contract to lapse and thee fails tc
obligate funds tc buy or lease these computers, the
Government has prevented performance cf the critical
part of tbe contract and tbe ccntractcr is justified
in stepping work.

Ap.p>eal_of Systems Technology. Associates. Inc.. IBCA-
1108-U-76~"(Jan7"l97~1978) "85 I.E. 12



CONTRACTS— Continued

PEBFOBHANCE OB DEFAULT—Continued

Impossibility 2f_ p£rfo£Bance—Continued

A claim that performance of a Hell drilling contract is
impossible is denied where the evidence shows only that
the contractor has been unable to penetrate beyond 38
feet using two different drilling rigs and there is no
evidence to show that no known drilling methods cr
equipment could enable the construction of a vertically
aligned well at the required depth.

Pennsylvania, Drilling Co.. IBCA-1187-
1978)

(l-7t (Sept. 26,
85 I.D.

CONTBACTS—Continued

PEBFOBHANCE OB DEFAULT—Continued

Inspection—Continued

Where the contract specifies a particular test pro-
cedure tc be used by the Government for ccmpliance
testing, and the contractor alleges improper test
procedures by the Gcvernient, contractor has the bur-
den cf proving that the test procedures actually used
by the Government were contrary tc these specified,
and that it incurred extra costs as a result thereof.
Contractcr failed to sustain its burden cf prccf, ex-
cept with respect tc the superspan claim.

Burn Construction Cc IBCA-1C02-9-7M (Aug. 3C, 1976)
85 I.C. 3!

When the Government issues a contract which, unknc
the contractor, is defective because insufficient
row is available from the designated borrcw sites,
thereafter the Government issues three de facto ch
orders, at three different times, to make sufficie
borrow available, and where the record discloses t

the Government failed to reveal preaward knowledge
haul or overhaul would be required and that it had
cided to substantially alter a borrow depth limit
the drawings, the Government is liable under the
changes clause for the additional costs shown to b

attributable to the Government's actions.

bor-
and

ange

A6:2_Co!istructio
1978)

Inc. IBCA-11U2-2-77 (Dec. 28,
85 I.D. U68

when the contractor offers materials which the contact-
ing officer discovers are net in tctal compliance with
the specifications, the ccntracting efficer may accept
the material if he finds it to be in the test interests
of the Government. That acceptance, however, is net
final and ccnclusive if based en, or induced by, a (is-
representaticn of a material fact.

*££eal_cf_Nasatt
(Sept. 26, 1979)

ielease and Settlement

IECA-1157-6-77
86 I.t. 513

Inspection

A special provision authorizing the contracting offi-
cer to adjust or revise the limits of the work during
performance to reflect the conditions encountered and
thereby provide for maximum use of material available
with the funds allotted is found to vest the contract-
ing officer with no plenary authority to direct the
placement of the beach fill where the authorization
to adjust or revise the limits of the work is circum-
scribed by the use of the word "approximate."

SEPgaJk St. Ji ,fti. La PPEtei_Inc.

,

(Sept. 29, 1975^
IBCA-101H- 12-73

82 I.D. <459

Where a transformer failed shortly after being placed
in service and the contractor acted promptly after no-
tice to return the transformer to the factcry for re-
pairs at no cost to the Government, the Board held
that the Government could not inveke provisiens cf
the inspection clause of the contract relating solely
to correction of defects at the point of installation
to charge the contractor with the costs of removing
and reinstalling the transformer.

ABEgal.°£_£S2ygE.gn94PggSing i
.CorE. . IBCA-1100-3-76

(Bar. 31, 1977) 8U I.C. 16

The Government failed to show that a reject*
not conform to the plans and specif icatiens.

Appeal of Bocky Mountain Construction Co.

,

12-75 (Aug. 17, 1977)
IBCA-1091-
8« I.D. 829

When contractor is at fault for failure tc perform
the contract within the contract period and cannot
establish any cause for an excusable delay, the Gcv-
ernment is justified in terminating the contract for
default.

Appeal of underground utility Services. IBCA-10«7-
11-7H, IBCA-1089-11-75 (Dec. 28, 1977)

Where the practice cf a construction contractor was
to separate claims for an equitable adjustment fcr
increased ccsts due to a change from its claims fcr de-
lays to the wcrk caused by the change and the evidence
established that the contractor's delay claim resulting
from a change was pending before the ccntracting effi-
cer at the time the contractor agreed tc and executed
a modification settling the equitable adjustment fcr
direct ccsts attributable tc the change, the Govern-
ment's ccntenticn that the delay claim was barred by
accord and satisfacticn was rejected since it is well
settled that an agreement does not operate as an accord
as to matters not contemplated by the agreement.

Where the contractor's offer to perform certain changed
work for a lump sum was accepted and the agreement and
the price were incorporated into a modification which
the contractcr executed without reservation or exception
and the lump sum was subsequently paid, the ccntractcr's
subsequent claim for delays to the wcrk attributable to
the change was barred by accord and satisfacticn.

b al of Ben sel_J he lps Ccng truc t ic n_ Co

.

51 (Hay E,~1975)
IECA-K10-

82 I.E. 199

A ccntractcr's acceptance of a change crder is fcond tc
be nc bar tc consideration cf a claim under the Changes
clause where the evidence shows that the claim invclved
had neither arisen nor been discussed prior tc the time
the change crder in questicn was executed.

Appeal cf J. A. LaPorte
(Sept. 29. 1975)
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CCNTRACTS--Continued

PERFORMANCE OR DEFAULT—Continued

Release and Settlement— Continued

of accord and satisfaction raise factual issues as to
the intent of the parties at the time of the alleged
accord

.

A£Egal_ Aircox_Inci# IECA-107IJ-8-75 (Apr. 6, 1976)
83 I.E. 137

CONTRACTS— Continued

PEBFOHBANCE OR DEFAULT—Continued

Substantial Performance— Continued

project was capable cf adequately serving its intended
purpose.

Appeal cf David H. Cc

1976)
IBCA-1C79-1C-75 (Apr. 7,

Insertion of the words "no exceptions" in a release
executed by the contractor was held not to bar further
consideration of the contractor's pending reguest for
an extension of time where the Government's instruc-
tions for executing the release dealt only with claims
in stated dollar amounts and directed the contractor
to insert "no exceptions" if no such claims were to be
filed and where in their conduct the parties did net
treat the release as final.

A default termination is fcund tc be proper where no
special circumstances were shown tc exist justifying
a contractor's refusal tc proceed with performance in
accordance with the contracting officer's decisicr
pending the resolution of the dispute.

Appeals cf Millie H. Petterscn. IBCA-1115-7-76, IECA-
1116-7-76, IECA-1117-7-76 and I ECA-1118-7-76 (let. 26,
1977)

A££eal_of_Addisor
(Sept. 29, 1976)

Construction Co. IBCA-106K-3-75
83 I.E. 353

Where cattle are admitted to an allotment at the begin-
ning of the usual grazing season but pricr tc the issu-
ance of a license for that season, and payment is later
made by a check which recites that it is "payment in
full for 1975 grazing fee," the Bureau of Land flanage-
ment may properly deposit the check, allotting part cf
the proceeds for the grazing license for the rest of
the season, and deposit the remainder of the proceeds
in a suspense account pending resolution cf the tres-
pass. Such action indicates that the check was not
accepted in settlement of the trespass damages, and
cashing the check does not constitute an acccrd and
satisfaction of the trespass damages.

Bureau_of Land Management y.
7sepTr""l57 1977)

Where a contractor voluntarily signs directives speci-
fying the payments to be made for the additional work
ordered without taking any exception thereto, the un-
qualified acceptance of the directives involved' is
found to be binding upon the contractor tc the extent
of the direct costs entailed in performance of the
additional work.

A££eaI_°f_^ilIia»_Pi_S££a3Bx_iS£i «

(Feb. 2, 1979)

Where the Government has accepted a bid cenditicned
upon the contractor not being prejudiced by changes
resulting from energy related shortages and the par-
ties agree in a change order to an increase in price
for asphaltic materials, the Board finds the agreement
does not constitute an accord and satisfaction preclud-
ing further price increases where the evidence shows
there was no meeting of the minds and this was evident
to the contracting officer prior to execution of the
change order.

NisisonSi-ISCi , IBCA-1126-9-76 (Bar. 8, 1979)

Substantial Performance

To support a claim of substantial completion of a con-
struction contract, appellant must establish that the

Where one cf the parties was to receive money and a

rocked timber road according to specif icatiens as ccn
sideraticn fcr a contract, and the read is net com-
pleted according to specification, nor is it suitable
for the intended purpose, the doctrine cf substantial
perfcrmance will not apply as one of the parties is n

compelled tc accept a measure cf performance fundamen
tally less than that bargained for.

Icmco, Inc.. 29 IELA 29e (Bar. 30, 1977)
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CONTRACTS— Continued

PEBFOBBANCE OB DEFAULT— Continued

Suspension_of work—Continued

A contractor's claim for additional costs attributed
to the Government's delay in requesting contemplated
installation services under a contract calling fcr the
furnishing of governors for hydraulic turtines is dis-
missed for want of jurisdiction where the Board finds
that the claim asserted is not redressable under the
Changes clause of Standard Form 32 (Supply Contract)
or under the special Suspension of Deliveries (or Ser-
vices) clause which reserves to the Government the
right to suspend services and preserves the contrac-
tor's right to make claim therefor but fails to provide
that any costs attributable to such suspension shall
be recoverable by way of an adjustment tc the contract
price.

Appeal of Cheston Co.. IBCA-1093- 1-76 (Nov. 19, 1976)
84 I.E. 921

CONVEYANC.ES--Ccntinued

GENEBALLI—Ccntinued

Sout hern Pa cific T ransportation Co., Jay B. Fcqal

;

Lloyd D. Haves (Intervener) . 23 IBIA 232 (Jan. S" 1976)
83 I.I. 1

A ecler cf title application is properly rejected where
the applicant has failed to establish hew ccnveyacces
in her chain of title describing lands different from
that described in her application, and different fret
each other, give eoler cf title to the applied fcr land
for the reguisite period cf time.

Generally, conveyances which describe enly a "posses-
sory interest" in a parcel cf land dc net constitute a

claim or ecler of title within the ccntemplaticn cf the
Color of Title Act.

Waiver_and_Estop£el

A cost-plus-fixed-fee contractor's claim for costs in
excess of the estimated cost of the contract, incurred
in correcting deficiencies in Government-furnished pro[
erty, was denied where the contractor knew cr shculd
have known that costs being incurred would exceed the
estimated cost, but failed to give the notice required
by the Limitation of Cost clause and the evidence
failed to furnish any basis for excusing the contrac-
tor's failure to give the required notice. The con-
tractor's claim for additional fee on the extra work
was sustained since the Limitation of Cost Clause is
not applicable to such claims.

Jeann e P ierrestequy ,

A££eal_of BoozJt_Aller
(Bar. 20, 1976)

Hamiltc Inc. IECA-1027-3
83 I.E.

=3 IBIA 35e (Jan. 23, 1976)
83 I.I.

Bxtrinsic evidence may be used to make definite the
description in a private deed which contains a latent
ambiguity, either tc determine actual or ecler cf title.
Therefore, a color of title claimant may introduce ex-
trinsic evidence to establish whether the deeds in her
chain of title were based upen plats, records and ether
documents which can be read together with tbe deeds as
creating a ecler cf title beyend the actual title shown
en an official Federal survey plat.

Bable B. Farlow. 30 IBLA 32C (June 7, 1977) fi« I.t. 276

Upon reconsideration, the Board finds that where the
Government issues an "Extra Work Crder" under a "force
account" provision for minor extra work net provided
for in other pay items, at agreed on rates, the con-
tractor is entitled to be paid for inefficiency, re-
work costs and delay costs when moisture causes bcrrcw
material placed under the extra work order, to become
muddy. However, the appellant's failure tc give prompt
notice of the claim under the force account provision
caused the Government to order added pay item work,
thus the claim must be reduced by the amount of added
pay item payment.

Appeal of Rocky Bountain, Construction
ii
Co. , IECA-1091-

12-75 (Nov. K, 1977) 8« I.t. 898

The Government, after waiver of the original delivery
schedule, has the burden of proof that the unilaterally
established new schedule is reasonable under all the
circumstances existing at the time of the reestablish-
ment, which, however, it failed to show.

Appeal of Systems Technology Associe
1108-U-76 (Jan. 197 1978)

tes Inc. IBCA-
85 I.C. 12

Where a ccrpcration allegedly acquired a group cf
unpatented lining claims, but the instruments of
conveyance and the abstract of title are subject tc
various objections by the Government's title examiner,
which the ccrporaticn finds are difficult cr impossible
to cure, the ccrporaticn nonetheless may receive a pat-
ent to the claims pursuant tc the Act of July 9. 1670
(B.S. t 2332; 30 O.S.C. $ 38 (1970)), by demonstrating
its qualif icatiens under that Act.

Alaska Placer Co., 33 IBLA 187 (Dec. 21, 1977)
tn I.t. SSC

Where a ccrpcrate patent applicant can trace its cwner-
ship of the claim back thrcugh a series of conveyances

a mesne cwner who had title to the claim guieted in
by the decree of a court cf competent jurisdiction,

re is no need to look behind the quiet title decree
an earlier break in the chain cf title unless there
reason tc believe that the interest which is unac-
nted for was net disposed of by the litigation.

However, a ccurt decree which merely distributes tbe
assets of a decedent's estate is net a "quiet title
decree" in this context, and does net ordinarily fore-
close the interests cf third parties whe held the rec-
ord title tc mining claims.

Ecattain_Contractorsx_Inc i , 37 IBLA 233 (Oct. 16, 1S76)

CONVEYANCES

GENERALLY

Where the purchaser from the railroad of unpatented
land believed at the time of his purchase that the lane
was mineral, and there was physical evidence of its
mineral character, or if conditions were such that the
purchaser should have known then that the land was ex-
cepted from the grant to the railroad, he was not a
purchaser in good faith within the "innocent purchaser"

INTEREST CONVEYED

In the absence of legislation by Congress, a patent
from the United States does net convey an implied ease-
ment by way cf necessity acrcss public land.

Studs. Inc.. 27 IELA 278 (Oct. 26, 1976)
83 I.C. 518



CONVEYANCES—Continued

REVERTERS

The Recreation and Public Purposes Act, and the regula-
tions thereunder, do not authorize additional payment
for the issuance of a supplemental patent (which voids
an earlier patent's reversionary provision) as an alter-
native to forfeiture for noncompliance with the Act's
provision that land patented under the Act cnly te used
for an established or definitely proposed public project
within a reasonable tine following issuance of patent.
The Department can alienate interests in public lands
only within the linits authorized by law; therefore,
issuance of a supplenental patent which eliainates the
Act's mandatory reversionary provision is impermissible.

0Jtano2an^oum_PuMic_Utili.ty,
,

pistr^ct_NoA_ix
Washington, 22 IBLA 342 (Nov. 14, 1975)

CQOBTS—Continued
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Erattain Ccntracjgss, Inc., 37 IBLA 233 (Cct. 16, 1978)

COOPERATIVE, AGRj EHEJTS

A connunitization agreenent involving an cil and gas
lease for Cheyenne-Arapaho allotted lands nay properly
be approved by the Area Director, BIA, pursuant tc
25 CFR 172.24 where that agreenent incorporates all the
terns and conditions of a State pooling order which
joined the lessee with all other holders cf nineral
interests in the other tracts involved in the unit
agreenent.

Cotton Petrpleun Corp, v. Sanedan Oil Coir.
(Feb. 8, 1977)

29 IBLA 13

COURTS

A denand by the Geological Survey for prejudgnent in-
terest for delayed paynent of additional royalties
owed to the Governnent is not necessarily unenforce-
able in the courts because it was not asserted as a
counterclain under Rule 13(a) of the Federal Rules of
Civil Procedure.

Atlantic.Richfield.Co^. 21 IBLA 98 (Ji ne 30, 1975)
82 I.E.

A consent decree obtained by the Securities and Ex-
change Connission establishes no precedent fcr cases
involving different parties. Allegations of Federal
securities law violations in connection with Federal
oil and gas leasing should be directed to the Securi-
ties and Exchange Connission, the agency with juris-
diction over such natters. The jurisdicticn of the
Board of Land Appeals does not extend to natters exclu
sively under the jurisdiction of the SEC, but goes to
natters involving compliance with oil and gas leasing
statutes and regulations.

Sa£iP.I!_Baci 1 , 35 IBLA 366 (June 23, 1978)

A consent decree obtained by the Securities and Ex-
change Conmission (SEC) establishes no precedent for
cases involving other parties. The Board cf Land Ap-
peals lacks jurisdiction ever natters delegated to the
SEC. Allegations of Federal Securities Law violaticns
should be directed to the SEC rather than to the Eoard
of Land Appeals.

William_Hil ler , 36 IBLA 349 (Aug. 28, 1978)

eiLlGATI£fl_OF

GENERALLY

The Eureau of Land Management has been delegated author-
ity over the adjudication cf reclamation henestead
applicaticns.

Bfrchard I,„(;ri}l ?% al T . 18 IBLA 428 (Feb. 14. 1975)

A stipulaticn reguiring an cil and gas lessee tc provide
a certified statement by an archaeologist ccnccrnitg the
existence of archaeological values on lands to be dis-
turbed by the lessee does net constitute an unlawful
delegation cf authority because the purpose of the
statement is tc nctify an authorized officer cf the De-
partment whe retains the authority to determine whether
the archaeolcgical data are significant and whether such
data are being or may be irrevocably lest or destroyed.

Cecil_A Sr Walker, r Ala ri.,C 1 _F.,_niiieJ
1976)

26 IBIA 71 (July S,
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ically state bew disputes between the Fish
Service and the Bureau of land Banagement
sodium prospecting pernits for lands with-
efuge areas are to be resolved, but the
manuals indicate that such decisiens are
the Secretary and the BIB Banual directs

lications be forwarded tc the Hasbicgtcn
*.sicn cf a State Office rejecting an ap-
a sodium prospecting permit will be set
case remanded for processing in acccrd-
Departnental and BIB Banuals.

X«IJ!Sl_Ja_E«Ss_et_a!*» 27 IBLA 4 (Sept. 17, 1976)

Where the Secretary has declined to exercise his juris-
diction, a decision rendered by this Board is final fcr
the Department. Hence, statements by BLfl and arguments
of the Solicitor, while valuable to the Beard, are not
binding upen the Board.

39 IELA 194 (Feb. 2, 1979)

A decisicn by the Bureau of Land flanagement canceling
fee simple patents issued to Indians and simultaneously
issuing new Indian trust patents is net subject tc re-
view by the Eoard of Land Appeals, which has nc juris-
diction in the matter, where the decisicn was made at
the directicn of the Assistant Secretary for Indian
Affairs.

Blue Star, Inc., Atomic,, Western, jnc., Fremont Energy
Core.. Ivor Adajr. Ul IBLA 333 (July 11, 1979)



D ELE GAT ION _0F_AUTHORITY— Continued

EXTENT OF

Since the Bureau of land Management has no authority
to issue a public land order withdrawing land, such
authority existing only in the Secretary, the Under
Secretary, and the Assistant Secretaries of the Eepart-
ent of the Interior, recommendations by officers of
the Bureau of Land Banagement relating to withdrawals
are not subject to review under the provisions of
1»3 CFB U.U50-2 or "»3 CFB U.U10.

£iti_of_Kotzebue, 26 IBLA 26« (Aug. 20, 1976)
13 I.C. 313

CESEBT LAND. ENTRY-- Continued

GENERALLY—Continued

Excepting in the State of Nevada, nc perscn shall te
entitled tc take entry cf desert lands unless be te a

resident citizen of the State in which the land sought
to te entered is located. An applicant's ccnditicnal,
future-oriented intention to reside in the State is
insufficient to qualify.

Wallace S__Ein_ham. 21 IBLA 266 (Aug. 11, 197!)
82 I.C. 377

Alt;on and Valcis Hadlcck. 32 IBLA 372 (Cct. 31, 1977)

DESERT LAND.ENTRY

GENERALLY

An arrangement by which an entity obtains acrtgages en
desert land entries and also obtains leases of a possi-
ble 12-year duration on the desert land entries, the
result of which is the vesting of effective control of
the entries in such entity, constitutes a holding with-
in the purview of sec. 7 of the Act of War. 3, 1877,
as amended.

"Hold." Any person or entity which has acquired actual
possession and the right thereof to more than 320 acres
of desert lands "holds" such acreage within the meaning
of the prohibition of sec. 7 of the Act of Bar. 3,
1877, as amended.

"Otherwise." As used in sec. 7 of the Act of Bar. 3,
1877, as amended, "no person or associaticn cf persens
shall hold by assignment or otherwise," "otherwise" is
not liaited to other means equivalent to assignment but
rather eabraces all mechanisms whereby control of and
benefit froa an entry or entries are accuaulated and
transferred.

Violation of the prohibition against holding an excess
of 320 acres constitutes a failure to comply with the
requirements of law and such entries are properly
canceled.

Estoppel will not lie against the Government where
there is no showing that the parties to illegal agree-
ments relied in any way on the statements or acts of
Government officials.

0Sited_Stat.es
350 (Apr. 7, 1975)

: k Borris et al. . 19 IBLA
82 I.C. 1U<

Sec. 7 of the Act of Bar. 3, 1891, provides that no
person or association of persons shall held ty assign-
ment or otherwise, prior to the issue of patent, more
than 320 acres of arid or desert lands; the terms
"hold," "assignment" and "otherwise" are words of bread
significance and will be defined in such manner to ef-
fectuate the purposes of the Act, to wit, tc prevent
anyone from holding more than 320 acres of desert lands
to the exclusion of bona fide settlers or the entrymen
of record.

Any person or association of persens who controls, pos-
sesses and receives substantial benefits from desert
lands will be regarded as "holding" such lands within
the meaning of the Act of Bar. 3, 1891.

United States v.. Golden.Griqq etal.. 19 IBLA 379
(Apr. 7, 1975) 82 I.C. 123

A Federal district court jury verdict in a suit tc can-
cel desert land patents, that the entrymen and their
purchaser under an illegal executcry contract did net
commit fraud against the United States, does net col-
laterally estop this Cepartaent from adjudicating a

ccntest grounded en the illegal executory ccntract
against the purchaser's cwn entry, because the legal
standard applicable in the subsequent ccntest is dif-
ferent than that in the fraud acticn— a desert land
entry can te subject tc cancellation for acts that do
not constitute fraud.

"Hold by assignment cr ctherwise." The purchaser of
desert land under an illegal executcry contract tc
convey the land subsequent to patent "holds" that land
within the meaning of the acreage limitation cf sec. 7

of the Desert Land Act, a_ a_m_nded, U 3 U.S.C. « 32S
(1970).

Rights under an executory ccntract tc acguire property
entered intc by the husband alone are presumed to be
community property under California law, and a convey-
ance as coiaunity property to husband and wife in
settlement cf litigaticn regarding the ccntract ccrrot-
crates the presuapticn; both spouses stand en equal
footing with respect tc charges, based en the executory
contract, of violating the acreage limitatiens in sec.
7 of the Desert Land Act, 03 U.S.C. t 329 (197C)

.

United States, v. Elodymae Zwang.
Datte ll~Z wa"nqT~26~IBLA «1 (July

)n_ted S_ates_v.
, 19767 ~83 lie.

It is proper to reject applications fcr desert land en-
tries filed fcr lands which have been classified ty th«
Secretary, pursuant to the petition classif icaticn pro-
cedure set fcrtb in U3 CFB Subpart 2U50, as unsuitable
for desert land entry and, therefore, are net open fcr
disposition under the desert land laws. The decisicn
of the Secretary is the final Departmental acticn and
the applicants cannot have a review en the merits of
an appeal from the subsequent decisicn rejecting their
applicaticns.

Guy A-.tiart^ Ada i . Bartin
,

1976)
26 IE1A 2EU tug. 18,

Rejecticn cf a desert land entry applicaticn because
the applicant has failed to supply satisfactory evi-
dence of a right to the permanent use of sufficient
water to irrigate and reclaim the irrigable portion
of the entry will be set aside and the applicant's re-
guest for a hearing granted where there is conflicting
evidence in the reccrd concerning the sufficiency cf
the water supply and where the applicant has alleged
facts which, if proved, wculd result in a different
conclusicn.

P^'^f-.Lj.Bjcrnestad et al,. 27 IEIA 201 (Cct. 6, 1976)



DES£BT_LAND_ENTBY--ContinU€d

GENE BALLY—Continued

Bejection of an application for desert land entry on
account of a failure to include therein post office
addresses of witnesses making witness statements is
without prejudice to refiling of a corrected applica-
tion where there is no competing interest fcr the same
land.

DESEBT_LAND_ENTBY— Continued

APPLICATIONS

—

Continued

1977)
.__________ 1 e_ E__ Ha r t . 30 IBLA 138 (May 12

A desert land entry petition-application is properly
rejected where the lands applied for therein have been
withdrawn by a public land order to protect recreation-
al, historical, and geological values in public lands
along the North Platte River.

Objections raised on appea
Land Appeals to the merits
lands in order to protect
and geological values in p
Platte River, will not vit
the availability of the la
laws, as it is not within
authority to take the step
withdrawal, restore the la
public land laws, and clas
position as a desert land

1 to the Interior Board of
of withdrawal cf public
recreational, historical,
ublic lands along the North
iate its effect as a bar to
nds under the desert land
the Board's function or
s necessary to revoke the
nds to the operation of the
sify it as suitable for dis-
entry.

Cec_ lia_ J__ Cuin , 36 IBLA 250 (Aug. 15, 1978)

APPLICANTS

Excepting in the State of Nevada, no person shall be
entitled to make entry of desert lands unless he be a

resident citizen of the State in which the land sought
to be entered is located. An applicant's conditional,
future-oriented intention to reside in the State is
insufficient to qualify.

Wallace S. Bingham. 21 IBLA 266 (Aug. 11, 1975)
82 I.D. 377

Alton. and. VaLois Hadlock, 32 IBLA 372 (Oct. 31, 1977)

'LICATIONS

--..f icatici
... deleted regulation, the Eure

should suspend action on all applications filed subse
guent to the withdrawal application pending final
action en the application for withdrawal.

Sylvia C. Ellis. 2« IEIA 387 (fay 3,

when lands have been classified under a final cider cf
the Secretary cf the Interior as being unsuitable fcr
disposal under the desert land laws, a desert lacd en-
try petition-application will net be allowed therefor
and any payment subnitted therewith will be returned.
Should there be a subsequent reclassification as suit-
able for disposal under the desert land laws, the land
will be opened to entry on an equal opportunity basis.

Cne who submits a desert land entry petition-application
for lands which have been classified as being unsuitable
fcr disposal under the desert land laws gains no prefer-
ence right tc such lands should they be reclassified as
disposable under the desert land laws. Lands which are
reclassified as suitable fcr disposal will be opened to
entry on an equal opportunity basis.

A desert land entry petition-application fcr land clas-
sified as being unsuitable fcr disposal under the desert
land laws may not be held in suspense pending the possi-
ble future availability cf the land.

BalEh_G._faulkner_et_.al., 26 IELA 11C (July 26, 1976)

failure tc answer completely a guesticn on an applies
tion form fcr a desert land entry cencerning citizen-
ship of the applicant is not an adequate basis fcr
rejecting the application when the requested informa-
tion is readily apparent elsewhere en the applicatici
form.

Where a desert land applicant, whose application is
prior in time, appeals from a decision of the Bureau cf
Land Management, dismissing his protest against afford-
ing priority to a later-filed desert land application
on the basis that the earlier-filed application was in-
complete, the cases are properly remanded to the Bureau
of Land Management for action on the respective appli-
cations, so as to avoid piecemeal adjudication.

George H. Crapo, Richard L. Crapo. 19 IBLA 208
7M_r.~21, 1975)

Where a desert land applicant appeals from a decision
of the Bureau of Land Management holding bis applica-
tion incomplete and, therefore, without priority of
filing as against subsequent applications which were
allegedly perfected before the earlier application was
corrected and refiled, the case will be remanded for
final action on the respective applications so as to
avoid premature, piecemeal adjudication.

Hichael_E.____ng_. 21 IBLA 339 (Aug. 18, 1975)

Failure to include as required by <t3 CFB 2521.2(b) the
post effice addresses of witnesses whose statements are
part of an application fcr desert land entry is an ade-
quate basis for rejecting the application.

Rejection of an application for desert land entry en
account of a failure tc include therein pest effice
addresses cf witnesses making witness statements is
without prejudice tc refiling cf a corrected applica-
tion where there is no competing interest for the same
land.

-jliia" _---.---_--_
1977)

30 IELA 138 (Pay i;

When lands have been classified under a final crder cf
the Secretary cf the Interior as being unsuitable fcr
disposal under the desert land laws, a desert land
entry petition-application will not be allowed.

_______________ 1. 33 IBLA 221 (Dec. 22, 1977)

_____________!____ . 21 IBLA 205 (Mar. 22, 1976)



DESERT_LAND_ENTBY— Continued

APPLICATIONS--Continued

CESFB T L ANE iN IBi— Continued

CANCELLATION

—

Continued

A desert land entry petition-application is properly
rejected where the lands applied for therein have beer
withdrawn by a public land order to protect recreation
al, historical, and geological values in public lands
along the North Platte Biver.

Cecil_a_J__C uin , 36 IBLA 250 (Aug. 15, 1978)

In the case cf a desert land entry ccntestee wbc vio-
lates the 320-acre limitation on holding desert land
because he is the "purchaser" of twc other 22C-acre
entries under an illegal executory contract tc ccrvey
after patent, all entries held by the "purchaser" are
subject to cancellation, and the Bepartment nay pro-
ceed by way cf contest against the "purchaser's" cwn
entry, which was not a subject of the illegal
contract.

where the Secretary by appropriate notice in the
Federal fijaister has classified certain lands for
multiple use management and such lands are segregated
from desert land entry, and the classification has not
been terminated by either a reclassification or publi-
cation in Federal Begister of termination of classifi-
cation, BLM properly denied petition-application for
desert land entry.

Paul. .Jenkins, 39 IELA 1U1 (Jat 29, 1979)

_el_i_____Franase___Mar__C._Fra_ds_n, U3 IBLA 13C
(Sept. 26,"9797

The doctrine cf voluntary rescission— which allows an
entryman, who was, although in gcod faith, party tc a

ccntract that violated the desert land law, tc prcceed
to the merits cf his prccf upcn repudiation of the
contract— will not be applied when: (1) repudiation cf
the ccntract was not truly vcluntary; (2) the rescission
occurred lcng after the entries' lives expired; (3) the
illegal contract involved a complex cf four entries;
and (1) no ether mitigating circumstances are present.

ynited_State______lod__ae___an____nited_States_v.
£arrell__wa__, 26 IBLA HI (July 9, 1976) 63 I.E. 26C

ASSIGNMENT

where an allowed desert land entry was assigned to a

qualified individual and the assignment was duly ap-
proved, a subsequent determination that the entry was
illegal from its inception because the original entry-
man was not qualified will not afford a basis for can-
cellation of the entry where it is established that
the assignee was unaware of his assignor's lack cf
qualifications and proceeded in good faith to develop
the entry.

Wa.IIace_S.t_ Bi__ham , 21 IBLA 266 (Aug. 11, 1975)
82 I.E.

CANCELLATION

Violation of the prohibition against holding an excess
of 320 acres constitutes a failure to comply with the
requirements of law and such entries are properly
canceled.

Estoppel will not lie against the Government where there
is no showing that the parties to illegal agreements
relied in any way on the statements or acts cf Govern-
ment officials.

United States v. G. Patrick Morris et al.. 19 IBLA
350 (Apr. 7,~1975)

"
82 I.E. 1«6

A desert land entry is properly canceled when the stat-
utory life cf the entry, including an extension that
was granted, has expired without reclamation and culti-
vation of the entry, as reguired under the desert land
law, and the entrywoman fails to shew that she is enti-
tled to a further extension of time to complete the
requirements cf the desert land law.

Pam_l__M._E_cw_r, 26 IBLA 366 (Sept. 8, 1976)

Bejection of an application for desert land entry on
account of a failure to include therein pest office
addresses cf witnesses making witness statements is
without prejudice tc refiling cf a ccrrected applica-
tion where there is nc competing interest for the same
land.

William J. Bart. Lucile E. B,art. 3C IELA 138 (fay 12,
1977)

Where the deadline fcr making final proof of
ccmpliance en a desert land entry passes withcut the
entryman having made final prccf, his entry is prcperly
canceled, even though a request for an additional ex-
tension of time within which to file such final prccf
was pending en the deadline date, where the request for
extension is subsequently denied.

Thomas E. Hic key. 3D IBLA 86 (Feb. 22, 1976)

Any desert land entry made for the use and benefit of
others with intent to circumvent the provisiens cf the
desert land laws must be regarded as fraudulent and
will be canceled.

United, States. v.. Golden. Griqq et al.. 19 IBLA 379
(Apr. 7, 1975) 82 I.E. 123

Where an allowed desert land entry was assigned to
a qualified individual and the assignment was duly
approved, a subsequent determination that the entry was
illegal from its inception because the original entry-
man was not qualified will not afford a basis for can-
cellation of the entry where it is established that the
assignee was unaware of his assignor's lack cf qualifi-
cations and proceeded in good faith to develop the
entry.

Wallace S. Bingham. 21 IBLA 266 (Aug. 11, 1975)
82 I.E. 377

CLASSIFICATION

When lands have been classified under a final crder cf
the Secretary cf the Interior as being unsuitable fcr
disposal under the desert land laws, a desert land
entry petiticn-applicaticn will net be allowed.

Bulcn Van Tassel. 33 IBLA 221 (Bee. 22, 1977)

Where the Secretary by apprcpriate nctice in the
federal ________ has classified certain lands fcr
multiple use management and such lands are segregated
from desert land entry, and the classification has net
teen terminated by either a reclassif icaticn cr publi-
cation in _______ ________ cf termination cf classifi-
cation, ELM properly denied petiticn-applicaticn fcr
desert land entry.

f.a_l_M__Jenkins,
Continued

—

39 IELA ID! (Jan. 29, 1979)



DESEBT LAND.EIITBY—Continued

CLASSIFICATION--Continued

Kelvin V. Frandsen. Ma ry C Frandsen. U3 IBIA 130
7sept. 26, 1979)

DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

Neither the law nor the regulations prohibit the use
of a portable aluminum pipe irrigation system in the
reclamation of lands in a desert entry, nor is there
any affirmative requirement that the irrigation system
or specific components thereof be permanently installed
on the entry.

Wallace S. Bingham. 21 IELA 266 (Aug. 11, 1975)

EESEBT LAMP BNIBY--Ccntinued

EXTENSION CF TIBE—Cont inued

required Frier to rejecting his application fcr a thirc
extension.

T homas D. Hickey. 3« IBLA 86 (Feb. 22, 1978)

A third extension of time tc file final proof cf compli-
ance en a desert land entry is properly denied tc an
entryman where there is nc reasonable prcspect that, if
the extension is granted, he will be able to lake final
proof of reclamation, irrigation, and cultivation within
the time required by law.

Howard D. Marshall . «3 IBLA 271 (Oct. 15, 1979)

EXTENSION OF TIfiE

An application for an extension of time fcr the submis-
sion of final proof of a desert land entry is properly
rejected where the entrywoman is unable tc show that
her failure to reclaim the land in her entry within the
statutory life of the entry is due, without fault on
her part, to unavoidable delay in the construction of
irrigation facilities intended to convey water tc the
entry, and where it appears, rather, that the failure
was the result either of the lack of financing, lack of
diligence in carrying out the development work, or lack
of foresight in anticipating the burden of doing the
work. A second extension of time to file final proof
on the entry is properly denied to an entrywoman who
fails to show that she utilized a first extension in a

reasonable effort to accomplish the development work.

Panel a_HA_Brower , 26 IBLA 366 (Sept. 8, 1976)

Application for second extension of time for submission
of final proof on desert land entry is properly rejected
where entryman is unable to show that failure to reclaim
land in entry within statutory life of entry is because
of unavoidable delay, without fault on part of entryman,
in cultivation and construction of irrigation works.

I»an_Ji_irower, 32 IBLA 286 (Sept. 27, 1977)

Where a desert land entryman admits that there were
alternate measures which might have been taken to
achieve compliance by the deadline date therefor, as
extended, but which he failed to employ, BLH's deter-
mination that resulting delays were not beyond his con-
trol, and that accordingly be is not entitled under
U3 CFR 2522.5 to a third extension of time within which
to make final proof, will not be disturbed. Inadequacy
of financial resources to take available alternative
steps does not excuse his failure to comply.

A third extension of time to file final proof of
compliance on a desert land entry is properly denied
to an entryman who acknowledges that he failed to make
full use of previous extensions.

Where the deadline for making final proof of
compliance on a desert land entry passes without the
entryman having made final proof, his entry is prcperly
canceled, even though a request for an additional ex-
tension of time within which to file such final proof
was pending on the deadline date, where the request fcr
extension is subsequently denied.

Where the entryman makes admissions and submits
evidence which establish conclusively that his failure
to "prove up" his desert land entry during its initial
term and two extensions was not the result of unavoid-
able delay, and that the failure was not without fault
on his part, no further administrative proceedings are

FINAL PBOOF

The doctrine of voluntary rescissicn— which allots an
entryman, wbc was, although in good faith, paity tc a
contract that violated the desert land law, to prcceed
to the merits cf his proof upon repudiation cf the
contract

—

will not be applied when: (1) repudiaticn of
the ccntract was not truly voluntary; (2) the rcscissici
occurred leng after the entries' lives expired; (2) the
illegal ccntract involved a complex of four entries;
and (<t) no other mitigating circumstances are present.

Uniiid_States.
Earrell_Zwaja. <

r. Elcdymae ZManq, .United States
"26 iiLA HI (July 9, 1976J el"

IANCS SUEJEC1 1C

It is improper for the Bureau of Land Management tc
reject desert land applications on the basis of direc-
tives within a deleted regulation which required that
such applications be rejected when the lands described
therein were included within a previously filed State
application for a temporary withdrawal under the Act cf
Mar. 15, 1910, which permits the Secretary to temporar-
ily withdraw lands in furtherance of the purposes of
the Carey Act. In the absence of a reccdif icaticr cf
the directives in the deleted regulaticn, the Eureau
should suspend acticn on all applications filed subse-
quent to the withdrawal applicaticn pending final
acticn on the application fcr withdrawal.

Ellis . 2« IELA 3e7 (ray 3,Kevin D. Elli s. Sylvia D

.

1976)

When lands have been classified under a final crder cf
the Secretary cf the Interior as being unsuitable fcr
disposal under the desert land laws, a desert land
entry petiticn-application will not be allowed.

Bulcn Van Tassel. 33 IELA 221 (Dec. 22, 1977)

Where the Secretary by appropriate notice in the
Federal Beqister has classified certain lands fcr
multiple use management and such lands are segregated
from desert land entry, and the classification has net
been terminated by either a reclassification cr publi-
cation in Federal Beqister of termination cf classifi-
caticn, BLM properly denied petiticn-application for
desert land entry.

£au2_IU_Jenkins, 39 IBLA 111 (Jan. 29, 1979)

»el2i£_V._Irandseni_Bar_v_C.
(Sept. 26. 1979)

dsen, «3 IELA IK



DESERT LAND. ENTRY— Continued

HATER SUPPLY

Rejection of a desert land entry application because
the applicant has failed to supply satisfactory evi-
dence of a right to the permanent use of sufficient
water to irrigate and reclaim the irrigable portion
of the entry will be set aside and the applicant's re-
quest for a hearing granted where there is conflicting
evidence in the record concerning the sufficiency of
the water supply and Hhere the applicant has alleged
facts which, if proved, would result in a different
conclusion.

Dixie L. B-jornestad et al.. 27 IBLA 201 (Oct. 6, 1976)

ENDANGERED SPECIES. ACT OP 1973

SECTION 7

Consultation

ENVIRONMENTAL POLIC Y ACT—Continued

established procedures, and is the reascnable result
cf his study cf such record.

Our Fublic Lands. 29 IEIACitizens' Cc urn it tee tc S a

U8 (Feb. 16,~1977)

An application for a communication site under 13 C.S.C
5 961 (1970) should te denied where utilization cf an
existing right-of-way is practical under «3 C.S.C.
« 1763 (19 ) and where the proposed site would have
an adverse iipact en the environment.

"Practical." under «3 O.S.C.
ticn cf a near]

1763 <19__). utilize-
ticn cf a nearby existing communication site is prac-
tical where the site is suitatle and the expense cf
utilization would net be unreasonable as compared with
enviicnmental damage from a proliferation of sites.

Jicari lla Arache Indian Tribe . 29 IBIA 57 (Feb. 16,

Sec. 7 of the Endangered Species Act and the Secre-
tary's regulations require consideration of not enly
the impacts of the particular activity subject to con-
sultation, but also the cumulative effects of other ac-
tivities or programs which may have similar impacts en
a listed species or its habitat.

In determining which projects or activities should be
evaluated while reviewing cumulative impacts to endan-
gered species or their habitat, a "rule of reason"
should be applied which considers, inter alia, the se-
quence of those impacts, the degree of administrative
discretion remaining to be exercised, and sitilar
factors.

When parties are to offer evidence as to costs, tc a

mining claimant, cf treasures required by statute cr
regulaticn tc mitigate environmental impact from devel-
opment of a mine, it would te helpful fcr a Gcveitaent
contestant tc assist an intervening State government
and the claimant in computation cf such ccsts; bewever,
under U2 D.S.C. « a 3 32 (1970), an environmental iipact
statement is net required prior to the nondiscreticnary
Federal acticn cf issuance cf a mineral patent.

jj n i t ed_Sj a_te s_ v^_ Pjt t s b n r g h_ Pac i f ic_C c .

(June 15, 1977)

Cumulative Impacts - Sec. 7

Act.jDec, 2§, ,1973. 87 Stat.
(July 19, 1978)

Critical_Habitat

= Endangered Species
"1921. M-36905

85 I.C. 275

A Federal agency's responsibility to insure against
critical habitat modification or destruction cannot be
satisfied with the adoption of project modifications
which ameliorate and reduce, but do not eliminate, the
adverse impacts of the project upon critical habitat.

2^-A£Eli£a^iliti^f^h^_Conce£t_of_Bitiaation_tg
Critical Habitat. H-36895 (July 1U, 1977) SU I.D. «0:

To secure tbe exemption under sec. MC« (r) cf the
Hater Pollution Ccntrcl Act fcr projects describ
envircnmental statement, compliance with seven s

conditions is required. The exenpticn dees net
the laintenance of existing Federal projects, bu
to new construction. Hhile the exeopticn prcvid
alternative procedure tc achieve ccmpliance with
«0« cf the Act for a limited category of Federal
ects under very specific cenditiens, it dees not
the substantive requirements that apply tc the i

of dredged cr fill material.

Permit Requirements for Discharge of Dredged cr Fill
Water ial_0nd€r_sectic^«0i4_ci_tie_iedejaljater_lcllu=
ti9n_Ccntrcl_Acti_3 3_Ui S.Ci_i_lJjji.. «- 36915 (Aug. 27.
1979) 86 I.E. «CC
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Mitigation

A Federal agency's responsibility to insure against
critical habitat modification or destruction cannct be
satisfied with the adoption of project modif icatiens
which ameliorate and reduce, but do not eliminate, the
adverse impacts of the project upon critical habitat.

The Appljcabili
Critical Habitat.

.the_Conce£t_of_Mitigaticn_tc
36895 (July 1«, 1977) 8U I.£

ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT
(See_also National Environmental Policy Act of 1969— if
included in this Index.)

Hhere an administrative decision is made that a pro-
posed action is not a major Federal acticn which will
significantly affect the quality of the human environ-
ment, so that no environmental impact statement need
be filed, that decision will be affirmed on review if
it appears to have been made by an authorized officer,
in good faith, based upon a proper and sufficient envi-
ronmental analysis record compiled in accordance with

ENVIRONME NTAL QUALITY
(See a lsc Air Quality, Pclluticn, Hater Eollution
Ccntrcl— if included in this Index.)

GENERALLY

As a conditicn precedent to the issuance of an cil and
gas lease, tbe Cepartment of the Intericr nay require
an applicant to accept a reasonable surface management
stipulation for the protecticn cf wildlife and water-
shed values.

Sicbard_P._Cullen, 18 TELA U1H (Feb. 10, 1975)

The execution cf special stipulaticns as a condition
precedent tc issuance of oil and gas leases fcr land
located in a naticnal fcrest may be required at the
discreticn of the Secretary of the Intericr in crder tc
protect environmental and other land use values. The
need for tbe stipulation should be clear and tbe stipu-
lation should te a reasonable means tc the intended
purpose. The Forest Service's recoimended stipulaticns
will be carefully considered by the Cepartment, tut the
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GENERALLY— Continued

final authority for oil and gas leasing on public
domain land rests in this Department .

Ia£l_li_«ils2n» 21 IBLA 392 (Aug. 27, 1975)

The execution of special stipulations as a condition
precedent to the issuance of oil and gas leases for
land located in national forests nay be reguired at
the discretion of the Secretary of the Interior in
order to protect environmental, recreational, and
other land use values. In each case the need for
the stipulation should be clear and the means to
accomplish the intended purpose should be reasonable.

Bi 1 1_Ji_ Mad dox , 22 IBLA 97 (Sept. 22, 1975)

Where the reason given for the partial rejection of a

noncompetitive geothermal lease applicaticn is that the
Environmental Analysis Record has recommended against
leasing the lands because they lie within an area asso-
ciated with historic trails, and the records indicate
that the State Office has approved leasing similar
areas subject to protective stipulations, the decisicn
will be set aside and the case remanded for further
consideration to determine whether the lands should be
leased with protective stipulations.

R i char d_Ci_ Hoe fie , 2U IBLA 181 (Bar. 16, 1976)

K i£JS_G r e e ne , 2U IBLA 262 (Mar. 29, 1976)

The Secretary of the Interior may reguire an oil and
gas lease applicant to accept stipulations reasonably
designed to protect environmental and other land use
values as a condition precedent to the issuance cf a

lease. Where a Bureau of Land Management district-
wide environmental analysis record establishes the
likelihood that significant archaeological values are
prevalent in the district and may be found in the land
embraced by leases in that district, a special protec-
tive stipulation is not unreasonable solely because no
archaeological values have yet been discovered in the
lands in the lease offer.

Oil and gas lessees must bear the expenses occasioned
by compliance with stipulations for the protection of
the environment and other land use values.

Cecil.
1976)

A. Walker. Alan C. F. Dille'. 26 IBLA 71 (July 9,

The Secretary of the Interior may reguire execution cf
special stipulations reasonably designed to protect
environmental and other land use values as a conditicn
precedent to the issuance of an oil and gas lease. But
where a State Office of the Bureau of Land Management
seeks to impose a "no surface occupancy" stipulation,
the most stringent of stipulations, without showing
that it has considered less stringent stipulations, the
decisions will be set aside. Where the stated basis
for the imposition of the stipulation is the threat cf
oil and gas activities to automobile racing, the deci-
sion will be set aside particularly where the lease
offers include land primarily outside the boundaries
of the racing grounds withdrawal.

IN?IRONM|NTAL_fiUALITY

—

Continued

GENERALLY— Continued

It is proper to include environmental protection
stipulations in a pbcsphate lease even thcugb the
stipulations apply to privately owned surface lands
overlying the federally reserved mineral estate under
lease or to privately owned lands used in ccnjuncticn
with the lease.

Cominco_Americani_Inc., 26 IELA 329 (Sept. 1, 1S76)

The Eureau cf Land Management nay issue a scdiui (res-
pecting periit for lands adjacent tc areas withdrawn
for wildlife conservation purposes subject tc a stipu-
lation which provides that, in the event cf discovery
of an exploitable sodium deposit, nc preference right
lease will be issued unless hydrolcgic and ether envi-
ronmental analyses indicate that scdium ore can be
removed without a significant adverse environmental
impact on the wildlife habitat within the withdrawn

£a?.i£_!i_ H.S3be£» 27 IBLA U6 (Sept. 23. 1976)

An applicaticn for a communication site under «3 t.S-C.
» 961 (1970) should be denied where utilization cf an
existing right-of-way is practical under «3 O.S.C.
« 1763 (19 ) and where the proposed site would have
an adverse impact en the environment.

"Practical." Under «3 O.S.C. t 1763 (19 ), utiliza-
tion of a nearby existing coitunica t icn site is prac-
tical where the site is suitable and the expense cf
utilization would not be unreasonable as compared with
environmental damage frcm a proliferation cf sites.

Jica riU a_ A^ a c h e_ I n d i a n_lj;ibe

,

1977)
29 IELA 57 (Feb. 16,
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Although the Bureau of Land Management fay reguir
special stipulations as are necessary fcr the pro
cf the lands embraced in any lease, proposed spec
stipulations must be supported by valid reasons w

will be weighed by this Department with due regar
the public interest. It is the Bureau's respensi
to impose stipulations which are necessary, apprc
and reasonably related to oil and gas activities,
stipulation which would forbid the lessee tc cccu
surface must be set aside on appeal where ELM fai
provide adeguate justification fcr its impesitien
fails tc shew that it has considered less stringe
stipulaticns.

N£ia_lr_Senderson, 31 IBLA 217 (July 6, 1977)

Where, rather than delay action on an oil and gas lease
offer pending a wilderness review and management
decisicn pursuant to sec. 603 of the Federal lard Icl-
icy and Eanagement Act, the Eureau cf Land Management
proposes to issue the lease immediately subject tc a

"no surface occupancy" stipulation under the apparently
mistaken impression that the applicant bad so reguested,
the decisicn will be set aside and acticn en the lease
offer will be deferred until a final decisicn can be
made.

Vern K. Jones et 26 IBLA 165 (Aug. U, 1976)

Cell K. Batch and Amc
(Dec. 19, 1977)

ten. Co.. 33 IEIA 13e
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GENERALLY—Continued

It is appropriate for the Eureau of Land Management tc

reject a right-of-way application for a pipeline to
convey water from a spring on public lands to private
lands where it has determined that the overall effect
of granting similar applications in a given area would
be adverse to the public interest and allowance of one
application might establish a precedent contrary to the
public interest.

Stanlei_Si_Leachx_Boj
1978"

ma H. Leach. 35 IELA 53 (May 9,

ENVUC»MENTAL_£OALITI— Continued

ENVIRONMENTAL ST ATEMENT S— Cont i nuet
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Where the primary reason for the State Office rejectior
of a millsite application appears to be that the Envi-
ronment Protection Agency has recommended against the
issuance of a patent because of possible adverse ef-
fects on the environment which the Federal Government
will not be able to control if patent issues, the deci-
sion of the State Office will be reversed where the
applicant shows that he has fulfilled the reguireaent
of 30 O.S.C. $ i»2 (1970) , and where the State having
jurisdiction over the operation after patent issues has
a strict environmental protection law with safeguards
against possible adverse effects on the environment.

Uiah—IniSEnational^Inc.., 36 IBLA 219 (Aug. 8, 1978)

The Secretary of the Interior is obligated to support
and implement the national policy expressed by Congress
in the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969.

Cecil A._Halkerx Alan_C._F._Di|llei,
19767

IBLA 71 (July 9,

Southern Califprn:
t»2 IBLA 16«~(AugT"

a Motorcycle CI

i

17T"l979)
Inc., Sierra Cli

Although the Bureau of Land Management may reguire such
special stipulations as are necessary for the protec-
tion of the lands embraced in any lease, en appeal such
special stipulations must be supported by valid reasons
which will be weighed by the Department with due regard
for the public interest, and where the stipulation and
reason therefore does not appear in the record, the
record must be augmented en remand.

Jase^M-^J^hudnow, " 3 IBLA 375 (Oct. 31, 1979)

Where an administrative decision is made tha
posed acticn is not a major Federal acticn w

significantly affect the guality cf the huia
ment, so that no environmental impact statem
be filed, that decisicn will be affirmed en
it appears tc have teen made by an authcrize
in geed faith, based upon a proper and suffi
ronmental analysis record compiled in accord
established procedures, and is the reascnabl
cf his study cf such record.

Citi2ens' Committee to Save Ogr Public lands
148 (Feb. 16, 1977)
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Pe rmi t Requirements, fcr Discharge ofCredged or li^l
Waierial_Onder_Secticn_jtOU_cf~the_Fideral_ Water" Eel lu;
iIonIcontrol~Acti_i3_a.S.Ci_i_lJJJ«7 B- 3691 5 ( Aug. 27"
1979) 86 I.I. UCC

The Bureau of Land Management, on behalf of the Secre-
tary of the Interior, may condition issuance of a lease
on the execution of a no surface occupancy stipulation
where on appeal the record shows that the Bureau has
adequately considered the factors involved and the
stipulation is a reasonable means to accomplish proper
Departmental purposes.

H._Ei_Shillander. UU IBLA 216 (Dec. 11, 1979)

ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENTS

The drawing of an offer for a noncompetitive lease in
a simultaneous oil and gas lease drawing creates no
vested rights in the offeror, and the offerer cannct
compel the issuance of a lease before an environmental
analysis has been made where the Eureau cf Land Manage-
ment has determined that the environmental analysis is
necessary for the protection of the resources of the
particular area.

£S!ila_Ji_Jones, 2H IBLA 76 (Feb. 2<l, 1976)

E COI TABLE. AtJUDICAIICN

GENERALLY

Where the claimant cf a trade and manufacturing site
who has substantially complied with the requireietts
of law and regulation makes a legitisate contract fcr
the ccnditicnal sale of the business to ancther tefcre
filinq his application for patent, equitable adjudica-
tion will be invoked to prevent an intervening land
classification acticn from operating to destroy the
interest of both the claimant and his buyer and defeat-
ing the purpese of the Act.

Faul.M. Jovick. 19 IELA 283 (Apr. 7, 1975)

Equitable estoppel will net operate to bar a mining
claim contest cr alter its result where it is net shewn
that some officer of the Government, who was authorized
to declare the claims valid, falsely misrepresented tc,
or concealed material facts from the claimants concern-
ing the validity of the claims with the intention that
the claimants should act in reliance therecn, with the
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result that the claimants were t

so, to their ultimate damage.

"nited_States_v i
(Apr. 2U, 1975)

by induced tc do

Fleming et al.. 20 IBLA 83

A request for equitable adjudication relief to permit
purchase of a headquarters site claim is premature in
the absence of an application to purchase the claim.

The equitable adjudication authority is not appropri-
ate and may not be applied to permit the filing cf a

headquarters site notice cf location after the land
has been withdrawn.

Rene Lan ireux, 20 IBLA 2U3 (Bay 16, 1975)

Equitable adjudication authority is not appropriate
and may not be applied to permit filing of a homesite
notice of location after the land has been withdrawn.

Knute.P. Lind. 21 IBLA 81 (June 27, 1975)

Equitable adjudication is not appropriate where a head-
quarters site applicant has not substantially complied
with the law.

Ray W. Ferguson, 22 IBLA 160 (Sept. 30, 1975)

Where an applicant to purchase a trade and manufacturing
site or a headquarters site states he was frustrated
in completing his improvements and showing sufficient
use of the land as required by the law because of more
difficult or complex problems than anticipated, but has
not shown that this operation could reasonably be ex-
pected to be successful, such problems will not afford
any basis for equitable adjudication of his application
to purchase.

Onited States v. Ronald B. Tip pett s.

TSar. 31, 1977)
29 IBLA 3«8
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A homestead claimant who contracts for the planting
of "enough acreage to satisfy the homestead law" in
an essentially worthless hay crop in an area of Alaska
where there are no livestock, and with no intenticn tc
harvest or utilize it even though it successfully ma-
tured, has performed only a token compliance which is,
prima facie, demonstrative of bad faith. A good faith
devotion of the land to productive and profitable agri-
cultural use is essential to satisfy the purpose and
intent of the agricultural land entry laws.

iL§nxy,_E.i_Bee_ves , 31 IBLA 2U2 (July 18, 1977)

EQOITABLE AD

J

udication—Continued

GIBEBA1LX— Ccn tinned

When a first-drawn oil and gas lease effer is
disqualified because it is unsigned cr undated, the
Department's equitable adjudication authority may not
be invoked tc divest the first- qual ified drawee cf his
preference right to a lease.

David Lj. Hansen^ John B^ Hurdle, John_Fa_and Inez B.
Crliir, 32 IELA 272"sept. 277 1977)

Where a lining claimant alleges that forest rangers
allowed bim to build and cccupy a cabin en the claim
without inferming bim that it was illegal tc dc sc, it
is not apprcpriate tc estcp the Government from declar-
ing the claim null and void, for several reasons: mere
acquiescence in an action is not "affirmative miscon-
duct" by a Government employee, as it was net false
representaticn or ccncealient of material facts dene
with the intent that the claimant rely thereon; the im-
pression created by the inaction cf the fcrest rangers
was not erroneous and, so, claimant was net misled, as
be cculd rightfully meve the cabin tc the site and oc-
cupy it as lenq as so doing was incident tc lineral
development cf a valid mining claim; and because the
claimant shculd have known that he cculd net live en
the premises indefinitely despite his failure tc devel-
op the claim, and that he would have to move the cabin
cr lese it, if the claim was declared null and vcid.

Onited States v, Joseph,

l

arsen and F e rris l arsen.
36 IELA 13C (July 2=7 1976)

Where land within a trade and manufacturing site is
withdrawn frcm apprcpriaticn pricr tc ccgni2able oc-
cupancy and use for purposes of trade or manufacture
under 03 O.S.C. « 687a (1970) and «3 CFE Subpart iltl,
an invalid claim cannot be perfected, and appellart has
not shown wherein she is entitled tc eguitable adjudi-
cation under «3 CFB 1871.1.

Sa nd.v_ Fondj , 37 IBLA U8 (Sept- 18, 1978)

Equitable adjudication of an application tc purchase
headquarters site claim filed at least 8 years after
the land has been withdrawn must be denied as substat
tial compliance with the law has not teen made where
neither occupancy cf the site prior to the withdrawal
nor after the withdrawal could validly be censidered
under the law.

Bene.£A_Lamcur enx_d^b^_Frescj3_Lamcuie ux , 39 I El A 3(

(Jan. 15, 1979)

Equitable estoppel against the Gcvernment will net li<
where there has teen nc affirmative misconduct by an
authcrized agent or officer resulting in a lisrepxesei
taticn cf fact upen which a party was led to rely to
bis ultimate detriment.

D crcthy ,
Sm ith. 39 IELA 306 (Feb. 23, 1979)

Ihe Government is net estepped from rejecting oil and
gas lease effers because the offerers* leasing agent
alleges that he relied on a representaticn by efficers
of ELM that his disclaimer cf his interest in the effer
was valid and therefore failed to amend his service
agreement with his clients tc remeve the interest-
creating prevision, where it appears that Eir did net
in fact so represent.

f£edefick_Wi_Lowei_et_ali , K0 IELA 381 (Bay IK, 1S7S)
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The Alaska Native Claiis Settlement Act, 03 O.S.C.
« 1617 (1976), repealed the Act of Hay 17, 1906, as
amended, 03 O.S.C. «$ 270-1 to 27C-3 (197C) , with the
exception of applications pending on Dec. 18, 1971. 1

State Office decision rejecting a native allotment ap-
plication for an additional parcel of land filed pur-
suant to the Act of Hay 17, 1906, after Dec. 18, 1971,
will be affined. Eguitatle adjudication, which re-
guires substantial compliance with the law, will not
be invoked where there is no evidence that such an
application was tiiely filed with BIA.

Hora L. Sanford . 03 IELA 70 (Sept. 19, 1979)

SOBSTAHTIAL COHPLIAHCE

Bhere the claimant of a trade and lanufacturing site
who has substantially complied with the requirements of
law and regulation makes a legitimate contract fcr the
conditional sale of the business to another before fil-
ing his application for patent, eguitable adjudication
will be invoked to prevent an intervening land classi-
fication action from operating to destroy the interest
of both the claimant and his buyer and defeating the
purpose of the Act.

Paul H. Jovick. 19 IBLA 283 (Apr. 7, 1975)

where a homestead entryman has cleared and trcken ground
and allowed a portion of the cleared, plowed acreage to
grow up with a species of native wheat grass, such acre-
age is not "cultivated" within the meaning of 03 CFR
2567.5(b), and the entryman's final proof is properly
rejected where it shows on its face that the native
grass acreage constituted an indispensable portion of
the entryman's attempt at meeting the cultivation re-
guirements of the homestead laws. Since there was not
substantial compliance with the cultivation reguire-
ments, eguitable adjudication cannot be properly
invoked.

Clarence Bay Hathis. 29 IBLA 150 (Bar. 0, 1977)

A factual error by the Government is not a basis for
imposing the extraordinary relief of eguitable estop-
pel where the person seeking the estoppel became aware
of the true facts shortly thereafter, had not substan-
tially complied with the public land laws, and contin-
ued knowingly and repeatedly trespassing on lands not
open to settlement, where the Government makes prompt,
reasonable, and consistent efforts to correct any mis-
understanding caused ty this error, and where the Gov-
ernment's actions did not result in the foreclosure of
an opportunity to assert a legal right.

Bhere during the 5-year term of a homestead there is a

failure to comply with the residence and cultivation
reguirements and the requirement of a habitable bouse,
and where subseguent efforts meet only the requireient
for a habitable house, there can be no eguitable adju-
dication based on substantial compliance with the home-
stead law.

Bherein one year the homestead land is leveled and seec
is hand broadcast on the ground in late October after
the first frost in Alaska, and the following year seed
is simply scattered on the snow by a claimant who as-
serts he is "not a farmer at all" and does not know
whether this is accepted practice, the cultivation re-
guirements of the law have not been substantially met.

Henry E . Beeves. 31 IBLA 202 (July 18, 1977)

IC0I 1 AELE AC JOEICATICN—Continued

SOESTABTIAI COHPLIANCE

—

Continued

Eguitatle adjudicaticn of an application to purchase a

headquarters site claim filed at least 8 years after
the land has teen withdrawn must te denied as substan-
tial compliance with the law has net teen made wtere
neither occupancy of the site prior to the withdrawal
nor after the withdrawal could validly te considered
under the law.

|ene_Pi_Lamcureux_d^b/a_FrenchjL.iaiojteux, 3S I EI A 2 6

(Jan. 15, 1979)

ESTOPPEL

The doctrine of collateral estoppel will not bar the
administrative ccntest of the validity of five lining
claims which, together with another claim, were the
subject cf previous condemnation actions for the tak-
ing cf a temporary exclusive easement over the claiis,
where the issue cf the validity of the individual
claims was net actually litigated and it was whcllj
unnecessary fcr the Court to adjudicate that issce in
rendering its judgment.

Eguitatle estoppel will net operate to tar a lining
claim ccntest cr alter its result where it is cct sbcwi
that some officer of the Government, who was authcri2ec
to declare the claims valid, falsely misrepresented te,
cr concealed material facts from the claimant concern-
ing the validity cf the claim with the intention that
the claimant should act in reliance therecn, with the
result that the claimant was thereby induced tc dc so,
to bis ultimate damage.

21.£niied_Si
1976)

t L. Johnson. 23 IEIA 309 (Can.

A noncompetitive oil and gas lease applicant's failure
to submit the statement cf interest cf the ether par-
ties in interest to the offer is net excused, net is
the Department estopped tc reject such an offer, ty his
reliance on the Department's prior erroneous issuance
of a lease tc the applicant en an offer which was defi-
cient fcr the same reason.

IS2I_5i_Ila£a3aB_St_3li» 25 IELA 26S (Jun< is-.o

Prior recognition cf grazing privileges tased cr
licensee's errcnecus statement cf cwnership cf base
property does not estop the Department from caccelirc
the privileges when it becomes aware cf the facts.

£barles_Stewart, 26 IELA 16C ai 1976)

The fact that assessment work has teen performed en a

ing claim dees net estop the Government from deter-
ining the validity cf a claim ty proper prcceedirgs
iving adeguate nctice and an opportunity fcr a hearing
iere there are disputed determinative facts. Ecwever,
iere the claim was lecated after land has teen with-
:awn from mining, it is proper for the Eureau cf land

Hanagement tc declare a claim null and vcid at ititic
without a hearing.

l2I_Bi_Cummins, 26 IELA 223 (Aug. 17, 1976)



ESTOPPEL

—

Continued

An applicant for a private land exchange cannot tenefit
from the doctrine of equitable estoppel where no agent
of the Government who was authorized to consummate the
exchange falsely and materially misrepresented tc or
concealed material facts froa appellant concerning the
Government's position with respect to the proposed
exchange.

ISTOEPEJr- Continued

Siesta_InvestmentSj Inc. [BLA 118 (Ncv. 15, 1976)

A lessee of the water from a well owned by the Federal
Government, who agrees that his use of the water will
not be used as a basis for obtaining a permanent water
right and who nevertheless proceeds to try to obtain a

water right in State court based en that use, will be
estopped from asserting any resulting decree of the
State court for any purpose.

Park Center Water District and The Canon Heights Irri-
3aticn_and_ieservoir_Coi , 28 IBLA 368~ (FetT 37 1977)

8U I.C. 87

where an applicant for grazing privileges dees net she*
the type of misconduct which would be a basis for es-
toppel against the Government, the provisions of "43 CFE
4115.2-1 (e) (9) (i) and (e) (13) (i) cannot be waived on
the basis of such misconduct.
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ir W. Eoone, I el; 3C5 (Sept. 30, 1977)

Fstoppel will net be applied against the Gcvemme
when the sole basis for sc doing is a statement I

applicant fcr a prcspecting permit that a Geclcgi
Survey employee indicated that he cculd file the
caticn in his own name, since this statement was
necessarily a misrepresentation, and since in an;
the applicant had no right to rely en this statei
because the Geclogical Survey is not the agency i

rized to make representatiens as tc the proper fi

cf prcspecting applications.

Hii! adean Eatt en. Essex Bineral su_ I dc^^J a t i c n a 1

Carri ers. In c.. 32 IELA 35C (Cct. 21, 197T)

:al

i fF li-

A i_£i_Findlai_iA£Eellantli_V^rmillion_CliJf-Catti6
Co., .(Intervenorj, 29 IBLA 262 (Mar. 25, 1977)

Where tests performed by the BLB to determine whether
rock placed on a timber road met specif icatiens were
not completed until the timber purchaser had finished
his work on the road, there can be no basis for estop-
pel even if that doctrine were otherwise applicable.

Tgn.cgj.lnc. . 29 IBLA 298 (Bar. 30, 1977)

An estoppel of the Government to refuse acceptance of
late rental payments is not created where in the past
the BLB accepted rental payments after the anniversary
date pursuant to 43 CFB 3103.3-2(e) (1) providing if the
office to receive payment is closed on the anniversary
date, payment will be considered timely if received en
the next official working day.

A prerequisite of the reinstatement process is the ten-
der of payment within 20 days of the anniversary date
which protects the right of the lessee to petition for
reinstatement. The check is then deposited in an un-
earned account to create a record of it, and bring it
under accounting control, however, depositing of the
check does not create an estoppel against the Government.

Adolph F. Huratori. 31 IBIA 39 (June 21, 1977)

The failure cf a nencompetitive oil and gas lease
efferer to complete the date en the simultaneous oil
and gas drawing entry card is net excused, and the te-
partment is net estopped to reject such an offer, by
his reliance en the Department's pricr errcneous issu-
ance of a lease in acceptance of an effer which was
deficient fcr the same reason.

Tina A . B egan, 33 IELA 213 (Dec. 21, 1977)

Where a BLH employee allegedly misinforms a mining
claimant cencerning the filing cf a patent application,
the Government is not estepped from requiring that the
resulting error be corrected.

ch.ar les_ficuse x_Brs. Lecnard
~<Jan7~10,~1978)

;r, 33 IEIA 3C6

The general rule is that reliance en erroneous cr in-
ccmplete information provided by Federal employees
cannct create any rights not authorized by law.

Ieltcn_E._Hall, 33 IBLA 349 (Jan. 16, 1976)

WZI Investment Corp.. 36 IELA 355 (Aug. 31, 1978)

Cermet S. BcGlinchey. 38 IBLA 211 (Dec. 6, 1976)

The Government is not estopped from applying new provi-
sions enacted in an amendment to the Bineral Leasing
Act to an application for modification of an existing
coal lease on account of laches, administrative delay,
or misrepresentation by Government employees of the
fact of Federal ownership of the land sought in the
application.

1977)
IBLA 290 (July 22,

There is no estoppel applicable to the Department of
the Interior where it has changed a clearly errcnecos
regulaticn tc comport with an amendment tc the cil and
gas leasing laws enacted seme 15 years previcusly. Ihe
Department is not precluded from correcting that *hich
is "clearly erroneous."

Yates Petrcleui 34 IBLA 7 (Feb. 8, 1978)



ESTOPPEL—Continued

The Government is not estopped from collecting royalty
payments which ate owed, even if it has accepted
iiproper payments in the Fast.

ESTOFPEL—Continued

Beliance upon erroneous advice provided by a non-
Govetnaental filing service cannct relieve an cil
and gas applicant of an obligation iipcsed en hii
by regulation.

John G. Reane. 37 IELA 36U (Nov. 2, 1976)

Long-tera belief by Federal officers that land was sob-
ject to a valid patent, when, in fact, the land could
not legally have been conveyed because of withdrawal ci

reservation, does not serve as a basis for divesting
the Government of title to the land by estoppel.

Roland and Barie Oswald. 35 IBLA 79 (Bay 12, 1978)

Beliance upon erroneous advice or incomplete informatiot
provided by BLH employees cannot relieve the owner of a

mining claim of an obligation imposed on him by statute
or relieve him of the consequences imposed by a statute
for his failure to comply with its requirements.

Paul, S..
i

CouDgy
i
. 35 IBLi 112 (Bay 15, 1978)

Clair B. Caldwell et al. . 12 IBLi 139 (Aug. 16, 1979)

Hhere BLB reduced grazier's privileges beca
loss of ownership of base property from whi
ifications had not in fact been transferred
attachment to other property owned by gra2i
estoppel is not invoiced against BLB since g
own testimony at hearing showed that he was
rant of true facts as to lack of transfer t

ing qualifications and that he did not in f
his detriment on BLB official's representat
transfer back.

Roger J. Basmusson. 36 IBLA 98 (July 13, 1978)

where a mining claimant alleges that forest rangers
allowed hia to build and occupy a cabin on the claim
without informing him that it was illegal tc do sc, it
is not appropriate to estop the Government from declar-
ing the claim null and void, for several reasons: mere
acquiescence in an action is not "affirmative miscon-
duct" by a Government employee, as it was net false
representation or concealment of material facts dene
with the intent that the claimant rely thereon; the im-
pression created by the inaction of the forest rangers
was not erroneous and, so, claimant was not misled, as
he could rightfully move the cabin to the site and oc-
cupy it as long as so doing was incident to aineral
development of a valid mining claim; and because the
claimant should have known that he could not live on
the premises indefinitely despite his failure to devel-
op the claim, and that he would have to move the cabin
or lose it, if the claim was declared null and void.

United States v. Joseph Larsen and Ferris Larsen.

iuse of his
Let tlis qual-
i a»a y for
er. equitable
irazier by his
> not lgnc-
;ack of graz-
act rely to
KCS ; en that

Beliance upen erroneous or incomplete infermatien pro-
vided by Governient employees cannct create any rights
net authorized by law. U3 CFB 1E1C.3|C).

T om Erown . 37 IBLA 361 (Bcv. 6, 1976)

The authority cf the united States to enforce a public
right cr protect a public interest is not vitiated cr
lost by acquiescences of its officers cr agents, cr by
their laches, neglect of duty, failure to act, cr de-
lays in the performance of their duties.

united States v. Banrice L. Hilscn ,

(Dec. 1U, 1578)
38 IEIA 3CE

United States is not subject to a defense of laches in
an action tc enforce a public right. Thus, where EIE
tcck apprciima tely 2 years to declare reversion tc
United States cf title tc land patented with reversion-
ary clause under Becreaticn and Eutlic Purposes Act,
appellants may find nc relief in eguitable dectrine of
laches.

Bcberta Thompson and Bichard Lee Enrnham. 38 IEIA 333
(Dec. 2C, 1976)

Beliance en erroneous information provided by Federal

cgaret ». Collier, 39 IEIA 61 (Jac

Estoppel tc preclude a charge of trespass is net in-
voked against BLB where ELB's partially completed
fences en Federal land dc net restrain cattle and
there is nc evidence that ELB agreed tc censtruct
and/cr maintain said fences fcr the benefit cf the
grazier, and such grazier was at all times aware cf
these facts.

The grazing reg
alia ) (fcraerly
respcnsitility i

grazier, and Go
implesented ond<
to tar sanction;
tc estop BLE ft'

ilaticns («3 CFB UlUC.l (b) (1) , inter
«3 CFB H112. 3-l(a) and (b)) Flace the
if ccntrolling cattle sguarely en the
ernment range management pclicies as
it acts of Congress cannct te asserted
(here trespasses have beer
alleging trespasses.

prcvec cr

36 IBLA 130 (July 25, 1978) E urea n of Land Banageient
e_t_ai_., 39 IELA 272 "(Feb."

lollam
1979T

here the bidder may have understood from BLB that a
bank draft was an acceptable form of remittance but si

mitted a sight draft, there is no basis for estoppel.

Besa. Petroleum. Co.. 37 IBLA 103 (Sept. 28, 1978)

Eguitable estoppel against the Governient will net lie
where there has been nc affirmative miscenduct by an
autberized agent or officer resulting in a misrepresen-
tation of fact upon which a Fatty was led tc rely tc
his ultimate detriment.

.£o£°Iky,_Saith, 39 IBLA 306 (Feb. 23, 1979)



ESTOPPEL—Continued

blh is not estopped to readjust a coal lease issued
pursuant to the teems of sec. 7, Hineral Leasing act,
30 U.S.C. « 207 (1970), by its failure to readjust said
lease prior to or immediately after expiraticn of its
20-year period.

California. Port lanJLCement_Co..
40 IBLA 339 (Hay 10, 1979)

Josebud_Cca l_Sa le s_Cci ,

The Government is not estopped from rejecting oil and
gas lease offers because the offerors' leasing agent
alleges that he relied on a representation by officers
of BLH that his disclaimer of his interest in the offer
was valid and therefore failed to amend bis service
agreement with his clients to remove the interest-
creating provision, where it appears that BLH did not
in fact so represent.

Frederick W. Lowey et al.. 40 IBLA 381 (Hay 14, 1979)

Reliance on incomplete information supplied by Bureai
of Land Hanagement employees cannct estop the United
States or excuse compliance with a regulation.

Ired.Si.Ghelar ducci , 41 IBLA 277 (June 28, 1979)

The elements of an estoppel are the following: (1) The
party to be estopped must know the facts; (2) he must
intend that his conduct shall be acted on or must sc
act that the party asserting the estoppel has a right
to believe it is so intended; (3) the latter must be
ignorant of the true facts; and (4) he must rely on the
former's conduct to his injury.

Estoppel is available as a defense against the Govern-
ment if the Government's wrongful conduct threatens tc
work a serious injustice and if the public's interest
would not be unduly damaged by the imposition of
estoppel.

Estoppel of the Government is an extraordinary remedy,
expecially as it relates to public lands, and is to be
applied with the greatest care and circumspection.

Edward L..Ellis_and Steve B._Ellig. 42 IEIA 66 (Aug. 8,
1979)

A delay in adjudication of an application by the Depart-
ment cannot create rights contrary to law.

New England Fish Co., 42 IBLA 200 (Aug. 22, 1979)

ESTOPPEL

—

Continued

An oil and gas lease en which there is nc well capable
cf producing oil or gas in paying quantities will auto-
matically terminate en the anniversary date of the
lease upen failure of lessee to pay the linimui annual
rental, despite a partial payment submitted on the ba-
sis of a partial relinquishment, which was ineffective
because not filed by the record title bclder pursuant
to 43 CFB 3108.1, and despite issuance cf a Bureau cf
Land Hanageient decision subsequent tc the anniversary
date confirming a decreased annual rental.

|ji.J J .lrgd,§bay. •"> "i» iei ihov. 30, 1979)

A perscn filing a simultaneous offer for an cil and ga
lease is presumed tc understand the difference betweer
a filing in the name of a trust and a filing in ac in-
dividual capacity, and despite an allegation that the
trust filing was instructed by unspecified Eureau of
land Hanagement personnel, the principles cf estoppel
may net be invoked to change a defective trust filing
into a filing by an individual.

Tcnv C. Hiel sen. 44 IBLA 269 (Dec. 19, 1979)

EV ICENCE

GENERALLY

In determining the validity of a mining claim io a Gov
ernment contest, the entire evidentiary record lust be
considered; therefore, if evidence presented by the
ccntestees shews that there has not been a disccvery,
it may be used in reaching a decision that the clait
is invalid because of a lack cf disccvery, regardless
cf any defects in the Governent's prima facie case.

united States v T Clarion H t laylor, S r^j_a n d_G ej a 1

d

C'Ccnnor. 19 IEIA 9 (Feb. 20, 1975) 82 I.I. 68

Ncnrepresentative mineral samples alcne cannct prcve
the existence of valuable mineralization exposed within
a vein. If, however, other evidence establishes such
mineralization, the samples may be given seme weight tc
support geological inferences cf the value cf a lede
mining claim.

Where the preponderance of the evidence in a lining
claim contest supports an administrative law judge's
dismissal cf a contest complaint, that decisicn will
not be disturbed upen appeal.

Onited_States_v t_Kinsley Banch Rescrt^Jnc^
20 IBLA 14 (Apr. 16, 1975)

.51.31,

Estoppel of the Government is an extraordinary remedy,
especially as it relates to public lands, and is to be
applied with the greatest care and circumspection.

The elements of an estoppel are the following: (1) The
party to be estopped must know the facts; (2) he must
intend that his conduct shall be acted on or must so
act that the party asserting the estoppel has a right
to believe it is so intended; (3) the latter must be
ignorant of the true facts; and (4) he must rely on the
former's conduct to his injury.

Estoppel is not available against the Government when
the Government agent making representations acts teyend
the scope of his authority. Furthermore, reliance upen
information or the opinion of any officer or employee
of BLH cannot operate to vest any right net authcrized
by law.

Dorothi.Smith^.Keith^,
1979)

JJai§s, 44 IBLA 25 (Nov. 6,

An administrative law judge has a duty to conduct a
hearing in such a manner that all available relevant
facts in a lining ccntest will be adduced. Be shculd
take special care to do so where a party is without
counsel and there is confusicn concerning the status cf
purported tendered evidence.

Evidence submitted en appeal after an initial decisicn
in a lining contest may not be considered et relied
upen in making a final decisicn but lay cnlj be consid-
ered to determine if there should be a further hearing.

Onited St ates v.

(A F r. 17. 1S75)
jowa rd.S j .

BcKensie, 2C IEIA 36



EVIDENCE— Continued

GENERALLY—Continued

Where, prior to the rejection of her application, an
applicant for a Native allotment was advised of findings
which, unless rebutted, would result in the rejection of
the application, and was afforded an extended period cf
time in which to submit additional evidence, evidence
which is thereafter submitted for the first time en ap-
peal from the rejection decision, without explanation
of why it was not submitted when due, will not be favor-
ably considered in adjudicating the propriety of the
decision appealed from.

where the preponderance of credible evidence indicates
that the land applied for was not substantially used
and occupied by the applicant, to the potential exclu-
sion of others, for at least 5 years, the application
is properly rejected.

5a£i_»i2JialS» 22 IBLA 38« (Nov. 21, 1975)

An appeal before the Board on remand from the Court cf
Claims with instructions to admit evidence, previously
excluded under the parol evidence rule, for the purpose
of showing a pre-award agreement or an express or im-
plied concession as to the rate of use of helicopter
services, is denied where the record, augmented as the
Court directed, shows that the Government did not
change its method of contracting at appellant's request
but rejected the proposal to include a guaranteed mini-
mum daily rate of use and where an internal memorandum
from appellant's president shows that he understood at
the time of award that the contract could be flown at
the rate of 5 hours per day rather than the rate of
7 hours per day alleged later when the contract proved
unprofitable.

Appeal of Inter*Helo,
5U-7K (Dec. 1, 1975)

IBCA-713-5- (Ct. Cl.
82 I.I

Nc.

The Board of Land Appeals will not give favorable con-
sideration to new or additional evidence submitted with
an appeal from a rejection of a Native allotment appli-
cation in the absence of a satisfactory showing why the
evidence was not submitted to Bureau of Land Management
within the period afforded the applicant for the sub-
mission of such evidence.

Where the preponderance of credible evidence indicates
that the land applied for was not substantially used
and occupied by the applicant, to the potential exclu-
sion of others, for at least 5 years, the application
is properly rejected.

Alexandra. Atchak. 23 IBLA 81 (Dec. 12, 1975)

EVICINCE—Continued

' GENERALLY—Continued

Although, in a mining claim contest, the Government
may make a prima facie case of no discovery ty the
testimony of a mineral examiner that be has been en
the land in issue and saw ncthing cf mineral value, a

prima facie case is crdinarily net made where it is
established that the examiner was net on the land in
issue.

In a lining claim ccntest where a ccntestee is cf the
opinicn that the Government did not make a prima facie
case cf nc discovery, he may move tc have the case dis-
missed at the conclusion of the Government's case, and
then rest. The contest complaint cculd be dismissed if
the administrative law judge rules that no prima facie
case had beec made cf lack cf discovery and there is nc
ether evidence in the record to support the charges in
the complaint. Eut if the ccntestee gees fcrvard after
making such a motion to dismiss and presents his evi-
dence, that evidence must be censidered as part cf the
entire reccrd and its probative value will te weighed.
Thus, even if the Government has failed tc make a prima
facie case, evidence presented by the ccntestee which
supports the Government's ccntest charges may be used
against the ccntestee, regardless of the defects in the
Government's case.

United States v. Arizona Wining and Refining CcJa Inc.u
et.al.. 27 IELA 99 (Sept. 29, 19761

In deteriining whether a prcfitable market existed for
material frcm a particular lining claim frcm which nc
material has been scld, a hypcthetical market most te
created in which the new material plays its part. Ihe
new material from the claim at issue must te included
with that from all ether knewn potentially competitive
sources in calculating the factor of supply. If the
supply sc calculated amounts to a superabundance and sc
overwhelms the existing demand as tc reduce the value
cr profit increment tc a level below that which wculd
prove attractive tc a prudent man, the material cannot
be said tc te marketable at a profit.

U nited S tates v.
Ju dicial Remand) ,

L_Li_Cjfcorne_et_alJ_JSuui_cn
26 IBLA 13 (Nov. 8, 1976)

In determining the validity of a mining claim in a Gov-
ernment ccntest, the entire evidentiary reccrd must be
considered; therefore, if evidence presented cy ccntes-
tee shows there has net been a disccvery, it may te
used in reaching a decision that the claim is invalid
regardless cf any defects in the prima facie case.

"nit6J_SJatej_vJ_Llc3d_01Callaahan^_Si. J_et_al.
233 (Bar. 31, 1977)

IEIA

Where the Government fails to present a prima facie
case, a contestee, upon timely motion, may move to
dismiss the case and then rest. If, however, he goes
forward and presents evidence, that evidence will be
considered as part of the entire evidentiary record.
Therefore, even if the Government has failed to make
a satisfactory prima facie case, or the case is weak,
contestee's evidence may be used against him to estab-
lish that case. Furthermore, where contestee cheeses
to rebut the case, he must do so by a preponderance of
the evidence, bearing the risk of nonpersuasion if he
fails.

United States v. Alex Bechthold. 25 IBLA 77 (June 1,
1976)

lite th e

; a latent
cr cf title
ireduce ex-
:eds in her
Is and ether
ie deed s as
title shewn

Extrinsic evidence may be used tc make defin
description in a private deed which ccntains
ambiguity, either to determine actual cr eel
Therefore, a eclor cf title claimant may int
trinsic evidence to establish whether the de
chain of title were based upon plats, reccrd
documents which can te read tcgether with tb
creating a ecler of title beyond the actual
on an official Federal survey plat.

Satii_l!i_laiicv, 30 IBLA 320 (June 7, 1977) 6« I.C. 276

The burden cf the prepenent is net simply to preponder-
ate in the evidence produced; its burden is tc prcdoce
a preponderance of credible evidence, and the trier of
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fact is not required to believe or give any weight to
testimony which is inherently incredible.

United_St_tes_v__Frank and Wanita Melluzzo .____>_. _on
Judicial, Re mandl , 32~iIla""«6

_
(Sept . 2,~1977)

In a mining claim contest where a contestee is of the
opinion that the Government did not make a prima facie
case of no discovery, he may move to have the case dis-
missed at the conclusion of the Government's case, and
then rest. The contest complaint could he dismissed if
the administrative law judge rules that nc prima facie
case had been made of lack of discovery and there is
no other evidence in the record to support the charges
in the complaint. But if the contestee gees forward
after making such a motion to dismiss and presents his
evidence, that evidence must be considered as part of
the entire record and its probative value will be
weighed. Thus, even if the Government has failed to
make a prima facie case, evidence presented ty the ccn-
testee which supports the Government's contest charges
may be used against the contestee, regardless of the
defects in the Government's case.

In a proceeding to determine the validity of an unpat-
ented mining claim the claimants must prevail, if at
all, upon the strength of their own case, rather than
upon any Weakness in that of the Government.

__i__-LS_ate_____
32 IBLA 77 (Sept.

i. Rodqers ar

1977f
JL§r t ara_J__Rod_ e r s

,

When a mineral examiner testifies for the United States
that a discovery has not been made on a mining claim,
his opinion must be based on a proper factual founda-
tion. However, he is not required to perform discovery
work, to explore or sample beyond a claimant's workings,
or to excavate or rehabilitate any purportedly mineral-
ized area which is concealed ty overburden cr is other-
wise difficult of access. Under proper circumstances,
the testimony of the mineral examiner may establish a

prima facie case of lack of discovery even though he
was not physically on each mining claim.

United States v. Robert A . Rukke (Registered Agent),
Valumines, Inc., et al.. 32 IBLA 155 (Sept. 12, 1977)

When 33 percent of the available forage in a grazing al-
lotment is on Federal land and the remainder is en pri-
vate land, it is appropriate to find that 33 percent of
the forage consumed by cattle throughout the allctient
was Federal forage, in the absence of evidence tc the
contrary.

Where the official record of an oil and gas lease effer
contains nc indication either of when EIF received pay-
tent of first-year rental on the lease cr cf when ELH
believes it received this paysent, and where the enly
indication cf when the payment was made is a phctcccpy,
subiitted en appeal, cf a pcrticn cf an unidentified,
undated receipt which does not bear either the offer-
or's name or the serial number of his offer cr the con-
trol number cf the document, and which is net included
in the official reccrd, Bill's decisicn rejecting the
effer under U3 CFR 3112.1-1 for failure tc make this
payment within 15 days cf the offerer's receipt cf
notice that the rental was due will be reversed.

WiLl.is_L._Iaw ten, 36 IBLA 178 (July 31, 1976)

In a lining claim contest, no weight will te giver tc
claimant's allegaticn that the Government's mineral
examiner failed tc sample the disccvery pcint or the
best mineral showings, where the claimant was invited
to indicate bis disccvery tc the examiner and failed 1

do sc, and where he also failed to introduce ccrvircii
evidence of bis own that a discovery had been made.

U nit ed St ate s_x__I ar r__. Jc seph Ii m m

,

(Aug. 23,~1978)
36 IEIJ 316

Where a ccrpcrate patent applicant can trace its cwner-
ship of the claim back through a series of conveyances
to a mesne cwner who had title tc the claim quieted in
her by the decree of a court of competent jurisdiction,
there is nc need tc leck behind the quiet title decree
to an earlier break in the chain of title unless there
is reason tc believe that the interest which is unac-
counted for was not disposed of ty the litigation.
However, a court decree which merely distributes the
assets cf a decedent's estate is not a "guiet title
decree" in this context, and dees net ordinarily fore-
close the interests cf third parties whe hold the rec-
crd title to mining claims.

Brat t ain Contractors, Inc.. 37 IEIA 233 (Cct. 1€, 1976)

appl
wbic
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Bureau of Land Management v. Ross Babcoc k,

(Sept. 15, 1977)
32 IEIA
8« I.E.

17«
475

Where the official record of an oil and gas leas<
tains nothing either showing that an oil and gas

's $1C filing fee was included in a che<
dishenored by the drawee bank, or rebut

cant's assertion that his filing fee was

luded in another check processed ty EIC
ent, ELH's decisicn to cancel a lease i:

pursuant tc this offer because nc filing fee was
as required ty U3 CFB 3103.2-l(a) will net te sus
for that reason.

B oter t A. Chencweth. 38 IBLA 285 (Dec. 13, 1978)
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Proposed testimony of a witness as to the procedures
that would be followed by a person in private industry
in making a complete evaluation of a mining claim is
properly excluded as irrelevant because it does not
have a logical relation to the type of an examination
made by a Government mineral examiner to establish the
facts ort which the validity or invalidity of a mining
claim may be determined.

Where a contestee fails tc follow up his initial sugges-
tion at the hearing that a deposition of a possible wit-
ness be taken with a proper request, it is net error for
the administrative law judge to decide the case on the
record made at the hearing.

United States (Contestant) v. Earl Frisco and Sandra S.

_____L___o_l_st___!_. 32~IBLA~2U8 (Sept. 2l7~19777~~~

Where an oil and gas lease efferer fails to respond
within a prescribed period of time to an order tc sub-
mit specific infotmaticn necessary tc determine whether
his effer is valid, it is appropriate to reject the
offer.

Where a protestant against the issuance of an cil and
gas lease supports his allegations that the lease effer
is not qualified with sufficient evidence tc warrant
further inquiry or investigation ty EIH, the pretest
should not te sumirarily dismissed fcr failure of the
protestant to make positive prccf cf his allegations.
Instead, the protest should te adjudicated en its let-
its after all available information has been developed.

tee_Si_Eie2__i, 39 IBLA 211 (Feb. 8, 1979) 86 I.E. 8C
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Where the evidence as to specific trespass indicates
that of a number of cattle counted some sere located
on private intermingled land, but there were no bar-
riers, either natural or artificial, which would have
prevented the cattle on private land from going onto
the public land, it is proper to find that all cattle
counted would tend to consume forage at a rate propor-
tional to the ratio of forage available en private and
public lands.

Bureau of Land_nanaaement v. Holland Livestock Ranch
et_al_7~39 IBLA 272 (Feb.~15, 1979) 86 I.E. 133

Where a Native allotment application is filed befcre
the death of an applicant, proof of the applicant's
use and occupancy, if otherwise timely, may be filed
by the appropriate official of the Bureau of Indian
Affairs pursuant to U3 CFB 2561.2(a) after the appli-
cant's death. A decision rejecting the application
because the proof was filed after the applicant's
death must be set aside where the proof is net incon-
sistent with the application. Further proceedings
must be served upon the heirs, known or unknewn, by
appropriate service, and also upon conflicting claim-
ants, such as the State of Alaska.

E r ne s t_L . _0 lso n__ J r_ (Decea sed ) ,

1979)™
ill IBLA 179 (June 22,

Where legal conclusions are reached in an appellate
decision upon undisputed facts, and there has been nc
proffer of further facts which could compel different
legal conclusions, no useful purpose would be served
for a hearing, and a request therefor is prcperly
denied.

Flo_d_L.s Anderson,, [BLA 280 (Ju 28, 1979)
86 I.E. 3U5

£S ter_Pa nr u k , «3 IBLA 69 (Sept. 19, 1979)

Ui£ki_ Nicko 1 i , U3 IBLA 296 (Oct. 17, 1979)

EVItENCE— Continued

GENERALLY— Continued

A Government mineral examiner in evaluating a mining
claim is net required to perform disccvery wcrk, tc ex-
plore or sample teyend a claimant's wcrkings and it is
incumbent upen the mining claimant tc keep disccvery
points available for inspection by a Government mineral
examiner. While it is true that under prcper circua-
stances, the testimony cf the mineral examiner nay es-
tablish a prima facie case cf lack cf disccvery even
though he was not physically en each mining clain, in
the case at tar we need net decide whether a prima
facie case was made by contestant since the totality
cf the evidence establishes invalidity cf the claims.

The Board prcperly adopts a decision of an administra-
tive law judge holding mining claims null and vcid for
lack cf disccvery of certain minerals, i.e., geld, sil-
ver, ircn, titanium, feldspar, mica, silica refractcry
clay, stcnewcrk clay, refractory sand and glass, where
nondisccvery is established by the totality cf the
evidence.

I n

i

ted States v. Jon Zimmers and C 1 aj. r e K e 1 1_

,

l«2~|Nov. 3C, 1979)
1H IELA

Ordinarily, the pestmark en a letter will be assumed to
indicate the date and place of mailing in the absence
of evidence to the contrary. Reasonable diligence is
found where a rental payment, due in Billings ,• fentana ,

en June 1, 1979, was actually mailed frcm Wilticgtcn,
Delaware, on May 29, 1979, despite the fact that the
envelope containing such payment bears enly a Billings,
Montana, pestmark of June 2, 1979.

fill lis_Lane_Ze.hr.,
(Dec. 19, 1979)

. »lic______c nte , 11 IELA 261

The decision of an administrative law judge will
disturbed en appeal where the preponderance of tl

dence supports the result he reached.

U nit ed States v. Kncx-Arizoda Corp.
(Dec. 31, 1979)

11 IEIA 297

Where a protestant against the issuance cf leases, fcr
oil and gas presents evidence demonstrating the exis-
tence of a written partnership between jcint offers,
and the offerors have not complied with the regulations
requiring certain showings of partnerships, the offers
cannot be honored.

American Quasai
1979)

.Pet_ol_u__Co_. «2 IBLA 2D3 (Al 22,

In a mining claim contest where a contestee is of the
opinion that the Government did not make a prima facie
case of no discovery, he may move to have the case dis-
missed at the conclusion cf the Government's case and
then rest. The contest complaint could be dismissed if
the administrative law judge rules that no prima facie
case had been made of lack of discovery and there is nc
other evidence in the record to support the charges in
the complaint. But if the contestee goes forward after
making such a motion to dismiss and presents his evi-
dence, that evidence must be considered as part of the
entire record and its probative value will be weighed.
Thus, even if the Government has failed to make a prima
facie case, evidence presented by the contestee which
supports the Government's contest charges may be used
against the contestee, regardless of the defects in the
Government's case.

flnit ed_St_t_s_v . _An_
1979)"

_S_ndb_d, U2 IBLA 313 (Aug. 29,

ADMISSIBILITY

Where, in an effort to negotiate a ccmprciise settle-
ment of an alleged grazing trespass, a rancher concedes
that the trespass occurred to the extent cf a specific
number of animal unit months of forage, but the pro-
posed settlement is net consummated and the case gees
to a hearing on its merits, evidence cf the purported
admissions made by the party during such negotiations
must te excluded as net competent to show either the
fact or the extent of the trespass alleged.

Cesar Rctert Siarc [ELA 29 (July 6, 1976)

Where the testimony and ccnclusions cf an expert wit-
ness are based en careful examination cf a mining
claim by appropriate scientific itetheds, they will te
accepted intc evidence and given appropriate weight
regardless cf the fact that the witness may not te
registered within that particular State as an expert
in his field.

Cabot Sed_wick et al. v
T C. M. Parker. 27 IELA 256

(Oct. 20, 1976)



EVIDENCE—Continued

ADHISSIBILITY—Continued

The testimony of a qualified geologist and professional
mining evaluation engineer concerning the marketability
of a deposit of sand and gravel at a particular time
may be accorded substantial evidentiary weight under
the standard in Verrue v. United_S tates , «57 F.2d 1202
(9th Cir. 1972), "if it is established that he was in
the area at the time, had studied the local sand and
gravel market and the factors which affected it, as
well as the nature of the material and the aethods and
costs of removing, processing and marketing it.

United. States. v.,
JS2i£ial_RemandL.

J. R. Osborne et al. (Supp. on
28 IBLA 13 (iiov.~8, 1976)

IllEIfiSS—Continued

ADHISSIBILITY—Continued

The rule of evidence excluding hearsay is net strictly
adhered to in administrative proceedings, particularly
where the evidence, such as assay reports with a proper
foundaticn concerning the sampling, submission of the
samples for assaying, and the reputation of the as-
sayer, is competent and relevant. After such reports
are admitted, the factfinder may give the appropriate
weight according to the circumstances surrounding the
specific report. Bowever, it is net improper tc ex-
clude an assay report where neither the assayer nor the
sample-taker testifies concerning its origins, and no
ether foundation is laid for its introducticn.

United Spates, v, John , B, Burt et al., «3 IBLA 363
(Oct. 29, 1979)

The rule of evidence excluding hearsay is not strictly
adhered to in administrative proceedings, particularly
where the evidence, such as assay reports with a proper
foundation concerning the sampling, submissicn of the
samples for assaying, and the reputation of the assayer,
is competent and relevant. After such reports are ad-
mitted, the factfinder may give them appropriate weight
according to the circumstances surrounding the specific
report.

United^J^tes^i_Bobert^i_Rujcke^Bejistered_A3entlx
Valumines t_Incix_et_ali , 32 IBLA 155 (Sept. 12, 1977)

Proposed testimony of a witness as to the procedures
that would be followed by a person in private industry
in making a complete evaluation of a mining claim is
properly excluded as irrelevant because it does net
have a logical relation to the type of an examination
made by a Government mineral examiner to establish the
facts on which the validity or invalidity cf a mining
claim may be determined.

Where a contestee fails to follow up his initial sugges-
tion at the hearing that a deposition of a pcssitle wit-
ness be taken with a proper reguest, it is not error for
the administrative law judge to decide the case en the
record made at the hearing.

United States ^Contestant ) v. Earl Frisco and Sandra, S.

I°!U!2_lCon t es teis). , 32~IBLA 2U8 (SeptT 21, 1977) "

Evidence of the design and specifications in a subse-
quent contract over the same sand dunes involved in the
instant appeal was not admissible and was prcperly ex-
cluded under Federal Bule of Evidence U07, when offered
to prove design defects or feasibility of precautionary
measures.

BDBDEN OF FBOOF

The ultimate burden cf proof tc show a discover] cf a
valuable mineral deposit is always upen the lining
claimant. Bcwever, if the Government in a mining con-
test fails tc present a prima facie case and the ccn-
testees meve tc dismiss the case and rest, the ccntest
complaint must be dismissed because there wculd be no
evidentiary basis for an order of invalidity.

Hhere the Government has made a prima facie case cf
lack of disccvery in a mining ccntest, any issue in
doubt as to discovery raised by the evidence must be
resolved against the party having the risk cf ncnpei-
suasicn, the mining claimant. If a mining claiiact
fails to shew by a preponderance of the evidence as to
such issue that there has been a discovery of a valua-
ble mineral deposit he has not satisfied his burden cf
proof and an administrative law judge must declare the
claim invalid, rather than leave the question cf the
claim's validity unresolved.

In making a prima facie case in a mining ccntest involv-
ing a common variety of material, it is only essential
for the Government tc establish that the ccntestees had
net pricr tc July 23, 1955, met the criteria used in
determining larketability at a profit. It is net essen-
tial that the Government's evidence prove conclusively
that the material could not, in fact, be marketed at a

profit, but enly that it was not sold or marketed. The
Government is not required to do the discovery work
upon a mining claim; it is enly necessary that the ex-
posed areas cf a claim and the workings on a claii be
examined tc verify if a disccvery has been made by the
lining claimant.

s Vjt.Clar ion H . lavl cr. Sr.. and Gerald
19 IELA 9 "(Feb.

_
20, 1975) " "" 82 iTlT 68

Appeal of Evergreen Engineering^Iac.

,

(May 17, 1978)
IBCA-99U-5-73

85 I.C. 107

It was proper to deny mining claimants' request to re-
drill on mining claims after the land was withdrawn
from raining where the work would be an effort to make
a discovery of a valuable mineral deposit within the
claim rather than simply a confirmation cr ccrrobcra-
tion of a discovery prior to the withdrawal.

anite^_S^tes_vi_wJ.niam_Lavon_Chaf£ell_et_al.,
i«2 IBLA 714 (Aug. 13, 1979)

A determination by a district manager of the grazirg
capacity of lands offered for a sec. 15 grazing lease
will not be cverturned in the absence of a clear show-
ing cf error. The burden of proof is upon the party
challenging such determination to show that the deci-
sion is errcnecus or that he has not been dealt with
fairly.

Jchn 1. Kurtha. 19 IEIA 97 (Bar. U, 1975)

Kasei_fil2th«is. 20. IBLA 265 (Bar. 29, 1976)

The fact that much cf the evidence that supports a mir
ing claimant's position in a mining claim contest is
presented by the Government, rather than the claimant,
does not mean that the claimant's burden cf prccf has
not been met, because the entire evidentiary reccrd
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BURDEN OF PROOF—Continued

must be considered in weighing the evidence and not
simply the claimant's evidence alone.

Onited_States_vi_Kinslei_Ran^h_B^sorJx_InciJ_et_ali ,

20 IBLi 1« (Apt. 16, 1975)

In a mining contest a mining claimant is the true pro-
ponent under the Administrative Procedure Act, S D.S.C.
i 556(d) (1970), of a rule or order that he has complied
with the mining laws, and he has the ultimate burden cf
proof — the risk of nonpersuasion — to show by a pre-
ponderance of the evidence that there is a valuable
mineral deposit on the claim, when the Government has
made a prima facie case of lack of such a discovery.

United States.

y

(Apr. 17, 1975)
Howard S. HcKenzie. 20 IELA 38

IVIDENCf.—Continued

BUBDEN OF PROOF— Continued

points available for inspection. A prina facie case
is established when a Government mineral examiner give
his expert opinion that he examined the claii acd four
insufficient values tc support a finding cf discovery.

Where the Government fails to present a prima facie
case, a ccntestee, upcn timely motion, may move tc
dismiss the case and then rest. If, however, he gees
forward and presents evidence, that evidence will
considered as part of the entire evidentiary r

Therefore, even if the Government has failed to m

a satisfactory prima facie case, or the case is w

contestee's evidence may be used against him tc e

lish that case. Furthermore, where ccntestee chc
to rebut the case, he must do so by a prependere
of the evidence, tearing the risk cf nenpersuasien if
he fails.

be
:rd.
ake
eak,
stat-
cses
nee

Onitei_States_vJ
1976)

Alex Becbtpcld. 25 IEIA 77 (June 1.

A protestant against the filing of a survey plat tears
the burden of proof, i.e., the risk of nonpersuasion,
to show why the plat should not be accepted, and the
applicant state has the burden of demonstrating that
land is swamp and overflowed in character. The protes-
tant against the filing of a survey plat who claims
that title to the land passed to the state under the
Swamp Lands Act, «3 U.S.C. «4 981-986 (1970), is prop-
erly assessed with the burden of proof, i.e., the risk
of nonpersuasion, in the proceeding.

In a hearing held to determine whether lands were swamp
and overflowed at the time of the Swamp Lands Act,
«3 U.S.C. §« 981-986 (1970), the parties asserting the
state's title fail to meet their burden cf prcof when
the evidence submitted indicates that the mangrove area
claimed as swampland is in fact below the line of mean
high tide, and was properly delineated from the upland
by the meander line.

Virgil_Lgpez,_et_al.. 21 IELA 33 (June 17, 1975)

The successful drawee in a drawing under the special
simultaneous filing procedure for noncompetitive oil
and gas lease offers is automatically disqualified if
he fails to pay rental within 15 days from receipt of
notice that such payment is due. A statement by such
a drawee that he did not receive a notice and that his
office records where his oil and gas records are con-
tained lack any copy of the rental notice is insuffi-
cient to overcome the presumptive effect of evidence
that Bureau of Land Management officials sail copies
of the notice of rental, a notice of stipulations to be
signed, and the stipulaticns in the same envelope, and
it is clear the envelope containing the stipulations
was received at the drawee's office.

A s._Gi_Golden, 22 IBLA 261 (Oct. 2«, 1975)

In a mining contest, the mining claimant is the propo-
nent of a rule or order that he has complied with the
mining laws entitling him to validation cf the claim,
and the claimant has the ultimate burden of proof. The
Government has assumed the burden of going fcrward with
sufficient evidence to establish a prima facie case of
invalidity. When this has been done, the burden then
shifts to the claimant to show by a preponderance of
the evidence that his claim is valid.

In making a prima facie case of lack of discovery of a

valuable mineral deposit, the Government has no duty
to do the discovery work for the mining claimant. It
is incumbent upon the claimant to keep his discovery

A lode mining claim fcr barite is properly declared null
and void in the absence cf a showing cf a discovery en
the claim of a deposit of barite which wculd warrant a

prudent man in further expending his labcr and means
in the reasonable expectation of developing a valuable
mine. Evidence of mineralizaticn which may justify
further explcration is not sufficient tc estatlish
that a disccvery of a valuable mineral depesit has
been made.

Once the Government has established in a lining claim
contest a prima facie case that the claims are net val-
id fcr lack cf disccvery, the burden shifts tc the ccn-
testee tc prcve the discovery cf a valuable mineral
depesit by a preponderance of the evidence.

United St a tes v. Howard
(Bar. 26, 1977)

3. HcKenzie. 29 IELA 27C

st

The ulticate burden cf prcof to show a discovery of a

valuable mineral depesit is always upcn the mining
claimant, but if the Government in a contest fails tc
present a prima facie case and the ccntestee moves to
dismiss the case and rests, the contest cciplairt
be dismissed because there would be nc evidentiary
basis for an order cf invalidity.

Where the Government has made a prima facie case cf lack
cf discovery in a mining contest, and a lining claim-
ant fails tc show disccvery by a prependerance cf the
evidence, he has net satisfied his burden cf prccf and
the claim must be declared invalid.

United States v. Lloyd C'Cailaqh e

333 (Bar. 31, 1977)
it al. 29 IEIA

In making a prima facie case of lack of discovery of a
valuable mineral depesit, the Gcvernment has nc duty
to dc the discovery work for the mining claimant. It
is incumbent upon the claimant tc keep his disccvery
points available for inspection. A prima facie case
is established when a Government mineral examiner gives
his expert cpinion that be examined the claim and fcund
insufficient values to support a finding cf disccvery.

Unite d States v. Emma Elizat eth Conner, and Walter 1.
Nclte. as the Beirs o f R. W. Speer. a last Kncwn tirec-
tor cf the Arlington G old Hininq Cc_. JCcntestee^,
31 IBLA 173 (July 5, 1977)
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After holding a heating pursuant to the Administrative
Procedure Act, an administrative law judge may properly
find that a person has committed a grazing trespass if
that finding is in accordance with and supported by re-
liable, probative, and substantial evidence. Because a

grazing trespass proceeding is not a criminal proceed-
ing, it need not be proved beyond a reasonable doubt
that a particular individual committed the trespass.

!>}£§au of Land Management v. Ross Bahcock, 32 IBLA 17<l

(Sept. 15, I977J"
" 8a I.E. U75

The Goverment has the burden of prcof that the
contractor failed to deliver the goods. The contractor
has the burden of proof that its failure was excusable.
Where the only evidence of excusability was a letter
from the contractor saying that it was delayed by de-
lays in procurement of components and unexpectedly
slower rates of system checkout and software debugging,
the contractor has not carried its burden cf procf of
excusability and the appeal is denied.

Appeal of CSP < Inc., IBCA-11 37-12-76 (Nov. 10, 1977)
8H I.C. 917

where, in a fining contest, a contestee presents bis
own evidence, that evidence may te weighed against him
notwithstanding any defects in the Gcvernment's case.

UJ!iJji_Sta_tes_vi_Roaer_and_Ete£hanie_Cichetti, 3 6 IEIA
12H (July 25, 1976)

A mining claimant who is reguired ty 13 CFR 36 23.1-2(1),
to file certificates of location with the Bureau cf Land
Management within 9C days of the date cf location cf his
claias, has the burden of rebutting the presumption that
Eureau officials prcperly discharged their official du-
ties in receiving and date stamping all such certifi-
cates prcperly tendered to them. A mere assertion that
Eureau officials did not properly discharge their duties
fails to meet the claimant's burden cf prcof.

li_J!i_JS cf£eS. 36 IBLA 379 (Aug. 31, 1978)

In lining claim contest. Government must only go for-
ward with evidence to establish prima facie case cf nc
discovery cf valuable mineral deposits, and burden thei
shifts to mining claimant to prove by preponderance of
evidence that his claim is valid.

A Bureau of Land Management appraisal from which the
annual rental for a special use permit is calculated
will be upheld unless the permittee shows by substan-
tial and positive evidence, specific errors in the
method or facts on which the appraisal is based.

"ic hae l_Si_Deeri ng , 33 IBLA 1U2 (Dec. 19, 1977)

Government has established prima facie case wbet its
mineral examiner testifies that he has examined mining
claims in issue and found mineral values insufficient
to support finding cf discovery of valuable depesits.

United States v. Mich ael B. Marion. 37 IBLA 68
"(Sept. 187 1978)

The Government, after waiver of the original delivery
schedule, has the burden of proof that the unilaterally
established new schedule is reasonable under all the
circumstances existing at the time of the reestablish-
ment, which, however, it failed to show.

A££eal_pf_S^stetns_Technol03j[_Associatesx_Inc. , IBCA-
1108-5-76 (Jan."9,~1978) 85 I.C. 12

In a mining contest a contestee may rest at the close
of the Government's case and move for a dismissal based
on the Government's failure to make out a prima facie
case of a claim's invalidity. If, however, the contes-
tee goes forward and presents his own evidence, that
evidence may be weighed against him notwithstanding any
defects in the Government's case.

United States v. Michael Slater.
1978f

3U IBLA 31 (Feb. lit.

. 503 of the Feder
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Broken_H_Ranch_Coi , 3« IBLA 182 (Mar. 21, 1978)

In a hearing held pursuant to the Administrative Iro-
cedure Act, evidence sufficient to support a decisicn
must be reliable, probative, and substantial. ! C.S.C.
« 556(d) (1S76) .

Since a grazing trespass is net a criminal prcceeding,
it need net be proved beyend a reasonable doubt that a

particular individual committed the trespass.

IerDando_Herrera_v^_Bure^u^|_Land_Manajement, 3 6 IELA
262 (Cec. 8, 1978)

A district manager's decisicn reached in the exercise
of administrative discretion pursuant to the Taylor
Grazing Act cf 193U may be regarded as arbitrary cr
capricious enly where it is net supportable on any
rational basis and the burden is on the appellant to
show by substantial evidence that the decisicn is in-
proper. A district manager's decisicn not to reissue
a grazing lease for a certain area until that area is
fenced and tc reduce appellant's AOM's accordingly
rests on a rational basis where the facts show that
this unfenced area adjoins the bombing range and graz-
ing thereon cculd result in trespass en the bombing
range, incensistent with the use of the range.

Cclvin Cattle, Co. „ Inc.. 39 IELA 176 (Jan. 30. 1979)

After holding a hearing pursuant to the Administrative
Procedure Act, an administrative law judge may properly
find that a person has committed a grazing trespass if
that finding is in accordance with and supported ty re-
liable, probative and substantial evidence.

E >JE£*.§2 of Land Management v. Holland Livestock Batch
ij-Ilir "39 IELA 272 (Feb. 15, 1979)" " " 86 iT 1 . 133
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When the Government contests a mining claim en a charge
of lack of discovery, the Government has the burden of
proving a prima facie case; the burden then shifts tc
the mining claimant to prove by a preponderance of the
evidence that discovery exists.

United States, v. Ted G, A;, «3 IBLA 1«6 (Sept. 28, 1979)

United_States_vi_Bal£h Page et al.. U3 IBLA 390
75ct. 31, 1979)

EVIDENCE— Continued

CREDIBILITY OF WITNESSES—Continued

Common-law marriage is not established where cne claim-
ing to be the common-law wife cf decedent testifies she
cannct recall the time the alleged marriage cccuned,
and where her claim is net supported by a preponderance
cf ether credible evidence, showing public assumpticn
cf the marriage relationship.

Estate of Edward loekwecd. Jr. . 7 I EI A 271 (Ncv. 2C,
1979)

CREDIBILITY

A conjectural opinion on the possibility cf a min
claimant's ability to market a common variety of
at a profit prior to July 23, 1955, is net credib
dence of marketability where specific evidence te
show that development of a mining operation at th
was not then warranted by the marketplace cenditic

Dnited States y. Clarion, W. Taylor. Sr., and Gera]
OlConnor, 19 IBLA 9~*(Feb.~20, 1975) ~ 82 1.1

Under the Hining Claims Occupancy Act, 30 U.S.C. « 701

Si 2S3- (1970) , where the record includes a statement
as to a principal place of residence which conflicts
with a more detailed statement made under oath by the
same person, the matter may be remanded fcr hearing in
order to resolve the conflict and protect the rights of
a third party.

HEARSAY

The rule of evidence ex<

ling adhered to in administri
gravel where the evidence, sucl
:le evi- foundaticn cencerning tl

mds to samples for assaying, ai

tat time is competent and relevai

D w iah t_Hj._a nd_ Ve r na_K

.

1975)
.Huston. 21 IBLA 2« (June 16,

While the existence of other land values does not qual-
ify a locator's rights under the mining law if he has e

valid claim, evidence of such other values may be con-
sidered in assessing the weight and credibility to be
accorded the locator's testimony in deternining whethei
a discovery has been made, and may be a factor in eval-
uating his bona fide intention to develop a lining
operation.

United States v. J. R. Osborne et al.
Ju3 icial_Je mandl , 28 IBLA 13~ (Nov. 8,

-ISU££:.

1976)

Where an application to acquire Federal land is rejectee
by BLH for the reason that the applicant's own declara-
tion of material facts stated in his application demon-
strate conclusively that he is not entitled to the land
as a matter of law, an effort on appeal to revise,
amend, or deny the facts will not be considered absent a

persuasive explanation of error in the application.

AMiew_ Pe 1 1 a , 13 IBLA 186 (Oct. 5, 1979)

CREDIBILITY OF WITNESSES

luding hearsay is not strictly
tive proceedings, particularly
as assay reports with a prcper

e sampling, subiissicn cf the
and the reputaticn cf the assayer,

After such reports are ad-
mitted, the factfinder may give them appropriate weight
according tc the circumstances surrounding the specific
report.

United States v. Robert A. Rukke (Registered Agent),
Valuiines. Inc., et al.. 32 IBLA 155 "(Sept. 12, 1977)

The rule of evidence excluding hearsay is nc
adhered to in administrative proceedings, pa
where the evidence, such as assay reports wi
foundaticn cencerning the sampling, submissi
samples for assaying, and the reputaticn of
sayer, is competent and relevant. After sue
are admitted, the factfinder may give the ap
weight according to the circumstances surrcu
specific repcrt. However, it is net imprope
elude an assay repcrt where neither the assa
sample-taker testifies concerning its origin
other foundaticn is laid for its intrcductic
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United States, v., Jchn,
(Oct. 29, 1979)

OFFICIAL NCTICI

_.Burt_et_al.. «3 IELA

Following a bearing under 13 CFR 28C2.1-7, a decisicn
increasing the charges fcr use and cccupancy cf a com-
municaticn site is in errcr tc the extent that the
decisicn is based upon unspecified evidence net in the
record and net made known tc the user, and the decisicr
must be set aside.

American Telephone and Telegraph Co. et al., 25 IEIJ
3U1 "(June 3C, 1976)

The Eoard of Land Appeals may take efficial nctice cf
the approved plats of official surveys.

larie Oswald. 35 IBLA 79 (May 12, 1978)

It is the responsibility of a mining claimant tc present
evidence supporting his allegation of bias on the part
of Government mineral examiners testifying as to the
validity of his claim in a contest proceeding, and a
showing of Department affiliation does not discredit a

witness.

United_States_v_, JLilson, UK IBLA 1 (Ncv. 6, 1979)

PREPONDERANCE

Where the Government ccntests mining claims en a charge
cf lack cf discovery of a valuable mineral deposit pri-
or to the date when such minerals were nc lenger sub-
ject to such location, the Government must initially
present sufficient evidence to establish a prima facie
case. The burden then shifts tc the claimant tc shew
by a preponderance cf credible evidence that a discov-
ery has teen made on each claim.

Where the expert witnesses called by the Gcverment
testify that pricr tc July 23, 1955, there was nc prof-
itable market for common variety minerals from the sub-
ject claims and that it wculd have teen economic felly
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PREPONDERANCE—Continued

to undertake the development a mine thereon, a prima
facie case of invalidity has been made. Thereafter,
upon the failure of the claimant to prove the contrary
by a preponderance of credible evidence, a determina-
tion that the claims are invalid is obligatory.

United ,States_v. Frank and Wanita Welluzzc_JSnp£._cn
Jud icia 1_ Re mandj , 32 IBLA «6 (Sept. 2, 1977)

PRESUMPTIONS

One challenging the accuracy of an appraisal of water
based on fair market value must show by substantial
evidence the nature of the alleged error; where the ap-
praisal has been conducted in accordance with generally
accepted appraisal principles, allegations of errcr un-
supported by evidence will be given little weight.

Park. Center Water District and The Ca non Heights Irri-
aatiinZai!i~Ieservoir_Co., 28 IBLA 368~"(Feb7~37~19777~

8<t I.D. 87

Where a regulation reguires that an oil and gas lease
offer be accompanied by a separate statement, and ap-
pellant's offer is rejected for noncompliance there-
with, appellant's showing that he has made it a past
business practice to comply with the regulation in
other instances must be regarded as evidence tending
to support his assertion that he submitted the state-
ment in this instance. However, such evidence, while
cognizable, is insufficient to prove such an assertici
without corroboration. A presumption of regularity
supports the official acts of public officers and, ab-
sent clear evidence to contrary, it will be presumed
that they have properly discharged their official
duties.

EVI£IS£E—Continued

PRESUMPTIONS—Continued

David F. Owen. 31 IBLA 2« (June 2C, 1977)

Where a regulation reguires that an acguired lands oil
and gas lease offer be accompanied by a separate state-
ment as to the offeror's ownership of operating rights
to the fractional mineral interest not owned by the
United States, and the offer is rejected for noncompli-
ance therewith, the offeror's bald assertion that he
filed such statement is insufficient to prove such a

fact without corroboration. A presumption of regular-
ity supports the official acts of public officers and,
absent clear evidence to the contrary, it will be pre-
sumed that they have properly discharged their official
duties.

W. J. Lanqley. 32 IBLA 118 (Sept. 12, 1977)

In the absence of any evidence to the contrary, the
validity of the dates, on which a lease was signed and
became effective, appearing on the face of a lease in-
cluded in the record will be presumed.

Ar ja.y_ Ci l_Co.. , 33 IBLA 102 (Dec. 16, 1977)

In a Government contest, regular service cf the
complaint must be presumed, where no question is raised
as to the validity of certified mail return receipts
included in the record, regular on their face and indi-
cating proper service.

United States v. Bonda Niece and Leslie Niece. 33 IELA
290 (Jan. 10, 1978)

Where a first-drawn oil and gas applicant offers evi-
dence to shew that his first year's advance rental was
mailed sufficiently in advance so that, even if delayed,
it would have arrived within the prescribed time, a le-
gal presumption is raised that the payment was tisely
delivered.

Where the evidence in an administrative appeal raises
countervailing legal presumptions of equal probative
worth, a factfinding hearing may be cidered pursuant
to M3 CFB «. HIS.

tonald E. Jordan. 35 IBLA 290 (June 2, 1976)

Where BLM rejected appellant's effer for oil and gas
lease because it failed to receive frcm him fractional
interest statement reguired by «3 CFR 313C.II-U (1975),
and evidence affidavits by appellant and his wife were
filed on appeal reciting that he mailed such statement
with his entry card for simultaneous drawing, the pre-
sumption of administrative regularity obtains and ap-
pellant oust be deemed to have net bcrne his risk cf
nenpersuasicn.

C harles J. Ea binqton. 36 IELA 107 (July 1U, 1978)

A mining claimant whe is required by «3 CFB 3633.1-2 (b),
to file certificates of location with the Eureau cf land
Management within 90 days of the date cf lecatien cf his
claims, has the burden cf rebutting the presumption that
Eureau officials properly discharged their official du-
ties in receiving and date stamping all such certifi-
cates properly tendered to them. A mere assertion that
Bureau officials did not properly discharge their duties
fails to meet the claimant's burden cf prcof.

Ii_J!i_K2E£en, 36 IBLA 379 (Aug. 31, 1976)

The issuance of a patent creates a presumption that all
reguisite steps and requirements of law and Departmen-
tal regulaticns have been satisfied.

Even if there were a mistake in the issuance cf a pat-
ent, such mistake wculd justify this Department in
recctmending to the Attcrney General that suit be com-
menced tc cancel the patent only where: (1) the Gov-
ernment has an interest in the remedy by reason of its
interest in the land; (2) the interest cf some party to
whom the Government is under obligation has suffered by
reason of the patent; (3) the duty of the Government tc
the people sc reguires or («) siqnificant equitable
consideratiens are involved.

Where more than 6 years have passed after the issuance
cf a patent, suit by the United States to vacate and
annul the patent cannct be sustained, 43 U.S.C. { 1166
(1970), absent a positive showing of fraud practiced
upon the United States.

H. E. Baldwin. 37 IELA 215 (Oct. 12, 1976)
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PRESUMPTIONS-- Continued

Although in certain circumstances a rebutable presump-
tion of a mining claia's validity nay be indulged, the
presunption does not arise to support an application
for patent of the fee title. The patent applicant is

the aovant party, and as such it is his obligation tc

sake a satisfactory showing of his entitlement under
the law and regulations.

Brattaj.n Contractors. Inc.. 37 IE I A 233 (Cct. 1978)

There is a legal presumption of regularity which sup-
ports the official acts of public officers and the
proper discharge of their official duties.

£hiili£S_P£ t role um_Co . , 38 IBLA 344 (Dec. 22, 1978)

Delay caused by or attributable to the U.S. Festal Ser-
vice is not sufficient to excuse late payment of rental
except where reinstatement of a lease is at issue under
30 O.S.C. '« 188(c) (1976). When ELK returns unaccept-
able payment to the offeror, a charge that delay in the
return of the payment by the Postal Service caused his
or her subseguent late rental payment is also an insuf-
ficient excuse absent evidence that the Pcstal Service
acted improperly. There is a legal presunption cf reg-
ularity which supports the official acts of public of-
ficers, and in the absence of clear evidence to the
contrary, it will be presumed that they have properly
discharged their official duties.

Gary H i lsKe . 44 IBLA 21 (Nov. 6, 1979)

PRIMA FACIE CASE

where the Government contests mining claims en a charge
of lack of discovery of a valuable mineral deposit pri-
or to the date when such minerals were nc lenger sub-
ject to such location, the Government must initially
present sufficient evidence to establish a prima facie
case. The burden then shifts to the claimant to show
by a preponderance of credible evidence that a discov-
ery has been made on each claim.

Where the expert witnesses called by the Government
testify that prior to July 23, 1955, there was nc prof-
itable market for common variety minerals from the sub-
ject claims and that it would have been economic folly
to undertake the development a mine thereon, a prima
facie case of invalidity has been made. Thereafter,
upon the failure of the claimant to prove the contrary
by a preponderance of credible evidence, a determina-
tion that the claims are invalid is obligatory.

United States v. Frank and Wanita Melluzzo_JSupiE. on
Judicial Remand) T 32 IBLA 46 (Sept. 2, 1977)

EVI£IJ!CE—Continued

STIPULATIONS—Continued

relevant tc the final order of distribution it was
error to rely upon an agreed statement which was in
conflict with evidence previously admitted tc estab-
lish nationality.

Where a stipulaticn is used tc establish material facts
tending tc prove nationality, and where nationality cf
heirs is a material issue in the prctate proceedings,
the administrative law judge must, pursuant tc u 3 CIS
".232(c), determine that all parties and their attor-
neys understand the stipulation and its effect, and
that all consent tc the use cf the stipulation as evi-
dence tc prcve the agreed facts.

Where the record fails to establish the censent cf all
the parties tc a stipulaticn cf fact, the parties may
be relieved frcm the stipulation in the interests cf
justice.

A stipulaticn is not binding upon the parties where the
stipulation effered to establish facts concerning
naticnality contains an erroneous ccnclusicn cf law.

Istate_of San Pierre Kilkakhan_JSan F,._Hi 111 , 7 IEIA
240 (Oct. 23, 19797

SUFFICIENCt

Where, at the hearing of a mining claim ccntest, the
transcript cf a previous hearing in another related
contest is received in evidence, these pertiens cf the
transcript which are relevant and material to the case
at band may form, or contribute tc, the basis fcr the
decision in the case, regardless cf which party intro-
duced the transcript in evidence.

Material which is principally valuable for use as fill,
sut-kase or rallast, fcr which crdinary earth or rock
may be used, is not locatable under the lining laws,
and even if the material is suitable fcr ether purposes
its value fcr the above uses cannot be considered in
determining its marketability as a valuable mineral de-
posit within the ambit of the general mining law.

In a contest of a mining claim located for ccumcn va-
riety mineral materials prior to July 23, 1955, after
which such lecatiens were proscribed by law, where
there has been no mining and no sales, the test cf the
validity of the claim is whether the claimant (s) cculd
have mined and marketed the material profitably prior
to that date and thereafter. The evidence tending tc
so show must relate tc what a prudent man would have
been reasonably justified in doing based upen the ac-
tual knewn circumstances at the time, net upen what
he might have dene if the proper cenditions had then
prevailed.

OnlleJ-States_v._J._B..Osborne_et_al._JSuijJ_cn
JailS iai.Remandl, 28 IELA 13 (Nov. 6, 1976)

Pursuant to the provision of 63 Oklahoma Statute 1-324,
a birth certificate is prima facie evidence cf the
facts therein stated and unless rebutted is sufficient
in and of itself.

(Aug. 16, 1979)
7 IBIA 177

In a contest cf a patent application for a lede mining
claim, the Ecard of Land Appeals may remand the case
for further hearing tc ccmplete the reccrd regarding
the (1) availability and expense of necessary financ-
ing, land and water, (2) the expense of later, and (3)
the expense cf compliance with environmental prctectici
laws.

STIPULATIONS

""ited.States.v,,,. Pittsburgh. Pacific. CO.. 3C
(June 15, 1977)

Upon a showing of probable error in prior order, a
reopening pursuant to 43 CFB 206 and 4. 242(a) is re-
quired. Where nationality of heirs was found to be
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Continued

Where a regulation requires that an oil and gas lease
offer be accompanied by a separate statement, and ap-
pellant's offer is rejected for noncompliance there-
with, appellant's showing that he has made it a past
business practice to comply with the regulation in
other instances must be regarded as evidence tending
to support his assertion that he submitted the state-
ment in this instance. However, such evidence, while
cognizable, is insufficient to prove such an assertion
without corroboration. A presumption of regularity
supports the official acts of public officers and, ab-
sent clear evidence to contrary, it will be presumed
that they have properly discharged their official
duties.

£avi3_Fi_gwen, 31 IBLA 2U (June 20, 1977)

The burden of the proponent is not simply tc preponder-
ate in the evidence produced; its burden is to produce
a preponderance of credible evidence, and the trier cf
fact is not reguired to believe or give any weight to
testimony which is inherently incredible.

United States y. , Frank
,
and Wanita Melluzzc (Supp. en

J u^ic ia l_8e man dl , 32 IBLA «6 (Sept. 2, 1977)

After holding a hearing pursuant to the Adeinistra tive
Procedure Act, an administrative law judge may properly
find that a person has committed a grazing trespass if
that finding is in accordance with and supported by re-
liable, probative, and substantial evidence. Because a

grazing trespass proceeding is not a criminal proceed-
ing, it need not be proved beyond a reasonable doubt
that a particular individual committed the trespass.

Bureau of Land Ma nage ment v . Ross Babcock. 32 IBLA 17<4

(SeptT"l5,"l9777 8U I.E. U75

An assertion by an alleged trespasser that he holds
the right tc graze and enclose Federal range must be
documented tc rebut the Government's prima facie case
of trespass.

J°e_Stewart, 33 IELA 225 (Dec. 26, 1977)

Where land en which a valid settlement has keen lade
and maintained according to the law under which it was
made, was excepted from the effect of the withdrawal or
reservation, occupancy of the land prior tc reservation
or withdrawal is insufficient tc shew exception where
no filing has teen made on the prior occupancy and the
prior occupancy was net for homestead purposes.

Polanc !ld. 35 IBLA 79 (Hay 12, 1978)

where BLC rejected appellant's effer for cil and gas
lease because it failed tc receive from him fracticnal
interest statement required by 13 CJB 313C.U-U (1S75),
and evidence affidavits by appellant and his wife were
filed on appeal reciting that he mailed such statement
with his entry card fcr simultaneous drawing, the pre-
sumption of administrative regularity obtains and ap-
pellant must be deemed to have net borne his risk cf
nonpersuasion.

£]jail£§_Ji_Iatil!at ci!» 36 IBLA 107 (July 11, 1S76)

In a bearing held pursuant to the Administrative Iic-
cedure Act, evidence sufficient tc suppcrt a decisicn
must te reliable, probative, and substantial. 5 C.S.C.
5 556 (d) (1976).

Fernando Herrera v. Bureau_cf_Land_ranaaement , 36
262 (Dec. e, 1978)

: El A

Ordinarily the postmark date on a letter will be deemed
the date of mailing. This inference may be rebutted on
showing satisfactory, circumstantial evidence to lend
credibility to an earlier date. A letter from postal
authorities, acknowledging that a posted pickup sched-
ule erroneously indicated pickups on Sundays and holi-
days, especially where the letter is accompanied by a

photograph of the posted schedule, sufficiently corrob-
orates lessee's contention that he mailed the rental
payment prior to a Sunday and Monday holiday to rebut
the inference resulting from a postmark of the follow-
ing Tuesday.

Edward_Malz, 33 IBLA 22 (Nov. 22, 1977)

Evidence that Forest Service land has been appraised at
lower values and leased at lower rates than allegedly
comparable Bureau of Land Management land will net suf-
fice to overturn the latter's practices where no spe-
cific error in its methods has been shown.

where a permittee introduces an alternative comparative
sales analysis in opposition to that of the Eureau of
Land Management, he must show by substantial and posi-
tive evidence why his analysis is valid and the Eureau
of Land Management's invalid. Where the issue rests en
the assertion of each party's expert on the validity cf
his respective analysis and the record fails to contain
evidence by which this deadlock can be resolved, the
case will be remanded for further factfinding.

«i£kael_Si_ Deer i na , 33 IBLA 142 (Dec. 19, 1977)

After holding a bearing pursuant to the Administrative
Frccedure Act, an administrative law judge may properly
find that a person has committed a grazing trespass if
that finding is in accordance with and supported ty re-
liable, probative and substantial evidence.

Eurea u of Land Mana gement v. Hol land livestock Eajcji
39 IELA 272 (Feb. 15. 1979J " 86~lTt. 133

When on appeal a sufficient showing is made tc call
into question a determination that land lies withir
a known geologic structure of a producing oil or gas
field, and a hearing is requested, the decisicn may
be set aside and remanded for hearing.

Jack J. Bender. «0 IELA 26 (Mar. 9, 1979)

Where, on appeal, a mining claimant alleges that he
timely mailed the affidavits of assessment wcrk tc the
proper ELM effice but there is nc evidence tc indicate
they were ever received, the claimant must tear the
consequences cf the lcs= and his inability to prove bis
allegation that they may have been received by the
Bureau and subseguently lost.

Amanda Mining S Manufacturing Ass'n.. "42 IEIA 10U
(Aug. 16, 1S79)

13 IBLA 182 (Sept. 26, 1979)
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Decisions by BLB declaring mining claias at

void for failure to file timely annual ncti
tention to hold the claims or affidavits oi

work will be vacated, notwithstanding the i

BLB's records contain no such documents mai
timely filed, where the claimant is able tc

he mailed such documents to BLB and that it

them timely, and where it does net appear v

BLB misplaced the documents or misconstruec
tents, owing to the absence of a numbering
the similarity of the names of the claims t

Ii_J °e_S wi s h e r , «4 IBLA UK (Nov. 19, 1979)
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HEIGHT

where the testimony and conclusions of an expert wit-
ness are based on careful examination of a mining
claim by appropriate scientific methods, they will be

accepted into evidence and given appropriate weight
regardless of the fact that the witness may not be
registered within that particular State as an expert
in his field.

EVIDENCE—Continued

WEIGHT—Continued

Past evidence cf successful mining activity has limitec
probative value in determining whether there is a pres-
ent discovery cf a valuable mineral depesit en a lininc
claii, and assay reports can be given little weight
when they are not supported by evidence as to whe tcok
the sample assayed, where it was taken, and what proce-
dures were fcllcwed in taking the sample.

United_States_vi Lee Nicholson ,et al.
13ulj 77~197 7)'~

IBLA

Assay reports have limited probative value as tc the
existence cf a valuable mineral depesit on a mining
claim when tbey are net supported by evidence as to
how and where the samples were taken.

United_States_v._Ochn S. Po£t_£r, 37 IELA 313 (Cct. 2'.

19787

Uj!i;t€.d._.State£_vi_JchjL
(Oct. 29, 1979)

.Ml t_et_a 1 . . U3 IELA 363

£abot_Sedawick_et_ali_vJ

(Oct. 20, 1976)
0. B. Parker, 27 IBLA 256

Where, at the hearing of a mining claim contest, the
transcript of a previous hearing in another related
contest is received in evidence, those portions of the
transcript which are relevant and material tc the case
at hand may form, or contribute to, the basis for the
decision in the case, regardless of which Farty intrc-
duced the transcript in evidence.

icnal
ility

The testimony of a qualified geologist and profess
mining evaluation engineer concerning the marketab
of a deposit of sand and gravel at a particular time
may be accorded substantial evidentiary weight under
the standard in Verrue v. U ni ted_S ta te s , 157 F.2d 1202
(9th Cir. 1972) , if it is established that he was in
the area at the time, had studied the local sand and
gravel market and the factors which affected it, as
well as the nature of the material and the methods and
costs of removing, processing and marketing it.

In a contest of a mining claim located fcr common vari-
ety mineral materials prior to July 23, 1955, after
which such locations were proscribed by law, where
there has been no mining and no sales, the test cf the
validity of the claim is whether the claimant (s) could
have mined and marketed the material profitably prior
to that date and thereafter. The evidence tending to
so show must relate to what a prudent man would have
been reasonably justified in doing based upon the ac-
tual known circumstances at the time, not upon what
he might have done if the proper conditions had then
prevailed.

While the existence of other land values does not qual-
ify a locator's rights under the mining law if he has a
valid claim, evidence of such other values may be con-
sidered in assessing the weight and credibility tc be
accorded the locator's testimony in determining whether
a discovery has been made, and may be a factor in eval-
uating his bona fide intention to develop a mining
operation.

0£iied_States_vi_ s

Jud icia 1_ Be man d)_

,

!i_Osborne_et_ali_JSu££i_on
IBLA 13 (Nov. 8, 1976)

EXCHANGES Cf LAND
(See also Indian Lands, Private Exchanges, State
Exchanges, Wildlife Befuges and Projects— if included
in this Index.)

GENERALLY

The appraised values of offered and selected lards in a

land exchange applicaticn made pursuant tc the federal
land Policy and Banagement Act cf 1976 are properly de-
termined where such values are set in acccrdance with
the Uniform Appraisal Standards fcr federal land
Acquisitions.

Paul Kellerblcck, 3f reiA 160 (Dec 1978)

The Act cf Bar. 2C, 1922, authorized exchanges fcr the
purpose of consolidating national fcrest lands, if twe
criteria were satisfied: (1) the public interest wculd
be benefited thereby; and (2) the proffered lanes were
chiefly valuable fcr naticnal fcrest purposes.

fetro_Leascc^_Inc., «2 IBLA 315 (At 31, 1S7S)

Where private land exchange was for surface rights enly
and applicant's warranty deed mistakenly conveys a fee
simple absclote, the facts concerning which are vell-
dccuiented, en equitable principles an applicant iray be
entitled to issuance cf a disclaimer cf interest in the
mineral estate. H3 U.S.C. 4 17U5 (1976).

£ennis_Pctts, «2 IBLA 355 (Sept. 11, 1979)

FCFEST EXCHANGES

An applicaticn for satisfaction of fcrest lieu selec-
tion rights filed after Dec. 31, 1969, will te rejected,
as all such claims which had net been satisfied en that
date, or fcr which no satisfaction bad been demanded,
expired by cperaticn cf law.

A forest lieu selection right is extinguished when the
base lands are recenveyed by the United States tc the
principal (the party who originally conveyed the land to
the United states). The purported agent or attcrney-in-
fact of the principal has no rights thereafter against
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the United States even if he recorded his power cf at-
torney and other selection documents pricr to the
reconveyance.

Ben_Coh____Ra_ C._Nordstrom, 21 IBLA 330 (Aug. 18,
1975)

The Act of Mar. 20, 1922, authorized exchanges fcr the
purpose of consolidating national forest lands, if two
criteria were satisfied: (1) the public interest would
be benefited thereby; and (2) the proffered lands were
chiefly valuable for national forest purposes.

Pet ro_Leas.co.i_I nc. , «2 IBLA 3«S (Aug. 31, 1979)

FEDER AL COAL HIHE HEALTH __J SAFE! * . ACT 0F_ 1969— Cent inoed
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Appeals—Continued

In a civil penalty proceeding, where an administrative
law judge applies an amended version cf a mandatory
standard alleged to have teen violated in lieu cf the
version in effect at the time the citation was issued,
he errs, and where be has made all cf the basic find-
ings necessary to apply the correct version of the per-
tinent mandatory standard tc the facts, the Ecard may
sc apply the correct standard in the interests cf sav-
ing time and expense, rather than remanding. 3C O.S.C.
« 819 (1970); «3 CFR U.6C3. U.605. U. 505(b).

Lone Star Steel Co.. 7 IBHA 257 (Bar. 1! 1977)
8« I.E.

_____________________PROCL__ATI_NS

Because of the President's delegation of his nonstatu-
tory withdrawal authority to the Secretary of the
Interior by E.O. 10355, the Secretary was endowed with
sufficient authority to withdraw lands in issue without
reliance upon sees. 17 (d) (1) and 17 (d) (2) of Alaska
Native Claims Settlement Act. Thus, distinctions be-
tween those two sections are not herein dispositive of
guestion of Secretary's authority to withdraw lands in
PLO 5250.

Ha rry H . Wi lson. 35 IBLA 3«9 (June 19, 1978)

FE_E_A__COA__^NE__EALTH_A_^SAF_TI__CT_OF__969

GENERALLY

In an underground coal mine owned and operated by twe
partners who are also the only miners in such mine,
there being no employees, such owner-operators and the
mine are, nevertheless, subject to the provisions cf
the Act, where the coal extracted from such mine enters
commerce by being transported interstate.

Charles T. , Sink. 5 IBHA 217 (Oct. 31, 1975) 82 I.E. 535

Dismissals

Where it does not appear from the pleadings that the
party charged by the Hining Enforcement and Safety
Administratis is a proper party to a penalty proceed-
ing, the action is properly dismissed.

Ohi__!!i_in__Cc., U IBHA 121 (Apr. 17, 1975) 82 I.E. 167

Eefaults

Generally

Under 03 CFR tt.SUU, an administrative law judge abuses
his discretion in denying a moticn to enter a default
for failure to file an answer where the sole excuse for
such failure is the Respondent's voluntary refusal to
assign personnel or hire an attorney to perform that
task.

KarstyRobbins Coal Co.. Inc,

IiJiJL!___ve_Defenses

IBHA 78 (Mar. 22, 1976)
83 I.I. 88

In a default proceeding, an administrative law judge
errs by sua spente raising an affirmative defense.
«3 CFR U.582.

ABATEMENT
P_5_2_£2_2_C__. 6 IBHA 86 (Har. 22, 1976) 83 I.E. 91

_ithdrawal_0rders

When an inspector finds that an operator has failed to
abate a violation within the time originally fixed in a

sec. 10U (b) notice, he abuses his enforceient discretici
by issuing a withdrawal order if, in the circumstances,
the time for abatement should be further extended.
30 U.S.C. « 81«(b) (1970) .

2___B_____a__Co. , 6 IBHA 29U (Sept. 16, 1976)

ADHINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE

Ap_eals

In the absence of a showing of good cause and the pres-
ence of objection by an opposing party, the Interior
Board of nine Operations Appeals will not grant an
appellant leave to amend its brief on appeal so as tc
recast existing arguments or to raise new issues.

I__t_e__att_r_of Old Ben Coal Co. (No.
211 (Oct. 20, 1975)

2_ Hine_, 5 IBHA
82 I.D. 525

Amendme n ts to Pleading s

The Interior Ecard cf Hine Operations Appeals will net
overturn a procedural ruling by an administrative law
judge disallowing an amendment to a pleading unless the
record manifests an abuse of discreticn by shewing such
ruling tc have a clear prejudicial effect upen the ob-
jecting party.

_______ l__Inc. , 7 IBHA 2U5 (Har. 10, 1977) 8« I.D. 99

Parties

where an operator filed legal identity reports under
two different corporate names without noting the change,
and where, in a proceeding to assess a civil penalty,
the notices cf viclation and the petition fcr assess-
ment use only one of the names, there is nc basis fcr
dismissal fcr failure to serve and jcin the ccrpciate
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alias if the respondent in fact has defended throughout
the administrative proceeding.

Reconsideration

Where an initial decision has been issued and a notice
of appeal has been filed with the Board cf Mine Opera-
tions Appeals, an administrative law judge is precluded
by 13 CFR 11.582(c) from granting a subsequently filed
motion for reconsideration, there being nc jurisdiction.

In_the_Matter of Old Ben Coal.Cg,,,. .(No. . 2U ,
Mine) . 6

138 (May 6, 1976) 83 I.E.
IEMA
207

FEEIRAL.CCAL MINE HEA LTH AND SAFEU ACT CF 1969— Ccntinu€(

APPLICATIONS FOR REVIEW

Generally

An administrative Ian judge is limited to deciding
those issues actually presented in an Application fcr
Review and is not authorized to raise any ether sub-
stantive question sua spente unless it pertains tc
jurisdiction.

Eastern Associated Coal Cere. U I El? A 1 (Jan. 23, 1975)
82 I.E. 22

Investigations

In the circunstances cf a given case, an adiinis tiative
lav judge may properly rule that a hearing, by itself,
is sufficient to satisfy the requirement of sec. 1C5 cf
the Act that the Secretary shall cause an investigation
to be made as he dee«s appropriate.

American Ccal Co.. C IBMA 61 (July 1«, 1977)
8K I.E. 391

The "a
to roo
level
is not
101 an
(1970)

pproval" function of the Secretary with respect
f control plans, exercised at the enforcement
by a MESA district manager under 30 CFR 75.200-a,
subject to the rulemaking provisions of sees.

d 301(d) of the Act. 30 U.S.C. «« 811, 861(d)

SiskO£_Coal_Coi , 5 IBMA 231 (Nov. 18, 1975) 82 I.E. 553

Issues

An administrative law judge may not decide an issue net
properly raised in an Applicaticn fcr Review ncr agreed
upen by the parties unless it pertains tc jurisdiction.

JSana»l!a_£2ai_£c., 7 IEMA 158 (Eec. 21, 1976)
83 I.D. 7CU

APPEALS

Generally.

Where a party fails to raise an issue in prehearing
pleadings, or at the hearing, it is precluded from
doing so before the Board unless such issue involves
jurisdiction or mootness.

Clinchf4.eld.C9al. Co., 6 IBMA 319 (Sept. 27, 1976)'

83 I.E. 35C

The filing of a timely notice of appeal stays the
effect of ao initial decision by an administrative law
judge by operation of law, preventing it from becoming
final, but such a stay is not a restraint en further
enforcement action by MESA based upon the notice of
violation or order of withdrawal under review. 13 CFR
M.59U.

0li_Ben_Coal_Co.

Penalties

7 IBMA 272 (Mar. 30, 1977)

Where the record shows that the administrative law
judge has taken into consideration all relevant mit-
igating factors supported by the evidence, and has
fixed the amount of the penalty accordingly, in the
absence of a showing of an abuse of discretion on his
part, the Board on appeal will not further medify the
penalty assessed.

Peabody Coal Co.. 7 IBMA 318 (May 20, 1977)

Pleading

Where an applicant has filed an application for review
containing an incomplete reguest for relief, but later
makes clear all the specifics cf the relief desired
vithcut objec tion, a responding party shall he ieeted
en appeal tc have waived any claim cf error belcw based
upon an administrative law judge's decisicn to grant
the portion cf the relief ultimately reguested but not
mentioned in such applicaticn. U3 CFR «. 532(a) (1).

Old Ben Ccal Co.. 6 IBMA 29U (Sept. 16, 1976)
83 I.E. 335

B0REEN CF ERCCF

The Secretary's burden of proof regulation, «3 CFF
4.587, does net govern the order cf piccf cr the
cbligaticn tc establish a prima facie case. Such
regulaticn applies only to the determination cf which
party loses in whole or in part, as appropriate, where
the evidence is in eguipcise with respect tc an element
cr elements cf proof in dispute.

2eigler_Coal_Co. IEMA 88 (Mar. 31, 1975) 82 I.E. Ill

CICSUHE CF.EERS

Geneiallj

An Crder of Withdrawal will be vacated where it is
served upen a person who is neither responsible fcr
the violation or condition alleged nor fcr the safety
of the miners involved.

United_States_Steel_Ccr£.
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CLOSURE OBDEBS— Continued

Genera llj—Continued

Vacation or termination of a sec. 104 (a) crder cf with-
drawal by MESA does not preclude review of such order
where timely application therefor is made pursuant tc

sec. 105 of the Act.

item Associate; Coal_Cor£.. « IBMA 298 (June 27,
82 I.D. 311

In an application for review of an imminent danger
withdrawal order where the alleged imminently dangerous
conditions relate to roof conditions, there is nc guar-
antee from the face of a modification order issued by a

different inspector 36 hours after the issuance of the
original order that the conditions described in the
modification existed at the time of the issuance of the
original order.

A modification order issued 36 hours after issuance cf
an imminent danger order while allegedly curing defects
in the description in the original order of conditions
or practices, did not satisfy the reguiretrent of
promptness of notification implicit in the mandate of
sec. 107 of the Act.

*E51c.2_ s.te£i_Cor.p.i [.Or

7Fe"b. 13, 1978)

Imminent_Danaer

Reconsideration!.. 8 IEMA 2 " 5

85 I.C. 36

Extensive accumulations of loose coal, coal dust, and
float coal dust in the presence of potential sources
of ignition will support a finding of imminent danger.

Qld_ Ben_Coa l_Co.. , « IBMA 198 (June 6, 1975) 82 I.E. 26U

Extensive accumulations of loose coal and coal dust in
the presence of a damaged trailing cable will support
a finding of imminent danger.

ld_Ben_Coal_Co^ , H IBMA 22U (June 6, 1975) 82 I.E. 277

In an application for review of a sec. 101 (a) order,
the order is properly vacated where the conditions
cited therein constitute violations of the operator's
roof control plan, but fail to show the roof to be
unsafe or inadeguately supported.

ZeigJLer_Coal Co.. , 5 IBMA 132 (Sept. 19, 1975)
82 I.E. I4K

DISCRIMINATION

Filing_Period

The 30-day period in sec. 110 (b) (2) of the Act f cr the
filing of an application for review of alleged discrim-
inatory conduct is a statute of limitations and is
therefore an affirmative defense which is waived if
not timely raised. 30 U.S.C. § 820(b)(2) (1970).

Phil Baker v. The North American Coal Co.
(Sept. 30, 1977)"

II£IR»i_COM_MINE_HEilLTH_iND_JAFETy_ACT_Of_J9i9--Ccntini

DISCBIMINATION—Continued

Intention

Any miner seeking relief from alleged discri
conduct in retaliation fcr a safety complain
not directly reported to the Secretary cr hi
rized representative must show that it was h

tion to contact the Federal authorities befc
protection cf the Act is invoked.

Fhil Eaker v. The North America_n_Ccal Cc.
(Sept. 3C. 1977)"

Scope of_Beview

minatcry
it who has
s aothc-
iis inten-
le the

1 IEr« 16«
8« I.E. 877

A finding that an operator violated mandatory safety
standards is irrelevant in a proceeding trcught tj a

miner pursuant tc sec. 110(b)(1) of the Act. 3C C.S.C.
$ 82C(b) (1) (1970).

Fh.Al_! al( er_v. The North American Coal Cc.
(Sept:"307"l9777"""

8 IEBA 160
80 I.E. 877

ENTIT1EPEKT CF MINEBS

Generally

Responsibility fcr the enforcement cf sec. 2C3 (c)(3)
is vested in the Secretary of the Interior. 3C U.S.C.
$ 8«3(b) (3) (1970) .

gccahcntas_Foel_Cp., 7 IBMA 121 (Dec. 2( 1976)
83 I.E.

Compensation

Generally

A claim for compensation under sec. 110(a) at
allowable fcr withdrawal crders issued for an
rantatle failure to comply with a mandatory st
net sustainatle where such claim is predicated
imminent danger withdrawal crder issued under
100 (a) of the Act.

Billy F. Hatf ield et al. v. Sout hern Chio Coal
14 IBMA 259 (June 25, 1975) 82

the ra'ce

unwar-
andard l

! upco an
sec.

A shift for the purposes of sec. HC(a) of the Act be-
gins at that time when payment begins and terminates
when payment terminates. If a sec. 100(a) or 1C0 (b)

order of withdrawal is issued between shifts and it
has not keen terminated, the miners idled thereby in
the following shift are entitled tc full compensation
by the operator at their regular rates of pay fcr the
period they are idled, but fcr net mere than hours
cf such shift.

Island Creek Ccal.Cc.. 5 IBMA 276 (Eec. 3, 1975)
82 I.E. 598

Miners are entitled tc compensation under sec. 11C (a)

of the Act when sees. 1C3 (f ) and 104(c) withdrawal
orders are in effect concurrently even if the 103(f)
crder was issued first. Such compensation, however,
is computed with reference enly to the duration cf
the sec. 10<4 (c) orders.

Soscoe_Paae_€t_al._v a_Valleji_Caj!c_Coal_Co.
(Jan. 28, 1976)

6 IEMA 1

83 I.E. 28
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BNTITLEMENT OF HIHEBS—Continued

Compensation—Continued

Generally— Continued

The phrase "tegular rate of pay," as used in sec.
203(b) (3), means the rate of compensation due a liner
under his job classification under the current wage
agreement.

Pocahontas_Fuel_Co., 7 IBMA 121 (Eec. 20, 1976)
83 I.E. 690

FEEEBAL COAL MINE HEA11H AND SAFETY. ACT CF 1969— Cent inued

ENTITLEMENT OF MINEBS— Continued

Discrimination

Hearings

Pleading

Where an applicant fcr review seeks relief enly fcr an
allegedly discriminatory discharge, an allegation tc
the effect that an act which preceded such discharge
was discriminatory states a ccnclusicn cf law which is
mere surplusage. 3C O.S.C. « 820(b)(2) (1970). «3 CIF
K.562 (d).

A claim for compensation under sec. 110(a) for miners
idled by a withdrawal order issued under sec. 10« (a) of
the Act is sustainable only as to those miners specifi-
cally withdrawn from the mine or an area cf the mine by
the terms of the withdrawal order as issued.

A claim for compensation under sec. 110(a) at the rate
allowable for withdrawal orders issued for an unwar-
rantable failure to comply with a mandatory standard is
not sustainable where such claim is predicated upen an
immiment danger withdrawal order issued under sec.
10K (a) of the Act.

United Mine Workers of America (Local,. Unicn_Np a _19931
v7_Consolidation_Coal Co.. , 8 IBM* 1 (June 3, 1977)

8« I.E. 251

Steve_Shaxirc_v._BishojE_Coal_Co., 6 IEMA 28 (Bar. 2,
1976) 63 I.E. 59

Good_Faith

Any miner seeking relief from an allegedly discrimina-
tory discharge or refusal tc rehire in retaliation for
a safety complaint tc the Secretary or his authorized
representative and a refusal to work must show as part
of his prima facie case that his complaint was based
upon a good faith belief that there was a dangerous
condition or practice.

Glenn Hunsev v. Smitty Baker Coal Co., Inc., Ealph
Iaker.__S_t.it %J E a ke r__ and_ p_§_ F_£ ca1 ___ , 8~ 1 1 tl~ <4 3

"(June 30, 1977" 81 I.E. 336

Dismissal

An application for compensation filed under sec. 110(a)
of the Act may not be dismissed pursuant tc moticn in
the prehearing stage if it states any claim upon which
relief may be granted.

Billl_fi_Jiatfield_et_ali_vi_Southerr
U IBMA 259 (June 25, 1975)

Ohi o_Coal_.Cc.
,

82 iTI.

Discharge

Generally.

In order to conclude that a discharge occurs "by reason
of the fact that" a miner has engaged in protected re-
porting activities, an administrative law judge must
find that such discbarge would not have occurred tut
for such activities. 30 O.S.C. « 820(b)(1)(A) (1970).

Steve Shapiro
1976)

»i_lisho£_Coal_Co.

LSaitiMiS_Causes

Where an operator asserts and establishes a legitimate
cause for discharge the applicant for review must shew
by affirmative and persuasive evidence that the invoca-
tion of such cause was a pretext for an unlawful motive
in order to show a violation of sec. 110 (t) (1).

.S.C. « 820(b) (1) (1970)

Steve Shapiro v

1976)
_li§ho_)_Coa l_Co .. 6 IBMA 28 (Mar. 2,

83 I.E. 59

Adverse witnesses

In a civil penalty proceeding brought pursuant tc sec.
109(a)(3) cf the Act. it is entirely prcper fcr the
Mining Enforcement and Safety Administratis tc call
to the stand and examine the adverse party's principal
witness and to rely upon such testimony in an effcrt
to make cut a prima facie case.

Karst-Bobbins Coal Co.. Inc. 6 IBMA 78 (Tar. 22, 1976)
83 I.I. C8

Credibility of

_

Testimony

Where substantial evidence cf record ccrrcboiates the
finding cf the trial judge that the testimony cf the
witness for one Farty is more credible than testiicny
cf the witnesses for another party, the Ecard, en ap-
peal, will net disturb such finding cf credibility.

Mountaineer Ccal Co.. 6 IBMA 308 (Sept. 2U, 1976)
83 I.I. 3«1

Credibility of_Witne_ses

In the absence of a clear and convincing shewing cf
prejudicial error, a judge's findings as tc wit-
nesses' credibility will net be disturbed en appeal.

Qld_Een_Ccal_Cc_., 8 IBMA 19 (June 28, 1977)
i« I.E. 332
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EVIDENCE—Continued

Probative Height

Where photographs are introduced in evidence, particu-
larly for the purpose of showing shade and color, and
the party introducing such evidence fails tc establish
the accuracy thereof in terns of being true represen-
tations of the shade and color of the subject of such
photographs, it is proper for the trier cf fact tc give
no probative weight to such evidence.

Hountainegr Coal, Co. , 6 IBHA 308 (Sept.

Preponderance

24, 1976)
83 I.E. 3U1

Where the only evidence offered to prove a violation cf
30 CFR 75.507 was the credible opinion of the inspector
which was offset by the credible opinion of the opera-
tor's witness of equal expertise, the Board will not
overturn the administrative law judge's determination
that the fact of violation was not established by a
preponderance of the evidence. 43 CFB U.587.

Rushton_Mining._Co..., 5 IBHA 170 (Sept. 26,

Prima Facie Case

1975)
82 I.D. 457

Withdrawal orders and assessments of civil penalties
are "sanctions" within the meaning of sec. 7(d) cf the
Administrative Procedure Act, 5 O.S.C. » 556(d) (1970),
and may be imposed only if the Government produces re-
liable, probative, and substantial evidence, that is tc
say, establishes a prima facie case.

Zeiqler Coal Co.. 4 IBHA 88 (Mar. 31, 1975) 82 I.D. Ill

The mere showing by HESA that a methane monitor was
not set to indicate a true reading does not in itself
prove a prima facie violation under 30 CFR 75.313 in
that the terms "operative" and "properly maintained"
refer to the functional properties of the monitor and
not its calibration which is encompassed within the
term "freguently tested."

Mid;Continent_Coal_and Coke_Co.2., 8 IBHA 204 (Nov. 10,
1977) 84 I.D. 9]

Relevancy.

Where an administrative law judge refuses to accord
probative value to certain admitted evidence on the
ground that such evidence is irrelevant, he errs when
his conclusion of irrelevancy is based upcn mere pre-
sumption and surmise without evidentiary foundation.

War y._Ei_Coa l_Coix_ Inc .

,

IBflA 98 (Nov. 21, 1976)
83 I.C. 579

Sufficiency

Where the evidence fails to show the composition cf an
accumulation of materials to be lcose coal, coal dust,
or other combustible matter and does show that the ac-
cumulated materials were soft and ranged from damp tc
wet, there is no basis upon which to conclude that a

violation of 30 U.S.C. $ 861(a) (1970) has occurred.

BishOE_Coal_Co.., 4 IBHA 52 (Mar. 14, 1975) 82 I.D. 89

FECEBAL CCAL.HIHE BEALIB AWf , S^fElJ_A,CI. CF_196J--CC1] 1 1 toed

EVIDENCE—Continued

,§uf f iciency—Continued

A violation cf sec. 30<t(a) cf the Act is not established
where neither the nctice, order, nor the evidence at
hearing shows the nature and extent cf the accuiulaticn
of lcose ccal, coal dust, or flcat coal dost.

Itmann Ccal. Co.. 4 IBHA 61 (Bar. le, 1975) S2 I.E. 96

BEARINGS

Geneva lljp

It is error for an administrative law judge tc render a
decision on the merits in a review proceeding where a

hearing en the merits is neither held ncr waived by the
parties.

UmzR2ss_Ccal_Cc., 5 IBHA 5 (July 25, 1S7S)

Abuse cf_Ciscreticn

An administrative law judge does not abuse his discre-
tion by entering a default against an operator fcr
failure tc appear at a scheduled hearing after waiting
for 38 minutes, and where the operatcr offers nc excuse
on the day scheduled fcr hearing fcr its tardiness tut
en the next day explains to the judge that the delay
was due to "unforeseen traffic conditions."

Bushtcn_ Hieing Co.. 6 IBHA 221 (June 29, 1976)
83 I.I. 256

Admissibility of_Evidence

The precedent Notice and Orders underlying a sec.
104(c)(2) Crder of Withdrawal are admissible in evi-
dence to establish their existence in the sec. lCU(c)
chain as part of prima facie case.

.Kent land^lkhorn.. Coal. Cp.r^, 4 IE HA

when an inspector-trainee observes conditions and prac-
tices in a mine relevant to a notice cr order issued
under the Act by an inspector, the termer's testitcny
in regard thereto is not inadmissible en the grcund
that he is net an authorized representative of the
Secretary.

i5erican_Coal_C2i , 8 IBHA 64 (July 14, 1977)
64 I.t. 3S4

Eur.den_of Proof

Where HESA, in a review proceeding cf a sec. 104(c)(2)
Order of Withdrawal, fails to establish a prima facie
case that the Order was validly issued pursuant tc sec.
104(c) of the Act, the operator has no burden tc pre-
sent rebuttal evidence and is entitled tc the relief
reguested.

Kentland-.Elkhprn, Coal Cor p.. 4 IBHA 166 (Hay 14, 1975)
82 I.t. 234
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HEARINGS--Continued

notions

The denial of a notion for a continuance will not be
disturbed on appeal, unless it appears that the denial
was an abuse of the trial judge's discretion and re-
sulted in specific prejudice.

Zeiqler Coal, Co.. 4 IBHA 30 (Jan. 28, 1975) 82 I.D. 36

IIIiBii_CpjJL_niNE_HE_ALTH_AHi_JAFE13!_ACl_CI_J96 9--CcntinU6d

HEARINGS—Continued

Power s_cf Administrative_Law_ Judges

—

Continued

An administrative law judge is required by I O.S.C.
« 556 (197C) tc conduct a hearing in a strictly
impartial Banner, net as a representative cf an in-
vestigative cr prosecuting authority.

Old Een Coal Co.. 4 IEHA 220 (June 6, 1975) e2 I.I. 277

Notice_and_Service

An operator nust be given fair notice adeguate to en-
able it to determine with reasonable certainty the type
and number of violations charged by HESA as the basis
for assessment of penalties.

2i3_Be n_Coa l_CoA , 4 IBHA 198 (June 6, 1975) 82 I.D. 261

An operator must be given fair notice adequate to en-
able it to determine with reasonable certainty the type
and number of violations alleged by HESA as the basis
for assessment of penalties.

2l2_BeQ_£oa.l_Coi , D IBHA 224 (June 6, 1975) 82 I.D. 277

An operator must be given adequate notice of the charge
in a civil penalty proceeding brought under sec. 109
of the Act. 30 O.S.C. i 819 (1970). Failure by an
operator to object to lack of due notice below, if the
opportunity arises, results in a waiver cf a claim of
error based thereon.

Eastern. Associated Coal Corp.. 5 IBHA 185 (Sept. 30,
1975) 82 I.E. 506

An administrative law judge exceeds his authority in
ordering HESA to cease and desist issuance of sec.
104(a) orders cf withdrawal.

Eastern., Associated
,
Ccal„Ccrt. . 4 IBHA 296 (June 27,

1975) 82 I.E. 311

where an individual complied with the "self-
certif icaticn" requirements of the regulations, actions
by an administrative law judge in determining that an
individual was ineligible to practice before Department
and by the Ecard of Hine Operations Appeals tc continue
further consideration of the appeal pending a decision
on the issue by the Solicitor, were unauthorized since
the denial cf an individual's right tc practice before
the Department in these circumstances constituted a

disciplinary action which is .within the sole authority
of the Solicitor tc adjudicate; therefore, the matter
should have been referred to the Solicitor at the cut-
set and the appeal shculd net have been delayed without
the express approval of the Solicitor.

Final Decision of the Solicitor in the Hatter cf the
Jilgltiiit v c f_Hr^_jameilR7;KYper_tcIJiiiiiint-iiIteIn
i

£

SSS ia t ed_Cca l_Cor£a _ a nd
,
A 1 1 j,

nj ty_B i nj.ng_C c ._je f c re
the. Department of

,
the .Inte rior . H-36683 (Feb. 9, 1976)

e3 I.E. 131

An operator is given fair notice of the type and number
of violations charged where an order of withdrawal spe-
cifically enumerates conditions and alleges that each
such condition is a violation of a specific mandatory
safety standard.

Clinchfield Coal Co T . 6 IBHA 319 (Sept. 27, 1976)
83 I.D. 350

The authority cf an administrative law judge to issue
shew cause crders pursuant to 43 CFR 4.544(b) neces-
sarily implies the authority to consider whether a

respense is adeguate in showing cause why a default
decision shculd not be entered against the respondent.

»§soc iated_Erilli.ng.£_Inc., 6 IEHA 153 (Hay 27, 1976)
83 I.E. 22C

Pleading

The acceptance by the administrative law judge of an
answer to an order to show cause indicating the opera-
tor's desire for hearing and the subsequent issuance of
a notice scheduling a hearing relieve the operator of
the obligation to file an additional answer, and mat-
ters set forth in the Petition for Assessment of Civil
Penalty are deemed to have been generally denied by
the operator.

Rushton Hininq Co.

,

6 IBHA 221 (June 29, 1976)
83 I.D. 256

Powers_of Administrative_Law_Judjjes

where an operator is held in default an administrative
law judge errs in dismissing the proceeding fcr assess-
ment of civil penalties without making a determination
on the merits that no violation of the Act has occurred.

Ardee Coal Co.. 4 IBHA 112 (Apr. 16, 1975) 82 I.e. 163

An administrative law judge may sequester witnesses
upon proper motion, but he may net generally, preclude
an attorney from consulting with a willing witness.
43 CFR 4.582.

In a case, where the record shows that an administra-
tive law judge has clearly and grossly atused bis
discreticn tc the prejudice of bcth parties by undue
and imprcper interrogation of witnesses and unnecessary-
interference in the presentation of a case, the Ecard
may grant a new hearing before another trier of fact.
43 CFR 4.603.

Jack_j
1976)

iajKs_vJ_L_S_H_Ccal .Cqrp.. 7 IBHA 172 (£ec. 23.
83 I.I. 710

Summarj Decisions

Where no Farty has mcved for summary decisicn under
43 CFR 4.59C, it is error for an administrative law
judge to use that regulation as a basis fcr prcceeding
to a decisicn in the absence cf a hearing.

I§Iand_C£e€k_Coal_Cci_and_yJiginia Pccahcntas Co.,
7 IEHA 1 (Sept. 30, 1976) 83 I.D. 419
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HEARINGS—Continued

Waiver

Where a party to a proceeding has requested a hearing
and there has been no unequivocal waiver thereof in
writing, a hearing is required to be conducted by the
provisions of 43 CFR 1.588, and failure to do so con-
stitutes reversible error.

Island_Creek_Coal_Coi_and_Virsinj
7 IBMA 1 (Sept. 30, 1976)

FECiBAI CCAL BINE HEALTH ANC SAFETY AC1 CF 1969— C C C t i r U€ d

INCCMEUSTIELE DUST PBCGBABS— Cent in ued

Evidence—Continued

Sufficiency— Continued

by the operator, shewing insufficient incemtustit le con-
tent, constitutes sufficient evidence tc establish a

violaticn of 3C CFB 75.4C3.

Hary E. Ccal Cc Inc., 7 IBMA 98 (Nov. 24, 1976)
83 I.I. 579

IMMINENT DANGER

Generally

An administrative law judge errs in construing sec.
101(a) of the Act to grant the Secretary discretion tc
issue a mandatory order directing an operator to per-
form any action other than to withdraw persens frcm an
area of a coal mine affected by an imminent danger.

Easter n_Associated_Co a l_Cor£i« « IBMA 1 (Jan. 23, 1975)
82 1.0. 22

HANCATCBY HEALTH STANDARDS

Eathhouse and Chana,ercom_Facilities

A violation cf 30 CFR 75.1712-2, requiring that bathing
and change-rcom facilities be provided in a central
location convenient tc all the miners where such facil-
ities serve the miners cf more than cne mine, is not
proved when the evidence shows that the average dis-
tance from the six fines served is 2.1 miles and the
portal cf the mine farthest from such facilities is
enly 1.1 miles farther than the portal cf the nearest
mine.

Extent_of Withdrawal

In the review of a withdrawal order issued under sec.
101(a), the inconsistency between an inspector's find-
ing of imminent danger and his failure to withdraw mer
from one of the areas logically affected thereby,
should not be relied on directly to find that no immi-
nent danger existed but it is not improper to rely on
that inconsistency indirectly in determining the
inspector's credibility at the hearing.

01 d_£e n_Coa l_COi , 8 IBMA 19 (June 28, 1977)

Proximate Peril

A proximate peril to life and limb constituting an
imminent danger does not exist where the potential fcr
a disaster is so remote and speculative that a reason-
able man would estimate that such disaster would not
occur prior to abatement if normal operations to ex-
tract coal continued.

M2chester_6_£ittsbur3h_Coal_Co., 5 IBMA 51 (July 31,
1975) 82 I.C. 368

£5Ei2J!_Iuel_Co., 6 IBMA 20 (Feb. 20, 1976) 83 I.C. 39

MANDATCBY SAFETY STANCABCS

Accumulations of_Coabustible_Hate rials

Generally

The phrase "shall be cleaned up and net permitted tc
accumulate" encompasses but cne act cf viclaticn cf
the safety standard set forth in sec. 301(a) cf the
Act and in 30 CFR 75.100.

QI£_J§£_£oal_£°i IBMA 98 (Aug. 17, 1977) 81 I.E. 159

Congressional Purpose

The Ccngressicnal purpose of the safety standard con-
tained in sec. 301(a) of the Act was to minimize,
rather than eliminate, the inevitable accumulations of
combustible naterials in active workings cf coal fines
so that they would be unlikely tc contribute tc ccal
mine fires cr propagate ccal fine explcsicns.

Old Ben Ccal Cc. IBMA 98 (Aug. 17, 1977) 81 I.E. 159

A condition of float coal dust accumulaticns in ener-
gized electrical rectifier and starting boxes where
arcing and sparking normally occur constitutes an immi-
nent danger. 30 U.S.C. * 811 (1970).

Pocahontas_Fuel_Co.. IBMA 11 (Feb. 4, 1976)
83

INCOMBUSTIBLE DUST PROGRAMS

Evidence

Sufficiency

The unchallenged testimony of an inspector that he fol-
lowed instructions (departmental directives) pertaining
to the gathering and packaging of dust samples, together
with a laboratory analysis of dust samples, unchallenged

£2al_Bi5e_Oferator_Resi5i^sibiiiti

At least three specific obligations are impes
coal fine operators by the provisions of sec.
the Act and 3C CFB 75. ICC: (1) to inaugurate
tain regular programs to clean up ccmbustible
that inevitably accumulate as a result of ord
routine fining operations; (2) tc clean up as
after discovery as reasonable, extraordinary
tions of combustibles resulting frcm such inc
roof falls, belt breakage, and haulage accide
(3) to diligently pursue prompt disccvery of
mulations in active workings.

2l3_Ben_Coal_Cc., 8 IBMA 98 (Aug. 17, 1977) 84 I.E. 459
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MANDATORY SAFETY STANDARDS—Continued

Accumulations of_Combustible_ Mate rials—Continued

Elements.of Proof

The elements of proof required to establish a viclaticn
of the safety standard under sec. 30« (a) of the Act, or
30 CFR 75.K00, are: (1) that an accumulation of ccal
dust, float coal dust deposited on rock dusted sur-
faces, loose coal, or other combustible materials ex-
isted in the active workings of a coal miDe; (2) that
the coal mine operator was aware, or, by the exercise
of due diligence, should have been aware cf the exis-
tence of such accumulation; and (3) that the operator
failed to clean up such accumulation, or undertake
cleanup, within a reasonable time after discovery, or
after discovery should have been made.

Old_Bgn. Coal Co. IBMA 98 (Aug. 17, 1977) 8<t I.D. «5S

F EEFB AL COAL MINE BEAIIH AND SAFETY ACT CF 1969— Cent inued

MANDATORY SAFETY STANDARDS—Continued

Maintenance of_Electric Equipment

Froof of defective crakes en a rcof belt machine and of
a missing guard on a belt chain drive constitutes prima
facie evidence of a failure to maintain electric equip-
ment "properly." 3C CFR 75.512.

Eastern_Asscciated Ccal Corp.,
19757"

lethane Accumulations

IBMA 165 (Sept. 2C,
e; i.e. set

Neither the Act nor the regulations provides that tbc
mere presence of methane gas in excess cf l.C volume
per centum is per se a violation.

N_id_2Continent Ccal_and_Ccke_Cc. , 8 IEMA 20<4 (Nov. 1C,
19777 8U I.I. 919

£easonable_Time

What constitutes a "reasonable time" within which
operator may clean up an accumulation after discc
in order to avoid violation of sec. 30U (a) of the
or 30 CFR 75.1(00, depends upon a case-by-case eva
tion of the likelihood of the spillage to contrit
to a mine fire or to propagate an explosion. Fac
to be considered include the mass, extent, combus
ity, and volatility of the accumulation, as well
proximity to an ignition source.

Oia_Ben_ Coal_Coi , 8 IBMA 98 (Aug. 17, 1977) 8U I.

very.
Act,

lua-

Methai Test

Sec. 303(h)(1) cf the Act and its ccunterpart, 3C CJB
75.3C7, pertain only to methane tests at working places
where electric equipment is operated or atcut tc te op-
erated. It is improper tc cite an cperatcr fcr vicla-
ticn cf this standard when an operator fails tc make
methane tests at a wcrking place where electrically
cperated equipment is neither present ncr atcut tc be
operated.

United States Steel Ccrp,. 5 IBB1

Violations

The mere presence of a deposit or accumulation of ccal
dust, float coal dust, loose coal or other combustible
materials in active workings in a coal mine is not, by
itself, a violation of sec. 301(a) of the Act or 30 CFR
75.100.

Where a large accumulation of combustible material was
present in the active workings of a coal nine, consist-
ing mostly of spillage caused by a defective beltline,
and the coal mine operator, within a reascnable time
after discovery, dispatched a sufficient number cf
mine personnel to promptly clean up the accumulation,
the operator did not Eeimit the accumulation, and thus,
did not violate the safety standard of sec. 301 (a) of
the Act or 30 CFR.75.U00.

2ia_Ben_Coa l_Coi , 8 IBMA 98 (Aug. 17, 1977) 81 I.D. 159

Electric_Eauipment

The provisions of 30 CFR 75.512 require, inter alia,
that all electric equipment be maintained in a manner
to assure safe operating conditions, and the failure tc
properly guard drive chains on electrically operated
loading machines constitutes a violation of such manda-
tory safety standard.

fiel l_£oa l_C0ix_I nc. , 5 IBMA 155 (Sept. 23, 1975)
82 I.E. 150

Incombustible Contents

Where an administrative law judge finds that the meth-
ods for testing incombustible content of samples are
reliable, results obtained by such methods indicating
insufficient incombustible content will support a
finding of violation of 30 CFR 75.l»03.

°ILJSen_Coa l_Co .. , 1 IBMA 198 (June 6, 1975) 82 I.D. 26

Permissibility

Generally.

Cnce a permissibility specification becomes effective,
machinery already or subsequently equipped with a part
covered thereby cannct be maintained in permissible con-
dition unless that part is kept in operational status.

E astern A ssociated Coal. Corp., 5 IBEA 185 (Sept. 3C,
1975) 82 I.E. 5C€

Brakes on Electric Face, Equipment

The failure to maintain the brakes on an off-standard
shuttle car in operational condition is a violation of
the operator's cbliqation under 3C CFR 75.5C3 tc main-
tain electric face equipment in permissible cenditicn.
30 CFR 18.2C(f) .

Eastern Associated Ccal_Ccr_c,. , 5 IBMA 185 (Sept. 3C,
1975) e; i.e. see

Schedule_2_G

Schedule 2 G, codified at 30 CFR Part 18, was effec-
tively republished in acccrdance with sec. lCl(j) cf
the Act, 30 O.S.C. t 811(j) (1970), at 35 fB 176SC
(Nov. 2C, 1S7C), where it was incorporated under
30 CFR 75.5C6.

Eas tern. Assoc iated Ccal Ccrp... 5 IBIfA 185 (Sept. 30,
1975) 82 I.E. 5C6
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MANDATORY SAFETY STANDARDS—Continued

Permissibility—Continued

Switches on Electric Face Equipment

The failure to maintain the reset mechanism en electric
face equipment switches in operational condition is a

violation of an operator's obligation under 30 CFR
75.505 to maintain electric face equipment in permis-
sible condition. 30 O.S.C. s 878 (i) (1970), 30 CFR
75.520.
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MANDATORY SAFETY STANCABDS—Continued

Bcof_Ccntrol—Ccntinued

Individual provisions of a roof control plan, once
adopted and approved by the Secretary are enfcrceatle
as laudatory standards as to the particular mine fcr
which the plan was approved.

Seiaiei_Coal_£cA , 5 IBHA 132 (Sept. 19, 1975)
e; i.e. urn

E§st§rH Associated Coal Corp., 5 IBHA 185 (Sept. 30,
1975)"

"

82 I.D. 506

Failure to maintain the reset mechanism on electric
face equipment in operative condition is not a viola-
tion of an operator's obligation under 30 CFR 75.505
to maintain electric face equipment in permissible
condition.

Eastern Associated Coal Corp. (On Reconsideration).
7 IBHA 1« (Sept. 30, 1976) 83 I.E. «:

Protective_E,guipment

Under 30 CFR 77.H03, 36 FR 936H (May 22, 1971), an oper-
ator was obliged to provide front-end loaders with roll
protection, conditioned, however, on there being a ne-
cessity therefor, and when there was only an extremely
slight chance of roll over, there was no such neces-
sity and accordingly no obligation to do so.

Lone. Star, Steel. Co., 7 IBMA 257 (Mar. 15, 1977)
8« I.e.

Recording Examinations

The results of examinations of emergency escapeways and
facilities and for smokers' articles must be recorded
weekly pursuant to 30 CFR 75.1801 as read in conjunc-
tion with 30 CFR 75.1702 and 30 CFR 75.170U.

Leckie Smokeless Coal Co.. 5 IBMA 12 (July 29, 1975)
82 I.D. 353

Monthly examinations of circuit breakers and their
auxiliary devices protecting high voltage circuits
must be recorded monthly pursuant to 30 CFR 75.8CC-U
as read in conjunction with « 75.800-3 and $ 75.1806.

Leckie. Smokeless Coal Co.. 5 IBMA 65 (Aug. 7, 1975)
82 I.D. 375

Roof_Control

Onder sec. 302(a) of the Act, the failure to prevent a

person from proceeding beyond the last permanent rcof
support into an area lacking in the adequate temporary
support reguired by the existing roof control plan con-
stitutes a single violation. 30 U.S.C. « 862(a) (1970),
30 CFR 75.200.

A violation cf 30 CFR 75.200 is established where it is
shown that an operator failed to comply with the provi-
sions of its approved roof control plan in that the
roof bolting pattern prescribed therein was destroyed
by loosening two roof bolts for use as cable anchcrs.

Eeabcdv Coal Co.. 6 IEMA 121 (Aug. 2"4, 1977)

£oof_Con^rol_Plans

An cperator cannot be cited for a violation of a revi-
sion of a purported approved reef ccntrcl plan unless
such revisicn is first adopted by such operator.
30 O.S.C. « 862(a) (1970). 30 CFB 75.2CC, 75.2CC-2.

£0.., 5 IBMA 231 (Nov. 18, 1975) 82 I.t. 553

The obligaticn to "carry out" the previsions of an
adopted, approved, and effective rocf ccntrcl plan is a

mandatory safety standard. The failure to "carry out"
particular provisions of the plan is a violation cf
such standard. 30 O.S.C. «« 802(1), 626(a) (197C).

In, the Matte; of.Affinjty flJ.Eil!S_Cc 1 J.ge.titicner.1 i»
MtSA. 0M«A_iBgspgndents)

.
(Oil Reccnsidgraticnj . 6 lift

100 (Mar. 31, 1976) 83 I.I. 108

Evidence

Where the undisputed evidence adduced by MESA estab-
lished that the operator failed to have crossbars
installed when hillseams are encountered as reguired
by the rcof control Flan, the Mining Enforcement and
Safety Administration made out a prima facie case cf
violation of sec. 302(a) cf the Act. 3C O.S.C.
« 862(a) (1970). 3C CFR 75.2C0.

Iilii_l« el_Cci^_Graj;s_Kj!Ct
1976)

jj elf- rescue Devices

7 IBfA 71 (K<

83 I.E. 551

Where a mine employee is observed underground without
a self-rescue device, the cperatcr properly may be held
to be in viclation of 30 CFR 75. 171M-2 (a)

.

Rusht cn Minin g Co.. 6 IEMA 255 (Feb. 16, 1978)

Eastern Associated Coal Corp.
1975)

U IBMA (May 23,
82 I.D. Spalling_Ribs

Neither the fact that a cenditien, such as spalling
ribs, is difficult tc ccntrcl nor the fact that such «

condition is a natural condition of the mining process
precludes an inspector frcm properly issuing a notice
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MANDATORY SAFETY STANDA BCS—Continued

Spalling_Ribs—Continued

of violation of 30 CFR 75.200.
(1970) .

Di&ie Fuel Co. f Grays Knob .Cgal.Co.
1976)

30 O.S.C. 6 862(a)

7 IBBA 71 (Nov. 9.
83 I.E. 551

Ventilation Plan

Evidence of failure by an operator to adhere to its ap-

proved ventilation plan will support the issuance of a

notice and order under sec. 10U (b) of the Act.

ZSi3 l£I_Coa l_Co.. , « IBMA 30 (Jan. 28, 1975) 82 I.D. 36

Evidence of failure by an operator to comply with the
provisions of its approved ventilation plan constitute
a violation of 30 CFR 75.316.

Pea bod^_Coal_Coi , 8 IBMA 121 (Aug. 2«, 1977)
8U I.E. «6<3

Violations

Negligence

An operator's freedom from negligence is not a factor
to be considered in determining whether a viclaticn
of a mandatory safety standard occurred.

MINES SUBJECT TO THE ACT

In an underground coal mine owned and operated by two
partners who are also the only miners in such mine,
there being no employees, such owner-operators and the
mine are, nevertheless, subject to the previsions of
the Act, where the coal extracted from such mine enters
commerce by being transported interstate.

Char les_Ti_Sink , 5 IBMA 217 (Oct. 31, 1975) 82 I. 535

fI«iM_CCAl.BiNE_HJALTJ_AJLE_SAiITY_ACT_OI_J9i9--CcctiBUed

Generally—Continued

An operator's Petition for Hcdificaticn cf the appli-
cation of a mandatory safety standard will be denied
where it fails to establish that the pecpesed alterna-
tive method will at all times guarantee nc less than
the same measure of safety protection to the miners as
the mandatory standard.

Eastern Asscciated Coal Ccm.. U IBFA 273 (June 26,
1975) e2 I.I. 295

A petiticn fcr modification alleging in substance an
errcneous interpretation of a mandatcry safety standard
by MSA does net state a claim upon which relief can
be granted under sec. 301(c) of the Act. 3C O.S.C.
i 861 (c) (197C) .

2i.§ann_Ccal_Cci , 6 IEBA 121 (Apr. 15, 1976) 83 I.E. 175

A petiticn fcr modification of the application cf a

regulation establishing criteria for approval of indi-
vidual mine ventilation plans does not state a claim
upen which relief can be granted under sec. 3C1 (c) cf
the Act because such regulation is net a mandatcrj
safety standard. 3C U.S.C. «« 8C2(1), eel (c) (197C).

Old Ben Ccal Cc. . 6 IBMA 163 (May 27, 1976) 83 I.E. 225

A Petiticn fcr Modification of the applicaticn cf
30 CIS 75.1MC5 alleging that the mandatory standard
does not apply to rubber-rail equipment which operates
both en and eff track fails to state a claim fcr which
relief can be granted under sec. 301(c) of the Act.
30 O.S.C. « 861(c) (1970).

An administrative law judge lacks discretion under sec.
301(c) to grant an operator curely declaratory relief
sought in a Petition for Modificaticn of the applica-
tion of a mandatory safety standard. 3C O.S.C. § 661(c)
(197C).

Cnejda Minji;g_Cc_tx_Nortl

h. Am^r4can_Ccal_£criJJ_Ihe_jjelen
M ining C c., The Florence Mitjipq Co.. 6 IEBA 303
(Sept. 29, 1976) 83 I.E. «C5

MODIFICATION CF APPLICATION OF

Jurisdiction

iANDATOHY HEALTH STANDARDS

Sec. 301(c) of the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969 does not authorize modificaticn of the ap-
plication of mandatory health standards (sec. 301 (c)

and U3 CFR U.500)

.

Kanawha Coa l Co .. 5 IBMA 299 (Dec. 12, 1975)
82 I.E. 605

MODIFICATION OF APPLICATION OF MANDATORY SAFETY STANDARDS

Generally

A petition for Modificaticn of the Applicaticn of a

Mandatory Safety Standard will not be granted where
petitioner alleges but does not establish that in all
respects and at all times the modification sought will
be as safe as, or safer than, the mandatory safety
standard.

Nbere, in a proceeding to modify the application cf the
mandatory safety standard reguiring that self-propelled
electric face equipment be equipped with cancpies cr
cabs (30 CFR 75.1710-1), a coal mine operator proves
that the state of relevant mining cperaticnal cendi-
tiens varies from time to time and dees net remain
static, it is error fcr the administrative law judge
to grant relief on the basis cf the state cf such ccn-
ditiens at a particular pcint in time or at a partic-
ular operating loeatien in the line in disregard cf the
variability cf these cenditions.

It is error to grant relief in mining sections with min-
ing heights abeve 56 inches where the Petition fcr Modi-
fication prayed fcr relief enly in sectiens where the
mining height is 56 inches or less.

It is error for the judge to deny all relief that is
requested where the evidence of record will permit the
granting of some relief.

Southern_Ohic_Coal_Cc., 7 IBMA 331 (Bay 23, 1977)

Kentland-Elkhorn Coal Cor p.
it"lBMA"l30 (Apr7~30, 1975)"

gjstern_Coal_Cgr,E.

,

82 I.D. 195
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Automatic couplers

Where the evidence of record shows that a link aligner
may not always be immediately available, as opposed tc
the ever-present automatic coupler, presenting an op-
portunity for a oiner to position himself between nine
cars to perform a coupling, a Petition for Modification
to permit the use of link aligners must be denied as
not providing the same degree of safety as automatic
couplers in all respects and at all times.

Where the proponent of a Petition for Modification of
the application of 30 CFB 75.1U05 is unable tc rebut
evidence produced by MESA based upon measurements and
calculations showing automatic couplers tc be suitable
for use in the subject mine with no diminution of
safety to the miners, the Petition will be denied.

Canterburi_Coal_Co. , 6 IBMA 276 (Sept. 13, 1976)
83 I.C. 325

Burden_of Proof

Where an operator has established a prima facie case cf
diminution of safety, the issue of the availability of
technology which would allow compliance with a manda-
tory safety standard without a diminution of safety is
an affirmative defense available to the Mining Enforce-
ment and Safety Administration, and it is net necessary
for the operator tc prove that no such technology
exists in order to prevail.

Bcof_Control_Plans

—

Continued

The application of particular provisions of a rcof con-
trol plan is subject to mcdif icaticn under sec. 3C1 (c)
of the Act. 30 O.S.C. « 861(c) (1970).

In_the Hatter cf Affinity Mi ning Co. JPetit icnerl_v.
MESA. UHWA (Respondents) (On Becpnsideraticn) . 6 IEfJ
100 (Mar. 31. 1976) 83 I.I. 1C8

NCTICES CF VICLATICN

Abatement

Respirarle dust samples required to be taken pursuant
to 3C CFB 7C.250 may be taken during any shift sc lecg
as the miner wbese wcrk atmosphere is being saucled is
employed in his usual occupation.

Unite.d_States_Steel_Ccr£i , 7 IBMA 109 (Nov. 29, 1976)
83 I.C. 58K

Sou t her n_Oh io_Co a l_Co . , 7 IBMA 331 (May 23, 1977)
6H I.D. 208

l aIty. i°_ fc5 Charged

Where trucks owned by a haulage contractor operate with-
out backup alarms en coal mine property in violation of
30 CFB 77. UK, and thus endanger the liners employed by
the principal coal mine operator, the proper party tc
be charged in the resulting notice cf violation is the
principal ccal nine operator, since it has the direct
responsibility to assure the health and safety cf such
miners.

piminution_of Safety

Where an operator presents prima facie evidence in a
sec. 301(c) proceeding proving that the application cf
a mandatory standard to a particular mine will result
in a diminution of safety to the miners in such mine ii

the form of greatly increased prospects of rcof fall,
and its case prevails by a preponderance of the evi-
dence over that presented by opposing parties, the
modification may be granted.

££nnelton_Industriesx_IncJ IBMA 7« (Mar. 21, 1975)
82 I.C. 102

Pegs.s_Bun Ccal_Coix Inc., 5 IBMA 175 (Sept. 3C, 1975)
82 I.C. 516

An owner-operator of a coal mine, rather than the
independent contractor, was properly charged with a

violation where its employees were endangered by the
violation and it could have removed the hazard with a

minimum of effort. Sec. 3(d) of the Act. 30 U.S.C.
« 802 (d) .

West Freedoir Mining Ccrr. . Black Fcx Mining and Eevel-
oEU nt_ CoI£ia AB-BS Ccal C orp f . Perry-Bess Coal cc.,
5 IBMA~329 (Eec7~17, 1975)" " 8Tl7c7 616

Publication

Pursuant to subsection (c) of sec. 301, notice of re-
ceipt of a petition for modification must be published
in the Federal Register, but such publication require-
ment does not apply to issuance of an adjudicative
decision.

Cannelton_Industjies^ « IBMA 7« (Mar. 21, 1975)
82 I.D. 102

Where the miners employed by an operator of a ccal mine
are exposed to a safety hazard created by the lack of
required backup alarms en delivery trucks cwned by a

seller cf ccal and where the operator is in a realistic
position to prevent or abate the viclaticn with a mini-
mum of due diligence, such operator is a proper party
to te charged with the violation. 30 CFB 77.01C.

Armco Steel Corp., 6 IEMA 6« (Mar. 15. 1976)
83 I.C. 77

Boof_Control_ Plans

The Secretary's authority to approve or disapprove roof
control plans and revisions thereof under sec. 302(a)
of the Act has been delegated exclusively to MESA, and
such plans are not subject to modification by way of
petitions to modify the application of a mandatory
standard filed pursuant to sec. 301(c) of the Act.

In_the_Matter_of_Affinit;r_Mining_Co^JPeti^
SA£il!2_IMoi£^£n£_a£i_Safeti_Admjnis^ra_Licn_JBes£cn-
dentj.^ United Mine_Workers_of_Amer ica (B e s.p c nde n tl

,

5~IBHA~36 73uly 31, "1975)

~

~82 I.C. 362

R ease nab leness_cf lime

In a review proceeding, an administrative law jud
abuses his discretion under sec. 105(b) by vacati
notice of viclaticn en the ground that the time c

nally fixed therein is unreasonably short because
action is inconsistent with the Secretary's statu
obligaticn under sec. 109 tc assess a civil penal
for every viclation of the mandatory health or sa
standards. 3C O.S.C. $ 815(b) (197C)

.

rigi-
such

tcry
tj
f ety

Old Een Ccal Cc. IBMA 29<4 (Sept. 16, 1976)
83 1.1
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NOTICES OF VIOI.iTION--Conti.nuea

Beasonableness_of Time—Continued

Where a pattern of granting extensions of time is es-
tablished to pernit step-ty-step accomplishment cf an
approved noise-control plan, an additional extension
of time granted in conformance with such pattern Hill
not be held by the Board to be unreasonable.

Ka fia w h a_Coa l_Co .. , 7 IBHA 158 < Dec « 21 » 1976 )

Beportable_ Accidents

The unintentional covering by intentional roof fall of
a continuous mining machine during pillar mining con-
stitutes a reportable accident pursuant tc sec. 103(e)
of the Act, as implemented by 30 CFB 80.1(b) (10).

United States Steel Corp.

,

IBBA 156 (Sept. 30. 1977)
81 I.E. 825

Sufficiency

Where neither an order nor modification thereof de-
scribes a condition or practice constituting an alleged
violation of a mandatory safety or health standard as
required by sec. 10U (e) of the Act, an administrative
law judge is correct in vacating any proposed penalty
assessment based on such inadeguate notice. 30 U.S.C.
4 811(e) (1970) .

Ashland _Minina_and^ Development Co.
"(Nov. 19, 1975)"

Inc. , 5 IBMA 259
82 I.C. 578

Where a notice of violation does not clearly indicate
which of two possible standards is alleged to be vio-
lated and an inspector's testimony supports neither
the written description nor the section cf the regula-
tions cited, such notice is properly vacated.

Iilden_Coal_Co.. > 7 IBMA 57 (Oct. 15, 1976) 83 I.E. 515

It is improper to cite a general regulation governing
ventilation plans where the alleged violation is based
solely on an excessive accumulation of methane gas.

Nid;.Continent
1977)

i°§ l_a nd_Coke_Co .

,

IBHA 204 (Nov. 10,
8« I.D. 919

FEEEB AL COAI MINE. HEALTH AND SAFElI ACI CF 196 9--Ccnt inuec

PABTIES—Continued

Failure io_Partici£ate—Continued

Board of Bine Operations Appeals. 3C U.S.C. « t\ c
.

(197C).

In th e Batter of Cld Een Coal Corp. JNo._21 rinel,
(4 IBBA 1C1 (Apr. 10, 1975) 82 I.I. 160

The Interior Beard cf Bine Operations Appeals will not
overturn an administrative law judge's dismissal cf a

party in a review proceeding fcr deliberate and per-
sistent failure to participate where no abuse cf
discretion has been shown.

013 B en Coal Co.. 5 IBBA 19 (July 30, 1975) 82 I.E. 355

The obligation of a representative cf miners to file a

respensive pleading under <43 CFB 1.507(0), in order to
thereafter participate in the proceeding, arises after
the operator has perfected service cf the application
for review upon such representative.

In th e B atter cf Alabama By-Products Corp. (faxine
Hinjl. - IEBA lCC~(Aug. 25, 1975) " 82~l7t. 109

PENALTIES

Admissibility £f_Previous Violations

Only those violations charged prior to those in issue,
and fcr which penalties have been paid, settled by
compromise, cr finally ordered to be paid by the De-
partment, are admissible as evidence in considering
an operator's history of previous violations.

Pea^s_Run_Ccal_CciJ_Inc., 5 IBBA 111 (Sept 22. 1S7S)
82 I.I. 11!

A violation fcr which a penalty is paid by an cpeiator
which is less than the amount originally assessed by
BESA is admissible as evidence in considering an opera-
tor's history cf previous violations. 30 U.S.C.
« 819(a) (1) (1970).

6 IBBA 212 (Jui 28. 1976)
83 I.I. 215

PABTIES

Failure to_Answer

Under 13 CFB 1.507, a "statutory party" who fails to
file an initial responsive pleading loses its status
as a party and is subject to dismissal.

P.i<a_Be n_Coa l_Coi , [BBA 19 (July 30, 1975) 82 I.C. 355

Failure to_Particip.ate

Where a party to an application for review proceeding
under sec. 105 of the Act deliberately and persistently
fails to participate in such proceeding before the ad-
ministrative law judge, it may be dismissed as a party
within the discretion of the judge or the Interior

Amounts

In a sec. 109 de neve proceeding, an administrative
law judge may determine an amount of civil penalty for
violations charged and fcund to have occurred higher
than that proposed by the BESA Assessment Cffice fcr
such violations where such determinaticn is based upen
consideraticn cf the statutory criteria and findings
which justify his assessments.

£l^_len_Ccal_Co., 1 IEBA 198 (June 6, 1975) 82 I.E. 261

Old B en Coal Co.. 1 IBBA 221 (June 6, 1975) 82 I.C. 277

Sll_Cp_a 1j_I5C^ , 7 IEBA 215 (Bar. 10, 1977) 81 I.E. 99

An obvious reef ccntrcl violation which could have been
discovered and abated by the operator, and which results
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PENALTIES—Continued

h mounts—Continued

in a roof fall injuring a miner, variants a sizatle pen-
alty appropriate to the circumstances and commensurate
Kith the deterrent intent of the Act.

Island Creek.Cgal.Cc 6 IBHA 200 (June 3C, 1976)
83 I.E.

Inasmuch as sec. 109 of the Act mandates the assessment
of a civil penalty where a violation has been found to
exist, it is error to assess a zero penalty in such
circumstances because a zero penalty is no penalty.
30 U.S.C. 5 819(a) (1970) .

B__Bi_£oal_Co_ # 7 IBBA 6U (Oct. 27, 1976) 83 I.E. 526

Criteria

Official Notice

Where an administrative law judge bases ultimate find-
ings of fact upon officially noticed facts and leaves
the record open for submission of rebuttal, the fail-
ure to take advantage of such opportunity for rebuttal
results in waiver of objections.

East er n_A ssoc ia ted . Coa 1 . Corp

.

1975)

Elements of Proof

5 IBHA 185 (Sept. 30,
82 I.E. 506

Although the fact of violation of a mandatory health
or safety standard by a corporate coal mine operator
is a necessary element of proof, such prccf is net
legally required to be established in a separate or
consolidated proceeding against such operator as a con-
dition precedent to instituting a proceeding against
an agent of such operator under sec. 109(c) of the Act.
30 U.S.C. § 819(c) (1970) .

Everett_Li_Pritt, 8 IBBA 216 (Nov. 30, 1977)
8U I.D. 960

Existence of_Violation

Generally

A violation of 30 CFR 75.517 is established where it is
shown that the outer protective insulating jacket of a

trailing cable is cut thrcugh to the extent that the
inner phase lead insulation is exposed.

Old Ben Coal Co. IBBA 22U (June 6, 1975) 82 I.E. 277

A violation of 30 CFB 75.805 is established where it is

shown that Biller plugs, connectors of the singlephase
variety, are being employed on high-voltage electrical
equipment.

Peabody Coal Co., 7 IBBA 318 (Bay 20, 1977)

FEEEBAt COAL BINE
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PENALTIES—Continued

Existence of_Violation—Continued

Evidenc e—Continued

Where an inspector describes a cenditien alleging that
a viclation cccurred during the working shift immedi-
ately preceding the shift in which the inspection is
made, a prima facie case that the viclation occurred
during the preceding shift may be made cot by means of
an inference drawn from facts established by direct
evidence, prcvided that such inference is mere prcbable
than any other inference which can be drawn frot such
facts.

Bush t cn_ B i nisa_Coi , 6 IBBA 329 (Sept. 29, 1976)
83 I.E.

Biticiation

The amounts assessed as civil penalties will not be
disturbed where it appears that an administrative law
judge has given weight to evidence of eccncmic losses
suffered as a result of a vacated withdrawal cider.

Zeiqler Coal Co,,. 5 IBBA 132 (Sept. 19, 1975)

Economic losses suffered by an operator as a result cf
a vacated withdrawal order need not be considered as a
mitigating factor in a penalty proceeding arising oat
cf a cenditien or practice cited in such order where
such losses are net affirmatively pleaded at cr before
the hearing. Sec. 109(a) of the Act. 30 U.S.C.
5 819(a) (1970).

Zeiql er Ccal Co. . 5 IBBA 338 (Eec. 17, 1975)
82 I.E. 622

Where a withdrawal crder is found tc be validly issued,
economic loss due tc such order is properly excluded
from consideration as a mitigating factor in determin-
ing a penalty assessment pursuant to sec. lC9(a) cf the
Act.

ZeicQer Coal Co.. 5 IBBA 356 (Dec. 19, 1975)
82 I.D. 636

Negligence

An operator can be liable for a civil penalty under
sec. 109 of the Act even though there is nc showing
of negligence en his part. Negligence is censiderec
solely in determining the amount of the penalty.

Webster County Cgal.Ccrp,. 7 IBBA 26<t (Bar. 16, 1977)
8H I.I. Ill

Procedure of_ Assessment

A technical defect in the assessment prccess does not
affect the jurisdiction of an administrative law judge
and, in the absence cf prejudice to a party, may be
cured by an amendment to the petition.

Peabcdv Coal Co.. 7 IBBA 3ie (Bay 20, 1977)

A fact may be inferred from circumstantial evidence,
and such fact may be the basis of further inference
leading to the ultimate or sought for fact.
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PENALTIES—Continued

Reasonableness

In view of the operator's negligence in failing to
provide "competent, substitute, supervisory personnel"
and the seriousness of the resultant mandatory safety
standard violation of 30 CF8 75.301, a civil penalty
assessment of SHOO is not excessive.

R3shton_Minina_C05., 8 IBHA 255 (Per. 16,

FIEIBAL COAL HIDE HEALTH AND SAFETY ACT CF t969- -Continue;

REVIEW OF NOTICES AND OBDEBS

Generally

The validity of the precedent notice and orders is not
in issue in a proceeding for review cf an order cf with-
drawal issued pursuant tc sec. 10<4(c)(2) cf the Act.

U IEHA 1€6 (Hay 10. 1S7S)
82 I.E. 23U

Reniland r Elkborn_Coal_Cor£

Zeiqler Coal, Cc, 5 IEHA 3«6 (Dec. 18, 1975)

REGULATIONS

Generally

An operator's failure to notify HESA immediately of
a gas ignition, in accordance with 30 CFB 80.11,
constitutes a violation of sec. 103 (e) of the Act
(30 O.S.C. 5 813(e) (1970)).

0nited_States_S teel_Cor£i , IBHA 230 (Dec. 21. 1977)
8« I.D. 1003

The validity of the precedent notice and order is not
in issue in a proceeding for review of an Order cf
Withdrawal issued pursuant to sec. 10U (c)(2) of the
Act unless applications for review are filed within
30 days cf the issuance of the precedent notice and
order («3 CFB U.530 (c)).

Zeigler Coal Co., 6 IBHA 182 (June 22, 1976)
£3 I.E. 232

RESPIRATORY DUST PROGRAM

Gener.allv.

An operator may challenge whether scientific procedures
set forth in the regulations were being complied with in
a given case, but may not raise issues regarding their
scientific reliability in an administrative proceeding
inasmuch as such issues would pertain to the validity of
the Secretary's regulations, a matter teyend the author-
ity of the Board.

Eastern. A,ssocia&ed_Cgal_Cor p. . 5 IBHA 185 (Sept. 30,
1975) 82 I.D. 506

In a prcceeding for review of a sec. 101 (c) (2) order
of withdrawal, the validity, substantive or procedural,
of a precedent sec. 101(c)(2) order of withdrawal is
not in issue and nay not be decided by the Office of
Hearings and Appeals.

The erroneous and inarticulate comprehension cf the
standard for unwarrantable failure by the issuing in-
spector does net prejudice the cperatcr where the facts
as fcund support a ccnclusicn cf unwarrantable failure
using the prcper standard.

Pocahcnta s Fuel Co.. 8 IBHA 136 (Sept. 28. 1977)
8« I.E. I486

A notice of violation of 30 CFR 70.100(a) must be va-
cated where an operator overcomes HESA's prima facie
case by establishing as an affirmative defense by a

preponderance of the evidence that it was cited for
concentrations of dust which are not wholly "respi-
rable" within the meaning of the Act and regulaticns.
30 U.S.C. « 878(k) (1970) and 30 CFR 70.2(i).

Eastern Associated_Coal Cor^j,
7"lBHA"l«"septT 30, 1976)

)n Beconsjd era t iojjl

,

83 I.E.

Delegation

The Secretary has delegated bis jurisdiction to review
crders issued pursuant to sec. 1C3 cf the Act tc the
Cffice of Hearings and Appeals for decision, initially
ty the administrative law judges, and ultimatelj ty the
Interior Beard of Hine Operations Appeals;

£asiein-»ggc£iated_Coa l C orp..

,

1975)
IBBA 7M (Aug. 15,

82 I.E. 39:

Coal dust particulates in excess cf 5 micrens in size
are not "respirable dust" as a matter of law under
30 O.S.C. i 878 (k) (1970) and 30 CFR 70. 2 (i) .

Eastern Associated Coal Corp. (O n Reconsideration En
Banc]., 7~IBHA 133~(DecT 2o7 1976" 83 iTt. 695

Dismissal cf_A£plications

Failure of the applicant for review to attend a pre-
hearing conference after receiving nctice cf its sched-
uling is ground for dismissal of the application.

Perry-Boss Coal Co.. 5 IBHA 5 (Ouly 25, 1975)
82 I.I. 309

Sufficiency of_Evidence

Under 30 CFB 70.220(a)(3), 35 PB 554U (Apr. 3, 1970),
HBSA must prove the existence of an underlying nctice
of violation of 30 CFR 70.100(a) or (c) if the exis-
tence of such notice is in issue.

Eastern Associated Coal Corp.

.

1975)"
5 IBHA 185 (Sept. 30,

82 I.D. 506

An application for review of a nctice modifying an ear-
lier notice cf violation issued pursuant tc sec. lCU(t)
cf the Act should be dismissed where the condition
cited in the earlier nctice has been fully abated and
a nctice of termination issued.

*JfinitJ[_JLiBin3_Co. 5 IEHA 126 (Sept. 15, 1975)
82 I.E.
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REVIEW OF NOTICES AND OBEEBS— Continued

Dismissal of_A£ plications—Continued

A representative of miners has a statutory and regula-
tory right to review of a notice of termination contain-
ing a finding of abatement as an incident tc a timely
filed application for review of a previous sec. 1C« (t)

notice of violation in which such representative con-
tends that such notice fixed a time for abatement that
was unreasonable. 30 U.S.C. 4 815 (1970) , «3 CFB U.l,
H.500. 14.530. i*. 533.

An application for review of an original or modified
sec. 10t (b) notice of violation filed by a representa-
tive of miners does not become moot merely because MESA
issues a notice of termination containing a finding cf
abatement. 30 U.S.C. 4 815 (1970).

Affinity Mining, Co. (On., Reconsideration) , 6 IBHA 193
(June 25, 1976) 83 I.E. 236

Jurisdiction

The Secretary has both the jurisdiction and the obliga-
tion, upon appropriate application therefcr, to review
an order issued pursuant to sec. 103 of the Act.

Eastern_ Assoc iated_Coal_Cor£.
1975)

IBMA 7U (Aug. 15,
82 I.C. 392

The Secretary of the Interior has jurisdiction tc
assess a civil penalty under sec. 109(c) of the Act,
30 U.S.C. 4 819(c) (1970), and such penalty is not
criminal in nature.

In_the natter of_Daniel_Hensler, 5 IBMA 115 (Sept. 12,
19757 82 I.E. «3H

Notice_and_Ser vice

Pursuant to sec. 105(a) of the Act, 30 U.S.C. 4 815(a)
(1970), and 30 CFB 81.5, an operator is obliged to
serve an application for review on the appropriate
representative of miners at the address listed in the
valid, existing certificate of representation.

In the Hatter of Alabama Ey-Products Corp. (Haxine
Mine), 5 IBMA 100 (Aug. 25, 1975) 82 I.E. U09

Scope of_Beview

Where an administrative law judge erroneously finds the
evidence of record to be in eguipoise with respect tc
all disputed elements of proof, the Interior Board of
Mine Operations Appeals may make its own findings frcn
the record determining the preponderant weight of the
evidence. «3 CFB U.605.

Zei3.ler_C0a.l_C0.., H IBM

J

SECBETABIAL OBDEBS

(Mar. 31, 1975) 82 I.E. Ill

Generally.

An order signed by the Secretary which establishes en-
forcement policy is binding throughout the Department,
and its validity is neither procedurally nor substan-
tively subject to challenge at the administrative
level.

|EEEBAL.
i

COAL.HINg.BEALTH..ANE SAF ETl ACT . CF_ _19j 9— C C n t i n U6 i

TEMPORARY RELIEF

Generally

Temporary relief from the effect of a notice of vio-
lation issued under sec. 104(b) in the form cf an order
by the Ecard restraining MESA from issuing an order cf
withdrawal thereunder during the pendency cf a review
proceeding pursuant tc sec. 1C5 cf the Act is expressly
tarred as a matter of law. 3C U.S.C. 4 815(d) (1S7C) ,

«3 CFR U.572.

Qli_Ben_Coal_Co., 7 IBMA 272 (Mar. 30, 1977)

Generally

A viclaticn cf a mandatory health or safety standard is
not estatlisbed where compliance is impossible due to
the unavailability cf equipment, materials, or guali-
fied technicians.

Itmacn.Ccal.Cc,. U IBMA 61 (Mar. 16, 1975) 62 I.E. 96

P lead ing_and_P reef

When a nctice of violation or order of withdrawal is
issued fcr failure tc comply with a mandatory health or
safety standard, there is a rebuttable presumption that
required equipment, materials, and qualified technicians
are available to the operator. 30 C.S.C. 4 819(a)(1)
(1970).

In a penalty proceeding involving an alleged failure to
provide a methane monitor, the defense cf unavailability
cf equipment is an affirmative defense which, tc be sus-
tained, must be pleaded and proved by the cperator.
30 U.S.C. 4 819(a)(1) (1970); <43 CFB M.502.

6 IBMA e6 (Bar. 22, 1976) 13 I.I. 91

Sufficiencj

The fact that equipment required tc abate a condition
is en order, standinq alone, will net support a conclu-
sion cf unavailability of that equipment.

Bobbins Coal Co.. 5 IBMA 268 (Nov. 2C, 1975)
82 I.I. 581

UHWA8BJNTAEI.E FAILURE

Genera llj

The phrase unwarrantable failure tc cemply means the
failure cf an operator to abate a cenditien cr prac-
tice censtituting a violation of a mandatcry standard
it knew cr should have knewn existed, or the failure
to abate such a conditicn or practice because cf a lack
cf due diligence, or because of indifference or lack
of reasonable care. 30 U.S.C. 4 810(c) (197C) .

Zeiqler Ccal.Co.. 7 IBMA 280 (Mar. 31, 1977)
ili I.E. 127

_e_ublic_Steel Cor__, 5 IEMA 306 (Dec. 16, 1975)
82 I.

C°_i£_ai!d_£2.i..«._l2£_. 6 IBHA 351 (Sept.
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UNWABBANTABLE FAILUBE— Continued

Notices pf_Violation

Under sec. 105(a) of the Act, 30 O.S.C. $ 815(a) (1970),
an operator may file an application for review of a sec.
10U (b) notice of violation with 101 (c) (1) findings only
if it wishes to challenge the reasonableness of time
fixed for abatement. Subsequent to abatement, review
of such notice under sec. 105(a) may be obtained cnly
as an incident to the review of a related sec. 1C1 (c) (1)

withdrawal order.

Zei_;ler_Coal Co. (On Beconsideration) . 1 IBBA 139
"(May 13, 1975) " 82 I.E. 221

A notice of violation issued pursuant to sec. 101(c) (1)

of the Act may not be challenged directly, by itself,
in an Application for Beview under sec. 1C5 cf the Act
where the violation cited therein has been abated.

Eastern Associated Coal Corp.

,

1975)

A violation of a mandatory standard is net "cf such
nature as could significantly and substantially con-
tribute to the cause and effect of a mine safety cr
health hazard" if it poses either a purely technical
instance of noncompliance or a source of any injury
which has only a remote or speculative chance of com-
ing to fruition. 30 U.S.C. § 811(c)(1) (1970).

A notice of violation may be issued under sec. 101 (c) (1)

without regard for the seriousness or gravity of the
injury likely to result from the hazard pesed by the
violation, that is, an inspector need not find a risk
of serious bodily harm, let alone of death. 30 U.S.C.
4 811 (c) (1) (1970) .

Alabama By-Products Co rp. (On
85 (Nov. 23, 1976)

FEEEB AL COAl HIKE HEAL1H ANq SAF El j AC1 . Cf . 196^

VALIDITY. CF REGULATIONS—Continued

-Ccntinuec

sec. 508 of the Federal Ccal Bine Health and Safety
Act Of 1969. 30 O.S.C. 4 957 (197C); U3 CFF U.l.

United Hine workers cf America v. Inland Steel Cc.
6 IEBA 71 (Bar. 17, 1976) 63 I.I. 67

WITHDRAWAL CEDEES

Generally

A sec. 101 (c) (2) withdrawal order is prcperly issued
where it is shewn that such order is based en a viola-
tion of a mandatory health or safety standard which is
caused by the operator's unwarrantable failure tc com-
ply and no consideration need be given tc whether the
violation was cf such a nature as could significantly
and substantially contribute to the cause and effect <

a mine safety or health hazard (30 U.S.C.
(1970)) .

« 61i

Zeigler Ccal__o. , 6 IEBA 182 (June 22, 1976)
83

Old Een Coal Cc. 6 IBMA 229 (June 3C, 1976)
83

Old E en Ccal Cc., 6 IEHA 231 (June 3C, 1976)

I.I.

I.I.

232

260

:t been
authc-

Failure _x_ Abate

where an inspector finds that a violaticn ha
abated within the time fixed fcr abatement,
rity under sec. 101(b) of the Act tc issue either an
extension of time or an order of withdrawal must be
exercised reasonably based on the facts cenfrcntirg
him at the time. 30 U.S.C. « 811(b) (1970).

United States Steel Corp.. 7 IBBA 1C9 (Nov. 29,
83 I

1S76)
.1. 581

_ith_r_wal_Orders

Generally.

An Application for Beview of a sec. 101(c) (2) with-
drawal order is properly denied where the evidence
shows that a violation occurred, that the condition cr
practice cited posed a probable risk of serious bodily
harm or death, but short cf imminent danger, and also,
that the operator demonstrated a reckless disregard fcr
the health and safety of the miners.

ZeiaIer_Coal Co.., 5 IBBA 316 (Dec. 18, 1975)
82 I.E. 632

___inent_Dan_er

Conditions or practices specified in an crder shculd be
considered collectively fcr the purpose of determining
imminent danger. 30 U.S.C. « 811 (1970).

Zeigler Coal Co. [BBA 356 (Dec. 19, 1975)

VALIDITY OF REGULATIONS

The Board, as delegate of the Secretary, has not been
empowered to entertain a challenge to the validity of
regulations promulgated by the Secretary pursuant to

_iiminent_Dan_er

Accumulations cf lccse ccal, coal dust, and oil and
grease together with sources of potential ignitict will
support a finding cf imminent danger.

Zeialer._Ccal_C.Oi, 6 IEBA 132 (Apr. 3C, 1976)

A sec. lCI(a) withdrawal crder must be based en an im-
minent danger existing at the time cf issuance cf such
order and cannot properly be based en a danger which is
speculative, has subsided, cr has been abated (3C U.S.C.
«« 801(j) and 811(a) (1970)).

Old Een Coal Cc.. 6 IEBA 256 (July 13, 1976)
83 I.I. 291

Specificity

Where a sec. 101(a) withdrawal crder fails to give an_
description cf the conditions or practices assertedly
creating the alleged imminent danger, the varicus por-
tions of the Act relating to the sec. 101(e) require-
ment that orders issued contain a detailed description
cf such conditions or practices demand that such an
order be vacated.

*Ilco__t_el_Ccrj_, 8 IBBA 88 (Aug. 17, 1977)
81 I.E. 151
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WITHDRAWAL OBEEBS—Continued

Unwarrantable Failure

The misfeasance of a preshift examiner in failing to
detect the existence of a violation of the Act may be
imputed to the operator so as to support a conclusion
of unwarrantable failure en the operator's part.

Pocahontas Fuel Co.. 8 IBNA 136 (Sept. 28, 1977)
8U I.E. U88

FEDEBAL_EHPiOIEES_AND_OFFICERS

GENERALLY

Bureau of Land Management personnel have no affirmative
duty to take extraordinary measures to save an cil and
gas lessee from the possible conseguences of his own
negligence.

Richard V. Bowman. 19 IBLA 261 (Mar. 31. 1975)

Frank_Hi_Cr osbi , 25 IBLA 160 (June 1«, 1976)

Assertions, even if established, that employees of the
Bureau of Land Management assured an oil and gas lessee
that drilling a leasehold on the last day of the lease
term was sufficient, without more, to extend the lease,
and that the lessee relied upon such representations,
afford the lessee no relief. Rights not authorized by
law cannot be acguired through misinformation given by
employees of the Bureau of Land Management.

Charles H. Goad. 25 IBLA 130 (June 7, 1976)

Bureau of Land Management personnel have no affirmative
duty to take extraordinary measures to preserve an oil
and gas lease or to save the lessee from the possible
conseguences of his own conduct of his affairs concern-
ing such lease.

Where, by prearrangement, as part of a business nego-
tiation, a third party assumes responsibility for the
payment of the annual rentals for two oil and gas
leases which subsequently terminate by operation cf
law when the rental check is dishonored by the drawee
bank, the leases will not be reinstated en the strength
of the lessee's naked assertion that the unccllectabil-
ity of the check was deliberately contrived as part of
a scheme to deprive him of the lease so that the third
party could be granted the leases unlawfully by a Fed-
eral employee.

Stanley, J.. Pirtle. 26 IBLA 3U8 (Sept. 7. 1976)

It is not the responsibility of Bureau of Land Manage-
ment employees to decipher ambiguous bids for outer con-
tinental shelf oil and gas leases in order tc save the
bidder from the conseguences of his own negligence. A

bid which was apparently intended for one tract and con-
tains data appropriate for that tract, but identifies a

different tract as the subject of the bid, is properly
considered, and rejected as too low, for the identified
tract.

FEEiRAI EMFLCJIES. AND. OgflCIBS—Continued

GENERALLY—Continued

A delay in the adjudication of an application by offi-
cers or employees of the Department cannot create
rights in Federal property contrary to law.

Gui_«i_Iianssn, 30 IBLA 123 (May 12, 1977)

A Government mineral examiner, versed in mining
engineering and/or geology is gualified to evaluate
a mining claim for a particnlar mineral even though
he does net possess specific experience as to that
mineral.

Qnited_S tates_ v.. .Dor j,s.Conggr. Caldwell. 33 IBLA 153
(Dec. 19. 1977)

An agent of the Government has nc authority to grant
a right ccntrary to a statute of the Congress.

ss Corp.. 33 IBLA 293 (Jan. 10. 1978)

Personnel of BLM are net reguired tc alter, modify, or
correct an application for a right-of-way in order to
conform such application to the reguiseients cf the
regulation under which it was filed.

Beehive Telephone Co., Inc., 38 IBIA 80 (Hov. 9. 1S7E)

AUTHORITY TC EIRE GOVERNMENT

A contiguous landowner loses his preference right tc
purchase land offered at public sale when he fails to
sutmit his preference right bid within the 30-day peri-
cd provided by regulation; the Government's failure tc
return the check which accompanied his unsuccessful bid
during this period, and his reliance on assurances it
had teen returned, do not excuse noncompliance with the
preference right regulation, U3 CFB 2711. « (b) (1).

Easil R..lwist. 19 IBLA 75 (Feb. 26, 1975)

Bureau of land Management personnel have nc affiriative
duty to take extraordinary measures to save ao cil and
gas lessee from the possible censeguences cf his cwn
negligence.

R ichard V. Ecwman . 19 IBLA 261 (Mar. 31. 1975)

l£a]!JS_§i_C_rosb2, 25 IBLA 160 (June IH, 1976)

The authority of the Government to proceed with the
deteriinaticn cf the validity of a mining claim is not
barred by laches, because Government property is net
to be disposed of ccntrary to law, despite any acqui-
escence, laches, or failure to act en the part cf its
officer or agents.

«ODtana_CcW er_gina,_
(Apr. 16, 1975)

!iEisa_£ca_et_al a , 20 I EL A 30

Alaska_Oil_and_Minerals_Cor£. , 29 IBLA 221
1977)

(Mar. 23, An applicant fcr land under the Siall Tract Act cannot
8« I.E. 11U acguire any right in the land by virtue of adiinistra-

tive delay in reappraising the land prior to issuance
cf patent. The mere filing of a small tract applica-
tion does net create in the applicant any right or
interest in the land.

SS2£3S_C._ Jackson, 20 IBLA 253 (Hay 16, 1975)
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AUTHORITY TO BIND GOVERNMENT—Continued

Rights not authorized by Ian cannot be acquired through
reliance on erroneous information given by employees cf
the Bureau of Land Management.

Wilfred S. Hood. 20 IBIA 28U (Bay 27, 1975)

Generally, the Government is not estopped from demand-
ing oil and gas lease royalty payments it is owed, even
if its employees may have made prior mistakes in accept-
ing or computing the royalty.

Gulf Oil Corp. et al.. 21 IBLA 1 (June 16, 1975)

Advice or information received over the telephone frcm
personnel of the Bureau of Land Management does not
constitute a "bill or decision rendered by" the Depart-
ment under 30 O.S.C. « 188(b) (1970).

C..J. .Iverson. 21 IBLA 312 (Aug. li», 1975) 82 I.D. 386

Reliance upon erroneous or incomplete information
provided by BLM employees cannot create any rights
not authorized by law.

John F. Brown. 22 IBLA 133 (Sept. 26, 1975)

Ma rgaret Huqhey Huqns. 22 IBLA 1«6 (Sept. 30, 1975

«______________. 32 IBLA 5 (Aug. 2«. 1977)

Joe_I. and Celina V. Sanchez, et a l.. 32 IBLA 228
"(Sept. 20, 1911)

Verner F. Sorenson. 32 IBLA 3«1 (Oct. 21, 1977)

Equitable estoppel will not operate to bar a mining
claim contest or alter its result where it is not shown
that some officer of the Government, who was authorized
to declare the claims valid, falsely misrepresented tc,
or concealed material facts from the claimant concern-
ing the validity of the claim with the intention that
the claimant should act in reliance thereon, with the
result that the claimant was thereby induced to do so,
to his ultimate damage.

United States v. Bert L. Johnson. 23 IBLA 3U9 (Jan. 21,
1976)

Unauthorized acts by an employee of the Bureau of Indiat
Affairs cannot serve as the basis for conferring rights
not authorized by law. Moreover, neither the Secretary
of the Interior nor the Department is bound or estopped
by such unauthorized acts.

Administratiye.Appeal of Joe HcComas. 5 IEIA 125
(June 11, 1976) 83 I.E. 227

A noncompetitive oil and gas lease applicant's failure
to submit the statement of interest of the other par-
ties in interest to the offer is not excused, nor is
the Department estopped to reject such an offer, by
his reliance on the Department's prior erroneous issu-
ance of a lease to the applicant en an offer which was
deficient for the same reason.

Leon H. Flanagan et al T . 25 IBLA 269 (June 2«, 1976)

FEDERAL EHELCIEEg AND OFFICERS--

C

ontinued

AUTHORITY 10 BIND GOVERNMENT

—

Continued

An applicant fcr a private land exchange cannct benefit
from the doctrine of equitable estoppel where nc agent
of the Government wbc was authorized tc consummate the
exchange falsely and materially misrepresented tc cr
concealed material facts frcm appellant cencerning the
Government's pesitien with respect to the proposed
exchange.

Siesta Investments. Inc.. 28 IBLA 118 (Nov. 1! 1<76)

where an applicant for grazing privileges does net shew
the type of tisconduct which would be a basis fcr es-
toppel against the Gcvernient, the previsions of «3 CFB
14115.2-1 (e) (9) (i) and (e) (13) (i) cannot be waived en
the basis of such misconduct.

A_____Eindla.y (Appellant). Vermillicn Cliff Cattle_Co.
__n__E_ei!prl, 29 iilA 262 (Mar. 25, 19777

Reliance upen erroneous advice by Bureau of Land Manage-
ment employees cannct estcp the United States cr cenfer
upon an applicant any rights not authorized by law.
«3 CFR 181C.3(c). where it is net established that
the asserted advice was erroneous, estoppel dees net
operate.

.nLt_d__ta_gs_v__Rcjald_BJ_Tii_etis

,

(Mar. 31, 1977)
29 IEIA 316

Even if the Eureau
a withdrawal order
portedly relied on
mining claim, the
land, is null and >

cf Land Management inccrrectly noted
on a status plat and appellant pur-
this status plat when locating his
ining claim, lecated en withdrawn
oid because reliance upen reccrds

maintained tj land offices cannot operate to vest any
right not authorized by law.

Rod Knight. 3C IBLA 22U (May 26, 1977)

As a general rule, an applicant is net entitled tc rely
upen misinformation or erroneous advice given by depart-
mental employees to acquire any rights in public lands
not authorized by law. A corporation filing an cil and
gas lease effer, signed by an officer net designated in
accordance with «3 CFR 3102. «-l as authorized tc act en
its behalf, cannot rely on the fact that the officer's
signature was accepted by the Department en documents
filed in unrelated matters to excuse its failure tc
provide the mandatory authorization.

Emerald Cil Cc.. 31 IBLA 119 (June 2«, 1977)

The Government is not estepped from applying new provi
siens enacted in an amendment to the Mineral leasing
Act to an application for modificaticn cf an existing
ccal lease en account of laches, administrative delay,
or misrepresentation by Government employees of the
fact cf Federal ownership of the land sought in the
application.

Estate_of Malccjm N__McKir_cn, 31 IELA 29C (July 22,
19777

Reliance upen erroneous and incomplete information
provided by Federal employees cannct create any rights
net authcrized by law.

Hark H. Boone and John L. Dtf tra ,

1977)
33 IBLA 32 (Kov. 25,



FEpEJAL_EMPL0YEJS_AND_OFFICE_RS— Continued

AUTHORITY TO BIND GOVERNMENT—Continued

The authority of the Government to proceed with the
withdrawal of public lands, after a Federal agency has
filed an application for such action, which withdraws
that land from mineral location, will not be barred by
laches because of lapse of time.

William. J. ..Smith, St.. et al... 33 IBLA 1*7 (Nov. 25,
1977)

The failure of a noncompetitive oil and gas lease
offeror to complete the date on the simultaneous oil
and gas drawing entry card is not excused, and the De-
partment is not estopped to reject such an offer, by
his reliance on the Department's prior erroneous issu-
ance of a lease in acceptance of an offer which was
deficient for the same reason.

2 ina_A.._Hea,a n , 33 IBLA 213 (Dec. 21, 1977)

An agent of the Government has no authority to grant
a right contrary to a statute of the Congress.

Amerada, Hess .Corp.. 33 IBLA 293 (Jan. 10, 1978)

The general rule is that reliance on erroneous or in-
complete information provided by Federal employees
cannot create any rights not authorized by law.

Be 1 1 on_E.;_Hall , 33 IBLA 3U9 (Jan. 18, 1978)

« ZL_I n vestme n t_ Corpj. , 36 IBLA 355 (Aug. 31, 1978)

Derjo t_S^McG li nchey , 38 IBLA 211 (Dec. 6, 1978)
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The Government is not barred from declaring a lining
claim null and void by the doctrine of laches.

United_States_v. Jcse^h_Lar_ge_n_and_Ferris Larsen,
36 IELA 130 (July 25, 1978)

Reliance upen erroneous advice provided by a ncn-
Governmental filing service cannct relieve an oil
and gas applicant of an obligaticn imposed en bin
by regulation.

John G. Keane. 37 IELA 3€« (Ncv. 1978)

The Government is not estopped from collecting royalt]
payments which are owed, even if it has accepted
improper payments in the past.

Foote Mineral Co.. 34 IBLA 285 (Apr. 17, 1978)
85 I.D. 171

Long-term belief by Federal officers that land was sub-
ject to a valid patent, when, in fact, the land could
not legally have been conveyed because of withdrawal cr
reservation, does not serve as a basis fcr divesting
the Government of title to the land by estoppel.

Roland and Marie Oswald. 35 IBLA 79 (May 12, 1978)

Reliance upon erroneous information provided by enplcy-
ees of the Bureau of Land Management cannot create any
rights not authorized by law. The fact that a coal
prospecting permittee alleges he was assured by BLM
employees that he would receive permit extensions does
not prevent the applicability of subsequent legislation
which prohibits such extensions from causing his exten-
sion applications to be rejected.

Island Creek, Coal Co.. 35 IBLA 2U7 (May 30, 1978)
85 I.C. 161

Where BLM reduced grazier's privileges because of his
loss of ownership of base property from which his qual-
ifications had not in fact been transferred away for
attachment to other property owned by grazier, eguitabl<
estoppel is not invoked against BLM since grazier by hi:
own testimony at hearing showed that he was not igno-
rant of true facts as to lack of transfer back of graz-
ing qualifications and that he did not in fact rely to

Reliance upen erroneous or incomplete infcriaticn pro-
vided by emplcyees cf the Eureau of Land Management
cannct create any rights not authorized by law.

Juan_Muncz, 39 IBLA 72 (Jan. 2«, 1979)

Ji_Ai_"asek, «0 IBLA 123 (Mar. 27, 1979)

J°l!D_C._SchandelBeier, «2 IELA 210 (Aug. 22, 197S)

T ilden Hcl lcway. Roland Wright. U3 IBLA 13U (Sept. 28.
1979)

Reliance en erroneous information provided by Federal
emplcyees cannot create any rights not authorized by
law.

W. R._and Margaret W. Col lier. 39 IELA 81 (Jan. 21,
19797

Sou th ern California Mctcrcyc 1 e_C 1 u

b

x_ I nc

.

±_ Sie r r a_ Cl u b

,

«2~IELA 16«"(Aug. 177~1979)

Erroneous issuance by BLM of oil and gas lease en ether
withdrawn land in area cf tract for which appellant
submitted lease offer does not effect restoraticn tc
leasing of latter withdrawn tract.

lully. 39 IBLA 137 (Jan. 29. 1979)
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Reliance upon erroneous notations to a BLM serial reg-

ister page or incomplete information provided by ELH
employees cannot create any rights not authorized by

law.

|lver C. Duncan. 39 IBLA 1HU (Jan. 29. 1979)

Estoppel to preclude a charge of trespass is not in-
voked against BLR where BLK's partially completed
fences on Federal land do not restrain cattle and
there is no evidence that BLM agreed to construct
and/or maintain said fences for the benefit cf the
grazier, and such grazier was at all tines aware of
these facts.

The grazing regulations («3 CFB itlUO.l (b) (1) , inter
alia) (formerly U3 CFH «112.3-l(a) and (b) ) place the
responsibility of controlling cattle squarely on the
grazier, and Government range management policies as
implemented under acts of Congress cannot be asserted
to bar sanctions where trespasses have been proved, cr
to estop BLM from alleging trespasses.

Bu«^_°£_ian£_Hanasement_v^Eolland_Livestock_!anch
S£_alif 39 IBLA 272 (Feb. 15, 1979) 86 I.E. 133

UPJj »I_JHIICIiiS_ AHC.OUICJBS— Continued

INTEREST IH LANDS— Continued

desired grazing lease. Any such lease must be canceled
when the facts are called tc the Department's attention.
This result cccurs under 13 CFB 7.2 and 7.3 wbicb prc-
bibit any employee frcm acquiring cr retaining any in-
terest in the lands or resources administered by the
Eureau of Land Hanagement. The ptchititicn exterds tc
any interst in land which in any manner is connected
with or involves the use of the grazing resources ad-
ministered by the Bureau of Land Hanagement.

Donald E. and Na ncy f . Jansc n (Cn jieccnsiderjticn^

,

19 IBLA 151 (HarT'lST 1975)
""

82~l7l. 93

I

(1970). A ncn-employee may be disqualified fr<

ing a lease ty his business relationship with an e«

ployee if the issuance of the lease would create ai

interest in public land proscribed by regulation.

Conjld^J_and_Nanci_P..Janson_JOn.B^ccnside £ aticnl,
23 IELA 37K (Feb. «, 1976)

The authority of the United States to enfcrce a public
right or protect a public interest, including its right
to cancel invalid mining claims which encumber the pub-
lic lands, is not vitiated or lost by acquiescence of
its officers or agents, or by their laches cr delays
in the performance of their duties. Regardless of this
rule, laches is not appropriate where it appears that
the Government's failure to act probably resulted frcm
unfamiliarity with existence of these mining claims.

Equitable estoppel against the Government will not lie
where there has been no affirmative misconduct by an
authorized agent or officer resulting in a misrepresen-
tation of fact upon which a party was led to rely to
his ultimate detriment.

fiO£Othy._Smith. 39 IBLA 306 (Feb. 23, 1979)

MEMBERS OF CONGRESS

Cne cf the functions of the Department cf Justice is
to construe the laws under which other Government
Departments act, 28 U.S.C. « 512 (197C) , and when the
Department cf Justice has advised the Department cf
the Interior that it has ccnstrued a conflict of in-
terest statute affecting Members of Congress and has
determined that it is permissible fcr the spouse cf a

member of Congress to held a grazing lease fcr rational
resource lands under certain circumstances, that opin-
ion is binding cn this Department, and a grazing lease
is properly issued when the applicant has satisfied the
criteria set forth by the Department cf Justice.

Josexi_Ji_Kurkowski, 2« IBLA 58 (Feb. 23, 1976)

The Government is not estopped from rejecting oil and
gas lease offers because the offerors' leasing agent
alleges that he relied on a representation by officers
of BLM that his disclaimer of his interest in the offer
was valid and therefore failed to amend his service
agreement with bis clients to remove the interest-
creating provision, where it appears that EIM did not
in fact so represent.

IlSieEiPjLjA_io«ei_et_ali , MO IBLA 381 (May 1U, 1979)

IJPJBAI_I»H-IOLIO_AND_BANlGEMENl_ACT_CI_J97i

GENERALLY

An appeal tc the Eoard of Land Appeals will be dis-
missed where the enactment cf the Federal Land Policy
and Hanagement Act renders meet the questiens on
appeal.

Silver £eak Jcwnsite (Trustee)

.

1977""
IELA 357 (June K.

Reliance on incomplete information supplied by Bureau
of Land Management employees cannot estop the United
States or excuse compliance with a regulation.

Pred_S. Ghelardu cci. «1 IELA 277 (June 28, 1979)

INTEREST IN LANDS

Where a sec. 15 grazing lease is issued tc an applicant
whose brother is an employee of this Department, and
such employee owns stock in the corporation that owns
the contiguous fee land, control over which the appli-
cant asserts as the basis for his preference right to
the grazing lease, such applicant cannot be granted the

An applicaticn filed in 1976 to make a stcck-raising
homestead entry is Frcperly rejected because the heme-
steading previsions of the Stock-raising Homestead Act
were impliedly repealed ty the Taylor Grazing Act and
were expressly repealed by the Federal Land Policy and
Hanagement Act.

A petition-application for a homestead entry outside of
Alaska requires classification cf the land, centers no
riqbts upon an applicant and must be rejected because
the Federal land Folicy and Management Act repealed the
homestead laws effective cn the date cf the Act as to
lands outside Alaska.

Daniel A. And erson. 31 IELA 162 (July 1, 1977)
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Under the Federal Land Policy and Management Act cf
1976 and interim guidelines issued pursuant thereto,
special use permit applications for access roads over
public land are properly processed as right-of-way ap-
plications. i*3 U.S.C. « 1761. The Bureau of Land Man-
agement correctly denies such an application where it
has determined, in conformance with the Act and interim
guidelines, that an access road would neither be in the
public interest nor facilitate land management pclicy.

Edwin L. Rumpf. Jr.. 31 IELA 367 (Aug. 1, 1977)

Until such time as the Department promulgates regula-
tions, policy guidelines or criteria implementing sec.
302 of the Federal Land Pclicy and Management Act of
1976, the Bureau of Land Management may properly defer
action on the proposed creation of an estate in Federal
land thereunder.

Treva U.Berger. 31 IBLA 389 (Aug. 19, 1977)

A right-of-way for a communication site for which appli
cation was made under the Act of Mar. 4, 1911, shall
conform to the provisions of the Federal Land Policy
and Management Act of 1976, sec. 510, 90 Stat. 2743,
2782, when application for grant was pending on Oct.
1976.

21,

Four States Television, Inc.,
1977)

32 IBLA 205 (Sept. 19.

Under sec. 402(c) of the Federal Land Policy and Man-
agement Act of 1976, 43 U.S.C. A. « 1752(c) (west Supp.
1977) , the holder of an expiring grazing lease receives
first priority for the new lease if the requirements cf
sec. 402(c) are met. Therefore, a conflicting appli-
cant is properly denied the lease where the renewal
applicant meets those requirements.

h llen_R, .
grouse

,

32 IBLA 311 (Sept. 30, 1977)
84 I.E.

Geojrae T. McDonald. Cascade Ranches, Inc.
7iay 12, 1978)

35 IELA 75

Under sec. 402(c) of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act of 1976, 43 U.S.C. A. * 1752(c) (Best Supp.
1977) , the holder of an expiring lease shall be given
first priority for receipt of the new lease as long as
the lessee is in compliance with the rules and regula-
tions issued and the terms and conditions in the lease.
Therefore, if the holder of an expiring lease loses
control of the private property contiguous to public
land which gave him a preference right to a lease under
43 CFR 4121.2-1 (c), he is not entitled to first prior-
ity for receipt of a new lease.

are net wbclly consistent with the Federal land Pclicy
Management Act of 1976 does not render invalid a FIB
decision greeting a rigbt-of-way under the aothcrity
cf sec. 310 cf that Act.

Sec. 505, Federal Land Policy and Management Act cf
1976, does net require that preliminary planning
considerations be enumerated en the face cf a grant
cf a right-cf-way.

The third party participation provision of sec.
102(a)(5), Federal Land Policy and Management Act of
1976., is entirely satisfied by a series of public hear-
ings held prior to the grant of a power transmission
right-of-way.

tayid Smith. Ranches et al^ fApFellan^s) , Colorado Ote
ilectric_Ass;n. Inc. . Ilntetvepor) . 33 IELA 7 (Hcv. 15,
1977)

Under sec. 310 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act of 1976, 43 O.S.C.A. S 1764(g) (Sest
Supp. 1977), charges for rights-of-way on public
lands are in general to be paid annually rather thai
in advance fcr a longer period pursuant to 43 CFR
2802.1-7 (a).

2I2_IS2S»isi£fi*_II>c., 33 IBLA 80 (Dec. 8, 1977)

Under sec. 314(b) of the Federal Lard Pclicy and Han-
agement Act cf Cct. 21, 1976, 43 U.S.C. 4 1744(b) (lest
Supp. 1977), and 43 CFR 3833.1-2, the owner cf a lining
claim located after Oct. 21, 1976, must file a notice cf
recordation cf the claim with the prcper Eureau cf Land
Management effice within 90 days of lecatien cf the
claim. Failure to make a timely filing of the cctice
reguires that the Bureau refuse tc accept the nctice
and declare the claim to be null and void.

The failure cf a ining claimant to file the nctice cf
recordation reguired by sec. 314(b) cf the Federal land
Policy and Management Act cf Oct. 21, 1976, 43 C.S.C.
« 1744(b) (Nest Supp. 1977), cannot be excused en the
basis of eguitable estoppel where nc discussicn covet-
ing the 90-day requirement was bad between the tepart-
ment and appellant's representatives.

.ISCjNo zt h wes t_C i j; i ze ns_ f eje .Wilder ne § s_H ij i no^Co,
33 IELA 317 (Jan. 16, 1978)

Applications for rights-of-way on public lands peeding
on Oct. 21, 1976, are tc be considered as applicaticns
under the Federal Land Policy and Management Act cf
1976, but, tc the extent practical, existing regula-
tions will gcvern the administraticn cf the public
lands until new regulations are issued.

«aiJi_Xi_2l3sk , 32 IBLA 395 (Nov. 1977)
Contfrneptal Telephone of California

,

(Hay 1, 1976)
34 IEIA 374

Sec. 310 of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act
of 1976 provides that, prior to promulgation of new
regulations, the Secretary will administer the public
lands under existing regulations to the extent practi-
cal. Issuance of a right-of-way permit fcr an electri-
cal power transmission line prior to the promulgation
of new regulations under sec. 504 of the Act is permis-
sible under the authority in sec. 310.

The fact that various of the existing regulations in
43 CFR Part 2800, governing issuance of rights-of-way.

Under sec. 314 (b) of the Federal Land Policy and Man-
agement Act cf Oct. 21, 1976, 43 U.S.C. « 1744(b) (Sest
Supp. 1977), and 43 CFR 3833.1-2, the owner cf a lining
claim located after Cct. 21, 1976, must file a notice cf
recordation cf the claim with the prcper Eureau cf land
Management office within 90 days of lecatien cf the
claim. Failure tc make a timely filing of the nctice
requires that the Eureau refuse to accept the nctice
and declare the claim tc be null and void.

B, Hade Hglder..et.aj
Jt . 35 IBLA 169 (Hay 22. 1«7£)
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Under sec. 311(a) of the Federal Land Policy and Han-
ageoent Act of 1976, the owner of an unpatented mining
claim must file a notice of intention to held his claim
prior to Dec. 31 of the calendar year following the
date of location of such claim, or the claim shall be
deemed conclusively to have been abandoned.

Donald H. Little. 37 IBLA 1 (Sept. 6, 1978)

Juafi_U<JI!OZ» 39 IBLA 72 (Jan. 21, 1979)

Applications for rights-of-way on public lands pending
on Oct. 21, 1976, are to be considered as filed under
the Federal Land Policy and Hanagement Act cf 1976.

Arnold E. Hedell, 37 IBLA 22 (Sept. 12, 1978)

Under sec. 311(b) of the Federal land Policy and Manage-
ment Act of Oct. 21, 1976, 13 O.S.C. * 1711(b) (1976),
and 13 CFB 3833.1-2, the owner of an unpatented lede cr
placer mining claim located after Oct. 21, 1976, shall,
within 90 days after the date of location of such claim,
file in the proper BLH office a copy of the official
record of the notice of location or certificate of loca-
tion. Failure to file such instruments shall be deemed
conclusively to constitute an abandonment of the mining
claim by the owner.

Ja"es_Ei_Giancarlo, 37 IBLA 88 (Sept. 22, 1978)

Leland H. Bray. 37 IBLA 120 (Oct. 3, 1978)

B°l_5i_£Z£am » 3 g IBLA 32 (Jan. 15, 1979)

Phillip H. Ga rdiner e t al .. 11 IBLA 391 (July 21, 1979)

The Small Tract Act, as amended, 13 O.S.C. * 682a et
sea. (1970) was repealed by sec. 702 of the Federal
Land Policy and Hanagement Act of 1976 (FLPHA)

,

90 Stat. 2787, and no land may be purchased under this
Act. Where a State Office decision approves an appli-
cation for purchase of a tract of land filed pursuant
to the Small Tract Act in order to correct an errcr in
a land description in another patent previously issued
to appellants under the Small Tract Act, the decision
will be reversed and the case remanded tc the State Of-
fice for determination of whether the original patent
may be corrected under sec. 316 of FLPHA, Correction
of Conveyance Documents, 13 O.S.C. § 1716 (1970)

.

giShard..O,.pale et al.. 38 IBLA 175 (Dec. 6, 1978)

Where the owner of unpatented mining claims located
after Oct. 21, 1976, fails to file evidence of annual
assessment work or a notice of intention tc hold the
claims prior to Dec. 31 of the year following the cal-
endar year in which the claims were located, the claiirs
are properly deemed abandoned and void pursuant to sec.
311 of the Federal Land Policy and Hanagement Act of
Oct. 21, 1976, 13 O.S.C. A. i 1711 (Supp. 1978), and
13 CFB 3833.2-1 (b) (1) and 13 CFR 3833.1(a).

Public Service Co. of Oklahoma. 38 IBLA 193 (Dec. 6,
1978)

The Small Tract Act, 13 O.S.C. « 682a-e (1970), was re-
pealed by sec. 702, Federal Land Policy and Hanagement
Act of 1976, Oct. 21, 1976, P.L. 91-579, 90 Stat. 2787.
Renewal of a small tract lease was discretionary under
the former Small Tract Act, so there was no right to
renewal of a small tract lease preserved by sec. 701
of FLPHA. Any use or occupancy of the public domain

II£iliI_I AII_ICJIO_ » »£_ H A jjj GJ HJ NT_ ACT_CF_J 9 7 6— Continued
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granted subseguent tc Oct. 21, 1976, must re urder
authority ccntained in FLPHA.

iEJi>U£_G._Iaj!«i_Jli# 38 IBLA 297 (Dec. 11, 1976)

Department cf the Interior, as agency of executive
branch cf Government, is not proper forum to decide
whether or net statute enacted by Congress is
constitutional.

28 IBLA 3C0 (Dec. 11, 1978)

Where off-read vehicles Fcse a potential threat tc
plants propesed for listing under the Endangered Sp
Act cf 1973, 87 Stat. 881, as endangered, and inter
with the educaticnal and scientific value cf an are
the public lands which its status as a registered n

ral landmark under the Historic Sites Act, as amend
16 O.S.C. ss 161-167 (1976), seeks tc enhance,"the
may close such area of the public lands tc eff-rcad
hicular use, pending further study, pursuant tc the
tiple use management previsions cf the Federal land
Policy and Hanagement Act of 1976, 13 O.S.C. «« 173
and 1733 (1976).

fere
a cf

California Ass'n cf Fcur-Wheel Drive Clubs
38 IELA 361 (Dec. 29, 1978)

.et_al..

Authority tc dispose cf land within Alaska railroad
townsites under 13 O.S.C. * 975b (197C) was repealed ty
sec. 701(a) of the Federal Land Policy and Management
Act cf 1976.

Because issuance cf a patent remeves the land from
Departmental jurisdiction, it is net proper to issue
that patent simultaneously with dismissal cf a pretest
against the patent application because such acticr de-
prives the protester of his right tc review and pre-
cludes ccmpliance with 13 O.S.C. A. « 1701(a)(5) (lest
Supp. 1978) which mandates objective administrative
review cf initial decisions.

Hatanuska-Susitna
1976)

It). |nc. 38 IEIA 382 (tec. 29,

The Federal land Policy and Hanagement Act cf 1S7«,
13 O.S.C. A. « 1702(h) (West Supp. 1978), prcviding for
sustained yield management of timber resources, acd
16 O.S.C. «« 591, 591-1 (1970), which direct a pclicy
cf preserving forest resources from insect infestation
and damage, envisage that the Department is under an
obligaticn tc protect timber frcm such ravages, includ-
ing without limitation, the sale of timber so affected.

Gecrge Jalbert et al T . 39 IELA 2C5 (Feb. 2, 1979)

Cnder sec. 311 (b) of the Federal Land Pclicy and Bar—
agement Act cf Oct. 21, 1976, 13 O.S.C. « 1711(b)
(1976), and 13 CFB 3822.1-2, the owner cf a irininc
claim located after Oct. 21, 1976, must file a nctice
cf recordaticn of the claim with the proper Eureau of
Land Hanagement office within 90 days cf lccaticn cf
the claim, cr the claim is deemed abandened and vcid.

Cale_C. _ CeLor . 10 IBLA 88 (Bar. 22, 1979)

•2l!L.S£icer, 12 IELA 288 (Aug. 27, 1979)
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R.S. 2387, 2388 and 2389, «3 U.S.C. $$ 718-720 (1976),
were repealed by sec. 703 of the Federal Land Policy
and Management Act of 1976 (FLPMA) , 90 Stat. 2790, and
any transfer of land for a townsite within a National
Forest after the effective date of FLPMA, Cct. 21,
1976, must be made under authority of sec. 213 of that
Act. The filing of an application under other statutes
prior to the enactment of FLPMA does nor constitute a

valid existing right which would survive FLPMA.

Tow nsit e_of_Li ber tj , «0 IELA 317 (Apr. 3C, 1979)

The Federal Land Policy and Management Act, 13 U.S.C.
§ 1701 et sea. (197 &> . <J° e s not establish any reserved
rights in BLM lands.

The management programs mandated by Congress in such
Acts as the Taylor Grazing Act and FLPMA reguire the
appropriation of water by the United States in order to
assure the success of the programs and carry out the
objectives established by Congress.

FEDERAL LANE POLICY AND
.
MANAGEMENT ACT_CF_ j 976— Cent inuec

GENERALLY— Cent inued

FLPMA, «3 U.S.C. * 1701 notes (1976),
itatus quo in the relationship between
the Federal Government on water, and
the continued appropriation of unappro-
gable waters on the public doitain by

; pursuant to State law as authorized
.and Act; (h) the right of the United
nappropriated water for the congres-
ized and mandated purposes set forth in
viding for the management cf the public
application by the United States to

ghts pursuant to State law fcr these

Sec. 701(g) of
maintains the :

the States and
allows for (a)

priated nonnav:
private person
by the Desert :

States to use i

sionally recogn
legislation pro
domain; and (c)

secure water ri

purposes.

FLPMA, the Taylor Grazing Act, the 06C Act, and ether
statutes permit the United States to appropriate water
for the diverse purposes found in the varicus statutes.

FLPMA authorizes the BLM to appropriate water for such
uses as fish and wildlife maintenance and protection,
scenic value preservation, and human consumption, and
protection of areas of critical environmental concern.

Federal Water Rights o f t he National Park Service. Fish
and Wildlife Service. Bureau of Reclamation and the
BuiIa!i_ i_I;dnd_Manaaement,

-
M- 3691U (June~2 57~197 97

86 I.D. 553
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Phil ip S ayer. H2 IELA 296 (Aug. 27. 1979)

The regulation, U3 CFR 3833. 2-1 (t) (1) . requiring evi-
dence of assessment wcrk to be filed prior to tec. 31

cf the year following location of the claim, is Manda-
tory. Failure tc comply therewith must result in a

finding that the claim has been abandened.

Donald L, Fulqhan. U2 IBLA 338 (Aug. 30, 1979)

The Federal Land Policy and Management A

quires, along ether things, (1) a determ
Secretary of Agriculture that the public
re well served by a proposed national fc
(2) that evaluation of the public intere
consider the panoply cf Federal, State,
enumerated; and (3) that the Secretary s

the values and objectives to be served t

lands, if retained, dc net exceed the va
public objectives serviceable by, the pr
if acquired.

P§trp_Leascc.»_Inc., "2 IBLft 3 " 5 < iu 9- 31 » 157?)

ict cf lS7t re-
linaticn tj the
: interest will
:rest excha nge;
1st shall t ully
and local needs
hall find that
:y Federal
ilues cf, and
offered la nds

Fursi
ewnee

int to U3 U.S.C. « 1712(e)(3) (1976), a wholly
Government corporation may acquire and held

s as a citizen under the Mining Law cf 1672.

John R. Meadcws. «3 IBLA 35 (Sept. 12, 1979)

"Public Lands." Land within an interim conveyance to a
Native Corporation is no longer "public land" under the
Federal Land Policy and Management Act nor subject to
Bureau of Land Management jurisdiction tc issue rights-
of-way under that Act.

.Enalc Fish Co. U2 IBLA 200 (Aug. 22, 1979)

Departmental regulations «3 CFR Subpart 31C9 and «3 CFB
312C.2-3, and sec. 603 cf the Federal Land Policy ard
Management Act of 1976 provide ample authority fcr the
Eureau of Land Management to require cil and gas les-
sees to agree tc wilderness protection stipulations.

Ial»er_Oil_and_Gas_Co., «3 IBLA 115 (Sept. 2U, 1979)

Sec. 314 of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act
of 1976 was enacted to establish a Federal recording
system for mining claims to facilitate Federal land use
planning and management. Failure to comply with the
mandatory filing requirements constitutes abandonment
of the claim and the land reverts to the status of pub-
lic domain.

In the absence of a specific regulation or policy direc-
tive specifying the type of proof necessary for recor-
dation, the Bureau of Land Management should liberally
consider attempts by a mining claimant under sec. 311
of the Federal Land and Policy Management Act to reccrd
notice of a mining claim where proof of recording can-
not be made and 30 U.S.C. § 38 (1976) is relied upon

The regulations governing reccrdaticn of mining claim:
are mandatory, and failure to comply therewith mst
result in a finding that the claim has been abandened.
Where appellants timely file for reccrd an "amended"
location notice, accompanied by the original lecatien
notice which is untimely en its face, the mining clai«
is properly deemed abandoned as to the original loca-
tion, but net as to the "amended" claim if it is a

relccaticn cf the claim under the law.

Paul,, Meyer . 03 IEIA 119 (Sept. 2U,
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GENERALLY— Continued

Regulation «3 CFR 3833.1-2(d) states that a location
notice for each mining claim, millsite, or tunnel site
filed for recordation shall be accompanied ty a service
fee. As this is a mandatory requirement, there is no
recordation unless the documents are accompanied ty the
stated fee, or until it is paid. Therefore, where a

notice of location of a claim or site is submitted tc

BLM for recordation on Dec. 1«, 1977, and the filing
fee therefor is not paid to Bin until Feb. 10, 1978,
the recordation date of the notice is Feb. 10, 1978.

Joe B. .Cashman. 13 IBLA 239 (Oct. 10, 1979)

A proposed Federal timber sale does not violate the
principle of multiple use embodied in the Federal Land
Policy and Management Act of 1976, U3 O.S.C. s 1701
(1976) , where it involves Oregon and California re-
vested land committed by the Act of Aug. 28, 1937,
U3 U.S.C. $ 1181a (1976), to dominant use management
for commercial forestry.

Elaine Mikels et al. , U« IBLA 51 (Nov. 19, 1979)

Under sec. 31U of the Federal Land Policy and Manage-
ment Act of Oct. 21, 1976, «3 O.S.C « 17«<4 (1976), and
U3 CFR 3833.1-2, the owner of a lode mining claim must
file a notice of recordation of the claim with the
proper Bureau of Land Management Office within 90 days
of location of the claim. Failure to so file is deemed
conclusively to constitute an abandonment cf the claim
by the owner.

Zaith.C^ Hart man, UH IBLA 310 (Dec. 31, 1979)

ASSESSMENT WORK

The owner of an unpatented mining claim located after
Oct. 21, 1976, but in the calendar year 1976, must file
an affidavit of assessment work or a notice of inten-
tion to hold the mining claim prior to Dec. 31 of the
following calendar year, 1977, or the claim will be
conclusively deemed to have been abandoned.

For the purposes of filing affidavits of assessment
work or notices of intention to hold a mining claim,
the date of location is the date as defined in the per-
tinent regulation, «3 CFR 3833.0-5 (h), not the date on
which the owner completes the last step in locating and
recording a mining claim as required by State law.

Paul S. Coupey. 35 IBLA 112 (May 15, 1978)

The owner of an unpatented mining claim located after
Oct. 21, 1976, but in the calendar year 1976, must file
an affidavit of assessment work or a notice of inten-
tion to hold the mining claim prior to Dec. 31 of the
following calendar year, 1977, or the claim will be
conclusively deemed to have been abandoned.

For the purposes of filing affidavits of assessment
work or notices of intention to held a mining claim,
the date of location is the date as defined in the per-
tinent regulation, «3 CFR 3833.0-5 (h)

.

Ronald L. Nordwick. 36 IBLA 238 (Aug. 1U, 1978)

fI£ii»i_I»»I_iClICY_ANE_HANAGJMiS2_iCT_OI_J97e--CCBtiEUec

ASSESSMENT WORK— Continued

The cwner of an unpatented mining claim lecated after
Oct. 21, 1976, but in the calendar year 1976, most file
an affidavit of assessment work or a notice of inten-
tion to hold the mining claim prior tc Dec. 31 cf the
fcllcwing calendar year, 1977, or the claim will be
conclusively deemed tc .iave teen abandoned.

w. A. Starr and Ida Elsie Bctiller. 38 IELA 7K (Ncv. S,
1978)

Onder «3 CFR 3833.2-1 (b) , the owner cf an unpatented
mining claim lecated after Oct. 21, 1976, but in the
calendar year 1976, must file an affidavit of assess-
ment work or a notice of intenticn tc held the mining
claim prior to Dec. 31 of the following calendar year,
1977, or the claim will be conclusively deemed tc have
been abandoned, under U3 CFR 3833.1(a).

J ohn H. Caurruthers. 38 IBLA 77 1978)

Under the Federal Land Policy and Hanageme
1976, «3 O.S.C. 4 17««(a)(2) (1976), if an
mining claim located after Oct. 21, 1976,
ported annually ty either an affidavit cf
work or notice of intenticn to hold, the c

conclusively deemed atandened and vcid, de
lant's stateient there was no intent to ab
that failure to file was an oversight.

Nuclear fewer and Energy Coj and E-2 . Inc.
(June in, 1979)
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Where the owner of an unpatented mining claim lecated
prior to Oct. 21, 1976, fails tc file an affidavit cf
assessment wcrk or notice of intenticn to hold the
claim on or tefore Dec. 31 cf the calendar year fcllow-
ing the calendar year in which he recorded the claia
in the ELM office, his claim is properly deemed conclu-
sively tc have been abandoned.

Char les and f ete Caress. «1 IELA 3C2 (June 29, 1979)

Under the Federal Land Policy and Management Act cf
1976, sec. 311, «3 O.S.C. « 17<t« (1976), the cwner cf
an unpatented mining claim lecated en Oct. 1C, 1977,
must file an affidavit cf assessment wcrk or a notice
cf intention to hold the mining claim pricr tc tec. 21
of the fcllcwing calendar year, 1978, or the claim will
be conclusively deemed to have teen abandoned.

B ruce Par ke. 02 IBLA 18 (July 25. 1979)

Onder the Federal Land Pclicy and Management Act cf
197€, « 310, «3 O.S.C. « 17MU (1976), the owner cf
unpatented mining claims located in 1977 must file an
affidavit cf assessment wcrk or a notice of intenticn
to held the claim pricr to Dec. 31 cf the fcllcwing
calendar year, 1978, or the claim will be conclusively
deemed tc have been abandoned. Where an appellant as-
serts on appeal that he timely mailed prccf cf later
to the Eureau of Land Management, tut the documents
were not received by that office, the documents can-
not be considered as filed with that effice unless
and until they are received by it.

Lrjt_e t_al.. , M2 IBLA 292 (Aug. 27, 1979)

J ame s E. Yates. «2 IELA 391 (Sept. 11. 1979)
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ASSESSMENT HOBK— Cont inued

Where the owner of an unpatented Dining claim located
prior to Oct. 21, 1976, fails to file an affidavit of
assessment work or notice of intention to held the
claim on or before Dec. 31 of the calendar year follow-
ing the calendar year in which he recorded the claim
in the blpi office, his claim is properly deemed conclu-
sively to have been abandoned and to be null and vcid.

A State law which reguires filing of proof cf assess-
ment work which reguirement is more liberal than the
recordation reguirement of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act of 1976, « 31«a, 143 O.S.C. i 17U« (1976),
cannot override the more cnerous requirements of the
latter, since Article VI, Clause 2 of the Federal Con-
stitution makes the Constitution, and laws and treaties
made in conformity therewith, the supreme law of the
land.

James V. Joyce. 42 IBLA 383 (Sept. 11, 1979)

FEDFBAL L ANC POLICY AND HAHAGEHENT ACT CF_1976-- Ccntinued

ASSESSMENT HOBK—Continued

The cwner of an unpatented mining claim located after
Oct. 21, 1976, must file with the appropriate office cf
the Eureau cf Land Management an affidavit cf assess-
ment work or a notice of intenticn tc held the mining
claim prior to Dec. 31 of the following calendar year
or the claim will be conclusively deemi
abandoned.

have teen

M IBLA 162 (Nov. 30. 1979)

claim is properly deemed void.

2aIia_M2ters» •»'» IB" 272 (Dec. 26, 1979)

Under the Federal Land Policy and Management Act cf
1976, sec. 311, «3 O.S.C. § 17«U (1976), the owner of
unpatented mining claims located in 1977 must file af-
fidavits of assessment work or notices of intention to
hold the claims prior to Dec. 31 of the following cal-
endar year, 1978, or the claims will be conclusively
deemed to have been abandoned, and may properly be de-
clared void.

Ernest K. Lehmannand Associates,
1979)

U3 IBLA 1 (Sept. 11,

DISCLAIMERS OF INTEREST

The Eureau of land Management should suspend action ct
applications for recordable disclaimers cf interest
filed pursuant to sec. 315 of the Federal Land Pclicy
and Hanagetent Act cf 1976 where no regulations have
been issued under which action may be taken and where
there is nc contrary policy directive.

G rac e Cooley_Coleman. Lecta, Ferrell. 35 IEIA 236
(May 26, 1976)

For the purposes of filing affidavits of assessment
work or notices of intention to hold a mining claim,
the date of location of the claim is the date as de-
fined in «3 CFR 3833.0-5(h).

Under U3 U.S.C. * 17UU (a) (1976), the owner of an un-
patented mining claim located after Oct. 21, 1976, but
in the calendar year 1976, must file an affidavit of
assessment work or a notice of intention to hold the
mining claim prior tc Dec. 31 of the following calendar
year, 1977, or the claim will be conclusively deefed tc
have been abandoned. Sec. 17«i» (a) does not conflict
with 30 U.S.C. $ 28 (1976) which pertains tc the year
in which the first affidavit of assessment work must
be recorded.

Charlie Carnal. Halter Peck,
U3 IBLA~10 (Sept. 11, 1979)

E dwa rd Ec i2anskv ,

Regulation «3 CFB 3833. 1-2 (d) states that a location
notice for each mining claim, millsite, cr tunnel site
filed for recordation shall be accompanied by a service
fee. As this is a mandatory requirement, there is nc
recordation unless the documents are accompanied by the
stated fee, or until it is paid. Therefore, where a
notice of location of a claim or site is submitted to
BLM for recordation on Dec. 1«, 1977, and the filing
fee therefor is not paid to BLM until Feb. 10, 1978,
the recordation date of the notice is Feb. 10, 1978.

Joe B. Cashman. «3 IBLA 239 (Oct. 10, 1979)

The owner of an unpatented mining claim located after
Oct. 21, 1976, must file an affidavit of assessment
work or a notice of intention to bold the lining claim
prior to Dec. 31 of the calendar year following the
year in which the claim was located or the claim will
be conclusively deemed to have been abandoned.

Les ter_Lj._R hoads , i»3 IBLA 380 (Oct. 31, 1979)

Hhere private land exchange was fcr surface rights enly
and applicant's warranty deed mistakenly cenveys a fee
simple absolute, the facts concerning which are well-
documented, en equitable principles an applicant may be
entitled to issuance of a disclaimer cf interest in the
mineral estate. «3 O.S.C. « 17U5 (1976).

£en n i s_Po tt s , U2 IBLA 355 (Sept. 11, 1979)

EXCBANGES

The appraised values of offered and selected lards in a
land exchange applicaticn made pursuant to the Federal
Land Policy and Management Act cf 1976 are properly de-
termined where such values are set in acccrdance with
the Oniform Appraisal Standards for Federal Land
Acquisitions.

Paul Kellerbl cck. 36 IBLA 160 (Dec. 5, 1978)

The Federal land Policy and Management Act of 1S76 re-
quires, ameng other things, (1) a determination by the
Secretary cf Agriculture that the public interest will
be well served by a proposed national fcrest exchange;
(2) that evaluation of the public interest shall fully
consider the panoply cf Federal, State, and lecal needs
enumerated; and (3) that the Secretary shall find that
the values and objectives to be served by Federal
lands, if retained, do not exceed the values of, and
public objectives serviceable by, the proffered lands
if acquired.

. Inc.. «2 IBLA 3U5 (Aug. 31, 1979)
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EXCHANGES—Continued

Under the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of
1976, 13 O.S.C. $ 1716(a) (1976), the Bureau of land
Management nay reject an application to exchange public
lands for private lands as not in the public interest
in order to protect a significant waterfcwl habitat.

S taley._ Anderson , 11 IBLA 58 (Nov. 20. 1979)

GRAZING LEASES AND PERMITS

A decision renewing a grazing lease and rejecting a

conflicting application which is rendered in accordance
with the governing statutory standard set out in sec.
i»02(c) of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of
1976, «3 O.S.C. i 1752(c) ( Supp. 197_) , will not be
overturned in the absence of convincing reasens that
the award is not warranted.

Fancher Bro s.. 33 IBLA 262 (Jan. 5, 1978)

FEDERAL LAND POLICY AND HANAGEMENT ACT CF 1976- tinued

TICE CF

A notice of lecatien cr certificate cf lecatien cf a

lining claim is a separate and distinct decument frcm
an affidavit cf assessment work cr a notice of inten-
tion to hold a mining claim and the filing cf the cne
does not satisfy the requirement that the other be
filed.

The holding cf a mining claim and the diligent pursu-
ance of mining activities on it does not relieve its
owner of the obligation imposed by statute to file an
affidavit cf assessment wcrk or a nctice of intenticn
tc held a mining claim.

Reliance upen erroneous advice or incomplete inferma-
tion provided by BLB employees cannot relieve the owner
cf a lining claim of an cbligaticn impesed en him by
statute cr relieve him cf the censequences imposed by a

statute for his failure to comply with its requirements.

£a«I_Ii_£2fl£62. 35 IELA 112 (May 15, 1978)

A decision made under 13 CFR 1.170 et seg. regarding
future use of the Federal Range will be set aside if it
is necessary that issues involved therein be considered
under regulations newly promulgated pursuant to Federal
Land Policy and Management Act of 1976.

United States_v. View Point Ranches. 37 IELA 357
(Oct. 31, 1978)

A notice of location cr certificate cf lecatien cf a

mining claim is a separate and distinct decument from
an affidavit cf assessment work or a notice cf inten-
tion to hold a lining claim and the filing of the cne
does not satisfy the requirement that the ether be
filed.

Ronald L. Ncr dwick. 36 IBLA 238 (Aug. ID, 1978)

Where two preference right applicants file ccnflicting
applications for a grazing lease, sec. 102 (c) of FIPMA,
03 O.S.C. « 1752(c) (1976), mandates issuance of the
new lease to the holder of the expiring lease provided
that the holder of the expiring lease maintains his cr
her preference right qualifications and is ctherwise in
conformance with the applicable rules and regulations.

Earl W. Piatt. 03 IBLA 11 (Sept. 18, 1979) 86 I.'d. 158

PERMITS

Temporary use permits for purposes associated with
rights-of-way issued under sec. 501 of the Federal Land
Policy and Management Act of 1976, may only be issued
pursuant to sec. SOU (a) of that Act.

The provisions of sec. 501(a) of the Federal Land Pol-
icy and Management Act of 1976, 13 U.S.C. * 1761(a)
(1976) , do not authorize the issuance of temporary use
permits either as a preconstruction permit absent an
existing right-of-way or for use as a transmissicn site
right-of-way.

James, W. Smith. 11 IBLA 275 (Dec. 26, 1979)

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION

Public notice and hearing is not required by the Code
of Federal Regulations prior to closure cf areas cf
the public lands to outdocr recreation use pursuant to
13 CFR 6010.1, implementing the multiple use management
provisions of the Federal Land Policy and Management
Act of 1976. 13 O.S.C. «4 1732 and 1733 (1976).

£a lif or nia_A ssj_n_gf_Fou.£: Whee 1

38 IBLA 361 (Dec. 29, 1978)
Drive Clubs et al.

Where the owner of unpatented mining claims located
after Oct. 21, 1976, fails to file evidence of annual
assessment wcrk or a notice of intenticn tc held the
claims prior tc Dec. 31 cf the year following the cal-
endar year in which the claims were lecated . the claim:
are properly deemed abandoned and vcid pursuant tc sec.
311 of the Federal land Policy and Management Act of
Oct. 21, 1976, 13 O.S.C. A. « 1711 (Supp. 1978), and
13 CFP 3833.2-l(b) (1) and 13 CFB 3833. 1(a).

Public Servic e Co

.

1978)
38 IBIA 193 (Dec.

Appellant's prior filings of mining claim decuments
with BLM dc not relieve him of filing otligaticrs
imposed by sec. 311 cf Federal Land Policy and Manage-
ment Act and implementing regulations at 13 CFE Subpart
3833. which are binding.

»l_Sberman, 38 IELA 300 (Dec. 11, 1978)

Onder the Federal Land Policy and Management Act cf
1976, 13 O.S.C. « 1711(a)(2) (1976), if an unpaterted
mining claim located after Oct. 21, 1976, is not sup-
ported annually by either an affidavit cf assessment
work or notice of intention to held, the claim will be

conclusively deemed abandoned and vcid, despite appel-
lant's statement there was no intent to abandon and
that failure tc file was an oversight.

^"cieat_Icwer_and_Ener3i_Co J _a.nd.Er 2^_Jnc., 11 IEIA H
(June 11, 1979)

Reliance upen erroneous advice or incomplete information
provided by ELM employees cannot relieve the owner cf a
mining claim of an cbligaticn imposed en him by statute
cr relieve him of the consequences imposed by a statute
for his failure tc comply with its requirements.

Clair R. Cald well et 12 IBLA 139 (Aug. 16. 1979)
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Department of the Interior, as agency of executive
branch of Government, is not proper forum tc decide
whether or not as to mining claims the recordation
provisions of the Federal Land Policy and Management
Act of 1976 are constitutional.

IIEiRAL_IANC_|CLICJf_AND_nANJGEJ5|NT_ACT_CF_Ji7i--Ccntinuec

BECCRDATICN CF MINING CLAIHS AND AEANEONMENT— Ccntinuec

3833.1-2 (c) (7) before accepting the reccrdaticn cf the
claims under 13 O.S.C.A. « 1711 (West Suff- 1STJ)

.

PaSl.Si.Couiej, 33 IELA 178 (Dec. 20, 1977)

For the purposes of filing affidavits of assessment
work or notices of intention to hold a mining claim,
the date of location of the claim is the date as de-
fined in 143 CFR 3833.0-5(h).

Charlie_Carnalx_Halter_Peck J

13 IBLA 10 (SeptT ll7~1979)
!I>d_I dwar d_Eor z ans kj;

,

Regulation 13 CFR 3833.1-2(d) states that a location
notice for each mining claim, millsite, or tunnel site
filed for recordation shall be accompanied by a service
fee. As this is a mandatory requirement, there is no
recordation unless the documents are accompanied by the
stated fee, or until it is paid. Therefore, where a

notice of location of a claim or site is submitted to
BLM for recordation on Dec. 11, 1977, and the filing
fee therefor is not paid to BLM until Feb. 10, 1978,
the recordation date of the notice is Feb. 10, 1978.

J°e_B._ Cash man, 13 IBLA 239 (Oct. 10, 1979)

13 CFR 3833.1-2(d) states that a location nctice for
each mining claim, millsite, or tunnel site filed for
recordation shall be accompanied by a service fee.
As this is a mandatory requirement, there is no rec-
ordation unless the documents are accompanied by the
stated fee, or until it is paid. Therefore, where a

notice of location of a mining claim is submitted tc
BLM for recordation on Sept. 30, 1977, and the filing
fee therefore is not paid to BLB until July 18, 1978,
the recordation date of the notice of location is
July 18, 1978. In the circumstances, the evidence of
annual assessment work performed during the preceding
assessment year or a notice of intention to hold the
mining claim must be filed in the proper BLB office
on or before Oct. 22, 1979, pursuant to 13 CFR
3833.2-l(a). Duly promulgated regulations have the
force and effect of law and are binding on the
Department.

NRG Mining. Inc.. 11 IBLA 126 (Nov. 27, 1979)

Where the owner of an unpatented mining claim located
prior to Oct. 21, 1976, fails to file an affidavit of
assessment work or notice of intention to held the
claim on or before the last day of the calendar year
following the year the claim was recorded with BLM, the
claim is properly deemed void.

Valda_Waters, 11 IBLA 272 (Dec. 26, 1979)

RECORDATION OF MINING CLAIMS ANE ABANDONMENT

Land which has been patented without a reservation of
minerals to the United States or which otherwise has
been removed from the operation of the United States
mining laws is not available for the location of min-
ing claims. Mining claims located on such land after
it is so removed are null and void ab initic. Attempts
to record such claims under 13 U.S.C.A. 4 1711 (West
Supp. 1978) are properly rejected.

The Bureau of Land Management may reguire maps of
mining claims meeting the requirements of U3 CFR

Under sec. 311 (b) of the Federal Land Eclicy and Ean-
agement Act cf Oct. 21, 1976, 13 U.S.C. § 1711(t) (liest

SupF. 1977), and 1 3 CFR 3833.1-2, the owner cf a firing
claim located after Cct. 21, 1976, most file a nctice of
reccrdaticn cf the claim with the proper Eureau of land
Management office within 90 days of location cf the
claim. Failure to make a timely filing of the notice
requires that the Eureau refuse to accept the nctice
and declare the claim to be null and void.

Northwest Citizens fcr Wilderness_Mininc|_Cc..t Inc.,
3 3 IELA~317~"(Jan7"l67 1978)

]<A_*ade_Hcld6r_et_al., 35 IBLA 169 (Bay 22, 1S7£)

Cwners of unpatented mining claims lecated after
Oct. 21, 1977, must file a copy cf the official reccrd
of the nctice cf location or certificate cf lecatien
with the appropriate State Office of the Bureau cf Land
Management within 9C days of the date cf lecatien not-
withstanding that the filing would be required prior to
the promulgation of regulations implementing sec. 311
of the Federal Land Pclicy and Management Act cf 1976.

Belton E T Ha}l. 33 IBLA 319 (Jan. 16, 197E)

Under sec. 311(b) of the Federal land Fclicy and
Banagement Act of 1976, mining claims located after
Oct. 21, 1976, must te recorded at the effice of the
Eureau cf Land Banagement designated by the Secretary
cf the Interior, within 90 days after the date cf lcca-
tion. Ey regulation the BLB State Offices are desig-
nated the prcper offices for mining claim reccrdatiens.

Failure to record mining claims i

311 of the Federal Land Pclicy an
1976 is deemed conclusively to co
of the claims. Filing the record
Eureau of Land Management Distric
in the proper State Office, the d

tion of the 90-day statutory dead
does not constitute timely record
cumstances, the ELB State Office
recordations upon receipt of the
90-day deadline had passed.

Irwin W. Swee ney. 31 IBLA 205 (Ha

n accordance wi h sec
d Management Ac cf
nstitute atandcnient
aticn documents in a

t Cffice, rathe than
ay before the expira-
line fcr reccrdaticn
aticn. In such cir-
properly rejected the
dccuients after the

r. 23, 1976)

Pursuant tc sec. 311 (b)

lanagement Act of 1976,
if the Federal Land Pclicy and
1 copy of the official reccrd

of the notice cf location cf a mining claim most te
filed within 90 days after location of the claim. In
computing this pericd the date cf location is net
counted tut the last day of the pericd is. Thus, when
a claim is lecated en Sept. 1, 1977, a notice filed on
Dec. 1, 1977, is 1 day late, Nov. 30, 1977, teing the
90th day.

Sober. t_Thcmpson , 31 IELA 319 (Apr. 21, 1976)

"Date of location." Date of location of a mining claii
is no later than the date on which the claimant certi-
fied he had complied with all reguirements of law, as
indicated ty his signature on the notice and certifi-
cate of location. The date of recording the lecatien
notice of a mining claim in the county records has no
tearing en the "date cf location" cf the claim, from
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which the 90-day period fcr recordation in E1B under
FLPBA begins.

Under sec. 311(b) of the Federal Land Policy and
Banagement Act of 1976, Dining claims located after
Oct. 21, 1976, must be recorded at the office of the
Bureau of Land Banagenent designated by the Secretary
of the Interior, within 90 days after the date of loca-
tion. By regulation the BLB State Offices are desig-
nated the proper offices for aining claia recordations
each within its area of jurisdiction. BLB State
Offices properly refuse to record notices of location
of mining claims not received by the proper BLB State
Office before the end of the 90-day period set by
statute.

Ronald_Coulam, 35 IBLA 35 (Bay 8, 1978)

I-i-li-KoiEej! . 36 IEIA 379 (Aug. 31, 1978)

Under sec. 3114(a) of the Federal land Fclicy and Pan-
agement Act cf 1976, the cwner of an unpatented lirirg
claii must file a nctice of intention tc held his claim
pricr to Dec. 31 of the calendar year following the
date of location cf such claim, or the claim shall te
deemed conclusively to have been atandened.

Dcnald H. Little. 37 IBLA 1 (Sept. 6, 1978)

Juan Bonoz. 39 IELA 72 (Jan. 21, 1979)

Under sec. 311(b) of the Federal Land Policy and Ban-
agement Act of 1976, mining claims located after
Oct. 21, 1976, must be recorded in the proper office
of the Bureau of Land Banagement within 90 days from
the date of location, not within 90 days from the date
the claims were recorded under State law. ELB properly
refuses to accept for recordation notices of location
filed after the 90-day period.

£2il£_«ason, 35 IBLA 10 (Bay 8, 1978)

Under sec. 311(b) of the Federal Land Policy and Pan-
agement Act cf 1976 (FLPBA), 13 U.S.C.A. t 1711 (Supp.
1978), unless the required copy of the official reccrd
cf lecatien is filed in the proper ELB office withic
90 days from the date of location, a lining claim lo-
cated after Cct. 21, 1976, is void, and any later fil-
ing of the nctice is invalid.

G-_*ntolini_6_Son, 37 IBLA 13 (Sept. 8, 1978)

William E. Bbcdes. 36 IBLA 127 (Nov. 22, 1978)

For the purposes of filing affidavits of assessment
work or notices of intention to held a mining claim,
the date of location is the date as defined in the per-
tinent regulation, 13 CFR 3833.0-5 (h), net the date en
which the owner completes the last step in locating and
recording a mining claim as required by State law.

A notice of location or certificate of location of a

mining claim is a separate and distinct document from
an affidavit of assessment work or a notice of inten-
tion to hold a mining claim and the filing of the one
does not satisfy the requirement that the other be
filed.

Paul S. Coupey. 35 IBLA 112 (Hay 15, 1978)

For the purposes of filing affidavits of assessment
work or notices of intention to hold a mining claim,
the date of location is the date as defined in the pel
tinent regulation, 13 CFB 3833.0-5(h).

A notice of location or certificate of location cf a

mining claim is a separate and distinct document from
an affidavit of assessment work or a notice of inten-
tion to hold a mining claim and the filing of the one
does not satisfy the reguirement that the other be
filed.

Ronald, L.
,
Nordwick. 36 IBLA 238 (Aug. 11, 1978)

Where certificates of location as to mining claims have
not been filed (received and date stamped) at the proper
Bureau of Land Banagement office within 90 days cf the
date of location, as required by the regulation, 13 CFR
3833.1-2(b), for claims located after Oct. 21, 1976,
the Bureau must refuse to accept the certificates and
declare the claims to be null and void.

Neither the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of
1976 nor the applicable regulations make provision for
relief where the death of an employee instructed to
file certificates of location for the mining claims of
his employer, as required ty 13 CFR 3833. 1-2 (b), causes

Under sec. 311(b) of the Federal land Fclicy and Parage-
ment Act of Cct. 21, 1976, 13 U.S.C. « 1711(t) (1976).
and 13 CFB 3633.1-2, the cwner cf an unpatented lede cr
placer lininq claim located after Cct. 71, 1976, shall,
within 9C days after the date of lecatien cf such claim,
file in the proper ELB office a copy cf the official
record of the notice cf location cr certificate cf loca-
tion. Failure to file such instruments shall te deemed
conclusively tc constitute an abandenment cf the lining
claim by the owner.

James F. Gian carlo. 37 IELA es (Sept. 22, 1976)

Le land B . Bray. 37 IELA 120 (Oct. 3, 1978)

R°I_ Mi_J2ra» » 39 IBLA 32 (Jan. 15, 1979)

Phillif_B._Gardiner_et_al., 11 IBLA 391 (July 21, 1979)

Appellant's prior filings of lining claim documents
with BLB dc net relieve him of filing otligaticns
imposed ty sec. 311 cf Federal land Pclicy and Banage-
ment Act and implementing regulations at 13 CFB Sutpart
3833, which are binding.

Al_Sherman, 38 IBLA 300 (Dec. 11, 1978)
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Where a mining claim is located after the enactment of
the Federal Land Pclicy and Banageaent Act of 1976
(Oct. 21, 1976), tut tefore the date cf prciulgaticn cf
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regulations implementing the statutory requirements of
the Act relative to the recordation of mining claims, a

regulation having retroactive effects may ncnetheless
be sustained in spite of such retroactivity if it is
reasonable.

Elbert 0... Jensen. 39 IBLA 62 (Jan. 17, 1979)

Under sec. 31U (b) of the federal Land Policy and Man-
agement Act of Oct. 21, 1976, 43 U.S.C. § 1744(b)
(1976), and 13 CfB 3822.1-2, the owner of a mining
claim located after Oct. 21, 1976, must file a nctice
of recordation of the claim with the proper Eureau of
Land Management office within 90 days of location of
the claim, or the claim is deemed abandoned and void.

JBlie_Ci_DeLor, 40 IBLA 88 (Mar. 22, 1979)

Jim_S£icer, U2 IELA 288 (Aug. 27, 1979)

Under sec. 314(b) of the Federal Land Policy and Man-
agement Act of 1976, «3 U.S.C. A. « 1744 (Supp. 1978),
unless the required copy of the official record of lo-
cation is filed in the proper BLM office within 90 days
from the date of location, a mining claim lccated after
Oct. 21, 1976, is void, and any later filing of the no-
tice is invalid.

Lawrence A. Landry. 40 IBLA 212 (Apr. 10, 1979)

Under sec. 314(b) of the federal Land Policy and Man-
agement Act of 1976, 43 U.S.C. * 1744 (1976), and
03 CFB 3833.1-2, the owner of a mining claim located
after Oct. 21, 1976, must file a notice of recordaticn
of the claim with the proper Bureau of Land Management
office within 90 days of location of the claim. A

notice must be received and date stamped in the ELM
office within the 90-day period to be timely filed.

H. J. Beeves. HI IBLA 92 (June 4. 1979)

Carl_Dowlerx_Boi_Ste wart, 44 IBLA 192 (Nov. 30, 1979)

Under 43 CFB 3833.2-l(b) , the owner of unpatented min-
ing claims located after Cct. 21, 1976, in the calendar
year 1977, must file affidavits of assessment work or
notices of intention to hold the mining claims prior
to Dec. 31 of the following calendar year, 1978, or the
claims will be conclusively deemed to have been aban-
doned under 43 CFB 3833.4(a).

Blackburn. Enterprises. 41 IBLA 115 (June 11, 1979)

Under the Federal Land Policy and Management Act cf
1976, 43 U.S.C. $ 1744(a)(2) (1976), if an unpatented
mining claim located after Oct. 21, 1976, is not sup-
ported annually by either an affidavit of assessment
work or notice of intention to hold, the claim will be
conclusively deemed abandoned and void, despite appel-
lant's statement there was no intent to abandon and
that failure to file was an oversight.

Nu£lear_Power_and_Ener3i_Coi_and_B-2_<

(June 14, 1979)
.IH£; 41 IELA 142
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The owner of an unpatented mining claim relocated be-
fore Oct. 21, 1976, has until Oct. 21, 1979, in which
to record his notice of lccation with BLM. However,
if be elects to reccrd in 1977, be must file an affi-
davit of assessment work or a notice cf intention tc
hold the mining claim prior to Dec. 31 cf the follow-
ing year, 1978, and each year thereafter, or the claim
will be conclusively deemed to have been abandoned.

William L . Bucinski. 42 IBLA 56 (Aug. 1, 1979)

Where a person purchases a mining claim origirally lo-
cated on or tefcre Oct. 21, 1976, the requirements of
43 CFB 3833.1-2(a) concerning claims located j:rjcr tc
the enactment of FLPMA apply, and the purchaser has
until Oct. 21, 1979, to submit a ccpy of the official
reccrd of the notice cf certificate of the claim filec
under State law. In these circumstances, the 9C-day
filing deadline set out in 43 CfB 3633.1-2(1) for
claims lccated after the enactment of FLPMA does not
apply.

Warren E. Elmore. 42 IBLA 91 (Aug. 13, 1979)

Under 43 CFE 3833.2-1 (a), the owner of unpatented lining
claims located before Oct. 21, 1976, in the calendar
year 1978, and recorded with the Bureau of land Eanage-
ment (BLM) in 1977, must file affidavits of assessment
work or notices of intention to held the mining claims
prior to Cec. 31 cf each calendar year after recording,
cr the claims will be conclusively deemed tc have teen
abandoned under 43 CFB 3833.4(a).

Clair B. .Caldwell. et.al,. 42 IBLA 139 (Aug. 16, 1S7S)

Under 43 CFE 3833.2-1, the owner of two unpatented lin-
ing claims, one lccated Sept. 16, 1976, and recorded
with ELM Hay 3, 1977, and cne lccated Feb. 1, 1977, and
recorded with ELM Feb. 17, 1977, must have filed affi-
davits of assessment work or notices cf intention tc
bold the lining claims fcr both claims prior to Cec. 31
cf the calendar year, 1978, to prevent the claiis frci
being conclusively deemed to have been abandoned under
43 CFB 3833.4 (a) .

Amand a Mi ning £ Manu factu ring Ass'n.. 42 IBM 144
(Aug. 16, 1979)

Under 43 CFB 2091.6-4 and 2627.4(b), the filing cf an
application by State of Alaska to select lands segre-
gates those lands from all subsequent appropriations,
including locations under the mining law. A mining
claim located en land which has been segregated and
closed tc mineral entry is properly declared null and
void ab initio.

J2hJ2_Cj._Schandelmeier. 42 IBLA 240 (Aug. 1S7S)

Sec. 314 of the Federal Land Policy and Eanagement Act
of 1976 was enacted to establish a federal reccrdicg
system for lining claims to facilitate federal land use
planning and management. Failure to comply with the
mandatory filing requirements constitutes abandenaent
of the claim and the land reverts tc the status of pub-
lic domain.
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for holding the claii, and before rejecting a filing
for such a clain, BLB should request further evidence
from the claimant which it would consider satisfactory.
Such evidence should include at a ainiaua the name the
claia is and has been known by, the name and address
of the claimant, an adequate description of the claia,
the type of claia, the tiae of hcldinq and wcrking the
claia to Beet a State's statute of liaitations and, if
possible, the date of the origin of claimant's title
and facts as to continuation of possession of the claim,
and any other information available showing a chain of
title to the claiaant and bearing upon the possession
and occupancy of the claia for mining purposes, and
other information which the Bureau of Land flanageaent
deems essential to Beet the purposes of the recordation
provision.

Phil j.p Saver, 42 IBLA 296 (Aug. 27, 1979)

The regulation, 43 CFR 3833. 2-1 (b) (1) , requiring evi-
dence of assessaent work to be filed prior to Dec. 31

of the year following location of the claia, is aanda-
tory. Failure to coaply therewith Bust result in a

finding that the claia has been abandoned.

Donald Lt.Fulghaa. 42 IBLA 338 (Aug. 30, 1979)

The regulations governing recordation of lining claia;
are aandatory, and failure to coaply therewith oust
result in a finding that the claia has been abandcned.
where appellants timely file for record an "amended"
location notice, accompanied by the original location
notice which is untimely on its face, the lining claii
is properly deeaed abandoned as to the original loca-
tion, but not as to the "aaended" claia if it is a

relocation of the claia under the law.

FEDiBAL 1>»C EOUC*. >HD HAHAGEHEM >C1 CF 1976—Ccntinoei
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fee therefor is net Faid to BLB until Feb. IC, 1976,
the reccrdaticn date cf the notice is Feb. IC, 1S76.

Jce E . C a shaa n. 43 IBLA 239 (Oct. IC, 1979)

Under 43 CFR 3833.2-l(c), the owner cf unpatented lining
claias lecated after Oct. 21, 1976, in the calendar year
1977, aust file affidavits cf assessaent wcrk cr rctices
of intention tc hold the oiing claims en or before
Dec. 30 cf the following calendar year, 1978, cr the
claims will te conclusively deemed tc have teen aban-
doned under 43 CFR 3633. 4(a).

where a claimant is not required to dc any assessnent
work under the general mining laws, but is nevertheless
required to file under 43 CFR 3633.1-2 (c) , he must file
a notice of intention to hold the claims in lieu of an
affidavit cf assessment work performed.

Silveftir. Exploration 6 Bininq. H3 IELA 2 = C

"(1979)
(Cct. IC,

Under 13 O.S.C. 4 1744 (1976), and 43 CFR 3833.2-l(a),
the owners cf unpatented lining claias lecated tefcre
Oct. 21, 1976, and recorded with BIE in 1977, must file
affidavits cf assessment work or notices of intenticn
to bold the lining claims prior to Dec. 31 of each cal-
endar year following the calendar year cf reccrdirg, cr
the claims will be conclusively deemed to have teen
abandcned under 43 O.S.C. $ 1744 (c) (1976), and 03 CFE
3833.K. Billing claimants are not relieved cf the re-
quireaent tc tiaely file their decuaents when they mis-
takenly mailed them to the wrong city, as the decuaents
cannct be censidered as filed until they are received
by the proper office of the Eureau cf land Fanageiett.

Walter. T. Paul,. Jaaes, Bi "eyer. i»3 IBLA 119 (Sept.
1979)

24.
irtz and 13 IELA 3C2 (Cct. 17,

Under 43 CFR 3833.2-1 the owner of unpatented aining
claias located after Oct. 21, 1976, and recorded with
the Bureau of Land Banageaent in Nov. 1977, aust have
filed affidavits of assessaent work or notices of in-
tention to hold the aining claims prior tc Dec. 31,
1978, to prevent the claias from being conclusively
deeaed to have been abandoned under 43 CFR 3833.4(a).

Roger Kuhn. 43 IBLA 182 (Sept. 28, 1979)

Unpatented lining claias are properly deemed to have
been abandoned and declared void where a claimant
fails to ccaply with the requirements cf the reccrding
law by showing that a copy of the claimant's notice cf
intenticn tc hold the claim (where an affidavit cf
assessment wcrk is not filed), was filed in the lecal
jurisdiction's office where notices cf the location cf
the claims are recorded.

E. B. Wadlei 44 IBLA 11 (Nov. 6, 1979)

Since an amended notice merges with the original notice,
the filing of the aaended notice, for purposes of recor-
dation under either sec. 8 of the (lining in the Parks
Act, 90 Stat. 1342, 1343, 16 U.S.C. « 1907 (1976), or
sec. 314 of the Federal Land Policy and Banageaent Act
of 1976, 90 Stat. 2744, 2769, 43 O.S.C. « 1744 (1976),
together with such other information required by the ap-
plicable regulations, constitutes compliance with the
recording requirements of those Acts.

R. Gail libbetts et al.. 43 IBLA 21( (Oct. 5, 1979)
86 I.D. 538

Regulation 43 CFR 3833.1-2(d) states that a location
notice for each aining claia, aillsite, or tunnel site
filed for recordation shall be accoapanied by a service
fee. As this is a aandatory requirement, there is no
recordation unless the docuaents are accompanied by the
stated fee, or until it is paid. Therefore, where a
notice of location of a claia or site is submitted to
BIB for recordation on Dec. 14, 1977, and the filing
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Under 43 CFR 3833.2-l(a) and 3833.4(a), the owner cf
unpatented aining claia located before Oct. 21, 1976,
notice of which is recorded with BLB in the calendar
year 1977, aust file an affidavit of assessment wcrk
a notice of intenticn tc hold the claim en or befcre
Dec. 30 cf the following calendar year, 1978, cr the
claiB will he conclusively deeaed to have teen
abandcned.

Ii_JS£_S wisher , 44 IBLA 44 (Nov. 19, 1979)
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A copy of a recorded instrument which includes all of
the information reguired ty statute and regulation for
the Federal recordation of mining claims and which is
timely filed in the proper BLM office will be deemed
sufficient to avert the conclusive presumption that the
claims are abandoned and void, notwithstanding that the
instrument is styled "Affidavit of Discovery," rather
than "Notice" or "Certificate" of location.

W ill ia__K__ Moor e , 44 IBLA 93 (Nov. 20, 1979)
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! BG-MiniJL3.i_.In£.i » •»* I BLA 126 (Nov. 27, 1979)

Under sec. 314 of the Federal Land Policy and Manage-
ment Act of 1976, 43 U.S.C. 5 1744 (1976) , and 43 CFB
3833.1-2, the owner of a mining claim located after
Oct. 21, 1976, must file a notice of recordation of tt

claim with the proper Bureau of Land Management office
within 90 days of location of the claim. Failure to
file such notice shall be deemed conclusively to con-
stitute an abandonment of the mining claim ty the

Ra.imo___W__C.ui_l__, 44 IBLA 250 (Dec. 19, 1979)

Where the owner of an unpatented lining claim located
prior to Oct. 21, 1976, fails to file an affidavit of
assessment work or notice of intention to hold the
claim on or before the last day of the calendar year
following the year the claim was recorded with ELK, the
claim is properly deemed void.

V a lda_ Waters, 44 IELA 272 (Dec. 26, 1979)

Under sec. 314 of the Federal Land Policy and Manage-
ment Act of Oct. 21, 1976, «3 U.S.C § 1744 (1976), and
«3 CFB 3833.1-2, the owner of a lode mining claim must
file a notice of recordation of the claim with the
proper Bureau of Land Management Office within 90 days
of location of the claim. Failure to so file is deemed
conclusively to constitute an abandonment of the claim
by the owner.

Eai^h_C__Hart_a_ , 44 IBLA 310 (Dec. 31, 1979)

IJ£IB*J!
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REPEALERS—Continued

right to enter by procuring the cancellation of a ccn-
testee's hotrestead entry for reasons not shown tj
Eureau of Land Management (BLM) records.

Wesley Lavetne Edwards v. Paul Unru h

,

"(Jan. 5,~l"97eT
33 IELA 277

ELM has discretion to reject public sale applications
pursuant tc B.S. 2455, repealed by the Federal Land
Folicy and Management Act of 1976, effective Cct. 21,
1976, where the sale has not been held ty this date.
The filing cf a public sale application creates nc
rights under sec. 7C1 (a) cf FLPMA which prevent Ell!

from exercising its discretion tc dismiss the
application.

Suzarne_Aj._Balli.daj!, 34 IBLA 219 (Mar. 27, 1978)

The Small Tract Act, as a_e_ded, 43 U.S.C. « C62a et
se_. (1970) was repealed~by sec. 7C2 cf the Federal"
Land Policy and Management Act of 1976 (FLEMA) ,

90 Stat. 2767, and no land ray be purchased under this
Act. Where a State Cffice decision approves an appli-
cation for purchase cf a tract cf land filed pursuant
to the Small Tract Act in order to correct an error in
a land description in another patent previously issued
tc appellants under the Small Tract Act, the decision
will te reversed and the case remanded tc the State Of-
fice for determination of whether the original patent
may te corrected under sec. 316 cf F1EMA, Correction
of Conveyance Documents, 43 U.S.C. « 1746 (197C).

Richa rd 0. tale et al. IELA 175 (Eec. 6, lilt)

The Small Tract Act, 43 U.S.C. 4 6e2a-e (1970), was
pealed by sec. 702, Federal Land Policy and Maoagen
Act of 1976, Oct. 21, 1976, P.L. 94-579, 9C Stat. 2'

Renewal cf a small tract lease was discretionary oni

the former Stall Tract Act, so there was no right tc

renewal of a small tract lease preserved by sec. 7C:
cf FLEMA. Any use or occupancy of the public dciaii
granted subsequent tc Oct. 21, 1976, must be under
authority contained in FLPMA.

Arthu r G. Lan e. Jr.. 38 IBLA 297 (Dec. 14, 1976)

Authority tc dispose cf land within Alaska railroad
tewnsites under 43 U.S.C. § 975t (1970) was repealed ty
sec. 704 (a) of the Federal Land Policy and Management
Act cf 1976.

Matanuska-Susitna Bcr___h___nc. , 38 IBLA 362 (Dec. 29,
1978)

The Act of Feb. 15, 1901, 43 U.S.C. « 959 (197C),
repealed by sec. 706 of the Federal land Policy a

Management Act of 1976 (FLPMA), 90 Stat. 2793, an
use or occupancy cf public land granted subseguen
the effective date of FLPMA, Oct. 21, 1976, must
issued under authority of that Act. In authoiizi
Secretary tc grant rights-of-way, FIEBA provides
the Secretary shall reguire the applicant to sutm
certain information relating to the right-of-way,
a State Cffice notice enumerating such reguiremen
consistent with FLPMA.
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Willi am J. Cclaan. 4C IBLA (Apr. 1979)
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B.S. 2387, 2388 and 2389, 13 O.S.C. «6 718-720 (1976),
were repealed by sec. 703 of the Federal land Policy
and Management Act of 1976 (FLPHA), 90 Stat. 279C, and
any transfer of land for a townsite within a National
Forest after the effective date of FLPHA, Oct. 21,
1976, must be made under authority of sec. 213 of that
Act. The filing of an application under other statutes
prior to the enactment of FLPHA does nor constitute a

valid existing right which would survive FLPHA.

Tow nsi t e_of_Liber ti , 10 IBLA 317 (Apr. 30, 1979)

FEEEBAI
_
I AWE FCLICY A N C , H AN AGiHENT ACT CF 1976— Ccntinuec

BIGHTS-OF-BAY—Continued

Sec. 503 of the Federal Land Policy and Hanagement Act
of 1976 gives the Secretary discretionary authority
with respect to issuance of righcs-cf-way. It wculd
not te in putlic interest to grant appellant right-cf-
way because cf inadequate water flow in Shcshcne Fiver
and because of potential interference with placrirg
for a modification of Buffalo Bill Cam. A decision by
ELH, made in exercise of its discretion, tc reject a

water pipeline right-of-way application will be af-
firmed when the record shews the decision tc be a rea-
soned analysis of factors involved made in due regard
for public interest, and no sufficient reason to dis-
turb decision is shown.

The Alaska townsite laws, 13 O.S.C. $i 732-736 (1970),
were repealed by the Federal Land Policy and Management
Act of 1976, sec. 703(a), 90 Stat. 2789, so that no
rights under the townsite laws could be derived from
occupancy commenced after Oct. 21, 1976.

Stu_Hach, 13 IBLA 306 (Oct. 17, 1979)

BIGHTS-OF-WAY

An application for a communication site under 13 O.S.C.
4 961 (1970) should be denied where utilization cf an
existing right-of-way is practical under 13 U.S.C.
§ 1763 (19 ) and where the proposed site wculd have
an adverse impact on the environment.

"Practical." Under 13 U.S.C. « 1763 (19 ), utiliza-
tion of a nearby existing communication site is prac-
tical where the site is suitable and the expense cf
utilization would not be unreasonable as compared with
environmental damage from a proliferation of sites.

Jicarilla_A£ache_Indian_Tribe, 29 IBLA 57 (Feb. 16,
1977)

Under 13 CFB 2802.1-7(e), the charge for a right-cf-way
on public lands may be revised upon compliance with
procedural requirements at any time 5 years or mere
from the date when the rate was initially established.

XI2_lelevisionA_Inci , 32 IBLA 317 (Sept. 30, 1977)

Under sec. 310 of the Federal Land Policy and
Hanagenent Act of 1976, 13 U.S.C. A. t 1761(g) (West
Supp. 1977) , charges for rights-of-way on public
lands are in general to be paid annually rather thar
in advance for a longer period pursuant to 13 CFB
2802.1-7(a) .

nz_2_I__i_ion__Inc_, 33 IBLA 80 (Dec. 8, 1977)

Broken H Banch Co.. 31 IBLA 182 (Bar. 21, 1976)

Approval of a domestic water pipeline right-of-way
application filed under the Act of Feb. 15, 1901, is
within the discretion of the Secretary cf the Interior.
Approval of such an application remains a discretionary
matter under the Federal Land Pclicy and Eanagement Act
cf 1976, "43 O.S.C. A. S« 1761-1771 (West Supp. 1977).
Neither an application fcr a right-cf-way nor the build-
ing cf a pipeline en public land without prior authori-
zation earns an applicant a right tc a right-cf-way
under these statutes.

A decision rejecting an application fcr a domestic
water pipeline right-of-way will te affirmed when the

reasoned analysis of
regard fcr the public

aisturt the deci-

record shows the decision tc
the factors involved made in __
interest, and no sufficient reasoi
sion is shown.

Stanl ey S. Leach. Bcxanna H , lea ch

,

19787
;3 (Pay S,

Applications for rights-of-way on public lands pending
on Oct. 22, 1976, are to be considered as applications
under Title V of the Federal Land Pclicy and Hanageient
Act of 1976, tut existing regulations will govern the
administration of putlic lands to the extent practical
until new regulations are promulgated.

Onder sec. 5C1(g) of the Federal Land Fclicy and (an-
agement Act cf 1976, 13 U.S.C. A. § 1761(g) (West Supp.
1978), payments for use of right-of-way sites should
te on an annual basis at the fair market value unless
the annual payment would te less than $1CC. lhcrefcre,
although lands may te appraised fcr a lenger future
period of time, lump-sum payments for future years say
not te demanded fcr amounts exceeding the statutory
amount; instead charges fcr such amcunts should be
made en an annual basis.

I2.li-Circle.i_ Inc., 35 IELA 325 (June 19, 1978)

i*_§£ern_A_a re_a t es_of_ H in e r al
161 (Har. 11, 1978)

tonald B. Cl a r k_ C. Beinhart 6 Sen. Inc.. Ha r t we 1

1

!.xca_ya_ i n__Co_ , 39 IELA~ie2 (Jan. 31, 1979)

The Act of Feb. 15, 1901, 13 U.S.C. « 959 (197C), was
repealed by sec. 706 cf the Federal land Fclicy ard
Hanagement Act cf 1976 (FLPHA), 90 Stat. 2793, atd any
use or occupancy cf public land granted subsequent tc
the effective date cf FLPHA, Oct. 21, 1976, must te
issued under authority cf that Act. In authorizing the
Secretary tc grant rights-of-way, FLPHA provides that
the Secretary shall reguire the applicant to submit
certain infermation relating to the right-of-way, and
a State Office notice enumerating such requirements is
consistent with FLPHA.

Willian .Colman, 10 IELA 180 (Apr. 3, 1979)
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HOLES AND REGULATIONS—Continued

Under the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of
1976, approval for a right-of-way for a timber access
road is discretionary. A decision by ELM rejecting
such an application will be affirmed when the record
shows the decision to be a reasoned analysis of the
factors involved, made with due regard for the public
interest.

Lowe______ ham, 00 IBLA 209 (Apr. 10, 1979)

Pending applications for rights-of-way filed under the
Acts of Feb. 15, 1901, and Mar. 0, 1911, shall be con-
sidered as applications under the Federal Land Policy
and Management Act of 1976.

The granting of a right-of-way under FLPMA and the
superseded Acts of Feb. 15, 1901, and Mar. 0, 1911, is
within the Secretary's discretion and neither the fil-
ing of the application nor the existence of improve-
ments earns appellant a right to the right-cf- way. No
rights vest in the applicant until the grant is approved
by the Secretary. An application for a right-of-way is
properly rejected where the land is in an interim con-
veyance to a Native Corporation.

"Public Lands." Land within an interim conveyance to a
Native Corporation is no longer "public land" under the
Federal Land Policy and Management Act nor subject to
Bureau of Land Management jurisdiction tc issue rights-
of-way under that Act.

New, England, Fish. Co., 02 IBLA 200 (Aug. 22, 1979)

Where, on appeal from the denial of a protest to the
issuance of a right-of-way, an appellant does not show
that issuance of the right-of-way was contrary to the
law or applicable regulations, a decision rejecting the
protest will be affirmed.

Ja_es____S_ith , 00 IBLA 275 (Dec. 26, 1979)

Appellant's prior filings of lining claim dccuients
with ELM do not relieve him of filing obligations
imposed ty sec. 310 of Federal Land Policy and Manage-
ment Act and implementing regulaticns at 13 CFR Subpart
3833, which are binding.

Al Sherman. IBLA 3C0 (Dec. IK, 1978)

Where a lining claim is lccated after the enactient of
the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1S7€
(Oct. 21, 1976), but before the date cf promulgation cf
regulaticns implementing the statutory requirements cf
the Act relative to the recordation cf lining claims, a

regulation having retroactive effects lay ncnetheless
be sustained in spite of such retroactivity if it is
reasonable.

II£ert_Q._Jensen, 39 IBLA 62 (Jan. 17, 1979)

03 CFE 3833.1-2 (d)

each lining claim,
reccrdation shall
As this is a manda
ordaticn unless th
stated fee, cr unt
notice of location
BLH for reccrdatio
fee therefore is n

the recordation da
July 18, 1978. In
annual assessment
assessment year or
mining claii must
on or before Oct.
3833.2-1 (a). Duly
force and effect o
Department.

states that a location nctice fcr
illsite, or tunnel site filed fcr

be accompanied by a service fee.
tory requirement, there is no rec-
e dccuaents are accompanied by the
il it is paid. Therefore, where a

cf a lining claii is submitted tc
n on Sept. 30. 1977, and the filing
ot paid to BLM until July 18, 1<78,
te cf the notice of location is
the circumstances, the evicerce cf

work performed during the preceding
a notice of intention to held the

be filed in the proper BLM office
22, 1979, pursuant to 03 CFB
promulgated regulaticns have the

f law and are binding en the

Jdc_. 00 IBLA 126 (Nov. 27, 1979)

RULES AND REGULATIONS

As between two preference right applicants for land
offered at public sale under the Isolated Tract Act,
i»3 U.S.C. * 1171 (1970), departmental regulation
03 CFR 2711.0(b)(2) continues in effect pursuant to
03 U.S.C. A. «$ 1713, 1700 (West Supp. 1977) and is
strictly construed with regard to the deadline for
mailing the reguired showing of fee title to contigu-
ous land.

Although the Federal Land Policy and Management Act,
03 U.S.C. A. § 1701 et sea. (West Supp. 1977), repealed
the Isolated Tract Act, 03 U.S.C. § 1171 (1970), where
a public sale was held prior to Oct. 21, 1976, with the
decision to hold the sale fully supported by land use
plans, and there is an explicit finding that dispcsal
criteria of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act
have been met, final certificate and patent may te is-
sued to the highest preference right bidder pursuant
to 03 CFR 2711.0 et seg.

Lj._Aj._Gi lie tte, 33 IBLA 182 (Dec. 21, 1977)

SALES

As between two preference right applicants for land
offered at public sale under the Isclated Tract Act,
03 C.S.C. « 1171 (1970), departmental regulaticn
03 CFR 2711.0(b)(2) continues in effect pursuant to
03 U.S.C. A. 4$ 1713, 170C (West Supp. 1977) and is
strictly construed with regard to the deadline fcr
making the reguired showing of fee title tc contigu-
ous land.

Althcugh the Federal Land Policy and Management Act,
03 D.s.C.A. t 1701 et se_. (West Supp. 1977), repealed
the Isolated Tract Act, 03 U.S.C. « 1171 (197C) , where
a public sale was held prior to Oct. 21. 1976, with the
decision to hold the sale fully supported ty land use
plans, and there is an explicit finding that dispcsal
criteria of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act
have teen met, final certificate and patent may te is-
sued to the highest preference right bidder pursuant
to 03 CFR 2711.0 et se_.

L. A t Gillette. 33 IBLA 182 (Dec. 21, 1977)

The Bureau of Land Management should suspend action on
applications for recordable disclaimers cf interest
filed pursuant to sec. 315 of the Federal Land Policy
and Management Act of 1976 where no regulaticns have
been issued under which action may be taken and where
there is no contrary policy directive.

G._______o______l e man_ Leo ta Ferrell

,

(May 26, 1978)
35 IELA 236

A decisicn tc return an application for a public sale
constitutes an action adverse tc the applicant ty an
efficer of the Eureau of Land Management and is thus
appealable tc the Beard cf land Appeals under 03 CFB
0.01C.

It is a proper exercise cf discreticn under the Federal
Land Policy and Management Act of 1976 for the Eureau
of land Management tc refuse to process and tc reject
applications for public sale pending en the date cf the
Act, even thcugh it will continue to process bids and
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preference right applications for a sale held prior to
the Act.

Uniled_£ar k_Ciii_Mines_Co^ , 33 IBLA 358 (Jan. 18, 1978)

SERVICE CHARGES

The owner of an unpatented lining claim lccated after
Oct. 21, 1976, on Federal land shall file within 90 days
after the date of location of that claim in the (roper
BLH office a copy of the official record of the notice
or certificate of location of the claia filed under
State law. A copy of the notice or certificate shall
be supplemented by, inter alia: (1) a map with a scale
of not less than one-guarter inch to a mile showing the
survey or protraction grids on which there will te de-
picted the location of the claim cr site; and (2) a $5
service fee (nonreturnable) for each claim filed. Fail-
ure to file such instruments within the proper time
period shall be deemed conclusively to constitute an
abandonment of the mining claim, and it shall be void.

Where a mining claim is located after the enactment of
the Federal Land Policy and Management Act cf 1976
(Oct. 21, 1976), but before the date of promulgation of
regulations implementing the statutory reguirements cf
the Act relative to the recordation of mining claims, a

regulation having retroactive effects may nonetheless
be sustained in spite of such retroactivity if it is
reasonable.

liber t_0^_Jensen , 39 IBLA 62 (Jan. 17, 1979)

WILDERNESS

Sec. 603 reguires the Secretary to study all roadless
areas of 5,000 acres or more and roadless islands with
wilderness characteristics, and report his recommenda-
tions to the President as to the suitability or ncnsuit-
ability for preservation as wilderness of each such
area. The Secretary may not make multiple-use trade-
offs in determining which public land areas gualify for
wilderness study status.

For the purpose of BLR wilderness review, the term
"roadless" means the absence of roads which have teen
improved and maintained by mechanical means to insure
relatively regular and continuous use. A way main-
tained solely by the passage of vehicles does not
constitute a road.

Sec. 603(a) reguires that the Secretary report tc the
President by July 1, 1980, his recommendations as to
the suitability for wilderness preservation of all for-
mally identified natural or primitive areas designated
prior to Nov. 1, 1975. Only those areas for which a
notice of designation was published in the Federal
££3ister are subject to this accelerated review and
reporting requirement.

Sec. 603 of FLPHA does not apply to those areas of the
Oregon and California and Coos Bay Wagon Road lands
which are being managed for commercial timber produc-
tion. Sec. 603 does apply to those areas not being
managed for commercial timber production.

Prior to completion of the initial wilderness inventory
and identification of the wilderness study areas, wil-
derness characteristics must be evaluated before the
Secretary authorizes any new activities which would
destroy wilderness qualities. Discretionary activities
must be conditioned to prevent impairment of an area's
potential for wilderness designation.

Curing the review of wilderness study areas, and until
Congress acts en the President's reco«mendaticns , the
Secretary must manage study areas tc prevent impairment
of their suitability fcr wilderness designation, with
certain limited exceptions.

Hanagement cf sec. 6C3 study areas should be guided by
the principle that developmental activity must te care-
fully regulated tc insure it is compatible with wilder-
ness, cr that its imprint on wilderness is temporary.

Sec. 603 provides that mining, grazing, and mineral
leasing may continue in wilderness study areas in the
same manner and degree as en Cct. 21, 1976, even if
impairment of an area's suitability fcr wilderness
results.

The wcrds "existing" and "manner and degree" in sec.
603(c) should te read in conjunction with the wcrds
"mining and grazing uses" to estatlish as a tenchiark
the physical and aesthetic impact a mining ct grazing
activity was having en an identified cr potential wil-
derness study area en Oct. 21, 1976.

The existing fining use excepticn fcr mining and lin-
eral leasing is limited geographically ty the area cf
active development, and the logical adjacent continua-
tion of the existing activity, not necessarily the
tcundary of the particular mining claim cr mineral
lease on which the operation is located.

When the impact from mining and grazing activities en
a wilderness study area differs in tanner and degree
from the impact frcm such activity en Cct. 21, 1976,
the Secretary must regulate the activity tc prevent
impairment of the area's suitability for preservation
as wilderness.

The word "existing" in sec. 603(c) modifies "mineral
leasing" in the same manner as it medifies "mining and
grazing uses."

The Secretary is vested with the authority and respen-
sibility to regulate all activities in wilderness study
areas tc prevent unnecessary and undue degradaticr and
to afford environmental protection.

Areas under review fcr designation as wilderness remain
available fcr appropriation under the mining laws,
unless withdrawn for reasens other than protection cf
wilderness.

Interpretation of Sec. 603 cf the F ederal Land E clicy

(BLB) Wilderness Study . H-36910 (Feb. 13, 1979)
86 I.E. 89

Where the land embraced in a prepesed oil and gas lease,
to be issued subsequent to the enactment cf the Federal
Land Policy and Hanagement Act of 1976, «3 O.S.C. « 17C1
(1976), has teen identified as having wilderness charac-
teristics and is teing reviewed for possible preserva-
tion as wilderness pursuant tc sec. 603 of that Act, it
is proper for the Eureau of Land Hanagement tc require
the execution of a special stipulation providing that
consent to oil and gas operations will not be given if
it is determined that such operations will impair the
land's wilderness characteristics.

Where the land embraced in a proposed oil and gas lease
has been identified as having wilderness characteristics
and is being reviewed fcr possible preservation as wil-
derness pursuant to sec. 603 of the Federal land Eclicy
and Hanagement Act of 1976, 03 O.S.C. « 1762 (1976), it
is proper fcr the Bureau of Land Hanagement tc require
the execution of a special stipulation providing that
oil and gas operations are subject tc regulaticn where
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the obvious aim is protecting the wilderness values in-
herent in the land.

Reser ve_Oili_InciX_et_aU , H2 IBLA 190 (Aug. 22. 1979)

FEDERAL_METAL_AND_NONMETALLIC_niJ!i_S A FETY_ACT

IMMINENT DANGER WITHDRAWAL ORDERS

Dismissal

Allegations of invalidity ab initio with respect to an
imminent danger withdrawal order constitute a legally
sufficient claim for relief under sees. 9 and 11 of the
Act. 30 U.S.C. 5§ 728, 730 (1970).

In the_Matter_of_Kennecott Co£Der Cotd.. (Bingham Mine)

.

6 IBMA 288 (Sept. 15, 1976) 83 I.E. 329

Mootness

Abatement of a condition or practice which gave rise tc
a sec. 8(a) imminent danger withdrawal order does not
render moot an application for review and annulment of
such order under sees. 9 and 11 of the Act. 30 O.S.C.
ii 727(a) , 728, 730 (1970) .

l!i_i]>£ !iatter_of Kennecott Copper Corp. (Bingham Mi ne) ,

6 IBMA~288 7sep"t7 15, 1976f
" 83 I.E. 329

FEDERAL PROPERTY AND ADMINISTR ATIVE SE RVICES ACT
(See_also Surplus Property— if included in this Index.)

Where oil and gas deposits in lands acquired by the
United States and devoted to use for military purposes
become "surplus property" under the Federal Property
and Administrative Services Act, such deposits may be
leased only under the provisions of that Act, and are
not subject to leasing under the Mineral Leasing Act
for Acguired Lands.

Pa radox_Oil_and_Gas_Coi , 22 IBLA 2U2 (Oct. 22, 1975)

Lands acguired for military purposes and subsequently
disposed of as surplus property under the Federal
Property and Administrative Services Act with a reser-
vation of mineral rights to the United States are not
subject to leasing under the Mineral Leasing Act for
Acquired Lands. Oil and gas leases on such land may
issue only under the provisions of the Federal Prop-
erty and Administrative Services Act, which requires
competitive bidding.

£aEitol_Oil_Cor£i , 33 IBLA 392 (Jan. 26, 1978)

ZEES
(See_also Accounts— if included in this Index.)

The Bureau of Land Management, in the exercise of its
discretionary power to issue special land use permits,
may establish special fee assessments for off-road
vehicle (ORV) events.

The filing of an application for a special land use
permit does not vest in the applicant any rights which
preclude the Bureau of Land Management from requiring
compliance with fee assessments adopted after the date
of such filing but before issuance of the permit. In
the absence of a provision that pending applications
are to be exempted from the effects of the change in

FEES—Ccrtinuea

fee requirements, the applicant must comply with the
fee assessment in effect at the time cf the issuance
cf the special land use permit.

applicant's special land use permit application does
fall within the "firm commitment" exception cf a

eau of Land Management instruction memorandum re-
ring revised fee assessments for off-road vehicle
V) permits where, subsequent tc issuance and nctice
the memorandum, the application is still in the pre-
inary processing stage requiring additional pre-
nt meetings, the applicant's acceptance cf special
pulaticns, and further staff investigation and re-
w before approval; however, the case will be re-
ded for further consideration where the District
ice decision does not determine whether the appli-
icn falls within the memorandum exception which
mits the honoring of "negotiations which have pre-
ssed toe far to negate."

«aIt.is_Racina_Ass.in, 18 IBLA 359 (Jan. 30, 1975)

Where notice of proposed rulemaking to change certain
filing fees and to impose other charges has teen pub-
lished in the Federal Register, but no final rules have
teen published, the eld schedule of fees will remain
in effect until such time as the new rules are finally
adopted, published, and made effective.

Arizona Public Service.Cc. , 20 IBLA 120 (Apr. 25. 1S75)

An applicant's special land use permit appl
not fall within a Bureau of Land Management
memorandum exception which permits the bone
"negotiations which have progressed too far
in lieu cf the new revised fee assessment r

the memorandum for off-road vehicle events,
the time cf issuance and notice of the memo
preliminary negotiations had occurred which
be negated.

«altis_Hacina_ Assi n , 22 IBLA 238 (Oct. 22, 1975)

"Rural Electrification Administration projects." A

right-of-way holder is net excused from payment of ren-
tal under <43 CFR 28C2.1-7(c), by virtue cf holding an
REA loan, where such holder is neither a cooperative or
nonprofit organization.
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43 CFR 0125.1-1 (m) (3) provides that a grazio
he canceled for failure tc make timely payme
ing fees pursuant to «3 CFR 012S.1-1 (h) . Ih
cash was not available at the time payment w

that executcr cf appellant estate relied upc
who failed tc make timely payment; and that
was notified of a death in the family after
date, does net justify the failure to pay th
the required date.

£eese_Hennagan_ Estate , 36 IELA 399 (Sept. 5,

FISH AND BIIC I

The issuance of sodium prospecting permits is discre-
tionary with the Secretary cf the Interior, and the
Secretary may refuse to issue permits for lands with-
drawn for wildlife purposes if the use cf the lands
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for mineral prospecting and development activities
would adversely affect the wildlife habitat.

Where the regulations and Departmental and BLM Manuals
do not specifically state how disputes between the Fist

and Wildlife Service and the Bureau of Land Management
over issuing sodium prospecting permits for lands with-

in wildlife refuge areas are to be resolved, but the
Departmental manuals indicate that such decisions are
to be made by the Secretary and the BLM Manual directs
that such applications be forwarded to the Washington
Office, a decision of a State Office rejecting an ap-
plication for a sodium prospecting permit will be set
aside and the case remanded for processing in accord-
ance with the Departmental and BLM Manuals.

Vernal B. Bess et al. . 27 IBLA 4 (Sept. 17, 1976)

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT (Act of. June 5. 1967)

Denial of reguest for USGS's estimates of present value
of royalties and taxes based on proprietary and confi-
dential information furnished by sources outside Gov-
ernment is legally supportable under exemptions (<*) and
(9) of Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) since release
would be the same as releasing the proprietary and con-
fidential information from which estimates were derived
as well as the geological and geophysical data. Fur-
ther, exemption (5) of FOIA may be used as a basis for
protecting presale estimates of value for a tract on
which no bids are received since this is part of De-
partmental' s deliberative process of decisionmaking.

Freedom of Information Act, Appeal of Tennecc, M-36918
(Jan.~307~1979)~

'

86 I.D. 661

G EOLOGICAL SURVEY—Continued

the courts because it was not asserted as a counter-
claim under Rule 13(a) of the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure.

Atlantic Rich field Co.. 21 IBLA 9« (June 30, 1975)
82 I.E. 31(

The Bureau cf Land Management has nc authority to make
a determination of a known geothermal resources area;
such authority rests with the Geclcgical Survey.

S°fcjrt_£.s_MS.E«I» 2" IBLA Hi* (Feb. 23, 1976)

Applications fcr phosphate prospecting permits are
properly rejected by the Bureau of Land Management
upon the tasis of a deteriinaticn by the Geolcgical
Survey that the lands applied for ccntain workable de-
posits of phosphate thus making the lands subject tc
the leasing provisicns rather than the prospecting pro-
visions cf the Mineral Leasing Act. A review cf the
technical data relied upcn by the Geological Survey in
making its determination is not required where re evi-
dence is sutiitted en appeal demonstrating error in
that determination.

W illi am F. Martin. 2D IBLA 271 (Mar. 30, 1976)

A determination by the United States Geclcgical Survey
that certain lands under a public sale applicaticn are
valuable fcr various leasable minerals will net be dis-
turbed in the absence of a clear showing by the appli-
cant that such determination was improperly made.

The Kemmerer Coal C< 26 IBLA 127 (July 30, 1976)

GEOLOGICAL_SURVEY

There is no authority for a State Director, Bureau of
Land Management, to make a determination cf a knewn
geothermal resources area. Instead, the authority has
been delegated by the Secretary of the Interior tc the
Director, Geological Survey. KGRA determinations must
be based upon the evidentiary factors stated in sec.
2(e) of the Geothermal Steam Act of 1970.

Hy_drothermal Enerai_and_Mineralsi_Inc. , 18 IBLA 393
7Feb. 7, 19757 82 I.E. 6C

Hydrothermal Energy and Mi nerals, Inc.. 19 IBLA 136
THar."6,"l975)

fielta_Fundsx_Incir 19 IBLA 185 (Mar. 18, 1975)

An Oil and Gas Supervisor of the Geological Survey has
authority to demand prejudgment interest based upon the
failure of an oil and gas lessee to pay timely royalties
owed to the Government, despite the fact that the Super-
visor is an employee of the Executive Branch.

Where an oil and gas lessee appeals from a decision
of an Oil and Gas Supervisor's determination that
additional royalties are due to the Government, and
simultaneously files a reguest for suspension of the
ruling, which is granted by the Geological Survey "un-
til further notice," prejudgment interest ccntinues tc
accrue during the period cf the suspension. This con-
clusion is premised on the doctrine that interest is
compensation for delay in payment.

A demand by the Geological Survey for prejudgment in-
terest for delayed payment of additional royalties owed
to the Government is not necessarily unenforceable in

Where the Bureau of Land Management rejects a publ
sale applicaticn based en a determination by Geclc
Survey that certain lands encompassed by a public
application ccntain workable coal deposits and Gee
ical Survey's conclusion that the exercise of surf
rights will unreasonably interfere with operations
der the mineral leasing law, the case will be rema
for further consideration when the tare ccnclusict
the Geological Survey is unsupported by any facts
where there is a lack of evidence in the reccrd tc
suppcrt such conclusion.

!£«3E5_JLi_Swa r tz , 27 IBLA 308 (Cct. 29, 1976)

gical
sale
lcg-

Iarib_Power_Ccrj:., 29 IBLA 37 (Fe b. 16, 1977)

Authority to make determinations cf known geothermal
resource areas has teen delegated to the Geclcgical
Survey by the Secretary cf the Interior. Where such
deteriinaticn is based upcn the evidentiary factors
set forth in 30 O.S.C. « 1001(e) (1970), and en ap-
peal appellant fails tc establish any error in a

Geolcgical Survey determination of a known geother-
mal resources area, the deteriinaticn will stand.

The Geolcgical Survey, as the delegate cf the Secre-
tary, has a continuous obligation tc review the evi-
dentiary factors set forth in 30 O.S.C. « 1C01 (e)

(1970), to determine whether an area should be des-
ignated as a known geothermal resources area. Such
an obligation necessarily envisions the review cf
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factors which individually say or may not afford a

sufficient basis for the designation, but which
taken collectively clearly establish a sufficient
predicate for determination of a known gecthermal
resources area.

Nancy J. Hoffitt et al.. 30 IBLA 107 (Hay 2, 1977)

A determination of an Area Oil and Gas Supervisor, Geo-
logical Survey, that a subsequent joinder cculd net
effectuate commitment of an oil and gas lease to a unit
agreement prior to expiration of the lease is properly
set aside by the Director, Geological Survey, as not
being within the authority of the Area Oil and Gas
Supervisor to determine.

Br uce_ Anderson, 30 IBLA 179 (Hay 19, 1977)

GEOLOGICAL SOHVE T—Continued

A determination by the United States Geological Survey
that certain lands in an application for sale under the
Unintentional trespass Act, 43 O.S.C. ii 1431-1435
(1970), are underlain with coal, and that sale cf the
surface rights would interfere with the operation of
the Bineral leasing Act of 1920, will not be disturbed
in the absence of a clear shewing by the applicant that
the determination was improperly made.

"aSS-Cox. 38 IBLA 340 (Dec. 20, 1978)

It is net proper to den; a creditable request fcr ap-
proval of unavoidable delay time under sec. It cf toe
Santa Ynez Onit Agreement, even though the Geclcgical
Survey censiders the unit agreement extended by dili-
gent drilling operations.

Ii2c__Co___U.S_A_. 41 IBLA 118 (June 13, 1979)

A known geothermal resources area determination must be
based upon one or more of the evidentiary factors set
forth in 30 O.S.C. * 1001(e) (1970), and where the Geo-
logical Survey, as the delegate of the Secretary, makes
such a determination based on all available data, re-
gardless of whether such data were previously knewn,
the determination will stand, absent a showing of error
by one questioning the designation.

Nancy._J._Hof fitt et al. (On Reconsideration) ,

IS" (July 57 1977)
31 IBLA

Estoppel will not be applied against the Government
when the sole basis for so doing is a statement by an
applicant for a prospecting permit that a Geclogical
Survey employee indicated that he could file the appli-
cation in his own name, since this statement was not
necessarily a misrepresentation, and since in any event
the applicant had no right to rely on this statement
because the Geological Survey is not the agency autho-
rized to make representations as to the proper filing
of prospecting applications.

willadean Patton, Essex Hinerals, Inc.. National Bulk
Ca__ie____I_c_ , 32 IBLA 350 (Oct. 21, 1977)

A mining plan submitted to the U.S. Geological Survey
is properly classified a "new operation" as defined by
30 CFB 211.1(d) (1) (iii) where as of the date of its
submission to the Department, the Department has not
completed its environmental impact analysis involving
the area in which the mining plan is located, nor has
it, as of that date, commenced and expended substantial
resources in the preparation or completion of that
analysis.

Routt_Count_ D__elo_me_tj
1977)

„____, 33 IBLA 130 (Dec. 19,

The Geological Survey is the Secretary's technical
expert in matters concerning coal permits and leases
and the Secretary is entitled to rely on its reasoned
analysis.

Where a request to modify a coal lease by adding acre-
age to it is rejected by the BLM solely on the basis of
conclusory statement of the Geological Survey that the
area applied for is capable of being developed as part
of an independent operation and the factual basis for
that conclusion does not appear in the record, the de-
cision will be set aside and the case remanded for the
compilation of a more complete record and readjudica-
tion of the request.

Intermountain Exploration Co.. 35 IBLA 15 (Hay 4, 1978)

The O.S. Geclogical Survey is the technical expert of
the Department in matters concerning geclcgic evalua-
ticn of cil and gas lease production, and the Secretai
is entitled to rely en the Survey's ie ter lina ticr.s , at
to the extent of the participating area of a unit, ab-
sent a clear showing cf error.

Amoco Prodnctfrcn.Cp,. 41 IBLA 348 (July 11, 1979)

Generally the Geclogical Survey may reconsider and
modify or revoke its own decision in the absence cf an
appeal to the Board of Land Appeals. Bowever, the fil-
ing of an appeal to the Board removes the matter from
the jurisdiction of Survey pending disposition cf the
appeal^

Hhere Geclogical Survey and one cf twe parties to a

compulsory unitization of two outer continental shelf
oil and gas leases request a remand cf a Survey deci-
sion for further consideration, and certain issues
raised on appeal would appropriately be better first
considered by Survey, the case will be remanded tc
Survey. In the circumstances, a request to stay imple-
mentation of Survey's prior decisicn may be granted by
the Eoard unless and until Survey acts open the request
when it reconsiders the case.

S_n__il_Co_. 42 IELA 254 (Aug. 23, 1979)

Hhere the U.S. Geological Survey has determined frci
available geclogic and ether data that a participating
area of 1,CCC acres is the proper size fcr a producing
well under an approved unit agreement, this Beard nay
rely upon reports of the Survey setting forth the con-
clusicns reached without examining the technical data
upon which the reports were based.

A determination by the U.S. Geological Survey that cer-
tain land is within the participating area cf a produc-
ing cil cr gas well established pursuant to an approved
unit agreement will net be set aside where it is net
arbitrary or capricious and is supported by competent
evidence, and the appellant has net demonstrated by a

clear and definite showing that the determination was
in error.

53I33EJi_C._______t_al_, 43 IBLA 3: (Oct. 29. 1S7S)



GEOIHBRHAL_LEASES

GENERALLY

A noncompetitive geothermal lease application roust

include all available lands within a surveyed or pro-
tracted section. If it describes less, the applicatici
is properly rejected as to such section.

Au§iial_on 21 IBLA 243 (Aug. 11, 1975)

Land nay properly be declared to te in a known gec-
theraal resources area only upon a finding by the
Geological Survey of sufficient competitive interest,
where such interest, in the opinion of the Geological
Survey, would engender a belief in sen who are experi-
enced in the subject natter that the prospects fcr ex-
traction of geothernal steam or associated resources
are good enough to warrant expenditures for that
purpose.

Bofe£Ii_£i_ Harder, 24 IBLA 44 (Feb. 23, 1976)

GEgTHEBMAL_LEASES— Continued

GENERALLY—Continued

A decision rejecting a geothermal application in part
nay be set aside and the case remanded where the appel-
lant requests an opportunity to consult with the Eureau
cf Reclamation which objected to issuance cf the lease,
and the decisicn itself notes that Eureau's objection
as the basis for the decision, tut there is nc explana-
tion of why the leasing proposal would interfere with
some ether Federal functicn or would be contrary to the
public interest pursuant to 43 CFR 32C1.1-2.

Thermal Resources, Inc.. 28 IELA 361 (Feb. 2, 1977)

This Department nay lease national forest lands fcr
gecthermal resources only with the consent of the
Department cf Agriculture. The Eurcau of Land Earage-
ent is tound by the finding cf that Department that
gecthernal leasing for such lands is inimical tc the
public interest.

William A . Bendrey. 33 IBLA 71 (Dec. 5, 1977)

Where the reason given for the partial rejection of a
noncompetitive geothermal lease application is that the
Environmental Analysis Record has recommended against
leasing the lands because they lie within an area asso-
ciated with historic trails, and the records indicate
that the State Office has approved leasing similar
areas subject to protective stipulations, the decisicn
will be set aside and the case remanded for further
consideration to determine whether the lands should be
leased with protective stipulations.

Richard C. Hoefle. 24 IBLA 181 (Bar. 16. 1976)

Ki rk G reene. 24 IBLA 262 (Bar. 29, 1976)

It is proper to afford a geothermal lease applicant the
benefit of a regulation, adopted after the filing of
his application, absent the impairment of third party
rights and adverse impact on the interests cf the United
States. Where a geothermal lease regulation requires
the filing of a compliance bond as a conditicn precedent
to issuance of a lease, and that regulation is amended
during the pendency of an application to require such a

bond only as a condition precedent to entry on the
leased lands, the holder of the application may be
granted a lease under the amended requirement, if all
else be regular.

Christopher A, Harks. 26 IBLA 8M (July 19, 1976)

Where an issue which gives rise to an appeal is mcoted
during the pendency of the appeal, the appeal will not
be dismissed where the priority of the applicaticn is
dependent upon the correctness of the original decisioi

Where an oil and gas lease offeror files a partial
withdrawal of lands described in her application dur-
ing the pendency of an appeal from a decisicn rejecting
her offer in its entirety, the withdrawal is effective
£2 instanti when filed, and may not be ignored simply
on the basis that it was permissible to have included
those lands in the application.

Caroline L. Hunt. 26 IBLA 218 (Aug. 17 1976)

This Department may lease national forest lands fcr
geothermal resources enly with the censent of the
Department cf Agriculture. Ihe Eureau cf land Earage-
ment is tound by the requirement of that Department
that the particular national forest lands so leased be
subject to nensurface occupancy stipulations.

Alaska Pacific 36 IELA 66 (July 12, 1978)

Decisions by BLH to refrain from leasing certain lands
for geothermal resources will be set aside and the
cases remanded where a lease applicant shews en appeal
that such decisions failed to take into account rele-
vant considerations cf public interest.

California Geother mal. Inc.. 37 IBIA 172 (Oct. 1C, 1976)

U nion_Oi l_CCi , 38 IBLA 373 (Dec. 29, 1978)

A stipulation requiring an offeror under a geothermal
resources lease to prcvide a certified statement ty a

qualified archaeologist concerning the existence cf
archaeological values on lands tc be disturbed by the
lessee and tc accept reasonable conditions cf use fcr
the protecticn of such areas and which requires tbe
lessee to tear the ccst cf salvaging objects cf antiq-
uity is reasonable and will be upheld.

Western Oil Shale Corp.. 41 IBLA 105 (June 11, 1979)

It is proper tc reject
resources lease where t

in issue is doubtful.

in application for a geothermal
suitable title to the resource

The O.S. Geological Survey is the Secretary's technical
expert in matters concerning geologic evaluation cf
tracts of land offered at a sale of competitive geo-
thermal steam leases and the Secretary is entitled tc
rely on its reasoned analysis.

Ggiii-OiLCOi, 27 IBLA 269 (Oct. 26, 1976)

Pectus Pgt.ts, 42 IBLA 355 (Sept. 11. 1979)



G EOT H E R M A L_L E A S E S—Continued

ACREAGE LIMITATIONS

A noncompetitive geothermal lease application must
include all available lands within a surveyed or pro-
tracted section. If it describes less, the application
is properly rejected as tc such section.

Robert .G._Lynn. 19 IBLA 167 (liar. 17, 1975)

Where an application for a noncompetitive geothermal
steam lease includes 2,598.98 acres of land, thereby
exceeding the 2,560 acre limitation by 38.98 acres and
the applicant, under U3 CFR 3210. 2-1 (c) is required to
include all available lands within a section, the rule
of approximation operates to allow the excess when the
excess is smaller than the amount by which the area
would be less than 2,560 acres if the irregular subdi-
vision, in this case a section, were excluded.

Ca ro 1 i ne_L^H u n t , 26 IBLA 218 (Aug. 17, 1976)

The special rule of approximation for geothermal lease
offers is applied by subtracting from the total acreage
of the offer the acreage of the irregular subdivision
which caused the excess acreage. Where a gecthermal
lease offer describes four complete sections and the
area embraced in the application exceeds the acreage
limit because one or more of the sections is irregular,
the offer may be considered if deletion of the irregu-
lar section (or one of them if there is mere than one)
would cause an acreage deficiency (acreage limit less
acreage described in the offer) greater than the excess
acreage resulting from inclusion of the section.

Nelson B. Hunt. 27 IBLA 365 (Nov. «, 1976)

APPLICATIONS

Generally

An application for a lease of geothermal resources
within a riverbed not under jurisdiction of the United
States is properly rejected.

fliian_Si_Pa£ulaJc , 19 IBLA 139 (Bar. 7, 1975)

An application for a noncompetitive lease cf geothermal
resources in the name of a corporation is properly re-
jected where it is not accompanied by a statement as to
corporate qualifications, or a reference by serial num-
ber to a record in which such statement previously had
been filed.

GEOTHERHAL LEASES— Continued

APPLICATIONS—Continued

E_6_H_In vest men ts^InCi. 19 IBLA 1«1 (Bar. 1975)

A noncompetitive geothermal lease applicaticn must
include all available lands within a surveyed or pro-
tracted section. If it describes less, the application
is properly rejected as to such section.

Lands within a known geothermal resources area (KGRA)
are not available for noncompetitive leasing. Where
lands included in a geothermal lease application are
determined to be within a KGRA, and such determination
is made after the filing of the applicaticn tut before
the issuance of a lease, cr amendment thereto, pursuant
to such application, the application must be rejected
as to such lands.

£o6£rt_Gi_L.y.nn, 19 IBLA 167 (Mar. 17, 1975)

Californi a Geothermal. In

An applicaticn for a noncempetitive gectherial lease
must be rejected with respect to land described in the
application which, although not within a knewn gecther-
mal resources area (KGRA) at the time the applicaticn
is filed, is designated as being within a KGRA before
a lease is issued for said land.

Baomgart ner Cos.. 21 IBLA 133 (July la, 1975)

A nencompetitive geothermal lease applicaticn must
include all available lands within a surveyed cr pro-
tracted section. If it describes less, the application
is properly rejected as tc such secticn.

Au stral O il C o., Inc.. 21 IBLA 2M3 (Aug. 11, 197?)

A nencompetitive gecthermal resources lease applicaticn
must include all available land within a surveyed or
protracted section. If it fails to include a metes and
bounds description of a nonnavigable riverbed within
the section, the application is prcperly rejected as to
the whole cf the section.

Charli 21 IBLA 25U (Aug. 11, 1975)

Where a noncompetitive gectherial resources lease ap-
plication indicates that the applicant is net the scle
party in interest and is not accompanied by the infor-
mation required by U3 CFR 3202.2-5 with respect tc the
nature of the agreement between the parties in interest
and their qualifications, the offer must be rejected
even if the applicant is, in fact, contrary tc the in-
formation disclosed on the lease applicaticn, the scle
party in interest, where such fact is unknown tc the
BLfl.

An applicaticn for a noncempetitive lease cf gectherial
resources in the name of a corpcraticn is properly re-
jected where it is not accompanied by a statement as to
corporate qualifications or a reference by serial num-
ber to a reccrd in which such statement previously had
been filed.

> Corp.. 21 IBLA 3C8 (Aug. IK, 1975)

Ontil a final authoritative judicial determinaticn is
made of the title to geothermal resources in lands pat-
ented with a reservation cf all minerals tc the United
States, a gecthermal lease application which emits such
patented lands frcm a secticn will not be considered in
ccmpliance with « 3 CFR 321C.2-l(c) requiring all avail-
able lands in a secticn tc be described in the lease
applicaticn. However, the applicaticn may be suspended
as tc that section, rather than rejected, until the
title questicn is resolved.

Enerqi_gartnersx Edward B T Towne. 21 IBLA 352 (Aug. 25,
1975)



GEOTHEB«AL_LJ&S1S— Continued

APPLICATIONS—Cootinuea

Generally—Continued

when the Bureau of Land Management rejects geothermal
lease offers on the mistaken basis that the lands
embraced within the offers are situated within a par-
ticular critical natural area excluded from leasing,
but in fact the lease offers are for lands not within
that critical natural area but nay be in another, the
cases must be remanded for further consideration be-
cause the decisions fail to disclose a prefer basis
for rejection of the lease offers.

Kirk_Greene, 2<t IBLA 113 (Mar. 1. 1976)

When the Bureau of Land Management rejects geotheraal
lease offers on the basis that the lands embraced with-
in the offers are situated within a critical natural
area excluded from leasing, but the record indicates
the basis for rejection may be that the lands applied
for are associated with historic trails where leasing
activity has been approved subject to protective stipu-
lations, the decisions will be set aside and the cases
remanded for further clarification and consideration
by the Bureau to determine whether the lands should be
leased subject to protective stipulations.

Chr ist i a n_£i_nurer , 21 IBLA 383 (Apr. 29, 1976)

GEOTHEBNAL_LEASES—Continued

APPLICATIONS—Continued

Generally—Continued

varicus protective measures which would mitigate ad-
verse environmental impact, the decisions will re
remanded tc determine whether these lands should be
leased with protective stipulations.

Iher the El of Lantneat
lease applications ct
are situated within a

excluded frci leasing

Hanageaent rejects gectbenal
he mistaken basis that the lands
articular critical natural area
the cases must be remanded fcr

further consideration because the decisions fail to
disclose a proper basis for rejection.

Southern, Onion Production Co.

,

1976)
27 IBLA 5U (Sept.

"here a noncompetitive geotheraal lease application de-
scribes all the lands in a certain section by legal
subdivisions and the section contains an available un-
surveyed lake bed, the lease offer will be rejected as
to such section because of the applicant's failure to
describe the unsurveyed lake bed by metes and bcueds
as reguired by 13 CFB 3203. « (b)

.

Lamar Hunt. 27 IBLA 397 (Nov. 5, 1976)

Where an issue which gives rise to an appeal is mooted
during the pendency of the appeal, the appeal will not
be dismissed where the priority of the application is
dependent upon the correctness of the original
decision.

Where an application for a noncompetitive geothermal
steam lease includes 2,598.98 acres of land, thereby
exceeding the 2,560 acre limitation by 38.98 acres and
the applicant, under «3 CFH 3210.2-1 (c) is reguired tc
include all available lands within a section, the role
of approximation operates to allow the excess when the
excess is smaller than the amount by which the area
would be less than 2,560 acres if the irregular subdi-
vision, in this case a section, were excluded.

Where an oil and gas lease offeror files a partial
withdrawal of lands described in her application dur-
ing the pendency of an appeal from a decision rejecting
her offer in its entirety, the withdrawal is effective
£2 ii!§tiiSii when filed, and may not be ignored simply
on the basis that it was permissible to have included
those lands in the application.

Ca roli n e_L.._H un t , 26 IBLA 218 (Aug. 17, 1976)

A decision by the Bureau of Land Management to refrain
from leasing certain lands for geothermal resources
will be upheld when the record shows th£ decision to
be a reasoned analysis of the factors involved based
upon considerations of public interest, and no suffi-
cient reason to disturb the decision is shown.

When the reason given for the rejection of noncompeti-
tive geothermal lease applications is that the lands
lie within an area associated with historic trails,
and the records indicate that the Bureau of Land Man-
agement has approved leasing similar areas subject tc
protective stipulations, the decision will be set
aside and the case remanded for further consideration
to determine whether these lands should be leased with
protective stipulations.

When the reason given by the Bureau of Land Management
for the rejection of noncompetitive geothermal lease
applications is that the lands lie within a critical
natural area, but the Environmental Analysis Beccrd
recommendations to exclude lands from leasing have not
been uniformly followed and the Record itself describes

Where an applicaticn for a gecthermal resource lease is
filed fcr all the land available within a surveyed cr
protracted section, as reguired by regulaticn, but the
application is then reduced to less than all such land
by voluntary withdrawal., the offer is properly rejected.

£i!i Oil Co.. 28 IBLA 386 (Feb. <t, 1977)

A gecthermal lease application is properly rejected <

the extent that it includes land which has teen recci
veyed tc the Onited States but which has enly been
opened tc applications under the nonmineral public
land laws.

Chev r p_n_0 i l_Co . , 32 IBLA 275 (Sept. 27, 1977)

This Department may lease national fcrest lands fcr
geothermal resources enly with the censent of the
Department cf Agriculture. Ihe Bureau cf land Manage-
ment is bound by the finding of that Department that
geothermal leasing fcr such lands is inimical tc the
public interest.

Ulli iendrej, 33 IBLA 71 (Dec. 5, 1977)

where lands in issue formerly were included in a new
terminated gecthermal lease, and no I^deraJ legjsjer
listing of units for re-leasing had been made as cf
time appellant filed her nencempetiti ve gecthermal
lease applicaticn, BLM properly rejected her offer in
accordance with U3 CFB 3211.1. Appellant's argutent
that reasonable time for such listing had passed from
termination cf former lease to filing cf appellant's
offer does net state an excepticn tc requirements of
«3 CFR 3211.1.

Laura J. Sranq le r. 35 IBLA 29 (May 5, 1978)



GE01HBRBAL_1E*SES—Continued

APPLICATIONS—Continued

Genejaili—Continued

This Department lay lease national forest lands fci
geothermal resources only with the consent of the
Department of Agriculture. The Bureau of Land Hanage-
ent is bound by the requirement of that Department
that the particular national forest lands so leased be
subject to nonsurface occupancy stipulations.

Alaska Pacific Lumber Co.. 36 IBLA 88 (July 12, 1978)

A geothermal lease offer filed for lands which are
withdrawn for the Department of Defense from all forms
of appropriation under the public land laws, including
the mining and mineral leasing laws, is properly re-
jected. Hhere an offer to lease lands for geothermal
resources cannot be accepted because the lands are
withdrawn and not available for leasing, the offer will
be rejected and may not be held in suspense until the
land may become available for such leasing.

S u l£h u r _ R i v e r _ EjC£ 1 o r a t i o

n

x_ In cx ,

1978)
36 IBLA 307 (Aug. 21,

geoibebssjlj.eises—continued

APPLICATIONS—Continued

imendmgnjs

A noncompetitive geothermal lease application which
fails to include all available lands within a surveyec
cr protracted section, as reguired by regulaticn,
«3 C?B 3210.2-1 (c), is properly rejected as tc such
section. An amendment of the land description in a

noncompetitive geothermal lease application received
after the close of the monthly filing period in which
the initial effer was filed will not be allowed.

Edward B. Towne. 21 IBLA 30« (Aug. 1«, 1975)

A noncompetitive geothermal lease application which
fails to include all available lands within a surveyed
or protracted secticn, as reguired by regulation,
«3 CFB 3210.2-1 (c), is properly rejected as tc such
section. An amendment of the land description in such
an applicaticn received after the close cf the icnthly
filing pericd in which the initial application was
filed will not be allowed.

Energy Partners. Edward B. lewne

,

1975)
21 IBIA 352 (lug. 25,

A decision rejecting an applicaticn for a geothermal
resources lease because the United States does not own
the mineral resource will be set aside and the case re-
manded when the land status records reflect ostensible
legal title in the Federal Government.

Dennis_Potts, 36 IBLA 329 (Aug. 28, 1978)

A decision by BLB to refrain from leasing certain lands
for geothermal resources will be upheld when the record
shows the decision to be a reasoned analysis of the
factors involved based upon considerations of public
interest, and no sufficient reason to disturb the deci-
sion is shown.

Hhen the reason given for the rejection of noncompeti-
tive geothermal lease applications is that the lands
possess a high visual guality, and neither the EAB nor
the remaining documents of record clearly bear out such
a determination and where it appears that BLR has is-
sued leases on adjacent lands, the decisions rejecting
the leases will be set aside and the cases remanded fcr
further consideration to determine whether the lands
should be leased with protective stipulaticns.

Calx fornia_Geoihe£malx_I nCi , 37 IBLA 172 (Oct. 10, 1978)

D.escr.i£tion

A ncccompetitive geothermal lease applicaticn which
fails to include all available lands within a surveyed
or protracted secticn, as reguired by regulation 43 CfB
3210.2-1 (c), is properly rejected as tc such secticr.
An amendment of the land description in a noncompeti-
tive geothermal lease application received after the
close of the monthly filing period in which the initial
offer was filed will not be allowed.

Edward B. Towne. 21 IELA 30U (Aug. 1«, 1975)

A nencompetitive geothermal lease application which
fails to include all available lands within a surveyed
cr protracted section, as reguired by regulaticn 03 CfB
3210.2-1 (c), is properly rejected as to such secticn.
An afendment cf the land description in such an appli-
caticn received after the close of the monthly filing
period in which the initial applicaticn was filed will
not be allowed.

gjexgy E^rtners^.Edward.E,
1975)

21 IBIA 352 (Aug.

An application for lease cf geothermal resources withii
a wildlife refuge is properly rejected because leasing
of such areas is specifically prohibited by the Geo-
thermal Resources Act and U3 CFR 3201.1-6.

Antoinette Carter. 37 IBLA 222 (Oct. 12, 1978)

It is proper to reject an application for a geothermal
resources lease where equitable title to the resource
in issue is doubtful.

ASSIGNMENTS OB TRANSFERS

A geothermal lease which has automatically terminated
by cperaticn of law for failure to submit the annual
rental timely may be reinstated enly where the lessee
shows that the late payment of the rental was either
justified or net due to a lack of reasonable diligence.
The fact that an assigncent applicaticn is pending does
not justify a late payment of the rental either by the
lessee or by the prospective assignee.

Snprcn Energy Corp.. «0 IBLA 68 (Bar. 16, 1S7S)

Se>!I!is_Potts, «2 IBLA 355 (Sept. 11, 1979)
BONDS

It is proper to afford a geothermal lease applicant the
benefit cf a regulaticn, adopted after the filing of
bis application, absent the impairment of third party
rights and adverse impact en the interests of the
United States. Hhere a geothermal lease regulaticn re-
quires the filing of a compliance bend as a cenditien
precedent tc issuance of a lease, and that regulaticn
is amended during the pendency of an application to
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BONDS— Continued

reguire such a bond only as a condition precedent to
entry on the leased lands, the holder of the applica-
tion nay be granted a lease under the aaended require-
ment, if all else be regular.

Christ o£her_Ai_Harks , 26 IBLA 6H (July 19, 1976)

A regulation which provides that coverage of nationwide
oil and gas bond in force at the effective date cf the
regulation nay be expanded by a rider to include geo-
thermal resources leases does not permit a replacement
nationwide oil and gas bond executed after the effective
date of the regulation to te so icdified to include gee-
thermal resources operations.

No no_Po wer_Co . , 37 IBLA 100 (Sept. 28. 1978)

GEOTHEBNAL-LJASES—Continued

COBPETITIVE LEASES—Continued

Sec. U cf the Geothermal Steam Act cf 1970 directs cor-
petitive bidding fcr geothemal leases en lands within
a knewn geotheraal resource area under regulaticcs
formulated ty the Secretary of the Interior. where the
Departaent has promulgated regulations pursuant tc this
section which provides the Secretary's authorized effi-
cer with the reserved right to reject any and all bids
submitted fcr a coapetitive gecthenal lease sale, and
that reserved right is publicized in the sale notice,
the Governaent is net obligated tc accept any bid which
Bight be considered inadequate.

Ihe O.S. Geclogical Survey is the Secretary's technical
expert in natters concerning geclcgic evaluation cf
tracts of land offered at a sale cf coapetitive gec-
theraal steaa leases and the Secretary is entitled tc
rely en its reasoned analysis.

GetiJ_Oil_Cct , 27 IBLA 269 (Oct. 26, 1976)

COMPETITIVE LEASES

Sec. U of Geotheraal Steaa Act of 1970 authorizes coa-
petitive bidding as sole basis for issuance of geother-
aal leases for lands deterained to be within a KGBA.

Sec. « of Geotheraal Steaa Act of 1970 directs coapeti-
tive bidding for geotheraal leases on lands which are
deterained to be within a KGBA before the issuance of a

lease on such lands, even though the KGBA determination
is made after the pertinent application is filed.

Coapetitive bidding requirements of first sentence of
sec. t of Geotheraal Steaa Act of 1970 apply to those
applications filed during Jan. 197U filing period, and
State Office rejections of appellant's Jan. 197i» non-
coapetitive lease applications are proper under <*3 CFB
3210. i».

SiarotherBal_£ner3i_a.nd_f!inerals J._Inc_.

(Feb. 7, 1975)

Sec. « of Geothemal Steaa Act of 1970 directs coapeti-
tive bidding for geotheraal leases on lands which are
deterained to be within a KGBA before the issuance of
a lease on such lands, even though the KGBA determina-
tion is made after the pertinent application is filed.

Coapetitive bidding requirements cf first sentence of
sec. « of Geotheraal Steaa Act of 1970 apply to those
applications filed during Jan. 197U filing period, and
State Office rejections of appellant's Jan. 1971 non-
competitive lease applications are proper under «3 CFB
3210.K.

30 O.S.C. « 1CC3 (197C) authorizes coapetitive bidding
as the scle basis for issuance of gecthenal resources
leases fcr lands deterained to be within a known geo-
theraal resources area, whether the KGBA deterainaticn
is aade tefcre or after a noncoapetitive applicaticn
is filed.

£ai±h-2°2SE-Q°ZE±' 29 IBLA 37 (Feb. 16, 1977)

Secretary cf Interior has authority under Gecthenal
Steaa Act, 3C O.S.C. «« 1C02-03 (1976), and iapleienting
regolaticns, «3 CFB 3220.6(c), to reject bids sutiitted
at coapetitive gecthenal lease sales when such kids are
deeaed tc be inadequate in dollar aacunt.

On appeal frca a deterainaticn cf United States Geo-
logical Survey under 30 O.S.C. «« 1CC2-C3 (1976),
rejecting offeror's coapetitive geotheraal lease kid
as too low, offerer has the burden of showing that the
rejection is arbitrary and capricious and that Survey
has no rational basis for rejection cf the bid.

While the Departaent has discretion as tc whether to
grant a hearing to an offeror whose high kid is rejected
for a coapetitive gecthermal lease, a hearing is net in
the public interest where offeror has net explained a

procedure in which particular facts cculd te effectively
utilized in an alternative formula fcr computing linivua
bids.

Onicn Cil 38 IELA 373 (Dec. 29, 1978)

Hydrothermal Energy and, Hinera.ls,._Inc ± . 19 IELA 136
(Bar. 6, 1975)

Sec. U of the Geotbermal Steaa Act of 1970 authorizes
competitive bidding as the sole basis for issuance of
geothermal resources leases for lands determined to be
within a KGBA.

Charles J. Heringer. 21 IBLA 25<» (Aug. 11, 1975)

CONSENT OF AGENCY

The directives of 30 O.S.C. « 101U (t) (1970) and U3 CFB
3201.1-3 arc aandatcry, and unless the Forest Service
gives its censent to the geotheraal leasing of the
naticnal fcrest lands in dispute, the Departaent cf
the Interior may not issue leases on those lands.

Earth Pcwe r Core, et al. . 32 IELA 357 (Cct. 21, 1977)

DESCBIPTION OF LAND

Sec. i» of the Geotheraal Steaa Act of 1970 authorizes
coapetitive bidding as the sole basis for issuance of
geothermal resources leases for lands deterained to be
within a known geotheraal resources area, whether the
KGBA determination is made before or after a nencca-
petitive application is filed.

Anadarko Production Co.. 2« IBLA 132 (Mar. <4, 1976)

Caroline_Li_Hun t , 26 IBLA 178 (Aug. 9, 1976)

A nencoapetitive geotheraal lease applicaticn which
fails to include all available lands within a surveyed
cr protracted secticn, as reguired ty regulation,
«3 CFB 3210.2-1 (c), is properly rejected as tc such
secticn. An aiendaent of the land description in a
nenccapetitive geotheraal lease applicaticn received
after the clcse of the acnthly filing period in which
the initial effer was filed will not be allowed.

Edwa r d B. Tcwne. 21 IBLA 30U (Aug. 1M, 1975)
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where the reason given for the partial rejection of a
noncompetitive geothermal lease application is that the
Environmental Analysis Record has recommended against
leasing the lands because they lie within an area asso-
ciated with historic trails, and the records indicate
that the State Office has approved leasing similar
areas subject to protective stipulations, the decision
will be set aside and the case remanded fcr further con-
sideration to determine whether the lands should te
leased with protective stipulations.

Rich ar d_C.._Hoef le , 2U IBLA 181 (Mar. 16, 1976)

Ki£k_Greenex 2« IBLA 262 (Mar. 29, 1976)

An exercise of the Secretary's discretion to refrain
from issuing a geothermal lease for a given tract of
land is neither arbitrary nor capricious where the
decision is arrived at after detailed study cf envi-
ronmental factors and is based upon considerations of
public interest. In such a situation, the Board will
not ordinarily substitute its independent judgment fcr
that of the technical experts employed by the Depart-
ment to make recommendations within their field cf
expertise.

Iason_Oil_Cc
1976)

L_£2bS£i_G i_Ljjnn, 2H IBLA 221 (Mar. 2U,

lands are found to te within a known gecthertral re-
sources area at any time prior to the issuance cf a
lease.

Earth Power C orp.. 29 TELA 37 (Feb. 16, 1977)

This Department may lease national fcrest lands fcr
geothermal resources only with the consent of the
Department cf Agriculture. The Bureau of Land Manage
ment is hound ty the finding cf that Department that
geothermal leasing fcr such lands is inimical tc the
public interest.

William A. Hendrey. 33 IBLA 71 (Dec. 5, 1977)

An exercise cf the Secretary's discretion tc refrain
from issuing a geothermal lease for a given tract cf
land will generally te upheld where the decisicn is ar-
rived at after detailed study of environmental factors
and is tased upon considerations cf putlic interest.
In such a situation, the Board will net ordinarily
sutstitute its independent judgment fcr that cf the
technical experts employed by the Department to make
recctmendatiens within their field cf expertise.

Cortex. Inc., 3« IBLA 239 (Mar. 28, 1978)

A decision by the Bureau of Land Management to refrain
from leasing certain lands for geothermal resources
will be upheld when the record shows the decision to
be a reasoned analysis of the factors involved based
upon considerations of putlic interest, and no suffi-
cient reason to disturb the decision is shown.

When the reason given for the rejection of noncompeti-
tive geothermal lease applications is that the lands
lie within an area associated with historic trails,
and the records indicate that the Bureau of Land Man-
agement has approved leasing similar areas subject tc
protective stipulations, the decision will be set
aside and the case remanded for further consideration
to determine whether these lands should te leased with
protective stipulations.

When the reason given by the Bureau of Land Management
for the rejection of noncompetitive geothermal lease
applications is that the lands lie within a critical
natural area, but the Environmental Analysis Record
recommendations to exclude lands from leasing have net
been uniformly followed and the Record itself describes
various protective measures which would mitigate ad-
verse environmental impact, the decisions will be
remanded to determine whether these lands should be
leased with protective stipulations.

When the Bureau of Land Management rejects geothermal
lease applications on the mistaken basis that the lands
are situated within a particular critical natural area
excluded from leasing, the cases must be remanded for
further consideration because the decisions fail to
disclose a proper basis for rejection.

Souther n_Onion_Production_Coi , 27 IBLA 5U (Sept.
1976)

23,

An exercise cf the Secretary
Land Management State Office
gecthermal lease for a given
tained where the decisic

s discretion by Bureau of
to refrain ftcm issuing a

tract of land will te sus-
*^ arrived at after detailed

tudy of environmental factors and is based upen con-
siderations cf public interest.

2hS_inschutz_Cor£ ., 3<4 TELA 270 (Mar 31, 1976)

Where lands in issue formerly were included in a rcw
terminated gecthermal lease, and no Federal Register
listing cf units for re-leasing bad been made as cf
time appellant filed her noncompetitive gectherial
lease application, BLM properly rejected her effer in
accordance with U3 CFR 3211.1. Appellant's argument
that reascnatle time for such listing had passed free
termination cf former lease tc filing cf appellant's
effer does net state an exception tc requirements cf
U3 CFR 3211.1.

£au£a_Ji_lEana2er, 35 IBLA 29 (May 5, 1978)

The decisicn whether or net to issue a particular gec-
thermal lease is within the discreticn cf the Secretary
cf the Interior. A decision by the Bureau of land Han-
ageaent that a lease should not te issued fcr certain
lands will te generally upheld when the reccrd shews
the decisicn to be the result of a reasoned analysis cf
the environmental and public interest factors involved.
The burden is en the applicant tc show that the land
will not be adversely affected as BLM described in re-
jecting the application.

Q2J_Petrcleum4_Inc. , 36 IBLA 59 (June 30, 1978)

Issuance of a lease for geothermal resources is within
the discretion of the Secretary of the Interior. Thus,
the filing of an offer for a noncompetitive lease for
geothermal steam resources creates no vested rights
in the offeror and the offer must te rejected if the

This Department may lease national fcrest lands fcr
geothermal resources only with the censent of the
Department cf Agriculture. The Eureau cf Land Manage-
ment is bound ty the requirement of that Depattient
that the particular national forest lands so leased be
subject to nensurface occupancy stipulations.

A laska Pacifi c L umber Co. . 36 IBLA 88 (July 12, 1978)
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A decision by BLH to cefcain from leasing certain lands
for geothermal resources Hill be upheld when the reccrd
shows the decision to be a reasoned analysis of the
factors involved based upon considerations cf putlic
interest, and no sufficient reason to disturb the deci-
sion is shown.

Hhen the reason given for the rejection of noncompeti-
tive geothermal lease applications is that the lands
possess a high visual quality, and neither the EAR nor
the regaining documents of record clearly bear out such
a determination and where it appears that ELM has is-
sued leases on adjacent lands, the decisions rejecting
the leases will be set aside and the cases remanded fcr
further consideration to determine whether the lands
should be leased with protective stipulations.

Califor nia_Geot herali_Inci , 37 IELA 172 (Oct. 10, 1978)

Secretary of Interior has authority under Geothermal
Steam Act, 30 O.S.C. it 1002-03 (1976), and implementing
regulations, 13 CFB 3220.6(c), to reject bids submitted
at competitive geothermal lease sales when such bids are
deemed to be inadequate in dollar amount.

On appeal from a determination of United States Geo-
logical Survey under 30 O.S.C. §j 1002-03 (1976)

,

rejecting offeror's competitive geothermal lease bid
as too low, offeror has the burden of shewing that the
rejection is arbitrary and capricious and that Survey
has no rational basis for rejection of the bid.

While the Department has discretion as tc whether to
grant a hearing to an offeror whose high bid is rejected
for a competitive geothermal lease, a hearing is not in
the public interest where offeror has not explained a

procedure in which particular facts could be effectively
utilized in an alternative formula for cemputing minimum
bids.

0nion_Oil_Coi , 38 IBLA 373 (De 29, 1978)

It is proper to reject an application for a geothermal
resources lease where eguitable title to the resource
in issue is doubtful.

Dennis, Pot ts , "2 IBLA 355 (Sept. 11, 1979)

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

GEOIBEBHAL Li ASES— Cent inued

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION—Continued

Generally—Continued

the technical experts employed by the Department
reccamendatiens within their field cf expertise.

Lynn . 2U IELA 221 (Par.

Hhen the reason given for the rejection of tcnccipeti-
tive geothermal lease applications is that the lands
lie within an area associated with histcric trails,
and the reccrds indicate that the Bureau of Land Man-
agement has approved leasing similar areas subject to
protective stipulations, the decisicn will be set
aside and the case remanded fcr further consideraticn
to determine whether these lands shculd be leased with
protective stipulations.
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of Land Management
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Hhen the reason given by the Bureau
for the rejection of noncompetitive
applications is that the lands lie
natural area, but the Environmental
recommendations tc exclude lands fr
been uniformly followed and the Reccrd itself describe:
various protective measures which would mitigate ad-
verse environmental impact, the decisions will be
remanded tc determine whether these lands shculd be
leased with protective stipulations.

Hhen the Eureau of Land Management rejects gecthermal
lease applications en the mistaken basis that the land:
are situated within a particular critical natural area
excluded from leasing, the cases must be remanded fcr
further consideraticn because the decisiens fail to
disclose a proper basis for rejection.

Southern Onicn Pr oductio n

1976)
27 IEIA 5U (Sept.

An exercise cf the Secretary's discretion to
from issuing a geothermal lease for a given
land will generally be upheld where the deci
rived at after detailed study of environment
and is based upon considerations cf public i

In such a situation, the Eoard will net ordi
substitute its independent judgment for that
technical experts employed by the Department
recommendations within their field cf expert

tract cf
sicn is ar-

al factcrs
nterest .

narily

Co rtex, I nc. , IBLA 239 (Mar. 28, 197e>

Generally.

Hhere the reason given for the partial rejection cf a

noncompetitive geothermal lease application is that the
Environmental Analysis Record has recommended against
leasing the lands because they lie within an area asso-
ciated with historic trails, and the reccrds indicate
that the State Office has approved leasing similar
areas subject to protective stipulations, the decisicn
will be set aside and the case remanded fcr further
consideration to determine whether the lands should be
leased with protective stipulations.

Richard C. Hoefle. 2« IBLA 181 (Mar. 16, 1976)

Ki£]l_G.reene, 2U IBLA 262 (Mar. 29, 1976)

An exercise of the Secretary's discretion to refrain
from issuing a geothermal lease for a given tract of
land is neither arbitrary nor capricious where the deci
sion is arrived at after detailed study of environmen-
tal factors and is based upon consideratiens of putlic
interest. In such a situation, the Board will net ordi
narily substitute its independent judgment for that of

An exercise cf the Secretary's discretion by Eureau of
land Management State Office to refrain freir issuirg a

geothermal lease fcr a given tract cf land will be sus-
tained where the decision is arrived at after detailed
study of environmental factcrs and is based upen con-
siderations cf public interest.

T he Anschutz Core. 3D IELA 270 (Bar. 31, 1976)

The decisicn whether or net to issue a particular geo-
thermal lease is within the discretion cf the Secretary
cf the Interior. A decisicn by the Bureau cf land Man-
agement that a lease should net be issued fcr certain
lands will be generally upheld when the record shows
the decisicn to be the result of a reasoned analysis of
the environmental and public interest factors involved.
The burden is en the applicant tc shew that the land
will net be adversely affected as ELM described in re-
jecting the application.

Oxy Petroleum, Inc, . 36 IELA 59 (June 3C, 1978)
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Generally.—Continued

When the reason given for the rejection of noncompeti-
tive geothermal lease applications is that the lands
possess a high visual quality, and neither the EAR nor
the remaining documents of record clearly bear out such
a determination and where it appears that Bid has is-
sued leases on adjacent lands, the decisions rejecting
the leases will be set aside and the cases remanded for
further consideration to determine whether the lands
should be leased with protective stipulations.

California_Ggothermal« Inc.. 37 IBLA 172 (Oct. 1C, 1978)

FIRST-QUALIFIED APPLICANT

Where a noncompetitive gecthermal resources lease ap-
plication indicates that the applicant is net the sole
party in interest and is not accompanied by the infor-
mation required by «3 CFR 3202.2-5 with respect tc the
nature of the agreement between the parties in interest
and their qualifications, the offer must te rejected
even if the applicant is, in fact, contrary to the in-
formation disclosed on the lease applicaticn, the sole
party in interest, where such fact is unknown to the
BLM.

An application for a noncompetitive lease of geotheraal
resources in the name of a corporation is properly re-

statement as tc

by serial num-
previously had

jected where it is not accompanied by
corporate qualifications or a reference
ber to a record in which such statement
been filed.

£§n t r a l_Nev a da_Cor_p_.. , 21 IBLA 308 (Aug. 1U, 1975)

HEARINGS

While the Department has discretion as to whether to
grant a hearing to an offeror whose high bid is rejected
for a competitive geothermal lease, a hearing is not in
the public interest where offeror has not explained a
procedure in which particular facts could be effectively
utilized in an alternative formula for computing minimum
bids.

U nion_Oil_Coi , 38 IBLA 373 (Dec. 29, 1978)

KNOWN GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES AREA

There is no authority for a State Director, Bureau of
Land Management to make a determination of a known geo-
thermal resources area. Instead, that authority has
been delegated by the Secretary of the Interior to the
Director, Geological Survey. KGRA determinations must
be based upon the evidentiary factors stated in sec.
2(e) of the Geothermal Steam Act of 1970.

Sec. 4 of Geotheraal Steam Act of 1970 authorizes com-
petitive bidding as sole basis for issuance of gecther-
mal leases for lands determined to be within a KGRA.

Sec. U of Geothermal Steam Act of 1970 directs com-
petitive bidding for geothermal leases on lands which
are determined to be within a KGRA before the issuance
of a lease on such lands, even though the KGBA determi-
nation is made after the pertinent applicaticn is filed.

Competitive bidding requirements of first sentence of
sec. « of Geothermal Steam Act of 1970 apply to those
applications filed during Jan. 197U filing period, and

GEOTBF.RHAL_LfASES—Continued

KBCWN GECTBEBMAL RESOURCES AREA

—

Continued

State Office rejections of appellant's Jan. 197M non-
competitive lease applications are proper under i»3 CFR
3210. «.

Bydrothermal Energy and Minera ls. Inc .

(Feb. 7, 1975)
18 IE1A as:

e; i.e.

There is no authority for a State Director, Bureau cf
Land Management, to make a determination cf a knetn
gecthermal resources area. Instead, the authority has
been delegated by the Secretary of the Interior tc the
Director, Geological Survey. KGRA determinations must
be based upon the evidentiary factors stated in sec.
2(e) of the Gecthermal Steam Act of 1970.

Sec. of Gecthermal Steam Act of 1970 directs coipeti-
tive bidding for gecthermal leases en lands which are
determined tc be within a KGBA before the issuatce cf a
lease on such lands, even though the KGBA determination
is made after the pertinent application is filed.

Competitive bidding requirements of first sentence cf
sec. i» of Gecthermal Steam Act of 1970 apply to those
applications filed during Jan. 197U filing pericd, and
State Office rejections of appellant's Jan. 1970 non-
competitive lease applications are proper under 13 CFB
3210. «.

Hydrcthermal Energy a nd Minerals, I nc.
(Mar- 6, 1975)

19 IBLA 1:

Lands within a known geothermal resources area (KGBA)
are not available for noncompetitive leasing. Where
lands included in a geothermal lease application are
determined tc be within a KGRA, and such determination
is made after the filing of the application but befcre
the issuance of a lease, or amendment thereto, pursuant
to such application, the application must be rejected
as to such lands.

Robert ,<?,, Lynn. 19 IBLA 167 (Mar. 17. 1975)

There is no authority for a State Director, Eureau cf
Land Management, to make a determination of a knettn
geothermal resources area. Instead, that authority has
teen delegated by the Secretary cf the Interior tc the
Director, Geological Survey. KGRA determinations must
te based upen the evidentiary factors stated in sec.
2(e) cf the Geothermal Steam Act of 1970.

£elta_Fundsi_Inci . 19 IBLA 185 (Mar. 18. 1975)

An applicaticn for a noncompetitive geothermal lease
must te rejected with respect to land described in the
application which, although not within a knewn gecther-
mal resources area (KGRA) at the time the application
is filed, is designated as being within a KGBA befcre
a lease is issued for said land.

Baumqartner Cos.. 21 IBLA 133 (July ID, 1975)

There is no authority for a State Director, Eureau of
Land Management, to make a determination cf a ktewn gec-
thermal resources area. Instead, that authority has
teen delegated by the Secretary of the Interior tc the
Director, Geological Survey. KGRA determinaticts must
te based upen the evidentiary factors stated in sec.
2(e) of the Gecthermal Steam Act of 197C.

Sec. <i of the Geotheraal Steam Act of 1970 authorizes
competitive bidding as the sole basis for issuance cf
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geothermal resources leases for lands determined to be
within a KGBA.

Ch§rles_Ji_Herinaer, 21 TELA 25<t (Aug. 11, 1975)

GEOTBEBBAL LiAEES— Continued

KNOWN GEOTBEBHAL BESOUBCES ABEA— Cent inued

lands are fee
sources area
lease.

to te within a knewn gecthermal i

any time prior to the issuance el

Earth Pow er Corp.

,

IBLA 37 (Feb. 16, 1977)

The Bureau of Land flanagement has no authority to make
a determination of a known geothermal resources area;
such authority rests with the Geological Survey.

Land may properly be declared to be in a known geo-
thermal resources area only upon a finding by the
Geological Survey of sufficient competitive interest,
where such interest, in the opinion of the Geological
Survey, would engender a belief in men wbc are experi-
enced in the subject matter that the prospects for ex-
traction of geothermal steam or associated resources
are good enough to warrant expenditures for that
purpose.

It is unnecessary for the Secretary to consult with men
experienced in the exploitation of geothermal steam tc
make a determination of a known geothermal resources
area. It is sufficient that he entertain the opinion
that any or all of the elements delineated in 30 O.S.C.
4 1001(e) (1970), would engender a belief in such men
that the prospects for extraction of geothermal steam
or associated geothermal resources are good enough to
warrant expenditures of money for that purpese.

Sober t_C.t_Har£er , 2« IBLA uu (Feb. 23, 1976)

Sec. « of the Geothermal Steam Act of 1970 authorizes
competitive bidding as the sole basis for issuance of
geothermal resources leases for lands determined to be
within a known geothermal resources area, whether the
KGBA determination is made before or after a noncom-
petitive application is filed.

Anadarko Production Co.. 2U IBLA 132 (Bar. «, 1976)

Ca£oli ne_Lj._Hun t , 26 IBLA 178 (Aug. 9, 1976)

Authcrity tc make determinations of known gectberoal
resource areas has been delegated tc the Geclcgical
Survey by the Secretary of the Interior. Where such
determination is based upen the evidentiary factcrs
set forth in 3C O.S.C. « lCCl(e) (197C) , and en ap-
peal appellant fails to establish any errcr in a

Geological Survey determinaticn cf a knewn gecther-
mal resources area, the determinaticn will stand.

The Geolcgical Survey, as the delegate cf the Secre-
tary, has a continucus cbligaticn to review the evi-
dentiary factcrs set forth in 3C O.S.C. 5 lCOl(e)
(1970), to determine whether an area should be des-
ignated as a known gecthermal resources area. Such
an cbligaticn necessarily envisiens the review cf
factcrs which individually may or may not afford a

sufficient basis for the designaticn, but which
taken collectively clearly establish a sufficient
predicate fcr determinaticn cf a knewn gecthermal
resources area.

Nancy J., Hoffitt et al.. 30 IELA 107 (May 2. 1977)

A known gecthermal resources area determinaticn mest be
based upen one or more of the evidentiary factcrs set
forth in 30 O.S.C. $ 1CC1 (e) (1970), and where the Gec-
lcgical Survey, as the delegate of the Secretary, rakes
such a detersination based en all available data, re-
gardless of whether such data were previously knewn,
the determination will stand, absent a shewing cf error
by cne questioning the designation.

Nancy J T Hoffitt et al. (On Beco nsideraticn) . 31 IBLA
191 (July 1977)

It is unnecessary for the Secretary, or his delegate,
to consult with men experienced in the exploitation of
geothermal steam to make a determination cf a knewn
geothermal resources area. It is sufficient that he
entertain the opinion that any or all of the elements
delineated in 30 O.S.C. t 1001(e) (1970), would engen-
der a belief in such men that the prospects for extrac-
tion of geothermal steam or associated gecthermal re-
sources are good enough to warrant expenditures of
money for that purpose.

Authority to make determinations of known gecthermal
resources area has been delegated to the Geological
Survey by the Secretary of the Interior. Where such
determination is based upon any or all of the eviden-
tiary factors stated 30 O.S.C. $ 1001(e) (1970) and
appellant does not show that the determinaticn is
in error, the determination will stand.

30 U.S.C. $ 1003 (1970) authorizes competitive bidding
as the sole basis for issuance of geothermal resources
leases for lands determined to be within a known geo-
thermal resources area, whether the KGBA determination
is made before or after a noncompetitive application
is filed.

Issuance of a lease for geothermal resources is within
the discretion of the Secretary of the Interior. Thus,
the filing of an offer for a noncompetitive lease for
geothermal steam resources creates no vested rights
in the offeror and the offer must be rejected if the

LANDS SUBJECT TO

An application for a lease cf gecthermal resources
within a riverbed not under jurisdiction cf the Ocitec
States is prcperly rejected.

flila£_S._ PaiSlJ* . 19 IBLA 139 (Bar. 7, 197 =
)

A nencompetitive geothermal lease applicaticn must
include all available lands within a surveyed cr prc-
tracted section. If it describes less, the applicati
is properly rejected as tc such secticn.

A<JSlEal_Oil_Coix_Inc.. 21 IBLA 2«3 (Aug. 11. 1975)

Ontil a final authoritative judicial determinaticn is
made of the title tc geothermal resources in lands pat-
ented with a reservation of all minerals to the Onited
States, a gecthermal lease applicaticn which cuits such
patented lands frcm a secticn will net be censidered in
compliance with U3 CFB 3210.2-1 (c) requiring all avail-
able lands in a section to be described in the lease
application. Bowever, the applicaticn may be suspended
as tc that section, rather than rejected, until the
title question is resolved.

Energy Partners, Edwa rd B. Tcwne ,

1975)
21 IBLA 35; ). 21,
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Where the reason given for the partial rejection cf a

noncompetitive geothermal lease application is that the
Environmental Analysis Record has recommended against
leasing the lands because they lie within an area asso-
ciated with historic trails, and the records indicate
that the State Office has approved leasing similar
areas subject to protective stipulations, the decision
will be set aside and the case remanded for further con-
sideration to determine whether the lands sbculd te
leased with protective stipulations.

SAchard^C^Hoefle, 2 U IBLA 181 (liar. 16, 1976)

KilJS_S£eene , 2U IBLA 262 (Bar. 29, 1976)

When the Bureau of Land Management rejects gecthermal
lease offers on the basis that the lands embraced with-
in the offers are situated within a critical natural
area excluded from leasing, but the record indicates
the basis for rejection may be that the lands applied
for are associated with historic trails where leasing
activity has been approved subject to protective stipu-
lations, the decisions will be set aside and the cases
remanded for further clarification and consideration by
the Bureau to determine whether the lands sbculd te
leased subject to protective stipulations.

Christian. F. Hurer, 2U IBLA 383 (Apr. 29, 1976)

A geothermal lease application is properly rejected tc
the extent that it includes land which has teen reccn-
veyed to the United States but which has only been
opened to applications under the nonmineral public
land laws.

Chevron, Oil Co., 32 IBLA 275 (Sept. 27, 1977)

Where lands in issue formerly were included in a now
terminated geothermal lease, and no Federal Register
listing of units for re-leasing had been made as cf
time appellant filed her noncompetitive geothermal
lease application, BLM properly rejected her offer in
accordance with U3 CFR 3211.1. Appellant's argument
that reasonable time for such listing had passed from
termination of former lease to filing of appellant's
offer does not state an exception to requirements of
<»3 CFB 3211.1.

Laura.J.i_S£a.Bale. r. 35 IBLA 2 9 (Hay 5, 1978)

A geothermal lease offer filed for lands which are
withdrawn for the Department of Defense from all forms
of appropriation under the public land laws, including
the mining and mineral leasing laws, is properly re-
jected. Where an offer to lease lands for geothermal
resources cannot be accepted because the lands are
withdrawn and not available for leasing, the offer will
be rejected and may not be held in suspense until the
land may become available for such leasing.

Sul£hur_River_Ex£loraiionj
1978)

JLnc.., 36 IBLA 307 (Aug. 21,

It is proper to reject an application fcr a geothermal
resources lease where equitable title tc the resource
in issue is doubtful.

SejLSi§_P£lt s , 142 IBLA 355 (Sept. 11, 1979)

NCNCOHFETITIVE LEASES

Sec. « of Gecthermal Steam Act of 1970 authorizes com-
petitive bidding as sole basis for issuance cf gecther-
mal leases fcr lands determined to be within a KGBA.
Sec. t of Gecthermal Steam Act of 197C directs ccipeti-
tive bidding fcr gecthermal leases en lands which are
determined tc be within a KGRA before the issuance cf a

lease on such lands, even though the KGBA determination
is made after the pertinent application is filed.

Competitive bidding requirements of first sentence cf
sec. « of Gecthermal Steam Act of 197C apply to those
applications filed during Jan. 197M filing period, and
State Office rejections of appellant's Jan. 197U ncn-
competitive lease applications are proper under
«3 CFR 3210. «.

H yd

t

cth eimal E

"(Feb. 7, 1975)
c gy and M inerals. Inc.. 18 IEIA 393

Sec. « of Gecthermal Steam Act of 1970 directs competi-
tive bidding fcr gecthermal leases en lands which are
determined tc te within a KGRA before the issuance cf a

lease on such lands, even though the KGRA detenitaticn
is made after the pertinent application is filed.

Competitive Lidding requirements cf first sentence of
sec. U of Gecthermal Steam Act of 1970 apply to these
applications filed during Jan. 197« filing pericd, and
State Office rejections of appellant's Jan. 197fl non-
competitive lease applicaticns ate proper under «3 CFB
3210. U.

i netq y and Min<3rqls,_I,nc.., 19 IBLA 136

An application for lease of geothermal resources within
a wildlife refuge is properly rejected because leasing
of such areas is specifically prohibited by the Gec-
thermal Resources Act and «3 CFR 3201.1-6.

(Har. 6, 1975)

A noncompetitive geothermal lease applicaticn must
include all available lands within a surveyed 01 pro-
tracted section. If it describes less, the application
is properly rejected as tc such section.

Lands within a known geothermal resources area (KGRA)
are not available for noncompetitive leasing. Where
lands included in a geothermal lease application are
determined tc be within a KGRA, and such determination
is made after the filing of the application tut before
the issuance cf a lease, or amendment thereto, pursuant
to such application, the application must te rejected
as to such lands.

Robert G t Lynn. 19 IBLA 167 (Bar. 17, 1975)

An applicaticn for a noncempetitive gectberial lease
must be rejected with respect to land described in the
application which, although not within a known gecther-
mal resources area (KGRA) at the time the applicaticn
is filed, is designated as being within a KGRA before
a lease is issued for said land.

Ba nmqattnet C os.. 21 IBLA 133 (July 1«, 1975)

Antoinette.Cartei, 3 7 IBLA 222 (Oct. 12. 1978)
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GEOIBEBBAL LEASES--Continued

NCHCOBPETI1IVE LEASES— Con tinued

Sec. « of the Geothermal Steam Act of 1970 authorizes
competitive bidding as the sole tasis for issuance of
geothermal resources leases for lands determined to be

within a KGBA.

Char.les_Jj._Her i -_er , 21 IBLA 25<» (Aug. 11, 1975)

are found to te within a kncwn geothermal resources area
at any tine trior to the issuance of a lease.

Earth Power Corp,. 29 IELA 37 (Per. 16, 1977)

REINSTATEMENT

a noncompetitive geothermal resources lease ap-
tion indicates that the applicant is not the sole
in interest and is not accompanied ty the infor-

n reguired by U3 CFR 3202.2-5 with respect to the
e of the agreement between the parties in interest
heir gualif ications, the offer must he rejected
if the applicant is, in fact, contrary to the in-
tion disclosed on the lease application, the sole
in interest, where such fact is unknown to the

BLM.

An application for a noncompetitive lease cf gecthermal
resources in the name of a corporation is prcperly re-
jected where it is not accompanied by a statement as to
corporate qualifications or a reference ty serial num-
ber to a record in which such statement previously had
been filed.

____________________ , 21 IBLA 308 (Aug. 1H . 1975)

Sec. H of the Geothermal Steam Act of 1970 authorizes
competitive bidding as the sole tasis for issuance of
geothermal resources leases for lands determined to b«

within a known geothermal resources area, whether the
KGRA determination is made before or after a noncom-
petitive application is filed.

_______________________ . 2H IBLA 132 (Bar. 4, 1976)

Car_____________ , 26 IBLA 178 (Aug. 9, 1976)

Where an application for a noncompetitive geothermal
steam lease includes 2,598.98 acres of land, thereby
exceeding the 2,560 acre limitation by 38.98 acres and
the applicant, under 13 CfR 3210.2-1 (c) is required tc
include all available lands within a section, the rule
of approximation operates to allow the excess when the
excess is smaller than the amount by which the area
would be less than 2,560 acres if the irregular subdi-
vision, in this case a section, were excluded.

________________» 26 IBLA 218 (Aug. 17, 1976)

Where a noncompetitive geothermal lease application
describes all the lands in a certain section by legal
subdivisions and the section contains an available un-
surveyed lake bed, the lease offer will be rejected as

to such section because of the applicant's failure to
describe the unsurveyed lake ted ty metes and bounds
as required by «3 CFR 3203. <*(b) .

La»a.£_i!u.S.t , 27 IBLA 397 (Nov. 5, 1976)

30 U.S.C. » 1003 (1970) authorizes competitive bidding
as the sole basis for issuance of geothenal resources
leases for lands determined to be within a known geo-
thermal resources area, whether the KGRA determination
is made before or after a noncompetitive application
is filed.

Issuance of a lease for geothermal resources is within
the discretion of the Secretary of the Interior. Thus,
the filing of an offer for a noncompetitive lease for
geothermal steam resources creates no vested rights in
the offeror and the offer must be rejected if the lands

A gecthermal resource lease automatically terminates by
operation of law if the lessee fails tc pay the annual
rental en cr before the anniversary date, and a terii-
nated lease may only te reinstated if it is shewn that
the failure to pay the lease rental timely was justifi-
able cr not due to a lack of reasonable diligence.

The standards of reasonable diligence and justifiable
delay govern reinstatement cf oil and gas leases as
well as geothermal leases, and principles established
in oil and gas lease reinstatement cases generally gov-
ern cases involving reinstatement cf gecthermal leases
as well.
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Page T. Jenkins. 33 IELA 135 (Dec. 19. 1977)

A geothermal resource lease automatically terminates by
operation of law if the lessee fails to pay the annual
rental en or before the anniversary date, and a termi-
nated lease may only be reinstated if the lessee shows
that the failure to pay the rental timely was justifi-
able or not due to a lack of reasonable diligence.
Where late payment was caused by circumstances arising
from the change in postal rates 3 days prior tc the due
date, the lease may te reinstated.

_2_a_d_____.t_.__. 37 IBLA 3C (Oct. !3. 1978)

A gecthermal lease which has automatically terminated
by operation cf law for failure to submit the annual
rental timely may be reinstated only where the lessee
shows that the late payment cf the rental was either
justified or not due to a lack of reasonable diligence.
The fact that an assignment applicaticn is pending does
not justify a late payment of the rental either ty the
lessee or by the prospective assignee.

____________________ "0 IBLA 68 (Bar. 16, 197S)

To constitute a justifiable excuse for delay in making
a rental payment sufficient to warrant reinstateuert cf
a lease terminated for late payment of rental, a lessee
must show that the delay was caused by factors outside
his control which were the proximate cause cf his fail-
ure to pay the rental timely. The negligence cf an em-
ployee in failing to convey essential information tc
his employer regarding the necessity cf making a timely
payment does not constitute justification.

--------- esc u t ces_Cor__.
(July 23, 1S79)

Therm al Power Cc :EIA 367
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RENTALS

A geothermal lease is automatically terminated when the
lessee fails to pay the advance rental on 01 before the
anniversary date of the lease.

Timely tender of a check which, when presented, is dis-
honored properly by the bank on which it is drawn does
not constitute timely payment.

Caroline_Li_Hunt, «3 IBLA 31« (Oct. 22, 1979)

GIOTHEBHAL_l|ASES—Continued

TERMINATION—Continued

A geothermal resource lease automatically terminates ty
operation of law if the lessee fails to pay the annual
rental en or before the anniversary date, and a termi-
nated lease may only be reinstated if the lessee shows
that the failure to pay the rental timely was justifi-
able or not due to a lack of reasonable diligence.
where late payment was caused by circumstances arising
from the change in postal rates 3 days pricr to the due
date, the lease may be reinstated.

37 IBLA 306 (Oct. 23, 1976)

STIPULATIONS

A stipulation reguiring an offeror under a geothermal
resources lease to provide a certified statement by a

gualified archaeologist concerning the existence of
archaeological values on lands to be disturbed by the
lessee and to accept reasonable conditions of use for
the protection of such areas and which reguires the
lessee to bear the cost of salvaging objects of antig-
uity is reasonable and will be upheld.

Hestern_Oil_Sha le_Cor£i , HI IBLA 105 (June 11, 1979)

A geothermal lease which has automatically terminated
by operation of law for failure to submit the annual
rental timely may be reinstated only where the lessee
shows that the late payment of the rental was either
justified or not due to a lack cf reasonable diligence.
The fact that an assignment application is pending dees
not justify a late payment cf the rental either by the
lessee or by the prospective assignee.

Suprcn Energy Corp.. «0 IELA 68 (Bar. 16, 1979)

TERMINATION

A geothermal resource lease automatically terminates by
operation of law if the lessee fails to pay the annual
rental on or before the anniversary date, and a termi-
nated lease may only be reinstated if it is shown that
the failure to pay the lease rental timely was justifi-
able or not due to a lack of reasonable diligence.

The standards of reasonable diligence and justifiable
delay govern reinstatement of oil and gas leases as
well as geothermal leases, and principles established
in oil and gas lease reinstatement cases generally gov-
ern cases involving reinstatement of geothermal leases
as well.

The submission of an unsigned check the day before the
anniversary date of a geothermal resource lease dees
not constitute timely payment of rental and such a

lease terminates by operation of law. The fact that a
signed check was not sent until after the anniversary
date precludes a finding of reasonable diligence, and
because the failure to sign the original check was the
result of inadvertence or employee error, it is a mat-
ter within the control of the lessee and therefore does
not constitute justification for late payment.

Eaae_T.._Jen kins , 33 IBLA 135 (Dec. 19, 1977)

Dnder 30 U.S.C. § 100U (c) (1970) and <t3 CFR 3205.3-2(a),
a geothermal resources lease is automatically terminated
when the lessee fails to pay advance rental on or before
the anniversary date of the lease. Rental payment which
arrives at a BLN State Office by western Unicn after
normal business hours on the anniversary date consti-
tutes payment on the next business day, and is accord-
ingly untimely, so that the lease is properly regarded
as having automatically terminated by operation of law.

Failure to make full payment of rental on a geothermal
resources lease on or before its anniversary date
automatically terminates the lease. Where a lessee
has not filed a formal written relinquishment on or
before the anniversary date of the lease, as reguired
by 13 CFR 32UU.1, his lease account is chargeable with
and he is liable to pay advance rental on all of bis
leasehold on or before the anniversary date. The les-
see is not permitted, in lieu of filing a formal re-
linguishment, to relinquish part of bis leasehold by
submitting partial payment designated as rental only
for the specific acreage he desires to retain.

Robert L. Wheeler. 33 IBLA 371 (Jan. 23, 1978)

A geothermal lease is automatically terminated when the
lessee fails to pay the advance rental en cr befcre the
anniversary date cf the lease.

Timely tender of a check which, when presented, is dis-
honored properly by the bank on which it is drawn dees
not constitute timely payment.'

Caroline, L._ Bunt, «3 IBLA 31« (Oct. 22, 1979)

GE0TBERI1AL_B|50URCJS

A reservation of gecthermal resources under the Geother-
mal Steam Act of 1970 may be inserted in a patent issued
for an Indian allotment granted under the fourth secticn
cf the General Allotment Act.

Beits of Carrie Bethel. 29 IBLA 210 (Bar. 22, 1977)

Under 13 U.S.C. « 852(a)(1) (1970), as amended ty sec.
25 of the Gecthermal Steam Act of 1970, 3C O.S.C.
v 1C2U (1S7C) , a State may select lands with gectbenal
potential as indemnity for base lands lest by it frcm
its grant for common schools without a reservation to
the United States of the geothermal rights therein,
provided that these base lands also have gectbenal
potential.

Per sec. 25 cf the Gecthermal Steam Act of 197C,
geothermal resources are treated under «3 O.S.C.
* 852(a) (1S7C) as other leasable minerals, rather than
as oil and gas, so that a State need not submit as base
for indemnity selecticn of lands which have been clas-
sified by the Geological Survey as being within a

"KGRA" (known geothermal resource area) lands which
alsc are classified as KGRA, but instead need enly sub-
mit base lands classified by GS as having gectbenal
potential.

Where ELM has issued a clear list giving a State title
to lands selected as indemnity for lest schcel lards
tut erroneously reserving tc the United States gectber-
oal rights tc these selected lands, these gectbenal
rights are still within the power of the United States
to dispose cf, and the Department still exercises
jurisdiction over then, so that the Eoard of Land Ap-
peals may correct BLM's errcr by ordering that these
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rights be given to the State by deleting the reserva-
tion thereof in the clear list.

Where the record indicates that there may be gross
disparity between the value of lands selected by a

State as indeinity for lost school lands and the value
of base lands submitted by the State in suppcrt cf the
selection, the matter will be reaanded to the BIB for
revaluation of the lands. If the revaluaticn reveals
a gross disparity, the BLB shall withhold further ac-
tion until judicial resolution of the propriety of the
"grossly disparate value" policy.

St at e_of_Ca 1 i for n ia , 33 IELA 160 (Dec. 20, 1977)

GBAZING_AND_GBAZIHG_LAHDS

where a sec. 15 grazing lease is issued to an applicant
whose brother is an employee of this Department, and
such employee owns stock in the corporation that owns
the contiguous fee land, control over which the appli-
cant asserts as the basis for his preference right to
the grazing lease, such applicant cannot te granted the
desired grazing lease. Any such lease oust te canceled
when the facts are called to the Department's attention.
This result occurs under U3 CFR 7.2 and 7.3 which pro-
hibit any employee from acguiring or retaining any in-
terest in the lands or resources administered by the
Bureau of Land flanagement. The prohibition extends tc
any interest in land which in any manner is connected
with or involves the use of the grazing resources ad-
ministered by the Bureau of Land Banagement.

Donald E_. _a nd_N a nci_P ._Ja nson_J0n_ Reconsider a tion].

,

19 IBLA 15« (Bar. la, 1975) 82 I.D. 93

Where the record does not clearly show whether either
or both of two grazing lease applicants are preference
right applicants and does not reflect consideration cf
all of the factors mandated by «3 CFR «121.2-l(d) (2)

for evaluating conflicting grazing lease applications,
a decision awarding the lease to one of the parties
will be set aside and the case remanded for further
consideration.

El mer_nA_Johnson , 20 IBLA 111 (Apr. 25, 1975)

Improvement of land by fencing, and use as hcrse pas-
ture, constitutes agricultural use which does not
gualify as "trade, manufacture, or other productive
industry" within the meaning of the Act of Bay lit,

1898, as amended, «3 O.S.C. 5 687a (1970), regardless
of the type of business in connection with which the
pasturage is desired.

Evelyn B. Bunch. 25 IBLA «« (Hay 13, 1976)

The denial of a private landowner's reguest that the
Bureau of Land Banagement share in the expenses cf con-
structing a fence between Federal and private land will
be upheld where the landowner has failed tc show a

valid legal or factual reason for granting the reguest.

GRAZING ANC„ GRAZING,, LANDS—Continued

"to the determination cf the amcunt cf damages, value
cf the fcrage consumed, and any ether aitcunts consid-
ered to te due the Onited States as a result of said
trespass" dees not result in a denial of due process.

A bearing en the issue cf whether cr net a trespass was
willful ct net clearly willful is authorized ty 13 CFF
9239.3-2 (c) (M) because a finding en this issue affects
the rate at which the value cf the fcrage consumed
shall be cemputed pursuant to H3 CFR S239.3-2 (C) (I)

.

In determining whether grazing trespasses are willful,
intent sufficient tc establish willfulness ma; te shown
by proof of facts which objectively show that the cir-
cumstances dc not comport with the notion that the
trespasser acted in gcod faith or innccent mistake cr
that his ccrduct was so lacking in reascnatleness cr
respcnsitility that it became reckless cr negligent.

Since a grazing trespass is not a criminal proceeding,
it need not te prcved beyend a reasonable doubt that a

particular individual committed the trespass.

Evidence is insufficient to support a finding cf a will-
ful trespass where it fails tc show that the alleged
trespasser intended to disregard the regulation prohib-
iting trespass or that he was plainly indifferent tc its
reguirements or that he acted with gross neglect cf a

knewn duty.

Where the adiinistrative law judge dees net make a

finding as tc whether a trespass was willful cr net
clearly willful, the Board cf Land Appeals may make
this finding based upen the record as if it were sit-
ting as trier cf fact.

Where BLB has impounded five horses found to te tres-
passing on public lands closed to grazing and no nctice
and bearing are affcrded to the owner of said animals
pricr to impoundment because the owner is unknown to
ELB, the due process rights of said cwner are net
violated. The procedures authorized by M3 CFB
9239.3-2 (c) (3) do net viclate due process.

The Property Clause cf the Onited States Constitution
art. IV, $ 3 # cl. 2, gives Congress the power ever the
public lands "to control their occupancy and use, tc
protect them from trespass and injury and tc prescribe
the conditions upon which others may cbtain rights in
them." When Ccngress sc acts, the Federal legislation
necessarily cverrides conflicting State laws under thenecessarily
Supremacy Clause •S. Ccnstitution art. IV, cl. 2.

John
19777'

.liSJ!_an d_ Rui h_ D^_ B lomaren , 30 IBLA 317 (Jut

Fernando Berrera v. B ureau of La nd Banagement. 36 IELA
262 (Dec. e, 1978)

Where an applicant for a range improvement project in-
volving alteration cf the Native range by reseeding
with ncn-Native species and requiring the expenditure
of a large sum of public funds does net show that there
is an urgent situation reguiring immediate iiprcveient
cf the range as proposed, a decision by the BLB range
manager denying the application because management
framework and allotment management plans have net been
formulated is properly affirmed, as, ordinarily, such
a venture should not te undertaken without the tyre cf
information these plans are intended to provide.

Loyd_Sorensenx Vcn L._Sorensej)x_Kenneth_Jcnes, Ml IELA
35U (July 20, 1979)"

Where the alleged trespasser makes no allegations of a
specific and substantial nature regarding whether or
not a trespass has in fact occurred, the procedure
authorized by 43 CFR 9239. 3-2 (c) (M) limiting a bearing



GRAZING LEASES

GENERALLY

A determination by a district manager of the grazing
capacity of lands offered for a sec. 15 grazing lease
will not be overturned in the absence of a clear shew-
ing of error. The burden cf proof is upon the Farty
challenging such determination to show that the deci-
sion is erroneous or that he has not been dealt with
fairly.

An appeal from a district manager's decision reducing
the authorized use of lands offered under a sec. 15
grazing lease will be dismissed where the grazing sea-
son covered by the term of the proposed lease has ex-
pired and the appellant must meet a precondition tefcr*
any future lease issues. The dismissal, however, will
be without prejudice to the appellant's submitting
evidence to the district manager to disprove the
determination of the carrying capacity of the range,
if he otherwise meets the precondition fcr a lease.

J ohn_2.._Mu.£ tha . 19 IBLA 97 (Mar. H . 1975)

Where a sec. 15 grazing lease is issued to an applicar
whose brother is an employee of this Department, and
such employee owns stock in the ccrporaticn that cwns
the contiguous fee land, control over which the appli-
cant asserts as the basis for his preference right tc
the grazing lease, such applicant cannot be granted tl

desired grazing lease. Any such lease must be cancels
when the facts are called to the Department's attentic
This result occurs under 13 CFR 7.2 and 7.3 which pro-
hibit any employee from acquiring or retaining any in-
terest in the lands or resources administered by the
Bureau of Land Management. The prohibition extends tc

any interest in land which in any manner is connected
with or involves the use of the grazing resources ad-
ministered by the Bureau of Land Management.

Donald_Ei and Nancy P. Janson (On Reconsideration),
19

_
Tb*LA 1514 (HarT 1«, 1975) " ~~

82~i7d. 93

GRAZING_LEASES—Continued

GENERALLY— Continued

(1970). A non-employee may be disqualified from hold-
ing a lease by his business relationship with an em-
ployee if the issuance cf the lease would create an
interest in public land proscribed bj regulation.

Do_nald_E. and_Nanci_Pi_Jacscn__lCn Reccnsiderajicnl

,

23 IELA 37« (Feb. H. 19767

One cf the functiens cf the Departten
tc censtrue the laws under which othe
partments act, 28 U.S.C. $ 512 (197C)
Department cf Justice has advised the
the Interior that it has construed a

terest statute affecting Members cf C

determined that it is permissible for
Member of Ccngress tc held a grazing
resource lands under certain circumst
ion is binding en this Department, an
is properly issued when the applican
criteria set fcrtb by the Department

Jose ph T^Kurkcwski, 2« IBLA 58 (Feb. 23, 1976)

it cf Justice is
:r Governaent De-
, and when 1:he

! Department cf
conflict cf ID-
:cngress and has
: the spouse cf a

lease fcr naticnal
:ances, that cpin-
id a grazing lease
: has satisfited the
of Justice.

A decision renewing a sec. 15 grazing lease and reject-
ing a conflicting application., rendered in compliance
with the standard prescribed by 13 CFB H121. 2-1 <d) (2) ,

will not be overturned in the absence of convincing
reasons that the award is not warranted.

Where conflicting applications have been filed fcr a

sec. 15 grazing lease and proper range management can
be obtained frcm either applicant, and where bcth have
an equal need for the land, the applicant seekirg a

renewal based on historical use generally will be
favored.

BSiI-Cor Delis on, 2« IELA 155 (Mar. 15, 1976)

The regulations pertaining to sec. 15 grazing leasi
provide that a corporation is a qualified applican
for a lease if it is a corporation whose controllii
interest is vested in persons who are engaged in t!

livestock business. U3 CFR H121.1-l(b). Where th<
corporate applicant itself is engaged in a livesto<
business such a showing is sufficient for the cerpi
ration to meet this requirement without the need f<

those holding a controlling interest in the corpor.
tion to make an additional showing that they are
engaged in a livestock operation in their individu;
capacities.

fiefejjders_of_Wi Id life. 19 IBLA 219 (Bar. 25, 1975)

A determination by a district manager of the grazing
capacity of lands offered for a sec. 15 grazing lease
will net be overturned in the absence cf a clear shew-
ing of error. The burden of proof is upon the party
challenging such determination tc show that the deci-
sion is erroneous or that be has net teen dealt with
fairly.

Kaser_Brothers, 2D IBLA 265 (Mar. 29, 1976)

A grazing lease is properly canceled because cf the
lessee's loss cf ccntrol cf the lands which were rec-
cgnized as the basis of the preference right tc the
lease.

Where the record does not clearly show whether either
or both of two grazing lease applicants are preference
right applicants and does not reflect consideration cf
all of the factors mandated by «3 CFR U121. 2-1 (d) (2)

for evaluating conflicting grazing lease applications,
a decision awarding the lease to one of the parties
will be set aside and the case remanded for further
consideration.

Elner_Mi_Jo h nson , 20 IBLA 111 (Apr. 25, 1975)

The regulations governing Departmental employees' rights
to hold a direct or indirect interest in public lands
must be construed in £ari m ater ia with the regulations
governing qualification to hold a grazing lease under
sec. 15 of the Taylor Grazing Act, 43 U.S.C. § 315m

Wood. 25 IBLA 261 (June \

m dlinq . 31 IELA 21U (July 6, 1977)

An appeal frcm a decision of the Bureau of Land Man-
agement rejecting a grazing lease applicaticn and
approving a conflicting application will not be sum-
marily dismissed for failure to serve an adverse party
who is net specifically designated as such in the deci-
sicn appealed from. A decision of the Bureau of Land
Management that a conflicting applicant has a prefer-
ence right tc the grazing lease will be affined when
the applicant appealing fails tc indicate any errcr in
the decision.

Jack Sedi '.Hi !5 IBLA 277 (June 2'. 1976)
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GENEBALLY--Continued

The regulations do not require that a lessee be given
advance notice of nonrenewal of a grazing lease, nor is

he entitled to rely upon an asserted assurance that he
could have the lease as lcng as he desired.

It is proper to reject an application for renewal of
a grazing lease where the land applied fcr is of such
character that livestock grazing would he detrimental
to other uses of the land such as wildlife and recre-
ational uses.

Carl Peterson. 25 IBLA 328 (June 30, 1976)

£SAZING_LEASES—Continued

GENERALLY— Continued

Implementation of the Taylor Grazing Act cf 1931 is
committed tc the discreticn of the Secretary cf the
Interior. A decision made in the exercise of that
discreticn must contain such a statement cf reasons
support cf the decision as will establish that the i

creticn has teen exercised in a manner that is neitl
arbitrary ncr capricious. Review en the issue cf at

cf discreticn is limited to an inquiry whether the
statement of reasens establishes a rational and deft
sible basis for the decision below.

Andrew H, L. Anderson et al.

,

1977)
32 IBLA 123 (Sept

The regulations do not provide for hearings as a tatter
of right on trespass violations involving a sec. 15
grazing lessee. For the Board of Land Appeals tc ex-
ercise its discretion under M3 CFR U.M15 and order a

hearing, the appellant must allege facts which, if
proved, would entitle him to the relief sought.

Rodney. Rolfe_and_£onald_J._Rolfe, 25 IBLA 331 (June 30,
1976)

"
83 I.D. 269

Under sec. «C2(c) cf the Federal land Fclicy and Can-
aqeient Act cf 1976, U3 O.S.C.A. 4 1752(c) (west Surf.
1977), the bclder of an expiring grazing lease receives
first priority for the new lease if the requirements of
sec. t02 (c) are net. Therefore, a conflicting arrli-
cant is properly denied the lease where the renewal
applicant meets those requirements.

Allen R. Prcu se. 32 IBLA 311 (Sept. 3C. 1977)

One who has laid claim, pursuant to the Wild Free-
Roaming Horses and Burros Act, to horses en the public
lands and who does not remove them within a reasonable
period, is subject to having the renewal cf his grazing
lease denied.

Truman and Velma Cross. 29 IBLA « (Feb. 1977)

A preference right applicant is properly determined to
have lost control of non-Federal leased lands which con-
stitute the basis for the preference and thereafter his
sec. 15 grazing lease is subject to cancellation where
(1) the lessor of the preference land notifies the ELB
that the applicant's private lease has been terminated
for delinquent rental; (2) the provisions of the pri-
vate lease on record with the BIB clearly indicate the
lessor has ample authority to cancel that lease at his
discretion; and (3) after confrontation with these cir-
cumstances by a BLH show cause notice, the applicant
does not deny he has lost control of his base lands,
nor does he provide positive or substantive evidence
that he still controls the private leased base lands.

Cha.Eles_Ai_Mitch,ellJ 30 IBLA 1 (Apr. 1, 1977)

George T. McDonald. Cascade Benches,..Inc.
(Bay 12, 1976)

35 IBLA 75

ula-
ease.

Under sec. «C2(c) of the Federal land Folicy and
Management Act of 1976, 03 O.S.C.A. « 1752(c) (Ses1
1977), the bclder of an expiring lease shall be gi\
first priority for receipt of the new lease as lene
the lessee is in compliance with the rules and regi
tions issued and the terms and conditions in the 1

Therefore, if the holder of an expiring lease less
control of the private property ccntigucus to publ
land which gave him a preference right tc a lease
H3 CFR M121.2-1 (c), he is not entitled tc first pr
ity for receipt of a new lease.

Where an area manager's decision divides the sec. 15
grazing use cf a tract of public land between tisc

applicants en the assumption that both are qualified
preference tight claimants, and it is detertined en
appeal that cne claimant is net qualified, the decisi<
will be set aside and the case remanded tc the Eureau
cf land Banagement fpr determination cf the rights cf
the other applicant.

Bark, X. Trask. 32 IBLA 395 (Nov. 9, 1977)

Onder the terms and conditions in U3 CFR 1125. 1-1 (i)

placed by the Department en the continued effectiveness
of grazing leases, as allowed by sec. 15 cf the Taylcr
Grazing Act, a grazing lease may be canceled in its
entirety in order to use the land included in it as a

wildlife habitat.

Under sec. «02 (g) of the Federal Land Policy and Ban-
agement Act, except in cases of emergency, a cancella-
tion of a grazing lease by the Government after Oct. 21,
1976, may not be given effect until 2 years after the
lessee has received notification of the cancellation cf
the lease. This provision is construed as applicable
to all existing grazing leases, licenses and permits,
including those issued prior to the Act.

BiU."i_?rasgr. 30 IBLA 277 (June 1, 1977)

A decisicn renewing a grazing lease and rejecting a

conflicting applicaticn which is rendered in accordance
with the governing statutory standard set cut in sec.
402(c) of the Federal Land Policy and Banageient Act cf
1976. M3 U.S.C. « 1752(c) ( Supp. 197_) , will not be
overturned in the absence cf convincing reasons that
the award is net warranted.

Fanc h er Ercs. . 33 IBLA 262 (Jan. 5, 1978)

Shere record indicates nc dispute that there was graz-
ing use cf public lands in issue frcm 1951 tc 1975 by
current grazing lease applicant's predecesscrs in in-
terest, followed by 1-year hiatus in valid grazing use
prior to current applicant's filing fcr lease, since
length of hiatus was reascnable under circumstances,
and since general intention of historical use criterion
in M3 CFR U121.2-1 (d) (2) was not contradicted during
break in valid grazing use, BLB was net arbitrary in
applying historical use criterion in favcr of one ap-
plicant in a case involving conflicting grazing lease
applications. Here, hiatus was apprcximately cne graz-
ing seascn and was occasioned by purchase at foreclo-
sure sale cf preference lands by first mortgagee, who
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conveyed those lands 1 year later to current applicant,
a grazing operator.

Considering record as a whole. Board concludes that
neither of appellants has shown that District Office
decision apportioning, on basis of historical use in
favor of one appellant and topography in favcr of other
appellant, grazing lands between two lease applicants
was arbitrary or capricious, or without rational basis,
or inequitable.

J2kS_Sa ttr.a_y.i_El me__L___i lson

,

1978)
36 IBLA 282 (Aug. 21,

An area manager's decision apportioning lands between
two grazing lease applicants ordinarily will not be
disturbed where both applicants have egual preference
rights, the apportionment is consistent with the reg-
ulatory criteria of «3 CFB U121. 2-1 (d) (2) , and the
decision is not shown to te arbitrary or capricicus.
However, where a new statute, sec. H02 of the Federal
Land Policy and Hanagement Act of 1976, 03 D.S.C.A.
* 1752(c) (West Supp. 1978), dictates that in certain
circumstances "the holder of the expiring permit or
lease shall be given first priority for receipt of the
new permit or lease," the apportionment must be con-
formed therewith.

In view of H3 O.S.C.A. § 1752(c) (Best Supp. 1978),
which dictates that in certain circumstances the pres-
ent grazing user shall have a right of first refusal
for any new lease, «3 CFR ttll0.5 (U3 FB 29070), most
be read in _ari materia therewith and with i»3 CFB
U130.2(e) («3~FR 29072)" to be construed as a valid
regulation and must be interpreted not to apply where
the present grazing user desires a new lease and other-
wise meets the statutory and regulatory criteria.

iJaEJLSi Sheehan_and Hazel Holland Hudon. 39 IELA 56
(Jan. 16, 1979) 86 I.E. 51

A district manager's decision reached in the exercise
of administrative discretion pursuant to the Taylor
Grazing Act of 193U may be regarded as arbitrary cr
capricious only where it is not supportable on any
rational basis and the burden is en the appellant to
show by substantial evidence that the decision is im-
proper. A district manager's decision not to reissue
a grazing lease for a certain area until that area is
fenced and to reduce appellant's AUB's accordingly
rests on a rational basis where the facts show that
this unfenced area adjoins the bombing range and graz-
ing thereon could result in trespass on the bombing
range, inconsistent with the use of the range.

Under the Supremacy Clause, U.S. Const., art. VI, cl.
2, Federal laws, including Federal grazing regulations,
override conflicting State laws with respect to public
lands.

GRAZING LEASES—Continued

GENEBALLI—Continued

absence cf a showing that the decisicn is net reasonable
cr dees net comport with statutory or regulatory stan-
dards, and where the decisicn appealed ftci is cctscnant
with gcod range management.

led Crnm . HC IELA 129 (Bar. 28, 1979)

In view of 03 O.S.C. « 1752(c) (1976), which dictates
that in certain circumstances the hclder cf the expir-
ing grazing lease shall be given first priority fcr
receipt cf the new lease, a district manager's decisict
apportioning lands between conflicting lease applicants
will net be disturbed where holders of the expiring
lease receive the land except fcr a portion and dc not
appeal the award of the portion to a conflicting appli-
cant, thus waiving their preference right tc said
portion.

Cub River Stc,cJ_»

APPLICATIONS

n, «2 IELA 26 (July 26, 1979)

Colvin_C_ttle_Co__. 39 IBLA 176 (Jan. 30, 1979)

The regulations require that a qualified applicant fcr
a sec. 15 grazing lease be engaged in the livestock
business and have a need for the land. Therefore, un-
less an applicant owns livestock for business purposes,
or is a recognized livestock operator who temporarily
cr due tc circumstances beyond his control does net
own any livestock, be is not qualified to be awarded a
lease.

galeh.B_.Bglan. 18 IELA U32 (Feb. 10, 1975)

The regulations pertaining to sec. 15 grazing leases
provide that a corporation is a qualified applicant
for a lease if it is a corporation whose controlling
interest is vested in persons whe are engaged in the
livestock business. 43 CFR U121.1-1 (b) . Where the
corporate applicant itself is engaged in a livestock
business such a showing is sufficient fcr the ccrpc-
raticn to meet this reguireeent without the need for
those holding a controlling interest in the corpora-
tion to make an additional showing that they are
engaged in a livestock operation in their individual
capacities.

Defenders cf W jtldlife. 19 IELA 219 (Bar. 25. 1975)

A district sanager's renewal of a grazing lease and the
denial of a conflicting lease application will net be
disturbed where both applicants have equal preference
rights and the award was based upon the regulatcrj cri-
terion of historical use and there are no cenvincing
reasens warranting a change of lessee.

George Mnis. 20 IBLA 115 (Apr. 25, 1975)

Where two conflicting grazing lease applications are
filed under the Taylor Grazing Act, as amended.
«3 U.S.C. § 31«m (1976), and one applicant owns base
property of 320 acres which supports a preference
right for the grazing lease, which base property the
other applicant formerly leased from a previous owner
to support a grazing lease, the grazing lease is prop-
erly issued to the applicant who is the present owner
of the base property because such property has histor-
ically been used in connection with that grazing lease
and the base controlled by the other applicant is only
80 acres.

A decision of the district manager rejecting a grazing
lease application will not be disturbed en appeal in the

In order tc qualify as a preference right applicant for
a grazing lease en public land under sec. 15 cf the
Taylor Grazing Act, the applicant must cwn or lawfully
occupy contiguous private land the proper use cf which
requires issuance of a grazing lease. Dse cr occupancy
cf contiguous public land under a sec. 15 grazing lease
does not, by itself, qualify tc establish a preference
right over ccntiguous owners or lawful occupants cf
private lands. The fact an applicant ence cwned con-
tiguous land and had a lease for the land is irrelevant
in determining his present preference status.

Ralph p,.Lcrenz. 2U IBLA 1 (Feb. <», 1976)
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A decision renewing a sec. 15 grazing lease and reject-
ing a conflicting application, rendered in compliance
with the standard prescribed by 43 CFB "U21.2-1 (d) (2)

.

will not be overturned in the absence of convincing
reasons that the award is not warranted.

GHAZING LEASES—Continued

APPLICATIONS—Continued

Bhere conflicting applications have bee
sec. 15 grazing lease and proper range

filed for a

nagement can
be obtained from either applicant, and where both have
an egual need for the land, the applicant seeking a

renewal based on historical use generally will be
favored.

fioyjE-Cor n el i son , 21 IBLA 155 (Bar. 15, 1976)

A grazing lease is properly denied when utilization of
the leased property could have a substantial adverse
effect on the environment and the Bureau cf Land Man-
agement is under court order forbidding approval of
such activity pending the preparation, filing and
acceptance of an environmental impact statement.

B obert H. Jones,
1976)

.Ja»es_Ei_ Jones , 25 IBLA 93 (June 2,

The regulations do not reguire that a lessee be given
advance notice of nonrenewal of a grazing lease, nor is
he entitled to rely upon an asserted assurance that he
could have the lease as long as he desired.

It is proper to reject an application for renewal of
a grazing lease where the land applied for is of such
character that livestock grazing would be detrimental
to other uses of the land such as wildlife and recre-
ational uses.

£arl_Petersc 25 IBLA 328 (June 30, 1976)

A district manager's renewal of a grazing lease and the
denial of a conflicting lease application will net be
disturbed where both applicants have egual preference
rights and the award was based upen regulatory criteria
including historical use and needs of the applicants,
and there are no convincing reasons warranting a change
of lessee.

where a district manager renews a grazing lease and
denies a conflicting application, he may reguire as a
condition to continuance of the lease that the appli-
cant for the lease renewal fence that portion of
National Besource Lands adjacent to land leased ty the
conflicting applicant, in order to prevent trespass of
the livestock belonging to the applicant for the lease
renewal.

ewing a grazing lease and rejecticg a

plicaticn which is rendered in accordance
ning statutory standard set cut in sec.
Federal Land Pclicy and Banagement Act cf
. 4 1752(c) ( Supp. 197_), will net te
the absence of convincing reasons that
ot warranted.
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Fancher Brcs.. 33 IELA 262 (Jan. 5, 1976)

Priority of filing is not cne of criteria listed in
«3 CFB U121.2-l(d) (2) for adjudicating conflicting
grazing lease applications. Therefore, cne appellant's
filing fcr lease before other appellant gives fcrmer no
rights superior to latter's.

John Batt ray. Elmer L. W i lson . 36 IEIA 282 (Aug. 21,
1978)

Where a decisicn rejects an applicaticn fcr an Alaska
grazing lease because of an asserted Secretarial pclicy
against granting such applications fcr land withdrawn
pursuant tc sec. 17(d)(2) of the Alaska Native Claiis
Settlement Act, «3 O.S.C. t 1616(d)(2) (Supp. V 1S75) ,

tut the record on appeal is inccmplete with respect tc
the existence cf such policy, the record should be re-
manded fcr further documentation.

Neither an applicaticn fcr an Alaska grazing lease nor
an applicaticn for assignment of a grazing lease cenfer
upon the applicant a right tc a lease, the granting
therecf being discretionary and subject tc any changes
in Secretarial policy.

The Eoard of Land Appeals will net exercise its de neve
review authority to deny applications fcr Alaska graz-
ing leases en the basis cf trespass where (1) trespass
was not cited as a reascn for denial cf the applica-
tions in the decision under appeal, (2) the reccrd dees
not provide a clear basis fcr determining the appli-
cant's responsibility for the trespass, and (3) there
is nc record cf compliance with the procedures speci-
fied in M3 CFB 9239.C-9(b).

Kenn e t h_H._Eu nch , 37 IBLA 3«6 (Oct. 27, 1978)

»£§Iey._Leininaer, 28 IBLA 93 (Nov. 15, 1976)

In order to qualify as a preference right applicant for
a grazing lease on public land under sec. 15 of the
Taylor Grazing Act, the applicant must own cr control
contiguous or cornering private land, the proper use of
which requires issuance of a grazing lease. The fact
that an applicant once owned contiguous land and had a
lease for the public land is irrelevant in determining
bis present preference status.

Hark.

X

T Trask. 32 IBLA 395 (Nov. 9, 1977)

Where twe ccnflicting grazing lease applications are
filed under the Taylor Grazing Act, as amended,
M3 O.S.C. * 31Mm (1976), and one apFlicant'cwiis base
property of 320 acres which supports a preference
right for the grazing lease, which base property the
ether applicant formerly leased frcm a previcus cwner
to support a grazing lease, the grazing lease is prop-
erly issued to the applicant who is the present cwner
of the base property because such prcperty has histor-
ically teen used in ccnnecticn with that grazing lease
and the base controlled ty the other applicant is enly
80 acres.

A decisicn cf the district manager rejecting a grazing
lease applicaticn will net be disturbed en appeal in the
absence cf a showing that the decisicn is net reasonable
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or does not comport with statutory or regulatory stan-
dards, and where the decision appealed from is consonant
with good range management.

Ted_Crum, 10 IBLA 129 (Mar. 28, 1979)

the present grazing user desires i

wise meets the statutory and regu]
new lease ard ctber-
itcry criteria.

Harvej_Sbeeban_and Hazel Holland Bnd cn, 39 IELA 56
(JanT 16, 197 9)

"
86 I.I. 51

APPORTIONMENT OF LAND

Where an area manager's decision divides the sec. 15
grazing use of a tract of public land between twc
applicants on the assumption that both are qualified
preference right claimants, and it is determined en
appeal that one claimant is not qualified, the decisic
will be set aside and the case remanded tc the Bureau
of Land Management for determination of the rights of
the other applicant.

«a£iS_Xi_Trask, 32 IBLA 395 (Nov. 9, 1977)

In v

that
ing
rece
appo
will
leas
appe
cant
port

iew cf 13 O.S.C. 4 1752(c) (1976). which dictates
in certain circumstances the hcldet of the expir-

grazing lease shall be given first priority fcr
ipt cf the new lease, a district manager's decisici
rtioning lands between conflicting lease applicant:
net be disturbed where holders cf the expiricg

e receive the land except fcr a portion and dc not
al the award of the portion to a conflicting a p c 1

i-

, thus waiving their preference right tc said
icn.

C ub River Stcckmen's Ass'n. 12 IB1A 26 <July 26, 1979)

Priority of filing is not one of criteria listed in
H3 CFR 1121.2-1 (d) (2) for adjudicating conflicting
grazing lease applications. Therefore, one appellant's
filing for lease before other appellant gives former nc
rights superior to latter's.

Where record indicates no dispute that there was graz-
ing use of public lands in issue from 1951 tc 1975 by
current grazing lease applicant's predecessors in in-
terest, followed by 1-year hiatus in valid grazing use
prior to current applicant's filing for lease, since
length of hiatus was reasonable under circumstances,
and since general intention of historical use criterion
in i»3 CFR 1121.2-1 (d) (2) was not contradicted during
break in valid grazing use, BLM was not arbitrary in
applying historical use criterion in favor of one ap-
plicant in a case involving conflicting grazing lease
applications. Here, hiatus was approximately one graz-
ing season and was occasioned by purchase at foreclo-
sure sale of preference lands by first mortgagee, who
conveyed those lands 1 year later to current applicant,
a grazing operator.

Considering record as a whole. Board concludes that
neither of appellants has shown that District Office
decision apportioning, on basis of historical use in
favor of one appellant and topography in favcr of other
appellant, grazing lands between two lease applicants
was arbitrary or capricious, or without rational basis,
or inequitable.

ASSIGNMENT

L. Wilson, 36 IBLA 282 (Aug. 21,J2i>n_Rattra.y.1_Elmer
1978)

An area manager's decision apportioning lands between
two grazing lease applicants ordinarily will not be
disturbed where both applicants have equal preference
rights, the apportionment is consistent with the reg-
ulatory criteria of 13 CFR «121.2-l(d) (2), and the
decision is not shown to be arbitrary or capricious.
However, where a new statute, sec. 102 of the Federal
Land Policy and Management Act of 1976, 13 O.S.C.i.
$ 1752(c) (West Supp. 1978), dictates that in certain
circumstances "the holder of the expiring permit or
lease shall be given first priority for receipt cf the
new permit or lease," the apportionment must be con-
formed therewith.

In view of 13 O.S.C. A. * 1752(c) (West Supp. 1978),
which dictates that in certain circumstances the pres-
ent grazing user shall have a right of first refusal
for any new lease, 13 CFR 1110.5 (13 F8 29070), must
be read in £ari materia therewith and with 13 CFB
1130.2(e) (13~FR~29072) to be construed as a valid
regulation and must be interpreted not to apply where
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Ru te_ r._ E va ns_et_al . , 26 IBLA 15 (July 7, 1976)

CANCELLATION OR REDUCTION

A grazing lease issued pursuant to sec. 15 of the Taylor
Grazing Act is properly canceled where the lessee has
violated the terms of the lease and the regulaticrs by
subleasing lands within the area of the lease.

Corcnado Development Corp.. 19 IBLA 71 (Feb. it.

Earl G. and Eobe rt K. Murphy . 21 IBIA 121 (Ear. 2,
1976)

Where a reduction in the authorized use of lands sub-
ject tc a sec. 15 grazing lease is required tc cenferm
to the grazing capacity of such lands as determined by
a district manager, the full amcunt of the downward ad-
justment must be imposed immediately.

An appeal from a district manager's decisicn reducing
the authorized use cf lands offered under a sec. 15
grazing lease will be dismissed where the grazirg
season covered by the term cf the prepesed lease has
expired and the appellant must meet a precondition be-
fore any future lease issues. The dismissal, bewever,
will be witbeut prejudice to the appellant's submitting
evidence tc the district manager to disprove the deter-
mination of the carrying capacity of the range, if be
ctberwise meets the precondition for a lease.

John T. Murth a. 19 IELA 97 (Mar. 1, 1975)

Where a sec. 15 grazing lease is issued tc an applicant
whose brcther is an employee cf this Department, and
such employee owns stock in the corporation that cwns
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the contiguous fee land, control ever which the appli-
cant asserts as the basis for his preference right to
the grazing lease, such applicant cannot te granted the
desired grazing lease. Any such lease »ust be canceled
when the facts are called to the Department's attenticn.
This result occurs under <43 CFK 7.2 and 7.3 which pro-
hibit any employee from acquiring or retaining any in-
terest in the lands or resources administered by the
Bureau of Land Management. The prohibition extends to
any interest in land which in any manner is connected
with or involves the use cf the grazing resources ad-
ministered by the Bureau of Land Management.

Donald E. and Nancy P. Janson (On Beconsideration)

,

19 IBLA~15iJ~(Har. l«,~19757
'

82 I.E. 93

An appeal from a decision canceling a grazing lease for
loss of control of non-Federal lands upon which the
lease was based will be dismissed where the lease has
expired by its terms. The dismissal will be without
prejudice to a new lease application for the grazing
lands which the appellant may decide to submit.

Ralph. Sogers. 22 IBLA 31 (Sept. 10, 1975)

Under the Alaska Grazing Act, «3 U.S.C. « 316 et se_g.

(1970) , issuance of a grazing lease appropriates the
lands and segregates them from public domain, barrinc
them from use and occupancy for Native allotment pur-
poses until the Department takes action to exclude
lands from lease.

Edward F. Naughton. 23 IBLA 13U (Dec. 23, 1975)

GRAZING LEASES—Continued

CANCELLATION OR REDUCTION—Continued

crdered to resolve conflicts in the opinions of differ-
ent experts where the lessee has made a substantial and
believable effer of proof which, if true, wculd sbcw
error in the Bureau of Land Management's determinaticn.

Bufce_wi_|vans_et_alJ 26 [BLA 15 (July 7, 1976)

In accordance with «3 CFR 0125.1-1 (i) U, and with the
terms of a sec. 15 grazing lease, Taylor Grazing Act,
aj a»endej« "3 U.S.C. « 315m (197C) , a preference right
lease will te terminated upon loss of control by the
lessee of ncn-Federal lands which have teen reccgrized
as the basis for the issuance of that lease.

Charles_A._HitchellA_Jri , 30 IBLA 1 (Apr. 1977)

Under the terms and conditions in «3 CFB 0125.1-1 (i)

placed by the Department en the continued effectiveness
cf grazing leases, as allowed by sec. 15 cf the Taylcr
Grazing Act, a grazing lease may te canceled in its
entirety in crder tc use the land included in it as a

wildlife hatitat.

Under sec. 10 2(g) of the Federal Land Policy and ean-
agement Act, except in cases cf emergency, a cancella-
tion cf a grazing lease by the Government after Cct. 21,
1976, may net be given effect until 2 years after the
lessee has received notification of the cancellaticn cf
the lease. This prevision is construed as applicable
tc all existing grazing leases, licenses and permits,
including these issued prior to the Act.

Eill H. Fraser. 3C IBLA 277 (June 1, 1977)

A grazing lease is properly canceled because of the
lessee* s loss of control of the lands which were rec-
ognized as the basis of the preference right to the
lease.

H.i_.Do2le_Woodx_Jane_L. Wood, 25 IBLA 261 (June 23,
1976)

Si_ Bi£hara_M end ling , 31 IELA 211 (July 6, 1977)

When the holder of a grazing lease is found to have
violated regulations and the terms of his lease becau
his cattle have trespassed on Federal land, his lease
may be canceled when lesser sanctions have proved tc
of no effect or when the nature of the violation dema
such severity. However, a decision canceling a lease
will be set aside where the district manager relied u

alleged trespasses of which the lessees had no nctice
and which occurred after a show cause notice had issu
and the case will be remanded for further proceedings

Rodney._Rolf e and_Ronald_Ji Rplfe,
1976)

Where a reduction in the authorized use of land
leased pursuant to sec. 15 of the Taylor Grazing Act
is reguired in order to conform to the actual grazing
capacity of the land, the full amount of that reduc-
tion must be imposed immediately rather than gradually.
Where acceptance of the reduction is made a condition
precedent for the approval of an assignment and fcr
the issuance of a new lease, the assignee and prospec-
tive lessee will be held to have the same right tc
appeal the reduction as the original lessee.

While a determination of the grazing capacity of pub-
lic lands will not ordinarily be overturned in the
absence of a clear showing of error, a hearing may be

Where a sec. 15 grazing lessee leses control of lands
reccgnized as the tasis for her preference right tc a

portion cf the lands within the grazing lease, the
Bureau of Land Management properly cancels the grazing
lease as to those lands.

When a sec. 15 grazing lease is canceled in part fcr
loss of control of preference lands, allegations ccn-
cerning the lessee's control of other lands ccntigu-
cus tc the grazing lease, or concerning a possible
conflicting applicant's lack cf qualif icatiens tc hold
a grazing lease, are not relevant to show cause why the
grazing lease should net be canceled in part.

Remedies for an alleged breach cf a private lease
agreeient involving preference lands fcr a sec. 15
grazing lease must te sought in the appropriate ccurts
and net tefcre the Department of the Interior, which
has no jurisdiction ever such matters.

Where the Bureau cf Land Management errcnecusly de
scribed a pcrtion of the land listed in a notice t

show cause why a grazing lease should net te cance
in part, the lessee is net denied due process wher
the land could not te cenfused with ether lands in
grazing lease, where BLM corrected and explained i

mistake in the sutsequent decision, where nc prejc
from the mistake is alleged or evident, and where
lessee has had every opportunity tc present her ar
ments en the issues involved in the ELM actions.

led
e

the
ts

If a grazing lease, canceled in part fcr less cf cen-
tral of preference lands, expires ty its terms pricr \

decision on the appeal cf the cancellation and if the
grazing lease is renewed solely tecause the appellate
decision has net teen rendered, with nc censideratien
cf the lessee's or conflicting preference rights, the
Eoard of Land Appeals will consider the appeal cf the
cancellaticn as applicable to the renewed lease.

Evelyn Elstan. 35 IELA 23 (May 1976)
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U3 CFR U125. l-l(o) (3) provides that a gra2ing lease may
be canceled for failure tc make timely payment of graz-
ing fees pursuant to U3 CFR U125.1-1 (h) . The fact that
cash was not available at the tine payment was due:
that executor of appellant estate relied upon his wife
who failed to make timely payment; and that the wife
was notified of a death in the family after the due
date, does not justify the failure to pay the fee by
the required date.

Reese_Henna2an_E state, 36 IBLA 399 (Sept. 5, 1978)

The regulations of this Department have the force and
effect of law, and are binding upon the Secretary and
those who exercise his delegated authority. A grazing
lease is properly canceled where the lessee fails to
pay the rental pursuant to «3 CFR «125.1-l(h) and
«125.1-l(m) (3). The Boards of Appeal of this Depart-
ment have no authority to declare a Secretary's regu-
lation invalid.

Sombrero_Ra nchesx_Inci , 38 IBLA 327 (Dec. 19, 1978)

A district manager's decision reached in the exercise
of administrative discretion pursuant to the Taylor
Grazing Act of 193U may be regarded as arbitrary cr
capricious only where it is not supportable on any
rational basis and the burden is on the appellant to
show by substantial evidence that the decision is im-
proper. A district manager's decision not to reissue
a grazing lease for a certain area until that area is
fenced and to reduce appellant's AUH's accordingly
rests on a rational basis where the facts shew that
this unfenced area adjoins the bombing range and graz-
ing thereon could result in trespass on the bombing
range, inconsistent with the use of the range.

Colvin Cattle Co.. Inc.. 39 IBLA 176 (Jan. 30, 1979)

A grazing lease issued under the Alaska Grazing Act,
«3 O.S.C. $ 316 et sea. (1970), appropriates the lands
and segregates them from the public domain, barring
them from use and occupancy for Native allotment pur-
poses until the Department takes action to exclude
lands from the lease.

Herman Anderson. Jr.. Nicholas Pestrikoff. Anthon

j

firabek, HI IBLA 296 (June 29, 1979)

PREFERENCE RIGHT APPLICANTS

The regulations reguire that a qualified applicant for
a sec. 15 grazing lease be engaged in the livestock
business and have a need for the land. Therefore, un-
less an applicant owns livestock for business purposes,
or is a recognized livestock operator who temporarily
or due to circumstances beyond his control does not own
any livestock, he is not qualified to be awarded a

lease.

J>alth_Ei_Holan, 18 IBLA U32 (Feb. 1«, 1975)

Where a sec. 15 grazing lease is issued to an applicant
whose brother is an employee of this Department, and
such employee owns stock in the corporation that owns
the contiguous fee land, control over which the appli-
cant asserts as the basis for his preference right tc
the grazing lease, such applicant cannot be granted the
desired grazing lease. Any such lease must te canceled
when the facts are called to the Department's attention.
This result occurs under «3 CFR 7.2 and 7.3 which pro-
hibit any employee from acguiring or retaining any in-
terest in the lands or resources administered by the

5E.S.—Continued
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Eureau cf Land Hanagement. The pichibiticn extends i

any interest in land which in any manner is ccioectei
with or involves the use cf the grazing resources ad-
ministered by the Bureau of Land Hanageaent.

ponald E. and Na ncy p. Janso n (On Heccnsideraticn) ,

19 IBLA 15fl (Bar. 1M, 1975) 82 I.I. •

Where the record does not clearly show whether either
cr both cf two grazing lease applicants are preference
right applicants and does net reflect consideration of
all cf the factors mandated by H3 CFR U121.2-1 <d) (2)
for evaluating conflicting grazing lease applications,
a decision awarding the lease to one cf the parties
will be set aside and the case remanded for further
consideration.

Elmer H, Johnson. 2C IBLA 111 (Apr. 25, 1975)

A district manager's renewal of a grazing lease and the
denial of a conflicting lease application will not be
disturbed where both applicants have equal preference
rights and the award was based upon the regulatory cri-
terion of historical use and there are no convincing
reasons warranting a change of lessee.

SSSiaS_* nnis. , 20 IBLA 115 (Apr. 25, 1975)

The regulations governing Departmental employees'
rights to held a direct cr indirect interest in public
lands must be construed in pari mater ia with the regu-
lations governing qualification to bold a grazing lease
under sec. 15 cf the Taylor Grazing Act, 12 O.S.C.
5 315m (197C) . A nonemployee may be disqualified from
holdinq a lease by his business relationship with an
employee if the issuance of the lease wculd create an
interest in public land proscribed by regulation.

Donald E. and Na ncy P . Ja nsdn <0n Reconsideration)

,

23 IELA 37K (Feb. «. 1976)
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Bal£h_04_Lor€ nz , 2« IBLA 1 (Feb. U, 1976)

A district manager's renewal of a grazing lease ard the
denial of a conflicting lease applicaticn will net be
disturbed where both applicants have equal preference
rights and the award was based upon regulatory criteria
including historical use and needs of the applicants,
and there are no convincing reasons warranting a change
cf lessee.

We sley Leinin ger. 28 IELA 93 (Nov. 15, 1976)
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PBEFEBENCE HIGBT APPLICANTS—Continued

A preference right applicant is properly determined tc
have lost control of non-Federal leased lands which con-
stitute the basis for the preference and thereafter his
sec. 15 grazing lease is subject to cancellation where
(1) the lessor of the preference land notifies the BLH
that the applicant's private lease has been terminated
for delinquent rental; (2) the provisions of the pri-
vate lease on record with the BLH clearly indicate the
lessor has ample authority to cancel that lease at his
discretion; and (3) after confrontation with these cir-
cumstances by a BLH show cause notice, the applicant
does not deny he has lost control of his tase lands,
nor does he provide positive or substantive evidence
that he still controls the private leased tase lands.

C.harles_A._Hitchell„_ Jr . , 30 IBLA 1 (Apr. 1, 1977)

In order to qualify as a preference right applicant for
a grazing lease on public land under sec. 15 of the
Taylor Grazing Act, the applicant must own or control
contiguous or cornering private land, the proper use cf
which reguires issuance of a grazing lease. The fact
that an applicant once owned contiguous land and had a

lease for the public land is irrelevant in determining
his present preference status.

Where an area manager's decision divides the sec. 15
grazing use of a tract of public land between twc
applicants on the assumption that both are qualified
preference right claimants, and it is determined en
appeal that one claimant is not qualified, the decision
will be set aside and the case remanded tc the Eureau
of Land Management for determination of the rights of
the other applicant.

aa£]S_ii_2£a sk , 32 IBLA 395 (Nov. 9, 1977)

GBAZING_LEASES—Continued

PBEFEBENCE BIGHT APPLICANTS— Cont inued

Where twc conflicting grazing lease applica
filed under the Taylcr Grazing Act, as amen
13 O.S.C. i 311m (1976), and cne applicant
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Where two preference right applicants file conflicting
applicaticns for a grazing lease, sec. 102(c) cf FLPHA,
«3 O.S.C. « 1752(c) (1976), mandates issuance cf the
new lease tc the bolder of the expiring lease prcvided
that the holder of the expiring lease maintains his or
her preference right gualif icatiens and is ctterwise in
conformance with the applicable rules and regulations.

Ea rl_ W ._ F la t t . 13 IELA 11 (Sept. 18, 1979) 86 I.E. 158

BENEWAL

A district manager's renewal of a grazing lease ard the
denial cf a conflicting lease application will net te
disturbed where both applicants have equal preference
rights and the award was based upon the regulator) cri-
terion of histcrical use and there are no convincing
reasens warranting a change of lessee.

George Annis . 20 IBLA 115 (Apr. 25, 1975)

Priority of filing is not one of criteria listed in
13 CFB 1121.2-1 (d) (2) for adjudicating conflicting
grazing lease applications. Therefore, one appellant's
filing for lease before other appellant gives former no
rights superior to latter's.

Where record indicates no dispute that there was graz-
ing use of public lands in issue from 1951 to 1975 by
current grazing lease applicant's predecessors in in-
terest, followed by 1-year hiatus in valid grazing use
prior to current applicant's filing for lease, since
length of hiatus was reasonable under circumstances,
and since general intention of historical use criterion
in 13 CFB 1121.2-1 (d) (2) was not contradicted during
break in valid grazing use, BLH was not arbitrary in
applying historical use criterion in favcr cf one ap-
plicant in a case involving conflicting grazing lease
applications. Here, hiatus was approximately one graz-
ing season and was occasioned by purchase at foreclo-
sure sale of preference lands by first mortgagee, whe
conveyed those lands 1 year later to current applicant,
a grazing operator.

Considering record as <

neither of appellants 1

decision apportioning,
favor of one appellant

whole. Board concludes that
as shown that District Office
on basis of historical use in
and topography in favor of other

appellant, grazing lands tetween two lease applicants
was arbitrary or capricious, or without raticnal basis,
or inequitable.

John. Battray, Elmer L. Wilson. 36 IBLA 282 (Aug. 21,
1978)

A decisicn renewing a sec. 15 grazing lease and reject-
ing a conflicting application, rendered in cctpliance
with the standard prescribed by 13 CFB 1121.2-l<d ) (2)

,

will not be overturned in the absence cf cenvircirg
reasens that the award is not warranted.

EQZS.Cgrnelispn. 21 IBLA 155 (Har. 15. 1976)

A grazing lease is properly denied when utilization c

the leased property cculd have a substantial adverse
effect en the environment and the Bureau cf land tan-
agement is under ccurt order forbidding approval cf
such activity pending the preparation, filing and ac-
ceptance of an environmental impact statement.

Bobert H. Jones, Jam es E. Jdnes . 25 IELA 93 (June 2,

The regulaticns do not require that a lessee be given
advance notice of ncnrenewal cf a grazing lease, nor
is he entitled to rely upen an asserted assurance that
he could have the lease as long as he desired.

It is proper to reject an application for renewal cf
a grazing lease where the land applied for is cf such
character that livestock grazing would be detriiectal
to other uses cf the land such as wildlife and recre-
ational uses.

Carl Pe te rsen . 25 IBLA 328 (June 30, 1976)
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Where a reduction in the authorized use cf land leased
pursuant to sec. 15 of the Taylor Grazing Act is re-
guired in order to conform to the actual grazing capac-
ity of the land, the full amount cf that reduction must
be imposed immediately rather than gradually. Where
acceptance of the reduction is made a condition prece-
dent for the approval of an assignment and for the is-
suance of a new lease, the assignee and prospective
lessee will be held to have the same right tc appeal
the reduction as the original lessee.

SiJbe_ Wi_E va n s_e t_a li , 26 IBIA 15 (July 7, 1976)

A district manager's renewal of a grazing lease and the
denial of a conflicting lease application will not be
disturbed where both applicants have egual preference
rights and the award was based upon regulatory criteria
including historical use and needs of the applicants,
and there are no convincing reasons warranting a change
of lessee.

Where a district manager renews a grazing lease and
denies a conflicting application, he may reguire as
a condition to continuance of the lease that the ap-
plicant for the lease renewal fence that portion of
National Resource Lands adjacent to land leased by
the conflicting applicant, in order to prevent tres-
pass of the livestock belonging to the applicant for
the lease renewal.

Wes ley__ Lei n i nge r , 28 IBLA 93 (Nov. 15, 1976)

Where by final judgment a court has ordered that until
an appropriate environmental impact statexent is issued,
the Bureau of Land Management will issue authorization
for livestock grazing only on an annual basis, a graz-
ing lease can be renewed cnly on an annual basis, even
though the grazing unit has been pledged as security
for a bona fide loan.

Ral£r
(Aug:

an^Jaccjueline
"1977)

Rainwater, 31 IBLA 377

A decision renewing a grazing lease and rejecting a

conflicting application which is rendered in accordance
with the governing statutory standard set cut in sec.
1402(c) of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act cf
1976, «3 O.S.C. « 1752(c) ( Supp. 197_) , will tct re
overturned in the absence of convincing reasons that
the award is net warranted.

East use cf public land for grazing in trespass dees
not constitute cognizable historical use for the
purpose of resolving conflicting applications fcr a

grazing lease.

Iancher_Bros., 33 IBLA 262 (Jan. 5, 1978)

Where twe preference right applicants file conflicting
applications fcr a grazing lease, sec. «C2(c) of FIEBA.
<43 O.S.C. « 1752(c) (1976), mandates issuance cf the
new lease tc the holder of the expiring lease provided
that the holder of the expiring lease maintains his or
her preference right gualif ications and is otherwise in
conformance with the applicable rules and regulations.

Earl.,W. Flatt. «3 IBLA HI (Sept. 18, 1979) 86 I.t. H5C

GRAZING. EERB ITS AND,. LICENSES

GENERALLY

A decision denying an application fcr ICO percent non-
use of grazing privileges and reguiring applicants to
initiate substantial active use whitin 2 years cr suf-
fer revocation of their base property qualifications
will be affirmed where the applicant is net engaged in
the livestock business, has not used his grazing privi-
leges for many years, and where nonuse is net necessary
for range censervation, animal health, cr ether justi-
fiable cause.

Fi22^_anJ_CoE wi n_Silv a , 20 IELA 237 (Bay 15, 1975)

Under sec. 1402(c) of the Federal land Policy and Ban-
agement Act of 1976, 13 O.S.C. A. 5 1752(c) (West Supp.
1977) , the holder of an expiring grazing lease receives
first priority for the new lease if the requirements cf
sec. «02(c) are met. Therefore, a conflicting appli-
cant is properly denied the lease where the renewal
applicant meets those requirements.

£ll§ n_R.. _Pr o use , 32 IBLA 311 (Sept. 30, 1977)
Hit 1.1

Georae_T^_ncDonald i_Cascade_Ranchesi_Inci , 35 IELA 75
(Bay 12, 1978)

Under sec. U02(c) of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act of 1976, 43 O.S.C. A. « 1752(c) (West Supp.
1977) , the holder of an expiring lease shall be given
first priority for receipt of the new lease as leng as
the lessee is in compliance with the rules and regula-
tions issued and the terms and conditions in the lease.
Therefore, if the holder of an expiring lease loses
control of the private property contiguous to public
land which gave him a preference right tc a lease under
U3 CFR U121.2-1 (c) , he is not entitled to first prior-
ity for receipt of a new lease.

«ark_Xi_Trask, 32 IBLA 395 (Nov. 9, 1977)

Where by final judgment a court has determined that
an environmental impact statement must be filed under
«2 O.S.C. 4 M332 (1970) according tc a particular
schedule for the grazing lease program in a particular
area, such an approved schedule will be fcllcked ty
the Department.

Sidney Brooks et al.. 22 IBLA 177 (Sept. 30, 1975)

The term "grazing trespass" as used iq the context of
the Federal Range Cede refers tc the grazing cf live-
stock on Federal land without an appropriate license
cr permit or in violation of the terms and conditions
of a license cr permit, and not to any other special
meaning ascribed under other laws and circumstances if
inconsistent with this usage.

Although a respondent in a grazing license trespass
hearing brought by the Bureau of Land Management has
the right tc be represented and aided by legal ccucsel,
the Department has nc duty cr respcnsibility under the
Constitution or the Administrative Prccedure Act tc
provide such ccunsel for him.

Where a permittee was found tc have committed repeated
grazing trespasses, a fine of twice the cemmercial rate
for foraging such animals was warranted in acccrdance
with the regulations.

Where a grazing trespass is willful, grossly negligent,
or repeated, disciplinary action in the form of suspen-
sion, reduction, or revocation, or denial of renewal
of a grazing license cr permit may be warranted. The
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regulatory factors, together with any mitigating cir-
cumstances, should be considered to determine the
extent of the reduction or other disciplinary action.

Where the record of a grazing trespass case does not
support a finding of mitigating or extenuating circum-
stances which would warrant changing a 20-percent
reduction of a grazing permittee's active use qualifi-
cations for two grazing seasons, an administrative law
judge's order of such a reduction will be upheld.

GgjZING PERMITS ANC LICENSES

—

Continued

GENERALLY—Continued

Bldon Brjnkerhoff, 2« IBLA 32U (Apr. 21, 1976)
83 I.E.

Sanctions may not be imposed upon a grazing license
pursuant to «3 CFR 1113.1 for certain alleged activity,
unless such activity violates the terms or conditions
of the license, the Taylor Grazing Act, a prcvisicn cf
43 CFR Part K110, or of any approved special rule.

The Secretary of the Interior or his delegate is not
obligated to issue a grazing permit or license to an
applicant; the issuance of such permits cr licenses is
committed to agency discretion; therefore, the Secre-
tary may refuse to issue or to renew such license
where the applicant, to enhance his grazing operation,
has violated the terms of a statute or regulation prc-
hibiting the killing of wildlife.

Renewal of a grazing license by a district manager is
not an abuse of discretion where the licensee is ac-
cused of illegally killing bald and golden eagles but
no administrative hearing or judicial proceeding has
yet been held to determine said licensee's guilt,
where nonrenewal would not necessarily prevent the
licensee from continuing to graze cattle pending dis-
position of such proceeding, and where the renewed li-
cense contains a provision allowing for its reduction,
cancellation, or revocation in the event the licensee
is found to have illegally killed eagles after an
administrative or judicial proceeding.

Where the transferee of a grazing license has knowledge
that such license might be in jeopardy because of ille-
gal activities allegedly involving his transferor, a

hearing to determine the guilt of the transferor would
serve no useful purpose where the alleged principal
culprit of the illegal activities is dead, all criminal
charges against the transferor have been dismissed, and
the transfer itself does not appear to have been made
to escape the imposition of sanctions.

National_Wildlife_Federa^ioJ^jA££ellantl_vi_Eolte
R§S£hi_ InCi„J Res£Onden t 1 , 2« IBLA 391 (May 3, 1976)

Where the number of cattle grazing on the Federal range
exceeds the number allowed by license and such excess
is attributable solely to appellants' lack cf control
over their cattle and their lack of diligence in taking
corrective action after being informed by the Bureau
that the excess existed, a finding of willful trespass
is warranted.

£S§ar_and_Rober t_Siar d , 26 IBLA 29 (July 8, 1976)

A district manager's decision denying a grazing permit
for 10 domestic horses, based on the fact that such a

denial was reguired for proper range management and fci
protection of wild horses under the Wild Free-Roaming
Horses and Burros Act, 85 Stat. 6U9-51, will be over-
ruled where evidence presented at a hearing shows that
granting the permit will not interfere with BLM's man-
agement of the wild horses under the Act.

Chester_Baker, 26 IBLA 257 (Aug. 18, 1976)
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"Such permit" as used in sec. 3 of the laylcr Grazing
Act. «3 O.S.C. * 315b (1970), providing fcr a renewal
cf a grazing permit does not mean only a permit identi-
cal with the terms and previsions cf the original.

Where by final judgient a court has crdered that until
an appropriate environmental impact statement is issued
the ELM will issue authorization fcr livestock grazing
enly en an annual basis, a grazing permit can be rerewec
for enly 1 year, even though the grazing unit has keen
pledged as security for a bona fide loan.

£at_Sanchi_I|c. , 27 IBLA 3U0 (Nov. «, 1976) 83 I.E. 5«:

Where a range survey was conducted giving nc censidera
tion to annual forage growth and there is evidence tha
annual forage plants, at times, comprise up tc 5C per-
cent of the available forage; that cattle prefer annua
forage; that some annual fcrage was available even in
the very dry survey year; annual fcrage grewth should
te considered in determining the carrying capacity cf
the Federal range.

Rachel Eallcw. Benry A. Rice and Sam J. Jchnscn.
28 IELA 26U (Dec. 2C, 1976)

An agreement between the ELM, a State Cooperative State
Grazing District, and an individual permittee allocat-
ing a share cf the Federal range fcr which base proper-
ties are qualified does net create a vested right tc
grazing privileges in the licensee cr permittee, tut
the grazing privileges retain subject tc the Federal
Range Code.

Where an agreement with State agencies and the EIP is
made subject tc all the provisions cf the Federal Range
Code, the provisions of the Range Cede pertaining tc
the transfer of range privileges and less cf base prop-
erty are controlling.

Where the base property to which grazing privileges are
attached is Rational Wildlife Range administered by the
O.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, which leases the prop-
erty through cooperative farming agreements tc private
individuals fcr farming, FWS's determination cf who is
its lessee must be accepted by the BLM.

The issuance of a grazing license for the next grazing
year to a new lessee fcr lands in a National Wildlife
Range administered by the United States Fish and fcild-
life Service is net premature when the FWS has stated
that the existing lease has teen terminated and a new
cne for the next year issued to the new licensee.

The issuance of a grazing license tc an applicant who
controls base property, to which grazing privileges
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have been historically attached, and who can demon-
strate that he has a year round operation, is net
arbitrary or capricious.

Allan.Stratoan (President), Two Crow Land 6 Cattle Cc.
anI_IiIliaS_52iix_Jrj (Hanaqer) , Two Crow Banch Ccrp.
lAE££lIai!isl_»i_Ju£eau_pJ_L^d_Jlaja3ejej!t_JRe^^crdenilx
Hilliam_Harris_JIntervenorl, 30 IBLA 2U3 (Bay 31, 1977)

In an appeal before an administrative law judge of a

decision adversely affecting the interests of a grazing
licensee, upon the failure of the licensee tc appear
and to present his case, the administrative law judge
may properly dismiss the licensee's grazing appeal with
prejudice pursuant to U3 CFB «.i»7<»(b).

Fillmore Banches. 30 IBLA 282 (June 1, 1977)

Where there is a final administrative determination of
the assessment of damages for a grazing trespass by a
licensee, no license or permit should thereafter be is-
sued or renewed until payment of the assessed amcunt.

Onder the Supremacy Clause, U.S. Const., art. VI, cl. 2,

Federal laws, including Federal grazing regulaticns,
override conflicting State laws with respect to public
lands.

Bureau of_Land Hanaqement v. Boss Babcock.
(Sept. 15, 1977)

32 IBLA 17U
8« I.D. «75

Holders of grazing permits under sec. 3 of the Taylor
Grazing Act whose permits give them grazing rights fcr
public lands which are subsequently traversed by a
power line right-of-way grant have standing to appeal
the decision granting the right-of-way.

David Smith Banches et al. (Appellants). Colorado Ote
Electric Ass'n^Inc. JlnteryenorJ., 33 IBLA 7 (Nov. 15,
1977)"""

A decision of a district manager to consolidate and
assign fence maintenance responsibilities to various
grazing permittees will be upheld on appeal where a

permittee attacking such decision fails to establish
that the assignment was arbitrary and capricious.

Bert N. Smith. Paul W. Smith v. Bureau of Land Hanage-
liHi-iililZT 36~IBLA~<i7 (June 30,~1978r

Where BLH reduced grazier's privileges because of his
loss of ownership of base property from which his qual-
ifications had not in fact been transferred away for
attachment to other property owned by grazier, equitable
estoppel is not invoked against BLR since grazier by his
own testimony at hearing showed that he was not igno-
rant of true facts as to lack of transfer back of graz-
ing qualifications and that he did not in fact rely to
his detriment on BLN official's representations on that
transfer back.

B23§r_Ji_Basmusson, 36 IBLA 98 (July 13, 1978)

A decision made under U3 CFB U.U70 et s_eg. regarding
future use of the Federal Bange will be set aside if it
is necessary that issues involved therein be considered

under regulaticns newly promulgated pursuant to Federal
Land Eolicy and Hanagement Act of 1976.

Unit ed S tates v. View Point 'Ranc hes. 37 IE1A 357
(Oct. 31. 1978)

Estoppel to preclude a charge of trespass is not in-
voked against BLH where BLH's partially completed
fences on Federal land dc not restrain cattle and
there is no evidence that BLH agreed tc construct
and/or maintain said fences for the benefit of the
grazier, and such grazier was at all times aware cf
these facts.

The grazing regulaticns (03 CFB <4l«0.1 (b) (1) , inter
alia) (formerly «3 CFB «112.3-l(a) and (b)) place~the
responsibility of controlling cattle squarely on the
grazier, and Government range management policies as
implemented under acts of Congress cannot be asserted
to bar sanctions where trespasses have been proved, cr
to estop BLH from alleging trespasses.

An administrative law judge's finding that trespasses
were willful, grossly negligent, and repeated will net
be disturbed en appeal where the reccrd amply supports
such finding.

Where penalties imposed by two administrative law
judges fcr trespasses are supported by the reccrds and
comport with the prescriptions of the regulaticns they
will not be modified on appeal except insofar as they
conflict with respect to a particular grazier in a par-
ticular grazing district.

Bureau cf La nd Hanaqement v. Holl and livestock Banch
et al .. 39 IELA 272 (FebT 15, 1979)

~"
86~I.I."l33

Where an applicant fcr a range imprcvement project in-
volving alteration of the Native range by reseedicg
with non-Native species and requiring the expenditure
cf a large sum of public funds does net show that there
is an urgent situation requiring immediate imprcvement
of the range as proposed, a decision by the EIE range
manager denying the application because management
framework and allotment management plans have not been
formulated is properly affirmed, as, ordinarily, such
a venture sbculd net be undertaken without the type of
information these plans are intended tc prcvide.

Lcyd Sorensen. Von L. Sorensen. Kenneth Jcnes

,

351 (July 2C, 1979)
HI IEIJ

Past trespass, trespass damages, and trespass settle-
ments may prcperly be censidered in determining whether
trespasses are repeated fcr the purpese of computing
the damages to be assessed.

Eureau of Land Management v.
(July 31, 1S79)

ADJ0DICATIC1

flarris Brothers. H2 IBLA U6

A decision by a district nanager denying a requested
award of grazing privileges must state the reasens
therefore, and not simply the conclusion that the ap-
plicant is not qualified.

Ervin J. Crcwder . 2C IBLA 3C5 (Nay 3C, 1975)
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ADJUDICATION--Continued

An application for grazing privileges based on newly
discovered past grazing qualifications is properly re-

jected when licenses and peraits have been issued for
ore than 3 consecutive years based on the allotment
adjudication froa which the application at issue seeks
to deviate. U3 CFH U115.2-l(e) (13) (i)

.

Ehil_JA_Hillberri, 2« IBLA 283 (Bar. 31. 1976)

An adjudication of grazing privileges will net be set
aside on appeal if it is reasonable and substantially
complies with the provisions of the Federal Bange Code
for Grazing Districts, «3 CFB Part U110.

Bachel_Ballowx_Hen£^ A. Bice and
28~BLA 26<» (Dec7~207

_
1976)

Sam J. Jchnscr

Where an applicant for grazing privileges dees net shew
the type of misconduct which would be a basis for es-
toppel against the Government, the provisions of i»3 CFB
U115.2-1 (e) (9) (i) and (e) (13) (i) cannot be waived on
the basis of such aisconduct.

Where base property gualif ications have been recognized
and grazing licenses thereon have been granted fcr 3 or
aore consecutive years to a third party, an applicant
is barred by U3 CFB U115.2-l(e) (13) (i) frca seeking re-
adjudication, although the Bureau of Land Banageaent
has the authority under subsec. (e) (13) (ii) to make
adjustments when necessary to comply with the Federal
Bange Code for Grazing Districts.

Upon failure to apply for base property qualifications
for 2 consecutive years, under «3 CFB U115.2-1 (e) (9) (i)

an applicant loses any claim to grazing privileges
which he had transferred to another, where the excep-
tions in the section are not applicable.

Upon approval of an application for transfer of class 1

qualifications, the transfer is effective as of the
date of filing of the application, and the base prop-
erty froa which the transfer is made thereupon loses
its qualifications to the extent indicated in the
transfer.

A. p. Findlay (Appellant) . Vermillion Cliff Cattle Co.
Ii£iej.y.enor.£, 29 IBLA 262 (Bar. 25, 1977)

A decision made under <»3 CFB IJ.U70 e£ seq. regarding
future use of the Federal Bange will be set aside if it
is necessary that issues involved therein be considered
under regulations newly promulgated pursuant to Federal
Land Policy and Hanageaent Act of 1976.

United States v. View Point Banche s. 37 IBLA 357
(Oct. 31, 1978)

ADBINISTBATIVB LAW JUDGE

In an appeal before an administrative law judge of a

decision adversely affecting the interests cf a grazing
licensee, upon the failure of the licensee to appear
and to present his case, the adainistrative law judge
aay properly disaiss the licensee's grazing appeal with
prejudice pursuant to U3 CFB K.«7u(h).

liila°IS_Ra.scJe s , 30 IBLA 282 (June 1, 1977)

GBA2ING EEBBI1S AND LICENSES—Continued

ACBINISTBA1IVE LAW JUDGE—Continued

Adainistrative hearings required in grazing trespass
cases are net an unlawful exercise cf judicial pewer
and Beet ccnstituticnal requireaents and the standards
cf the Administrative Procedure Act. Ihe censti ttticn-
al requirement of due process is net violated merely
tecause an administrative law judge is employed by the
Department cf the Interior.

E ure au ol
"(Sept. IT

Land Banagen ent v. Boss Eatcock. 32 IEIJ 17H
, 1977) 8U I.E. <475

APPEALS

The doctrine of administrative finality, the adminis-
trative counterpart of res judicata, ordinarily tars
reopeninq the issue of a permittee's class 1 base proi
erty qualifications resclved in a pricr Departmental
decision, but will not prevent modification of a deci-
sion to correct a ccnclusion inconsistent with the
legal ruling cf the case and apparently the result cf
an oversight as tc the basis cf the factual finding
upen which it relies.

I. T. Co wgill et al.. 19 IBLA 27D (Apr. 7, 1975)

While «3 CFB «.U70(t) tars subsequent challenqe tc
"matters adjudicated" in a final decision cf a Cistrict
Manager when nc appeal of that decisicn is undertaken,
the presence or atsence cf excess fcrage in successive
growing seasens is not a matter subject tc this
prohibition.

A decisicn by a district oanaget denying a requested
award cf grazing privileges must state the reasons
therefore, and net simply the ccnclusion that the ap-
plicant is net qualified.

Etvin J. Cro wder. 2C IBLA 3C5 (Hay 3C, 1975)

Appellant's earlier failure tc protest and appeal a

decision rejectinq his challenge tc another grazier's
base property commensurability rating, bars him from
appealing a subsequent decisicn rejecting an applica-
tion containing the saae challenge.

A district manager's failure to hold an Advisory Board
meeting en a grazing applicant's protest is mooted by
a subsequent regulatory amendment terminating graziers'
rights to an Advisory Beard meeting en pretests. In
any event, the case would not be remanded fcr such a

meeting when there is no prejudice tecause the appli-
cant is foreclosed ty the grazing regulations frcm the
possibility cf prevailing on his pretest.

Ikil-Ji.Hillierrji, 2« IELA 283 (Bar. 31. 1976)

he right tc appeal a decision of a district manager is
ot necessarily limited to an applicant for a grazing
icense cr permit, tut aay belong tc "any ether perscn"
A «t .» .- .• a 1 t> t> * * ^ y * ^ A kn .- .. .- V. A ~ ~ A ^ J ^ _ HI f L c It liTf /.t

T
not
license
adversely
and (b)

ty such decisi «3 CF1

Any ether perscn within the context of 13 CFB U.U7C
includes one who has standing tc pretest cr appeal
a decisicn cf the district manager. An crganizaticn
which alleges that cne or aore of its members has been
adversely affected ty such a decisicn may be censidered
"any other person" within the meaning cf the regulation.

Na tional Wildlife F ederation (Appellant) v. EcVjen
Banch. Inc. (Bespondent) . 2U IBLA 391 (Bay 3, 1976)
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APPEALS— Continued

In an appeal before an administrative law judge cf a

decision adversely affecting the interests cf a grazing
licensee, upon the failure of the licensee to appear
and to present his case, the administrative law judge
may properly dismiss the licensee's grazing appeal with
prejudice pursuant to «3 CFR H.<»7U(b).

Zill5°ie_ Ranches, 30 IBLA 282 (June 1, 1977)

GRAZING PERMITS AND LICENSES— Continued

EASE FBOPEB1Y. (IANC)

—

Continued

Generally—Continued

is privately controlled land within the meaning cf the
pertinent regulations and qualifies base property.

Allan_Stratian__(_Fresidentl, Two Crow land £ Cattle Cc.
and William Bow, Jr ., (Man ager) . Two Crow Ranch Ccrr.
(Appellants) v. Eureau of Land Banaqetent |EegfC edge $J_,
William Karris (Intervener). 30 IBIA 2«3 (Hay 31, 1977)

When a Federal grazing permittee signs a written
trespass settlement and pays, without protest, the
amount claimed by BLM in connection with such settle-
ment, the issue of that trespass cannot later be re-
opened at a hearing before an administrative law judge.

Livestock Co.. 3« IBLA 113Cloverleaf_Land.
(Feb. 28, 1978)

A decision of a district manager to consolidate and
assign fence maintenance responsibilities tc varicus
grazing permittees will be upheld en appeal where a

permittee attacking such decision fails to establish
that the assignment was arbitrary and capricious.

Bert N. Smith, Paul W. Smith v. Bureau of Land Manage-
lliitletla 1^ , 36 IBLA «7 7jurie 30, 1978)

An appeal from a decision of an administrative law
judge dismissing an appeal relating to grazing privi-
leges for failure to state clearly and concisely the
reasons for appeal will be dismissed where appellant
does not clearly show error in the decision being
appealed.

Bond a 1 l_Bra dj , U2 IBLA 3«1 (Aug. 31, 1979)

Cwnershi^ cr_Control

Under «3 CFR H115.2-1 (e) (8) . less cf ownership cr con-
trol of base property results in the termination cf
grazing privileges based en such property so that
thereafter it is net possible tc obtain a transfer cf
the privileges to other property owned by the lessee.

Charles Stewart. 26 IBLA 16C (Aug. <l , 1976)

Where an agreement with State agencies and the ELK is
made subject tc all the provisions of the Federal Fange
Code, the previsions cf the Range Cede pertaining tc
the transfer cf range privileges and less cf base prop-
erty are controlling.

Under «3 CFR 1115.2-1 (e) (8) loss of base property re-
sults in the termination cf grazing privileges based
therecn so that thereafter it is net possible tc cbtain
the transfer of the privileges to ether property cwned
by the licensee.

Allan Strafan (Eresident) , Two Crew land S Cattle Cc,
ani_JiUia^_Bcwi_2ri_JMaja^rJ.^2^o_Croj!_Banch_CcxE_.
(Appellan ts) v. Bureau of Land Management (Res [cedent) „

William Harris (Intervener). 30 IBLA 213 (fay 31, 1977)

BASE PROPERTY (LAND)

Generally

The doctrine of administrative finality, the adminis-
trative counterpart of res judicata, ordinarily bars
reopening the issue of a permittee's class 1 base prop-
erty qualifications resolved in a prior Departmental
decision, but will not prevent modification of a deci-
sion to correct a conclusion inconsistent with the
legal ruling of the case and apparently the result of
an oversight as to the basis of the factual finding
upon which it relies.

Ti_Ti_Cow3ill_et_ali , 19 IELA 27U (Apr. 7, 1975)

The loss of ownership or control of base property re-
sults in the loss of grazing privileges attached there-
to and requires the cancellation of the license, is
the absence of a tiirely application for transfer cf
grazing privileges tc new base property.

fiiiJOU-Banches, 3C IBLA 282 (June 1, 1977)

Frovisicn of 03 CFR UU5.2-1 (e) (8) (i) for teminaticn
of grazing permit upon permittee's less cf ownership or
control of base property is mandatory.

gr_J._RasfUsson. 36 IBLA 98 (July 13, 1978)

An application for grazing privileges based on newly
discovered past grazing qualifications is properly re-
jected when licenses and permits have been issued for
more than 3 consecutive years based on the allotment
adjudication from which the application at issue seeks

"' CFR «115.2-l(e) (13) (i) .to deviate

£hil_ J.i_ Hill berry. , 2U IBLA 283 (liar 31, 1976)

Land within a National Wildlife Range administered by
the United States Fish and Wildlife Service and leased
to individuals through a cooperative farming agreetent

Eureau of Land Management v. William J. Ihoman.
Ml IELA 110" (June 11, 1979)
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Transfers

Onder 43 CFR 4115.2-l(e) (8), loss of ownership or con-
trol of base property results in the termination of
grazing privileges based en such property so that
thereafter it is not possible to obtain a transfer of
the privileges to other property owned by the lessee.

Char les_Ste wart, 26 IBLA 160 (Aug. 4, 1976)

Where an agreement with State agencies and the BLM is
made subject to all the provisions of the Federal Range
Code, the provisions of the Range Code pertaining to
the transfer of range privileges and loss of base prop-
erty are controlling.

Under 13 CFR 4115.2-1 (e) (8) loss of base property re-
sults in the termination of grazing privileges based
thereon so that thereafter it is not possible to obtain
the transfer of the privileges to other property cwned
by the licensee.

Where an applicant for a transfer of grazing privileges
attached to base property is not a lessee without whese
own operations the gualif ications of the base property
would not have been established, the consent of the
owner of the property is required and where the United
States Fish and Wildlife Service owns or controls the
base properties, its consent is required.

*lI§n_Stratman_JPresidenttx_Two_£row_Land_6_Cattl€^c.
and William Row, Jr. (Manager), Two Crow Ranch Corp.
(Appellants) v. Bureau of Land Management (Respondent) .

«Illi25_flarris_JIntirvenorl, lo IELA 24 3 (May 31, 1977)

A timely transfer of grazing license privileges to nev
base property may be made only while the criginal base
property is within the ownership or control of the li-
censee, and transfer may not be made following sale cf

the original property.

£iIl!2Ee_ Batches , 30 ibla 282 (June 1, 1977)

BASE PROPERTY (WATER)

Where base property gualifications have been recognized
and grazing licenses thereon have been granted fcr 3 or
more consecutive years to a third party, an applicant
is barred by 43 CFR 4115. 2-1 (e) (13) (i) from seeking re-
adjudication, although the Bureau of Land Management
has the authority under subsec. (e) (13) (ii) to make
adjustments when necessary to comply with the Federal
Range Code for Grazing Districts.

Upon failure to apply for base property qualifications
for 2 consecutive years, under 43 CFR 4115.2-1 (e) (9) (i)

an applicant loses any claim to grazing privileges
which he had transferred to another, where the excep-
tions in the section are not applicable.

Upon approval of an application fcr transfer of class 1

qualifications, the transfer is effective as of the
date of filing of the application, and the base prop-
erty from which the transfer is made thereupon leses
its qualifications to the extent indicated in the
transfer.

Ai_£i_Ii£iia.l_JA.EEellantl Jl
Vermillion Cliff_Cattle Co.

ilSler venorl, 29 IBLA 262 (Mar. 25, 1977)

GRAZI NG P ERMITS, ANC LICENSES—Continued

CANCELLATION OH REDUCTION

A decision denying an application fcr ICO percent ncn-
use of grazing privileges and requiring applicants to
initiate substantial active use within 2 years cr suf-
fer revocation cf their base property gualif icatiens
will be affirmed where the applicant is net engaged in
the livestock business, has net used his grazing privi-
leges for many years, and where nonuse is not necessary
for range censervation, animal health, or other justi-
fiable cause.

Floyd and Corw in S ilva. 20 IBLA 237 (May 15, 1975)

The term "twe consecutive years" in 43 CFR
4115.2-1 (e) (9) means 2 consecutive application years
from the date established by a district manager as the
deadline for filing grazing applications.

Under 43 CFB 4115.2-1 (e) (9) , cancellation cf a grazing
license is prcper when a user cf the Federal range
fails to include in an application for grazing license
renewal, the base property gualif icatiens (fcr active,
nonose, cr combination thereof) on cr before the duly
established filing date fcr twe consecutive grazing
seasens, regardless of whether the lands surrounding
the leased lands are ccntrolled by licensee and his
relatives.

John Hudspeth. 21 IBLA 91 (June 27, 1975)

Where a grazing trespass is willful, grossly negligent,
cr repeated, disciplinary action in the fcrm cf suspen-
sion, reduction, or revocation, or denial cf recewal
cf a grazing license or permit may be warranted. The
regulatory factors, together with any mitigating cir-
cumstances, shculd be considered to determine the
extent of the reduction cr ether disciplinary action.

Where the record cf a grazing trespass case dees net
support a finding of mitigating or extenuating circum-
stances which would warrant changing a 20-percent
reduction cf a grazing permittee's active use qualifi-
catiens fcr two grazing seasons, an administrative law
judge's order of such a reduction will be upheld.

5I^o n_Br inker hoff , 24 IBLA 324 (Apr.

Under 43 CFR 4115.2-1 (e) (8) , loss cf ownership cr con-
trol cf base property results in the termination cf
grazing privileges based en such property so that
thereafter it is not possible tc obtain a transfer cf
the privileges to other property owned by the lessee.

Even if it be established that the Department had net
applied in ether cases regulation 43 CFB 4115. 2-1 (e) (8)
which requires termination of grazing privileges epen
loss of ownership or ccntrol cf base property, such
failure tc apply the regulation is net authcrity tc
further disregard the regulation.

Frior recognition cf grazing privileges based on li-
censee's errcneous statement of ownership of base
property does not estop the Department from canceling
the privileges when it becomes aware cf the facts.

Charles Stewart. It IELA 16C (Aug. 4. 1976)

A grazing permittee under sec. 3 cf the Taylcr Grazing
Act does net have an absolute right tc a permit renewal
even though denial thereof will impair the value cf his
grazing unit which is pledged as security fcr a bena
fide loan. The Department may refuse tc renew such a

permit when the public interest requires that the sub-
ject land be preserved from unnecessary injury, ex-
changed, disposed of, or reclassified fcr alternate
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CANCELLATION OB REDUCTION—Continued

public use. Similarly, if the Department may deny re-
newal outright under the above circumstances, the De-
partment may renew such a permit for a lesser ten than
previously allowed pending completion of a Management
Framework Plan and an Allotment Management Flan which
are oriented not only to livestock grazing, but also to
multiple use management which includes such concerns as
land and water conservation, environmental protection,
and other resource management objectives which can be
achieved by reclassification of national resource lands
and manipulation of grazing activity.

Ha t_Ra n cbj._I nc . , 27 IBLA 3U0 (Nov. U, 1976)

GRAZING PERMITS ANC LICENSES—Continued

FEDERAL RANGE CODE—Con tinued

its qualifications to the extent indicated
transfer.

i*-L* npdla3_JA £sgllant) ,_Vgrmniicn_cliff_Cattle_Co.
Jlnterve norl , 29 IB1A 262 (Mar. 25, 1977)

A decision made under «4 3 CFB 1.K70 et, sea,, regarding
future use cf the Federal Range will be set aside if it
is necessary that issues involved therein be considered
under regulations newly promulgated pursuant to Federal
Land Policy and Management Act of 1976.

United_Sta_tes_Vj
(Oct. 31, 1978)

View Point Ranc hes. 37 IBLA 357

The loss of ownership or control of base property re-
sults in the loss of grazing privileges attached there-
to and requires the cancellation of the license, in
the absence of a timely application for transfer cf
grazing privileges to new base property.

Iilil°.E§_Ranches. 30 IBLA 282 (June 1, 1977)

Under «3 CFR 9239. 3-2 (e), the repetitive nature of
grazing trespasses coupled with a negligent failure cf
licensee to take corrective action supports a finding
of willful trespass.

Calvin.C^,Johnson, 35 IBLA 306 (June 2, 1978)

Provision of «3 CFR i»115.2-l(e) (8) (i) for termination
of grazing permit upon permittee's loss cf ownership or
control of base property is mandatory.

E2aSI_ii_ Rasmus so n , 36 IBLA 98 (July 13, 1978)

In an appeal before an adiinistrative law judge cf a

decision adversely affecting the interests of a grazing
licensee, upcn the failure of the licensee to appear
and to present his case, the administrative law judge
may properly dismiss the licensee's grazing appeal with
prejudice pursuant to «3 CFB «.«7<4(t).

3C IBLA 282 (Jane 1, 1977)

BANGE SOBVEYS

A determination by the Bureau of Land Management cf the
carrying capacity of a unit of the Federal range based
on a range survey will net be disturbed in the absence
cf positive evidence of error.

An administrative law judge's finding that trespasses
were willful, grossly negligent, and repeated will not
be disturbed on appeal where the record amply supports
such finding.

Where penalties imposed by two administrative law
judges for trespasses are supported by the records and
comport with the proscriptions of the regulations they
will not be modified on appeal except insofar as they
conflict with respect to a particular grazier in a par-
ticular grazing district.

Bureau_of_Land_Manaaemenj_v.;
_Holland

et.aK, 39 IBLA 272 (Feb. 15, 1979)

FEDERAL RANGE CODE

Where base property qualifications have been recognized
and grazing licenses thereon have been granted for 3 or
more consecutive years to a third party, an applicant
is barred by U3 CFR U115.2-l(e) (13) (i) frca seeking re-
adjudication, although the Bureau of Land Management
has the authority under sutsec. (e) (13) (ii) to make
adjustments when necessary to comply with the Federal
Range Code for Grazing Districts.

Upon failure to apply for base property qualifications
for 2 consecutive years, under «3 CFR M115.2-1 (e) (9) (i)

an applicant loses any claim to grazing privileges
which he had transferred to another, where the excep-
tions in the section are not applicable.

Upon approval of an application for transfer of class 1

qualifications, the transfer is effective as of the
date of filing of the application, and the base prop-
erty from which the transfer is made thereupon loses

TRESPASS

A ca
tive
deci
cone
mate
for
<43 C

Wher

cate
deci
appe

ttle trespass decision rendered by an adainistra-
law judge may be set aside and remanded where the

sion dees not include a statement of findings and
lusiens, and the reasons or basis tberefci, en all
rial issues of fact, law cr discretion as required
initial decisions under 5 u.s.c. i 557 (197C) and
FR 0.U75.

e a grazing district cattle trespass ccaplaint re-
to previous trespasses by the base property owner,

s served with the complaint, and the record itdi-
s he intervened at the hearing therecn but the
sion issued makes no mention thereof, the decision
aled from may be set aside and remanded for
ificaticn.

United, States
1975)

I, 22 IBLA 358 (Nov. ltt,

82 I.I. 5U<

The term "grazing trespass" as used in the ccntext of
the Federal Fange Code refers to the grazing cf live-
stock on Federal land without an appropriate license
cr permit or in viclaticn cf the teres and conditions
cf a license cr permit, and not to any other special
meaning ascribed under other laws and circumstances
if inconsistent with this usage.

Where a permittee was found to have committed repeated
grazing trespasses, a fine cf twice the ccaaercial rate
for foraging such animals was warranted in accordance
with the regulations.

Where a grazing trespass is willful, grossly negligent,
or repeated, disciplinary acticn in the fcrm cf suspen-
sion, reduction, or revocation, or denial cf renewal
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of a grazing license or permit may be warranted. The
regulatory factors, together with any mitigating cir-
cumstances, should be considered to determine the
extent of the reduction or other disciplinary action.

In determining whether grazing trespasses are "willful,"
intent sufficient to establish willfulness may be shewn
by proof of facts which objectively show that the cir-
cumstances do not comport with the notion that the
trespasser acted in good faith or innocent mistake, or
that his conduct was so lacking in reasonableness or
responsibility that it became reckless or negligent.

Where the record of a grazing trespass case does not
support a finding of mitigating or extenuating circum-
stances which would warrant changing a 20-percent
reduction of a grazing permittee's active use qualifi-
cations for two grazing seasons, an administrative law
judge's order of such a reduction will be upheld.

E ldon_B r i nke rho f f , 24 IBLA 324 (Apr. 21, 1976)
83 I.E. 185

Where the number of cattle grazing on the Federal range
exceeds the number allowed by license and such excess
is attributable solely to appellants' lack of control
over their cattle and their lack of diligence in taking
corrective action after being informed by the Bureau
that the excess existed, a finding of willful tre£pass
is warranted.

Where, in an effort to negotiate a compromise settle-
ment of an alleged grazing trespass, a rancher concedes
that the trespass occurred to the extent of a specific
number of animal unit months of forage, but the pro-
posed settlement is not consummated and the case goes
to a hearing on its merits, evidence of the purported
admissions made by the party during such negotiations
must be excluded as not competent to show either the
fact or the extent of the trespass alleged.

Where it has been determined that a grazing trespass on
the Federal range is clearly willful, the value cf the
forage consumed shall be computed and assessed at it

per animal unit month, or twice the commercial rate if
such amount is higher. Where the commercial rate is
$4.90, the assessment of damages shall be at the rate
of $9.80 per animal unit month.

Cesar and Robert Siard. 26 IBLA 29 (July 8, 1976)

One who grazes livestock in a grazing allotment without
authorization prior to the issuance of a license commits
a grazing trespass.

Under existing regulations, where a grazing trespass is
not clearly willful, damages are to be computed at the
rate of $2 per AUH of Federal forage consumed or the
commercial rate, whichever is greater.

Where there is a final administrative determination of
the assessment of damages for a grazing trespass by a
licensee, no license or permit should thereafter be is-
sued or renewed until payment of the assessed amount.

When 33 percent of the available forage in a grazing al-
lotment is on Federal land and the remainder is en pri-
vate land, it is appropriate to find that 33 percent of
the forage consumed by cattle throughout the allotment
was Federal forage, in the absence of evidence to the
contrary.

Pursuant to the Property Clause of the O.S. Const, art.
IT, i 3, cl. 2, Congress has enacted the Taylor Grazing
Act, i»3 U.S.C. t 315 et sea.. (1970), and other statutory

<iMIII!<LIIJIJ2S_ AN C_ licenses— continued

TRESPASS— Continued

authority which empower the Secretary cf the Interior tc
define what conduct censtitutes a grazing trespass and
to determine whether or not an individual has committed
a trespass.

constitutional right to a jury trial in an
Lve proceeding such as a grazing trespass

There is
administi
hearing.

Administrative hearings reguired in grazing trespass
cases are net an unlawful exercise cf judicial fewer
and meet constitutional requirements and the standards
cf the Administrative Procedure Act. The ccnstitcticn-
al requirement of due process is net violated merely
tecause an administrative law judge is emplcyed ty the
Department cf the Interior.

where
ning of t
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tie are admitted to an allotment at the tegit-
he usual grazing season but prior to the issu-
license for that season, and payment is latei
check which recites that it is "payment ir

1975 grazing fee," the Bureau cf Land Barage-
prcperly deposit the check, allotting part of
eds for the grazing license for the rest of
n, and deposit the remainder cf the prcceeds
ense account pending resolution of the tres-
ch action indicates that the check was net
in settlement of the trespass damages, ard
he check does not constitute an acccrd ard
icn cf the trespass damages.

(Sept. 15, 1977)
it v. Ross Eabcock, :ll 174

I.E. 175

Where the owner of base property ranchland formally
leases out grazing privileges en his cwn lands and
en appurtenant Federal lands, all stock subsequently
grazed by the lessee under the terms cf the lease will
be attributed tc the lesser for purpeses of calculating
trespass liability.

A EIR decision canceling base property qualif icatiens
for allegedly willful and repeated trespass is prcperly
voided on appeal where such violations were net charged
in the initial Order to Shew Cause, and where such
Crder to Shew Cause was net issued by the State tirec-
tor as is required by 43 CFR 9239. 3-2 (e).

The retroactive issuance cf a grazing permit for
livestock foraging en Federal rangeland will meet a

charge of trespass tc the extent that such permit
covers the same days, livestock, and rangelands which
are the subject cf the trespass charge.

Clover leaf .Land .and, Livestock Co.
~{?eiZ~2B. 1978)

>4 IEIA 11;

Under 43 CFR 9239.3-2(e), the repetitive nature cf
grazing trespasses coupled with a negligent failure cf
licensee to take corrective acticn supports a finding
of willful trespass.

Cn appeal from a shew cause proceeding under 13 CFR
9239.3-2(e), a requirement for ear-tagging cf cattle
recommended by a district manager and imposed by an
administrative law judge will be set aside where the
grazer objected thereto and was not accorded proper
opportunity to offer evidence therecn. "43 CFB
4112. 3-2 (a) (4) .

3.nson, 35 IBLA 3C6 (June 2, 1978)
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Where the alleged trespasser makes no allegations of a

specific and substantial nature regarding whether or
not a trespass has in fact occurred, the procedure
authorized by 13 CFR 9239.3-2 (c) (U) limiting a hearing
"to the determination of the amount of damages, value
of the forage consumed, and any other amounts consid-
ered to be due the United States as a result of said
trespass" does not result in a denial of due process.

A hearing on the issue of whether or not a trespass was
willful or not clearly willful is authorized by <43 CFR
9239.3-2 (c) («) because a finding en this issue affects
the rate at which the value of the forage consumed
shall be computed pursuant to 13 CFR 9239 . 3-2 (c) (2)

.

In determining whether grazing trespasses are willful,
intent sufficient to establish willfulness may be shown
by proof of facts which objectively show that the cir-
cumstances do not comport with the notion that the
trespasser acted in good faith or innocent mistake or
that his conduct was so lacking in reasonableness or
responsibility that it became reckless or negligent.

Since a grazing trespass is not a criminal proceeding,
it need not be proved beyend a reasonable doubt that a

particular individual committed the trespass.

Evidence is insufficient to support a finding of a will-
ful trespass where it fails to show that the alleged
trespasser intended to disregard the regulation prohib-
iting trespass or that he was plainly indifferent to its
requirements or that he acted with gross neglect of a

known duty.

Where the administrative law judge does net make a

finding as to whether a trespass was willful or net
clearly willful, the Board of Land Appeals may make
this finding based upon the record as if it were sit-
ting as trier of fact.

Where BLM has impounded five horses found tc be tres-
passing on public lands closed to grazing and no notice
and hearing are afforded to the owner of said animals
prior to impoundment because the cwner is unknown to
BLM, the due process rights of said owner are not
violated. The procedures authorized by U3 CFR
9239. 3-2 (c) (3) do not violate due process.

The Property Clause of the United States Constitution
art. IV, § 3, cl. 2, gives Congress the power over the
public lands "to control their occupancy and use, tc
protect them from trespass and injury and to prescribe
the conditions upon which others may obtain rights in
them." when Congress so acts, the Federal legislation
necessarily overrides conflicting State laws under the
Supremacy Clause. U.S. Constitution art. IV, cl. 2.

Fernando_Herrera_vi_Eure^u_of_Land_Hana_gement, 38 IBLA
262 (Dec. 8, 1978)

Where the evidence as to specific trespass indicates
that of a number of cattle counted some were located
on private intermingled land, but there were no bar-
riers, either natural or artificial, which would have
prevented the cattle on private land from gcing onto
the public land, it is proper to find that all cattle
counted would tend to consume forage at a rate propor-
tional to the ratio of forage available on private and
public lands.

An administrative law judge's finding that trespasses
were willful, grossly negligent, and repeated will net
be disturbed on appeal where the record amply supports
such finding.

GRAZING FEBHI IS. AND. LICENSES—Continued
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conflict with respect tc a particular grazier in a par-
ticular grazing district.

Eureau of Land Management v. Hoi 1 a nd_ I ive_sj oc k_J a c ch
et_aiir 39 IELA 272 (Feb. 15, 1979) St I.E. 133

Past trespass, trespass damages, and trespass settle-
ments may properly te considered in determinirg vtetber
trespasses are repeated fcr the purpose of computing
the damages tc be assessed.

Where the evidence shows that the co« mercial rate fcr
forage ranged from $2.50 to $9.50 per AUM, an Adminis-
trative Law Judge's computation of damages, using S3.5C
as the base figure, cannot be said tc te unreascnatle
under «3 CFR 9239.3-2 (1976).

Eureau of Land Managetent v. Harris Erct her s. U2 IELA i(6

"(July
_
3lT~1979J'

HEARINGS
(See^ alsc Administrative Procedure, Civil Bights,
Endangered Species Conservation Act, Federal
Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969, Federal
Metal and Ncnmetallic Bine Safety Act, Gecthernal
leases. Grazing Permits and Licenses, Indian Pre-
late, Mining Claims, Multiple Mineral Development
Act, Bules of Practice, Surface Resources Act,
Water Pollution Ccntrcl— if included in this Itdex.)

Where the party tearing the risk of nenpersuasien dees
not appear at a hearing ordered pursuant to 13 CEB
«.«15, that party's appeal is properly dismissed.

Stanley G. We st, le IBLA 337 (Jan. 1C, 1975)
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e whe protests the performance and acceptance
vey cf land, identified by the cadastral engi-
ing the survey as public domain land, effers
e evidence that changes arose because cf avul-
her than accretion and sc the land is net in
erally owned, a hearing will be ordered tc
and consider such evidence and tc ascertain

Joe S. Cent and Celores L. Cent. 18 IELA 375 (Jan. 30,
1975)

If an applicant for a headquarters site does not allege
facts that, if taken as true, shew that she uses the
site in connection with a trade, manufacture, cr ether
productive industry, the Bureau cf land Management may
cancel her claim without a hearing.

LaVeta 0. Schoephcrster. 19 IELA 90 (Mar. 3, 1975)

When an appellant asserts facts which dc net en their
face sustain the contentions on appeal, this Ecard will
deny a request fcr a hearing to determine the asserted
issues of fact. M3 CFB K.U15.

Nola Grace Ptasynski. Barbara C. lisco. 19 IEIA 125
(Mar. 5, 1975)

Where penalties imposed by two administrative law
judges for trespasses are supported by the records and
comport with the proscriptions of the regulations they
will not be modified on appeal except insofar as they
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nection with a mining claim located en land with-
for reclamation and power purposes, where (1) no
of location was filed during a later pericd in

the land was open for entry subject to 30 U.S.C.
, 623-2U (1970) , (2) there are no intervening
, (3) a claimant alleges that he held and wcrked
nd, while open to entry, for the reguisite number
rs under 30 O.S.C. I 38 (1970) and the applicable
statute of limitations, and («) he alleges that a

ery of a valuable mineral deposit has been made,
necessary to consider the effect of * 621 et sea.,
hold a hearing if reguired to resolve questions
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drawn
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rights
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Sal£h_£aae, 19 IBLA 255 (Bar. 31, 1975)

Hhere at a hearing held pursuant to sec. 2 cf the Min-
ing Claims Bights Bestoration Act, 30 O.S.C. $ 621(b)
(1970) , the mining claimant, prior to the taking cf any
evidence, enters into a stipulation while laboring un-
der confusion as to the effect of the stipulation, and
the stipulation legally precludes all forms cf placer
mining on his claim, the decision below relying on the
stipulation will be reversed and the case remanded for
a full hearing on the merits.

Djjiaht_Brooks , 20 IBLA 100 (Apr. 25, 1975)

Onder the Hining Claims Occupancy Act, 30 U.S.C. 5 701

Si §§3. (1970) , where the record includes a statement
as to a principal place of residence which conflicts
with a more detailed statement made under oath by the
same person, the matter may be remanded fcr hearing in
order to resolve the conflict and protect the rights of
a third party.

HEABINGS—Continued

The allowance of a request for a hearing before an
administrative law judge in a pretest against a sorvej
by the Eureau of land Management is within the discre-
tion of the Board of Land Appeals. There is no right
to such a hearing.

B. A. Hikelson. 26 IBLA 1 (July 6, 1976)

The fact that assessment work has been perfcried en a

mining claim does not estop the Government free deter-
mining the validity cf a claim by prcper prcceedings
giving adeguate notice and an opportunity for a hearii
where there are disputed determinative facts. Ecwevei
where the claim was located after land has been vith-
drawn from mining, it is proper for the Bureau cf Lane
Management tc declare a claim null and void ab initio
without a bearing.

n mmin s, 26 IELA 223 (Aug. 17, 1976)

Where the Eureau of Land Management detemi
Alaska Native allotment application should
because the land was net used and cccupied
plicant, the ELM shall issue a contest ccup
suant to «3 CFB i».U51 et sej. Opon receivi
answer tc the complaint, which answer raise
issue of material fact, the Bureau will for
case file tc the Bearings Division, Office
and Appeals, Department cf the Intericr, fc
cf an administrative law judge, who will pr
schedule a hearing at which the applicant m

evidence tc estatlish entitlement tc his al

£°J!i2d_Peters, 26 IBLA 235 (Aug. 17, 1976)
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Dwiaht H.

1975)
3<LI§I na_Ki_H u s ton , 21 IBLA 2<4 (June 16, John Moore et al.. MC IBLA 321 (Apr. 30, 1979)

An applicant for a Native allotment has no right to a

hearing, and none is required where there is no effer
of proof which indicates that the findings of the State
Office were incorrect, or where an offer of evidence is
unaccompanied by a satisfactory explanation why it was
not submitted to the State Office within the time
provided.

AlSiand ra_A tcha k , 23 IBLA 81 (Dec. 12, 1975)

Under «3 CFB 2802.1-7(e), which provides that charges
fcr a right-cf-way en public lands may be revised after
notice and an opportunity for hearing, it is improper
to increase such charges without following the pre-
scribed procedure.

Paradise Oil, water and Land Develocn
37U "(Sept. 6, 1976)

it. Inc.. 26 IEIA

A Native allotment applicant is net entitled to a hear-
ing as a matter of right inasmuch as the issuance of
an allotment is discretionary with the Secretary cf the
Interior. A hearing is net appropriate when there is
no offer of proof which if established would impel a

different legal conclusion.

K§t hry.n_Elu sk a , 23 IBLA 28U (Jan. 12, 1976)

Under <43 CFB 2802. 1-7 (e) , which provides that charges
for use and occupancy of a communication site on public
lands may be revised after notice and an opportunity
for hearing, it is improper to increase such charges
without following the prescribed procedure.

Following a hearing under «3 CFB 2802.1-7, a decision
increasing the charges for use and occupancy of a com-
munication site is in error to the extent that the
decision is based upon unspecified evidence not in the
record and not made known to the user, and the decisicn
must be set aside.

Onder <13 O.S.C. $ 961 (197C) and U3 CFB 2e02.1-7(a), ar
applicant has no right to a hearing in ccnnecticn with
original charges fcr use and occupancy cf a cemmunica-
ticn site, and a hearing pursuant tc a request under
«3 CFB U.i»15 will net be granted where applicant fails
to make specific allegations or offer specific prccf
to show in what factors a Departmental appraisal is in
error.

3°^iaiS_§iaies_Telejhone_a_na_Telea_ra£h_Co., 26 IBLA
393 (Sept. 16, 1976) 83 I.E. 332

iere an attorney files an answer tc a contest cencern-
lg mining claims en behalf of certain individuals, whe,
iring the pendency of the contest prcceedings, trarsfer
leir interests in the mining claims to a corporation of
lich they are major stockholders and Directors, aid the
:torney represents those individuals and the ccrpora-
Lcn at the contest hearing, the corpcraticn is bound
f
the deteriination reached therein, even though the

:rpcraticn lay net have received actual notice cf the

»»erican_Tele£ hpne_ar
3«1 (June 30, 1976)

Telegraph .Co. et al.. 25 IELA



HE & RINGS—Continued

Service of a document upon a person's attorney of rec-
ord constitutes effective service upon such perscn.

A request for postponement made more than 10 days prior
to a hearing is properly denied where there has teen nc
showing of good cause and proper diligence. A contes-
tee's request for postponement is properly denied when
(1) a contestee only seeks postponement in order to
pursue an exchange of land for the claims; and (2) the
administrative law judge rules that the ccntestant may
seek to dismiss the contest if an exchange is contem-
plated and the contestant does not wish tc abate the
contest proceedings.

A request for postponement made at a hearing or within
10 days of a hearing is properly denied where there has
been no showing of an extreme emergency which could not
have been anticipated and which justifies beyond ques-
tion the granting of a postponement. This standard is
not met by a party's assertion that it has not had ade-
quate opportunity to prepare a defense where such dif-
ficulty could have been anticipated before the request
was made.

Where a mineral examiner testifies on the basis of his
examination of mining claims that the mineral values
on the claims are insufficient to support a finding of
discovery, a prima facie case against the validity of
the claims has been established, and where the contes-
tees walked out of the hearing and did net submit evi-
dence to rebut the prima facie case, the claims must
be declared invalid.

Onited States v. Bine Development Corp. et al.. 27 IBLA
238 (Oct. 18, 1976)

BEARINGS—Continued

After holding a bearing pursuant tc the Administrative
Procedure Act, an administrative law judge may prcperly
find that a person has committed a grazing trespass if
that finding is in accordance with and supported tj re-
liable, prctative, and substantial evidence. Because a
grazing trespass prcceeding is net a criminal proceed-
ing, it need net be proved beyond a reascnable dcobt
that a particular individual committed the trespass.

There is no constitutional right to a jury trial in an
administrative prcceeding such as a grazing trespass
hearing.

Administrative bearings required in grazing trespass
cases are net an unlawful exercise cf judicial pewer
and meet ccnstitutional requirements and the standards
of the Administrative Procedure Act. The censtitction-
al requirement of due process is not violated merely
because an administrative law judge is esplcyed by the
Department cf the Interior.

Boss Babcock. 32 IHU 17M
8M I.C. «75(Sept. 15, 1977)

An applicant has no right tc a hearing in connection
with original Federal charges for use and occupancy
of a communication site, and in the absence of any spe-
cific assertion showing error in the appraisal, the
appraisal will be sustained on appeal if it is properly
formulated.

jJZ lelevjsjc 33 IBIA 8C (Dec. 6, 1977)

Where the Bureau of Land Management orders a resurvey
of a section to identify the boundaries of public land
within the section, a private landowner may protest the
resurvey and, where the protesting landowner points up
a serious contradiction between the resurvey and the
topographic calls accompanying the original plat, it
is proper to remand the case for a fact hearing.

Domenico A. Tussio et al. . 30 IBLA 92 (Apr. 29, 1977)

Upon a determination that production has ceased on an
oil and gas lease in its extended term by reascn cf
such production because the well en the lease is no
longer capable of production in paying quantities, the
lessees of record are entitled to notice and an oppor-
tunity to request a hearing on the issue cf the produc-
tive capacity of the well where they have presented
evidence raising an issue of fact regarding the status
of the well.

Although a right-of-way granted under the Act of
Jan. 21, 1895, was previously subject tc cancellation
by the authorized efficer fcr ncn-use pursuant to
«3 CFB 28C2.2-3, the federal land Eclicy and tarageient
Act of 1976 prcvides that suspension or tersinaticn cf
a right-of-way requires an appropriate administrative
prcceedinq pursuant to 5 O.S.C. t 55K (197C), except
where the right-cf-way prcvides by its terms that it
will terminate in such event.

Western_Aaare3ates_of_Hineral_6_Boc»u_Inci .

16U (Bar. 1«, 1978)
3U IBLA

A request fcr a hearing will be denied in the absence
cf an assertion of fact which, if prcved true, wculd
entitle appellant tc the relief sought.

l22te_Bineiai_Co. 3« IBLA 285 (Apr. 17, 1978)
£5 I.C.

Universal Resources Corp. et al. . 31 IBLA 61
7june~23, 1977)

The rule of evidence excluding hearsay is net strictly
adhered to in administrative proceedings, particularly
where the evidence, such as assay reports with a proper
foundation concerning the sampling, submission of the
samples for assaying, and the reputation cf the assayer,
is competent and relevant. After such reports are ad-
mitted, the factfinder may give them appropriate weight
according to the circumstances surrounding the specific
report.

United States v. Robert A. Rukke .(Registergd. Aggnt). t
Valumines^_Incix_et3ali. 32 IBLA 155 (SeptT~12, 1977)

where the State Office determines that an oil and gas
lease committed tc a unit has expired at the end cf its
primary term because there is not within it or the unit
a well capable of production in paying quantities, the
lessee is entitled to notice and an opportunity fcr a

hearing en that issue where it has presented evidence
that raises an issue of fact regarding the status cf
wells in the unit.

Manhattan Resources. Inc.. 31 IBLA 3«6 (Apr. 1S76)

When the Onited States contests a mining claim for lack
of discovery cf a valuable mineral deposit, a crucial
date for the existence or nonexistence cf the disccvery
is the date cf the hearing. Where a mining claimant
has shown nc justification for her failure to offer
evidence of a discovery at the hearing nor shown any
likelihood that further evidence cculd be presented to
change the result, a request on appeal for additicnal
time to explcre the claim fcr additicnal evidence of
minerals will be denied, and an administrative law



HE&RIJiGS— Continued

judge's decision declaring the claim null and void will
be affirmed.

Ujjited §£ates_vi_Xhel»a_0_1 Cr.is»on, 3« IBLA 381 (Hay 2,

1978)

HEARINGS—Continued

A request fee a hearing Kill be denied when the facts
ate not in dispute and the deterticaticn rests en
guestiens of lav.

Esta.te_cf_Char!es_Di_Ashlei, 37 IBLA 367 (Nov. 2, 1976)
85 I.D- l»C3

Hhen the Bureau of Land Banagement has appraised the
damages for a mineral trespass under «3 CFR Part 9230,
a hearing will not be ordered and an appraisal will
not be disturbed in the absence of an offer cf spe-
cific substantial evidence that the determination is
incorrect.

western Nuclear, Inc. 35 IBLA H (Hay 22, 1978)
85 I.I

While the Cepartnent has discretion as to whether tc
grant a hearing tc an offerer whese high bid is rejected
for a competitive gecthenal lease, a bearing is ret in
the public interest where offeror has net explained a

procedure in which particular facts cculd be effectively
utilized in an alternative formula fcr computing linimum
bids.

Onicn Oil Cc, . 38 IBLA 373 (Dec. 29, 1978)

Where land has long been devoted to a particular public
purpose such as inclusion in a forest reserve, laches
nay bar an application filed pursuant to the Transpor-
tation Act of 19«0, U9 O.S.C. « 65(b) (1970) and
13 O.S.C. « 898 (1970), in which case a hearing need
not be ordered to determine whether a railroad's pur-
chaser was an innocent purchaser for value.

§outhern^aclfic_Trans£c^talion_Co 1_^Donald_K^Leei
Cha£les_Sille£_vt_0niied_States_Forest_Service, 35 IBLA
270 7june~2T~1978)

where the evidence in an administrative appeal raises
countervailing legal presumptions of equal probative
worth, a factfinding hearing nay be ordered pursuant
to «3 CFB U.tilS.

Doaald_E,._Jor_dan, 35 IBLA 290 (June 2, 1978)

It requires a substantial showing of bias tc disqualify
a hearing officer in administrative proceedings or to
justify a charge that the hearing was unfair.

qnited States v. Richard H. Kinqdon and Edith F.

Hina32I!« 36 IBLA 11 (June 27, 1978)

The notice and opportunity for hearing envisaged by
i»3 CPR 2802.1-7 (e) requires at a minimum that the les-
see be provided with a copy of the appraisal report,
that he be permitted to appear before the decision-
maker, that the decisionmaker not be the person who
made or approved the appraisal, and that adequate rec-
ords of the hearing conducted pursuant to the regula-
tions be maintained.

£Ar.£le_Lx_I ncs. , 36 IBLA 260 (Aug. 15, 1978)

Donald R. Clark. C. Rejnhart S Son. Inc., Hartwell
IX£a »31 i na_COj. , 39 IBLA 182 (Jan. 31, 1979)

Where there exist factual questions about the location
of section and subdivisional corners in a dependent
resurvey, the Board of Land Appeals may order a hearing
pursuant to «3 CFR U.U15 to resolve these questions.

In challenging the Government resurvey, appellant has
the burden of establishing by clear and convincing
evidence that the resurvey is not an accurate retrace-
ment and reestablishment cf the lines of the original
survey.

fiSJhgl.Cj^ Vernon , 37 IBLA 226 (Oct. 16, 1978)

Where there are conflicting applications fcr a let in
a Native townsite and the evidence as tc whe has the
tetter claii is vague and inconclusive, the tewnsite
trustee should submit the natter fcr a bearing tefcre
an administrative law judge. «3 CFB 2565.0 (b).

James T. Friedman. 39 IELA 229 (Feb. 12, 1979)

When en appeal a sufficient showing is made to call
into question a determination that land lies within
a known geclcgic structure cf a producing oil or gas
field, and a hearing is requested, the decision nay
be set aside and remanded fcr hearing.

Ja£i_Ji_JS5jJI. "0 IBLA 26 (Bar. 9, 1979)

Bining claims purportedly located on land not available
for such location center nc property right upen the
locator, and may be declared null and vcid at iritic
without a hearing under 5 O.S.C. « E51 et seg. (1«76)

.

"Contest." A decision declaring claims lecated cc
withdrawn lands tc be null and void at initic is net
a "contest" and regulations under M3 CFB <4.«51 et seg.,
relating to lining contests, have no application.

Pelmer_BcLean_et_ali , «0 IBLA 3« (Bar. 15, 1979)

Where production has ceased on an oil and gas lease ex-
tended by prcducticn, and the record is unclear whether
the conditions prescribed by 30 O.S.C. J 226(f) (1976)
precluding termination of the lease have cccurred, the
case will he remanded tc the Bureau cf land fanagement
to reconsider with the Geological Survey if the lease
has terminated, including a determination whether the
lessee began reworking or drilling operations within
60 days after cessation of producticn and diligently
prosecuted such operations before attaining prcducticn
as asserted by him on appeal. A hearing should be
held, if necessary, tc resolve disputed facts.

Vetn H . B ol; nder and
(Apr. 3, 197$)

Julienne .J. .Bcljnder. UO IELJ 16«

Where the Geological Survey, in making its decisicn,
has reviewed the same information submitted en appeal
to the Beard cf Land Appeals to shew that there was a

well capable cf producing oil cr gas in paying quan-
tities on the date the lease expired, and there are
no disputed facts, tut only a dispute on the proper
application cf the law tc those facts and legal inter-
pretations, a hearing is not warranted in the case.

American Rescurces Banaqemedt Corp.

,

(Apr. 5, 1979)
IEIA 195
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Where Bureau of Land Management determines an appli-
cation for a Native allotment should be rejected for
failure to establish use and occupancy of the land.
Bureau of Land Management should initiate a contest
proceeding pursuant to 13 CFR 1.151 et secj.

Feeder ick.PhilliBS.et.ali, 01 IBLA 169 (June 22, 1979)

I lla_Si_Shel don_e t_al . , 12 IBLA 276 (Aug. 27, 1979)

Elena_Bartman, 13 IBLA 28U (Oct. 17, 1979)

Where the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) determines
that an Alaska Native allotment application should be
rejected in part because the Native did net use all cf
the land applied for, the BLM shall initiate a contest
proceeding pursuant to 13 CFR 1.151 et seq.

Ha nk_R uUa nd , 11 IBLA 207 (June 27, 1979) I.[

HEAR_INGS--Ccntinued

litional opportunity to explore and makeclaimant an
a discovery.

United States v. Andy Syndtai
1979)

12 IEIA 313 (Aug. 29.

The rule of evidence excluding hearsay is not strictly
adhered to in administrative proceedings, particularly
where the evidence, such as assay repprts with a picper
foundation concerning the sampling, submission of the
samples for assaying, and the reputation of the as-
sayer, is ccapetent and relevant. After such reports
are admitted, the factfinder may give the appropriate
weight according to the circumstances surrounding the
specific repcrt. However, it is not improper tc ex-
clude an assay report where neither the assayer ncr the
sample-taker testifies concerning its origins, and no
ether foundation is laid for its introduction.

United States. y. John B. Burt et al.. 13 IBLA 36 3

(Oct. 29, 1979)

Where legal conclusions are reached in an appellate
decision upon undisputed facts, and there has beet no
proffer of further facts which could compel different
legal conclusions, no useful purpose would te served
for a hearing, and a request therefor is properly
denied.

Flo^d L._Andersonx Sr.., 11 IBLA 280 (June 28, 1979)
86 I.E. 315

£eter_Panru]S» "3 IBLA 69 (Sept. 19, 1979)

Nickl.Nickoli, 13 IBLA 296 (Oct. 17, 1979)

A hearing is properly ordered where there exist issues
of fact the resolution of which will determine whether
an oil and gas lease concluding its primary term was
converted from rental status to royalty status. Appel-
lant shall have the burden of proof to establish by a

preponderance of the evidence (a) that the Eolezal-
Government #1 well was capable of producing cil and
gas in paying guantities on Oct. 31, 1978, or (b) that
there was a discovery of oil or gas in paying guanti-
ties on lease W 15891 on Cct. 31, 1978. If either (or

both) of these propositions is established, the subject
lease was not subject to automatic termination by law
for failure to make timely rental payment.

£oronado_Oil_Coi , 12 IBLA 235 (Aug. 22, 1979)

Where an applicant for a Native allotment alleges for
the first time on appeal his use and occupancy of land:
prior to their withdrawal, a decision rejecting the
Native's application shall be vacated and the case re-
manded to BLM for its consideration of appellant's new
evidence.

Char les_L_._ John , 12 IBLA 260 (Aug. 27, 1979)

A second hearing of a Government mining ccntest will
not be afforded where a claimant was given notice and
an opportunity to appear at a hearing, where he was
actually present at the hearing, and where nothing
has been submitted which suggests that another hear-
ing would produce a different result. A petition tc
reopen a hearing of a Government mining ccntest will
be denied when the contestee offers no valid justifi-
cation for the neglect to offer evidence which was or
could have been available at the original hearing. A

further hearing will not te ordered merely tc afford a

Where Eureau cf Land Management determines that an ap-
plication for a Native allotment is invalid because the
facts are net as stated in the application, Eureau cf
land Management should initiate a ccntest proceeding
pursuant to 13 CFR 1.150 - 1.152-9.

Amy Iukrcck Nukapiqak. 11 IBLA 313 (Eec. 31, 1979)

HOMFSTEACS JORDINARl)
(See also Additional Homesteads, Enlarged Home-
steads, Reclamation Homesteads, Soldiers' Addi-
tional Homesteads, Stock-Raising Ecmcsteads— if included
in this Index.)

GENERALLY.

No person shall be permitted to make homestead entry
cr settle upen lands reserved for irrigaticn purpeses
until the Secretary of the Interior establishes the
unit of acreage per entry and publicly anncunces the
availability cf water for irrigaticn.

R ichard E. Crill e t al. . 18 IELA 128 (Feb. 11, 1975)

An applicaticn for hemestead entry for land in a na-
tional forest must be rejected as the Secretary cf the
Interior has no authority to permit such a disposition.

21 IELA 15 (June 16, 1975)

No person shall be permitted to make homestead entry or
settle upon lands reserved for irrigaticn purposes until
the Secretary of the Interior shall have established the
unit of acreage per entry and publicly announced the
availability cf water for irrigation.

ISJt Esli ck. 21 IBLA 237 (Mar. 21, 1976)

The affidavit cf a witness in suppcrt of a homestead
entryman's final proof will not te considered where
it was given in the presence of the eotryman, 13 CFR
1823.2-2, as it is the policy of the Department tc as-
sure that the testimony of a witness is his cwn and
not that of the entryman.

istate_of_Lcn_Phil£ott_JDeceasedl, 28 IBLA 68 (Nov. 10,
1976)
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GENEBALLY—Continued

Where a homestead entryaan has cleared and broken
ground and allowed a portion of the cleared, plowed
acreage to grow up with a species of native wheat
grass, such acreage is not "cultivated" within the
meaning of 13 CFR 2567.5(b), and the entryman's final
proof is properly rejected where it shows on its face
that the native grass acreage constituted an indispens-
able portion of the entryman's attempt at meeting the
cultivation reguirements of the homestead laws. Since
there was not substantial compliance with the cultiva-
tion reguirements, eguitatle adjudication cannot be
properly invoked.

Clarence_Bay._jlathis, 29 1ELA 150 (Mar. «, 1977)

A request to reconsider a 1968 decision by the Depart-
ment rejecting final proof for a homestead entry and
canceling the entry is properly rejected in the absence
of a showing of "extraordinary circumstances." In the
absence of compelling legal or equitable reasons for
reconsideration, the principle of res judicata, and its
counterpart, finality of administrative acticn, will
operate to bar consideration of a new appeal arising
from a later proceeding involving the same claim and
the same issues.

Pe*.*.a_.Ki_.M§£i]£aiiio. 30 IELA 157 (Hay 18, 1977)

The filing of a petition-application is treated as a

petition for classification of the land. The mere fil-
ing of the application does not vest in the applicant
any interest in the land and repeal of the authorizing
statute mandates rejection of the applicaticn.

Arthur,!^ Wallace, 30 IBLA 239 (Hay 31, 1977)

Where the initial actions of a homesteader are incon-
sistent in that he appears to initiate his claim both
by settlement and by application for allowed entry, the
nature of his claim will be determined by the type of
official form used by him to initiate the claim, and by
his actions with regard thereto.

John_Anthony,_Consla_
(June 6, 1977)

Robert L. Wethei IBLA 311

By regulation, final proof of compliance with the home-
stead laws must be filed within 5 years, failing which
the homestead is subject to cancellaticn, although, in
proper cases the time for filing final proof may be
extended. However, the statutory life of a homestead
claim or entry cannot be extended beyond 5 years, dur-
ing which time all other reguirements must be performed.
An extension of the time for filing final prcof is net
an extension of the time for performing acts of compli-
ance.

Where during the 5-year term of a homestead there is a

failure to comply with the residence and cultivation
requirements and the reguirement of a habitable house,
and where subsequent efforts meet only the requirement
for a habitable house, there can be no equitable adju-
dication based on substantial compliance with the home-
stead law.

fienr v._E.._Ree ves , 31 IBLA 242 (July 18, 1977)

BOB i S TEAD S [CR DIN ARYj—Ccntinued

GENERALLY— Continued

A homestead claimant in Alaska may be given credit for
residence, cultivation and improvements after the tiie
his homestead applicaticn is filed but before allowance
cf entry where the land was subject tc apprcpriaticn by
bim or included in an entry against which he had initi-
ated a contest resulting in cancellation of the entry.

John R. Lean. 31 IBLA 330 (Apr. 26, 1978) 65 I.I. 81

Where an enttytan has mistakenly applied fcr and re-
ceived a patent on cne parcel of land which was net
the land he actually occupied, he is net entitled tc
receive a patent en the land actually occupied ty vir-
tue cf the fact that the statutes of linitaticn en the
issuance and cancellaticn cf patents has run.

fio la n d_a n d_fla rie_0s wa Id , 35 IBLA 79 (Bay 12, 1976)

An entryman's final prcof is properly rejected when it
is defective on its face, with the final prcof shewing
that the applicable eultivatien requirements have not
been met.

Ronald E. Geiqer. 37 IELA 33 (Sept. 18, 1978)

The Beard lacks jurisdiction to adjudicate the validity
of homestead entries; the Beard, rather, adjudicates
the effect cf ANCSA en such entries.

Appeal cf Cat mel J. Bclntyre, « ANCAE 2M (Nov. 3C,
1979) 86 I.t. 663

AMENDMENT

where a hemestead entry has been located en land later
included within a withdrawal "subject tc valid existing
rights," the withdrawal attaches to the land within the
homestead upen cancellaticn of the entry. An amendment
of a homestead entry cannot include lands withir a can-
celed adjoining entry tc which a withdrawal has
attached .

Eekka K. Merikallio. 30 IELA 157 (Bay le, 1977)

35 IELA 79 (Bay 12, 1978)

APPLICATIONS

The statement by the BLM State Office that appellant's
petiticn-applicaticn is regular en its face is merely
a preliminary determination the applicaticn will be
considered and the process will be set in metier to
classify the land. The decisicn to classify land fcr
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a certain purpose is discretionary with the Secretary
of the Interior.

The filing of a petition-application is treated as a

petition for classification of the land. The mere fil-
ing of the application does not vest in the applicant
any interest in the land and repeal of the authorizing
statute mandates rejection of the application.

Arthur. ."allace, 30 IBLA 239 (Bay 31, 1977)

A petiticn-application fcr a homestead entry outside of
Alaska requires classification of the land, confers nc
rights upon an applicant and must be rejected because
the federal land Policy and Banagement Act repealed the
homestead laws effective en the date of the Act as to
lands outside Alaska.

Daniel A. Anderson . 31 IBLA 1€2 (July 1. 1977)

CONTESTS

where the initial actions of a homesteader are incon-
sistent in that he appears to initiate his claim both
by settlement and by application for aliened entry, the
nature of his claim will be determined by the type of
official form used by him to initiate the claim, and by
his actions with regard thereto.

where a homestead in Alaska is initiated by an applica-
tion for allowed entry, the filing of the application
creates a valid existing right which is protected frcm
the effect of a subsequent withdrawal which is subject
to valid existing rights.

Where a homestead in Alaska is initiated by an applica-
tion to enter, the statutory period for compliance with
the requirements of the homestead laws begins to run on
the date of allowance of the entry.

J°hn_Anthonz^oj!sla_vi_Boteri_I:j._
(June 6, 1977)

lej^bereli, 30 IBLA 311

A petition-application for a homestead entry outside of
Alaska requires classification of the land, confers no
rights upon an applicant and must be rejected because
the Federal Land Policy and Management Act repealed the
homestead laws effective on the date of the Act as to
lands outside Alaska.

Daniel,A^.Anderson , 31 IBLA 162 (July 1. 1977)

The rejection of a homestead application in Alaska
merely because there are prior-filed homestead applica-
tions for the same land is improper and premature where
no action has been taken on the conflicting applica-
tions. If a prior-filed application is aliened, the
land comes within an allowed entry of record and a ju-
nior application must be rejected thereafter. However,
if the prior application is rejected or withdrawn, it
no longer bars allowance of a junior application.

John-Si-fiea n , 3U IBLA 330 (Apr. 26, 1978) 85 I.D. 81

CLASSIFICATION

The statement by the BLB State Office that appellant's
petition-application is regular on its face is merely
a preliminary determination the application will be
considered and the process will be set in motion to
classify the land. The decision to classify land for
a certain purpose is discretionary with the Secretary
of the Interior.

The filing of a petition-application is treated as a
petition for classificaticn of the land. The mere fil-
ing of the application does not vest in the applicant
any interest in the land and repeal of the authorizing
statute mandates rejection of the application.

Arihur_Ra_Walla.ee, 30 IBLA 239 (Bay 31, 1977)

A charge that the entryman failed to cultivate the
required acreage in the secend entry year is not sus-
tained where the contestant's evidence consists tainly
of a general statement by a few persons concludirg that
the entryman's mode cf eultivatien was inadequate. In
the face of testimony to the contrary by ccntestee's
witnesses which leaves the evidence in equipoise, con-
testant has net met his burden of convincingly estab-
lishing the fact cf the entryman's failure to cultivate
in the second entry year.

_homas E___.jmb.all
(Apr. "16, 1975)

?elb_. ;o IBLA

A private ccntest brought against an Alaskan bctestead
entry charging that the entryman failed to meet the
minimum cultivation requirements for the second entry
year must be dismissed when it is disclosed that such
information was of record in the Bureau of land Manage-
ment office at the time the complaint was filed.

2_a_-«j^_-_____________i-_J^_iLIG_e_J_-

,

(Dec. 23, 1975)
:3 IELA 155

"Final entry." When an aiended homestead final proof
has been submitted, the term "final entry" in the
proviso in sec. 7, Act of Bar. 3, 1891, 26 Stat. 1098,
as ____«_» «3 O.S.C. 1 1165 (1970), refers to the sub-
mission, to the proper officials, of the aiended final
proof and required fees.

Onder sec. 7, Act cf Bar. 3, 1891, 26 Stat. lOSt, as

.__„.._. «3 O.S.C. « 1165 (1970), which requires issu-
ance of a patent 2 years after receipt upon final proof
for a homestead entry, a contest against an entry should
not be dismissed where the complaint was filed within
2 years following the submission of additional affida-
vits amending the entryman's deficient final proof, de-
spite the fact that the receipt in connection with the
deficient proof bad been issued more than 2 years before
filing cf the complaint and the receipt had never been
canceled or a new receipt issued.

m\tea_StateS_va jgg..''-.. Bryant. 25 IBLA 2«7 (June 23,

A contest complaint is prcperly dismissed where the
enly basis fcr cancellation of the homestead suggested
by it is failure tc cemply with the residence and eul-
tivatien requirements of the homestead law, and where
the time fcr compliance with these requirements by the
entryman has not yet begun.

jjohn Anthony Ccnsla v.

(June 6"l977T
IcbejX 3C IELA 311
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CCNTBSTS--Continued

A private contest decision canceling a disputed
homestead entry will, in the absence of a timely and
proper appeal, cut off all rights which the ccntestee
nay have acguired by his entry, and this result will
not be affected by the fact that the contestee failed
to appear at the contest hearing and, through his own
neglect, failed to receive notice of the decision of
the administrative law judge.

Repeal of the homestead laws renders aoot the question
of whether a private contestant can earn a preference
right to enter by procuring the cancellation of a con-
testee's homestead entry for reasons not shown by
Bureau of Land Management (BLM) records.

The question of whether a private contestant has
procured the cancellation of a contestee's entry for
reasons not shown by records of the BLK, is a factual
question which is unrelated to the subject matter
jurisdiction of the tribunal and which is entirely
ancillary to the prior and primary question cf the
validity of the contestee's entry.

The fact that BLH is not a party to a private contest
proceeding does not affect the force or validity of a

decision rejecting a final proof.

He_le__L_v___________________l__nruh,
(Jan. 5, 1978)

33 IBLA 277

A private contest complaint which does net set out i

clear and concise language a statement of the facts
constituting the grounds of contest is properly
dismissed.

Eu3ene_At_Whitm.il!, 34 IELA 123 (Bar. 2, 1978)

B2JH§_______________l~Continued

COHTESTS—Ccntinued

A summary dismissal cf a private contest against
Alaska homestead becomes a final administrative i

en that contest when the contestant, instead cf a

ing the dismissal, files a second ccntest which i

be censidered an entirely new action. When a fii
partmental adjudicaticn has teen made, the dectti
administrative finality, which is the administrat
counterpart cf the principle of tes judi
tars consideraticn cf a new appeal arisi
proceeding involving the same hemestead
issue.
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A private ccntest brcught against an Alaska homestead
charging that the entryman bad failed tc meet acy cf
the residence cr cultivation requirements cf the law
must be dismissed where the statutory life of the en-
try has previously expired without the entryman fil-
ing final proof and information was already of record
in the E1H effice that the entryman had dene ncthirg
during the life cf the entry to perfect the claim.
«3 CFB 4.45C-1.

_______________ , 43 IBLA 176 (Sept. 28. 1979)

COLTIVATICN

A hemestead entryman is irretrievably in default
his entry where he failed tc meet the eultivatier
requirements in the second, third, and during the
growing seascn of the fourth year of the entry, i

he left the land in September of the fourth year
the avowed purpose cf making money tc ccmplete bi

improvements.

19 IBLA 118 (ear.

where the only properly corroborated fact alleged by
private contestant related to situs of contestee's res-
idence in 1975 and thereafter, but precomplaint record
included assertion by contestee that he lived on home-
stead in 1972, 1973, and 1974, the contestant has not
thereby alleged facts which, if proved, would require
cancellation of entry, and contest must be dismissed
under 43 CFB 4.450-5(a).

Although in his summary dismissal of private ccntest
against homestead entry administrative law judge dis-
cussed issues upon which contestant had failed to sub-
mit corroborated allegations of fact along with his
complaint, such action by judge did not relieve con-
testant of his burden of filing corroboraticn, despite
provisions of 43 CFR a. 450-4 (b) allowing judge to
"raise issues in connection with deciding a contest."

Administrative law judge properly dismissed without a

hearing a private homestead entry contest in which com-
plaint failed to allege ccrroborated facts which, if
proved, would provide sufficient tasis for cancellation
of entry.

Where contestant in private homestead entry contest
appeals to Board of Land Appeals and makes certain
assignments of error by administrative law judge, but
allegations of fact upon which those assignments are
based were not corroborated at filing of contest com-
plaint, and issues raised by those assignments were not
raised in complaint, such assignments are net material
for purposes of appeal to the Board.

E£aS_i_C___am___. _________ B__S_off el, 36 IBLA 201
(Aug. 3, 1978)

The breaking, planting or seeding, and tillage for a

crop which constitute cultivation cf the scil cf a

homestead entry must include such acts and be dene in
such manner as to be reasonably calculated to produce
profitable results.

Where it appears that land has been hand seeded acd
rolled with a log in a similar manner as used on other
homestead entries in the area, and where it is rot
established that such seeding and rolling is net an
unreasonable practice fcr the type of land and leather
conditions involved, the entryman's acts may be found
to have teen calculated tc prcduce profitable results,
notwithstanding his efforts failed tc produce a useful
crop.

A charge that the entryman failed to cultivate the
required acreage in the second entry year is not sus-
tained where the contestant's evidence censists mainly
of a general statement by a few persons concluding that
the entryman's mode of cultivation was inadequate. In
the face of testimony tc the contrary by contestee's
witnesses which leaves the evidence in equipoise, con-
testant has net met his burden of convincingly estab-
lishing the fact of the entryman's failure to cultivate
in the second entry year.

Th omas B. Kfr mball v,

(Apr. 16, 1975)
Lam Benrv Selby. 20 IELA 23

Where a homestead claimant submits a final proof vbicb
shows en its face that he has not cultivated the full
area required, and the record reflects that be has not
qualified fcr military credit or reduction in the cul-
tivation requirements, action rejecting final prccf and
canceling the claim may be suspended to permit the en-
tryman tc apply to purchase not more than 5 acres under
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the Homesite Act of May 26, 1931, failing which the
proof will be finally rejected and the claii canceled.

Ja_e__R_________ , 20 IBLA 129 (Flay 5, 1975)

devotion of the land to productive and profitable agri-
cultural use is essential tc satisfy the purpose and
intent cf the agricultural land entry laws.

Henry E. Reeves. 31 IBLA 2«2 (July 18, 1977)

Where a homestead entryman submits the testimony of two
witnesses with his final proof and that testimony dees
not show that the entryman has complied with the culti-
vation and residence requirements of the law, the final
proof is defective on its face; final proof which is
defective on its face will be rejected and the heme-
stead entry canceled.

Estate_of__o___hil_ott__Eeceased_, 28 IBLA 68 (Ncv. 10,
1976)"

Cultivation of a homestead entry must include the
breaking, planting or seeding and tillage for a crop
and be done in such a manner as to be reasonably cal-
culated to produce profitable results.

The acts performed in attempted satisfaction of the
cultivation requirements of the homestead law must be
done in good faith seeking to establish a profitable
agricultural operation on the entry.

An entryman who performs the minimum acts of cultiva-
tion, and seeds late in the last growing season and
soon thereafter files final proof, who does not visit
the entry to see the results of his attempts or pur-
sue any further agricultural activity on the entry, and
who does not establish that he had a market cr use fcr
the crop he could have grown, and where the results are
meager, has not demonstrated that he made a good faith
attempt to comply with the agricultural requirements cf
the homestead act.

United States v. Leonard F. Nelson (Supp. I),
31« (Jan. IK, 1977)

IBLA

FINAL FRCCF

The breaking, planting or seeding, and tillage fcr a

crop which constitute cultivation of the soil cf a bese-
stead entry lust include such acts and be dene in such
lancet as tc be reasonably calculated tc produce ctcfit-
able results.

Where it appears that land has been hand seeded and
rolled with a leg in a similar Banner as used en ether
homestead entries in the area, and where it is net
established that such seeding and rclling is net an
unreasonable practice for the type cf land and weather
conditions involved, the entryman's acts may be fcand
to have been calculated tc produce profitable results,
notwithstanding his efforts failed tc produce a useful
crop.

Thomas B. Kimball v. William Henry Selty. 2 IEIA 2 3

(Apr. 16, 1975)

Where a homestead claimant submits a final prccf which
shows on its face that he has net cultivated the full
area required, and the record reflects that he has net
qualified fcr military credit or reduction in the cul-
tivation requirements, action rejecting final prccf and
canceling the claim may be suspended tc penit the en-
tryman tc apply tc purchase not more than 5 acres under
the Homesite Act of May 26, 193H, failing which the
proof will be finally rejected and the claim canceled.

James, B._Hprthev. 2C IBLA 129 (Bay 5, 1975)

Where a homestead entryman has cleared and broken
ground and allowed a portion of the cleared, plowed
acreage to grow up with a species of native wheat
grass, such acreage is not "cultivated" within the
meaning of U3 CFR 2567.5(b), and the entryman's final
proof is properly rejected where it shows on its face
that the native grass acreage constituted an indispens-
able portion of the entryman's attempt at meeting the
cultivation requirements of the homestead laws. Since
there was not substantial compliance with the cultiva-
tion requirements, equitable adjudication cannnot be
properly invoked.

Clarence_Ra.2_.Ma this, 29 IELA 150 (Bar. U, 1977)

Wherein one year the homestead land is leveled and seed
is hand broadcast on the ground in late October after
the first frost in Alaska, and the following year seed
is simply scattered on the snow by a claimant whe as-
serts he is "not a farmer at all" and does not knew
whether this is accepted practice, the cultivation re-
quirements of the law have not been substantially met.

A homestead claimant who contracts for the planting
of "enough acreage to satisfy the homestead law" in
an essentially worthless hay crop in an area of Alaska
where there are no livestock, and with no intention tc
harvest or utilize it even though it successfully ma-
tured, has performed only a token compliance which is,
prima facie, demonstrative of bad faith. A good faith

In proper circumstances, the issuance of an order to
show cause why final proof should net be rejected and
entry canceled, is within the discretionary authority
cf the Eureau of Land Management in adjudicating a

homestead application.

Under sec. 7, Act of Mar. 3, 1891, 26 Stat. lCSt, as
a»_nde_, U3 U.S.C. « 1165 (1970), an order tc shew
cause why final prccf should net be rejected and entry
canceled, which order requires the shewing of a mate-
rial fact, is considered a contest or protest.

The showing cf "kind of crop planted" and "quantity cf
crop harvested" are reasonable requirements fcr final
prccf submitted for an Alaska homestead.

"Final entry." When an amended homestead final prcof
has Eeen submitted, the term "final entry" in the
proviso in sec. 7, Act of Mar. 3, ie91, 26 Stat. 1CS8,
as amended, 03 U.S.C. } 1165 (1970), refers tc the sub-
missicn, to the proper officials, cf the amended fital
prccf and required fees.

Under sec. 7, Act cf Mar. 3, 1891, 26 Stat. 1C98, as
amended, «3 U.S.C. « 1165 (1970), which requires issu-
ance of a patent 2 years after receipt upen final
for a homestead entry, a contest against an entry
not be dismissed where the complaint was filed wi
2 years following the submission cf additicnal af
vits amending the entryman's deficient final prcc
spite the fact that the receipt in ccnnecticn wit
deficient prccf had been issued more than 2 years bel
filing of the complaint and the receipt had never bet
canceled or a new receipt issued.

"Sited. States. v. Joe W, .Bryant. 25 IBLA 2«7 (June 23,
1976)
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FINAL PROOF—Continaed

The affidavit of a witness in support of a homestead
entryman's final proof will not be considered where
it was given in the presence of the entryman, 13 CFB
1823.2-2, as it is the policy of the Department tc as-
sure that the testimony of a witness is his own and
not that of the entryman.

Where a hoaestead entrynan subnits the testimony of two
witnesses with his final proof and that testimony does
not show that the entryman has complied with the culti-
vation and residence requirements of the law, the final
proof is defective on its face; final proof which is
defective on its face will be rejected and the home-
stead entry canceled.

Estate of Lon Phil£Ott (Deceased )

,

19767 '

28 IBLA 68 (Ncv. 10,

EOBiSTEAtS ICBCINABY)--Continued

LANDS SUBJECT TO— Continued

An aFplicaticn for hctestead entry fcr land in a na-
tional forest must be rejected as the Secretary of the
Interior has no authority tc permit such a disposition.

Gust a vus_ A^._ E re me r_e t_ux. , 21 IBIA 15 (June 16, 1S75)

The filing of an amended Alaska State Selection, after
a prior trade and manufacturing site claim for which a

notice cf lccation was recorded is canceled and closed
of record tut where the cancellation has not teen
posted on the records, segregates the land it describes
from further appropriations based en application or
settlement and location.

Barjaret L. KlaJttx Allan LV.Klatt, 23 IBLA 59 (Dec. 11,
1975"

By regulation, final proof of compliance with the home-
stead laws must be filed within 5 years, failing which
the homestead is subject to cancellation, although, in

proper cases the time for filing final prcof may be
extended. Bowever, the statutory life of a homestead
claim or entry cannot be extended beyond 5 years, dur-
ing which time all other requirements must be performed.
An extension of the time for filing final prcof is net
an extension of the time for performing acts of compli-
ance.

Hen ry._E.._ Beeves , 31 IBLA 2«2 (July 18, 1977)

A homestead claimant in Alaska may be given credit for
residence, cultivation and improvements after the time
his homestead application is filed but before allowance
of entry where the land was subject to appropriation by
him or included in an entry against which be had initi-
ated a contest resulting in cancellation of the entry.

"Subject to appropriation by him." The provision in
U3 CFB 2511.«-2(a) permitting credit for residence and
cultivation by a homestead entryman before the date of
entry if during that period the land was "subject to
appropriation by him" does not refer to land for which
there were prior-filed homestead applications which are
subsequently withdrawn or rejected. Therefore, until
action is taken on prior-filed applications, final
proof filed by a junior homestead applicant should net
be rejected merely because the land is subject to the
prior applications.

The mere fact homestead final proof in Alaska is filed
before allowance of the homesteader's application for
entry does not preclude consideration of the final
proof if entry is allowed.

J2ilB_Bi_Dea n , 3« IBLA 330 (Apr. 26, 1978)

LANDS SOBJECT TO

!5 I.C.

An application to make homestead entry on land embraced
in a first-form reclamation withdrawal is properly
rejected

.

No person shall be permitted to make homestead entry
or settle upon lands reserved for irrigation purposes
until the Secretary of the Interior shall have estab-
lished the unit of acreage per entry and publicly an-
nounced the availability of water for irrigation.

SAshar d_E.5._C r i 1 l_e t_aU , 18 IBLA K28 (Feb. 1M, 1975)

Lew is_ «i_Esl ick , 2« IBLA 237 (Bar. 2«, 1976)

P.3 1 1 as_Ci_p.ualma n_e t_a l± , 36 IBLA 119 (July 25, 1978)

An application to make homestead entry on land entraced
in a first-form reclamation withdrawal is prcperly
rejected.

£1iiJ2lJ_£li s

b

LSI

•

(Bar. 1, 1976)

Where a homestead entry has teen located en land later
included within a withdrawal "subject tc valid existing
rights," the withdrawal attaches to the land withit the
homestead upen cancellaticn of the entry. An amendment
of a homestead entry cannot include lands within a can-
celed adjoining entry to which a withdrawal has
attached.

Iekka_K Jl_Berikallio, 30 IBLA 157 (Bay 16, 1977)

A powersite classification effects withdrawal cf lards
to the full extent described therein as cf publication
in the Federal Begister, even if the extent of the lane
withdrawn by it is not accurately entered subsequently
on land-status maps, and, notwithstanding this errcr,
lands classified by it are withdrawn under sec. 20 cf
the Federal Fewer Act from settlement under the home-
stead laws, so that a notice of location settleient
claim and final prcof concerning these lands is prcper-
ly rejected.

Henry E. Beeves. 31 IELA 2D2 (July 16, 1977)

Ihe rejection cf a hciestead application in Alaska
merely because there are prior-filed homestead applies
tions for the same land is improper and pre
no action has teen taken en the conflicting
tions. If a prior-filed application is allc
land comes within an allowed entry of record
nior application must be rejected thereafter
if the prior application is rejected cr with
no lenger tars allowance of a junicr applica

sture
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JohD-B^Ceajn, 3« IBLA 330 (Apr. 1976) 65 I.I. 61

Where land en which a valid settlement has teen made
and vaintained acccrding to the law under which it was
made, was excepted from the effect cf the withdrawal cr
reservation, occupancy of the land prict tc reservaticn
cr withdrawal is insufficient to show excepticn where
no filing has teen made en the prior occupancy and the
prior occupancy was net fcr homestead purposes.

2°laj!d_and_Barie_gs.wald, 35 IBLA 79 (Bay 12, 1976)
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SETTLEMENT—Continued

& homestead claimant who fails to establish residence
on the land within 1 year after initiating the claim
has failed to comply with the Ian and his entry must
be canceled.

Bobert A. Bice. Jr.. 22 IBLA 291 (Nov. 3, 1975)

Pursuant to tt3 CFB 2567.5(a)(1), a homestead entryian
in Alaska must establish residence upon the land within
6 months of the date of allowance of the entry or with-
in a maximum period of 12 months, if a 6-month exten-
sion of time was requested and granted. These periods
do not commence at the time of the filing of the
application.

£ibert_A.._Howe. 26 IBLA 386 (Sept. 15, 1976)

Where a homestead entryman submits the testimony of two
witnesses with bis final proof and that testimony does
not show that the entryman has complied with the culti-
vation and residence requirements of the law, the final
proof is defective on its face; final prccf which is
defective on its face will be rejected and the home-
stead entry canceled.

Sstate_of_Lon.Phj
:
lpott.Jpeceased). 28 IBLA 68 (Nov. 10,

1976)

To establish residency on a homestead there must be the
intent to make the desired public lands the entryman's
home, and also the intent to no longer have a home at
the former residence; the law permits an entryman to
have two residences, but he may have only one home.

An entryman who, at the time he seeks to establish
residence on the entry, owns a house which he leases
furnished for 6 and 1/2 months and to which he returns
a few days after he has completed the reguired 7 tenths
on the entry did not establish his home on the entry
in good faith, and thus has not met the residence re-
guirement of the homestead law.

A homestead entry made with no intention of establish-
ing a permanent bona fide home on the entry, but merely
with a view to submitting a showing sufficient tc sap-
port occupancy for the briefest time permitted under
the law must be canceled, notwithstanding the prccf of-
fered shows full technical compliance with respect to
inhabitancy of the land for the period reguired by the
law.

United States v. Leonard F. Nelson (Supp. I). 28 IBLA
31« (Jan. 1U, 1977)

SECOND ENTBY

until the Secretary cf the Interior shall have estab-
lished the unit of acreage per entry and publicly ar-
nounced the availability cf water fcr irrigation.

Bichard, E. Crill et al t . 18 IBLA «28 (Peb. Id, 1975)

LfyJg.gi.Eslick. 2" IBLA 237 (Bar. 2«, 1976)

£allas_C._fiualman_et_al., 36 IBLA 119 (July 25, 1978)

where the initial actions cf a homesteader are incon-
sistent in that he appears to initiate his claii bctb
by settlement and by application fcr allowed entry, the
nature of bis claim will be determined by the type of
official form used by him to initiate the claim, and by
his actions with regard thereto.

J2in_»ntbc£i_£onsl|
(June 6, 1977)

3C IELA 311

where a notice of loeatier cf settlement claim is filed
covering land which is not available for entry, the
notice must be rejected and cannct be suspended tc await
the possible restoration cf the land to entry.

A powersite classification effects withdrawal cf lands
to the full extent described therein as of publication
in the Federa l Beqister . even if the extent of the land
withdrawn by it~is not accurately entered subsequently
on land-status maps, and, notwithstanding this errcr,
lands classified by it are withdrawn under sec. 21 of
the Federal Fower Act from settlement under the hcte-
stead laws, so that a notice of location settlement
claii and final prcof concerning these lands is proper-
ly rejected.

s, 31 IBLA 2U2 (July 18, 1977)

INDIAH AI101BENTS CB FQBLIC EQHAIN

GENERALLY

A reservation of geothermal resources must be impesed
upen a patent issued for an Indian allotment under the
fourth secticn of the General Allotment Act on land
knewn tc be valuable for such geothermal resources,
even though the allotment is based upon settlement
established prior tc any withdrawal cf the public
domain and antedated the knowledge cf the gectbenal
resources, but the application fcr patent was made
subseguent tc an application for withdrawal cf the
land to protect the geothermal resources.

Beir.s_of_Car.rie_Betbel, 29 IELA 210 (Bar. 22, 1977)

An application for a second homestead entry under the
Act of Sept. 5, 191U, is properly rejected in the ab-
sence of sufficient showing that the applicant lest,
forfeited, or abandoned the original entry through no
fault of his own or because of matters beyend his
control.

Arthur Lloyd Zellweger. 19 IBLA 118 (Bar. 5, 1975)

SETTLEMENT

No person shall be permitted to make homestead entry
or settle upon lands reserved for irrigation purposes

With respect to Indian allotments on naticnal forest
lands, the Secretary cf Agriculture cr his delegate is
reguired by statute to determine whether the land is
more valuable fcr agriculture or grazing purposes than
for the timber thereon. Once the ccnclusicn that the
land is more valuable for agriculture or grazing is
reached, it is the functicn cf the Secretary of the
Interior and/or his delegate to adjudicate the applica-
tion including determination of the legal sufficiency
of applicant's use and occupancy.

The granting of an Indian allotment in a national fcr-
est, assuming that the statutory criteria have been
met, is within the discretion of the Secretary cf the
Interior and is not a mere ministerial duty.
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GBNEBALLT— Continued

Viability of an Indian allotment from an economic stand-
point is a legitimate consideration in the exercise cf
the Secretary's discretionary authority over allotments.
However, land in an Indian allotment application nay be
considered together with adjacent land owned by the ap-
plicant in determining viability. Past history of use
of the land to provide a livelihood is a relevant
factor.

Lorinda L . Hulsman. 32 IBLA 280 (Sept. 27, 1977)

there the Secretary of Agriculture has made a determi-
nation pursuant to sec. 31 of the Act of June 25. 1910,
36 Stat. 863. 25 O.S.C. 4 337 (1976), that lands within
a national forest are of no value for the timber found
thereon and are of negligible value for agricultural cr
grazing purposes, the Secretary of the Interior may re-
ject the allotment where the record shows that the land
in question is not a viable economic agricultural unit.

Samuel ,C, George. 39 IBLA 399 (Bar. 2, 1979)

CLASSIFICATION

In applying the statutory criteria to an Indian allot-
ment application for land in a national forest under
the Forest Allotment Act of June 25, 1910, 25 O.S.C.
i 337 (1970) , the Secretary of the Interior is bound
by the determination of the Secretary of Agriculture
that the land is more valuable for the timber found
thereon than for agricultural or grazing purposes. An
application must be rejected where there is such a de-
termination and there is neither confusion regarding
the basis of the report nor error apparent on the face
of the report.

21 IBLA 85 (June 27, 1975)

In a decision on a request for reconsideration, the ear-
lier decision holding that an application for an Indian
allotment under sec. u of the General Allotment Act of
Feb. 8, 1887, as amended. 25 O.S.C. » 33U (1970), is
properly reduced from 160 to 80 acres will be sustained
where a Bureau of Land Management detailed report of
field examination shows the land to be ncnirrigable ag-
ricultural in character.

25 IBLA 229 (June 21, 1976)

with respect to Indian allotments on national forest
lands, the Secretary of Agriculture or his delegate is
required by statute to determine whether the land is
more valuable for agriculture or grazing purposes than
for the timber thereon. Cnce the conclusion that the
land is more valuable for agriculture or grazing is
reached, it is the function of the Secretary of the
Interior and/or his delegate to adjudicate the applica-
tion including determination of the legal sufficiency
of applicant's use and occupancy.

Lorinda L, Hulsman. 32 IBLA 280 (Sept. 27, 1977)

In applying the statutory criteria to an Indian allot-
ment application for land in a national forest under
the Forest Allotment Act of June 25, 1910, 25 O.S.C.
4 337 (1970), the Secretary of the Interior is bcund by
the determination of the Secretary of Agriculture that
the land has no value for agricultural or grazing pur-
poses. An application will be remanded for further re-
port from the Department cf Agriculture where there is
not a clear determination that the land is or is not

INDIAN AIICTEENTS CM EOELIC CCBAIH--C C n t i nu € c

CLASSIFICATION—Continued

more valuable for agriculture or grazing than for its
timber.

Samuel_C._Gecrae, 35 IBLA 19 (Baj

LAKES S0EJEC1 TC

In applying the statutory criteria to an Indian allot-
ment applicaticn for land in a national fcrest under
the Forest Allotment Act of June 25, 1910, 25 O.S.C.
v 337 (197C) , the Secretary cf the Interior is fcccnd

by the determination of the Secretary of Agriculture
that the land is mere valuable for the tiiber found
tberecn than for agricultural or grazing purposes. Ai

application xust be rejected where there is such a de-

termination and there is neither confusion regarding
the basis of the report nor error apparent en the faci

of the report.

Merlin j g,.Tr:iEE«.Sr-. 21 IBLA (June 27, 1975)
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Sec. « of the General Allotment Act of Feb. 8, 1££7,
authorizes the Secretary cf the Interior to issue al
cents to Indians where the Indians have made settles
upon public lands "not otherwise appropriated." Pen
final action on the matter, public lands are not ope
Indian allotment settlement and disposition followin
the filing and noting of an applicaticn by the Eutea
cf Land Management for a proposed withdrawal; regula
13 CFB 2C91.2-5(a) provides that the noting cf an ap
caticn for withdrawal on the official plats maintain
in the proper land office shall temporarily segregat
the subject land from settlement under the public la
laws to the extent that the withdrawal applied for,
effected, would prevent such forms of disposal. Fol
lowing issuance of a public land order withdrawing t

subject land, Indian allotment applications previous
held in a suspense status are properly rejected.

Thnrman Banks et al.. 22 IBLA 205 (Cct. 15, 1975)

withdrawal cf land in 19U0, inclusicn cf the Ian
grazing lease under authority of the Alaska Gras
of Far. «, 1927, revocation of the withdrawal it
and selection of the land by the State of Alaska
authority of the Statehood Act in 1963 while the
ing lease was still extant, effectively kept the
closed tc the initiation cf rights under the native Al-
lotment Act at all times during the period froit 1SDC tc
the revocaticn of the Allotment Act on Dec. 18, 1971,
by sec. 18 cf the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act.

lane

Herman Haakanscn. 23 IBLA 5« (Dec. U, 1975)

In a decisicn en a request for reconsideration, the ear-
lier decision holding that an applicaticn for an Indian
allotment under sec. U of the General Allotment Act of
Feb. 8, iee7, as amended. 25 O.S.C. « 33U (197C) , is
properly reduced from 160 to 60 acres will be sustained
where a Eureau of land Management detailed report cf
field examination shows the land tc be nonirrigable ag-
ricultural in character.

Edgar L. Cerd av. 25 IBLA 229 (June 21, 1976)

A reservation of gectbermal resources under the Geotber-
mal Steam Act of 197C may be inserted in a patent issued
for an Indian allotment granted under the fcurth section
of the General Allotment Act.

§g&55.9JLCarrie Bethel. 29 IBLA 210 (Bar. 1977)
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LANDS SUBJECT TO—Continued

In applying the statutory criteria to an Indian allot-
ment application for land in a national forest under
the Forest Allotment Act of June 25, 1910, 25 U.S.C.
§ 337 (1970) , the Secretary of the Interior is bound by
the determination of the Secretary of Agriculture that
the land has no value for agricultural or grazing pur-
poses. An application will be remanded fcr further re-
port from the Department cf Agriculture where there is
not a clear determination that the land is or is not
more valuable for agriculture or grazing than for its
timber.

Sa__e__C__Geor_e, 35 IBLA 19 (May 5, 1978)

INDIAN_AILCTnENJS_OB_P0ELIC_DgMAIN

—

Continued

LANDS SUBJECT TO—Continued

Settlement on land in Alaska which is subject to a

grazing lease issued under the Alaska Grazing Act cf
Bar. i», 1927, «3 U.S.C. «« 316, 316a-316c (1976), does
not create any rights by virtue cf such settlement un-
der the Alaska Native Allotment Act, 13 U.S.C. «« 27C-1
to 270-3 (1970), repealed by U3 U.S.C. 4 1«17 (1S76).
since such land is segregated frcm adverse appropria-
ticn at least until the Department takes acticn to can-
cel the grazing lease pre tantc, but the grazing lease
does not preclude the filing cf a State selection ap-
plication which, when filed, segregates the land from
all appropriation based upon settlement or location.

Floyd L. Anderson, Sr.. HI IBLA 26C (June 2e, 197S)
86 I.E. 3D5

where the Secretary of Agriculture has made a determi-
nation pursuant to sec. 31 of the Act of June 25, 1910,
36 Stat. 863, 25 U.S.C. 5 337 (1976), that lands within
a national forest are of no value for the timber found
thereon and are of negligible value for agricultural cr
grazing purposes, the Secretary of the Interior may re-
ject the allotment where the record shows that the land
in guestion is not a viable economic agricultural unit.

Sa__el_C__Geor_e , 39 IBLA 399 (Mar. 2, 1979)

Native occupancy and use commenced at a time when land
is withdrawn from settlement, location, sale, or entry
provides no basis for a Native allotment. Withdrawal
of the land in 1910 by Exec. Order No. 83««, inclusion
of the land in a grazing lease and homesite, and the
subsequent selection of the land by the State of Alaska
in 1966 have effectively kept the land clcsed to the
initiation of rights under the Act of May 17, 19C6, at
all times during the period from 19U0 to Dec. 18, 1971,
when the Act was repealed by the Alaska Native Claims
Settlement Act.

Although the Department has adhered to the principle of
protecting Indian occupancy on public lands, it also
has the responsibility of protecting rights of others
to public land tenure, including persons wbc have been
granted grazing leases under the Alaska Grazing Act of
Mar. U, 1927, as amended, U3 U.S.C. »« 316, 316a-316o
(1976).

Milton R. Pa qan o. 11 IBLA 21U (June 27, 1979)

Withdrawal of land in 19140, inclusion of the laid in a
grazing lease under authority of the Alaska Grazing Act
of Bar. «, 1S27, revocation of the withdrawal in 1961,
and selection of the land by the State of Alaska under
authority of the Statehood Act in 1963 effectively kept
the land closed to the initiation of rights under the
Native Allotment Act at all times during the pericd
from 19«0 to the revocation of the Allotment Act en
Dec. 18, 1971, by sec. 18 of the Alaska Native Claims
Settlement Act.

Norman O theim . Billy Bosk ofskv. Jr. JAs__eir of Sicholas
Eoskcfsky ) . Ml IBLA 338 (July 11, 1979)

Where an applicant fcr a Native allotment alleges use
and occupancy of lands which had previously bcec kitn-
drawn in accordance with sec. 2«, federal Water Fewer
Act cf June 1C, 192C, an applicaticn is properly denied
despite the fact that a public land order designating
the area a powersite classif icaticn is issued subse-
quent to the applicant's commencement of use and occu-
pancy. Lands included ic an applicaticn fcr powersite
development under the Act shall from the date cf filing
of the application be reserved from entry, location, or
ether disposal under the laws of the United States, un-
less otherwise directed by the federal Fewer Ccnissicn
or by Congress.

Li.Dibe.ra._A2e lander, Ul IBLA 382 (July 23, 1979)

Native use and occupancy commenced at a time when
is otherwise appropriated and segregated from sue
and occupancy provides no basis fcr a claim under
Act of May 17, 1906. Inclusion of the subject la
in 1932 in a grazing lease, withdrawal cf the Ian
1940, selection of the lands in 1967 by the State
Alaska, and subsequent withdrawals in 1973 pursua
the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act have effe
ly kept the lands closed to the initiation of rig
under the Act of May 17, 1906, at all times durin
period from 1932 to Dec. 18, 1971, when the Act w

repealed by sec. 18 of the Alaska Native Claims S

ment Act.
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Withdrawn lands are net open to appropriaticn under the
Native Allotment Act. Appellant's settlement upon a

tract of land withdrawn from entry is a trespass, and
such settlement does not provide a basis fcr any claim
to the land.

Publication in the Feder_>l Registe r cf FLO No. 3132
withdrawing certain lands in Alaska from all forms cf
appropriaticn under the public land laws, eicept leas-
ing under the mineral leasing laws, gives valid notice
cf its contents.

Elizabeth J. Martini. «2 IBLA 82 (Aug. 13, 1979)

Although the Department has adhered to the principle of
protecting Indian occupancy on public lands, it also
has the responsibility of protecting rights of others
to public land tenure, including persons who have been
granted grazing leases under the Alaska Grazing Act cf
Mar. «, 1927, as amended, «3 O.S.C. «* 316, 316a-316c
(1976).

Haqnel E. Drabek. «1 IBLA 219 (June 27, 1979)

Lands included in an application for powersite develop-
lent under the Federal Power Act of June 10, 1920,
16 O.S.C. « 818 (1976), shall frcm the date of filing
cf the application be reserved frcm entry, loeatien,
or ether disposal under the laws of the United States,
unless otherwise directed by the Federal Pcwer Coimis-
sion or by Congress.

Cha_r_es_L__Jchn, «2 IBLA 260 (Aug. 27, 1979)
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SETTLEMENT

Settlement on lana in Alaska which is subject to a

grazing lease issued under the Alaska Grazing Act
Mar. U, 1927, 13 U.S.C. §$ 316, 316a-316o (1976),
not create any rights by virtue of such settlement
der the Alaska Native Allotment Act, «3 U.S.C. S§
to 270-3 (1970), repealed by "3 O.S.C. § 1617 (197
since such land is segregated from adverse appropr
tion at least until the Department takes action to
eel the grazing lease £ro tanto, tut the grazing 1

does not preclude the filing of a State selection
plication which, when filed, segregates the land f

all appropriation based upon settlement ci lecatic

ZA°Zd_L.._Andersoni_SrJ tl IBLA 280 (June 28, 1979)
86 I.D. 3«5

INEIAN LANES— Continued

GENERALLY—Continued

The frovisicn in 13 CFR 3825.1(b) that failure to fay
annual rental on or before the anniversary date of a

mining claim located in the Papago Indian Reservation
"shall be deemed sufficient grounds for invalidating
the claim" is directory, not mandatory. Rhere the min-
ing claimant does not pay rental for 2 years on two
claims and is 1-1/2 years late on other claims, ard
where he has not paid the rental prior to receiving
decisions from the Eureau of Land Management holdirg
the claims invalid, the mining claims must be held
invalid.

Louis E. Ellsworth. Jr.. 33 IBLA 26 (Nov. 22, 1977)

IN£IM_ECONOMIC_ENTER PRISES

BUY INDIAN ACT

The provisions of the Act of June 25, 1910 (36 Stat.
861, 25 U.S.C. $ U7 (1970)), commonly referred to as the
"Buy Indian" Act, plainly bestow discretionary authority
on the Secretary of the Interior with respect to the
purchase of products and labor of Indian industry.

Administrative Appeal of Means Construction Co. et al.
»i_Commissioner_of_Indian_Affairs,~5 IBIA 212 (Nov. 57
1976)

INDIAN_LANDS
(§ee_also India

GENERALLY

Probate— if include in this Index.)

Sec. 8 of the Act of Apr. 23, 190«, 33 Stat. 302, pro-
viding for survey and allotment of lands within the
Flathead Indian Reservation, excepts from mineral entry
those lands classified as "timber land" ty a Presiden-
tial Commission, and the Department of the Interior has
no authority to overturn such classification and declare
the "timber lands" more valuable as "mineral lands."

Lands set apart as an Indi
part of the public domain.
Indian lands not opened tc

in reservation cease to
A mining claim lecated

entry is void ab initio

ho

Unless there is an express provision to the contrary
effect, lands contained in an Indian reservation are
segregated for the benefit of the Indians, and with-
drawn from the operation of the public land laws,
including the mining laws.

Montana Copper King Mining Co. et al.. 20 IBLA 30
lAprT 16, 1975)

thin the Papago
Act cf June 18,
y 27, 1955,
nnual rental pay
fore the anni-

A decision
re proceedings
il several
is no evidence

ellant admits

The holder cf a mining claim located wj

Indian Reservation under sec. 3 cf the
193U. «8 Stat. 98D (repealed. Act of Mi

69 Stat. 67) , is reguired tc make the <

ment for the claim in advance (en cr b<

versary date cf location cf the claim),
invalidating a claim will be upheld wh<

to void the claim are not initiated un(
months after the rental due date, ther<
the rent was paid for the year, and a p

]

the failure tc pay was an oversight.

JokS-lt-CcoJev., 36 IBLA 215 (Aug. 11, 1978)

The Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act extinguished
aboriginal occupancy claims of Alaska Natives; such
claims cannot serve as a tar to a State selection, nor
preclude the State from challenging Native allotment
applications conflicting with its selection.

Under the "functional" standard tc determine adminis-
trative standing set forth in Koniaq. Inc. v. Andrus.
580 F.2d 601 (C.C. Cir. 1978), cert, denied, 99 S. Ct.
733 (1979), the State of Alaska has standing to chal-
lenge Native allotment applicaticps conflicting with
its selection applicaticns even if the land is within
a Native village selection area under the Alaska Native
Claims Settlement Act. The State has standing under
Departmental regulations to initiate private contests
against such conflicting Native allotient applications.

State of Alaska

The collection of a yearly rental pursuant to the pre-
visions cf «3 CFB 3825.1(b) fcr a mining claim situated
within the Fapagc Indian Reservation in no way presages
the existence of a valid mining claim based on the dis-
covery of a valuable mineral deposit.

Mited^taJe^v^J^E^ilsofl, UU iela 1 (Nov. 6, 1979)

The Department of the Interior does not have the
authority to modify a statute ratifying an agreement
with an Indian tribe on the grounds of fraud or coer-
cion in the execution of the agreement.

Title to Certain Land With in the Boundaries. of
i

the „ Foi
Yuma Indian Reservation as Established by the Executi\
0lIIII°I_jIni_9i 168" . M-36886 (Jan. 18, 1977)

81 I.D. 1

ALLOTMENTS

Generally

The Cuapaw Indians were allotted under the Act cf
Mar. 2, 1895, 28 Stat. 876, 9C7. The initial period
of restrictions against alienaticn contained in this
Act was extended ty subseguent amendments to rar. 3,
1971.

Estate cf Louis H arvey Ouapa w. 1 IEIA 263 (Dec. 23,
1975) 82 I.E. 6UC
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ALLOTMENTS—Continued

Generally—Continued

Hhere a Native allotment application is filed before
the death of an applicant, proof of the applicant's
use and occupancy, if otherwise timely, nay be filed
by the appropriate official of the Bureau of Indian
Affairs pursuant to H3 CFB 2561.2(a) after the appli-
cant's death. A decision rejecting the application
because the proof was filed after the applicant's
death must be set aside where the proof is net incon-
sistent with the application. Further proceedings
must be served upon the heirs, knewn or unknown, ty
appropriate service, and also upon conflicting claim-
ants, such as the State of Alaska.

_rne_t____Olson_ Jr___Deceased_, ui ibla 179 (June 22,
197 9)

Assuming, in the light most favorable to appellant,
that the allotments at issue were subject tc the final
EE°viso of sec. 9 of the Act of Mar. 2, 1889, 25 Stat.
888, 891, we find no language in this or other sections
of the Act evidencing an intention on the part of Con-
gress that allotments—to be valid— reguired approval
by the Oglala Sioux Tribe.

Appellant's contention that under sec. 22 of the Act
of June 30, 183«. U Stat. 729, 733 (25 O.S.C. « 19U
(1976)), the burden of proof cannot be assigned tc the
tribe is without merit. The issue framed by appellant
does not align "Indians" against "whites." The primary
relief sought by the trite is the cancellation of trust
patents which can only be held by Indians.

The issuance of a trust patent for an Indian allotment
carries with it a presumption of proper performance as
well as the implied finding of every fact made a pre-
reguisite to the patent's issue.

In addition to contravening rights bestowed by the
tribe's own constitution, appellant's position that
members of the tribe cannot obtain fee patents tc indi-
vidually owned trust land violates express guarantees
contained in the General Allotment Act and the Indian
Reorganization Act, as ame nde d.

ftdministrative_A££eal_of_Oalala_Sioux Tribe__. Commis-
sio ner of Indian Affairs and Richard Tall (PB0-105H2)

,

7 IBIA 188 (Sept. 5, 1979) 86 I.E. U25

Alienation

Pursuant to the Act of July 28, 1955, 69 Stat. 392, as
amended (25 U.S.C. 5 608 (1970)), and 25 CFR 121.17
et se^., an Indian owner cf trust land who consents to
sell her interest to the Yakima Tribe is legally enti-
tled to the fair market value therefor.

The party challenging the terms or conditions of a

sale of Indian land bears the burden of proving the
violation or misconduct alleged.

The individual Indian seller has not upheld her burden
of disproving the validity of the Mar. 1976 appraisal
as the basis for sale of her land in Oct. 1976, nor has
she demonstrated through the proposed testimony of wit-
nesses or other possible evidence, any necessity for
ordering a hearing on this guesticn.

Where the subject appraisal was based on the land's
"highest and best use" and 5 of the 80 acres were
considered by the BIA appraiser as contributing no
value in such a market, the appellant erroneously con-
strued the appraisal as a determination that 5 acres
of her land were without value for any purpose.

Under the circumstances of this case, no prejudicial
error occurred as a result of the BIA appraiser's

INDIA N LAHDS—Continued

ALLOTMENTS—Continued

Alienation—Continued

failure to estimate the worth, or lack thereof, of an
old abandoned structure en appellant's land.

Administrative Appeal of Hazel Bawk Tisser v, Area
Eirector. Portland Area Office. Eureau cf Indian
*iiai£§. 1 "I» 22 (Feb. 17. 1978)

la tests

Applications

Application for patent in fee will be denied where ap-
plicant is found incapable of properly or adequately
managing her own affairs.

Admin istrative Appeal of Ethel H, Not Ajrajd y f A tea
Director. Billings, et al.. 3 IBIA 235 (Jan. 31, 1975)

82 I.t. 51

CEDED LANCS

The Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 is not applicable to
lands of the Hind River Indian Reservation which were
ceded by the Indians to the United States in trust fcr
disposition tut were subsequently restored to tribal
ownership. Such lands may be leased only under the
Act cf May 11, 193e, 25 O.S.C. 4 396a e_ _e_. (1970).

The Mineral leasing Act cf 1920 is not applicable to
the ceded but undisposed of lands of the Bind River
Indian Reservation. Such lands may be leased only
under the Act cf Aug. 21. 1916, 39 Stat. 519.

§ener.al_Crude_Oil_£o., 19 IBLA 2U5 (Mar. 1S75)

The Agreement of Dec. 1, 1893, between the Xuia (new
Cuechan) Indians and the Onited States, ratified ic
sec. 17 cf the Act cf Aug. 15. 1694. was an atsclute,
Ftesent cession of any and all interests cf the Irdians
to the ncnirrigable lands in the Fort Yuma Indian Res-
ervation created ty Executive Order cf Jan. 9, 1E£U.

Sec. 25 cf the Act cf Apr. 21, 19CU, which authorized
the application of the Reclamation Act of 1902 tc the
Yuma Indian Reservaticn, did not repeal by implication
sec. 17 cf the Act of Aug. 15, 1890, which prcviaed fcr
the cessicn, reclamation and allctfent cf the Reserva-
tion, and is in no way inconsistent with the 189U Act.

Assuming that the Act cf Aug. 15, 18SU, was a condi-
tional rather than an absolute cession by the Yuia (new
Cuechan) Indians of their rights to the ncnirrigable
lands in the Fort Yuma Indian Reservaticn, all material
conditions en the part of the Onited States were met,
and the cession has occurred.

The administrative treatment cf land as reservaticn
land under the jurisdiction of the Eureau of Indian
Affairs for many purposes is not dispositive of the
status of the land in the face of clear legislation
demonstrating that it was absolutely ceded, even *ith-
out conflicting administrative treatment of the lands
as public detain or under the jurisdiction of the
Reclamation Service. The Department has the authority
to resolve disputes and correct errors in the status cf
lands within its jurisdiction.

litle_to.Cestain_LajDj_jathij_the.Epundaiies_of_ihe.Iojt
i2ia_I_Jia__|ese_vatic_^s_E__a_li____________Jj_c__i__
0_de_ of Jan_ 9_ _88tt, M-36886 (Jan. 18, 1977)

80 I.t. 1
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Hhen interpreting Federal agreements and statutes per-
taining to Indian Affairs, one must consider the legis-
lative history, as well as surrounding circumstances
and subsequent aduinistra tive practices to determine
what the parties intended, and in particular, what the
Indians understood the agreement to aean. Doubtful ex-
pressions are to be resolved in the Indians' favcr.

Congressional intent to modify or abrogate Indian
property rights must be clear and cannot be lightly
inferred.

The Agreement of Dec. U , 1893, between the Yuma (now
Quechan) Indians and the United States, ratified in the
Act of Aug. 15, 1894 (28 Stat. 286, 332) provided for a

conditional cession of the nonirrigafcle land of the
Fort Yuma Reservation. The conditions which included
allotment and sale of surplus irrigable land and the
opening of nonirrigable lands to settlement and entry,
did not occur during the decade following the agreement
and ratifying statute.

Ti$lg_S°_cg^ ta iP. Lanas »ithin the Boundaries of the

I21 t_YuBa_Jnow_called_2uechanl_Indian_ Reservation,
(1-36908 (Jan. 2. 1979) 86 I.E. 3

CONTRACTS

Formation and Validity

Bi!s_and_Award.s

Blstakea

Hhere the Bureau of Indian Affairs knew or should have
known of the bidder's mistake, a bidder en Indian lands
is entitled to recover deposits where he is guilty of
mistake in misreading of specification.

Ad»ini5tiative_A££eal_of_Coualas.Stout.v^_Comaissionerx
Bureau_of_Indian_ Affairs, 5 IBIA 260 (Dec. 3, 1976)

83 I.D. 603

FEE LANDS

IfifiIAN_LANDS—Continued

FORESTRY—Continued

Timber_Sales_Con tract—Continued

Administrative Fees—Continued

Onder existing regulations neither the Superintended
nor the Area Directcr had the authority tc reguire
ccllecticn cf other than a 5 percent fee from appel-
lant in the absence cf special instructions from the
Secretary.

The Secretary cr the Assistant Secretary fcr Indian
Affairs has authority to reduce the fixed fees
described at 25 CFR 141.18 regardless of whether the
charge is fcr timber sold under regular supervision.

Administrative Appea l of Hele n

cf Indian Affairs. 7 IBIA 36 (Bar. 17,

GRAZING

Generally

The Eureau cf Indian Affairs is not required tc
withdraw allotted land from a range unit designated
for grazing in accordance with 25 CFR 151 merely be-
cause a majority of the owners in the allotment have
requested withdrawal.

Al!iBi£tratlve_At_p_eal of Iris Bea r_ Heel s_v^_ Aberdeen
Area Director. 6 IBIA 253 (Dec. 15, 1977)

A person who has no interest that would be adversely
affected by the outcome of an appeal is not an inter-
ested party and service of an appeal on such person is
not necessary under 25 CFR 2.11(a).

A dmjni^ra.y ve^jc_r_e^^f_J^e^Jo^j^e^_£r_ A rea_ Direc-
tor. Portland Area Office. 6 IBIA 124 (Aug. 1, 1977)

84 I.E. 439

A decision by the Bureau of Land Management canceling
fee simple patents issued to Indians and simultaneously
issuing new Indian trust patents is not subject to re-
view by the Board of Land Appeals, which has no juris-
diction in the matter, where the decision was made at
the direction of the Assistant Secretary for Indian
Affairs.

aiHe^ia£x_IncJ^_AtomicJesiernt_Jncii_Fremcni_Ener3i
£2I£i*_Iy.2I_&da.il » "1 IBLA 333 (July 11, 1979)

Sales

General ly

Submission of more than one bid on any one unit by any
given bidder is considered proper unless prohibited by
the sale terms.

Admin ist rative Appeal of James Rosenberg v. Area Cirec-
tor^'PorJland^Area'office, 6 IBIA 124~ (Aug.

_
l,~19777
84 I.e. 1439

Jimber_Sales_ConiracJ

Administiative_fees

Determining the reasonableness of administrative fees
assessed under authority of 25 CFB 141.18 is a matter
requiring the exercise of discretionary authority and
as such the issue must be directed to the Assistant
Secretary for Indian Affairs for resoluticn.

The Board of Indian Appeals may net resolve a

discretionary matter without clear authority from the
Secretary.

Indian Preference

Generally,

Frivilege of meeting high sealed bids of non-Indians
in grazing sales is limited to adult tribal members,
Indian corporations and Indian Associations acccrdirg
to preference determined by the governing body and con-
curred in writing by the Area Director.

Administrative Appeal, of Jake Ring et al. v. Area
Director. Aberdeen. 6 IBIA 137 (Aug. 10, 1977)



I»J2IAH_LAHDS-- continued

IRRIGATION

Sec. 25 of the Act of Apr. 21, 190H (33 Stat. 189,
22«) , which authorized the application of the 1902
Reclamation Act to the Fort Yuma and Colorado River
Reservations, and which provided for the allotment and
sale of surplus irrigable lands on those reservations,
was unrelated to and was not intended to effect the
conditional cession provided for in the 1893 agreement
and the 189K ratifying statute.

Ti£le_to_Certain_Lands_Within^he_B^ndaries_of_the
f2£t_I u » a_ln°«_called_2uechanl_Indian_ Reservation,
M-36908 (Jan. 2, 1979) 86 I.E. 3

LEASES AND PERMITS

Generally

A lease canceled by the Superintendent of an Indian
Agency for nonpayment of rent is not reinstated when
rents are subsequently accepted pending an administra-
tive appeal.

Ad mi nistrative_A££eal_of_jjay.ne_!L1_E van s_vi_Aberdeen
Area_Director_et_ali , « IBIA 202 (Nov. 1U, 1975)

Except where prohibited by statute or regulations a

lease which remains executory in part may be canceled
or abandoned by mutual consent.

Cancellation or abandonment of a lease may be implied
from acts of the parties in negotiating for a new lease
concerning the same property or subject matter.

Upon issuance of a show cause letter by the Bureau
of Indian Affairs, and it appearing that the alleged
violation can be corrected, the lessee shall be given
a reasonable opportunity to cure the breach.

Administrative_A££eal_of_Harold_Hansen_vi_Area_Direc^
torIIIberdeen_A£ea_Officex~et_aU, 5 IBIA 4~(Jan. 20,
1976)

Leases may be granted by the Secretary pursuant tc
25 CFR 131.2(a) (1) only where adult owners who qualify
under 25 CFR 131.3 are unable to agree upcn a lease.

Administrative, A£p^al_of_James_Boraanx_Jri_yi_Area
Director^,Aberdeen, A r ea_0 f fice,_e t.al^ , 5 IEIA 1«
(Jan. 22, 1976) 83 I.E. 20

Where an oil and gas lease on Indian allotted lands
provides for a term of years and as much longer there-
after as oil and gas is produced in paying quantities,
upon failure to achieve production during the primary
period the lease terminates by its own terms.

An oil and gas lease on Indian lands will net be
tended beyond the primary term by the mere assert
the lessee, after the lease has expired, that the
had been committed to a unitized area which conta
producing well. Where the record shows that the
did not comply with the terms of the lease cr the
lations requiring the lease to affirmatively seek
proval of the Secretary of the Interior tc effici
commit the lease to a producing unit, outside eve
had no effect on the lease, and the lease expired
own terms.
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Generally

—

Continued

interests in the ether tracts involved in the ucit
agreement.

£ottcn_Petrc^eum_Ccrt..1_v. Sanedan Cil Corp.. 29 III8 13
(Feb. 8, 1977)

Oil and gas produced from leases of Fort Peck tribal
lands cannot be taxed by the State cf Montana.

The taxation proviso contained in 25 O.S.C. § 3S6
(1970) does net apply tc leases entered into under the
1938 Mineral Leasing Act (25 D.S.C. «5 396a-396f
(1970)). States cannot tax the production of oil and
gas from such leases.

T ax Stat us cf the Frcd uctioo of Cil and Ga s f re it leases
cf Fcrt, Peck Tribal Lands mider, the., 1938 Pineral leas-
ing Act. M-36896 (Nov. 7, 1977) 8« I.E. 9C5

Farming and Grazing

The restricted allotment of any Indian may be leased
for farming cr grazing purposes by the allottee or bis
heirs, subject tc the approval cf the superintendent cr
ether officer in charge of the reservation where the
land is located, under such rules and regulations as
the Secretary cf the Interior may prescribe.

Administrative Appea l of W. J. E. Graham and fcilliaa S.
G raha m v. Area Eirectpr £ . B.I. A, „ Billings, and ill
Other In t eres ted Parties. « IBIA 2C5 (Nov. 19, 1975)

82 I.E. 568

Grazing

Allocation

Generally

A tribal governing body may authorize the allocation cf
grazing privileges fcr tribal and tribally controlled
Government land to Indian corporations, Indian associa-
tions, and adult tribal members.

Algini^t^ive^pteal^f_Sally^nn_lajJsraJz_and_Aurelia
Spencer.v. Superintendent . Fort Eelknar Agency; Area
Eitector, Eill inqs Area Off i ce; Fcrt Belknap Ccucnity
Council; and Arnold All en. M IBIA 231 (Nov. 26, 1975)

82 I.E. 585

Revocaticn or Cancellation

The Superintendent may reveke or withdraw all or any
part cf a grazing permit by cancellation or modifica-
tion on 18C days written notice for allocated Indian
use.

Administrative Appeal of Sally Ann Pankratz and iurelia
S penc er v. Superin tende nt. Port B elknap Agency ;, Area
Eirector. Eillinqs Area O ffice; F crt Be lkn ap Ccmrcnity
Council,;, and Arnold Allen. « IBIA 231 (Nov. 26, 1975)

82 I.E. 585

A communitization agreement involving an oil and gas
lease for Cheyenne-Arapaho allotted lands may properly
be approved by the Area Director, BIA, pursuant tc
25 CFR 172. 2« where that agreement incorporates all the
terms and conditions of a State pooling order which
joined the lessee with all other holders of mineral



IJJDIiJLLiNDS— Continued

LEASES AND PERMITS— Con tinned

long-term Busines.s^Agricultur.e

Geneiilll

In the absence of any qualifications, the plain and
ordinary construction or leaning of the term gross
receipts as contained in the lease must te given.

lJ»ini!
stra^ive_i££eal_of_lalj!_PatencjLp Cc

-
.A_IncJ,.t_et

ali_»i_«inifred_Patencio_|r^cK*inkle_et_aK, 5 IBIA
37 (Bar. 2, 1976)

INDIAN LANES— Continued

LIASES AND PERBITS—Continued

Oil and Gas

In exercising its discretion to lease or not to lease
oil and gas under the Mineral Leasing Act for Acquired
lands, 30 O.S.C. «« 351-59 (1970), the lepartiert lay
reject an oil and gas lease offer filed thereunder,
where the minerals are held in trust for the Shcsbcne
and Arapaho Indians and are leasable under the Act cf
Aug.. 21, 1916, 39 Stat. 519.

General Crude Oi l Co .. le IBLA 326 (Jan. 7, 1975)

If definition of gross receipts and other pertinent
lease provisions governing rental consideration are
unambiguous the plain tens must control. Otherwise,
resort may be had to rules of construction and rele-
vant parol evidence to assist in ascertaining the
intentions of the parties.

»d«inlstrative_A2Eeals^f_TJ^nde^birJ_Theater_Co. x
JiJg-t-SelpB F. and Harian T. Burns, Shell Oil Co, v.
Commissioner j

,

Bureau of Indian Affairs, et al.

,

6~TIlA~2U0 (Nov. 297~1977"

Cancellation

A lease may be canceled by the Secretary, at the re-
quest of the lessor where lessee has failed to carry
out specific provisions of the lease.

A^"il!istrative_A££eal_of_Se^sioj^x_Xn^i_JA_CaliJornia
Cor£.l_Vi Richard Amado Hiquel Lte ssO£).x_Lease_Noi
PSL;357 "TlBIA 8« 7july~10, 1975)

~"
82 iTc. 331

Acceptance of rentals by a lessor subsequent to default
on specific provisions of the lease by the lessee does
not constitute waiver of items in default in the absence
of showing that lessor voluntarily or intentionally
waived the requirements under the lease.

Administrative Appeal of Sessions. Inc. (A California
£or£iI_vi_Bichard_A«ado_Biai^_JLessorIA_Lease_NcJ.

PSL-35. a IBIA 8« (July 10. 1975) 82 I.I. 331

Seasonable transportation costs of production frci oil
and gas leases frcm the field tc the first available
market are allocable to the Federal cr Indian royalty
interest.

Kerr- BcG e e_C c r£i , 22 IBLA 12U (Sept. 26, 1S75)

where an oil and gas lease on Indian allotted lards pro-
vides for a term cf years and as much longer thereafter
as oil and gas is produced in paying quantities, open
failure to achieve production during the primary period
the lease terminates by its own terms.

beAn oil and gas lease en Indian lands will not
tended teyond the primary term by the mere as
the lessee, after the lease has expired, that
had teen coimitted tc a unitized area which c

producing well. Where the record shows that
did net cemply with the terms of the lease or
latiens requiring the lease to affirmatively
proval cf the Secretary of the Interior to cf
comfit the lease to a producing unit, outside
no effect on the lease, and the lease expired
terms.

A communitization agreement involving an oil and gas
lease for Cheyenne-Arapaho allotted lands may properly
te approved ty the Area Director, BIA, pursuant tc
25 CFB 172.24 where that agreement incorporates all the
terms and conditions cf a State pooling order which
joined the lessee with all ether holders of mineral
interests in the other tracts involved in the unit
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agreement.

:n Petroleum Cert, v.

; e7~1977)'
.Sa medan_C i l_Cci£ . . 2 9 IBLA 13

The 20-percent limitation regarding rental adjustments
appearing only in the ARBITRATION clause cf the subject
lease has no application to rental adjustments which
may be effected pursuant to the RENTAL ADJUSTMENT
clause of the lease and regulations.

A3ministrative_A££eal_of_Norjian_RJ
§ionerx_Bu£eau_of_Indian Affairs,
197 9)

Generally.

Byrd v. Commis-
1 IBIA~li42"Bay 11,

Acceptance of rentals by a lessor subsequent to default
on specific provisions of the lease by the lessee does
not constitute waiver of items in default in the absence
of showinq that lessor voluntarily or intentionally
waived the requirements under the lease.

*38ini§iiati»e_A£Eeal_of_Ses^ionsi_Ij!ci_JA_Califcrnia
£gEB.».l.*t Richard Amado Miguel (Lessor), lease No.
PSLi35, U IBIA 8« 73uly 10, 1975) " 82 iTd. 331

from leases cf Fort Peck tribal
1 by the State of Montana.

Tax Status cf the Production cf Cil aqd Gas frcm lease;
2j_Ioit_£eck_Trjtal_Lanls_under_ihe^918jHineiai_Leas-_
iD3_ict, B-36896 (Nov. 7, 1977) 6« I.I. SC!

Tribal royalties from leases cf Jicarilla Apache tribal
lands cannot be taxed by the State of New Mexico.

Tax Status cf the Production of .Oil and Gas. from
JicariUa_A£ache_TritaJ_Lands_Uj!d^_Jhe_19jJ_Inaian
M ifieral_Leasina_Act, B-36896 (Supp.) (Bar. 2, 197S)

86 I.I. 161

Subleases, .Assignments^ Amendments^ Encumbrances

A sublease, assiqnment, amendment or encumbrance of
any lease may te made only with the approval of the
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Secretary and the written consent of all parties to
such lease.

Aaminlstrataje_AEBeaj_of_Hi^4_Bi_Grjh^m_ana_niliajL
Graham_vi_Ar^a_Cirectorx_Bili AA^Eiilin3sJ_and_A12
Other_Interested_Parties. « IBIA 205 (Nov. 19, 1975)

82 I.D. !

Violation

Damages

The measure of damages is governed primarily by appli-
cable provisions of the lease to the extent specified
and provided therein.

Administrative_Ap.peal of Paul.N. Jackson v. Area
DiIectorIlAnIdiiko7_et"IlT7 « IBIA 39~ (Apr.~29.~1975)

82 I.D. 191

INDIAN LANPS—Continoed

PATENT IN FEE

Genej.allv.

Onder regulations in effect before Apr. 2«, 1973, issu-
ance of a fee patent to a competent Indian applicant «as
considered tj the Department to be mandatory. On the
foregoing date, however, 25 CFB Part 121 was revised to
reflect the authority derived from the authorizing Acts
and to allow the exercise of discreticn in the issuance
of fee patents.

^lBlJtraL|3g_l££eal.gf.sg?ala.sAou|_Trifee_vx_£omaj,g:
siog^r.of. Indian. Affairs and, , iiichard.Tall. JPBg-^CgjjJl.
7 IEIA 188 (Sept. 5, 1979) 86 I.E. H25

Jurisdiction

Issuance of a patent in fee on a trust allotment
results in the Secretary's less of jurisdiction and
authcrity thereover.

Administrative Appeal.of . Jaaes P. Bowen v T Superinten-
dent, Northern Cheyenne Agency, et al.. 3 IEIA 221
(Jan. 21, 1975) 82 I.I. 19

OIL ANC GAS LEASING

Generally

An oil and gas lease offer must te rejected as tc lands
applied for which are held in trust for Indians and are
not available under the Mineral Leasing Act. Even
though the minerals in these lands have been reserved
to the United States, mineral development is not possi-
ble at this time because the language of the exchange
act under which the lands were acquired requires fur-
ther promulgation of special regulations by the Secre-
tary as a condition precedent to such development.

Thomas_p_t_C hace , 31 IBLA 13 (June 17, 1977)

The language of the Treaty of Port Laramie and the Ex-
ecutive Order of Apr. 12, 1870, when considered with the
case law and various utterances made ccntempcranecusly
with the Treaty, discloses an intention to include the
lands underlying the Missouri River, insofar as it runs
through the Fort Berthold reservation, ameng the lands
of the reservation itself.

I§Eel_Energ2_Corp..5., «2 IBLA 105 (Aug. 16, 1979)

Allotted_Lands

Where an oil and gas lease on Indian allotted lands pro-
vides for a term of years and as much longer thereafter
as oil and gas is produced in paying quantities, upon
failure to achieve production during the primary period
the lease terminates by its own terms.

£otton_Petroleum_Cor£j
(Feb. 8, 1977)

Tribal Lands

v..Samedan.pil.,Cor£.. 29 IELA 13

Reasonable transportation costs of producticn frcm oil
and gas leases from the field to the first available
market are allocable to the Federal or Indian royalty
interest.

KgrriHcGee.Corp.. 2 2 IBLA 12« (Sept. 26, 1975)

A decisicn by the Bureau of Land Hanagement canceling
fee simple patents issued to Indians and simultaneously
issuing new Indian trust patents is not subject tc re-
view by the Hoard of Land Appeals, which has no juris-
diction in the matter, where the decision was made at
the directicn of the Assistant Secretary for Indian
Affairs.

1ISi-5ta Jx-lP£^.t-iiomic_Hestepn._Tn c T Jt_FrejcnJ_jner33
£orj...,_ivor_ Adair. HI IELA 333 (July 11, 1979)

RESERVATION EO0NPAB7

Where an Indian tribe acquired title to land under
treaty, an erroneous survey of a boundary which became
the boundary of an adjacent wilderness area, cculd be
administratively corrected and control would be re-
stored to the tribe under 16 O.s.C. « 473 (1970).

lacs Fneblp Tract C. B-368811 (Oct. 28, 1976)
83 I.I. 529

Once boundaries of a reservation are established,
neither the boundaries nor title to tracts within them
can be altered or abolished without a clear statetent of
Congressional intent to do so.

Opinion en .the Boundaries of and Status, of Title to
Certain. Lands Hltti" the Colville and.Stokape.Ipdjan
Reservations, B-36887 (Feb. 2, 1977) 8« I.I. 72

RIGHTS-OF-HAY

It was not error for the administrative law judge
to interpret anbigucus previsions of the subject
right-of-way as if they were agreed to in an easeient
by contract through censideratien of the intentions of
the parties. If the easeient was created by Federal
grant, intentions of the parties could still te exai-
ined to resclve ambiguous language.

The intention of the parties was that appellant would
consummate a lease of tribal tidelands as a conditicn
to receiving the grant of a right-of-way over the
tidelands.



INDIAN_LANDS—Continued

BIGHTS-OF-SAY— Continued

Appellant was required to complete a lease of tribal
tidelands before it could subject them tc public use.
The foremost condition of the right-of-way grant was
that the public not have access to tribal tidelands be-

fore a shellfish protection plan could be incorporated
in a lease of the tidelands.

There was an unauthorized opening of the right-of-way
by appellant before completion of a tidelands lease
agreement.

Appellant was reguired to make improvements en the
right-of-way before it could be opened to the public.
The Bureau of Indian Affairs was entitled tc cancel th<=

right-of-way grant in accordance with 25 CPR 161.20(a)
when appellant violated this condition.

*5aiaistrative_A£Eeal_of_«hatcom_Cpjjnti^arJt_Eoard
lAE£ellai!£i_2i_*E§a_£iE§ctor^_Portland_Area_Cffice^
B u r e a u_o f I n d i a n_

A

f

t

a i r

s

| B esjjo n d enU.^_ lu i m i_ India n

lIib£_JIntervenorl, 6 IBIA~196 "(Nov. 28, 1977)
8« I.C. 93E

INpiAN_LANDS— Continued

TBIBAL BIGHTS IN ALLOTTED LANDS

Absent regulation requiring otherwise the most equita-
ble valuation date would be the date the Tribe elects tc

purchase the property of a noneligitle heir cr devisee.

The Eoard is not bcund by the Bureau cf Indian Affairs'
appraisal, report, and findings contained therein.
Instead, the Ecard will give censideratien to the com-
plete record, including the BIA appraisal, repcrt and
findings in arriving at its findings and detenicatior.

Isi§te_of_Cecelia_Siith_
IK.) Char les and Caroli
96 (Hay 21, 1976)

Verqote iBorger). Horns A.
arles (Brendale). I I EI A

83 I.t. 2C9

Absent controlling guidelines in the statute concerning
valuation date (fair market value) it is more eguitable
to charge the Yakima Tribe the fair «arket value of the
property as cf the date the Tribe elected tc purchase
same, i.e., Jan. 25, 1971.

E state of T etens (Iimens) Vivian Gardafee ,

(Hay 27, 1976)
IEIA 113
!3 I.I. 216

SOB-SURFACE ESTATES
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Thomas. D._Chacg. 31 IBLA 13 (June 17, 1977)

A statutory option held by the Tribe to take such in-
terests in lands which pass to specific heirs or dev-
isees whe arc net enrolled members cf the Tribe does
not vest any rights in said interests until payient
by the Tribe of the fair market value as determined
by the administrative law judge, after bearing if de-
tanded, plus unpaid interest.

Eair-market value date is considered to be the date cf
hearing to determine value or if no hearing, the date
the judge makes an independent finding and judgiett as
to the fair market value of the interest to be taken.

; wis Pitt . 6 IBIA 156 (Cct. 17,
84 I.

1977)
C. 85U

TAXATION

The taxation proviso contained in 25 O.S.C. « 398
(1970) does not apply to leases entered into under the
1938 Hineral Leasing Act (25 O.S.C. 4§ 396a-396f
(1970)). States cannot tax the production cf oil and
gas from such leases.

Tax Status of the Production of Oil and Gas from Leases
Sl-£QIt_£eck_Tjibal_Lands_uM^-thg.l938_Hineral_Leasz _
ina_Act, H-36896 (Nov. 7, 1977) 8H I.D. 905

The acticn of the Land Committee of the lakima Tribe
in voting to acquire allotted land at the fair market
value as determined by the Bureau of Indian Affairs
after an appraisal constituted an offer to purchase
and not an acceptance of an offer.

Administrative Appeal of Hazel Ba wk Visser v. Area
Director""Fcrtland Area Office. Eureau"! India""
Aflaiis, 7 IBIA 22 (Feb. 17, 1978)

The taxation proviso contained in 25 O.S.C. 4 398c
(1970) does not apply to leases entered into under
the 1938 Leasing Act (25 O.S.C. «« 396a-396f (1970)).
States cannot tax tribal royalties from such leases.

Tax Status of the Production of Oil and Gas from
Jicarilla Apache. Tribal Lands Onder the 1938 Indian
Hineral Leasing Act. H-36896 (Supp.) (Har. 2, 1979)

Damages

Notice and demand for collection of damages for tres-
pass on Indian lands are prerequisites tc filing suit
in Federal district court to collect damages for tres-
pass and is not subject to appeal under 25 CFR Part 2.

Administrative Appeal of Dean Hanse n v .

Ab££deen_Area_Of1 icex_Burea,u_°f_II!d_ia_Q
250 (Nov. 16."19767

.»Eea_Director x
Vffairs, 5 IBIA

83 I.D. 561

The fair market value date is considered tc be the date
of hearing tc determine value.

Interest is due and payable only on the unpaid balance
cf the fair market value as determined frcm the date cf
filing the election to take by the Tribe.

A statutory option held by the Tribe to take interest
in land under the Act of Dec. 31, 197C <8U Stat. 1E7M,
25 O.S.C. « 607 (1970)), does not vest any right in
such interests until payment by the Tribe cf the fair
market value as determined by the administrative law
judge after bearing if demanded, plus interest.

Estate_of_Jose£h_Simmonsx_Sr.,
1978)

7 IBIA «3 (Har. 31,



IJ»DIAN_PROBAT£
(See_also Indian Lands, Indian Tribes— if included in

this Index.)

GENERALLY

Where the constitutionality of the Act of Dec. 31, 197C
(25 U.S.C. 5 607 (1970), 81 Stat. 187U), is challenged
in court, the parties are not precluded from entering
into a stipulation for settlement upon which the court
may enter a consent judgment rendering a ruling upon
the constitutional issue unnecessary.

Estate of Benjamin Harrison Stowhy (Deceased Yakina
AlIottee_NoT_2«5l)__ind~Estate_of_aa£I_£*_.£flifl£X___
JJ3£r iso n_jSicea sed_C o lville_Al lot tee_Noi_S; 9251,
3 IBIA 2«3 (Feb. If, 1975) 82 I.D. 55

The Department of the Interior does not have the author-
ity to declare a statute unconstitutional as being in
violation of the Constitution of the United States.

Is tat e_of_Jo.yce_Ma rjf_James , « IBIA 81 (June 20, 1975)

Indians specifically excluded from the General Allot-
ment Act are precluded from invoking rights extended
by the Act or amendment thereto. However, simply
because the Cuapaws were allotted under a separate act
of Congress does not support a conclusion that the
heirship provisions of the General Allotment Act can-
not be applied to them.

Where no section of the General Allotment Act suggests
that the Quapaws were to be excluded from the Act's
provisions and where no section of the Quapaw Allotment
Act suggests the inapplicability of the General Allot-
ment Act to allotted Quapaw lands, there lies a rea-
sonable basis for jointly interpreting these Acts. The
correctness of applying the heirship provisions cf the
General Allotment Act to the Quapaws is conclusively
established because the Quapaw Allotment Act fails tc
adopt State law.

state of Louis Harvey Quapaw. I* IBIA 263 (Dec. 23
975) 82 I.D

The Department of the Interior does not have authority
to declare a Federal statute unconstitutional.

Estate of William (Konoa) Jackson. 6 IBIA 52 (Hay
1977)

Omitted Indian heirs are entitled to an order showing
their relationship to decedent as a matter cf protect-
ing their heritage, regardless of the de minimis value
of the estate.

Estate of Alexander Joseph Williams. 6 IBIA 132
(Aug. 2, 1977)

ADHINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE

Generally,

The administrative law judge's order determining heirs
failed to satisfy requirements of the Administrative
Procedure Act because of the absence of a statement cf
"findings and conclusions, and the reasons or basis
therefore, on all the material issues of fact, law,
or discretion presented on the record." 5 U.S.C. A.

4 557(c). Under this circumstance, we believe it is

IN DJAPPROBATE— Continued

ADMINISTRATIVE FBCCEEURE-

Generally.—Continued

appropriate tc cons:
peal and we conclude
hearing en the issu«
to Dec. 16. 1953.

3er appellant's new evidence en ap-
that such evidence justifies a re-
ef decedent's marital states prior

(Jan. 27. 1977)
Ro bert Qua empts (Kunekil. 6 IEIA 1C

Apflicatilitji to_Indian Probate

Opportunity tc be represented and to be present ai

cross-examine witnesses is all the law requires as

prerequisite cf full administrative hearing.

IstatS_cJ_Wij:ni e_!!.ove.s_Cam£, 7 ibia 2€6 (Nov. 15,
1979)

The Board of Indian Appeals has authority to reverse
findings of fact by an administrative law judge even
when not clearly in error. But an administrative law
judge will net be reversed when his decisicn turns upct
findings concerning credibility, which in turn are
based upen the demeanor of witnesses, and such findings
are supported by substantial evidence.

Estate cf Edward Lockwood . Jr.. 7 IEIA 271 (Nov. 2C,
1979)

Cff icial_ Not ice,_ Record

Official notice of documents and records will not te
taken unless they are introduced in evidence or units
an order or stipulaticn provides to the contrary.

Estate of Peahner (Babel) (Hable) Hahseet. 5 IEIA 27
(Feb. 23, 1976)

ADOPTION (Jee also CHILDREN, ADOPTED— if included in
this Index.)

Generally

An alleged adeptien cannot be recognized where it has
not been effected under any of the previsions of 25
U.S.C. 5 372a (1970).

Estate of William (Kcnoa) Jackson. 6 IBIA 52 (Hay «,
1977)

Administra tive_La w_Judcje_as Trier of_Facts

An administrative law judge's finding based on that
part of the evidence which printed words do not pre-
serve are net ordinarily reviewable by the agency, and
the administrative law judge's findings en veracity
must not be overturned without very substantial prepon-
derance in testimony as recorded.

E s t a te cf Albin (Alvin) Shemamy
,

19787
7 IBIA 7C (July 3,



I NDI AN .PROBATE-- Continued

APPEAL—Continued

Administr.ative_Law_Judae_as Trier of_Facts—Continued

It has been consistently held that an exaiiner's (pres-
ently administrative Ian judge) findings based on that
part of the evidence which printed words do not pre-
serve are not ordinarily reviewable by the agency, and
examiner's findings on veracity lust not be cverturned
without very substantial preponderance in testimony as
recorded

.

IfiCI A N_PROBATE—Continued

APPEAL—Continued

Batters Ccnsidered_cn Appeal

—

Ccntinued

Newly discovered evidence is to be presented in support
of a petition for a rehearing and will not be consid-
ered en an appeal.

1975)
u apaw , u IBIA 263 (tec. 23,

82 I-t. 6UC

Estate_of_fannie Newrobe_Choate, 7 IBIA 171 (July 31,

1979r

The weight and credibility of evidence are natters
properly considered by an administrative law judge in

the first instance. His findings, when in accord with
the preponderance of the substantial and probative evi-
dence adduced, will not be disturbed.

The Eoard is not reguired tc consider new evidence
first raised on appeal. However, were the Department
disposed to ignoring its cwn regulations governing
when new evidence shall be considered, appellants' case
still would net be telstered by an exceptional consid-
eration cf evidence new tendered.

Estate of Harold Humcv. 5 IEIA 132 (June ie, 1976)

Where there is sufficient evidence to support the find-
ing and testimony is conflicting the determination of
witness credibility and the findings of the fact ty
examiner (now administrative law judge) will not be
disturbed because only he had the opportunity to hear
and observe the witnesses.

Estate of Roland Loyd (Hoteadlemah) Botone, 7 IBIA 177
7Iug. 16, 1979)

The weight and credibility of evidence are matters
properly considered by an administrative law judge (in

this matter. Examiner of Inheritance, Assistant Commis-
sioner, Assistant Secretary of the Interior) in the
first instance. His findings, when in accord with the
preponderance of the substantial and probative evidence
adduced, will not be distributed.

To apply the doctrine that newly discovered evidence
shall net be considered on appeal wculd be unjust tc
appellant in this case who by virtue cf the lack cf
findings and conclusions in the administrative law
judge's criginal order was unable tc perceive the
nature of new evidence reguired tc support a valid
petition for rehearing.

E sta te of nitchell
(Jan. 27,"1977)

Timely_Filing

:ieti_2»a«SiJl_JJ! uneJsil » 6 IEIS 1C

The date the petition is received in the Eepartmenl
cf the Interior, rather than the date it was mailed
controls.

Estate of Guo-la a/k/a Thomas Jones. 7 IEIA 181
(Aug. 28, 1979)

I§iate_of_Catp_3 J

(Aug. 20, 1975)
Kaniakjn. (Tomec) , <l IEIA i:

The weight and credibility of evidence are matters prop-
erly considered by an administrative law judge in the
first instance. His findings, when in accord with the
preponderance of the substantial and probative evidence
adduced, will not be disturbed.

An administrative law judge may upon his cwn motion or
upon motion of any party in interest schedule a supple-
mental hearing, if he deems it necessary.

Esta te_of_Qa ri_Chi££e wa_Jackson

,

1979)
7 IBIA 22U (Oct. 15,

Extension of_Time for riling

That part of «3 CFR 4.22(f)(1) that precludes ex-
tensions of time for filing notices of appeal is
jurisdictional from which there is no further admin-
istrative appeal or remedy.

Estate of Gei-kaun^mah.JBertl, <\ IBIA 129
1975)

(Aug. 20,
82 I.E. «08

Hatters Considered_on Appeal

Jurisdiction is fundamental to the Board's reviewing
authority and it will be examined on appeal even though
not raised as an issue previously.

An appeal net filed within the time specified under te-
partmental Erobate regulations will not te entertained
and will be dismissed.

Estate of Edward„AlEheus
i

Jcjjes. 5 IEIA 138 (June It,
1976)

Estate_oJ George (Skunkneck) White Antelcpe. 1 IEIA ICE
(Dec. 6, 197 ST

Appeals not timely filed under the regulations will be
rejected and dismissed.

Estate of Jchnny Eill Tustig. 7 IBIA 9 (Jan. 3C, 1978)

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

Generally

There is no existing reguirement that the Secretary cf
the Interior furnish counsel to parties in Indian pro-
bate proceedings conducted in accordance with «3 CFE
U.200 et sea,. Secondly, the absence cf eligible pri-
vate counsel from an Indian probate hearing, standing
alcne, dees net present sufficient justification for
reguiring a rehearing in order to receive additional
evidence.

Under the circumstances of a contested will which in-
cludes a devise cf property to a brother long dead, a

"self-proved will" dees net pass muster by perfunctory
questioning cf witnesses. Further, although the task
of the adf inistrative law judge tc develep a complete



INDIAN.. PROBATE— Continued

ATTORNEYS AT LAH—Continued

Generally— Continued

record may be made more difficult ty the absence cf
counsel for the parties, this important function Bust
still be satisfied.

An adninistrative law judge is obligated to advise
Indian parties of their right to counsel in Indian
probate proceedings. Rhen parties voluntarily proceed
with a hearing without counsel the adninistrative lav
judge shoulders an additicnal responsibility.

Estate of Peahner (Babel)
(Feb. 23,~1976f

5 IBIA 27

The adninistrative law judge shoulders additional
responsibility in developing a conplete record when
parties proceed with a hearing without counsel. In
this case the Board is satisfied that the adninis-
trative law judge fully utilized the hearings to
bring forth all the facts.

g§tate_of_Harold Humpy. 5 IBIA 132 (June 18, 1976)

Administrative law judges bear an additional responsi-
bility when parties voluntarily proceed with probate
proceedings without counsel. Bere the record shews
that the adninistrative law judge has done all which
could reasonably be expected in assisting the aggrieved
parties pursue their claims.

Estate_of_Si»£son_Nokusille, 5 IBIA 178 (Sept. 2U,
1976)

INDIAN PB0BA1B—Continued

CANADIAN INDIAN (£ee also NAIICNAI CF ABC1BE6 CCOSIBI—
if included in this Index.)

where evidence regarding nationality cf heirs is con-
flicting and incomplete, another bearing is required tc
resolve the question.

J§talS-°l-SSJ_lieixe_KiljcaKhan (Sqn B, Hjllj. 7 IEIA
2tt0 (Oct. 23, 1979)

CBILDBEN, ABOPTEt
this Index.)

(See also ADCETICN— if included it

InJian_Cusion Adoptions

An Indian custcn adoption, alleged to have been nade
prior to the date of the Act of July 8, 19HC (5« Stat.
7U6, 25 O.S.C. t 372a (1970)), cannot be recognized as
valid unless the adoption is recorded, as provided in
the let, during the lifetime cf the adoptive parents.

Istate_of_Bilwar<
1975)

IEIA 97 (July IE,
62 I.E. 3<tl

An Indian custcn adoption, alleged to have been nade
pricr to the effective date of the Act of July E, 19H0.
cannot be recognized as valid unless the adeptien is re-
corded, as provided in the Act, during the lifetime cf
the adoptive parent.

Befcre
July

n adoption by Indian custom, made pricr tc
19U0, shall be recognized as valid, it shall be

reccrded with the superintendent of the agency.

Estate of Hary , Chippewa
1979)"

7 IBIA 22« (Oct. 15,

The administrative law judge has an added responsibil-
ity to make a complete record when the parties appear
without counsel. Appellant was not denied due process
by proceeding to conduct contest of decedent's will
without assistance of legal counsel.

Estate_of_Geor3e_Tsalote, 7 IBIA 261 (Oct. 30, 1979)

Fees

Seasonable fees may be allowed attorney fcr petitioner
in a Departmental reopening where attorney petitions
for their allowance and his client agrees that they
should be paid, then such fees may be ordered paid
from Indian client's recovered distributive share.

Estate, of_Charley_JJack) _Santio. « IBIA 2«<4 (Dec. 2,
1975)

CBILDBEN, I1LEGI1IBA1E

Generallj

In a case cf illegitimacy, it is a reascnable presump-
tion that an unmarried father may refrain from widely
proclaiming parenthood.

Estate c f Icn^s Harvey fl"a pa w, <4 IBIA 263 (Dec. 23,
1975) 82 I.E. 6«0

In a case of illegitimacy, it is a reascnable preemp-
tion that a father may refrain from widely proclaiming
parenthecd. Bere, bewever, the decedent had swern
befcre an officer of the court that he was the father
of the appellee.

Estate cf Asa Cottonwood. 7 IBIA 138 (Apr. 10, 1979)

Where briefs on appeal indicate a contingency fee
arrangement has been nade for attorney's fees, provi-
sions of 25 O.S.C. «« 1, 2, 81, 372, and 373 (1976),
and 13 CFB U.281 require approval of the fee arrange-
ments by the Department.

Estate of_San_Pierre Ki Ik ale nan (Sam E. Hill) , 7 IEIA
2«0 (Oct. 23, 1979)

Provisions of «3 CFR 1.281 allow the administrative law
judge to set a reasonable attorney's fee upon a proper
showing by a party in an Indian probate matter. The
basis for the fee set must be made to appear of record.

£§tate of Frances Acres Pr imean x Stabler Iron
Foubedi£ux7~7 IBIA 251 (Oct. 25, 1979)

CLAIH AGAINST ESTATE (See also BIVC8CE— if included
in this Index.)

Generally

Appellant fails to refer to any persuasive authority
which directs against the submission of a general claim
against a deceased Indian's trust estate en someone
else's behalf. In the absence of a specific regulation
to this effect in «3 CPR U.25C et sej., regarding
claims against estates, we believe it wculd be inequi-
table for this Ecard tc nullify an individual Irdiac's
proved claim en the merely technical basis that the
claim was filed for and not by the clainant.

In fairness to individual Indian claimants whe have bad
neither the benefit cf their own counsel ncr guidance
from the administrative law judge which could have
averted a correctable alleged errcr in the manner of a



IN£I4B_115B*1I— Continued

CLAIM AGAINST ESTATE (See also CIVOBCE— if included
in this Index.) — Continued

Generally—Continued

claim presentation, it is no stretch of the Secretary's
administrative authority to uphold such a claim en ap-
peal despite a shoving of such possible error.

Estate of Wahwersee B. Hetgneyah. 5 IBIA 169 (Aug. 2«,
1976)

Care_and_Sup£ort

A claim for services rendered the decedent has been
consistently denied where there is no evidence of any
agreement to pay at the time the services were alleged
to have been rendered, and no expectation on the part
of the claimant that they would te paid fcr.

Estate of_Edith_Andersc
(liar. 17, 1977)

Fretty Eir d Ferr on. 6 IBIA ui

A general promise of compensation given by decedent for
care and support of decedent's daughter is net invalid
or unenforceable merely because specific sums or terms
of compensation were not recited in the promise.

Estate of Lucille Mathilda Cal lous teg Irelai
120~(July 2l7 1977)"

6 IBIA

Claim by devisee under a will for amount for care and
support of decedent must re disallowed where not sup-
ported by facts and where the claimant had no expecta-
tion of payment, and none had been promised by decedent.

Estate of Cleveland Iron Shooter. 7 IBIA 212 (Sept. 12,
1979)

ISDIAN_PBOBATE—Continued

CLAIM AGAINST ESTATE (See also DIVOBCE— if included
in this Index.)—Continued

Secured Claim

Generally

If the tribal credit board is correct in its assertion
that its claim is secured by a valid Assignient cf
Trust Income and Power tc Lease, legal steps say te
taken outside the prctate cf decedent's estate tc seek
redress.

Estate of Lawrence Ecoffey. 5 IBIA 85 (Apr. 16, 1S76)

Source_cf Funds for Payment

Eospital bill in an amount larger than cash assets cf
trust estate must be paid according tc regulations
governing such payment as established by the Secretary
cf the Department of the Interior at U3 CFB «.25C and
u.252.

E5Jjte_of Cleveland.Iron.Shdoter. 7 IBIA 212 (Sept. 12,
19797

CCCE CF FECF6AL BFGULAIIONS (13 CFB Part U fcroerly
Title 25 Part 15-Intetpretaticn 6 Constructicn)

Generally

Hospital bill in an amcunt larger than cash assets of
trust estate must be paid according to regulations
governing such payment as established by the Secretary
cf the Department of the Interior at U3 CFB 1.25C and
1.252.

12.

Limitation_on Actions

It was within the authority of the administrative law
judge to disallow appellant's claim where the evidence
shows that a similar claim would be barred under State
law as untimely.

Estate of Lawrence Ecoffey. 5 IBIA 85 (Apr. 16, 1976)

Proof of_Claim

An unsecured creditor is hard-pressed to overcome objec-
tions to his claim if he fails to appear at the probate
hearing. This possibility is conveyed to general credi-
tors in the notice of hearing.

Isiate_of_Lawrence_Ecoffe.y, 5 IBIA 85 (Apr. 16, 1976)

Alleged failure of hospital receiving Federal funding
under Hill-Burton Act to provide free care as required
by the Act does not bar the hospital's claim for care
in an Indian probate proceeding where neither decedent
nor those claiming to be his heirs had exhausted admin-
istrative procedures reguired by the Act to establish
decedent's entitlement to free hospital care.

COHPBOMISE SETTLEMENTS

Generally,

Absent apprcval by an authorized representative cf the
Secretary of the Interior a document purporting tc con-
stitute a primary devisee's relinquishment cf her in-
herited interest of a deceased Indian's trust estate
can te given no effect. Nor can such an instrument
te the basis fcr a cctprcmise settlement pursuant to
«3 CFB 14.207 when the primary devisee disavews the al-
leged agreement before the administrative law judge.

Estate. cf_Charles, Bed Breath Bear. 6 IBIA 36 (Feb. 11,
1977J £« I.C. S7

EITEBBINATICN OF HEIBS BY WAIVEB OB AGBFEMENT

Gener.allj

Absent apprcval by an authorized representative of the
Secretary of the Interior a document purporting tc con-
stitute a primary devisee's relinquishment of her in-
herited interest of a deceased Indian's trust estate
can te given no effect. Nor can such an instrument
te the basis for a compromise settlement pursuant to
13 CFB U.207 when the primary devisee disavews the al-
leged agreement tefcre the administrative law judge.

Estate
1979)

-9f-Cleveland. Trgn_ Shooter. 7 IBIA 212 (Sept. 12, istate cj Charles Bed Brea th Bear . 6 I EI J

1977)
36 (Fet. 1«,

8" I.I. 97



INpiAN_PRQBATE--Continued

DETERMINATION OF HEIRS Elf WAIVER OR AGREEMENT— Continued

Generally—Continued

Where prior determination of heirship by agreement is
questioned and it appears an agreed heir may not have
been entitled to take, the circumstances cf the case
require the estate be reopened.

Estate_of San_Pierre_Kilkakhan iSam_Ei Hill)., 7 IEIA
2«0 (Oct.

_
237 1979)

Generally.

The issue of divorce in this case is not controlled by
the laws of the State of Washington. The evidence es-
tablishes that the separation between the decedent and
appellant commenced in 1958, 5 years before the Act cf
Aug. 15, 1953, 67 Stat. 589 (Public Law 280) , was in-
voked by Washington in its assumption of civil juris-
diction over Indians.

Estate_of_John_Ia.nace, 5 IBIA 50 (Mar. 19, 1976)

Indian_Custom

Generally.

Assuming that a resolution adopted by the Business Com-
mittee of the Kalispel Tribe on May 8, 1975, which
disavows the validity of Indian-custom divorces between
Kalispel Indians married by the Catholic Church repre-
sents a formally approved ordinance or by-law of the
Tribe, it cannot be given the retroactive effect cf in-
validating previous divorces which were consummated in
accordance with recognized Indian custcm.

Since it is well established that an Indian-custom
divorce dissolves a ceremonial marriage as well as an
Indian-custom marriage, the relevant fact in this case
is whether the custom of the tribe permits divorce by a
permanent separation of the parties. The church custcm
of particular members of the tribe, whether Catholic or
some other religious order, has no bearing unless it
can be shown that the trite adopted specific laws or
customs of the church as its own.

Ista.te_0f_J0hn_I3.nace, 5 IBIA 50 (Mar. 19, 1976)

INCIAN P ROBATE—Continued

DIVORCE—Continued

Indian_C_s_om— Continued

Generally—Continued

A divorce in accordance with Indian or ttital custci
has long been reccgnized by the Ccngress, the courts,
and the Department.

The courts have recognized Indian-custom divorces so
long as the Indians ccntinue in tribal relaticns.

In recognizing the validity of Indian-custom divorces,
no distincticn is made in the kind cf marriage which
such divcrce dissolves so lcng as the parties contract-
ing the marriage and effecting the divorce are Indian
wards of the Government and living in tribal relations.

A divorce by Indian custom may be acccmplished unilat-
erally by either of the parties to the marriage.

The validity of Indian-custcm divcrce depends en
whether the parties were living in tribal relations
and whether it was an accepted and reccgnized custcm
of the tribe involved.

Estate cf Harold Humpy. 7 IBIA 118 (Mar. 29. 1979)
86 I.E. 213

To establish an Indian custom divorce, it must be shown
the parties were living in "tribal relations" and both
the custom relied upon and specific conduct in confor-
mity to custom must also appear. The evidence is in-
sufficient tc show Indian custom divcrce where there is
no evidence that Indian custom divcrce was practiced ty
the tribe tc which the marriage partners belonged, and
where the conduct of the partners indicated no such
practice was intended.

Estat e of Erances Acres P rineaua Stab

l

er Ir on
R°___d_au_, 1 IBIA 25U (Oct. 25, 1979J

DCWER

General lj

Cower may be properly denied a widow disinherited by
will since there is no constitutional right to it and
the State law providing dewer is incperative open
Indian Trust lands generally.

A divorce in accordance with Indian custom may be
accomplished unilaterally by either of the parties to a

marriage. The fact of a separation, plus an intention
on the part of at least one of the parties that the
separation shall be permanent, established ty competent
evidence is sufficient to terminate a marriage.

An Indian custom divorce dissolves a ceremonial marriage
as well as an Indian custom marriage.

Estate_of__enr__Fr_______ ine , 7 IBIA 1 (Jan. 10, 1978)

In order to accomplish an Indian custom divcrce ty
either of the parties to the marriage, it is necessary
to establish by convincing evidence that a separation
occurred plus the intent on the part of at least one cf
the parties that the separation was permanent.

Esta_e_of__att_e.______ , 7 IBIA 62 (May 5, 1978)

Estate of Icuis Baptist. 5 IBIA «9 (Bar. 6, 1976)

Cower does not fall tc the widow as an heir of her hus-
band, but ty virtue cf her marital right and without re-
gard to the law relating to the rights of heirs.

_s___e_c___ar__Chi__e.j
1979)

EVIDENCE

Generally

The general rule that an administrative law judge's
finding cf testamentary capacity rendered after consid-
eration cf ccnflicting testimony will not be disturbed
en appeal is not an unqualified rule. The judge's
finding must be supported by substantial evidence and
the evidence relied upon must be competent.

Estate of Peahner (Mabel) (Mable) Mahseet. 5 IEIA 27
(Feb. 23, 1976)



INDIO-PBfiBATE— CoDtinued

EVIDENCE—Continued

Generally— Continued

In order for an administrative law judge's finding tc
be upheld or sustained, the finding Bust be supported
by a preponderance of the evidence.

Es_tate_gf_Alyin Hudson, 5 IBIA 17« (Sept. 2, 1976)

HLBI*N_PSSli3I

—

Continued

EVIDENCE—Continued

Hearsay. Evidence

Alleged declarations of the decedent Here properly con-
sidered in this case under an exception tc the hearsay
evidence rule. Ir additicn. Departmental regulaticns
bestcw broad authority upon the administrative lav
judge to consider evidence "net crdinarily admissible
under the generally accepted rules cf evidence."
«3 CFB tt. 232 (b).

Department rules of evidence permit consideration of
affidavits or other evidence not ordinarily admissible
under the generally accepted rules of evidence. When
a crucial witness who stands to gain nothing from the
outcome of an estate is prevented from personally ap-
pearing at a hearing for reasons of health, her sworn
testimony by way of affidavit should be given due con-
sideration. Here, such an affidavit was also bolstered
by other probative evidence.

Estate of Alexander Joseph Williams, 6 IEIA 132
(Aug. 2, 1977)

Where a stipulation is used to establish material facts
tending to prove nationality, and where nationality cf
heirs is a material issue in the probate proceedings,
the administrative law judge must, pursuant to U3 CFB
1. 232(c), determine that all parties and their attor-
neys understand the stipulation and its effect, and
that all consent to the use of the stipulation as evi-
dence to prove the agreed facts.

Where the record fails to establish the consent cf all
the parties to a stipulation of fact, the parties may
be relieved from the stipulation in the interests of
justice.

A stipulation is not binding upon the parties where the
stipulation offered to establish facts concerning
nationality contains an erroneous conclusion of law.

Istate_of_San_£ierre_Kilkakhaii (Sa m_E . _Hi llj. , 7 IEIA
2U0 (Oct. 23, 1979)

The burden of proof as to testamentary incapacity in
Indian Probate proceedings is on those contesting the
will.

Estate_of_Winnie_Hoves_Cam£, 7 IBIA 266 (Nov. 15,
1979)

Estate of Harold, Humpy. 5 IBIA 132 (Ji 16. 1S76)

It has leng keen recognized that though hearsay evi-
dence lacks certain guarantees of trustworthiness such
as amenability to cross-examination, it may yet be rel-
evant and have probative value. At any rate, we dc net
think the hearsay rule is applicable tc administrative
proceedings so long as the evidence upon which an order
is ultimately based is bctb substantial and has proba-
tive value.

The reguirement that the administrative findings accord
with the substantial evidence does net forbid adminis-
trative utilization cf probative hearsay in making such
findings.

Estate cf Gnc-la a/k/a Thomas Jo nes. 7 IEIA 181
(Aug. 28, 1979J

Newly Discovered_Eyidence

Newly discovered evidence is to be presented in support
cf a petition for a rehearing and will not be consid-
ered on an appeal.

Estate of Lei
1975)

H arvey Quara> IEIA 263 (Dec. 23,
82 I.I. 6«C

There is no existing reguirement that the Secretary of
the Interior furnish counsel to parties in Indian prc-
tate proceedings conducted in accordance with 13 CFF
U.200 et seg. Secondly, the absence cf eligible pri-
vate counsel from an Indian probate hearing, standing
alcne, dees net present sufficient justification for
requiring a rehearing in order to receive additional
evidence.

Estate of_Peahner_J(labe2l_JMablelJJahseet, 5 IBIA 27
(Feb. 23, 1976)

Conflicting, Testimony.

An administrative law judge's findings based on that
part of the evidence which printed words do not pre-
serve, such as demeanor and conduct of witnesses, are
not ordinarily reviewable. This case however turns on
interpretation of documentary evidence and affidavits
which this panel is equally qualified to evaluate en
appeal.

I§tate_of_Alexander_Jose£h_Williams, 6 IBIA 132
Tlug. 7~ 1977)

Where there is sufficient evidence to support the find-
ings and the testimony is conflicting, the determination
of witness credibility and the findings cf fact of the
Examiner (now administrative law judge) will not be

.-.].

I§ t a teof_ Na ry_C h i££e wa_J ackson ,

1979)
[BIA 22U (Oct. 15,

The Board is net reguired to consider new evidence
first raised on appeal. However, were the Cepaitnent
disposed to ignoring its cwn regulaticns governing
when new evidence shall be considered, appellants' case
still would net be bolstered by an exceptional consid-
eration cf evidence now tendered.

t state of Harold Humpy. 5 IBIA 132 (June le, 1976)

To apply the doctrine that newly discovered evidence
shall net be considered en appeal would be unjust tc
appellant in this case who by virtue cf the lack cf
findings and ccnclusions in the administrative law
judge's original order was unable to perceive the
nature cf new evidence reguired to support a valid
petition for rehearing.

The administrative law judge's crder determining heirs
failed tc satisfy requirements of the Administrative
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EVIDENCE--Continued

Newly. Discover_d_Evidence— Continued

Procedure Act because of the absence of a statement cf
"findings and conclusions, and the reasons or basis
therefore, on all the material issues of fact, lav,
or discretion presented on the record." 5 U.S.C.A.
$ 557(c). Under this circumstance, we believe it is
appropriate to consider appellant's new evidence en ap-
peal and we conclude that such evidence justifies a re-
hearing on the issue of decedent's marital status prior
to Dec. 16, 1953.

Estate of Mitchell Robert guaempts fKuneki) . 6 IBIA 10
7jan7~27, 1977)

Newly discovered evidence may be presented in support
of the petition for rehearing but the Board is not
reguired to consider it on appeal.

Esta te_of_Ha nk_Clue tte , 6 IBIA «7 (Apr. 1, 1977)

IHDIAH_PBOBATE—Continued

EVIDENCE—Continued

Presumptions—Continued

crder. Testimony which is merely cumulative of prior
evidence or which elaborates prior evidence is net suf-
ficient to overturn the first order.

Esta t e of Tim Tievah . 7 IEIA 23U (Cct. 17, 1979)

Proof of_Harriage

Altbcugb the marriage provisions of a law and order
code may be interpreted as recognizing as valid only
marriages accomplished by licensing and ceremony, there
is a strong public policy favoring marriage which ad-
vises that a marriage should be presumed valid unless
disproved. This presumption has been extended tc mar-
riage by Indian custom.

Estate of Jchnnie Hclmes. u IBIA 175 (Oct. 31, 1975)
I.E. 531

Newly discovered evidence which is the same in nature
as that previously considered does not present for
consideration any new facts or evidence relative to
petitioner's paternity and is merely cumulative of
evidence already presented.

Esta_e_of_Guo_la _____ Thomas Jones. 7 IEIA 181
7 Aug. 28, 1 979)

Presumptions

Although the marriage provisions of a law and order
code may be interpreted as recognizing as valid only
marriages accomplished by licensing and ceremony, there
is a strong public policy favoring marriage which ad-
vises that a marraige should be presumed valid unless
disproved. This presumption has teen extended tc mar-
riage by Indian custom.

Estate, of Johnnie Holmes

,

U IBIA 175 (Oct. 31, 1975)
82 I.D. 531

In a case of illegitimacy, it is a reasonable presump-
tion that an unmarried father may refrain from widely
proclaiming parenthood.

Istate_of_Louis_Harvev._2ua.Eaw, U IBIA 263 (Dec. 23,
1975) 82 I.E. 6U0

In a case of illegitimacy, it is a reasonable presump-
tion that a father may refrain from widely proclaiming
parenthood. Here, however, the decedent had sworn
before an officer of the court that he was the father
of the appellee.

Estate__f_A______tonwood , 7 IBIA 138 (Apr. 10, 1979)

Be_uests_for_Discovery

The Department's regulations concerning tbe rights cf
parties to submit discovery request, <I3 CFB 4..2C et
sea., were designed tc facilitate the achieveient of a

full and complete bearing. The regulations do not pro-
vide that an administrative law judge should recpen
discovery after a hearing tc assist aggrieved parties
in a search for new evidence. However, where a hearing
de novo has teen fcund to be reguired, it is appropri-
ate tc reopen discovery for all parties up to the time
that a new hearing is scheduled.

Estate of Peahner (Mabel) (Hable) Hahseet. 5 IEIA 71
(Feb. 23, 1976)

HALF BLOOD

Generally

State statutes of descent and distribution as con-
strued and interpreted by tbe highest court of tbe
State involved will be considered by the Department
as controlling in trust heirship proceedings.

Estat e of Hubert Franklin COok. 5 IEIA 02 (Bar. tt,

1976) 83 I.E.

HEABING (See also AEMINISTBATIVE PBOCEEDBE, BEBEABING—
if included in this Index.)

Generally

Although Indian probate proceedings need net be cpen,
public hearings, parties in interest cannot be excluded
therefrom.

Estate of Bena Marie Edge. 7 IBIA 53 (Apr. 25, 1978)

Statutory presumption favoring legitimacy of children
born within 10 months of divorce may be overcome by
strong contrary evidence. Where husband of appellee's
mother stated that he separated from appellee's mcther
several years before the birth of appellee and that
another man was the father of appellee, and his state-
ment was supported by other evidence and the circum-
stances of the case, the presumption was overcome.

where petitioner at hearing reopening estate failed tc
produce new evidence to show original order distribut-
ing estate 22 years earlier was in error, tbe evidence
was insufficient to permit modification of the original

_ull_and_Com_l_te

A full and complete hearing is bad en proof cf a nill
when all parties are afforded an opportunity tc present
evidence and to cross-exaiine witnesses.

Estate_of Hiemstennie __________ hiz_ A b be t t , « IEIA 12
"(Apr"! 17~1975l " 82 I.E. 16S
(See alsc 2 IBIA 53, EC I.D. 617 (1970).)



IN£I»H_PB0B1TJ— Continued

HEARING (See also ADHINISTHATIVE PBCCECOBE, REBEAR]
if included in this Index.)—Continued

Full_and_Co»£lete—Continued

The administrative law judge shoulders additional
responsibility in developing a complete record when
parties proceed with a bearing without counsel. In
this case the Board is satisfied that the administra-
tive law judge fully utilized the hearings tc bring
forth all the facts.

£lt§te_of_Ha£old_Hu»£y., 5 IBIA 132 (June 18, 1976)

The adainistrative law judge has an added responsibil-
ity to Bake a complete record when the parties appear
without counsel. Appellant was net denied due process
by proceeding to conduct contest of decedent's will
without assistance of legal counsel.

Esiaie_2i_Georse_Tsalo£e, 7 IBIA 261 (Cct. 30, 1979)

IHCIA N P ROBATE— Continued

HOHESTEAD BIGHT

Generally

The Department of the Interior has recognized homestead
rights in these cases where such rights have beet fcutd
necessary and purposeful in the distribution of intes-
tate estates under State law.

Estate Sllen Fhillips. 7 IEIA ICC (Dec. 6, 1S7£)

INCIAN REORGANIZATION ACT of June 16, 193U
(HHEELEB-BCWARD ACT) (25 O.S.C. i U6U et s

Generallj

The Indian Reorganization Act, generally, tec
two classes cf persons who may take testator'
by devise, that is, any member of the tribe h

jurisdiction ever such lands and legal heirs
testator.

s lai
avinc
cf U

When a party to an Indian probate proceeding appears
without an attorney, the administrative law judge has a

duty not to be a mere umpire, but to see that all rele-
vant facts are developed.

Where a party to an Indian probate proceeding was not
represented by counsel and was obviously unprepared fcr
proper presentation of testimony and ignorant of sig-
nificance of the facts, the adainistrative law judge
had the duty to see that all relevant facts and circum-
stances, both favorable and unfavorable tc the parties,
were brought out.

Estate of Joe (Jose) Ej.vjno Juancho. 7 IBIA 29U
(Dec. tt, 1979)

Notice

Agency Superintendents are required to furnish all
wills in their custody to the administrative law~judge
upon the aaker's death, not only the latest will, since
a decedent's purported last will and testament shall
not be deeaed valid "unless and until it shall have been
approved by the Secretary of the Interior." 25 O.S.C.
i 373 (1970) . Accordingly, the tera "each party in in-
terest" to whoa specific notice cf hearing is required
by «3 CFB 4.211(b), should include all devisees cf all
wills of a decedent which are in the Superintendent's
custody at decedent's death, as well as decedent's
heirs at law.

Estate of Fannie_Newrobe_£hoate,
1977)

6 IBIA l«i» (Sept. 9,

Estate of Locinda Shelton Joe . 5 IEIA 5C (Eet. «,

Estate of Cewey Cleveland. 5 IBIA 72 (Apr. 15, 191

Estate. cf .Phcebe.Shanta Wilson. 6 IBIA 7?

1977)

The Act recognizes twe classes cf persons *ho may take
testator's lands ty devise, that is, any member cf the
Tribe having jurisdiction over such lands and legal
heirs of the testator or testatrix.

Estate of William (Kcnoa) Jackson. 6 IBIA 52 (Hay «,
19777

Estat e of Dctcthy S heldo n. 7 IBIA 11 (Feb. 7. 1978)
85 I.C. 31

Const rue ticn_cf Section jj

The words "or any heirs cf such member" found in sec.
(25 O.S.C. « «6U (197C)) were early concluded by the
Solicitor to mean these who would, in absence cf the
will, have been entitled tc share in the estate.

I§t a t e_o f_ Ce w e v_c le ve la nd , 5 IBIA 72 (Apr. 1S76)

"Any heir of such member" as used in sec. U6M means
those whe would, in the absence cf a will, have beer
entitled to share in the estate.

IEABING EXAHINEB (See also ADHINISTBATIVE LAN J0EGE-
included in this Index.

7

E state_of_William_JKcnoal. Jackson, 6 IBIA 52 (Hay U,

1977)

Au£horit2

In administrative hearings, the hearing examiner (now
administrative law judge) has wide latitude as tc all
phases of the conduct of the hearing, including the Ban-
ner in which the hearing will proceed.

1st ai.e_of_Ha r_y._Cb i££e wa_ Jackson

,

1979)
7 IBIA 22« (Oct. 15,

Estate of Dctcthy Sheldon. 7 IBIA 11 (Feb. 7, 1S7€)
85 I.D. 31

Sec. U of Indian Reorganization Act of 193U (25 O.S.C.
5 i»6« (1976)) is not unconstitutionally discrininatcr y

against naaed devisee of decedent's will there the
Act operates tc achieve a recognized aim cf Indian
legislation.

The reorganization cf the Rosebud Sioux Trite under
a constituticn and bylaws and a charter, pursuant to
the Indian Reorganization Act of 1931, is a reason-
able applicaticn cf the Act and cenforms tc standards
cf reasonableness required in such cases. The self-
deteriinaticn, by the Tribe, cf its cwn membership.



IMlhS-ilQMli— Continued

INDIAN REORGANIZATION ACT of June 18, 193U
(WHEELER-HOWARD ACT) (25 U.S.C. I «6« et seg.)
—Continued

Construction_of Section U—Continued

was in furtherance of the Congressional purpose ex-
pressed by the 1931 Act, and was properly approved
by the Department concerned.

So long as a scheme for testamentary disposition estab-
lished by Ian and regulation conforms to some generally
accepted purpose for disposition and organization of
Indian trust property it will not be disturbed by the
courts.

Estate_of_Cleveland_Iron_Shooter, 7 IBIA 212 (Sept. 12,
1979)"

Nonajaplicability

Certain provisions of the Indian Reorganization Act,
including the section which dictates who may take
testator's land by devise, do not apply tc certain
named Indian tribes in Oklahoma, including the Kiowa,
Comanche, and Apache tribes.

Estate of Phoebe Shanta_ Wilson,
1977)

IBIA 75 (Kay 12,
8U I.E.

2NDIAN_PR0B»TE—Continued

MARRIAGE—Continued

Com«cn_Law—Continued

The evidence was insufficient to establish a cciion-law
marriage where the parties did not held themselves out
to be married, and where one of the parties refused tc
publicly and openly acknowledge marriage tc the other.

Estate of Frances Acres Primeaux stabler Iron
»°i>tedeaux. 7 IBIA 25<4 (Cct. 25, 1979)

Commcn-law marriage is not established where cne claim-
ing to be the coiicn-lan wife of decedent testifies she
cannct recall the time the alleged marriage occurred,
and where her claim is net supported by a preponderance
cf ether credible evidence, showing public assuipticn
of the marriage relationship.

Estate of Edward Lockwood. Jr.. 7 IEIA 271
1979)

;o.

Commcn Lav Indian Custom_Dis Jished

INHERITING (See also CHILDREN ADOPTED, CHILDB
ILLEGITHATE"If~Included in this Index.)

Prccf at hearing tended tc show Indian marriage customs
were no longer practiced by the tribe concerned, and
that the parties lecked enly to applicable State laws
to regulate their domestic affairs. Indian custci mar-
riage is net synonymous with common-law marriage, but
requires prccf of Indian marriage customs and confor-
mity in practice to those customs by persons living in
"tribal relations."

Non-Indian

The United States has no interest to protect in
trust lands inherited by a non-Indian, therefore not
obligated to provide services or protection to such
a person.

Administrative_AEDgal_of.

J

ame s P. Bowen v. Superinten-
dentx_Northern_Chey.enne_Aaencji_et_ali , 3 IBIA 22<*

73an. 2l7
-
l975T

~
82 I.D. 19

JUDICIAL REVIEW

Generally

Where the constitutionality of the Act of Dec. 31, 1970
(25 U.S.C. s 607 (1970), 84 Stat. 1874), is challenged
in court, the parties are not precluded from entering
into a stipulation for settlement upon which the court
may enter a consent judgment rendering a ruling upon
the constitutional issue unnecessary.

Estate of Benjamin Harriscn Stowhy (Deceased_ Yakima
ftlloIi§e_Noi_2il55l._and_Estate_of_Bar_i_GT_Guine2
Harrison (Deceased Colville Allottee N o. S-925)

,

3 IBIA 2«3 (Feb. U , 1975) ~ 82 I.D. 55

Estat e of Fra nce s Acres P rimeaux Stabler Iron
Roubedeaux, 7 IBIA 25« (Oct. 25, 1979)

Indian_Custom

GS-Serallj.

In the absence of controlling Federal legislation or
formal tribal acticn, marriages cf Indians living in
tribal relation may be contracted and dissolved in ac-
cordance with Indian custom.

Estate of Henry Frank Racine. 7 IBIA 1 (Jan. 1C, 1976)

A marriage contract between members o

in accordance with the customs of sue
tribal relations and government exist
such marriage, and there is no Federa
ing the tribal customs invalid, will
upheld by the courts of this State (C

ular and valid marriage for all purpo
riages are net to be treated as cone
but as legal marriages, according tc
tribe.

Estate of Gnc-la a/k/a Thomas Jones. 7 IBIA 181
(Aug. 28, 1979)

f an India n tribe
h rite, w bere the
ed at the tine cf
1 statute render-
be reccgni zed and
kl ahcia) a s a reg-
se s. Such nar-
n- law marr laoes.
the custom cf the

Common_Law

To enter into a valid common-law marriage there has tc
be an actual and mutual agreement to enter into marital
relationship, permanent and exclusive of all others,
between capable persons in law making such contract,
consummated by their cohabitation as man and wife or
their mutual assumption openly of the marital duties
and obligations.

Estate of Guo-la a/k/a Thomas Jones. 7 IEIA 181
(Aug. 28,~1979)

Proof pf_Marriage

Where a law and order code contains no express p

sicn nullifying an Indian custom marriage and wh
State law affirmatively recognizes such marriage
uncontested determination cf heirship banded dew
decades ago which is consistent with State law r

ing valid marriages, cught not be disturbed.

Estate of Jchnnie Holmes. U

n two
espect-



I!i!>IiN_PBgB»TE— Continued

MARRIAGE— Continued

Proof of_Marriage—Continued

As between two alleged conon law marriages, the law
favors the most recent in time over a relationship be-
tween two who formerly were married.

E_tate_of_P_illi__Too_s_ah, « IBIA 189 (Nov. 13, 1975)
82 I. t. 5U1

ISBI*N_PBOBATE—Continued

RECONSIDERATION (See also APPEAL: BEC0NSIDEHA1IC K—
included in this Index.)— Continued

Generally,—Continued

Indian probate regulations dc not contain any provi-
sions for reconsideration of a matter which has teen
finally determined by the Secretary of the Interior,
yet he has the inherent power to reopen and review
administrative determinations when some new factors
such as newly discovered evidence or fraud are
involved.

Proof of a marriage must be established by clear
and convincing evidence by the one alleging such
a marriage.

Esta te_o f_Mat t he w_Coo k , 7 IBIA 62 (May 5, 1978)

Estate,, of San.Pierre Kilkakhan ISam E. Bill). 5 IEIA l:

(Jan. 21, 1976)

Estat e o f Peter lea ther_Earrjj!S_Cleve land. 6 IEIA 118
(Jul"y 15, 1977)

NOTICE OF HEARING

Generally.

It is incumbent upon one claiming lack of notice cf a

hearing by the Interior Department to determine heirs
of a deceased allottee to make a showing cf such lack.

Estate_of_Tenie_Teanie_Lean_Jack Ha30n_Hi.ll Re_es,
« IBIA 156 "(Oct. 17, 1975) " ~82 I.e. 522

REHEARING

Generallj

An crder denying a rehearing is proper when the peti-
tion for rehearing alleging newly discovered evidence
fails to state any ether grcunds which wculd require a

rehearing and, accordingly, an appeal from the denial
will be dismissed.

Jstate of Milward Wallace ward, u IBIA 97 (July 16,

1975J 82 I.C. 3«1

PLEADING (See also APPEAL, PETITION FOR REHEARING— if
included in this Index.)

Extension of_Time

A timely request for an extension of time was submitted
to the appropriate office on Oct. 15, 1976, as a result
of the personal visit by appellant's representative to
the Agency Superintendent that day, during which time
Bureau assistance was provided in drafting such request.

Where an extension request was sent to the wrong office
for filing on account of incorrect advice frcm Depart-
ment personnel who are responsible for knowing right
procedures, the Department is estopped from denying
such request on grounds that it was not filed at the
proper place.

Es t a te_ o f_J ames_ An drews White, a/k/a James P. Andrews ,

6 IBIA 79 (May~2«7~19777 " 8U I.E. 201

Newly discovered evidence is to be presented in support
of a petition for a reheating and will net be consid-
ered on an appeal.

Estate cf Lcuis Harvey Quapaw. U IBI1
19757

Petition for rehearing tased upon newly discovered evi-
dence shall be accompanied by affidavits cf witnesses
stating fully what the new testimony is to be. It
shall also state justifiable reasons for the failure t<

discover and present that evidence tendered as new at
the beating held prior to the issuance cf the crigiral
decision and order.

Estate of Lcuis Baptist. 5 IBIA M6 (Bar. e, 1976)

RECONSIDERATION (See also APPEAL: RECONSIDERATION— if
included in this Index.)

Generallj

Indian probate regulations do not contain any provi-
sions for reconsideration of a matter which has been
finally determined by the Secretary of the Interior,
yet he has the inherent power to reopen and review
administrative determinations when some new factors
such as newly discovered evidence or fraud are
involved.

A request for reconsideration of the acticn of the De-
partment in approving a will which is based upon an
allegation of undue influence, or fraud in its procure-
ment, will be denied where no evidence is furnished in
support of the allegation.

Estate of Ruth Nahcotaty .(Williams or
,
Daukgi)

,
(Cad d

o

AiI_ttee_No__19_, 3 IBIA 270 (Mar. 7, 1975)

The Beard is not required to consider new evidence
first raised on appeal. However, were the Departuent
disposed to ignoring its cwn regulations governing
when new evidence shall be considered, appellants* case
still wculd net be bolstered by an exceptional consid-
eration cf evidence new tendered.

I_l§te_of_Harold_Hum£_, 5 IBIA 132 (June IE, 1S76)

To apply the dectrine that newly discovered evidence
shall net be considered en appeal wculd be unjust to
appellant in this case who by virtue cf the lack cf
findings and ccnclusicns in the administrative law
judge's original order was unable tc perceive the
nature of new evidence required tc support a valid
petition for rehearinq.

The administrative law judge's order determining heirs
failed tc satisfy requirements of the Adiicis t ra t i ve
Procedure Act because of the absence cf a statement of
"findings and conclusions, and the reasens or basis
therefore, en all the material issues of fact, lav,
or discreticn presented en the reccrd." 5 U.S. C.J.
§ 557(c). Onder this circumstance, we believe it is



INDIAN PBOBATE— Continued

BEHEABING—Continued

Generally—Continued

appropriate to consider appellant's new evidence on ap-
peal and we conclude that such evidence justifies a re-
hearing on the issue of decedent's marital status prior
to Dec. 16, 1953.

Estate_of Mitchell_Botert fiuaemEts^Kuneki)., g IBI4 jo
73an. 27, 1977)

A petition for rehearing which is fcased uj.cn newly dis-
covered evidence will be denied where it is not sup-
ported by justifiable reasons for failure to discover
and present that evidence, rendered as new, at the
hearing held prior to the issuance of the decision.

A petition for rehearing which is based upon newly dis-
covered evidence will be denied where it is not accom-
panied by affidavits of witnesses stating fully what
the new testimony is to be.

Es tate_of_A deli ne_Andrews_ White

,

1977)
6 IBIA 94 (June 1,

INDIAN PBQBAI E—Ccntinued

B£ BE ABING—Continued

Pleading^ limely_ Filing—Continued

The administrative law judge did not commit error in
denying a rehearing to parties who failed tc file a
timely reguest for rehearing, even thcugb the petitions
were filed only 1 day late.

Administrative law judges tear an additional responsi-
bility when parties voluntarily proceed with probate
proceedings without counsel. Here the record shots
that the administrative law judge has done all which
could reasonably te expected in assisting the aggrieved
parties pursue their claims.

Estat e cf Sim pson Nokusille. 5 IEIA 17«
1976)

(Sept.

In computing the time for filing a petition fcr rehear-
ing, where the last day of the 60-day period so comput-
ed falls en a Saturday, Sunday, Federal legal hcliday,
cr ether ncntusiness day, it is not to be included.

Estate of Adeline Andrews white ,

1977)
IEIA 90 (Jane 1,

But for certain errors committed ty the Superintendent's
office, appellant would have perfected a proper request
for rehearing. In the interest of justice, the extenu-
ating circumstances in this case compel a finding that
appellant filed a petition for rehearing which, not
having been rejected, was acceptable.

Is ta te_of_Fannie_Ne wrobe_Choate

,

1977)
IBIA 144 (Sept. 9,

A rehearing will be granted where a party has been
denied a full opportunity to be heard.

Es t a te_of_M a tthe w_Cook , 7 IBIA 62 (May 5, 1978)

Petition to rehear (directed to order approving will)
is deficient where supported by two affidavits of ex-
pected new testimony which do not tend tc contradict
any of the findings of fact upon which the disputed
order is based. Where one of the affidavits is from a

witness who previously testified and the ether state-
ment is not relevant to the execution of the contested
will and merely repeats other testimony given at the
hearing, there is no factual basis offered upon which a

rehearing can be ordered.

Est a t e_of_ G eorge_Tsa lo te , 7 IBIA 261 (Oct. 30, 197 9)

A petiticn fcr rehearing mailed on the 60th day tut net
received in the Department of the Intericr en cr before
the 60th day has not been timely filed.

Estat e cf Bcg e r Hoque losee . 7 IEIA 7 (Jan. 13, 1978)

BEOPENING

Generally,

Although the Superintendent of an Indian agency has nc
interest in the outcome, he is a proper official cf the
Bureau of Indian Affairs to file a petiticn fcr reopen-
ing, under the authority of 43 CFB 4.242.

fsi3te_S!_JSl£_2a£i.S.!S» 3 IBIA 291 Car. 20, 1975)

|£taje. gf_Bebecca_Jjahbmeme) Plgeon_or_Bebecca_jhite
Ejqeon cr Ahn Hahn Ke. 4 IBIA 166 (Cct. 30, 1975)

A petiticn fcr the reopening of Indian heirship pro-
ceedings must be submitted within the pericd cf time
prescribed in the Departmental regulations.

Estate_cf_Bcse_Old_Bear_Wils,on., 4 IBIA 62 (June 2,
1975)

Pleading^ Timely_Filing.

A petition for rehearing filed with an Examiner of In-
heritance was properly denied by the Examiner where th<
petition was not filed within the period prescribed by
the applicable regulations.

Where a petition for rehearing was not filed in the
appropriate office of the Department of the Intericr
until the 61st day after entry of the original order,
the Hearing Examiner lacked authority to extend the
time for filing thereof and had no jurisdiction to
determine the substantive issues raised in the peti-
tion on their merits.

Estate of Andrew Jackson Harsh

,

1975)"
IBIA 106 (July 29,

A petiticn fcr the reopening of an Indian heirship
proceeding filed 12 years after the Department had
determined the heirs cf the Indian decedent will te
denied as untimely.

A request fcr a reopening filed years after the expira-
tion of the period allowed will be denied even where
the request for reopening is made by cne who was net
given an opportunity to be heard and whe wculd clearly
be entitled tc the relief sought if his petition had
been timely made.

Estate_of_Ker i^
(Aug. 18, 1975)



IJ!I>I.i N_P BO BATE— Continued

REOPENING—Continued

Generally— Continued

In the absence of a showing that a manifest injustice
is possible if a case closed for more than 3 years is

not reopened, a petition for reopening will not be
allowed.

When the evidence before the examiner was uncontra-
dicted as to the factual determination of marriage, and
a reguest for reopening exceeds bj 22 years an uncon-
tested determination of heirship, the usual reluctance
to avoid disturbance of a factfinder's decision takes
on greater emphasis.

Even if petitioners were entitled to their reguested
relief, which is unsupported by the record, an untimely
petition can be denied — even for a petitioner who was
not given an opportunity to be heard in the original
proceeding.

Estate of_Johnnie_Holmes, "4 IBIA 175 (Oct. 31, 1975)
82 I.D. 531

The Secretary of the Interior has inherent power to
reopen and review administrative determinations pur-
porting to dispose finally of Departmental proceedings
when some factor, such as newly discovered evidence or
fraud, is brought to his attention.

Estate of_Sa.n Pierre Kilkakhan ISa m E. Hill). 4 IEIA
242 (Dec. 2, 1975)"

The decision to reopen this estate is supported by the
fact that the allegations made in the petition tc re-
open are not contradicted by other evidence appearing
in the record and because the allegations can easily
be proved by an examination of available witnesses and
reliable documentary evidence.

Omission of an heir is a type of injustice which Depart-
mental regulations permitting reopening were designed to
correct.

Estate_of_0£ie_Samuel_BoxdeauxA_Sr J

1976)
5 IBIA 2M (Feb. 10,

While reguests for reopening estates closed for more
than 3 years face rigid reguirements under Departmen-
tal regulations, exceptional cases arise in which such
petitions should be granted.

Generally, three elements must be satisfied to justify
reopening an estate which has been closed a long time.
First, it must appear that a manifest injustice will
likely prevail if the petition to reopen is denied.
Second, it should be demonstrated by compelling prcof
that the delay in reguesting relief was not occasioned
by the lack of diligence en the part of the petition-
ing parties. Third, there should exist a possibility
for correction of the error.

Estate of Dav id Marksman. 5 IBIA 56 (Bar. 29, 1976)

l!!_$te_na^iei_of_th£_Estates_of_nora^n_Black_and_nari
Grant. Black. 5 IBIA 219 (Cct. 28, 1976)

Estate_of_Peier_Feathex_Eairlna_Cleveland, 6 IBIA 44
(Mar. 30, 1977)

INDIAN PROBATE— Continued

REOPENING— Continued

Generally—Continued

Under the fcrmer provisions of 25 CFR 15.16 (now «2 CFR
4.242) reopenings are limited to these persons wbc had
no notice of the original proceedings and were net en
the reservaticn, thus, one in attendance at the origi-
nal hearing cr who had notice has no standing tc file
a petition tc reopen.

1st a t e_o f_Rus sel l_Ha rcld_Bot b

.

IEIA 92 (Hay 1C, 1S76)

Bequests for reopening estates closed more than 3 years
face rigid reguirements under Departmental regulaticns
and will be granted only in exceptional cases.

Estate of Bert Dog Trail. 5 IEIA 122 (June 6, 1976)

Pursuant tc 43 CFR 4.242(h), the Beard is net required
to reopen an estate closed for mere than 3 years unless
a prcbable manifest injustice can be shown.

Istate_of_Bari_Scldierwolf. 5 IEIA 146 (July 13, 1S76)

The Ecard has frequently held that petitions tc recpen
closed estates reguire compelling prcof that delays in
reguesting relief have not been cccasicned by lack cf
diligence cr the part cf petitioning parties.

1st a t e_o f_A n n i e_Bea r , 5 IBIA 149 (July 21, 1976)

The Superintendent of an Indian agency is a prefer
official cf the Bureau of Indian Affairs tc file a

petition for reopening under the authority cf 43 CFR
4.242, although he has no interest in the outcome cf
such petition.

An Indian will may be presented for probate even though
the estate cf the decedent has teen distributed as in-
testate property.

It would be unccnscicnable fct the Secretary cf the
Interior tc fail to give effect to a Departmentally
approved will of a deceased Indian which was tisfiled
by the Agency, unless it can be demonstrated by way of
a hearing that the provisions of the will should ret be
followed.

Estate of Jean (Joanna) Hcrsechief ,

(Sept. 29, 1976)
:eia ie;

Under the previsiens cf 43 CFR 4.242 reopenings are
limited to these persons who had no nctice of the orig-
inal proceedings and were not on the reservation, thus,
one in attendance at the criginal hearing cr whe had
actual nctice has nc standing to file a petition to
reopen.

Estate_of Ella Ashbcugh Randall Geneream
1nov7~10,~1976)

_ 5 IBIA 24f



1M1M-EMM1M— Continued

REOPENING—Continued

Generally—Continued

Where no cogent reasons are alleged and the petition
for reopening is submitted after the statutory period
for filing, a reopening will not be allowed.

Estate_of_Throws_First, 6 IBIA 28 (Feb. «, 1977)
8« I.D. 253

It is permissible to reopen an estate on grounds that
such action will possibly lead to petitioners' enroll-
ment in the tribe and therefore correction of a mani-
fest injustice.

It is incumbent on the Department to redistribute inter-
ests in trust land in the course of reopening estates
when such redistribution is possible as failure tc dc
so would be in violation of the Secretary's trust re-
sponsibility to heirs of allotted land.

Istate_of_Tennison_Bi_Sau^itti, 6 IBIA 1<4C (Sept. 2,

1977f

[n order to justify reopening of an estate that h

>een closed in excess of the 3-year limitation fc
Ln U3 CFR U. 242(h) three elements must generally
;atisfied. First, it must appear that a nanifest
justice will likely prevail if a petition for reo
ing is denied. Secondly, it must be demonstrated
:he delay in requesting relief was not occasioned
:he lack of diligence on the part of the petition
thirdly, there must exist a possibility for corre
)f the manifest injustice.

be
in-

pen-
that
by

er.
ction

Estate_of_Leonai
1978)

.JSiimon dl_Coo£er , 7 IBIA 5 (Jan. 11,

Upon a showing of probable error in prior order, a

reopening pursuant to «3 CFR 206 and U.2«2(a) is re-
quired. Where nationality of heirs was found to be
relevant to the final order of distribution it was
error to rely upon an agreed statement which was in
conflict with evidence previously admitted to estab-
lish nationality.

Esiaie_of_San_Pierre_Kilkakhan_JSam_E.
240 (Oct. 23, 1979)

!iiil# 1 IE**

INDIAN, PROBATE— Continued

REOPENING— Continued

Waiver_cf Time_L imitation—Continued

To avoid perpetuating a manifest injustice, a petition
tc reopen filed more than 3 years after the final deter-
mination of the heirs will be granted where ccipellicg
proof is shewn that the delay was net occasioned by the
lack of diligence on the part of the petitioning party.

Estate of Hc llie Kinsian Pomcna (Deceased Unallotted
Moni-In^ianL. 3 IBIA 232" (Jan. 31, 1975)

IS i a t e_ c f_C ha rley (Jack) Santio ,

1975)
IEIA 2UU (Dec.

It is in the public interest to require Indian Erctate
proceedings te concluded within scire reasonable time ir

order that property rights of heirs and devisees it
Indian trust allotments be stabilized.

I§!jjE_cf_Virginia Kejrj^ Penn . Ljcnx_Websterx_Wccdhullj
StatlerIjCjiha_Unaiicttedl, 3 IEIA 256 (Feb. C,~lS7l7~

Estate of Rose Old Eear Wilson. « IEIA 62 (June 2,
1975)

Estate of Ke-i-ze or Julian Sandoval. U IBIA 115
(Aug. 16, 1975) 82 I.D. «C;

An administrative law judge is withcut power tc recpen
a case after the passage cf 3 years from the date the
judge enters the order, tut the Secretary is net tcund
by the limitations cf U3 CFR «.2M2 and he has authority
at any time tc review en proper grounds.

Estat e cf John Hahkuk. 3 IBIA 291 (rat. 2C, 1975)

Estate_of_Retecca (Wahbme me) Pig eon or Bebecca White
li3ecn_or_Ahn_Wahn_Ke, H IBIA 168~Oct. 307 19757"""

Fetiticn tc reopen filed more than 3 years after the
final determination cf heirs will net be granted un-
less there is compelling proof that the delay was net
occasioned by lack of diligence on the part cf the
petitioning party.

It is in the public interest to require Indian Erctate
proceedings te concluded within seme reasonable time in
order that the property rights of heirs and devisees cf
trust allotments be stabilized.

Standing_to Petition_f or_Reo£eninc

randsons of the testatrix who are not
not te considered to be persons with

The petitioner,
heirs at law, a
"an interest in the estate" which is the recognized
standard governing who may seek reopening.

Js£a te_of_« a£i_Soldier wol f , 5 IBIA 1U6 (July 13, 1976)

Waiver of Time Limitation

Estate cf Everett Ncpah. <J IBIA 25 (Apr. 18, 1975)

The Secretary is net bound by the liiitaticns of
II.2II2 and he may at any time review and recpen es

en proper grounds.

Estate of Henry Wax Btouillette ,

1975)
IEIA HE (Kay 2,

A petition to reopen filed more than 3 years after the
final determination of heirs will be granted when there
is compelling proof that the delay was net occasioned
by the lack of diligence en the part of the petitioning
party.

gstate_of_Francis_c^_Franlc_DeHarrias_JDeceased_Sis^
»ah £eton_Sioux_Allottee_Noi_SWz 381z 757l, 3 IEIA 218
(Jan. 3, 1975)

An administrative law judge is withcut power to reopen
a case after the passage cf 3 years frcm the date the
judge enters the order, tut the Secretary is net bound
by the limitations of «3 CFR K.2M2 and he »ay waive the
time limitations when some factcr, such as newly dis-
covered evidence or fraud is brought to his attenticn.

Estate of Annie Shandreau Graveen ,

1975)
U IBIA 226 (Kcv. 21,



I N DI A N_ PBO B AT E— Continued

REOPENING—Continued

Waiver_of Time_limitation—Continued

Where probate was not undertaken until 10 years after
decedent's death and the petitioner did net learn of
the probate hearing until another 3 years later, the
Board is not inclined to deny the petition tc reopen
for untimeliness.

Estate of Opie Samuel Bordeaux, Sr ., 5 IBIA 2U

(Feb. 10, 1976)

An estate which has been closed for 13 years may be
reopened under extraordinary circumstances to add an
omitted heir to the original determination cf heirs,
notwithstanding the estate is no longer intact, so as
to protect the omitted heir if additional property of
the decedent is later discovered and to provide a con-
sistent heirship record.

Estate. of .Oscar Bubuna Deloria, 5 IBIA 3U (Peb. 26,
1976)

INEIAN PROEA1E—Continued

SECRETARY'S AUTHORITY— Ccnti nued

Generally—Continued

A proceeding for the determination of the heirs cf
deceased Indian instituted in a case ever which tt<
Department has no jurisdiction must be dismissed.

Istate_oj_Hi in am,!,,. Hicks. 1 IBIA (Feb. l<t. 1S7S)

Jurisdicticn_of the Courts

The Secretary is bcund by the order of a court only as
tc these issues and as to those individuals befcre the
court.

where issues are decided by the Secretary which dc net
become the subject cf litigation, the Secretary's deci-
sion is final as to those issues not litigated.

Estate of Jchn, J. Akers. 3 IBIA 3C0 (liar. 26, 1S75)
82 I.E. 1C8

A petition to reopen on the grounds of lack cf nctice,
filed more than 3 years after the entry cf the order
determining heirs, will not be granted unless there is
compelling proof that the delay was not cccasicned by
the petitioner's lack of diligence.

I§tate_of_Enoch_ A br a ha m , 5 IBIA 89 (Apr. 22, 1976)

Is t a te_of_R ussel l_Ha rold_Bobb , 5 IBIA 92 (Bay 10, 1976)

SECRETARY'S AUTHORITY

Generally,

The Act of June 25, 1910 (36 Stat. 855), 25 U.S.C.
4 372 (1970) , gives the Secretary of the Interior
statutory authority to determine heirship whether an
estate is a trust allotment or a restricted allotment.

The Act of June 25, 1910, confers jurisdiction upon
the Secretary to determine heirs beyond a proceeding
involving the original allottee. The Secretary's re-
sponsibility under the Act is to determine heirship
of all Indians who die intestate possessed of trust or
restricted property and such responsibility does not
terminate until the trusteeship or period of restric-
tion expires.

Generally

Where nc secticn of the General Allctnent Act succests
that the Cuapaws were to be excluded frcm the Act's
provisions and where no secticn cf the Cuapaw Allotment
Act suggests the inapplicability of the General Allot-
ment Act tc allotted Quapaw lands, there lies a reason-
able basis fcr jointly interpreting these Acts. The
correctness cf applying the heirship previsions of the
General Allotment Act to the Quapaws is conclusively
established because the Quapaw Allotment Act fails to
adopt State law.

t IBIA 263 (Dec. 22,
82 I.C. 6DC

Estate of Louis Harvey gu a^a

>

1975)

Applicability to_Indian Probate ,_Intestate_istat«

SSneraJljj

The Department is not foreclosed frca considering as
evidence in an heirship determination an affidavit cl

paternity which was net executed in accordance with
State law.

Estate_of_Louis_Harve2_Q_uaEaj
1975)

« IBIA 263 (Dec. 23,

Estate cf. Teirance.Way ne White Eear

,

(July 27, 1S78)
7 IEIJ

The Department of the Interior does not have authority
to declare a Federal statute unconstitutional.

Estate_of_W ill i a m_JKonoai_Jackson

,

1977)
6 IBIA 52 (May U,

Under sec. 5 of the General Allotment Act, 25 U.S.C.
5 3«e (1976), the Department is required tc apply the
law cf the State in which the allotment is lecated in
determining the heirs cf the deceased allcttee.

IMaJ 6_cf_EUen_ Phillies , 7 IBIA ICC (Dec. i. 1976)
85 I.t. i»38

Proceedings for the determination of a deceased Indian'
heirs in a case over which the Department had no juris-
diction nust be dismissed.

ISlaie_of_Glady,s_narie^ell^rd^Handan^_Prestcn
Jl

fla.IIAS.L_ Wilson, 7 IBIA 111 (Dec. 29, 1978)

Applicability to_Indian Probate ,_Testate

Compliance with State laws setting fcrth reguireients
for the execution of wills is net reguired in the
execution of Indian wills disposing cf trust cr re-
stricted property.

Estate_cf Hiemstennie (Haqgie) Whiz Abbott. « IBIA 12
(Apr. 17, 1975) 82 I.E. 169
(See also. 2 IBIA 53, 60 I.D. 617 (197a).)



I__ I A N_ P BO B AT E— Continued

STATE iAW--Continued

Applicability to_Indian Probate,_Testate—Continued

The Secretary of the Interior is not bound by
State law in passing on the validity of Hills of
Indians disposing of trust property except where
otherwise provided by Congress.

_______________________ 6 IBIA «7 (Apr. 1, 1977)

IgPJJAS.EBQBAlE—Continued

HULS (_e_ also IBBSHI1IHG— if included in this Index.)

Gene_a_l_

There is no statute cr regulation that would disqualify
a ncn-Indiao, as such, as devisee of real property
located en the Kicwa-Comanche-Apacbe Indian Reservation
in Oklahoma.

I______°--_____-!___i___J_i__l__-L___JU____

,

(Jan. 19, 1976)
5 IEIA 1

TRIBAL COURTS

Generally

Decrees of Tribal courts regarding domestic relations
of Indians have generally been recognized by the
Department of the Interior, State courts, and Federal
courts.

Estate_of CI a_k_Jo___h_ Robinson, 7 IBIA 7« (July 26,
19787"

"

85 I.C. 29«

Under
elude
"self
questii
of the
record
course
still

___..___;
(Feb.

the circumstances of a contested will which in-
a devise of property to a brother long dead, a
proved will" does not pass muster by perfunctory
oning of witnesses. Further, although the task

ministrative law judge to develop a coiplete
may be made more difficult by the absence of

1 for the parties, this important function lust
be satisfied.

_______ hnef_J.Ba.£eil_j{)a_b.Ael_J!.ah.seei

,

23. 1976)
5 IEIA 27

TRUST PROPERTY

Generally

Despite strict laws prohibiting the alienation and
encumbrance of restricted land, the Secretary has
authority to approve an agreement made by an allottee
for the disposition of oil income from restricted
property.

Estate_of Philli__Toois_ah, H IBIA 189 (Nov. 13, 1975)
82 I.C. 5«1

It is not a valid basis for overturning an Indian's
will that certain relatives were not included in a

devise of property.

Ifit_J______J_UL_________j____t

.

IBIA 1U6 (July 13, 1976)

An Indian will may be presented for probate even though
the estate of the decedent has teen distributed as in-
testate property.

Estate of Joan JJoannal
(SeptT 297 1976)

The Act of June 25, 1910 (36 Stat. 855), 25 U.S.C.
§ 372 (1970) , gives the Secretary of the Interior
statutory authority to determine heirship whether an
estate is a trust allotment or a restricted allotment.

There is a strcng presumption that one who takes the
time to write a will does not intend to die intestate.

__________________ r__________

,

1975)
IBIA 263 (Dec. 23,

82 I.D. 6<t0

Where trust patents for allotments for lands were is-
sued in conformity with the General Allotment Act and
contained usual provision that the United States would
hold lands subject to statutory provisions and restric-
tions for a period of years, in trust for the sole use
and benefit of Indians, and lands were chiefly valuable
for their tinber, the restraint upon alienation, ef-
fected by terms of trust patents, extended to timber
and proceeds derived therefrom as well as to lands.

E_ta_e_o____i_abe_h_C___en_en__c_a_te_, 5 IBIA 61
7Apr. 6, 1976)

~"
83 I.D. 1K5

In the event that the court approved agreement signed by
decedent constituted a judgment against trust property,
it is null and void absent approval by the Secretary of
the Interior.

________________________» 7 IBIA 138 (Apr. 10, 1979)

Estate of Corothy £ 7 IBIA 11 (Feb. 7, 1976)
85 I.I. 31

Under the circumstances of this case, appellant's
paternity is not an issue cognizable by the Department
in probating ber mother's will. In accordance with
sec. 8(b) of the Administrative Procedure Act ficdings
should be limited to issues necessary to the disposi-
tion of a case.

Estate of Bena.Har_e.jd_e. 7 IBIA 53 (Apr. 25. 1978)

Where contested will contains devise which recites that
devisee is "caring for me in my old age," the will is
not, under the circumstances described at the hearing,
conditioned upen continued residence by decedent with
devisee of will.

_§______________________. 7 IEIA 261 (Oct. 3C, 1S7S)

Ap£roval_of Will

A copy of a will can be admitted to probate cnlj if
proper execution of the original can be proved.

For the Secretary to withhold approval of testator's
will in this case, which omits his illegitimate child
and sole heir at law, would be tantamount to applying
"just and equitable" standard in passing on an Indian 1



Il!2I*fi_E12fi*2I— Continued

HILLS (See also INHERITING— if included in this Index.)
— Continued

Ap_roval_of Bill—Continued

will, which is the precise error in Departmental judg-
ment previously condemned by the Supreme Court.

I§ta te_o£_Ant honi_Bitseedj , 5 IBIS 270 (Dec. 17, 1976)

Hhere the scrivener was not in the reasonable
vicinity of the place of hearing, departmental
procedures do not require that he be produced
in a will contest where testamentary capacity
is proved by other evidence.

I§ t aie_of_Ha nk_Cluett e , 6 IBIA «7 (Apr. 1, 1977)

Children^ Disinheritance_of

For the Secretary to withhold approval of testator's
will in this case, which omits his illegitimate child
and sole heir at law, would be tantamount to applying a

"just and equitable" standard in passing on an Indian's
will, which is the precise error in Departmental judg-
ment previously condemned by the Supreme Court.

ISia te_of_ A n t hony._Bi t seed v , 5 IBIA 270 (Dec. 17, 1976)

Construction_of

It is incumbent upon the administrative law judge under
existing regulations in testate cases to construe the
provisions of a will.

Estate o__Herman Coando, 5 IBIA ltO (June 22, 1976)
83 I.E. 229

The Board realizes that the Department's Oct. 26, 1927,
order approving will construes the devise to John
Sherman to be conditional upon his talcing care of tes-
tatrix's son, petitioner in this case, but, based on
the scant record developed in the original probate pro-
ceeding, it is not beyond reason that this constructiot
was erroneous.

I§ ta te_o f_A n nie_E ea r , 5 IBIA 119 (July 21, 1976)

In construing a will, the court is faced with the
situation as it existed when the will was drawn and
must consider all surrounding circumstances, the ob-
jects sought to be obtained and endeavor to determine
what was in the testator's mind when he made the be-
quests, and the court must not make a new will for
testator or testatrix or warp his language in order
to obtain a result which the court might feel to be
right.

It is well established that, in construing a will the
courts will seek for and give effect to the intent,
scheme, or plan of the testator, if it be lawful.

The intent must be gathered when possible from the
words of the will, construed in their natural and
obvious sense.

INEI1N_PB0EJ1J-- Continued

MILLS (_ee also INHERITING-- if included in this Index.)—Continued

_ontest

Provisions of 25 CFR U. 233(c) requiring testimony of
attesting witnesses to contested will to be taken at
hearing en probate of will are mandatory when witnesses
are available.

Estate_of Joseph Caddo aikj_a._J.ames Joseph Caddc_and
jIOutlii7~~IBIA~286"Nov.~287"l979)"~

Dependent _elative_Revocat_on

For a revocation clause of an Indian will to be effec-
tive the will itself must be admitted to probate.

Is^at__of_Anthojy_Bitseed_, 5 IBIA 27C (Dec. 17, 1S76)

Disapproval of_Will

Regardless of scope of adiinistra ti ve law judge's
authority to grant or withhold approval of the wi]
an Indian under statute, there is not vested in tfc

judge power to revoke a will which reflects a rati
testamentary scheme disposing of trust or restrict
property.

Estate_of_G€jal__nartinezx_Sr., 5 IEIA 162 (Aug.
19767"

"
83 ]

13,
E. 162

Esta_e_oJ__o£Othi_S.held.on. 7 IBIA 11 (Feb 1. 1978)
85 I.D. 31

Regardless of scope of administrative law judge's
authority to grant or withhold approval of the will
of an Indian under statute, there is not vested in the
judge the power to revoke or rewrite a will or a part
thereof which reflects a rational testamentary scheme
disposing of trust or restricted property.

IsJate_of__oroth__Sheld^n # 7 IBIA 11 (Feb. 7, 197£)
65 I.E. 31

Failure to_Bention_Child

The failure cf a testator to provide for his wife or
child or children in a will does not invalidate the
will.

Istat__of_G^r_e__ello____o!_ , 5 IBIA 70 (Apr. 13, 1976)

Failure to_n_ntion_S_ouse

The failure of a testator to provide for his wife or
child or children in a will does not invalidate the
will.

Is^ate^f_G^__e__eJlo^w_J.olf, 5 IBIA 70 (Apr. 13, 1S76)

_o_o_raphic Kill

A holographic will that does not meet the requirement
cf attestaticn by two disinterested adult witnesses is
invalid.

Estate of.Fmcry
i
Denpjs Juneau. 7 IBIA 16<4 (June 29,

1979)
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WILLS (See also INHERITING— if included in this Index.)
—Continued

INfiI£fi_£SQB ATE— Continued

icluded in this Irdex.)

Insane Delusions

There is a difference between an insane delusion and a

false belief. A belief is not an insane delusion where
it is arrived at through a process of reasoning, even
though such reasoning may be faulty, incorrect or
illogical.

Esta te_of_Georae_ E^.Easlei , IA-T-32 (July 13, 1978)

Lost_Will

An Indian will may be presented for probate even though
the estate of the decedent has been distributed as in-
testate property.

Estate_of_Joan JJoanna)__Horsechief

,

5 IBIA 182
Tsept. 29, l976)~ 83 I.D. 362

Proof of_Will

Departmental regulations require that an Indian will t(

executed in writing and attested ty two disinterested
adult witnesses.

Estate_of_Anthony,_Bitseed2, 5 IBIA 270 (Dec. 17, 1976)

Facts of the case justified a finding by the adminis-
trative law judge that there was a failure to prove
will where testimony to show testamentary act was
scanty and where purported will was undated and was
marked "signed copy."

Estate_of_Cleveland_Iron_Shooter, 7 IBIA 212 (Sept. 12,
1979)

Provisions of 25 CFR «. 233(c) requiring testimony of
attesting witnesses to contested will to te taken at
hearing on probate of will are mandatory when witnesses
are available.

Estate_of_JosfEh_Caddo_ai kiai_James^ose£h_Caddo_and
Ji»_ Bu t ler

,

~7~ ii I

A

_
2 86 "(No v7~2 8 , ~ 1 979

)

Publication

There is no requirement in the regulations or elsewhere
that the attesting witnesses be present at the same
time, or sign in the presence of the testatrix, or that
the testatrix acknowledge her subscription to the will
to the witnesses, or that she "publish" said instrument
by declaring it to be her last will.

Estate_of Biemstennie_JBa33iel_Hhi2_Abbott, « IEIA 12
(Apr. 17, 1975) 82 I.E. 169
(See also 2 IBIA 53, 80 I.D. 617 (197U).)

There is no requirement in the Indian probate regula-
tions or the applicable statutes that the testatrix,
at the time of the execution of her will, "publish"
the same by openly declaring it to be her last will
and testament.

for a revocation clause of an Indian will to te effec-
tive the will itself must be admitted to probate.

Istate_of_Anthony._Eit£eed.y. 5 IEIA (Dec. 17, 1976)

Selfz proved Wills

Under the circumstances of a contested will which in-
cludes a devise of property to a brother long dead, a

"self-proved will" does not pass muster by perfunctory
questioning of witnesses. Further, although the task
of the administrative law judge to develop a ccaplete
record may te made more difficult by the absence of
counsel for the parties, this important function sust
still be satisfied.

istate of Pea hner JBatel t . JHablej. Wahsegt . 5 IEIJ 27
(Feb. 23, 1976)

State Law

Applicability to Indian Probate. Testate

given
n, by
shall

nan
C-

by

A power of appointment is a power of disposition
to a person or persons over property not their oi

someone who directs the mode in which that power
te exercised by a particular instrument. It is i

authorization to do an act which the owner grant:
the power might himself by law fully perform.

A power of appointment included in a purported Ii

will concerning trust allotments or restricted p<

sonal property is not valid unless first approver
the Secretary of the Interior or his duly appcini
subordinate.

Estate_of_Daniej_JA_Pierre, 6 IEIA 17 (Jan. 26, J

8« I.

T e s t a e n t a r y_ C a p a c i tj

Generally

To te competent to make a will the testatrix had to
know without prompting not only who were the natural
objects of her bounty but also the nature and extent
of the property of which she was about to dispose, and
the consequences of the dispositions which she was
making.

istate_of_Jose£h_Red_Eaale, <4 IEIA (Hay 3C, 1S75)
82 I.E.

Estate_pf_Fannie Newro|>e_Ch
1979"

ite, 7 IBIA 171 (July 31,

The general rule that an administrative law judge's
finding of testamentary capacity rendered after consid-
eration of conflictinq testimony will not te disturbed
on appeal is not an unqualified rule. The judge's
finding must be supported by substantial evidence and
the evidence relied upon must be competent.

Under the circumstances of a contested will which in-
cludes a devise of property to a brother long dead, a

"self-proved will" does not pass muster ty perfunctory
questioning of witnesses. Further, although the task
of the administrative law judge to develop a complete
record may be made more difficult by the absence cf
counsel for the parties, this important function must
still be satisfied.

Estate of Peahner (Habel) (Hafele) Hghseet. 5 IEIA 27
(Feb. 23, 1976)
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MILLS (_ee also INHERITING— if included in this Index.)
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Te_tamentary_Capacit_— Continued

Generally— Continued

The burden of proof as to testamentary incapacity in
Indian probate proceedings is on the one contesting
the will, and an aged Indian is not deemed to be in-
capacitated from making a valid will by being a chronic
alcoholic or by being unable to manage his own affairs.

Istate_of_Louis_ Baptist, 5 IBIA «8 (Mar. 8, 1976)

Testator's reference to unrelated sole devisee as his
"nephew" in his last will and testament is possible
evidence bearing on the mental capacity of testator,
but such reference is not in itself dispositive of the
issue of alleged testamentary incapacity. From a con-
sideration of all the evidence, we hold that testator*!
reference to devisee as his "nephew" in his will does
not show that decedent was unable to recognize the
natural objects of his bounty or that he was otherwise
in an irrational state when the will was executed.

!§tate_of____________ e , 6 IBIA HI (Apr. 1, 1977)

A judge's findings regarding testamentary capacity will
not be set aside where supported by evidence adduced at
a probate hearing on the will.

____t__of_Felix___lkin__ a_)__a__h__ i___alkin_ , 6 IBIA
153 7oct. 12, 1977)

A testator does not lack testamentary capacity merely
because he is unable to manage his own business affairs
or is under guardianship.

Estate of George B. Easley, IA-T-32 (July 13, 1978)

The burden of proof as to testamentary incapacity in
Indian probate proceedings is on those contesting the
will, and an Indian is not deemed to be incompetent to
make a will by virtue of her being unable to manage her
own property or business affairs or by appointment of a

guardian for her.

Being aged and uneducated, being unable to read or
write, being unable to understand the English language,
and possessing impaired hearing and poor eyesight are
conditions that do not necessarily disgualify one from
making a will.

Estate_of_Fannie_Newrobe_Choate, 7 IBIA 171 (July 31,
1979)

I-_I_-___Q____—Continued

Testa men tary_Capaciti—Continued

Alcohol—Continued

the time the will was executed they believed him tc be
sober, alert and in all respects competent tc make a

will.

Jstate_of_.A_rnold_Hoss, 5 IBIA 277 (Dec. 21, 1976)

Undue Influence

Generally

Undue influence must be a "wrongful influence," ard
influence acquired through kindness, affection, cr
attention, especially of cne relative for another,
is cot wrongful.

Estate of George E... Easley. IA-7.-32 (July 13, 1976)

To invalidate a will on the ground of undue influence
contestants must show such influence to have been ex-
erted to the extent of destroying the free will cf the
testatrix or that the will of another was substituted
for that of the testatrix and this aiounts to more than
the opportunity or possibility that undue influence was
brought to bear on the testatrix.

Estate of Fannie Hewrobe Choate,
1979J

[BIA 171 (July 31,

luage alone does not
.11, even though the

Inability to read the English la

prevent one from making a valid
will is written in English.

Es.tate_of_Geor.He_Tsa.lote, 7 IBIA 261 (Oct. 30, 1979)

Estate_of _in_i__M__es_C___, 7 IBIA 266 (Nov. If

19797

Whether undue influence bad been exerted to obtain will
of testator in feeble health and dependent situation is
the sole issue in case where the will was obtained with
the assistance of testator's son-in-law who stood to
benefit under the will made and who used a power cf at-
torney to make gifts of testator's acney to others.

Estate of Jose_b Caddc a. k.a. James Jo_e_h_Caddc and
iIl!-IilIIiI""lBIA~286 (NcvT 287 1979)

Failur__to_Establishx_£enerall_

To invalidate an Indian will because of un
ence, it must be shown: (1) that the dece
susceptible to being dominated by another;
perscn allegedly influencing the decedent
tion of the will was capable of controllin
and actions; (3) that such person, at the
testamentary act, did exert influence upon
of a nature calculated to induce or coerce
a will contrary to his own desires; and («

will is contrary to the decedent's own des

l5tate_of__i__ste_jis___a_2ie___hi2_______
(Apr. 17, 1975)
(See also 2 IEIA 53, 60 I.D. 617 (197U).)

dent was
(2) that the

in the execu-
g hi mind
time cf the
the decedent
him tc make

) that the
ires

, 1 IEIA 12
82 I.E. 169

_______

Testimony of physician, based on his treatment and ob-
servation of testator at various times, to the effect
that testator may have suffered permanent brain damage
and disease but which is inconclusive as to whether
testatory had testamentary capacity does not support a

finding of testamentary incapacity when the scrivener
and other witnesses testified that from their conversa-
tions with and observations of testator at and/or about

Undue influence will not be presumed where the evidence
affirmatively discloses that the beneficiary of a will
who accoapanied the testator to the office of the
scrivener was not present when the terms of the will
were discussed or when the will was executed.

|s_at__of____old_Ross, 5 IBIA 277 (Eec. 21, 1976)
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Ondue Influence— Continued

Failure to Establish, Generally—Continued

It is proper to deny a petition foe reheating in the
matter of the approval of the last will and testament
of a deceased Indian where the record satisfactorily
shows that the will was properly executed by one pos-
sessing the requisite testamentary capacity.

Estate_of Winnie Hoves Ca.mp., 7 IBIA 266 (Nov. 15,

1979f

Failure_to_Establishx_0££ortunitjr

The Department of the Interior has held consistently
that mere suspicion or an opportunity to influence
testator's mind will not sustain an allegation of undue
influence where convincing proof is lacking that a per-
son did actually exert influence or there was pressure
operating directly upon the testamentary act.

ISiate_of_Jose£h_Red_Eaale, i» IBIA 52 (Hay 30, 1975)
82 I.E. 256

The mere fact that a beneficiary in a will or other
grandchildren were in a position to exert undue influ-
ence on the testator is insufficient to establish the
invalidity of the will, when convincing proof that the
beneficiary or others actually exerted undue influence
is lacking.

Is t a te_of_Arnold, Ross, 5 IBIA 277 (Dec. 21, 1976)

2BDIAfi_PB2SAlE— Continued

BILLS (See .also INHERITING— if included
—Continued

this Index.)

pnatoial Bill—Continued

An unequal distribution by will to the natural objects
of testator's bounty does not constitute an inequita-
ble or unnatural will.

fgtate.ol. George.

f

t .lasley. IA-T-32 (July 13, 197t)

Bignesses,.Attesting

An attesting witness is disqualified from acting in an
attesting capacity only if his interest in the will is
of a fixed, certain, and vested pecuniary character, or
one which otherwise gives him a direct and immediate
beneficial right under the will.

There is no requirement in the regulations or elsewhere
that the attesting witnesses be present at the sate
time, or sign in the presence of the testatrix, cr that
the testatrix acknowledge her subscription to the will
to the witnesses, or that she "publish" said instrument
by declaring it to be her last will.

islale_of_Bi€msJennie JHaqqje) _jhi2_Abbort , t I EI A 12
(Apr. 17, 1975) 82 I.E. 169
(See also 2 IBIA 53, 80 I.E. 617 (197i»).)

Departmental regulations require that an Indian will be
executed in writing and attested by two disinterested
adult witnesses.

Bstate. of .Anthony Bitseedy. 5 IBIA 270 (Dec. 17, 1976)

The Department of the Interior has consistently held
that mere suspicion or an opportunity to influence tes-
tatrix's mind will not sustain an allegation of undue
influence where convincing proof is lacking that a per-
son did actually exert influence or there was pressure
operating directly upon the testamentary act.

Es£ai£_of_Fannie Newj:obe_Chga te,

1979f

Unnatural Bill

7 IBIA 171 (July 31,

The fact that an Indian Testator believes he has no
heir and that his property would escheat to the State
should he die intestate does not affect a devise undei
his will.

An Indian of the age of 21 years or over and of testa-
mentary capacity, who has any right, title, or interest
in trust property, may dispose of such property by a

will executed in writing and attested by two disinter-
ested adult witnesses.

Ji±aje_
1979)

Emery Dennis Juneau. 7 IEIA 16« (June 29,

Applicable Departmental regulations dc not require that
the attesting witness know the language cf the testa-
trix; it is required that the witness merely know that
she is actinq as an attesting witness.

Esjate.of Fannje.Newrqbe, ChOate. 7 IBIA 171 (July 31,
1979)

Estate of Vinceni Victoria Natal js h.. Jr. . 5 IBIA 1

(Jan. 19, 1976)

For the Secretary to withhold approval of testator's
will in this case, which omits his illegitimate child
and sole heir at law, would be tantamount to applying a

"just and equitable" standard in passing on an Indian's
will, which is the precise error in Departmental judg-
ment previously condemned by the Supreme Court.

Estate of Anthony Bitseedy. 5 IBIA 270 (Dec. 17, 1976)

Facts of the case justified a finding by the adminis-
trative law judge that there was a failure to prcve
will where testimony to show testamentary act was
scanty and where purported will was undated and was
marked "signed copy."

Istate_of^leveland_Iron_Shooier, 7 IBIA 212 (Sept. 13

1979)

BITNESSES

£ ros s- ex a mi na t.jo n

A full and true disclosure of the facts was denied whet
only the presiding judge was permitted tc ask questions
of a crucial witness. This procedure violated sec.
7(c) of the Administrative Procedure Act.

Estate of .Rena.Har^Bdge. 7 IBIA 53 (Apr. 1976)



INP.IM_E5°BATE— Continued

WITNESSES—Continued

Observation by_Administrative Law Judge

Where testimony is conflicting, the factual findings
of the administrative law judge will not be disturbed
because he had the opportunity to observe and hear the
witne

I§tate_of Hiemstennie JHaagj^l_Hhiz_Atbott , « IBIA 12

(Apr. 17, 1975) 82 I.E. 169
(See also 2 IBIA 53, 80 I.D. 617 <197«).)

INEIAN_PBOE ATE—Continued

YAKIHA TRIBES— Continued

Valuation Reports

The Board is not bound by the Bureau of Indian Affairs'
appraisal, report and findings ccntained therein.
Instead, the Eoard will give consideraticn tc the cci-
plete record, including the BIA appraisal, report and
findings in arriving at its findings and determination.

Estate_of Cecelia Smith Vergote lEor5erl i_Horrjs_A J._Jj(j|
Chll lls_i ndlcliol iil_jHc hai lis_ JJxiji a lelT " I E I~i" i~
(Hay 21, 1976) 83 I.t. 2C9

YAKIHA TRIBES

Generally

Absent regulations requiring otherwise the lost eguita-
ble valuation date would be the date the Tribe elects
to purchase the property of a noneligible heir or
devisee.

Estate_oj_Cec^lia_SBith^ergote^E.oraerl^^
Charles_and_Caroline J^ Charles_JErendale]., 5 IBIA 96
7Say"21,"l976) 83 I.D. 209

Absent controlling guidelines in the statute concerning
valuation date (fair market value), it is more equita-
ble to charge the Yakima Tribe the fair market value of
the property as of the date the Tribe elected to pur-
chase same, i.e., Jan. 25, 197U.

Estate of Temens (Timens) Vivian_Gardaf ee, 5 IBIA 113
7Hay

_
277~19767 83 I.D. 216

A statutory option held by the Tribe to take such in-
terests in lands which pass to specific heirs or dev-
isees who are not enrolled members of the Tribe does
not vest any rights in said interests until payment
by the Tribe of the fair market value as determined
by the administrative law judge, after hearing if de-
manded, plus unpaid interest.

Fair-market value date is considered to be the date of
hearing to determine value or if no hearing, the date
the judge makes an independent finding and judgment as
to the fair market value of the interest to be taken.

Istate_of_Edward_Lewis_Pitt, 6 IBIA 156 (Oct. 17, 1977)
8U I.D. 85U

The fair market value date is considered to be the date
of hearing to determine value.

Interest is due and payable only on the unpaid balance
of the fair market value as determined from the date of
filing the election to take by the Tribe.

A statutory option held by the Tribe to take interest
in land under the Act of Dec. 31, 1970 (6« Stat. 187«,
25 O.S.C. * 607 (1970)), does not vest any right in
such interests until payment by the Tribe of the fair
market value as determined by the administrative law
judge after bearing if demanded, plus interest.

(|ee_also In<3

GENERALLY

Probate— if included in this Indej.)

Estate of Joseph
1978"

.Simmonsi_Sri , 7 IBIA 13 (Bar. 31,

Title I of the Highway Beautif icaticn Act, 79 Stat.
1028, which applies to all "public lands or reserva-
tions of the United States," does not apply tc Indian
reservations.

Potlic Law 260, 67 Stat. 568-90, did not grant tc
States general civil regulatory powers over Indian
reservations. Nor could this be accomplished by
Departmental regulation. Secretarial Order cr ctber
directive.

California's Outdoor Advertising Act, implementing the
Highway Eeautif ication Act, 79 Stat. 1028, may not be
applied to ncn-Indian lessees on the Hcrcngo Indian
Reservation.

The Department's policy established in 1965 of requir-
ing lessees of Indian lands in California to coiply
with State standards regulating land use and develop-
ment can be achieved without subjecting developing
tribal governments to the full enforcement powers of
the State, viz., through adding appropriate State
standards to the provisions of any lease.

»ajini^raJLive^E£eai.oJ_t]^_Horonao_Band_of_Hissicn
Indijns_ji_Area_DirectoIx_Sacraji.ej)to_firea_Offic€,
7 IBIA 299 (Dec. 13, 1979) 86 I.I. 66(

ATTORNEYS

Fees

In the absence of an approved contract as required
by 25 O.S.C. « H76 (1970), fees for legal services
allegedly performed during the interim will not be
allowed.

1lli njsi t atj ve_

A

£^e a l_of_ Rp y I^Hob, le v_ v^C o ijj s sj c nej
of. Indian. Afjajrs. and. Jicarjll.a., Apache Iribe. U IEIA 1

(Apr. U, 1975) 82 I.t. 11<

CCNS1IT0TICN, EYIAWS AND ORDINANCES

Nomination and election of tribal officers are gcvernec
by the provisions of its constitution.

hJ5iJ!lSitaJije_

A

£,p.eal_ol_ goc geje warjjj, Vi.Cojjissjcje t.,

Bureau of Indian. Affairs, elj.al,. 3 IEIA 259 (Feb. 12,



l^IM-l£I^Mi— Continued

CONSTITUTION, BYLAWS AND ORDINANCES—Continued

The organic law of the Hopi Tribe found in a constitu-
tion authorized by statute, fomulated and adopted by
the tribal members and approved by the Secretary of the
Interior, should be construed for its ultimate meaning
under the same rules as are applied in the ccnstructicn
of State and Federal constitutions and statutes.

A5»il!istrative_A££eal_of_The_Ho£i_Indiaii_Trite_v i
Commissioner, Bureau of Indian Affairs, « IBIA 13U
(Sept. 267 1975) " 82 I.C. «52

The Department of the Interior has generally deferred
to the tribe or tribal council when the interpretation
of a constitution involves two reasonable alternatives.

Administrative_A££eal_of_Ealph_Davis_vi_Commissione^
Bureau of Indian Affairs and Sac and Fox Tribe of
Oklahoma, H IBIA 228 (Nov7~257 1975"

Acts of Tribal Chairmen dene in contravention of their
respective Tribal Constitutions and Bylaws are void
from their inception and not binding upon their respec-
tive Tribes.

*<i_A_i§ tr._tive__££eal of Joe__cComas, 5 IBIA 125
Tjune'll, 1976) 83 I.D. 227

The Department is not bound by a tribal ordinance reg-
ulating trust property where such ordinance violates
provisions of the tribal constitution and bylaws which
the Secretary has sworn to uphold.

*^5iBiStrative_A££eal_of_C3lala_Sioux_Trite_v i_Co5mis;
sionerIof_Indian_Affairs_and_Richard~Tall~JPRU;lc|«21,
7~IBIA 188 (Sept. 5, 1979) 86 I.E. «25

ELECTIONS

Generally.

Nomination and election of tribal officers are governed
by the provisions of its constitution.

Administrative_A££eal_of_Eoc_Pewewardi_vi_Coimissicner J

l!J£eau_of_Indian_Affairsx~et
_
al77"3 IBIA~259 7Fet. 12,

1975)

ENROLLMENT

For purposes of which the tribe has complete control,
the tribe conclusively determines membership; but where
Departmental action is authorized, the Department may
approve or disapprove the membership rolls of the tribe.

*£j5AnAstrative_A££eal_of_Jennifer_Rae_nc£ueenx_A_Minori
B__Hazel__ic.uee___As_Ne^___r_ind_v^
and Kootenai Tribes_ Flaihead_Res.frvat.jon., Montana,
«~IBIA~65 (June"™ 19757 " ~~82~I.E. 261

JNEIA__T_IBEj--Continued

JUEGMENT FUNDS

The preparation of a plan providing for the use and
distribution of judgment funds under the Act of
Oct. 19, 1973 (25 U.S.C. § 1HC1 et se.__ , 67 Stat. U68)
ty the Secretary of the Interior to be submitted tc the
Congress for approval entails the exercise of the Sec-
retary's discretion and is beyond the authority dele-
gated to the Board of Indian Appeals in (211 E.d. 13.7)
Dec. 1U. 1973.

Administrative Appeal of B ene dict Jozhe and Ft. Sill
Agaches v__Co_missicner of I_d,ian Affairs,"! iIlA~2€6
~(Fet.~25, 19757"

JURISDICTION

18 U.S.C. « 1165 (197C) confirms the right of Indian
Tribes to control, regulate and license hunting and
fishing within their reservations.

Opinion en the Boundaries of and Status of Title to
Certain I_J!d__Wi__in _he_Col_i lje and S_oka_e__ndian
Reservations, M-36887 (Feb. 27~1977l " in l.l'.'i:

An Indian tribe may exercise criminal jurisdiction over
its nembers concurrently with a State where the State
has assumed jurisdiction over the tribe's reservation

of Aug. 15, 1953, P. I. 2eO,
.C. § 1162 (1976).

Criminal Jurisdiction on., the Seminole Reservaticts in
Flo_ida7~M-369 07 (Nov7 1« , 1978) " e"l7[7~1i33

SOVEREIGN POWERS

An Indian tribe may exercise criminal jurisdiction over
its members concurrently with a State where the State
has assumed jurisdiction over the tribe's reservation
pursuant to the Act of Aug. 15, 1953, F.I. 2e0,
67 Stat. 588, 18 U.S.C. * 1162 (1976).

C_i.inal_Ju_isdiction_on_th__Sem.
fiSEi^a, M-36907 (Nov. 1U, 1978)

THIEAI AUTHORITY

ieservatiens in_
85"i7e7~H33

iUNTING AND FISHING

On_Reservation

The organic law of the Hopi Tribe found in a constitu-
tion authorized ty statute, formulated and adopted ty
the trital members and approved by the Secretary cf the
Interior, should be construed for its ultimate meaning
under the same rules as are applied in the construction
of State and Federal constitutions and statutes.

Administrative Appeal of The; Hopi Ind ian Tribe v.

£ _Si§__c_e^__Eure_u_cI_I_][ia.___f_ai_s, g 1EIA 13U
(Sept. 26, 1975) 62 I.E. H52

The Eepartnent of the Interior has generally deferred
to the trite or trital council when the interpretation
cf a constitution involves two reasonable alternatives.

Administrative Appeal of Ralph Davis v. Commissioner.
_ureau_o__In_i___Af fairs and Sac and Fcx Trite cf
Oklahoma^ «"lEIA~228~ (Nov7 257~19757

18 U.S.C. 4 1165 (1970) confirms the right of Indian
Tribes to control, regulate and license hunting and
fishing within their reservations.

2£il!i2I!_o__th__ Bound_ries_of_and_Stat£s_of_Title_to
Certain Lands Within.the Colyille, and.Spokane Indian
B__e__Itions7~i :: 36887 lFet7~27~19777 ~ " 8~I.e7~72



IS2I»S_2£ISII— continued

TRIBAL AUTHORITY— Continued

Acts of Tribal Chairmen done in contravention of their
respective Tribal Constitutions and Bylaws are void
from their inception and not binding upon their respec-
tive Tribes.

A^Binistrative A£p.eal of Joe_BcComas, 5 IEIA 125
73une 11, 19767 83 I.C. 227

Tribes as a treaty right have the authority to impose
restrictions or limitations as to who may be permitted
to travel within a closed area of a reservation.

Administrative Appeal of, frank. L. Glaspey, Jr., 7 IBII
92 (Aug. 17, 1978)

INDIM_"ATER_AND_POME|

GENERALLY

iESOURCES

Sec. 5(b) of the Act of May 25, 19U8 (62 Stat. 269) is
not applicable to those tribal lands upon which the
Flathead Irrigation Project's Kerr Substation and
Switchyard are located.

Relocation_of_Flaihead_Irri2atioji_Project^s_Ke£E_Su fa-

st at ion_and_Switch.xard, B-36735 (Supp.) (Sept. 2<4,

19767"
"

83 I.C. 3U6

INDIANS—Continued

WELFARE

Where the manual for the conduct of the business cf the
Eureau of Indian Affairs is issued by the Co»aissioner
under authority delegated by the Secretary, the Ecard
of Indian Appeals lacks jurisdiction to declare the
policy reflected by the provisions of the manual tc be
improper or void or unconstitutional.

Jdminis^raJive_A££ eal_of_Haj^ah_Fijinesand A.A_Native
Alaska Indian_v4 Coi missione£_cf_Indian Affairs, 3 IBIA
263"l?it."257 19757

INTJJVEN1ICN

Where a grazing district cattle trespass complaint re-
fers to previous trespasses by the base property cwner,
he is served with the complaint, and the reccrd indi-
cates he intervened at the hearing thereon but the
decision issued makes no ttention thereof, the decision
appealed fros may be set aside and remanded for
clarification.

Cnited_State§ v. John_Ja Case^,
19757

. 1U,
,d. sue

Intervention, by right, as a full party in a contest
proceeding is only recognized where the individual
seeking intervention has the necessary interest tc
maintain a private contest independently under 13 CEF
U.U50-1.

IRRIGATION PROJECTS

A recreation and public purposes application must
jected for lands temporarily withdrawn for an irr
project to benefit Indians. Such a withdrawal is
tive until specifically revoked, even though it i

on a temporary basis and has been in effect for
than 50 years.

Elko^Countv^Boar^of County Supervisors. 29 IELA
(BarT 23,"l977)

be re- suff
igation com
effec- law

s made side
ere like

prov

The extent of the participation in a contest h

be afforded "interested individuals" who do no
icient interest to maintain a private cent
itted to the sound discretion of the admin
judge. Among the factors which are proper
red are: the desires of the original part
liheed that the party seeking intervention
ide information which would not be forthco
out its participation; and the cost which
e by both the contestant and the contestee
re and scope of the intervention granted.

United^ tates_v.._UnU i

(Oct. 5, 1976)
States Pumice Co.. 3 7 III J 153

INDIANS

GENERALLY

A recreation and public purposes application must be re-
jected for lands temporarily withdrawn for an irrigation
project to benefit Indians. Such a withdrawal is effec-
tive until specifically revoked, even though it is made
on a temporary basis and has been in effect for more
than 50 years.

Elko_Countl_Board_of_Countj_Su£ervisors, 29 IBLA 220
(Bar. 23, 1977)

CRIBINAL JURISDICTION

An Indian tribe may exercise criminal jurisdiction over
its members concurrently with a State where the State
has assumed jurisdiction over the tribe's reservation
pursuant to the Act of Aug. 15, 1953, P.L. 280,
67 Stat. 588, 18 U.S.C. « 1162 (1976).

Criminal Jurisdiction on the Seminole Reservations in
Plorida7

_
B-36907~(Nov. 1«, 1978) " " 85~lTcT~t»3 3

ire— if included in this

evious decision,
ease effet must
files suit for
United States
cranecus appeal
nting the
o the Court's
merits cf the

issal by the

JUfiI£IAL_IEVI.EW
(See_alsg Administrative Proce<3
Index.

7

Where the Ecard of Land Appeals, by a p
has held that a particular oil and gas
be rejected, and the rejected applicant
judicial review of that decision in the
District Court, and also files a contem
to the Board from a BLB decision implem
Eoard's decision, the Board will defer
jurisdiction and make no decision on th
appeal, which is subject to summary dis
Board.

£onaia_wi_Cojer_JA£Eellanti^_Alfred_Li_
JiE£«lle«l. 36 IELA 181 (July 31, 1978)

Where the holder of an oil and gas lease on the Cuter
Continental Shelf has filed a suit in a Federal dis-
trict court to recover certain royalties paid urder his
lease, the Eoard of Land Appeals will affirm a decision
of the Director, Geological Survey, holding in abeyance
the lessee's request for a refund while the suit is
pending.

Tenneco.

O

il C o.. Ml IBLA 195 (June 22, 1979)



LACHES

Where land has long been devoted to a particular public
purpose such as inclusion in a forest reserve, laches
may bar an application filed pursuant to the Transpor-
tation Act of 1910, 49 U.S.C. i 65(b) (1970) and
43 U.S.C. « 898 (1970), in which case a hearing need
not be ordered to determine whether a railroad's pur-
chaser was an innocent purchaser for value.

§outhern_Pacific_Trans£ojtation_Co.^Donald_K i_L
Char les_Siller._v._United_States_ Forest Service, 35 IBLA
270 (June 2, 1978)

The authority of the United States to enforce a public
right or protect a public interest is not vitiated or
lost by acguiescences of its officers or agents, or by
their laches, neglect of duty, failure to act, or de-
lays in the performance of their duties.

Onited_States_vi_Haurice_l J

(Dec. 14, 1978)
-Wilson, 38 IE1A 305

United States is not subject to a defense of laches in
an action to enforce a public right. Thus, where BLH
took approximately 2 years to declare reversion to
United States of title to land patented with reversion-
ary clause under Recreation and Public Purposes Act,
appellants may find no relief in equitable doctrine of
laches.

B ° D£rta_Thom£son and_Bichard Lee Burnham. 38 IBLA 333
"(Dec. 207 1978f

iIIU_SELECTIONS

An application by a State for an indemnity school and
land selection is not subject to rejection for the sole
reason that the base lands are less valuable than the
selected lands.

When a State files an indemnity school land application
and selects lands withdrawn for leasable minerals and
it is determined that disposal of such lands would un-
reasonably interfere with operations under the mineral
leasing laws, such application may be rejected. Bow-
ever, when the State offers to waive the reserved leas-
able minerals and to allow reasonable surface entry for
development and removal of the minerals, the applica-
tion should be reevaluated in light of such offer.

S ta te_of_ New_Hexico , 21 IELA 135 (Mar. 8, 1976)

Whei lai•neie iaoa had been conveyed to the United States pur-
suant to the Act of June 4, 1897, ch. 2, 30 Stat. 11,
36, as a base for forest lieu selection rights, and a

purported color of title claim was initiated at a time
when the land had not been opened to the operation of
the public land laws, the color of title claim is net
cognizable as valid under 43 U.S.C. » 106e (1970).

Istat e_of_John_Ci_Bri n ton , 25 IBLA 283 (June 28, 1976)

illfi-SELESTJONS—Continued

Under 43 U.S.C. i e52(a)(l) (197C) , a_§ amended ty sec.
25 of the Geotbermal Steam Act of 1970, 3C U.S.C.
« 1024 (197C) , a State may select lands with gectbermal
potential as indemnity for base lands lost by it frcm
its grant for common schools without a reservation to
the United States of the geothermal rights therein,
provided that these base lands also have geothermal
potential.

Per sec. 25 of the Geothermal Steam Act of 1970,
geothermal resources are treated under 43 U.S.C.
« 852(a) (1970) as other leasable minerals, rather than
as oil and gas, so that a State need not submit as base
for indemnity selection of lands which have been clas-
sified ty the Geological Survey as being within a
"KGRA" (known geothermal resource area) lands which
also are classified as KGRA, but instead need only sub-
mit base lands classified by GS as having gectbenal
potential.

Where BLH has issued a clear list giving a State title
to lands selected as indemnity for lost school lands
tut erroneously reserving to the United States geotber-
mal rights to these selected lands, these geothemal
rights are still within the power of the United States
to dispose of, and the Department still exercises
jurisdiction over them, so that the Eoard of land Ap-
peals may correct BLH's error ty ordering that these
rights be given to the State by deleting the reserva-
tion thereof in the clear list.

Where the record indicates that there may be grcss
disparity between the value of lands selected ty a

State as indemnity for lost school lands and the value
of base lands submitted by the State in support cf the
selection, the matter will be remanded to the BLH for
revaluation of the lands. If the revaluation reveals
a gross disparity, the BLH shall withhold further ac-
tion until judicial resolution of the propriety of the
"grossly disparate value" policy.

State of California. 33 IBLA 160 (Dec. 20, 1977)

LOWEB COLORADO RIVER LAND USE

Where it is indicated that a proposed BLH management
plan may reguire termination of permits now granting
occupancy of lands in the Lower Colorado Biver Lard Use
Area on a renewable basis annually, it is not an abuse
of discretion to deny approval to an assignment cf such
a permit pending final approval of the management plan.

ggPB£th.Caughlin J .
Scott, Thomas. D-77-4 (Oct. IE. 1S77)

It is not an abuse of discretion or arbitrary or capri-
cious for the District Manager, Yuma District, to deny
reguests for renewals of residential permits in the
Parker Strip, lower Colorado Biver Land Use Area, fcr
5 years, in lieu of the existing permits of indefinite
term subject to annual renewal, where the permits are
subject to the provision that the United States lay
terminate the remits after 90 days written notice.

Earl
C-76-

«i.*icher_et_ali .

2 (Aug. 9, 1978)
_£o ber tJi_ Kooje_e t_a 1 . , E-7E-1,

The acceptance by a State of other lands as indemnity
for lands lying within the meander line of a nonnaviga-
ble lake adjacent to the granted upland school section,
was a relinquishment of any interest in the adjacent
land underlying the lake as an incident to the grant of
the school section to the extent such land lies within
the linear boundaries of the school section, and pre-
cludes the assertion of a State claim to such lands.

S ta te_of_Mo n tana , 28 IBLA 124 (Nov. 16, 1976)

It is proper to cancel a residential cabin site permit
in the Lower Colorado Biver Land Use Area for ccnticued
commercial use in violation of the terms of the permit.

»sj_Ei_Bajnes^_Warda_L._Russell, D-76-8 (Aug. 21, 1S76)



____S_£____£_2_2_____________—continued

A permit for use of land in the Lower Colorado Hiver
Area is properly terninated where construction, unau-
thorized by the terns of the permit, is undertaken by
individuals occupying the prenises, whose earlier ap-
plication for an assignment of rights of the permittee
has been rejected by BLM.

S° be r t_D__Na 1 1 , D-79-7 (Aug. 23, 1979)

«*IIBIiIS_ACl—Continued

A Fatty seeking a partial refund of the purchase price
under the risk of loss provision of a contract fcr the
cash sale of vegetative resources pursuant to the
Materials Act of July 31, 1947, must present substan-
tial evidence of the guantity of resources lest thich
otherwise would have been harvested.

__________I__S______» 32 IBl » 299 (Sept. 29, 1977)

"__________£_

Where approval of an application to purchase sand and
gravel pursuant to the Materials Disposal Act of 1947
is opposed by a Native village which has already
selected the land on which the sand and gravel is
located, and to whom conveyance is imminent, the ap-
plication will be rejected.

Cl are nce Wren. 20 IBLA 47 (Apr. 21, 1975)

Where the purchaser cf rock under a cash sale contract
authorized by the Materials Act of July 31, 1947, as
amended, 30 O.S.C. « 601 et _e_. (197C), fails to re-
move any of the rock and requests a credit for the pur-
chase price, such a request will be denied as keirg
tantamount tc a refund and purchaser under a fixed unit
material sale is not entitled to a refund even thcugb
the amount of material removed is less than the esti-
mated total volume shown in the contract.

Weyer haeu ser Co.. 33 IBLA 259 (Jan. 197£)

It would not be improper to issue a free use permit tc a

qualified applicant for land included in, and segregated
by, an airport lease application where the airport lease
applicant is a governmental entity and it consents to
the issuance of the free use permit and such issuance is
consistent with the public interest.

________ds_Bdst_ict_No__l , 25 IBLA 123 (June 7, 1976)

The purchaser of rock under a cash sale contract autho-
rized ty the Materials Act of July 31, 1947, as amended,
30 U.S.C. « 6C1 et sea. (1970), is entitled tc~a~refund

,

based on resale value less administrative costs, for
rock covered by the contract which is available but net
removed from the site ty such purchaser.

Wejerhaeusej Co. _0n Reconsideration) . 34 IELA 144
"(MarT 287 1978)

Where a contract for the sale of vegetative resources
(pine nuts) contains a disclaimer of warranty by the
vendor (Government) as to the quantity of resources
sold, the parties are deemed to have contracted en the
assumption that there was doubt as to the quantity, anc
the risk with respect to such factor must be considered
to have been assumed by the purchaser as one of the
elements of the bargain, thus, the fact that the quan-
tity of the resource available for harvesting turned
out to be less than was expected at the time of con-
tracting is not a basis for a claim to a refund.

Where appellant alleges a

(pine nuts) which he pure
the time of contracting a

severe and unusual damage
sale provides that the ri
Government and not pass t

tive resources have been
lant's claim for a refund
loss provision rather tha
as to quantity contained
contract.

loss of vegetative resources
based occurring subsequent to
nd prior to severance, due to
by birds, and the contract of

sk of loss shall remain in the
o purchaser until such vegeta-
severed or extracted, appel-
is governed by the risk of

n a disclaimer of warranty
in a separate part of the

AIna_iSBa.xon.t_ Jr.., 25 IBLA 164 (June 14, 1976)

Minerals which are subject to location under the gen-
eral mining law on public land outside the Lake Mead
Recreation Area are subject to the leasing provisions
of the Act of Oct. 8, 1964, within the Recreation Area.
But, minerals which are disposable by sale under the
1947 Materials Act when situated outside the Recreation
Area are also subject to such disposal within it.

_i______2a_____e_Co_, 26 IBLA 197 (Aug. 11, 1976)

The Bureau of Land Management, under 43 CFB 5442.3, has
the authority to reject bids submitted for timber sales
where it rationally determines that rejection is in the
Government's interest.

A decision by a Eureau of Land Management District
Office rejecting an application for an extension cf
a mineral materials sale contract solely for the rea-
son it was not timely filed in accordance with 43 cm
361C.7 will be set aside and remanded for the autho-
rized officer to determine whether the applicaticr cay
be considered as timely pursuant to 43 CFR l£_1.2-_(g).
This section permits the authorized officer to censider
a document as being timely filed except where the law
does not perait him tc do so, the rights of a third
party or parties have intervened, or the authorized of-
ficer determines that further consideration of the doc-
ument would unduly interfere with the orderly conduct
cf business.

Cor Kelland. faterjal___ Inc.. 35 IELA 133 (ray 1978)

______fl_I__ , 32 IBLA 225 (Sept. 20, 1977)

In a competitive materials sale, submission of the re-
quired 10 percent deposit in cash with the sealed bid
is permissible under the regulations and not a ground
for rejection of the highest bid. Therefore, a prctes
against acceptance of the bid for that reascn is prop-
erly denied.

_2__Elak_, 38 IBLA 151 (Dec. 5, 1978)

-I--_I11_
(See_also Kining Claims— if included in this Index.)

GENERALLY

Mining claims and millsites located upon land which has
teen previously withdrawn from entry under the lining
laws by a first-form reclamation withdrawal are void ab
initio. Because Departmental Order No. 2515 delegated
authority to revoke such a withdrawal to the Bureau cf
Reclamation with the concurrence of the Bureau cf land
Management, the land remains withdrawn from mining lo-
cations when the Bureau of Land Management dees net
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DEIERNININATION OF VALIDITY— Ccntinuec

ir with the recommendation of the Bureau of Recla-
mation to revoke the withdrawal and restore the land to
entry.

J.i_E.i_HA2<ls_et_a lj. , 25 IBIA 67 (June 1, 1976)

Where a millsite is not being used for mining or mill-
ing purposes in connection with a mining claim owned
by the owner of the millsite, and at the time of con-
test there is no quartz mill or reduction works en the
site, the millsite must be declared null and void.

United_States_vi_Alojs_A^_Dietemann_and_Dpris_Ei _I,.
Dietemann, 26 IBLA 356 (Sept. 8, 1976)"

Mi!iied_States
1977)

Jaine.Ei.Hiah lej , 30 IBLA 21 (Apr. 7,

DETERMININATION OF VALIDITY

When the Government contests a mining claim, by prac-
tice it has assumed the burden of going forward with
sufficient evidence to establish a prima facie case;
the burden of going forward then shifts to the claim-
ant to show by a preponderance of the evidence that
his claim is valid. Likewise, a millsite claimant has
the burden of establishing the validity of his claim
by a preponderance of the evidence.

United_States_vi_Aloys_Ai_Dietemann_and_Doris_E.._L_.
Dietimann7~26 IELA 356 (Sept. 8, 1976)

Where a lillsite is located in conjunction with certain
dining claims which are found to be invalid, and the
millsite is not being used for any purpose associated
with lining, the mere presence of water on the lillsite
which could le used for mining or milling in the event
such activities should transpire is not sufficient to
support a finding that the millsite claim is valid.

United-States v_._Emmett_C. Harder, «2 IELA 206
(AugT 22, 1979)

Three classes of millsites are authorized by 2C U.S.C.
i 12 (1976) : (1) those occupied by the proprietor of a

vein or lode for mining and milling purposes; (2) these
that have thereon quartz mills or reduction wcrks; and
(3) those that are used by the proprietor of a placer
claim for mining, milling, processing, benef iciaticn ,

or other operations in connection with such claim.

i-e.The validity of an independent millsite claim
one not located ancillary to a valid lining c
pends upon three factors: (1) the claim must
in gcod faith for a mining or milling purpose
must contain a guartz mill or reduction works
premises for processing mineral material froi
lode; and (3) it must be operated in an cngoi
more or less continuous manner for custom wor
a guartz mill or reduction works is operated
cally only as a "spare time" enterprise, the
is properly declared invalid.

United States v. Ray Paden. UK IELA 253 (Dec. 19, 1979)
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Where millsites are not used for mining or milling pur-
poses in conjunction with a mining claim, and where no
quartz or reduction works exist on the millsites, the
millsites are properly declared null and void.

yfiited_States_vi_^bert_Ai_Rukke_JReaistered_A5entla
»aluSinesi_inciJ._et~al. ,~32 IBl"a~155 ~(Sep"t7~ 1 2 , 1977)

A mineral claimant who has not made a discovery of a

valuable mineral deposit within the limits of his lode
or placer mining claims is not the proprietor of a

"vein, lode or placer" within the context of 30 U.S.C.
4 42 (1970) , and cannot establish any right to a mill-
site claim based on such unperfected mining locations.

United_States_v._Ray_Paden, 33 IELA 380 (Jan. 25, 1978)

Where the primary reason for the State Office rejection
of a millsite application appears to be that the Envi-
ronment Protection Agency has recommended against the
issuance of a patent because of possible adverse ef-
fects on the environment which the Federal Government
will not be able to control if patent issues, the deci-
sion of the State Office will be reversed where the
applicant shows that he has fulfilled the reguirement
of 30 U.S.C. § "42 (1970), and where the State having
jurisdiction over the operation after patent issues has
a strict environmental protection law with safeguards
against possible adverse effects on the environment.

"£ah_Internationalx_Inc., 36 IBLA 219 (Aug. e, 1978)
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Three classes of millsites are authorized by 30 U.S.C.
$ «2 (1976) : (1) those occupied ty the proprietor cf a

vein cr lode for mining and milling purposes; (2) those
that have thereon guartz mills or reduction wcrks; and
(3) those that are used by the proprietor of a placer
claim for mining, milling, processing, benef iciaticn ,

or other operations in connection with such claim.

The validity of an independent mills
one not located ancillary to a valid
pends upen three factors: (1) the c
in good faith for a lining or millin
must contain a guartz mill or reduct
premises for processing mineral mate
lode; and (3) it must be operated in
more or less continuous manner for c
a quartz mill or reduction works is
cally only as a "spare time" enterpr
is properly declared invalid.

0nite.d_States_vi _Ra2_Paden, «« ibla 253 (Dec. IS, 197S)

PATENTS

Where the primary reason for the State Cffice rejectici
of a millsite application appears to be that the Envi-
ronment Protection Agency has recommended against the
issuance of a patent because of possible adverse ef-
fects on the environment which the Federal Government
will not be able to control if patent issues, the deci-
sion of the State Office will be reversed where tte
applicant shows that he has fulfilled the reguirement
of 30 U.S.C. « «2 (1970), and where the State havirc
jurisdiction over the operation after patent issues has
a strict environmental protection law with safeguards
against possible adverse effects on the environment.

Utah.lBternationalx_IncA . 36 IBLA 219 (Aug. 8, 1976)



MINEBAL_LANfiS

GENERALLY

As only nonmineral lands nay be appropriated unde
the law pertaining to headquarters sites, where t

Geological Survey reports that a tract of entered
is nonmineral in character and the Bureau of Land
agement therefore formally advises the claimant t

the tract is subject to settlement or occupancy a

officially acknowledges his claim, and the claima
thereafter complies fully with the law and applie
patent, a subsequent determination that the land
mineral in character will not vitiate the claim u

it is established that the original finding of nc

eral character was error, and that facts in exist
at the time eguitable title passed required a det
nation that the land was then mineral. Cue proce
permits such action to be taken only after proper
notice and opportunity for hearing.

«AIf red_Si_ Wood , 20 IBLA 28U (May 27, 1975)

Where, after statehood, a designated school section is
surveyed and returned as mineral land (coal) known to
be mineral in character prior to the date when the
rights of the State would have attached, and where
prior to the Act of Jan. 25, 1927 (H« Stat. 1026), the
land is withdrawn for national forest purposes, title
to the section did not pass to the State.

«alcolm_N.._BcKinnon, 23 IELA 1 (Nov. 25, 1975)

Lands known to be mineral in character (except for coal
or iron) at the time of definite location of a railroad
are excluded from the grant of place lands to the rail-
road even though the lands may later lose their mineral
character.

Sou t her n_Pac i f ic_Tra n s£0 r ta ti on_Coix_ Ja^_

R

i _ Fogal

j

Lloy.d_IK_Haies_iIntervenorl7 23 IBLA 232 (Jan. 9, 1976)
83 I.D. 1

NINI3AL_LANDS— Continued

DFTFRMINATION OF CHARACTER OF

—

Continued

it is established that the original finding of ncnmin-
eral character was error, and that facts in existerce
at the time equitable title passed required a determi-
nation that the land was then mineral. Due process
permits such action to be taken only after proper
notice and opportunity for bearing.

H.ilil£d._Si_Wcod, 20 IBLA 28U (May 27, 1975)

mineral character of railro
Act cf July 1, 1862, 12 Stat
ct cf July 2, 186«, 13 Stat,
at known conditions— which m

tions, discoveries of minera
her observable external cond
d experienced men are known
-are such as reasonably to e

land contains mineral of sue
to render its extraction pro

nditures to that end.

In a hearing en a patent application filed under the
Transportation Act of 1910, U9 U.S.C. § 65(b) (1S7C),
the Government has the obligation of making a prima
facie case of mineral character between the date the
railroad line was definitely located and the date of
purchase, whereupon the applicant has the kurder cf
establishing ncnmineral character by a preponderance
cf the evidence.

Land included in an application under sec. 321(b) of the
Transportaticn Act of 19i»0 is properly determined to be
mineral in character between the date the railrcad line
was definitely located and the date cf purchase where
the land was covered by mining claits, evidence cf ex-
tensive and successful mining on adjacent lands was
established, and the subject land had similar surface
geologic conditions when compared with the surface lih-
eralization en adjacent lands having valuable mineral
deposits.

Southern_Pacif ic_CoiX_Heirs_of_Geor^e_H i_Wedekind

,

20 IELA 365 (June 12, 1975)
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When the Bureau of Land Management has appraised the
damages for a mineral trespass under *»3 CFR Part 9230,
a hearing will not be ordered and an appraisal will
not be disturbed in the absence of an offer of spe-
cific substantial evidence that the deter

n

ination is
incorrect.

«estern_Nuclearx_Inci , 35 IBLA 116 (May 22, 1978)

A determination that land was known to te valuable fci
minerals leasable under the Mineral Leasing Act cf
Feb. 25, 192C, 30 U.S.C. « 181 et seg., (1970), at the
time lining claims for such land were located, will be
upheld where there has been a hearing en the question
and the oininq claimant has failed to produce evidence
to overcome such a classification.

UBitS3_States_vi_Lcna_Beach_Salt_Co., 23 IELA HI
(DecT 2~, 19757"

The purpose of 30 U.S.C. * 38 (1976) whereby a person
or association may establish a right to patent lands
which said person or association has held and worked
for a period equal to the statute of limitations is to
obviate the necessity of proving formal compliance witl
requirements for locating a claim, but not to dispense
with proof of discovery.

United, States_v._Lero i_S i_Johnson_et_al., 39 IBLA 337
(Feb. 28, 1979)

DETERMINATION OF CHARACTER OF

As only nonmineral lands may be ap
the law pertaining to headquarters
Geological Survey reports that a t
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When the Department of the Interior finds that public
land within the place limits of a legislative grant-
in-aid of the construction of a railroad was mineral
in character and the railroad company challenges suet
finding, a hearing should te granted at which the De-
partment has the obligation of making a prima facie
case of mineral character, whereupon the company has
the burden of establishing ncnmineral character tj a

preponderance of the evidence.

Southerj;_Facif ic_Trans£ortatioj!_Co._,_ Jaj;_E._Fc£a Ij

Ii5jd D._Hajes_JInterve_norl, 23 IEIA 232 (Jan. S, 19:

e3 I.I. ]



_!___________--Continued

DETERMINATION OF CHARACTER OF—Continued

The filing of a phosphate prospecting permit applica-
tion creates no vested rights in the applicant, and
the application must be rejected if the land described
therein is determined to be subject to the competitive
leasing provisions of the Mineral Leasing Act. Rejec-
tion is required even if the application was filed
prior to the ascertainment of the extent of workability
of the phosphate bed underlying the applied for land,
which finding requires competitive leasing of the land.

Applications for phosphate prospecting permits are
properly rejected by the Eureau of Land Management
upon the basis of a determination by the Geological
Survey that the lands applied for contain workable
deposits of phosphate thus making the lands subject
to the leasing provisions rather than the prospecting
provisions of the Mineral Leasing Act. A review of
the technical data relied upon by the Geological Sur-
vey in making its determination is not required where
no evidence is submitted on appeal demonstrating error
in that determination.

SIHISJIl_LAli.ES—Continued

LEASES

An application for a hardrock preference-right lease
is properly rejected where the permittee does not
demonstrate the existence of a workable deposit cf
the mineral for which the permit was issued, within
the term of the permit.

The Hanna Mining Co,. 20 IBLA It • Bay 1975)

Where application is made to lease reserved minerals in
lands patented to the State of California fcr park cr
other public purposes, the regulations dc not require
the discovery of a workable deposit of mineral cf com-
mercial quantity and quality as a pre-condition tc tbe
issuance of tbe lease. Indeed, a lease affords tbe cnly
authority for the conduct of exploratory operaticns.

George w. Wright, Sr,„ (Eecegged) . 22 IBLA 2i

1975)
(Cct. 3(

__________________ 21 IBLA 271 (Mar. 30, 1976)

A previous determination by the Department of the
Interior in a proceeding different from a mining claim
contest that land was mineral in character is not evi-
dence of a discovery of a valuble mineral deposit in a

mining contest.

_______________________________

,

1976)
25 IBLA 77 (June 1,

Under 30 U.S.C. $ 262 (1970), a valuable deposit of
sodium must be leased competitively even though tbe
Geological Survey determination that lands are so
known may have been made subsequent to appellant's
filing of its application.

_________________________ 31 IE 150 (June 30, 1977)
84 I.C. 3U2

The National Park Service is not an "executive depart-
ment, independent establishment or instrumentality"
within the meaning of <43 CFR 35C1.2-6. The Department
is therefore not bound by tbe granting or withholding cf
consent by the Service for a mineral lease en National
Park Service lands.

Minerals which are subject to location under the gen-
eral mining law on public land outside the Lake Head
Recreation Area are subject to the leasing previsions
of the Act of Oct. 8, I960, within the Recreation Area.
Eut, minerals which are disposable by sale under the
19t7 Materials Act when situated outside the Recreation
Area are also subject to such disposals within it.

A decision to reject an application for a mineral lease
within the lake Head Recreation Area will be sustained
in the absence of a showing that the authorized efficer
acted unreasonably in rejecting tbe lease for reasens
relating to environmental protection.

____________!________# 26 IBLA 197 (Aug. 11, 1976)

To establish the mineral character of railroad grant
lands under the Act of July 1, 1862 (12 Stat. «89) , as
amended, it must be shown that known conditions--which
may include geological conditions, discoveries of min-
erals in adjacent land and other observable external
conditions upon which prudent and experienced men are
known to be accustomed to act— on the critical date
are such as reasonably to engender the belief that the
land contains mineral of such quality and in such quan-
tity as to render its extraction profitable and justify
expenditures to that end.

When the Department of the Interior finds that public
land within the place limits of a grant to a railroad
under the Act of July 1, 1862, as amended, was mineral
in character and the railroad company, filing for pat-
ent on behalf of an alleged bona fide purchaser from
it, challenges such finding, a hearing should be
granted at which the Department has the obligation of
making a prima facie case of mineral character, where-
upon the company has the burden of establishing nenmin-
eral character by a preponderance of the evidence, and
the bona fides of the purchaser.

An application for a prospecting permit cannot be sus-
pended and is properly rejected where the lands applied
for are unavailable because they are private lands
awaiting transfer of title to the Dnited States.

LeRcy Pedersen. 31 IBLA 12K (June 3C, 1977)

Under 30 U.S.C. « 262 (1970), a valuable deposit cf
sodium must be leased competitively even though the
Geological Survey determination that lands are so
known may have been made subsequent tc appellant's
filing of its application.

Under 30 U.S.C. $« 162 and 262 (197C) , valuable depos-
its of sodium compounds are not open to location and
disposition under the mining laws, but may be disposed
of only under the Mineral Leasing Act, except fcr cer-
tain claims under "3 CFR 3501.1-1 (b), existent at pas-
sage of Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 which have since
been maintained in accordance with statute and regula-
tion.

_2__________i_i_ __a n__°__ 2

(Sept. 19,"1977"
>_____» 32 IELA 21 £___ _____________________ • 31 IB1 » 15 ° (June 30, 1977)

1 I.E. 3«2



«IflERii_i*!!DS— Continued

BINERAL RESERVATION

where application is made to lease reserved Einerals in
lands patented to the State of California for park or
ether public purposes, the regulations do not reguire
the discovery of a workable deposit of mineral of coi-
mercial guantity and guality as a pre-condition to the
issuance of the lease. Indeed, a lease affords the only
authority for the conduct of exploratory operations.

George W^Hrishti_Sr 1._JDeceasedl, 22 IBLJ 280 (0ct> 30j
1975)

Hhere material involving a prior mineral reservation
on acguired lands is first submitted on appeal, and
the effect of a State statute and State court decree
is in issue, it is appropriate to remand the case to
the BLB State Office for further consideration.

Hendei 30 IBLA 8 (Apr. «, 1977)

Under «3 U.S.C. * 852(a)(1) (1970), as amended by sec.
25 of the Geothermal Steam Act of 1970, ~30 uTi.C.
« 102« (1970), a State may select lands with geothermal
potential as indemnity for base lands lost by it from
its grant for common schools without a reservation to
the Onited States of the geothermal rights therein,
provided that these base lands also have geothermal
potential.

Per sec. 25 of the Geothermal Steam Act of 1970,
geothermal resources are treated under 13 O.S.C.
$ 852(a) (1970) as other leasable minerals, rather than
as oil and gas, so that a State need not submit as base
for indemnity selection of lands which have teen clas-
sified by the Geological Survey as being within a
"KGRA" (known geothermal resource area) lands which
also are classified as KGRA, but instead need only sub-
mit base lands classified by GS as having geothemal
potential.

Hhere BLB has issued a clear list giving a State title
to lands selected as indemnity for lost school lands
but erroneously reserving to the United States geother-
mal rights to these selected lands, these geothermal
rights are still within the power of the United States
to dispose of, and the Department still exercises
jurisdiction over them, so that the Board of land Ap-
peals may correct BLB's error by ordering that these
rights be given to the State by deleting the reserva-
tion thereof in the clear list.

Hhere the record indicates that there may be gross
disparity between the value of lands selected by a
State as indemnity for lost school lands and the value
of base lands submitted by the State in support of the
selection, the matter will be remanded to the BLB for
revaluation of the lands. If the revaluation reveals
a gross disparity, the BIB shall withhold further ac-
tion until judicial resolution of the propriety of the
"grossly disparate value" policy.

S t a te_o f_Ca 1 if or. n i a , 33 IELA 160 (Dec. 20, 1977)

As to gravel, interpretations of the mineral reserva-
tion in patents issued by the United States under the
Stock-Raising Homestead Act, l»3 U.S.C. « 299 (1970),
must be consistent with the established rule that land
grants are to be construed favorably to the Government,
that nothing passes except what is conveyed in clear
language, and that if there are doubts they are re-
solved for the Government, not against it.

In determining whether gravel is included in a mineral
reservation in a patent issued under the Stock-Raising

SI" jg At. LANDS—Continued

BINERAL RESERVA1I0N—Continued

Bomestead Act, 13 U.S.C. § 299 (197C), the interpreta-
tion of the reservation must take into account tfce in-
tended use for which the land was cenvejed and these
uses which the Government intended to reserve.

A patent of land under the Stock-Raising Ecmestead Act,
13 U.S.C. « 291 et seg. (1970), was not generally
intended to give the grantee the right to use the land
for mineral development and mineral development was to
proceed only under the mineral laws.

"Ejnsdem aejeris." The ejusdem generis rule cf con-
struction may not be invoked to exclude gravel ficm the
scope of a reservation of "all the coal and ether nic-
erals" in patents issued under the Stock-Raising Ecme-
stead Act, «3 U.S.C. $ 299 (1970), because this rule
of construction can only be effectively applied where
there is a series of specific terms which define a

class so that one may construe a general term by refer-
ence to that class.

Sec. 9 of the Stock-Raising Homestead Act, H3 U.S.C.
« 299 (197C), contemplates the Department of the
Interior retaining continuing jurisdiction and adiin-
istration of mineral deposits reserved by that Act.

"Public lands." Under «3 CER 9239.0-7 which defires
a trespass, the term "public lands" includes mineral
deposits reserved under the Stock-Raising Kcmestead
Act, M3 U.S.C. « 299 (1970).

The declaration in the Surface Resources Act, 3C O.S.C.
5 611 (1970) , that no deposit of cotrmen varieties cf
gravel shall be deemed a valuable mineral deposit with-
in the meaning of the mining laws, was not interded tc
operate as a conveyance, to holders cf patents, of any
minerals reserved under the Stock-Raising Bomestead
Act, H3 U.S.C. 4 299 (1970).

Gravel in a valuable deposit is a mineral reserved tc
the United States in patents issued under the Stock-
Raising Bomestead Act, 13 U.S.C. § 299 (197C)

.

He§tern Nuclear., Inc., 35 IELA 106 (Bay 22, 197f)
6f I.E. 12$

A bond filed by a mining claim owner, covering lards
patented under the Stock-Raising Homestead Act of
Dec. 29, 1916, as amended. «3 U.S.C. «« 291-301 (1970),
need only be set in an amount to cover damages tc crops,
improvements, and the value of the land fcr grazing pur-
poses within the limits of the mining claim. The ad
damnum of the bond does not have to be sufficient to
cover damages caused by a disruption cf the surface
owner's entire grazing operation.

Hhere surface owners object to the aiount of a tend,
submitted to the Eureau of Land Banagement under sec. 9

of the Stock-Raising Homestead Act of Dec. 29, 1S1C, as
amended, D3 O.S.C. § 299 (1970), as being inadeguate in
amount, reguest a hearing therecn, but fail to tender
any evidence which would impel the ccnclusion that a

beating is likely to be productive and meaningful, the
reguest for a hearing is properly denied.

flSSE. Si lvera_et_al., «2 IBLA 11 (July 25, 1979)

NCNBINERAL ENTRIES

A Eureau of Land Banagement decision rejecting a selec-
ticn application by the State of Utah under its Biter's
Hospital Grant because the land is deemed mineral in
character due to a classification as valuable fcr cil,
gas, and coal will be set aside because it failed to
consider relevant statutes and regulations permitting



MINERAL LANDS— Continued

NONHINEBAL ENTRIES— Continued

_________ AN_S--Ccntinued

PROSPECTING PERMITS— Continued

selections of land valuable for minerals leasable i

the Mineral Leasing Acts with a reservation of the
erals to the United States.

A State selection application for lands valuable fi

leasable minerals may be rejected where it is detei
posal of the surface right

St_t__of_Ut_h__De_artm_nt
85 (Nov. 157~1978)

Jat ur a l__esou rces , 38 IBLA

prospecting permit for uranium en such lai
Jenied.

j£hJ!_JLr-I! ead o w s , 3C IBLA 1U (Apr. 1977)

An application for extension of a hardrcck
permit is properly denied where the permitt
met the conditions imposed by the permit te
regulations. where extension of a prospect
is conditioned upon the drilling of an adeq
well or the excavation of an adequate trenc
to a prospecting plan approved in advance r

Supervisor, Geological Survey, the allegati
of certain research regarding location of f

electromagnetic surveys, and similar activi
not suffice to justify an extension.

fI_d__i_Can____, 30 IBLA 273 (June 1, 1977)

prosp
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PROSPECTING PERMITS

A permit issued pursuant to sec. 402 of the President's
Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 19U6, and the Act of
June 30, 1950, 16 U.S.C. § 508b (1970), shall not ex-
ceed the 20 years' duration. During the 20-year period
at any time valuable minerals are discovered the per-
mittee has the right to apply for a mining permit.

lhe_________n_____c_. , 20 IBLA 119 (May 5, 1975)

The issuance of sodium prospecting permits is discre-
tionary with the Secretary of the Interior, and the
Secretary may refuse to issue permits for lands with-
drawn for wildlife purposes if the use of the lands
for mineral prospecting and development activities
would adversely affect the wildlife habitat.

Where the regulations and Departmental and BLM Manuals
do not specifically state how disputes between the Fisl
and Wildlife Service and the Bureau of Land Management
over issuing sodium prospecting permits for lands with-
in wildlife refuge areas are to be resolved, but the
Departmental manuals indicate that such decisions are
to be made by the Secretary and the BLM Manual directs
that such applications be forwarded to the Washington
Office, a decision of a State Office rejecting an ap-
plication for a sodium prospecting permit will be set
aside and the case remanded for processing in accord-
ance with the Departmental and BLM Manuals.

Vernal_Ei_Bess._et_a.li, 27 IBLA « (Sept. 17, 1976)

The Bureau of Land Management may issue a sodium pros-
pecting permit for lands adjacent to areas withdrawn
for wildlife conservation purposes subject to a stipu-
lation which provides that, in the event of discovery
of an exploitable sodium deposit, no preference right
lease will be issued unless hydrologic and other envi-
ronmental analyses indicate that sodium ore can be
removed without a significant adverse environmental
impact on the wildlife habitat within the withdrawn
areas.

Pavid__i_H__hes , 27 IBLA «6 (Sept. 23, 1976)

Lands which have been designated by the Act of Aug. 13,
19U9, as public domain are not leasable under the Min-
eral Leasing Act for Acguired Lands or Reorganization
Plan No. 3 of 19«6, even though they may have been ac-
quired lands prior to the Act of Aug. 13, 19U9. A

An application for a prospecting pemit cannot be sus-
pended and is properly rejected where the lands applied
for are unavailable because they are private lands
awaiting transfer of title to the United States.

LeRoy Pedersen. 31 IBLA 12U (June 3C, 1977)

Where the regulation allows the filing of an applica-
tion for a prospecting permit on a copy of the approved
form not correctly reproduced, and the application con-
tains a statement that the applicant agrees to te bound
by the term conditions on the approved fori, an appli-
cation which consists of a copy of only the first page
of a two-page form is properly rejected when it is net
accoopanied by the required statement.

Where the regulations, U3 CFR 3511.2-U(a) and (b) , al-
low an applicant for a prospecting permit to file a

new application if his first was defective, hut the
defect is curable, the new application has priority
only as of the date it is filed and does not retain
the priority of the first application.

"OPx-JnSi, 31 IBLA 112 (June 30, 1977)

Dnder 3C U.S.C. «« 162 and 262 (197C) , valuable depos-
its of sodiuii compounds are net cpen to location and
disposition under the lining laws, but may be disposed
of only under the Mineral Leasing Act, except fcr cer-
tain claims under i»3 CFF 3501.1-l(b), existent at pas-
sage of Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 which have since
been maintained in accordance with statute and regula-
tion.

Pei_ian_!3_d_S€rvice__InCi, 31 IBLA 150 (June 3C, 1977)
EM I.E. 3«:

An applicant for prospecting permits is not the "sole
party in interest," within the meaning of 13 CEE
3500.0-5 (a), where another party participates in the
preparation and filing of the application, and where
an agreement exists at the time of filing under which
the applicant is bound to assign to the other party
any advantages gained by him from the applications.



jnNFJAL_LANDS--Continued

PROSPECTING PERHITS— Continued

patties' respective interests and of any agreement be-
tween then, and submission of evidence of the qualifi-
cations of all parties to hold prospecting peraits.

Where a party files applications for prospecting
peraits as an attorney-in-fact of another party, be
aust disclose his status as an agent by designating
his principal as the "applicant" on the application
foras, and aust, under 43 CFR 3502.3-1 and 3502.6-1 (a),

file statements of qualifications for both himself and
his principal, as well as a copy of the agreeaent estab-
lishing his power of attorney, or his applications aust
be rejected under «3 CFR 3511. 2-U (a) (7).

«ilIa3ean_Pattonx_Essej(_J3ineralsJ
Carriersx_lnci# 32 IELA 350 (Oct.

1 n£i^_i! a £ a2 n ai_ E uIi
21, 19777

Where a question arises on appeal as to the reason-
ableness of certain stipulations required prior tc
the issuance of uraniua prospecting peraits on lands
administered by the Forest Service, the case will be
reaanded to allow the Forest Service and Eureau of
Land Hanageaent to reexamine such stipulations.

S° ber.t_B.1_Sc.h ic k , 3« IBLA 250 (Mar. 28, 1978)

A prospecting permit for coal is properly canceled
under 13 CFR 3511.1-2 (a) (1) for failure to pay annual
rental on or before the anniversary date, as extended.
An application for a preference right coal lease is
properly rejected if it is based on prospecting per-
aits which have been canceled for failure to pay ren-
tal timely.

£°EIel la_Coa l_Co i£. , 35 IBLA 172 (Hay 23, 1978)

BIN|HAL_LJASING_A£1— Continued

GENERALLY— Continued

The Mineral leasing Act of 1920 vests the Eepartaent of
the Interior with the discretion to lease public lards
for oil and gas, including public lands in the national
forests. Although this Cepartment gives jest careful
consideration to the recoimendations of the Forest Ser-
vice, the latter does not have a veto power ever public
land leasing.

Chevr< Oil Cc 2U IELA 159 (Mar. 15, 1976)

s fcr a pref-
suppcrtive
posit of scdi
for scdiua, a

g Act of 1920
titled tc a

5 of the
551 (197C).
ly rejected

A sodiua prospecting permittee who applie
erence tight sodium lease, alleging with
data that be has discovered a valuable de
urn and that the land is chiefly valuable
required ty sec. 21 of the Mineral Ieasin
as amended, 30 O.S.C. « 262 (1970), is en
hearing conducted in accordance with sec.
Administrative Procedure Act, 5 O.S.C. §

before his lease application aay te final
for failure to prove such a discovery.

Batine_Hinerils_Cor£i , 25 IBLA 153 (June IC,

When deciding whether issuance of a phosphate pros-
pecting petait is apptoptiate, the Buteau of Land
Hanageaent is entitled to iely en the teasoned cpinior
of Geological Survey as its technical expert. A «in-
eral deteraination fade by Geological Survey will not
be disturbed in the absence of a clear and defirite
showing of error. However, when Survey later changes
its own deteraination, the case will be remanded for
further consideration.

£hiiil_Shaiaan, 25 IBLA 177 (June 1U, 1976)

3INI£*L_IEASIN5_ACT
(See_also Coal Leases and Permits, Geotheraal Leases,
Oil and Gas Leases, Phosphate leases and Permits,
Potassium Leases and Permits, Sodium Leases and
Permits--if included in this Index.)

GENERALLY

A determination that land was known to be valuable for
minerals leasable under the Mineral Leasing Act of
Feb. 25, 1920, 30 U.S.C. « 181 et sea,. (1970), at the
time mining claims for such land were located, will be
upheld where there has been a hearing on the question
and the mining claimant has failed to produce evidence
to overcome such a classification.

Mining claims located in 1933 under the general mining
laws, 30 U.S.C. « 21 et sea,. (1970), on lands known to
be valuable for minerals subject to leasing under the
Mineral Leasing Act of Feb. 25, 1920, 30 U.S.C. § 181

Si §eq. (1970) , are null and void ab initio because in
1933 such lands were not open to location and disposi-
tion under the mining laws; however, since the passage
of the Act of Aug. 12, 1953, 30 U.S.C. § 501 (1970),
and the Multiple Mineral Eevelopment Act cf Aug. 13,
195U, 30 U.S.C. « 521 et sea,. (1970), it is possitle
to locate a mining claim on lands covered ty a mineral
permit or lease, or application therefor, or which are
known to be valuable for leasable minerals, but the
leasable minerals are reserved to the United States.

United_States_'
7Dec7~2,~1975)'

.i2fla_Beach_Salt_Coi , 2 3 IBLA HI

The Secretary of the Interior has coiplete discretion
to determine whether the surface of public land reportec
as valuable for any leasable cineral should be disposed
of and a nonaineral application may be allowed enly if
it is determined ty the proper officer with the concur-
rence of the Eirector, Geological Survey, that the dis-
posal of the lands under the nonaineral application
will not unreasonably interfere with current or contem-
plated operations under the Mineral Leasing Act.

lhe_Keaaerer_£oal_Co., 26 IBLA 127 (July 3C, 1976)

Minerals which are subject to location under the gen-
eral lining law on public land outside the Lake Mead
Recreation Area are subject to the leasing previsions
of the Act of Cct. 6, 196«, within the Becreaticn Area.
Eut, ainerals which are disposable ty sale under the
19H7 Materials Act when situated outside the Eecreation
Area are also subject tc such disposals within it.

Jiiiie_Aaar e^a te_Co^ , 26 IBLA 197 (Aug. 11, 1976)

The Cineral leasing Act of 1920, as ajejided and suijle-
aented. most recently ty the Coal Leasing A neridients
Act cf 1975, allows the Secretary to authorize develop-
aent of coal leases by methods which were net utilized
ty tha industry at the time of passage of the 19IC Act.
The broad grants of authority to the Secretary in the
1920 Act allow technological developments in the ccal
lining industry.

In_Situ_Gasifi Sation_of_Coal, H- 36890 (Hay 21, 1977)
8« I.E. 21)1



njNJRM._LEASING_ACT--Continued

GENERALLY—Continued

!ISIS»t_II»SIl}G_ACT—Continued

GEHERALLT— Continued

The U.S. Geological Survej is the technical expert of
the Department of the Interior in matters concerning
geologic evaluations. The Bureau of Land Management j

entitled to rely on mineral determinations of Survey,
such as qualification of a test well as a discovery
veil defined by a unit agreement, in the absence of a

clear and definite showing of error.

£2££iUS_G race , 30 IBLA 296 (June 1, 1977)

for a period of tiie under a statutory grant cf discre-
tionary authority lay be reviewed and revised at any
tine provided it is not done in an arbitrary laircr and
is done within the authority granted by Congress.

Island, Creel; Coal_Cc.. 35 IBLA 2M7 (Bay 3C, 1976)
65 I.E. 161

2hoSJS_£i_2S2i*ard, 35 IBLA 262 (Bay 31, 1976)

Oil and gas leases of Indian lands entered into under
the 1938 nineral Leasing Act (25 O.S.C. «« 396a-396f
(1970)) are not subject to the taxation proviso con-
tained in 25 U.S.C. 5 398 (1970). The 192U Act's
(25 U.S.C. 5 398) taxation proviso applies to leases
entered into under the 1891 nineral Leasing Act
(25 O.S.C. 5 397 (1970)).

Fort Peck tribal lands are not "bought and paid for"
under 25 U.S.C. $ 397 (1970).

Tax_Status_of_the_Prj2duction_of_Qil^nd^as_fiom_Le^
2f_Fort_FeclslTiItaIIlinIIZin|ilIIle_1938_iinIr3lIliii^
il!3_Act, B-36896 (Nov. 7, 1977) 8U I.E. 905

Sec. 9(t) of the Administrative Procedure Act, as
amended. 5 O.S.C. 5 558(c) (1976), does not apply to
coal prospecting permit extension applications because
the prospecting is not an "activity of a continuing
nature" within the meaning of the statute. As the fed-
eral Coal Leasing Amendments Act of 1975, 9C Stat.
10e3, 30 U.S.C. « 201 (1976), removed the Secretary of
the Interior's discretion to grant extensions, aprlica-
tions for preference right leases filed after expira-
tion of the in.itial 2-year permit term, and during
pendency of extension applications, cannot be issued.

JosEiud_Coji_SaJe^_C_oJ 37 IBLA 251 <Cct. 18. 1976)
e5 I.E. 396

"Other related products." "Other associated deposits."
When sodium or potassium brines are covered by leases
conveying the exclusive right to mine and dispose of
sodium compounds and other related products cr potas-
sium compounds and other associated deposits, the
leases convey the exclusive rights to all minerals
dissolved in the brine, including lithium.

"Leasing Act minerals." The Bultiple Bineral Develop-
ment Act, 30 U.S.C. 4 52U (1970), reserved all Leasing
Act minerals to the United States, and no rights to
deposits of Leasing Act minerals are open to location
under the mining laws under 30 U.S.C. $ 525 (1970).
"Leasing Act minerals" is defined as "all minerals
which, upon Aug. 13, 195U, are provided in the mineral
leasing laws to be disposed of thereunder." 30 U.S.C.
5 530 (1970). Eecause leases for sodium, potassium,
and "other related products" are authorized pursuant to
30 U.S.C. $$ 262, 282 (1970), "other related products"
along with sodium and potassium fall within the cate-
gory of Leasing Act minerals which include lithium
which is dissolved in a sodium or potassium trine.

F2°te_Mineral_Co. 34 IBLA 285 (Apr. 17, 1978)
85 I.E. 171

Where an applicant for a preference right coal lease
fails to respond to a request for further information
needed to process his application within a prescribed
period of not less than 60 days, under 13 CFB
3521.1(g)(3), BLM properly rejected the lease
application.

The failure of an applicant for a preference right coal
lease to respond to a reguest for further information
needed to process his application is not excused be-
cause he relied on a third party who failed to recog-
nize that such action was required.

£2Itella_Coal_CorD.., 35 IELA 172 (Bay 23, 1978)

The Federal coal program was substantially revised in
1975 by the Secretary in proper exercise of his discre-
tion. The Bureau of Land Banagement did not act in an
arbitrary and capricious manner when, under the new
coal policy, it suspended applications for coal pros-
pecting permit extensions and the applications were
eventually rejected because the Federal Coal Leasing
Amendments Act of 1975 removed the authority to grant
coal prospecting permit extensions. A program pursued

Applications for rights-of-way for oil and gas pipe-
lines, or amendments thereto which were pending at the
time of the passage of the Trans-Alaska Eipeline Autho-
rization Act of Nov. 16, 1973, 87 Stat. 579, amending
sec. 28 of the nineral Leasing Act, 30 O.S.C. « 165
(1976) , may only be granted pursuant to the previsions
of that Act.

»Iaska_£i£eljne_£o.I# 38 IBLA 1 (Bov. 1978)

The Secretary may, in computing the fair market value
of coal to be leased competitively under privately
owned surface, assume a limited surface owner consent
cost, based en losses and costs to the surface estate
and operation and similar evaluations, regardless of
the actual price paid or the amount which a surface
owner could otherwise demand for consent.

Assumption of a limited surface owner consent cost to
be used in place of actual cost in the computation cf
fair market value of coal to be leased competitively
is necessary to ensure receipt of fair larket value by
the public as required by 30 O.S.C. * 201(a) (1976).

In the exercise of his discretion to lease under the
Bineral Leasing Act, the Secretary has authority to
decline to issue a coal lease where surface owner
consent costs prevent the public from realizing a fair
return on the value of the coal.

Coal Leasing Program — Relationshi p cf.the.Cost cf
S "IjI cj_ C w ne rl Co nj e n t . to" R ej e iEJ_fflLIfjlZlUlHZJi1 Jil

for_Federally Owned_Coal, B-369C9 (Jan. 15, 1979)
86 I.E. 28

Where Bureau of Land nanagement terminates a scdiui
lease because lessee failed to submit justif icaticn for
holding a lease in excess of the acreage limitaticn,
the decision will be set aside upon submission or ex-
planation of failure to provide written information,
and the case will be remanded for the State Cffice to
determine whether the information submitted en appeal
justifies continued lease tenure.

SIia_£2I£., 39 IBLA 161 (Jan. 29, 1979)
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GENERALLY—Continued

Oil and gas leases of Indian lands entered into under
the 1938 Hineral Leasing Act (25 O.S.C. a 396a-396f
(1970)) are not subject to the taxation proviso con-
tained in 25 U.S.C. * 398c (1970).

Tax_Status_of_the_Production_of_Oil_and_Gas_f tot
Jicarilla_A£ache Tribal_Lands Under._the 1938 Indian
HIneral_Leasini~Act, "(1-36896 "(Supp.) 15arT~2, 1979)

riINf BftL_I.JAEING AC1— Cont inued

APPLICABILITY

A silicate will te considered tc be a sodium silicat
and subject to disposal under the nineral Leasirc A<

either where the sodium within the deposit is conei
cially valuable or where the sodiui is essential tc
existence of the irineral.

United States_Vj
~(June~2«,

_
1977)

.Oni°n_Carbide,Cor£. 31

BLH may properly readjust a coal lease issued pursuant
to the terms of sec. 7, nineral Leasing Act, 30 U.S.C.
« 207 (1970) , within a reasonable time after expiration
of its 20-year period with or without notice by Eld to
the lessee prior to expiration of the 20-year period.

The failure of ELH to readjust a coal l^ase issued
pursuant to the terms of sec. 7, nineral Leasing Act,
30 U.S.C. § 207 (1970), prior to or immediately after
expiration of its 20-year period does not constitute a

waiver of BLH's right to readjust said lease.

BLH is not estopped to readjust a coal lease issued
pursuant to the terms of sec. 7, Mineral Leasing Act,
30 U.S.C. * 207 (1970), by its failure to readjust said
lease prior to or immediately after expiration of its
20-year period.

BLH's readjustment of a coal lease issued pursuant to
the terms of sec. 7, nineral Leasing Act, 30 U.S.C.
$ 207 (1970) , after expiration of the 20-year lease
term does not violate a lessee's rights under the
fifth amendment of the United States Constitution.

BLH's readjustment of a coal lease issued pursuant to
the terms of sec. 7, nineral Leasing Act, 30 U.S.C.
$ 207 (1970) , after expiration of the 20-year term does
not violate the nining and ninerals Policy Act of 1970,
30 U.S.C. $ 21(a) (1976), national policy in favor of
coal development, and a certain cooperative agreement
between the State of Wyoming and the Department of the
Interior.

California_ For tland_Cement_Co.
00 IBLA 339 (Hay 10, 1979)

_Rgseh.ud_Cca l_Sa les_Cci ,

The initial terms of any new competitive nineral lease
must conform to the statutory minimum production royal-
ty rate then applicable to that type of mineral lease.
Competitive and noncompetitive mineral leases for coal,
phosphate, potassium, sodium, and oil shale are subject
to periodic readjustment of their terms and conditions.
Such readjustments must conform to the statutory mini-
mum production royalty rates then applicable.

The lease readjustment process and the sec. 39 royalty
reduction process may not be merged into a single pro-
cess where this would result in a readjusted production
royalty rate below the applicable statutory minimum.
The sec. 39 determination must be made independently.

In determining whether a permittee is entitled to a
preference right lease the Secretary must consider all
legal and economic conditions affecting the proposed
operation of the lease as of the time of the determi-
nation, including the applicable statutory minimum pro-
duction royalty rate. A preference right lease must
provide for a production royalty rate in conformity
with the statutory minimum rate applicable at the time
of issuance.

5eduction_of_Production_Bo2alties_Below^iatutorj[_n
San_Rates, H-36920 (Dec. 11, 1979) 87 I.E. 69 (1980)

Under 30 O.S.C. «§ 162 and 262 (197C), valuable depos-
its of sodium compounds are not cpen to location and
disposition under the mining laws, but may be disposed
of only under the nineral Leasing Act, except fcr cer-
tain claims under U3 CFF 3501.1-l(b), existent at pas-
sage of Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 which have sirce
been maintained in accordance with statute and regula-
tion.

£ermian_nud_Servicei_Inci , 31 II IA ISC (June 3C, 1«77)
6M I.I. 3«:

CONSENT OE AGENCY

The Mineral leasing Act of 1920 vests the Eepartnert cf
the Interior with the discretion tc lease public lands
for oil and gas, including public lands in the national
forests. Although this Department gives most careful
consideraticn to the recommendations cf the Ecrest Ser-
vice, the latter does not have a vetc pcwer ever public
land leasing.

Chevron Oil Co.. 2« IBLA 159 (nar. 15, 1976)

ENVIBCSME1H

The drawing of an offer for a noncompetitive lease in
a simultaneous oil and gas lease drawing creates nc
vested rights in the offeror, and the offeror carrct
compel the issuance of a lease before an environmental
analysis has been made where the Bureau of land Manage-
ment has determined that the environmental analysis is
necessary for the protection of the resources of the
particular area.

Paula_JJ „Jones, 2« IELA 76 (Feb. 21, 1976)

A decision suspending oil and gas lease applications
for public land in a national forest because the Ecrest
Service has net prepared an environmental impact state-
sent on a rcadless area will be set aside and the cases
remanded for the Eureau of Land Hanagement, in the ex-
ercise of its delegated discretion tc lease public
lands for oil and gas, first to determine whether the
Eureau should prepare an environmental impact statement
as the lead agency responsible for mineral leasirc, and
then to act on the offers accordingly.

Chevron, Oil Co.. 2« IBLA 159 (Har. 15. 1976)

In exercising the Secretary of the Interior's discre-
tionary authority to lease known sodium deposits under
the nineral Leasing Act, an application to have the
lands leased is properly rejected where it appears that
the land applied for and surrounding environment near a

national recreation area may be more severely damaged
than most other sites within the knewn sodium leasing
area, there is local governmental and other opposition
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to the leasing, and Bureau of Land Management and For-
est Service officials recommend preparation of an Envi-
ronmental Impact Statement for the entire known sodium
area before leasing further lands in the area.

E uaene_ V_._ Si mons , 26 IBLA 208 (Aug. 16, 1976)

It is proper to include environmental protection
stipulations in a phosphate lease even though the
stipulations apply to privately owned surface lands
overlying the federally reserved mineral estate under
lease or to privately owned lands used in conjunction
with the lease.

Cominco_ America

n

x_l£Ci , 26 IBLA 329 (Sept. 1, 1976)

LANDS SUBJECT TO

The Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 is not applicable to
lands of the Wind River Indian Reservation which were
ceded by the Indians to the United States in trust for
disposition but were subsequently restored to tribal
ownership. Such lands may be leased only under the
Act of May 11, 1938, 25 U.S.C. § 396a et se.g . (1970).

The Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 is not applicable to
the ceded but undisposed of lands of the Hind Biver
Indian Reservation. Such lands may te leased only
under the Act of Aug. 21, 1916, 39 Stat. 519.

Genera l_Crude_Oil_Co., 19 IBLA 2«5 (Mar. 28, 1975)

Under 30 U.S.C. §§ 162 and 262 (1970), valuable depos-
its of sodium compounds are not open to location and
disposition under the mining laws, but may be disposed
of only under the Mineral Leasing Act, except for cer-
tain claims under «3 CFR 3501.1-1 (b) , existent at pas-
sage of Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 which have since
been maintained in accordance with statute and regula-
tion.

Oil and gas under a reservoir right-of-way may net te
leased under the Mineral Leasing Act of 192C, 3C C.S.C.
$ lei et se.g. (197C), but may only te leased tc the
holder cf the right-of-way, his assignee, or tc adja-
cent owners or their lessees in accordance with the Act
of May 21, 193C, 30 C.S.C. « 301 (197C) ; therefore, of-
fers filed under the Mineral Leasing Act for such lands
are properly rejected.

*IAce_Hav.s, 36 IBLA 313 (Aug. 23, 1978)

lands situated within the boundaries of incorporated
cities, towns, or villages are excluded from oil and
gas leasing under the Mineral Leasing Act, as ajiended,
30 U.S.C. § 181 (1970). If drainage cccurs~cn~such
lands by reason of wells drilled on adjacent lands,
agreements with the owners thereof may be entered into
by the Bureau of Land Management pursuant to <l 3 CFR
3100.3.

H awth orn Oil Co.. 37 IBLA 91 (Sept. 22, 197e)

A prospecting permit which embraces land which is not
"unclaimed" and "undeveloped" is a nullity and vcid as
a conveyance of any interest in that land, land in a

lining claim remains "unclaimed" land for the purposes
of M-36893 so long as the claim is not validated by
discovery of a valuable locatable mineral deposit at
the date of permit issuance. Surface disturbing tin-
eral activities, associated with delineaticn of a min-
eral ore body which could reasonably be expected tc
disclose knowledge of an area's coal potential consti-
tute development. The bona fide purchaser provisions
of sec. 27(h)(2) of the Mineral Leasing Act do net ap-
ply to permits which embrace land that is claimed cr
developed

.

Effect and Im ple mentati on o f Solicitor's Cp^nion
""M £ii_° n " D n c 1 aI meJ2I On develope d , " B- 3 6 8 9 3~~( S u pp.)
TSovT 19"lS79)

~
86 I.I. 627

Per m i a n_j1ud_Ser v icex_ I nc.;. , 31 IBLA 150 (June 3(

"Other related products." "Other associated deposits."
When sodium or potassium brines are covered by leases
conveying the exclusive right to mine and dispose of
sodium compounds and other related products or potas-
sium compounds and other associated deposits, the
leases convey the exclusive rights to all minerals
dissolved in the brine, including lithium.

"Leasing Act minerals." The Multiple Mineral Develop-
ment Act, 30 U.S.C. § 52U (1970), reserved all Leasing

5 530 (19/U). Because leases tor sodium, potassium,
and "other related products" are authorized pursuant t<

30 U.S.C. §4 262, 282 (1970), "other related products"
along with sodium and potassium fall within the cate-
gory of Leasing Act minerals which include lithiuu
which is dissolved in a sodium or potassium brine.

Z2°!e_M iner a lJ^Oj. , 3U IBLA 285 (Apr. 17, 1978)
85 I.D. 171

ze develop
t utilized
e 1S2C Act
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1977)
I.E. 2U

METHODS CF DEVELOPMENT

The Mineral leasing Act of 1920, as aiended and §ux£i£-
mentedj most recently by the Coal Leasing Amendments
Act of 1975, allows the Secretary to authoriJ
ent of coal leases ty methods which were
by the industry at the time of passage cf
The broad grants of authority to the Secretai
1920 Act allow technological developments in
lining industry.

In Situ Gasification of Coal. M-3689C (Pay 2

RENTALS

The Eureau of land Manageient is authorized ty regula-
tion 13 CFH 352H.1-H (a) (2) (i) to impose a reasonable
tonus per acre as a condition to modifying a phespbate
lease ty adding land to it noncompetitivel j.

Cominco American. Inc.. 26 IBIA 329 (Sept. 1, lS7e)

ROVAITIBS

"Gross value at the point of shipment to market." The
royalty rate for products mined and disposed of under
sodium and potassium leases must te imposed
"gross value of the sodium (or p"gross vdiufc or mt sooium (or puxa &&J. ubj cuut-uvuus
other related products at the point of shipment to
ket," which leans the gross value of a refined prod
for sale in an estatlished market, and in general.

._ the
tassium) compounds anc

mar-
uct



"I1!IBAL_LEASING_ACT~ Continued

ROYALTIES—Continued

deductions may be allowed for costs incurred in devel-
oping a product to a marketable condition except for
the price of reagents which are chemically combined
with the product sold from the lease.

The Government is not estopped from collecting royalty
payments which are owed, even if it has accepted
improper payments in the past.

The statute of limitations for filing claims on behalf
of the Government in a Federal court need not be invoked
in an administrative adjudicative proceeding to deter-
mine royalties due to the United States under mineral
leases.

I02tS_«Aner a l_Co.. , 3« IBLA 285 (Apr. 17, 1978)
85 I.E. 171

Sec. 39 of the Mineral Leasing Act authorizes the Sec-
retary to reduce the royalty on coal, oil and gas, oil
shale, phosphate, sodium, potassium, and sulphur leases
in the interest of conservation whenever in his judg-
ment it is necessary to do so in order to promote
development, or whenever in his judgment the leases
cannot be successfully operated under the terms pro-
vided therein.

Sec. 39 of the Mineral Leasing Act authorizes the Sec-
retary to reduce production royalties on coal, oil and
gas, phosphate, sodium, potassium, and sulphur leases
below the statutory minimum rates established for those
minerals.

The Federal Coal Leasing Amendments Act of 1975 left in
effect the Secretary's authority under sec. 39 of the
Mineral Leasing Act to reduce production royalties on
coal leases below the statutory minimum rate.

The initial terms of any new competitive mineral lease
must conform to the statutory minimum production royal-
ty rate then applicable to that type of mineral lease.
Competitive and noncompetitive mineral leases for coal,
phosphate, potassium, sodium, and oil shale are subject
to periodic readjustment of their terms and conditions.
Such readjustments must conform to the statutory mini-
mum production royalty rates then applicable.

The lease readjustment process and the sec. 39 royalty
reduction process may not be merged into a single pro-
cess where this would result in a readjusted production
royalty rate below the applicable statutory minimum.
The sec. 39 determination must be made independently.

Seduction_of_Production_Roialties_Below_Statuto^
§U5_Bates, H-36920 (Dec. 11, 1979) 87 I.E. 69 (1980)

MINISAL_LEASING_ACT_FOR_AC2UIRED_LANDS

GENERALLY

MINERAL LEASING ACT FOR ACQUIRED 1

A

HCS— Con t in Bed

GENERALLY— Continued

Government mineral leases are subject tc the sane
rules of construction as those applied in interrr*
a contract between two private parties.

While a general rule of contract construction
that when twe provisions of a lease conflict,
is a printed form while the other is a type
addendum, the latter provision will be give
effect over the former, this rule is only rel
where the two provisions cannot be reconciled

n force and

The addition to a st
the Secretary the ri

lease clause, reserving to
establish reasonable lirunua

es for minerals mined, of an insertion which spells
out how the gross value is to be set does not deprive
the Secretary of the reserved right where the aiplica-
tion of the added provisions would deprive the Dnited
States of any paytent for a recoverable associated
mineral.

St. .J°S-Ii£Srais_Cor£., 20 IELA 272 (Bay IS, 1S7£)

An acquired lands oil and gas lease offer, for lards ii

which the United States owns only a fractional nineral
interest, successfully drawn at a noncompetitive lease
simultaneous drawing is defective and is properly re-
jected when the applicant fails to accompany his offer
with the statement required by the regulation shewing
the extent of his ownership of operating rights tc the
fractional mineral interest not owned by the United
States.

Geor ae_H.._ Is I e 11^_ J r . , 20 IBLA 312 (Bay 3C, 1975)

An acquired lands lease offer for land in whicl
United States owns only a fractional mineral ii

is defective and subject to rejection when the
cant fails to accompany his offer with the stal
required by the regulations showing the extent
ownership of operating rights to the fractional
eral interest not owned ty the United States,
the regular or "over-the-counter" filing procec
however, if the offeror subsequently submits hi

ment regarding ownership of operating rights pi

a final decision rejecting the offer, the defe<
considered cured with priority of filing as of
the statement was filed.

J2l!S_£3ltason^_0ean_Cakason, 21 IELA 185 (July :

An applicant for an acquired lands oil and gas lease
may properly he required to furnish the Eureau of land
Management with certain title information in the county
recorder's offices as a precondition tc lease issuance
if the Bureau has insufficient title information.

Jean
i

Oakason , "LA 33 (Sept. 10, 1975)

An oil and gas lease offer which is not accompanied
by a statement showing the extent of the offeror's
ownership of the operating rights to the fractional
mineral interest not owned by the United States is
properly rejected.

Judith_Walke£x_Ginaer Lawhon, 18 IBLA <410 (Feb. 10,
1975)

An acquired lands oil and gas lease offer for lards in
which the United States owns only a fractional mineral
interest is defective and is properly rejected when the
applicant fails to accompany the offer with the state-
ment required ty the regulation shewing the extent of
ownership of operating rights to the fractional lioeral
interest not owned by the United States.

Mjiaiiet^ Hua be.y_Hua,us , 22 IELA 1«6 (Sept. 30, 1975)

Wi£]>ael_Shearn, 2« IBLA 259 (Mar. 29, 1976)

J*ofcGrt_L4_Williams, 2« IBLA 311 (Apr. 20, 1976)

".a.Ii-Nan.S.p.ear, 25 IBLA 31 (May 5, 1976)

Beatr.ice_E.i_ Ma rchand, 26 IBLA 180 (Aug. 9, 1976)
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Continued

An applicant for an acquired lands oil and gas lease
may properly be reguired to furnish the Eureau of Lat
Management with reasonable title information in the
county recorder's offices as a precondition to lease
issuance.

Oakason, 22 IBLA 311 (Hov. 10, 1975)

An acquired lands oil and gas lease offer for lands in
which the United States owns only a fractional mineral
interest is defective and is properly rejected when the
applicant fails to accompany the offer with the state-
ment reguired by «3 CFR 3130. u-u showing the extent of
ownership of operating rights for the fractional mineral
interest not owned by the United States.

June Brooks, 25 IBLA 326 (June 30, 1976)

A simultaneous acguired lands oil and gas lease offer
for lands in which the United States owns only a frac-
tional mineral interest is defective and is properly
rejected when the applicant fails to accotpany his of-
fer with the statement required by the regulation show-
ing the extent of his ownership of operating rights
to the fractional mineral interests not owned by the
United States, nor can such defect be cured by submit-
ting the information on appeal.

Jelenko_Stefanovic, 26 IELA 229 (Aug. 17, 1976)

An acguired lands oil and gas lease offer, for lands in
which the United States owns only a fractional mineral
interest, is defective and is properly rejected when
the applicant fails to accompany its offer with the
statement reguired by the regulation showing the extent
of its ownership of operating rights to the fractional
mineral interest not owned by the United States. Under
the regular or "over-the-counter" filing procedure,
however, if the offeror submits its statement of oper-
ating rights with its appeal, the defect may be consid-
ered cured with priority of filing as of that time.

AEJS§Ssas_Western_Gas_Coi , 27 IBLA 207 (Oct. 6, 1976)

An oil and gas lease offer for acquired lands in which
the United States owns a fractional mineral interest
must be accompanied by a statement showing the extent
of the offerer's ownership of the operating rights to
the fractional sineral interest not owned by the Cnited
States. when an offeror submits, on appeal, a copy of
such statement but the date on the statement differs
from the date on the card, and the offerer does not al-
lege he filed the statement simultaneously with the of-
fer, such offer must te rejected for failure to comply
with a mandatory regulation.

Duncan B.iller, 29 IELA M3 (Feb. 16, 1977)

An oil and gas lease offer for acguired lands in which
the United States owns a fractional mineral interest,
filed before Cct. 28, 1976, must have been acccipanied
by a statement showing the extent of the offeror's own-
ership of the operating rights to the fractional min-
eral interest not owned by the United States. An offer
which was defective for failure to comply with this
mandatory regulation must be rejected where it was
filed in the simultaneous drawing procedure.

s.SS£on_C._Bowell, 30 IB" '0 UEi. 1«. 1977)

where noncompetitive acguired lands oil and gas lease
offers were allegedly deposited on the cashier's count-
er in the proper Bureau of Land Management office prior
to close of business en a certain day, yet were not
discovered by a Bureau employee until 6 a.m. the fol-
lowing day and date-time stamped as filed at 10 a.m.
en such day, a protest and petition to amend the fil-
ing date of such offers are properly denied where the
offeror produces no evidence to support ber clai« ether
than ber personal affidavit; where no Eureau employee
saw the offeror in the Eureau office at the tine she
claimed to have been there; where nc Bureau employee
saw the offers on the counter until the following day;
and where third-party rights are involved.

Laura. J. Spangler. 30 IELA 265 (Hay 31, 1977)

CONSENT OF AGENCY

An oil and gas lease offer for acguired lands in which
the United States owns a fractional mineral interest
must be accompanied by a statement showing the extent
of the offeror's ownership of the operating rights to
the fractional mineral interest not owned by the United
States. An offer which is defective for failure to
comply with this mandatory regulation must be rejected.

Frank_G.._Wells, 28 IBLA 113 (Nov. 15, 1976)

Susan_Ri_Smith, 28 IBLA 173 (Nov. 2«, 1976)

An oil and gas lease offer for acquired lands in which
the United States owns a fractional mineral interest,
filed before Sept. 30, 1976, must have been accompanied
by a statement showing the extent of the offeror's own-
ership of the operating rights to the fractional Bin-
eral interest not owned by the United States. An offer
which was defective for failure tc comply with this
mandatory regulation must be rejected where it was
filed in the simultaneous drawing procedure.

D u n ca n_ H i 1 ler , 29 IBLA 1 (Feb. 7, 1977)

«a£2_ Na n_Spear , 31 IELA 386 (Aug. 16, 1977)

The flineral Leasing Act for Acquired Lands of 19H7,
as amended, 30 U.S.C. 45 351-359 (197C),, requires that
the consent of the administrative agency having juris-
diction of the acquired land described in a lease effer
be obtained prior to the issuance of an oil and gas
lease for such land. The Department cf the Interior has
no discretionary authority to lease such land where the
consent is withheld.

!£ede.rick_L1_Smith, 21 IBLA 239 (Aug. 11, 1975)

Sallie B. sapford. 2« IBLA 31 (Feb. 17, 1976)

29 IEI* 330Cha Eies_Fi_Ejjek.
(Bar. 31, 1977)

Geo^Inc^, 3D IELA 27 (Feb. 1<4, 1976)

Where the agency or Federal instrumentality involved
denies its censent to favorable consideraticn cf an
application under the nineral Leasing Act for Acquired
Lands. 3C U.S.C. ii 351-359 (197C) , the application
must be rejected.

Ieecox_incJ,_Jj^eJlanti.t-lgSPgssee_Jajlev_Aulhojiij
JJesjcnd e nJl , 23 IELA 19U (Jan. 6, 1976)



UIKIB»I_II*SING_ACT_I2R_AC2UIREC_IANDS--continued

CONSENT OF AGENCY—Continued

Under the Mineral Leasing Act for Acguired lands of
19«7, as amended, 30 U.S.C. 4§ 351-359 (197C) , if the
lands embraced within an oil and gas lease application
are under surface jurisdiction of a service or bureau
within the Department of the Interior, as are the
National Park Service and the Bureau of Reclamation,
the consent of the Secretary of the Interior is neces-
sary under the Act to the leasing of the land. Where
the National Park Service recommends that oil and gas
leases for lands within the boundaries of the Chickasaw
National Recreation Area be rejected in order to main-
tain the area for the purposes for which it was estab-
lished, it is proper to accept this recommendation and
reject the offers.

Dap.hfine_Sheari David, L._Shear, 29 IBLA 33 (Feb. 10,
1977)
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351-59 (1970).

The Mineral Leasing Act for Acguired Lands, as amended,
30 U.S.C. «§ 351-59 (1970), reguires that the consent"
of the administrative agency having jurisdiction of the
acguired land described in a lease offer be obtained
prior to the issuance of an oil and gas lease for such
land. The Department of the Interior has no authority
to lease such land where the consent is withheld.

"aiie£_l!i_Sa££, 29 IBLA 319 (Mar. 30, 1977)

KINJBAL_L1ASJNG_AC2_B0R_ACC_DIRED_IANCS

—

Continued

CONSENT OF AGENCY—CODtinued

The Eureau of Land Management must reject a

noncompetitive oil and gas lease offer fcr acguired
lands under the jurisdiction of the Department cf the
Air Force where the latter agency withhclds its ccnsent
from the issuance of a lease.

Cacitol C il C or£ .. 33 IELA 392 (Jan. 26, 1978)

Where acguired lands are under the jurisdicticn cf the
Eureau of Reclamation, its opinion as to the desirabil-
ity of issuing an oil and gas lease under the Miceral
Leasing Act for Acguired Lands is not controlling, al-
though its views will be considered carefully. Rather,
it is up to the Eureau of Land Management to assemble
information and to determine en the Department's behalf
whether such a lease may be issued.

Fsdras K. Hartley. 35 IBLA 137 (May 22, 1978)

LANDS SUBJECT TC

An offer for an oil and gas lease under the Fineial
Leasing Act for Acguired Lands say properly be rejectee
where there is uncertainty regarding the title tc the
oil and gas deposits.

Shell Cil Cc . 20 IELA 292 (May 27, 1975)

lands or mineral interests acguired by purchase by tl

Tennessee Valley Authority for the development of
mineral resources are not subject to leasing under tl

Mineral Leasing Act for Acguired Lands.

i«f£2*_I° cx l*I£52i a5ilji_Tennessee_Vallei_Authoritv
JResjonde ntl , 23 IBLA 19U (Jan. 6, 1976)

The Bureau of Reclamation is not an "agency" within the
ambit of that term in the Acguired Lands Mineral Leas-
ing Act, 30 U.S.C. «s 351-59 (1970). Where acguired
lands are under the jurisdiction of a Bureau of the
Department of the Interior, it is the Secretary's con-
sent which is necessary to the leasing of land. The
Bureau's views will be given careful consideration.
However, where such views are merely conclusional, it
is proper to remand the case to ascertain the factual
basis for such conclusions and to determine whether
leasing may be permissible if coupled with appropriate
stipulations.

Shell_Oil_Coi , 30 IBLA 187 (May 19, 1977)

K§nt_Ei_Pet er son , 30 IELA 199 (May 20, 1977)

A recommendation by the Bureau of Reclamation that
issuing oil and gas leases on acguired land under its
administration would jeopardize further acguisitions,
should be given careful consideration, but the Bureau
of Land Management must independently evaluate whether
issuing the leases would be in the public interest.

An independent evaluation of whether the issuance of
oil and gas leases on acguired lands would be in the
public interest need, in some cases, consist only of
an examination of the general character of the land.
Where, however, the offerer raises material factual
guestions, these must be considered.

Ha£li§_Ri_Fender , 33 IBLA 216 (Dec. 22, 1977)

Because the Mineral Leasing Act fcr Acguired Lands spe-
cifically excludes the leasing of land located within
an incorporated city, town, or village, a noncompeti-
tive oil and gas lease offer for acguired land within
the boundaries of such a city, town, or village is
properly rejected.

JaS£s_L._Santy., 25 IBLA 390 (July 6, 1976)

An oil and gas lease offer made pursuant tc the rineral
leasing Act for Acguired Lands is properly rejected
where the subject lands are net acguired lands but,
rather, are patented with a reservation of mineral
rights in the United States.

John 0. Clay. 28 IBLA 353 <J< 2«, 1977)

Lands acguired for military purposes and subseg
disposed of as surplus property under the Feder
Property and Administrative Services Act with a

vaticn of mineral rights to the United States a

subject to leasing under the Mineral Leasing Ac
Acguired Lands. Oil and gas leases en such Ian
issue only under the provisions of the Federal
erty and Administrative Services Act, which req
competitive bidding.

Capitol Cil Corp.. 33 IELA 392 (Jan. 26, 1978)
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BI02£L_II*SING_ACT_FgR_AC2UIRED_LANDS--Continued

LANDS SUBJECT TO

—

Continued

The Mineral Leasing Act for Acquired Lands does not e>
elude from oil and gas leasing those lands underlying
the Missouri River within the boundaries cf the Fcrt
Berthold Indian Reservation as established by the
Treaty of Fort Laramie (1851) and the Executive Order
of Apr. 12, 1870, which were reacquired by the United
States from the Indian tribes. The exclusion in the
Act for submerged lands refers to submerged coastal
lands, as set forth in 43 CFR 3101. 2-1 (g).

Il£el_Enerai_Cor£i# «2 IBLA 105 (Aug. 16, 1979)

Lands which were acquired for development of their
uranium deposits are not subject to oil and gas leasinc
under the Mineral Leasing Act for Acguired lands.

Esdras_K._Hartlei, l»i» IBLA 66 (Nov. 20, 1979)

MIHERALS EXPLORATION
(See_also Defense Minerals Exploration— if included in
this Index.)

Where application is made to lease reserved minerals in
lands patented to the State of California for park or
other public purposes, the regulations do not require
the discovery of a workable deposit of mineral of com-
mercial quantity and quality as a pre-condition tc the
issuance of the lease. Indeed, a lease affords the only
authority for the conduct of exploratory operations.

Georae_Hi_Wriahtx_Sri_JDeceasedl, 22 IBLA 280 (Oct. 30,
1975)

HIi!Ii!G_£IAIMJ
(See_also Multiple Mineral Development Act, Surface
Resources Act— if included in this Index.)

GENERALLY

when one whose application for patent for a mining
claim has been rejected requests a hearing to present
evidence on the controlling issues of fact involved in
the rejection of the application, such request must he
granted.

If mining claimants possess the essential qualifica-
tions as to citi2enship, and if they peacefully ertered
and occupied the land and discovered a valuable mineral
deposit therecn at a time when both the land and the
mineral were subject to appropriation under the lining
laws, and if they thereafter remained in peaceful, ex-
clusive possession and openly worked the claim fcr the
period prescribed by the State statute of limitations
for lining claims, and expended at least the liriiuo
amount of money prescribed by law in the imprcvenect
of the claim, they have thereby established their right
to receive a patent pursuant to 30 (J.S.C. § 36 (197C)
notwithstanding their error in locating and reccrding
their claim under the statute pertaining to placer lo-
cations rather than properly under the lode mining law,
assuming that there has been no intervening less cf
discovery.

Estate. of_Arthur.C.W, Bowen JCeceasedl, 16 IEI8 279
(Jan. 30, 1975)

The secretary of the Interior is charged with see
that valid lining claims are recognized, invalid
eliminated and the rights of the public preserved

Richard E. and
,
Shir ley , A , Jarrett. 19 IEIA 78

(Feb. 27, 1975)

Where the declared administrative policy is to refuse
permission for geophysical exploration on lands con-
trolled by sec. 17(d)(1) of the Alaska Native Claims
Settlement Act and the subject lands are under consid-
eration for possible inclusion in the national forest
system, a decision refusing such permissicn will be
affirmed.

Shell_Oil_Co.., 28 IBLA 378 (Feb. « , 1977)

The authority of the Government to proceed with the
deter ninaticn of the validity of a mining claim is no1
barred by laches, because Government property is net
to be disposed of contrary to law, despite any acqui-
escence, laches, or failure to act on the part cf its
officer or agents.

Montana Copper King Mini,n.a_C<
(AprT 167 1975)

;t_al.., 20 IEIA 3(

An application for permit to drill for oil and gas in a

designated Potash Area is properly denied where the ap-
plicant fails to show that his application comes within
either of the two exceptions to the policy in favcr cf
potash development enunciated in an Order of the Secre-
tary, dated Oct. 7, 1975, «0 FR 51U86.

!elco_Petroleum_Cor£.. , U2 IBLA 150 (Aug. 16, 1979)

The Department of the Interior has the right tc ccntest
the validity of an unpatented mining claim at any time
until patent issues.

A judgment is not conclusive of a fact erroneously
assumed when the fact was not actually litigated and
determination thereof was not essential to the decision.

United Stat*
1976)"

.Be r t_L_. _ Joh n son , 2 3 IBLA 319 (Jan.

!1INES_AND_MINING

The Mining and Minerals Policy Act of 1970, 30 U.S.C.
§ 21a (1970) , does not require the granting of permis-
sion for placer mining operations on land within a

powersite withdrawal where such operations would prob-
ably interfere with other uses of the land.

United States v. Edward J. Connolly. Jr.. Idaho Fish
and_Game_De£artment JIntervenorl , U0 IELA 30 (Mar. 15,

1979f

Where a contestee makes a timely response to a Govern-
ment complaint in a mining contest, which can reasonably
be construed as a general denial of the allegaticrs con-
tained in the complaint, the response will be considered
a sufficient answer within the contemplation cf the reg-
ulations. The allegations then cannct be taken as ad-
mitted and the mining claim declared null and vcid
without a hearing.

SSiJed_States_v,_Cliff_Libbj, 2M IBLA 39 (Feb. 19, 1976)
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MJNING_CLA IMS—Continued

GENERALLY—Continued

A mining claim is a claim to property whic
declared invalid without proper notice and
opportunity for an agency hearing in accor
due process of law. That due process cons
tice and opportunity for hearing and it su
claimant is afforded the opportunity to te
heard. The fact that the claimant, after
timely answer to the contest complaint, re
tend that hearing and produce evidence doe
the due process he has received.

Qnijed-S tate^v^Car 1_ Bel lamj , 25 IBLa 50

When title to an entire in-place school section has
passed to the State, the United States no longer has
a property interest therein and the land is no longer
subject to location under the mining laws.

Ji_Pi_Hiais_et_ali , 25 IBLA 67 (June 1, 1976)
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(May 1"», 1976)

)3 I.E. 275

The Wild and Scenic Rivers Act withdrew from appropri-
ation under the mining laws the minerals in Federal
lands which constitute the bed or bank or are situated
within one-quarter mile of the bank of any river listed
as a potential addition to the Wild and Scenic River
System. This withdrawal does not extend to minerals in
lands near tributaries of designated rivers unless the
tributaries were expressly included.

Walter_Bi_Freeman_et_ali , 25 IBLA 150 (June 1( 1976)

Water is not a mineral which is locatable under the
general mining law.

The bottling and distribution for sale of spring water
for human consumption does not constitute the mining of
a valuable mineral deposit under the general mining law.

Sober t_L.._Beerv._et_al. , 25 IBLA 287 (June 28, 1976)
83 I.E. 2U9

The Department of the Interior may contest the validity
of any unpatented mining claims located on public land,
including claims located within powersite withdrawals;
the Department's authority to contest the validity of
mining claims was not diminished by the Mining Claims
Rights Restoration Act of 1955.

£a»i5 Lorina Gamblex Darrel Houaium, 26 IELA 219
(Aug. 18, 19767

A petition for deferment of assessment work
granted pursuant to «3 CFH 3852.1, where "leg
ments" exist which affect the right of a mini
ant to enter upon the surface of a claim or g
claims. That there has teen no administrativ
nation of the validity of the claims, possibl
actions are threatened, and there is a Federa
suit pending concerning the claims, do not co
"legal impediments" within the ambit of the A

June 21, 19«9, 30 U.S.C. « 28t-e (1970), and
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£°Etland_General_Electric_Coii_LJ Ci_Cui
165 (Mar. 9, 1977)

iaht, 29 IBLA

HIRING CLAIMS— Continued

GENERALLY— Continued

The notation on putlic records of the Bureau of land
Management of a request for withdrawal has a segregative
effect on land included in a lining location, so that in
a contest proceeding, the claimants oust show that they
had made a discovery cf a valuatle mineral deposit be-
fore the time of posting of the withdrawal application.

United_States ±. John_L i_Male.y_and Jane:
29~IELA 2 0"l~"i«ar7

_
2 2, 1977)

.faael.

In determining whether a deposit of clay is locatable as
a valuatle mineral deposit under the lining laws, there
is a distinction tetween a deposit considered tc te a

common or ordinary clay, which is net lccatable, and a

locatable deposit having exceptional qualities useful
and marketable for purposes for which common clays
cannot be used.
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United States_vi_Thomas_J._Pe£k_e t al., 29
"(MarT~3l7 19777

Where a mining claim is located en lands at a ti

when the official records of the Bureau of land
Management showed such lands to be subject to a

proposed withdrawal from operation cf the mininc
laws, that mining claim is null and void ab inii

Jack E. Cant Lt_3ii. 3C IELA 112 (May 2, 1977)

A mining claim located after Oct. 21, 1976, for which
a notice of recordation required to he filed by sec.
31U(t) of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act
of 1976, has not teen filed within 90 days from the
date of location is void, and the Department may not
accept or give force to a notice of recordation filed
after the 9C-day period.

Effect of Failure tc Record Timely Under Sec. 311|t),
Eederal"ano~Fol_ic^ and Ma naaeme n t~ Ac t~of~1.57€ ,~K-1« t i 1

(May 17, 19777 e« I.I. lit

The Eureau of Land Management, in exercise of its
authority to regulate the acquisiticn of rights in the
public lands, may contest any unpatented nining claim
located en public land under its jurisdiction tc deter-
Bine, ameng other things, if the claiiant has discov-
ered en his mining claim a valuatle mineral deposit as
required ty 30 U.S.C. § 22 (1970).

United States v. Gwendolyn HcClurg et al.
(June 15, 1977)

IELA E
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Government witnesses in a contest proceeding who are
qualified by education and experience are competent
to testify as experts with reference to the prudent
man rule.

United Siates_Vj._Ai_0._Bar tell, 31 IBLA «7 (June 23,
1977)""

A petition for deferment of annual assessment work will
not be granted where a claimant alleges only that the
claims in question are the subject of litigation and
that it would be unwise to engage in any development
until a resolution <Jt that litigation is reached.

Charlestone Sto_e_____ucts__I_c.
1977)"

32 IBLA 22 (Auc 30,

A locator of a mining claim on public land has taken
only the initial step in seeking to secure a gratuity
from the Government and obtains no rights against the
United States until there has been a discovery of a

valuable mineral deposit within the limits of the claim.

United Sta___________.__od__rs_a_d_B_rbar__J__Rod____,
32 IELA 77 (Sept. 2, 1977)

Land is segregated from entry under the lining laws
when a proposed withdrawal of the lands ftoi mineral
entry is noted on the official records of the Bureau
of Land Management and a mining claim located after
that time is null and void ab initio.

The segregative effect of an application by a Federal
agency for withdrawal of land from mineral entry is
not affected by the provision in the published prcposal
that further hearings and investigations may be held.

The authority of the Government to proceed with the
withdrawal of public lands, after a Federal agency has
filed an application for such action, which withdraws
that land from mineral location, will not be barred by
laches because of lapse of time.

William_J. Smith_ Sr._ et_al., 33 IBLA HI (Nov. 25,
1977"" "

The Bureau of Land Management may require maps of
mining claims meeting the requirements of U3 CFB
3833.1-2 (c) (7) before accepting the recordation of the
claims under 43 U.S.C.A. § 174U (Best Supp. 1977).

E__l_S__Co____, 33 IBLA 178 (Dec. 20, 1977)

Where a corporation allegedly acquired a group of
unpatented mining claims, but the instruments of
conveyance and the abstract of title are subject to
various objections by the Government's title examiner,
which the corporation finds are difficult or impossible
to cure, the corporation nonetheless may receive a pat-
ent to the claims pursuant to the Act of July 9, 1870
(R.S. « 2332; 30 U.S.C. $ 38 (1970)), by demonstrating
its qualifications under that Act.

Ala_ka_Pla__r_CoJ 33 IBLA 187 (Dec. 21, 1977)
8«

A mining claim located after Oct. 21, 1976, for which
a notice of recordation required to be filed by sec.
311(b) of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act
of 1976 (M3 D.S.C. 5 17H(|) has not been filed within
90 days from the date of location is void, and nc
force and effect can be given tc a notice of recorda-
tion filed after the 90-day period.

Southwestern Exploration Associates, 33 IELA 21C
(Dec7~287 1977)

The purpose of an amended location is to cure
imperfections and correct errors, which in the atsecce
of intervening rights relates back to the date cf orig-
inal location. An amended location made while land is
withdrawn from mineral entry is ineffectual.

Ray 1. Virg-in. 33 IBLA 35<4 (Jan. 18, 1978)

The Secretary of the Interior is charged with seeing
that valid mining claims are recognized, invalid cnes
eliminated, and the rights of the public preserved.

A mining claimant must comply both with Federal law and
with such State requirements as are not inconsistent
with Federal mining provisions.

In order for a mining claimant to maintain a possessory
right in a claim under Arizona law, the locator must
file within 90 days a copy of the location notice in
the county in which the claim is located.

The United States and a city which has filed an appli-
caticn to purchase land pursuant to the Becreaticn and
Public Purposes Act are adverse claimants who lay take
advantage of the failure of a mining claimant to per-
form annual assessment.

A classification of the lands under the Recreaticr and
Public Purposes Act, H3 U.S.C. « 869 (197C) , as .tended,
segregates the land from all other forms of approprla"
tion under the public land laws including the oirirg
laws when the classification is noted on the Eureau of
land Management State Office records.

Under Arizona law a failure to perform the tasks enun-
ciated in 27 ARS 203 within the specified time will be
deemed to be an abandonment of

H. B. Webb. 3« IBLA 362 (May 1,

mining claii

1978)

"Subject to valid existing rights." The Secretary of
the Interior in making withdrawals "subject tc valid
existing rights" in FLO 5179 and PLC 5250 intetd€d ex-
ceptions to withdrawal to apply in behalf of only those
claimants who themselves held such valid rights at time
of withdrawal. The Secretary did not intend existence
of another's valid rights on withdrawal date to re-
strain withdrawal so as to allow a topfiling claioant
to enter pertinent lands after withdrawal date and in-
dependently establish rights under mining laws.

Harry H. Wilson. 35 IBLA 309 (June 19, 1978)

The Wild and Scenic Rivers Act withdrew from appropria-
tion under the mining laws the minerals in Federal
lands which constitute the bed or bank or are situated
within one-quarter mile of the bank cf any river listed
as a potential addition to the Wild and Scenic Fiver
System. Land within one-quarter mile of the bark cf
the Illinois River, Oregon, a river designated in sec.
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5(a) of the Act as a potential addition to the system,
is withdrawn from mineral entry and therefore, not
available for Dining claims.

The location of a mining claim simply to maintain a

road and insure access to other claims beyond is not a

legitimate purpose within the scope or intention of the
general mining law.

R°bert_Cornett, 36 IBLA 81 (July 12, 1978)

A mining claim is properly declared null and void ab
initio where the land on which it is located was segre-
gated by a formal forest exchange application, which
withdrew the selected public lands from location under
the mining laws prior to the time that the mineral lo-
cation was made.

C ha r les._A.i_Mo r r i s s , 36 IBLA 372 (Aug. 31, 1978)

_I_ING_CLA1_S
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£°__J!£s§_23£s s.£E' 39 1ELA 75 (Jan. 21, 1979)

Land which has been patented without a reservation of
minerals to the United States or which otherwise has
been removed from the operation of the United States'
mining laws is not available for the location of min-
ing claims. Mining claims located on such land after
it is so removed are null and void ab initio.

I_^eral_Amer ica___artners , 37 IBLA 330 (Oct. 26, 1978)

Unless the statute creating the area specifically pro-
vides otherwise, areas within the National Park system
are not open for location of mining claims.

_om_Brown, 37 IBLA 381 (Nov. 6, 1978)

Pursuant to 13 CFH 2091.2-5, an application for with-
drawal temporarily precludes entry on the land in dero-
gation thereof, from the time the application is noted
on the records until revocation thereof is also ncted
on the records, and such withdrawal is not deemed to
have expired despite the fact that the withdrawal ap-
plication was noted on the records 7 years prior to
location of the mining claim.

A mining claim located in part on land withdrawn for a

utility corridor and segregated from mineral entry is
null and void ab initio as to such land.

Earl_l
1978)

.J!__32__i!inl2__J__Shiie, 38 IBLA 385 (Dec. 29,

where it is determined that a person or association,
they and their grantors, have met the fundamental
requirements of the possessory rights section of the
mining laws, 30 U.S.C. « 38 (1976), i.e., where they
have held and worked their claims in this instance for
the qualifying period of 5 years under the Arizona
statute of limitations covering actions to recover real
property, they are entitled to a patent to those areas
where there are no conflicting mining claims, regardless
of the fact that the claims were improperly located as
placer claims for perlite lode deposits.

U_ited_S_atejj_v__Esiate_of_A_thur_C_____Bowe_
i£§£23§______n^_§__££_2________£____e.s^___c___C^ntes_
tees__ Harbo____e_Cor_._JIntervenorl, 38 IBLA 390
"(Jan. 8, 1979)

Designation cf a river for potential addition to tr

naticnal wild and scenic rivers system, pursuant t<

the wild and Scenic Bivers Act of 1968, as amended,
16 U.S.C. « 1271 et sea. (1976), withdraws federal
lands constituting the bed or bank or within one-
quarter mile of the tank of such river frcm all fci
of appropriation under the mining laws, and on app<
the mining claimant tears the burden of showing by
survey or other evidence that his claim is outside
withdrawn area.

£§£XJ!_£__Einnin_, 39 IELA 390 (fet. 28, 1979)

Lands segregated on the public records by a proposed
withdrawal posted Apr. 6, 1973, or a Becreaticnal and
Public Purposes Classification filed Nov. 13, 1956,
were not available for the location of mining claims,
and claims thereafter located are null and vcid at
initio.

"Contest." A decision declaring claims located cr
withdrawn lands tc be null and void ab initic is ret
a "contest" and regulations under 13 CFB 1.151 et sea,,

relating to lining contests, have no application.

Delmer M c Lean et al.. 10 IBLA 31 (Mar. 15, 1979)

Sec. 311 of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act
cf 1976 was enacted to establish a Federal recording
system for mining claims to facilitate Federal land u£

planning and management. Failure to comply with the
mandatory filing requirements constitutes atandcnient
of the claim and the land reverts to the status cf put
lie domain.
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other information which the Bureau of Land Management
deems essential to meet the purposes of the recordation
provision.

£h i 1 ip_S aje r , 02 IBLA 296 (Aug. 27, 1979)

Pursuant to U3 U.S.C. § 1712(e)(3) (1976), a wholly
owned Government corporation may acquire and hold
rights as a citizen under the Mining Law of 1872.

J2hn_Si_"eaJo«s, «3 IBLA 35 (Sept. 12, 1979)

It is a cardinal principle of mining law that mineral-
ization that only warrants further prospecting or ex-
ploration in an effort to ascertain whether sufficient
mineral might be found to justify mining development
does not constitute a valuable mineral deposit.

Uniied_States_v. Edward_T ._McHenr.y_et_al.. , «3 IBLA 122
(Sept. 26, 1979f

For the purpose of Departmental adjudication, an aiended
location is one made in furtherance of an earlier valid
location, while a relocation is one which is adverse to
the prior location.

An amended location notice generally relates back, where
no adverse rights have intervened, to the date of the
original location. To the extent, however, that an
amended location merely furthers rights acquired by a

valid subsisting location and does not embrace addition-
al or new land, withdrawal of land subject to existing
rights will not prevent the amended location from relat-
ing back to the otiginal location.

<ith the original notice,
amended notice, for purposes of recor-

dation under either sec. 8 of the Mining in th<
Act, 90 Stat. 13K2, 13U3, 16 U.S.C.

Since an amended notic*
the filing of tl

Except for claims held under 30 U.S.C. § 38 (1976), a

failure to record a mining claim as required by State
law, coupled with a withdrawal of the land prior to any
curative action, invalidates the claim, and thus pre-
cludes subsequent amendment of the claim.

An oral transfer of a mining claim, though contrary to
the statute of frauds, will not serve to invalidate the
claim, and a person subsequently seeking tc record the
claim will be afforded the opportunity to prove that the
transfer actually occurred.

Where there are factual questions relating to whether
action taken subsequent to a withdrawal is in the nature
of an amendment or whether it constitutes a relocation,
the mineral claimant will be granted the opportunity to

Ei-GailJTibbetts^et^al.;., «3 IBLA 210 (Oct. 5, 1979)
86 I.D. 538

The Department of the Interior has the right to contest
the validity of an unpatented mining claim at any time
until patent issues.

!Jnited_States_vi_Ji_Di_Hilson, HH IBLA 1 (Nov. 6, 1979)

An amended location notice generally relates tack tc
the date of the original location notice, that is, to
the extent that an amended location merely furthers
rights acquired by a prior subsisting location and does
not embrace additional or new land, withdrawal cf land
subject to existing rights prior to the filing of the
amended location and subsequent tc the original loca-
tion will net invalidate the claims.

Where there are factual questions relating to whether
refilings subsequent to a withdrawal were in the nature
of an "amended locations" or whether they constituted
"relocations," the matter must be referred fcr a tear-
ing to allow the claimant the opportunity to show that
subsequent filings have been amended locations, and
that it is thus the successor in an unbroken chain cf
title dating tack to the original location.

*5§li£aj!_S e=£S££il Ltd, 14 II JC (Dec.

AEANCCKKENT

Under Arizona law a failure tc perform the tasks enun-
ciated in 27 ARS 203 within the specified tine will be
deemed to be an abandonment of a mining claim.

Ki_£i_«ebb, 31 IBLA 362 (May 1, 1976)

The cwner of an unpatented mining claim located after
Oct. 21, 1976, but in the calendar year 1976, must file
an affidavit of assessment work or a notice of inten-
tion to hold the mining claim prior to Dec. 31 of the
following calendar year, 1977, or the clais will be
conclusively deemed to have teen abandoned.

|aui_Si_Couiej, 35 IELA 112 (Bay 15, 1976)

8£I!a.id_L._.J!ordwick, 36 IBL» 238 (Aug. 1U, 1976)

Ha_li Starr and Ida Ilsie_Eotiiler , 38 IBI8 7H (tfev. 9,
197e)

Under M3 CER 3833.2-1 (b), the owner of an unpatented
lining claim located after Oct. 21, 1976, tut in the
calendar year 1976, must file an affidavit of assess-
ment work or a notice of intention tc hold the lining
claim prior to Dec. 31 of the following calendar year,
1977, or the claim will be conclusively deemed tc have
been abandoned, under 13 CPR 3833. U(a).

JojL£_Bi_£aujruthers. 38 IELA 77 (Nov. 9, 1978)

Under 13 CER 3833.2-1 (b), the owner cf unpatented min-
ing claims located after Oct. 21, 1976, in the calendar
year 1977, must file affidavits of assessment work or
notices of intention to hold the mining claims prior
to Dec. 31 of the following calendar year, 1978, cr the
claims will be conclusively deemed to have been aban-
doned under «3 CFR 3C33.U(a).

glackburn,. Enterprises. 01 IELA 115 (June 11, 1979)

Where the owner of an unpatented mining claim located
prior to Oct. 21, 1976, fails to file an affidavit of
assessment work or notice of intention to hold the
claim on or before Dec. 31 cf the calendar year follow-
ing the calendar year in which he recorded the clai»
in the ELM office, bis claim is properly deemed conclu-
sively tc have been abandoned.

Charles_and_|ete_Caress, 01 IBLA 302 (June 29, 1979)
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Under the Federal Land Policy and Management Act cf

1976, sec. 311, 13 O.S.C. $ 1711 (1976), the owner of
an unpatented mining claim located on Oct. 10, 1977,
must file an affidavit of assessment work or a notice
of intention to hold the mining claim prior to Dec. 31

of the following calendar year, 1978, or the claim will
be conclusively deemed to have been abandoned.

Bruce_Parke, 12 IBLA 18 (July 25, 1979)

MINING, CLAIMS—Continued

AEANDONMEN1—Continued

Sec. 311 of the Federal Land Eolicy and fanagement Jet
of 1976 was enacted to establish a Federal reccidirg
system for lining claims to facilitate Federal land use
planning and management. Failure to comply with the
mandatory filing reguirements constitutes abandonment
cf the claim and the land reverts to the status cf pub-
lic domain.

EhiiiE_Ja.I e.I » " 2 IEl » 296 <* u 9- 27 » 1979)

The owner of an unpatented mining claim relocated be-
fore Oct. 21, 1976, has until Oct. 21, 1979, in which
to record his notice of location with ELM. However,
if he elects to record in 1977, he must file an affi-
davit of assessment work or a notice of intention to

hold the mining claim prior to Dec. 31 of the follow-
ing year, 1978, and each year thereafter, or the clain
will be conclusively deemed to have been abandoned.

Hii2iaS_Li_!J!cinski, 12 IBLA 56 (Aug. 1979)

Under 13 CFR 3833.2-1 (a), the owner of unpatented mininc
claims located before Oct. 21, 1976, in the calendar
year 1978, and recorded with the Bureau of land Manage-
ment (BLM) in 1977, must file affidavits cf assessment
work or notices of intention to hold the mining claims
prior to Dec. 31 of each calendar year after recording,
or the claims will be conclusively deemed to have been
abandoned under 13 CFR 3833.4(a).

Clair_Ri_£ald we.ll_et_a.li , 12 IBLA 139 (Aug. 16, 1979)

Under 13 CFR 3833.2-1, the owner of two unpatented min-
ing claims, one located Sept. 16, 1976, and recorded
with BLM May 3, 1977, and one located Feb. 1, 1977, anc
recorded with BLM Feb. 17, 1977, must have filed affi-
davits of assessment work or notices of intention to
hold the mining claims for both claims prior to Dec. 3]

of the calendar year, 1978, to prevent the claims from
being conclusively deemed to have been abandoned under
13 CFR 3833.1 (a) .

Where, on appeal, a mining claimant alleges that he
timely mailed the affidavits of assessment work tc the
proper BLM office but there is no evidence to indicate
they were ever received, the claimant must bear the
consequences of the loss and his inability to prove hi:
allegation that they may have been received by the
Bureau and subsequently lost.

A ___________________ factui
(Aug. 16, 1979)"

tna_lss_n_, 12 IBLA 111

Under the Federal Land Policy and Management Act cf
1976, s 311, 13 U.S.C. § 1711 (1976), the owner of
unpatented mining claims located in 1977 must file an
affidavit of assessment work or a notice of intention
to hold the claim prior to Dec. 31 of the following
calendar year, 1978, or the claim will be conclusively
deemed to have been abandoned. Where an appellant as-
serts on appeal that he timely mailed proof of labor
to the Bureau of Land Management, but the documents
were not received by that office, the documents can-
not be considered as filed with that office unless
and until they are received by it.

J°hn_Ne_kirk_et_al_, 12 IELA 292 (Aug. 27, 1979)

i!§je______ates , 12 IBLA 391 (Sept. 11, 1979)

Where the owner of an unpatented lining claim located
prior to Cct. 21, 1976, fails to file an affidavit cf
assessment work or notice of intention to held tte
claim on or before Dec. 31 cf the calendar year follow-
ing the calendar year in which he recorded the claim
in the ELM office, his claim is properly deemed conclu-
sively to have been abandoned and to be null and vcid.

A State law which reguires filing of proof of assess-
ment work which reguirement is more liberal that the
recordation requirement of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act of 1976, i 311a, <43 U.S.C. § 1711 (1976),
cannct override the more onerous requirements of the
latter, since Article VI, Clause 2 of the Federal Con-
stitution makes the Constitution, and laws and treaties
made in conformity therewith, the supreme law of the
land.

J aje s_V___04__ , 12 IELA 383 (Sept. 11, 1979)

Under the Federal Land Policy and Management Act cf
1976, sec. 31 U, 13 U.S.C. § 1711 (1976), the owner of
unpatented lining claims located in 1977 must file af-
fidavits of assessment work or notices of intention tc

hold the claims prior to Dec. 31 of the following cal-
endar year, 1978, or the claims will be conclusively
deemed tc have been abandoned, and may properly be de-
clared void.

III!e_t__._Leh_ann and Associate^, 13 IBLA 1 (Sept. 11,
1979)

Under 13 U.S.C. « 1711 (a) (1976), the owner cf an ur-
patented mining claim located after Cct. 21, 1976, but
in the calendar year 1976, must file an affidavit cf
assessment wcrk or a notice of intention to hold the
mining claim prior to Cec. 31 of the following calerdar
year, 1977, or the claim will be conclusively deemed to
have been abandoned. Sec. 17(|i|(a) does not conflict
with 30 U.S.C. § 2e (1976) which pertains to the year
in which the first affidavit of assessment wcrk must
be recorded.

Charlie_Carnal_ Walter Peck, and Edward Bo__an_k_

,

13~IELA 10~llept7~ll7 1979)

Under 13 CFS 3833.2-1 the owner of unpatented mining
claims located after Oct. 21, 1976, and recorded kith
the Eureau of Land Management in Ncv. 1977, must have
filed affidavits of assessment work or notices cf in-
tention to hold the mining claims prior to Cec. 31,
1978, to prevent the claims from being conclusively
deemed to have been abandoned under 13 CFR 3633.1(a).

Where, on appeal, a mining claimant alleges that he
timely mailed the affidavits of assessment wcik tc the
proper ELM office but there is no evidence tc indicate
they were ever received, the claimant must bear the
conseguences of the loss and his inability tc prcve his
allegation that they may have been received by the
Eureau and subsequently lost.

3o_e______ , 13 IELA 182 (Sept. 26, 1979)
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Under 43 CFR 3833.2-l(c), the owner of unpatented mining
claims located after Oct. 21, 1976, in the calendar jear
1977, must file affidavits of assessment work or Dotices
of intention to hold the miing claims on or before
Dec. 30 of the following calendar year, 1978, or the
claims will be conclusively deemed to have been aban-
doned under 43 CFR 3833. 4 (a).

Where a claimant is not reguired to do any assessment
work under the general mining laws, but is nevertheless
reguired to file under 43 CFB 3833.1-2 (c), he must file
a notice of intention to hold the claims in lieu of an
affidavit of assessment work performed.

Silverti£_Ex£loration_6_Mining, 43 IBLA 250 (Oct.

(1979)
10,

li_!32S_S«l§i eI» "I IB" "I (Nov. 19, 1979)

A copy of a recorded instrument which includes all of
the information reguired by statute and regulation for
the Federal recordation of lining claims and which is
timely filed in the proper ELM office will be deeoed
sufficient to avert the conclusive presumption that the
claims are abandoned and void, notwithstanding that the
instrument is styled "Affidavit of Discovery," rather
than "Notice" or "Certificate" of location.

WiUiamJ^Hoore, 44 IBLA 93 (Nov. 20, 1979)

Under 43 U.S.C. § 1744 (1976), and 43 CFR 3833.2-1 (a),
the owners of unpatented mining claims located before
Oct. 21, 1976, and recorded with ELM in 1977, must file
affidavits of assessment work or notices of intention
to hold the mining claims prior to Dec. 31 of each cal-
endar year following the calendar year of recording, or
the claims will be conclusively deemed to have been
abandoned under 43 U.S.C. § 1744 (c) (1976), and 43 CFR
3833.t. Mining claimants are not relieved cf the re-
guirement to timely file their documents when they mis-
takenly mailed them to the wrong city, as the documents
cannot be considered as filed until they are received
by the proper office of the Bureau of Land Management.

Dennis_J i_Mertz_and_Randi_Mack, 43 IBLA 302 (Oct.

1979f
17,

The owner of an unpatented mining claim located after
Oct. 21, 1976, must file an affidavit of assessment
work or a notice of intention to hold the mining claio
prior to Dec. 31 of the calendar year following the
year in which the claim was located or the claim will
be conclusively deemed to have been abandoned.

i£S ter_ Li_ R h oad s , "3 IBLA 380 (Oct. 31, 1979)

The owner of an unpatented mining claim located after
Oct. 21, 1976, must file with the appropriate office of
the Eureau of Land Management an affidavit of assess-
ment work or a notice of intention to hold the lining
claim prior to Dec. 31 of the following calendar year
or the claim will be conclusively deemed to have been
abandoned.

Wi.liiam_Ai_Eerr2, 44 IBLA 162 (Nov. 30, 1979)

ASSAYS

The rule of evidence excluding hearsay is not strictly
adhered to in administrative proceedings, particularly
where the evidence, such as assay reports with a proper
foundation concerning the sampling, submission of the
samples for assaying, and the reputation of the assayer,
is competent and relevant. After such reports are ad-
mitted, the factfinder may give them appropriate weight
according to the circumstances surrounding the specific
report.

United Stages \

Valnjines^ifiCj
.£obert_Ai_guJ<ke,JResistered_AaentlJ
.e_t_alif 32 IEIA 155 (Sept,. 12, 1977)

Unpatented mining claims are properly deemed to have
been abandoned and declared void where a claimant
fails to comply with the requirements of the recording
law by showing that a copy of the claimant's notice of
intention to hold the claim (where an affidavit of
assessment work is not filed) , was filed in the local
jurisdiction's office where notices of the location of
the claims are recorded.

JL._B.._Hadlei3h, 44 IBLA 11 (Nov. 6, 1979)

The rule of evidence excluding hearsay is not strictly
adhered to in administrative proceedings, particularly
where the evidence, such as assay reports with a proper
foundation ccncerning the sampling, submission cf the
samples for assaying, and the reputation of the as-
sayer, is competent and relevant. After such repcrts
are admitted, the factfinder may give the appropriate
weight according to the circumstances surroundirg the
specific report. However, it is not improper to ex-
clude an assay report where neither the assayer ncr the
sample-taker testifies concerning its origins, and no
other foundation is laid for its introduction.

Decisions by BLM declaring mining claims abandoned and
void for failure to file timely annual notices of in-
tention to hold the claims or affidavits cf assessment
work will be vacated, notwithstanding the fact that
BLM's records contain no such documents marked as
timely filed, where the claimant is able to show that
he mailed such documents to BLM and that it received
them timely, and where it does not appear unlikely that
BLM misplaced the documents or misconstrued their con-
tents, owing to the absence of a numbering system and
the similarity of the names of the claims to others.

Under 43 CFR 3833.2-1 (a) and 3833.4(a), the owner of an
unpatented mining claim located before Oct. 21, 1976,
notice of which is recorded with ELM in the calendar
year 1977, must file an affidavit of assessment work or
a notice of intention to hold the claim on or befcre
Dec. 30 of the following calendar year, 1978, or the

fini t ed_S ta tgs.^. Joh n_

E

A_ Euxt_et_ al .

,

(Oct. 29, 1979)

ASSESSMENT WORK

IEL«

An appeal from a decision denying a petition for defer-
ment of annual assessment work on mining claims will be
dismissed where the petitioner files evidence with its
appeal showing that the assessment work was subsequent-
ly performed.

"ifeei.^ia.Silver.Hines^Inc.. 20 IBLA 12 (Apr. 14, 1975)
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A petition for deferment of assessment work
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claims. That there has been no administrati
nation of the validity of the claims, Fossil
actions are threatened, and there is a Fedei
suit pending concerning the claims, do not c
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June 21, 19«9, 30 U.S.C. i 28b-e (1970), anc
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Portland General _lectric_Co._ L_

165 (Mar. 9,~1977)
.£i_Cu rt r 13 h t , 29 IBIA

affidavit of assessment work or a notice cf irterticr
to hold a mining claim.

Fa«.l_S._Cour.ejj, 35 IBIA 112 (Bay 15, 1976)

In order for a mining claimant to gualify fcr defend
of his annual assessment work under 3C U.S.C. « J6t
(197C), his access to his mining claims must te inter-
dicted. The mere fact the mining claims are involved
in litigation over possessory rights does not justify
granting a deferment of annual assessment wcrk.

J_iU!----iJ-S£-il e < 3 - IELA 117 l" 3 * 1! 1976)

A petition for deferment cf annual assessment work will
not be granted where a claimant alleges only that the
claims in question are the subject of litigation and
that it would be unwise to engage in any development
until a resolution of that litigation is reached.

Ch_rlesto_e_Stone_Pro__cts__Inc J

1977)
32 3LA 22 (Aug. 3C

Since a "legal impediment" which would justify the
granting of a deferment to perform annual assessment
work is only one which interdicts the mining claimant
from access to the claim, the fact that the miniDg
claimant is involved in a pending proceeding seeking
an arrangement under Chapter XI of the Bankruptcy Act
does not constitute such an impediment. While this
circumstance may prevent the claimant from expending
his assets to perform assessment work, it does not re-

strict his access to the claim.

01i»_E_Reese, 3« IBLA 103 (Feb. 27, 1978)
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_____.___ISI._AE_. 36 IBLA <4 (June 27, 1976)

Although pending litigation with respect to ownership
of mining claims does not in itself establish grounds
fcr deferment of assessment work thereon, a ccurt in-
junction against entry upon the claims ty the lecater
constitutes a "legal impediment" to entry <<bich will
support a deferment.

Cont i nen t a__C i l_Co_ , 36 IBIA 65 (June 3C, 1976)

In order for a mining claimant to maintain a possessory
right in a claim under Arizona law, the locator must
file within 90 days a copy of the location notice in
the county in which the claim is located.

The United States and a city which has filed an appli-
cation to purchase land pursuant to the Recreation and
Public Purposes Act are adverse claimants who may take
advantage of the failure of a mining claimant to per-
form annual assessment.

_i_B___ebb, 3« IBLA 362 (Bay 1, 1978)

The owner of an unpatented mining claim located after
Oct. 21, 1976, but in the calendar year 1976, must file
an affidavit of assessment work or a notice of inten-
tion to hold the mining claim prior to Dec. 31 of the
following calendar year, 1977, or the claim will te
conclusively deemed to have been abandoned.

For the purposes of filing affidavits of assessment
work or notices of intention to hold a mining claim,
the date of location is the date as defined in the per-
tinent regulation, <43 CFR 3833.0-5 (h), not the date on
which the owner completes the last step in locating anc
recording a mining claim as reguired by State law.

A notice of location or certificate of location of a
lining claim is a separate and distinct document from
an affidavit of assessment work or a notice of inten-
tion to hold a mining claim and the filing of the one
does not satisfy the requirement that the other be
filed.

The owner of an unpatented mining claim located after
Oct. 21, 1976, tut in the calendar year 1976, must filt
an affidavit of assessment work or a notice cf inten-
tion to hold the mining claim prior to Dec. 31 of the
following calendar year, 1977, or the claim will te
conclusively deemed to have been atandoned.

For the purposes of filing affidavits of assessment
work or notices of intention to hold a mining claim,
the date of location is the date as defined in the per-
tinent regulation, 13 CFR 3633.0-5(h).

A notice of location cr certificate of location cf a

lining claim is a separate and distinct document from
an affidavit of assessment work or a notice of inter-
tion to hold a lining claim and the filing of the cne
does not satisfy the requirement that the other te
filea.

J<°______i________- . 36 IELA 238 (Aug. 1U, 1976)

The owner of an unpatented mining claim located after
Oct. 21, 1976, tut in the calendar year 1976, must file
an affidavit of assessment work or a notice of inten-
tion to hold the mining claim prior to tec. 31 cf the
following calendar year, 1977, or the claim will te
conclusively deemed to have teen atandoned.

W. A. Starr and.Ida,, Elsie Eotjller. 38 1EIA 71 (ticv. 9,
1976)

The holding of a mining claim and the diligent pursu-
ance of mining activities on it does not relieve its
owner of the obligation imposed ty statute tc file an
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Under 43 CFR 3833 . 2-1 (b) , the owner of an unpatented
mining claim located after Oct. 21, 1976, tut in the
calendar year 1976, must file an affidavit of assess-
ment work or a notice of intention to hold the mining
claim prior to Dec. 31 of the following calendar year,
1977, or the claim will te conclusively deemed to have
been abandoned, under 43 CFR 3833.14(a).

John.!i_£a.<!II "J i! er s , 38 IELA 77 (Nov . g, 1978)

Under sec. 2 of the Act of June 21, 1919, 30 U.S.C.
§ 28c (1976) , deferment of annual assessment work for
mining claims may only be granted for 2 years, and a
petition for deferment beyond the authorized 2-year
period is properly denied.

The.Dreda^Cor^^, 38 IBLA 178 (Dec. 6, 1978)

John_Si_Herr, 40 IBLA 158 (Mar. 30, 1979)

A petition for deferment of assessment work may cnly
be granted pursuant to 43 CFR 3852.1, where "legal
impediments" exist which affect the right of a mining
claimant to enter upon the surface of a claim or group
of claims. Pending litigation, which does not, in and
of itself, preclude access to the mining claims does
not constitute "legal impediments" within the ambit of
the Act of June 21, 1949, 30 U.S.C. § 28b (1976), and
a petition for deferment of assessment work will be
denied

.
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lIJ>£ e_ Pa r ke

,

IELA 18 (July 25, 1979)

Under the Federal Land Policy and Management Act cf
1976, § 314, 43 U.S.C. $ 1744 (1976), the owner cf
unpatented lining claims located in 1977 must file an
affidavit of assessment work or a notice of intention
to hold the claim prior to Dec. 31 of the fcllcving
calendar year, 1978, or the claim will be conclusively
deemed to have been abandoned. Where an appellant as-
serts on appeal that he timely mailed proof of labor
to the Eureau of Land Management, but the documents
were not received by that office, the documents can-
not be considered as filed with that office unless
and until they are received by it.

Johfi.Newkirk^et^al., 42 IBLA 292 (Aug. 27, 197S)

Ja me s_ E_._Ya tes , 42 IELA 391 (Sept. 11, 1979)

A mining claimant petitioning for temporary deferment
of annual assessment work is required by 43 CFR
3852.2(a) to file the petition in duplicate, and to
attach a copy of notice to the public to one copy of
the petition. Ihe copy of the public notice must show
on its face that it has been duly filed cr recorded.
Failure to meet this requirement will cause the peti-
tion to be denied.

Dor .Hesselgesser , 39 IBLA 75 (Jan. 24, 1979)

Under the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of
1976, 43 U.S.C. s 1744(a)(2) (1976), if an unpatented
mining claim located after Oct. 21, 1976, is not sup-
ported annually by either an affidavit of assessment
work or notice of intention to hold, the claim will be
conclusively deemed abandoned and void, despite appel-
lant's statement there was no intent to abandon and
that failure to file was an oversight.

Nuclear_Pgwer_and_Ener2y,_Coi_and_E-2 J|

"(June 14, 1979)
.Inc.. .1 IBLA 142

in the BLM office, his cli,^.
sively to have been abandoned.

Charles_and_Pete_Caress, 41 IBLA 302 (June 29, 1979)

\ provision of State law, relating to assessment work
Dining claims, which is more liberal than the reguire-
nents of Federal law, cannot override such Federal lat
\rticle IV, § 3, cl. 2, of the Federal Constitution

Where the owner of an unpatented mining claim located
Frioi to Cct. 21, 1976, fails to file an affidavit cf
assessment wcrk or notice of intention to hold the
claii on or tefore Cec. 31 of the calendar year follow-
ing the calendar year in which he recorded the claim
in the ELM office, his claim is properly deemed conclu-
sively to have been abandoned and to be null and vcid.

A State law which reguires filing of proof of assess-
ment work which requirement is more liberal than the
recordation requirement of the Federal land Policy and
Kanaqement Act of 1976, § 314a, 43 U.S.C. « 1744 (1976),
cannot override the more onerous requirements of the
latter, since Article VI, Clause 2 of the Federal Con-
stitution makes the Constitution, and laws and treaties
made in conformity therewith, the supreme law of the
land.

James.V^Jojce, 42 IELA 383 (Sept. 11, 1979)

Under the Federal Land Policy and Manaqement Act cf
1976, sec. 314, 43 U.S.C. § 1744 (1976), the owrer cf
unpatented fining claims located in 1977 must file af-
fidavits of assessment work or notices of intention to
hold the claims prior to Dec. 31 of the following cal-
endar year, 1978, or the claims will be conclusively
deemed to have been abandoned, and nay prcperly be de-
clared void.

lines t_KJ._LeJmann_and_Associates, u 3 ieia 1 (Sept. 11,
1979)

For the purposes of filing affidavits of assessment
work or notices of intention to hold a lining claim,
the date of location of the claim is the date as de-
fined in 43 CFR 3833.0-5(h).

Under 43 U.S.C. « 1744(a) (1976), the owner cf as un-
patented lining claim located after Cct. 21, 1976, tut
in the calendar year 1976, must file an affidavit of
assessment work or a notice of intention to hold the
mining claim prior to Dec. 31 of the following calendar
year, 1977, or the claim will be conclusively deeted tc
have been abandoned. Sec. 1744(a) does not conflict
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Kith 30 D.S.C. * 28 (1976) wl

in which the first affidavit
be recorded.

Charlie_Carnalx_»alter_Peckx_and_Edward_Borzanski,
U3 IBLA 10 (Sept. 11, 1979)

The owner of an unpatented mining claim located after
Oct. 21, 1976, nust file an affidavit of assessment
work or a notice of intention to hold the mining claim
prior to Dec. 31 of the calendar year following the
year in which the claim was located or the claim will
be conclusively deemed to have been abandoned.

Lester.L^R hoads , «3 IBLA 380 (Oct. 31, 1979)

The owner of an unpatented lining claim located after
Oct. 21, 1976, must file with the appropriate office of
the Bureau of Land Management an affidavit of assess-
ment work or a notice of intention to hold the mining
claim prior to Dec. 31 of the following calendar year
or the claim will be conclusively deemed to have been
abandoned.

WiIIAaa_»i_Berri, «« IBLA 162 (Nov. 30, 1979)

Where the National Park Service bars a claimant from
entering mining claims by posting no-trespassing signs,
barricading access roads, and threatening criminal
action, the claimant is entitled to a deferment of its
obligation to perform annual assessment work on the
claims during the period access was denied.

AaSficaE-igsoaiceSjt^L t d.. , «« IBLA 220 (Dec. 11, 1979)

Where the owner of an unpatented mining claim located
prior to Oct. 21, 1976, fails to file an affidavit of
assessment work or notice of intention to hold the
claim on or before the last day of the calendar year
following the year the claim was recorded with BLB, the
claim is properly deemed void.

!lda_Wa ter s , <4<4 IBLA 272 (Dec. 26, 1979)

COMMON IMPROVEMENT

Where in a patent application for a group of claims,
pro rata credit for the value of a common, offsite
improvement is to be attributed to each claim, it must
be shown that the improvement was subsequent to the lo-
cation of each claim so credited, and that the improve-
ment is essential to the practical development and
actually facilitates the extraction of ore from each
claim.

113 tta in_Contractor

s

x_I nc.. , 37 IBLA 233 (Cct. 18, 1978)

COMMON VARIETIES OF MINERALS

Generally

The Surface Resources Act of July 23, 1955, declared
that common varieties of sand and gravel are net
valuable mineral deposits under the mining laws. In
order for a claim for such material to be sustained as
validated by a discovery, the prudent man/marketability
test of discovery of a valuable mineral deposit must
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for a given purpose. When the evidence shows that
other deposits occur commonly in the area and are simi-
larly used, the fact that the subject depesit has quali-
ties which are particularly well suited to that purpose
does not, of itself, alter its essential character as a

common variety material.

A deposit of rhyolite cannot be determined to be an un-
common variety of mineral sclely on the basis of its
location, even thouqb the location gives the depesit a

competitive advantage due to proximity to market, as
location is not a unique property inherent in the de-
posit but is only an extrinsic factor.

Onited States v. Gerald, E,. Heden . et ,
a 1. . 19

(Apr. 7, 1975)
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and, hence, the material was not marketable. The pre-
sumption may be overcome with credible evidence to the
contrary or by bona fides in development.

United_States v. C. V._Halle_ibeck_et al., 21 IBLA 296
7Aug. Il7~1975f
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>y 30 o.s.c « «llits appropriation is not barred
(197C).

United. States. v.. Mglvi
(Sept. 29, 1976)

;k, 27 IEIA €5

where the Government has presented a prima facie case
that a claimed mineral is a common variety pumice and
further that the pumice was not marketable at a profit
as of July 23, 1955, the burden of showing by a prepon-
derance of the evidence either that the mineral is an
uncommon variety or that it was marketable as of
July 23, 1955, devolves upon the mineral claimants.

A deposit of pumice is not an uncommon variety of pum-
ice merely because it can presently be mined, relieved,
and marketed at a profit. Rather, a mining claimant
who asserts discovery of pumice must show that the
deposit has a distinct and special value ever other
marketable deposits of pumice.

Dnited states v. C. Fred Underwood et_al_., 22 IBLA 62
(Sept. 18, 19757

The Act of July 23, 1955, 30 O.S.C. « 611 (1970), re-
moved common varieties of cinder from location under
the mining laws; thus, it is incumbent upon one who
located a claim prior to that date for a common variety
of cinder to show that all the requirements for a dis-
covery, including a showing that the materials could
have been extracted, removed, and marketed at a profit,
had been met by that date.

United_States_vi Melton E._Baker, 23 IBLA 319 (Jan. 19,
19767

The Act of July 23, 1955, excluded from lining location
only common varieties of the materials enumerated in
the Act, i.e., "sand, stone, gravel, pumice, pumicite,
or cinders"; therefore, a material must fall within one
of those categories before the issue of whether it is a

common variety becomes pertinent.

Where a stone containing feldspar is simply ground into
rock form and used for landscaping and building stone
purposes for which the feldspar element has no signifi-
cance with respect to the stone's final use, the issue
may properly arise as to whether the particular stone
is a common variety which is excluded from mining loca-
tion by the Act of July 23, 1955.

ter
In a contest of a lining claim located for commo
variety mineral materials prior to July 23, 1SES
which such locations were proscribed by law, where
there has been no mining and no sales, the test cf the
validity of the claim is whether the claimant (s) could
have mined and marketed the material profitably prior
to that date and thereafter. The evidence tendirg tc
so show must relate to what a prudent man would have
been reasonably justified in doing based upon the ac-
tual known circumstances at the time, not upon what
be might have done if the proper conditions had then
prevailed.

United States
J uii£iii_ Reja nd__ , 28

ii_ij_Ssiojj_g_et_aiJ_Jiu^£_._cn
IBLA 13 (Nov. 6, 1976)

In order to establish that a type of stone material is
not a coison variety under the Act of July 23, 1955, a
lining claimant must demonstrate that: (1) the mineral
deposit has a unigue property, and (2) the unigue prop-
erty gives the deposit a distinct and special value.
Where evidence establishes that geodes in a particular
deposit have unigue properties distinguishable frc«
other types of stones which give the deposit of geodes
a distinct and special value, the fact that the gecdes
may te similar to geodes from other areas which have
similar properties and values is not sufficient evi-
dence to establish that the deposit of geodes is a

common variety of stone within the meaning of the Act
of July 23, 1955.

2£it ed_S t_i tes_ va_G le n

Jt_aK, 2e IELA 187 (Dec. 6, 1976)
3_I.t_£.__32J.£er_

83 I.C. 609

With respect to materials as common as sand and gravel,
a mining claimant must show that by reason of accessi-
bility, bona fides in development, proximity to market,
existence cf present demand, and other factors, the
deposit is of such value that it can te mined, rcicved
and disposed of at a profit, and since common varieties
were declared no longer locatable ty the Act of July 23,
1955, 30 U.S.C. 4 611 (1970), that a reasonably contin-
uous market has existed from enactment of the statute.

United
1976)

. S t a tes_v__ Robert_W.._ Be a 1 , 23 IBLA 378 (Feb.
United, states v. Lloyd O' Callaqh an, §j_
333 (Mar. 31,~1977)~

et al. c9 IEIA
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manufacture of asphaltic c
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has little or no overburde
cation material at a cost
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1 source in the area, which
n, and which affords specifi-
signif icantly below that in-
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the general mining law, and

United States v_ Frank_and Wanita Mellu2zo JSur._:.._cn

JHlIiillZIiiiijlT 3 2"lBLA
_
«1"se'it"2, 1977)""

Without evidence that obsidian similar tc that fcund
in great abundance elsewhere has a property giving it
a special and distinct value, it is a common variety
no longer locatable under the mining laws. The fact
that obsidian may be tumbled and polished for rock
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hound purposes is not sufficient to meet the test of
"uncommonness."

United__tates_v. Bar_aret__ansf ield , 35 IEIA 95
7flay 15, 1978)

Whether a deposit of clay is a conon variety and no
longer locatable under the mining laws since the Act of
July 23, 1955, or is still locatatle depends on whether
it has a unique property giving it a special and dis-
tinct value.

United_States_y^_Schnei_er__inera_s__Inc___and_A_u_
Iura__I_c_, 36 IBLA 19« (Aug. 3, 1978)

Onited_State_ v. Jon__i_me_s_and Claire Kell_, «« IBLA
1U2 (Nov~30,"l979)'

r

Conon varieties of a particular mineral naterial do
not have to be physically alike or equally desirable
for a given purpose. When the evidence shows that
other deposits occur commonly in the area and are sim-
ilarly used, the fact that the sutject deposit has
qualities which are particularly well suited to that
purpose does not, of itself, alter its essential char-
acter as a common variety material.

Where, prior to July 23, 1955, a deposit cf the cctimcn
rock of the country night have been deemed locatable as
building stone because it met certain engineering spec-
ifications or requirements, if this were unknown at
that time, or if its only real value prior to that date
was for ordinary fill, riprap, sub-base, ballast or
barrow, it cannot be treated as a valuable aineral de-
posit which would serve to validate a mining claim.

A deposit of what otherwise would be a common variety
of mineral material cannot be regarded as uncommon en
the basis that the deposit enjoys the simple economic
advantage of closer proximity to the market.

2S i t ed_ S t a t e s_ v._ Ve rd u_o_ 6__il le___In__

,

TocT. 20, 1978)
37 TELA 277

Where a mining claimant attempts to establish his
location of a mining claim containing common variety
minerals by invoking the terms of 30 O.S.C. s 38 (1976)
and fails to complete the statutory period for holding
and working his claim prior to July 23, 1955, BLB may
properly hold such claim to be null and void.

Charles Bouse__B:
7sept.~ll"l979r

s.__Leo__r___ki_n_r, U2 IELA 361

ether

Special Value

Building stone which is not suitable for any
than those to which ordinary building stone is" put, and
which does not command a higher market price than other
similar building stone, may be considered locatable
after July 23, 1955, as an uncommon variety of stone,
only if it has a unique property which imparts a spe-
cial value to the stone reflected in higher price or a

substantially greater profit to the locator due tc re-
duced overhead and costs of extraction and processing.

2_it_d_States_____d_ Brandt, 21 IELA 166 (July 22, 1975)
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In order to prove that stone containing feldspar used
for landscaping and building stone purposes is net a

commen variety of stone under the Act of July 23,
a mining claimant must demonstrate that: (1) tie
eral deposit has a unique property, and (2) the u

property gives the deposit a distinct and special
In the event the mining claimant does not estatli
that these criteria are met, the administrative 1

judge may properly hold that the stone cannot te
sified as locatatle under the mining laws because
is a common variety.

1955,
min-

nique
value.

United_SiaJe:
1976)

«_Jober t________ , 23 IEIA 378 (Eet.

Whether a deposit of building stone is an uncommon
variety locatatle under the mining laws after sec. 3 of
the Surface Besources Act of July 23, 1955, 3C t.J.C.
§ 611 (1970), depends on whether the deposit has a prop-
erty giving it a distinct and special value as compared
with other deposits of stone used fcr similar purposes.

In determining whether a deposit of tu
common or uncommon variety under sec.
Resources Act, 30 O.S.C. $ 611 (197C) ,

distinct value of a building stone may
a higher market value in comparison wi
commen varieties, or by reduced costs
that the profit would te substantially
market price would remain competitive.
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Pope. 25 IEIA 1SS (June 16,2____d_State__v__Joj__._J

1976)

In deternining whether a deposit of mineral
is a common variety where it is used for the
poses for which concn, ordinary aggregates
the deposit must te shown to have seme rare
physical property which gives the material a

and distinct value fcr such use. Special an
value may be reflected by a higher market pr
parison with ether aggregates or, alternativ
reduced costs of overhead so that the profit
producer would te substantially more while t

price remained competitive with material fro
sources.
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DDited.St ates_v.t_.Be lvin___Co___c_

,

(Sept. 29, 1976)
27 IELA t<
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In determining whether a deposit of building
common or uncommon variety under the Surface
Act, 30 O.S.C. « 611 (197C), a special and di
value of a building stone may be reflected by
market value in comparison with deposits of c
rieties, or by reduced costs or overhead so t

profit would te substantially more while the
price would remain competitive.

0_it«J_5iaJ«S_v__J_ D__J*__I oIS_J£n_Becon£idera
27 IELA 133 (Sept. 30, 1976)

A clay's unique properties— superior bonding character-
istics, high brilliance and low impurity content--which
make it particularly suitable for use in the paper
coating and ceramics industries, impart a special and
distinct value to the clay through the generaticr cf
profits in excess of those which could te realized from
a deposit of a common variety of the material.

fi_ii_^S_ates_v__Sch_eider_JJ_nerals_ Inc__ and A_ua
Pura. Ipc. 36 IELA 19U (Aug. 3, 1978)
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Unigue_ Fro_ert_

Building stone which is not suitable for any uses other
than those to which ordinary building stone is put, and
which does not command a higher market price than other
similar building stone, may be considered locatatle
after July 23, 1955, as an uncommon variety of stcne,
only if it has a unique property which imparts a spe-
cial value to the stone reflected in higher price or a

substantially greater profit to the locator due tc re-
duced overhead and costs of extraction and processing.

Unit ed_S tat es_v__Ed_Brandt, 21 IBLA 166 (July 22, 1975)

In order to prove that stone containing feldspar used
for landscaping and building stone purposes is not a

common variety of stone under the Act of July 23, 1955,
a mining claimant must demonstrate that: (1) the _in-
eral deposit has a unigue property, and (2) the unique
property gives the deposit a distinct and special value.
In the event the mining claimant does not establish that
these criteria are met, the administrative law judge may
properly hold that the stone cannot be classified as
locatable under the mining laws because it is a common
variety.

United St_tes_v___o_er_______al (

19767
23 IBLA 378 (Feb. «,

Whether a deposit of building stone is an uncommon
variety locatable under the mining laws after sec. 3 of
the Surface Resources Act of July 23, 1955, 30 U.S.C.
$ 611 (1970) , depends on whether the deposit has a prop-
erty giving it a distinct and special value as compared
with other deposits of stone used for similar purposes.

In determining whether a deposit of building stone is a
common or uncommon variety under sec. 3 of the Surface
Resources Act, 30 U.S.C. $ 611 (1970), a special and
distinct value of a building stone may be reflected by
a higher market value in comparison with deposits of
common varieties, or by reduced costs or overhead so
that the profit would be substantially more while the
market price would remain competitive.

Ufi_l§4_States_v__John___ Eo_e,
1976)

25 IBLA 199 (June 16,

In determining whether a deposit of building stone is a

common or uncommon variety under the Surface Resources
Act, 30 U.S.C. § 611 (197C) , a special and distinct
value of a building stone may be reflected by a higher
market value in comparison with deposits of common va-
rieties, or by reduced costs of overhead so that the
profit would be substantially more while the market
price would remain competitive.

y_ited_St_tes____John__.__o_e__C^_Reconsi^^
27 IBLA 133 (Sept. 30, 1976)

clay's unique properties— superior bond:
;,

'-'illiance and low impurity content— whicl
ag character-

0_ited_S_§tes_v___ch_e_der__i_erals__I_c___an___aua
Pu£a__In__.~36

_
IBLA~19«~l Aug. ~3,"19787

When the Government contests a mining claim it bears
only the burden of going forward with sufficient
evidence to establish a prima facie case; the border
of going forward then shifts to the claimant to show
by a preponderance of the evidence that his claii is
valid.

United States
1975)

rk, ie IEIA 36f

The ultimate burden of proof to show a discovery of
a valuable mineral deposit is always upcn the lining
claimant. However, if the Government in a mining con-
test fails to present a prima facie case and the ccn-
testees move to dismiss the case and rest, the ccrtest
complaint must be dismissed because there would be no
evidentiary basis for an order of invalidity.

In determining the validity of a mining claim in a Gov-
ernment contest, the entire evidentiary record must te
considered; therefore, if evidence presented by the
contestees shows that there has not been a disccvery,
it may be used in reaching a decision that the claim is
invalid because of a lack of discovery, regardless of
any defects in the Government's prima facie case.

Where the Government has made a prima facie case of
lack of discovery in a mining contest, any issue in
doubt as to discovery raised by the evidence must be
resolved against the Farty having the risk of ncnper-
suasicn, the mining claimant. If a mining claiiart
fails to show by a preponderance of the evidence as to
such issue that there has been a discovery of a valua-
ble mineral deposit he has not satisfied his burden of
proof and an administrative law judge must declare the
claim invalid, rather than leave the question of the
claim's validity unresolved.

Where a contestee in a mining contest preponderates
sufficiently to overcome the Government's prima facie
case on an issue raised by the evidence in a lining
contest and there is no evidence on other essential
disputed issues, the contest should be dismissed un-
less a patent application is being contested, in which
case a further hearing must be ordered tc resolve other
essential issues to determine whether the application
may be allowed.

U_it_J_Stat€__v__Cla_io__W__Tail_r__Sr___an^_Gerald
filConnor, 19 IEIA 9 (Feb. 20, 1975) 82 I.E. 66

The fact that much of the evidence that supports a mil
ing claimant's position in a mining claim contest is
presented by the Government, rather than the claimant,
does not mean that the claimant's burden of prcof has
not been met, because the entire evidentiary record
must be considered in weighing the evidence and net
simply the claimant's evidence alone.

Where the preponderance of the evidence in a siring
claim contest supports an administrative law judge's
dismissal of a contest complaint, that decision will
not be disturbed upon appeal..

United States v. Kinsley Raiich Resort,
20 TELA ID ~(Apr.~16T~1975)

JfiS_ al.
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In a mining contest a mining claimant is the true pro-
ponent under the Administrative Procedure Act, 5 U.S.C.
4 556(d) (1970), of a rule or order that be has com-
plied with the mining laws, and he has the ultimate
burden of proof— the risk of nonpersuasion— to show by
a preponderance of the evidence that there is a valu-
able mineral deposit on the claim, when the Government
has made a prima facie case of lack of such a discovery.

duty to conduct a

available relevant
adduced. Re should
party is without

cerning the status

An administrative law judge has a

hearing in such a manner that all
facts in a mining contest will be
take special care to do so where e

counsel and there is confusion coi

of purported tendered evidence.

Onited_States_vi_Howard_Si_McKenzie, 20 IBLA 38

TApr. 17, 1975)

The doctrine of res judicata will not bar an adminis-
trative proceeding to determine the validity of three
unpatented mining claims where, in a previous condem-
nation action for the War Department's taking of a

temporary exclusive easement covering the claims, the
judgment of the Federal district court was limited
solely to the compensation to be paid by the Onited
States, and there was no litigation of the issue of
the validity of the claims and no prior adjudication
of that issue in the Department of the Interior.

Equitable estoppel will not operate to bar a mining
claim contest or alter its result where it is not shown
that some officer of the Government, who was authorized
to declare the claims valid, falsely misrepresented to,
or concealed material facts from the claimants concern-
ing the validity of the claims with the intention that
the claimants should act in reliance thereon, with the
result that the claimants were thereby induced to do
so, to their ultimate damage.

The doctrine of collateral estoppel will not bar the
administrative contest of the validity of three mininc
claims which were the subject of a previous condemna-
tion action for the taking by the Government of a tem-
porary exclusive easement over the claims, where the
issue of the validity of the claims was not actually
litigated and it was wholly unnecessary for the court
to adjudicate that issue in rendering its judgment.

a hearing be held where the contestee fails tc avail
himself of the opportunity for a hearing within the
time provided.

Under the Department of Interior's rules governing
contests against lining claims, where an answer tc a

complaint is not filed within the prescribed time the
allegations of the complaint will re taken as admitted
ty the ccntestee and the case decided without a hearing
by the appropriate officer of the Eureau of Land Eau-
agement. The Secretary cf the Interior is without
authority to waive the rules to permit the late filing
of the answer.

United_States, v. James B, and , Sammy E^ Baa,sdale,
20~IELA 3«8~ (June~ll7"l975)

When the Government contests a mining claim on a charge
of no discovery it bears the burden of going forward
with sufficient evidence to establish a prima facie
case; the burden then shifts to the claimant tc shew
by a preponderance of the evidence that a disccveiy
has been made.

Where a Government mineral examiner testifies that be
has examined a claim and found the mineral values
insufficient to support a finding of discovery, a prima
facie case bas been established.

United States. v., . Charles.

J

t .HacIyer.gt.al,. 2C I EI A

352 (June 11, 1975)

In a mining claim ccntest, the claimant is the propo-
nent of the rule or order that he has complied with the
provisions of the mining law, which have teen ticught
into issue, and the Government hears the burden only of
presenting a prima facie case of invalidity; the claim-
ant must then preponderate en the issues litigated.

claim ccntest is

gotber issue may

The Department of the Interior has jurisdiction,
proper proceedings, to determine the validity of
ing claims on Federal lands.

l n

Where the hearing reccrd in a mininc
unsatisfactory, a "stipulation" on i

have prevented the introduction of evidence relevant
to the issue on appeal, the parties will net te ucduly
burdened, and further proceedings will likely te pro-
ductive of relevant evidence, the Eoard may remand the
case for additional hearing.

United^t.ates_vi_Ed_Er_andt, 21 IELA 166 (July ::, 1975)

Where a mining claim occupies land which has subsequent-
ly been withdrawn from the operation of the mining law,
the validity of the claim must be tested by the value
of the mineral deposit as of the date of the withdrawal,
as well as the date of determination. If the claim was
not supported at the date of the withdrawal by a quali-
fying discovery of a valuble mineral deposit, the land
within its boundaries would not be excepted from the
effect of the withdrawal, and the claim cculd not there-
after become valid even though the value of the deposit
thereafter increased due to a change in the market.

United States_v i_Ai_Bi_Flemina et.ah, 20 IEIA 83
(Apr. 2«, 1975)

A mining claim is a claim to property which may not be
declared invalid except in accordance with due process
of law. Due process consists of proper notice and op-
portunity for an agency hearing in accordance with the
Administrative Procedure Act, and it suffices if the
claimant is properly notified and afforded the oppor-
tunity to be heard. Eut there is no requirement that
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When the Government contests a dining claim and estab-
lishes a prima facie case that contestee has not Bade
a discovery of a locatable mineral deposit, the burden
devolves on contestee to establish by a preponderance
of the evidence that the claim has been validated by
the discovery of a locatable mineral deposit.

United States_v. Theresa_B. Hobinson, 21 IBIA 363
7Aug7 25,~1975f 82 I.E. U1H

where the answer to a mining contest complaint denying
the charges is timely filed by one contestee, but is
untimely filed by all other contestees, the charges as
to those contestees filing untimely answers will be
taken as admitted and their interests in the mining
claims will be declared null and void. The contestee
who filed a timely answer is entitled to a hearing as
to the validity of the claims.

"nited.States.v^Albert.
(Sept. 10, 1975)

Hunter et al. 22 IBLA 28

SIMING_CI.»inS—Continued
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subject cf previous condemnation actions for the tak-
ing of a temporary exclusive easement over the claims,
where the issue of the validity of the individual
claims was not actually litigated and it was wholly
unnecessary for the Court to adjudicate that issue in
rendering its judgment.

Equitable estoppel will net operate to bar a mining
claim contest or alter its result where it is net shown
that some officer of the Government, who was authorized
to declare the claims valid, falsely misrepresented to,
or concealed material facts from the claimant concern-
ing the validity of the claim with the intention that
the claimant should act in reliance thereon, with the
result that the claimant was thereby induced tc dc so,
to bis ultimate damage.

There can be no waiver of the Secretary's right tc con-
test a mining claim believed to be invalid without a

showing of an authority to make such a waiver aid an
intention to do so.

Onited_States v. Bert L^ Johnson, 23 IBLA 3<49 (Jan. 21,
1976)

Where the Government has presented a prima facie case
that a claimed mineral is a common variety pumice and
further that the pumice was not marketable at a profit
as of July 23, 1955, the burden of showing ty a prepon-
derance of the evidence either that the mineral is an
uncommon variety or that it was marketable as of
July 23, 1955, devolves upon the mineral claimants.

United States_v.. C._Fred Underwood et al.
,

TIipt7~187"l975)
22 IBLA 62

When the Government contests a mining claim, it has as-
sumed the burden of presenting a prima facie case that
the claim is invalid; when it has dene so, the burden
then devolves on the mining claimant to prove by a pre-
ponderance of the evidence that the claim is valid.

United States v4 Robert ,W
?
.Beal. 23 IELA 378 (Feb. U,

1976)

Where a mining claim occupies land which has subse-
quently been withdrawn from the operation of the min-
ing law, the validity of the claim must be tested by
the value of the mineral deposit as of the date of the
withdrawal, as well as the date of the hearing. If
the claim was not supported at the date of the with-
drawal by a qualifying discovery of a valuable mineral
deposit, the land within its boundaries would not be
excepted from the effect of the withdrawal, and the
claim could not thereafter become valid even though
the value of the deposit thereafter increased due to
a change in the market.

When the Government contests a mining claim on a charge
of lack of discovery of a valuable mineral deposit, it
bears the burden of going forward with sufficient evi-
dence to establish a prima facie case; the burden then
shifts to the claimant to show by a preponderance of
the evidence that a discovery has teen made.

Where a Government mineral examiner testifies that he
has examined a claim and found the mineral values
insufficient to support a finding of discovery, a prima
facie case of invalidity has been established. Govern-
ment mineral examiners are not required to perform dis-
covery work for a claimant or to explore beyond a

claimant's workings.

United_States_v.. Huth_Arcand et_al.., 23 IBLA 226
73an. 9, 1976)

The Department of the Interior has the right to contest
the validity of an unpatented mining claim at any time
until patent issues.

A judgment is not conclusive of a fact erroneously
assumed when the fact was not actually litigated and
determination thereof was not essential to the decision.

The doctrine of collateral estoppel will not bar the
administrative contest of the validity of five mining
claims which, together with another claim, were the

Where a contestee makes a timely response to a Govern-
ment complaint in a mining contest, which can reasonably
be censtrued as a general denial of the allegaticzs con-
tained in the complaint, the response will be considered
a sufficient answer within the contemplation of the
regulaticns. The allegations then cannot be taker as
admitted and the mining claim declared null and vcid
without a bearing.

United. States
,
v,,, Cljff Libby. 2« IBIA 39 (Eeb. 19, 1976)

The Eoard of Land Appeals may set aside a previous
Departmental decision, which declared mining claims
invalid for lack of discovery, and remand the case for
a further hearing, where contestee submitted a Eetitici
for Reconsideration with affidavits alleging that,
since the hearing, the claims have been mined bj les-
sees who have approximately 10,000 tons of minatle ere
blocked out with assays averaging from 6 to 8 pounds
cf mercury per ton of ore.

Unite£_Stat€£_Zs_I»e!£n_HJ_Kiss_i£s_et_al J.

(Bar. 18, 1976)
2« IEIA 187

Lands within national parks are not subject
location except where specifically authoriz
«3 CFB 3811.2-2. Bowever, lands within a r

est remain open to location and entry under
laws. 16 U.S.C. 4 «78 (1970). Where minir
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park would not te excepted from the effect of the
withdrawal.

United_States_vi_Wallace W.. Vaux, 2tt IBLA 289 (Apr. 1,

1976)

When a Government nineral examiner testifies that he

has examined the exposed workings on a claim without
finding sufficient mineral values to support the dis-
covery of a valuable mineral deposit, a prima facie
case of lack of discovery has been made.

United_States_v i_John_H. Tampan.,
1 7May"5~1976)

Jr, Lt.al, 25 IBLA

When the United States contests a mining claim it has
by practice assumed only the burden of going forward
with sufficient evidence to establish a prima facie
case on the charges in the contest complaint; the bur-
den then shifts to the contestee to refute, by a pre-
ponderance of the evidence, the Government's case.

The United States has established a prima facie case of
the invalidity of a mining claim when a gualified Gov-
ernment mining examiner testifies that he has examined
the claim and found the mineral values insufficient to
support the discovery of a valuable mineral deposit.

Unitgd_States_vi Robe£t_L. Taylor,
1976)"

25 IBLA 21 (Hay 5,

When the Government contests a mining claim on a charge
of no discovery it bears the burden of going forward
with sufficient evidence to establish a prima facie
case; the burden then shifts to the claimant to show
by a preponderance of the evidence that a discovery
has been made.

Where a Government mineral examiner testifies that
he has examined a claim and found the mineral values
insufficient to support a finding of discovery, a prima
facie case has been established.

A mining claim is a claim to property which may net be
declared invalid without proper notice and an adequate
opportunity for an agency hearing in accordance with
due process of law. That due process consists of no-
tice and opportunity for hearing, and it suffices if
the claimant is afforded the opportunity to be present
and heard. The fact that the claimant, after filing a

timely answer to the contest complaint, refused to at-
tend that hearing and produce evidence does not vitiate
the due process he has received.

2nited_States v. Carl_Bellam_y , 25 IBLA 50 (Bay 1«,
1976)

HINISG.CLAIHS—Continued
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invalidity. When this has been done, the burden then
shifts to the claimant to show by a preponderance of
the evidence that his claim is valid.
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considered as part of the entir
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satisfactory prima facie case,
contestee's evidence may be use
lish that case. Furthermore, w

to rebut the case, he must do s

the evidence, bearing the risk
fails.

United Sta..tes_va_Alex_Eechthold, 25 IELA 77 (June 1,
19767 "~~~

A civil acticn in a Federal district court ccndenning
a mining claim for a period of years for the exclusive
use cf the United States does not bar a subseguent con-
test by the Cepattment of the Interior challenging the
validity of the claim.

UWiS^^tajes_vx_Jlje_Americjn_lluorsEar_Grouci _Inc i ,

25 IELA 136 (June 7, 1976)

A mining claim is properly declared invalid where the
Government establishes a prima facie case cf lack of
discovery, and the ccntestee does not show by a prepon-
derance of the evidence that a discovery has been lade.

Where the Government contests a mining clain, official
notice of a change in the published price of gold from
that given at the hearing, as set forth in the evidence
may be taken by both the administrative law judge and
the Eoard of Land Appeals, but official nctice caccct
te given to asserted "modern methods of extracticr cf
gold."

i>ILii ei_S.Sa_t« E v a Golj_Place_rSj
(July 6, 19767"

Inc. 25 IEIA )( (

The right to a hearing on disputed issues of fact in-
volving lining claims includes the right to adequate
notice of the grounds upon which a claim's invalidity
is asserted.

Under the mining law, discovery of a valuable mineral
deposit is the sine a,ua non for a valid mining claim.
Even if location of a mining claim appears not to be
supported by discovery, a cloud is cast upon the United
States' title, which the Government may seek to remove
by bringing a contest to determine whether the claim is
valid.

A Gcvernment contest complaint which asserts the inva-
lidity of a claim because of insufficient quantity and
quality of the located mineral within the limits cf the
claim does not put into issue the existence cf excess
reserves within the limits of a claim.

Where the alleged ground of invalidity of a clain was
not charged in the complaint, and was not a matter of
contention at the hearing, invalidation of the claim
on such ground is improper, despite some evidence tc
support it, absent an opportunity for the ccntestee to
present evidence on such issue where it appears that
there is other pertinent evidence that may be sutiit-
ted en that issue.

Where on appeal from a decision sustaining the Gov-
ernment's challenge of a patent application it is
deteriined that the alleged ground of invalidity was
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one not raised in the complaint or at the hearing, ths

decision rejecting the patent application will be set
aside and the Government will be afforded an opportu-
nity to amend its complaint to embrace the charge.
Where the Government does amend its complaint the min-

eral claimant will be granted the right to an eviden-
tiary hearing on such issue.

United_States vi_Robert_B ._McElwaine, 26 IE1A 20
73uly~77~19767

-

A person who admits he has no interest in a mining
claim which has been held invalid for failure of the
named contestee to file an answer other than he dis-
putes a charge that the land in the contested claim
is not mineral in character or that the date of a with-
drawal is incorrect is not adversely affected by the
decision and has no standing to appeal.

Uni£§d_States_vi Millia S_J°bi n son 6_William McCaskill x
IhelEs_Dodge_CoriI,~26~IElA~137 7 Aug ."7" 1976)"

The Department of the Interior may contest the valid-
ity of any unpatented mining claim located on public
land, including claims located within powersite with-
drawals; the Department's authority to contest the
validity of mining claims was not diminished by the
Mining Claims Rights Restoration Act of 1955.

2a»ia_Lorin 3_Gamblex_parrel_Houa lum, 26 IELA 2«9
(Aug. 18, 1976)

Although, in a mining claim contest, the Government may
make a prima facie case of no discovery by the testi-
mony of a mineral examiner that he has been on the land
in issue and saw nothing of mineral value, a prima
facie case is ordinarily not made where it is estab-
lished that the examiner was not on the land in issue.
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In a mining claim contest where the evidence of a

valuable mineral deposit, submitted by contestee at
a hearing, bearing on the validity of a mining claim,
has greater probative weight than that offered by the
Government, it is proper to find that contestee has
preponderated and to dismiss, without prejudice, the
complaint alleging no discovery of a valuable mineral
deposit.

United States v. Arizona ninina,_and_Ref inina,_Co.j InCj
«t al. T 27 IBLI 99 (Sept. 29. 1976)

Where an attorney files an answer to a contest ccrcern-
ing lining claims on behalf of certain individuals,
who, during the pendency of the contest prcceedirgs,
transfer their interests in the mining claims to a

corporation of which they are major stockholders and
Directors, and the attorney represents those individ-
uals and the corporation at the contest hearing, the
corporation is bound by the determination reached
therein, even though the corporation nay not have re-
ceived actual notice of the contest.

A reguest for postponement made more than 1C days prior
to a hearing is properly denied where there has been no
showing of gcod cause and proper diligence. A ccntes-
tee's reguest for postponement is properly denied when
(1) a contestee only seeks postponement in order to
pursue an exchange of land for the claims; and (2) the
administrative law judge rules that the contestant may
seek to dismiss the contest if an exchange is cctteir-
plated and the contestant dees not wish to abate the
contest proceedings.

A request for postponement made at a hearing cr within
10 days of a hearing is properly denied where there has
been no showing of an extreme emergency which cculd not
have been anticipated and which justifies beyond gues-
tion the granting of a postponement. This standard is
not net by a party's assertion that it has not had ade-
quate opportunity to prepare a defense where such dif-
ficulty could have been anticipated before the request
was made.

Where a mineral examiner testifies on the basis cf bis
examination of Dining claims that the mineral values
on the claims are insufficient to support a finding of
discovery, a prima facie case against the validity of
the claims has been established, and where the ccntes-
tees walked cut of the hearing and did not submit evi-
dence to rebut the prima facie case, the claims must be
declared invalid.

The Secretary of the Interior has the authority tc
determine the validity of mining claims upon adequate
notice and opportunity for hearing.

United States v. Mine Development Corp. et al.. 2 7 IEIA
238 (Oct. 16, 1976)

Where the testimony and conclusions of an expert
ness are based on careful examination of a uinirg
claim by appropriate scientific methods, they wil
accepted into evidence and given appropriate weig
regardless of the fact that the witness may not t

registered within that particular State as an exp
in his field.

When, as a result of direct proceedings against m

claims, the Department determines that no disccve
been made, the claims must be declared null and v

notwithstanding that they are located on land pat
under the Stock-raising Homestead Act and the con
was privately initiated.

iring
ry has
cid
ented
test

Cabct_Sedaiick et al.
"<Oct7~2C, 19767

Parker, 2 7 IELA

In a Government contest of the validity of a Birirg
claim it is the claimants who are the true proponents
of a rule or order, namely, that they have complied
with the mining laws and have qualified to receive fee
title to the land.

In a contest of a miring claim located for common vari-
ety mineral materials prior to July 23, 1955, after
which such locations were proscribed by law, where
there has been no mining and no sales, the test of the
validity of the claim is whether the claimant (s) cculd
have mined and marketed the material profitably prior
to that date and thereafter. The evidence tending tc
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so show aust relate to what a prudent man would have
been reasonably justified in doing based upcn the ac-
tual known circumstances at the tine, not upon what
he night have done if the proper conditions had then
prevailed.

While the existence of other land values does not qual-
ify a locator's rights under the mining law if be has a

valid claim, evidence of such other values may be con-
sidered in assessing the weight and credibility to be

accorded the locator's testimony in deteriining whether
a discovery has been made, and may be a factor in eval-
uating his bona fide intention to develop a mining
operation.

In determining whether a profitable market existed for
material from a particular mining claim from which no
material has been sold, a hypothetical market must be
created in which the new material plays its part. The
new material from the claim at issue must be included
with that from all other known potentially competitive
sources in calculating the factor of supply. If the
supply so calculated amounts to a superabundance and so
overwhelms the existing demand as to reduce the value
or profit increment to a level below that which would
prove attractive to a prudent man, the material cannot
be said to be marketable at a profit.

United_States_vi_Ji_Bi_Ostorne_et_ali_JSU££i_on_Judi^
cial.Bemandl , 28 IBLA 13 (Hov. 8, 1976)

In a mining contest, a matter not charged in the com-
plaint may only be considered by the administrative law
judge if it was raised at the hearing without objection
and the contestee was fully aware that the issue was
raised.

MINING CLAIMS—Continued

CONTESTS—Continued

Where the answer to a mining contest complaint denying
the charges is not timely filed, the charges will te
deemed admitted and the contest will be decided with-
out a hearing. U3 CFB U.H50-7 (a) .

United_States v^ Edisc
"(Feb. 23, 19777

Schaefer, 29 IEIA 6U

when the Government has presented a prima facie case cf
lack of discovery of a valuable mineral deposit on a

lining claim, the mining claimant then has the burden
of establishing by a preponderance cf the evidence
that the discovery test has been met. Conseguent 1 y

,

the ultimate turden of proving discovery is always
upon the mining claimant.

United States v. George J. Hunt and A. t± Gccdwin,
29~IELA~e6 (Fib. 23, 1977)

When a mining claimant has failed to answer a cciclairt
in a lining contest, the allegations are deened aduit-
ted and the State Office of the Bureau of land Panage-
ment will decide the case without a hearing. t 3 CFB
K.«5C-7(a) .

A defaulting contestee may not rely on an answer filed
ty another contestee in the same contest when such
answer never purported to be on behalf of the defaulting
contestee.

United_States_v J_Fre^erick_A._Ha23_et_al., 2 9 IEIJ 126
(Fet. 23, 1977)

United States v. Glenn C. Bolinder and L. C. Turner^
et_al., 28 IBLA 187~"(Dec.~67 19767

Under the Department of the Interior's rules governing
contests against mining claims, where an answer to a

complaint is not filed within the prescribed time the
allegations of the complaint will be taken as admitted
by the contestee and the case decided without a hearing
by the appropriate officer of the Bureau of land Man-
agement. A mining claim may be declared null and void
where there was a charge in the complaint of insuffi-
cient minerals to constitute a valid discovery.

Unii§d_States_vi_William_C._Smith^_ai/k^a_Eill_Smith,
29 IBLA 7 (Feb. 8, 1977)

Under the Department of the Interior's rules governing
contests against mining claims, where an answer tc a

complaint is not filed within the prescribed time the
allegations of the complaint will be taken as admitted
by the contestee and the case decided without a hearing
by the appropriate officer of the Bureau of Land Man-
agement. However, under the rules an answer may be
accepted if it is received within 10 days after the
due date and it is determined that the answer was
probably transmitted before the end of the period in
which it was required to be filed.

U2ited_States_v i_Jesse_Smith, 29 IBLA 10 (Feb. 8, 1977)

Under the mining law discovery of a valuable mineral de-
posit is the sine a,ua nc n for a valid mining claii.
State miring laws relating to discovery may only add to
the Federal mining law; such laws cannot diminish the
Federal reguireients for discovery of a valuable irineral
deposit en a mining claim located on Federal lands.

Unit ed S tates v. Eradley F t Cejiji a m

,

ISarT ieT~1977)
29 IELA 165

A mining claim is properly declared null and void where
the Government establishes a prima facie case cf lack
of discovery, and the contestee does not show by a pre-
ponderance of the evidence that a discovery has teen
made.

UJ9iijd_SiaJes_ vi_Chester_LJl_Bamsej ,

(Bar. 25, 1977)

United States v. Wayne E. H^ghley ,

1977)

:EIA 2M3

3C IEIA 21 (If'

Cnce the Government has established in a lirirg claii
contest a prima facie case that the claims are net val-
id for lack of discovery, the burden shifts to the con-
testee to prove the discovery of a valuable nineral
deposit ty a preponderance of the evidence.

United States v. Howard S. McKenzie. 29 IEIA 27C
(Har. 2e, 1977)
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The ultimate burden of proof to show a discovery of a

valuable mineral deposit is always upon the mining
claimant, but if the Government in a contest fails to
present a prima facie case and the contestee moves tc
dismiss the case and rests, the contest coorlaint must
be dismissed because there would be no evidentiary
basis for an order of invalidity.

In determining the validity of a mining claim in a Gov-
ernment contest, the entire evidentiary record must be
considered; therefore, if evidence presented ty contes-
tee shows there has not been a discovery, it may te
used in reaching a decision that the claim is invalid
regardless of any defects in the prima facie case.

Where the Government has made a prima facie case cf lack
of discovery in a mining contest, and a mining claimant
fails to show discovery by a preponderance of the evi-
dence, he has not satisfied his burden of proof and
the claim must te declared invalid.

u_ii e_ States_vi_Llov.d_0'Calla2han.t_Sr.
3 3 3"narT"3lT 19777"

§-.-_, 29 IEIA

In a Government contest challenging the validity of mil

ing claims located for a clay-type material, an ade-
guate prima facie case is established where there are
expert witness opinions that the deposit is only a

common clay or shale and it cannot meet refractory
standards. The contestees then must go forward with
evidence to rebut the Government's case with a prepon-
derance of the evidence.

___________________________________
(Mar. 31, 1977)

29 IELA 357
8« I.E. 137

When the Government contests a mining claim on a charge
of no discovery, it assumes the burden of going forward
with sufficient evidence to establish a prima facie
case; the burden then shifts to the claimant to show ty
a preponderance of the evidence that a discovery has
been made and still exists within the limits of the
claim.

Onited_Stajtes v. Fred and Eileen Garner, 30 IBLA <42

7Apr. 187~19777

United_States_v. Bichard E._Walls, 30 IBLA 333
7June 77~1977)

Onited_States_vi Leslie Barling and William_fiarlina,,
32

_
IBLA 29 (Aug.~3l7 1977)

United_States_v.. Clark J^. Guild. et al., 3« IELA 367
7Say 3, 19717

Dnited States v. Don L ee Seto and Pauline Seto, 35 IBLA
« (May 3,~1978)

United.States. v.. Hilton. Wichne.r, 35 IBLA 2t0 (May 30,
1978)

________ta_es_v___ohn _._______, «3 IBLA 276 (Oct. 15,
1979)

A mining claimant must prove a discovery under the
prudent man test, including that the mineral can be
extracted, removed and marketed at a profit.

In a contest of a patent application for a lode mining
claim, the Board of Land Appeals may remand the case
for further hearing to complete the record regarding
the (1) availability and expense of necessary financ-
ing, land and water, (2) the expense of labor, and (3)

the expense of compliance with environmental protection
laws.

United States v^ Pittsburgh Pacific Co.. 30 IELA 368
7juni 15,~1977) " 80 I.E. 262

The Eureau of Land Management, in exercise of its
authority to regulate the acquisition of rights in the
public lands, may contest any unpatented lining claim
located on public land under its jurisdiction to deter-
mine, among other things, if the claimant has discov-
ered en his lining claim a valuable mineral depesit as
reguired by 30 U.S.C. « 22 (197C) .

Al.though the Government has assumed the burden cf proof
in mining claim contests of presenting a prima facie
case of lack of discovery, once it has done so, the
burden shifts to the claimant to prove by a preponder-
ance of the evidence the discovery of a valuable «in-
eral deposit. A Frima facie case is established when
a Government mineral examiner testifies that she exam-
ined the claim and could find no evidence showing the
discovery of a valuable mineral deposit.

______________*.
(June 15, 1977)

endolyn, <?cClura_et_al. , 31 IEIA 6

Where the Government contests a mining claim, it has
assumed only the burden of going forward with suffi-
cient evidence to establish a prima facie case; the
burden then shifts to the claimant to show by a prepon-
derance of the evidence that his claim is valid. Where
a Government mineral examiner testifies that he exten-
sively examined the claims and workings thereon, and
had assayed numerous samples taken from the claims tut
found no evidence of a valuable mineral deposit that
would support a discovery, a prima facie case cf lack
of a mineral discovery has been made.

United_ States Vj._Aj

19777
ill, 31 IEIA «7 (June 23,

In making a prima facie case of lack of discovery of a

valuable mineral deposit, the Government has no duty
to do the discovery work for the lining claimant. It
is incumtent upon the claimant to keep his disccvery
points available for inspection. A prima facie case
is established when a Government mineral examiner gives
bis expert opinion that he examined the claio ard fcund
insufficient values to support a finding cf disccvery.

Since a Government contest is not insufficient and
sutject to dismissal for failure to name all parties
in interest, a contest is properly trought against per-
sons who are heirs of a director of a ccrporaticn whose
charter has expired under State law, even though the
State law provides that the property of such a corpora-
tion passes to a putlic trustee for distribution ty
him. Any interest of those not named or served in a

manner provided ty the pertinent regulation is net
affected.

_.__ e d_S t al es_ v._J n ma .Eli za bej h,£o n nej^_a nd. Wa 1 t e j;_T,a
____ ex_a.s_lh.S_ Heir s_oJ._R.1 _.W_1_|£eerJ_a._ las t_Kncjjn_J i re£-
_____f_i____ii_____________i_i_______j______t__l#
31 IBLA 173 (July 5, 1977)

Past evidence of successful mining activity has United
probative value in determining whether there is a pres-
ent discovery of a valuable mineral deposit co a liring
claim, and assay reports can be given little weight
when they are not supported by evidence as to whe tcck
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the sample assayed, where it was taken, and what proce-
dures were followed in taking the sauple.

United States_v._I.ee Nicholso__et_al. , 31 IEIA 22«
"(July 77~977)

Hhere, pursuant to «3 O.S.C. i 315g (1970), a State
has acquired land subject to a reservation of minerals
to the United States, and the State thereafter leases
the surface of the land to a corporation for purposes
which are plainly incompatible with mining, the surface
lessee has standing to initiate a private contest to
determine the validity of unpatented mining claims lo-
cated on the land. It is not essential to the cause
of action that there be an actual physical interference
by one party with the other party's use of the land if

their respective interests are clearly and potentially
conflicting.

Conti_ent_l_0il_Co_______tec_E__lor_^o__an___ev6lo_jejt
Co_, 32 IBLA 1 (Aug. 2H, 1977)
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withdrawal, as well as the date cf the hearing. If the
claim was net supported at the date cf the withdrawal
by a qualifying discovery of a valuable mineral deposit,
the land within its boundaries would not be excepted
from the effect of the withdrawal, and the claim cculd
not thereafter become valid even though the value cf
the deposit thereafter increased due to a change in
the market.

In a proceeding to determine the validity of an unpat-
ented mining claim the claimants must prevail, if at
all, upon the strength of their own case, rather than
upon any weakness in that of the Government.

Where mining claims occupy land which has subsequently
been withdrawn from the operation of the mining laws
by a notice of proposed classification, 13 CPE 2161.2,
the validity of the claim must be tested as of the date
of the published notice, as well as of the date cf de-
termination. If the claim was not supported by such a

discovery at the date of the published notice of clas-
sification, the land within the claim located in the
classified area would net be excepted from the effect
of the withdrawal.

Where the Government contests mining claims on a charge
of lack of discovery of a valuable mineral deposit pri-
or to the date when such minerals were no longer sub-
ject to such location, the Government must initially
present sufficient evidence to establish a prima facie
case. The burden then shifts to the claimant to show
by a preponderance of credible evidence that a discov-
ery has been made on each claim.

Where the expert witnesses called by the Government
testify that prior to July 23, 1955, there was no prof-
itable market for common variety minerals from the sub-
ject claims and that it would have been economic folly
to undertake the development a mine thereon, a prima
facie case of invalidity has been made. Thereafter,
upon the failure of the claimant to prove the contrary
by a preponderance of credible evidence, a determina-
tion that the claims are invalid is obligatory.

Where, in a contest to determine the validity of certait
mining claims located for common building stone, sand
and gravel, the Government charges that the claims were
not located prior to the Act of July 23, 1955, which
prohibited the subsequent location of such minerals,
the finding by the Hearing Examiner and two administra-
tive appellate tribunals that the charge is true and
the claims were not timely located requires a holding
that the claims are null and void, where such finding
is supported by a preponderance of credible evidence.

United States v. Pr a n k_a n d Wanita Melluzzo (__£___ o

n

J__I_i_I_ He_an_l , 32~IBLA~i»6 (Sept. 2, 1977)"

In a mining claim contest where a contestee is of the
opinion that the Government did not make a prima facie
case of no discovery, he may move to have the case dis-
missed at the conclusion cf the Government's case, and
then rest. The contest complaint could be dismissed if
the administrative law judge rules that no prima facie
case had been made of lack of discovery and there is
no other evidence in the record to support the charges
in the complaint. But if the contestee goes forward
after making such a motion to dismiss and presents his
evidence, that evidence must be considered as part of
the entire record and its probative value will be
weighed. Thus, even if the Government has failed to
make a prima facie case, evidence presented by the con-
testee which supports the Government's contest charges
may be used against the contestee, regardless of the
defects in the Government's case.

Where a mining claim occupies land which has subse-
quently been withdrawn from the operation of the min-
ing law, the validity of the claim must be tested by
the value of the mineral deposit as of the date of the

The "marketability rule" reguiring a demonstration of
present marketability at a profit is (and always has
teen) applicable to all mining claims, whether fcr tas<
metals or fcr precious minerals.

Jni_ed States
!2 IELA 77 (S«

v_ S__E__Jodc
ptT"2,"l977)"

:n~

In mining claim contests, the United States has assumed
the burden of establishing a prima facie case that re
discovery has teen made on the mining claims by the
contestee; the burden of proof then shifts to the con-
testee to show by a preponderance of the evidence that
a discovery has teen made and still exists within the
limits of each mining claim. Evidence which nay jus-
tify further exploration is insufficient either tc es-
tablish a discovery or to overcome a prima facie case
of lack of discovery.

_nited_States v. Robert A. Rukke___e3istered A_en___
i_Iu_ines__I_£__Iit_al_7~32~lil.A 155 7sept7"ll ,'lSTJ)

When the Government contests a mining claim on a charge
of no discovery, it has by practice assumed the burden
of going forward with sufficient evidence tc establish
a prima facie case; when it has done so, the burden
shifts tc the claimant to show by a preponderance of
the evidence that a discovery has teen made and still
exists within the limits of the claim.

When a contestee fails to answer a complaint, the alle-
gatiens are deemed admitted and the case may be dis-
missed with prejudice as to that contestee. In addi-
tion, in a Government contest, the complaint is net
deemed to be insufficient or subject to dismissal where
the Government fails to name all interested parties, or
for failure to serve every party who has been named.

P-ii-d_S ta tes_JCon t est a n t j _ v . . Ba r l____sco_ a___ S

j

td ra_ S

_

Young (Ccntestees) . 32 IEIA 218 (Sept. 21, 1977)

When the Government contests a mining claim, it tears
only the burden of going forward with sufficient evi-
dence to establish a prima facie case; the burden thei
shifts to the claimant to show by a prependerance cf
the evidence that a discovery has teen made and is
present within the limits of the claim.
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Where a Government mineral examiner testifies that he
has examined a mining claim and found the mineral val-
ues insufficient to support a finding of discovery, a

prima facie case has been established.

__ited_states v.__ohn_C__M_rton_et al_, 32 IEIA 263
(Sept. 277~19777

The Secretary of the Interior has the authority to
determine the validity of mining claims on any public
lands of the United States, including lands within the
National Forest System, after adequate notice and oppor-
tunity for hearing. A mining claim contest initiated
under the authority of the Secretary of the Interior
may be prosecuted by counsel employed by the Cepartment
of Agriculture acting on tehalf of the Forest Service
where such action is in accordance with a Memorandum
of Understanding between the agencies.

It is not necessary for the Government to prepare an
environmental impact statement before issuing a

complaint in a mining claim contest, as the determina-
tion of the validity of a mining claim is not a "major
Federal action" within the ambit of sec. 102 of the
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, U2 U.S.C.
5 t»332 (1970) .

United_States_v. Er_est_F_ Diven a_d_R_chard _.___
Anderson, 32 IBLA~361~ (OctT 25, 1977)

A Bureau of Land Management decision, dismissing an
answer to contest complaints filed in behalf of
individual contestees and a company, and holding mining
claims null and void because it appeared the company
did not own the claims and because the answer was filed
in behalf of the individual contestees by someone not
authorized to practice in their behalf, will be vacated
where on appeal it is shown that within the time for
filing the answer the claims had been transferred to
the company. There is no need to dismiss the contest
and initiate a new contest against the company since a

timely answer has been filed in its behalf; instead,
the complaints should be amended to substitute the com-
pany as the contestee and party in interest and the
contest proceeding should go forward against it.

Sharon_K___ i la.2Z.o_e t_al_ , 33 IBLA 57 (Dec. 5, 1977)

ty the value of the mineral deposit as of the cate cf
the withdrawal, as well as the date of the hearing.
If the claim was not supported at the date of the with-
drawal ty a qualifying discovery of a valuable lineral
deposit, the land within its boundaries would net be
excepted from the effect of the withdrawal, and the
claim could not thereafter become valid even though
the value of the deposit thereafter increased due to
a change in the market.

A_i_ew_____a___er_oel et al_ , 33 IEIA 2U8 (Jan. 5,
197e)

where a contest complaint charges that no cinerals cf
a variety subject tc the lining laws sufficient ir
quality, quantity, and value to constitute a discovery
are disclosed on a claim, and that the land emtraced ii

the claim is ncnmineral in character and the ccntestee
fails to file an answer to the complaint in acccrcacce
with departmental regulations, the allegation of the
complaint will be taken as admitted ty the ccntestee
and the claim is properly held null and void.

U_i__J_ii_t« £ v_._Ecnda__iece
290 (Jan. 10, 1978)

Lesli< .Niece, IELJ

Although a millsite may te declared invalid when its
only use is in connection with a mining claim which is
declared invalid, a millsite can be contested separate-
ly and declared invalid when evidence establishes it is
not teing used for mining or milling purposes, indepen-
dent of the issue of the validity of the mining claim.

A millsite is used for mining or milling purposes if
the use is a function or utility intimately associated
with the removal, handling or treatment of the ere frci
the vein or lodes. Some step in or directly connected
with the process of mining or some feature of milling
must be performed on the millsite.

where the evidence presented at a hearing demonstrates
a lode claim to be valid, a contest against a millsite
held by the owner of the lode claim will te dismissed
if the millsite is teing used or occupied for mining
cr milling purposes.

-Di-e d_St a t e s_ ;_ _ Jo_n_____a_so ns

,

1978)
33 IEIA 326 (Jai 16,

when the Government contests a mining claim on a charge
of no discovery, it has by practice assumed the burden
of going forward with sufficient evidence to establish
a prima facie case; when it has done so, the burden
shifts to the claimant to show by a preponderance of
the evidence that a discovery has teen made and still
exists within the limits of the claim.

__ited_States_v_ Beatrice _nn_Johnson, 33 IBLA 121
(Dec. 197 1977)

When the Government contests a mining claim on a charge
of no discovery, it assumes the burden of going forward
with sufficient evidence to establish a prima facie
case; the burden then shifts to the claimant to show by
a preponderance of the evidence that a discovery has
been made and still exists within the limits of the
claim.

Where a mining claim occupies land which has
subsequently been withdrawn from the operation of the
mining law, the validity of the claim must be tested

Where the Government contests a mining claim for lack
of discovery, it assumes only the burden of making a

prima facie showing that discovery is lacking, and tbc
burden of showing a valuable discovery by a preponder-
ance of the evidence then falls upon the claimants.

--i-ed_Stat6__oJ__mjrlca_v__DayJd_I___in__et_al_,
3D IELA 15 (let. 10, 1978)

In a mining contest a contestee may rest at the close
of the Government's case and move for a dismissal tased
on the Government's failure to make out a prima facie
case of a claim's invalidity. If, however, the ccntes-
tee goes forward and presents his own evidence, that
evidence may be weighed against him notwithstanditg any
defects in the Government's case.

unitii_S t ates_ v__M ichael_ sl_ te_

,

1978)
3H IEIA 31 (Fet. ID,
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Failure to file a timely answer to a mining claim
contest complaint will result in the charges in the
complaint being taken as admitted and the case being
decided without a hearing. Unsubstantiated allega-
tions of temporary incapacity due to a nervous break-
down cannot serve as a basis for waiving this mandatory
requirement

.

United_States_vi Brc
1978)

! t_ J_._Br u n ker , 36 IBLA 36 (June 27,

The Department of the Interior is lawfully empowered
to initiate a contest pursuant to the Administrative
Procedure Act to determine the validity of unpatented
mining claims. This procedure makes no provision for

1) trial by jury, 2) advice to the contestant concern-
ing his constitutional rights, 3) compensation to the
contestant for the value of the claim if it is found
to be invalid, or «) appointment ty the Department of
gualified counsel to represent the contestant; and this
procedure does not violate constitutional guarantees of
due process, the General Mining Law, or the Administra-
tive Procedure Act. Presentation of the contestant's
case by counsel employed ty the Forest Service in ap-
propriate cases is permissible, and Federal employees
may testify as witnesses, and may conduct examinations
and secure mineral samples on unpatented lining claims
without a search warrant.

United_States_v. John_Ga.y anicb , 36 IBlA 111 (July 1<4,

1978)

Where the Government contests a mining claim for lack
of discovery, it assumes only the burden of making a

prima facie showing that discovery is lacking, and the
burden of showing a valuable discovery by a preponder-
ance of the evidence then falls upon the claimants.

Where a Government mineral examiner testifies that he
has examined a claim and found the mineral values in-
sufficient to support a finding of discovery, a prima
facie case of invalidity has been established.

Where, in a mining contest, a contestee presents his
own evidence, that evidence" may be weighed against him
notwithstanding any defects in the Government's case.

United_States_v^ Roaer_and_Ste£hanie_Cichetti , 36 IELA
12it"7july~257 1978)
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regardless of whether any other use of the land is
being made or sought, lhe motivation of the Ecresl
Service in instigating a contest is irrelevant.

United States v. Catherine , F. . Gay. 3 6 I EI A 1<4 8

(July 31, 1978)

When the Government contests a mining claim on a charge
of lack of discovery of a valuable mineral deposit, it
has assumed the burden of going forward with sufficient
evidence to establish a prima facie case; the burden
then shifts to the claimant to show by a preponderance
of the evidence that a discovery has been made.

United_states v__Iiorence J__M.attox, 36 IEIA 171
"(JuTy 3l7~19 7ie)

united States v. Emmett C. Harder. «2 IEIA 206
"(Aui7~22, 1979)

United Stains v. Edward T. flc.Henr.y_et al., <J3 IEIA 122
(Sept. "2 6, 197 9)

Where a contestee in a mining claim contest declares,
of his own volition, that he does not want the claii
and wishes to withdraw his answer and admit the allega-
tions in the contest complaint, and subsequently volun-
teers to, and does, sign a written relinquishment of
his interests in the contested claims, his claims are
properly declared null and void.

When the Government contests a mining claim on a charge
of no discovery, it bears the burden of going forward
with sufficient evidence to establish a Ftima facie
case; the burden then shifts to the claimant to shew
by a preponderance of the evidence that a discovery
has been made.

Where a Government mineral examiner testifies that he
has examined a claim and found the mineral values in-
sufficient to support a finding of discovery, a prima
facie case of invalidity has been established. Govern-
ment mineral examiners are not required to perform
discovery work for claimants or to explore beyond a

claimant's workings.

United_States_v._Wesle__Ci_flilesx_Sr^, 36 IELA 213
(Aug. 3, 1978)

Where a Government mineral examiner testifies that
has examined a mining claim and found the mineral \

ues insufficient to support a finding of discovery,
prima facie case of invalidity has been established
Where the claimant presents evidence of returns wbi
are so meager that they will not attract the labor
means of a person of ordinary prudence, he has faiJ
to prove by a preponderance of the evidence that hi
claim is valid, and it is properly declared null ar
void.

In a lining claim contest, no weight will be given to
claimant's allegation that the Government's mineral
examiner failed to sample the discovery point cr the
test mineral showings, where the claimant was invited
to indicate his discovery to the examiner and failed tc
do so, and where he also failed to introduce convincing
evidence of his own that a discovery had teen made.

Uni_ed States v_ Larr_ Joseph Timm, 36 IEIA 316
(Aug. 23, 1978)

M ni££d_States_vi_Jose£h_Larsen_and_Ferr is Larsei
36 IBLA 130 (July 25, 197ej"

When the Government contests a mining claim en a charge
of no discovery, it assumes the burden of going forward
with sufficient evidence to establish a prima facie
case; the burden then shifts to the claimant to show by
a preponderance of the evidence that a discovery has
been made and still exists within the limits of the
claim.

In order to sustain a charge that land embraced within
a mining claim is net held in good faith for mining
purposes the evidence relating to mineral claimant's
lack of good faith must be clear.

United States_v. Cla_ton Aj Dillman and Jean_P. tillman,
36 IELA

-
358"Aug7~31,"l978)

This Department has authority and jurisdiction tc con-
test mining claims on the ground that they are invalid
for lack of a discovery of a valuable mineral deposit.
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The Secretary of the Interior has the authority to de-
termine the validity of mining claims on any public
lands of the United States after adequate notice and
opportunity for a bearing. 4 mining claim contest may
be initiated under the authority of the Secretary of
the Interior by the Bureau of Land Management at the
behest of the Forest Service and prosecuted by counsel
employed by the Department of Agriculture, with forest
Service employees as witnesses, where such action is in
accordance with a Memorandum of Understanding between
the agencies.

When the Government contests a mining claim on a charge
of no discovery, it has by practice assumed the burden
of going forward with sufficient evidence to establish
a prima facie case; the burden then shifts to the claim-
ant to show by a preponderance of the evidence that a

discovery has been made and still exists within the
limits of the claim.

United States_vi_Andrew_Li_Freese_II, 37 IBLA 7

7iept.~67 1978)

In mining claim contest. Government must only go for-
ward with evidence to establish prima facie case of no
discovery of valuable mineral deposits, and burden ther
shifts to mining claimant to prove by preponderance of
evidence that his claim is valid.

Government has established prima facie case when its
mineral examiner testifies that he has examined mining
claims in issue and found mineral values insufficient
to support finding of discovery of valuable deposits.

Where contestee has not produced substantial evidence
in respect to quantity of iron oxide ore existing on
claims, or in respect to whether ore can be extracted
and marketed at profit, contestee has not proved that
person of ordinary prudence would be justified in fur-
ther expenditure of his labor and means, with reason-
able prospect of success, in developing valuable mine.

United States v. .Michael, B. Marion. 37 IELA 68
(Sept. 18, 1978)

Where a miner
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the claimant filed application for patent,
time they went unchallenged by the Gcvern-

ited States is not barred from contesting
of the claims by invocation of the equi-

e of laches.

Erat tain. Contractors,., I nc a . 37 IEIA 233 (Cct. 16, 1S76)

Where national forest land is open to mineral location,
the failure of a district forest ranger to object to
the location or development of lining claims for a num-
ber of years, or to request that a contest of the va-
lidity of the claims be initiated, does not estop the
United States from bringing a contest, nor is the con-
test barred by laches.

Unite.d_States._v,.
(Oct. 20, 1978)

.Verdtjao_{ 37 IELA

When the Government contests a mining claim on a charge
of no discovery it has assumed the burden of going
forward with sufficient evidence to establish a piita
facie case. The burden then shifts to the claimants to
show by a preponderance of the evidence that a discov-
ery has been made.

Where a Government mineral examiner testifies that he
has examined a claim and found the quantity of literals
insufficient to support a finding of discovery, a prima
facie case ol invalidity has been established and the
burden shifts to the claimants.

A prima facie case has been made when a Government min-
eral examiner testifies that he has examined the claim
and found evidence of mineralization insufficient to
support a finding of a discovery.

United States v. Paul P. Pisher an d_Buel_ B . Fisher,
37 IBLA 80 (Sept. 22, 1978)

Intervention, by right, as a full party in a contest
proceeding is only recognized where the individual
seeking intervention has the necessary interest to
maintain a private contest independently under U3 CFB
U. 450-1.

The extent of the participation in a contest hearing tc

be afforded "interested individuals" who do not have a

sufficient interest to maintain a private contest is
committed to the sound discretion of the administrative
law judge. Among the factors which are properly con-
sidered are: the desires of the original parties; the
likelihood that the party seeking intervention will
provide information which would not be forthcoming
without its participation; and the cost which must be
borne by both the contestant and the contestee by the
nature and scope of the intervention granted.

United States v ...United. States.Pumice Co.. 37 IEIA 153
(Oct. 5, 1978)

United_States v. Loren_E. M_ns_e t_aj . , 36 IBLA 97
(Nov. 20,"1978"

Once the Government has established a prima facie case
that no discovery of a valuable mineral deposit has
been made within a mining claim, the burden cf proof
shifts to the contestee to establish by a preponderance
of the evidence the existence of a discovery.

United_States v__0ack C. _a_rri_s_ Jill.L. Barrjs,
38
_
IELA TlTTiov. 297" 1978)

When the Government contests a mining claim en a charge
cf no discovery, it bears the burden of going fcrward
with sufficient evidence to establish a prima facie
case; the burden then shifts to the claimant tc shew ty
a preponderance of the evidence that a discovery has
teen made.

Where a Government mineral examiner testifies that he
has examined a claim and found the mineral values
insufficient to support a finding of discovery, a priia
facie case cf invalidity has teen established.

Mineral values on a claim may properly be tested by
taking dry samples and washing them down to a concen-
trate. The absence of adequate water to run a dredqing
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operation at the claim due to drought conditions is
immaterial, as it is not necessary to run a dredge in

order to sample the mineral values there.

It is incumbent upon a mining claimant to keep his dis-
covery points available for inspection by Government
mineral examiners. Where he does not, he assumes the
risk that the mineral examiner will not be able tc
verify the discovery of the alleged mineral deposit,
and his unsupported argument that the samples taken by
the examiner are not representative will be rejected.

Unless and until the lands within a mining claim are
patented to the claimant, they are Federal lands, and
the Government retains the right to enter the lands at

any time without search warrants, including the right
to remove material samples from the claim in order to
determine whether the land is mineral in character and
whether a valuable deposit of a locatable mineral has
been discovered by the claimant.

As the Government is reguired to adjudicate mining
claims contests under its own rules and regulations, a

customary review of the validity of a claim by a dis-
trict examining committee is immaterial to the adjudica-
tion of the actual validity of the claim. local customs
relating to validity of a claim may only add to the
Federal mining law; such customs cannot replace Federal
requirements for adjudicating the validity of claims.

flnited_States_v._Buss_Knecht, 39 IBLA 8 (Jan. 8, 1979)

Failure to file a timely answer to a mining claim
contest complaint will result in the charges in the
complaint being taken as admitted and the case being
decided without a hearing. Where contestees deny the
allegations in the complaint only as to it claims tut
not as to 15 other claims addressed in the complaint,
the complaint will be taken as admitted as to the 15
claims not addressed in the answer to the complaint.

Where contestees in a mining claim contest file a timely
answer to the contest complaint, this answer is effica-
cious as to any other contestees who are members of his
family if it appears on the face of the answer that they
wish to retain their interests, if any, in the claims,
as the contestees who answered may be regarded as having
done so on their family members' behalf. In these cir-
cumstances, these other contestees are properly regarded
as having answered the complaint, absent any manifesta-
tion of a contrary intent.

Where a contestee makes a timely response to a Govern-
ment complaint in a mining contest which is sufficient
to raise a justiciable controversy, the allegations then
cannot be taken as admitted and the mining claim (s) can-
not be declared null and void without a hearing.

United States_v. Jerr.y, Proc k et al. (

T3anT 297~1979)"
39 IBLA 1«(

A Government contest against a mining claim dees not
lose its public character and become a private contest
because the land involved may ultimately be conveyed to
a private entity in a land exchange, nor does that pos-
sibility warrant the application of any different stan-
dard for determining whether there has been a discovery
of a valuable mineral deposit within the claim, or a

different burden of proof.

SBited_States_v.
(Feb. 13, 1979)

.£eor3e_ B^EdeJ ine_ej_a 1. , 39 IBLA 236

3Il!il!2_ci:*ll!§
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Failure to file a timely answer to a lining claim
contest complaint will result in the charges in the
complaint being taken as admitted and the case teirg
decided without a hearing.

2nited_Stat€s y^_Ja me s_Ha wkeswocd_et_a 1^ , HI
(June 27, 1979)

[E1A

United_s,tates_
1?79)

jcrstjeier, «2 IELA
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The entire evidentiary record in a oining contest is
considered and if evidence presented by a ccntestee is
damaging to the contestee's case it may be used against
the contestee regardless cf any deficiencies in the
Government's presentation. Therefore, regardless cf
whether the Government established a prima facie case
of lack of discovery, if the entire record establishes
that a discovery was not made on a claim it is prcperly
declared null and void.

It was proper to deny mining claimants' reguest tc re-
drill on mining claims after the land was withdrawn
from lining where the work would be an effort tc make
a discovery of a valuable mineral deposit within the
claim rather than simply a confirmation or corrobora-
tion of a discovery prior to the withdrawal.

United States v. William Laypn, Chaprell
«2 IELA 7M (Aug. 13, 1979)

»I*.

In a mining claim contest where a contestee is cf the
opinion that the Government did not make a prima facie
case of no discovery, he may move to have the case dis-
missed at the conclusion of the Government's case and
then rest. The contest complaint could be dismissed if
the administrative law judge rules that no prima facie
case had teen made of lack of discovery and there is no
other evidence in the record to support the charges in
the complaint. But if the contestee goes forward after
making such a motion to dismiss and presents his evi-
dence, that evidence must be considered as part cf the
entire record and its probative value will be weighed.
Thus, even if the Government has failed to make a prima
facie case, evidence presented by the contestee which
supports the Government's contest charges may be nsed
against the contestee, regardless of the defects in the
Government's case.

A sufficient prima facie case by the Government dees
not requite positive proof that there has beer re dis-
covery made or that the mining claim is nonmineral in
character. Upon the Government's presentation cf a

prima facie case, the burden shifts to the claimact tc
prove by a preponderance of the evidence that be indeed
has a discovery of a valuable mineral deposit within
the limits of the claim.

A secend bearing of a Government mining contest kill
not be afforded where a claimant was given notice and
an opportunity to appear at a bearing, where he was
actually present at the hearing, and where nothing
has teen submitted which suggests that another hear-
ing would produce a different result. A petition to
reopen a hearing of a Government mining contest will
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be denied when the contestee offei
cation for the neglect to offer evidence
could have been
further hearing
claimant an add]
a discovery.

U ni ted_S tates_v

.

1979)

ahich was or
mailable at the original hearing. A

l11 not re ordered merely to affcrd a

Lonal opportunity to explore and make

.hWlX- SiBdbad , 12 IBLA 313 (Aug. 29,

The ELM should presume the validity cf nining claims
cr the development of mineral leases disclosed ty at-
stracts sutmitted ty the preference right lease appli-
cant, and allow the applicant to pursue the reaedy cf
private contests cr, failing that, issue a notice of
intent tc reject the lease application where claios ci

development are shown, and allow the preference right
lease applicant the opportunity to show, en the record
the invalidity of the claims, or lack of development.

When the Government contests a mining claim on a charge
of lack of discovery, the Government has the burden of
proving a prima facie case; the burden then shifts tc
the mining claimant to prove by a preponderance of the
evidence that discovery exists.

"ni ted_S ta tes_vi_Ted_Gt_ Ax , H3 1BLA 146 (Sept. 28, 1979)

When the Government contests a mining claim en a charge
of lack of discovery of a valuable mineral deposit, it
has assumed the burden of going forward with sufficient
evidence to establish a prima facie case. Where a Gov-
ernment mineral examiner testifies that he has exaained
a claim and found the guantity of minerals insufficient
to support a finding of discovery, a prima facie case
of invalidity has been established and the burden
shifts to the claimants to show by a preponderance of
the evidence that a discovery has been made.

It is incumbent upon a mining claimant to keep his dis-
covery points available for inspection by Government
mineral examiners. Where he does not, he assumes the
risk that the mineral examiner will not be able to ver-
ify the discovery of the alleged mineral deposit, and
his unsupported argument that the samples taken by the
examiner are not representative will be rejected.

United States. v.. John. B. ., Burt. et.al.. «3 IE1A 363
(Oct. 29, 1979)

When the Government contests a mining claim on a charge
of lack of discovery, the Government has the burden of
proving a prima facie case; the burden then shifts to
the mining claimant to prove by a preponderance of the
evidence that discovery exists.

When land is withdrawn from mining location after a

mining claim has been located thereon, the claimant
must show that discovery of a valuable mineral deposit
occurred £rior to the withdrawal in order to establish
rights against the Government.

fl!li£e^_States_v i RalpJ
7oct7~31, 1979)

I*.|€£t_and_Ia£l^mentation_of_Solicitor_;s_2£inion
5r36e93_on_^Cnclaimed.,_Undeveloj:ed," M-36693 (Supp.)
"(NovT 19, 1979) 66 I.E. 627
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Lted States v, Jon Zimmers
2 liiov. 3C,~19797

_C1 a ire_ Kellj , UK I EI J

.R§9 e_et_aii . «3 IBLA 390

when the Government contests a mining claim, located
on land withdrawn from mineral entry, the turden cf
presenting a prima facie case is satisfied by the tes-
timony of a well qualified mineral examiner that he has
examined the exposed workings on a claim without find-
ing sufficient mineral values to support a conclusion
there was a discovery of a valuable mineral depesit
either at the time of the withdrawal cr at the tine cf
his inspections.

U nite d Stat e s v. Cecil ia Puccjnell

i

(Dec. 19, ill 9)

«<4 IELA 266

The Department of the Interior has the right to contest
the validity of an unpatented mining claim at any time
until patent issues.

It is the responsibility of a mining claimant to present
evidence supporting his allegation of bias on the part
of Government mineral examiners testifying as to the
validity of his claim in a contest proceeding, and a

showing of Department affiliation does net discredit a

witness.

The procedures of the Department of the Interior in
mining contests where a mining claimant is afforded
notice and an opportunity to be heard comport with the
requirements of due process under the United States
Constitution.

Where a mineral patent application is supported ty a

mineral examination of the claim which finds a valid
discovery and recommends issuance of a patent fcr a

portion of the claim, the ELM may not summarily reject
the application on the face of the record for reasons
related to disputed issues of fact without notice and
an opportunity for hearing.

Ei3_H2I_D_Cai£iuj_Co., «<* IBLA 289 (Dec. 26, 1979)

lited.State^v^J^D^Wilson, «U IBLA 1 (Nov. 1979)
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When the Government contests a lining claim on a charge
of no discovery of a valuable mineral deposit it as-
sumes the burden of going forward with sufficient evi-
dence to establish a prima facie case; when it has done
so, the burden shifts to the claimant to show by a pre-
ponderance of the evidence that a discovery has been
made and still exists within the limits of the claim.

The decision of an administrative law judge will not be
disturbed on appeal where the preponderance of the evi-
dence supports the result he reached.

fi!!ited_States
;
_v^_j^ox^Arizona_Corp... , "" IEL * 297

(Dec7
_
31~1979)

DETERMINATION OF VALIDITY

When the Government contests a mining claim it bears
only the burden of going forward with sufficient
evidence to establish a prima facie case; the burden
of going forward then shifts to the claimant to show
by a preponderance of the evidence that his claim is
valid.

Bhen a Government mineral examiner testifies that he
has examined the exposed workings on a claim without
finding sufficient mineral values to support the dis-
covery of a valuable mineral deposit, a prima facie
case of lack of discovery has been made; the Govern-
ment's mineral examiner is not obliged to explore
beyond the current workings of a mining claimant in
attempting to verify a discovery.

United States
19757

.v..He rbert_ Clark , 16 IBLA 368 (Jan. 3C

The Department of the Interior has the authority and
the duty to contest mining claims which it believes
invalid, notwithstanding that the claims are located i

a national forest and the Forest Service has no objec-
tion to approval of a patent application.

re

Istate_of_Arihur_Ci_w._Bowen_jDeceasedi,
(Jan. 30, 1975)

IELA 379

the assertion of
l Aug. 1968 location
require reconsidera-

On petition for reconsideration,
rights to a mining claim under a

does not demonstrate error in oi
tion of this Board's decision, which affirmed that
mining claim located in 1969 for the same land, after
the land was withdrawn from mineral location in Oct.
1968, was null and void at initio. Neither this
Board's decision initially or on petition affects pe-
titioner's rights, if any, under such a pricr location.

Si_CA_Jim_Townsend_JOn_KeconSiderjtionl, 18 IBLA U07
(Feb. 10, 1975)

The Surface Resources Act of July 23, 1955, declared
that common varieties of sand and gravel are not
valuable mineral deposits under the mining laws. In
order for a claim for such material to be sustained as
validated by a discovery, the prudent man/marketability
test of discovery of a valuable mineral deposit must
have been met at the date of the Act, and reasonably
continuously thereafter.

where a contestee in a mining contest preponderates
sufficiently to overcome the Government's prima facie
case on an issue raised by the evidence in a mining
contest and there is no evidence on other essential
disputed issues, the contest should be dismissed un-
less a patent application is being contested, in which
case a further hearing must be ordered to resolve other

the applicaticr

MINING CLAIHS—Continued
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essential issues to determine whs

may be allowed.

Onijed States v. Clarion H, Taylor, se^j and Gerald
ClCcnnoi, 19 IELA~9"lFebT 207 19 75) 82~l7'l7 6e

In connection with a lining claim located en land with-
drawn for reclamation and power purposes, where (1) dc
notice of location was filed during a later period in
which the land was open for entry subject to 3C U.S.C.
«« 621, 623-2U (1970), (2) there are no interveiitg
rights, (3) a claimant alleges tht he held and worked
the land, while open to entry, for the reguisite number
of years under 30 O.S.C. « 38 (1970) and the applicable
State statute of limitations, and (4) he alleges that a

discovery of a valuable mineral deposit has teen oade,
it is necessary to consider the effect of sec. 621

Si i£9-i and to hold a hearing if required to resolve
questions of fact.

Ra_l£h_Paa,e, 19 IBLA 255 (Bar. 31, 1975)

A discovery exists where minerals have teen fourd with-
in the limits of a claim and the evidence is of such a

character that a person of ordinary prudence wculd be
justified in the further expenditure of his lator and
means, with a reasonable prospect of success, it devel-
oping a valuable mine.
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strate that: (1) the mineral deposit has a unique
rty; and (2) the unique property gives the deposit
tinct and special value. Pcssessicn of a unique
rty alone is not sufficient. The unique property
give the deposit a value for a purpose to which
materials are not suited or if the deposit is to

ed for the same purposes as other tinerals cf cci-
ccurrence, it fust possess some inherent property
gives it a special value for such use which value
nerally reflected by the fact that the deposit
nds a higher Frice in the marketplace or produces
stantially higher profit.

A deposit of rhyolite cannot be determined to be an un-
common variety of mineral solely on the basis of its
location, even though the location gives the deposit a

competitive advantage due to proximity to market, as
location is not a unique property inherent in the de-
posit but is only an extrinsic factor.
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(AFt.
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.

7, 1971T
SeiU-Sl-jii » 19 IEIA 326
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Equitable estoppel will net operate to tar a lining
claim contest or alter its result where it is net showr
that some officer of the Government, who was authorized
to declare the claims valid, falsely misrepresented to,
or concealed material facts from the claimants concern-
ing the validity of the claims with the intenticn that
the claimants should act in reliance thereon, with the
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result that the claimants Mere thereby induced to do
so, to their ultimate damage.

The doctrine of collateral estoppel will not bar the
administrative contest of the validity of three mining
claims which were the subject of a previous condemna-
tion action for the taking by the Government of a tem-
porary exclusive easement over the claims, where the
issue of the validity of the claims was not actually
litigated and it was wholly unnecessary for the court
to adjudicate that issue in rendering its judgment.

The Department of the Interior has jurisdiction, in
proper proceedings, to determine the validity of min-
ing claims on Federal lands.

Where a mining claim occupies land which has subse-
guently been withdrawn from the operation of the Bininc
law, the validity of the claim must be tested by the
value of the mineral deposit as of the date of the
withdrawal, as well as the date of determination. If
the claim was not supported at the date of the with-
drawal by a qualifying discovery of a valuble mineral
deposit, the land within its boundaries would not be
excepted from the effect of the withdrawal, and the
claim could not thereafter become valid even though
the value of the deposit thereafter increased due to
a change in the market.

United States v. ft. B. Fleming et al,

(Apr. 2«, 1975)
20 IBLA 83

Marketability of mineral material is not the sole test
of the validity of a mining claim. Profitable sales of
mineral material for nonvalidating uses cannot be used
in determining the validity of a mining claim; the
claimant must meet the prudent man/marketability test
in a market for which the material is locatable.

Bog iron ore, used as a soil conditioner or soil amend-
ment, is not a locatable mineral deposit in the absence
of a showing that it meets the test of United. States v.
Bunkowski, 5 IBLA 102, 113-16, 79 I.D. U3T~'t8-i»9~(1972) ,

i.e., it is found to be not just a physical amendment
to the soil but a chemical amendment which alters and
improves soil or plant chemistry.

United_States_vi_Theresa_Bi_Robinson, 21 IBLA 363
(Aug. 25, 1975) 82 I.E. Ul«

While a mining location on land totally withdrawn may
be declared null and void ab initio without hearing, if
a claimant alleges facts which would establish an in-
terest in a claim located prior to the withdrawal, the
claim may not be declared null and void ab initio with-
out opportunity for hearing.

3athern_Lewis_Stacy, 23 IELA 166 (Dec. 2H, 1975)

Where a mining claim occupies land which has subse-
quently been withdrawn from the operation of the
mining law, the validity of the claim must be tested
by the value of the mineral deposit as of the date of
the withdrawal, as well as the date of the bearing.
If the claim was not supported at the date of the with-
drawal by a qualifying discovery of a valuable mineral
deposit, the land within its boundaries would not be
excepted from the effect of the withdrawal, and the
claim could not thereafter become valid even though
the value of the deposit thereafter increased due to
a change in the market.

No discovery of a valuable mineral deposit is demon-
strated on a placer mining claim which yields small
amounts of gold from stream beds but which is suitable
only for recreation mining because it could never be

HIN.ING CLAIMS—Continued
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expected to produce an economic return in any way com-
mensurable with the labor and cost involved in such
production.

United States. v, Rut,h Arcand et al.. 23 IEIA 22t
(Jan. 9, 1976)

A discovery exists where minerals have been fcucd and
the evidence is of such a character that a person of
ordinary prudence would be justified in the further
expenditure of bis labor and means, with a reasonable
prospect of success in developing a valuable line.

The Act of July 23, 1955, 30 O.S.C. « 611 (197C), re-
moved common varieties of cinder from location under
the lining laws; thus, it is incumbent upon one tho
located a claim prior to that date for a coiacn variety
of cinder to show that all the requirements for a dis-
covery, including a showing that the materials cculd
have teen extracted, removed, and marketed at a profit,
had been met by that date.

Baterial which is suitable only for fill purposes, road
based, or comparable uses is not locatable under the
mining laws, and even if the material is suitable for
other purposes, its sale for the above uses cancct be
considered in determining its marketability to estab-
lish the value of the deposit as mineral. Ey the same
token, it is improper to consider the market demand for
such uses for the purpose of determining what vclume of
mineral material a prudent locator might claim in the
reasonable anticipation of market demand for legitimate
mineral uses in the foreseeable future, reasonably
projected.

Where it has been shown as to a number of mining claims
located for cinders for which application for patent
has teen filed, that the amount of the deposits on the
claims is excessively large in relation to the market
that exists, only those claims can be found valid which
by reason of location and volume and quality of depos-
its would make the most feasible mining operation and
have a reasonable prospect of success; the remaining
claims must be held invalid for lack of discovery.

nn£ted r States -
,v t _Mel$on„E, Baker, 23 IBLA 319 (Jar. 19,

1976)

The doctrine of collateral estoppel will not bar the
administrative contest of the validity of five mining
claims which, together with another claim, were the
subject of previous condemnation actions for the tak-
ing of a temporary exclusive easement over the claims,
where the issue of the validity of the individual
claims was not actually litigated and it was wholly
unnecessary for the Court to adjudicate that issue in
rendering its judgment.

Equitable estoppel will not operate to bar a mining
claim contest or alter its result where it is net shown
that some officer of the Government, who was authorized
to declare the claims valid, falsely misrepresented to,
or concealed material facts from the claimant concern-
ing the validity of the claim with the intention that
the claimant should act in reliance thereon, with the
result that the claimant was thereby induced to dc sc,
to his ultimate damage.

There can be no waiver of the Secretary's right tc con-
test a mining claim believed to be invalid without a

showing of an authority to make such a waiver and an
intention to do so.

OfliieJ_StatSS-»*_Beft_LJ
1976)

Johnson. 23 IBLA 3K9 (Jan. 21,
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In order to prove that stone containing feldspar used
for landscaping and building stone purposes is not a

common variety of stone under the Act of July 23, 1955,
a lining claimant must demonstrate that: (1) the ain-
eral deposit has a unigue property, and (2) the unique
property gives the deposit a distinct and special val-
ue. In the event the mining claimant does not estab-
lish that these criteria are met, the administrative
law judge may properly hold that the stone cannot be
classified as locatable under the mining lass because
it is a common variety.

Ground feldspar, used as a soil conditioner cr soil
amendment, is not a locatable mineral deposit under
the general mining laws in the absence of a showing
that the mineral meets the test of United_States v.

Bunkowski, 5 IBLA 102, 113-16, 79 I.D. 43, «8-<*9

"(1972) , namely, that the mineral is found to be not
just a physical amendment to the soil, but rather a

chemical amendment which alters and improves soil or
plant chemistry.

In order for a mining claim to be valid, there must be
discovered within the limits of the claim a valuable
mineral deposit. A discovery exists where minerals
have been found and the evidence is of such a character
that a person of ordinary prudence would be justified
in the further expenditure of his labor and means with
a reasonable prospect of success in developing a valu-
able mine. This test, the prudent man rule, has been
refined to reguire a showing that the mineral in gues-
tion can be extracted, removed and presently marketed
at a profit.

Where a mining claimant fails to submit adequate evi-
dence as to the expected quantity and specifications of
the local demand for industrial quality feldspar, does
not receive any payment for inferior quality feldspar
attempted to be sold for industrial use, and does not
establish that the local market demand would justify
the costs of developing a mill capable of processing
industrial quality feldspar from the subject claim, the
mining claimant has failed to satisfy the prudent man-
marketability test which requires a showing that a rea-
sonable prospect of success in developing a valuable
mine exists. Hhere the anticipated costs and revenues
of an alleged profitable mining operation are not based
on reliable probative evidence, but only on mere specu-
lation, a mining claim cannot be found valid.

Sni t ed_S ta tes_vi_Bober t_ H.._Beal

,

1976)
23 IBLA 378 (Feb. «,

Lands within national parks are not subject to mining
location except where specifically authorized by law.
«3 CFR 3811.2-2. However, lands within a national for-
est remain open to location and entry under the mining
laws. 16 O.S.C. « «78 (1970). Hhere mining claims oc-
cupy land which has subsequently been withdrawn from
the operation of the mining laws, the validity of the
claim must be tested by the value of the mineral depos-
it as of the date of the withdrawal, as well as the
date of determination. If the claim was not supported
at the date of withdrawal for the national park by such
a discovery, the land within the claims located in the
park would not be excepted from the effect of the
withdrawal.

Under Federal law, a valid mining location cannot be
made without a discovery of a valuable mineral deposit
within the limits of the claim. The longstanding test
to determine whether there has been a discovery of a
valuable mineral deposit is the "prudent nan" test. To
meet this test there must be sufficient mineralization
within the claims to warrant a man of ordinary prudence
to expend his time and means with a reasonable expecta-
tion of developing a valuable mine. For a lode claim.
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there must be tangible proof of the existence cf a vein
cr veins bearing sufficient mineralizaticn to meet the
test.

Eefore a finding of discovery can be warranted, it must
be shown as a present fact that the claim is valuable
for linerals. Evidence of past profitable Birirg is
not proof the claims are presently profitable. Ihe
claim may have been worked out or have lost its value
because of change in economic conditions.

Bigb assay samples alcne are not evidence cf a dis-
covery. The nature of the samples yielding the high
values must be considered. Hhere neither the date cf
the samples nor the nature of the samples submitted for
assay is known, those assays cannot be ccnsidered as
representative of a valuable mineral depcsit withic the
limits of a airing claim.

A mining claimant's belief in the existence cf literal
on a claim is not sufficient to constitute discovery.
The prudent nan rule imposes an objective standard, and
the fact that the claimant may be willing tc expetd bis
labor and means is not adequate.

finiiSi-S t aje s_5i _ Ha 1 lace_ H^va u x

,

1976)
2« IBLA 2e9 (Apr.

Hhen a Government mineral examiner testifies that he
has examined the exposed workings on a claim without
finding sufficient lineral values to support the dis-
covery of a valuable mineral depcsit, a prima facie
case of lack of discovery has been made.

SDited_Stat€s_v4_J^hn_B^_TaaE anx_Jr^_et.ali , 25 IE1J
(Hay 5, 1976)

Hhen the United States contests a mining clais it has
by practice assumed only the burden of going fcrward
with sufficient evidence to establish a prima facie
case en the charges in the contest complaint; the bur-
den then shifts to the ccntestee to refute, by a pre-
ponderance of the evidence, the Government's case.

Ihe United States has established a prima facie case cf
the invalidity of a mining claim when a qualified Gov-
ernment mining examiner testifies that he has examined
the claim and found the mineral values insufficient to
support the discovery of a valuable mineral depcsit.

2DAi£j_S J a t es_ v4_ rjober, t_Lx_Tajlor

,

1976)
25 IELA 21 (nay 5,

Under the mining law, discovery of a valuable mineral
deposit is the sine ^ua ncn for a valid mining claim.
Even if location of a mining claim appears not tc be
supported by discovery, a cloud is cast upen the (jnited
States' title, which the Government may seek tc relieve
by bringing a contest to determine whether the claim is
valid.

In a mining contest, the mining claimant is the propo-
nent of a rule or order that he has complied with the
mining laws entitling him to validation of the claim,
and the claimant has the ultimate burden cf prccf. Ihe
Government has assumed the burden of going forward with
sufficient evidence to establish a prima facie case cf
invalidity. Hhen this has been done, the burden then
shifts to the claimant to show by a preponderance of
the evidence that his claim is valid.

In making a prima facie case of lack of discovery of
a valuable mineral deposit, the Government has nc duty
to do the discovery work for the mining claimant. It
is incumbent upon the claimant to keep his discovery
points available for inspection. A prima facie case is
established when a Government mineral examiner gives
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his expert opinion that he examined the claim and found
insufficient values to support a finding of discovery.

Occasional assay samples of material from a lode mining
claim containing high values of geld are not conclusive
evidence of a valid discovery. Other factors must be
considered, such as the extent of the mineral deposits,
the number of samples assayed shoeing only a trace of
mineral, and the nature of the samples yielding the
high values. To be meaningful, the samples must be
representative of the mineral deposit, not simply se-
lective showings of the best mineralization.

Before a finding of discovery of a valuable mineral
deposit within a mining claim is warranted, it must be
shown as a present fact that the claim is valuable for
minerals. Evidence of past profitable miring is not
proof the claims are presently profitable. The claim
may have been worked out or have lost its value because
of change in economic conditions.

A previous determination by the Department of the
Interior in a proceeding different from a lining claim
contest that land was mineral in character is not evi-
dence of a discovery of a valuable mineral deposit in e

mining contest.

Uni£ed_States v. Alex Becbthold, 25 IBLA 77 (June 1,
1976)

A civil action in a Federal district court condemning a

mining claim for a period of years for the exclusive
use of the United States does not bar a subsequent con-
test by the Department of the Interior challenging the
validity of the claim.

Mnited_States_vi_The_American_Fluors_Ear_G£OU£i_Inc i ,

25 IBLA 136 (June 7, 1976)

To constitute a discovery upon a mining claim there
must be physically exposed within the limits of the
claim minerals in such quality and quantity to warrant
a prudent man in expending his labor and means with a

reasonable prospect of success in developing a valuable
mine.

The prudent san test cannot be satisfied ty a claitr-
ant's assertion that he is willing to accept a meager
income from the claim in order to add tc retireiect in-
come. Deteto ination of the validity cf a mining claim
can rest only on objective criteria, not subjective
considerations.

iaitS^_States_v a_Bici!
ard_CJ._Jexnders_and_CarcJ_J.

Senders. 26 TELA 131 (July 30, 1976)

The fact that assessment work has teen perforved cc a

'ining claim does not estop the Government from deter-
Lng the validity of a claim ty proper proceedirgs
Lng adequate notice and an opportunity for a hearing

where there are disputed determinative facts. Ecwever,
where the claic was located after land has been with-
drawn from lining, it is proper for the Eureau cf land
Management to declare a claim null and void at initio
without a hearing.

S2i-Si_Cuaf ins, 26 IBLA 223 (Aug. 17, 1976)

When the Government contests a mining claim, ty prac-
tice it has assumed the burden of going forward with
sufficient evidence tc establish a prima facie case;
the burden of going forward then shifts to the claim-
ant to show ty a preponderance of the evidence that
his claim is valid. Likewise, a millsite claimant bas
the burden of establishing the validity of his clai«
ty a preponderance cf the evidence.

A prima facie case cf lack of discovery within a lining
claim is established when a Government mineral exanirer
testifies that he has examined the claim and found
mineralization insufficient tc support a finding cf
discovery.

United States v. Aloys A. Dietemann and Doris Sz L.
Ci«i«Sann, 26 IBLA 356 (Sept. 8, 1976)

In a lining claim contest where the evidence of a val-
uable mineral deposit, submitted ty contestee at a

hearing, bearing on the validity of a mining claia,
has greater probative weight than that offered ty the
Government, it is proper to find that contestee has
preponderated and to dismiss, without prejudice, the
complaint alleging no discovery of a valuable tineral
deposit.

UnitSi_States_^^rJzoj!a_^ain3_and_Refinin3_CoJJ_Inc J
et_al., 27 IEIA 99 (Sept. 29, 1976)

A mining claim is properly declared invalid where the
Government establishes a prima facie case of lack of
discovery, and the contestee does not show by a prepon-
derance of the evidence that a discovery has teen made.

Where the Government contests a mining claim, official
notice of a change in the published price of gold from
that given at the hearing, as set forth in the evi-
dence, may be taken by both the administrative law
judge and the Board of Land Appeals, but official no-
tice cannot be given to asserted "modern methods of
extraction of gold."

United_States_v i_Gold_PlacersJ

(July 6, 1976)
.Inc.. 25 IBLA 368

Where a mineral examiner testifies en the tasis cf his
examination of Hiring claims that the mineral values
en the claims are insufficient to support a findirg cf
discovery, a prima facie case against the validity of
the claims has teen established, and where the ccrtes-
tees walked cut of the hearing and did net submit evi-
dence to rebut the prima facie case, the claiis nust be
declared invalid.

The Secretary of the Intericr has the authority tc
determine the validity of mining claims upon adequate
notice and epportunity for hearing.

Uniied_States_vJ_Mine_£evelOi«ent^Cor^.et_ala , 27 IEIA
238 (Oct. 16, 1976)
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When, as a result of direct proceedings against lining
claims, the Department determines that no discovery has
been made, the claims must be declared null and void
notwithstanding that they are located on land patented
under the Stock-raising Homestead Act and the contest
was privately initiated.

Cabot Sedgwick et al. v.

ToctT 207 1976f
Si-IjrJser, 27 IBLA 256

Where, at the hearing of a mining claim contest, the
transcript of a previous hearing in another related
contest is received in evidence, those portions of the
transcript which are relevant and material to the case
at hand may form, or contribute to, the basis for the
decision in the case, regardless of which party intro-
duced the transcript in evidence.

Material which is principally valuable for use as fill,
sub-base or ballast, for which ordinary earth or rock
may be used, is not locatable under the mining laws,
and even if the material is suitable for other pur-
poses, its value for the above uses cannot he consid-
ered in determining its marketability as a valuable
mineral deposit within the ambit of the general mining
law.

In a Government contest of the validity of a mining
claim it is the claimants who are the true proponents
of a rule or order, namely, that they have complied
with the mining laws and have gualified to receive fee
title to the land.

511! ING_CL A IBS

—
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A mining claim is properly declared null and vcid where
the Government establishes a prima facie case of lack
of discovery, and the contestee does not show by a pre-
ponderance of the evidence that a discovery has teen
made.

gpiSSg.gtates.y, .Chester, L, Ramgey, 2 9 IEIA 2U3
(Mar. 25, 1977)

United States v. Wayne E. Hiqhley. 30 IBLA 21 (Apr. 7,
1977)

A discovery of a valuable mineral deposit has been made
where minerals have teen found and the evidence is of
such a character that a person of ordinary prudence
would be justified in the further expenditure cf bis
labor and means, with a reasonable prospect of success,
in developing a valuable line.

With respect to materials as common as sand and gravel,
a mining claimant must show that ty reascn of accessi-
bility, bona fides in development, proximity to market,
existence of present demand, and other factors, the
deposit is of such value that it can be mined, relieved
and disposed of at a profit, and since concn varieties
were declared no longer locatable ty the Act cf July 23,
1955, 30 O.S.C. § 611 (1970), that a reasonably contin-
uous market has existed from enactaent of the statute.

Unilii_State^_vi_Llojd_g ,.CaJlaahanJ_Sr J

333 (Bar. 31, 1977)
-£j_aK [ELA

While the existence of other land values does not qual-
ify a locator's rights under the mining law if he has a

valid claim, evidence of such other values may be con-
sidered in assessing the weight and credibility to be
accorded the locator's testimony in determining whether
a discovery has been made, and may be a factor in eval-
uating his bona fide intention to develop a mining
operation.

In determining whether a profitable market existed for
material from a particular mining claim from which no
material has been sold, a hypothetical market must be
created in which the new material plays its part. The
new material from the claim at issue must be included
with that from all other known potentially competitive
sources in calculating the factor of supply. If the
supply so calculated amounts to a superabundance and so
overwhelms the existing demand as to reduce the value
or profit increment to a level below that which wculd
prove attractive to a prudent man, the material cannot
be said to be marketable at a profit.

United States v., J. R. Osborne,, et . al.
,

(Supp. on Oudi-
£ial_E§ma ndl , 28 IBLA 13~"(Nov.~87~1976)

A mining claim located after Oct. 21, 1976, for which
a notice of recordation reguired to be filed ty sec.
31«(t) of the Federal land Policy and Management Act
of 1976, has not been filed within 9C days from the
date of location is void, and the Departnent lay ret
accept or give force to a notice of recordation filed
after the 90-day period.

?il e£ t_of_Fa i 1 ure_ to_ Record_Ti me l2_Under_SeCj_2JM J k.1.,

Isl € £iIZlaji_ISii£J_aH3_i!ajiaaSf e n t_ Ac t of_Ij7 £ ,"b- 3 6 I £ <

(Bay 17, 1977) £tl I.I. 1££

A mining claimant must prove a discovery under the
prudent man test, including that the lineral car be
extracted, removed and marketed at a profit.

In a contest of a patent application for a lode mining
claim, the Foard of land Appeals may reiand the case
for further hearing to complete the record regarding
the (1) availability and expense of necessary firacc-
ing, land and water, (2) the expense cf labor, acd (3)
the expense cf compliance with environmental protectior
laws.

Under the mining law discovery of a valuable mineral de-
posit is the sine gua non for a valid mining claiu.
State mining laws relating to discovery may only add to
the Federal mining law; such laws cannot diminish the
Federal requirements for discovery of a valuable mineral
deposit on a mining claim located on Federal lands.

In determining whether there has teen a discovery of a

valuable mineral deposit under the mining laws on a
lode mining claim factors such as the extent of the
mineral deposits, the number of samples assayed showing
only a trace of mineral, and the nature of the samples
yielding the high values must be considered.

United_States_vi_Bradlei_F.
(Mar. 18, 1977)

.Denhan, 29 IBLA 185

UniJ e.d_ St!t ei v _j Pittsburgh Pacific Co., 3C IEIA 366
"(June 157 19777

"
8H I.I. 28;

Although the Government has assumed the turder cf prccf
in mining claim contests cf presenting a prima facie
case of lack of discovery, once it has done sc, the
turden shifts to the clainant to prove by a preponder-
ance of the evidence the discovery of a valuable nir-
eral deposit. A prima facie case is established khen
a Government mineral examiner testifies that she exam-
ined the claim and could find no evidence showirg the
discovery of a valuable mineral deposit.

United_StaJes vt G wendoljn_McClura_eJ al., 31 IELA 8

(June
_
157 19777
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Where the Government contests a dining claim, it bas
assumed only the burden of going forward with suffi-
cient evidence to establish a prima facie case; the
burden then shifts to the claimant to show ty a prepon-
derance of the evidence that his claim is valid. Where
a Government mineral examiner testifies that he exten-
sively examined the claims and workings thereon, and
had assayed numerous samples taken from the claims but
found no evidence of a valuable mineral deposit that
would support a discovery, a prima facie case of lack
of a mineral discovery has been made.

JULISS-SIJiJJLS—Continued
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United States v. A.

1977)
Bar tell. 31 IBLA 47 (June 23,

In making a prima facie case of lack of discovery of a
valuable mineral deposit, the Government has no duty
to do the discovery work for the mining claimant. It
is incumbent upon the claimant to keep his discovery
points available for inspection. A prima facie case
is established when a Government mineral examiner gives
his expert opinion that he examined the claim and found
insufficient values to support a finding of discovery.

Ul)iiei_Si3tes_v i_Effima_£li2abeth_Conner i_and_Waltej_T i
N2lIII_II_thIlHliri"oflBTlMi_siiiiIIilLlitlKno5n^|iiec-
tor of_the_Arlinaton_Gold Mining Co. jContestee)

.

31 IBLA~173 "(July"5, 1977J

while a mining location on land totally withdrawn may
be declared null and void ab initio without hearing,
if a claimant alleges facts which would establish an
interest in a claim located prior to the withdrawal,
the claim may not be declared null and void ab initio
without notice and an opportunity for hearing.

Caje n_ H iner a ls^_ Inc.. , 31 IBLA 188 (July 5, 1977)

There has been no discovery of a valuable mineral de-
posit within a mining claim where the evidence provides
no basis for a reasonable expectation that minerals
from the deposit can be mined, removed and marketed at
a profit.

Past evidence of successful mining activity has limited
probative value in determining whether there is a pres-
ent discovery of a valuable mineral deposit en a dining
claim, and assay reports can be given little weight
when they are not supported by evidence as to who took
the sample assayed, where it was taken, and what proce-
dures were followed in taking the sample.

"!Jited_States_vi_Lee_Nicholson_et_al.
(July 7, 1977)

31 IBLA 22<t

Mining claims located for deposits of common varieties
of building stone, sand and gravel, if located prior to
the Act of July 23, 1955, must be held to be invalid
where it is not shown that these materials could have
been profitably marketed prior to that date.

Where the Government contests mining claims en a charge
of lack of discovery of a valuable mineral deposit pri-
or to the date when such minerals were no longer sub-
ject to such location, the Government must initially
present sufficient evidence to establish a prima facie
case. The burden then shifts to the claimant to show
by a preponderance of credible evidence that a discov-
ery has been made on each claim.

Where the expert witnesses called by the Government
testify that prior to July 23, 1955, there was no prof-
itable market for common variety minerals from the sub-
ject claims and that it would have been economic folly
to undertake the development a mine thereon, a prima

facie case of invalidity bas been made. Thereafter,
upon the failure of the claimant to prove the contrary
by a preponderance of credible evidence, a determina-
tion that the claims are invalid is obligatory.

Where the contestee is seeking to validate a grcup cf
claims, be must prove that a valuable mineral deposit
exists on each individual claim. A showing that all
the claims taken as a group satisfy the reguirements
of discovery is not sufficient.

Where, in a contest to determine the validity of certaii
lining claims located for common kuilding stone, sand
and gravel, the Government charges that the claims were
not located prior to the Act of July 23, 1955, «bich
prohibited the subseguent location of such minerals,
the finding by the Bearing Examiner and two administra-
tive appellate tribunals that the charge is true and
the claims were not timely located reguires a bclding
that the claims are null and void, where such firdirg
is supported by a preponderance of credible evidence.

Pl!ited^tatgs_v^^iaj)i_and_jianita_B6llu2 20_JSuiiJ_cn
Ja^icial.Remandl, 32 IBLA «6 (Sept. 2, 1977)

Where a mining claim occupies land wbicb has subs
guently teen withdrawn from the operation of the
ing law, the validity of the claim must be teste
the value of the mineral deposit as of the date c

withdrawal, as well as the date of the bearing,
claim was not supported at the date of the withdr
by a qualifying discovery of a valuable mineral d

the land within its boundaries would not be excep
from tbe effect of the withdrawal, and the claim
not thereafter become valid even though the value
the deposit thereafter increased due to a charge
the market.
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Where mining claims occupy land which has subsequently
been withdrawn from the operation of the mining laws
by a notice of proposed classification, V3 CFB 2161.2,
the validity of the claim must be tested as of the date
of the published notice, as well as of tbe date cf de-
termination. If tbe claim was not supported by such a

discovery at the date of the published notice of clas-
sification, the land within the claim located in tbe
classified area would not be excepted from the effect
of the withdrawal.

United States ^J,
32 IBLA 77 (Se"£t.

2~ 1977)
LO-2llar_« .ledgers,

In order to establish the existence of a discovery ci

lode mining claim, there must be found within the lin
cf tbe claim a vein or lode of guartz, or other reck
place, bearing mineral of such guality and quantity 1

a person of ordinary prudence would be justified in 1

further expenditure of his labor and means, with a re

sonatle prospect of success, in developing a paying
mine. If more than one claim is contested, eviderce
establishing the existence, or nonexistence, of a dis
covery must be shown for each claim.

In mining claim contests, the United States
tbe burden of establishing a prima facie ca
discovery has been made on the mining claim
contestee; the burden of proof then shifts
testee to show by a preponderance of the ev
a discovery has been made and still exists
limits of each mining claim. Evidence wbic
tify further exploration is insufficient ei
tablish a discovery or to overcome a prima
of lack of discovery.
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A prima facie case of lack of discovery cf a valuable
mineral deposit is established when a mineral examiner
testifies for the United States that he examined each
claim and could find no evidence showing the discovery
of a valuable mineral deposit.

When a mineral examiner testifies for the United States
that a discovery has not been made on a mining claim,
his opinion must be based on a proper factual founda-
tion. However, he is not required to perform discovery
work, to explore or sample beyond a claimant's workings,
or to excavate or rehabilitate any purportedly mineral-
ized area which is concealed by overburden or is other-
wise difficult of access. Under proper circumstances,
the testimony of the mineral examiner may establish a

prima facie case of lack of discovery even though he
was not physically on each mining claim.

United States_v. Robejt Ai_Rukke_JFegister ed_Aaent}. x
»alusinesi_lnc_:.x_et_ali , 32 IBLA 155 (Sept. 12, 1977)

The Secretary of the Interior has the authority to
determine the validity of mining claims on any public
lands of the United States, including lands within the
National Forest System, after adeguate notice and oppor-
tunity for hearing. A mining claim contest initiated
under the authority of the Secretary of the Interior
may be prosecuted by counsel employed by the Department
of Agriculture acting on behalf of the Forest Service
where such action is in accordance with a Memorandum
of Understanding between the agencies.

A mining claim will be declared null and void whe
Board's de novo review of the evidence submitted
hearing, held in accordance with the provisions o
Administrative Procedure Act and presided over by
administrative law judge qualified under the Act,
tablishes that the claimant has not satisfied the
quirements of discovery, and there was no error i

conduct of the proceeding.
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e valid even hcugh
ter increased due to

A ndre w_J_._V an Cerpoe 1 et al.
1978)"

33 IBIA 2D8 (Jan. 5,

Where a contest complaint charges that no minerals of
a variety subject to the mining laws sufficient it
quality, quantity, and value to constitute a discovery
are disclosed on a claim, and that the land embraced ir

the claim is nonmineral in character and the contestee
fails to file an answer to the complaint in accordance
with departmental regulations, the allegation cf the
complaint will be taken as admitted by the contestee
and the claim is properly held null and void.

United_States v. Eonda Niece
2 90" Ja nT~ 1 CT~ 1 9 717

.Lesl ie_ Niece
,

'3 IEIi

2l!ii£3_States_vi_Ernest_Fi_
Anderson, 32 IBLA 361 (Oct"!

'il£I! §I>d Richard J. T.
"25, 1977f

The prudent man test cannot be satisfied by a claim-
ant's assertion that he is willing to accept a ireager
income from the claim. Determination of the validity
of a mining claim can rest only on objective criteria,
not subjective considerations.

United_States_v._Jame.s Eecker, 33 IELA 3C1 (Jan. K,
IgliT"

United States „y, Catherine.E 1 _Ga y. 36 IELA 1U6
(July 31, 1978)

In order to establish the existence of a discovery on
a lode mining claim, there must be found within the
limits of the claim a vein or lode of quartz, or other
rock in place, bearing mineral of such quality and
quantity that a person of ordinary prudence would be
justified in the further expenditure of his labor and
means, with a reasonable prospect of success, in devel-
oping a paying mine.

Evidence in a mining claim contest showing only that
further exploration might be warranted, is insufficient
to establish the discovery of a valuable mineral
deposit.

Hnited_St^tes_v i_Lejas_Li_Netherlini_Gabriele_Net
33 IBLA 86 (Dec. 8, 1977)

A mining claim located after Oct. 21, 1976, for which
a notice of recordation reguired to be filed by sec.
3la(b) of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act
of 1976 («3 U.S.C. 5 17DD) has not been filed within
90 days from the date of location is void, and no
force and effect can be given to a notice of recorda-
tion filed after the 90-day period.

Southwestern Exploration Associates. 33 IELA 2D0
(DecT 28, "1977)
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is null and vcid
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A mining claim located on land uhict
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from its inception. where a mining
his notice of location that his mini
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indicates in his application for sui
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void on the basis of the informatioi
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that the claims were in fact locatec
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£aj_Ii_»iiarin. 33 IBLA 35D (Jan. 16, 1978)

Failure to record mining claims in accordance wi
31U of the Federal Land Policy and Panagement Ac
1976 is deemed conclusively to constitute atandc
of the claims. Filing the recordation documents
Eureau of Land Management District Office, rathe
in the proper State Office, the day before the e

tion of the 90-day statutory deadline for record
does not constitute timely recordation. In such
cumstances, the BLM State Office properly reject
recordations upon receipt of the documents after
90-day deadline had passed.

Hiin_Wi_Sweenej, 3D IBLA 205 (Mar. 23, 1978)
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A mining claimant must comply both with Federal la* e

Kith such State requirements as are not inconsistent
with Federal mining provisions.

(ebb, 3« IELA 362 (May 1, 197(

3IfiIHS_CiAI«S~ Continued

DETERMINATION OF VALIDITY— Continued

To constitute a discovery on a mining claim, there
te shown to exist minerals of such a character that
perscn of ordinary prudence would te justified in 1

further expenditure of his labor and means, with a

sonable prospect of success in developing a profits
mine.

What men have or have not done over a period of years
is proper evidence as to the conduct of a prudent man
in the same or very nearly the same circumstances.
Where mining claims had been held for many years and
little or no commercial production was achieved on such
claims, it may be concluded that no prudent man would
have been justified in the belief that the mineral de-
posit could be developed, extracted, and marketed at a

reasonable profit.

United_States_y. Milton_Wichner , 35 IBLA 2«C (May 30,
1978)

Mining claims located on lands previously withdrat
from entry under the mining laws are null and void
ab initio.

Harr.y_H.._ Wilson , 35 IBLA 3U9 (June 19, 1978)

A mining claim located on land which is not subject to
mineral entry at the time of location is null and void
from its inception. Where a mining claimant states in
his notice of location that his mining claims were lo-
cated on dates subsequent to the filing of an applica-
tion for withdrawal which included the land encompassec
by the mining claim, but indicates on appeal that the
claims designated in the notice were merely a "regroup-
ing," of identical claims filed prior to the segrega-
tion of the lands, it is nevertheless proper for the
State Office to declare the mining claims null and voic
since mining claims located on withdrawn land are not
subject to recordation.

Mik<ir_<ii_Hallauer, 36 I EL * l"* (July 26, 1978)

The Secretary of the Interior has the authority to de-
termine the validity of mining claims on any public
lands of the United States after adequate notice and
opportunity for a hearing. A mining claim contest may
be initiated under the authority of the Secretary of
the Interior by the Bureau of Land Management at the
behest of the Forest Service and prosecuted by counsel
employed by the Department of Agriculture, with Feres"
Service employees as witnesses, where such action is
accordance with a Memorandum of Understand]
the agencies.

ing between

ynited_States_vi_Andrew_L.!._Fr€
(Sept. 6, 1978)

i§e_II, 37 IBLA 7

Under sec. 314(b) of the Federal land Policy and Man-
agement Act of 1976 (FLPMA) , 43 U.S.C.A. « 17«<* (Supj.
1978) , unless the required copy of the official record
of location is filed in the proper BLM office within
90 days from the date of location, a mining claim lo-
cated after Oct. 21, 1976, is void, and any later fil-
ing of the notice is invalid.

G i_Antolini_S_Son, 37 IBLA 13 (Sept. 8, 1978)

"illiaf-IL-J* hod.es , 38 IBLA 127 (Nov. 22, 1978)

A prima facie case has been made when a Government
eral examiner testifies that he has exaiined the c]
and found evidence of mineralization insufficient 1

support a finding of a discovery.

Uni£ed_States_vJ_Eaul_£i_lishsr_and_Euel_Ei_lis^er <

37 IELA eO (Sept. 22, 1978)

Although in certain circumstances a rebutable presump-
tion of a mining claim's validity may te indulged, tb«
presumption does not arise to support an application
for patent of the fee title. The patent applicant is
the lovant party, and as such it is his obligation to
make a satisfactory showing of his entitlement under
the law and regulations.

nt application is supported by
to permit a mineral examinati

sufficient for the adjudicator
ion for patent, he may p

t for supplemental evide
However, if the claim

judicator may not penali
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disputed issues of fact
unity for hearing.

l£attain_Contractors.t_Inc., 37 IELA 233 (Oct. It, 1976)

Material which is principally valuable for use as fill,
sub-base, ballast, riprap or barrow, for which ordinary
earth or rock may be used, is not locatable under the
lining laws and was not locatable prior to July 23,
1955.

United_States v. Verdu qo S fliller, Inc., 37 IBLA 277
(Oct. 20, 1978)'

Testimony that a mining claim could not presently te
mined economically but may have economic potential and
warrants further exploration work is insufficient to
satisfy the prudent man test and meet the claimants'
burden.

Where a mineral pate
formation sufficient
the claims, tut not
approve the applicat
call on the applican
Fort the application
to subm t it, the ad
failure by summary r
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United States v. Loren E. Burns et al.
~(Nov.~20~ 1978)"

3t :ela si

The "marketability test"— i.e., to qualify as a valu-
able mineral deposit, the mineral deposit must te
extractatle, removable and marketable at a profit— is
a complement to the "prudent nan rule." The fact that
a mineral such as gold possesses intrinsic value does
not prevent the application of the marketability test
to determine whether the deposit of such a mineral con-
stitutes a discovery of a valuable mineral deposit
under the mining laws.

Once the Government has established a prima facie case
that no discovery of a valuable mineral deposit has
teen made within a mining claim, the burden of prccf
shifts to the contestee to establish by a preponderance
of the evidence the existence of a discovery.

Unit«J_States_vi_JacJs_Ci_Ha_rrisx_Jiil_La_Harris,
38 IELA 137 (Nov. 29, 1978)
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(lining claims located on lands previously withdrawn
from entry under the mining laws are null and void ab
initio in the absence of a showing that the claimants
had a valid existing right to the claims which predates
the withdrawal. Where claimants assert that they have
simply filed amended notices of location cf claims
which were first located prior to the withdrawal, but
the record indicates that the claims are in fact not
the same as those located prior to the withdrawal,
there is no valid existing right to the new claims,
and they are properly declared null and void ab initio.

Riier_ Ekkerx_Ker rv_ E k ker , 38 IBLA 277 (Dec. 13, 1978)

A mining claim located on land which is not subject
mineral entry at the time of location is null and vc

from its inception.

«i_led_Hackett, 39 IBLA 28 (Jan. 11, 1979)

5I!!IJ!S_£L*I5§

—

Continued

DETERMINATION OF VALIDITY— Cont inued

A mining claim located on land previously withdrawn
from appropriation under the mining laws is null and
void ab initio.

£ eraj d_BJX2J_J3I!J221! » a0 IEl * 162 (Bar. 30, 1979)

3il5$n_H£li2iaix_l2laj!i_Wlial!t, « 3 IELA 13« (Sept. 28,
1979)

Onder sec. 31U (b) of the Federal Land Policy and Man-
agement Act of 1976, M3 U.S.C.A. « 17UU (Supp. 1978),
unless the required copy of the official reccrd cf lo-
cation is filed in the proper BLM office within 9C days
from the date of location, a lining claim located after
Cct. 21, 1976, is void, and any later filing cf the »c-
tice is invalid.

Lawrence_A.._Landr.y, 10 IBLA 212 (Apr. 1C, 1979)

No discovery of a valuable mineral deposit is demon-
strated where the amounts of mineral yielded by a

claim are so small that mining could never be expectec
to produce an economic return in any way commensurate
with the labor and cost involved in production.

United_States v. Evely.n_M^_Kiggins_et_al.
(Jan. 267 1979)

39 IELA

There has been no discovery of a valuable mineral de-
posit within a lode mining claim unless there has been
physically exposed within the limits of the claim the
vein or lode-bearing mineral of such guality and quan-
tity as to justify the expenditure of money for the de-
velopment of a mine and the extraction of the mineral.

In determining whether a claim has been validated by a

discovery of a valuable mineral deposit, the Board of
Land Appeals adheres to the longstanding distinction
between evidence sufficient to warrant only further ex-
ploration to find a valuable mineral deposit and that
which suffices to prove a discovery of a valuable min-
eral deposit.

In evaluating a mineral deposit within a mining claim
geologic inference may be used where the deposit has
been adeguately physically exposed. However, geologic
inference cannot be used as a substitute for evidence
which sufficiently shows the existence of an ore body
or bodies necessary to warrant a prudent man to develop
a valuable mine; geologic inference may net be used to
infer mineralization throughout a vein area where the
evidence shows a few spots of high mineralization, but
the mineralized areas are spotty and disccnt i nuous.

United_States_v i_Geor3e_B.
(Feb. 13, 1979f

.Jieiine.et-ali. 39 IBLA 236

Lands which were subject to an oil and gas lease offer
on Sept. 20, 1951, were not open to mineral location,
and mining claims located on such lands en this date
are properly declared null and void in the absence of
compliance with the redemption provisions of the Act
of Aug. 12, 1953, and the Multiple Mineral Development
Act, requiring filing of an amended notice of location
prior to Dec. 10, 1953, in the place and manner in
which the original notice was of record.

22E2£ll2_S m i t h , 39 IBLA 306 (Feb. 23, 1979)

Under sec. 31t(t) of the Federal Land Eolicy and fan-
agement Act of 1976, <43 O.S.C. « 17UU (1976), aDd
H3 CIP 3833.1-2, the owner of a mining claim located
after Oct. 21, 1976, must file a notice of reccrdaticn
of the claim with the proper Eureau of Land Management
office within 90 days of location of the claim. t

notice must te received and date stamped in the ELM
office within the 90-day period to be timely filed.

Si-ii-Seeves, HI IBLA 92 (June U, 1979)

Sail_£2ilerx_Boj_Stewart, «« IELA 192 (Nov. 30, 1979)

For a mining claim to be valid there must te a discov-
ery of a valuable mineral deposit within the lidits cf
the claii. There has been a discovery where minerals
have been found in sufficient quantity and of suffi-
cient quality that a perscn of ordinary prudence nculd
be justified in the further expenditure of his later
and means, with a reasonable prospect of success in
developing a valuable mine.

Where the land on which the mining claim is located is
subsequently withdrawn, the validity cf the claii must
te determined as of the date of the withdrawal and
through the date of the hearing. If there was nc dis-
covery as of the date of the withdrawal, the land would
not te excepted from the effect of the withdrawal and
the claim could not thereafter become valid even though
the requirement of discovery was satisfied at a later
date.

United_States v._William_La_vcn_Chat..p.ell et a 1 .

,

« 2~ I E L A~ 7""( A u gT~ 117" 1 9 7 97

Where a lining claimant attempts to establish his
location of a lining claim containing commen variety
minerals by invoking the terms of 30 U.S.C. « 36 (1976)
and fails to complete the statutory period fcr holding
and working his claim prior to July 23, 19?5, ELM may
properly hold such claim to be null and void.

Charles House, Hrs.^Leonatd Skinner,
(Sept. 11,~1979"7

[ElA

For the purpose of Departmental adjudication, ai amended
location is cne made in furtherance of an earlier valid
location, while a relocation is one which is adverse tc
the prior location.

An amended location nctice generally relates tack, where
no adverse rights have intervened, to the date of the
original location. To the extent, however, that an
amended location merely furthers rights acquired by a
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valid subsisting location and does not emtrace addition-
al or new land, withdrawal of land subject to existing
rights will not prevent the amended location from relat-
ing back to the original location.

Since an amended notice merges with the original notice,
the filing of the amended notice, for purposes of recor-
dation under either sec. 8 of the Mining in the Parks
Act, 90 Stat. 13«2, 1343, 16 O.S.C. « 1907 (1976), or
sec. 314 of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act
of 1976, 90 Stat. 2744, 2769, 43 O.S.C. i 1744 (1976),
together with such other information required by the ap-
plicable regulations, constitutes compliance with the
recording requirements of those Acts.

Except for claims held under 30 O.S.C. $ 38 (1976), a

failure to record a mining claim as required by State
law, coupled with a withdrawal of the land prior to any
curative action, invalidates the claim, and thus pre-
cludes subsequent amendment of the claim.

An oral transfer of a mining claim, though contrary to
the statute of frauds, will not serve to invalidate the
claim, and a person subsequently seeking to record the
claim will be afforded the opportunity to prove that the
transfer actually occurred.

Where there are factual questions relating to whether
action taken subsequent to a withdrawal is in the nature
of an amendment or whether it constitutes a relocation,
the mineral claimant will be qranted the opportunity to
show that the subsequent action was a permissible
amendment.

R- Gail_Tibbgtts et al., 13 IBLA 210 (Oct. 5, 1979)
86 I.D. 538

MINING CLAIMS—Continued

DETERMINATION OF VALIDITY—Continued

facie case was made ty contestant since the totality
of the evidence establishes invalidity of the claits.

The Eoard properly adopts a decision of an administra-
tive law judge holding lining claims null and void for
lack of discovery of certain minerals, i.e., gold, sil-
ver, iron, titanium, feldspar, mica, silica refractory
clay, stonework clay, refractory sand and glass, where
nondiscovery is established by the totality cf the
evidence.

United, States v, Jon Z immers aqd Clajirg Keljji,
112 (Nov. 3C, 1979)

IBLA

An amended location notice generally relates tack to
the date of the original location notice, that is, to
the extent that an amended location merely furthers
rights acquired by a prior subsisting location and dees
not embrace additional or new land, withdrawal cf land
subject to existing rights prior to the filing of the
amended location and subsequent to the original loca-
tion will not invalidate the claims.

where there are factual questions relating to whether
refilings subsequent to a withdrawal were in the nature
of an "amended locations" or whether they constituted
"relocations," the matter must be referred for a hear-
ing to allow the claimant the opportunity to show that
subsequent filings have been amended locations, and
that it is thus the successor in an unbroken chain of
title dating back to the original location.

* neiican_ Reso u rce s^L^cK , 44 IELA 220 (Eec. 11, 1979)

For a mining claim to be valid there must be a discov-
ery of a valuable mineral deposit within the limits of
the claim. There has been a discovery where minerals
have been found in sufficient quantity and of suffi-
cient quality that a person of ordinary prudence would
be justified in the further expenditure of his labor
and means, with a reasonable prospect of success in de-
veloping a valuable mine.

"Relocation,
defined as a

' A relocation of a mining claim is best
location adverse to the prior locations.

United States y. John I

(Oct. 29,~1979)
-lurt.et.alj,. (3 IELA 363

The collection of a yearly rental pursuant to the pro-
visions of 43 CFR 3825.1(b) for a mining claim situated
within the Papago Indian Reservation in no way presages
the existence of a valid mining claim based on the dis-
covery of a valuable mineral deposit.

finit ed_S ta t es_v^_J^_

D

i_Hi 1 son , 44 IBLA 1 (Nov. 6, 1979)

The Secretary of the Interior has the authority to
determine the validity of mining claims on any public
lands of the United States after adequate notice and
opportunity for a hearing. A mining claim contest may
be initiated under the authority of the Secretary of
the Interior by the Bureau of Land Management at the
behest of the O.S. Forest Service and prosecuted ty
counsel employed by the U.S. Department of Agriculture,
with O.S. Forest Service employees as witnesses.

A Government mineral examiner in evaluating a mining
claim is not required to perform discovery work, to ex-
plore or sample beyond a claimant's workinqs and it is
incumbent upon the mining claimant to keep discovery
points available for inspection by a Government mineral
examiner. While it is true that under proper circum-
stances, the testimony of the mineral examiner may es-
tablish a prima facie case of lack of discovery even
though he was not physically on each mining claim, in
the case at bar we need not decide whether a prima

"Amended Location." An aiended location of a mining
claim is best defined as one in furtherance of an ear-
lier, valid location, and a subsequent loeatien refer-
ring to the same parcel of land, filed by the same
party, changing only the name of the claim, will be
deemed an auended location.

An "amended location" generally relates back, where no
adverse rights have intervened, to the date cf the
original location, but where there has teen a with-
drawal, a subsequent location relates back only to the
extent that such a location merely furthers rights
acquired by a valid subsisting location and does not
embrace additional or new land.

When on appeal from a Eureau of land Management deci-
sion, intonation is submitted upon which it is alleged
that a location relates back to a prewithdrawal loca-
tion, which information has not teen evaluated ty ELM,
the decision may be set aside and the case remanded.

Jase5_C4_Hai22.t. IELA 240 (Dec. 11. 1979)

Under sec. 314 of the Federal Land Policy and Manage-
ment Act of 1976, 43 O.S.C. « 1744 (1976), and 13 CFB
3833.1-2, the owner of a lining claim located after
Cct. 21, 1976, must file a notice of recordation cf the
claim with the proper Bureau of land Management office
within 90 days of location of the claim, failure tc
file such notice shall be deemed conclusively tc con-
stitute an abandonment of the mining claim by the
owner.

Rajmcna_Wi_C_uig.2ej(, 44 IELA 250 (Eec. 19, 1979)
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When the Government contests a lining claim, located
on land withdrawn fron mineral entry, the burden of
presenting a prima facie case is satisfied ty the tes-
timony of a well gualified mineral examiner that he has
examined the exposed workings on a claim without find-
ing sufficient mineral values to support a conclusion
there was a discovery of a valuable mineral deposit
either at the time of the withdrawal or at the tine of

his inspections.

Onited_States_vi_Cecilia_Puccinelli, U« IELA 266
"(Dec. 19, 1979)

Hhere a mineral patent application is supported by a

mineral examination of the claim which finds a valid
discovery and recommends issuance of a patent for a

portion of the claim, the ELM may not summarily reject
the application on the face of the record for reasons
related to disputed issues of fact without notice and
an opportunity for hearing.

Big Horn Calcium Co.. UK IBLA 289 (Dec. 26, 1979)

3IfiIl!G_CLAIHS— Continued
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the value of the deposit thereafter i

a change in the market.

United States v. A^ E. Fleming et al.
lApr~2«"l97 5T

ncreased due tc

, 2C IELA £2

A discovery of a valuable mineral deposit has teen mat
where minerals have teen found and the evidence is cf
such a character that a person of ordinary prudence
would be justified in the further expenditure cf his
labor and means, with a reasonable prospect of success
in developing a profitable mine.

Evidence of mineralization which may justify further
exploration, tut not development of actual licirg
operations, is not sufficient to establish that a dis-
covery of a valuable mineral deposit has been made.

"Sited. States , v.. Charles J._MacIygr_et_al, . 2 IEIA
352 (June 11, 1975)

Generally.

To constitute a discovery upon a mining claim there
must be physically exposed within the limits of the
claim minerals in such guality and quantity to warrant
a prudent man in expending his labor and means, with a

reasonable prospect of success, in developing a valu-
able mine.

Evidence of mineralization which may justify further
exploration, but not development of actual mining
operations, is not sufficient to establish that a dis-
covery of a valuable mineral deposit has been made.

Uniied_States
19757

ieiber t_Clark , 18 IBLA 368 (Jan. 3C

A discovery exists where minerals have been found with-
in the limits of a claim and the evidence is of such a

character that a person of ordinary prudence would be
justified in the further expenditure of his labor and
means, with a reasonable prospect of success, in devel-
oping a valuable mine.

"Sited_States_vi_
(Apr. 7, 1975)

19 IBLA 326

A discovery of a valuable mineral deposit has been made
where minerals have teen found and the evidence is of
such a character that a person of ordinary prudence
would be justified in the further expenditure of his
labor and means, with a reasonable prcspect cf success,
in developing a valuable mine.

United States v.. C.V. Hallenheck et al., 21 IEIA 296
(Aug. 11, 1975)

5 nit ei-Sj at e s_ v...LI ojd _OjCal 1 agh a n.,_§z^_ e t_a 1.. , 29 I Ell
333 (Bar. 3l. 1977)

linen the Government contests a mining claim and estab-
lishes a priia facie case that contestee has net nade
a discovery of a locatable mineral deposit, the burden
devolves on contestee to establish by a preponderance
of the evidence that the claim has been validated ty
the discovery of a locatable mineral deposit.

Marketability of mineral material is not the sole test
of the validity of a mining claim. Profitable sales cf
mineral material for nonvalidating uses cannot be used
in determining the validity of a mining claim; the
claimant must meet the prudent man/marketability test
in a market for which the material is locatable.

United States vA Theresa B. Robinson, 21 IELA 363
"(Aug. "257 1975)"

"
82 I.E. 11M

To determine whether there has been a discovery of a
valuable mineral deposit within a lode claim there
must be exposed within the limits of the claim a vein
or lode bearing mineral of such guality and quantity
as would induce a prudent man to expend his time and
means with the expectation of developing a valuable
mine.

2nited_S£ates_vi_Kinsley_£anch_Resorti_I_ncJ
20 IBLA 1U (Apr. 16, 1975)

Under proper circumstances the Government may estatlist
a prima facie case of lack of discovery of a valuable
mineral deposit on a mining claim, even though the Gov-
ernment mineral examiner was not physically present on
such claim, where there is no evidence to rebut the
prima facie case, a mining claim may properly be de-
clared null and void.

United States.;,. long. Beach .Salt Co.. 23 IEIA HI
"(Dec. 27~1975)~

Hhere a mining claim occupies land which has subse-
quently been withdrawn from the operation of the minit
law, the validity of the claim must be tested by the
value of the mineral deposit as of the date of the
withdrawal, as well as the date of determination. If
the claim was not supported at the date of the with-
drawal by a qualifying discovery of a valuble mineral
deposit, the land within its boundaries would not be
excepted from the effect of the withdrawal, and the
claim could not thereafter become valid even though

A discovery of a valuable mineral deposit has beer trade

where minerals have teen found and the evidence is of
such a character that a person of ordinary prudence
would be justified in the further expenditure cf his
labor and means, with a reasonable prospect cf success
in developing a valuable mine.

where a mining claim occupies land which has subse-
quently teen withdrawn from the operation of the
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mining law, the validity cf the claim must
by the value of the mineral deposit as of t
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excepted from the effect of the withdrawal,
claim could not thereafter become valid eve
the value of the deposit thereafter increas
a change in the market.

be tested
he date c

hearing .

the with-
ble miner
Id not be
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n though

No discovery of a valuable mineral
strated on a placer mining claim wl

amounts of gold from stream beds ti

only for recreation mining because

eposit is demon-
ch yields small

; which is suitable
t could never be

expected to produce an economic return in any way con
mensurable with the labor and cost involved in such
production.

____e___t_________ u___A____________» 23 IBLA 226
(JanT 9,~1976)

A discovery exists where minerals have been found and
the evidence is of such a character that a person of
ordinary prudence would be justified in the further
expenditure of his labor and means, with a reasonable
prospect of success in developing a valuable mine.

Where it has been shown as to a number of dining claim;
located for cinders for which application for patent
has been filed, that the amount of the deposits on the
claims is excessively large in relation to the market
that exists, only those claims can be found valid which
by reason of location and volume and guality of depos-
its would make the most feasible mining operation and
have a reasonable prospect of success; the remaining
claims must be held invalid for lack of discovery.

United_States_v. _elton_E ._Baker , 23 IBLA 319 (Jan. 19,
1976)

A lode mining claim is properly declared null and void
in the absence of a showing of a discovery, on the par-
ticular claim, of a lode or vein bearing mineral which
would warrant a prudent man in further expenditure of
labor and means, with a reasonable prospect of success
in developing a valuable mine.

______________
1976)

Bert L. Johnson, 23 IBIA 3U9 (Jan. 21,

When the Government contests a mining claim, it has as-
sumed the burden of presenting a prima facie case that
the claim is invalid; when it has done so, the burden
then devolves on the mining claimant to prove by a pre-
ponderance of the evidence that the claim is valid.

In order for a mining claim to be valid, there must be
discovered within the limits of the claim a valuable
mineral deposit. A discovery exists where minerals
have been found and the evidence is of such a character
that a person of ordinary prudence would be justified
in the further expenditure of his labor and means with
a reasonable prospect of success in developing a valu-
able mine. This test, the prudent man rule, has teen
refined to reguire a showing that the mineral in ques-
tion can be extracted, removed and presently marketed
at a profit.

_I_____C_____"- Con t i n ued
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To constitute a discovery of a valuable mineral deposit
under the mining laws, there must be sufficient ainer-
alization shown to warrant a prudent man tc invest his
time and mcney with the reasonable expectation cf
developing a valuable mine.

United States y. Gegrgg,.B. sideline etal.. 2« IBLA 31
(Feb. 17, 1976)

Evidence of mineralization which may justify further
exploration, tut not development of actual airing
operations, is not sufficient to establish that a di

covery of a valuable mineral deposit has been made.

United_States_v. GarI_C._f.icht net et _1_, _<l IEIA l;

(Mar. 3, 1976)

Lands within national parks are not subject to
location except where specifically authorized
U3 CFR 3811.2-2. However, lands within a nati
est remain open to location and entry under th
laws. 16 U.S.C. § U78 (1970). Where mining c

cupy land which has subsequently been withdraw
the operation of the mining laws, the validity
claim must be tested by the value of the miner
posit as of the date of the withdrawal, as wel
date of determination. If the claim was not s

at the date cf withdrawal for the national par
a discovery, the land within the claims locate
park would not be excepted from the effect of
withdrawal.

: Pederal law, a valid mining location cannct be
without a discovery of a valuable mineral dercsit
in the limits of the claim. The longstanding test
termine whether there has been a discovery cf a

ble mineral deposit is the "prudent man" test, lo
this test there must be sufficient mineralization
n the claims to warrant a man of ordinary prudence

d his time and means with a reasonable expecta-
developing a valuable mine. For a lode claim,
st be tangible proof of the existence of a vein
bearing sufficient mineralization to meet the
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Eefore a finding of discovery can be warranted, it must
be shown as a present fact that the claim is valuable
for minerals. Evidence of past profitable mining is
not proof the claims are presently profitable. The
claim may have been worked out or have lost its value
because of change in economic conditions.

High assay samples alone are not evidence of a dis-
covery. The nature of the samples yielding the high
values must be considered. Where neither the date cf
the samples nor the nature of the samples submitted for
assay is known, those assays cannot be considered as
representative of a valuable mineral deposit within the
limits of a mining claim.

A mining claimant's belief in the existence of aineral
on a claim is not sufficient to constitute disccverj.
Ibe prudent man rule imposes an objective standard, and
the fact that the claimant may be willing to expend his
labor and means is not adeguate.

Unite d S tates v.__all_ce_W_ Vaux

,

1976J
2U IBIA 289 (Api 1,

_____________
1976)

Robert W. Beal. 23 IBLA 378 (Feb. 4

,
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A mining claim contested under sec. 5 of the Surface
Resources Act, as amended, 30 U.S.C. § 613 (1970), and
a discrete claim contested under the general mining
law, will be held subject to the provisions of the Sur-
face Resources Act, and null and void respectively,
where the contestees fail to submit evidence which pre-
ponderates over the Government's case that a discovery
of a valuable mineral deposit has not been made on
either claim.

United States v. Signa Lauch et al.
(Apr? 267 1976)

2U IELA 354

Evidence of mineralization which may justify further
exploration, but not development of a mine, does not
establish the discovery of a valuable mineral deposit.

State mining laws relating to discovery may only add to
the Federal mining law; such laws cannot diminish the
Federal requirements for the discovery of a valuable
mineral deposit on a mining claim located on Federal
lands.

Jr. et al., 25 IBLA 1United_States_v i_John_Mi_TaE£an x
(May 5, 19767

The discovery of a "valuable mineral deposit" has been
made where minerals have been found and the evidence is
of such a character that a person of ordinary prudence
would be justified in the further expenditure of his
labor and means, with a reasonable prospect of success,
in developing a valuable mine.

Evidence which will not justify development of a claim
but may justify further exploration is not sufficient
to establish that a discovery of a valuable mineral
deposit has been made.

Uni£ed_S ta t es_v

.

1976)
Sobert^i.Taj; lor, 25 IBLA 21 (May 5,

The "prudent man" test is
determine whether there h<

valuable mineral deposit,
be sufficient mineralizat:

the longstanding test to
s been a discovery of a

To meet this test there must
on within a claim to warrant

a man of ordinary prudence to expenc
with a reasonable expectation of de'

mine.

his time and means
eloping a valuable

In making a prima facie case of lack of discovery of a

valuable mineral deposit, the Government has no duty
to do the discovery work for the mining claimant. It
is incumbent upon the claimant to keep his discovery
points available for inspection. A prima facie case
is established when a Government mineral examiner gives
his expert opinion that he examined the claim and found
insufficient values to support a finding of discovery.

Occasional assay samples of material from a lode mining
claim containing high values of gold are not conclusive
evidence of a valid discovery. Other factors must be
considered, such as the extent of the mineral deposits,
the number of samples assayed showing only a trace of
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Ja_ AJe x_Bec h tjjold , 25 IELA 77 (June 1,

As a prereguisite for the validity of a lode mining
claim, there must te found within the limits of the
claim a vein or lode of the quartz, or ether reck in
place, bearing mineral of such quantity and quality
that a prudent person would expend his time and means
with a reasonable prospect of success in develctirg a

valuable mine. Evidence which merely shows that fur-
ther exploration is needed to "discover" the valuable
mineral deposit does not meet the prudent man test.

finitiJ_Stat e =_»i_2he_*™erican Flucjs£ar_Grou£^__Inc .

,

25 IELA 136 (June 7, 1976)

To constitute a discovery upon a mining claim there
must be physically exposed within the limits of the
clain minerals in such quality and quantity to warrant
a prudent man in expending his labor and means with a

reasonable prospect of success in developing a valuatl<
mine

.

Uniif^-States v._Gold_Elacers^_Inc^ , 25 IELA 366
(July 67 19767

A discovery of a valuable mineral deposit has teen Bade
where minerals have teen found and the evidence is cf
such a character that a person of ordinary prudence
would be justified in the further expenditure of his
labor and means with a reasonable prospect of success
in developing a valuable mine.

A discovery cf a valuable mineral deposit may be lost
in many ways including, but not limited to, forgetting
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the situs of the deposit, exhaustion of the deposit, or
loss of a market for the mineral.

The prudent man test cannot be satisfied by a claim-
ant's assertion that he is willing to accept a meager
income from the claim in order to add to retirement in-
come. Determination of the validity of a mining claim
can rest only on objective criteria, not subjective
considerations.

United_States_vi_Bichard_Ci_Reinders_and_Carol_Ji
Renders, 26 liLA~131~"(July 30, 1976)

MINING CLAIMS— Continued

DISCOVERY— Continued

Generally.—Continued

Evidence of mineralization which may justify further
exploration, tut not development of actual mining
operations, is not sufficient to establish that a dis-
covery of a valuable mineral deposit has teen made.

When, as a result of direct proceedings against lining
claims, the Cepartment determines that no discovery has
teen made, the claims must be declared null and void
notwithstanding that they are located on land patented
under the Stock-raising Homestead Act and the contest
was privately initiated.

Cabot Sedgwick, et al. v f o, H T Parker. 27
(OctT 207 19767"

IA 256

A lode mining claim is properly declared null and void
in the absence of a showing of a discovery on the claio
of a lode or vein bearing mineral which wculd warrant
a prudent man to further expend his labor and means in
the reasonable expectation of developing a valuable
mine.

Evidence of mineralization which may justify further
exploration, but not development of actual mining
operations, is not sufficient to establish that a dis-
covery of a valuable mineral deposit has been made.

United States v. Ben_Hanson, 26 IELA 300 (Aug. 27,
1976)

Bl!ited_States_vi_Estate_of_W. R._Wood, 3<4 IBLA « U

(Feb. 16, 19787

In order to constitute a discovery upon a lining claim
there must be physically exposed within the limits of
the claim minerals in such quality and quantity as to
justify a prudent man in the further expenditure of his
labor and means, with a reasonable prospect of success,
in developing a valuable mine.

A Government mineral examiner in evaluating a mining
claim is under no duty to undertake discovery work or
to explore beyond the current workings of a claim and
it is incumbent upon the mining claimant to keep dis-
covery points available for inspection by a Government
mineral examiner.

United States v. Aloys A. Dietemann and Doris E. L.
Dietemann.~26

-
IBLA 3 56~(Sept7~a,~T976J"

A discovery exists where minerals have been found and
the evidence is of such a character that a person of
ordinary prudence would be justified in the further
expenditure of his labor and means with a reasonable
prospect of success in developing a valuable mine.
Minerals which no prudent person will extract because
there is no demand for them at a higher price than the
cost of extraction and transportation generally cannot
be classed as valuable.

United_States_vi_Arizona_Minina_and_Refini
§t_ali# 27 IBLA 99 (Sept. 29, 1976)

Hhen the Government has presented a prima facie case cf
lack of discovery of a valuable mineral deposit en a

mining claim, the mining claimant then has the turdeo cf
establishing by a preponderance of the evidence that the
discovery test has been met. Consequently, the ultimate
burden of proving discovery is always upon the mining
claimant.

UHii ei_ sia t es_v ._Geor^e_ J^
29 IELA 86 (Feb. 23, 1977)

Hunt and A. IT. Goodwin,

Under the mining law discovery of a valuable mineral de-
posit is the si,ne (jua non for a valid mining claii.
State mining laws relating to discovery may only add
to the Federal lining law; such laws cannot diminish
the Federal requirements for discovery of a valuable
mineral deposit on a mining claim located en Federal
lands.

In determining whether there has been a discovery cf a

valuable tineral deposit under the lining laws on a

lode mining claim factors such as the extent of the
mineral deposits, the number of samples assayed showing
only a trace of mineral, and the nature of the saiples
yielding the high values must be considered.

5iiSS d.S t at e s_ >._ E r a dlej;_£i_£££h a m ,

(Mar. 18, 1977)
29 IELA lfS

High assay reports alone are not evidence of a discov-
ery. The nature of the samples yielding the high values
must be considered. where neither the date of the sam-
ples nor the nature of the samples submitted for assay
is known, those assays cannot be considered as represen-
tative of a valuable mineral deposit within the limits
of the mining claim.

Reports of substantial mineral discoveries in the gen-
eral area of contestee's placer claim some 120 years in
the past are of little, if any, significance in estab-
lishing the existence of a present discovery on the
contested claim.

United_Sta^es_v._John_l^MalejuaDi,James_ii_Faael,
29 IELA 201 (Bar. 22, 1977)

A discovery of a valuable mineral deposit has been mad<
where minerals have been found and the evidence is of
such a character that a person of ordinary prudence
would be justified in the further expenditure of his
labor and means, with a reasonable prospect of success
in developing a profitable mine.

A lode mining claim for barite is properl
and void in the absence of a showing of a

the claim of a deposit of barite which we
prudent nan in further expending his labo
the reascnable expectation of developing
mine. Evidence of mineralization which m

further exploration is not sufficient to
a discovery of a valuable mineral deposit

United States, v. ..Howard S. HcKenzie. 29 II

(Mar. 28, 1977)
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United States_v. Pit t£burah_£ac_jf ic_Co.
~(June~15"l977)"~"

Where land occupied by a mining claim has been with-
drawn from operation of the lining laws, the validity
of the claim must be tested by the value of the mineral
deposit as of the date of the withdrawal, as well as
of the date of the hearing.

When the Government contests a mining claim on a charge
of no discovery, it assumes the burden of going forward
with sufficient evidence to establish a prima facie
case; then the burden shifts to the claimant to show
by a preponderance of the evidence that a discovery has
been made and still exists within the limits of the
claim.

In applying the prudent man test of discovery, the
cost of extraction, processing and transportation to
market of the recovered mineral must be considered be-
cause these costs bear on whether a person cf ordinary
prudence would be justified in the further expenditure
of his time and means to develop a valuable mine.

United_States_v._Fr«
(Apr. 18, 1977)

.§n3_!ii£§D_<ia£J!£I » 30 IEl * " 2

In order to support the validity of a mining claim, the
claimant must show that he has discovered a lineral de-
posit and that the evidence is of such a character that
a person of ordinary prudence would be justified in the
further expenditure of his labor and means, with a rea-
sonable prospect of success, in developing a paying
nine. The fact that some minerals may exist which
might justify further exploration on the claim is in-
sufficient to show a discovery of a valuable mineral
deposit.

United States v. Gwendolyn WcClurg
<3une~157

-
19777~

31 IELJ C

The "prudent man" test is the longstanding test to de-
termine whether there has been a discovery of a valu-
able mineral deposit. To meet this test there must be
sufficient mineralization within a claim to warrant a

an of ordinary prudence to expend his time and means
with a reasonable expectation of developing a valuable
mine.

A valuable mineral deposit is an accumulation of a min-
eral in such quantity and such quality that a person
would be justified in expending his time and means in
a reasonable hope of developing a valuable sine.

Where land occupied by a mining claim has been with-
drawn from operation of the mining laws, the validity
of the claim must be tested by the value cf the mineral
deposit as of the date of the withdrawal, as well as
of the date of the hearing.

When the Government contests a mining claim on a charge
of no discovery, it assumes the burden of going forward
with sufficient evidence to establish a prima facie
case; then the burden shifts to the claimant to shew
by a preponderance of the evidence that a discovery has
been made and still exists within the limits of the
claim.

In applying the prudent man test of discovery, the cost
of extraction, processing and transportation to market
of the recovered mineral must be considered because,
these costs bear on whether a person of ordinary pru-
dence would be justified in the further expenditure
of his time and means to develop a valuable mine.

Evidence of mineralization which may justify further
exploration, but not the development of actual mining
operations, is not sufficient to establish that a dis-
covery of a valuable mineral deposit has been made.

anited_States_vi_Richard_Bi_Walls,
(June 7, 1977)

30 IBLA 333

In making a prima facie case of lack of discovery of a

valuable mineral deposit, the Government has no duty
to do the discovery work for the mining claimant. It
is incumbent upon the claimant to keep his discovery
points available for inspection. A prima facie case
is established when a Government mineral examiner gives
his expert opinion that he examined the clain ard found
insufficient values to support a finding of discovery.

United States v. Emma Elizabeth Conner, and Halter 1.
Nolte. as the Beirs of B. W, Speer, a last Known Eirec-
tor_of_the_ Arlington Gold_JJinIng~.Co. JContestee^ ",

31 IEIA 173"july 57~1977)

f a valuable mineral de-
hor? the evidence provides

There has been no discovery
posit within a mining claim
no basis for a reasonable expectation that mineral
from the deposit can be mined, removed and marketed at
a profit.

Fast evidence of successful mining activity has United
probative value in determining whether there is a pres-
ent discovery of a valuable mineral deposit en a lining
claim, and assay reports can be given little weight
when they are not supported by evidence as to who took
the sample assayed, where it was taken, and what proce-
dures were followed in taking the sample.

United_States_i
(July 77" 197 7)"

Lee Nict )lson >t al. 31 TELA

A mining claimant must prove a discovery under the
prudent man test, including that the mineral can be
extracted, removed and marketed at a profit.

In a contest of a patent application for a lode mining
claim, the Board of Land Appeals may remand the case
for further hearing to complete the record regarding
the (1) availability and expense of necessary financ-
ing, land and water, (2) the expense of labor, and (3)

A discovery of a valuable mineral deposit has been made
where minerals have been found and the evidence is of
such a character that a person of ordinary prudence
would be justified in the further expenditure of his
labor and means with a reasonable prospect of success
in developing a valuable mine.

When the Government contests a mining claim on a charge
of no discovery, it assumes the burden of going forward
with sufficient evidence to establish a prima facie
case; the burden then shifts to the claimant to show by
a preponderance of the evidence that a discovery has
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and still exists within the limits of the

yniteJ_States_y^_Leslie_Harlin<3 and Hi lliam_Harlina,
32~IELA 29 (Aug. "31, 1977)

United^tates.Vi.Clark.Ji.Guild.et^li, 3« IE1A 387
(May 3, 1978)

yni£ed_States_vi_Don_Lee_Seto_and_Pauline_Seto, 35 IELJ
U (May 3, 1978)

United_States_v._John_A._Coolei, «3 IBLA 276 (Oct. 15,
1979)

Where the contestee is seeking to validate a group of
claims, he must prove that a valuable mineral deposit
exists on each individual claim. A showing that all
the claims taken as a group satisfy the requirements
of discovery is not sufficient.

Unitg3_States_vi_Frank_and_Hanita_Melluz20 |Su£2i_on
Ju£icial_Bemand}., 32 IBLR~U6

_
(Sept . 2,~1977)

Where a mining claim occupies land which has
quently been withdrawn from the operation of
ing law, the validity of the claim must be t
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Where mining claims occupy land which has subsequently
been withdrawn from the operation of the mining laws
by a notice of proposed classification, 13 CFB 2161.2,
the validity of the claim must be tested as of the date
of the published notice, as well as of the date of de-
termination. If the claim was not supported by such a

discovery at the date of the published notice of clas-
sification, the land within the claim located in the
classified area would not be excepted from the effect
of the withdrawal.

The "marketability rule" requiring a demonstration of
present marketability at a profit is (and always has
been) applicable to all mining claims, whether for base
metals or for precious minerals.

A locator of a mining claim on public land has taken
only the initial step in seeking to secure a gratuity
from the Government and obtains no rights against the
United States until there has been a discovery of a

valuable mineral deposit within the limits of the
claim.

12l!ited_States_vi_

32 IBLA 77 (Sept"
3i_Ei_Rodaers_and_Barbara_J.
2, 1977)

-B°JaS£S,

In order to establish the existence of a discovery on a

lode mining claim, there must be found within the limits
of the claim a vein or lode of quartz, or other rock in
place, bearing mineral of such quality and quantity that
a person of ordinary prudence would be justified in the
further expenditure of his labor and means, with a rea-
sonable prospect of success, in developing a paying
mine. If more than one claim is contested, evidence

MINING.CL AIMS— Continued
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establishing the existence, or nonexistence, of a dis-
covery must be shown for each claim.

When land is withdrawn from the operation of the linii
laws subject to valid existing rights, such as by the
creation of the North Cascades National Park on Oct. ;

1968, the validity of a mining claim located prior to
the withdrawal must be established as of the date of
the withdrawal as well as of the date of the hearing.

Unite d S tates v. Robert A T H u k ke_J Re <j i s t e^e d Age n

t

±u
VaiujineSx_i»cmitIali ,~32

_
IBLA~155 ""(Sept .~12 , 1977)

A discovery of a valuable mineral deposit has been made
where minerals have been found within the limits of a

claim and the evidence is such that a person of ordi-
nary prudence would be justified in the further expen-
diture of his labor and means in a reasonable prospect
of success in developing a valuable mine.

When the Government contests a mining claim on a charge
of no discovery, it has by practice assumed the burden
of going forward with sufficient evidence to establish
a prima facie case; when it has done so, the burden
shifts to the claimant to show by a preponderance of
the evidence that a discovery has been made and still
exists within the limits of the claim.

A Government mineral examiner in evaluating a mining
claim is under no duty to undertake discovery wcrk cr
to explore beyond the current workings of a claim and
it is incumbent upon the mining claimant to keep dis-
covery points available for inspection by a Goverrment
mineral examiner.

Proposed testimony of a witness as to the procedures
that would be followed by a person in private industry
in making a complete evaluation of a mining claim is
properly excluded as irrelevant because it does not
have a logical relation to the type of an exaiinaticn
made by a Government mineral examiner to establish the
facts on which the validity or invalidity of a licisg
claim may be determined.

United States (Contestant) v . Ea rl Frisco and Sandra S.
Young jCcDtisteesj. 32 IBLA 2H8 (Sep'tT 21, 19777

A discovery of a valuable mineral deposit has been mad*
where minerals have been found and the evidence is cf
such a character that a prudent person would be justi-
fied in the further expenditure of bis later and leans,
with a reasonable prospect of success in developing a

valuable mine.

U nit ed_S t a te s_ v_._ Jo h n C. Mortgn_et_ a 1

.

(Sept. 27, 1977)
32 IEIA 263

The fact that some minerals exist which might justify
further exploration on the claim is insufficient to
show a valuable mineral deposit.

In applying the prudent man test of discovery, the
cost of extraction, processing and transportation to
market of the recovered mineral must be considered be-
cause these costs tear on whether a person of ordinary
prudence would te justified in the further expenditure
of his time and means to develop a valuable mine.

JJji^«^StaJe^_vJ_Er^s^F^_fivej_a_nd_B_icha_rd_0._li
AndersonT 32 liLA~361~ (Oct . 25, 1977)
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In order to establish the existence of a discovery on
a lode mining claim, there must be found within the
limits of the claim a vein or lode of quartz, or other
rock in place, bearing mineral of such quality and
quantity that a person of ordinary prudence would be
justified in the further expenditure of his labor and
means, with a reasonable prospect of success, in devel-
oping a paying mine.
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the discovery of a valuable mineral

Evidence in a m:

further exploral
cient to establ:
deposit.

When land is withdrawn from the operation of the mining
laws subject to valid existing rights, such as the
Organ Pipe Cactus National Monument on Sept. 28, 1976,
the validity of a mining claim located prior to the
withdrawal must be established as of the date of the
withdrawal as well as of the date of the heating.

Oniled_States_vi Lewis L_._Nether.lin.,. Gab^i_le__eth_rl_n

,

33 IBLA 86 7uec. 8, 1977)

A discovery of a valuable mineral deposit has been made
where minerals have been found within the limits of a

claim and the evidence is such that a person of ordi-
nary prudence would be justified in the further expen-
diture of his labor and means in a reasonable prospect
of success in developing a valuable mine.

Mineralization that only warrants further prospecting
or exploration in an effort to ascertain whether
sufficient mineralization might be found to justify
mining or development does not constitute a valuable
mineral deposit, i.e., a valuable mineral deposit has
not been found simply because the facts might warrant
a search for such a deposit.

When the Government contests a mining claim on a charge
of no discovery, it has by practice assumed the burden
of going forward with sufficient evidence to establish
a prima facie case; when it has done so, the burden
shifts to the claimant to show by a preponderance of
the evidence that a discovery has been made and still
exists within the limits of the claim.

A Government mineral examiner in evaluating a mining
claim is under no duty to undertake discovery work or
to explore beyond the current workings of a claim and
it is incumbent upon the mining claimant to keep dis-
covery points available for inspection by a Government
mineral examiner.

United States v. Beatrice Ann Johnson, 33 IBLA 121
T5ec. 19, 1977)

A Government mineral examiner, versed in mining
engineering and/or geology is qualified to evaluate
a mining claim for a particular mineral even though
he does not possess specific experience as to that
mineral.

uSited_States v. Doris Conger Caldwell, 33 IBLA 153
7Dec. 19,~1977)~

A discovery of a valuable mineral deposit has been made
where minerals have been found and the evidence is of
such a character that a person of ordinary prudence
would be justified in the further expenditure of his
labor and means with a reasonable prospect of success
in developing a valuable mine.

When the Government contests a mining claim on a charge
of no discovery, it assumes the burden of going forward

«.1SI1!G_C.L.AIM.S— continued
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with sufficient evidence to establish a prima facie
case; the burden then shifts to the claimant to shot
by a preponderance of the evidence that a discovery

"tthin the limits of the

Hhere a lining claim occupies land which has
subsequently teen withdrawn from the operation
lining law, the validity of the claim must be <

by the value of the mineral deposit as of the c

the withdrawal, as well as the date of the heal
If the claim was not supported at the date of 1

drawal by a qualifying discovery of a valuable
deposit, the land within its boundaries would i

excepted from the effect of the withdrawal, anc
claim could not thereafter become valid even tl

the value of the deposit thereafter increased c

a change in the market.
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197ej
Van Cerroel et al. 33 !IA 2U8 (Jan.

A discovery of a valuable mineral deposit is not made
unless minerals have been found on a claim, the
evidence of them is of such a character that a perscn
of ordinary prudence would be justified in the further
expenditure of his labor and means with a reasonable
prospect of success in developing a valuable mine, and
the deposit may be perceived by a prudent man as sus-
ceptible to extraction, removal and marketing at a rea-
sonable profit.

The prudent Kan test cannot be satisfied by a

claimant's assertion that he is willing to accept a

meager incose from the claim. Determination of the
validity of a mining claim can rest only en objective
criteria, not subjective considerations.

UjLiIed_Jtates_v__Jajes Becker, 33 IEIA 301 (Jan. 1C,
1978)

Where the Government contests a mining claim for lack
of discovery, it assumes only the burden of makirg a

prima facie showing that discovery is lacking, and the
burden of showing a valuable discovery by a preponder-
ance of the evidence then falls upon the claimants.

A valuable discovery of a mineral deposit is estab-
lished where a claimant, by a preponderance of the
evidence, establishes the presence of mineralization
which would justify a prudent man in expending bis
labor, time, and money on the claim with an expecta-
tion of developing a valuable mine.

United States_of
.
America v. David 1. King et al.,

31 IEIA 15 (Feb. 10, 1978)

United States vi_ R °a.e.t_and_S te__.anie Cichetti, 36 IBLA
12K (July 25, 1978)

A Government mineral examiner has no duty to explore
beyond the claimant's current workings to verify a

mineral discovery.

To establish a discovery, a claimant must shew tore
than that a prudent man would explore the claim further.
The claimant must show that a valuable mineral deposit
has been physically exposed, and may not rely en the
mere speculation that a valuable deposit will be ex-
posed somewhere on the claim.

To satisfy the prudent man test, it must te shown that
the expected returns from working a mining claim are
coimensurate with the compensation an ordinary person
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would expect from his labor. The subjective willing-
ness of a claimant to subsist on a substandard income
in order to work the claim does not satisfy the test
where the claimant received welfare payments and grew
his own food in order to survive.

United States ». Michael_Siater, 3<4 IBLA 31 (Peb. 1«,

1978f

A discovery of a valuable mineral deposit has been made
where minerals have been found and the evidence is of
such a character that a person of ordinary prudence
would be justified in the further expenditure of his
labor and means with a reasonable prospect of success
in developing a valuable mine.

When the Government contests a mining claim on a charge
of no discovery, it assumes the burden of going forward
with sufficient evidence to establish a prima facie
case; the burden then shifts to the claimant to show by
a preponderance of the evidence that a discovery has
been made and still exists within the limits of the
claim.

Where land is withdrawn from the operation of the
ing laws subseguent to the location of a lining c
the validity of the claim cannot be recognized un
the claim was supported by a valid discovery at t

time of the withdrawal. In addition, even though
may have been a proper discovery at the time of a

drawal or at some other time in the past, a minin
claim cannot be considered valid unless the claim
present supported by a sufficient discovery. The
of the discovery, either through exhausticn of th
erals, changes in economic conditions, or other c
stances, results in the loss of the location.

min-
laim,
less

Snited_States_v.
1978)

.{5ilton_Wichner, 35 IBLA 2«0 (Hay 30,

A discovery exists only where minerals have been found
in guantities such that a person of ordinary prudence
would be justified in the further expenditure of his
labor and means with the reasonable expectation of de-
veloping a valuable mine.

When the Government through the testimony of an expert
mineral examiner has alleged a lack of valuable miner-
alization, the burden of showing the contrary by a pre-
ponderance of the evidence shifts to the contestees.

Isolated showings of high sample values and assays will
not, without more, support a claim of discovery.

United_States_vi_Richard_BiJKinaign_and_Edith_Ft
Kinadon, 36 IBLA 11 (June 27, 1978)

BINING.SUIHS—Continued
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A discovery of a valuable mineral deposit has been made
where minerals have been found and the evidence is of
such a character that a person of ordinary prudence
would be justified in the further expenditure of bis
labor and means with a reasonable prospect of success
in developing a valuable cine.

When the Government contests a mining claim on a charge
of no discovery, it assumes the burden of going forward
with sufficient evidence to establish a prima facie
case; the burden then shifts to the claimant to show by
a preponderance of the evidence that a discover] has
been made and still exists within the limits of the
claim.

The prudent man test cannot be satisfied by a claim-
ant's assertion that he is willing to accept a meager
income from the claim. Determination of the validity
of a mining claim can rest only on objective criteria,
not subjective considerations.

This Department has authority and jurisdiction tc con-
test mining claims on the ground that they are invalid
for lack of a discovery of a valuable mineral deposit,
regardless of whether any other use of the land is
being made or sought. The motivation of the Porest
Service in instigating a contest is irrelevant.

qnjt;ed. States, v,. Catherine ,f t . Gay. 36 IELA 1«£
(July 31, 1978)

Discovery of a valuable mineral deposit has been made
where minerals have been found and the evidence is of
such a character that a person of ordinary prudence
would be justified in the further expenditure of bis
labor and means, with a reasonable prospect cf success,
in developing a valuable mine,.

When the Government contests a mining claim on a charge
of lack of discovery of a valuable mineral deposit, it
has assumed the burden of going forward with sufficient
evidence to establish a prima facie case; the burden
then shifts to the claimant to show by a preponderance
of the evidence that a discovery has been made.

Where a Government mineral examiner testifies that he
has examined a claim and found the mineral values in-
sufficient to support a finding of discovery, a prima
facie case of validity has been established. Govern-
ment mineral examiners are not required to perform
discovery work for claimants or to explore beyond a

claimant's workings.

United States.v. Florence..], Hattox. 36 IEIA 171
(July 31, 1978)

2l!ited_sta.tes_vi_Emmeit_C. I
(Aug. 22, 1979)

02 IBLA 206

Where a Government mineral examiner testifies that he
has examined a mining claim and found the mineral val-
ues insufficient to support a finding of discovery, a

prima facie case of invalidity has been established.
Where the claimant presents evidence of returns which
are so meager that they will not attract the labor anc
means of a person of ordinary prudence, he has failed
to prove by a preponderance of the evidence that his
claim is valid, and it is properly declared null and
void.

UnJ=iea_States_vi_Jose£h_Larsen_aj^_Ferris_Larsen,
36 IBLA 130 (July 25, 1978)

A discovery of a valuable mineral deposit is
unless minerals have been found en a claim,
dence is of such a character that a person o
prudence would be justified in the further e
of his labor and means with a reasonable pro
success in developing a valuable mine, and t

may be perceived by a prudent man as suscept
traction, removal and marketing at a reasona

°nited_States.yJ .Wes,ley.C..B^les,.S i
r.. 36 IB

(Aug. 3, 1976)
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In a nining claim contest, no weight will be given to
claimant's allegation that the Government's itinera]

examiner failed to sample the discovery point or the
best mineral showings, where the clamant was invited
to indicate his discovery to the examiner and failed to
do so, and where he also failed to introduce convincing
evidence of his own that a discovery had teen nade.

A Government mineral examiner in evaluating a mining
claim is under no duty to undertake discovery work or
to explore beyond the current workings of a claim and
it is incumbent upon the mining claimant to keep dis-
covery points available for inspection by a Government
mineral examiner.

Onited_States_vA_Larri,_Jose£h_Timm, 36 IEIA 316
(Aug. 23, 1978)

BIWIHG -
CtAIHS--Continued
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or sample beyond the claiiants' workings, or to reha-
bilitate alleged discovery cuts to establish the Gov-
ernment's prima facie case.

SLDUe^^iJi« E-2i-Paol-PA_Ii§her_and_Euel_E_._Iisher,
37 IEIA 80 (Sept. 22, 1978)

A discovery exists only where minerals have been founc
in such guantities that a person of ordinary prudence
would be justified in the further expenditure cf his
labor and means with the reasonable expectation cf de-
veloping a valuable mine.

When the Government through the testimony of an ex-
pert mineral examiner has alleged a lack of valuable
mineralization, the burden of showing the contrary by
preponderance of the evidence shifts to the ccntestees

Mineralization that only warrants further prospecting
or exploration in an effort to ascertain whether suffi-
cient mineralization might be found to justify mining
or development does not constitute a valuable mineral
deposit, i.e., a valuable mineral deposit has not been
found simply because the facts might warrant a search
for such a deposit.

United States_vi_Clajrton A. Dillman and Jean Pi_Eillman l

36~IBLA 358 lAug. 31, 1978)

Ihe value of common varieties of sand and gravel not
locatable under the mining laws cannot be considered it
the evaluation of the value of placer gold to determine
whether there has been a discovery of a valuable deposit
of gold en a contested mining claim, where it is clear
that the mineral claimants made no discovery of a valu-
able mineral deposit prior to July 23, 1955.

finited.States.v^.Gailord.LaabetJj.et.al^, 37 IEIA ]C7
(Sept. 29, 1978)

when the Government contests a mining claim on a charge
of no discovery, it has by practice assumed the burden
of going forward with sufficient evidence to establish
a prima facie case; the burden then shifts to the claim-
ant to show by a preponderance of the evidence that a

discovery has been made and still exists within the
limits of the claim.

United.States.v^
(Sept. 6, 1978)

Andrew L. Freese II, 37 IBLA 7

In mining claim contest. Government must only go for-
ward with evidence to establish prima facie case of no
discovery of valuable mineral deposits, and burden thei
shifts to mining claimant to prove by preponderance of
evidence that his claim is valid.

where contestee has not produced substantial evidence
in respect to quantity of iron oxide ore existing on
claims, or in respect to whether ore can be extracted
and marketed at profit, contestee has not proved that
person of ordinary prudence would be justified in fur-
ther expenditure of his labor and means, with reason-
able prospect of success, in developing valuable mine.

2l!i£S^_S ta t es_ vi_B_ichael_Bi_ Ba r ion

,

(Sept. 18, 1978)
37 IEIA

mustTo constitute a discovery on a mining claim, thei
be shown to exist minerals of such a character that a
person of ordinary prudence would be justified in the
further expenditure of his labor and means, with a rea-
sonable prospect of success in developing a profitable
mine.

A Government mineral examiner in determining the valid-
ity of a mining claim need only examine the claim to
verify whether the claimants have made a discovery and
is not required to perform discovery work, to explore

The Government has established a prima facie case of a

lack of discovery, thus shifting the burden of proving
a discovery cnto the lining claimant, when an expert
witness testifies that he has examined the clais and
has found the mineral values insufficient tc support a

finding of discovery.

It is incumbent upon the lining claimant, not the Gov-
ernment's mineral examiner, to do that amount of work
which is necessary to discovery a valuable mineral
deposit.

Assay reports have limited probative value as to the
existence of a valuable mineral deposit on a lining
claim when they are not supported by evidence as to
how and where the samples were taken.

Dnited States v T Jo hn S. Por ter. 37 IEIA 313 (Cct. 25,
1978)

A discovery of a valuable mineral deposit has been made
where minerals have been found in sufficient quantity
and quality that a person of ordinary prudence wculd be
justified in the further expenditure of his labor and
means, with a reasonable prospect of success in devel-
oping a valuable mine.

Testimony that a mining claim could not presently be
mined economically but may have economic potential and
warrants further exploration work is insufficient to
satisfy the prudent man test and meet the claimants'
burden.

Snited._Staies_vi_loIen_rs._BUij]s_et_al J

(Nov. 20, 1978)
36 IEIA S7

The Government is entitled to determine whether a val-
uable mineral deposit exists on a mining claim, in
order to decide whether to initiate a contest com-
plaint challenging the validity of the claim, pricr
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to the completion of mineral exploration ty the mining
claimant.

United_States_v i_lost_Polack_Minina_AssMU 38 IBLA 101
(Nov. 20, 1978)

The "marketability test"— i.e., to qualify as a valu-
able mineral deposit, the mineral deposit must te
extractable, removable and marketable at a profit— is

a complement to the "prudent man rule." The fact that
a mineral such as gold possesses intrinsic value does
not prevent the application of the marketability test
to determine whether the deposit of such a mineral con-
stitutes a discovery of a valuable mineral deposit
under the mining laws.

«nited_States_v._Jack_Ci_Barrisx_Jill.
38 IBLA 137 (Nov. 29, 1978)

LtElS •

A discovery exists only where minerals have been found
in quantities such that a person of ordinary prudence
would be justified in the further expenditure of his
labor and means with the reasonable expectation of de-
veloping a valuable mine.

(

A prudent man would be justified in expending his labor
and means in developing an unpatented mining claim only
where it appears that the mineralization en the claim
in question is valuable enough to yield a fair market
value in excess of the costs of its extraction, removal,
and sale.

when the Government through the testimony cf an expert
mineral examiner has alleged a lack of valuable miner-
alization, the burden of showing the contrary by a pre-
ponderance of the evidence shifts to the contestees.

Isolated showings of high assay values will not suffice
to establish a discovery, especially where the claimants
have attempted little or no development of the alleged
mineral discovery.

The sale of decorative building stone from t

of a lode mining claim cannot support a clai
tention that a valuable mineral discovery ha
on such lode claim, decorative stone being 1

only under the provisions of the placer mini
30 U.S.C. § 161 (1976), and only where such
shown to be an "uncommon variety" within the
30 U.S.C. § 611 (1976)..

anited_State^_vi_Fra£k_and_Wanita_«e_lluzzc,
(Dec. 7, 1978)
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There has been no discovery of a valuable mineral de-
posit within a lode mining claim unless there has teen
physically exposed within the limits of the claii the
vein or lode-tearing mineral of such quality and quan-
tity as to justify the expenditure of money for the de-
velopment of a mine and the extraction of the mineral.

In determining whether a claim has teen validated ty a

discovery of a valuable mineral deposit, the Eoard of
Land Appeals adheres to the longstanding distinction
between evidence sufficient to warrant only further ex-
ploration to find a valuable mineral deposit and that
which suffices to prove a discovery of a valuable Min-
eral deposit.

) evaluating a mineral deposit within a mi
sologic inference may te used where the de
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Edelj,ne et al.. 39 IEIJ 236U n i ted State s_ v . George B

.

"(FebT 13, 197 9)'

The purpose of 30 O.S.C. « 38 (1976) whereby a perscr
or associaticn may establish a right to patent lards
which said person or association has held and worked
for a period equal to the statute of limitations is to
obviate the necessity of proving formal compliance with
requirements for locating a claim, tut not tc dispense
with proof of discovery.

"nited_S t at e s_ v ._Lercj_Si_JSi nson_e t_ali

,

(Feb. 28, 1979)
IEIA 337

A placer lining claim is valid only where there has
been discovered within the limits of the claim a valu-
able mineral deposit.

After the Government, through expert testimony of its
mineral examiner, has made a prima facie shewing that
no discovery exists, the burden of going fcrward with
a preponderance of evidence to the contrary falls upon
contestees.

"Pitgd. States,
;

(Apr. 3, 1979)
, Boss. Jr.. «0 IBLA 1<

To determine whether there has been a discovery cf a

valuable mineral deposit within a lode claim there
must be exposed within the limits of the claim a vein
or lode bearing mineral of such guality and quantity
as would induce a prudent man to expend his time and
means with the expectation of developing a valuable
mine.

Evidence of mineralization which may justify further
exploration, but not development of a mine, does not
establish the discovery of a valuable mineral deposit.

No discovery of a valuable mineral deposit is demon-
strated where the amounts of mineral yielded by a

claim are so small that mining could never te expectec
to produce an economic return in any way commensurate
with the labor and cost involved in production.

2nited_States_vi_F^ve2in_ni_Kiaains_et_ali , 3 9 IBLA 88
(Jan. 26, 1979)

The Government has established a prima facie case of a

lack of discovery, thus shifting the burden of gcing
forward, when an expert witness testified that be has
examined the claim and has found the mineral value in-
sufficient tc support a" finding of discovery.

Mineralization that only warrants further prospecting
or exploraticn in an effort to ascertain whether suffi-
cient mineralization might be found to justify mining
or development does not constitute a valuable mineral
deposit, i.e., a valuable mineral deposit has net teen
found simply because the facts might warrant a search
for such a deposit.

To estatlish a discovery of a valuable mineral deposit,
a claimant must show more than that a prudent man would
explorethe claim further. The claimant must show that
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a valuable mineral deposit has be

within the limits of the claim.

United_States_v i_TemEest_Hinina_Coi , 40 IBIA 297
7Apr. 27,~1979)

A Government mineral examiner in evaluating a mining
claim is under no duty to undertake discovery work or
to explore beyond the current workings of a claim and
it is incumbent upon the mining claimant to keep dis-
covery points available for inspection by a Government
mineral examiner.

Mineralization that only warrants further prospecting
or exploration in an effort to ascertain whether suffi-
cient mineralization might be found to justify mining
or development does not constitute a valuable mineral
deposit.

United_States_vi_Dan_S.
1979)

RU£ 111, IBIA 309 (Api 30,

For a mining claim to be valid there must be a discov-
ery of a valuable mineral deposit within the limits of
the claim. There has been a discovery where minerals
have been found in sufficient guantity and of suffi-
cient guality that a person of ordinary prudence would
be justified in the further expenditure cf his labor
and means, with a reasonable prospect of success in
developing a valuable mine.

The "prudent man test" is met only where it appears
that the mineralization on the claim has teen physi-
cally exposed and is valuable enough to yield a fair
market value in excess of the costs of extraction,
removal, and sale. Evidence of mineralization which
would justify further exploration, but not development,
does not suffice to meet the discovery reguirement.

Where the land on which the mining claim is located is
subseguently withdrawn, the validity of the claim must
be determined as of the date of the withdrawal and
through the date of the hearing. If there was no dis-
covery as of the date of the withdrawal, the land would
not be excepted from the effect of the withdrawal and
the claim could not thereafter become valid even though
the requirement of discovery was satisfied at a later
date.

SIUliLSllISS—Continued
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then shifts to the claimant to show by a pre
of the evidence that a discovery has been ma

ponderance
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£°ited. States,,;. .Edward T. H,cHenry_et al.. 4 3 IE1A 12;

(Sept. 26, 1979)

A discovery of valuable mineral exists where the claim
contains mineralization of sufficient guality and guan-
tity to justify further expenditure of labor and means,
with a reasonable prospect of success in developing a

valuable mine.

When the Government contests a lining claim on a charge
of lack of discovery, the Government has the burden cf
proving a prima facie case; the burden then shifts to
the mining claimant to prove by a preponderance cf the
evidence that discovery exists.

Kinute amounts of mineralization may justify further
exploration without establishing discovery.

finitei_State5_v i_Ted.G_t_Ax, 43 IE1A 116 (Sept. 2£, 1S79)
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tes vx Johji^Ji Eurt et al., 43 IEIA 3C:
19797

Discovery of a valuable mineral deposit has teen made
where minerals have been found and the evidence is of
such a character that a person of ordinary prudence
would be justified in the further expenditure of his
labor and means, with a reasonable prospect of success,
in developing a valuable mine.

Where a Government mineral examiner testifies that he
has examined a claim and found the mineral value in-
sufficient to support a finding of discovery, a prima
facie case of invalidity has been established. Gov-
ernment mineral examiners are not required to perform
discovery work for claimants nor to explore beyond a

claimant's workings.

When the Government contests a mining claim on a charge
of lack of discovery of a valuable mineral deposit, it
has assumed the burden of going forward with sufficient
evidence to establish a prima facie case; the burden
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A discovery of a valuable mineral deposit has been made
where locatable minerals have been found within the
Halts of a claim and the evidence is such that a per-
son of ordinary prudence would be justified in the fur-
ther expenditure of his labor and leans in a reasonable
prospect of success in developing a valuable nine.

When the Government contests a mining claim on a charge
of no discovery, it has by practice assumed the burden
of going forward with sufficient evidence to establish
a prima facie case; when it has done so, the burden
shifts to the claimant to show by a preponderance of
the evidence that a discovery has been made and still
exists within the limits of the claim.

Hnited_States_yi_Jon_Zimmeis_ani_Clai£e_J(elly, ui» IBLA
1K2 (Nov. 30, 1979)

when the Government contests a mining claim on a charge
of no discovery of a valuable mineral deposit it as-
sumes the burden of going forward with sufficient evi-
dence to establish a prima facie case; when it has done
so, the burden shifts to the claimant to show by a pre-
ponderance of the evidence that a discovery has been
made and still exists within the limits of the claim.

3121!! G_CIJIBS—Continued
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In determining whether there has been a discovery of a
valuable mineral deposit under the mining laws, the
mere showing of a vein (or veins) carrying some erratic
mineral values is not sufficient to establish a valu-
able lineral deposit where the existence of such a de-
posit can only be inferred. Geological inferences (ay
only be relied upon in evaluating the extent and poten-
tial value cf a particular exposed mineral deposit
under the prudent man test of discovery and may not be
employed as a substitute for the actual finding cf a

mineral deposit.

1976)
.llSl BgSi!tfegld. 25 IBLA 77 (June 1,

Geological inferences may not alone be used to estab-
lish a discovery of a valuable mineral deposit, tot if
there is a showing of sufficient mineralization and
there is satisfactory evidence to support such infer-
ences, they may be used as a basis for estiiating the
probable extent and value of the mineral deposit.

flSitSa_Stat€s_yi_The_Amejican_Floors£ar_Giou£ i_In£j ,

25 IEIA 136 (June 7, 1976)

Bineralization that only warrants further prospecting
or exploration in an effort to ascertain whether suffi-
cient mineralization might be found to justify mining
or development does not constitute a valuable mineral
deposit, i.e., a valuable mineral deposit has not been
found simply because the facts might warrant a search
for such a deposit.

It is incumbent upon the mining claimant, not the Gov*
ernment's mineral examiner, to do that amount of work
which is necessary to discover a valuable mineral
deposit

.

Onited.States.Vj
(Dec. 31, 1979)

.Knox-Mizona-CoXE^ «i» IBLA 297

In evaluating a mineral deposit within a mining claim
geologic inference may be used where the deposit has
been adeguately physically exposed. However, geclcgic
inference cannot be used as a substitute for evidence
which sufficiently shows the existence of an ore body
or bodies necessary to warrant a prudent man tc develop
a valuable mine; geologic inference may not be used to
infer mineralization throughout a vein area where the
evidence shows a few spots of high mineralization, but
the mineralized areas are spotty and discontinuous.

UHilS d_§.$ ate s i» George B T Edel^ne e.$ al., 39 IEIA 236
(Feb. 13, 1979)

Geologic_ Inference

Nonrepresentative mineral samples alone cannot prove
the existence of valuable mineralization exposed within
a vein. If, however, other evidence establishes such
mineralization, the samples may be given some weight to
support geological inferences of the value of a lode
mining claim.

U nited_S ta t es_vi_K i n§ley_Ra nch_Re so£tx_I ncix_et_al i ,

2 IBLA~lit~7AprT~167 1975)™

Geologic inference alone cannot support a determinatioi
under the mining laws that a discovery of a valuable
mineral deposit has been made. The claimant must ac-
tually expose a valuable mineral deposit physically
within the limits of the claim.

United State§,.y. . Wallace., W. Vaux, 2U IBLA 289 (Apr. 1,

1976)

United States_v.. Bichard_B._Walls, 30 IBIA 333
73une 7, 1977)

Harketability

The Surface Besources Act of July 23, 1955, declared
that common varieties of sand and gravel are not
valuable mineral deposits under the mining laws. In
order for a claim for such material to be sustained as
validated by a discovery, the prudent man/marketability
test of discovery of a valuable mineral deposit i«st
have been met at the date of the Act, and reasonably
continuously thereafter.
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In detertining the marketability of a common variety of
sand and gravel from a mining claim, the possibility
that the material could be sold for purposes for which
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ordinary earth may be used nay not be considered, as
such purposes are not validating uses cognizable under
the mining laws.

A mining claim located for a common variety of gravel
prior to the Surface Resources Act of July 23, 1955,
cannot be sustained as being held as a reserve for the
gravel deposit where the claimants had not established
a discovery under the marketability test at that time.
The "reserve rule" is not a substitute for discovery.
A mining claimant's desire to hold a claim in hope that
there will be an increase in the market demand and
price does not satisfy the marketability test.

A conjectural opinion on the possibility of a mining
claimant's ability to market a common variety of gravel
at a profit prior to July 23, 1955, is not credible
evidence of marketability where specific evidence tends
to show that development of a mining operation at that
time was not then warranted by the marketplace
conditions.

United_St_tes_v__Clarion_ ______ lor__Sr.
0_Con_or, 19 IBLA 9 (Feb. 20, 1975)

and Gerald
82 iTc.

A lack of sales of a mineral of widespread occurrence,
such as sand and gravel, may raise a presumption that
there was no demand for the mineral during that time,
and, hence, the material was not marketable. The pre-
sumption may be overcome with credible evidence to the
contrary or by bona fides in development.

United States v. C._V__Hallenbeck et_al_, 21 IBLA 296
7Aug. 11, 19757

A bog iron ore deposit does not meet the prudent man/
marketability test where the evidence shows that
contestee could only develop the iron deposit for sale
for metallurgical uses after further exploration to
establish a higher grade or greater tonnage of ore, or
upon future favorable developments in the iron ore
market.

United States v. Theresa E. Ro bins on

,

"(Aug. 25T~1975)
21 IBLA 363

82 I.I

Where the Government has presented a prima facie case
that a claimed mineral is a common variety pumice and
further that the pumice was not marketable at a profit
as of July 23, 1955, the burden of showing by a prepon-
derance of the evidence either that the mineral is an
uncommon variety or that it was marketable as of
July 23, 1955, devolves upon the mineral claimants.

A deposit of pumice is not an uncommon variety of pum-
ice merely because it can presently be mined, removed
and marketed at a profit. Rather, a mining claimant
who asserts discovery of pumice must show that the de-
posit has a distinct and special value over other mar-
ketable deposits of pumice.

2si.ted_States._iu_
(Sept. 18, 1975)

.!__3_]J_d.§IJS_o3_et__l.i » 22 IBli 62

Material which is suitable only for fill purposes, road
based, or comparable uses is not locatable under the
mining laws, and even if the material is suitable for
other purposes, its sale for the above uses cannot be
considered in determining its marketability to estab-
lish the value of the deposit as mineral. Ey the same
token, it is improper to consider the market demand for
such uses for the purpose of determining what volume of
mineral material a prudent locator might claim in the

TIMING-CLAIMS--Continued

DISCOVERY

—

Continued

Ma_k_tabilit_— Continued

reasonable anticipation of market demand for legitimate
mineral uses in the foreseeable future, reasonably
projected.

Jlnited States v_ Helton E, Baker. 23 IBLA 319 (Jan. 19,
19767
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en reliable probative evidence, but only on me
lation, a mining claim cannot be found valid.

United__tates_vi_Robert__._Beal, 23 IEIA 378 (Eeb. «

,

1976)

The testimony of a qualified geologist and professional
mining evaluation engineer concerning the marketability
of a deposit of sand and gravel at a particular time
may be accorded substantial evidentiary weight under
the standard in Verrue v. United States. «57 E.2d 12C2
(9th Cir. 1972), if it is established that he was in
the area at the time, had studied the local sand and
gravel market and the factors which affected it, as
well as the nature of the material and the methods and
costs of removing, processing and marketing it.

Material which is principally valuable for use as fill,
sub-base or ballast, for which ordinary earth cr reck
may be used, is not locatable under the airing laws,
and even if the material is suitable for other pur-
poses, its value for the above uses cannot be consid-
ered in determining its marketability as a valuable
mineral deposit within the ambit of the general lining
law.

In a contest of a mining claim located for common vari-
ety mineral materials prior to July 23, 1955, after
which such locations were proscribed by law, where
there has been no mining and no sales, the test cf the
validity of the claim is whether the claimant (s) cculd
have mined and marketed the material profitably prior
to that date and thereafter. The evidence tending tc
so show must relate to what a prudent man would have
been reasonably justified in doing based upen the ac-
tual known circumstances at the time, not upon what
he might have done if the proper conditions had then
prevailed.
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With respect to materials as common as sand and gravel,
a mining claimant must show that ty reascn of accessi-
bility, bona fides in development, proximity to market,
existence of present demand, and other factors, the
deposit is of such value that it can be mined, removed
and disposed of at a profit, and since conon varieties
were declared no longer locatable by the Act of July 23,
1955, 30 U.S.C. $ 611(1970), that a reasonably contin-
uous market has existed from enactment of the statute.

United States_v.._Llo_:d_0 'Callaghan^ Sr. x_et a_.A , 29 IELA
333 T«ar7 3l7 1977f

A prima facie case has been established when a

Government mineral examiner testifies that he has
examined the mining claim and found the evidence of
mineralization insufficient to support a finding of
discovery of a valuable mineral deposit. The fact
that there may be a market for limestone from the min-
ing claim at some future date under altered economic
conditions is not sufficient to meet the Bar ketability
test of discovery.

United_States_vi Doris Conger Caldwell, 33 IBLA 153
75e"c7 19, 1977)

Establishing the marketability of a mineral decosit
requires more than a showing that the mineral is
theoretically marketable or intrinsically valuable.
The claimant must demonstrate present continuing demand
for the output of his mine.

It is not sufficient to show that attempts are being
made to explore possible markets or to promote the
utilization of the mineral. Past sporadic sales do
not establish a market.

IJnited States v.. Michael_Slater , 3'

1978)
IBLA 31 (Feb. 14,

In order to demonstrate a discovery of a valuable min-
eral, one must prove by a preponderance of the evidence
the presence of minerals that would justify a prudent
man in the expenditure of his labor and means with the
reasonable prospect of success in developing a paying
mine.

A mineral claimant whose claim embraces deposits of
both common and uncommon varieties of minerals cannot
aggregate the profits returned from mining the couon
variety and those netted from mining the uncommon vari-
ety to show marketability.

United_States_vi_Mara aret_Mansfield, 35 IELfl 95
(May 15, 1978)

what men have or have not done over a period of years
is proper evidence as to the conduct of a prudent man
in the same or very nearly the same circumstances.
Where mining claims had been held for many years and
little or no commercial production was achieved on such
claims, it may be concluded that no prudent man would
have been justified in the belief that the mineral de-
posit could be developed, extracted, and marketed at a

reasonable profit.

United_States_v. Milton Wichner, 35 IELA 210 (May 30,
1978)

3IliiliC_CLAIMS— Continued

CISCOVEHY— Continued

Marketability— Continued

Where contestee has not produced substantial evidence
in respect to quantity of iron oxide ore existing cd
claims, or in respect to whether ore can be extracted
and marketed at profit, ccntestee has not proved that
person of ordinary prudence would be justified in far-
ther expenditure of his labor and means, with reason-
able prospect of success, in developing valuable line.

United, States v. Michael .£__ Harion . 3 7 IEIA 6 6

(Sept. 18, 197e)

Material which is principally valuable for use as fill,
sub-base, ballast, riprap or barrow, for which ordinary
earth or rock may be used, is not locatable under the
mining laws and was not locatable prior to July 23,
1955.

United_States v-.Verdugo § Miller, Inc.. 37 IEIS 277
"(0ctT"2cT 19 787

ENVIRONMENT

In a contest of a patent application for a lode mining
claim, the Eoard of Land Appeals may remand the case
for further hearing to complete the record regarding
the (1) availability and expense of necessary financ-
ing, land and water, (2) the expense of labor, and (3)
the expense of compliance with environmental protection
laws.

When parties are to offer evidence as to costs, tc a

mining claimant, of measures required by statute cr
regulation to mitigate environmental impact from devel-
opment of a mine, it would be helpful for a Gcverrient
contestant to assist an intervening State government
a-nd the claimant in computation of such costs; however,
under 12 U.S.C. $ U332 (1970), an environmental impact
statement is not required prior to the nondiscreticnar y

federal action of issuance of a mineral patent.

United_stajes v. Pi.t_t.sbt

(June~157 197 77
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Where it has been shown as to a number of mining claims
located for cinders for which application for patent
has been filed, that the amount of the deposits en the
claim is excessively large in relation to the market
that exists, only those claims can be found valid which
by reason of location and volume and quality of depos-
its would make the most feasible lining operation and
have a reasonable prospect of success; the remaining
claims must be held invalid for lack of discovery.

Unit ed_States_v_._ Mel ton_E._laker,
1976)

23 IELA 31S (Jan. IS,
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When one whose application for patent for a mining
claim has been rejected requests a hearing to present
evidence on the controlling issues of fact involved in

the rejection of the application, such request must be
granted.

Estate of Arthur_Ci_W._Boien_JDec.ea.sedl, 18 IBLA 379
7jan. 30, 1975)

While a mining contest is within the jurisdiction of an
administrative law judge, he may reopen the hearing for
the production of further evidence before he makes his
decision.

In determining the validity of a mining claim in a Gov-
ernment contest, the entire evidentiary record must be
considered; therefore, if evidence presented by the
contestees shows that there has not been a discovery,
it may be used in reaching a decision that the claim is
invalid because of a lack of discovery, regardless of
any defects in the Government's prima facie case.

Where a contestee in a mining contest preponderates
sufficiently to overcome the Government's prima facie
case on an issue raised by the evidence in a mining
contest and there is no evidence on other essential
disputed issues, the contest should be dismissed unless
a patent application is being contested, in which case
a further hearing must be ordered to resolve other es-
sential issues to determine whether the application may
be allowed.

Evidence tendered on appeal from an adverse decisict ii

a mining claim contest cannot be considered except fcr
the limited purpose of deciding whether a further bear-
ing is warranted. However, such evidence will cnly be
considered if accompanied by a cogent explanation of
why it was not tendered at the hearing.

United States v. Charles J. Maclvet et al.. 20 IEIA
352 (June 11, 1975)

United §tates v. C. V. .Hallenbeck.et.al, . 21 IBLA 296
(Aug. 11, 1975)

In a mining claim contest, the claimant is the propo-
nent of the rule or order that he has complied %ith the
provisions of the mining law, which have been brought
into issue, and the Government tears the burden crly cf
presenting a prima facie case of invalidity; the claim-
ant must then preponderate on the issues litigated.

where the hearing record in a mining claim contest is
unsatisfactory, a "stipulation" en another issue may
have prevented the introduction cf evidence relevant
to the issue on appeal, the parties will not te unduly
burdened, and further proceedings will likely te pro-
ductive of relevant evidence, the Board may remand the
case for additional hearing.

Unit ed_Stat€s_v._Ed_E rand t, 21 IELA 166 (July 22, 1S75)

United States_vi_Clarion_Wi_Tailorx_Srii_and_ Gerald
OlConnorT 19~IBLA~9 lFeb.~20. 1975)

~" " 82 I.E.

In connection with a mining claim located on land with-
drawn for reclamation and power purposes, where (1) no
notice of location was filed during a later period in
which the land was open for entry subject to 30 O.S.C.
»« 621, 623-2U (1970), (2) there are no intervening
rights, (3) a claimant alleges that he held and worked
the land, while open to entry, for the requisite number
of years under 30 O.S.C. 4 38 (1970) and the applicable
State statute of limitations, and («) he alleges that a

discovery of a valuable mineral deposit has been made,
it is necessary to consider the effect of § 621 et seq.,
and to hold a hearing if required to resolve questions
of fact.

Sal£t>__a_e, 19 IBLA 255 (Bar. 31, 1975)

Evidence submitted on appeal after an initial decision
in a mining contest may not be considered or relied
upon in making a final decision but may only be consid-
ered to determine if there should be a further hearing.

A further hearing in a mining contest may be ordered
where the particular circumstances so warrant it.

United_States_v___oward_S___c____i_, 2 IELA 38
(Apr. 17, 1975)

Where at a hearing held pursuant to sec. 2 of the (lin-

ing Claims Rights Restoration Act, 30 U.S.C. § 621(b)
(1970), the mining claimant, prior to the taking of
any evidence, enters into a stipulation while laboring
under confusion as to the effect of the stipulation,
and the stipulation legally precludes all forms cf
placer mining on his claim, the decision below rely-
ing on the stipulation will be reversed and the case
remanded for a full hearing on the merits.

A determination that land was known to te valuable fcr
minerals leasable under the Mineral Leasing Act cf
Feb. 25, 1920, 30 U.S.C. § 181 et seq. (1970), at the
time mining claims fcr such land were located, kill te
upheld where there has been a hearing on the question
and the mining claimant has failed tc produce evidence
to overcome such a classification.

Onite d S tates v. Long B each Sa lt Co .

"(EecT 2, 19757"
23 IEIA HI

Evidence offered on appeal from an initial decisicn by
an administrative law judge after a hearing in a oilitc
contest may not be considered or relied upon in making
a final decisicn but may only te considered tc deter-
mine if there should be a further hearing.

A further hearing may te ordered in a mining contest
where the record is unsatisfactorily confusing and
conflicting en the issue of quantity cf minerals to
satisfy the discovery test, a request for the rehear-
ing has teen made with an offer of proof which tends
to show a new hearing might result in a differeet find-
ing, and there has teen no objection to the request.

United States v. G_c__e_R__Edelin__et al., 21 IELA 3M
(Feb7"l7"~197 6"T"~

Evidence tendered on appeal from an adverse decisicn i

a mining claim contest cannot be considered except foi
the limited purpose of deciding whether a further heal
ing is warranted.

United States v__Gar_ ________ ner et_al., 2d IEIA 126
(Bar.~3, 19767

Dwiqht_ Brooks , IBLA 1( (Apr. 25, 1975)
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The Board of Land Appeals may set aside a previous
Departmental decision, which declared mining claims
invalid for lack of discovery, and remand the case
for a further hearing, where contestee submitted a

Petition for Reconsideration with affidavits alleg-
ing that, since the hearing, the claims have been
mined by lessees who have approximately 10,000 tons
of minable ore blocked out with assays averaging from
6 to 8 pounds of mercury per ton of ore.

United States_vi_Evely.n_Mi_jy.3£ins_et_al. ,

(Mar. 18, 1976)
2« IBLA 187

MINING, CLAIMS—Continued

BEARINGS—Continued

In proceedings before the Department to determine tbe
validity of a mining claim, notice and an opportunity
for a hearing pursuant to tbe Administrative Procedure
Act are required only where there is a disputed gues-
tion of fact; where tbe validity of a claim turns en
the legal effect to be given facts of record ccccercinc
the status of tbe land when the claim was located, no
hearing is reguired.

Beverly Trull, 25 IELA 157 (June 10, 1976)

Cavjd Lgring, Gamble, Parrel Houglum. 26 IEIA 209
(Aug. 18, 1976)

A mining claim contested under sec. 5 of the Surface
Resources Act, as amended, 30 O.S.C. « 613 (1970), and
a discrete claim contested under the general mining
law, will be held subject to the provisions of the Sur-
face Resources Act, and null and void respectively,
where the contestees fail to submit evidence which pre-
ponderates over the Government's case that a discovery
of a valuable mineral deposit has not been made on
either claim.

United States v.

"(Apr. 267~1976)"
Sic .iauch_et_al i , 20 IELA 35U

Evidence tendered on appeal from adverse decision in
mining claim contest can only be considered for the
limited purpose of deciding whether a further hearing
is warranted.

Onited_States_vi_Robert_L._Taj[lor, 25 IBLA 21 (May 5,
1976"
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Ji_Ei_HiSds_et_ali , 25 IBIA 67 (June 1, 1976)

where the Government fails to present a prima facie
case, a contestee, upon timely motion, may move tc
dismiss the case and then rest. If, however, he goes
forward and presents evidence, that evidence will be
considered as part of the entire evidentiary record.
Therefore, even if the Government has failed to make a

satisfactory prima facie case, or the case is weak,
contestee's evidence may be used against him to estab-
lish that case. Furthermore, where contestee cbcoses
to rebut the case, he must do so by a preponderance of
the evidence, bearing the risk of nonpersuasion if he
fails.

"ni£ed_States.
1976)

v.-_ Alex_ Bee h t ho 1 d , 25 IBLA 77 (June 1,

The right to a hearing on disputed issues of fact
involving mining claims includes the right tc adequate
notice of tbe grounds upon which a claim's invalidity
is asserted.

A Government contest complaint which asserts tbe inva-
lidity of a claim because of insufficient guantity and
guality of the located mineral within the limits of the
claim does net put into issue the existence of excess
reserves within the limits of a claim.

Where the alleged ground of invalidity of a claim was
not charged in the complaint, and was not a matter of
contention at the hearing, invalidation of the claim
on such ground is improper, despite some evidence to
support it, absent an opportunity for the contestee to
present evidence en such issue where it appears that
there is other pertinent evidence that may be submitted
on that issue.

Where on appeal from a decision sustaining the Gov-
ernment's challenge of a patent application it is
determined that the alleged ground of invalidity *as
one not raised in the complaint or at tbe hearing, tbe
decision rejecting the patent application will be set
aside and the Government will be afforded an opportu-
nity to amend its complaint to embrace the charge.
Where the Government does amend its complaint tbe
mineral claimant will be granted the right to an evi-
dentiary hearing on such issue.

Bjitedstatgiy,. Robert ?,- "<?Uwa;ne. 26 IEIA 20
(July^T 1976)

Evidence tendered on appeal from an adverse decision
in a lining claim contest cannot be considered in tbe
absence of a compelling showing that it could not be
tendered at tbe bearing, and even then such evidence
may only be considered for the purpose of deteriining
whether a rehearing is warranted.

U nit ed States v. Richard C. Reynders and Carol J.
Ri y n jj riT~26~T EL a'IU'Tju 1 y 30, 1976)
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A petition to reopen a hearing for submission of fur-
ther evidence will be denied when the contestee offers
no valid justification for the neglect to offer the
evidence, which was or could have been available at
the original hearing.

United States_v.. Ben Hanson, 26 IBLA 300 (Aug. 27,
19767

In a mining claim contest where the evidence of a

valuable mineral deposit, submitted ty contestee at a

hearing, bearing on the validity of a mining claim,
has greater probative weight than that offered by the
Government, it is proper to find that contestee has
preponderated and to dismiss, without prejudice, the
complaint alleging no discovery of a valuable mineral
deposit.

USited_States_vi_Arizgna_Mininc|_and^efij!ing_Co^
____!_« 27 IBLA 99 (Sept. 29, 1976)

In a proceeding before the Department to determine the
validity of a mining claim, notice and an opportunity
for an evidentiary hearing is reguired only where there
is a disputed guestion of fact; where the validity of a

claim turns on the legal effect to be given facts of
record concerning the status of the land when the claim
was located, no hearing is reguired.

H. A. Todd, A. B. Johnson. 28 IBIS 180 (Dec. 1, 1976)

___iJ___M__ki_et_al_ > 31 IBLA 139 (June 30, 1977)

SISJ.BG._C I AIMS— continued

BEARINGS—Continued

In a Government contest challenging the validity of mil
ing claims located for a clay-type material, an ade-
quate prima facie case is established where there are
expert witness opinions that the deposit is coly a

common clay or shale and it cannot meet refractcry
standards. The contestees then must go forward with
evidence to rebut the Government's case with a prepon-
derance of the evidence.

U______i____s_v__Thojas_J___'_ck_et_al..
(Hat. 31, 1977)

29 IEIA 357
8U I.I. 137

where land occupied ty a mining claim has teen with-
drawn from operation of the mining laws, the validity
of the claim must be tested by the value of the mineral
deposit as of the date of the withdrawal, as well as
of the date cf the hearing.

The Government has established a prima facie case when
a mineral examiner testifies that he has examined a

mining claim and has found the mineral values insuffi-
cient to support a finding of discovery.

United States v. Fred and. Eileen Garner, 3C IEIA «2
lAprT"l8"l977T

A mining claim located on land withdrawn from location
under the mining laws is null and void at initio

—

with-
out legal effect from the beginning. Such a mining
claim may properly be declared null and void without
a hearing where the records of the Department of the
Interior show that the land was withdrawn frc» the op-
eration of the United States mining laws at the time
the claim was located.

Evidence tendered on appeal from a mining contest may
only be considered for the limited purpose of deter-
ining whether a further hearing is warranted.

Uni_ed_States_v__Geor_e____Hun__and^_____Goodwin,
29 IBLA 86 (Feb. 23, 1977)

Charles R. Nielsen. Pauline Nielsen. 30 IEIA 235
(Hay 26, 1977)

James, He ssano. 35 IELA 3e3 (June 23, 1978)

Evidence tendered on appeal from an adverse decision in
a mining claim contest can only be considered to deter-
mine whether a further hearing on the contest should
be granted. Where the appellant shows no substantial
equitable basis for holding such a hearing and where
no substantial expectation appears to exist that such
a hearing would produce more conclusive evidence on the
issue, a further hearing will not be ordered.

United States v. Bradley F..Denham. 29 IEIA 185
(Bar. 18, 1977)

Where the Government mineral examiner in a mining clain
contest concludes that the claim at issue contains no
valuable mineral deposit, and his opinion is based on
a sampling taken from a point on the claim indicated
by one of the contestees, this opinion will suffice to
establish a prima facie case of no discovery and thus
will shift the burden of proof onto the contestees.

Evidence tendered for the first time on appeal will be
considered only for the limited purpose of determining
whether a further hearing is indicated and will be re-
ceived for that limited purpose only where there is a
cogent and convincing reason why such evidence was not
submitted at the original hearing.

°_______tates v. John L__Hal
29 IBLA 201~7nar7"227~19777"

_James_____a_el

,

Where land occupied ty a lining claim has been with-
drawn from operation of the mining laws, the validity
of the claim must be tested ty the value of the nineral
deposit as of the date of the withdrawal, as well as
of the date of the hearing.

The Government has established a prima facie case when
a mineral examiner testifies that he has examined a

mining claim and has found the mineral values insuffi-
cient to support a finding of discovery.

Evidence tendered for the first time on appeal will be
considered only for the limited purpose of determining
whether a further hearing should be held.

United_States v. Richard B___a_ls. 30 IELA 333
<June~7, 1977J

The Government has established a prima facie case when
a mineral examiner testifies that he has examined a

mining claim and has found the mineral values insuffi-
cient to support a finding of discovery.

United States v. Leslie Harling and _i_liam_Harlin_,
32~IELA 29""(iui. 3l"l977)

_____<LStates (Contestant) v. Earl Frisco a nd_ Sandra £.

_2__S_J____ii__e__7~32~IELA 2«8 (Sept7~Tl7~ 197 77""

Andrew_J. Van Cer_oe_ et al_, 33 IELA 218 (Jan. 5,
19787

United States v, Clark J. Gujl,d.et_al. . 31 IBLA 367
(Hay 3, 1978)
Continued

—
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Mi!i£ed_States_vi_Don_Lee Seto_and_Pauline Seto, 35 IBLA
U (May 37 1978)

United_States_v. Michael_|i_Mation, 37 IBLA
(Sept. 187 1978"

Unite3_States_v
:
. John A. Cooler, « 3 IBtA 276 (Oct. 15,

1979)

The rule of evidence excluding hearsay is not strictly
adhered to in administrative proceedings, particularly
where the evidence, such as assay reports with a proper
foundation concerning the sampling, submission of the
samples for assaying, and the reputation of the assayer,
is competent and relevant. After such reports are ad-
mitted, the factfinder may give them appropriate weight
according to the circumstances surrounding the specific
report.

United_States_v i_Robert_A._Rukke JRegistered Agent^
Valuminesx_Incix_et_ali , 12~IBLA~155 *(Sept7"l2 ,~1977)

A mining claim will be declared null and void where the
Board's de novo review of the evidence submitted at a

hearing, held in accordance with the provisions of the
Administrative Procedure Act and presided over by an
administrative law judge qualified under the Act, es-
tablishes that the claimant has not satisfied the re-
quirements of discovery, and there was nc error in the
conduct of the proceeding.

The Government has established a prima facie case when
a mineral examiner testifies that he has examined a

mining claim and has found the mineral values insuffi-
cient to support a finding of discovery.

]Ji!iiS^_States_vi_Ernest _Fi_Diven_and_Richard_Ji_Ti
Anderson,

_
3 2~IBLA

_
361~"(Oct.

_
2 5,~1977)

«I!!ING_CI.AI{3S--Continued

HEARINGS— Continued

In some cases due process requires not that a perscn
have notice and a prior hearing before a deprivation of
property, but that an individual be given notice and an
opportunity for a hearing before the deprivation cf
property becomes final.

In proceedings before the Department to determine the
validity of a mining claim, notice and an opportunitj
for a hearing is required only where there is a dis-
puted question of fact; where the validity of a claim
turns on the legal effect to be given facts of record
concerning the status of the land when the claii was
located, no hearing is required.

Hi_l*_Wett. 31 IBLA 362 (Bay 1, 1976)

When the United States contests a mining claii fcr lack
of discovery of a valuable mineral deposit, a crucial
date for the existence or nonexistence of the discovery
is the date of the hearing. Where a lining claiiant
has shown no justification for her failure tc offer
evidence of a discovery at the hearing nor shown any
likelihood that further evidence could be presented to
change the result, a request on appeal for additicnal
time to explore the claim for additional evidence of
minerals will be denied, and an administrative law
judge's decision declaring the claim null and void will
be affirmed.

Onited_StaJej_vA_Thelma_£ Jl_Ciismon, 3D IBLA 381 (Bay 2,
1978)

Appellant may not use appeal to Board or request for
hearing under 13 CFR H.U15 as vehicle for petitioning
Secretary of the Interior to have withdrawal revcked
and land restored to entry.

Barry H.
,

Wilson. 35 IBLA 3U9 (June 19, 1978)

When a mining claim located in the Papago Indian
Reservation is declared invalid for failure to pay
annual rental timely, and that fact is not disputed,
a hearing is not required as there are no issues of
fact involved but only of law.

i°uis_B.._El lswor

t

hx_ Jr.. , 33 IBLA 26 (Nov. 22, 1977)

The Government has established a prima facie case of
nondiscovery when a mineral examiner testifies that he
has examined a mining claim and has found the mineral
values insufficient to support a finding of discovery.

United_States v. Cath.eiine_Et Gaj, 36 IELA 1«8
(July 31, 1978)'

The Government has established a prima facie case when
a mineral examiner testifies that he has examined a

mining claim and has found the mineral values insuffi-
cient to support a finding of discovery.

A second hearing will not be afforded where a claimant
was given notice and an opportunity to appear at a

hearing, where she actually was represented at the
hearing, and where nothing has been submitted which
suggests that another hearing would produce a different
result.

United-States v • Beatrice Ann Johnson, 33 IELA 121
(Dec7~197 1977)

Where the Government contests a mining claim for lack
of discovery, it assumes only the burden of making a

prima facie showing that discovery is lacking, and the
burden of showing a valuable discovery by a preponder-
ance of the evidence then falls upon the claimants.

United_States_of_Amer.ica vi_David_Li King et al.,
34 IBLA 15 (Feb7 107 1978)

Evidentiary submissions on appeal can be considered
only for the limited purpose of detenining whether a

further hearing should be granted. The record estab-
lished at the hearing in a mining claim contest is the
sole basis for determining the validity of a claim.

There is not a sufficient equitable basis for reopen-
ing a hearing in a lining contest because of an alleged
fire to the contestee's home 3 days before the scted-
uled hearing where neither she nor her attorney who bad
entered an appearance in the case requested a postpone-
ment of the hearing or a continuation of the hearing
after it had been held. Also, a further hearing will
not be ordered merely to afford a claimant an addi-
tional opportunity to explore and make a discovery of
a valuable mineral deposit.

Onitea_States_vJ.Plorence J,
,

Ba t,t,ox, 36 I EI A 171
(July 31, 1978)

United, States_v. Roger and_Ste£hanie Cichetti, 36 IBLA
124 TjuTy 257 19787
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A second heating will not te afforded generally where
claimant was given notice and an opportunity to appeal
at a hearing, where he did appear and was represented
at the hearing, and where nothing has been submitted
which suggests that another hearing would produce a

different result.

Unite d_States_vA_Andrew_Li_Freese_II, 37 IBLA 7

(SeptT 6, 1978)"

«INii!£_ClAIBS

—

Continued
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It was proper to deny mining claimants' request tc re-
drill on lining claims after the land was withdrawn
from lining where the work would be an effort to make
a discovery of a valuable mineral deposit within the
claim rather than simply a confirmation or corrobora-
tion of a discovery prior to the withdrawal.

UilitSJ^Ilies_v1_Williaj_La2on_Cha££ell_et_ali ,

142 IE1A 7U (Aug. 13, 1979)

The Government has established a prima facie case of a

lack of discovery, thus shifting the burden of proving
a discovery onto the mining claimant, when an expert
witness testifies that he has examined the claim and
has found the mineral values insufficient to support a

finding of discovery.

Porter. 37 IBLA 313 (Oct. 25,

A second hearing will not be afforded where a mining
claimant had notice of and appeared at the first hear-
ing and no evidence has been submitted suggesting
another hearing would produce a different result.

Failure to obtain counsel at a hearing into the valid-
ity of a mining claim will afford the mining claiiant
no greater rights on appeal than if he had obtained
counsel.

A second hearing will not be afforded where a mining
claimant has submitted nothing which suggests that
another hearing would produce a different result, i.e.,
a finding that a valuable mineral deposit has been
discovered on a mining claim. Assertions that further
mineral examination would prove the existence of such
a deposit and that such a deposit exists en adjacent
land, without more, do not entitle the claimant to
another hearing.

anii£5_§tates_v i_Lost_Polack_Minina_Ass2n^ 38 IB1A 101
(Nov7~20,~1978)

As the Government is required to adjudicate mining
claims contests under its own rules and regulations, a

customary review of the validity of a claim by a dis-
trict examining committee is immaterial to the adjudica-
tion of the actual validity of the claim. Local customs
relating to validity of a claim may only add to the
Federal mining law; such customs cannot replace Federal
requirements for adjudicating the validity of claims.

United. S ta tes_v J
,_Russ_K necht , 39 IBLA (Jan. 8, 1979)

The Government has established a prima facie case of
lack of discovery, thus shifting the burden of going
forward, when an expert witness testified that he has
examined the claim and has found the mineral value ir
sufficient to support a finding of discovery.

United States v. Tempest Mining Co., 40 IBLA 297
(Apr. 27, 1979)

Two mining claims, located at a time when the land is
withdrawn from mineral entry, may be properly declared
null and void ab initio without a hearing. Such a

result obtains despite reference to a location notice
prior to the withdrawal where appellants do not make
a showing of sufficient specific facts upon which to
predicate a hearing, including which of the claims the
previous location relates to, the boundaries thereof,
whether the previous location was for a lccatable min-
eral under a withdrawal order then in force, and the
name of the previous locator.

The_He irs_p^_MA_K ._Ha rris , t»2 IBLA UH (July 31, 1979)

United Stajes.v^ Howard D. Long, Dolores t. Killicn,
«3 I E IA~3 5 C ( Se p t . 26, 1979)

The rule of evidence excluding hearsay is not strictly
adhered to in administrative proceedings, particularly
where the evidence, such as assay reports with a proper
foundation concerning the sampling, submission cf the
samples for assaying, and the reputation of the as-
sayer, is competent and relevant. After such repcrts
are admitted, the factfinder may give the appropriate
weight according to the circumstances surrounding the
specific report. However, it is not improper to e»-
clude an assay report where neither the assayer nor the
sample-taker testifies concerning its origins, and no
other foundation is laid for its introduction.

United States v. John E^Eur^et al., « 3 IEIA 363
(OctT 29, 1979)

A continuance of a hearing into the validity of a min-
ing claim will only te granted where the lining claim-
ant presents sufficient reason to justify the grant of
an additional opportunity to present bis case, i.e.,
where circumstances have placed a substantial con-
straint upon his ability to obtain cr offer samples or
other evidence of a discovery. Furthermore, it must
appear that the claimant is not using the additional
time to make the reguisite discovery.

"nit£d_S t a tes_v.._Elbext_Gassawa.j,
1979)

M3 IEIA 362 (Cd

It is the responsibility of a mining claimant to present
evidence supporting his allegation of bias en the part
of Government mineral examiners testifying as to the
validity of his claim in a contest proceeding, and a

showing cf Department affiliation does not discredit a

witness.

United.States, J. .Wilson. «1 IEIA 1 (Nov. t, 1979)

Due process does not reguire notice and a pricr hearicc
in every case that an individual is deprived cf prop-
erty so long as the individual is given notice and an
opportunity to be heard before the deprivation becomes
final.

In proceedings before the Department to determine the
validity of a mining claim, notice and an opportunity
for a hearing is required only where there is a dis-
puted question of fact. Where the validity of a claim
turns on the legal effect to be given facts of record
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concerning the status of the land when the claim was
located, no hearing is reguired.

Dorothl_Smithx_Keith_C. Ha_es, UU IBLA 25 (Nov. 6,
19797

Lands set apart as an Indian reservation cease tc te
part of the public domain. A mining claim located cr
Indian lands net opened to entry is void ab initio.

»QPta°a_£°I.ter_Kin3_Hinin3.gp,_et_ali, 2 IBLA 3C
(Apr. 16, 1975)

An administrative law judge in rendering a decision
need not make a separate ruling on each finding of fact
and conclusion of law. It is sufficient if the deci-
sion summarizes the controlling principles of law and
the testimony of witnesses relative thereto and ex-
plains why appellants' evidence was insufficient to
meet the legal test for a discovery of valuable
mineral.

The Government has established a prima facie case when a

mineral examiner testifies that he has examined a mining
claim and has found the mineral values insufficient tc
support a finding of discovery.

United States v. Jon Zimmers and Cl aj. re Kelly. UU IELA
1«2~7nov7 30, 1979)

LANDS SUBJECT TO

On petition for reconsideration, the assertion of
rights to a mining claim under an Aug. 1968 location
does not demonstrate error in or reguire reconsidera-
tion of this Board's decision, which affirmed that a

mining claim located in 1969 for the same land, after
the land was withdrawn from mineral location in Oct.
1968, was null and void at initio. Neither this
Board's decision initially or on petition affects pe-
titioner's rights, if any, under such a prior location.

R_._Ci_Jim_Townsend_JOn_Reconsideration]., 18 IBLA «07
(Feb. 10, 1975)

Where land was subject to a mining claim at the time a

small tract classification order withdrew the land from
mineral entry and the mining claim was thereafter de-
clared null and void, a subseguent transferee of the
mining claim has no standing to object to the order
classifying the land under the Small Tract Act.

Richard B. and Shirley A. Jarrett.
1975)

19 IBLA 78 (Feb. 27,

In connection with a mining claim located on land with-
drawn for reclamation and power purposes, where (1) no
notice of location was filed during a later period in
which the land was open for entry subject to 30 O.S.C.
$4 621, 623-2« (1970), (2) there are no intervening
rights, (3) a claimant alleges that he held and wcrked
the land, while open to entry, for the reguisite number
of years under 30 U.S.C. 5 38 (1970) and the applicable
State statute of limitations, and («) he alleges that a
discovery of a valuable mineral deposit has been made,
it is necessary to consider the effect of * 621 et seq.

.

and to hold a hearing if reguired to resolve guestions
of fact.

8al£h_Paae, 19 IBLA 255 ((far. 31, 1975)

Sec. 8 of the Act of Apr. 23, 190U, 33 Stat. 302, pro-
viding for survey and allotment of lands within the
Flathead Indian Reservation, excepts from mineral entry
those lands classified as "timber land" by a Presiden-
tial Commission, and the Department of the Interior has
no authority to overturn such classification and de-
clare the "timber lands" more valuable as "mineral
lands.

"

Mining claims are properly declared null and void ab
initio where tbey are located on land which, on the
date of location, was included in an application fcr
withdrawal which previously had teen noted en land
office records.

Job£_Bojd_ Parsons , 22 IBLA 328 (Nov. 10, 1975)

Merrill, E. Kcore f- J, J. Adams. 03 IELA 357 (Oct. 29,
1979)

A determination that land was known to be valuable for
minerals leasable under the Mineral leasing Act of
Feb. 25, 1920, 30 O.S.C. « 181 et sea. (1970), at the
time mining claims for such land were located, will be
upheld where there has been a hearing on the question
and the mining claimant has failed to produce evidence
to overcome such a classification.

Mining claims located in 1933 under the general mining
laws, 30 O.S.C. « 21 et seg. (1970), on lands krewn to
be valuable for minerals subject to leasing under the
Mineral Leasing Act of Feb. 25, 1920, 30 O.S.C. 4 161

Si ££3- (197C) , are null and void ab initio because in
1933 such lands were not open to location and disposi-
tion under the mining laws; however, since the passage
of the Act of Aug. 12, 1953, 30 O.S.C. 4 5C1 (197C)

,

and the Multiple Mineral Development Act of Aug. 13,
195D, 30 O.S.C. 4 521 et sea. (1970), it is possible
to locate a lining claim en lands covered by a mineral
permit or lease, or application therefor, or which are
known to be valuable for leasable minerals, but the
leasable minerals are reserved to the Onited States*

2*-l£ na._Bea£hJ Salt__o_ , 23 IEIA 110nited_Stat.es
(Dec. 2, 1975]

Lands within national parks are not subject to lining
location except where specifically authorized by law.
1)3 CFR 3811.2-2. Bowever, lands within a naticnal for-
est remain open to location and entry under the mining
laws. 16 O.S.C. $ «78 (1970). where mining claiis oc-
cupy land which has subseguently been withdrawn from
the operation of the mining laws, the validity cf the
claii must te tested by the value of the mineral de-
posit as of the date of the withdrawal, as well as the
date of determination. If the claim was not supported
at the date of withdrawal for the national park by sucl
a discovery, the land within the claims located in the
park would not te excepted from the effect of the with-
drawal.

U_ited_S_ates_v__Ballace__J
1976)

Jaux, 2« IEIA 289 (Apr. 1

When title to an entire in-place school section has
passed to the State, the Onited States nc longer has a

property interest therein and the land is no longer
subject to location under the mining laws.

A request for a hearing pursuant to H3 CFB 0.115 for
the purpose of taking testimony on the Bureau of land
Management's "continued refusal" to restore land in a

reclamation withdrawal to entry will be denied. In ap-
peal from a decision declaring mining claims and lill-
sites null and void ab initio because the lands are in
the withdrawal may not serve as the vehicle for peti-
tioning the Secretary of the Interior to revoke the
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withdrawal. Furthermore, even if the withdrawal were
revoked and the lands opened to entry, this action
could not revive mining claims which were void when lo-
cated while the withdrawal was in effect and the land
closed to entry under the lining laws.

J. P. Hinds_et_al., 25 IB1A 67 (June 1, 1976)
83 ^^ 275

A mining claim located before Aug. 11, 1955, on land
within an existing powersite withdrawal is properly
declared null and void as the land was then closed to

mineral entry. Claims located prior to that date were
not resuscitated by the (lining Claims Bights Restora-
tion Act of 1955.

fiever lj._Ir u 1 1 , 25 IBLA 157 (June 10, 1976)

Patented lands which are subsequently acquired by the
United States are not, by mere force of reacquisition,
open to disposal under the public land laws. In the
absence of specific statutory direction to the con-
trary, the acquired land is not subject to location
under the mining laws.

Ji_Ci_Babcockx_Ji_Gi_Ship.£ , 25 IBIA 316 (June 30, 1976)

HINIHG CLAIMS— Continued

LANES SOEJBCT TO— Continued

The rejection of an application under the Act of
Apr. 23, 1932, «3 U.S.C. « 15<» (1970), to open lards
in a reclamation withdrawal to mineral location will
be affirmed when the applicant fails to submit facts
to show the basis for his knowledge or belief that
the lands contain valuable mineral deposits. Ferely
to state the lands contain such deposits is not
sufficient.

JSS-Jshburn, 27 IBLA 227 (Oct. 12, 1976)

A mining claim located on land at a time when such lai

was withdrawn from mineral entry is properly declared
null and void at initio.

H
. i-i!i_22<?d.t_Ai_Bi_Johnson, 28 IBLA 180 (Dec. 1, 1976)

Sally_Lester_et_al., 31 IBLA <13 (June 21, 1977)

Ji-Ri-JJesmith, 38 IBLA 357 (Dec. 22, 1978)

A mining claim is properly declared null and vcid ab
initio to the extent it has been located, prior to the
enactment of the Mining Claims Rights Restoraticn Act
of Aug. 11, 1955, 30 U.S.C. «« 621-5 (1970), en lands
withdrawn from mineral location by a power project
classification.

Earl ioberts, 28 IBLA 286 (Dec. 27, 1976)
Placer mining on claims located pursuant to the (lin-

ing Claims Rights Restoration Act of 1955 will be
prohibited where unrestricted mining activity would
substantially interfere with other uses of the land.

United_States_v._Richa£d_and_Beverljf Heigel, 26 IBLA
183 (AugT"l07~1976)

The fact that assessment work has been performed on a

mining claim does not estop the Government from deter-
mining the validity of a claim by proper proceedings
giving adequate notice and an opportunity for a hearinq
where there are disputed determinative facts. However,
where the claim was located after land has been with-
drawn from mining, it is proper for the Bureau of Land
Ranagement to declare a claim null and void ab initio
without a hearing.

A verified statement required under sec. 5 of the Sur-
face Resources Act of July 23, 1955, 30 U.S.C. « 613
(1970) , is properly rejected when the mining claim in
connection with which it is filed, is declared to be
null and void ab initio because it was located on land
withdrawn from mineral location for power purposes
prior to the Mining Claims Rights Restoration Act of
Aug. 11, 1955, 30 U.S.C. « 621 et sea,. (1970), and the
land was segregated for purposes~other than power de-
velopment at that time and continuously thereafter.

Roy R.. Cummins, 26 IBLA 223 (Aug. 17, 1976)

Lands described in a State selection application under
sec. 6(b) of the Alaska Statehood Act are segregated
from all torus of appropriation including loeatier
under the mining laws from the time the application
is filed in the proper office of the ELK. An auend-
ment to a pre-existing application is effective to
segregate the land described in the amendment from the
time it is filed.

(lining locations made on land segregated frcii cperatici
of the mining laws are null and void ab initio.

£enni§_G._£uinn, 29 IBLA 307 (Mar. 3C, 1977)

A mining claim located on land withdrawn from location
under the mining laws is null and vcid ab initio— with-
out legal effect from the beginning. Such a *icicg
claim may properly be declared null and void without
a hearing where the records of the Department of the
Interior show that the land was withdrawn from the op-
eration of the United States mining laws at the time
the claim was located.

Charles R. Nielsen. Pauline Nielsen. 30 IEIA 235
(May 26, 1977J

Ja«!« £_«£

J

§*£2 • 35 IBLA 383 (June 23, 1978)

A mining claim located before Aug. 11, 1955, on land
within an existing powersite withdrawal is properly
declared null and void as the land was then closed to
mineral entry. Void claims located prior to that date
were not given life by the Mining Claims Rights Resto-
ration Act of 1955.

Bay.i2_i°Eing._Gam£l<
(Aug. 18, 1976)

-Parrel. Bouglum, 26 IBLA 2U9

A mining claim located for a nonmetallif erous mineral
on land at a time when such land was withdrawn from
mineral entry for nonmetallif erous minerals is prcperly
declared null and void ab initio.

^2id_Budinski_et_ali , 31 IBLA 139 (June 3C, 1977)
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Under 30 U.S.C. §4 162 and 262 (1970), valuatle depos-
its of sodium compounds aie not open to location and
disposition under the mining laws, but may be disposed
of only under the Mineral Leasing Act, except for cer-
tain claims under «3 CFR 3501.1-1 (b), existent at pas-
sage of Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 which have since
been maintained in accordance with statute and regula-
tion.

such proposed withdrawal, a hearing is net required to
establish the invalidity of the claim.

.Ser v icex_ I nc , 31 IBLA 150 (June 3C 1977)

A mining claim located on withdrawn land confers no
right on the locator and is null ana void ab initio.
However, when BLM has so held claims to be null and
void and it appears that the claims nay not be invalid
due to status factors, the case will be remanded for
further consideration.

2oug.las_L.._ Russell_e t_a 1 . , 31 IBLA 237 (July 12, 1977)

A mining claim located before Aug. 11, 1955, on land
within an existing highway material site withdrawal is
properly declared null and void as the land was then
closed to mineral entry. Void claims located prior to
that date were not given life by the Mining Claims
Rights Restoration Act of 1955.

2E§»a_Iii_Beraer , 31 IBLA 389 (Aug. 19, 1977)

«aiJS_i* J._|cone_and_John_Li_EUtri
1977)

33 IELA 32 (Ncv.

Where land has been reconveyed to the United States and
the reconveyance reserves the minerals to the gractcr,
the United States has no authority to recogni2e a claim
for the minerals under the lining laws, 30 U.S.C. $ 22
(1970) , because the minerals are not owned by the
United States. Such a claim is properly declared null
and void, regardless of whether or not a clainant per-
formed assessment work or paid taxes on the land.

iI2_51SII_to_S2j_£hur£h, 33 IBLA 61 (Dec. 5, 1977)

Land which has been patented without a reservaticu cf
minerals to the United States or which otherwise has
teen removed from the operation cf the United States
mining laws is not available for the location of lin-
ing claims. Mining claims located on such land after
it is so removed are null and void ab initio. Attempts
to record such claims under "43 U.S.C. A. « 1711 (Vest
Supp. 1978) are properly rejected.

Iaul_S._Cgu£€j, 33 IBLA 178 (Dec. 20, 1977)

laicn_Minina_Cor£., 39 IELA 231 (Pet. 12, 1979)

Publication in the Federal Register of a notice of pro-
posed classification~pursuant to 13 CFR 2161.2 will
segregate the affected land to the extent indicated
in the notice.

Where mining claims occupy land which has subsequently
been withdrawn from the operation of the mining laws
by a notice of proposed classification, 13 CFR 2161.2,
the validity of the claim must be tested as of the dat«
of the published notice, as well as of the date of de-
termination. If the claim was not supported by such a

discovery at the date of the published notice of clas-
sification, the land within the claim located in the
classified area would not be excepted from the effect
of the withdrawal.

2Sited_States_vi_Ri_Ei_Rod3ers_and_B^rbara_J._Rodaers /

32 IBLA 77 (Sept. 2, 1977)

The fact that a mining claimant has held a claim for
many years and performed work on the claim does not,
by itself, create any rights against the Government
which will estop the Government from determining the
validity of the claim. It is incumbent upon the lo-
cator of a mining claim to exercise considerable care
in ascertaining the status of the land embraced in the
claim and the limitations of his rights as the holder
of an unpatented mining claim. Failure of a Government
employee to advise appellant that the land embraced in
the mining claim was closed to mining location cannot
give life to an invalid claim.

subject to
1 and void
states in

s were lo-
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A mining claim located on land which is not
mineral entry at the time of location is nul
from its inception. Where a lining claitant
bis notice of loeatien that bis miDing claim
cated on dates subsequent to a withdrawal wh
eluded the land encompassed by the lining cl
indicates in his application for survey that
were located prior to the withdrawal, it is
the State Office to declare the tiring claim
void on the basis of the information in the
location where the claimant failed to submit
that the claims were in fact located prior t

withdrawal.

laj-I-i-Liiazil!. 33 IBLA 351 (Jan. 18, 1978)

Under 13 CFR 2C91.6-1 and 2627.1(b), the filing cf a

State's application to select lands segregates these
lands from all subsequent appropriation, including
locations under the mining laws.

A mining claim located on land which was then segre-
gated and closed to mineral entry is properly declared
null and void ab initio.

JaneIle_RJ^eeter x_Gari_BiJee_t^i^_Verna_EJ_lj[cns J
Ha£II_£i_iJ!2J!S . 31 IELA 81 (Feb. 22, 1978)

Joe C. Densci 13 IELA 136 (Sept. 28, 1979)

Arthur. .S°one, 32 IBLA 305 (Sept. 30, 1977)

A mining claim located on land at a time when the land
is segregated from mining location by a proposed
withdrawal is properly declared null and void ab initio.
Where the official records of the Department reflect

Ordinarily an application to restore lands within a

reclamation withdrawal to mineral entry pursuant to
the Act of Apr. 23, 1932, 13 U.S.C. « 151 (197C), will
be rejected by the Eureau of land Management where the
Eureau of Reclamation recommends against restoration;
however, on appeal a case may be remanded for further
consideration by the appropriate agencies, including
preparation of a mineral report, where it appears war-
ranted by the appellant's showings and willingness to
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I. DailT . 3« IBLA 176 (Bar. 1U, 1978)
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Mining claims located on lands previously withdrawn
fro» entry under the lining laws are null and vcid
ab initio.

Harry H
Lt

W ilso n. 35 IBLA 3U9 (June 19, 1978)

Where a reclamation withdrawal is revoked as to certain
land but that land is not restored to entry, the land
remains closed to aineral entry and a lining claim lo-
cated on it is null and void.

Lands which are covered by a license for a power
project issued by the Federal Power Commission are not
open to aineral location.

Ear!2Sa_C._Gardner_et_alif 31 IBLA 179 (Bar. 1«, 1978)

An application under the Act of Apr. 23, 1932, «3 U.S.C.
4 15« (1970) , for restoration to mineral entry and
location of lands within a reclamation withdrawal will
ordinarily be rejected when the Bureau of Reclamation
has recommended against it, the recommendation is prem-
ised upon the requirements of the public interest, and
the reasons offered in support of the recommendation
are cogent.

Edward.

J

A_Coanolly.x_Jr.. , 3H IBLA 233 (Har. 27, 1978)

"Leasing Act minera
ment Act, 30 U.S.C.
Act minerals to the
deposits of Leasing
under the mining la
"Leasing Act minera
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leasing laws to be
5 530 (1970) . Beca
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30 U.S.C. §« 262, 2

along with sodium a

gory of Leasing Act
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Is." The Multiple Hineral Develop-
5 52U (1970) , reserved all Leasing
United States, and no rights to
Act minerals are open to location

ws under 30 U.S.C. 4 525 (1970).
Is" is defined as "all minerals
, 195U, are provided in the mineral
disposed of thereunder." 30 U.S.C.
use leases for sodium, potassium,
products" are authorized pursuant to
82 (1970) , "other related products"
nd potassium fall within the cate-
minerals which include lithium

in a sodium or potassium brine.

I22i£_ M.Aj>£l£;l_£2.i « 3 " IB1 * 285 (Apr. 17, 1978)
85 I.E. 171

(lining claims located on lands within a withdrawal
which were not open to mineral entry are properly
declared null and void ab initio.

B2fce£i_CcrneJ t , 36 IELA 8« (July 12, 1978)

A lining claim located on land at a time when the land
is segregated from mining location by a proposed with-
drawal is properly declared null and void ab initio.

A mining claim located on land which is not subject to
mineral entry at the time of location is null ard void
from its inception. Where a lining claiiant states in
his notice of location that his lining claims were lo-
cated on dates sutseguent to the filing of an applica-
tion for withdrawal which included the land enccmpassed
by the lining claim, tut indicates en appeal that the
claims designated in the notice were merely a "regroup-
ing," of identical claims filed prior to the segrega-
tion of the lands, it is nevertheless proper for the
State Office to declare the lining claiis null and void
since mining claims located on withdrawn land are net
subject to recordation.

Silifll-Sj_£jiiauer, 36 IBLA 1UU (July 26, 197E)

A lining claim located on land whi
gated and closed to mineral entry
null and void ab initio.

was then segre-
properly declared

»icto£_A ±_G t_Schiidt, 36 IBLA 39M (Sept

Land which has been patented without a reservaticn of
tineials to the United states or which otherwise has
teen removed froi the operation cf the United States"
mining laws is not available for the location of min-
ing claiis. Mining claims located on such land after
it is so removed are null and void ab initio.

A mining claim or millsite located on land at a t

when the land is withdrawn from mineral location
properly declared null and void.

II°.Y.£_G.1_Br o wn , 35 IBLA 110 (Hay 15, 1978)

A lining claim, located at a time when the land is
withdrawn froi aineral entry, may be properly declared
null and void at initio without a hearing.

fedej alzi mer4ca_n_Par tr;er.s , 37 IEIA 330 (Cct. 26, 197e)

A mining claim, located at a time when the land is
withdrawn from mineral entry, may be properly declared
null and void ab initio without a hearing.

Bdward 1. Hacaal«v. Bartha D. Bacaolav, 3 5 ibla 20 2

(Hay 2«, 1978)

The President had nonstatutory authority to withdraw
public land in addition to authority conferred upen
him by Pickett Act, as amended, U3 U.S.C. §4 ltl, 1U2
(1970). Such nonstatutory authority was not liaited
by terms of U3 U.S.C. 4 1«2 (1970) providing that with-
drawn lands shall remain open to location for metallif-
erous minerals.

Unless the statute creating the area specifically pro-
vides otherwise, areas within the National Fark systen
are not open for location of mining claims.

Patented lands which are subsequently acquired by the
United States for the National Park Service are net, by
•ere force of acquisition, open to disposal under the
public land laws. In the absence of specific statutory
direction to the contrary, the acquired land is net
subject to location under the mining laws. 3C U.S.C.
4 22 (1970) .

322_l£2J!!! . 37 IELA 381 (Nov. 197e)
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Lands withdrawn for a powersite reservation, with cer-
tain exceptions, are open to entry for location and
patent of aining claims with a reservation cf power
rights in the lands to the United States and subject to
the conditions in the (lining Claims Rights Restoration
Act. Where the BLM decision declaring mining claims
null and void did not consider the effect of this Act
on the withdrawal, the decision will be set aside and
remanded for appropriate action.

Robert_D._U£ton_and_William
7novT"157 1978)

_C._Nei.ls, 38 IBLA 90

prior to Dec. 10, 1953, in the place and Banner ic
which the original notice was of record.

£2I2_£_._"it h , 39 IBLA 306 (Feb. 23, 1979)

Eorticns of lining claias located on lands within a
withdrawal and not open to mineral entrj are ttcperly
declared null and void ab initio.

fi3III_C__Bi_nin_, 39 IBXA 390 (Feb. 28, 1979)

Mining claims on land subsequently withdrawn from min-
eral entry are not subject to relocation, despite
failure of the original locators to do assessment work,
because relocation by another party is of necessity ad-

verse to the prior location.

Edward.T^Dwver , 38 IBLA 1«« (Nov. 30, 1978)

(lining claims located on lands previously withdrawn
from entry under the mining laws are null and void ah
initio in the absence of a showing that the claimants
had a valid existing right to the claims which predates
the withdrawal. Where claimants assert that they have
simply filed amended notices of location cf claims
which were first located prior to the withdrawal, but
the record indicates that the claims are in fact not
the same as those located prior to the withdrawal,
there is no valid existing right to the new claims,
and they are properly declared null and void ab initio.

R i ter_Ek ker__Ker r__Ek k er , 38 IBLA 277 (Dec. 13, 1978)

Pursuant to «3 CFR 2091.2-5, an application for with-
drawal temporarily precludes entry on the land in dero-
gation thereof, from the time the application is noted
on the records until revocation thereof is also noted
on the records, and such withdrawal is not deemed to
have expired despite the fact that the withdrawal ap-
plication was noted on the records 7 years prior to
location of the mining claim.

A aining claim located in part on land withdrawn f<

utility corridor and segregated from mineral entry
null and void ab initio as to such land.

r a

Earl D_ Wpod__ Hi_t°__I__l'kit§, 38 IBLA 385 (Dec. 29,
1978)

A mining claim located on lands not then in Federal
ownership is null and void ab initio.

Junior L. Dennis, UC IBLA 12 (Bar. 9, 1979)

Lands segregated on the public records by a proposed
withdrawal posted Apr. 6, 1973, or a Recreational and
Public Purposes Classification filed Nov. 13, 1956,
were not available for the location of mining claims,
and claims thereafter located are null and void at
initio.

Mining claims purportedly located on land not available
for such location confer no property right upon the
locator, and may be declared null and void ab initio
withcut a hearing under 5 O.S.C « 55U et se__. 11976).

The notation on public records on Apr. 6, 1973, of an
application for withdrawal, even though the applicaticn
did not contain a reference to authority for the with-
drawal, as required in 13 CFR 2351.2(b) (1972), was
sufficient to temporarily segregate the land under
sees. 2091.2-5 (1972) and 2951.3 (1972) from sutseguent
inclusion in a lining location.

Ee2mer_McLean_et_ali , «0 IBLA 3M (Ear. 15, 197S)

A mining claim located on land previously withdraws
from appropriation under the mining laws is null and
void ab initio.

G_ra_____ron_E^n_on, <40 IELA 162 (Mar. 30, 1979)

Tilden Bcllowav,,_Rgland
i

Hriflht. U3 IE1A 131 (Sept. 2

1979)

A mining claim located on land at a time when the land
is segregated from mining location by a State selectiot
application is properly declared null and void at
initio.

A mining claim located on land which is net subject to
mineral entry at the time of location is null and void
from its inception.

___Ted__acke tt , 39 IBLA 28 (Jan. 11, 1979)

Lands which were subject to an oil and gas lease offer
on Sept. 20, 1951, were not open to mineral location,
and mining claims located on such lands on this date
are properly declared null and void in the absence of
compliance with the redemption provisions of the Act
of Aug. 12, 1953, and the Multiple Mineral Development
Act, requiring filing of an amended notice of location

Land which has been patented without a reservation of
minerals to the United States is not available fci the
location of mining claims, and mining claias located ci

such land after it is so patented are null and void at
initio.

John F. .prptnick, Dorcas H, probnick. HI IBIA 16«
(June 18, 1979)

Cole V. Mullen. «3 IELA 1C2 (Sept. 2<4, 1979)

Two mining claims, located at a time when the land is
withdrawn from mineral entry, may be properly declared
null and void at initio without a hearing. Such a

result ottains despite reference to a loeatien octice
prior to the withdrawal where appellants do not make
a showing of sufficient specific facts upon which tc
predicate a bearing, including which of the claias the
previous location relates to, the boundaries thereof.
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whether the previous location was for a locatable lin-
eral under a withdrawal order then in force, and the
name of the previous locator.

Ih__B_irs_pf________arris, «2 IBLA Wi (July 31, 1979)
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Hater is not a nineral which is locatable under the
general lining law.

Ro_ert_L. Beery et al., 25 IBLA 287 (June 28, 1916)
83 I.e. 2U9

Prior to passage of the Multiple Mineral Development
Act, 30 O.S.C. «§ 521-31 (1976), a prima facie valid
mineral lease, or application therefor, though void
and ineffectual to vest any rights to minerals sub-
ject to the mining laws in the lessee segregated the
land from the operation of the mining laws and pre-
vented the initiation of rights under the mining laws
by another person until it had been set aside and re-
moved from the records of the land office.

Charles__ouse_ Mrs. Leonard Skinner, i»2 IELA 36U
"(Sept. 11, 1979)
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*5__i£___Sesources__Ltd_, «« IBLA 220 (Dec. 11, 1979)
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LOCATABILITY OF MINERAL

Generally,

Hhen the Government contests a mining claim and estab-
lishes a prima facie case that contestee has not made
a discovery of a locatable mineral deposit, the burden
devolves on contestee to establish by a preponderance
of the evidence that the claim has been validated by
the discovery of a locatable mineral deposit.

Marketability of mineral material is not the sole test
of the validity of a mining claim. Profitable sales of
mineral material for non-validating uses cannot be used
in determining the validity of a mining claim; the
claimant must meet the prudent man/marketability test
in a market for which the material is locatable.

Bog iron ore, used as a soil conditioner or soil amend-
ment, is not a locatable mineral deposit in the absence
of a showing that it meets the test of United States v.
Bunkowski, 5 IBLA 102, 113-16, 79 I.D. <43, H8-U9 (1972),
i.e., it is found to be not just a physical amendment
to the soil but a chemical amendment which alters and
improves soil or plant chemistry.

United States_v. Theresa_E__£obinson, 21 IBLA 363
7Aug7

_
25T 1975) 82 I.E. «1«

Ground feldspar, used as a soil conditioner or soil
amendment, is not a locatable mineral deposit under
the general mining laws in the absence of a showing
that the mineral meets the test of Onited States v.
i__kowski, 5 IBLA 102, 113-16, 79 iTdT H3~ «

8

ra

9

(1972) , namely, that the mineral is found to be not
just a physical amendment to the soil, but rather a
chemical amendment which alters and improves soil or
plant chemistry.

United_States v. _obert__._Beal, 23 IBLA 378 (Feb. «,

1976)

A valuable deposit of geodes, round stones with crys-
talline centers and composed of recognized mineral
substances, which possess an economic value in trade
and the ornamental arts, and which are being removed by
actual mining operations, is subject to location under
the lining laws.

United States v
r Glenn C. BQlinder and

al_. 28 IBLA 167 (Dec. 6, 1976)

In determining whether a deposit of clay is locatable as
a valuable mineral deposit under the mining laws, there
is a distincticn between a deposit considered to te a

common or ordinary clay, which is not locatable, and a

lccatable deposit having exceptional gualities useful
and marketable for purposes for which common clays
cannct be used.

"Commcn Clay." A "common clay" not
mining laws does not include clay ha
gualities which meets refractory and
standards for bigbgrade ceramic prod
ucts reguiring a high refractoriness
ful for certain industrial uses, sue
oil well drilling industries, outsid
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logical changes may make a certain c
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and a strong Congressional policy es
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locatable under the mining laws.
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Mater is not a locatable mineral and sales thereof can-
not be considered in determining whether there has teen
a valuable discovery.

U nited_St a tes_vi_Ted_Gi_Ax , «3 IBLA 146 (Sept. 28, 1979)

MINING_CLAIMS--Continued

LOCATION— Continued

Mining claims are properly declared null and vcid
at initio when the locations were not perfected by
performance of the condition precedent to the opening
of withdrawn land to location, entry and patent under
the mining laws.

II°IJ-JLi-flcCaill # 2e JBI-A 2<I6 (Dec. 20, 1976)

Leasable_Com£ounds

Under 30 U.S.C. §$ 162 and 262 (1970), valuable depos-
its of sodium compounds are not open to location and
disposition under the mining laws, but may be disposed
of only under the Mineral Leasing Act, except for cer-
tain claims under «3 CFB 3501.1-1 (b), existent at pas-
sage of Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 which have since
been maintained in accordance with statute and regula-
tion.
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contest to determine the validity of certair
ms located for common building stone, sand
the Government charges that the claims were
prior to the Act of July 23, 1955, which

the sutsegueot location cf such minerals,
ty the Hearing Examiner and twc adiinistra-

ate tribunals that the charge is true and
were not timely located reguires a holding
aims are null and void, where such finding
d ty a preponderance of credible evidence.

United Statesv. Frank and Hanita Belluzzc JSU£.p.. en
Judicial Remand). 32 IBLA «6 (Sept. 2, 1977)

"Leasing Act minerals." The Multiple Mineral Develop-
ment Act, 30 U.S.C. $ 52U (1970), reserved all Leasing
Act minerals to the United States, and no rights to
deposits of Leasing Act minerals are open to location
under the mining laws under 30 O.S.C. § 525 (1970).
"Leasing Act minerals" is defined as "all minerals
which, upon Aug. 13, 1951, are provided in the mineral
leasing laws to be disposed of thereunder." 30 O.S.C.
§ 530 (1970). Because leases for sodium, potassium,
and "other related products" are authorized pursuant to
30 U.S.C. §§ 262, 282 (1970) , "other related products"
along with sodium and potassium fall within the cate-
gory of Leasing Act minerals which include lithium
which is dissolved in a sodium or potassium trine.

f22 te_Mi ner a l_C2i , 31 IBLA 285 (Apr. 17, 1978)
85 I.C. 171

LOCATION

If mining claimants possess the essential gualifica-
tions as to citizenship, and if they peacefully entered
and occupied the land and discovered a valuatle mineral
deposit thereon at a time when both the land and the
mineral were subject to appropriation under the mining
laws, and if they thereafter remained in peaceful, ex-
clusive possession and openly worked the claim for the
period prescribed by the State statute of limitations
for mining claims, and expended at least the minimum
amount of money prescribed by law in the improvement of
the claim, they have thereby established their right to
receive a patent pursuant to 30 U.S.C. § 38 (1970) not-
withstanding their error in locating and recording
their claim under the statute pertaining to placer lo-
cations rather than properly under the lode mining law,
assuming that there has been no intervening loss of
discovery.

Is£§£§_2i_Arthur_Ci_Wi_Bowen (Deceased!

,

(Jan. 30, 1975)"
IBLA 37?

The Wild and Scenic Rivers Act withdrew from appropria-
tion under the mining laws the minerals in Federal
lands which constitute the bed or bank or are situated
within one-quarter mile of the tank of any river listet
as a potential addition to the Wild and Scenic River
System. This withdrawal does not extend to minerals
in lands near tributaries of designated rivers unless
the tributaries were expressly included.

i!aIter_Bi_Fr eeman_et_al.. , 25 IBLA 150 (June 10, 1976)

The fact that a mining claimant has held a claim fcr
many years and performed work on the claim does net,
ty itself, create any rights against the Goverraert
which will estop the Government from determining the
validity of the claim. It is incumtent upen the lo-
cator of a lining claim to exercise ccnsideratle care
in ascertaining the status cf the land emtraced in the
clait and the limitations of his rights as the holder
of an unpatented lining claim. Failure cf a Government
employee to advise appellant that the land emtraced in
the mining claim was closed to mining lecation cannot
give life to an invalid claim.

A mining claim located in a powersite at a time when
the land was withdrawn from mineral entry is null and
void ab initio. However, such a claim embracing a dis-
covery may still te valid under a new loeatien made ty
holding and working the claim pursuant to 30 D.S.C. « 38
(1970) while the land was open to mining location under
the Mining Claims Rights Restoration Act of Aug. 11,
1955, 30 U.S.C. « 621 et se^. (1970).

Under 30 U.S.C. « 38 (1970), holding and working a lin-
ing claim in open, notorious, adverse possession for
the period of time reguired to estatlisb adverse pos-
session of lining claims, during which time the land
is open to mining location, is tantamount to a new lo-
cation or relocation, dispensing with proof cf valid
notices. However, sec. 38 does not obviate the neces-
sity of a discovery of a valuable mineral in order to
estatlish a valid claim.

Art hur_W.,_ Bccne , 32 IBLA 305 (Sept. 30, 1977)

A mining claim located on land which is not sutject to
mineral entry at the time of location is null and void
from its inception. Where a mining claimant states in
his notice of location that his mining claims were lo-
cated on dates sutsequent to a withdrawal which in-
cluded the land encempassed by the lining claim, tut
indicates in his application for survey that the claims
were located prior to the withdrawal, it is proper for
the State Office to declare the mining claims null and
void on the tasis of the information in the notice of
location where the claimant failed to sutmit evidence
that the claims were in fact located prior to the
withdrawal.

The purpose
imperfectioi

amended locatior
correct errors.
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of intervening rights relates back to the date of oric
inal location. An amended location made while land is

withdrawn from mineral entry is ineffectual.

R.___L__ v.i r__ in , 33 IBLA 35y (Jan. 18, 1978)

No location of a placer mining claim on Federal lands
may include more than 20 acres for each individual
claimant.

United States of America_v__David L. King et al.,
3« IBLA 15"Feb7"l0,~978)

Por the purposes of filing affidavits of assessment
work or notices of intention to hold a mining claim,
the date of location is the date as defined in the per-
tinent regulation, «3 CFR 3833.0-5 (h), not the date on
which the owner completes the last step in locating and
recording a mining claim as reguired by State law.

P§._l_S__Cou_e_, 35 IBLA 112 (May 15, 1978)

The wild and Scenic Rivers Act withdrew from appropria-
tion under the mining laws the minerals in Federal
lands which constitute the bed or bank or are situated
within one-guarter mile of the bank of any river listed
as a potential addition to the Wild and Scenic River
System. Land within one-quarter mile of the bank of
the Illinois River, Oregon, a river designated in sec.
5(a) of the Act as a potential addition to the system,
is withdrawn from mineral entry and therefore, not
available for mining claims.

The location of a mining claim simply to maintain a

road and insure access to other claims beyond is not a

legitimate purpose within the scope or intention of the
general mining law.

Sober t_Cor.net t , 36 IBLA 81 (July 12, 1978)

WI]LISS_CiAIBS

—

Continued
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No location of a placer mining claim may include icre
than 20 acres for each individual claimant. Where
claims in ejcess of 20 acres are located ty an assc-
ciation of locators and there is no evidence of a

qualifying discovery of minerals prior tc the claim's
conveyance to a single individual, the claim is void,
and any sutseguent discovery will serve only to vali-
date a claim of 20 acres.

Where a mining claimant alters the legal description in
the location notice for his "Claim A," so that it now
describes land previously embraced by a porticn of bis
"Claim E," which was void at initio as a matter cf law,
the alteration of "Claim A" must te considered a relo-
cation rather than an amendment.

Brattaip Contractors, Inc.. 37 IBIA 233 (Cct. IE, 1976)

Where it is determined that a person or association,
they and their grantors, have met the fundamental
reguirements of the possessory rights section of the
mining laws, 30 U.S.C. § 38 (1976), i.e., where they
have held and worked their claims in this instance for
the qualifying period of 5 years under the Arizona
statute of limitations covering actions to recover real
property, they are entitled to a patent to those areas
where there are no conflicting lining claims, regardless
of the fact that the claims were improperly located as
placer claims for perlite lode deposits.

United States v. Estate o f A rthur C. W. Eowen
J|_iiiIIIl_Iii__Ii£_rioiI Per lite_Mi_e___ I_c__JCc____;
t__s_____r_orlite_C_r___JI__e_venorl, 36 IELA 3SC
(Jan. 8, 1979)

A mining claim located on land which is not subject to
mineral entry at the time of location is null ard void
from its inception.

W. Ted Hacked !LA 28 (Jan. 11, 1979)

A mining claim located on land which is net subjeel
mineral entry at the time of location is null and \

from its inception. Where a mining claimant state:
his notice of location that his mining claims were
cated on dates subsequent to the filing of an appli
tion for withdrawal which included the land encompc
by the mining claim, but indicates on appeal that t

claims designated in the notice were merely a "regi
ing," of identical claims filed prior to the segrec
tion of the lands, it is nevertheless proper for tl

State Office to declare the mining claims null and
since mining claims located on withdrawn land are r

subject to recordation.

". iIk_I_ G__H a 11a uer , 36 IELA 1<4H (July 26, 1978)

For the purposes of filing affidavits of assessment
work or notices of intention to hold a mining claim,
the date of location of the claim is the date as de-
fined in «3 CFR 3833.0-5(h).

£ona_d_L___o rd wick , 36 IBLA 238 (Auq. 1«, 1978)

£harlie_Carnal__Walter__ec___and_|dwa_d_Bcr_a_s_
«3 IBLA 10 (Sept. 11, 1979)

A mining claim located on land which is net subject to
mineral entry at the time of location is null ard vcid
from its inception and confers no rights on the locator.

W._R__and__a__aret_W__Ccllier, 39 IELA ei (Jan. 21,

The purpose of 30 O.S.C. $ 38 (1976) whereby a p«i£cn
or association may establish a right to patent lands
which said person or association has held and wcrked
for a period equal to the statute of limitations is to
obviate the necessity of provinq formal compliance with
requirements for locating a claim, tut not to dispense
with procf of discovery.
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boundary or else reduce or extend the prescribed dis-
tance, the distance must yield to the course. The re-
cital of quantity or area of land conveyed or retained
will be least influential.

United States_v. Leroi_SA J oh nson_ et_a 1 . , 39 IBLA 337
(Fe"b7~28, 1979f

Designation of a river for potential addition to the
national wild and scenic rivers system, pursuant to
the Wild and Scenic Bivers Act of 1968, as amended,
16 U.S.C. 5 1271 et sea. (1976) , withdraws Federal
lands constituting the bed or bank or within one-
quarter mile of the bank of such river from all forms
of appropriation under the mining laws, and on appeal
the mining claimant bears the burden of showing by
survey or other evidence that his claim is outside the
withdrawn area.

Bar ry._Ci_Bi nni na , 39 IBLA 390 (Fet. 28, 1979)

clait, and a person subsequently seeking to record the
claim will be afforded the opportunity to prove tbat the
transfer actually occurred.

Where there are factual guestions relating to whether
action taken subsequent to a withdrawal is in the nature
of an amendment or whether it constitutes a relocation,
the mineral claimant will be granted the opportunity to
show that the subsequent action was a permissible
amendment.

-Ga il_l it t e 1 1 s_e t_aT.

.

143 IB1A 210 (Cct. 5, 1S7S)
8e I.E. 536

An amended location notice generally relates back to
the date of the original location notice, that is, to
the extent that an amended location merely furthers
rights acquired by a prior subsisting locaticn and dees
not embrace additional or new land, withdrawal of land
subject to existing rights prior to the filing cf the
amended location and subsequent to the original loca-
tion will not invalidate the claims.

Prior to passage of the Multiple nineral Development
Act, 30 U.S.C. 55 521-31 (1976), a prima facie valid
mineral lease, or application therefor, though void
and ineffectual to vest any rights to minerals sub-
ject to the mining laws in the lessee segregated the
land from the operation of the mining laws and pre-
vented the initiation of rights under the mining laws
by another person until it had been set aside and re-
moved from the records of the land office.

Where a mining claimant attempts to establish his
location of a mining claim containing common variety
minerals by invoking the terms of 30 U.S.C. 5 38 (1976)
and fails to complete the statutory period for holding
and working his claim prior to July 23, 1955, ELM may
properly hold such claim to be null and void.

£har les_Housex_nrsi_Leonard_Sk inner, H2 IBLA 364
(Sept. 11, 1979)

For the purpose of Departmental adjudication, an amended
location is one made in furtherance of an earlier valid
location, while a relocation is one which is adverse to
the prior location.

An amended location notice generally relates back, where
no adverse rights have intervened, to the date of the
original location. To the extent, however, that an
amended location merely furthers rights acquired by a
valid subsisting location and does not emtrace addition-
al or new land, withdrawal of land subject to existing
rights will not prevent the amended location from relat-
ing back to the original location.

Since an amended notice merges with the original notice,
the filing of the amended notice, for purposes of recor-
dation under either sec. 8 of the Mining in the Parks
Act, 90 Stat. 13142, 13i»3, 16 U.S.C. 5 1907 (1976), or
sec. 3114 of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act
of 1976, 90 Stat. 27««, 2769, U3 U.S.C. 5 17«U (1976),
together with such other information required by the ap-
plicable regulations, constitutes compliance with the
recording requirements of those Acts.

Except for claims held under 30 U.S.C. 5 38 (1976), a

failure to record a mining claim as required by State
law, coupled with a withdrawal of the land prior to any
curative action, invalidates the claim, and thus pre-
cludes subsequent amendment of the claim.

An oral transfer of a mining claim, though contrary to
the statute of frauds, will not serve to invalidate the

Where there are factual questions relating to whether
refilings subsequent to a withdrawal were in the cature
of an "amended locations" or whether they constituted
"relocations," the matter must be referred for a hear-
ing to allow the claimant tbe opportunity to show that
subsequent filings have been amended loeatiens, and
tbat it is thus the successor in an unbroken chain of
title dating tack to the original location.

American. Resources, _Ltd,. «<4 IBLA 220 (Dec. 11, 1979)

"Belocation." A relocation of a mining claim is test
defined as a location adverse to the prior locations.

"Amended Location." An amended location of a mining
claim is best defined as one in furtherance of an ear-
lier, valid location, and a subsequent location refer-
ring to the same parcel of land, filed by the same
party, changing only the name of the claim, will be
deemed an amended location.

An "amended location" generally relates back, where no
adverse rights have intervened, to tbe date cf the
original location, but where there has teen a with-
drawal, a subsequent location relates back only to the
extent that such a location merely furthers rights
acquired by a valid subsisting locaticn and does not
embrace additional or new land.

When on appeal from a Eureau of Land Banageient deci-
sion, information is submitted upon which it is alleged
that a location relates back to a prewithdrawal loca-
tion, which information has not been evaluated by ELD,
the decision may be set aside and tbe case remanded.

Jaj££_£._Haiaht, u« IELA 2«0 (Dec. 11, 1979)

No placet location shall include more than 20 acres for
each individual claimant and may not exceed 160 acres
for an association of up to eight individual claimants.
30 O.S.C. 55 35, 36 (1976): M3 CFB 38142.1-2. Flacer
locations may be made by associations of claimants,
limited in size to 2C acres for each individual claim-
ant, up to a maximum of 160 acres.

Ji3_ B°U!,£a!cj um_COj , UH IELA 289 (Dec. 26, 1979)
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To determine whether there has been a discovery of a

valuable mineral deposit within a lode claim there
must be exposed within the limits of the claim a vein
or lode bearing mineral of such quality and quantity
as would induce a prudent man to expend his time and
means with the expectation of developing a valuable
mine.

Uni££d_States v. Kins.ley._Ba.nch Besp.rJc__.Inc .
__e t_al .

,

20 IBLA It "(Apr. 167 1975)

Onite^States^i.Eyelin.Mi.jaaain^e^alj., 39 IBLA 88
(Jan. 26, 1979)

High assay samples alone are not evidence of a dis-
covery. The nature of the samples yielding the high
values must be considered. Where neither the date of
the samples nor the nature of the samples submitted
for assay is known, those assays cannot be considered
as representative of a valuable mineral deposit within
the limits of a mining claim.

within boundaries clearly separating it frcn the reigb-
toring rock; a body of mineral or mineral bearing rock
within defined boundaries.

United States. v.. Wallace. W.

1976)
Jtaux, 21 IBLA 289 (Apr. 1,

Occasional assay samples of material from a lode mining
claim containing high values of gold are not conclusive
evidence of a valid discovery. Other factors must be
considered, such as the extent of the mineral deposits,
the number of samples assayed showing only a trace of
mineral, and the nature of the samples yielding the
high values. To be meaningful, the samples must be
representative of the mineral deposit, not simply se-
lective showings of the best mineralization.

Onited_States
1976f

.»lex_ Bee ht hold, 25 IBLA 77 (June 1,

As a prerequisite for the validity of a lede mining
claim, there must be found within the limits of the
claim a vein or lode of the quartz, or other rock in
place, bearing mineral of such quantity and quality
that a prudent person would expend his time and means
with a reasonable prospect of success in developing a

valuable mine. Evidence which merely shows that fur-
ther exploration is needed to "discover" the valuable
mineral deposit does not meet the prudent man test.

5nited_States_v^_The_Americaj_FluorsEar_GrouE x_Inc J,,
25 IBLA 136 (June 7, 1976)

In determining whether there has been a discovery of a
valuable mineral deposit under the mining laws on a

lode mining claim factors such as the extent of the
mineral deposits, the number of samples assayed showinc
only a trace of mineral, and the nature of the samples
yielding the high values must be considered.

United_States_v._Bradley_F._Denham, 29 IBLA 185
(Mar. 18, 1977)

"Lode" and "placer." A placer mining claim has been
defined as ground within defined boundaries which con-
tain mineral in its earth, sand, or gravel; ground that
includes valuable deposits not in place, that is, not
fixed in rock, but which are in a loose state, and may
in most cases be collected by washing or amalgamation
without milling. Whereas, a lode or vein has been de-
fined as any zone or belt of mineralized rock lying
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United States v. Estate of A__hu__C___________
J£e£iasidniind"su£itior_Fiiliie_l!ine|^lni~_Jcintes;
t£SSli_S3ltorlite_Corc_._JIntejveno_£l

r
, 36 IELA 3SC

"(Jan. 87 19797

MARKETABILITY

The "marketability rule" requiring a demonstration of
present marketability at a profit is (and always has
been) applicable to all mining claims, whether fcr
base metals or for precious minerals.

Ufiii6d_States_v^_B._Ei^od^ers^nd_Earb^ra_JJ_Bcdjers,
32 IELA 77 (Sept. 2. 1977)

The "marketability test"— i.e., to gualify as a valu-
able mineral deposit, the mineral deposit must be
extractable, removable and marketable at a prcfit— is
a complement to the "prudent man rule." The fact that
a mineral such as gold possesses intrinsic value does
not prevent the application of the marketability test
to determine whether the deposit of such a mineral con-
stitutes a discovery of a valuable mineral deposit
under the mining laws.

United_States_v._Ja^k_Ci_Hatris_t_Jill_LJ_Harris,
38 IE1A 137 JSov. 29, 1978)

MILLSITES

Where a millsite is not being used for, lining or mill-
ing purposes in connection with a lining claim owned
by the owner of the millsite, and at the time cf con-
test there is no quartz mill or reduction works on the
site, the millsite must be declared null and void.

united States v. Aloys A,. Eietemann and Doris i. I.
Eieteiann, 26 IBLA 356 (Sept. 8, 1976)

Onited_States.y. Wayne. ...... ..ley. 30 IELA 21 (Apr. 7.
1977)

where millsites are not used for mining or milling pur-
poses in conjunction with a mining claim, and where no
quartz or reduction works exist on the millsites, the
millsites are properly declared null and void.

United States v. _obert_A.__Bukke JBe_istered_Agent__
JJai"S.ines_________t____, 32 l"ELA~155 (Sept. 12, 1S77)
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Although a millsite may be declared invali
only use is in connection with a mining cl
declared invalid, a millsite can te contes
ly and declared invalid when evidence esta
not being used for mining or milling purpo
dent of the issue of the validity of the a

A millsite is used for mining or milling p

the use is a function or utility intimatel
with the removal, handling or treatment of
the vein or lodes. Some step in or direct
with the process of mining or some feature
must be performed on the millsite.

Where the evidence presented at a hearing
a lode claim to be valid, a contest agains
held by the owner of the lode claim will b

if the millsite is being used or occupied
or milling purposes.

United_States v^ John B._Earsons, 33 IBLA 326 (Jan. 16,
1978)
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a quartz mill or reduction works is operated sporadi-
cally only as a "spare time" enterprise, the millsite
is properly declared invalid.

United States v. Bay Paden. U« IELA 253 (Cec. 19, 1979)

MINEBAL SUBVExS

Where an offer for an oil and gas lease describes lands
by reference only to the rectangular survey system,
without reference to the fact that part of these unpat-
ented lands are also within a mineral survey, the offer
will be regarded as including the lands within the min-
eral survey if it is clear from the offer that the of-
feror so intended.

|iil_J._Maddox, 3U IBLA 278 (Apr. 17, 197e)

PATENT

A mineral claimant who has not made a discovery of a

valuable mineral deposit within the limits of his lode
or placer mining claims is not the proprietor of a

"vein, lode or placer" within the context of 30 O.S.C.
«. 12 (1970) , and cannot establish any right to a mill-
site claim based on such unperfected mining locations.

Uni ted_S tat es_vi_Rai_Paden , 33 IBLA 380 (Jan. 25, 1978)

A mining claim or millsite located on land at a time
when the land is withdrawn from mineral location is
properly declared null and void.

'l22£_Gi_Brown, 35 IELA 110 (May 15, 197(

Where the proprietor of a lode mining claim seeks to
obtain patent for a millsite in connection with his
lode claim, the millsite claim is properly declared
invalid if it is unsupported by any use or occupation
of the claimed land for mining or milling purposes and
does not contain a guartz mill or reduction works.

A millsite claim located under the "guartz mill or re-
duction works" provision of 30 U.S.C. § U2 (1976) is
properly rejected where no guartz mill or reduction
works has been located on the claimed lands and no con-
struction appears to be in progress.

A millsite claim must be declared invalid where the
land upon which it is located is mineral in character.

United_States_vi_Silver_Chief_Minina_Coii_Inci , 10 IBLJ
2«H~(Apr7 167 19797

Three classes of millsites are authorized by 30 O.S.C.
§ U2 (1976) : (1) those occupied by the proprietor of a

vein or lode for mining and milling purposes; (2) those
that have thereon quartz mills or reduction works; and
(3) those that are used by the proprietor cf a placer
claim for mining, milling, processing, benef iciation,
or other operations in connection with such claim.

The validity of an independent millsite claim, i.e.,
one not located ancillary to a valid mining claim, de-
pends upon three factors: (1) the claim must be used
in good faith for a mining or milling purpose; (2) it
must contain a guartz mill or reduction works on the
premises for processing mineral material from a vein or
lode; and (3) it must be operated in an ongoing and
more or less continuous manner for custom work. Where

The Department of the Interior has the authority and
the duty to contest mining claims which it believes are
invalid, notwithstanding that the claims are located ii

a National Icrest and the Forest Service has no objec-
tion to approval of a patent application.

When one whose application for patent for a mining
claim has been rejected requests a hearing to present
evidence on the controlling issues of fact involved in
the rejection of the application, such reguest must be
granted.
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Bowen (Deceased) . 18 IELA 37S

Where a regulation requires that a mineral patent ap-
plication be accompanied by a plat and field notes of a

mineral survey executed subsequent tc the date of loca-
tion of the mining claim and a surveyor's report of ex-
penditures and improvements, an application for mineral
patent not accompanied by these documents is properly
rejected without prejudice to applicant's right to file
a proper application.

Walter Bartol. 19 IELA e2 (Mar. 3, 1975)

where on appeal from a decision sustaining the Gov-
ernment's challenge of a patent application it is
deteriined that the alleged ground of invalidity was
one not raised in the complaint or at tbe hearirg, the
decision rejecting the patent application will te set
aside and the Government will be afforded an opportu-
nity to amend its complaint to embrace the charge.
Where the Government does amend its ccmplaint the
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mineral claimant will be granted the eight to an evi-
dentiary hearing on such issue.

Onited_States v. Robert_B._McElj!aine, 26 IBIS 20
"(July 7, "197 67

The execution of an application for patent to a lining
claim by an attorney in fact for the claimant, at a

time when the claimant himself is both resident of and
physically within the land district in which the mining
claim is located, is unauthorized, and such an applica-
tion is invalid. The defect cannot he cured by an
amendment signed by the claimant.

Floyd R. .Bleak. 26 IBLA 378 (Sept. 9, 1976)

The Secretary of the Interior
sue a patent to a mining claii
of the law have been met.

United_States v ._Fred_and_Eileen Garner., 30 IELA H2
(Apr. 18, 1977)

United_States v. Evelyn
7 Jan. 26, 19797

.Kiaains_et_§li , 39 IB1A

A mining claimant must prove a discovery under the
prudent man test, including that the mineral can be

extracted, removed and marketed at a profit.

United States. v.. Pittsburgh. pacific. Co.. 30 IELA 3<

(June 15, 1977) 8« I.e.

A single application for patent under the mining laws
ay not include noncontiguous placer mining claims.

Charles_Housex_Mrsi_Leona rd_Skinner, 33 IELA 308
73an. 107 1978)

Although in certain circumstances a rebutatle presump-
tion of a mining claim's validity may be indulged, the
presumption does not arise to support an application
for patent of the fee title. The patent applicant is
the movant party, and as such it is his obligation to
make a satisfactory showing of his entitlement under
the law and regulations.

Siattain_Contractorsi_Inci/ 37 IBIA 233 (Cct

The regulations of this Department
effect of law, and are binding upo
those who exercise his delegated a

patent application regulation regu
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where a mining claimant attempts to establish bis
location of a mining claim containing common variety
einerals by invoking the terms of 3C O.S.C. § 36 (1976)
and fails to complete the statutory period for hclding
and working his claim prior to July 23. 1955, ELM may
properly hold such claim to be null and void.

Charles, House^. Hrs._ Leonard. Skinner . 12 IEIA 36U
(Sept. 11. 1979)

A party filing notice of alleged adverse mining claims
with ELK is properly advised that he is reguired witbii
30 days of such filing to commence proceedings in a

court of competent jurisdiction to determine the gues-
tion of right of possession to the claims as between
him and his rival claimant. During the pendency of
this action, patent proceedings will be stayed.

protest against the issuance of a

be affirmed where the defects in
ged by the protestant dc not exist
application is not defective because
ously filed application containing
n in lieu of including the informa-
use the notice of application did
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Kerr-McGee_Nuclear_Cor£i_et_al..
1979)

II IBLA 197 (June 22,
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John-Si-Meadows, «3 IBLA 35 (Sept. 12, 1979)

The evidence of title, reguired by 13 CJB 3862.1-3 tc
be submitted in support of a mineral patent application
need reflect only documents such as deeds, instruients,
or actions appearing of record purporting to convey or
to affect the title to each location. It is not neces-
sary that the title data reflect in addition those
deeds, instruments, or actions otherwise relating to
the land in the mining claim.

££££:;£££«£_]!«£ lea r_Cor..Ei_et_ii
al i (On^|eccnsideraticn|

,

«3~IELA~3«8~lcctT~297 1979)

PATENT IMPROVEMENTS

Where in a patent application for a group of claims,
pro rata credit for the value of a common, offsite
improvement is to be attributed to each claim, it must
be shown that the improvetent was subsequent to the lo-
cation of each claim so credited, and that the inprcve-
ment is essential to the practical development and
actually facilitates the extraction cf ore frcm each
claim.

IrattaiD-CSSiiactors^^nc. , 37 IELA 233 (Cct. 16, 1S76)

'LACER CLAIMS

A single application for patent under the mining la)
may not include noncontiguous placer lining claiis.

Charles House, Mrs. Leonard Skinner,
(JanT 10T~197e)

33 IEIA 306
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No location of a placer mining claim on Federal lands
may include mote than 20 acres for each individual
claimant.

Onited_States_of America v. David L. King et al.,
3<TlBLA 15 "(FebT~107

_
19787

is open to nining location, is tantamount to a new lo-
cation or relocation, dispensing with proof of valid
notices. Bowever, sec. 38 does not obviate the neces-
sity of a discovery of a valuable mineral in order to
establish a valid claim.

A£tkS£_«s.-l£one, 32 IBLA 305 (Sept. 30, 1977)

No location of a placer mining claim may include more
than 20 acres for each individual claimant. where
claims in excess of 20 acres are located by an asso-
ciation of locators and there is no evidence of a

qualifying discovery of minerals prior to the claim's
conveyance to a single individual, the claim is void,
and any subseguent discovery will serve only to vali-
date a claim of 20 acres.

Brattain.Contractgrs,. Inc.. 37 IB1A 233 (Cct. 18, 1978)

"Lode" and "placer." A placer mining claim has been
defined as ground within defined boundaries which con-
tain mineral in its earth, sand, or gravel; ground that
includes valuable deposits not in place, that is, not
fixed in rock, but which are in a loose state, and may
in most cases be collected by washing or amalgamation
without milling. Whereas, a lode or vein has been de-
fined as any zone or belt of mineralized rock lying
within boundaries clearly separating it from the neigh-
boring rock; a body of mineral or mineral bearing rock
within defined boundaries.

When mining claims have been located as placer claims
for perlite which lies in a "blanket" or "pancake" in
an almost horizontal plane and in its original state
is encased between two different types of rock, where
in places, the upper rock or layer has been eroded away
leaving the perlite exposed at the surface and in other
places on the claims the upper layer is still present,
and the mining of the perlite is characterized as es-
sentially a hard rock operation, and when it is first
extracted from the ground and then processed or, in
effect, milled to produce a marketable product, the
perlite is properly classified as a lode deposit which
will not sustain a placer location.

United_States_vi_Estate_of_A^thur_Ci_Wi_Bgwen
lPeceased£i_and_Su£erior_Perjite^inesx^ncT_JCgjtesx
teesli_Harborlite_Cor£i_JIntervenorl, 38 I EI A 390
7Jan. 8, 1979f
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Where a corporation allegedly acquired a group cf
unpatented lining claims, but the instruments of
conveyance and the abstract of title are subject tc
various objections by the Government's title examiner,
which the corporation finds are difficult or impossible
to cure, the corporation nonetheless may receive a pat-
ent to the claims pursuant to the Act of July 9, 1870
(R.S. « 2332; 30 O.S.C. « 38 (1970)), by demonstrating
its qualifications under that Act.

Where it becomes necessary for a corporate applic
for mineral patent under B.S. « 2332, 30 O.S.C. «

(1970) to demonstrate that it and its predecessor
held and worked the subject mining claims for a s

term of years, the applicant may tack the predece
period of possession to its own if there was a pr
of interest between them which was demonstrated b

agreement, cenveyance or understanding, the purpc
which was to transfer the right and possession cf
previous adverse claimant to the successor, and t

is accompanied by actual delivery of possession.

An applicant for a mineral patent under 30 O.S.C. « 36
(1970) may te credited with actual possession and
working of the claims for the period when the claims
were occupied and worked by the claimant's lessee who
recognized the title asserted by the claimant.

An applicant for a mineral patent under 3C O.S.C. $ 36
(197C) may be credited with actual possession and
working of the claims for the period when the claims
were occupied and worked by others under a conditional
contract of sale with the claimant, as well as the
period after the claimant lawfully declared the con-
tract forfeited but the putative purchasers continued
to bold and work the claims, contending the ccntinued
validity of the sales contract, during the course of
the claimant's litigation to eject them, which ulti-
mately was successful.

Alaska Placet Co T . 33 IBIA 187 (Dec. 21, 1977)

No placer location shall include more than 20 acres for
each individual claimant and may not exceed 160 acres
for an association of up to eight individual claimants.
30 O.S.C. «$ 35, 36 (1976); <*3 CFB 38U2.1-2. Placer
locations may be made by associations of claimants,
limited in size to 20 acres for each individual claim-
ant, up to a maximum of 160 acres.

Bia_H2Il!_Ca lciu m_Co.. , UU IBLA 289 (Dec. 26, 1979)

POSSESSORY BIGHT

A mining claim located in a powersite at a time when
the land was withdrawn from mineral entry is null and
void ab initio. However, such a claim embracing a dis-
covery may still be valid under a new location made by
holding and working the claim putsuant to 30 O.S.C. s 36

(1970) while the land was open to mining location undet
the Mining Claims Bights Bestoration Act of Aug. 11,
1955, 30 O.S.C. $ 621 et sea . (1970).

Onder 30 U.S.C. § 38 (1970), holding and working a min-
ing claim in open, notorious, adverse possession for
the period of time required to establish adverse pos-
session of mining claims, during which time the land

In order for a mining claimant to maintain a possessory
right in a claim under Arizona law, the locator must
file within 90 days a copy of the location notice ir
the county in which the claim is located.

li_li_JL§tt. 3U IBLA 362 (May 1, 1976)

The holding of a mining claim and the diligent pursu-
ance of lining activities on it does not relieve its
owner of the obligation imposed by statute to file an
affidavit of assessment work or a notice of intention
to bold a mining claim.

Eaai_Si_Coufej[, 35 IBIA 112 (May 15, 197e)

Where a ccrpprate patent applicant can trace its owner-
ship of the claim back through a series of conveyances
to a mesne owner who bad title to the claim quieted in
her by the decree of a court cf competent jurisdiction,
there is no need to look behind the quiet title decree
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to an earlier break in the chain of title unless there
is reason to believe that the interest which is unac-
counted for was not disposed of by the litigation.
However, a court decree which merely distributes the
assets of a decedent's estate is not a "quiet title
decree" in this context, and does not ordinarily fore-
close the interests of third parties who hold the rec-
ord title to mining claims.

Before a claimant may successfully invoice 30 U.S.C.
5 38 (1976) to cure deficiencies in the method of
location of, or title to mining claims, it must first
be established that each of the claims is supported by
a discovery of a valuable deposit of mineral, and that
claimant and/or predecessors have "held and worked"
each of the claims for the requisite period. Where
these showings are disputed, notice and opportunity
for a hearing must be afforded.

SIS£ tai n_Con t rac tors^I nc.. , 37 IBLA 233 (Oct. 18, 1978)

WINING CLAIMS— Continued

POWERSITE LANDS— Continued

Under the Hiring Claiis Rights Restoration Act of 195?
it is proper to prohibit all placer mining operations
on a group of mining claims on land within a powersite
classif icaticn, where unrestricted placer lining ct
such land would most probably result in substantial in-
terference with the use of the land for recreational
purposes.

The Dining Claims Rights Restoration Act of 1955 gives
the Secretary of the Interior no discretion tc permit
limited or restricted placer mining on land withdrawn
or reserved for power development or powersites. The
Secretary may permit either unrestricted placer lining
or ncne at all. The only condition which he may impose
on permission to mine is that the locator must restore
the surface of the claim to its condition imedia tely
prior to lining operations.

l22d_McGinn_et_al., 25 IBLA 188 (June l<l, 1976)

In the absence of a specific regulation or policy direc-
tive specifying the type of proof necessary for recor-
dation, the Bureau of Land Management should liberally
consider attempts by a mining claimant under sec. 31t
of the Federal Land and Policy Management Act to record
notice of a mining claim where proof of recording can-
not be made and 30 U.S.C. « 38 (1976) is relied upon
for holding the claim, and before rejecting a filing
for such a claim, BLM should request further evidence
from the claimant which it would consider satisfactory.
Such evidence should include at a minimum the name the
claim is and has been known by, the name and address
of the claimant, an adequate description of the claim,
the type of claim, the time of holding and working the
claim to meet a State's statute of limitations and, if
possible, the date of the origin of claimant's title
and facts as to continuation of possession of the claim,
and any other information available showing a chain of
title to the claimant and bearing upon the possession
and occupancy of the claim for mining purposes, and
other information which the Bureau of Land Management
deems essential to meet the purposes of the recordation
provision.

£hili£_ Sa.yer , «2 IBLA 296 (Aug. 27, 1979)

A party filing notice of alleged adverse mining claims
with BLM is properly advised that he is reguired within
30 days of such filing to commence proceedings in a

court of competent jurisdiction to determine the ques-
tion of right of possession to the claims as between
him and his rival claimant. During the pendency of
this action, patent proceedings will be stayed.

J°!>!l_B i._Meado ws , «3 IELA 35 (Sept. 12, 1979)

Placer mining en claims located pursuant to the Pining
Claims Rights Restoration Act will be prohibited where
unrestricted mining activity would substantially inter-
fere with other uses of the land.

"Jilt e d_S^ at e s_ Vj_Rich a r d . a nd_ Be v er 1j_ He ia e 1

,

183 (Aug. 1C, 1976)
26 IEIA

A mining claim located before Aug. 11, 1955, on land
within an existing powersite withdrawal is properly
declared null and void as the land was then closed t

mineral entry. Void claims located prior tc that da
were not given life by the Mining Claims Rights Restc
ration Act of 1955.

te

Cavid Lprinq Gamble, Dai.rel_Houslum

,

(Aug. 18, 1976)
;6 IEIJ :n c

Where prior to 1920 a powersite withdrawal was cre-
ated by executive order under authority of the Act of
June 25, 1910, the withdrawn land remained open tc the
location of lining claims for metalliferous minerals
until passage of the Federal Power Act on June 1C,
1920, which closed powersites to all entry, location
or disposal. Any mining claim located thereafter on
powersite lands is void ab initio unless the land has
teen restored to such entry in accordance with sec. 2V
of the Federal Power Act or the location cf the clain
has teen made in accordance with the Act cf Aug. 11,
1955, 30 U.S.C. « 621 (1970). The latter Act did not
operate retroactively to validate vcid claims.

Henry Sta gnate 31 IELA 357 (July 25, 1977)

POWERSITE LANDS

A mining claim located before Aug. 11, 1955, on land
within an existing powersite withdrawal is properly
declared null and void as the land was then closed to
mineral entry. Claims located prior to that date were
not resuscitated by the Mining Claims Rights Restora-
tion Act of 1955.

Beverly Trull. 25 IBLA 157 (June 10, 1976)

Lands which are covered by a license for a power
project issued by the Federal Power Commission are not
opes to mineral location.

lajjcnd. et al. . 3<l IELA 179 (Mar. 1U, 1978)

The preservation of important and critical
for wildlife is a use warranting the prohi
mining from an area in accordance with the
Claims Rights Restoration Act of 1955, 30
(1970) ; however, where the only use shown
ing claims is likely destruction of a dove
breeding habitat which has produced only a

.11 of 1 percent of the 1976 total hunters
over 2-1/2 million doves in the State of A

there is insufficient evidence to establis
habitat is a critical and important habita
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doves, an administrative law judge's decision to alio*
placer mining operations will be affirmed.

ynited_States_vi_Mineral_Economics_Cor£i , 31 IBLA 258
(Har. 307~1978)

Lands withdrawn for a powersite reservation, with cer-
tain exceptions, are open to entry for location and
patent of mining claims with a reservation of power
rights in the lands to the United States and subject to
the conditions in the Mining Claims Rights Restoration
Act. Where the BLH decision declaring mining claims
null and void did not consider the effect of this Act
on the withdrawal, the decision will be set aside and
remanded for appropriate action.

I°bert_Di_UEton_and William C._Neils, 38 IELA 90
(Nov. 15, 1978)

MINING CLAIHS--Continued

RECORDATION—Continued

Under sec. 311(b) of the Federal land Eolicy and ran-
agement Act cf Cct. 21, 1976, 13 U.S.C. 5 1711(b) (fcest

Supp. 1977), and 13 CFR 3833.1-2, the owner of a lining
claim located after Cct. 21, 1976, must file a notice cf
recordation of the claim with the proper Bureau of Land
Management office within 90 days of location cf the
claim. Failure to make a timely filing of the nctice
requires that the Bureau refuse to accept the nctice
and declare the claim to be null and void.

The failure of a mining claimant to file the nctice cf
recordation required by sec. 311(b) of the Federal land
Folicy and Management Act of Oct. 21, 1976, 13 C.S.C.
S 1711(b) (West Supp. 1977), cannot be excused en the
basis of equitable estoppel where nc discussion cover-
ing the 90-day requirement was had between the Depart-
ment and appellant's representatives.

N°Itj!«est_£iti2ens_f cr_ Wi lder_________ n__Co___ I nc . ,

33 IELA 317 (Jan. 16, 1978)

Where a mining claim has been located pursuant to the
Mining Claims Rights Restoration Act, 30 U.S.C. «« 621-
625 (1970) , on land withdrawn for powersite, it is
proper to prohibit placer mining if there is a likeli-
hood of substantial interference with the use of the
land for fishing, hunting, recreation, and the recovery
of archaeological values.

The Mining and Minerals Policy Act of 197C, 30 U.S.C.
§ 21a (1970) , does not require the granting of permis-
sion for placer mining operations on land within a

powersite withdrawal where such operations would prob-
ably interfere with other uses of the land.

yi!i££<l_State__v____war_____Cc^noll____r___Id_ho__is_
and_Ga___D__artm_n___Inte_v_norl"lO TilA~30~"(Mar7

_
15,

1979)

A mining claim located prior to Aug. 11, 1955, on lands
withdrawn for a powersite is null and void at initio.
The passage of the Mining Claims Rights Restoration Act
of Aug. 11, 1955, 30 U.S.C. § 621 (1976), did not give
life to void claims which had been located on withdrawn
lands prior to the date of the Act.

Unit_d____te__v___l__rt_Gas__wa_, 13 IELA 382 (Oct. 31,
1979)"

RECORDATION

A mining claim located after Oct. 21, 1976, for which
a notice of recordation required to be filed by sec.
311(b) of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act
of 1976, has not been filed within 90 days from the
date of location is void, and the Department may not
accept or give force to a notice of recordation filed
after the 90-day period.

M£ect_of_F_il_r__to____:ord_Ti__l_____er_Sec.__11_^
£ederal_Land Policy._a.nd Management Act of 1976, M-36889
(May 17, 1977) " 81 I.D. 188

Under sec. 311(b) of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act of 1976, mining claims located after
Cct. 21, 1976, must be recorded at the office of the
Eureau of Land Management designated by the Secretary
of the Interior, within 90 days after the date cf loca-
tion. By regulation the ELM State Offices are desig-
nated the proper offices for mining claim recordations.

Failure to record mining claims in accordance with sec.
311 of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of
1976 is deemed conclusively to constitute ataudecnert
of the claims. Filing the recordation documents in a

Eureau of Land Management District Cffice, rather than
in the proper State Office, the day before the expira-
tion of the 90-day statutory deadline for recordation
does not constitute timely recordation. In such cir-
cumstances, the BLM State office properly rejected the
recordations upon receipt of the documents after the
90-day deadline had passed.

I rj!iJ!_Si_ Swee nej , 31 IBLA 205 (Mar. 23, 1978)

Fursuant to sec. 311(b) of the Federal Land Policy
Management Act of 1976, a copy of the official rec<
of the notice of location of a mining claim must t<

filed within 9C days after location of the clair.
computing this pericd the date of location is not
counted tut the last day of the period
a claim is located en Sept. 1, 1977, a

Dec. 1, 1977, is 1 day late, Nov. 30,
90th day.

Jobe_________ son , 31 IELA 319 (Apr. 21, 1978)

is. Thus,
notice fil<
L977, being

In order for a mining claimant to maintain a possessory
right in a claim under Arizona law, the locator must
file within 90 days a copy of the location notice in
the county in which the claim is located.

.I__i*ebb, 31 IEIA 362 (May 1, 1978)

A mining claim located after Oct. 21, 1976, for whicl
a notice of recordation required to be filed by sec.
311(b) of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act
of 1976 (13 O.S.C. § 1711) has not been filed within
90 days from the date of location is void, and no
force and effect can be given to a notice of recorda-
tion filed after the 90-day period.

S_______t____Ex_lo_atio__ Associates, 33 IELA 210
(Dec. 28, 1977)

"Date of location." Date of location of a mining claim
is no later than the date on which the claimant certi-
fied he had complied with all requirements of law, as
indicated by bis signature on the notice and certifi-
cate of location. The date of recording the location
notice of a mining claim in the county records has nc
tearing on the "date of location" of the claim, from
which the 90-day period for recordation in ELM under
FLPMA begins.

Under sec. 311 (b) of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act of 1976, mining claims located after
Oct. 21, 1976, must be recorded at the office of the
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Bureau of Land Management designated by the Secretary
of the Interior, within 90 days after the date of loca-
tion. By regulation the BLM State Offices are desig-
nated the proper offices for mining claim recordations
each within its area of jurisdiction. B1M State
Offices properly refuse to record notices of location
of mining claims not received by the proper BLM State
Office before the end of the 90-day period set by
statute.

Ronald- Coulam , 35 IBLA 35 (May 8, 1978)

Under sec. 311(b) of the federal Land Policy and Man-
agement Act of 1976, mining claims located after
Oct. 21, 1976, must be recorded in the proper office
of the Bureau of Land Management within 90 days from
the date of location, not within 90 days from the dat
the claims were recorded under State law. ELM propel
refuses to accept for recordation notices of locatiot
filed after the 90-day period.

f°iie_Mason, 35 IBLA U0 (May 8, 1978)

For the purposes of filing affidavits of assessment
work or notices of intention to hold a mining claim,
the date of location is the date as defined in the per-
tinent regulation, 43 CFR 3833.0-5 (h), not the date en
which the owner completes the last step in locating and
recording a mining claim as required by State law.

A notice of location or certificate of location of a

mining claim is a separate and distinct document from
an affidavit of assessment work or a notice of inten-
tion to hold a mining claim and the filing of the one
does not satisfy the requirement that the other be
filed.

MINING CLAIM:

RICORDATIO

Where certif
not been fil
Eureau of La
date of loca
3833.1-2 (b) ,

the Eureau i

declare the

Neither the
1976 nor the
relief where
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bis employer
the filing t
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a_Koj£en , 36 IELA 379 (Aug. 31, 1978)

Onder sec. 311(a) of the Federal Land Policy and Bar-
agement Act of 1976, the owner of an unpatented mining
claim must file a notice of intention to hold bis claim
prior to Dec. 31 of the calendar year following the
date of location of such claim, cr the claim shall be
deemed conclusively to have been abandoned.

£°nal d_Hi_I.it tie, 37 IELA 1 (Sept. 6, 1978)

JuaD_nu.no 2 , 39 IEIA 72 (Jan. 21, 1979)

Under sec. 311 (b) of the Federal Land Policy and Man-
agement Act of 1976, 13 U.S.C.A. 5 17114 (Supp. 1978),
unless the required copy of the official record cf lo-
cation is filed in the proper BLM office within 9C days
from the date of location, a mining claim located after
Oct. 21, 1976, is void, and any later filing of the no-
tice is invalid.

The holding of a mining claim and the diligent pursu-
ance of mining activities on it does not relieve its
owner of the obligation imposed by statute to file an
affidavit of assessment work or a notice of intention
to hold a mining claim.

_aul---_Cou_
:
e_. 35 IELA 112 (May 15, 1978)

Under sec. 311(b) of the Federal land Policy and Man-
agement Act of Oct. 21, 1976, 13 U.S.C. « 1711(b) (West
Supp. 1977) , and 13 CFR 3833.1-2, the owner of a mining
claim located after Oct. 21, 1976, must file a notice of
recordation of the claim with the proper Eureau of Land
Management office within 90 days of location of the
claim. Failure to make a timely filing of the notice
requires that the Bureau refuse to accept the notice
and declare the claim to be null and void.

____aJe_Holder_et__l_, 35 IBLA 169 (May 22, 1978)

For the purposes of filing affidavits of assessment
work or notices of intention to hold a mining claim,
the date of location is the date as defined in the per-
tinent regulation, 13 CFR 3833.0-5 (h)

.

A notice of location or certificate of location of a

mining claim is a separate and distinct document from
an affidavit of assessment work or a notice of inten-
tion to hold a mining claim and the filing of the one
does not satisfy the requirement that the other be
filed.

___a ld_L_,_N ord w ic k , 36 IBLA 238 (Aug. 11, 1978)

__________i____°_, 37 IBLA 13 (Sept. 8, 1978)

_iiii a m______ o des , 38 IELA 127 (Nov. 22, 1978)

__________________/ 10 IBLA 212 (Apr. IC, 1979)
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Under sec. 311(b) of the Federal Land Polic
ment Act of Cct. 21, 1976, 13 U.S.C. § 1711
and 13 CFR 3833.1-2, the owner of an unpate
placer mining claim located after Oct. 21,
within 9C days after the date of location o
file in the proper ELM office a copy of the
record of the notice of location c
ticn. Failure to file such instru
conclusively to constitute an abandonment ol
claim by the owner.

__________________» 37 IBLA 88 (Sept. 22, 1<

tela n__H__B ray, 37 IBLA 120 (Oct. 3, 1978)

_____________ 39 IBLA 32 (Jan. 15, 1979)

_____________£___________.. «1 IELA 391 (Jul

Department of the Interior, as agency of executive
branch of Government, is not proper forum to decide
whether or net statute enacted by Congress is
constitutional.

Appellant's prior filings of lining claim documents
with ELM do not relieve him of filing obligations
imposed by sec. 311 of Federal Land Folicy and Fanage-
ment Act and implementing regulations at 13 CFR Subpart
3833, which are binding.

___________ 38 IBLA 300 (Dec. 11, 1978)
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Under sec. 311(b) of the Federal Land Policy and Man-
agement Act of Oct. 21, 1976, 43 D.S.C. i 1744 (b)

(1976) , and 13 CFR 3822.1-2, the owner of a mining
claim located after Oct. 21, 1976, must file a notice
of recordation of the claim with the proper Bureau of
Land Management office within 90 days of location of
the claim, or the claim is deemed abandoned and void.

______________ IBLJ (Mar. 22, 1979)

Under sec. 314(b) of the Federal Land Policy and Man-
agement Act of 1976, 43 U.S.C. 5 1744 (1976), and
43 CFR 3833.1-2, the owner of a mining claim located
after Oct. 21, 1976, must file a notice of recordation
of the claim with the proper Bureau of Land Management
office within 90 days of location of the claim. A

notice must be received and date stamped in the ELM
office within the 90-day period to be timely filed.

______ Reeves , 41 IBLA 92 (June 4, 1979)

______2________2_______t, "" IBLS 192 (Nov. 30, 1979)

Under the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of
1976, 43 U.S.C. § 1744(a)(2) (1976), if an unpatented
mining claim located after Oct. 21, 1976, is not sup-
ported annually by either an affidavit of assessment
work or notice of intention to hold, the claim will be

conclusively deemed abandoned and void, despite appel-
lant's statement there was no intent to atandon and
that failure to file was an oversight.

__________________________2______________j
7june~I«7 19797

HI IBLA 1«2

Under 43 CFR 2091.6-4 and 2627.4(e), the filing of an
application by State of Alaska to select lands segre-
gates those lands from all subsequent approp ria ticns,
including locations under the mining law. A mining
claim located on land which has been segregated and
closed to mineral entry is properly declared null and
void ab initio.

_____________________ # "2 IBLA 240 (Aug. 22, 1979)

Under sec. 314(b) of the Federal Land Policy and Man-
agement Act of Oct. 21, 1976, 43 U.S.C. « 1744(b)
(1976), and 43 CFR 3822.1-2, the owner of a mining
claim located after Oct. 21, 1976, must file a notice
of recordation of the claim with the proper Eureau of
Land Management office within 90 days of location of
the claim, or the claim is deemed abandoned and void.

"Date of Location." Under 43 CFR 3833.0-5 (h) , for
claims located in Nevada, "date of location" is the
date indicated in the notice of location cr discovery
posted on an unpatented mining claim.

__§_______» "2 IBLA 288 (Aug. 27, 1979)

Sec. 314 of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act
of 1976 was enacted to establish a Federal recording
system for mining claims to facilitate Federal land us<
planning and management. Failure to comply with the
mandatory filing requirements constitutes abandon. ent
of the claim and the land reverts to the status of pub-
lic domain.
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____________» I»2 IELA 296 (Aug. 27, 1979)

The regulation, 43 CFR 3e33.2-l (t) (1) , reguiring evi-
dence of assessment work to be filed prior to Dec. 31
of the year following location of the claim, is manda-
tory. Failure to comply therewith must result in a
finding that the claim has been abandoned.

___________S_____. "»2 IELA 338 (Aug. 30, 1979)

Department of the Interior, as agency of executive
branch of Government, is not proper forum to decide
whether or net as to lining claims the recordation
provisions of the Federal Land Policy and Managesent
Act of 1976 are constitutional.

For the purposes of filing affidavits of assessment
work or notices of intention to hold a mining claim,
the date of location of the claim is the date as de-
fined in 43 CFR 3e33.0-S(h).

_________ai_il____l__l__e______d__d______2i2a_sski,
43 IELA 10 (Sept. 11, 1979)

The regulations governing recordation of mining claims
are mandatory, and failure to comply therewith must
result in a finding that the claim has teen abandoned.
Where appellants timely file for record an "amended"
location notice, accompanied by the original lecatien
notice which is untimely on its face, the mining claim
is properly deemed abandoned as to the criginal lcca-
tion, but not as to the "amended" claim if it is a

relocation of the claim under the law.

Walter_T. Paul.. James H___ejer, 43 IELA 119 (Sept. 24,
19797"

Since an amended notice merges with the original notice,
the filing of the amended notice, for purposes of recor-
dation under either sec. 8 of the Mining in the Parks
Act, 90 Stat. 1342, 1343, 16 O.S.C. 4 1907 (1976), or
sec. 314 of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act
of 1976, 90 Stat. 2744, 2769, 43 U.S.C. § 1744 (1S76),
together with such other information reguired by the ap-
plicable regulations, constitutes compliance with the
recording requirements of those Acts.

___ii_3i__________aij 43 IELA 21C (Cct. 5, 1979)
86 I.E. 538

In the absence of a specific regulation cr policy direc-
tive specifying the type of proof necessary for recor-
dation, the Bureau of Land Management should liberally
consider attempts by a mining claimant under sec. 314
of the Federal Land and Policy Management Act to record
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Regulation 13 CFR 3833.1-2 (d) states that a location
notice for each mining claim, millsite, or tunnel site
filed for recordation shall be accompanied by a service
fee. As this is a mandatory requirement, there is no
recordation unless the documents are accompanied by the
stated fee, or until it is paid. Therefore, where a

notice of location of a claim or site is submitted to

BLH for recordation on Dec. 11, 1977, and the filing
fee therefor is not paid to BLH until Feb. 1C, 1978,
the recordation date of the notice is Feb. 10, 1978.

Joe .Cashman, 13 IBLA 239 (Oct. 10, 1979)

J3il!il!G_ClAIBS—Continued

RELOCATION

On petition for reconsideration, the assertion cf
rights to a mining claim under an Aug. 1966 lccaticn
does not deicnstrate error in or require reconsidera-
tion of this Board's decision, which affirmed that a

mining claim located in 1969 for the same land, after
the land was withdrawn from mineral location in Cct.
1968, was null and void at initio. Neither this
Eoard's decision initially cr on petition affects pe-
titioner's rights, if any, under such a prior lecatici

R. C. Jim_Iownsend (On Reconsideration) . 18 IEIA 1C7
"(Feb. 107 1971)

13 CFR 3833.1-2{d) states that a location notice for
each mining claim, millsite, or tunnel site filed for
recordation shall be accompanied by a service fee.
As this is a mandatory requirement, there is no rec-
ordation unless the documents are accompanied by the
stated fee, or until it is paid. Therefore, where a

notice of location of a mining claim is submitted to
BLH for recordation on Sept. 30, 1977, and the filing
fee therefore is not paid to BIB until July 18, 1978,
the recordation date of the notice of location is
July 18, 1978. In the circumstances, the evidence of
annual assessment work performed during the preceding
assessment year or a notice of intention to hold the
mining claim must be filed in the proper BLM office
on or before Oct. 22, 1979, pursuant to 13 CFR
3833. 2-1 (a). Duly promulgated regulations have the
force and effect of law and are binding on the
Department.

ES5_5il!iBax_IS£^ IBLA 126 (Nov. 27, 1979)

Dnder sec. 311 of the Federal Land Policy and Manage-
ment Act of 1976, 13 O.S.C. « 1711 (1976), and 13 CFR
3833.1-2, the owner of a mining claim located after
Oct. 21, 1976, must file a notice of recordation of the
claim with the proper Bureau of Land nanagement office
within 90 days of location of the claim. Failure to
file such notice shall be deemed conclusively to con-
stitute an abandonment of the mining claim by the
owner.

Ray.aond_Wi_0.uig ley. , 11 IBLA 250 (Dec. 19, 1979)
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In connection with a mining claim
drawn for reclamation and power pu
notice of location was filed durin
which the land was open for entry
«§ 621, 623-21 (197C), (2) there a

rights, (3) a claimant alleges tha
the land, while open to entry, for
of years under 30 O.S.C. * 3e (197
State statute cf limitations, and
discovery of a valuable mineral de
it is necessary to consider the ef
and to hold a hearing if required
of fact.

SaJph-Paae. 19 IBLA 255 (Bar. 31, 1975)

A mining claim located on land at a time when such land
was withdrawn from mineral entry is properly declared
null and void ab initio. Ihe finding that appellants
have no rights under Sept. 1971 locations does not af-
fect any rights which may have been deeded to them by
the holder of a 1952 claim located prior to the time
the land was withdrawn from mineral locations.

»i_R a-and_G__R._Stric_ler, 27 IB1A 267 (Oct. 1S76)

Where a mining claimant alters the legal descrifticr ii

the location notice for his "Claim A," so that it now
describes land previously embraced by a portion cf his
"Claim E," which was void at initio as a latter cf law,
the alteration of "Claim A" must be considered a relo-
cation rather than an amendment.

Where the owner of an unpatented lining claim located
prior to Oct. 21, 1976, fails to file an affidavit of
assessment work or notice of intention to hold the
claim on or before the last day of the calendar year
following the year the claim was recorded with BLH, the
claim is properly deemed void.

lalda_W_te_s, 11 IBLA 272 (Dec. 26, 1979)

Under sec. 311 of the Federal Land Policy and Manage-
ment Act of Oct. 21, 1976, 13 O.S.C * 1711 (1976), and
13 CFR 3833.1-2, the owner of a lode mining claim must
file a notice of recordation of the claim with the
proper Bureau of Land nanagement Office within 9C days
of location of the claim. Failure to so file is deemed
conclusively to constitute an abandonment of the claim
by the owner.

Faith, C. Hartman, 11 IBLA 310 (Dec. 31, 1979)

irattain Contractors. Inc .. 37 IBLA 233 (Cct. 16, 1978)

Hining claims en land subsequently withdrawn frcm min-
eral entry are not subject to relocation, despite
failure of the original locators to do assessment work,
because relocation by another party is of necessity ad-
verse to the prior location.

1 3 war______ wje r , 38 IBLA 111 (Nov. 30, 1978)

For the purpose of Depart ten t a 1 adjudication, an amendec
location is cne made in furtherance cf an earlier valid
location, while a relocation is one which is adverse tc
the prior location.

An amended location notice generally relates tack, wher«
no adverse rights have intervened, to the date of the
original location. To the extent, however, that an
amended location merely furthers rights acquired by a

valid subsisting location and does not embrace addition-
al or new land, withdrawal of land subject to existing
rights will not prevent the amended location from relat-
ing back to the original location.

Since an amended notice merges with the original notice,
the filing of the amended notice, for purposes of recor-
daticn under either sec. 8 of the Bining in the Parks
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13 IBLA 210 (Oct. 5, 1979)
86 I.E. 53£

An amended location notice generally relates back to
the date of the original location notice, that is, to
the extent that an amended location merely furthers
rights acquired by a prior subsisting location and does
not embrace additional or new land, withdrawal of land
subject to existing rights prior to the filing of the
amended location and sutsequent to the original loca-
tion will not invalidate the claims.

Where there are factual guestions relating to whether
refilings subseguent to a withdrawal were in the nature
of an "amended locations" or whether they constituted
"relocations," the matter must be referred for a hear-
ing to allow the claimant the opportunity to show that
subseguent filings have been amended locations, and
that it is thus the successor in an unbroken chain of
title dating back to the original location.
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Estate of_Arthur_Ci_W._Bowej_JDecea.sedl, 18 IELA 375
(Jan. 30, 1975)

Where at a hearing held pursuant to sec. 2 of the Min-
ing Claims Bights Restoration Act, 3C U.S.C. « €21 (t)

(1970), the lining claimant, prior to the taking cf
any evidence, enters into a stipulation while latcrint
under confusion as to the effect of the stipulation,
and the stipulation legally precludes all forms cf
placer mining on his claim, the decision belcw rely-
ing en the stipulation will be reversed and the case
remanded for a full bearing on the merits.

£«iait-Ercok_, 20 IBLA 100 (Apr. 25, 1975)

The provision in 13 CER 3825.1(b) that failure tc paj
annual rental en or before the anniversary date cf a

located in the Papago Indian Beserfatioc
imed sufficient grounds for invalidating
• directory, not mandatory. Khere the mi

does net pay rental for 2 years on two
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American Resources, Ltd. 11 IBLA 220 (Dec. 11, 1979) lQuis_E.__llsworth___r_, 33 IELA 26 (Nov. 1977)

"Relocation." A relocation of a mining claim is best
defined as a location adverse to the prior loeatiens.

"Amended Location." An amended location of a mining
claim is best defined as one in furtherance of an ear-
lier, valid location, and a subsequent location refer-
ring to the same parcel of land, filed by the same
party, changing only the name of the claim, will be
deemed an amended location.

An "amended location" generally relates back, where no
adverse rights have intervened, to the date of the
original location, but where there has been a with-
drawal, a subseguent location relates back only tc the
extent that such a location merely furthers rights
acquired by a valid subsisting location and does not
embrace additional or new land.

When on appeal from a Bureau of Land Management deci-
sion, information is submitted upon which it is alleged
that a location relates back to a prewit hdrawal loca-
tion, which information has not been evaluated by BLM,
the decision may be set aside and the case remanded.

Ja5es_C. _______ , 11 IBLA 210 (Dec. 11, 1979)

Where a corporation allegedly acquired a group of
unpatented Dining claias, but the instruments of
conveyance and the abstract of title are subject to
various objections by the Government's title examiner,
which the corporation finds are difficult or impossible
to cure, the corporation nonetheless may receive a pat-
ent to the claims pursuant to the Act of July 9, 1870
(R.S. § 2332; 30 U.S.C. « 38 (1970)), by demonstrating
its qualifications under that Act.

Where it becomes necessary for a corp
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An acplicant for a mineral patent under 30 U.S.C. §

(1970) may be credited with actual possession and
working of the claims for the period when the claias
were occupied and worked by the claimant's lessee
recognized the title asserted by the claimant.

An applicant for a mineral patent under 30 O.S.C.
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working of the claims for the period when the claims
were occupied and worked by others under a conditional
contract of sale with the claimant, as well as the
period after the claimant lawfully declared the con-
tract forfeited but the putative purchasers continued
to hold and work the claims, contending the continued
validity of the sales contract, during the course of
the claimant's litigation to eject them, which ulti-
mately was successful.

AIa§ka_Placer_Coi , 33 IBLA 187 (Dec. 21, 1977)
84 .1.1

An application under the Act of Apr. 23, 1932, 43 O.S.C.
5 151 (1970) , for restoration to mineral entry and
location of lands within a reclamation withdrawal will
ordinarily be rejected when the Bureau of Declamation
has recommended against it, the recommendation is prem-
ised upon the requirements of the public interest, and
the reasons offered in support of the recommendation
are cogent.

Edward_Ji_Connolly.x_Jr J IBLA 233 (Bar. 27, 197£

The holder of a mining claim located within
Indian Reservation under sec. 3 of the Act <

1934, 48 Stat. 984 (repealed. Act of May 27
69 Stat. 67) , is reguired to make the annua:
ment for the claim in advance (on or before
versary date of location of the claim) . A i

invalidating a claim will be upheld where p:

to void the claim are not initiated until s<

months after the rental due date, there is i

the rent was paid for the year, and appella
the failure to pay was an oversight.

J2 h.S_.A t_C.oole2 , 36 IBLA 245 (Aug. 14, 1978)
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The collection of a yearly rental pursuant tc the pro-
visions of 43 CFR 3825.1(b) for a mining claim situated
within the Fapago Indian Reservation in no way presages
the existence of a valid lining claim based on the dis-
covery of a valuable mineral deposit.

£nited_StateE_v i_J._Ci_Wilson, 44 IELA 1 (Nov. (, 1S7S)

SFHCIFIC MINERAL(S) INVOLVED

Generally

A valuable deposit of geodes, round stones with crys-
talline centers and composed of recognized nineial
substances, which possess an economic value in trade
and the ornamental arts, and which are being relieved by
actual mining operations, is subject to location under
the lining laws.

Dnited^taies_v^^lenn_Ci^olinder_a£d_U_Ci_lurnirJ
et_al.., 28 IELA 187 (Dec. 6. 1976) 83 I.E. 6C9

ing Act minerals." The Multiple Mineral Develop-
Act, 3C U.S.C. « 524 (1970), reserved all leasing
inerals to the United States, and no rights tc
its of Leasing Act minerals are open to location
the mining laws under 30 O.S.C. 5 525 (197C).

ing Act minerals" is defined as "all minerals
, upon Aug. 13, 1954, are provided in the literal
ng laws to be disposed of thereunder." 3C C.£.C.
(1970). Because leases for sodium, potassium,

other related products" are authorized pursuant tc

S.C. 55 262, 282 (1970), "other related products"
with scdium and potassium fall within the cate-

of Leasing Act minerals which include lithiun
is dissolved in a sodium or potassium brine.

I°2ie_Mineral_Co. 34 IBLA 285 (Apr. 17, 1978)
85 I.D. 171

Before a claimant may successfully invoke 30 U.S.C.
5 38 (1976) to cure deficiencies in the method of
location of, or title to mining claims, it must first
be established that each of the claims is supported by
a discovery of a valuable deposit of mineral, and that
claimant and/or predecessors have "held and worked"
each of the claims for the requisite period. Hbere
these showings are disputed, notice and opportunity
for a hearing must be afforded.

Bcattain_ContractorsJ Inc. 37 IBLA 233 (Oct. 18, 1978)

Where it is determined that a person or association,
they and their grantors, have met the fundamental
requirements of the possessory rights section of the
mining laws, 30 U.S.C. 5 38 (1976), i.e., where they
have held and worked their claims in this instance for
the qualifying period of 5 years under the Arizona
statute of limitations covering actions to recover real
property, they are entitled to a patent to those areas
where there are no conflicting mining claims, regardles;
of the fact that the claims were improperly located as
placer claims for perlite lode deposits.

United_States_yi_Estate_gf_Arthur^Ci_Wi_Bowen
(Deceased), and Superior Ferlite rines, T nc.~ (Contes-
teesJ.i_Harborliti_C.or£l_JIntervenorl, 38 IELA 390
(Jan. 8, 1979)

Eocj Iron_Ore

Bog iron ore, used as a soil conditioner or scil aiend-
ment, is not a locatatle nineral deposit in the absence
cf a showing that it meets the test cf Onited States v.

BunJSOJSJti. 5 IELA 1C2, 113-16, 79 I.D. 4 3"4i-49~7l97 2) ,

i.e., it is found to be not just a physical amendment
to the soil but a chemical amendment which alters and
improves soil or plant chemistry.

fini*«i_States v. Theresa B. Bobinson. 21 IBIA 36 3

(AugT 2*5, 19757 82 I.E. 414

Clay

In deteriining whether a deposit of clay is locatatle
as a valuable mineral deposit under the mining laws,
there is a distinction between a deposit considered to
be a common or ordinary clay, which is not locatatle,
and a locatatle deposit having exceptional qualities
useful and marketable fcr purposes for which coimcn
clays cannot be used.

In a Government contest challenging the validit] of
mining claims located for a clay-type material, an
adequate priiia facie case is established where there
are expert witness opinions that the deposit is enly
a common clay or shale and it cannot meet refractory
standards. The contestees then must go forward with
evidence to rebut the Government's case with a prepen-
derance of the evidence.

"Common Clay." A "cotmon clay" not locatable under the
mining laws does not include clay having exceptional
qualities which meets refractory and other quality
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standards for highgrade ceramic products or other prod-
ucts requiring a high refractoriness, or which is use-
ful for certain industrial uses, such as in the oil and
oil well drilling industries, outside the manufacture
of general clay products. It does include, however,
clay usable or used only for structural and other heavy
clay products, for pressed or face brick, as well as
ordinary brick, and for pottery and ordinary earthen-
ware and stoneware. The fact industrial and techno-
logical changes may make a certain clay deposit valu-
able for a given major manufacturer of brick, tile and
other clay products, because it meets its peculiar spe-
cifications for blends with other raw materials, does
not warrant a change from Departmental precedents and
a strong Congressional policy establishing that clay
usable only for such purposes is a common clay not
locatable under the mining laws.

United States_vi_Thogas_J._Peck et al., 29 IBLA 357
(Sar7~31,"l977r 81 I.D. 137

Feldspar

Ground feldspar, used as a soil conditioner or soil
amendment, is not a locatable mineral deposit under
the general mining laws in the absence of a showing
that the mineral meets the test of United States v.

! U£*°«.§k i , 5 IBLA 102, 113-16, 79 I.dT H3~ «8-l»9

(19727, namely, that the mineral is found to be not
just a physical amendment to the soil, but rather a

chemical amendment which alters and improves soil or
plant chemistry.

Onii£d_States_v.
1976)

Gold

.RofcGEi_Si_Beal, 23 IBLA 378 {Feb. 4,

The "marketability test"— i.e., to qualify as a valu-
able mineral deposit, the mineral deposit must be
extractable, removable and marketable at a profit—is
a complement to the "prudent man rule." The fact that
a mineral such as gold possesses intrinsic value does
not prevent the application of the marketability test
to determine whether the deposit of such a mineral con-
stitutes a discovery of a valuable mineral deposit
under the mining laws.

finAt£i_States_vi_Jack_Ci_Harr.isx_Jill_L 1._]!ar,r.i§»

38 IBLA 137 (Nov. 29, 1978)
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Under the (lining Claiis Bights Bestoration Act cf 1S5E
it is proper to prohibit all placer lining operations
on a group of mining claims on land within a powersite
classification, where unrestricted placer lining en
such land would lost probably result in substantial
interference with the use of the land for recreaticnal
purposes.

The Hining Claias Bights Bestoration Act of 195 5 gives
the Secretary of the Interior no discretion to penit
United or restricted placer mining on land withdrawn
or reserved for power developient or powersites. Ihe
Secretary nay permit either unrestricted placer lining
or none at all. The only condition which he lay impose
en permission to mine is that the locator must restore
the surface of the claim to its condition inediately
prior to lining operations.

l22j_B£fiiJ!D_€t_al., 25 IBLA 188 (June 11, 1976)

A verified statement required under sec. 5 of the Sur-
face Besources Act of July 23, 1955, 30 U.S.C. 1 613
(1970), is properly rejected when the mining claii in
connection with which it is filed, is declared to be
null and void ab initio because it was located on land
withdrawn from mineral location for power purpose?
prior to the (lining Claiis Bights Bestoration Act cf
Aug. 11, 1955, 30 U.S.C. « 621 et sea. (1970) , and the
land was segregated for purposes other than power de-
velopient at that time and continuously thereafter.

26 IBLA 223 (Aug. 17, 1976)

In a proceeding under sec. 5 of the Surface Bescurces
Act cf July 23, 1955, to determine the rights of the
Government and a lining claiiant as to the use and man-
agement cf the surface and its resources on certain
lining claiis, it is incuibent upon the bolder of a
claim to demonstrate a discovery of a valuable lineral
deposit within the claim as of the tile cf the Act, and
also at the time of the hearing.

Under sec. 5 of the Surface Besources Act of July 23,
1955, the effect of a decision that no mineral dis-
covery has been shown is to permit the Government to
manage and dispose of the vegetative and other surface
resources without disturbing claimant's right tc devel-
op his lining claims by using the subsurface and sur-
face to the extent necessary to conduct his lining
operations.

Sail e a_5 1 a tes_ v*. A^O*. Ea r tel 1

,

1977)
31 IELA H7 (J(

Water is not a mineral which is locatable under the
general mining law.

Robert_L._Beery._et_al.., 25 IBLA 287 (June 28, 1976)
83 I.D. 2U9

The location of a lining claim simply to maintain a

road and insure access to other claims beyond is not a
legitimate purpose within the scope or intention cf the
general lining law.

BofeSI t-Ccrne t t , 36 IELA 8H (July 12, 1978)

SURFACE USES

If a mining claim is located on or after July 23, 1955,
it is subject, prior to the issuance of patent, to the
right of the United States to manage surface resources
or the surface to the extent necessary for access to
adjacent land. 30 U.S.C. § 612 (1970).

Ji_Bernard_Boberts, 21 IELA 20K (July 30, 1975)

Where a lining claim has been located pursuant to the
Hining Claims Bights Bestoration Act, 30 O.S.C. it 621-
625 (1970), en land withdrawn for powersite, it is
proper to prohibit placer mining if there is a likeli-
hood of substantial interference with the use of the
land for fishing, hunting, recreation, and the teccvery
of archaeological values,

The (lining and Minerals Policy Act of 197C, 30 O.S.C.
« 21a (1970), does not require the granting cf cetiis-
sion for placer lining operations on land within a
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powersite withdrawal where such operations would prob-
ably interfere with other uses of the land.

Oni£g£_States_vi_Edward_Ji_Connollyx_ariJ_Idaho_Fish
and_GaBe~Cep.artsent_JIntervenorl, 10 IELA 30 (Mar. 15,
1979)

5JNII!£_CLAIMS--Continued

TITLE

—

Continued

The evidence of title, required by A3 CIR 3E62.1-2 tc
te submitted in support of a mineral patent application
need reflect only documents such as deeds, instruients,
or actions appearing of reccrd purporting tc convey or
to affect the title to each location. It is not neces-
sary that the title data reflect in addition those
deeds, instruments, or actions otherwise relating to
the land in the mining claim.

A bond filed by a mining claim owner, covering lands
patented under the Stock-Baising Homestead Act of
Dec. 29, 1916, as amended, 43 O.S.C. «* 291-301 (1970),
need only be set in an amount to cover damages tc crops,
improvements, and the value of the land for grazing pur-
poses within the limits of the mining claim. The ad
damnum of the bond does not have to be sufficient to
cover damages caused by a disruption of the surface
owner's entire grazing operation.

Where surface owners object to the amount of a bond,
submitted to the Bureau of Land Management under sec. 9

of the Stock-Raising Homestead Act of Dec. 29, 1916, as
amended, 13 U.S.C. s 299 (1970) , as being inadequate in
amount, request a hearing thereon, but fail to tender
any evidence which would impel the conclusion that a

hearing is likely to be productive and meaningful, the
request for a hearing is properly denied.

The owner of a patented stock-raising homestead, in
which the minerals have been reserved to the United
States under the Act of Dec. 29, 1916, as .amended, has
a sufficient adverse interest under 43 CFR~4. 150-1, to
initiate a contest against a mining claimant, alleging
lack of discovery of valuable minerals.

The issue of whether a mining claim has been perfected
by discovery of available mineral has no place in a
proceeding to determine whether the amount of a stock-
raising homestead bond is sufficient.

Elmer Silvery et_al.. 42 IBLA 11 (July 25, 1979)

TITLE

Under California law, when a mining claim is pur-
chased by a husband using community property funds
even though title is taken in the husband's name
alone, a gift to the husband will not te presumed
in lieu of other evidence and the wife may be con-
sidered a qualified applicant for purposes of the
Mining Claims Occupancy Act, 30 U.S.C. <s 701 et
se3 . (1970).

Kerr-BcGe e Nuclear Corp. et al.
13 IELA lie (Oct. 29, 1979)

"^consider ation|

,

£j!iaht_P
1975)

.§ n£_Ve r na._£i_Hu s ton , 21 IBLA 21 (June 16,

The regulations of this Department have the force and
effect of law, and are binding upon the Secretary and
those who exercise his delegated authority. Where a

patent application regulation requires "full, true,
and complete abstracts," and the surface cf the mining
claim has not been patented, the processing of patent
applications accompanied only by limited abstracts is
properly suspended, pending compliance with the regula-
tion. Where, however, the surface of the mining claim
has been patented, e.g., under the Stock-Baising Home-
stead Act, 43 U.S.C. a 291-300 (1970) , the abstract
generally need only reflect transactions affecting the
mineral estate. A certificate of title is acceptable
in lieu of an abstract in either situation.

[Cerr-McGee Nuclear_Cor£i_et_al. , 41 IBLA 197 (June 22,
1979)

TUNNEL SUES

Under 30 U.S.C. § 27 (1976), the Tunnel Site Act, a

mining contest complaint charging that a tunnel site
was not being worked with reasonable diligence is rrop-
erly dismissed with respect to such charge where it
sought to have such tunnel site declared null ard vcid,
but the statute provides cnly that the consequence of
failure to work a tunnel site is the forfeiture cf
right to all undiscovered veins therein.

U n ited States v. Livingston Silver, Inc.
(Sept. 19, 1S79)

13 IELA El

WITHDRAWN LAND

A mining claim located on lands segregated or withdrawn
from mineral location at the time of location is null
and void ab initio.

Richard_B. and Shirley A. Jarrett. 19 IELA 7e (Bet. 27,
1975"

Mining claims are properly declared null and void at

initio where they are located on land which, on the
date of location, was included in an application foi
withdrawal which previously had been noted en land
office records.

J°ii!_S22 d_PJIS££s, 22 IBLA 328 (Nov. 10, 1975)

Merrill E.Bco.re, J t J. Adams. 13 IEIA 357 (Cct. 29,
1979)

While a lining location on land totally withdrawn may
be declared null and void ab initio without hearing, if
a claimant alleges facts which would establish an in-
terest in a claim located prior to the withdrawal, the
claim may not te declared null and void ab initio with-
out opportunity for hearing.

Hathern lewis Stacy. 23 IELA 166 (Dec. 21, 1975)

Mining claims and millsites located upon land which
been previously withdrawn from entry under the lirir
laws by a first-form reclamation withdrawal are void
initio. Eecause Departmental Order No. 2515 deleoat
authority tc revoke such a withdrawal tc the Eureau
Reclamation with the concurrence of the Bureau cf La
Management, the land remains withdrawn from mining
locations when the Eureau of Land Management dees nc
concur with the recommendation of the Bureau of Becl
maticn to revoke the withdrawal and restore the land
entry.

A request for a hearing pursuant to 13 CFR 1.115 for
the purpose of taking testimony on the Bureau of Land
Management's "continued refusal" to restore land in a

reclamation withdrawal to entry will be denied. Ad ap-
peal from a decision declaring mining claims and mill-
sites null and void ab initio because the lands are in
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the withdrawal may not serve as the vehicle for peti-
tioning the Secretary of the Interior to revoke the
withdrawal. Furthermore, even if the withdrawal were
revoked and the lands opened to entry, this action
could not revive mining claims which were void when
located while the withdrawal was in effect and the
land closed to entry under the mining laws.

Ji_P._Hinds_et_ali , 25 IELA 67 (June 1, 1976)
83 I.D. 275

A mining claim located on land at a time when such land
was withdrawn from mineral entry is properly declared
null and void ab initio.

W. A. Todd, A. E. Johnson. 28 IE1A leo (Dec. 1, 1976)

Salljr_Lester_et_al. , 31 IELA 13 (June 21, 1977)

Ji-Ji-Nesmi t h , 38 IELA 357 (Dec. 22, 1978)

The Wild and Scenic Rivers Act withdrew from appropri-
ation under the mining laws the minerals in Federal
lands which constitute the bed or bank or are situated
within one guarter mile of the bank of any river listed
as a potential addition to the Wild and Scenic River
System. This withdrawal does not extend to minerals
in lands near tributaries of designated rivers unless
the tributaries were expressly included.

Wal£§r_B._Freeman_et_ali , 25 IBLA 150 (June 10, 1976)

A mining claim located before Aug. 11, 1955, on land
within an existing powersite withdrawal is properly
declared null and void as the land was then closed to
mineral entry. Claims located prior to that date were
not resuscitated by the Mining Claims Rights Restora-
tion Act of 1955.

lev er l£_Tr u 1 1 , 25 IBLA 157 (June 10, 1976)

Mining claims located on land withdrawn from all forms
of entry are null and void from the beginning.

Robert L.. Beeri_et_alir 25 IBLA 287 (June 28, 1976)
83 I.E. 2U9

A mining claim located before Aug. 11, 1955, on land
within an existing powersite withdrawal is properly
declared null and void as the land was then closed to
mineral entry. Void claims located prior to that date
were not given life by the Mining Claims Rights Resto-
ration Act of 1955.

David Loring Gamble^ Da rrel_Houglum, 26 IBLA 249
7Aug7~18, 1976)

The rejection of an application under the Act of
Apr. 23, 1932, H3 U.S.C. « 15U (1970), to open lands
in a reclamation withdrawal to mineral location will
be affirmed when the applicant fails to submit facts
to show the basis for his knowledge or belief that
the lands contain valuable mineral deposits. Merely
to state the lands contain such deposits is not
sufficient.

Joe Ashburn, 27 IBLA 227 (Oct. 12, 1976)

A mining claim located on land at a time when such lane
was withdrawn from mineral entry is properly declared
null and void ab initio. The finding that appellants
have no rights under Sept. 197H locations does not af-
fect any rights which may have been deeded to them by
the holder of a 1952 claim located prior to the time
the land was withdrawn from mineral locations.

Wi_Ri_and_Gi_Ri_S trickier , 27 IBLA 267 (Oct. 26, 1976)

Mining claims located when the land has been withdrawn
from all public entry by a first-form reclamation with-
drawal are properly declared null and void at initio.
Subsequent restoration of the land tc mineral entry
does not revive the invalid locations.

Mining claims are properly declared null and void
at initio when the locations were not perfected tj
performance of the condition precedent to the opening
of withdrawn land to location, entry and patent under
the mining laws.

Ilo.y.3_Wi_McCart2, 28 IBLA 2<46 (Dec. 20, 1976)

Where land occupied ty a mining claio has teen with-
drawn from operation of the mining laws, the validity
cf the claim must te tested by the value of the mineral
deposit as of the date of the withdrawal, as well as
of the date cf the hearing.

United States_v._Fred and Eileen Ga_rner, 30 IBLA U2
(Apr. 18, 1977)

Opited States, v, Richard ,B._ Walls. 30 IEIA 233
(June 7, 1977)

A mining claim which at the time of its location is
situated on withdrawn land confers nc rights on the
locator and is void ab initio.

Rod Knight. 30 IELA 22« (May 26, 1977)

A mining claim located on land withdrawn from lec
under the lining laws is null and vcid ab initic-
out legal effect from the beginning. Such a lici
claim may properly be declared null and void with
a hearing where the records of the Department of
Interior show that the land was withdrawn from th
eration of the United States lining laws at the t

the claim was located.

ation
-with-

Charles_R^_Jjielse^^_Pauline_Sielsen

,

(May 26, 1977)
30 IEIA 235

A mining claim located fox a nonmetallif erous mineral
on land at a time when such land was withdrawn from
mineral entry for nonmetallif erous minerals is crcperly
declared null and void ab initio.

£ a»Ai-Ba^lss k i_e t_a

l

x , 31 IELA 139 (June 30, 1977)

Mining claims located upon land which has teen rrevi-
ously withdrawn from all forms of entry are null and
void at initio, creating no rights in the locator.

While a mining location on land totally withdrawn may
be declared null and void at initio without bearirg,
if a claimant alleges facts which would establish an
interest in a claim located prior to the withdrawal.
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the claim may not be declared null and void ab initio
without notice and an opportunity for hearing.

_____________________ 31 IBLA 188 (July 5, 1977)

the withdrawal must be established as of the date of
the tiithdratial as well as of the date of the bearing.

United_States_v i_|obert_Ai Bukke_JR€^istejed A.gert_.,

_a_____--_-I-_-x_-__al_, 32 IELA 155 (Sept. 12, 3577)

A mining claim located on withdrawn land confers no
right on the locator and is null and void ab initio.
However, when BLM has so held claims to be null and
void and it appears that the claims may not be invalid
due to status factors, the case will be remanded for
further consideration.

Doualas_Li_Russell_et_al. 31 IBLA 237 (July 12, 1977)

Where prior to 1920 a powersite
ated by executive order under a

June 25, 1910, the withdrawn la
location of mining claims for m

until passage of the Federal Po
1920, which closed powersites t

or disposal. Any mining claim
powersite lands is void ab init
been restored to such entry in
of the Federal Power Act or the
has been made in accordance wit
1955, 30 U.S.C. * 621 (1970)

.

operate retroactively to valida

withdrawal was cre-
uthority of the Act of
nd remained open to the
etalliferous minerals
wer Act on June 1C,
o all entry, location
located thereafter on
io unless the land has
accordance with sec. 2<4

location of the claim
h the Act of Aug. 11,
The latter Act did not
te void claims.

Land reserved for a reservoir site by executive order
under authority of the Pickett Act of June 25, 1910, to
conserve water for irrigation purposes, remained open
to the location of mining claims for metalliferous min-
erals, and the provisions of the Federal Power Act of
June 10, 1920, would not operate to bar the location
of such claims unless and until a powersite classifi-
cation was subseguently imposed.

_§____________. 31 IBLA 357 (July 25, 1977)

A mining claim located before Aug. 11, 1955, on land
within an existing highway material site withdrawal is
properly declared null and void as the land was then
closed to mineral entry. Void claims located prior to
that date were not given life by the Mining Claims
Rights Restoration Act of 1955.

_________B__S__ . 31 IBLA 389 (Aug. 19, 1977)

A mining claim located on land at a time when the land
is segregated from mining location by a proposed
withdrawal is properly declared null and void at initio.
Where the official records of the Department reflect
such proposed withdrawal, a hearing is not reguired to
establish the invalidity of the claim.

Mark W. Bcone and John L._gutra,
19777

33 IELA 32 (Nov.

When land is withdrawn from the operaticn of the lining
laws sucject to valid existing rights, such as the
Organ Pipe Cactus National Monument en Sept. 26, 1976,
the validity of a mining claim located prior to the
withdrawal must be established as of the date cf the
withdrawal as well as of the date of the bearing.

______________»________________£_i___G___i_____^
33 IELA 86 (Dec. 8, 1977)

A mining claim located on land which is not
mineral entry at the time of location is nu
from its inception. Where a mining claitan
his notice of location that his mining clai
cated on dates subseguent to a withdrawal w

eluded the land encompassed by the lining c

indicates in his application for survey tha
were located prior to the withdrawal, it is
the State Office to declare the mining clai
void on the tasis of the information in the
location where the claimant failed to submi
that the claims were in fact located prior
withdrawal.
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The purpose of an amended location is to cure
imperfections and correct errors, which in the absence
cf intervening rights relates back to the date cf orig-
inal location. An amended location made while lard is
withdrawn from mineral entry is ineffectual.

_a__L.___ir_g;;i_ , 33 IBLA 354 (Jan. 16, 197e)

Mining claims located on land previously withdrawn from
entry under the mining laws are properly declared null
and void ab initio.

________________ 32 IBLA 5 (Aug. 1977)

Mining claims and millsites located upon land which
has been previously withdrawn from entry under the min-
ing laws by a first-form withdrawal are null and void
ab initio.

Under 43 CFR 2091. 6-M and 2627.4(b), the filing cf a

State's application to select lands segregates these
lands from all subseguent appropriation, including
locations under the mining laws.

A mining claim located on land which was then
segregated and closed to mineral entry is properly
declared null and void ab initio.

____________________a___B__Deeteia_Verna E^ Ijons^
fiarr.y_D._ Lyons, 34 IELA 81 (Feb. 22, 1976)

____________i___a_______a_.. 32 IELA 145 (Sept. 12,
1977)

When land is withdrawn from the operation of the mining
laws subject to valid existing rights, such as by the
creation of the North Cascades National Park on Cct. 2,
1968, the validity of a mining claim located prior to

Ordinarily an application to restore lands within a

reclamation withdrawal to mineral entry pursuant to
the Act of Aft. 23, 1932, 43 U.S.C. « 154 (197C) , will
te rejected by the Eureau of Land Management where the
Eureau of Reclamation recoirmends against restoration;
however, en appeal a case may be remanded for further
consideration by the appropriate agencies, including
preparation of a mineral report, where it appears war-
ranted by the appellant's showings and willingness to
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propose terms and conditions to protect tbe Govern-
ment's interest.

G .._W ._pai ly. , 3U IBLA 176 (War. 1«, 1978)

Mining claims located on lards previously withdraw!
from entry under the mining laws are null and vcid
ab initio.

S3 rri.fii. Wilson, 35 IBLA 3U9 (June 19, 1978)

An application under the Act of Apr. 23, 1932, «3 O.S.C.
4 15U (1970) , for restoration to mineral entry and
location of lands within a reclamation withdrawal will
ordinarily be rejected when the Bureau of Reclamation
has recommended against it, the recommendation is prem-
ised upon the requirements of the public interest, and
the reasons offered in support of the recommendation
are cogent.

Ed ward_J ._Connol lv.x_ Jr. . , 3« IBLA 233 (Bar. 27, 1978)

A mining claim located on land in Alaska at a time wher
such land was withdrawn from mineral entry is properly
declared null and void ab initio.

Sally Letter et al. (On Reconsideration) , 35 IBLA 61
~{ttlj 107 1978)

A mining claim or millsite located on land at a time
when the land is withdrawn from mineral location is
properly declared null and void.

ZIoia_Gi_Bro«iD» 35 IBLA 110 (May 15, 1978)

A mining claim, located at a time when the land is
withdrawn from mineral entry, may be properly declared
null and void ab initio without a hearing.

i_Bacaulev., 35 IBLA 202

£ede r al2American_ Partners, 37 IBLA 330 (Oct. 26, 1978)

Ed »ard_L^_ Macau ley..^Martha,
7nay

_
2«7 1978)

Where land is withdrawn from the operation of the min-
ing laws subseguent to the location of a mining claim,
the validity of the claim cannot te recognized unless
the claim was supported by a valid discovery at the
time of the withdrawal. In addition, even though there
may have been a proper discovery at the time of a with-
drawal or at some other time in the past, a mining
claim cannot be considered valid unless the claim is at
present supported by a sufficient discovery. The loss
of the discovery, either through exhausticn of the min-
erals, changes in economic conditions, or other circum-
stances, results in the loss of the location.

A mining claim located on land withdrawn from lecation
under the mining laws is null and void ab initio— with-
out legal effect from the beginning. Such a mining
claim may properly te declared null and void without
a hearing where the records of the Department of the
Interior show that the land was withdrawn from the op-
eration of the United States mining laws at the time
the claim was located..

on land withdrawn from such entry
are null and void ab initio and will got te validated
by tbe modification or revocation of the
dtawal to open the land thereafter to

Mining claims locate<

arder of with-
ineral entry.

United_States_vi Milt_on_Wichner

,

1978"
35 IBLA 2«0 (May 30,

J ames Hessanc. 35 IELA 3e3 (June 23, 1978)

The Wild and Scenic Rivers Act withdrew from appropria-
tion under the mining laws the minerals in Federal
lands which constitute the bed or back or are situated
within one-quarter mile of the bank of any river listed
as a potential addition to the wild and Scenic River
System. Land within one-quarter mile of the tank of
the Illinois River, Oregon, a river designated in sec.
5(a) of the Act as a potential addition to the system,
is withdrawn from mineral entry and therefore, not
available for mining claims.

Mining claims located on lands within a withdrawal
which were net open to mineral entry are properly
declared null and void ab initio.

Robert. Cornett. 36 IBLA e« (July 12, 1978)

A mining claim located on land at a time when the land
is segregated from mining location by a proposed with-
drawal is properly declared null and void ab initio.

A mining claim located on land which is not subject to
mineral entry at the time of location is null aid vcid
from its inception. Where a mining claimant states in
his notice of location that his mining claims were lo-
cated on dates subsequent to the filing of an applica-
tion for withdrawal which included tbe land encompassed
ty tbe mining claim, but indicates on appeal that the
claims designated in the notice were merely a "regroup-
ing," of identical claims filed prior to the segrega-
tion of the lands, it is nevertheless proper for the
State Office to declare the mining claims null and void
since mining claims located on withdrawn land are not
subject to recordation.

H.ili»I_St_Sa!i3.2£r, 36 IBLA 1UK (July 26, 1978)

The President had nonstatutory authority to withdraw
public land in addition to authority conferred upon
him by Pickett Act, as amended, «3 U.S.C. $« 1U1, 1«2
(1970). Such nonstatutory authority was not limited
by terms of U3 U.S.C. $ 1M2 (1970) providing that with-
drawn lands shall remain open to location for metallif-
erous minerals.

Appellant may not use appeal to Board or request for
hearing under U3 CFR U.U15 as vehicle for petitioning
Secretary of the Interior to have withdrawal revoked
and land restored to entry.

A mining claim is properly declared null and void at
initio where the land on which it is located was segre-
gated by a formal forest exchange application, which
withdrew the selected public lands from location under
tbe mining laws prior to the time that the mineral lo-
cation was made.

Charjes.A^.rorriss. 36 IELA 372 (Aug. 31. 197E)
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A mining claim located on land which was then segre-
gated and closed to mineral entry is properly declared
null and void ab initio.

»i£tor_Ai_Gi_Sc h id t , 36 IBLA 39U (Sept. 1978)

Lands withdrawn for a powersite reservation, with cer-
tain exceptions, are open to entry for location and
patent of mining claims with a reservation of power
rights in the lands to the United States and subject to
the conditions in the Mining claius Bights Restoration
Act. Where the BLM decision declaring mining claims
null and void did not consider the effect of this Act
on the withdrawal, the decision will be set aside and
remanded for appropriate action.

R°bert_Di_U£ton and Wjlliam C^Neils. 38 IELA 90
"(NovT 15, 19787

MINING CL AIHS--Continued
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survey or other evidence that his claim is outside the
withdrawn area.

Eorticns of lining claims located on lands within a

withdrawal and not open to mineral entry are prcperly
declared null and void ab initio.

Bairj.Cj, Bi nni na , 39 IBLA 390 (Feb. 28, 1979)

Lands segregated on the public records by a proposed
withdrawal posted Apr. 6, 1973, or a Recreational and
Public Purposes Classification filed Nov. 13, 1556,
were not available for the location of mining claims,
and claims thereafter located are null and void at
initio.

Eelmer HcLean_et_al. . «C IBLA 3M (Bar. 15, 1979)

Mining claims on land subsequently withdrawn from lin-
eral entry are not subject to relocation, despite
failure of the original locators to do assessment work,
because relocation by another party is of necessity ad-
verse to the prior location.

IS ward_Ti_Dw,yer , 38 IBLA 1UU (Nov. 30, 1978)

A mining claim located on land previously withdrawn
from appropriation under the mining laws is null and
void ab initio.

G.erald_Bv£OD_Bajnon. «0 IBLA 162 (Mar. 3C, 1S7S)

Tilden Bclloway, Roland jj rjjg ht. U3 IB1A 13U (Sept. 28,
1979)

Mining claims located on lands previously withdrawn
from entry under the mining laws are null and void ab
initio in the absence of a showing that the claimants
had a valid existing right to the claims which predati
the withdrawal. Where claimants assert that they hav<

simply filed amended notices of location of claims
which were first located prior to the withdrawal, but
the record indicates that the claims ate in fact not
the same as those located prior to the withdrawal,
there is no valid existing right to the new claims,
and they are properly declared null and void ab initii

R.i ter_E kker^.Ke r ri_Ekker , 38 IBLA 277 (Dec. 13, 1S78)
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i-Si-ano," aIS3, r e t_ W.._Col lier , 39 IBLA 81 (Jan. 2«,

A mining claim located on land which has been previ-
ously withdrawn from location under the mining laws may
be properly declared null and void ab initio without a

hearing. Such a claim confers no rights on the locator
or a subsequent grantee and will not be validated by
the modification or revocation of the order of with-
drawal to open the land thereafter to mineral entry.
It is immaterial whether the lands are presently being,
or have ever been, used for the purpose for which they
were withdrawn.

Hendell_L_.._Garrett d,b, a, .Garrett. Industries. 39 IBLA
85 (Jan. 2U, 1979)

Designation of a river for potential addition to the
national wild and scenic rivers system, pursuant to
the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act of 1968, as ajended,
16 U.S.C. t 1271 et sea. (1976) , withdraws Federal
lands constituting the bed or bank or within one-
quarter mile of the bank of such river from all forms
of appropriation under the mining laws, and on appeal
the mining claimant bears the burden of showing by

Where the land en which the lining claim is located is
subsequently withdrawn, the validity of the claii lust
te determined as of the date of the withdrawal and
through the date of the bearing. If there was nc dis-
covery as of the date of the withdrawal, the land would
not te excepted from the effect of the withdrawal and
the claim could not thereafter become valid even though
the requirement of discovery was satisfied at a later
date.

It was proper to deny mining claimants' request to re-
drill on lining claims after the land was withdrawn
froi lining where the work would te an effort tc lake
a discovery of a valuable mineral deposit within the
claim rather than simply a confirmation or ccrrctcra-
tion of a discovery prior to the withdrawal.

Dnii ei_States vA Wil2.ia_m la_von Ch.aj:j:ell et al.,
H2 IELA 7U (Aug. 13, 1979)

Under U3 CFB 2091.6-1 and 2627. i»(t), the filing cf a

State's application to select lands segregates these
lands from all subsequent appropriation, includinq
locations under the mining laws.

A mining claim located on land which was then segre-
gated and closed to mineral entry is properly declared
null and void ab initio.

Jfie_IA_£e£son, U3 IELA 136 (Sept. 2e, 1979)
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For the purpose of Departmental adjudication, an ame... ...

location is one made in furtherance of an earlier valid
location, while a relocation is one which is adverse to
the prior location.

An amended location notice generally relates back, where
no adverse rights have intervened, to the date of the
original location. To the extent, however, that an
amended location merely furthers rights acguired by a

valid subsisting location and does not embrace addition-
al or new land, withdrawal of land subject to existing
rights will not prevent the amended location from relat-
ing back to the original location.

Since an amended notice merges with the original notice,
the filing of the amended notice, for purposes of recor-
dation under either sec. 8 of the [lining in the Parks
Act, 90 Stat. 13«2, 13U3, 16 U.S.C. 4 19C7 (1976), or
sec. 311 of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act
of 1976, 90 Stat. 27UU, 2769, «3 U.S.C. § 171U (1976),
together with such other information reguired by the ap-
plicable regulations, constitutes compliance with the
recording reguirements of those Acts.

Except for claims held under 30 U.S.C. « 38 (1976), a

failure to record a mining claim as reguired by State
law, coupled with a withdrawal of the land prior to any
curative action, invalidates the claim, and thus pre-
cludes subseguent amendment of the claim.

An oral transfer of a mining claim, though contrary to
the statute of frauds, will not serve to invalidate the
claim, and a person subseguently seeking to record the
claim will be afforded the opportunity to prove that the
transfer actually occurred.

Where there are factual guestions relating to whether
action taken subseguent to a withdrawal is in the nature
of an amendment or whether it constitutes a relocaticn,
the mineral claimant will be granted the opportunity to
show that the subseguent action was a permissible
amendment.

Ri_Gail_Tibbetts_et_al., «3 IBLA 210 (Oct. 5, 1979)

A mining claim located prior to Aug. 11, 1955, on lands
withdrawn for a powersite is null and void ab initio.
The passage of the Mining Claims Rights Restoration Act
of Aug. 11, 1955, 30 U.S.C. § 621 (1976), did not give
life to void claims which had been located on withdrawn
lands prior to the date of the Act.

United_States_v.. Elbert_Gassawa.y, i»3 IBLA 382 (Oct. 31,
19797

Where mining claims were originally located on land
which was withdrawn from mineral location, the claims
will be declared null and void ab initio.

An amended location notice generally relates back to
the date of the original location notice, that is, to
the extent that an amended location merely furthers
rights acguired by a prior subsisting location and does
not embrace additional or new land, withdrawal of land
subject to existing rights prior to the filing of the
amended location and subseguent to the original loca-
tion will not invalidate the claims.

that it is thus the successor in an unbroken chair cf
title dating back to the original location.

iSSli can_Rescurces^_Ltdi , U« IBLA 22C (Dec. 11, 1?79)
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James C. Haiqht. 11 IBLA 240 (Dec. 11, 1979)

MIMING. CLAICS, RIGHTS .RESTORATION, ACT

Where at a bearing held pursuant to sec. 2 <

ing Claims Rights Restoration Act, 30 U.S.C.
(1970), the mining claimant, prior to the tak
any evidence, enters into a stipulation while
under confusion as to the effect of the stipu
and the stipulation legally precludes all for
placer mining on his claim, the decision belo
on the stipulation will be reversed and the c
manded for a full hearing on the merits.

£ wig.h t_Brooks , 20 IBLA 100 (Apr. 25, 1975)

Under the Mining Claims Rights Restoration Act of 1955
it is proper to prohibit all placer mining operations
on a group of mining claims on land within a powersite
classif icaticn, where unrestricted placer mining ct
such land would most probably result in substantial
interference with the use of the land for recreational
purposes.

The fining Claims Rights Restoration Act of 1955 gives
the Secretary of the Interior no discretion to permit
limited or restricted placer mining on land withdrawn
or reserved for power development or powersites. The
Secretary may permit either unrestricted placer lining
or none at all. The only condition which he may impose
en permission to mine is that the locator must restore
the surface of the claim to its condition iimediately
prior to lining operations.

E22i_?cGinn_et_alix 25 IBLA (June 11, 1976)

Where there are factual guestions relating to whether
refilings subseguent to a withdrawal were in the nature
of an "amended locations" or whether they constituted
"relocations," the matter must be referred for a hear-
ing to allow the claimant the opportunity to show that
subseguent filings have been amended locations, and

Elacer mining on claims located pursuant to the Mining
Claims Rights Restoration Act will be prohibited where
unrestricted mining activity would substantially inter-
fere with other uses of the land.

SSilJJ_ S t a t ej_ v^_ R ic haxd_a nd_Beve r 1j_ Wei^e 1 , 2

6

183 (Aug. 10, 1976)
[ELA
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A verified statement required under sec. 5

face Resources Act of July 23, 1955, 30 0.

(1970) , is properly rejected when the mini
connection with which it is filed, is decl
null and void ab initio because it was loc
withdrawn from mineral location for power
prior to the Mining Claims Rights Restorat
Aug. 11, 1955, 30 U.S.C. « 621 et sea,. (19

land was segregated for purposes other tha
velopment at that time and continuously th

of the Sur-
s.c. « 613
ng clai in
arec to be
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ion Act of
70) an d the
n power de-

!2I_ .Cummins, 26 IBLA 223 (Aug. 17, 1976)

The Department cf the Interior may contest the validity
of any unpatented mining claims located on public land,
including claims located within powersite withdrawals;
the Department's authority to contest the validity of
mining claims was not diminished by the Mining Claims
Rights Restoration Act of 1955.

David_Lorina_Gamblei_Darrel_Houalum, 26 IELA 2U9
"(AugT 187 19767

Where prior to 1920 a powersite withdrawal was cre-
ated by executive order under authority of the Act of
June 25, 1910, the withdrawn land remained open to the
location of mining claims for metalliferous minerals
until passage of the Federal Power Act on June 10,
1920, which closed powersites to all entry, location
or disposal. Any mining claim located thereafter on
powersite lands is void ab initio unless the land has
been restored to such entry in accordance with sec. 2U

of the Federal Power Act or the location cf the claim
has been made in accordance with the Act of Bug. 11,
1955, 30 O.S.C. « 621 (1970). The latter Act did not
operate retroactively to validate void claims.

Henr.y_ S t aanaro , 31 IBLA 357 (July 25, 1977)

Lands which are covered by a license for a power
project issued by the Federal Power Commission are not
open to mineral location.

|laY."ond_C.._Gar d ner_et_al.. , 3« IBLA 179 (Mar. 1U, 1978)

The preservation of important and critical habitats
for wildlife is a use warranting the prohibition of
mining from an area in accordance with the Mining
Claims Rights Restoration Act of 1955, 30 U.S.C. § 621
(1970) ; however, where the only use shown on eight min-
ing claims is likely destruction of a dove nesting and
breeding habitat which has produced only approximately
.11 of 1 percent of the 1976 total hunters* kill of
over 2-1/2 million doves in the State of Arizona and
there is insufficient evidence to establish that the
habitat is a critical and important habitat for the
doves, an administrative law judge's decision to allow
placer mining operations will be affirmed.

Oni t£^_§ t§les_v^_Mineral_Econgmics_CorE.
(Mar". 307~1978)

314 IBLA 258

Lands withdrawn for a powersite reservation, with cer-
tain exceptions, are open to entry for location and
patent of mining claims with a reservation of power
rights in the lands to the United States and subject tc

the conditions in the Mining Claims Rights Restoration
Act. Where the BLM decision declaring mining claims
null and void did not consider the effect of this Act
on the withdrawal, the decision will be set aside and
remanded for appropriate action.

11 NIJjG_C I AIfS_FIGBTS_ RESTORATION, ACT— Continued

Where a mining claim has been located pursuant to the
Mining Claims Rights Restoration Act, 3C O.S.C. «§ 621-
625 (197C) , en land withdrawn for powersite, it is
proper to prohibit placer mining if there is a likeli-
hood of substantial interference with the use of the
land for fishing, hunting, recreation, and the recovery
of archaeological values.

The Mining and Minerals Policy Act of 197C, 30 O.S.C.
$ 21a (1970), does not require the granting cf ceriis-
sion for placer mining operations on land within a

powersite withdrawal where such operatiens wculd prob-
ably interfere with other uses of the land.

Oni tSi_States_v._Edward_J._Connollji_Ji. i_Idjbo_|ish
and Game_Ceiart«|nt"jIntervenorl,"«0"lELA"lc lMar7~15,
19797

A mining claim located prior to Aug. 11, 1955, en lands
withdrawn for a powersite is null and void ab initio.
The passage of the Mining Claims Bights Restcraticn Act
of Aug. 11, 1955, 30 O.S.C. s 621 (1976), did net give
life to void claims which had been located en withdrawn
lands prior to the date of the Act.

United States v. Elbejt Gassawaj, M3 IELA 362 (Cct. 31,
19797

IilUS_2CCJJiiNCY_iC3

GENERALLY

An application for relief under the Mining Claims Oc-
cupancy Act, 3C U.S.C. $ 701 et sea. (1970) , which is
filed more than 3 years after the filing deadline of
June 30, 1971, is fatally defective and cannot te con-
sidered under the Act.

John Paul Hind.sx_Rut h_M.
19757

ilS^s, 18 IELA 385 (Jai 31,

The determination of the extent of the relief that
will be granted to a gualified applicant under the
Miring Claims Occupancy Act of Oct. 23, 1962, is
committed to the discretion of the Secretary of the
Interior, and where the determination to award an
applicant a lifetime lease instead of a fee interest
rests upen a rational basis, it will not be disturbed.

Edward W. Kirk, Eeatri.ce Anne Kirk, Ralph Eevener,
Ramona_F7Iiejiner7~20 IBLA 156 (ray 57 19757

The Mining Claims Occupancy Act was intended to provid<
relief for persons who used their mining claims as "a
principal place of residence" and for whom a hardship
would be visited if they were required to move from
their long-established homes on invalid lining claits.

An applicant under the Mining Claims Occupancy Act cf
Oct. 23, 1962, has the burden of satisfactorily sbowinc
that she and any predecessors in interest occupied val-
uable improvements on a mining claim as a principal
place of residence for the 7-year period immediately
preceding July 23, 1962. A mere conclusive state«ert
that she has so used the tract is not sufficient.
Where specific factual assertions demonstrate enly in-
termittent use, an application is properly rejected.

£aii£lii!e_J._Bljthe, 21 IELA 217 (July 31, 1975)

Robert, •Ll_
(Nov. 15, 1978)

.and-Willian^C^Neils, 38 IBLA 90



MINING-OCCUPANCY,ACT— Continued

GENERALLY—Continued

MINING OCCUPANCY ACT—Continued

PRINCIPAL PLACE OF RESIDENCE—Continued

A lining claim void ab initio may be a proper basis for
a conveyance under the Mining Claims Occupancy Act, but
pursuant to 30 U.S.C. $ 706 (1970) trespass damages
should ordinarily be assessed.

(Apr. 27, 1977)
.Ji»enez, 30 IBLA 82

Occupancy of a cabin which is not physically located
within the boundaries of a relinquished mining claim
cannot serve as a basis for the conveyance of land
under the Act of Oct. 23, 1962.

Yera_Rossma n , 36 IBLA 93 (July 12, 1978)

ACREAGE TO BE CONVEYED

Where an offer of land under the Mining Claims Occu-
pancy Act may include land within a right-of-way being
condemned for a State highway, and where such evidence
was not before the Board when it considered the appeal,
a petition for reconsideration may be granted.

Robert_Pi_Siarritt_jgn_Reconsiderationj., 26 IBLA 205
(Aug. 16, 19767

CONVEYANCES

Under 30 U.S.C. § 703 (1970), where land applied for
under the (lining Claims Occupancy Act is withdrawn in
aid of a Governmental unit other than the Department of
the Interior, the Secretary may convey an interest in
the land only with the consent of the head of the Gov-
ernmental unit concerned.

Dwight Hi and_Verna_Ki Huston, 21 IBLA 2U (June 16,
19757

IINCIPAL PLACE OF RESIDENCE

An applicant under the Mining Claims Occupancy Act of
Oct. 23, 1962, has the burden of satisfactorily shewing
that she and any predecessors in interest occupied val-
uable improvements on a mining claim as a principal
place of residence for the 7-year period immediately
preceding July 23, 1962. A mere conclusive stateient
that she has so used the tract is not sufficient.
Where specific factual assertions demonstrate only in-
termittent use, an application is properly rejected.

Catherine R. Blythe. 21 IBLA 217 (July 31, 1975)

A cabin which is used for only a short period of time
each year, primarily during the summer months, dees no1
constitute "a principal place of residence" within the
meaning of sec. 2 of the Act of Oct. 23, 1962, and an
application for the conveyance of land based upon such
use is properly rejected.

Vera Rossman. 36 IBLA 93 (July 12, 1978)

QUALIFIED APPLICANT

In order for an applicant to qualify for a conveyance
under the Mining Claims Occupancy Act, 30 U.S.C.
i 701 et sea- (1970), he must show that as of Oct. 23,
1962, he was a residential occupant-owner of valuable
improvements in an unpatented mining claim which con-
stituted a principal place of residence for bin and
his predecessors in interest for not less than 7 years
Frior to July 23, 1962.

Under California law, when a mining claim is pur-
chased by a husband using community property funds,
even though title is taken in the husband's name
alone, a gift to the husband will not be presumed
in lieu of other evidence and the wife may be con-
sidered a qualified applicant for purposes of the
Mining Claims Occupancy Act, 30 U.S.C. « 701 et
seg. (1970).

Dwight_H. and Verna Ks_Huston, 21 IBLA 2« (June 16,__
75

_

The Mining Claims Occupancy Act, 30 U.S.C. § 701 et
seg. (1970) , only requires that valuable improvements
on an unpatented mining claim constitute a principal
place of residence for a qualified applicant, not
that such be the principal place of residence of the
applicant.

Under the Mining Claims Occupancy Act, 30 U.S.C. § 701

Si seg. (1970) , where the record includes a statement
as to a principal place of residence which conflicts
with a more detailed statement made under oath by the
same person, the matter may be remanded for hearing in
order to resolve the conflict and protect the rights
of a third party.

For purposes of the Mining Claims Occupancy Act,
30 U.S.C. $ 701 et seg. (1970), under certain cir-
cumstances a principal place of residence of minor
children and wife may be considered a principal place
of residence of the father-husband.

Under the Mining Claims Occupancy Act, 30 U.S.C. « 701

Si seg. (1970) , where a couple owns no other residence,
a principal place of residence held by a disabled hus-
band, for reasons of health, may te considered a prin-
cipal place of residence of his wife, even though she
is customarily away from the mining claim during the
week in order to work elsewhere.

E "iah t_Hi_a nd_V ernajj_Hus to n , 21 IBLA 2U (June 16,

One alleging that he is a "qualified applicant" under
the Hininq Claims Occupancy Act, as amended, 3C U.S.C.
S 701 et seg. (1970), must file a~tiBely~applicaticn
in bis~own~name to be eliqible for the relief provided
by the Act. Nhere a son who may have been qualified
under the Act does not file timely, tut an application
is filed by bis mother who is record title owner in her
own name, that application cannot be considered to have
been made on behalf of the son, even though be lay be
the equitable owner of the claim on the basis of being
the beneficiary of an oral trust in the claim created
by his mother and (now deceased) father at the time
they purchased the claim.

An application filed under the Mining Claims Cccupancy
Act, as a mend ed. 30 U.S.C. « 701 et seg. (197C), is
properly rejected on the basis that the applicant is
not qualified for relief under the Act where the record
shows that the applicant did not live on the claim or
use it as a principal place of residence during the
qualifyinq period of time set forth in the Act.

JSSsAs_i.»_Brown, 23 IELA 23 (Dec. 1, 1975)



M^ING_OCCyPAN£Y_ACT—Continued

QUALIFIED APPLICANT—Continued

The fact that an applicant for relief under the Mining
Claims Occupancy Act, as amended, 30 O.S.C. § 701 et

§§3i (1970), subsequent to filing the application,
claims to be the trustee of an oral trust in a mining
claim held for the benefit of her son, who occupied the
claim, does not affect the statutory requirement that
in order for an applicant to qualify under the Act he

or she must be a residential occupant-owner. The ap-
plicant did not occupy the claim and her sen did not
file an application. Therefore, her application was
properly rejected.

Jessie_Aj
(Jan. 17,

Brown JOn_Eecc
"l977J"~

iAfie.ra t ion). , 28 IELA 339

5ISTAKES

GENERALLY

Even if it be established that a controlling regulatioi
had been violated in previous cases, such violation
does not afford a valid predicate for further viola-
tions of the regulation.

3§£I_Na.n_§£ea r , 25 IBLA 3« (May 5, 1976)

Even if it be established that the Department had not
applied in other cases regulation t3 CFH U115.2-1 (e) (8),
which requires termination of grazing privileges upon
loss of ownership or control of base property, such
failure to apply the regulation is not authority to
further disregard the regulation.

Prior recognition of grazing privileges based on licen-
see's erroneous statement of ownership of base property
does not estop the Department from canceling the priv-
ileges when it becomes aware of the facts.

£h2Eles_S te war t , 26 IBLA 160 (Aug. 1, 1976)

A past incorrect application of the law in adjudication
of oil and gas lease offers is no authorization for
failure to follow regulations in the case of an offer
currently under adjudication.

David_Ai_Provinse, 35 IBLA 217 (Bay 26, 1978)

BLH personnel may not attempt to "correct," complete,
or interpret entries on oil and gas lease offer appli-
cation forms in such a way as to perfect an otherwise
unacceptable application, nor may an applicant "cure"
defect on his drawing entry card by the submission of
supplemental information after the drawing.

Resources Exploration 6
Iion£7~«3~iBLA 89~Sept"

Inc.
,
(On Reconsidera-

MUiIIPLE_MIOBAL_DEVEL0PJENT_ACT

GENERALLY

Mining claims located in 1933 under the general mining
laws, 30 O.S.C. 5 21 et sea,. (1970), on lands known to
be valuable for minerals'sub ject to leasing under the
Mineral Leasing Act of Feb. 25, 1920, 30 O.S.C. § 181
§t se.3. (1970) , are null and void ab initio because in
1933 such lands were not open to location and disposi-
tion under the mining laws; however, since the passage
of the Act of Aug. 12, 1953, 30 O.S.C. * 501 (1970),
and the Multiple Mineral Development Act of Aug. 13,
195U, 30 O.S.C. » 521 et seg,. (1970), it is possible

MULTIPLE MINERAL DEVELOPMENT ACT—Continued

GENERALLY—Continued

to locate a mining claim on lands covered by a tineral
permit or lease, or application therefor, or which are
known to be valuable for leasable minerals, but the
leasable minerals are reserved to the United States.

U nit ed_S ta tes_ v._Lona_Eeach_Salt_COj

,

(Dec. 2, 197S)
23 IELA m

The Multiple Mineral Development Act did not amend the
Mineral Leasing Act to authorize the issuance of pros-
pecting permits for coal which cover lands subject to
mining claims.

Ihe_Ji|ect_oi_Minina_C^ims_on_Secietarial_AuJh S ritji

i2_IS sJJS_Pl°i£Sctina_Permits_for_Coaj_and_Pho££hate,
M-36893 (Aug. 2, 1977) 8M I.E. ««2

"Leasing Act minerals." The Multiple Mine
ment Act, 30 O.S.C. « 52U (1970), reserved
Act minerals to the United States, and no
deposits of Leasing Act minerals are open
under the mining laws under 30 O.S.C. 5 51
"Leasing Act minerals" is defined as "all
which, upon Aug. 13, 195«, are provided in
leasing laws to be disposed of thereunder.
« 530 (1970). Because leases for sodium,
and "other related products" are authorize
30 O.S.C. «« 262, 282 (1970), "other relat
along with sodium and potassium fall withi
gory of leasing Act minerals which include
which is dissolved in a sodium or potassiu
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Foote Mineral, Co.. 3« IELA 285 (Apr. 17,, 1978)
85 I.E.

Lands which were subject to an oil and gas lease offer
on Sept. 20, 1951, were not open to mineral location,
and mining claims located on such lands en this date
are properly declared null and void in the absence of
compliance with the redemption provisions of the Act
of Aug. 12, 1953, and the Multiple Mineral Development
Act, reguiring filing of an amended notice of location
prior to Dec. 10, 1953, in the place and manner in
which the original notice was of record.

A mining claimant's failure to comply with the redemp-
tion provision of the Act of Aug. 12, 1953, and the
Multiple Mineral Development Act is not excused because
BLM failed to notify her of the availability of this
provision.

£2£2lky,_S mi t h , 39 IELA 306 (Feb. 23, 1979)

An application for permit to drill for oil and gas in i

designated Potash Area is properly denied where the ap-
plicant fails to show that his application comes withii
either of the two exceptions to the policy in favor of
potash development enunciated in an Crder of the Secre-
tary, dated Oct. 7, 1975, HO FR 51U86.

SSl£2_££t roleu m_Cor£. , U2 IELA 150 (Aug. 16, 197S)

Prior to passage of the Multiple Mineral Development
Act, 30 O.S.C. §5 521-31 (1976), a prima facie valid
mineral lease, or application therefor, though vcid
and ineffectual to vest any rights to minerals sub-
ject to the mining laws in the lessee segregated the
land from the operation of the mining laws and pre-
vented the initiation of rights under the mining laws
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by another person until it had been set aside and re-

moved from the records of the land office.

Charles Housex_M
(Sept. llT 1979)

.Iegnard_Skinner, U2 IBLA 36«

A prospecting permit which embraces land which is not
"unclaimed" and "undeveloped" is a nullity and void as
a conveyance of any interest in that land. Land in a

mining claim remains "unclaimed" land for the purposes
of M-36893 so long as the claim is not validated by
discovery of a valuable locatable mineral deposit at
the date of permit issuance. Surface disturbing min-
eral activities, associated with delineation of a uin-
eral ore body which could reasonably be expected to
disclose knowledge of an area's coal potential consti-
tute development. The bona fide purchaser provisions
of sec. 27(h) (2) of the Mineral Leasing Act do not ap-
ply to permits which embrace land that is claimed or
developed.

Ilf§ct_and_l5Blementation_of_Solicitor2.s_C£inion
Wz36893_on "Unclaimedi_Undevelo£ed , " M-36893 (Sup p.)
(Nov. 197 1979)"

~"
86 I.E. 627

The Eoard of Land Appeals may entertain and, where
appropriate, grant a motion by the Bureau of land
Management to remand a case to it for further consid-
eration on the guestion of whether an envircmental
impact statement must be filed, even though an appel-
lant, who has protested against a negative declaration
that no impact statement is required, objects to the
remand.

Har.o ld_G i 1 lis , 2« IBLA 218 (Mar. 25, 1976)

An application for a communication site under 13 O.S.C.
$ 961 (1970) should be denied where utilization of an
existing rigbt-of-way is practical under M3 U.S.C.
» 1763 (19 ) and where the proposed site would have
an adverse impact on the environment.

"Practical." Under U3 u.S.C. « 1763 (19 ), utili2atioi
of a nearby existing cotmunication site is practical
where the site is suitable and the expense of utiliza-
tion would not be unreasonable as compared with envi-
ronmental damage from a proliferation of sites.

Jicaiiila_A^a£he_Indian_1rijDe, 29 IEIA 57 (Feb. 16,
1977)

MULTIPLE-USE

Prior to passage of the Multiple Mineral Bevelopmer
Act, 30 U.S.C. $« 521-31 (1976), a prima facie vali
mineral lease, or application therefor, though void
and ineffectual to vest any rights to minerals sub-
ject to the Dining laws in the lessee segregated th

land from the operation of the mining laws and pre-
vented the initiation of rights under the mining la

by another person until it had been set aside and i

moved from the records of the land office.

It is not necessary for the Government to prepare an
environmental impact statement before issuing a

complaint in a mining claim contest, as the deteriina-
tion of the validity of a mining claim is not a "major
Federal acticn" within the ambit of sec. 102 of the
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, «2 O.S.C.
« U332 (197C) .

JJijliS d-S tal£J-3.1-11 n e st_ F,. _ Ej v en_ a n d_ Rjg h a r d_Jj_ I .

*n!exsoj!. 32 IBLA 361 (Oct. 25, 1977)

Charles_Housex Mts^Leonard^kinner , «2 IBLA 36U
(Sept. 11,"1979"

NATIONAL_ENVIRONMENTAL_POLICY_ACT_OF_1969

GENERALLY

On appeals from decisions to proceed with proposed
timber sales, when the district manager tentatively
proposes to withdraw the tracts from sale plans in
order more fully to examine appellants' allegations,
and material submitted in a related appeal, the deci
sions will be set aside and the cases remanded for
further consideration.

The Bureau of Land Management may require the execu-
tion of special stimulations, including a no-surface-
occupancy stipulation, to protect environmental and
other land use values, as a condition for issuing an
oil and gas lease. Where the Bureau of Land Manage-
ment, in a decision requiring a no-surface-occupancj
stipulation along a proposed wild and scenic river cor-
ridor, has considered all information available to it,
has adequately weighed the factors involved, and the
appellant has not shown sufficient reason to change the
result, the decision will be upheld.

£sesia_Petroleum_Co., 33 IBLA 116 (Dec. 16, 1977)

Dean W. Rowell. 37 TELA 367 (Nov. 6, 1978)

Alan Winter, Elizabeth Freeman, et al

.

(JanT 21/ 1976)
23 IBLA 3U3

A decision suspending oil and gas lease applications
for public land in a national forest because the Forest
Service has not prepared an environmental impact state-
ment on a roadless area will be set aside and the cases
remanded for the Bureau of Land Management in the exer-
cise of its delegated discretion to lease public lands
for oil and gas, first to determine whether the Bureau
should prepare an environmental impact statement as the
lead agency responsible for mineral leasing, and then
to act on the offers accordingly.

The Eureau of Land Management may reguire the execution
of special stipulations, including a no-surface occu-
pancy stipulation, to protect environmental and other
land use values, as a condition for issuing an oil and
gas lease. Where the Eureau of Land Management, in a

decision requiring a no-surface-occopancy stipulation
in a scenic area, has considered all information avail-
able to it, has adequately weighed the factors involved,
and the appellant has not shown sufficient reascn to
change the result, the decision will be upheld.

Robert L. Bealv. 35 IBLA 66 (Hay 12, 1978)

Che* ?B_Qil_£2i. 2« IBLA 159 (Mar. 15, 1976)
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A stipulation prohibiting drilling and storage of oil
on a portion of an oil and gas lease of 160 acres in

order to protect an area of a river which is in a study
section of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act is reasona-
ble, without consideration of other factors, where it

leaves three-guarters of the lease open to regular
activity.

Du ncan_M i ller , 35 IBLA 108 (day 15, 1978)

»42ieNiI_ENVII£NJ!Il!2ii_lSIl£I_iCT_Oi_J969~CcDtiiiU€d

ENVIRONMENTAL ST A IE BEN IS

—

Continued

Where by final judgnent a court has ordered that until
an appropriate environmental impact statement is issuec
the ELM will issue authorization for livestock grazing
only on an annual basis, a grazing permit can be re-
newed for only 1 year, even though the grazing unit
has been pledged as security for a bona fide lean.

Hat 3anch x_Inc i , 27 IBLA 3U0 (Nov L976) 13 I.E.

The Secretary of the Interior is obligated to support
and implement the national policy expressed by Congress
in the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969.

Southern_California_Motorcicle_Clubx_InCj^_Sierr
«2 IBLA 16U (Aug. 17, 1979)
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E la i ne_H i ke ls_e t_al^ , «« IBLA 51 (Nov. 19, 1979)

ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENTS

Where an administrative decision is
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Harold_Pi_Canadj_et_alJ 29 3LA 69 (Feb. 23, 1977)

Where by final judgment a court has determined that
an environmental impact statement must be filed under
12 O.S.C. 5 U332 (1970) according to a particular
schedule for the grazing lease program in a particulai
area, such an approved schedule will be followed by
the Department.

Sidnei_Brooks_et_ali , 22 IBLA 177 (Sept. 30, 1975)

The drawing of an offer for a noncompetitive lease in
a simultaneous oil and gas lease drawing creates no
vested rights in the offeror, and the offeror cannot
compel the issuance of a lease before an environmental
analysis has been made where the Bureau of Land Manage-
ment has determined that the environmental analysis is
necessary for the protection of the resources of the
particular area.

PauIa_Ji_Jones, 2D IBLA 76 (Feb. 2U, 1976)

When parties are to offer evidence as to costs, tc a

mining claimant, of neasures required by statute cr
regulation to mitigate environmental impact from devel-
opment of a mine, it would be helpful for a Gcverrirent
contestant to assist an intervening State government
and the claimant in computation of such costs; however,
under «2 O.S.C. « 1332 (1970), an environmental inpact
statement is not reguired prior to the nondiscteticnar y

Federal action of issuance of a mineral patent.

United_States v. E it tsburgh_ Pacific Co -» 30 IELA 386
(June~15T 1977)" 8H I.E. 7(1

Where by final judgment a court has ordered that urtil
an appropriate environmental impact statement is issuec
the Eureau of Land Management will issue aut her iza t icn
for livestock grazing only on an annual basis, a graz-
ing lease can be renewed only on an annual basis, even
though the grazing unit has been pledged as security
for a bona fide loan.

In exercising the Secretary of the Interior's discre-
tionary authority to lease known sodium deposits under
the Mineral Leasing Act, an application tc have the
lands leased is properly rejected where it appears that
the land applied for and surrounding environment near a

national recreation area may be mote severely damaged
than most other sites within the known sodium leasing
area, there is local governmental and other opposition
to the leasing, and Bureau of Land Management and For-
est Service officials recommend preparation of an Envi-
ronmental Impact Statement for the entire known sodium
area before leasing further lands in the area.

I<jae ne_ V^_ S i mon s , 26 IBLA 208 (Aug. 16, 1976)

Ral£h H. and_Oacgueline_L._Rainwater,
*(Aug7~87~197 7)

[Eli
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ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENTS—Continued

which includes the parcel in question is in the process
of being prepared.

Headwaters, 33 IBLA 91 (Dec. 16, 1977)

Where a proposed Federal timber sale would allow the
cutting of trees on a 162-acre tract pursuant to a

properly promulgated decision of the Director of the
Bureau of Land Management concerning the allowable cut
in that district, such sale does not, by itself, con-
stitute a major Federal action significantly affecting
the quality of the human environment such as will
require the preparation of an environmental impact
statement prior to the sale.

George_Jalbert_e t_a 1 . , 39 IBLA 205 (Feb. 2, 1979)

To secure the exemption under sec. <l0i|(r) of the Federal
Water Pollution Control Act for projects described in an
environmental statement, compliance with seven specific
conditions is reguired. The exemption does not apply to
the maintenance of existing Federal projects, but only
to new construction. While the exemption provides an
alternative procedure to achieve compliance with sec.
UOU of the Act for a limited category of Federal proj-
ects under very specific conditions, it dees not lessen
the substantive requirements that apply to the discharge
of dredged or fill material.

«aterial_Undir_sicn2i_H05IiIIii!iIIederal_WaHiZliiiS
tion_Control_Actx_33 IKS.

C

i_s_13«U , M-36915 (Aug. 27,

1979f 86 I.E. UOO

»A?ICNAl_HISTOBIC_PBESEByATIOg, ACT—Continued

APPLICABILITY—continued

i which cultural re-
tbe degree of effort

the extent of non-Federal lands
sources are to be identified, at
required. 36 CFB 800. u (a).

In the grant of a right-of-way over Federal lands for a
pipeline or other linear project, the scope of lands to
which the requirements of sec. 106 of the National His-
toric Preservation Act apply may be analogous tc the
scope of lands to be considered pursuant to sec. 1C2 of
the National Environmental Policy Act.

3b^Jl^Jt_to_WJich.the.NaHonal_IJlstoric^res£rvjtion
Acl_Beajiirej_Ciatjjrai^e^ourcjS_to_ie_Ijentifjej_ard__
Considered in the Grant ,of_a Federal, B;iqht-cf-Bay .

B-36917 (Dec. 6, 1979) 87 I.e. 27 (19e0)

NMI2ML_E!JiK_s.iBViC!

GENERALLY

Under the Mineral Leasing Act for Acguired lands cf
19U7, as amended. 30 O.S.C. s« 351-359 (197C) , if the
lands embraced within an oil and gas lease application
are under surface jurisdiction of a service or bureau
within the Department of the Interior, as are the
National Park Service and the Bureau cf Reclamation,
the consent of the Secretary of the Interior is neces-
sary under the Act to the leasing of the land. Where
the National Park Service recommends that oil and gas
leases for lands within the boundaries of the Chickasaw
National Recreation Area be rejected in order to main-
tain the area for the purposes for which it was estab-
lished, it is proper to accept this recommendation and
reject the offers.

Eap,bfine Shear, .David L, Shear.
1977)"

29 IBLA 33 (Feb. 1C,

NATION AL_HISTORIC_PRESERVATION_ACT

GENERALLY

Sec. 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act re-
quires an agency granting a right-of-way over Federal
lands for a pipeline or other linear project to (1)
identify potentially affected cultural resources; (2)

consult regarding such effect with the Advisory Council
on Historic Preservation; and (3) to consider these
cultural resources in making or denying the grant. A

rule of reason applies as to the scope of the lands to
be inventoried, and the degree of effort required.

Th§_ Ex t en t_to_W hich_the^ at ion aJ._Hi^orjLC_P reservation
*2i_lS3Si£2s_Cultural_Resources_to_be_Identif ied_and
Considered_in the_Grant of a Federal Right-of-Way

,

M-36917"DeST~67~19797 87"iTdT"27 (1980)

APPLICABILITY

The grant of a right-of-way over Federal land for a
pipeline or other linear project is a Federal under-
taking which requires the authorizinq agency to comply
with sec. 106 of the National Historic Preservation
Act, as implemented by 36 CFR Part 800.

Sec. 10
quires

the National Historic Preservation Act re-
gency granting a right-of-way over Federal

lands for a pipeline or other linear project to identi-
fy and consider cultural resources on non-Federal lands
affected by construction activities on Federal lands.

Sec. 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act re-
quires an agency granting a right-of-way over Federal
lands for a pipeline or other linear project to identi-
fy and consider cultural resources on non-Federal lands
which may foreseeably be affected by the grant of the
right-of-way. A rule of reason applies in determining

Since an amended notice merges with the original notice,
the filing of the amended notice, for purposes of recor-
dation under either sec. 8 of the Mining in the Earks
Act, 90 Stat. 13U2, 13U3, 16 O.S.C. « 1907 (1976), or
sec. 311 of the Federal Land Policy and Hanagesent Act
of 1976, 90 Stat. 27UU, 2769, «3 O.S.C. « 17<l<l (1S76),
together with such other information reguired by the ap-
plicable regulations, constitutes compliance with the
recording requirements of those Acts.

A3 IBLA 210 (Oct. 5, 1S7S)
86 I.D. 538

Ri_Cail_Tibbetis_et_a lJ

NATIONAL, PARK.SERVICE.AREAS

GENERALLY

Onless the statute creating the area specifically pro-
vides otherwise, areas within the National Park systei
are not open for location of lining claims.

22§_Erown, 37 IBLA 381 (Nov. 6, 1978)

The Act of ear. 27, 1978, 92 Stat. 166, 16 O.S.C. A.

§ la-1 (West Supp. 1979), provides that actions taken
in derogation of park values and purposes shall net be
authorized unless specifically provided by Ccngress, it

order to ensure that the resources and values of areas



NATICNAi_PABK-SE£VICE_AREAS— Continued

GENERALLY—Continued

in the National Park System are afforded the highest
protection and care in governmental decisions.

Eederal_Water_Rights_o^_the_National_P^
and Wildlife Service__Bureau of_Feclamation_and_t he
Bureau_o___and Banagemint , H- 3691« (June 25, 1979)

86 I.D. 553

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
,
AREAS— Con t i n ue d

WATER RIGHTS—Continued

The National Park Service and Fish and Wildlife Ser-
vice may appropriate water to fulfill any ccngres-
sionally authorized function for areas under their
administration.

federal. Water_Bights_of_the_National_Eajk_Servic€ x_Iish
a£^_i!iIJlifS_§§I2i£§x_Iuieau_of_ReclaBaticn_and_t be
Eureau~of~Land Banigeaent , B-369ia (June~257 1ST?)

86 I.D. 553

Mining

The National Park Service is not an "executive depart-
ment, independent establishment or instrumentality"
within the meaning of U3 CFR 3501.2-6. The Department
is therefore not bound by the granting or withholding
of consent by the Service for a mineral lease on
National Park Service lands.

Minerals which are subject to location under the gen-
eral mining law on public land outside the Lake Bead
Recreation Area are subject to the leasing provisions
of the Act of Oct. 8, 19614, within the Recreation Area.
But, minerals which are disposable by sale under the
19t7 Materials Act when situated outside the Recreaticr
Area are also subject to such disposals within it.

RiIite_A_gregate_Co_, 26 IBLA 197 (Aug. 11, 1976)

J!*y.*I_PETROJ.!0M_RESERVES
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!i_Garvin_Eerrjx_Ort , 18 IBLA 331 (Jan. 9, 1975)

WATER RIGHTS

The particular reserved water rights for national park
and national monument areas include water reguired for
scenic, natural, and historic conservation uses; wild-
life conservation uses; sustained public enjoyment
uses; and National Park Service personnel uses; all of
which are intimately related to the fundamental purpose
for park and monument reservation, as articulated in
16 U.S.C. « 1 (1976).

NJSIISABIJ_W.ATE.RS

An amplication for a lease of geothermal resources
within a riverbed not under jurisdiction of the United
States is properly rejected.

J!ilan_St_la_ ul ak , 19 IBLA 139 (Mar. 1975)

Along other reserved water rights for national parks
and national lonuments, 16 U.S.C. § 1 (1976) encom-
passes reserved water rights for concessicn uses to
provide sustained public enjoyment and reserved water
rights for water-borne public enjoyment and recreation.

Congress has taken no action subsequent to the National
Park Service Organic Act of Aug. 25, 1916, 39 Stat.
535, 16 U.S.C. 4 1 (1976) , to negate the implied in-
tent contained in the Organic Act that all unappropri-
ated waters necessary to fulfill the purposes of park
areas are reserved as of the date of the enabling
legislation.

The discretionary authority contained in the Act of
Aug. 7, 19U6, 60 Stat. 885, 16 U.S.C. * 17j-2(g)
(1976) , authorizing the National Park Service to ac-
quire water rights in accordance with local laws, is
not inconsistent with the assertion of the reserved
water rights principle and is readily distinguishable
from Acts requiring deference to State water law.

As a general role, the above-developed reserved water
rights apply to components of the National Park System
other than national parks and national monuments,
though the extent of particular reserved water rights
must be determined on a case-by-case basis, involving
an interpretation of 16 U.S.C. s 1 (1976) and the
establishing legislation.

The States possess dominion over the beds of all navi-
gable streams within their borders.

An oil and gas offer embracing land in the bed cf a nav-
igable river, which is State land, is properly rejected.

leonard_|__BcSwe_n, 28 IELA 100 (Nov. 1976)
83 :

The Rineral leasing Act for Acquired Lands dees net ex-
clude from oil and gas leasing those lands underlying
the Missouri River within the boundaries of the Fcrt
Eerthold Indian Reservation as established by the
Treaty of Fort Laramie (1851) and the Executive Crder
of Apr. 12, 1870, which were reacquired by the Cnited
States from the Indian tribes. The exclusion in the
Act for submerged lands refers to submerged coastal
lands, as set forth in A3 CFR 31C1.2-l(g).

Prior to the admission of North Dakota to the Union
on Nov. e, 16e9, the United States could grant lands
underlying the Bissouri River, a navigable river, tc
establish the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation. Af-
ter said date, it could condemn or otherwise acguire
these lands for construction of the Garrison Dan and
Reservoir.

The language of the Treaty of Fort Laramie and the Ex-
ecutive Crder of Apr. 12, 1870, when considered with th«
case law and various utterances made contemporaneous! j

with the Treaty, discloses an intention to include the
lands underlying the Bissouri River, insofar as it runs



NMIGABL£_HATERS--Continoed

through the Fort Eerthold reservation, amcng the lands
of the reservation itself.

Ia£gl_Enerai_Cor£i# U2 IBLA 105 (Aug. 16, 1979)

The requirement for a permit under sec. U04 of the Fed-
eral Water Pollution Control Act applies to the Bureau
of Reclamation to the same extent as any other person,
and with certain exceptions the Bureau must obtain a

permit from the Corps of Engineers prior to any dis-
charge of dredged or fill material into the navigable
waters.

Activities "affirmatively authorized by Congress,"
which are excepted from sec. 10 of the Rivers and
Harbors Act of 1899, are not excepted from sec. U0«
of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act. Notwith-
standing the exception of a discharge of dredged or
fill material under sec. 10 of the Rivers and Harbors
Act, compliance with sec. 1401 is reguired.

A permit under sec. «0U of the Federal Water
Control Act is reguired for the discharge of
or fill material whenever: (a) the "discharg
tutes any addition of any pollutant to naviga
from any discernible, confined and discrete c

including the placement of fill and the build
structure or impoundment; and (b) the "dredge
is dredged spoil that is excavated or dredged
waters of the United States: or (c) the "fill
includes any material used for the primary pu
replacing an aquatic area with dry land or of
the bottom elevation of a water tody, includi
structure which reguires rock, sand, dirt or
terial for its construction; and (d) the disc
made into "waters of the United States," whic
beyond those waters meeting the traditional t

navigability to those encompassed by the broa
sible constitutional interpretation.

Permit Requirements for Discharge of Dredged or Fill
Naterial_Under_siction~4 0«_of_thilFederal_W^^
lion Control Actx_33 U^S.C. $ 13UU. B-36915 (Aug. 27,

1979f 86 I.E. D00

GENERALLY

Sec. 6(b) of the Alaska Statehood Act does not require
that patents issued to the State include a proviso that
the conveyed lands are vacant, unappropriated, and un-
reserved, and do not affect any valid existing claim,
location or entry under the laws of the United States.
The Department assures compliance with this provision
by excluding from selection all lands noted on its rec-
ords as being appropriated and reserved, or subject to
valid existing interests, and by reguiring that ade-
quate notice be given to all other persons claiming an
interest in the selected land. The Department can then
receive objections to the issuance of a patent and can
render a determination as to the availability of the
selected lands.

Ric.i>ard_W._Rowe.t Daniel Gaudiane, 20 IBLA 59 (Apr. 2U,
1975) " 82 I.D. 17«

NOTICE— Continued

GENERALLY— Continued

had issued, and the case will be remanded for further
proceedings.
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Rodne2_Rolfe_and_Ronald J.

1976)

Where it does not appear that the notice required ty
sec- 7(b) of the Privacy Act of 197U regarding the
disclosure of a social security number was given, an
oil and gas lease offer on a drawing card filed in a
simultaneous drawing procedure should not be consid-
ered defective solely because the applicant omitted
designating the social security number en the card as
provided thereon.

HaiIi_Jei£l!» 27 IEIA 123 (Sept. 30, 1976) 83 I.E. 5C7

Richard Lovatt. 28 IELA 2«« (Dec. 1C, 1976)

an attorney files an answer to a contest ccr
ng lining claims on behalf of certain indivic
during the pendency of the contest proceedicc
fer their interests in the mining claims to s

ration of which they are major stockholders i

tors, and the attorney represents those indii
and the corporation at the contest hearing, 1

ration is bound ty the determination reached
in, even though the corporation may not have
d actual notice of the contest.

ce of a document upon a person's attorney cf rec-
ord constitutes effective service upen such person.

Unit£d_States_v._Mine_Develoxsent_Cor£. et a 1 . , 27 IEI
238 (Oct. 18, 1976)

Where the Bureau of Land Manageme
offeror at his record address, pu
3103.3-1, that the first year's r

noncompetitive oil and gas lease
such notice is returned to the Bu
by the post office, the cancellat
be set aside and the notice will
have teen served on the offeror,
1810. 2(t), when the post office h

the notice in accordance with a r

to forward all mail and other mai
forwarded .

Jack.£i_ Coomt s , 28 IELA 53 (Nov. 9, 1976)

An offeror is properly disqualified from receiving a

noncompetitive oil and gas lease on an offer which is
drawn first from a group of simultaneously filed cffei
when he fails to pay the first year's advance rental
within 15 days of his receipt of notice that such ren-
tal is due, and the delay is attributable to his post-
ing of the rental check with insufficient postage.

Il3§t_£i_JjnniJ13tfii!x_Jt».» 28 IBLft 65 INov. 10, 1976)

nt sends notice to an
rsuant to «3 CFB
ental accompany ir

g

his
offer £ 3ef icient and
reau mark ed "Unclaimed
ion of th e lease will
not be CO nsidered to

pursuant to «3 CFR
as f ai ed to fcrwa cd

eguest ty the effe or
1 has. in fact, teen

When the holder of a grazing lease is found to have
violated regulations and the terms of his lease because
his cattle have trespassed on Federal land, his lease
may be canceled when lesser sanctions have proved to
be of no effect or when the nature of the violation de-
mands such severity. However, a decision canceling a

lease will be set aside where the district manager re-
lied upon alleged trespasses of which the lessees had
no notice and which occurred after a show cause notice

A document which is sent by the Bureau of land fanage-
ent to an oil and gas lessee by certified nail is
considered to te served upon the lessee when a recep-
tionist in lessee's office signs the return receipt
card, and the lessee will be charged with notice as of
that date as to the contents of such document.

I one_ S t ai_P r od uc ina_Co.. , 28 IELA 132 (Nov. 19, 1976)



NOTICE— Continued

GEN EH ALLY— Continued

Upon a determination that production has ceased on an

oil and gas lease in its extended ten by reason of
such production because the well on the lease is no
longer capable of production in paying guantities, the
lessees of record are entitled to notice and an oppor-
tunity to reguest a hearing on the issue of the produc-
tive capacity of the well where they have presented
evidence raising an issue of fact regarding the status
of the well.

2l!i»ei§al_Besources_Cor£i_et_alJ

1977)
31 IBLA 61 (June 23.

All persons dealing with the Government are presumed
to have knowledge of duly promulgated regulations.

Ver ner _Fi_Sor.enson , 32 IBLA 3U1 (Oct. 21, 1977)

Dona ld_H__L i ttle , 37 IBLA 1 (Sept. 6, 1978)

fiermot_Si_McGlinchejt, 38 IBLA 211 (Dec. 6, 1978)

Juafi_«unoz, 39 IBLA 72 (Jan. 2U, 1979)

Chat les_and_ Pet e_Car ess , «1 IBLA 302 (June 29, 1979)

Gari_Bilske, «« IBLA 21 (Nov. 6, 1979)

30 U.S.C. « 188 (b) (1970) , and its implementing
regulation «3 CFR 3108.2-1, requiring a notice of
deficiency on a form approved by the director apply
only to rental payments due on the anniversary dates
of noncompetitive oil and gas leases, and are inappli-
cable to deficient initial rental payments for noncom-
petitive oil and gas lease offers.

Where the Bureau of Land Management notifies an oil
and gas lessee of a deficiency in initial rental and
the deficiency is not paid to the Bureau within the
time prescribed, but is paid some 5 months later, the
delay being ascribed to "oversight" the lateness of
the payment will not be excused and the cancellation
of the lease for failure to pay the rental timely is
properly sustained.

Eve l_n_Cham ber s , 33 IBLA 271 (Jan. 5, 1978)

improperly cr sbculd

NOTICE— Continued

GENERALLY— Continued

right-of-way may have been issuec
have been terminated.

IeEutlis_0il_S_ninina_Coi_add_Bax3aiet_wi_Ccomt£,
35 IELA 212 (Ray 26, 1978)

Service ty registered or certified mail may be prcved
by a post office return receipt showing that the docu-
ment was delivered to the person's record address. The
receipt need not te signed necessarily by the perscn to
whom the mail was addressed.

Iiili§2_Sweet, 37 IBLA 25 (Sept. 1M, 1978)

Where BIT sends ty certified mail a notice
or at his record address, pursuant to 13 CF
that the first year's rental is due within
receipt of the notice, and the letter is re
BLB marked "moved left no address" ty the p
and it is estatlished that the nondelivery
office was erroneous, the rejection of the
will te set aside and the notice will not b

to have been served on the offeror pursuant
1810.2(b).

to as cffer
B 31C3 3-1,
15 days of
turned to
est cf ice.
by the post
lease offer
e codsj dere
tc 03 CFR

J°_n_k_.HJXI_s_a_d_Jonatha
(Sept. 25, 1976)

I. Ames. 37 IEII

A mining claimant's failure to comply with the redeip-
tion provision of the Act of Aug. 12, 1953, and tte
Multiple Mineral Development Act is not excused because
BLK failed to notify her of the availability cf this
provision.

Dorothy Smith. 39 IELA 306 (Feb. 23, 1979)

All persons dealing with the Government are presumed
to have knowledge of duly promulgated statutes and
regulations.

£_l£_ c._-.P.£_ _. "° IEL * 88 Car. 22, 1979)

A mining claimant required by the Federal Land Policy
and Management Act of 1976 and its implementing
regulations to file a notice of location with the
Bureau of Land Management, may not justify a late fil-
ing by the Bureau of Land Management's failure timely
to notify the claimant of the requirement.

Belton_EA_Hall, 33 IBLA 3«9 (Jan. 18, 1978)

All persens dealing with the Government are pre
have knowledge of duly promulgated regulaticns.
regulations have the force and effect of law an
binding en the Department.

suited to

Fred S. Ghela _cci

,

Ul IELA 277 (June 28, 1979)

£._£*_£€ ncore 11 i , «3 IBLA 7 (Sept. 11, 1979)

In some cases due process requires not that a person
have notice and a prior hearing before a deprivation
property, but that an individual te given notice and
opportunity for a hearing before the deprivation of
property becomes final.

H.;._B.._ W ebb , 3H IBLA 362 (May 1, 1978)

Where the official records of the Bureau of Land Man-
agement show a reservoir right-of-way affecting certain
land, the oil and gas therein may not te leased under
the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920, 30 U.S.C. § 181 et se£.
(1970) . This result follows even though the reservoir

Where ELM sends ty certified mail a request for payment
cf advance rental to the address of record cf a success-
ful offeror in a simultaneously filed oil and gas lease
drawing and such request is returned ty the Post Cffice,
marked "Moved, left no address," the offeror is properly
deemed to have "receipt of notice" under 13 CFR 1E1C.2.
Where the address of record of the offeror is that of a

leasing service and the leasing service moves, filing
a change of address fcrm with the Post Cffice in the
name of the leasing service, tut not in the name cf ap-
pellant, the Post Office properly returned the nctice
addressed to the offeror to ELM.

Ho.Y_.LiJ_.31 e n , «3 IELA 139 (Sept. 2e, 1979)



NOTICE— Continued

GENERALLY—Continued

Where BLM sends by certified nail a request for payment
of advance rental to the address of record of a suc-
cessful offeror in a simultaneously filed oil and gas
lease drawing and such notice is returned by the Post
Office, marked "Moved, left no address," the offeror is
properly deemed to have "receipt of notice" under
i»3 CFR 1810.2, where the offeror's address of record is
that of a leasing service and the leasing service
moves, filing a change of address form with the Post
Office in the name of the leasing service, but not in
the name of appellant.

£iY.de_

K

t_ Kobbema n , i»3 IELA 370 (Oct. 29, 1979)

Service of a BLM decision may be made by sending the
document by registered or certified mail, return re-
ceipt requested, to an applicant's address of record
in the Bureau, and it is irrelevant who there actually
receives and signs for it.

"a r th a_Pj_Ber r i 11 , 44 IBLA 136 (Nov. 30, 1979)

OATJS—Continued

order to resolve the conflict and protect the rights of
a third party.

Cwight H, and Verna K. Huston. 21 I EL

J

1975)
24 (June 16,

under 43 CFE 1821.3-1, information submitted by an cil
and gas offeror pursuant to a reguest by BLB seed net
be made by affidavit under oath.

Euncan.Hiller. 38 IBLA 154 (Dec. 5, 1978)

"Certified." Under M3 CFR 1821.3-1 (a), additional in-
formation submitted by an oil and gas offeror pursuant
to a request by BLB need not be in affidavit form. A

reguest for a "certified" copy of an unrecorded docu-
ment in the possession of its owner connotes the inten-
tion that the owner attach an affidavit attesting to
its authenticity.

Barth erril.1. «« IBLA 136 (Nov. 30, 1979)

CONSTRUCTIVE NOTICE

Published notice of a proposed State selection in ac-
cordance with regulatory requirements is adeguate
notice to all persons claiming the lands adversely to
the State.

Duncan_B iller , 20 IBLA 1 (Apr. 14, 1975)

Richard W. Rowex Daniel_Gaudiane, 20 IBLA 59 (Apr. 21,
1975)" 82 I.C. 174

Where an attorney files an answer to a contest con-
cerning mining claims on behalf of certain individuals,
who, during the pendency of the contest proceedings,
transfer their interests in the mining claims to a
corporation of which they are major stockholders and
Directors, and the attorney represents those individ-
uals and the corporation at the contest hearing, the
corporation is bound by the determination reached
therein, even though the corporation may not have re-
ceived actual notice of the contest.

Service of a document upon a person's attorney of rec-
ord constitutes effective service upon such person.

"nited_States v. Bine Development Corp. et al., 27 IELJ
238 (0ct.~187~9"76f

01iiCl_0I_JJiRINGS_AND_APPEALS
(See also Director— if included in this Index.)

The Eoard of Land Appeals, in its adjudication of ap-
peals to determine rights of parties to receive cr
preserve interests in Federal lands, has a ccnconitant
obligation to preserve the integrity of the process,
and where it appears to the Board that the administra-
tive record of a case contains strong evidence cf nul-
tiFle violations of 18 U.S.C. « 1001 (1976). the Ecard
will refer the matter with its recommendation that an
investigation be initiated to determine whether crimi-
nal charges should be brought.

Lee
i
S..Bielski. 39 IBLA 211 (Feb. 8, 1979) 86 I.E. 8C

A decisicn by the Eureau of Land Management canceling
fee simple patents issued to Indians and simultaneously
issuing new Indian trust patents is not subject to re-
view by the Eoard of Land Appeals, which has nc juris-
diction in the matter, where the decision was made at
the direction of the Assistant Secretary for Indian
Affairs.

Blue Starx Inc., Atomic Western, Inc. x Fremont Eneraj
Cor£~]*Ivoi"AiairT 41 IELA 333 (July~ll7~19"797

COURTESY NOTICE

A mining claimant required by the Federal Land Policy
and Banagement Act of 1976 and its implementing
regulations to file a notice of location with the
Bureau of Land Banagement, may not justify a late fil-
ing by the Bureau of Land Banagement 's failure timely
to notify the claimant of the requirement.

Belton_Ei_Hall, 33 IBLA 349 (Jan. 18, 1978)

OIL_AJJD_GAS_LEASES

GENERALLY

The lepartment has
not to issue leases
Acquired Lands, 30

££Q£ral_Cr.ude_0.jl_Co.

liscretionary authority to issue or
under the Binetal Leasing Act fcr
I.S.C. 4« 351-59 (1970) .

IBLA 326 (Jan. 7, 1975)

OATHS

Under the Mining Claims Occupancy Act, 30 U.S.C. « 701
Si sea. (1970) , where the record includes a statement
as to a principal place of residence which conflicts
with a more detailed statement made under oath by the
same person, the matter may be remanded for hearing in

No law or regulation requires the mandatory rejection
of an oil and gas lease offer merely because it is be'.

in suspense for 1 year. The setting of a specific til

limit on the suspension of an oil and gas offer is not

a determination in the exercise of the Secretary's
discretionary authority of whether or not to lease the

lands for oil and gas.and gas

JustEein„Petroleum,Co,, 18 IBLA 423 (Feb. 13, 1975)
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James______u.mhansl, 19 IELA 56 (Feb. 21, 1975)

rest Service suggests a stipulation ba

y and use of the surface as a conditio
the issuance of an oil and gas lease
in a national forest, based cnly on t

e land is in an "inventoried roadless
ter the Forest Service agrees to a rev
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A determination by the Geological Survey that lands ai

within an undefined known geologic structure will not
be disturbed in the absence of a clear showing that th

determination was improperly made.

Buncan_Hiller, 19 IBLA 86 (War. 3, 1975)

when noncompetitive oil and gas lease offers are
rejected by the Secretary of the Interior in the
exercise of his discretion, the offers will not be
held in suspense pending a future determination the
the lands described in the offers should be leased.

J°hn_QaJcasoni_Beard_gil_Coi
1975)

19 IBLA 191 (Mar. 18,

Hhere the Eureau of Land Management changes an adiinis-
trative practice to thereafter refuse tc accept urcffi-
cial copies cf the simultaneous oil and gas lease entry
card, by an order dated Bar. 26, 1975, the new practice
will be given prospective application only and will net
be applied retroactively to simultaneous entry cards
filed during the Feb. 1975 simultaneous filing pericd.

V__0___al_o_ , 20 IELA 327 (June 6, 1975)

A demand by the Geological Survey for prejudgment
interest for delayed payment of additional royalties
owed to the Government is not necessarily unenforce-
able in the courts because it was not asserted as a

counterclaim under Rule 13(a) of the Federal Rules of
Civil Procedure.

:lai!iic_ Rich f iel d_Co^ , 21 IBLA (June 30, 1975)
82 I.E. 31(

Under the provisions of M3 CFR 3107.2-1 (b) (2) (1973) an
oil and gas lease which had been conmitted tc a unit
and extended as a result of producticn occurring within
that unit, is not within its primary term tut ratter is
held ty production. Iherefore, the diligent drilling
extension provision of «3 CFR 31C7.2-3 is not available
as a method of further extension since that provision
is limited to leases in their primary term.

lenneco.Oil.Cg. t .Sun.Oil_Co. . 21 IBIA 130 (July 1«,
1975)

Where an oil and gas lease is subject to cancellation
but an assignment of the lease has been filed by one
claiming protection as a bona fide purchaser in accor-
dance with the statute and regulations, action to can-
cel the lease will be stayed until it is determined
whether the assignee is, in fact, entitled to protec-
tion of the statute and regulations afforded to tcna
fide purchasers.

P_le_A__S_ie_el , 19 IBLA 235 (Mar. 26, 1975)

Tiffany._Tru.st, 21 IBLA 160 (July 21, 1975)

Gu___anos, 21 IELA 163 (July 21, 1975)

A bond for not less than $1,000 is properly required to
be filed when all or any part of the land in a noncom-
petitive lease is included within the limits of a known
geologic structure of a producing oil and gas field.
That the land is included in a coomunitized producing
unit does not vitiate that requirement.

Dunca n_H i 11 er , 20 IBLA 9 (Apr. 1«, 1975)

The Department of the Interior has full and final
authority to determine whether or not to issue oil
and gas leases. Where the lands embraced within an
oil and gas lease offer contain established archaeo-
logical sites and in the opinion of the responsible
Departmental officials oil and gas exploration activi-
ties would destroy or impair the sites, a lease offer
is properly rejected, absent an affirmative showing ot
behalf of the offeror that exploration activities
would not infringe upon the archaeological resources
of the area.

£2_ita_Tru_ illo , 20 IBLA 5« (Apr. 2a, 1975)

Title to a numbered school section which is surveyed c

or after July 11, 1956, and on which there is outstanc
ing at the time of such survey a mineral lease entered
into by the United states, is granted to the State, at
the State shall succeed to the position of the Cnited
States as lessor under such lease.

State of ptah. 22 IBLA UK (Sept. 15, 1975)

The execution of special stipulations as a condition
precedent to the issuance of oil and gas leases fcr
land located in national forests may be required at
the discretion of the Secretary of the Interior in
order to protect environmental, recreational and ether
land use values. In each case the need fcr the stipu-
laticn should be clear and the means to accomplish the
intended purpose should be reasonable.

Eill_J__fl___o x , 22 IELA 97 (Sept. 1975)

Where an oil and gas lease offeror files a simultaneous
oil and gas lease drawing card and indicates that its
corporate qualifications are filed under a specific
serial number, the offer will not be rejected where the
corporation can show that the State Cffice informed it
earlier that its corporate qualifications had teer
placed in that file.

_Ili___Chemical_Cor_., 23 IBLA 21« (Jan. 6, 197f)

The recommendations of the Forest Service are iupcrtant
in determining whether or not an oil and gas lease
should issue for putlic lands but are not conclusive.
Ultimately, the Secretary of the Interior is entrusted
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with the responsibility of determining whether or not

to issue a lease.

§tanley._M.._ Edwards, 2U IBLA 12 (Feb. u, 1976)

It is well established that the execution of appropri-
ate special stipulations as a condition precedent to
the issuance of oil and gas leases may be required at
the discretion of the Secretary of the Interior in
order to protect environmental, recreational, and other
land use values.

while "no surface occupancy" stipulations should te of
sufficient efficacy to protect the environment, no lease
should issue with stipulations so restrictive that the
use of the land for any purpose associated with the pro-
duction of oil and gas is totally precluded.

The financial burden cf complying with protective stip-
ulations in oil and gas leases is the sole responsibil-
ity of the lessee.

lill_Ji_!5addox, 2U IBLA 117 (liar. 10, 1976)

The Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 vests the Department of
the Interior with the discretion to lease public lands
for oil and gas, including public lands in the national
forests. Although this Department gives most careful
consideration to the recommendations of the Forest Ser-
vice, the latter does not have a veto power over public
land leasing.

Chevron_Oil_Coi , 24 IBLA 159 (Mar. 15, 1976)

The financial burden of complying with stipulations
included in an oil and gas lease is the sole responsi-
bility of the lessee.

Where the Eureau of Land Management ordered on far. 26,
1975, that unofficial copies of the simultaneous cil arc
gas lease entry card were invalid and to be rejected,
that order will te given prospective application cnly
and will not be applied retroactively to simultaneous
entry cards filed during the Jan. 1975 simultaneous fil-
ing period.

IXS-Seese, 25 IBLA 2«« (June 22, 1976)

The dismissal of a protest, which consists of a lere
allegation that the successful drawee was engaged
in practices militating against the fairness of the
drawing, will te sustained on appeal absent any sub-
stantiating evidence supporting the allegation.

fi3££an_Miller, 2« IBLA 203 (Bar. 19, 1976)

E«ncan_MiIler, 26 IBLA 37 (July 8, 1976)

The fact that the courtesy rental notice was delayed :

reaching appellant because it was sent to appellant's
former address is not a justifiable excuse fcr late
payment.

Seric_Ex.pl.oration_Co.., 26 IBLA 106 (July 26, 1976)

The Secretary cf the Interior may require execution
of special stipulations reasonably designed to protect
environmental and other land use values as a condition
precedent to the issuance of an oil and gas lease. Eut
where a State Cffice of the Eureau of Land Manaqeient
seeks to impose a "no surface occupancy" stipulation,
the most stringent of stipulations, without a shewing
that it has considered less stringent stipulations, the
decisions will be set aside. Hhere the stated basis
for the imposition of the stipulation is the threat of
oil and gas activities to automobile racing, the deci-
sion will be set aside particularly where the lease
offers include land primarily outside the boundaries
cf the racing grounds withdrawal.

Vern_ K^_ Jones_e t_a 1.. , 26 IBLA 165 (Aug. <l, 1976)

The amount of acreage contained in an oil and gas lease
may be reduced where, upon resurvey of the land, it is
determined that the area under lease is actually
snaller than the area shown by the original survey.

Gr ace_MA Br o wn_e t_a 1. , 2« IBLA 301 (Apr. 1, 1976)

The U.S. Geological Survey is the Secretary's technical
expert in matters concerning geologic evaluation of
tracts of land offered at a sale of competitive oil and
gas leases and the Secretary is entitled to rely on its
reasoned analysis.

ArkJa_Ex£loration_Co., 25 IBLA 220 (June 21, 1976)

frances_J.i_Richmond, 29 IBLA 137 (Mar. 3, 1977)

£°auina_2iI_Cor£i , 29 IBLA 310 (Mar. 30, 1977)

Gerald_S.._gstrowski, 3« IBLA 25U (Mar. 28, 1978)

Southern_Union_ExEloration_Co. , 41 IBLA 81 (May 31,
1979)

Ge r a 1 d_S .._Os t r o w s k i_JO n_J e co n s i d e t a ti o n_ a f t e r_ Re ma n dl

,

«U IBLA~17 71iov.~67 197 97

Basil_ H^Reaael , UU IBLA 62 (Nov. 20, 1979)

Where an oil and gas lease offer is rejected because
the land was received by the United States as part of
a sec. 8, Taylor Grazing Act exchange, and the record
does not indicate such an exchange took place the case
will he remanded for consideration in light of the
actual record.

H us kJ_0ii_COj_of_Dela_ware , 26 IBLA 19« (Aug. 11, 1976)

An oil and gas lease will expire by operation of law
at the end of its primary term unless oil or gas is
being produced in paying quantities at that time cr
actual drilling operations were commenced prior tc the
end of the primary term and are being diligently prose-
cuted, thereby entitling the lessee to an extension of
the lease. A once productive well which ceases its
productive capability during the initial tern will net
prevent expiration of the lease.

I aja c_In d ustr i esx_I ncj , 26 IBLA 202 (Aug. 11, 1976)

Eureau of Land Management personnel have no affirmative
duty to take extraordinary measures tc preserve an oil
and gas lease or to save the lessee from the possible
consequences of his own conduct of his affairs concern-
ing such lease.

S tan 1 ej_Ji_Pi r t le , 26 IBLA 3«8 (Sept. 7, 1976)
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An assessment greater than the normal royalty charge
may be required for oil and gas that are wasted.

_es_ons__to_Feb^_17__1976_____u_st_f£om_tbe_G_n_ral
Account _n__Of f icej. Int_r_r._t_tion_o____n_r____eas ing
Ict_of_1920__I_d_Oute__C_^tin_ntal_Shelf__________
R°ialty._C__u_e, M-36888 (Oct. U , 1976) 84 I.D. 5A (1977)

Failure to execute fully an oil and gas drawing card
(by omitting the zip code) properly results in the re-
jection of the offer.

Even assuming that a BLM order has the force and effect
of a regulation, it cannot be applied retroactively
where there are intervening rights or the interests of
the United States would be adversely affected. Where
there is a No. 2 oil and gas drawing card, it consti-
tutes an intervening right.

Beverly._Ji_Ste.in beck, 27 IBLA 2«9 (Oct. 18, 1976)

Sec. 1 of the Geothermal Steam Act of 1970 directs com-
petitive bidding for geothermal leases on lands within
a known geothermal resource area under regulations for-
mulated by the Secretary of the Interior. Where the
Department has promulgated regulations pursuant to this
section which provides the Secretary's authorized offi-
cer with the reserved right to reject any and all bids
submitted for a competitive geothermal lease sale, and
that reserved right is publicized in the sale notice,
the Government is not obligated to accept any bid
which might be considered inadequate.

SS t__________ , 27 IBLA 269 (Oct. 26, 1976)

B 2 be£t_J- Wahl_ _oward_Yee, 28 IELA 305 (Jan. 13,
1977)

Whereas 30 CIR 221. <J6 and 221.50 clearly indicate the
lessee must pay royalty on all production, the lessee
is obligated to pay full value on all gas wasted
(221.35), and the supervisor has no discretion tc ccl-
lect less than the full value of gas wasted.

Computation of Moneys Due the United States on Cil and
liLIsst2iiII__isiltIo_,Pennio_i_s_1li_i__T H-36888
(SUfp.) (Jan. 19, 1977) 84 I.E. 6U

Where a regulation is amended in a way that benefits an
oil and gas lessee, the Eepartment may, in the absecce
of intervening rights of third parties or prejudice to
the interests of the Onited States, apply the aiendment
to pending cases.

i35JSa !£_§__JLugbee , 29 IBLA 30 (Feb. 6, 1977)

An appeal to the Eoard of an automatic termination of
an oil and gas lease will be dismissed as not ripe
where appellant sends the appeal to the Eoard tefcre
a Notice of Termination of Lease has been issued and
a Petition fcr Reinstatement rejected by the State Of-
fice, Bureau of Land Management.

Read 6 Stevens, Inc.; Franklin, Astcn 6 Fair, 1

Colora_o_ In te rs ta_e_Gas_Co_ , 29~IeTa~15M ~(farT"
•___and
"19777

Failure to execute fully an oil and gas drawing entry
card (by omitting the zip code) properly results in the
rejection of the offer.

»S.Y._H______horn, 27 IBLA 369 (Nov. U, 1976)

An oil and gas lease issued effective Oct. 1, 1966, ft

a term of 10 years expired at midnight on Sept. 30,
1976, unless extended by some provision of statute or
regulation.

Duncan Miller, 28 IBLA 62 (Nov. 10, 1976)

A document which is sent by the Bureau of Land Manage-
ment to an oil and gas lessee by certified mail is
considered to be served upon the lessee when a recep-
tionist in lessee's office signs the return receipt
card, and the lessee will be charged with notice as ol

that date as to the contents of such document.

t2ne_S t a r_Pro_ucin__Co. , 28 IBLA 132 (Nov. 19, 1976)

Where the State Office, following a recommendation of
the National Park Service rejects an application for an
oil and gas lease in the Lake Mead National Recreation
Area on the basis of a general environmental review of
the consequences of oil and gas leasing in the Recreati<
Area, but which does not specifically show that the
lands involved are of a particular value in the Recre-
ation Area as a whole and that leasing subject to stip-
ulations will not suffice to protect the recreation and
other values of the land, the case will be remanded for

The interpretation of the Mineral leasing Act of 1920
set forth in the Oct. 1, 1976, Solici_____________
(M-36888) is compelled by the statute.

Terms of an oil and gas lease inconsistent with the
statute are egually as invalid as a regulation which
operates to create a rule out of harmony with the
statute.

A lessee gains no rights through a lease which cculd
not be bestowed lawfully, since regulations or lease
terms inconsistent with the statute are invalid.

The involuntary invalidation of a lease term does not
amount to jro tanto cancellation of the lease.

The Oct. U, 1976, Solicitor's. Opinion (("-36686) , in
effect, found that the Secretary, by permitting exemp-
tions from royalty requirements for oil and gas used
for production purposes or unavoidably lost, was alien-
ating the royalty interest of the United States en cer-
tain leases without authority to do so.

Court cases indicate that it is in the Secretary's dis-
cretion to apply the corrected interpretation of the
statutes in the collection of additional royalty retro-
actively or prospectively based en eguitable consider-
ations.

The Secretary is limited in the exercise cf this
authority only by the rule of estoppel where the appli-
cation of the corrected interpretation of law threatens
to work a serious injustice and if the public's inter-
est would not te unduly damaged by the impositicn of
estoppel.

Ifl^t_cJ_CcJ___,_i97_^_Jo__:_itorls_Ci inio__j:-3_66e,
M-36668 (Supp. II) (Bar. 9, 1977) 80 I.E. 171
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Neva_Hj,_Henderson, 31 IBLA 217 (July 6, 1977)
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The authorized officer may not deem an oil and gas ren-
tal payment to have been timely filed, pursuant to
03 CFE 1821.2-2 (g) if it is received at the State Of-
fice when it is not open to the public, even though
the payment is presented on the last day in which pay-
ment can be made. Such payment is deemed to have been
made on the day and hour the office is next open to
business, as provided in 13 CFB 1821. 2-2 (d).

It is proper to deny a petition for r

oil and gas lease terminated for fail
on time as reguired by sec. 31 of the
Act of 1920, as amended, 30 O.S.C. $
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Bob_Burch, 32 IELA 93 (Sept. 12, 1977)
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30 O.S.C. « 188(b) (1970), and its impleienting
regulation 13 CFR 3108.2-1, requiring a notice of
deficiency on a form approved by the director apply
only to rental payments due on the anniversary dates
of noncompetitive oil and gas leases, and are inappli-
cable to deficient initial rental paysents for noncom-
petitive oil and gas lease offers.

E;gl3jn Chambers. 33 IBLA 271 (Jan. 5, 1978)

Oil and gas lease offers may be rejected where legal
title to the lands in issue is uncertain. It is not
improper for BLM to refuse to suspend the offers pend-
ing determination of the title issue.

L Industries. Inc.. 3D IBLA 99 (Feb. 23, 1978)

Appellant's charges in respect of filing of registra-
tion statements for compliance with securities latis go
to question of relationships between filing service
companies and their investors, and as such, are prop-
erly for consideration by Securities and Exchange Cci-
missicn. Where they do not indicate noncompliance
with oil and gas leasing statutes and regulations, suet
charges are not proper for consideration by the Eepart-
ment of the Interior, which has not been delegated re-
sponsibility for enforcement of securities laws.

l^ias^Cj. Bacil. 30 IBLA 322 (Apr. 20, 1978)

An offer to lease for oil and gas is properly rejected
where payment for the first year's advance rental is
not received in the appropriate office of the Eoreao
of Land Management within 15 days after a Notice of
Bental Due is received by the offeror pursuant to
U3 CFB 3112. o-l.

Susan Dawson. 35 IBLA 123 (May 15, 1978)

In determining whether an oil and gas lessee exercised
reasonable diligence to warrant reinstatement of a

terminated lease the postmark date on the rental pay-
ment envelope is generally deemed the date of mailing
unless there is satisfactory evidence to support an
assertion that mailing occurred at an earlier date.

Da»i£_Ri_Smith_and_Darla_Li_Smith, 33 IBLA 63 (Dec. 5,
1977)

Noncompetitive oil and gas leases are issued for a

primary term of 10 years. Such leases expire
automatically by operation of law at the end of their
10-year terms unless the presence of one of the statu-
tory grounds for extension of the term is established.

J ncan_M i ller. , 33 IBLA 83 (Dec. 1977)

Where, rather than delay action on an oil and gas lease
offer pending a wilderness review and management
decision pursuant to sec. 603 of the Federal Land Pol-
icy and Management Act, the Bureau of Land Management
proposes to issue the lease immediately subject to a
"no surface occupancy" stipulation under the apparently
mistaken impression that the applicant had so requested,
the decision will be set aside and action en the lease
offer will be deferred until a final decision can be
made.

Appellant's charges in respect of filing of registra-
tion statements for compliance with securities laws go
to question of relationships between filing service
companies and their investors, and as such, are prop-
erly for consideration by Securities and Exchange Com-
mission. Where they do not indicate noncompliance
with oil and gas leasing statutes, regulaticns, and
decisions of this Department, such charges are net
proper for censideration by the Department of the
Interior, which has not been delegated respcnsibility
for enforcement of securities laws.

|liSS_Ci_Ba£il » 3 5 IELA 198 (May 2", 1978)

An oil and gas offer describing land which cannct be
encompassed within a 6-mile square is defective and
must be rejected, and where a lease is issued for part
of the land embraced in the offer it must be canceled
as to that land which is embraced in a proper offer
filed prior to the issuance of the lease in order that
the statutory preference right of the party first mak-
ing a proper offer may be honored.

E2iS£t_J!i_Ea»i3, 35 IBLA 205 (May 26, 1978)

2£ll_Ki_2a££h_and_Amoco_|>roduction_COj
(Dec. 19, 1977)

33 IBLA 138
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The boundary of an oil and gas lease covering lands
riparian to a navigable river is the meander line indi-
cated on the official plat of survey and not the water-
line. Thus, lands accreted to the leased lands say be
separately leased.

D__ia_&__Pl__il!se , 35 IBLA 221 (Hay 26, 1978)

Where an offer is drawn No. 1 for a tract ccnsistirg cf
39.97 acres. Bin requests payment specifically of 110
advance rental, and the offeror remits 139.97 within
the 15-day period spelled out in M3 CEB 3112.1-1, the
submittal of J39.97 does not constitute satisfactory
payment within the ambit of that regulation.

Kiltt Jn°il» 36 IELA 319 (Dec. 19, 1978)

An oil and gas lease is "issued" on the day it is
signed by the authorized officer of the Department of
the Interior, although it is not effective, per <43 CFB
3110.1-2, until the first day of the month following
its date of issuance.

nobi l_0il_Cor__ , 35 IBLA 375 (June 23, 1978)

Where an offeror for a noncompetitive, over-tbe-ccunter
oil and gas lease certifies that he is a United States
citizen, his failure to disclose whether be is a rative-
torn or naturalized citizen will not support rejection
of his offer where an offeror for a noncompetitive,
simultaneous oil and gas lease is not reguired to dis-
close similar information.

JaE._Ot_Breenex_Jr. , 39 IBLA U3 (Jan. 16, 1979)

The Department of the Interior has the authority to is-
sue orders to oil and gas lessees to protect all of the
natural resources of the Continental Shelf. An order
which requires lessees to shut in wells during welding
or burning operations will be sustained on appeal as
not being arbitrary or unjustified where the record
shows that a number of companies had followed the prac-
tice even when it was not reguired, where the order is
not so prohibitive as to effect a p.ro tanto cancella-
tion of the lease, and where departures from the order
may be granted in certain situations.

Exxon_Cor__, 36 IBLA 185 (Aug. 1, 1978) 85 I.E. 3«7

Noncompetitive oil and gas leases ar eissued for pri-
mary terms of 10 years. Unless one of the statutory
grounds for extension is established, such leases ex-
pire by operation of law at the end of their primary
tern.

Duncan_M.il ler , 37 IBLA 129 (Oct. U, 1978)

where the State Office, following recommendations of
the National Park Service, rejects applications fcr oil
and gas leases under the "excepted areas" provisions of
U3 CFB 3111.1-3 (e) («) , and where it appears that large
portions of the applied-for lands do not fall within
such areas, the case will be remanded with instructions
to reconsider whether the leasing of lands not in ex-
cepted areas would be appropriate.

D..,L.. Percell. 37 IBLA 272 (Oct. 20, 1978)

D__L__ Perce 11 , «0 IBLA 126 (Bar. 28, 1979)

Land included within an outstanding oil and gas lease
is not available for leasing and an oil and gas lease
offer filed for such land oust be rejected.

ii2£__C__£jjncan, 39 IBLA 1U« (Jan. 29, 1979)

The maxim, ex_jcessio unius est exclusio a 1 ter ius , will
not be utilized to contradict or vary a clear expres-
sion of legislative intent.

When a State Office rejects the offer of a first-drawn
applicant in a drawing under the simultaneous oil and
gas leasing program, an appeal by the applicant raises
the issue of his qualifications to hold the lease. The
qualifications of the second-drawn applicant are irrel-
evant until such time as the offer of the first-drawn
applicant is rejected and all his avenues cf appeal are
exhausted. Bowever, it is not improper for Eir to name
the second-drawn applicant as an adverse party in a de-
cision rejecting the first-drawn applicant.

Thomas_B__Flickij!_er___i__iaj_5____ickin_e__ et al.,
U0 IELA 53 (Bar. 16, 1979)

An oil and gas lease which is in its extended
cause of production terminates when production
unless pursuant to 3C O.S.C. § 226(f) (1976):
working or drilling operations are begun withi
after cessation and are continued with reasona
gence until production resumes; (2) the Secret
ordered or consented to suspension cf operatic
producticn; or (3) for lands on which there is
capable of production, the lessee places the w

producing status at least within 60 days of re
notice to do so.
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An application for an oil and gas lease filed in the
name of a person deceased at the time of filing is
properly rejected as there then was no offeror quali-
fied to hold a lease.

Estate. of. Charles P.. Ashley. 37 IBLA 367 (Nov. 2, 1978)
85 I.C. U03

The use of a post office box number as an address is
not barred by the oil and gas leasing regulations
governing applications or by the Bules of Practice of
the Department.

£uncan__i ller , 38 IBLA 259 (Dec. 8, 1978)

Vern H. Boljnder a nd Julienne J. Bolinder

,

(Apr. 3, 197S)

It is proper to set aside a decision which raises ques-
tions concerning the facts asserted by EIR in rejecting
an oil and gas lease offer, and to remand the case to
ELH for further review and consideration of appellant':
allegations.

Bobert H. Eavid. DO IELA 236 (Apr. 16, 1979)
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GENERALLY— Continued

Generally, the signing of an oil and gas lease by the
authorized officer of the Eureau of Land Management
is the act that constitutes issuance of the lease.
When land is determined tc be within a known geologic
structure prior to authorized issuance of a lease, non-
competitive lease offers must be rejected and the land
may be leased only by competitive bidding.

fiJjii£^_States_vi_William_T^_Alexandex (On_Court_Re land).

,

HI IBLA 1 Inly 21, 1979)

Oil and gas offers, filed for lands withdrawn by ELO
No. 5118, must be rejected. The order was issued under
the authority of the Pickett Act, 43 O.S.C. §$ 141-142
(1970) , repealed by FLPMA, and the order was not arbi-
trary, capricious, or an abuse of discretion.

lEi§tol_Bay._Native_Cor£i» "1 "LA 85 (June 4, 1979)

The requirement of forfeiture of the bid deposit if the
qualified high bidder fails to enter a lease must be
enforced to prevent those bidders with greater capital
resources from gaining an unfair advantage.

Iied_S.._Ghelarducci / HI IBLA 277 (June 28, 1979)

The State laws applicable to Federal cil and gas leases
are limited to those classes of laws authorized ci
recognized by sec. 32 of the Mineral leasing Act, as
amended, 30 O.S.C. « 189 (1976).

Where an applicant with first priority dies after fil-
ing an oil and gas lease application but prior to issu-
ance of the lease, his personal representative, heirs,
or devisees are entitled to the lease provided there is
filed in all cases an offer to lease in compliance with
43 CER 3102.6. Such offer will be effective as cf the
date of the original lease offer filed by the deceased.

Iamar_Mi_Ricj!ardson.l_Jr.1 , 42 IELA 333 (Aug. 3C, 197?)

Erior to passage of the Multiple Mineral Development
Act, 30 O.S.C. §§ 521-31 (1976), a prima facie valid
uineral lease, or application therefor, though vcid
and ineffectual to vest any rights to minerals sub-
ject to the jining laws in the lessee segregated the
land from the operation of the lining laws and pre-
vented the initiation of rights under the lining laws
by another person until it had been set aside and re-
moved from the records of the land office.

Charles Bousex Mrs^. Leonard_Skijner , 12 IELA 361
(Sept. 11, 19797

Not all persons may be qualified to be lessees. Sign-
ing and dating the entry card constitute certification
by the offeror of his qualifications as of a date
certain.

As used in 43 CFR 3112.2-1, the term "fully executed"
means that the applicant must, in order to render the
entry card a valid and complete offer to lease, supply
the information requested thereon, including the date.

Ha££I_Ai_Zucker§an_et_a 1.. , HI IBLA 372 (July 23, 1979)

Failure to execute a lease results in forfeiture of th<
bid deposit by the high bidder in a competitive cil art
gas lease sale.

Eernard_P._G«ncorelli, 43 IBLA 7 (Sept. 11, 197S)

Noncompetitive oil and gas leases are issued for a pri-
mary term of 10 years. Onless one of the statutory
grounds for extension is established, such leases ex-
pire by operation of law at the end of their primary
term.

An oil and gas lease may be awarded to the first-
qualified applicant only. The regulations governing
qualifications are mandatory, and strict compliance
therewith is required.

A defective drawing card offer for an oil and gas lease
is not curable by submission of required evidence of
qualifications after the drawing, for the reason that
the rights of the second- and third-drawn qualified
offerors have intervened. Where appellant's offer was
third drawn and eventually accorded priority and then
ultimately disqualified, the parcel described therein
must be included in a subsequent list of lands avail-
able for simultaneous filing.

An offeror for oil and gas lease may withdraw his offer
at any time prior to the drawing. However, the filing
fee is retained as a service charge irrespective of the
outcome of the drawing.

Don_Ci_Bell_II_JTr us teel , 42 IBLA 21 (July 25, 1979)

JaS£s_E._and_Mari_Ei_Grohoski, «3 IELA 94 (Sept. IS.
1979)

Land within the National Desert Wildlife Range
subject to noncompetitive oil and gas leasing.

J! e nje th_Fi_Cu m mi n^s , 43 IBLA 11C (Sept. 21, 1979)

Where an applicant with first priority dies after fil-
ing an oil and gas lease application but pricr tc issu-
ance of the lease, his personal representative, heirs,
or devisees are entitled to the lease provided there is
filed an offer to lease in compliance with U3 CFB
3102.8.

Istate_of_F._J._Bradshaw, 44 IBLA 1C7 (Nov. 2C, 1S7S)

Where an offer is drawn No. 1 in a simultaneous oil
and gas lease drawing and the offeror is notified by
BLM that the rental due is $1,955, the offer will be
disqualified under 43 CFR 3112. 4-1 when the offeror
submits a check for $1,954 within the time required,
but fails to submit the $1 deficiency within the al-
lowed time.

Ci_Panps, 42 IBLA 326 (Aug. 30, 1979)

The Eureau of Land Manageient has authority to require
the execution of special stipulations to protect envi-
ronmental and other land use values for lands where
those values are present. Oil and gas offers sbculd
not be rejected because of the asserted presence of
environmental or other values, without prior considera-
tion being given to the feasibility of stipulations to
protect such values.

Eavii Yates. 44 IELA 121 (Nov. 27, 1979)
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ACQUIRED LANDS LEASES

The Department has discretionary authority to iss
not to issue leases under the Mineral Leasing Act
Acquired Lands, 30 O.S.C. $§ 351-59 (1970).

In exercising its discretion to lease or not to 1

oil and gas under the Mineral Leasing Act for Acq
Lands, 30 O.S.C. $« 351-59 (1970) , the Department
reject an oil and gas lease offer filed thereunde
where the minerals are held in trust for the Shos
and Arapaho Indians and are leasable under the Ac
Aug. 21, 1916, 39 Stat. 519.

General_Crude_Qil_Co. IBLA 326 (Jan. 7, 1975)
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An oil and gas lease offer which is not accompanied
by a statement showing the extent of the offeror's
ownership of the operating rights to the fractional
mineral interest not owned by the United States is
properly rejected.

Jud.ith._]!aiiSerx_Ginger_Lawl
1975)

l. If (Feb. 10,

cjL_2ND_GAS_LEASES--Continued

ACQUIRED LANES LEASES— Continued

ed lands lease offer for land in which the
ates owns only a fractional mineral interest
ive and subject to rejection when the appli-
s to accompany his offer with the statement
by the regulations showing the extent cf his
of operating rights to the fractional mineral

not owned by the United States. Under the
r "over-the-counter" filing procedure, however,
feror subsequently submits his statement re-
wnership of operating rights prior to a final
rejecting the offer, the defect may be ccnsid-
d with priority of filing as of the time the
was filed.

John Oakason, Jean Oakason, 21 IBLA 185 (July

Ihe Mineral Leasing Act for Acquired lands of 1917, as
amended, 30 U.S.C. «* 351-59 (1970), requires that the
consent of the administrative aqency having jurisdic-
tion of the acquired land described in a lease offer b<

obtained pricr to the issuance of an oil and gas lease
for such land. The Department of the Interior has no
discretionary authority to lease such land where the
consent is withheld.

In a noncompetitive oil and gas lease offer for
acquired lands in which the United States owns a

fractional present interest, 43 CFR 3130.4-4 requires
offeror to submit a statement detailing the extent of
his ownership in operating rights not owned by United
States, regardless of whether the United States owns
50 percent or more of operating rights.

Where an unamended senior offer for a noncompetitive
fractional oil and gas lease on acquired lands is not
in compliance with 43 CFR 3130.4-4, a junior offer
obtains priority to extent of conflicts between com-
peting filings, and the junior offeror's protest must
be sustained.

Z££der ick_Li_Smith_et_al.. , 19 IBLA 162 (Mar. 14, 1975)

An offer for an oil and gas lease under the Mineral
Leasing Act for Acquired Lands may properly be rejects
where there is uncertainty regarding the title to the
oil and gas deposits.

Shell_Oil_Coi , 20 IBLA 292 (May 27, 1975)

An acquired lands oil and gas lease offer, for lands in
which the United States owns only a fractional mineral
interest, successfully drawn at a noncompetitive lease
simultaneous drawing is defective and is properly re-
jected when the applicant fails to accompany his offer
with the statement required by the regulation showing
the extent of his ownership of operating rights to the
fractional mineral interest not owned by the United
States.

Frederick L.. Smith. 21 IBLA 239 (Aug. 11, 1975)

Sai 1 ie_E -_Sanf ord , 24 IBLA 31 (Feb. 17, 1976)

Charles F. fiajek_and Frederick L. Smith, 29 IEIJ 33C
(MarT 31, 1977)

Geox_Inci , 34 IBLA 27 (Feb. 14, 1978)

An applicant for an acguired lands oil and gas lease
may properly be reguired to furnish the Eureau cf land
Management with certain title information in the county
recorder's offices as a precondition to lease issuance
if the Eureau has insufficient title information.

Jean Oaka: 22 IBLA 33 (Sept. 10, 1975)

George_Hi_Isbellx_JrJ [BLA 312 (May 30, 1975)

An acquired lands oil and gas lease offer for lands in
which the United States owns only a fractional oineral
interest is defective and is properly rejected when the
applicant fails to accompany the offer with the state-
ment required by the regulation showing the extent of
ownership of operating rights to the fractional mineral
interest not owned by the United States.

£ a.£3arjt_ Hughe v._Hug us, 22 IBLA 146 (Sept. 3C, 1975)

i!ichael_ Shear n , 24 IEIA 259 (Mar. 29, 1976)

H°tert_L._Williams, 24 IBLA 311 (Apr. 2C, 1976)

Warj-Nan.Siea r , 25 IELA 34 (May 5, 1976)

l£atrice_E._Marchand, 26 IBLA 180 (Aug. 9, 1976)

An oil and gas lease offer for acquired lands will be
rejected unless all the copies of the application re-
quired by the regulation, 43 CFR 3111.1-2, are signed.

P.uncan_M iller , 21 IBLA 50 (June 17, 1975)

Where oil and gas deposits in lands acquired by the
United States and devoted to use for military purposes
become "surplus property" under the Federal Property
and Administrative Services Act, such deposits lay be
leased only under the provisions of that Act, and are
not subject to leasing under the Mineral leasing Act
for Acquired Lands.

PJUJoJI-Oii_aM_<ias_Co_. , 22 IBLA 242 (Cct. 22, 1975)
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ACQUIRED LANDS LEASES— Cont inued

An applicant for an acquired lands oil and gas lease
must execute an; special stipulations required by the
agency administering the land as a condition precedent
to the issuance of the lease, or suffer rejection of
the offer.

Sa_lie____Sanfor d , 22 IBLA 289 (Oct. 30, 1975)

An applicant for an acquired lands oil and gas lease
may properly be required to furnish the Bureau of Land
Management with reasonable title information in the
county recorder's offices as a precondition to lease
issuance.

Jean_Oakason , 22 IBLA 311 (Nov. 10, 1975)

When an agency with jurisdiction over acquired lands
has requested a short-term suspension of oil and gas
lease offers, a decision rejecting the offers may be
remanded to consider processing the offers in a mannei
consistent with that of a similar offer for which the
agency has also accepted a suspension.

Chevron_0il_Coi , 23 IBLA 163 (Dec. 23, 1975)

A noncompetitive oil and gas lease offer for acquired
land in an incorporated city, is properly rejected
since the Mineral Leasing Act for Acquired lands spe-
cifically excludes such lands from its provisions.

Sa 1 1 ie_Bj._San f or d , 23 IBLA 312 (Jan. 16, 1976)

Uncertainty of title to oil and gas in an acquired land
tract is sufficient ground for the rejection of a lease
offer in the exercise of the Secretary's discretionary
authority over leasing. The burden is on the lease
applicant to demonstrate that the minerals be seeks to
lease are owned by the Onited States as an acquired
interest. A decision rejecting an offer will be af-
firmed where appellant has failed to meet this burden
and a significant question of title remains.

P.on_Jum£er, 2U IBLA 218 (( 24, 1976)

An acquired lands oil and gas lease offer for lands in
which the Onited States owns only a fractional mineral
interest is defective and is properly rejected when the
applicant fails to accompany his offer with the state-
ment required by U3 CFR 3130. 4-U showing the extent of
his ownership of operating rights for the fractional
mineral interest not owned by the United States.

J>jne_B rooks , 25 IBLA 326 (June 30, 1976)

Because the Mineral Leasing Act for Acquired Lands spe-
cifically excludes the leasing of land located within
an incorporated city, town, or village, a noncompeti-
tive oil and gas lease offer for acquired land within
the boundaries of such a city, town, or village is
properly rejected.

J§S_s_L__ Sa n t_ , 25 IBLA 390 (July 6, 1976)

2II_£ND_£fiS_L EASES— Continued

ACQUIRED LANDS LEASES— Continued

A simultaneous acquired lands oil and gas lease offer
for lands in which the United States owns only a frac-
tional mineral interest is defective and is properly
rejected when the applicant fails to accompany his of-
fer with the statement required by the regulation show-
ing the extent of his ownership of operating rights to
the fractional mineral interests not owned by the
United States, nor can such defect be cured by submit-
ting the information on appeal.

JSlSSJSS-Stefanovic, 26 IELA 229 (Aug. 17, 1976)
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title to the minerals in a tract of acguire
which is the subject of an oil and gas lease
t be determined from records in the possessi
LM, the burden is on the applicant to search
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the eligibility of the tract for leasing. A
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Where there is uncertainty regarding title to the oil
and gas in an acquired land tract embraced in as cil
and gas lease offer, and the evidence provided by the
applicant is not sufficient basis for a legal opinion
as to the status of title, the offer is properly re-
jected by the BLM. Bowever, if the applicant provides
new evidence on appeal tending to show the existence of
a United States interest in the oil and gas in the
tract, the case may be remanded for consideration of
the new evidence.

Jean_Cakason , 27 IELA <4 1 (Sept. 22, 1976)
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S_*ansas_ Western. Gas. Co.. 27 IBLA 207 (Oct. 6, 1976)

An oil and gas lease offer for acguired lands ir which
the United States owns a fractional mineral interest
must be accompanied by a statement showing the extent
of the offeror's ownership of the operating rights to
the fractional mineral interest not owned by the United
States. An offer which is defective for failure to
comply with this mandatory regulation must be rejected.

Zia.nk_G.j_ Wei Is, 28 IELA 113 (Nov. 15, 1976)

S usan_R__ Smith , 2e IELA 173 (Nov. 21, 1976)

An oil and gas lease offer made pursuant to the Mineral
Leasing Act for Acquired Lands is properly rejected
where the subject lands are not acguired lands but,
rather, are patented with a reservation of mineral
rights in the United States.

Joh__fii_Cla_ , 28 IBLA 353 (Jan. 2U, 1977)
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ACQUIRED LANDS LEASES— Continued

An oil and gas lease offer for acquired lands in which
the United States owns a fractional mineral interest,
filed before Sept. 30, 1976, must have teen accompanied
by a statement showing the extent of the offeror's own-
ership of the operating rights to the fractional min-
eral interest not owned ty the United States. An offer
which was defective for failure to comply with this
mandatory regulation must be rejected where it was
filed in the simultaneous drawing procedure.

Duncan_ Miller, 29 IBLA 1 (Feb. 7, 1977)

S.a£.y,_!!an_S£ea r , 31 IBLA 386 (Aug. 16, 1977)
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An oil and gas lease offer for acquired la
the United States owns a fractional minera
must be accompanied by a statement showing
of the offeror's ownership of the operatin
the fractional mineral interest not owned
States. When an offeror submits, on appea
such statement but the date on the stateme
from the date on the card, and the offeror
lege he filed the statement simultaneously
fer, such offer must be rejected for failu
with a mandatory regulation.

Duncan_Miller, 29 IBLA U3 (Feb. 16, 1977)

Where acquired lands are under the jurisdiction of a

bureau of the Department of the Interior, the Secretary
is the one whose consent is necessary to the leasing of
the land. The Bureau's views, of course, will be con-
sidered carefully. Where its views are merely ccnclu-
sionary, it is proper to remand the case to ascertain
the factual basis of such conclusions and whether leas-
ing would be permissible if coupled with appropriate
stipulations. The Bureau of Reclamation is not an
"agency" within the ambit of that term in the Acquired
Lands Mineral Leasing Act. 30 U.S.C. «§ 351-59 (1970).

The Mineral Leasing Act for Acquired Lands, as amended,
30 U.S.C. «« 351-59 (1970), requires that tbe~consent~
of the administrative agency having jurisdiction of the
acquired land described in a lease offer be obtained
prior to the issuance of an oil and gas lease for such
land. The Department of the Interior has no authority
to lease such land where the consent is withheld.

« aller_ Wi_Sa££ , 29 IBLA 319 (Mar. 30, 1977)

2Ii_»SD_SAS_ LEASES— Continued

ACQUIRED LANDS LEASES—Continued

Where material involving a prior mineral reservation
on acquired lands is first submitted on appeal, and
the effect of a State statute and State court decree
is in issue, it is appropriate to remand the case tc
the ELM State Office for further consideration.

»i_Ni_Henderson, 30 IBLA 8 (Apr. U, 1977)

An oil and gas lease offer for acquired lands in which
the United States owns a fractional mineral interest,
filed before Oct. 26, 1976, must have been accompanied
ty a statement showing the extent of the offeror's own-
ership of the operating rights to the fractional nin-
eral interest not owned by the United States. An offer
which was defective for failure to comply with this
mandatory regulation must be rejected where it was
filed in the simultaneous drawing procedure.

30 IELA 70 (Apr. 16, 1977)

The Eureau of Reclamation is not an "agency" within the
ambit of that term in the Acquired lands mineral leas-
ing Act, 30 B.S.C. «« 351-59 (1970). Where acguired
lands are under the jurisdiction of a Bureau of the
Department of the Interior, it is the Secretary's con-
sent which is necessary to the leasing of land. The
Eureau's views will be given careful ccnsideraticr .

However, where such views are merely conclusional , it
is proper to remand the case to ascertain the factual
basis for such conclusions and to determine whether
leasing may te permissible if coupled with appropriate
stipulations.

Shell Oil Co.. 30 IELA ie7 (May 19, 1977)

Kent-Ii-Peterson, 30 IBLA 199 (May 2C, 1977)

The lessee of an acquired lands oil and gas lease is-
sued after Sept. 2, 1960, which has reached the erd cf
its primary term, must submit the rental for the first
year of an anticipated extended term under 30 U.S.C.
4 226(e) (1970), on or before the regular anniversary
date of the lease. Failure to submit the rental timely
will result in the automatic termination cf the lease
by operation of law under 30 U.S.C. « 188(b) (1S7C).
Unless the lessee can show that he is entitled to rein-
statement of his lease under 30 U.S.C. 5 166(c) (1S7C),
the lease must be deemed to have terminated at the end
of its stated term.

A petition for reinstatement of an acguired lands cil
and gas lease terminated for lack of timely payment of
the rental is properly denied where the lessee fails tc
show reasonable diligence in mailing the payment cr a

justifiatle excuse for the delay in payment. The error
of an employee in failing to recognize that rental pay-
ment was required for the leases in question does not
justify the failure to make a timely payment.

S hei l_Oi l_Cc^ , 30 IELA 290 (June 1, 1977)

where the United States owns only fractional mineral
interest in the land, an offer filed before Sept. 3C,
1976, for a simultaneous oil and gas lease drawing,
must be rejected where it is not accompanied by a

statement showing extent of offeror's ownership of
operating rights in fractional mineral interest not
owned ty the Onited States.

Bruce T. Camer
19777

31 IEIA 231 (July 12,
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ACQUIRED LANDS LEASES— Continued

Where the regulation, «3 CFR 3130. <4-U (1975), in effect
at the time of filing, required that an oil and gas
lease offer for acquired land in which the United
States owns a fractional mineral interest must be ac-
companied by a statement showing the extent of the
offeror's ownership of the operating rights to the
fractional mineral interest not owned by the United
States, a simultaneously filed oil and gas lease offer
which is not accompanied by the required statement must
be rejected.

Where a regulation requires that an acquired lands oil
and gas lease offer be accompanied by a separate state-
ment as to the offeror's ownership of operating rights
to the fractional mineral interest not owned by the
United States, and the offer is rejected for noncompli-
ance therewith, the offeror's bald assertion that he
filed such statement is insufficient to prove such a

fact without corroboration. A presumption of regular-
ity supports the official acts of public officers and,
absent clear evidence to the contrary, it will be pre-
sumed that they have properly discharged their official
duties.

______ La n_le_, 32 IBLA 118 (Sept. 12, 1977)

Where minerals not owned by the United States have been
leased for oil and gas purposes under the terms of the
Mineral Leasing Act for Acquired Lands, the lease must
be canceled because only acquired minerals owned by the
United States are subject to leasing under that Act.

Pu nca n_ Mi 1 le r , 32 IBLA 137 (Sept. 12, 1977)

eii_*NE_GAS_LIASES— Continued

ACQUIRED LANDS LEASES— Continued

Where acquired lands are under the jurisdiction cf the
Eureau of Reclamation, its opinion as to the desirabil-
ity of issuing an oil and gas lease under the Mineral
Leasing Act for Acquired Lands is not controlling, al-
though its views will be considered carefully. Bather,
it is up to the Eureau of Land Management tc assemble
information and to determine on the Department's behalf
whether such a lease may be issued.

Where the Eureau of Land Management adopts the views
of the Eureau of Reclamation, recommending rejection
of an oil and gas lease offer for acquired lands within
a wildlife area, without making an independent evalua-
tion of the compatibility of oil and gas leasing with
the intended function of the lands and without consid-
ering the feasibility of issuing the lease with appro-
priate protective stipulations, the matter is properly
remanded to lit. for such independent evaluation ard
consideration, during which time the offeror may submit
proposals for protective stipulations.

JL§£l ai_£^_SSI tlej , 36 IELA 137 (May 22, 1976)

An oil and gas lease offer for acquired lands will be
rejected unless all the copies of the application re-
quired by the regulation, H3 CFR 3111.1-2, are filed.

where an oil and gas lease offer for acquired lands is
filed for less than the entire tract acguired by the
United States, the regulations in U3 CFR 3102. 2-3 (b) (1)
require that the application must describe the lard by
courses and distances between successive angle points
on its boundary tying by course and distance intc the
description in the deed or other document by which the
United States acquired title to the land.

A recommendation by the Bureau of Reclamation that
issuing oil and gas leases on acquired land under its
administration would jeopardize further acquisitions,
should be given careful consideration, but the Bureau
of Land Management must independently evaluate whether
issuing the leases would be in the public interest.

An independent evaluation of whether the issuance of
oil and gas leases on acguired lands would be in the
public interest need, in some cases, consist only of
an examination of the general character of the land.
Where, however, the offeror raises material factual
questions, these must be considered.

Harris_Ri_Fender, 33 IBLA 216 (Dec. 22, 1977)

Rober______ n__e Id , 36 IBLA 383 (Aug. 31, 197£

The Mineral Leasing Act for Acguired Lands does not ex-
clude from oil and gas leasing those lands underlying
the Missouri River within the boundaries of the Fcrt
Eerthold Indian Reservation as established by the
Treaty of Fort Laramie (1851) and the Executive Crder
of Apr. 12, 1870, which were reacquired by the United
States from the Indian tribes. The exclusion in the
Act for submerged lands refers to submerged ccastal
lands, as set forth in U3 CFR 3101. 2-1 (g).

lJ£e2_Jj!fI5I_£2iE.s » "2 IBLA 105 (Aug. 16, 1979)

The Bureau of Land Management must reject a

noncompetitive oil and gas lease offer for acguired
lands under the jurisdiction of the Department of the
Air Force where the latter agency withholds its consent
from the issuance of a lease.

CafiAtol_0il_Co_£_ , 33 IBLA 392 (Jan. 26, 1978)

Lands which were acguired for development of their
uranium deposits are not subject to oil and gas leasing
under the Mineral Leasing Act for Acquired lands.

Jsdra s_K_._H.a_r t le_ , U« IELA 66 (Nov. 2C, 1979)

ACREAGE LIMITATIONS

Regulations in force prior to Oct. 28, 1976, prohibited,
in the absence of extraordinary circumstances, the
issuance of oil and gas leases for fractional interests
to one who would own less than 50 percent of operating
rights in the leased property. The later determination
that such a policy may not in general serve the public
interest and the expression of the new policy in a re-
vised regulation does not constitute an extraordinary
circumstance.

«ilf£§___!____ , 34 IELA 222 (Mar. 27, 1978)

An oil and gas lease issued for 2,960 acres in viola-
tion of administrative regulations need not be caiceled
in its entirety, in the absence of an intervening guali-
fied applicant.

JoilS 3^_JlSi§Il_ J

J

!.* Barlan C.

25 IELA 306 ( June~2e"l976)
Altaian, Trust*

83 1.1
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The record-title holder of an oil and gas lease or
offer is chargeable with the full acreage included
the lease or offer, even though another person, as:

ciation, or corporation has a 50-percent interest i

the lease or offer.

A£jai_0i l_COi , 30 IBLA 212 (Hay 20, 1977)

An oil and gas lease issued for land available for leas
ing, but in violation of an administrative regulatory
reguirement, need not be canceled in the absence of an
intervening gualified applicant or some overriding pol-

icy consideration.

Her le_

C

t_Ch am ber s , HO IB! A 1UH (Bar. 29, 1979)

APPLICATIONS

Generally

The Department has discretionary authority to issue or
not to issue leases under the Mineral Leasing Act for
Acguired Lands, 30 U.S.C. §« 351-59 (1970).

G e ner a 1_C r ude_0 i l_Co.;. , 18 IBLA 326 (Jan. 7, 1975)

An oil and gas lease offer which is not accompanied by
a statement showing the extent of the offeror's owner-
ship of the operating rights to the fractional mineral
interest not owned by the United States is properly
rejected.

tion ef fee-
surface as
oil ar d gas
en the fact

s area. 1 a nd

a less re-
agemen t deci
the tea dless
se will te
e sutst itute
d filin 9-

JjJ^ith_Walkerx Ginger Lavjhon,
1975)

18 IBLA 410 (let
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Where the forest Service requests a stipula
tively barring any occupancy or use of the
a condition precedent to the issuance of an
lease for lands in a national forest, based
that the land is in an "inventoried roadies
where the Forest Service later substitutes
strictive stipulation, a Eureau of land Ban
sion requiring the execution and filing of
area stipulation will be vacated and the ca
remanded to the Eureau for submission of th
stipulation to the offeror for execution an

IenjaBin_T._Pranklin, 19 IBLA 9U (Mar. H , 1

Land formerly included in a canceled or relinquished
lease or in a lease terminated or expired by cperati<
of law shall be subject to filing of new lease offer;
only as provided in U3 CFR 3112.

Duncanjliller, 19 IBLA 188 (Mar. 18, 1975)

An oil and gas lease offer must be rejected when,
before the lease offer has teen accepted, the lard
applied for has been patented with no reservation of
oil and gas to the Onited States.

It is propet to reject an oil and gas lease offer for
Alaskan land to the extent of conflict with an Alaskai
selection application after the application has teen
tentatively approved even though the offer was filed
before the selection application.

IIS2i_JL-Ie v i , 19 IELA 201 (Mar. 19, 1975)

*°23.£a_Rockar_et_al.., 19 IBLA 201 (Mar. 19, 1975)

As a condition precedent to the issuance of an oil and
gas lease, the Department of the Interior may require
an applicant to accept a reasonable surface management
stipulation for the protection of wildlife and water-
shed values.

JU:£hard_P.._Cullen, 18 IBLA D1U (Feb. 10, 1975)

No law or regulation requires the mandatory rejection
of an oil and gas lease offer merely because it is held
in suspense for 1 year. The setting of a specific time
limit on the suspension of an oil and gas offer is not
a determination in the exercise of the Secretary's dis-
cretionary authority of whether or not to lease the
lands for oil and gas.

Ju§£heim_Petroleum_Coi , 18 IBLA K23 (Feb. 13, 1975)

Where the Forest Service suggests a stipulation ba
any occupancy and use of the surface as a conditio
precedent to the issuance of an oil and gas lease
public lands in a national forest, based enly on t

fact that the land is in an "inventoried roadless
and where later the Forest Service agrees to a rev
stipulation, the Bureau of Land Management decisic
the extent it required the execution and filing of
"Roadless Area" stipulation will te set aside and
case remanded to the Eureau for submission of the
stitute stipulation to the offeror for execution a

filing.

Jaie^A^Krumhansl, 19 IBLA 56 (Feb. 21, 1975)

rring
n
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Under the policy of the Secretary of the Interior of
maintaining en file oil and gas lease offers fcr lands
in Alaska filed prior to the issuance of Public land
Order «5e2 on Jan. 17, 1969, an offer which would ulti-
mately reguire rejection because of the unavailability
of the land at the time the offer was filed, will not
te retained en file, but may be properly rejected at
any time when the case is reached for adjudication.

Vance W. Philips and Aelisa A. Eurnham, 19 IE1A 211
(Mar. 21, 19757

Oil and gas lease applications, action on which was
suspended under Public Land Order U582, 31 FH lC2f
(1969), are properly rejected when the lands are subse-
quently patented to the State of Alaska under selection
applications even though the latter postdate the oil
and gas lease applications; the first-qualified cil and
qas lease applicant has no right or interest in the
land applied for which is protected by the savings
clauses of the Alaska Statehood Act and the Alaska
Native Claims Settlement Act.

«aiai!!jSi_I a I a
i3
e_et_aj., 19 IBLA 320 (Apr. 7, 1975)

Unde
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1 Leasing Act of 192C, as amended,
= t J£jg. (1970), the f irst-gualif ied
preference right to receive an cil and
the Department of the Interior has in
its discretion, determined tc issue
at a lease offer does not create a

nhere there has been no deter minaticn
3s embraced in the lease offer. In the
the application for a lease is a hope
ather than a valid claim against the
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Government, and the lease offeror has acquired no
rights which are violated by issuance of a patent to
the State of Alaska for the lands embraced in the
lease offer.

An oil and gas lease offer must be rejected when ap-
proval is given to a subsequently filed State selection
embracing the s e lands, including the mineral rights.
Following issuance of patent to the State, the Depart-
ment loses jurisdiction over the patented land.

Duncan. Miller, 20 IBLA 1 (Apr. 14, 1975)

A noncompetitive oil and gas lease offer is properly
rejected where the land which is the subject of such
offer was formerly included in a terminated oil and gas
lease, and which may be leased only in compliance with
the simultaneous filing procedures set out in U3 CFR
3112.

_____________ , 20 IBLA 19 {Apr. 16, 1975)

rejected, abser
the offeror that exploration activities would not in-
fringe upon the archaeological resources of the area.

_±£__l£I!jill2 . 20 IBLA 54 (Apr. 2H, 1975)

Sec. 6(b) of the Alaska Statehood Act providing for
recognition of valid existing claims does not apply to
an oil and gas lease offer filed pursuant to the Min-
eral Leasing Act of 1920. while an oil and gas lease
offeror may have a right to a lease where the Depart-
ment has exercised its discretion to issue a lease, and
the offeror is entitled to a statutory priority right
over other offerors, his application does not rise to
the level of a "claim" or "right" within the savings
clause of the Alaska Statehood Act where there has been
no such determination to lease.

Regulation «3 CFR 2627.3(b)(2) requires that conflicting
oil and gas lease offers filed pursuant to the Mineral
Leasing Act of 1920, except for preference right appli-
cations, whether filed prior to, simultaneously with,
or after the filing of an Alaska State selection, must
be rejected when and if the selection is tentatively
approved. The preference right referred to in the reg-
ulation does not apply to an oil and gas lease offeror
who receives a priority right as the f irst-gualif ied
applicant in the event the Department decides to issue
a lease.

2li_l_D_G_S_L_A___--Continued

APPLICATIONS—Continued

Generally—Continued

Where an application to lease land under the juris-
diction of another agency is rejected because of
objections by that agency, and where on appeal that
agency subsequently agrees to lease the land subject
to certain special stipulations, such stipulaticns
will be submitted to the offeror for execution.

Shell Oil Co.. 20 IELA 282 (May 27, 1975)

Oil and gas lease offers embracing lands withdrawn or
reserved for any agency of the Department of Defense
may not be granted without the consent of that Depart-
ment. (13 D.S.C. i 158 (1970). Such lease offers must
be rejected where such consent is withheld as inconsis-
tent with the military use, and the offers may not be
suspended to await the possible availability of the
lands for leasing.

S2bil_0il_Cor£., 20 IBLA 296 (Bay 27, 1975)

Drawing entry cards for simultaneous oil and gas lease
offers which are incomplete will be rejected and the
filing fees will be retained.

Alber t_E._Mitchell_III, 20 IBLA 302 (May 30, 1975)

An acquired lands oil and qas 1

which the United States owns on
interest, successfully drawn at
simultaneous drawing is defecti
jected when the applicant fails
with the statement required by
the extent of his ownership of
fractional mineral interest not
States.

ease offer,, for lards i

ly a fractional mineral
a noncom petitive lease
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Geor^f .1 £ t e 1 1__Jrx , 20 IELA 312 (May 30, 1975)

Where the Eureau of Land Management changes an adtinis-
trative practice to thereafter refuse to accept unoffi-
cial copies of the simultaneous oil and gas lease entry
card, by an order dated Mar. 26, 1975, the new practice
will be given prospective application only and will not
be applied retroactively to simultaneous entry cards
filed during the Feb. 1975 simultaneous filing pericd.

V. J. Malloy. 20 IELA 327 (June 6, 1975)

An oil and gas lease application covering lands in an
outstanding lease, whether that lease is valid, vcid
or voidable, must be rejected. A oencompetitive oil
and gas lease offer covering lands in a known geologic
structure must be rejected, such lands being subject
to lease only by competitive bidding.

_i_har______ow___Dan__l___u___n_ 1

1975f
20 Duncan Miller. 21 IBLA 21 (June 16, 1975)

The unilateral mistake of art oil and gas lease offeror
in withdrawing his offer does not relieve him of the
consequences of the withdrawal, which is, that the
offer is terminated when the Bureau of Land Manaqement
receives the withdrawal.

An oil and gas lease offer for acguired lands will be
rejected unless all the copies of the applicaticn re-
guired by the regulation, U3 CFR 3111.1-2, are signed.

EU5Sa!!-Mille.r, 21 IBLA 50 (June 17, 1975)

Jolin_J.i_Sexton_JOn_Reconsideratio.nl, 20 IBLA 187
(May~7, 1975"
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It is the date of the ascertainment by the Geologi-
cal Survey of the producing character of a structure
underlying a tract of land and not the date of the
pronouncement of said fact which is determinative of
rights depending on whether or not the land is situ-
ated within a known geological structure (KGS) . A

noncompetitive oil and gas lease offer must be re-
jected if, at any time before a lease actually issues,
the land described therein becomes within a KGS, even
if the offer was filed prior to the ascertainment of
the KGS.

Hi 11 iam_Ti_ Alexander, 21 IBLA 56 (June 18, 1975)

The failure of the offeror for a noncompetitive oil and
gas lease to complete that part of item 2 of the lease
offer form calling for the extent of the interest of
the United States in oil and gas if less than 100 per-
cent does not by itself necessitate rejection of the
offer as the offer is held to include "any and all"
lands described therein and whatever mineral interest
the United States owns in said lands and thus becomes
an offer for whatever interest is available.

_______ ka so

n

x_Jea n_0a ka son , 21 IBLA 185 (July 25, 1975)

2II:_AN£_SAS_ LEASES—Continued

APPLICATIONS—Continued

Generally,—Continued

of a less stringent stipulation which the Forest Ser-
vice has agreed to in other cases arising in the sale
and other national forests in Utah.

<i__________ sc n , 21 IELA 328 (Aug. 11, 1975)

An oil and gas lease offer filed in the name cf a cor-
poration is properly rejected where the offer is signed
by an officer who was not shown, by the corporate qual-
ification papers contained in the conpany's referenced
serial number, to be one of the officers authorised to
sign for the company, and the offer was not accompanied
by a statement showing that he was authorized to act
for the company.

__________________________ 22 IEIA 21 (Sept. 9, 1975)

A Bureau of land Banagement office has no jurisdic-
tion to take further action on an oil and gas lease
application where there has been an appeal to the
Eoard of Land Appeals on that application.

JSa.2_£a.iSa.son, 22 IEIA 33 (Sept. 10, 1975)

The mere filing of a noncompetitive oil and gas lease
offer does not invest the offeror with any right to
receive a lease. The only right created thereby is
the right to an appropriate priority of consideration
if, at the discretion of the Department, an oil and
gas lease is to be issued for the land which is the
subject of the offer.

It is proper to reject an oil and gas lease offer to
the extent of conflict with an Alaska State selection
application after the application has been tentatively
approved even though the offer was filed before the se-
lection application.

_________________ . 21 IBLA 23l» (Aug. 11, 1975)

Where an oil and gas lease offer filed on a drawing
entry card in a simultaneous filing procedure contains
the name of an additional party in interest, and the
required statement of interest, copy or explanation of
the agreement between the parties, and evidence of the
qualifications of the additional party are not filed
within 15 days after the filing of the lease offer, the
offer must be rejected.

____________» 21 IBLA 215 (Aug. 11, 1975)

26 IELA 276

Land included in an oil and gas lease which terninates
by operation of law for failure to pay rental finely,
is subject to filing of new oil and gas lease offers
only in accordance with the provisions of the regula-
tions relating to simultaneous filing of oil and gas
lease offers, and the filing of an over-the-counter
lease offer will not interdict the simultaneous filing
procedure as to that land.

._£______» 22 IB ^A 130 (Sept. 1975)

Land included within an outstanding oil and gas lease
is not available for leasing and an application filed
for such land must be rejected.

Land, formerly in a canceled, relinquished, terminated,
or expired lease, is not subject to over-the-counter
filing, and may be leased only in conpliance with the
drawing procedure established by 13 CFB 3112.

John F,. Brown. 22 IELA 133 (Sept. 26, 1975)

Filing fees may be retained when drawing entry cards
made on reproduced forms are rejected.

Charmai_B._Allredi_Edward_C._Allrec
TIugT 2H~ 1976)

Charles
1975)

.Ba_-I!___________« 22 IBLA ll43 (Sept. 3C,

Drawing entry cards for simultaneous oil and gas lease
offers will be rejected and the filing fees retained
where the applications are not made on the correct

__________ o wn , 21 IBLA 260 (Aug. 11, 1975)

Shere the Forest Service requests imposition of a stip-
ulation effectively barring any occupancy or use cf the
surface as a condition precedent to the issuance of an
oil and gas lease for lands in a national forest, the
case will be set aside and remanded for consideration

An acquired lands oil and gas lease offer for lands in
which the United States owns only a fractional nineral
interest is defective and is properly rejected when the
applicant fails to accompany the offer with the state-
ment required by the regulation showing the extent of
ownership of operating rights to the fractional mineral
interest not owned by the United States.

___3______________3__. 22 !BLA 116 (Sept. 30, 1975)

_______________ 21 IELA 259 (Bar. 29, 1976)

__________________ . 21 IBLA 311 (Apr. 2C, 1976)

_S_4_________J re n and , 26 IBLA 18C (Aug. 9, 1976)
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On appeal from decision (s) rejecting oil and gas lease
offer (s) insofar as they include land (s) within a lava
flow under consideration for primitive or natural area
status, when the Bureau of Land Management indicates
that it is willing to lease some of the land (s) under
a no-surface-occupancy stipulation, and the of feror (s)

indicate they would accept such a stipulation for all
the land(s) at issue, the decision (s) will be set aside
and the case (s) remanded for consideration of issuance
of lease (s) containing no-surface-occupancy stipula-
tion (s) on the land(s) in the lava flow.

Hguston_Oil_a nd_ Mi ne ra ls_ Cor£ix_Lel an d_A^_ Hodges
.(Trustee}., 22 IBLA 172 (Sept. 30, 1975)"

ieland_A._Hodaes_lTrusteel_, 23 IELA 1«2 (Dec. 23, 1975)

QJL_*ND_GAS_ LEASES— Continued

APPLICATIONS— Continued

Generally,

—

Continued

Harley W_._Ad.ajs., Tirc_th___._Clai_orne__Sr_ , Hi IEIA
(Aui. 22, 1979J

i!_l2e__W._Ada_s, U3 IBLA 1114 (Sept.

When an agency with jurisdiction over acguired lands
has requested a short-term suspension of oil and gas
lease offers, a decision rejecting the offers may t€
remanded to consider processing the offers in a mannei
consistent with that of a similar offer for which the
agency has also accepted a suspension.

Chevrcn Oil, Co.. 23 IBLA 163 (Dec. 23, 1975)

The mere filing of a noncompetitive oil and
offer does not invest the offeror with any i

receive a lease. The only right created th<

the right to an appropriate priority of con:
if, at the discretion of the Department, an
gas lease is to be issued for the land whicl
subject of the offer, but it will not precli
filing of a subsequent State selection appl:
nor bar approval of the State's application
issuance of a patent to the State.

The notation on land office records of a noncompetitive
oil and gas lease application does not prevent the
State of Alaska from selecting the land pursuant to the
Alaska Statehood Act.

I_!l°__Ser v ice__ I nc; , 22 IELA 220 (Oct. 15, 1975)

:y is
iratior
I and
; the
the
:icn,
I the

where an oil and gas lease offeror files a siaultaneous
oil and gas lease drawing card and indicates that its
corcorate qoalif ications are filed under a specific
serial numter, the offer will not be rejected where the
corporation can show that the State Office infcr«ed it
earlier that its corporate qualifications had beer
placed in that file.

»IIiea_Che_ical_Ccr_., 23 IBLA 211 (Jar 1S76)

A simultaneous oil and qas lease offer is properly re-
jected where the drawing entry card is postdated teyonc
the date of the drawing.

£a__IIa.S2/ 21 IELA 10 (Feb. H, 1976)

Where an over-the-counter oil and gas lease offer is
rejected because the applicant did not specify which ol

the described tracts he wanted the offer to include, h«

is presumed to have applied for all the tracts. Where
on appeal he asserts that he desired to lease all the
described lands, the decision will be reversed.

R__0__Hear n , 22 IBLA 226 (Oct. 15, 1975)

An applicant for an acquired lands oil and gas lease
must execute any special stipulations required by the
agency administering the land as a condition precedent
to the issuance of the lease, or suffer rejection of
the offer.

Sallie .Sanford, 22 IBLA 289 (Oct. 30, 1975)

The drawing of an offer for a noncompetitive lease in
a simultaneous oil and gas lease drawing creates re
vested rights in the offeror, and the offeror cannot
compel the issuance of a lease before an environmental
analysis has been made where the Eureau of Land Manage-
ment has determined that the environmental analysis is
necessary for the protection of the resources of the
particular area.

Eaula_J._ Jones, 21 IBLA 76 (Feb. 2«, 1976)

It is well established that the execution of appropri-
ate special stipulations as a condition precedent to
the issuance of oil and gas leases may be required at
the discretion of the Secretary of the Interior in
order to protect environmental, recreational, and ether
land use values.

An oil and gas offer must be rejected when the land
applied for has been leased to a senior offeror under
a proper offer.

Connie_Mull, 22 IBLA 307 (Nov. 10, 1975)

A simultaneous oil and gas lease offer is properly re-
jected where the drawing entry card is not signed or
dated by the offeror.

Thomas___ck_ann, 23 IELA 21 (Nov. 26, 1975)

Joh n_ Wi liar d_ Dixon, 28 IBLA 275 (Dec. 20, 1976)

Tho_as_C__Mor.an , 32 IBLA 168 (Sept. 13, 1977)

hdobe_0il_a n d_Gasjo^ , 3H IBLA 13 (Feb. 10, 1978)

Siliiaj5_li_ Hiaas , 36 IBLA U03 (Sept. 6, 1978)
Continued-

While "no surface occupancy" stipulations should be
of sufficient efficacy to protect the envircnoect, no
lease should issue with stipulations so restrictive that
the use of the land for any purpose associated with the
production of oil and gas is totally precluded.

The financial burden of complying with protective stip-
ulations in oil and gas leases is the sole responsibil-
ity of the lessee.

Bill J. H addo x. 2« IELA 117 (Mar. 1C, 1976)

A decision suspending oil and gas lease applications
for public land in a national forest because the Forest
Service has not prepared an environmental impact state-
ment en a roadless area will be set aside aid the case
remanded for the Bureau of Land Management, in the ex-
ercise of its delegated discretion to lease public
lands for oil and gas, first to determine whether the
Eureau should prepare an environmental impact statetent
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as the lead agency responsible for mineral 1<

then to act on the offers accordingly.

Che_ron_Oil_C__ . 2« IBLA 159 (Mar. 15, 1976)

OII_AND_£AS_i EASES— Continued
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the case will he remanded to the Bureau for a more com-
plete exposition of the basis for the action.

£3111.1a_e_S_n_ic_te, 25 IBLA 57 (Bay 20, 1976)

The financial burden of complying with stipulations
included in an oil and gas lease is the sole responsi
bility of the lessee.

Duncan.Miller , 21 IBLA 203 (War. 19, 1976)

A decision rejecting an oil and gas lease offer because
the State Office wishes to reconsider whether a lease
should issue subject to a no surface occupancy stipula-
tion will be set aside and the case remanded for the
Bureau of Land Management, in the exercise of its dele-
gated discretion to lease public lands for oil and gas,
to determine whether in the light of Chevron O il Co.

.

21 IBLA 159 (1976), it wishes to issue a lease subject
to a no surface occupancy stipulation, or whether it
still wishes to make the subject land not available for
leasing at this time, which is within its authority.

"Ai§I!_Si_Pa£U 1 a k , 2U IBLA 278 (Mar. 30, 1976)

Simultaneous oil and gas drawing entry cards must be
fully executed by the applicant and when the arclicant
omits the date of execution on the card, the lease of-
fer is properly rejected.

Where an applicant fails to date a simultaneous oil and
gas drawing entry card, he has not complied with 13 CBE
3112.2-1 (a) which requires that the card te "fully exe-
cuted" and his offer is properly rejected whether the
defect is discovered before or after the drawing. Ihe
fact that ELB entered the card in the drawing does not
waive the defect.

JghS.i'.'.gig.icK gt.al.. 25 IELA 107 (June 7, 1976)

A simultaneous oil and gas lease offer is properly re-
jected and the filing fee retained where the cffercr,
in completing the drawing card, does not provide the
name of the State in which the parcel of land is
located.

Simultaneous oil and gas lease drawing entry cards
which are not executed correctly will be rejected.
Where an ambiguity is created by an applicant on a
drawing entry card, it is not the responsibility of
BLM to speculate about applicant's intention and net

essarily to resolve the ambiguity in his favor.

J°se_h_A__ Winkler , 2« IBLA 380 (Apr. 29, 1976)

An acquired lands oil and gas lease offer for lands in
which the United States owns only a fractional mineral
interest is defective and is properly rejected when the
applicant fails to accompany his offer with the state-
ment required by the regulation showing the extent of
his ownership of operating rights to the fractional
mineral interest not owned by the United States.

Even if it be established that a controlling regulation
had been violated in previous cases, such violation
does not afford a valid predicate for further viola-
tions of the regulation.

!ia_Nan_S£ear , 25 IBLA 3U (Bay 5, 1976)

The Secretary of the Interior may, in his discretion,
reject any offer to lease public lands for oil and gas
deposits upon a proper determination that the leasing
would not be in the public interest, even though the
land applied for is not withdrawn from leasing under
the Mineral Leasing Act.

The execution of special stipulations as a condition
precedent to the issuance of an oil and gas lease may
be required at the discretion of the Secretary of the
Interior in order to protect environmental, recreation-
al, and other land use values. In each case the need
for the stipulation should be clear and the means to
accomplish the intended purpose should be reasonable.

While the Bureau of Land Management may reject oil and
gas lease offers or require stringent protective stip-
ulations in order to protect the environment, such
action must be supported ty facts of record. Where
such action is taken and is supported only by state-
ments that leasing would not be in the public interest.

_____________ t_al_ , 25 IBLA 115 (June 7, 1976)

JSIIi-laS-iia a tJi«ize n , 26 IBLA 152 (Aug. 2, 1976)

Eleanor. B, tjeuberger, 29 IBLA 168 (Bar. 1«. 1977)

33ItiS_i!i_Sh€ets, 32 IBLA 7 (Aug. 29, 1977)

Where the Bureau of Land Management ordered on far. 26,
1975, that unofficial copies of the simultaneous oil and
gas lease entry card were invalid and to be rejected,
that order will be given prospective applicaticr cnly
and will not te applied retroactively to simultaneous
entry cards filed during the Jan. 1975 simultanecus fil-
ing period.

I»e_l£ese, 25 IBLA 2«u (June 22, 1976)

An oil and gas lease offer filed on a

in a simultaneous filing procedure mu:
the entry card contains the name of ai

in interest and the required statement
party's interest and qualifications ii

the time required by «3 CER 3102.7. 1

required statement after that tine ha:
cure the defect.

)f the
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Seal , Thomas J. Sweerey
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i J. Gergurich. Earrel l G . Seal
[EIA 266 "(June 2«7 1976)

The bona fide purchaser provision of the Act cf
Sept. 21, 1959, 73 Stat. 571, as amended, 30 C.S.C
4 1EU (h)(2) (1970), does not protect the assignee cf
a noncompetitive oil and gas lease offeror frcir the
rejection of its assignor's offer after it is dra*n
first at a simultaneous drawing.

Ieon_Mi_Ilanas.an_et_a.li, 25 IBLA 269 (June 2«, 1S76)
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An oil and gas lease offer filed on a drawing entry card
in a simultaneous filing procedure must te rejected when
the entry card contains the name of an additional party
in interest and the required statement of the additional
party's interest and qualifications is not filed within
the time required by 43 CFR 3102.7. The offeror is not
retroactively excused from submitting the required
statement by an assertion in his appeal that he is the
sole party in interest because the anticipated associa-
tion between him and the additional party listed on the
entry card had failed to materialize.

J a mes.D^Ca ddel 1 , 25 IBLA 274 (June 24, 1976)

An acquired lands oil and gas lease offer for lands in
which the United States owns only a fractional mineral
interest is defective and is properly rejected when th«
applicant fails to accompany his offer with the state-
ment required by 43 CFB 3130.4-4 showing the extent of
his ownership of operating rights for the fractional
mineral interest not owned by the United States.

June_Brooks , 25 IBLA 326 (June 30, 1976)

Simultaneous oil and gas entry cards which are sent
to the wrong State Office are not considered filed
in the "proper office" within the meaning of 43 CFR
1821.2-2(f), and such State Office has no jurisdic-
tion over entry cards pursuant to 43 CFH 1821.2-1 (c):
therefore, the filing fees for such offers should not
be retained.

Where a simultaneous oil and gas entry card is filed
in the wrong State Office, the entry card and the fil-
ing fee should be returned to the offeror.

J§.nes_H .__Sco 1 1 , 25 IBLA 384 (July 6, 1976)

Because the Mineral Leasing Act for Acquired Lands spe-
cifically excludes the leasing of land located within
an incorporated city, town, or village, a noncompeti-
tive oil and gas lease offer for acquired land within
the boundaries of such a city, town, or village is
properly rejected.

James_Li._Santy, 25 IBLA 390 (July 6, 1976)

A simultaneous oil and gas lease offer is properly re-
jected where the drawing card is not signed.

A simultaneous oil and gas lease offer is properly re-
jected when the date is omitted from the drawing card.

Her ber t_Hi_Schollmey.er , 25 IBLA 393 (July 6, 1976)

OIL ASP GAS..LEASES—Continued

APPLICATIONS—Continued

Generally—Continued
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vSEJ!_fi_J2fiSS_Si_aIi. 26 IBLA 165 (Aug. 4, 1976)

A simultaneous acquired lands oil and gas lease effer
for lands in which the United States owns only a frac-
tional mineral interest is defective and is properly
rejected when the applicant fails to accompany bis
offer with the statement required by the regulation
showing the extent of his ownership of operating
rights to the fractional mineral interests not owned
by the United States, nor can such defect be cured by
submitting the information on appeal.

Jelenko Stefanovic . 26 IBLA 229 (Aug. 17, 1976)

A simultaneous oil and gas drawing entry card must be
fully executed by an applicant, and when the applicant
omits her address, the lease offer is properly rejected
and the filing fee properly retained.

Grace_nx_wmiams, 26 IBLA 232 (Aug. 17, 1976)

Lands within a known geologic structure of a producing
oil or gas field may only be leased by competitive bid-
ding pursuant to 43 CFR 3120, and a noncompetitive cil
and gas lease offer filed for such lands is piopeil;
rejected.

James A. Wallender. 26 IBLA 317 (Aug. 30, 1976)

Land included within an outstanding oil and gas lease
is not available for leasing and an oil and gas lease
offer filed for such land must be rejected.

The Secretary has discretionary authority to reject an
oil and gas lease offer where Federal title to the oil
and gas deposits is uncertain.

Leonard R
r

EcSweyn, Cavid A T frovinse. 26 IEI8 376
(Sept. 9, 1976)

A simultaneous oil and gas lease offer is properly re-
jected and the filing fee retained where the offeror,
in completing the drawing card, does not provide the
name of the State in which the parcel of land is lo-
cated where called for on the card.

When the Secretary of the Interior determines that an
oil and gas lease is to be issued for a particular
tract, it must be issued to the first-qualified appli-
cant. An applicant is not qualified because of bis
failure to comply with 43 CFR 3112.2-1 (a) when he fails
to provide the name of the State in which the parcel of
land is located.

Ishmael_Guerra, 26 IBLA 116 (July 26, 1976)

An oil and gas lease offer for land in which the United
States owns a fractional mineral interest must be
accoapanied by a statement showing the extent of the
offeror's ownership of the operating rights to the
fractional mineral interest not owned by the United
States. An offer which is defective for failure tc
comply with this mandatory regulation must be rejected.

Gr a dj_ Ar^ en t^igh t , 27 IBLA 24 (Sept. 17, 1976)
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An oil and gas lease offer on a drawing card filed in a

simultaneous drawing procedure is properly rejected as
defective where there are other parties in interest in
addition to the applicant but the card does not list
them or refer to an attachment, and an attachment dated
nearly 6 months prior to the filing, signed by the ap-
plicant and four others stating their gualif ications
and setting forth a percentage of interest for each as
"Partners in interest," fails adeguately to set fcrth
the nature of their agreement, and no other statement
or information is filed within the time reguired by
«3 CFR 3102.7.

Harry Reich. 27 IBLA 123 (Sept. 30, 1976) 83 I.E. 507

An acguired lands oil and gas lease offer, for lands in
which the Onited States owns only a fractional mineral
interest, is defective and is properly rejected when
the applicant fails to accompany its offer with the
statement reguired by the regulation showing the extent
of its ownership of operating rights to the fractional
mineral interest not owned by the United States. Under
the regular or "over-the-counter" filing procedure,
however, if the offeror submits its statement of oper-
ating rights with its appeal, the defect may be consid-
ered cured with priority of filing as of that time.

*£jSSDsas_Wes ter n_Gas_Co . , 27 IBLA 207 (Oct. 6, 1976)

SII_iNC_GAS_LIAS|S— Continued

APPLICATIONS—Continued

Generally

—

Continued

An unsigned and undated drawing entry card filed in the
simultaneous oil and gas leasing procedures must re
rejected.

Frank. De Jong. 57 IEIA 313 (Oct. 29, 1976)

Mii2_i!i_lnij££ » 33 IBLA «2 (Nov. 25, 1977)

A simultaneous oil and gas drawing entry card must It

fully executed by the applicants and when they emit
their address or the State in which the parcel cf lai
to te leased is located, the lease offer is properly
rejected.

Hartle_y_L Jt_Gordon_a.nd_Ja.mes_A. lint, 27 IEIA 315
(Oct. 29, 19li)

Haitle_y_Ii_Gordon_and_James_i._lint, 3 2 IEIA 139
(Sept. 12. 1977)

The signature of the offeror on a simultaneous cil and
gas lease entry card may be affixed by means of a

rubber stamp, if it is the intention of the offerer
that it te his or her signature.

J^Sii-Mli ajlJi s « 27 IELA 317 (Nov. «, 1976) 83 I.I. 533

An oil and gas lease offer filed on behalf of a corpo-
ration may incorporate evidence of gualif ications by
reference to the serial number of a case record in
which such evidence has already been filed with the
Bureau of Land Management (BLH). However, reference
to a file which contains no evidence of the authority
of the officer signing the lease offer to execute such
instruments on behalf of the corporation is not suffi-
cient and requires rejection of the offer. The fact
that the reguired evidence is on file in another State
Office of the BLH under another serial number will not
avail applicant where the lease offer contains no ref-
erence to that file.

£hurch i ll.CorBi , 27 IBLA 23« (Oct. 12, 1976)

The term "signed and fully executed" as used in H3 CFR
3112.2-1 (a) does not interdict the use of a rubber
stamp to affix a signature to a drawing entry card,
provided that it is the applicant's intention that the
stamp be his signature.

Under 30 U.S.C. 5 226 (1970), the Department has no
authority to issue an oil and gas lease to anyone other
than the first-gualif ied applicant. If an agent signs
an offer for an applicant, the applicant cannot be con-
sidered gualified unless the statements required by
43 CFR 3102.6-1 have been filed. Where a rubber stamp
constitutes an applicant's signature, a State Office of
the Bureau of Land Management need not presume that an
applicant rather than an agent stamped the card, and
where no agent's statement has been submitted, the
State Office may take appropriate action to establish
that the applicant's signature was imprinted at his
reguest and that he formulated the offer.

Robert .Ci.Leasy .et.al. . 27 IBLA 296 (Oct. 26, 1976)

>Ethur_.S,..WatKins, Bgbej;t_H._Bckerman. 28 IBLA 79
(Nov. 12, 1976)

The term "signed and fully executed" as used in «3 CFB
3112.2-1 (a) does not interdict the use of a rutter
stamp or other mechanical device to affix a signature
to a drawing entry card, provided that it is the appli-
cant's intention that the facsimile be his signature.

Where a facsimile affixed by means of a rubber stamp or
other mechanical device constitutes an applicant's sig-
nature on a drawing entry card lease offer, a State
Office of the Eureau of Land Hanagement need not pre-
sume that the applicant, rather than an agent, stamped
the card. It is proper for the B1R office to make in-
quiry into the filing to establish that the applicant's
signature was affixed at his request and that he formu-
lated the offer. If it is disclosed that the signature
was affixed pursuant to a power of attorney, and the
offer was not accompanied by the statements required by
«3 CFR 3102.6-1, the offer must be rejected.

Under 30 U.S.C. « 226 (1970), the Department has no
authority to issue a noncompetitive oil and gas lease
to anyone other than the first-qualified applicant. If
a drawing entry card lease offer is signed by an agent
or attorney-in-fact in behalf of the applicant, or if
a facsimile signature of the applicant is affixed upon
the offer by an agent or attorney-in-fact, the effer
cannot te considered to have been submitted by a quali-
fied applicant unless it is accompanied by the state-
ments required by «3 CFR 3102.6-1.

Kiiiiaj_ Ji Sharks, 27 IELA 330 (Nov. «, 1976)
83 I.E. 536

A drawing entry card oil and gas lease offer giver
first priority in a drawing in the simultaneous fil-
ing procedure creates no vested right to a lease in
the offeror, but merely the right of having her cff<
considered first for the parcel described. If the
drawing entry card is defective, it must te rejectee

Amy B. Bantho^n. 27 IBLA 369 (Nov. «, 1976)
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A simultaneous oil and gas drawing entry card must be
fully executed by the applicant. When the applicant
omits the zip code from his address on the card, the
lease offer is properly rejected.

An applicant whose simultaneous oil and gas entry care
is rejected because of a defect in his completion of
the entry card cannot thereafter cure the defect ty
submitting a corrected entry card.

Ray. mo nd_F_._ Kaiser , 27 IBLA 373 (f 1976)

OIL-JN£_£AS_L EASES— Continued

APPLICATIONS—Continued

Generally—Continued
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An oil and gas lease offer for acquired lands in which
the United States owns a fractional mineral interest
must be accompanied by a statement showing the extent
of the offeror's ownership of the operating rights to
the fractional mineral interest not owned by the United
States. An offer which is defective for failure to
comply with this mandatory regulation must be rejected.

An oil and gas lease offer for lands in which the
United States owns a fractional mineral interest must
be accompanied by a statement showing the extent of the
offeror's ownership of the operating rights to the
fractional mineral interest not owned by the United
States. If an agent signs such statement, rather than
the offeror, the regulations require that evidence be
filed of the authority of the agent to sign the state-
ment. The agent's signature will be acceptable only
if the authorization meets the specifications of the
regulations.

Zl§!!Ji_Gi_ We 1 Is , 28 IBLA 113 (Nov. 15, 1976)

When a rubber stamp is used to affix a signature tc a

drawing entry card an no agent's stateaent has been
subaitted, a State Office of the Eureau of land fanag«
aent may take appropriate action to establish whether
the applicant's signature was imprinted by him cr at
his request ty an amanuensis and that he fctaulated
the offer.

Bar.y I. Nilandx Elizateth_E 1 O'DonneU, 28 IEIA 3CC
"(JanT'To"!^)

An oil and gas lease offer Bade pursuant to the nineral
Leasing Act for Acquired Lands is properly rejected
where the subject lands are not acquired lands but,
rather, are patented with a reservation of mineral
rights in the United States.

Jobn_£i_CJaj IEIA 353 (Jan. 2H, 1977)

An oil and gas lease offer for acquired lands in which
the United States owns a fractional Bineral interest
must be accompanied by a statement showing the extent
of the offeror's ownership of the operating rights to
the fractional mineral interest not owned by the United
States. An offer which is defective for failure to
comply with this mandatory regulation Bust be rejected.

Susa n_ Bi_S m i t h , 28 IELA 173 (Nov. 2<t, 1976)

The mere filing of a noncompetitive oil and gas lease
offer does not invest the offeror with any right to
receive a lease, except that if the Secretary deter-
mines to lease the land applied for the applicant has
a preference right to a lease if he is the first fully
qualified applicant.

Pinnacle_11inina_and_Ex£lg ration Co.
2«9 (Die". "20, 1976)

Inc. 28 IELA

Ordinarily, the signing of an oil and gas lease offer
by the authorized officer of the Eureau of land Banage-
ment is equivalent to issuance of the lease and creates
a binding contract. However, where a Secretarial Order
provides that all oil and gas noncompetitive offers
must, prior to issuance of a lease, be referred to Geo-
logical Survey for a determination of whether the lands
are within a known geological structure, and the autho-
rized officer fails to follow such procedure prior to
the signing, such signing is not authorized and, there-
fore, not binding on the Secretary.

Nola_Grace Ptasjnski JSu££.J. JOn Court Remandl, 28 IELA
256 (Dec.~20,"l9767

An unsigned drawing entry card filed in the siaultane-
cus cil and gas leasing procedures aust be rejected.

Belvin C. Bodson. 26 IBLA 359 (Feb. 1, 1977)

An oil and gas lease entry card aay be validly signed
by the offeror's son where the offeror is an elderly
woaan who at times is incapable of Baking her own sig-
nature and it is her intention that the son's signing
of ber naae be treated as if it were her own signature.

Rebecca. J,. Waters. 28 IELA 381 (Feb. «, 1977)

A successful simultaneously filed cil and gas lease
entry card is not to be rejected because the card is
signed prior to the date of the beginning of the simul-
taneous filing period unless it is dated aore than 10
days prior to the date it is filed.

ii at

h

£2 n_0. _Jc kles^_ Ha rley_LA_Wil liaison, 28 IELA 3SC
(Feb. «, 1977)

An oil and gas lease offer for acguired lands in which
the United States owns a fractional aineral interest,
filed before Sept. 30, 1976, must have been accoapanied
by a statement showing the extent of the offeror's own-
ership of the operating rights to the fracticnal tin-
eral interest not owned by the United States. Ad offer
which was defective for failure to comply with this
mandatory regulation must be rejected wbere it was
filed in the simultaneous drawing procedure.

Duncan Hiller. 29 IBLA 1 (Feb. 7, 1977)

N§U_l§i!_Siear, 31 IBLA 386 (Aug. 16, 1977)
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An oil and gas lease offer for acquired lands in which
the United States owns a fractional mineral interest
must be accompanied by a statement showing the extent
of the offeror's ownership of the operating rights to
the fractional mineral interest not owned by the Unitec
States. When an offeror submits, on appeal, a copy of
such statement but the date on the statement differs
from the date on the card, and the offeror does not al-
lege he filed the statement simultaneously with the of-
fer, such offer must be rejected for failure to comply
with a mandatory regulation.

Duncan_ Miller , 29 IELA 13 (Feb. 16, 1977)

21L_iNI_GA^_LiASES— Ccntinoed

APPLICATIONS— Continued

Generally—Continued
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Where the Bureau of Land Management has dete
lands listed under the simultaneous oil and
system should not have been listed solely te

lands lie within "a critical watershed which
the subject of an Environmental Impact Statem
first-drawn offer will not be rejected but ma
in suspended state until completion of the EI
determination at that time whether the lands
leased subject to stipulations for protection
watershed.

£5£ian_Over t on , 29 IBLA 66 (Feb. 18, 1977)

Where an applicant fails to date a simultaneous oil and
gas drawing entry card, he has not complied with 13 CFB
3112.2-l(a) which requires that the card te "fully exe-
cuted," and his lease offer is properly rejected.

lb2Sas_yi_Gullo_&_Jose£ h_L.
(Feb. 23, 1977)

Jandazzo, 29 IBLA 126

Where the Department, through a duly promulgated regu-
lation, has increased the rental rate on all noncom-
petitive oil and gas leases issued after a specified
date, such increased rate is applicable to all leases
issued subsequent to that date, including leases issued
pursuant to the simultaneous filing procedures, even
though the lease offers were drawn with first priority
prior to the specified date.

Baimond_N^_Joeckel , 29 IBLA 170 (Mar. 1U, 1977)

3A lton_Ji_Lebsac k , 29 IBLA 316 (Mar. 30, 1977)

22Eis_Ni_Sterkelx_Richard_L_s
._Sterkel, 30 IBLA 39

(Apr. 12, 1977)

X Exploration, Inc,. 30 IBLA 209 (May 2C, 1977)

f™ ncis_L_._Hi 1 1 , 32 IBLA 202 (Sept. 16, 1977)

Thomas. G. . Fails, gt, al.. 32 IBLA 3C2 (Sept. 30, 1977)

An oil and gas lease offer filed in the name of a cor-
poration is properly rejected where it is not accom-
panied by corporate qualification papers nor by any
reference to a serial number where such information
miqht be found, as required by "3 CFB 3102. «-l.

P.a l_Metro_In vest men t_Co.., 29 IBLA 198 (Mar. 22, 1977)

An oil and qas lease offer is properly rejected where
the applicant fails to date the simultaneous oil and
qas drawing entry card.

•
The drawinq of an offer for a noncompetitive lease cr«
ates no vested riqhts in the offeror, the offeror's
tender of advance rental payment notwithstanding.

Cissie_A.._Reinauer, 29 IBLA 295 (Bar. 30, 1977)
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Where the Department, through a duly promulgate
laticn, has increased the rental rate on all nc
petitive oil and gas leases issued after a spec
date, such increased rate is applicatle to all
issued subsequent tc that date, includinq leases
pursuant to the simultaneous filing procedures,
thouqh the lease offers were drawn with first pi
prior to the effective date of the increase.

gaympnd.M. Jpeckel.et.al. . 30 IBLA 32 (Apr. 11,

Karen Cotter et al.. 30 IELA ee (Apr. 27, 1977)

Eunca n_ M il_le r , 30 IELA 90 (Apr. 27, 1977)

!*il2iam_C._Kirkwood, 31 IBLA 178 (July 5, 1977)

D ujea n_!!illSI , 31 IELA 3U9 (July 22, 1977)

l5ed_Goodstein, 32 IBLA 25 (Aug. 31, 1977)

Je rxy_Cha mbe r s , 33 IBLA 323 (Jan. 16, 1978)

An oil and gas lease offer for acguired lands in which
the Onited States owns a fractional mineral interest,
filed before Oct. 28, 1976, must have teen acconpanied
by a statement showing the extent of the offeror's own-
ership of the operating rights to the fractional lir-
eral interest not owned by the United States. An cffer
which was defective for failure to comply with this
mandatory reculation nust be rejected where it kas
filed in the simultaneous drawing procedure.

Verncn C a .Howell, 3C IBLA 70 (Apr. 16, 1977)

Where the Department, through a duly promulgated regu-
lation, has increased the rental rate on all noncom-
petitive oil and gas leases issued after a specified
date, such increased rate is applicable to all leases
issued subsequent to that date.

Ja rj_ Jj._ H ujJ!i£iit t_et_aU ,
IBLA 86 (Apr. 27, 1977)
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A delay in the adjudication of an application by offi-
cers or employees of the Eepartment cannot create
rights in Federal property contrary to law.

Gui_«i_l£an son , 30 IELA 123 (Hay 12, 1977)

OIL AMD G AS L EASES—Continued

APFLICATIODS—Continued

Gene^allj—Continued

)il and gas lease offers for

3C IBLA 259 (Hay 31, 1977)

Simultaneous oil and gas drawing entry cards must be
fully executed by the applicant and when the applicant
omits a State prefix in the parcel number, the lease
offer is properly rejected.

JohS_Pi_Le vjjcki , 30 IBLA 127 (Bay 12, 1977)

Where the Department, through a duly promulgated regu-
lation, has increased the rental rate on all noncom-
petitive oil and gas leases issued after a specified
date, such increased rate is applicable to all leases
issued subseguent to that date, including leases to te
issued pursuant to the simultaneous filing procedures
where the drawing was held prior to the effective date
of the rent increase, and leases to be issued for a
regular over-the-counter offer where the offer was
filed prior to the effective date.

£asev._C ._Jans.en_et_al,. , 30 IBLA 13« (Hay 12, 1977)

Simultaneous oil and gas drawing entry cards must be
fully executed by the applicant and when the applicant
omits a State prefix in the parcel number, the lease
offer is properly rejected.

where an applicant fails to include the State prefix of
the parcel number on an oil and gas drawing entry card,
he/she has net complied with U3 CFR 3112.2-1 (a) which
reguires that the card be "fully executed" and such of-
fer is properly rejected whether the defect is discov-
ered before or after the drawing.

Imprcper issuance of a noncompetitive oil and gas lease
in response to a defective drawing entry card in the
simultaneous filing procedure does not foreclose the
right of the second drawn applicant whose drawing entry
card was complete when filed to a lease for tbe parcel
named; the erroneously issued lease must be canceled,
and upon cancellation, the second drawee must be awarded
a lease to tbe parcel, all else being regular.

Sfraid_I,_Chji:
(June 6, 1977)

.Gjeen, 3C IEI! !C3

ugh a duly promulgated regu-

Mel v i n_Bi_fiobaood , 30 IBLA 163 (Hay 18, 1977)

The signature of the offeror on a simultaneous oil and
gas lease offer entry card may be affixed by means of
a rubber stamp if it is the intention of the offeror
that it be his or her signature.

Use of a rubber-stamped facsimile of an offeror's sig-
nature on a simultaneous oil and gas lease entry card
invites inguiry into whether the card was stamped by
the offeror or, instead, ty his agent.

Where a person files an oil and gas lease offer through
a leasing service under an arrangement whereby the leas-
ing service advances the first year's rental, selects
the land, and controls the address at which the offeror
may be reached, but no enforceable agreement is entered
into whereby the offeror is obligated to transfer any
interest in any lease to te issued to the leasing ser-
vice, the service is not a party in interest in the
offer merely because it may have a hope or expectancy
of acquiring an interest, and the offeror is not pre-
cluded from stating that he is the sole party in inter-
est in the offer.

«iEie_

A

i_lieJ_ei_alJ , 3 1977)

Where the Department; through a duly promulgated regu-
lation, has increased the rental rate on all noncom-
petitive oil and gas leases issued after a specified
date, such increased rate is applicable to all leases
issued subseguent to that date, even though the lease
offers were filed prior to tbe specified date.

Guj_ ..Sillis. 30 IBLA 3«tt (June 8, 1977)

P. •._! .._ Pack , 30 IBLA 166 (Hay 19, 1977) 8U I.D. 192

Where the Department, through a duly promulgated regu-
lation, has increased the rental rate on all tcrccii-
petitive oil and gas leases issued after a specified
date, the increased rate applies to all leases issued
after that date, regardless of the date on which the
offer to lease was originally submitted.

Wan.da_C, .and William E. Scheldt, et al f . 30 I EI J 3U6
(June 8, 1977)

«i2iiaf_Si_Schicktan2, 32 IELA 20 (Aug. 31, 1977)

When the Secretary of the Interior has exercised his
discretionary authority over the issuance of oil and
gas leases to promulgate a Public Land Order closing
an area of public lands to oil and gas leasing for
the purpose of preserving and developing the potash
deposits therein belonging to the United States, it

Where the tepartment, through a duly promulgated regu-
lation, has increased the rental rate on all noncom-
petitive oil and gas leases issued after a specified
date, such increased rate applies tc all leases issued
after that date, regardless of the date tbe effer tc
lease or drawing entry card was filed.

Duncan BiAA&C* 30 IELA 350 (June 8, 1977)
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Where the Department, through a duly promulgated regu-
lation, has increased the rental rate on all noncom-
petitive oil and gas leases issued after a specified
date, such increased rate is applicable to all leases
issued subsequent to that date, even though the lease
offer was filed prior to the date of the regulation.
The imposition of the increased rate is not discrimi-
natory as it applies to all leases issued after a cer-
tain date.

522_Si_ WA 1I i s , 30 IBLA 373 (June 10, 1977)

The filing of a noncompetitive oil and gas lease offer,
prior to acceptance, does not create any right to a

lease or legal interest which restricts the discretion-
ary authority of the Secretary of the Interior over
lease issuance. Thus, an amended regulation raising
the lease rental charge may be applied to lease offers
which have been previously filed but not accepted and
such action is not violative of the Fifth Amendment.

Bar ba r a_ A.._ Joec k el , 30 IBIA 376 (June 10, 1977)

Where an oil and gas lease offer is signed by an agent
on behalf of the offeror, the regulations with respect
to qualifications of lessees require evidence of the
authority of the agent and separate statements by the
offeror and the agent regarding the nature and extent
of any interest the agent has in the lease. The same
requirement applies where the offeror's facsimile sig-
nature is affixed on the offer by an agent. An offer
must be rejected where this information is not filed.

The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) has a responsibil-
ity to issue noncompetitive oil and gas leases only to
the first-qualified offeror. A rubber-stamped or other
form of facsimile signature, unlike a handwritten sig-
nature, does not give rise to a presumption that it
was personally executed by the offeror. The BLP1 may
inquire of the circumstances under which the signature
was stamped on the offer to determine whether compli-
ance with «3 CFB 3102.6-1 was required.

£ha£l2 1 1 e_Lj„Th o r n t o n^_ W^ 1 lia m_ H4. Wea ye r M_ Jr^
£°bert_L.._ Smith , 31 IBLA 3 (June 15, 1977)

An oil and gas lease offer must be rejected as to lands
applied for which are held in trust for Indians and are
not available under the Mineral Leasing Act. Even
though the minerals in these lands have been reserved
to the United States, mineral development is not possi-
ble at this time because the language of the exchange
act under which the lands were acquired requires fur-
ther promulgation of special regulations by the Secre-
tary as a condition precedent to such development.

Thomas D. Chace, 31 IBLA 13 (June 17, 1977)
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As a general rule, an applicant is not entitled to rely
upon misinformation or erroneous advice given by depart-
mental employees to acquire any rights in public lands
not authorized by law. A corporation filing an cil and
gas lease offer, signed by an officer not designated in
accordance with U3 CFB 31C2.M-1 as authorized to act on
its behalf, cannot rely on the fact that the officer's
signature was accepted by the Department en documents
filed in unrelated matters to excuse its failure to
provide the Bandatory authorization.

An over-the-counter oil and gas lease offer, properly
rejected because it failed to meet the requirements cf
the regulaticns, may be considered as having priority
as of the date the defect is cured where the curative
action was taken during an appeal from the rejection
of the offer.

lASjald_Cil_Co.., 31 IELA 119 (June 7H. 1977)

Eeproducticn of the franked postal drawing entry card
is not authorized and offers filed on copies of such
form must be rejected. An offer will not be rejected
for this reason when an examination of several cards
submitted by the same offerors fails to establish that
the cards were reproductions.

The signature of the offeror on a simultaneous cil and
gas lease offer entry card may be affixed by means of
a rubber staip if it is the intenticn of the offeror
that it be his or her signature.

A EIK office need not presume that an applicant rather
than an agent stamped a facsimile signature en a draw-
ing entry card, and where no agent's statement has been
submitted as required by U3 CFB 3102.6-1, a Eureau
office may inquire as to whether the applicant's sig-
nature was imprinted at his request and whether he
formulated the offer.

£ajLJi_J bamej , 31 IBLA 167 (July 5, 1977)

A first-drawn simultaneous drawing entry card which is
filed by a partnership tut which is net accompanied by
statements required by the pertinent regulaticn ct
which does not refer to the file serial number of the
reccrd where the statements have previously been filed
is defective and must be rejected.

Norcross Partners, 31 IBLA 181 (July 5, 1977)

Where the regulation, «3 CFB 3130. U-U (1975), in effec
at the time of filing, required that an oil and gas
lease offer for land in which the Onited States owns i

fractional mineral interest must be accompanied by a

statement showing the extent of the offeror's ownershj
of the operating rights to the fractional mineral int<
est not owned by the United States, a simultaneously
filed lease offer which is not accompanied by the re-
quired statement must be rejected, and the defect may
not be "cured" by submission of the statement at a

later time.

fia v i d_ Fi_0we n , 31 IBLA 2U (June 20, 1977)

Eerscns filing a joint oil and gas lease offer lay
properly use the address of a leasing service on their
entry card.

Since the question of whether offerors for oil and gas
leases have addresses other than that indicated en
their entry card is irrelevant to the validity of their
offer where the address of a leasing service is used en
the entry card, the BLH need not attempt to discover
whether offerors in fact have addresses other than that
shown on their entry card.

Where the use of a facsimile signature on an oil and
gas lease offer, considered in conjunction with other
circumstances, raises questions concerning offerer's
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compliance with 13 CFB 3102. 6-1 (a) (2) , it is appropri-
ate to remand the case to the proper BLM office fcr
resolution.

_________________» 31 IBLA 18U (July 5, 1977)

Lands within a known geologic structure of a producing
oil or gas field may be leased only by competitive bid-
ding pursuant to U3 CFB 3120, and a noncompetitive oil
and gas lease offer filed for such lands is properly
rejected where either before or after the filing of the
offer, but prior to the issuance of the lease, the land
is determined to be within the known geologic structure
of a producing oil or gas field.

£u£ tis_ Wheeler, 31 IBLA 221 (July 7, 1977)

£_________________-- Continued

APPLICATIONS—Continued

Generally,—Continued

Cec i 1_CA_ W a 1 1 , 32 IBLA 27 (Aug. 31, 1977)

Where an inquiry ty the BLM discloses that oil and gas
lease applicants imprinted their own facsimile signa-
tures on their drawing entry cards, there can te no
question of the application of U3 CFB 3102. 6-1 (a) (2)
since this regulation operates where an agent or attor-
ney in fact affixes the applicant's signature on the
applicant's behalf.

A simultaneously filed oil and gas lease entry card
is no't to te rejected fcr the reascn that the applicant
signed the card and the parcel number was entered there-
on subsequently by the applicant's employee, since the
applicant, in signing the card, certifies as to all the
requirements stated as of the date entered thereon, and
agrees to te bound to a lease if the offer is success-
ful.

Where the United States owns only fractional mineral
interest in the land, an offer filed before Sept. 30,
1976, for a simultaneous oil and gas lease drawing,
must be rejected where it is not accompanied by a

statement showing extent of offeror's ownership of
operating rights in fractional mineral interest net
owned by the United States.

Bruce_TA_Cameronx_Carol_Heller, 31 IBLA 23« (July 12,

1977f

Where a protest has been made against the validity of
a drawing entry card (DEC) in the simultaneous oil and
gas lease filing procedure, it is improper to issue a

lease in response to the protested DEC before the pro-
test is finally dismissed. The Board of land Appeals,
rather than a BLM State Office, has the authority to
make final administrative determinations for the Ee-
partment in matters relating to protests against oil
and gas lease offers.

______£___. 31 IBLA 283 (July 22, 1977)

Land included within an outstanding oil and gas lease
is not available for leasing and an oil and gas offer
filed for such land must be rejected.

Lands within a known geological structure of a produc-
ing oil or gas field may only be leased by competitive
bidding pursuant to U 3 CFB 3120, and a noncompetitive
-il and gas lease offer filed for such lands is proper-
y rejected.

_______£__________________________. 31 IBLA 361
(Aug. 10, 1977)

iy

Cu.Eiis_.Di_ Wheel er , 31 IBLA 350 (July 25, 1977)

An oil and gas lease offer is properly rejected where
the offer is deficient in the first year's rental by
more than 10 percent.

!___________ • 31 IBLA 371 (Aug. 1977)

Where the Department, through a duly promulgated regu-
lation, has increased the rental rate on all noncom-
petitive oil and gas leases issued after a specified
date, such increased rate is applicable to all leases
issued subsequent to that date, including leases issued
pursuant to over-the-counter filing procedures, even
though the lease offers were submitted prior to the
effective date of the increase.

Brad. J. .Hays, 31 IBLA 374 (Aug. 5. 1977)
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-____J____S» 31 IBl » 39tt (Aug. 19, 1977)

La______o____Jr. • 3 2 IE]Sidney H,

(Sept. 12

Schreter , Wi}li,a

,
1977)"

Where the Department, through a duly promulgated regu-
lation, has increased the rental rate on all nctccn-
petitive oil and gas leases issued after a specified
date, such increased rate is applicable to all leases
issued subsequent to that date, including leases to be
issued for a regular over-the-counter offer where the
offer was filed prior to the effective date.

Altex Oil. Corp.. 32 IBLA lfi (Aug. 31, 1977)

Altex Oil Co.. 32 IBLA MU (Sept. 2, 1977)

ii_____i__Co___ . 32 IBLA 390 (Nov. 7, 1977)

Where the Department, through a duly promulgated regt
lation, has increased the rental rate on all noncom-
petitive oil and gas leases issued after a specified
date, such increased rate is applicable to all leases
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issued subsequent to that date pursuant to over-the-
counter offers or pursuant to the simultaneous filing
procedures, even though the offers or entry cards were
filed with BLM prior to the specified date.

An oil and gas lease offer under the Mineral Leasing
Act, as amended, 30 U.S.C. § 181 et sea,. (1970), does
not create a property right in the offeror tut is mere-
ly a hope or expectation. It is not a "vested right,"
a present legal or eguitatle "title," "interest" cr
"ownership" or "perfected right," to come within the
protection of the Fifth or Fourteenth Amendment.

OIL ANC GAS LEASES— Continued

APPLICATIONS—Continued

Generally—Continued

The filing of an application for a noncompetitive oil
and gas lease, prior to acceptance, does not create a

right to a lease immune from application of a subse-
quently amended administrative regulation. An in-
creased rental rate is properly applied to an cil and
gas lease offer pending before the effective date of
the rate change tut which has not teen accepted pricr
to that time.

Viola J. Kirkwood. 32 IELA 199 (Sept. 16, 1977)

Bureau of Land Management Instruction Memorandum No.
77-37 outlined a general policy for the assessmen
additional rental on oil and gas lease offers pen
when the rental rate was increased by regulation,
left to the discretion of the State Offices the p
ular implementing procedures. Procedures used by
State Office which may be different from other St
Offices, but which do not prejudice the offerors'
to receive oil and gas leases if leases are issue
the lands applied for, are not arbitrary and capr
as to require reversal of the decisions assessing
tional rental.

_________ t her_e t_al.. , 32 IBLA 106 (Sept. 12, 1977)
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where the regulation, «3 CFR 3130. <4-U (1975) , in effect
at the time of filing, required that an oil and gas
lease offer for acguired land in which the United
States owns a fractional mineral interest must be ac-
companied by a statement showing the extent of the
offeror's ownership of the operating rights to the
fractional mineral interest not owned by the United
States, a simultaneously filed oil and gas lease offer
which is not accompanied ty the required statement must
be rejected.

A simultaneous oil and gas lease offer is properly re-
jected if it is unsigned or undated.

When a first-drawn oil and gas lease offer is disquali-
fied because it is unsigned or undated, the Department's
equitable adjudication authority may not be invoked to
divest the f

i

rst-gualif ied drawee of his preference
right to a lease.

______________ ________i__.___d2_______ ____nd_Ine2 b.

£-____» 32 IELA 272 (Sept. 27, 1977)

Increased per acre rental, as directed under Jar. 5,
1977, revision of K3 CFR 3103.3-2(a), is applicable
to all noncompetitive oil and gas leases issued after
Feb. 1, 1977, including leases for which offers, tcth
simultaneous and over-the-counter, were filed pricr to
revision of the regulation.

__ocan_M i lie r_et_aK , 32 IELA 2C9 (Sept. 27, 1977)

________n_l_2 , 32 IBLA 118 (Sept. 12, 1977)

Where an applicant fails to file five copies of a non-
competitive lease offer as required ty the regulations
in U3 CFB 3111.1-1 (a) the lease offer is properly re-
jected. Failure to submit the required number of
copies is not included in the list of curable defects
in "43 CFR 3111.1-l(e) and, therefore, is fatal to the
oil and gas offer.

___________________ . 32 IBLA 191 (Sept. 15, 1977)

Where a drawing entry card sets out the names of two
applicants but one applicant fails to sign the card,
the card is not in compliance with <43 CFR 3112.2-1 (a)

which requires that the card be "fully executed," and
Jroperly rejected.the lease offer

!_________________» 32 IBLA 19« (Sept. 15, 1977)

Where a check has been submitted with a drawinq entry
card in payment of the $10 filing fee for a simultaneous
cil and gas lease offer, and the check is dishonored ty
the tank, the offeror loses bis priority unless the re-
fusal to honcr the check was the result of a tatk errcr,
corroborated ty the tank.

________-___-__» 32 IBLA 336 (Oct. 16, 1977)

________________ . 33 IBLA 1 (Nov. 1U, 1977)

Where an oil and gas lease effer filed en a drawing
entry card in a simultaneous filing procedure contains
the name of an additional Farty and the statements of
interest, copy or explanation of the agreement between
the parties, and evidence of the gual if ica t ions of the
additional party are not filed within the time re-
quired ty 13 CFB 3102.7, the offer must te rejected.

________________£ 32 IBLA 3«1 (Oct. 21, 1977)
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Where the Department, through a duly promulgated regu-
lation, has increased the rental rate on all noncom-
petitive oil and gas leases issued after a specified
date, such increased rate is applicable to all leases
issued subsequent to that date, including leases issued
pursuant to the simultaneous filing procedures, even
though the lease offers were drawn with first priority
prior to the effective date of the increase.

Where the Bureau of Land Management issued a decision
notifying a successful lease offeror of the increased
advanced rental rate from $.50 to $1 per acre as per
the regulation change in "3 CFB 3103.3-2, effective
Feb. 1, 1977, and no right of appeal was granted from
that decision, the offeror was not bound to appeal from
that decision in order to preserve his priority status.
When the offeror took an appeal from a subsequent deci-
sion rejecting the offer, that appeal suspended the
effect of both BLB decisions pending the result of the
appeal before this Board and upon our affirmation, ap-
pellant now will be given 15 days to comply with the
original requirements before his offer is rejected.

Paul-LaMis , 32 IBLA 37« (Oct. 31, 1977)

2II_!UJL£A_§_I,!ASES—Continued
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objective to prevent irreparable damage to a signifi-
cant resource, rejection of the lease offers or the
requirement of execution of surface occupancy stipula-
tions will te affirmed.

Where the Department, through a duly promulgated
regulation, has increased the rental rate on all
noncompetitive oil and gas leases issued after a spe-
cified date, the increased rate applies to all leases
issued after that date, regardless cf the date en which
the offer to lease was originally submitted.

1977)
al.. isdras K. Hartley. 33 IELA 7M

An unsigned and undated drawing entry card filed it the
simultaneous oil and gas leasing procedures must be
rejected, despite assertions of excusable neglect or
inadvertence.

I3na_Bi_JcSjee_and_Barr2_Ji_BcCr.ee, 33 IBLA 235
(Dec. 28, 1977)

Where the Department, through a duly promulgated
regulation, has increased the rental rate en all
noncompetitive oil and gas leases issued after a spe-
cified date, such increased rate is applicable to an
over-the-counter offer filed prior to the specified
date.

£ean__i_B__ell , 33 IBLA 30 (Nov. 22, 1977)

Where the Bureau of Land Banagement issued a decision
notifying a successful drawee in the simultaneous oil
and gas filing program of the increased advance rental
rate from 50 cents to $1 per acre pursuant to a regula-
tion change effective Feb. 1, 1977, U3 CFB 3103.3-2,
and no right of appeal was granted from that decision,
the offeror was not bound to appeal from that decision
in order to preserve his priority status. When the of-
feror took an appeal from a subsequent decision reject-
ing the offer, that appeal suspended the effect cf bott
BLH decisions pending the result of the appeal before
this Board. Payment of the required increased rental
during the appeal period is deemed timely and a lease
may issue.

Geor_e_Gab_i__, 33 IBLA HI (Nov. 25, 1977)

Where an applicant incorrectly uses the wrong
abbreviation for the State prefix of the parcel number
on an oil and gas drawing entry card, she has not com-
plied with 143 CIR 3112. 2-1 (a) which requires that the
card be "fully executed" and her offer is properly
rejected.

!!arcia____Lane, 33 IBLA 68 (Dec. 5, 1977)

The Secretary of the Interior may in his discretion
reject any offer to lease public lands for oil and gas
upon a proper determination that leasing would net be
in the public interest, even though the land applied
for is not withdrawn from leasing under the Bineral
Leasing Act. Where part of the lands applied for are
in the Bonneville Salt Flats, and the Bureau of Land
Banagement determines that oil and gas leasing activi-
ties are not compatible with the primary management

An oil and gas lease offer is properly rejected where
the offeror's check to cover the filing fee is
dishonored by the tank because of insufficient funds
in the account on which the check is drawn.

Charles E . Biccj. 33 IBLA 288 (Jan. 5, 1978)

Land included within a known geclogic structure of
a producing oil or gas field may be leased only by
competitive bidding.

!ie_ada__ess_Co__i, 33 IBLA 293 (Jan. 10, 197*3)

A nencompetitive oil and gas lease offer is properly
rejected where the land which is the subject of such
offer has not been posted as available as prescribed
by <»3 CFB subpart 3112.

A junior oil and gas lease offer is properly rejected
when the senior offer subsequently is accepted and the
lease is properly issued.

A timely appeal from rejection of an oil and gas lease
offer because of a determination of known geologic
structure suspends the rejection pending decisicn by
this Board, and where the Geological Survey rescinds
the KGS determination as having been erroneously made
during the pendency of the appeal, the status quo ante
of land involved is restored.

Where land was omitted from an oil and gas lease cnly
because of an erroneous KGS determination, and the
applicant has preserved his priority by timely appeal-
ing the rejection, it is proper to amend such lease to

ihen the Geological Surveyinclude such omitted land
rescinds its erroneous KGS determination

£avid_Ai__rovinse, 33 IELA 312 (Jan. 13, 1978)

A simultaneously filed oil and gas lease offer is
properly rejected where the offer is neither
accoipanied by a statement of corporate gualif icatiens
nor makes reference to a serial number of a record in
which such statement had previously been filed, as re-
quired by «3 CFB 3102. U—1-
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A simultaneous oil and gas lease offer is properly
rejected when the date is omitted from the drawing
card.

A simultaneous oil and gas lease offer is properly
rejected where the drawing card is not signed. Hhere
a corporation submits a drawing card which is not
signed by a corporate officer whose authority to sign
is established ty the procedure set out in 43 CFB
3102. 1-1, the card is not "signed" within the meaning
of 03 CFB 3112.2-l(a), and its offer must accordingly
be rejected. Placing the corporation's name in script
on the signature line does not constitute "signing"
the card.

_n__2___a nd__oles__I_c. , 33 IBLA 339 (Jan. 16, 1978)

Hhere a drawing entry card submitted in a simultaneous
oil and gas lease filing has been signed ty the appli-
cant, its completion by a duly authorized agent, all
else being regular, does not call into play other re-
quirements of pertinent regulations.

Vi_aJ.nia_A__Ba_ozo, 33 IBLA 3UU (Jan. 18, 1978)

_______________ ks , 3« IBLA 38u (Hay 2, 1978)

Hhere an inquiry by BLB discloses that an oil and gas
lease applicant personally signed his name en his
drawing entry card, there can be no question of the
application of 13 CFB 3102.6-1 (a), since this regula-
tion operates only where an agent or attorney in fact
signs the card on his principal's behalf.

An oil and gas drawing entry card may not be rejected
merely because it is signed by the applicant before
the parcel number is entered on it by another.

._______» 3U IBLA 14 (F€ I, 1978)

Begulation U3 CFB 3108.2-1 (c) (3) , which provides that
a new lease for lands covered by a lease terminated
automatically for nonpayment of rental shall not te
issued until 90 days from the date of termination does
not preclude posting such lands to Notice of Lands
Available to Oil and Gas Leasing, «3 CFB 3112.1-2, dur-
ing the 90-day period.

_________________________________

,

1978)
3« IBLA 53 (Feb. 16,

Hhere a drawing entry card submitted in a simultaneous
oil and gas lease filing has been signed ty the
applicant, its completion by a duly authorized agent,
including insertion of a current date, all else being
regular, does not call into play other reguirements of
pertinent regulations.

____________ r 3« IBLA 61 (Feb. 16, 1978)
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A simultaneous oil and gas lease drawing entry card
containing an incorrect parcel number is properly
rejected and the filing fee is properly retained ty
the Bureau of Land Management.

Henry A. Alker. 3d IEIA 136 (Bar. 1978)

A requirement to submit a "certified copy" of a private
agreement is satisfied by the submission of a ccpy of
the agreement with a statement that it is a copy cf
that agreement.

Hhere a successful drawee in a simultaneous cil and gas
lease drawing, who is directed ty a State Office tc
submit a copy of any agreement he may have with another
person, sutiiits a copy of an agreement which incorpo-
rates, ty reference, a brochure issued ty the leasing
service with which he had an agreeoent, but not a copy
of the brochure, he has not complied with the directive
and his offer is properly rejected.

_________________ 3H IBLA 160 (Bar. 1C, 1978)

Hbere it is shown that a bank errcneously dishonored a
check drawn thereon, and an official of the bank admits
that the payment was refused by mistake, the errcr cf
the bank will not vitiate the otherwise proper payment
of the filing fee.

Charges P. Bicci. JQn .Beccnsidgrat.ionl . 3H I EL A lit
(Bar. 21, 1978)

An offeror's use cf a leasing service's address en a

simultaneous noncompetitive oil and gas lease effer
drawing entry card does not disqualify the offer.

An offeror who sutmits a drawing entry card signed en
his behalf by his agent leasing service meets the
requirements of U3 CFB 3102.6-1 if satisfactory agency
statements ty him and his agent are submitted alcng
with bis offer card.

Hhere an offeror and his agent fi
statements along with a drawing e

statements indicate uneguivocally
agreement between them creating a

agent, thus apparently obviating
details of the of fetor/agent agre
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Hhere there is no evidence in the administrative reccrc
that the offeror with first priority in a drawing of
simultaneous noncompetitive oil and gas lease effers is

not the sole party in interest, as stated by both the
offeror and his agent, the burden is on a protestant
attacking the validity of the offer to prove an accusa-
tion that the of feror/agent agreement gives the agent
an enforceable interest in the lease to be issued.

Oil and gas lease offers may be rejected where legal
title to the lands in issue is uncertain. It is not
improper for BLB to refuse to suspend the offers pend-
ing determination of the title issue.

ILL_Indu.siries.i_ Inc. , 3« IBLA (Fet 23, 1978)

"Interest." Hhere there is an agreement giving an
offeror the option of selling part of an oil and gas
lease to his agent leasing service, exercisable sclely
at the offerer's discretion, the agent has a tere bepe
or expectancy and not an "interest" in the offer, as
defined in U3 CFB 3100.0-5(b).

Virginia L. Jones. 3U IBLA 188 (Bar. 21, 1978)
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Where an individual files an oil and gas lease offer
through a leasing service under an agreement with the
service which has been determined by this Department
to create an interest in the lease for the service,
and the service files a waiver of that interest with
the BLM prior to a simultaneous drawing, without com-
municating such waiver to the client, and without any
contractual consideration running from the client to
the leasing service, the waiver is without effect as
a matter of law and the successful drawee is required
to make a showing as to sole party in interest under
13 CFR 3102.7.

AHied_L._Easterday., 34 IBLA 195 (Mar. 22, 1978)

Strict compliance with 13 CFR 3112.2-1, which provides
that simultaneous oil and gas drawing entry cards be
signed and fully executed by an applicant or his agent,
is required. Where no date of signing appears on an
entry card, the offer is properly rejected.

JacJs_Li_Ba.cdo.well, 31 IBLA 202 (Bar. 22, 1978)

J_h__<£__Keane, 37 IBLA 361 (Nov. 2, 1978)

where an officer of a business enterprise files oil and
gas lease drawing entry cards for a parcel on behalf of
both his company and himself, the business gains a

greater probability of success than other entrants,
owing to the officer's fiduciary duty to hold the lease
for the company's exclusive use and benefit, thereby
warranting rejection of the lease offers cf both the
company and the officer per 03 CFR 3112.5-2.

Willi- m_l__Boehm , 31 IBLA 216 (Mar. 27, 1978)

lease draw-
cut in the
State is
tbreviation
fix. All
lly
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An entry card in a simultaneous oil and gas
ing need not be rejected where the card sets
parcel designation the complete Dane cf the
which the parcel is located instead of the c

cf the State name used as the State cede pr«
else being tegular, such an entry card is fi

executed

.

C lajjt c n_C he ss ma n , 31 IBLA 263 (Bar. 31, 197f

E2__las_ Steele, 31 IELA 311 (Apr. 26, 1976)

J. C, Davis. 35 IELA 92 (Bay 12, 1976)

Regulations should be so clear that there is no basis
for an oil and gas applicant's noncompliance with thei,
or they should not be interpreted to deprive him cf a

preference right to a lease.

E i_i__.__Bad__x , 31 IBLA 27e (Apr. 17, 1978)

A simultaneous oil and gas drawing entry card most te
fully executed by the applicant, and when the State
prefix to the parcel number is omitted, the lease offer
is properly rejected.

Richard Wheeler. 31 IBLA 359 (Bay 1, 1978)

A successful drawee in a simultaneous oil and gas lease
drawing will not te disqualified to receive a lease by
reason of allegations to the effect that the winning
drawing entry card was filed for such drawee by at
agent and that the agent has failed to observe the reg-
istration requirements of the Securities Act of 1933.

!32J!B_i!i_5£Ga n n , 35 IBLA 32 (May 8, 1978)

Offeror's failure to enter postal zip code of his
address on entry card for simultaneous oil and gas
lease drawing properly results in EIE's rejecting bis
offer. Such omission contradicts requirement in 13 CFR
3112.2-1 (a) that entry card be "fully executed."

sillia m_K__D uKjt e

,

IBLA 51 (Bay 9, 1978)

A regulation, amended in a manner that benefits a

pending application for an oil and gas lease, may be
applied to the pending application in the absence of
intervening rights or public interest.

Repeal of regulations which prohibit leasing fractional
interests to one who would own only a minority of
operating rights in the leased property gives priority
to an otherwise regular offer which would have had to
be rejected under the former regulations, as of the
effective date of the repeal, provided that no offers
qualified under the former regulation have teen re-
ceived prior to repeal, and that the offer has not been
rejected prior to repeal.

Wilfl___Plom_s, 31 IBLA 222 (Bar. 27, 1978)

Where the Department, through a duly promulgated
regulation, has increased the rental rate on all
noncompetitive oil and gas leases issued after a

specified date, the increased rate is applicable to
leases to be issued subsequent to that date fcr cver-
the-counter offers filed prior to the effective date
of the regulation.

Tjpperarv Oil, and Gas Corp,. 35 IBIA 12C (Eay 15, 1976)

where a successful drawee in a simultaneous oil and c

lease drawing, who is directed by a State Office to
submit a copy of any agreement he may have with aooti
person in regard to such drawing, submits a copy of e

agreement which incorporates by reference a brochure
issued by the leasing service with which he had an
agreement, tut not a copy of the brochure, he has nol
complied with the directive.

Neil Hirsch,, Rpbertus C, Boon. 35 IEIA 125 (Bay 22.
1978)
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It is arbitrary and capricious for a B1M State Office
to reject a drawing entry card, drawn with first prior-
ity, for the reason of trivial corrections on the card
by means of a "white out" liquid which does not affect
the appearance or feel of the card in any significant
way and which corrections obviously were not intended
to adversely affect the integrity of the drawing.

Ja.B§s_Li_Harden, 35 IBLA 128 (May 22, 1976)

An oil and gas offer describing land which cannot be
encompassed within a 6-mile square is defective and
must be rejected, and where a lease is issued for part
of the land embraced in the offer it must be canceled
as to that land which is embraced in a proper offer
filed prior to the issuance of the lease in order that
the statutory preference right of the party first mak-
ing a proper offer may be honored.

B°bert_Hi_David, 35 IBLA 205 (Hay 26, 1978)

It is proper for the Bureau of Land Management to re-
ject an over-the-counter offer for an oil and gas lease
of land formerly included in a lease erroneously can-
celed, because under 13 CFH 3112.1-1 land in canceled
leases is subject to the filing of new noncompetitive
lease offers only in accordance with simultaneous fil-
ing procedures.

A past incorrect application of the law in adjudication
of oil and gas lease offers is no authorization for
failure to follow regulations in the case of an offer
currently under adjudication.

Davi^A^Provinse, 35 IBLA 217 (May 26, 1978)

When, in a drawing of simultaneously filed oil and gas
lease offers, the first-drawn offeror is notified to
submit the advance rental, that rental must te received
by the proper office within the prescribed 15 days.
Automatic disqualification may not be avoided by alle-
gations that delivery was delayed by the postal ser-
vice, as the rule is that the postal authorities are
the agents of the sender in such cases.

Where BLM records show that the first-drawn applicant
for an oil and gas lease paid his rental 1 day late,
and is therefore disqualified, there is a legal pre-
sumption of regularity which supports the official acts
of public officers and the proper discharge of their
official duties.

Where a first-drawn oil and gas applicant offers evi-
dence to show that his first year's advance rental was
mailed sufficiently in advance so that, even if delayed,
it would have arrived within the prescribed time, a le-
gal presumption is raised that the payment was timely
delivered.

The filing or drawing of an oil and gas lease offer,
even though it has first priority, creates no vested
rights in the offeror which are constitutionally pro-
tected, and where such offer is rejected for any le-
gally cognizable reason, it does not work a forefeiture
of the offeror's interest, which amounts cnly to a hope
or an expectation rather than a claim.

£°nal3_E._Jordan, 35 IBLA 290 (June 2, 1978)

OIL, ANC GAS. LEASES-- Continued
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Where BLM issues a decision requiring that an oil and
gas offeror submit additional advance rental within 30
days, and the offeror files a tisely appeal to this
Eoard, the running of the 3C days is suspended. Bel-
lowing affiriation by this Eoard of ELM's decisict,
the offeror is properly given the entire 30 days nith-
in which to submit the additional rental.

An oil and gas offer which is accompanied by advarce
rental of $0.50 per acre may not be rejected as net in-
cluding sufficient advance rental, per 13 CFB 31C3.3-2,
3111.1-l(d) and (e)(1), if the regulation raising the
rental to $1 is not in effect when the effer was filed.

«2til_0il_Cor£., 35 IBLA 375 (June 23, 1978)

An offeror's use of a leasing service's address en a

simultaneous noncompetitive oil and gas lease effer
drawing entry card does not disqualify the offer.

Where there is no evidence in the administrative rec-
ord that the offeror with first priority in a drawing
of simultaneous noncompetitive oil and gas lease effers
is not the sole party in interest, the burden is en a

protestant attacking the validity of the effer tc prove
an accusation that there is an agreement giving the
filing service an enforceable interest in the lease to
be issued.

£IliS_Ia-Hajier, 36 IBLA 111 (July 25, 1978)

An offeror's use of a leasing service's address ci a

simultaneous noncompetitive oil and gas lease offer
drawing entry card does not disqualify the offer.

A successful drawee in a simultaneous oil and gas lease
drawing will not te disqualified to receive a lease by
reason of unsubstantiated allegations to the effect
that the winning drawing entry card was filed fcr such
drawee by an agent and that the agent has failed tc ct-
serve the registration requirements of the Securities
Act cf 1933.

IiU£«_ii_i!aijji nJ , 36 IBLA 168 (July 31, 1978)

Where the official record of an oil and qas lease offer
contains no indication either of when EIM received pay-
ment of first-year rental on the lease or of when EIM
believes it received this payment, and where the cnly
indicaticn of when the payment was made is a phctcccpy,
submitted on appeal, of a portion of an unidentified,
undated receipt which does not tear either the offer-
or's name or the serial number of his offer or the con-
trol number of the document, and which is net itcluded
in the official record, ELM's decision rejectirg the
offer under 13 CFB 3112.1-1 for failure to make this
payment within 15 days of the offeror's receipt cf
notice that the rental was due will te reversed.

Willis_L._Lawton, 36 IBLA 178 (July 31, 1976)

Unsigned and undated drawing entry cards filed ic the
simultaneous oil and gas leasing drawings must te re-
jected. An oil and gas lease offer is not accepted by
the United States until a lease is executed and signed
by the appropriate officer.

Si_Eu|f_Kerr, 36 IBLA 199 (Aug. 3, 1978)
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It is proper to reject a drawing entry card lease of-
fer, given first priority at a drawing, where the name
of the offeror is affixed to the card by means of an
address label, instead of being inserted in the appro-
priate spaces of the card in this order: last name,
first name, middle initial.

IEliH2-JL._B£icJS , 36 IBLA 235 (Aug. 8, 1978)

wing entry card must be
nt, and where the applicai

A simultaneous oil and ga
fully executed by an appl
omits from her address, the State and zip code, the
lease offer is properly rejected.

Rita D. Vjxk. 36 IBLA 275 (Aug. 21, 1978)

A simultaneous oil and gas drawing entry card must be
fully executed by the applicants and when they omit
their address, the lease offer is properly rejected
notwithstanding assertions of excusable neglect or
inadvertence.

Burton_Ai_EiJcken_et_al., 36 IBLA 277 (Aug. 21, 1978)

A noncompetitive oil and gas lease offer is properly
rejected where the land which is the subject of such
offer is in an expired or terminated lease and has net
been posted as available as prescribed by 43 CFR Sub-
part 3112.

Sober t_Pi_Mar shall , 36 IBIA 279 (Aug. 21, 1978)

Unsigned and undated drawing entry cards filed in the
simultaneous oil and gas leasing drawings must be re-
jected. The calling out of the No. 1 drawee's name
does not constitute acceptance of the offer. Accept-
ance of the offer cannot accrue until the lease itself
has been executed by the appropriate official of the
Government.

Si_Duf f_Ker r , 36 IBLA 302 (Aug. 21, 1978)

Darrell_J.._Sekin , 10 IBLA 156 (Mar. 30, 1979)

Where a high bid was timely filed prior to the deadline
for bids, but was subsequently midlaid by BLM and was
not relocated until after another lower bid was de-
clared high, BLM properly accepted the true high bid
and retracted its declaration regarding the lower bid.

Jac]s_Mi_Chodar, 36 IBLA 324 (Aug. 23, 1978)

OIL, ANC GAS.L|ASES--Continued
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A noncompetitive oil and gas lease offer is properly
rejected where the land which is the subject of sucb
offer is in an expired or terminated lease and has not
been posted as available, as prescribed by 13 CFB Sub-
part 3112.

An oil and gas lease offer for acquired lands will be
rejected unless all the copies of the application re-
quired by the requlation, 43 CFB 3111.1-2, are filed.

Where an oil and gas lease offer for acquired lands is
filed for less than the entire tract acquired by the
united States, the regulations in 43 CFB 31C2.2-3(b) (1)
require that the application must describe the land by
courses and distances between successive angle feints
on its boundary tying by course and distance into the
description in the deed or other document by which the
United States acquired title to the land.

BoberJ. jfield, 36 IBLA 383 (Aug. 31, 1978)

Where land was previously included in an oil and gas
lease and thereafter listed for the simultaneous filing
of offers pursuant to 43 CFB 3112, and two offers were
filed, both of which were rejected, the land is net
thereafter open to the filing of over-the-counter of-
fers to lease, but must again be posted for simultane-
ous filing.

L. A. Walstrom^Jr. . 36 IBLA 397 (Sept. 5. 1978)

Appellant's charges in respect of filing of registra-
tion statements for compliance with securities laws go
to question of relationships between filing service
companies and their investors, and as such, are proper-
ly for censideration by Securities and Exchange Ccnis-
sion. Where they do not indicate noncompliance with
oil and gas leasing statutes, regulations, and deci-
sions of this Department, such charges are net proper
for censideration by the Department of the Interior,
which has not teen delegated responsibility for en-
forcement of securities laws.

£exter_B._S£5ld_ina, 37 IBLA U (Sept. 6, 1978)

incorrect for ELH to reject an oil and gas lease
in the simultaneous filing prcgram for failure of

pplicant to submit a copy of her agreement with a

g service where there is no evidence that sucb a
en agreement exists. Where a [EC submitted ir the
taneous oil and gas leasing program has been
d by the applicant, and all else is regular, nc
reguirement of the regulations are called ietc
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3ebe_Lee_purden, 37 IBLA 15 (Sept. 8, 1978)

A simultaneously filed oil and gas lease offer is prop-
erly rejected where the offer is neither accompanied by
a statement of qualifications nor makes reference to a

serial number of a record in which such statement has
previously been filed, as required by 13 CFB 3102.1-1.

M ZL_In ves t ment_Cor£i , 36 IBLA 355 (Aug. 31, 1978)

The simultaneous drawing system presupposes that each
properly filed offer be afforded the sa»e opportunity
for priority censideration. This requires that when
drawing entry cards are improperly omitted from a draw-
ing, the first drawing be considered as void, and pri-
orities established at a second drawing, in which all
entry cards are included, shall control consideration
for the oil and gas lease.

5ilton_C.,Fejnberai_Bessoj_Oi_Lam£ , 37 IELS 39
(Sept. 18, 1978) 85 I.D. 38(
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An oil and gas lease offer filed in the name of a corpo-
ration is properly rejected where it is not accompanied
by corporate qualification papers nor by any reference
to a serial number where such information is to be
found, as reguired by M3 CFR 3102.1-1.

Where a simultaneous drawing entry card culminates in
lease issuance and it is subsequently ascertained that
the serial number represented by the offeror to contain
the corporate qualification papers, relates to
"Christiansen Oil and Gas, Inc.," rather than to the
of feror- lessee, Christiansen Oil, Inc., the lease is
properly canceled, since the offeror was not the first-
gualified offeror.

___i__i_________x_____« 37 IBLA 52 (Sept. 18, 1978)

A first-drawn simultaneous oil and gas lease offer
filed by an association which is not accompanied by
evidence of the gualif ications of the association to
hold an oil and gas lease or which does net refer to
the case record in which the evidence had previously
been filed, as required by U3 CFR 3102.3-1 (a), must be
rejected.

A first-drawn simultaneous oil and gas lease offer
filed by a partnership which is signed by one agent
where the partnership agreement authorizes two or more
agents, jointly, to file simultaneous oil and gas lease
offers, is not signed by an "authorized" agent, as re-
guired by U3 CFF 3112.2-1 (a), and must be rejected. A

grant of authority to "A and B," without more, will be
deemed to create a joint agency.

____£__________» 37 IBLA 165 (Oct. 10, 1978)

An offeror's use of a leasing service's address on the
drawing entry card for a simultaneous oil and gas lease
drawing does not disqualify the offer, all else being
regular, nor does it call into play other requirements
of pertinent regulations.

____________ , 37 IBLA 170 (Oct. 10, 1978)

when a married woman signs her name, "Mrs. Hal
McCarthy," as offeror on a drawing entry card oil and
gas lease offer, and prints her full name "Geraldine H.
McCarthy" on the face of the card, the card may not be
rejected because she violated no regulation by signing
the offer in that manner, and she followed the instruc-
tions on the face of the card by giving her first name
and initial.

_____________________» 37 IBLA 323 (Oct. 25, 1978)

while the Department of the Interior does net require
oil and gas lease drawing entry cards to be signed and
dated at the same time, the signor does attest to the
truth of the statements on the card as of the date of
the card and is bound by and to its terms.

_____________£_____________. 37 IBLA 367 (Nov. 2, 1978)
85 I.E. «03
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A final Departmental appellate decisic
regulaticn will be given immediate eff
be applied with prospective effect onl
cision alters materially the interpret
regulaticn by earlier Departmental dec
cial published opinions, and unless tb
fit of the decision is net outweighed
of allowing a benefit in derogation of

E-i_i.s_.EjLck_JC.n_ Reconsider a tio n_ , 38 IE
1976)

Gertrude H. E'Amico. 39 IELA 68 (Jan. 17, 1979)

Where an oil and gas lease drawing entry card contains
the names of other parties in interest and the separate
statement of interest required to be filed is net
siqned by the offeror as required by M3 CFF. 31C2.7, the
effer is properly rejected.

Elizabeth Faqedas. 38 IELA 130 (Nov. 22, 1976)

A drawing entry card which is net dated in the space
provided on the card is not "fully executed," as re-
quired by A3 CFR 3112.2-1, and must be rejected, not-
withstanding an allegation that the date cf sigrirg
might have teen deduced from a check accempanyirg th«
offer or fro* the postmark of the envelope in which
the effer was submitted.

Theodore R. Kuhn. 38 IELA 135 (Nov. 29, 1976)

Eonald Billet, HO IELA 193 (Apr. 5, 1979)

_2___________» ** 3 IEl * * (Sept. 11, 1979)

There is nc prohibition against an oil and gas lease
offeror's using an address which is commenly used by
other offerers.

A general allegation that an oil and gas lease efferor
has not complied with securities laws is not proper foi
consideration by the Department cf the Interior, khich
has not teen delegated the responsibility for enforce-
ment of securities laws, absent a showing that his
activities, including the filing of lease offers, have
teen judicially enjoined.

_________________ . 38 IBLA 1U6 (Dec. 5, 1976)

Where a drawing entry card submitted in a simultaneous
oil and gas lease filing has been signed by the appli-
cant, its coipletion by a duly authorized agent, all
else being regular, does not call into play other
reguirements of pertinent regulations.

A protest filed by the No. 2 drawee against the issuance
of a lease to the No. 1 drawee is properly dismissed
where the only grounds asserted for rejecting tfce offer
are that offeror used an address other than his cwn and
that an agent or attorney-in-fact completed the drawing
entry card and failed to submit the statements required
in A3 CFR 31C2.6-1, and it has been shown that the sig-
nature on the card was made by the offeror.

Cecil_K_ Woodlock__Anthon__J. Visco, 39 IELA 166
(Dec. 6, 19787
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The use of a post office box number as an address is
not barred by the oil and gas leasing regulations
governing applications or by the Bules of Fractice of
the Department.

Duncan. Miller, 38 IBLA 259 (Dec. 1978)
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Where an offeror for a noncompetitive, over-the-counter
oil and gas lease certifies that he is a United States
citizen, his failure to disclose whether be is a native-
born cr naturalized citizen Hill not support rejection
of his offer where an offeror for a ncncompe ti ti ve ,

simultaneous oil and gas lease is not required tc dis-
close similar information.

Where the official record of an oil and gas lease
tains nothing either shoeing that an oil and gas
applicant's $10 filing fee was included in a chec
which was dishonored by the drawee bank, or rebut
the applicant's assertion that his filing fee was
stead included in another check processed by ELM
out incident, BLM's decision to cancel a lease is
pursuant to this offer because no filing fee was
as reguired by «3 CFB 3103.2-1 (a) will not be sus
for that reason.

!°bert_A.._Chenoweth, 38 IBLA 285 (Dec. 13, 1978)

ting
in-
with-
sued
paid
tainec

JaSi-Si-Iieene^Jr. , 39 IBLA H3 (Jan. 16, 1979)

A noncompetitive oil and gas lease offer for acquired
lands, filed "over-the-counter," is properly rejected
when the accompanying rental payment is deficient by
more than 10 percent. However, where the balance cf
the rental is tendered with the notice of appeal, the
offer may be reinstated with priority frcm the date the
deficiency was corrected.

§£°.IS e._Si_Swan, 39 IELA 17 (Jan. 16, 1979)

Where an offer is drawn No. 1 for a tract consisting c

39.97 acres, BLM reguests payment specifically of $«0
advance rental, and the offeror remits $39.97 within
the 15-day period spelled out in "43 CFR 3112.14-1, the
submittal of $39.97 does not constitute satisfactory
payment within the ambit of that regulation.

Mil£on_Kl!2iI , 38 IBLA 319 (Dec. 19, 1978)

It is proper for the Eureau of land Management tc re-
fuse to accept a filing fee check accompanying drawing
entry cards for simultaneous oil and gas lease offers
where the check bears the figure amount of $110, the
correct amount due, and the typewritten amount cf "One
hundred eleven and no/ICC."

Ee rj r a m_ fj_K udol£]u_ Jr_. , 39 IBLA 167 (Jan. 30, 1979)

Where the Department, through a duly promulgated
regulation, has increased the rental rate on all
noncompetitive oil and gas leases issued after Feb.
1977, the increased rate is applicable to leases
issued subsequent to that date where the over-the-
counter offer was filed prior to effective date of
the regulation.

An over-the-counter oil and gas lease offer, properly
rejected because of a failure to meet the requirements
of the regulations, but which rejection did not become
final because an appeal was timely filed, may be con-
sidered as having priority as of the date the defect
was cured.

Where an oil and gas lease offeror fails to respond
within a prescribed period of time to an order tc sub-
mit specific information necessary to determine whether
his offer is valid, it is appropriate to reject the
offer.

where a protestant against the issuance of an oil and
gas lease supports his allegations that the lease cffer
is not qualified with sufficient evidence to warrant
further inquiry or investigation by ELM, the pretest
should not be summarily dismissed for failure of the
protestant to make positive proof of his allegations.
Instead, the protest should be adjudicated en its mer-
its after all available information has been developed.

£hilliEs_Petrolev .:o. 38 IBLA 3«« (Dec. 22, 1978) lee S. Bielski. 39 IELA 211 (Feb. 1979) 86 I.E. 8C

Lands or minerals in lands were not "withdrawn" and
"restored from a withdrawal" as those terms are used in
the public land laws merely because an erroneous title
opinion that the minerals are not owned by the United
States is corrected to reflect that they are owned by
the United States, and the oil and gas simultaneous
filing procedures are applicable where those minerals
were in a lease which expired before the correction cf
the status of the minerals was made.

Hegardless of whether lands have been withdrawn from
leasing and later restored, or were not withdrawn, an
over-the-counter oil and gas lease offer must be re-
jected where the land involved was formerly embraced in
an oil and gas lease which has expired by operation of
law and has not been placed on the list cf lands avail-
able for the filing of simultaneous oil and gas lease
offers under «3 CFR Subpart 3112.

Dayid_A.._Proyinse, 38 IBLA 3K7 (Dec. 22, 1978)

by 13 CFB

Under 30 U.S.C. « 226 (1976), the Department has nc
authority to issue an oil and gas lease to other than
the first-qualified applicant, and if an aqent signs <

offer for an applicant, the applicant cannot be consi<
ered qualified unless the statements requirec
3102.6-1 have been timely filed.

Where a rubber stamp is used to imprint an applicant's
signature, and where no agent's statesent has been sub-
mitted under U3 CFR 3102.6-1, a State Office may take
appropriate action to establish whether the applicant's
signature was imprinted at his request and whether be
formulated the offer.

Killjan I... finger,..Jr.. 39 IELA 332 (Feb. 27, 1979)

Under 30 U.S.C. § 226(b) (1976) land within the known
geologic structure of a producing oil or gas field may
only be leased by competitive bidding, and where land
is determined to be within such a structure while a

noncompetitive lease offer is pending, the offer must
be rejected.

An applicant for a noncompetitive oil and gas lease whe
challenges a determination by the Geological Survey
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that land is within the known geologic structure of a

producing oil or gas field has the burden of showing
that the determination is in error.

_ack_J__ Bender , UO IBLA 26 (Bar. 9, 1979)

An offeror's use of a leasing service's address on a

simultaneous noncompetitive oil and gas lease offer
drawing entry card does not disqualify the offer. A

leasing service bound by a "put option" does not have
a hidden interest in the offer and does not violate
U3 CPB 3102.7 by failing to disclose this put option
or U3 CFB 3112.5-2 by filing offers for tore than one
client on a parcel.

A successful drawee in a simultaneous oil and gas lease
drawing will not be disqualified to receive a lease
because of an allegation that his leasing service has
failed to observe the registration requirements of the
Securities Act of 1933.

___E__P__k , DO IBLA U5 (Bar. 15, 1979)

Where a drawing entry card is submitted in a simulta-
neous oil and gas lease drawing and signed ty multiple
offerors, the offer is properly rejected if even a sin-
gle offeror fails to enter the date of his signature on
the drawing entry card.

The requirement set forth in U3 CFB 3112.2-1 (a) (1977)
that a drawing entry card be fully executed is not
vague or unclear. Hence, a DEC signed by multiple
offerors is properly rejected if even a single offeror
fails to enter the date on the drawing entry card.

The date of each signature on a drawing entry card is
important, because it shows that on that particular
date, the offerors, by their respective signatures,
certify, as to each, all the statements made on the
card.

I]>2Sas_8__Fl_cki_______illiam_
UO IBLA 53 (Bar. 16, 1979)

.IIi__ing§t___t_ai..

An entry card in a simultaneous oil and gas lease draw-
ing need not be rejected under U3 CFB 3112.2-1 (a) where
the State prefix of the parcel number is placed on the
card immediately below the boxes provided for designa-
tion of the parcel number.

I?±..>lige_Collister. UO IBLA 71 (Bar. 16, 1979)

Hhen an applicant for a noncompetitive oil and gas
lease is requested to provide additional information
for the adjudication of his drawing entry card offer,
the offer is properly rejected where the evidence pro-
vided is illegible, and applicant was notified of the
illegibility but responded by sending more illegible
evidence.

Bicha_Ed_Pj._I.ewis, UO IBLA 100 (Bar. 27, 1979)
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A noncompetitive oil and gas lease issued for lands
which, at the time of the lease application, had teen
posted erroneously as available for leasing but were
then included in a prior lease, will be allowed tc con-
tinue in effect where the first lease expired before
the second lease issued and no guestions of public pol-
icy or third party rights are contravened ty the lease
issuance.

Beed.Gilnore. UO IBLA 139 (Bar. 29, 1979)

In cases raising the question whether regulaticts
should be interpreted to the detriient cf persons seek-
ing oil and gas leases, the standard to be applied is
whether the regulations are so clear that there can be
no basis for the applicant's noncompliance. If there
is doubt as to their meaning and intent, such doubt
should be resolved in applicant's favor.

!_te_J , UC TELA 215 (Apr. 1C, 1979)

The essential requireient of the siiultaneous oil and
gas leasing system is that all properly filed offers be
afforded equal opportunity to obtain a lease. Shere a

system effectively excludes a lease offer froi cccsid-
eration, such a system is arbitrary and capricious.

« i Iton____l_in_e_3__Ee__on_____a___JCn_B__on si d e r a t io n_

,

«0 IELA 222 (Apr. 11, 1979) 86 I.I. 23U

Where a drawing entry card is submitted in a sioulta-
neous oil and gas lease drawing and signed by iiultirle
offerors, the offer is properly rejected if even a sin-
gle offeror fails to enter the date of bis signature ci

the drawing entry card.

The requirement set forth in U3 CFB 3112.2-l(a) that a

drawing entry card be fully executed is not vague or
unclear. Bence, a DEC signed by multiple offerers is
properly rejected if even a single offeror fails to
enter the date en the drawing entry card.

Pamela. __________ nr__H , . Greer, ,Gre_o____o_t_omer__
Franklin, J.. Sands. UC IELA 2UC (Apr. 16, 1979)

A simultaneously filed oil and gas lease offer ty
a guardian is properly rejected where the offer is
neither accompanied ty the statements required ty
13 CFB 3102.5-1, nor makes reference to the serial
number of a record in which such statements have pre-
viously teen filed.

Charles__„_K_n_

,

IBLA 276 (Apr. le, 1979)

The fact that the addresses of an oil and gas lease
offeror and a filing service are identical dees net
disqualify the offer cr afford the offerer or filing
service a greater probability of successfully obtain-
ing a lease cr interest therein in violation of 13 CFB
3112.5-2.

A drawing entry card in a simultaneous oil and gas
lease filing need not be rejected where the card sets
out as part of the parcel designation the complete name
of the State in which the parcel is located instead of
the abbreviated State code prefix.

Sd_Pendleto n , uo IBLA 103 (Bar. 27, 1979)

Where there is no evidence in the record that the of-
feror with first priority in a simultaneous oil and
gas lease drawing is not the sole party in interest,
a protest alleging an interest in a filing service may
properly be dismissed.

Charges that an oil and gas lease filing service has
not complied with the Securities Act of 1933 are
properly raised before the Securities and Exchange
Commissicn rather than the Department of the Interior,
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which has not been delegated responsibility for en-
forcement of securities laws.

Jose£h_Ji_01Kee f e , KO IBLA 378 (Bay 1H, 1979)
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so as to mask the identity of the applicant and pre-
vent direct contact by Federal officials who are
properly concerned.

H. B. Gilmore. HI IEIA 25 (Hay 29, 1979)

When an individual files an oil and gas lease offer
through a leasing service under a contractual agreement
whereby the leasing service is authorized to act as the
sole and exclusive agent to negotiate for sublease, as-
signment, or sale of any rights obtained by the offeror;
where the offeror is required to pay the leasing service
a commission according to a set schedule en any sale
plus a percentage of any royalties, even if the offeror
negotiates the sale; and where such agency to negotiate
is to be valid for 5 years, the leasing service has an
enforceable right to share in the proceeds of any sale
of the lease or any interest therein. Such an agree-
ment creates for the leasing service an "interest" in
the lease as that term is defined in «3 CFB 3100.0-5 (b).

A purported disclaimer by a leasing service of its in-
terests in its clients' offers which is filed with ELM
prior to the filing of these offers, but which, by its
own terms, does not apply to the interests held by the
service in these offers, is ineffectual and does not
erase these interests. This disclaimer is also inef-
fectual as a matter of law even as to a client's offer
to which it does apply, where it is unsupported by con-
sideration and where it is not communicated to the
client, as it may be retracted by the service. The
service's interests in these offers therefore remain
extant as of the filing of its clients' offers, nctr
withstanding the purported disclaimer, and where the
existence of its interests is not disclosed on the of-
fer cards as reguired by M3 CFB 3102.7, BIB properly
rejects the offers.

The Government is not estopped from rejecting oil and
gas lease offers because the offerors* leasing agent
alleges that he relied on a representation by officers
of BLH that his disclaimer of his interest in the offer
was valid and therefore failed to amend his service
agreement with his clients to remove the interest-
creating provision, where it appears that BLH did not
in fact so represent.

Frederick ,W._Lowey_et_al. , «0 IBLA 381 (Bay 1«, 1979)

The failure of the BLH officer to follow the procedure
set out in a Secretarial Order reguiring all offers,
prior to issuance of a lease, to be sent to Geological
Survey for a determination of whether the lands are
within a known geologic structure, renders the signing
of the lease unauthorized, and thus not binding on the
Secretary.

l»l IBLA 1 (Hay 21, 1979)

Where separate statements of interest are reguired pur-
suant to M3 CFH 3102.6-1 (a) (2) (1977), this Board must
affirm the dismissal of a protest against the issuance
of an oil and gas lease which is premised on the pro-
testant's contention that the statement of the offeror
must bear his original, holographic signature.

Although a lease offer may not be rejected solely
because an agent affixed the offeror's facsimile sig-
nature to the offeror's separate statement, this does
not prevent BLB from reguiring that the offeror per-
sonally verify the information contained therein and
provide whatever supplemental information may reason-
ably be reguired. A private agent may not interpose
himself between a lease applicant and the Government

An oil and gas lease offer is properly rejected where
the offer is neither accompanied by a statement of cor-
porate gualif ications nor makes reference to a prcper
serial number of a record in which such stateient bad
previously teen filed.

Where an over-the-counter noncompetitive oil and gas
lease offer is filed by a corporation unaccompanied by
a statement of its qualifications or a reference by
serial number to the record in which it has been filed,
and such defect is remedied prior to the filing cf any
junior offer, the first offer may be considered with
priority as of the date the curative data is filed.

S£_I£d usuriesx_ Inc., HI IELA 38 (Hay 29, 1979)

It is not proper to reject a drawing entry card cil
and gas lease offer solely because an agent affixed
the offeror's facsimile signature to both the CIC and
to the offeror's separate statement required by 13 CFB
3102.6-1, as BLH may require that the offeror person-
ally verify the information contained in the effer and
in the statetent, and provide whatever supplemental in-
formation that BLH may reasonably require.

Where a drawing entry card is submitted in a simul-
taneous oil and gas lease drawing and is signed by
multiple offerors, the offer is properly rejected if
even a single offeror fails to enter the date of his
signature on the drawing entry card,.

Robert B,.Coen et, al.. Ul IBLA 55 (Hay 31, 197S)

Strict compliance with <I3 CFB 3112.2-1 which provides
that simultaneous oil and gas drawing entry cards be
signed and fully executed by an applicant or bis agent
is reguired.

A simultaneous oil and gas lease offer is properly re-
jected where the State prefix to the parcel number on
an oil and gas drawing entry card is omitted.

A simultaneous oil and gas lease offer is properly re-
jected where the drawing entry card is not dated.

C»_JL»_Cost et_Gerar d , Ml IBLA 7« (Hay 31, 1979)

Cil and gas offers, filed for lands withdrawn by E1C
So. 5118, must be rejected. The order was issued under
the authority of the Pickett Act, «3 O.S.C. S« Itl-1M2
(1970), repealed by FLPHA, and the order was not arbi-
trary, capricious, or an abuse of discretion.

l£istol_Eaj[
_|ative_CorjEi , «1 IELA 85 (June h, 1S79)

Strict compliance with «3 CFB 3112.2-1, which provides
that simultaneous oil and gas drawing entry cards be
signed and fully executed by an applicant or his agent,
is reguired. Where no date of signing appears en an
entry card, the offer is properly rejected.

The burden of signing and fully executing a drawing
entry card rests on the applicant. Reliance en
instructions provided by a non-governmental filing
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service does not excuse the failure to fully execute
a card.

Waiier_B .._M oorex_Jr . , «1 IBLA 95 (June H, 1979)
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simultaneous noncompetitive oil and gas lease offers is
not the sole party in interest, as stated by toth the
offeror and his agent, the burden is en a protestant
attacking the validity of the offer tc present evidence
of ao accusation that the of feror/agent agreement gives
the agent an enforceable interest it the lease tc be

When, in a drawing of simultaneously filed oil and gas
lease offers, the first-drawn offeror is notified to
submit the first year's advance rental, that rental
must be received by the proper office within the pre-
scribed 15 days. Automatic disgualif icaticn, stealing
from failure to pay timely, will not be avoided by al-
legations that payment was mailed far enough in advance
to arrive at BLM timely.

Amer.ican_Petrofina Coi_of_Texas, 11 IELA 126 (June 13,
1979"

An offeror who submits a drawing entry card signed on
his behalf by his agent leasing service meets the re-
guirements of «3 CFR 3102.6-1 if satisfactory agency
statements by him and his agent, such statements tear-
ing a facsimile signature, are submitted along with
his offer card.

yg.l3gJ..E.?erette. «1 IELA 155 (June IE, 1979)

and
e

cf-

A decision ty ELtl rejecting a noncompetitive oil
gas lease drawing entry card offer because sooeci
other than the offerer affixed a facsimile of th(

feror's signature on the card and agency statements
were not filed as reguired by «3 CFR 31C2.6-1 will te
vacated where ELn bases its finding to this effect en
- statement Bade ty the offeror 6 tenths previoussly

is.concerning the preparation of other, earlier off
and where the offeror alleges on appeal that she
tually affixed the facsimile herself on the offe
question

.

Hiriam.Keizman..(Harder!. HI IBLA 166 (June 16, 1S7S)

"Interest." Where there is an agreement giving an
offeror the option of selling part of an oil and gas
lease to his agent leasing service, exercisable solely
at the offeror's discretion, the agent has a mere hope
or expectancy and not an "interest" in the offer, as
defined in «3 CFR 3100.0-5 (b). A leasing service,
which files a simultaneous noncompetitive oil and gas
lease offer drawing entry card on behalf of its client,
bound by a "put option" does not have a hidden interest
in the offer and does not violate «3 CFR 31C2.7 ty
failing to disclose this put option or 13 CFR 3112.5-2
by filing offers for more than one client on a parcel.

Where there is no evidence in the administrative record
that the offeror with first priority in a drawing of
simultaneous noncompetitive oil and gas lease offers is
not the sole party in interest, as stated by both the
offeror and his agent, the burden is on a protestant
attacking the validity of the offer to present evidence
of an accusation that the of feror/agent agreement gives
the agent an enforceable interest in the lease to be
issued.

Jack_Bask, «1 IBLA 1«7 (June 18, 1979)

There is no prohibition against an oil and gas lease
offeror's using an address which is commonly used by
other offerors.

An offeror who submits a drawing entry card signed on
his behalf by his agent leasing service meets the re-
guirements of <43 CFR 3102.6-1 if satisfactory agency
statements by him and his agent, such stateients tear-
ing a facsimile signature, are submitted along with
his offer card.

"Interest." Where there is an agreement giving an
offeror the option of selling part of an oil and gas
lease to his agent leasing service, exercisable solely
at the offeror's discretion, the agent has a mere hope
or expectancy and not an "interest" in the offer, as
defined in M3 CFR 3100.0-5 (b). A leasing service,
which files a simultaneous noncompetitive oil and gas
lease offer drawing entry card on behalf of its client,
bound by a "put option" does not have a hidden interest
in the offer and does not violate «3 CFR 3102.7 by
failing to disclose this put option or i»3 CFR 3112.5-2
by filing offers for more than one client on a parcel.

Where there is no evidence in the administrative record
that the offeror with first priority in a drawing of

The fact that the addresses of the lease offerer and a

filing service are identical merely indicates the use
of a filing service and does not in itself give the
offeror or agent a greater probability cf successfully
obtaining a lease or interest therein in viclaticn cf
H3 CFR 3112.5-2.

Where there is no evidence of any violaticn of the
regulations in the record, the burden is on the pro-
testant to submit competent evidence of an accusaticn
that there is an agreement giving a filing service an
enforceable interest in the lease, absent which the
protest is properly rejected. Allegations that there
was a contract tetween the offeror and a filing service
in which the filing service withholds an overriding
royalty interest from the offeror and participates in
the proceeds, without evidence, is not sufficient to
show that the offeror was not a sole party in irterest.

leas 3SS€ItWhere the purchaser of an oil ana gas lease assert!
that he purchased the lease from the offeror whese
drawing entry card was drawn with first priority, for
cash consideration without knowledge of any irregulari-
ties or violation of the regulations, he is considered
to te a tona fide purchaser, and his lease is not sub-
ject to cancellation unless prima facie evidence is
presented to the contrary.

JA Theodore Illisx Ex Ex Pack, HI IEIA 231 (June 27,
19797'

Where oil and gas lease offerors enclose agency state-
ments with their drawing entry cards, which stateients
are clearly intended to, and appear tc, apply tc their
offers, their cards are fully executed notwithstanding
their failure to note on the face of the cards that the
agency statements are enclosed, as nothing in the regu-
laticns or on the card directs an offerer to do sc.

Nothing in the regulations reguires an agency statement
submitted under «3 CFR 3102.6-l(a) to be dated. Father,
the statement is an adjunct to the drawing entry card
and is considered dated as of the signing and datiig cf
the card.

An agency statement reguired by 13 CFR 31C2.6-l(a) need
not te holographically signed. Rather, such statements
may te sutmitted over facsimile signatures.

fESaejick.T^Pe ter s_e t_a 1, , <ll I ELI
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It is proper to reject a drawing entry card lease of-
fer, given first priority at a drawing, where the naite

of the offeror is affixed to the card first name, mid-
dle initial, last name, not in the appropriate spaces,
by means of a rubber stamp, instead of being inserted
in the appropriate spaces of the card in this order:
last name, first name, middle initial.

Gordon_Ni_Blair, Hi IBLA 288 (June 28, 1979)
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Where a protestant against the issuance of leases, fcr
oil and gas presents evidence demonst tat ing the exis-
tence of a written partnership between joint offers,
and the offerors have not complied with the regulations
requiring certain showings of partnerships, the offers
cannot be honored.

American Quasar Pet roleum_co. , «2 IELA 2^3 (Aug. 22,
1979T

Not all persons may be qualified to be lessees. Sign-
ing and dating the entry card constitute certification
by the offeror of his qualifications as of a date
certain.

As used in «3 CFB 3112.2-1, the term "fully executed"
means that the applicant must, in order tc render the
entry card a valid and complete offer to lease, supply
the information requested thereon, including the date.

An interpretative rule is a clarification or expla-
nation of an existing regulation, rather than a

substantive modification thereof or the adoption of
a new regulation.

fia£II_ Ai_Z<Jckerman_et_ali , HI IBLA 372 (July 23, 1979)

An offeror for oil and gas lease may withdraw his offer
at any time prior to the drawing. However, the filing
fee is retained as a service charge irrespective of the
outcome of the drawing.

2°n_Ci_Bell_II_JTrusiee]., «2 IBLA 21 (July 25, 1979)

Where the rental payment accompanying a noncompetitive
oil and gas lease offer for acquired lands, filed over-
the-counter, is deficient by more than 10 percent due
to an increase in the rental rate subsequent to the fil-
ing of the offer, and Bureau of Land Management requests
submission of the deficient rental within 30 days, ELM
may properly reject the lease offer when the additional
rental is not submitted within the 30 days.

Where Bureau of Land Management requests within 30 days
the execution of special stipulations prepared by the
Forest Service for acquired lands embraced in a non-
competitive oil and gas lease offer, filed over-the-
counter, it may properly reject the lease offer when
the special stipulations are not executed and submitted
within the 30 days.

Where Bureau of Land Management requests within 30 days
either (1) submission of a statement that an over-the-
counter offeror for a noncompetitive oil and gas lease
of acquired lands is not a partnership or (2) compli-
ance with «3 CFB 3102.3-1 if it is a partnership, BLM
may properly reject the lease offer when the offeror
fails to act in either manner within the 30 days.

flan sen_Brot her s , U2 IBLA «0 (July 31, 1979)

An oil and gas lease offer is properly rejected where
the offer is neither accompanied by a statement of cor-
porate qualifications nor makes reference to a proper
serial number of a record in which such statement had
previously been filed.

Hesource_Ex£loration 6 Mining Inc., «2 IBLA 63
~{lug~~2~ 1979)

H3 CER 3112.2-1 requires that simultaneous oil and gas
drawing entry cards (EEC's) te "signed and fully exe-
cuted" by the applicant or his agent which includes
identifying the leasing units on the EEC's by correct
parcel number. Strict compliance with the regulation
is necessary and offers will be rejected where the ap-
plicant omits leading zeros from the parcel numbers on
his EEC's.

E§rtram_F._Budolp;h x_j£., U2 lit 310 (Aug. 29, 197S)

Where an offer is drawn No. 1 in a simultaneous cil
and gas lease drawing and the offerer is notified by
ELM that the rental due is 11,955, the offer will te
disqualified under 13 CFB 3112. U-l when the offerer
submits a check for J1,95U within the time required,
tut fails tc submit the $1 deficiency within the al-
lowed tine.

C.. Eanps, U2 IELA 32€ (Aug. 30, 1979)

A drawing entry card which is not dated in the space
provided on the card is not "fully executed," as re-
quired by H3 CFB 3112.2-1, and must te rejected.

Donald E
f

Monington. U2 IELA 38C (Sept. 11, 1979)
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James_^_Ereenex_Jri_JOn_Becoiisideiationl, «2 IEIA 3<

(Sept. 11, 1979)

A decisicn rejecting an oil and gas lease effer because
it would result in undue degradation of the environment
will te set aside where the record does net clearly
support the conclusion reached by BLM.

Johfi-li_l£b from , U3 IELA 67 (Sept. 19, 1979)

Where the record does not show and it does net appear
that a signature on a drawing entry card is a facsimi-
le, tut rather that it is the genuine handwritten sig-
nature of the offerer, BLM's decisicn stating that it
is a facsimile and requesting more information about
the circumstances surrounding its being affixed will be
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vacated, as the requirements of K3 CFH 3102.6-1 (a) (2)

do not apply.

Bur le__ Gregory , «3 IBLA 82 (Sept. 19, 1979)

A simultaneously filed drawing entry card which is
first drawn is properly rejected where the corporate
offeror has improperly referred to the serial nuater
where its statement of corporate qualifications was or

file by omitting the letter prefix which shewed which
State Office had custody of the prior-filed statement
of qualifications.

BLB personnel may not attempt to "correct," complete,
or interpret entries on oil and gas lease offer appli-
cation forms in such a way as to perfect an otherwise
unacceptable application, nor may an applicant "cure"
defect on his drawing entry card by the submission of
supplemental information after the drawing.

Resources__x._loration___Bi_in__ Inc. JOn Beconsidera-
tion£, U3 IELA~89 (sipt ."l9~1979J"

It is not proper to reject a drawing entry card oil
and gas lease offer solely because an agent affixed
the offeror's facsimile signature to both the DEC and
to the offeror's separate statement required by 13 CFI
3102.6-1, as BLB may require that the offeror person-
ally verify the information contained in the offer ant
in the statement, and provide whatever supplemental
information that BLB may reasonably request. An
agency statement reguired by «3 CFB 3102.6-1 (a) need
not be holographically signed.

Irance_____Bu_n_et_a 1.. , U3 IBLA 2H2 (Oct. 10, 1979)

Oil and gas lease offerors are advised to refer to ac-
companying attachments on their drawing entry cards.
However, where neither the regulations ncr the instruc-
tions on the drawing entry card require that the card
refer to the statements required ty «3 CFB 3102.6-1,
a noncompetitive oil and gas lease offer cannot be re-
jected for failure to do so, where such statements were
actually submitted with the card.

Khar rc_A ssociates , «3 IBLA 317 (Oct. 22, 1979)

Siooks_Gri___ , «4 IBLA 185 (Nov. 30, 1979)

An offeror's use of a leasing service address on a
drawing entry card, of itself, does not disqualify the
offer.

Where there is no evidence in the administrative record
that the offeror with first priority in a drawing of
simultaneous noncompetitive oil and gas lease offers is
not the sole party in interest, as stated by both the
offeror and his agent, the burden is on a protestant
attacking the validity of the offer to present compe-
tent evidence supporting the accusation that there is
an agreement giving the agent an enforceable interest
in the lease to be issued. In absence of such evi-
dence, the protest is properly rejected.

Alice_B._Hardi, IBLA 5 (Nov. 6, 1979)
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Hhen, following a drawing of simultaneously filed oil
and gas lease offers, BLB notifies the first-drawt of-
feror to sutiit the first year's rental, that payient
must be received by the proper office within the pre-
scribed 15 days. An unsigned check, though received
timely, does not constitute acceptable payment and is
properly returned by BLB to the offeror. Shere the
offeror does not thereafter submit acceptable payiert
within the 15 days, BLB properly disqualifies the lease

Delay caused by or attributable to the U.S. Postal Ser-
vice is not sufficient to excuse late paynent cf rectal
except where reinstatement of a lease is at issue under
30 O.S.C. « 188(c) (1976). When ELB returns unaccept-
able payment to the offeror, a charge that delay in the
return of the payment by the Postal Service caused his
or her subsequent late rental payment is also an insuf-
ficient excuse absent evidence that the Postal Service
acted improperly. There is a legal presuopticn cf reg-
ularity which supports the official acts of public of-
ficers, and in the absence of clear evidence to the
contrary, it will be presumed that they have prcperly
discharged tbeir official duties.

Sarj._Bilske, uu IBLA 21 (Nc 1979)
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In the absence of a regulatory requirement, it i

proper to reject a drawinq entry card oil and ga
offer sclely because an agent afixed the offerer
simile signature to the EEC and the separate sta
of the offerer and the agent submitted in satisf
of 03 CFB 31C2.6-1 are machine copies, as tit n

a

require that the offeror personally verify the i

tion contained in the offer and the statement, a

vide whatever supplemental information that BLB
reasonably request. An agency statement requi
«3 CFB 31C2.€-l(a) need not be holcgraphica 1 ly

Nothinq in the regulations requires an agency statement
submitted under «3 CFB 3102.6-l(a) to be dated. The
statement is an adjunct to the drawing entry card and
is considered dated as of the signing and dating cf the

l__is__.___t_rs. «« IBLA 35 (Nov. 6, 1979)

The regulations pertaining to the qualif icaticcs cf an
association as an oil and gas lease offeror (13 CFB
3102.3-1) requires, inter alia, separate statements
settinq forth citizenship and hcldings only if there
are aembers who own or control more than 10 percent of
such association. If there are no lembers owning mere
than 10 percent, such statements need net be furnished.

Patrick Petroleum Co.. MM IELA 38 (Nov. 6, 1979)

lands which were acquired for develcpient of their
uranium deposits are not subject to oil and gas leasing
under the Bineral Leasing Act fcr Acquired Lands.

lsdras_K._H3r.tley, UU IBLA 66 (Nov. 1C, 1979)

Under the Departmental regulations an offeror in a

simultaneous oil and gas lease drawing must sign a

statement that he is the sole party in interest, or, if
not, submit the statement required ty 13 CFB 31C2.7.
Failure to comply with the regulation requires rejec-
tion of the lease offer.

£__i__E-S___lJse_, UU IBLA 70 (Nov. 20, 1979)
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The Bureau of Land Management has authority to requite
the execution of special stipulations to protect envi-
ronmental and other land use values for lands where
those values are present. Oil and gas offers should
not be rejected because of the asserted presence of
environmental or other values, without prior considera-
tion being given to the feasibility of stipulations to
protect such values.

£a1j=3_Hi_Iates , UU IBLA 121 (Nov. 27, 1979)
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Where two of three offerors sign a drawing entry card
(DEC) in one of two signature boxes, and the third of-
feror signs in the other signature box provided en form
3112-1, and the sane date of signing is entered in each
of the two appropriate boxes on the EEC for the date,
adjacent to the two signature boxes, so that it is evi-
dent that the date applies egually to all three signa-
tures on the card, the failure to enter a third date on
the offer is not grounds for rejection of the DEC.

Eugene S Jt gibbik.et.al. . «« IBLA 316 (Dec. 31, 1979)

Where a successful drawee in a simultaneous oil and gas
lease drawing, who is directed by BLM to submit a copy
of any agreement she may have with another person con-
cerning the lease offer, submits a copy of an agree-
ment which incorporates by reference a brochure issued
by the leasing service with which she had an agreement,
but not a copy of the brochure, she has not fully con-
plied with the directive, but may be granted an oppor-
tunity to submit the brochure where no specific request
for it had previously been made by BLH and the need to
include it may not have been apparent.

naEtha_Pi_Berrj.il, «l» IBLA 136 (Nov. 30, 1979)

When an offeror prints his name on the front of a
drawing entry card oil and gas lease offer as "fladdox,
Robert J.," and signs his name on the back of the card
as "J. Robert riaddox," his usual manner of signing, the
card may not be rejected because he violated no regula-
tion by signing the offer in that manner, and he prop-
erly followed instructions on the face of the card by
giving his last name first, then his first name and
initial.

S°b_Ii_J__!!_ido_ , «<» IBLA 178 (Nov. 30, 1979)

Amendments
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John Cak ason. Jean Cake 21 IELA 185 (Ouly 25, 1975)

An oil and gas lease offer filed under the simultaneous
filing procedures, «3 CEB Subpart 3112, which is defec-
tive for failure to comply with a mandatory regulation
may not be cured by subsequent filing of supplemental
information after the drawing is held.

Grady Argenbright. 27 IBLA 21 (Sept. 17,, 1976)

Where a noncompetitive oil and gas lease is rejected
on the ground that the land lies within an undefined
known geologic structure, but the Geological Survey
indicates its willingness to amend such classifica-
tion based on verification of information to be sup-
plied by the offeror, the case will be remanded for
further consideration.

Jea_____________ , U4 IBLA 206 (Dec. 11, 1979)

An oil and gas lease offer filed by a corpotaticn under
the simultaneous filing procedures, 43 CFB Subpart 3112,
which is defective for failure to provide evidence of
corporate qualifications may not be cured by subsequent
filing of supplemental evidence after the drawing is
held and must be rejected.

Chu rc_ili_Cor__ , 27 IELA 23a (Oct. 12, 1976)

A simultaneous oil and gas drawing entry card must be
fully executed by an applicant, and where the applicai
omits from his address, the State and zip code, the
lease offer is properly rejected.

A simultaneous oil and gas lease drawing entry card
omitting the State and zip code from the offeror's
address is properly rejected and the filing fee is
properly retained by the Bureau of Land Management.

Bobert_C___ere_ith , «« IBIA 213 (Dec. 11, 1979)

A drawing entry card in a simultaneous oil and gas
lease filing may not be rejected on the basis that the
card sets out as part of the parcel designation the
complete name of the State where the governing office
of BLH is located instead of the abbreviated State ccd<
prefix.

Joe_L___razier , UK IBLA 233 (Dec. 11, 1979)

A deficient over-the-counter oil and gas lease offer
may be cured by the offeror's submission of corrective
information prior to a final departmental decisicn, but
enly with priority of filing as of the date the correc-
tive information was filed.

C__C__Hu_hes , 33 IELA 237 (Dec. 26, 1977)

Where an over-the-counter noncompetitive oil and gas
lease offer is filed by a corporation unaccompanied by
a statement of its qualifications or a reference by
serial number to the record in which it has been filed,
and such defect is remedied prior to the filing of any
junior offer, the first offer may be considered with
priority as of the date the curative data is filed.

NL Industries. Inc.. <tl IELA 38 (Bay 29, 1979)
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A person filing a simultaneous offer for an oil and gas
lease is presumed to understand the difference between
a filing in the name of a trust and a filing in an in-
dividual capacity, and despite an allegation that the
trust filing was instructed ty unspecified Bureau of
Land Management personnel, the principles of estoppel
may not be invoked to change a defective trust filing
into a filing by an individual.

l°I!l_Ci_ Nielsen , «« IBLA 269 (Bee. 19, 1979)

Attorneys-in^Fact or_Agents

An oil and gas lease offer signed by an attorney-in-fact
for the offeror is properly rejected where it is not ac-
companied by a separate statement of the attorney's in-
terest or lack of interest in the offer and the lease,
if issued, as reguired by departmental regulation.

Southern Union Production Co., 22 IBLA 379 (Nov. 17,
19757

3Atche 1 1_E nerai_CorjD . , 32 IBLA 2«« (Sept. 21, 1977)
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Where a facsimile affixed by means of a rub
or other mechanical device constitutes an a
signature on a drawing entry card lease off
Cffice of the Bureau of Land Manageient nee
sure that the applicant, rather than an age
the card. It is proper for the ELM office
guiry into the filing to establish that the
signature was affixed at his reguest and th
lated the offer. If it is disclosed that t

was affixed pursuant to a power of attorney
offer was not accompanied by the statements
13 CFR 3102.6-1, the offer must he rejected

Under 30 U.S.C. « 226 (1970), the Cepartment has no
authority to issue a noncompetitive oil and gas lease
to anyone other than the f irst-gualif ied applicant. If
a drawing entry card lease offer is signed ty an agent
or attorney-in-fact in behalf of the applicant, or if
a facsimile signature of the applicant is affixed upon
the offer by an agent or attorney-in-fact, the effer
cannot te considered to have been submitted by a gual-
ified applicant unless it is accompanied ty the state-
ments reguired by «3 CFB 3102.6-1.

William ^.Sparks, 27 IEIA 330 (Nov. <l, 1976)
83 I.E. 536

Under 30 U.S.C. $ 226 (1970), the Department has no
authority to issue an oil and gas lease tc anyone oth
than the f irst-gualif ied applicant. If an agent sigi
an offer for an applicant, the applicant cannot te cc

sidered gualified unless the statements reguired ty
13 CFB 3102.6-1 have been filed. Bhere a rubber stai
constitutes an applicant's signature, a State Office
the Bureau of Land Management need not presume that c

applicant rather than an agent stamped the card, and
where no agent's statement has been submitted, the
State Office may take appropriate action to establish
that the applicant's signature was imprinted at his i

quest and that he formulated the offer.

Bofeer t_Ci_Lear.y_et_aU , 27 IBLA 296 (Oct. 26, 1976)

Althur_Si_Hatkinsx_Bobert_Hi_Eckerman, 28 IELA 79
(Nov. 12, 1976)

Where a rubber stamp constitutes an offeror's signature
on a simultaneous oil and gas lease entry card, the
Bureau of Land Management need not presume that the of-
feror rather than an agent stamped the card, and where
no agent's statement has been submitted, ELM may take
appropriate action to establish the circumstances under
which the signature was stamped on the card.

"Agent." The word "agent," as used in 13 CFB 3102.6-1
requiring statements of authority and disclosure of
interests in oil and gas lease offers by agents, does
not include an employee who has no discretionary
authority and merely acts as the employer's amanuensis
in affixing the employer's stamp on a simultaneous oil
and gas lease offer entry card, even if it is done out-
side the actual physical presence of the employer. Any
statement required by the Bureau of Land Management to
establish the identity of the person who stamped the of-
feror's name on the card must allow the offeror to pro-
vide information to establish whether or not the person
was an agent within the meaning of M3 CFB 3102.6-1;
merely requiring the offeror to show the stamp was af-
fixed by him or in his presence is not sufficient.

Eveljn_Cham bers , 27 IBLA 317 (Nov. U, 1976)
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Frank G. Wells. 26 IELA 113 (Nov. 15, 1976)

When a rubber stamp is used to affix a signature to a

drawing entry card an no agent's statement has been
submitted, a State Office of the Bureau of land Manage-
ment may take appropriate action to establish whether
the applicant's signature was imprinted by him cr at
his request by an amanuensis and that he forsulated
the offer-

Ma£2 !r_ NAi a.Sdx Elizabeth E. OlDcDneJl, 26
(Jan. 10, 1977)
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83 I.E. 533

"Agent." The word "agent," as used in 13 CF
reguiring statements of authority and disclo
terests in oil and gas lease offers by agent
include a son who has no discretionary autho
merely acts as his mother's amanuensis in af
signature on a simultaneous oil and gas leas
try card. Therefore, no further statement i

by the Eureau of land Management to establis
or not the sen was an agent within the meanim
«3 CFB 3102.6-1.

Bebecca J. Waters. 26 IELA 381 (Feb. <4, 1977)

Use of a rutter-stamped facsimile of an offeror's sig-
nature on a simultaneous oil and gas lease entry card
invites inquiry into whether the card was stamped by
the offeror or, instead, by his agent.
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Where an agent of an offeror for a simultaneous oil and
gas lease signs the entry card by affixing a rubber-
stamped facsimile of the offeror's signature, the re-
quirements of 43 CFR 3102.6-1 apply and separate state-
ments of interest by both offeror and the agent Bust be
filed, or the offer will be rejected.

"Agent." The word "agent," as used in 13 CFR 3102.6-1,
reguiring statements of authority and disclosure of in-
terests in oil and gas leases by agents, includes all
persons or companies having discretionary authority to
act on the offeror's behalf concerning the offer cr
lease.

.Pack, 30 IBLA 166 (Bay 19, 1977) I.D. 192

Where an oil and gas lease offer is signed by an agent
on behalf of the offeror, the regulations with respect
to qualifications of lessees require evidence of the
authority of the agent and separate statements by the
offeror and the agent regarding the nature and extent
of any interest the agent has in the lease. The same
requirement applies where the offeror's facsimile sig-
nature is affixed on the offer by an agent. An offer
must be rejected where this information is not filed.

The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) has a responsibil-
ity to issue noncompetitive oil and gas leases only to
the first-qualified offeror. A rubber-stamped or other
form of facsimile signature, unlike a handwritten sig-
nature, does not give rise to a presumption that it
was personally executed by the offeror. The BLM may
inguire of the circumstances under which the signature
was stamped on the offer to determine whether compli-
ance with «3 CFR 3102.6-1 was required.

Where the facsimile signature on an oil and gas lease
offer is not affixed to the offer by the offeror him-
self, the circumstances under which the signature is
imprinted by a third party are determinative of whether
he was acting as an agent. It becomes important to
know who actually formulated the offer— whether the
offeror knew that he was applying for a lease of the
specific lands described in the offer.

Cha_l_t_e____Thor_t__x_Will.ia______ea_e___J___
S°bert_LT_Smith,

_
31 IBLA~ 3~ (June~15,~1977)

OIL AND GAS LE ASES--Continued
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since this regulation operates where an agent or attor-
ney in fact affixes the applicant's signature en the
applicant's behalf.

l*£iJI!_C_a____s_a_d Jerry Chambers. 31 IELA 361
lAug.~lC,~197 7)

where an entry card in a public drawing is signed by
the offeror tut completed by an agent or attorney-in-
fact, the separate signed statements by the attorney-
in-fact or agent reguired by the pertinent regulation,
43 CFR 3102.6-l(a) (2) , need not be filed.

yiiai£ia_*i_Ba£0 2o, 33 IBLA 344 (Jan. 18, 1978)

Patricia_P__Ma_k_, 34 IBLA 38U (May 2, 1978)

C.ec_J____Wc_idl_ck___n_h__}_^___isco, 38 IEIA 186
(Dec. 6, 197E)

Where an inquiry by ELM discloses that an oil and gas
lease applicant personally signed his naie en bis
drawing entry card, there can be no question of the
application of 43 CFR 3102.6-l(a), since this regula-
tion operates only where an agent or attorney in fact
signs the card on his principal's behalf.

*Jaj_F__ Ziii EjS1 » 3M IELA 4 (Feb. 8, 1978)

Where a drawing entry card submitted in a simultaneous
oil and gas lease filing has teen signed by the
applicant, its completion by a duly authorized . agent ,

including insertion of a current date, all else being
regular, does not call into Flay other requirements of
pertinent regulations.

Kenneth Ross. 3D IBLA 61 (Feb.. 16, 1978)

An offeror who submits a drawing entry card signed on
his behalf by his agent leasing service meets the
requirements of 13 CFB 3102.6-1 if satisfactory agency
statements by him and his agent are submitted along
with his offer card.

A BLM office need not presume that an applicant rather
than an agent stamped a facsimile signature on a draw-
ing entry card, and where no agent's statement has been
submitted as required by 43 CFR 3102.6-1, a Bureau
office may inquire as to whether the applicant's sig-
nature was imprinted at his request and whether he
formulated the offer.

Where an agent of an offeror for a simultaneous oil and
gas lease signs the entry card by affixing a rubber-
stamped or other facsimile of the offeror's signature,
the requirements of 43 CFB 3102.6-1 apply, and separate
statements of interest by both offeror and the agent
Bust be filed, or the offer will be rejected.

la__H__T hames , 31 IBLA 167 (July 5, 1977)

Where an inquiry by the BLM discloses that oil and gas
lease applicants imprinted their own facsimile signa-
tures on their drawing entry cards, there can be no
question of the application of 43 CFR 3102.6-1 (a) (2)

where an offeror and his agent filing service sutait
statements along with a drawing entry card, which
statements indicate unequivocally that there is nc
agreetent between them creating an interest in the
agent, thus apparently obviating the need to submit
details of the of f eror/agent agreement per 43 CFB
3102.6-1, EIE, in its discretion, may either declire
to inquire further into the details of the agreement
cr may request and examine a copy of the agreeuett to
determine whether such an "interest" in the agent ex-
isted at the time the offer was filed.

Where there is no evidence in the administrative recoil
that the offeror with first priority in a drawing of
simultaneous noncompetitive oil and gas lease offers is

not the sole party in interest, as stated by both the
offeror and his agent, the burden is en a protestant
attacking the validity of the offer to prove an accusa-
tion that the of

f

eror/agent agreement gives the agent
an enforceable interest in the lease to be issued.

"Interest." where there is an agreement giving at
offeror the option of selling part of an oil and gas
lease to his agent leasing service, exercisable sclely
at the offeror's discretion, the agent has a mere hope
or expectancy and not an "interest" in the offer, as
defined in 43 CFR 31CC.0-5 (fa)

.

V.i.IS.il!ia_Lx_Jo.nes, 34 IBLA 188 (Mar. 21, 1978)
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Appellant's charges in respect of filing cf registra-
tion statements for compliance with securities laws go
to guestion of relationships between filing service
companies and their investors, and as such, are prop-
erly for consideration by Securities and Exchange Com-
mission. Where they do not indicate nonccmp liance
with oil and gas leasing statutes and regulations, such
charges are not proper for consideration ty the Depart-
ment of the Interior, which has not been delegated re-
sponsibility for enforcement of securities laws.

Ellas C. Bacil . 3« IBLA 322 (Apr. 24, 1978)

It is improper for the Bureau of land tlanagement to
reject an oil and gas lease simultaneous drawing entry
card solely because a filing service completed the
card, including parcel number and date, after the of-
feror had signed it. This is not an action by an agent
or attorney-in-fact reguiring compliance with «3 CFH
3102.6-1.

______________» 35 IBLA 12 (May k, 1978)

A successful drawee in a simultaneous oil and gas lease
drawing will not be disgualified to receive a lease by
reason of allegations to the effect that the winning
drawing entry card was filed for such drawee by an
agent and that the agent has failed to observe the reg-
istration reguirements of the Securities Act of 1933.

______________» 35 IBLA 32 (Hay 8, 1978)

Appellant's charges in respect of filing of registra-
tion statements for compliance with securities laws go
to guestion of relationships between filing service
companies and their investors, and as such, are prop-
erly for consideration by Securities and Exchange Com-
mission. Where they do not indicate noncompliance
with oil and gas leasing statutes, regulations, and
decisions of this Department, such charges are not
proper for consideration ty the Department of the
Interior, which has not been delegated responsibility
for enforcement of securities laws.

______________ , 35 IBLA 198 (Bay 2«, 1978)

£________-________» 37 IBLA U (Sept. 6, 1978)

A consent decree obtained ty the Securities and Ex-
change Commission establishes no precedent for cases
involving different parties. Allegations of Federal
securities law violations in connection with Federal
oil and gas leasing should be directed to the Securi-
ties and Exchange Commission, the agency with juris-
diction over such matters. The jurisdiction of the
Board of Land Appeals does not extend to matters exclv
sively under the jurisdiction of the SEC, but goes to
matters involving compliance with oil and gas leasing
statutes and regulations.

__E_2___ac.il . 35 IBLA 366 (June 23, 1978)

Where a drawing entry card is signed by an attorney-
in-fact or agent on behalf of the applicant, the offer
cannot be considered to have been submitted by a guali-
fied applicant unless accompanied by a statement evi-
dencing that the attorney-in-fact's authority is still
in effect, as reguired by «3 CFB 3102.6-1.

____3__________________I_c.» 36 IELA 57 (June 30, 1978)
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where there is no evidence in the administrative rec-
ord that the offeror with first priority in a drawing
of simultaneous noncompetitive oil and gas lease offer:
is net the sole party in interest, the burden is en a

protestant attacking the validity of the offer to prov<
an accusation that there is an agreement givitg the
filing service an enforceable interest in the lease to
be issued.

_2_ie_E____J____ . 36 IELA 1M1 (July 25, 1978)

A successful drawee in a simultaneous oil and gas lease
drawing will not be disgualified to receive a lease by
reason of unsubstantiated allegations tc the effect
that the winning drawing entry card was filed fcr such
drawee ty an agent and that the agent has failed tc ob-
serve the registration reguirements of the Securities
Act of 1933.

___£____________» 36 IELA 168 (July 31, 1978)

A handwritten signature is presumed to be written by
the person named. Where an attorney-in-fact or an
agent does not sign a drawing entry card, the previ-
sions of M3 CFB 3102.6-1 are not invoked.

A consent decree obtained by the Securities and Ex-
change Commission (SEC) establishes no precedent for
cases involving other parties. The Eoard cf Lard Ap-
peals lacks jurisdiction over matters delegated tc the
SEC. Allegations of Federal Securities Law viclaticns
should be directed to the SEC rather than to the Eoard
of Land Appeals.

_i____J__il!__ » 36 IBLA 3U9 (Aug. 28, 1976)

An offeror's use cf a leasing service's address on the
drawing entry card for a simultaneous oil and gas least
drawing does not disgualify the offer, all else being
regular, nor does it call into play ether reguireients
cf pertinent regulations.

Ii_J___JJ___ . 37 IEIA 170 (Oct. 1C .978)

Where a contract between an oil and gas lease offeror
and a leasing service created an agency relationship,
in the absence of circumstances giving the agent an
authority coupled with an interest, the agent's author-
ity ordinarily terminated upon the death cf the princi-
pal. If the leasing service had an interest, a lease
could not issue to the estate of the deceased if re
statement was filed delineating the nature and extent
of that interest as reguired by 13 CFR 31C2.7.

____________________________ , 37 IEIA 367 (tiov. 2, 1978)

Where a drawing entry card form cf offer to lease a

parcel of land for oil and gas is prepared ty a person
or corporaticn having discretionary authority to act on
behalf of the named offeror, and the offer is signed by
such agent cr attorney-in-fact on behalf of the offerer,
the reguireients of M3 CFR 31C2.6-1 apply, so that sepa-
rate statements of interest ty both the offerer ard the
agent must be filed, regardless cf whether he signed
his principal's name or his own name as his principal's
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agent or attorney-in-fact, and regardless of whether
the signature was applied manually or mechanically.

D. E. Pack 10n_ Reconsider at ion)., 38 IBLA 23 (Nov. 9,
19787 85 I.D. U08

Gertrude H. D'Amico. 39 IBLA 68 (Jan. 17, 1979)

Hi_Ri_DelascoJ_I nCij._et_a 1^ , 39 IELA 19" (Feb. 2, 1979)

Ji_Ai_Masek, HO IBLA 123 (Mar. 27, 1979)

Blanche V. White. HO IBLA 152 (Bar. 30, 1979)

Be r nard_ Pea se , U3 IBLA 292 (Oct. 17, 1979)
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signature was imprinted at bis request and whether he
formulated the offer.

i!i2Iian_Ii,lS.3er.»_Jr., 39 IELA 332 (Feb. 27, 1979)

A successful drawee in a simultaneous oil and gas lease
drawing will not be disqualified to receive a lease
because of an allegation that his leasing service has
failed to observe the registration requireients cf the
Securities Act of 1933.

E. I,, Pack. <J0 IBLA US (Bar. 15, 1979)

A decision by BLM which states that an oil and gas
lease offer must be rejected because the offeror did
not submit evidence with his drawing entry card as to
who affixed a facsimile signature thereon and how his
offer was formulated is erroneous. However, where BLM
allows the offeror a last chance to submit this infor-
mation prior to rejecting the offer, that decision will
not be vacated, but will be modified and regarded as a

simple request for additional information from which
to determine whether the offeror's failure tc file an
agency statement reguires rejection of his offer per
U3 CFR 3102.6-1 (a) (2) .

A request to an oil and gas lease offeror for addi-
tional information from which to determine whether his
failure to file an agency statement requires rejection
of his offer per «3 CFB 3102.6-1 (a) (2) need not demand
information regarding whether the agent who signed the
offer card, if any, has an interest in the cffer, as
the offer will be rejected in these circumstances be-
cause no agency statement was filed, regardless of
whether or not the agent has an undisclosed interest
in the offer.

Under i»3 CFB 1821.3-1, information submitted by an oil
and gas offeror pursuant to a request by BLM need not
be made by affidavit under oath.

Du ncan_ Mill er , 38 IBLA 154 (Dec. 5, 1978)

Even though a power of attorney has been filed with the
State Office of the Bureau of Land Management and ref-
erence to this was included on a simultaneously filed
oil and gas lease drawing entry card, the regulations
require that the attorney-in-fact or agent file two
additional statements along with the card: first, a

statement that his authority is still in effect as
required by U3 CFB 3102. 6-1 (a) (1) , and second, a state-
ment by the attorney-in-fact or agent about his agree-
ment with the offeror and any interest in the lease
pursuant to U3 CFB 3102. 6-1 (a) (2)

.

Cotton_Petroleum_Cor£., 38 IBLA 271 (Dec. 13, 1978)

Under 30 U.S.C. * 226 (1976), the Department has no
authority to issue an oil and gas lease tc other than
the first-qualified applicant, and if an agent signs an
offer for an applicant, the applicant cannot be consid-
ered qualified unless the statements required by «3 CFB
3102.6-1 have been timely filed.

where a rubber stamp is used to imprint an applicant's
signature, and where no agent's statement has been sub-
mitted under «3 CFB 3102.6-1, a State Office may take
appropriate action to establish whether the applicant's

The applicability of U3 CFB 3102.6-1 governing agents
is far less certain where the agent is the offeror and
is also the agent of the other interested parties who
will ultimately hold the entire lease interest, as no
provision of the regulation unambiguously requires the
agent in these circumstances to show that be has author-
ity to sign his own name as offeror.

B2titt_B i_BrambJei, U0 IBLA 215 (Apr. 10, 197S)

Where a drawing entry card offer to lease is prepared
by an agent, that is, a person or corporation having
discretionary authority to act on behalf of the named
offeror, and the offer is signed by such agent cd
behalf of the offeror, the requirements of «3 CFB
3102.6-1 apply, so that separate statements of inter-
est by both the offeror and the agent oust be filed,
regardless of whether the latter signed his princi-
pal's name or his own name as his principal's agent,
and regardless of whether the signature was applied
manually or mechanically.

L, , M, Dunn. «C IBLA 335 (May 8, 1979)

Where there is no evidence in the record that the of-
feror with first priority in a simultaneous cil and
gas lease drawing is not the sole party in interest,
a protest alleging an interest in a filing service may
properly be dismissed.

Charges that an oil and gas lease filing service has
not complied with the Securities Act of 1933 are
properly raised before the Securities and Exchange
Commission rather than the Department of the Interior,
which has not been delegated responsibility for en-
forcement of securities laws.

j°§ e El).Jt.g:Kgefg. «0 IELA 378 (May 1«, 1979)

Where separate statements of interest are required pur-
suant to 13 CFB 3102.6-1 (a) (2) (1977), this Ecard must
affirm the dismissal of a protest against the issuance
of an oil and gas lease which is premised on the pro-
testant's contention that the statement cf the offerer
must bear his original, holographic signature.

Although a lease offer may not be rejected sclely
because an agent affixed the offeror's facsimile sig-
nature to the offeror's separate statement, this dees
not prevent ELM from requiring that the offeror per-
sonally verify the information contained therein and
provide whatever supplemental information may reascn-
ably be required. A private agent may net interpose
himself between a lease applicant and the Government
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so as to mask the identity of the applicant and pre-
vent direct contact by Federal officials Mho are
properly concerned.

WA_H._Gilmor e , 11 IBLA 25 (May 29, 1979)

It is not proper to reject a drawing entry card oil
and gas lease offer solely because an agent affixed
the offeror's facsimile signature to both the DEC and
to the offeror's separate statement reguired by 13 CFB
3102.6-1, as BLB nay reguire that the offeror person-
ally verify the information contained in the offer and
in the statement, and provide whatever supplemental in-
formation that BLI1 may reasonably reguire.

Egbert, B._Coen, gt.al., «1 IBLA 55 (Hay 31, 1979)
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in which the filing servi
royalty interest from the
the proceeds, without evi
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J._lheodore Ellis^ t. Ej
1979)"

e of any violation of the
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nt evidence cf an accusation
t giving a filing service an
he lease, absent which the
ted. Allegations that there
e offerer and a filing service
ce withholds an overriding
offeror and participates in
dence, is not sufficient to

s not a sole Farty in interest.

Pack . 11 IEIA 231 (June 27,

An offeror who submits a drawing entry card signed on
his behalf by his agent leasing service meets the re-
guirements of 13 CFB 3102.6-1 if satisfactory agency
statements by him and his agent, such statements bear-
ing a facsimile signature, are submitted alcng with
his offer card.

"Interest." where there is an agreement giving an
offeror the option of selling part of an oil and gas
lease to his agent leasing service, exercisable sclely
at the offeror's discretion, the agent has a mere hope
or expectancy and not an "interest" in the offer, as
defined in 13 CFB 3100.0-5(b). A leasing service,
which files a simultaneous noncompetitive oil and gas
lease offer drawing entry card on behalf cf its client,
bound by a "put option" does not have a hidden interest
in the offer and does not violate 13 CFB 3102.7 by
failing to disclose this put option or 13 CFB 3112.5-2
by filing offers for more than one client on a parcel.

Where there is no evidence in the administrative record
that the offeror with first priority in a drawing of
simultaneous noncompetitive oil and gas lease offers is
not the sole party in interest, as stated by both the
offeror and his agent, the burden is on a protestant
attacking the validity of the offer to present evidence
of an accusation that the of f eror/agent agreement gives
the agent an enforceable interest in the lease to be
issued.

Jack_nask, 11 IBLA 117 (June 18, 1979)

K§llei_Everette, 11 IBLA 155 (June 18, 1979)

Where oil and gas lease offerors enclose
ments with their drawing entry cards, whi
are clearly intended to, and appear tc, e

offers, their cards are fully executed n<

their failure to note on the face of the
agency statements are enclosed, as ncthii
lations cr on the card directs an offerci

Nothing in the regulations reguires an ac

submitted under 13 CFB 31C2.6-l(a) to te
the statement is an adjunct to the drawing entry card
and is considered dated as cf the signing and dating of
the card.

An agency statement reguired by 13 CFB 31C2.6-1 (a) need
not te hclographically signed. Bather, such statements
ay be submitted over facsimile signatures.

Frederick..!. _ Peters. gt al„. 11 IEIA 262 (June 2E, 1979)

agency state-
ch statenents
pply tc their
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cards hat the
g in the regu-
to do sc.

ency statement
dated. Father

do not apply.

Hurley Gregory. 13 IBLA 82 (Sept, 19, 1979)

A decision by BLM rejecting a noncompetitive oil and
gas lease drawing entry card offer because someone
other than the offeror affixed a facsimile of the of-
feror's signature on the card and agency statements
were not filed as reguired by 13 CFB 3102.6-1 will be
vacated where BLtl bases its finding to this effect on
a statement made by the offeror 6 months previously
concerning the preparation of other, earlier offers,
and where the offeror alleges on appeal that she ac-
tually affixed the facsimile herself on the offer in
guestion.

Bi£iaJ5_K£iz man_Jflarp.erl , 11 IBLA 166 (June 18, 1979)

A handwritten signature may be presumed to be written
by the person named. Where an attorney-in-fact or an
agent does not sign a drawing entry card, the provi-
sions of 13 CFB 3102.6-1 are not invoked.

It is not proper to reject a drawing entry card oil
and gas lease offer solely because an agent affixed
the offeror's facsimile signature tc both the EEC and
to the offeror's separate statement reguired by 13 CFB
3102.6-1, as ELM may reguire that the offerer person-
ally verify the information contained in the offer and
in the statement, and provide whatever supplemental
information that ELM may reasonably reguest. An
agency stateient reguired by 13 CFB 3102.6-1 (a) need
not te hclographically signed.

Frances E. Ennn et al.. 13 IEIA 212 (Cct. 1C, 1979)

Oil and gas lease offerors are advised to refer to ac-
companying attachments on their drawing entry cards.
However, where neither the regulations nor the instruc
tions on the drawing entry card reguire that the card
refer to the statements reguired by 13 CFB 31C2.6-1,

The fact that the addresses of the lease offeror and
filing service are identical merely indicates the us

of a filing service and does not in itself give the
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a noncompetitive oil and gas lease offer cannot te re-
jected for failure to do so, iihere such statements Here
actually submitted with the card.

Rharrc_ Assoc iates , 13 IBLA 317 (Oct. 22, 1979)

l£2°Ks_Gr iaas , UU IELA 185 (Nov. 30, 1979)

2JL_*ND_GJLS_LEAjjES
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tesc.ri.Et ion—Continued

Where an over-the-counter oil and gas lease offer is
rejected because the applicant did not specify which cf
the described tracts he wanted the offer to include, be
is presumed to have applied for all the tracts. Iihere
on appeal he asserts that he desired to lease all the
described lands, the decision will be reversed.

Si 2i_JJearn, 22 IELA 226 (Oct. 15, 1975)

off
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Where there is no evidence in the adminis
that the offeror with first priority in a

simultaneous noncompetitive oil and gas 1

not the sole party in interest, as stated
offeror and his agent, the burden is on a

attacking the validity of the offer to pr
tent evidence supporting the accusation t

an agreement giving the agent an enforcea
in the lease to be issued. In absence of
dence, the protest is properly rejected.

Alice_ M .._Ha r dy. , <»i» IELA 5 (Nov. 6, 1979)

In the absence of a regulatory reguirement , it is not
proper to reject a drawing entry card oil and gas lease
offer solely because an agent afixed the offeror's fac-
simile signature to the DEC and the separate statements
of the offeror and the agent submitted in satisfaction
of U3 CFR 3102.6-1 are machine copies, as BI H may
reguire that the offeror personally verify the informa-
tion contained in the offer and the statement, and pro-
vide whatever supplemental information that ELM may
reasonably request. An agency statement reguired by
H3 CFR 3102.6-1 (a) need not be holographically signed.

Nothing in the regulations requires an agency statement
submitted under «3 CFR 3102.6-1 (a) to be dated. The
statement is an adjunct to the drawing entry card and
is considered dated as of the signing and dating of the
card.

Le w is_ Wi_Pe ter s , «U IBLA 35 (Nov. 6, 1979)

An oil and gas lease offer embracing a tract of land
which appears on the official survey plat as a iean-
dered lake which is unsurveyed must give a metes and
bounds description of the meandered tract tied tc an
official corner of the public land surveys. In the
absence of such a description, the offer must be
rejected.

]3!lii.y_D_ K^_C r a n d a 1 1 , 25 IBLA 180 (June 1 Q , 1976)

An cil and gas lease offer will not be rejected on the
basis of a defective land description merely because
some of the land applied for is not available fcr leas-
ing where the offeror has submitted advance rental for
all of the land described. Generally, where an cffer
describes an entire section and only part of that land
is available for leasing, a lease will be issued for
the land available and the offer rejected for the bal-
ance of the land in the section.

The description of an entire section of land modified
by the word "available" in an oil and gas lease appli-
cation is an offer to lease all of that section, sub-
ject to availability for leasing. An offer containing
such a description need not be rejected for lack cf
a legally sufficient description where the offer is
accoipanied by the required rent for all cf the land
described therein.

HU!D..Si„Paculak. 30 IBLA 77 (Apr. 18, 1977)

"Certified." Under 13 CFR 1821.3-l(a), additional in-
formation submitted by an oil and gas offeror pursuant
to a request by BLM need not be in affidavit form. A

request for a "certified" copy of an unrecorded docu-
ment in the possession of its owner connotes the inten-
tion that the owner attach an affidavit attesting to
its authenticity.

"aitha.P^Berrill, «« IBLA 136 (Nov. 30, 1979)

Description

An oil and gas lease offer for less than 610 acres of
land is properly rejected when the application fails t<

include adjoining, unsurveyed, nonnavigable riverbed
lands which were available for leasing at the tine the
offer was filed.

Joh n_Ei_"il2 iajs • 18 IBLA 35U (Jan. 16, 1975)

No offer may be made for less than 610 acres except
where the offer is accompanied by a showing that the
lands are in an approved unit or cooperative plan of
operation, or where the land is surrounded by lands not
available for leasing, and where these circumstances
do not exist, an offer for less than 610 acres must be
rejected.

Job n_!i_!r o w n , 22 IBLA 50 (Sept. 16, 1975)
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visions, as well as a description of unnumbered
in accord with current survey nuibering practice,
ot designation may be disregarded, and the regula-
reguirement that lands in an oil and gas lease

^ich have been surveyed under the public land
"escribed by legal subdivi-
range, is satisfied, even
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section, township, >.

ih the official plat of survey does not design
ober the fractional subdivisions as lots.

David H. Yates. 33 IBLA 175 (Dec. 2C, 1977)

ELM is not required to alter, modify, or correct an
over-the-counter oil and gas lease offer in order to
resolve a disparity in the land description contained
therein.

C._C4_Hu3.hes, 33 IELA 237 (Dec. 28, 1977)
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BLM is without authority to alter an ambiguous
competitive oil and gas lease bid in order to
make it valid.

Hhere an oil and gas competitive lease bid is
ambiguous, due to the inclusion in it of
irreconcilable conflicting descriptions of the
desired land, BLM should reject it.

B.._Di_Price, 31 IBLA 11 (Feb. 11, 1978)

Ad oil and gas lease drawing entry card is properly
rejected where it contains incorrect information, in
that the parcel number of the land applied for is mis-
stated, notwithstanding the fact that the misstatement
was the result of an inadvertent typographical error.

»ae£Sda_Hes s_Cor£i , 31 IBLA 61 (Feb. 17, 1978)

Hhere an offer for an oil and gas lease describes lands
by reference only to the rectangular survey system,
without reference to the fact that part of these unpat-
ented lands are also within a mineral survey, the offer
will be regarded as including the lands within the min-
eral survey if it is clear from the offer that the of-
feror so intended.

Bill_Ji_«addox, 31 IBLA 278 (Apr. 17, 1978)

Hhere an offer for an oil and gas lease describes lands
in a section number followed by several aliguct parts
and concludes with the words "(all available)," those
words refer only to lands available within the aliguot
parts and not to other aliguot parts of the section not
specifically listed.

2 ean_Oa kaso n , 31 IBLA 355 (Apr. 26, 1978)

A drawing entry card which does not contain the full
designation of the parcel applied for, including the
alphabetical State Office code as prefix, is not fully
executed and must be rejected.

Lee_B.. _Bessina,er , 11 IBLA 236 (Dec. 11, 1979)

A metes and bounds description, with courses and dis-
tances between successive angle points and appropriate
ties to the nearest official survey corner, is properly
reguired pursuant to 13 CJB 3101.2-3 (a) where the de-
scription of lands in an oil and gas lease cffer cannct
be conformed to the public land surveys.

Sill£ed_ Pip m i s , 11 IBLA 261 (Dec. 19, 1979)

Drawings

An oil and gas lease offer drawn first in a simultane-
ous filing is properly rejected under 13 CFR 3103.3-1
and 13 CFH 3111. 1-1 (e) (1) where the offer is deficient
in the first year's rental by more than 10 percent.
The amendment of the regulations to eliminate the re-
guirement that the advance rental must be submitted
with simultaneous filings, effective Sept. 17, 1973,
was of prospective effect only, and may not be invoked
to cure a defect in rental payment in a simultaneously
filed lease offer pending on Sept. 17, 1973.

Sjjnca n_« i 1 ler , 19 IBLA 133 (Mar. 5, 1975)
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Drawing entry cards for simultaneous oil and gas lease
offers which are incomplete will be rejected and the
filing fees will be retained.

»l££Ii_Ji_J!i.i£hell.c_III, 20 IELA 302 (Hay 3C, 1975)

An offerer is properly disgualified under 13 CEF
3112.1-1 from receiving a noncompetitive oil and gas
lease on an offer drawn with the first priority at a

simultaneous drawing when he fails to pay the first
year's rental within 15 days (or the first business day
thereafter) of receipt of the notice that such payment

Hhere an offer is drawn with first priority in a sinul-
taneous drawing, and the offeror fails tc pay the first
year's rental timely, his failure to do so cannct be
excused because of the asserted "apparent inefficiercy
of the United States Bails."

M.3£Z H.i0_i£5eio£ment_CcA , 20 IELA 383 (June 12, 1975)

Hhere a drawing was held to determine tbe priority cf
simultaneous oil and gas lease applicants and after-
wards it was discovered that cards for another parcel
had inadvertently been included in the drawing, tbe
results of the drawing will stand, as all applicants
in the drawing had an egual chance to win.

VernJ_Cj._ Bucj , 21 IBLA 155 (July 21, 1975)

Hhen several offers for a noncompetitive oil and gas
lease are filed for the same parcel during a sinulta-
neous filing period and all are withdrawn after tbe
drawing tut before a lease is issued, the land is not
thereby made available for an over-the-counter cffer
but must be included in a subseguent list of lands
available for filing under the simultaneous drawing
proced ure.

UiirJ_]!i_£i3IS2» 22 IE1A * (Sept. 1, 1975)

Hhen a person files an offer for a nencempeti t i ve cil
and gas lease and when his agent files another cffer
for the same parcel on behalf of the principal, both
offers must be rejected because the principal's im-
proved chance of success made the drawing inherently
unfair whether or not there has been any collusion or
intent tc deceive the Department.

Imte Frereliczay , IELA 13 (Sept. 1, 1975)

A first-drawD simultaneous drawing entry card which i:

defective because cf noncompliance with a mandatory
regulation must be rejected and may not be "cured" by
submission of further information.

B3nbattan_BesourcesA_Inci , 22 IELA 21 (Sept. 9, 1975)

Sojithern_Onicn_Jroduction_Co., 22 IEIA 379 (Nov. 17,
19757

JJJ€ s_ E_._ Ca dJ eU , 25 IELA 271 (June 21, 1976)

»ernon_C i_Rowell, 30 IELA 70 (Apr. 16, 1977)

"1 tc helj_J_nejg.y_Corr._. , 32 IELA 211 (Sept. 21, 1977)

»iIlSJ-ii_Jasterdai, 31 IELA 195 (Bar. 22, 1976)

£ha.r..l«s
i
_J.i-Ji.n2# 10 IELA 276 (Apr. 18, 1979)
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_______ ck_W_._L0we2_e.t_ai. , 10 IBLA 381 (May 11, 1979)

Resource Exploration ___inin___Inc . , 12 IBLA 63
(Aug."27~1979r

H_r_ert_Adler, U2 IBLA 228 (Aug. 22. 1979)

Filing fees may be retained when drawi
made on reproduced forms are rejected.

entry cards

Charl_________in_to_ et_al_, 22 IELA 113 (Sept. 30,
1975)
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A._____olde_ , 22 IBLA 261 (Oct. 21, 1975)

When a person files two offers for a parcel of land
in a drawing of oil and gas lease offers filed in a

simultaneous lease offering, the regulation requires
that the offers be rejected.

_____£___________» 23 IBLA 15 (Nov. 26. 1975)

A simultaneous oil and gas lease offer is properly re-
jected where the drawing entry card is not signed or
dated by the offeror.

_______________ , 23 IBLA 21 (Nov. 26, 1975)

______________i_on , 28 IBLA 275 (Eec. 20, 1976)

_______________ , 32 IBLA 168 (Sept. 13, 1977)

_4_____________________ » 31 IBLA 13 (Feb. 10, 1978)

_________________ 36 IBLA 103 (Sept. 6, 1978)

Harley W. Adams_ Timpth_ ______ iborne_ Sr., 12 IELA 226
TAug. 22, 1979f

_______________/ l»3 IBLA lm (Sept. 28, 1979)

A simultaneous oil and gas lease offer is properly re-
jected where the drawing entry card is postdated beyond
the date of the drawing.

__________ 21 IELA 10 (Feb. 1 , 1976)

9II_.fi_____________

—
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The drawing of an offer for a noncompetitive lease in
a simultaneous oil and gas lease drawing creates no
vested rights in the offeror, and the offeror cannot
compel the issuance of a lease before an envirctiental
analysis has been made where the Bureau of Land Manage-
ment has determined that the environmental analjsis is
necessary for the protection of the resources cf the
particular area.

__________2_es, 21 IELA 76 (Feb. 21, 1976)

An offeror is properly disqualified under 13 CFB
3112.1-1 from receiving a noncompetitive oil and gas
lease on an offer drawn with the first priority at a

simultaneous drawing when he/she fails to pay the fi
year's rental within 15 days (or the first business
thereafter) of receipt of the notice that such payme
is due.

Where an offer is drawn with first priority in a sia
taneous drawing, and the offeror fails to pay the fi
year's rental timely, his/her failure to do sc cannc
be excused because of the asserted delay of the pest
service.

John Faul Pratt. 21 IELA 11C (Mar. 1, 1976)

______5____S1__ » 29 IBLA 301 (Mar. 30, 1977)

Jack Koegel. 30 IELA 113 (May 12, 1977)

An offeror is properly disqualified under 13 CFE
3112.1-1 from receiving a noncompetitive oil arc
lease on an offer drawn with the first priority
simultaneous drawing when he fails to pay the fj

year's rental within 15 days (or the first busit
day thereafter) of receipt of the notice that si

payment is due. An attempt to make paytent aft<
close of office hours on the day the payment is
will not prevent the disqualification.

_________________ 21 IBLA 152 (Mar. 10, 1976)

Simultaneous oil and qas lease drawing entry cards
which are not executed correctly will be rejected.
Where an ambiguity is created by an applicant on a

drawing entry card, it is not the responsibility cf
ELM to speculate about applicant's intention and nec-
essarily to resolve the ambiguity in his favcr.

__-____»_________» 21 IBLA 380 (Apr. 29, 1976)

Simultaneous oil and gas drawing entry cards must be
fully executed by the applicant and when the applicant
omits the date of execution on the card, the lease of-
fer is properly rejected.

Where an applicant fails to date a simultaneous oil and
gas drawing entry card, he has not complied with 13 CFE
3112.2-l(a) which requires that the card be "fully exe-
cuted" and his offer is properly rejected whether the
defect is discovered before or after the drawing. The
fact that ELM entered the card in the drawing does not
waive the defect.

_____________________ • 25 IBLA 1C7 (June 7, 1976)
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A simultaneous oil and gas lease offer is properly re-

jected and the filing fee retained where the offeror,
in completing the drawing card, does not provide the
name of the State in which the parcel of land is
located.

SSI_Gca________ 1.. , 25 IBLA 115 (June 7, 1976)

Jerr___a__W__rdh_ize_, 26 IBLA 152 (Aug. 2, 1976)

S3£ t___________ s , 32 IBLA 7 (Aug. 29, 1977)

When the Bureau of Land Management discovers that an

entry card was erroneously omitted from a simultaneous
drawing for an oil and gas lease, the drawing is void
and a new drawing, with all cards included, must be
held.

J!ar_hall____i_s_on___nc., 25 IBLA 169 (June 1<1, 1976)

A simultaneous oil and gas lease offer is properly
rejected when the offeror fails to execute fully the
drawing entry card by not identifying on the card the
State in which the parcel of land is located.

R ex mu 1 1_ F__ Ma n_e t o_a n d Doris 0.

7june~16, 1976)"
"Hieto, 25 IBLA 23

J!i£ha_d_Lo__tt , 27 I BLfl 306 (Oct. 27, 1976)

G§rald_G._Calhoun, 27 IBLA 362 (Nov. «, 1976)

Denna._R.t_ Va_______ lker , 28 IBLA 60 (Nov. 9, 1976)

A simultaneous oil and gas lease offer is properly re-
jected where the drawing card is not signed.

A simultaneous oil and gas lease offer is properly re-
jected when the date is omitted from the drawing card.

Berber________________ , 25 IBLA 393 (July 6, 1976)

SII__!i__£____I____-- Continued
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A simultaneous oil and gas drawing entry card must be
fully executed ty an applicant, and then the applicant
omits her address, the lease offer is properly rejected
and the filing fee properly retained.

Grac______ill_a__, 26 IBLA 232 (Aug. 17, 1976)

where an oil and gas lease offer filed on a drawing
entry card in a simultaneous filing procedure contains
the name of an additional party in interest, and the
reguired statement of interest, copy or explanation of
the agreement between the parties, and evidence of the
qualifications of the additional party are not filed
within 15 days after the filing of the lease offer, the
offer must te rejected.

A first-drawn simultaneous drawing entry card wbich is
defective because of noncompliance with a mandatory
regulation must be rejected and may not be cured by the
submission of further information.

£________._____<
(Aug. 2«, 1976)

.Ed_ard_C__Allred, 26 IELA 276

When an oil and gas lease offerer whose entry card was
drawn first in a simultaneous drawing fails tc pay the
rental within 15 days after receiving notice that pay-
ment is due, he is automatically disqualified under
«3 CFR 3112. U-l from receiving the lease.

_________Jon_ , 26 IELA 327 (Aug. 30, 1976)

A simultaneous oil and gas entry card must be signed
and fully executed by the applicant. A decision
rejecting such an offer will be upheld where failure
to complete the date on the card renders the accli-
cant's cert if icaticn as to qualifications ineffective
and causes the entry card to be incomplete.

He len E
,, ,

Ferris, 26 IELA 382 (Sept. 9, 1976)

Tina A. Began. 33 IBLA 213 (Dec. 21, 1977)

The dismissal of a protest, which consists of a mere
allegation that the successful drawee was engaged in
practices militating against the fairness of the draw-
ing, will be sustained on appeal absent any substanti-
ating evidence supporting the allegation.

_us__n__i ller , 26 IBLA 37 (July 8, 1976)

An oil and gas lease offer filed under the siiultanecus
filing procedures, «3 CFB Subpart 3112, which is defec-
tive for failure to comply with a mandatory regulation
may not be cured by subsequent filing of supplesectal
information after the drawing is held.

£ ra___Argenbr_ght , 27 IBLA 2U (Sept. 17, 1976)

A simultaneous oil and gas lease offer is properly re-
jected and the filing fee retained where the offeror,
in completing the drawing card, does not provide the
name of the State in which the parcel of land is lo-
cated where called for on the card.

When the Secretary of the Interior determines that an
oil and gas lease is to be issued for a particular
tract, it must be issued to the first-qualified appli-
cant. An applicant is not qualified because of his
failure to comply with 13 CFR 3112.2-1 (a) when he fails
to provide the name of the State in which the parcel of
land is located.

Ishaael Gnerra. 26 IBLA 116 (July 26, 1976)

Where it does not appear that the notice reguired by
sec. 7(b) of the Privacy Act of 197<l regarding the
disclosure of a social security number was given, an
oil and gas lease offer on a drawing card filed in a

simultaneous drawing procedure should not be consid-
ered defective solely because the applicant emitted
designating the social security number on the card
as provided thereon.

An oil and gas lease offer on a drawing card file
a simultaneous drawing procedure is properly reje
as defective where there are other parties in int
in addition to the applicant but the card does no
them or refer to an attachment, and an attachnect
nearly 6 menths prior to the filing, signed by th
plicant and four ethers stating their gualificati
and setting forth a percentage of interest for ea
"Partners in interest," fails adequately to set f

the nature of their agreement, and nc other state

d in
cted
erest
t list
dated
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sent
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thin the time required tyor information is filed
<43 CFR 3102.7.

Harrj. :h, 27 IBLA 123 (Sept. 3C 1976) 13 I.E. 507

Where a corporation files an application for a lease
for a certain parcel of land and is the successful of-
feror in the drawing of simultaneous oil and gas lease
offers and the vice president and secretary of the cor-
poration also filed applications for the same parcel of
land in the same drawing, as individuals, the offer of
the corporation must be rejected because the officers
of the corporation stand in a fiduciary relationship
to the corporation and thereby increase its chances to
be the successful applicant.

£ai!£a_Cor£i , 27 IBLA 220 (Oct. 7, 1976)

An oil and gas lease offer filed ty a corporation und«
the simultaneous filing procedures, 43 CFR Subpart
3112, which is defective for failure to provide evi-
dence of corporate qualifications may not be cured by
subsequent filing of supplemental evidence after the
drawing is held and must be rejected.

Churchill_Cor£.. 27 JLA 23U (Oct. 12, 1976)

A simultaneous oil and gas lease offer is properly re-
jected when the applicant has not fully executed the
drawing entry card by failing to identify on the card
the State in which the parcel of land is located.

Ja mes_ W.._ OJ. Con nor , 27 IBLA 2U7 (Oct. 18, 1976)

Failure to execute fully an oil and gas drawing card
(by omitting the zip code) properly results in the
rejection of the offer.

Even assuming that a ELM order has the force and effect
of a regulation, it cannot be applied retroactively
where there are intervening rights or the interests of
the Onited States would te adversely affected. Where
there is a no. 2 oil and gas drawing card, it consti-
tutes an intervening right.

fie ver lj_J+_ St e i n bee k , 27 IBLA 2U9 (Oct. 18, 1976)

The term "signed and fully executed" as used in U3 CFR
3112.2-l(a) does not interdict the use of a rubber
stamp to affix a signature to a drawing entry card,
provided that it is the applicant's intention that the
stamp be his signature.

Under 30 U.S.C. § 226 (1970), the Department has no
authority to issue an oil and gas lease tc anyone other
than the first-qualified applicant. If an agent signs
an offer for an applicant, the applicant cannot te con-
sidered gualified unless the statements required ty
«3 CFR 3102.6-1 have been filed. Where a rubber stamp
constitutes an applicant's signature, a State Office of
the Bureau of Land Management need not presume that an
applicant rather than an agent stamped the card, and
where no agent's statement has been submitted, the
State Office may take appropriate action to establish
that the applicant's signature was imprinted at bis
request and that he formulated the offer.

Rober t_Ci_Lea ry._et_a 1.. , 27 IBLA 296 (Oct. 26, 1976)

Arthur_S t_WatkinsA_Robert_Mi_EcJserman, 28 IBLA 79
(Nov. 12. 1976)

2IL_iNE_GAS_l EASES— Continued
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An unsiqned and undated drawing entry card filed in the
simultaneous oil and gas leasing procedures must te
rejected

.

l£anJS_Ce_Jona, 27 IELA 313 (Oct. 29, 1976)

Wilo_"i_Snider, 33 IBLA «2 (Nov. 25, 1977)

A simultaneous oil and gas drawing entry card lust te
fully executed ty the applicants and when they emit
their address or the State in which the parcel cf lane
to te leased is located, the lease offer is properly
rejected.

James A. lint,Hartley L . G ordon
"(Oct7~297 1976)

!arUej_Li_Gordon_and._Jajes_AJ
(Sept. 12, 1977)

27 IELA 315

32 IELA 139

Where a rutter stamp constitutes an offeror's sigtature
on a simultaneous oil and gas lease entry card, the
Eureau of Land Management need not presume that the of-
feror rather than an agent stamped the card, and where
no agent's statement has been submitted, EIK may take
appropriate action to establish the circumstances order
which the signature was stamped on the card.
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Evejvn Chambers. 27 IELA 317 (Nov. H . 1976) 83 I.C. 533

The term "signed and fully executed" as used in U3 CFB
3112.2-l(a) does not interdict the use of a rutter
stamp or other mechanical device to affix a signature
to a drawing entry card, provided that it is the appli-
cant's intention that the facsimile te bis signature.

Under 30 U.S.C. $ 226 (1970), the Eepartieot has cc
authority to issue a noncompetitive oil and gas lease
to anyone other than the first-qualified applicant. If
a drawing entry card lease offer is signed by an agent
or attorney-in-fact in behalf of the applicant, cr if
a facsimile signature of the applicant is affixed upon
the offer ty an agent or attorney-in-fact, the offer
cannct be censidered to have been submitted by a quali-
fied applicant unless it is accompanied ty the state-
ments required ty 03 CFR 31C2.6-1.

wniiam_J. Sharks, 27 IBLA 330 (Nov. «, 1976)
63 I.E. 536
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Failure to execute fully an oil and gas drawing entry
card (by omitting the zip code) properly results in the
rejection of the offer.

A drawing entry card oil and gas lease offer given
first priority in a drawing in the simultaneous filing
procedure creates no vested right to a lease in the of-
feror, but merely the right of having her offer consid-
ered first for the parcel described. If the drawing
entry card is defective, it must be rejected.

Amy R. Hanthprn. 27 IBLA 369 (Nov. 1976)

A simultaneous oil and gas drawing entry card must be

fully executed by the applicant. When the applicant
omits the zip code from his address on the card, the
lease offer is properly rejected.

An applicant whose simultaneous oil and gas entry car
is rejected because of a defect in his completion of
the entry card cannot thereafter cure the defect by
submitting a corrected entry card.

Ray mond_Fi_ Kaiser, 27 IBLA 373 (Nov. «, 1976)

An offeror is properly disqualified from receiving a

noncompetitive oil and gas lease on an offer which is
drawn first from a group of simultaneously filed offers
when he fails to pay the first year's advance rental
within 15 days of his receipt of notice that such ren-
tal is due, and the delay is attributable to his post-
ing of the rental check with insufficient postage.

Id3ar_Ci_Bennin3tonx_Jri , 28 IBLA 65 (Nov. 10, 1976)

A simultaneous oil and gas
rejected where the offeror
entry card, did not comple
provided for it on the car<

B°ber t_J^Burkh i 11 , 28 IBLA 76 (Nov. 12, 1976)

lease offer is properly
in preparing the drawii

e the date in the space
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The prohibition in U3 CFB 3112. 2-1 (a) (2) against the
filiDg by a simultaneous drawing oil and gas lease ap-
plicant of acre than cne entry card for the saie parcel
is only concerned with entry cards filed by the same
applicant which indicate the same parcel number as
shown on the posted notice. Such entry cards most be
rejected regardless whether the card is folly executed
or correct in all respects.

K a t h leen_Gr i f f i t h

,

IBLA 295 (Dec. 29, 1976)

When a rubber stamp is used to affix a signature to a

drawing entry card an no agent's statement has been
submitted, a State Cffice of the Eureau of Land Barage-
ment may take appropriate action tc establish whether
the applicant's signature was imprinted by hi« cr at
his request by an amanuensis and that he formulated
the offer.

(Jan7~10~ 1977)
-Jj_°lE£.EJ!£i1 • 2e IE1S !CC

Regardless of whether offeror is described as "unqual-
ified" or "disqualified," H3 CFR 3112.5-1 requires that
upon successful drawees' failure to pay first year's
rental, the lands shall be listed subsequently under
the simultaneous drawing procedure rather than leased
under the regular over-the-counter procedure in 13 CER
Subpart 3111.

Hobll t_Gj_Ljn n , 28 IELA 310 (Jan. 11, 1977)

;re, after a drawing of simultaneously filed cil
; lease offers, the authorized officer mails a tic

the successful drawee informing him cf his prioi
he requirenent that the advance rental must t<

within the allotted time, which letter is iecc
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he rental timely will disqualify his offer eve
h he asserts that the person who received and
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An oil and gas lease offer for lands in which the
United States owns a fractional mineral interest which
is not accompanied by a statement showing the extent of
the offeror's ownership of the operating rights to the
fractional mineral interest not owned by the Onited
States is defective and such defect cannot be cured by
the submission of further information.

I"£ *_£.=._ »£ 1 Is , 28 IBLA 113 (Nov. 15, 1976)

After a drawing of simultaneously filed oil and gas
lease offers the requirement that the first year's ren-
tal be received in the proper office within the allct-
ted time after notice to the applicant is mandatory,
and censideration of excuses for failure tc ccaply is
not permitted. Specifically, no relief will be afford-
ed where the delay is attributed to the Postal Service.

Ed31i £» l£££ in3 t0J! (On Reconsideration), 26 IBLA 355
~(Jan."3lT 197 77

Where it does not appear that the notice required by
sec. 7(b) of the Privacy Act of 197i» regarding the dis
closure of a social security number was given, an cil
and gas lease offer on a drawing card filed in a simul
taneous drawing procedure should not be considered
defective solely because the applicant omitted desig-
nating the social security number on the card as
provided thereon.

£icha r d_ Lov a t t , 28 IBLA 211 (Dec. 10, 1976)

Irawing entry card filed in the simultane-
jas leasing procedures must be rejected.

Dfl^i n_S^_Hui sen , 28 IBLA 359 (Feb. 1, 1977)

"Agent." The word "agent," as used in 13 CER 31C2.6-1
requiring statements of authority and disclosure cf in-
terests in oil and gas lease offers by agents, does not
include a son who has no discretionary authority and
merely acts as his mother's amanuensis in affixing her
signature on a simultaneous oil and gas lease offer en-
try card. Therefore, no further statement is required
by the Eureau of Land Management to establish whether
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or not the son was an agent within the meaning of
U3 CFR 3102.6-1.

Sebecca_J.._ Waters, 28 IBLA 381 (Fet

A successful simultaneously filed oil and gas lease
entry card is not to be rejected because the card is
signed prior to the date of the beginning of the simul-
taneous filing period unless it is dated more than 10
days prior to the date it is filed.

Kail!£2i!_Ji_l£jSlesx_Harlejf_Li_ i

l!il2iamson, 28 IELA 390
(Feb. <*,~1977T

Where an applicant fails to date a simultaneous oil an<!

gas drawing entry card, he has not complied with U3 CFI
3112.2-l(a) which requires that the card be "fully exe-
cuted," and his lease offer is properly rejected.

Thomas_V._ Gullo 6 Joseph I. Randazzo, 29 IBLA 126
(Fib? 2 3, ~1 9777

A simultaneous oil and gas lease offer is properly re~

jected when the offeror fails to execute fully the
drawing entry card by not indentifying on the card the
full designation of the parcel by both number and let-
ter prefix.

Ii_Fenton_Car.ey,, 29 IBLA 196 {Bar. 21, 1977)

5—Continued
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reguires that the card be "fully executed" and such of-
fer is properly rejected whether the defect is discov-
ered before or after the drawing.

lUl C, Barris. 29 IBLA 259 (Bar. 25, 1977)

Se£3l<3.j, J .Christensen 1 _Edward. i 9, .Green. 30 IEIA 3C3
(June 6, 1977)

Neither the filing of an over-the-counter oil and gas
lease offer, nor the holding of a drawing of siiulta-
neously filed offers to determine the first-qualified
offeror, creates any right to a lease or any property
rights in the offeror that diminish the Secretary's
discretion whether or not to issue a noncompetitive
oil and gas lease on a given tract.

2§8&§J»*-£M££S-Sl-S±x. 1 SEC. 1 (Apr. 1« 1977)
tu I.e.

Except for establishing priority of filing, the drawing
of an offer for a noncompetitive oil and gas lease cre-
ates no vested rights in the offeror. If subsequent to
the filing of a noncompetitive oil and gas lease offer
and prior to issuance of a lease the land described
therein is determined to be in a known geological
structure of a producing oil or gas field, the ictcci-
petitive lease offer must be rejected.

£ui_l!i_IiaB£CD, 30 IBLA 123 (Bay 12, 1977)

An offer for an oil and gas lease filed on a simulta-
neous drawing entry card must be rejected when the
offeror has failed to indicate the date he signed the
card.

Ia.lI_2i!°IESon, 29 I BL » 218 (Bar. 22, 1977)

Simultaneous oil and gas drawing entry cards must be
fully executed by the applicant and when the apclicar
omits a State prefix in the parcel number, the lease
offer is properly rejected.

jQhn„P., Levvcky. 30 IBLA 127 (Bay 12, 1977)

The fact that the addresses of the lease offeree and a

filing service are identical merely indicates the use
of a filing service and does not in itself give the
offeror or agent a greater probability of successfully
obtaining a lease or interest therein in violation of
l»3 CFR 3112.5-2.

The burden is on the protestant to prove by competent
evidence an accusation that a filing service is filing
offers on behalf of more than one offeror and that
there is an enforceable agreement the filing service
will participate in the proceeds of the lease. A mere
offer to buy leases from a successful drawee does not
violate the regulation prohibiting anyone from having
a greater probability of success in a drawing or con-
stitute an agreement giving an agent or broker an in-
terest in the proceeds of a lease.

flarri_Li_ Mat thews, 29 IBLA 2U0 (Bar. 25, 1977)

Simultaneous oil and gas drawing entry cards must be
fully executed by the applicant and when the applicant
omits a State prefix in the parcel number, the lease
offer is properly rejected.

Where an applicant fails to i

the parcel number on an oil a

he/she has not complied with

iclude the State prefix of
id gas drawing entry card,
13 CFR 3112.2-1 (a) which

Where an agent of an offeror for a simultaneous oil and
gas lease signs the entry card by affixing a rubber-
stamped facsimile of the offeror's signature, the re-
guirements of <t3 CFF 3102.6-1 apply and separate state-
ments of interest by both offeror and the agent nust be
filed, or the offer will be rejected.

"Agent." The word "agent," as used in <»3 CFR 3102.6-1,
requiring statements of authority and disclosure of
interests in oil and gas leases by agents, includes all
persons or companies having discretionary authority to
act en the offeror's behalf concerning the offer or
lease.

C, !.., Pack, 30 IEIA 166 (Bay 19, 1977) iH I.E. 19;
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I*_|x_Pa£i» 30 IBLA 230 (Bay 26, 1977)
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In the absence of any irregularity connected with an

offer, an oil and gas lease nay te issued to an appli-
cant who has stated that he personally stamped the
drawing entry card with his facsimile signature.

_______________» 30 IBLA 237 (May 27, 1977)

_______________ , 33 IBLA 269 (Jan. 5, 1978)

__________________

—

Continued
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Erawings—Continued

A first-drawn sinultanecus drawing entry card which is
filed by a partnership hut which is not accctparied by
statements required by the pertinent regulation cr
which does net refer to the file serial nuiber cf the
record where the statements have previously been filed
is defective and must be rejected.

______________£__» 31 IBLA 181 (July 5, 1977)

A simultaneous oil and gas lease offer is not fully
executed and is properly rejected when the offeror
fails to provide the full designation of the parcel
by both number and letter prefix.

Ernest_Ti_Sguire§x_leresita_C._Sguires, 30 IELA 288
(June 1, 1977)

Where an oil and gas lease offer is signed by an agent
on behalf of the offeror, the regulations with respect
to qualifications of lessees require evidence of the
authority of the agent and separate statements by the
offeror and the agent regarding the nature and extent
of any interest the agent has in the lease. The same
requirement applies where the offeror's facsimile sig-
nature is affixed on the offer by an agent. An offer
must be rejected where this information is not filed.

The Bureau of Land Management (BLN) has a responsibil-
ity to issue noncompetitive oil and gas leases only to
the first-qualified offeror. A rubber-stamped or other
form of facsimile signature, unlike a handwritten sig-
nature, does not give rise to a presumption that it
was personally executed by the offeror. The BLH may
inquire of the circumstances under which the signature
was stamped on the offer to determine whether compli-
ance with U3 CPB 3102.6-1 was required.

Charlotte L. Thornton. William H. Heaver. Jr.,

____________ i t b , 31 IBLA 3 (June 15, 1977)

Where an oil and gas lease offer filed on a drawing
entry card in a simultaneous filing procedure contains
the name of an additional party and the statements of
interest, copy or explanation of the agreement between
the parties, and evidence of the qualifications of the
additional party are not filed within the time re-
quired by «3 CFB 3102.7, the offer must be rejected.

______l_____________£________-_ai___. 31 IBLA 58
(June 23, 1977)

Reproduction of the franked postal drawing entry card
is not authorized and offers filed on copies of such
form must be rejected. An offer will not be rejected
for this reason when an examination of several cards
submitted by the same offerors fails to establish that
the cards were reproductions.

Where an agent of an offeror for a simultaneous oil and
gas lease signs the entry card by affixing a rubber-
stamped or other facsimile of the offeror's signature,
the requirements of M3 CFB 3102.6-1 apply, and separate
statements of interest by both offeror and the agent
must be filed, or the offer will be rejected.

Bay_.Bi_2h.ames, 31 IBLA 167 (July 5, 1977)

A simultaneous drawing entry card which is filed with
cne name in the proper box for the name cf the first
offeror and a second name (that cf offeror's husband)
appears in the area below the space provided fcr the
name of the second offeror as part of the first effer-
or's address and which is signed on the reverse by enly
the offeror is not prima facie defective and is net to
be rejected as not "signed and fully executed," where
the second name is not in proper order, is not support-
ed by a social security number and the offerer and ber
husband state that he had no interest in the offer and
that his name appeared on the address stamp which of-
feror used to place her address en the drawing entry
card.

________________ . 31 IE" 195 (July 6, 1977)

03 CFR Subpart 3112 renders invalid an over- the-ccunter
oil and gas lease offer filed for lands in canceled or
relinquished leases or leases which have terminated by
operation of law, for such lands are subject tc simul-
taneous offers only.

Robert §. Bjckel. 31 IELA 2C1 (July 6, 1977)

A simultaneous oil and gas offerer is properly disqual-
ified under 13 CER 3112. U-l from receiving lease when
she fails to pay the first year's rental within If days
of receipt of the notice that such payment is due.

Where the check submitted in payment of the first
year's rental for an oil and gas lease offer is dishon-
ored by the drawee bank due to error on the part cf the
drawer, the effer is properly rejected in acccrdarce
with «3 CFR 3112. u-l.

S2I«»Ji.llS«S. 31 IE" 239 (July 12, 1977)

The fact that the addresses of the lease offeror and a

filing service are identical merely indicates the use
of a filing service and does not in itself give the
offeror or agent a greater probability cf successfully
obtaining a lease or interest therein in violation of
«3 CFR 3112.5-2.

___l___ac_» 31 IBLA 283 (July 22, 1977)
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ultaneously filed oil and gas lease entry card
t to be rejected for the reason that the applicant
d the card and the parcel number was entered there-
bsequently by the applicant's employee, since the
cant, in signing the card, certifies as tc all the
rements stated as of the date entered thereon, and
s to be bound to a lease if the effer is success-

_____________________________
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10, 1977)
31 IBLA 3E1
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Hhere a drawing entry card sets out the names of two
applicants but one applicant fails to sign the card,
the card is not in compliance with «3 CFB 3112.2-1 (a)

which reguires that the card te "fully executed," and
the lease offer is properly rejected.

_______°________°_» 32 IE1A 19U (Sept. 15, 1977)

A simultaneous oil and gas lease offer is properly re-
jected if it is unsigned or undated.

A signature on a drawing entry card cannot be imputed
from a signature on another document.

Hhen a first-drawn oil and gas lease offer is disguali-
fied because it is unsigned or undated, the Departaent's
eguitable adjudication authority may not be invoked to
divest the first-gualif ied drawee of his preference
right to a lease.

One whose first-drawn oil and gas lease offer is dis-
gualified because it is unsigned or undated cannot es-
tablish a right to a lease by showing that his failure
to sign or date the card resulted from inadvertence,
lack of knowledge, illness or other physical incapacity.

________________________________ Jo_n_FA_a___I______
£_____» 32 IBLA 272 (Sept. 27, 1977)
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A simultaneous oil and gas lease offer is properly
rejected where the applicant fails to provide the exact
date the offer was signed by omitting the year.

Ii___-_____» 33 IELA 150 (Dec. 19, 1977)

An unsigned and undated drawing entry card filed in tl

simultaneous oil and gas leasing procedures must he
rejected, despite assertions of excusable neglect or
inadvertence.

______________________________Cre_, 33 IELA 225
(Dec. 28, 1977)

Hhere a corporation files an application fo
for a certain parcel of land and is the sue
offeror in the drawing and the president an
vice president of the corporation also file
tions for the same parcel of land in the sa
as individuals, the offer of the corporatio
rejected because the officers of the corpcr
in a fiduciary relationship to the corporat
thereby increase its chances to te the succ
applicant.

Grayhill Teriinals Co.. 33 IBLA 2U3 (Jan. 5
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Hhere a check has been submitted with a drawing entry
card in payment of the $10 filing fee for a simultaneous
oil and gas lease offer, and the check is dishonored by
the bank, the offeror loses his priority unless the re-
fusal to honor the check was the result of a bank error,
corroborated by the bank.

John_.EAa.on__e an , 32 IBLA 336 (Oct. 18, 1977)

________________» 33 IBLS ! <N° V - l". 1977)

If a noncompetitive oil and gas lease is issued for a

particular parcel of land, it must be issued to the
first-gualif ied applicant. Under the simultaneous
drawing procedures, a defective entry card must te
rejected.

Failure to complete properly any information required
on a simultaneous oil and gas lease drawing entry card
renders the card defective and requires rejection of
the offer based upon the mandatory requirements in
i»3 CFR 3112.2-1 (a) that the card be "signed and fully
executed." This requirement is strictly applied, and
the omission of the day of the month from the date on
the card renders the card defective.

__________________ . 32 IB i ft 3 <»5 (Cct. 21, 1977)

Hhere an applicant incorrectly uses the wrong
abbreviation for the State prefix of the parcel number
on an oil and gas drawing entry card, she has not com-
plied with 43 CFB 3112. 2-1 (a) which requires that the
card be "fully executed" and her offer is properly
rejected.

_______ P__Lane, 33 IBLA 68 (Dec. 5, 1977)

An oil and gas lease offer is properly rejected where
the offeror's check to cover the filing fee is
dishonored hy the tank because of insufficient funds
in the account on which the check is drawn.

_________________ 33 IBLA 288 (Jan. 1976)

A simultaneously filed oil and gas lease offer is
properly rejected where the offer is neither
accompanied hy a statement of corporate qualifications
nor makes reference to a serial number of a reccrd in
which such statement had previously been filed, as re-
quired by U3 CFB 3102. «-l.

A first-drawn simultaneous drawing entry card which is
defective because of noncompliance with a mandatory
regulation must be rejected and may not te cured hy
submission of further information.

A simultaneous oil and gas lease offer is properly
rejected when the date is omitted from the drawing
card.

A simultaneous oil
rejected where th

drawing card which is nc
porate officer whose authority to

and gas lease offer is propel
__ drawing card is not signed,

a corporation submits
signed hy a

Anchors and goles. Inc
f . 33 IB1A 339 (Jan. 16, 1978)

Hhere an oil and gas lease offer on a drawing entry
card is signed by the offeror and lists the names of
10 other parties in interest, and is accompanied by a

separate statement signed by each of the 11 parties
in interest declaring (1) their respective addresses,
(2) that they are American citizens, (3) that tbey had
an oral agreement to participate in the lease, («) that
they would own equally, and (5) that they do not have
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direct or indirect interests in leases which exceed
2U6.000 in any one State, the requirements of 143 CFR
3102.7 have been satisfied and the lease may issue,
all else being regular.

W°EE is____Co.hen_e_____ , 33 IBLA 365 (Jan. 23, 1978)

An oil and gas drawing entry card may not be rejected
merely because it is signed by the applicant before
the parcel number is entered on it by another.

h da__!___ b i 1 ski , 3« IBLA U (Feb. 8, 1978)

An offeror whose drawing entry card is drawn with first
priority for a parcel of land properly available at th<
time of posting is entitled to receive an oil and gas
lease, all else being regular.

Jack_L._HcClellan.t_narton_Kajor.os, 31 IB1A 53 (Feb. 16,
1978)

An oil and gas lease drawing entry card is properly
rejected where it contains incorrect information, in
that the parcel number of the land applied for is mis-
stated, notwithstanding the fact that the misstatenent
was the result of an inadvertent typographical error.

laerada_H_s__Cor__, 3M IBLA 6<4 (Feb. 17, 1978)

A simultaneous oil and gas lease drawing entry card
containing an incorrect parcel number is properly
rejected and the filing fee is properly retained by
the Bureau of Land Management.

Senr__A___l_er, 3« IBLA 136 (Mai 1978)

where the Director, ELB, in a general instruction to
all Bureau offices, has specified which kinds of dis
crepancies will result in the exclusion of drawing
entry cards from a drawing of simultaneously filed
oil and gas lease offers, and directs that all other
cards are to be included in the drawings, the action
of one field office to exclude certain other types
cards will be reversed as being in contravention of
such directive.

of

The exclusion from the drawing of oil and gas drawing
entry cards for trivial and inconsequential alterations
which do not affect the appearance or feel of the cards
in any significant way and which obviously were not in-
tended to adversely affect the integrity of the drawing
is arbitrary and capricious.

CIL AND GAS, LIASES— Continued
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An offeror's use cf a leasing service's address on a

simultaneous noncompetitive oil and gas lease cffer
drawing entry card does not disqualify the offer.

An offeror who submits a drawing entry card signed on
his behalf by his agent leasing service teets the
requirements of H3 CFR 3102.6-1 if satisfactory agency
statements by him and his aqent are submitted along
with his offer card.

Bhere an offeror and his agent filing service subiit
statements along with a drawing entry card, which
statements indicate unequivocally that there is nc
agreement between them creating an interest in the
agent, thus apparently obviating the need to submit
details of the of f eror/agent agreement per 13 CFB
3102.6-1, ELM, in its discretion, may either decline
to inguire further into the details of the agreeiert
or may reguest and examine a copy of the agreement to
determine whether such an "interest" in the agert ex-
isted at the time the offer was filed.

where there is no evidence in the administrative record
that the offeror with first priority in a drawing of
simultaneous noncompetitive oil and gas lease offers is

not the sole Farty in interest, as stated by both the
offeror and his agent, the burden is on a protestant
attacking the validity of the offer tc prove an accusa-
tion that the of feror/agent agreement gives the agent
an enforceable interest in the lease to be issued.

"Interest." where there is an agreement giving an
offeror the option of selling part of an oil and gas
lease to his agent leasing service, exercisable sclely
at the offeror's discretion, the agent has a mere hope
or expectancy and not an "interest" in the offer, as
defined in U3 CFH 31CC.C-5(b).

Virginia I. Jones. 3D IE1A 188 (Par. 21, 1978)

Strict compliance with «3 CFR 3112.2-1, which provides
that simultaneous oil and gas drawing entry cards be
signed and fully executed by an applicant or his agent,
is required. where no date of signing appears en an
entry card, the offer is properly rejected.

J_£__li_ »acdo wel 1 , 3« IELA 202 (Bar. 22, 1978)

J_i>__5__£ea_€ , 37 IEIA 36« (Nov. 2, 1978)

3ar_aret_A___u__i_ro et_al_, 3U IELA 171 (Ba

1978)

.£__Iah__I. 3« IBLA 377 (Bay 1, 197{

1",

t alleged on appeal that a first-drawn
and gas entry card has teen rejected
lease to be awarded to the offeree
prior drawing, which prior drawicg
of an omitted entry card, but the
second drawing is incomplete and an

as net been given opportunity to par-
se may be remanded fcr augmentation
d initial consideration by Bureau of

H.__J__ia_Sie_. 30 IELA 213 (Bar. 27, 1978)

where it is firs
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first drawn in a

was void because
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ticipate the ca
of the record an
land Management.

Where it is shown that a bank erroneously dishonored a

check drawn thereon, and an official of the tank admit:
that the payment was refused by mistake, the error of
the bank will not vitiate the otherwise proper pay«ent
of the filing fee.

cJ>_rl_s____Ricci iO__Beconsi
(Bar. 2l7 1978F

;rati 31 IBLA 186

Where an officer of a business enterprise files oil and
gas lease drawing entry cards for a parcel en behalf of
both his company and himself, the business gains a

greater probability of success than other entrants,
owing to the officer's fiduciary duty tc hold the lease
for the company's exclusive use and benefit, thereby
warranting rejection of the lease offers of both the
company and the officer per M 3 CFR 3112.5-2.

William R. Eoehm. 3fl IBLA 216 (Bar. 27, 197e)
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A lease erroneously issued in violation of regulations
which prohibit leasing fractional interests to one who
would own only a minority of operating rights in the
leased property must be canceled if a lease is awarded
to another applicant in a drawing held among the first
and other offers simultaneously filed following repeal
of the regulations.

"iIl£ed_Plomis, 3U IBLA 222 (Mar. 27, 1978)

2IL_J!!C_gas_ljases— continued

APPLICATIONS—Continued

Drawings—Continued

An over-the-counter oil and gas lease offer filed for
land formerly embraced in an oil and gas lease which
has expired by operation of law, which land has net
been placed en the list of lands available for the
filing of simultaneous oil and gas lease offers under
«3 CFB Subpart 3112, must be rejected.

David a. .Provjnse. 35 IBLA 217 (Hay 26, 1978)

The Department of the Interior may only issue an oil
and gas lease to the first-qualified applicant, and a

drawing entry card offer is properly rejected where it
lists a second party in interest who fails to file
timely the statement required by «3 CFB 3102.7.

Roy. W. Waer__Bobert_A_ Griggs, 3U IBLA 237 (Bar. 28,

1978f

An entry card in a simultaneous oil and gas lease draw-
ing need not be rejected where the card sets out in the
parcel designation the complete name of the State in
which the parcel is located instead of the abbreviation
of the State name used as the State code prefix. All
else being regular, such an entry card is fully
executed.

£Aa._ton_Ch_s_ ma n , 3« IBLA 263 (flar. 31, 1978)

D°!ialas_Steele, 3U IBLA 3«4 (Apr. 26, 1978)

___C____vi_, 35 IBLA 92 (Bay 12, 1978)

Where an attorney-in-fact or an agent does net sign the
drawing card which is signed by the offeror, the show-
ings as to the agent embodied in «3 CFK 3102.6-1 need
not be submitted.

IIia__C.._Bac_l . 3U IBLA 322 (Apr. 2U, 1978)

when, in a drawing of simultaneously filed oil and gas
lease offers, the first-drawn offeror is notified to
submit the advance rental, that rental must be received
by the proper office within the prescribed 15 days.
Automatic disqualification may not be avoided ty alle-
gations that delivery was delayed by the postal ser-
vice, as the rule is that the postal authorities are
the agents of the sender in such cases.

Where BLB records show that the first-drawn applicant
for an oil and gas lease paid his rental 1 day late,
and is therefore disqualified, there is a legal pre-
sumption of regularity which supports the official acts
of public officers and the proper discharge of their
official duties.

Where a first-drawn oil and gas applicant offers evi-
dence to show that his first year's advance rental was
mailed sufficiently in advance so that, even if delayed,
it wculd have arrived within the prescribed time, a le-
gal presumption is raised that the payment was timely
delivered.

Where, in a drawing of simultaneously filed oil and gas
lease offers, the first-drawn applicant fails to submit
his advance rental within 15 days after notice, as pre-
scribed by 03 CFB 3112. U-l, disqualif icaticn is auto-
matic, and no excuse may be considered, no discretion
exercised, no grace period invoked, and the right cf
the next drawee to receive first consideration attaches
SS isstante.

Egnald. J,. Jordan. 35 IBLA 290 (June 2, 1978)

A simultaneous oil and gas drawing entry card must be
fully executed by the applicant, and when the State
prefix to the parcel number is omitted, the lease off*
is properly rejected.

Sichar d__________ Jr.. , 3D IBLA 359 (Bay 1, 1978)

The mere use of a filing service's address en a simul-
taneous oil and gas lease drawing entry card dees net
constitute a viclaticn of the applicable statutes or
of any Departmental regulations, is not otherwise im-
permissible and is not a ground for rejecting the card.

BaiiSJLjacil, 35 IBLA 366 (June 23, 197£)

Offeror's failure to enter postal zip code of his
address on entry card for simultaneous oil and gas
lease drawing properly results in BLB's rejecting his
offer. Such omission contradicts reguirement in «3 CFB
3112.2-l(a) that entry card be "fully executed."

^llia m_K________ . 35 IBLA 51 (Bay 9, 1978)

Where the Director cf the Bureau of land Banaqement
issues a general instruction to all ELB offices spe-
cifying which kinds of discrepancies will result in
the exclusicn of drawing entry cards from a drawirq
of simultaneously filed oil and gas lease offers and
directinq that all other cards are to be included in
the drawings, the action of one field office to exclude
certain other types of cards will be reversed as being
in contravention of such directive.

Where an attorney-in-fact or an agent does not sign the
drawing card, the showings as to the agent embodied in
«3 CFB 3102.6-1 need not be submitted.

IIias_Ci_Bac.il, 35 IBLA 198 (Bay 2« , 1978)

The exclusion of drawing entry cards from a simultane-
ous oil and gas lease drawinq for trivial and inconse-
quential alterations which do not affect the appearance
or feel of the cards in any siqnificant way and which
obviously were not intended to adversely affect the
integrity of the drawinq is arbitrary and capricious.

It is arbitrary and capricious for a BLB State Office
to reject a drawinq entry card, drawn with first prior-
ity, because of trivial corrections on the card by
means of an opaque "white-out" liquid which does not
affect the appearance or feel of the card in any sig-
nificant way and which corrections obviously were not
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intended to adversely affect the integrity of the
drawing.

Ra_mo_d____Be____et_al.. (June 27, 197£

Where a drawing entry card is signed by an attorney-
in-fact or agent on tehalf of the applicant, the offer
cannot be considered to have been submitted by a quali-
fied applicant unless accompanied by a statement evi-
dencing that the attorney-in-fact's authority is still
in effect, as required by 13 CFR 3102.6-1.

____2__B_s__ves.Grou^.Inc. , 36 IELA 57 (June 30, 1978)

An offeror's use of a leasing service's address on a

simultaneous noncompetitive oil and gas lease offer
drawing entry card does not disqualify the cffer.

Where there is no evidence in the administrative rec-
ord that the offeror with first priority in a drawing
of simultaneous noncompetitive oil and gas lease offers
is not the sole party in interest, the burden is en a

protestant attacking the validity of the offer to prove
an accusation that there is an agreement giving the
filing service an enforceable interest in the lease to
be issued.

______j.jr a zier , 36 IBLA 141 (July 25, 1978)

911.. JM.C.S.Ag,. I.J ASEE— Continued

AEFLICATIONS--Continued

.Drawings— Continued

A simultaneous oil and gas drawing entry card must be
fully executed by the applicants and when they ciit
their address, the lease cffer is properly rejected
notwithstanding assertions of excusable neglect ci
inadvertence.

Euttcn_Ai_RiJ(ken_et_al4 , 36 IELA 277 (Ai 21. 1S76)

Unsigned and undated drawing entry cards filed ic the
simultaneous oil and gas leasing drawings must te re-
jected. The calling out of the No. 1 drawee's rate
does not constitute acceptance of the offer. Accept-
ance of the cffer cannot accrue until the lease itsell
has teen executed ty the appropriate official of the
Government.

§____-______» 36 IE1A 302 (Aug. 21, 1976)

Darrell, J...EekjLn. DC IELA 156 (Kar. 30, 1979)

When the president of a corporation is the
efferor in a drawing of simultaneous oil an
offers and the vice president and the ccrpo
file applications for the same parcel of la
same drawing, the president's offer must te
because the officers of the corporation sta
duciary relationship to the corporation, th
creasing its chances to be the successful a

under M3 CFB 3112.5-2.
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An offeror's use of a leasing service's address en a

simultaneous noncompetitive oil and gas lease offer
drawing entry card does not disqualify the offer.

____£_ E . _Wa t k in s , 36 IBLA 168 (July 31, 1978)

Unsigned and undated drawing entry cards filed in the
simultaneous oil and gas leasing drawings must be re-
jected. An oil and gas lease offer is not accepted ty
the United States until a lease is executed and signed
by the appropriate officer.

______ f_ Ker r , 36 IBLA 199 (Aug. 3, 1978)

It is proper to reject a drawing entry card lease of-
fer, given first priority at a drawing, where the name
of the offeror is affixed to the card by Beans of an
address label, instead of being inserted in the appro-
priate spaces of the card in this order: last name,
first name, middle initial.

________________ 36 IBLA 235 (Aug. 8, 1978)

A simultaneously filed offer to lease for oil and
gas is properly rejected where the offeror fails to
complete the drawing entry card by filling in the name
of the State in which he resides.

__________» 36 IBLA 273 (Aug. 21, 1978)

A simultaneous oil and gas drawing entry card must be
fully executed by an applicant, and where the applicant
omits from her address, the State and zip code, the
lease offer is properly rejected.

_i_a_P.i_.Vick , 36 IBLA 275 (Aug. 21, 1978)

______________ h m , 36 IBLA 3U6 (All

The mere use ty an offerer of a filing service's ad-
dress on a drawing entry card does not violate any
applicable statute or regulation and, therefore, is
not a ground for rejecting the card.

A handwritten signature is presumed to te written ty
the person named. Where an attorney-in-fact or an
agent does not sign a drawing entry card, the previ-
sions of U3 CER 31C2.6-1 are not invoked.

The burden is en the protestant to prove by competent
evidence justification for the disgualif icaticn of the
successful drawee in an oil and gas lease cffer simul-
taneous filing. Here allegations are insufficient.

___!_____ i l_e_ , 36 IEIA 3<49 (Aug. 26, 1976)

When a person files two oil and gas lease offers for a

single parcel in the simultaneous oil and gas leasing
procedure, one as a joint applicant with the spcuse and
another as the sole applicant, the applicable regula-
tion, i»3 CFB 3112.2-1 (a) (2) , requires rejection of tcth
offers regardless of whether there was any intent to
file more than one offer or to profit from any multiple
filing.

Rupert Hickman, et ux.. 36 IBLA 353 (I 28, 1976)

A simultaneously filed oil and gas lease offer is prop-
erly rejected where the offer is neither accompanied by
a statement cf qualifications nor makes reference te a

serial number of a record in which such statement has
previously teen filed, as required ty M3 CER 31C2.U-1.

WZL Investment.Cor.,. 36 IELA 355 (Aug. 31, 1976)
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The fact that the addresses of the lease offeror and a

filing service are identical merely indicates the use
of a filing service and does not thereby disgualify the
offer.

£exter_Bi_S£alding, 37 IBIA <l (Sept. 6, 1978)

The burden is on a protestant to show, as justif icaticr
for the disgualif ication of the successful drawee in a

simultaneous filing drawing procedure, that the offer
is in fact defective. A suggestion of the possibility
of violation of a regulation is not sufficient; a pro-
testant must present competent proof of such violation.
Absent an adeguate showing of disqualification, a pro-
test alleging disgualif ication is properly rejected.

LAIiiaS-S wee t , 37 IELA 25 (Sept. 1U, 1978)

Established and longstanding Departmental policy relat-
ing to the administration of the simultaneous oil and
gas leasing system is binding on all employees of the
Bureau of Land Management, until such tine as it is
properly changed.

The simultaneous drawing system presupposes that each
properly filed offer te afforded the same opportunity
for priority consideration. This requires that when
drawing entry cards are improperly omitted from a draw-
ing, the first drawing be considered as void, and pri-
orities established at a second drawing, in which all
entry cards are included, shall control consideration
for the oil and gas lease.

eilion-fii-Zeinberg^.Benson.J^
(Sept. 18, 1978)
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Where a drawing entry card form of offer to lease
parcel of land for oil and gas is prepared ty a p

or corporation having discretionary authority
behalf of the named offeror, and the cffer is sig
such agent or attorney-in-fact on behalf of the c

the requirements of 13 CFR 31C2.6-1 apply, so tha
rate statements of interest by bcth the offeror a

agent must he filed, regardless of whether he sig
his principal's name or his own name as his princ
agent or attorney-in-fact, and regardless of whet
the signature was applied manually or mechanicall

I. E A_Pack JOn Eeconsidera ticn]., 38 IELA 23 (Nov.
1978)

"
65 I.I

Gertrude_Hi_E^Amico, 39 IELA 68 (Jan. 17, 1975)

B. B. Delascc. Inc., et al... 39 IEIA 1914 (Teb. 2,

J. A, Masek. UC IELA 123 (Mar. 27, 1979)

Elanche V. white. <4C IBLA 152 (Bar. 30, 1979)

£ernard_Pease, «3 IBLA 292 (Oct. 17, 1979)

A drawing entry card which is not dated in the space
provided on the card is not "fully executed," as re-
quired by U3 CFB 3112.2-1, and must te rejected, tct-
withstanding an allegation that the date of signing
might have teen deduced from a check acccipanyirg the
offer or froi the postmark of the envelope in which
the offer was submitted.

Theodore B. Kuhn. 38 IBLA 135 (Nov. 29, 1978)

Eonald Miller. 10 IELA 193 (Apr. 5, 1979)

£ SliJ_l!iiie r , «3 IELA U (Sept. 11, 1979)

A first-drawn simultaneous oil and gas lease offer
filed by a partnership which is signed by one agent
where the partnership agreement authorizes two or more
agents, jointly, to file simultaneous oil and gas lease
offers, is not signed by an "authorized" agent, as re-
quired by U 3 CFB 3112.2-l(a), and must be rejected. A

grant of authority to "A and B," without more, will be
deemed to create a joint agency.

SID_ Partnership, 37 IBLA 165 (Oct. 10, 1978)

ltaneously filed oil and gas lease offer listinc
me of an individual and a corporation as appli-
on the front of the card and also en reverse

ure side, is properly rejected where no state-
f qualifications or corporate reference number
anies the card as reguired by «3 CFB 3102. «-l.
efect cannot be cured after the drawing by the
dual's subseguently filing a statement that the
ation has no interest in the offer, and was
designated for address purposes only.
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2eorge_E.._Mattison, 37 IBLA 193 (Oct. 11, 1978

When a married woman signs her name, "Mrs. Hal
McCarthy," as offeror on a drawing entry card oil and
gas lease offer, and prints her full name "Geraldine M.

McCarthy" on the face of the card, the card may net te
rejected because she violated no regulation by signing
the offer in that manner, and she followed the instruc-
tions on the face of the card by giving her first name
and initial.

Gera Id ine_M.._ McCarthy , 37 IBLA 323 (Oct. 25, 1978)
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"Interest." Where a partner in a firm, cr busine:
associate, or an officer of a corporation which i:

engaged in the oil and gas business, files an cil
gas lease offer individually in his
nership/ corporation/association may
any benefits accruing to the individ
owing to the partnership agreement,
or personal contract, due to the par
associate's fiduciary duty to hold a

tained individually for the exclusiv
of the firm. This claim is an "inte
3100.0-5(t), and failure to disclose xi «

of the filing of the offer, as required t

3102.7, subjects the offer to rejection.

Where an oil and gas lease offeror has indicated that
he is the sole party in interest in the offer, tut a

protestant shows that he is a member of a firm which
bears his naie and the name of another, that the firm
is engaged in the oil business, and that the address
of record on the lease offer is the address of the
business firm, the case will te remanded for an irves-
tigation to ascertain if there has been a violation of
13 CFB 3102.7 and/or «3 CFB 3112.5-2.

Johnnie, B. Gryder. 3e IBLA 1U6 (Dec. 5, 1978)

Even though a power of attorney has been filed with the
State Office of the Eureau of Land Panagement and ref-
erence to this was included on a simultaneously filed
oil and gas lease drawing entry card, the regulations
reguire that the attorney-in-fact or agent file twe
additional statements along with the card: first, a

statement that his authority is still in effect as
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required by U3 CFR 3102.6-1(8) (1) , and second, a state-
Bent by the attorney-in-fact or agent about his agree-
ment with the offeror and any interest in the lease
pursuant to 13 CFR 3102. 6-1 (a) (2) .

A noncoapetitive oil and gas lease nay only be issued
to the first-qualified applicant. A first-drawn draw-
ing entry card oil and gas lease offer signed by an
agent but which is not accoapanied by the stateaents
required by regulation Bust be rejected because the
offeror is not the first-qualified applicant.

£ot ton_Pet roleu «.Cor£. , 38 IBLA 271 (Dec. 13, 1978)

Where eight individuals enter into a single agreement
with a leasing service whereby the service supplies
parcel numbers, and the eight individuals file offers
on two of these parcels and pay all their filing fees
by a single check, there is a strong implication that
each of the individuals has an interest in all of the
offers filed on these parcels. Where one of these in-
dividuals, whose offer has resulted in the issuance of
a lease, fails to respond to an order by this Board di-
recting hia to subBit details of the agreeaent between
hiBself and the other individuals by which to deterBine
whether the requireaents of «3 CFB 3102.6-1 and 3112.5-2
have been violated, it will be presuaed that the indi-
cated violations have occurred, and the cancellation of
the lease will be affirmed on that basis.

S° be r t_ A^._C heno we t h , 38 TELA 285 (Dec. 13, 1978)

A protest against the issuance of an oil and gas leas
is properly disaissed where it is based on vague all<
gations of iBpropriety in a relationship between a

leasing service and its client and is unsupported by
facts showing that the successful drawee should have
been disqualified, as the protestant has failed to
Beet his burden of showing with competent evidence
that there has been a violation of applicable regula-
tions which would disqualify the offer.

Geosearchx_ I nc;. , 39 IELA «9 (Jan. 16, 1979)

Geosear ch^Inc.. , 10 IBLA 267 (Apr. 18, 1979)

Onder «3 CFR 3112.1-2, if an offeror wishes to partici
pate in a simultaneous drawing procedure, the drawing
entry card must be received in the local Bureau cf Lai
Management office within the tiae allotted therefor.

Ber t r a m_Fi_R udol£h_t_Jrx , 39 IBLA 78 (Jan. 2«, 1979)

drawings, the action
certain other types of can
in contravention of such dired

Oil and gas drawing entry cards may not be excluded
from a drawing for trivial and inconsequential alter-
ations which do not affect the appearance or feel of
the cards in any significant way and which were net
intended to adversely affect the integrity of the
drawing.

He.len_Ei_Ser.e nc ha , 39 IBLA 318 (Feb. 23, 1979)
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Onder 30 O.S.C. « 226 (1976), tl

authority to issue an oil and qe

the first-qualified applicant, e

offer for an applicant, the app]
ered qualified unless the statei
3102.6-1 have been timely filed.

Where a rubber stamp is used to
signature, and where no agent's
nitted under 13 CFR 31C2.6-1, a
appropriate action to establish
signature was imprinted at his l

formulated the offer.

Killjan L. Hnqer. Jr.. 39 IBLA 332 (Feb. 27, 1979)

A first-drawn simultaneous drawing entry card which is
defective because of nonccmpliance with a mandatory
regulation lust be rejected and may net be cured after
the drawing is held.

Elizabeth Paqedas (Cn Reconsideration). 110 IEIJ 21
"(MarT 9,~1979)

An offeror's use of a leasing service's address cn a

simultaneous noncompetitive oil and gas lease effer
drawing entry card does not disqualify the offer. A

leasing service bound by a "put option" does not have
a hidden interest in the offer and does not violate
U3 CFB 3102.7 by failing to disclose this put option
or U3 CFR 3112.5-2 by filing offers for more than cne
client on a parcel.

Ii_Ii_Pack, 00 IELA «5 (Mar. 15, 1979)

where a drawing entry card is submitted in a siiulta-
neous oil and gas lease drawing and signed by multiple
efferors, the offer is properly rejected if even a sin-
gle offeror fails to enter the date cf his signature cn
the drawing entry card.

The requirement set forth in H3 CFR 3112.2-l(a) (1977)
that a drawing entry card be fully executed is net
vague or unclear. Hence, a DEC signed bj aultiple
offerors is properly rejected if even a single offeror
fails to enter the date cn the drawing entry card.

The date of each signature cn a drawing entry card is
mportant, because it shows that on that particular
ate, the offerors, by their respective signatures,
ertify, as to each, all the statements Bade cn the

..ard.

lJ2PJJ£^*^Jickinaer4_WilliaB_S_._flickiriaerJ_et_aiJ
10 IELA 53 (Mar. 16, 1979)

An entry card in a siaultaneous oil and gas lease draw-
ing need not be rejected under «3 CFR 3112.2-1 (a) where
the State prefix of the parcel nuaber is placed cn the
card iamediately below the boxes provided fcr designa-
tion of the parcel nuaber.

L.. Alice Collister. <IC IBLA 71 (Mar. 16, 1979)
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The first-drawn entry card of a corporaticn which has
failed to comply with the regulations governing quali-
fications must be rejected.

Oniversity.of. the Trees, UO IBLA 7U (Mar. 16, 1979)

Where, in a drawing of simultaneously filed noncompeti-
tive oil and gas lease offers, an offer is filed by a

trustee on behalf of a minor child, and another offer
for the same land is filed by the parent of that child,
and the parent has an interest in the child's offer,
this interest effectively gives the parent greater
chances of success in the drawing and is inherently un-
fair, regardless of whether there has been collusion or
intent to deceive the Department.

Where separate trusts are created for siblings
trust agreements provide for a contingent
of the assets from the estate of one or m

decedents into the trust estates of the s
of the beneficiaries of the separate trus
terest" in any oil and gas lease or offer
is defined in «3 CFR 3100.0-5 (b), and the
filing of lease offers by more than one s

the same parcel is therefore violative of
tion which prohibits the filing of multip
«3 CFR 3112.5-2.

faiiell_Li_Lines_JT^usteei_^d_winston_TrusJ, HO IBLA
91 (Har. 27, 1979)

A drawing entry card in a simultaneous oil and gas
lease filing need not be rejected where the card sets
out as part of the parcel designation the complete nam*
of the State in which the parcel is located instead of
the abbreviated State code prefix.

S3_Pend leton , U0 IBLA 103 (Bar. 27, 1979)

Established and longstanding Departmental pclicy relat-
ing to the administration of the simultaneous oil and
gas leasing system, premised upon regulatory interpre-
tation, is binding on all employees of the Bureau of
Land Management, until such time as it is properly
changed.

The essential requirement of the simultaneous oil and
gas leasing system is that all properly filed offers be
afforded equal opportunity to obtain a lease. Where a

system effectively excludes a lease offer from consid-
eration, such a system is arbitrary and capricious.

MIton_Pi_FeinberaA_Benson_Ji_Lam£_JOn_Reccnside^aticnl,
<40 IBLA 222 (Apr. 11, 1979) 86 I.E. 23«
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Where a drawing entry card offer to lease is prepared
by an agent, that is, a person or corporaticn having
discretionary authority to act on behalf cf the sated
offeror, and the offer is signed by such agent en
behalf of the offeror, the requirements of 03 CIF
3102.6-1 apply, so that separate statements of inter-
est by both the offeror and the agent must be filed,
regardless of whether the latter signed his princi-
pal's name or bis own name as his principal's agent,
and regardless of whether the signature was applied
manually or techanically.

L4_B i_Cunn, M0 IBIA 335 (Bay 8, 1979)

The fact that the addresses of an oil and gas lease
offeror and a filing service are identical does net
disqualify the offer or afford the offeror cr filing
service a greater probability of successfully obtain-
ing a lease or interest therein in violation of i»3 CFE
3112.5-2.

Where there is no evidence in the record that the of-
feror with first priority in a simultaneous oil and
gas lease drawing is not the sole party in interest,
a protest alleging an interest in a filing service may
properly be dismissed.

Joseph J. O'Keefe. «C IBLA 376 (Bay 1«, 1979)

tive
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first
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lidity
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Where BLB does not reject simultaneous noncompeti
oil and gas lease offers drawn with second priori
after the issuance of the leases to the first dra
the second drawees retain an interest which must
considered if the leases are canceled because the
drawees' offers are defective, provided that the
have not been assigned to bona fide purchasers,
those circumstances, BLB's decision dismissing th
second drawees' protests against the continued va
of these leases for lack of interest must be vaca

Geosearch, Inc.. «0 IBLA 397 (Bay ID, 1979)

£ G2§e arcbx_ I n£ . . HI IBLA 291 (June 28, 1979)

When a person files two oil and gas lease offers for a

single parcel in the simultaneous oil and gas leasing
procedure, as a joint applicant with the spouse, the
applicable regulation, i»3 CFR 3112. 2-1 (a) (2) , requires
rejection of both offers, regardless cf the crder in
which the nates of the two spouses are listed cc the
two cards.

fl3"IiSg-ii-afi<J.BSsasg.gg.Eg*iibon. Ul IBLA 23 (Bay 22.
1979)

Where a drawing entry card is submitted in a simulta-
neous oil and gas lease drawing and signed by multiple
offerors, the offer is properly rejected if even a sin-
gle offeror fails to enter the date of his signature on
the drawing entry card.

The requirement set forth in 43 CJR 3112.2-1 (a) that a

drawing entry card be fully executed is not vaque or
unclear. Hence, a DEC signed by multiple offerers is
properly rejected if even a single offeror fails to
enter the date on the drawing entry card.

Pamela_wi_Kav.x_Henri_Hi_Greeri_Gre2ori_Bont3omer2x
fran]clin~J..~Sandi7 «cTlBLA~2tio~"(Apr7~167'l979J"

Where separate statements of interest are required pur-
suant to 43 CFR 31C2.6-1 (a) (2) (1977), this Eeard must
affirm the dismissal cf a protest against the issuance
of an oil and gas lease which is premised on the pro-
testant's contention that the statement of the efferor
must bear his original, holographic signature,

Although a lease offer may not be rejected solely
because an agent affixed the offeror's facsimile sig-
nature to the offerer's separate statement, this does
not prevent ELB from requiring that the offeror per-
sonally verify the information contained therein and
provide whatever supplemental inforiaticn may reason-
ably be required. A private agent Bay net interpose
himself between a lease applicant and the Government
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so as to mask the identity of the applicant and pie-
vent direct contact by Federal officials who are
properly concerned.

Wi_H. _Gi lmor e , HI IBLA 25 (Hay 29, 1979)

It is not proper to reject a drawing entry card oil
and gas lease offer solely because an agent affixed
the offeror's facsimile signature to both the DEC and
to the offeror's separate statement reguired by U3 CFB
3102.6-1, as Bin may reguire that the offeror person-
ally verify the informati.cn contained in the offer and
in the statement, and provide whatever supplemental in-
formation that BLM may reasonably reguire.

Where a drawing entry card is submitted in a simul-
taneous oil and gas lease drawing and is signed by
multiple offerors, the offer is properly rejected if
even a single offeror fails to enter the date of his
signature on the drawing entry card.

B°bert_Bi_Coen_et_ali , HI IBLA 55 (May 31, 1979)

Strict compliance with «3 CFB 3112.2-1 which provides
that simultaneous oil and gas drawing entry cards be
signed and fully executed by an applicant or his agent
is reguired.

A simultaneous oil and gas lease offer is prcperly re-
jected where the State prefix to the parcel number on
an oil and gas drawing entry card is omitted.

A simultaneous oil and gas lease offer is properly re-
jected where the drawing entry card is not dated.

£j._JJi_Cost er_Ger ard , Ml IBLA 7U (Bay 31, 1979)

Strict compliance with «3 CFB 3112.2-1, which provides
that simultaneous oil and gas drawing entry cards be
signed and fully executed by an applicant or his agent,
is reguired. Where no date of signing appears on an
entry card, the offer is properly rejected.

The burden of signing and fully executing a drawing
entry card rests on the applicant. Reliance on
instructions provided by a non-governmental filing
service does not excuse the failure to fully execute
a card.

WaIier_B.._JJoore.l_J r.. , Hi IBLA 95 (June u, 1979)

when, in a drawing of simultaneously filed oil and gas
lease offers, the first-drawn offeror is notified to
submit the first year's advance rental, that rental
must be received by the proper office within the pre-
scribed 15 days. Automatic disgualif ication, stoning
from failure to pay timely, will not be avoided by al-
legations that payment was mailed far enough in advance
to arrive at BLH timely.

»5§EAc.ai!_Pet£Ofina_Co._of_Texas, "1 IB L * 126 (June 13,
1979)

An offeror who submits a drawing entry card signed on
his behalf by his agent leasing service meets the re-
quirements of «3 CFB 3102.6-1 if satisfactory agency
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A decisicn by ELM rejecting a noncompet
gas lease drawing entry card offer beca
other than the offeror affixed a facsim
feror's signature on the card and agenc
were not filed as reguired by 03 CFB 31
vacated where ELM bases its finding tc
a statement made ty the offeror 6 scnth
concerning the preparation cf other, ea
and where the offeror alleges on appeal
tually affixed the facsimile herself on
question.

K iria m Kei2man (Harper! . HI IELA 166 (June 18, 1979)

A handwritten signature may be presumed to be written
by the person named. Where an attorney-in-fact cr an
agent does not sign a drawing entry card, the previ-
sions of H3 CFB 31C2.6-1 are not invoked.

The fact that the addresses of the lease offeror and a

filing service are identical merely indicates the use
of a filing service and does not in itself give the
offeror or agent a greater probability of successfully
obtaining a lease or interest therein in violation of
M3 CFB 3112.5-2.

there
service
itg

Where there is no evidence of any violation cr t

regulations in the record, the burden is on the
testant to submit competent evidence of an accus
that there is an agreement giving a filing servi
enforceable interest in the lease, absent which
protest is properly rejected. Allegations that
was a contract between the offeror and a filing
in which the filing service withholds an cvenid
royalty interest from the offeror and participates in
the proceeds, without evidence, is not sufficient to
show that the offeror was not a sole party in interest

Where the purchaser of an oil and gas lease asserts
that he purchased the lease from the offeror whose
drawing entry card was drawn with first pricrity, fcr
cash consideration without knowledge of any irregulari
ties or violation of the regulations, he is considered
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to be a bona fide purchaser, and his lease is not sub-
ject to cancellation unless prima facie evidence is
presented to the contrary.

Ji Theod^re_Ellis.,._D._E.._PacJ(, 41 IBLA 231 (June 27,
1979)
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multiple filing. Collusion or intent to deceive the
Department need not be shown.

June_Cil_ajia_Gasi_Incii_CcoJ(_oil_and_GasJ_iDc., 1] IEIA
39U (July 2U, 1979) 86 I.t. 371

Hhere oil and gas lease offerors enclose agency state-
ments with their drawing entry cards, which statements
are clearly intended to, and appear to, apply to their
offers, their cards are fully executed notwithstanding
their failure to note on the face of the cards that the
agency statements are enclosed, as nothing in the regu-
lations or on the card directs an offeror to do so.

Nothing in the regulations reguires an agency statement
submitted under 13 CFE 3102.6-l(a) to be dated. Bather,
the statement is an adjunct to the drawing entry card
and is considered dated as of the signing and dating of
the card.

An agency statement required by 13 CFK 3102.6-1 (a) need
not be holographically signed. Rather, such statements
may be submitted over facsimile signatures.

Feeder ick_Ti_Peters_et_ali , HI IELA 262 (June 28, 1979)

It is proper to reject a drawing entry card lease of-
fer, given first priority at a drawing, where the naie
of the offeror is affixed to the card first name, mid-
dle initial, last name, not in the appropriate spaces,
by means of a rubber stamp, instead of being inserted
in the appropriate spaces of the card in this order:
last name, first name, middle initial.

Gor don_ N.._B lair , 11 IBLA 288 (June 28, 1979)

When an offer for a noncompetitive oil and gas lease is
submitted by the trustee of a discretionary trust and
an offer for the same parcel is submitted by the bene-
ficiary of that trust, a multiple filing has occurred
contrary to 13 CFR 3112.5-2 (1978). The "agreement,
scheme, or plan" specified by this regulation need not
exist between the trustee and the beneficiary of the
trust. A plan or agreement, such as the provisions of
a trust, whose purpose is to benefit a third party is
sufficient to come within the meaning of the regulation.

James_Hi_Turner _iTrustee)..I_Sara_Ann_La wrence_lrust

,

11~iIla 360~(July 20,~1979)

An oil and gas lease may be awarded tc the first-
qualified applicant only. The regulations qcvernirg
qualif icatiens are mandatory, and strict compliance
therewith is required.

A defective drawing card offer for an oil and gas lease
is not curable by submission of reguired evidence of
gualif ications after the drawing, for the reason that
the rights of the second- and third-drawn qualified
offerors have intervened. Hhere appellant's offer was
third drawn and eventually accorded priority and then
ultimately disqualified, the parcel described therein
must be included in a subsequent list of lands avail-
able for simultaneous filing.

£2I!_C.,Eell_JI_JTrusteel, «2 IBLA 21 (July :, 1S7S)

Hhere an offeror submits two drawing entry cards co a
parcel, both cards are properly disqualified. It is
irrelevant that there was actually only one card in the
drawing due to ELH's rejection of the other, befcre the
drawing, as defective for another reason, as it is the
submission of more than one card per parcel which is
prohibited under 13 CFB 3112. 2-1 (a) (2)

.

Sae_Bi_Colvin, 12 IBLA 266 (Aug. 27, 1979)

13 CFB 3112.2-1 requires that simultaneous cil atd gas
drawing entry cards (DEC's) be "signed and fully exe-
cuted" by the applicant or his agent which includes
identifying the leasing units on the EEC's by correct
parcel number. Strict compliance with the regulation
is necessary and offers will be rejected where the ap-
plicant omits leading zeros from the parcel numbers on
his DEC'S.

Bertram F. Rudolph, Jr.. 12 IBLA 31C (Aug. 29, 1979)

A drawing entry card which is not dated in the sp<
provided on the card is not "fully executed," as I

quired by 13 CFB 3112.2-1, and must be rejected.

Eonald E. Mc ninqton. 12 IBLA 380 (Sept. 11, 1979)

A first-drawn entry card creates no vested right there-
in; the offeror gains merely a riqht of priority in
consideration. The Department is authorized to accept
only the offer of the first-qualified applicant, cne
who has fully complied with all mandatory requlaticns.

fl§EII_ii_Zuc ker m a n_et_aU , 11 IBLA 372 (July 23, 1979)

Hhere offers for the same parcel of land are filed by
two corporations in a simultaneous oil and qas lease
drawing, and where the directors of the first corpora-
tion having authority to file offers and execute leases
are directors of the second with the same authority anc
the surrounding circumstances suggest that the corpora-
tions are interrelated, the drawing is inherently unfai
and the offers are properly rejected as a prohibited

A simultaneously filed drawing entry card which is
first drawn is properly rejected where the corporate
offeror has improperly referred to the serial numter
where its statement of corporate qualifications was co
file by omitting the letter prefix which showed which
State Office had custody of the prior-filed statciect
of qualifications.

ELM personnel may not attempt to "correct," complete,
or interpret entries en oil and gas lease offer appli-
cation forms in such a way as to perfect an otherwise
unacceptable application, nor may an applicant "cure" a

defect on his drawing entry card by the subiissict of
supplemental information after the drawing.

Resources Exploration S Mining, Inc. JOn Beconsidera-
ii2£l. «3 IEIA 89 (Sept. 19. 1979)
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It is not proper to reject a drawing entry card oil
and gas lease offer solely because an agent affixed
the offeror's facsimile signature to both the DEC and
to the offeror's separate statement reguired by 13 CFE
3102.6-1, as BLM may reguire that the offeror person-
ally verify the information contained in the offer and
in the statement, and provide whatever supplemental
information that BLB may reasonably reguest. An
agency statement reguired by «3 CFR 3102.6-1 (a) need
not be holographically signed.

Iiances_Bi_Bunn_et_ali , 13 IBLA 2«2 (Oct. 10, 1979)

An offeror's use of a leasing service address on a

drawing entry card, of itself, does not disgualify the
offer.

Where there is no evidence in the administrative record
that the offeror with first priority in a drawing of
simultaneous noncompetitive oil and gas lease offers is
not the sole party in interest, as stated by both the
offeror and his agent, the burden is on a protestant
attacking the validity of the offer to present compe-
tent evidence supporting the accusation that there is
an agreement giving the agent an enforceable interest
in the lease to be issued. In absence of such evi-
dence, the protest is properly rejected.

£iice_PU_H a r dy. , <4« IBLA 5 (Nov. 6, 1979)

In the absence of a regulatory reguirement, it is
proper to reject a drawing entry card oil and gas
offer solely because an agent afixed the offeror's
simile signature to the DEC and the separate state
of the offeror and the agent subnitted in satisfac
of «3 CFB 3102.6-1 are machine copies, as BLM may
reguire that the offeror personally verify the inf
tion contained in the offer and the statement, and
vide whatever supplemental information that ELM ma
reasonably reguest. An agency statement reguired
U3 CFR 3102.6-1 (a) need not be holographically sig

Nothing in the regulations reguires an agency statement
submitted under 13 CFB 3102.6-1 (a) to be dated. The
statement is an adjunct to the drawing entry card and
is considered dated as of the signing and dating of the
card.

i§»is_Wi_ Peters, HU IELA 35 (Nov. 6, 1979)
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a prospective claim to an advantage or benefit frcm a
lease.

£i_Ji_Enevoldsen, «« IB1A 70 (Nov. 20, 1979)

When an offeror prints his name en the front of a

drawing entry card oil and gas lease offer as "Eaddcx,
Robert J.," and signs his name on tbe back of the card
as "J. Robert Maddox," his usual manner of signing, the
card may not be rejected because he violated no regula-
tion by signing the offer in that manner, and he prop-
erly followed instructions on the face of the card by
giving his last name first, then his first na»e aid
initial.

Bobert_J.._Maddox, UU IBLA 178 (Nov. 30, 1979)

, in a drawing of simultaneously filed ncrccapeti-
oil and gas lease offers, an offer is filed ty a

nt as cotrustee en behalf of a minor child, and
her offer for the same land is filed ty tbe parent
vidually, under «3 CFR 31C0.C-5(b) tbe parent has
ntetest in the child's offer where trust proceeds
be used for support of tbe child, and the offers
be rejected. «3 CFR 3112.5-2.

e a cotrustee files individually in a simultaneous
ng of oil and gas lease offers for the same parcel
hich she files as cotrustee for the trust, both
rs must be rejected under the regulation which pro-
ts the filing of multiple offers. U3 CFB 3112.5-2.
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multaneous oil and gas drawing entry card must te
fully executed by an applicant, and where tbe applicant

i his address, the State and zip cede, the
lease offer is properly rejected.

A simultaneous oil and gas lease drawing entry card
omitting the State and zip code from the offerer's
address is properly rejected and the filing fee is
properly retained by the Bureau of land Management.

Robert C. Meredith, «« IBLA 213 (Dec. 11, 1979)

"Interest in an oil and gas lease or offer." If an
oil and gas lease offeror in an oral agreement gives
another person "a claim or any prospective or future
claim to an advantage or benefit from a lease," there
would be an interest in the lease or lease offer which
must be disclosed under U3 CFR 3102.7. That an offeror
might raise a technical legal defense against enforce-
ment of such an agreement in a court does not militate
against there being a claim or avoid the conseguence of
the disclosure regulation or «3 CFB 3112.5-2 prohibit-
ing multiple filing in drawing procedures.

"Interest in an oil and gas lease or offer." Where af-
fidavits submitted on appeal by an oil and gas lease
offeror disclose that prior to the filing of an oil and
gas lease offer the offeror orally agreed to give the
person filing the offer for him either the opportunity
to refuse to purchase the lease under terms and condi-
tions that a third party would make (right cf first
refusal) , or the opportunity to make the first offer
before any other offer would te accepted (first right
to buy) , the offeror has given the person an interest
in the offer as defined in the regulations to include

A drawing entry card in a simultaneous oil and gas
lease filing may not te rejected on the basis that the
card sets out as part of the parcel designation the
complete naie of the State where the governing office
of ELK is located instead of the abbreviated State cede
prefix.

JSS_i*i_£iaZiSI . 11 IELA 233 (Dec. 11, 1979)

A drawing entry card which does not contain the full
designation cf the parcel applied fcr, including the
alphabetical State Office code as prefix, is net ful]
executed and must be rejected.

Iee_M._Bessinaer, •*<* IBLA 236 (Dec. 11, 1979)
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A first-drawn simultaneous drawing entry card which is
defective because of noncompliance with a mandatory
regulation must be rejected.

Lawrence_Ti_Lofius_et_ai. , u<4 IBLA 2U3 (Dec. 13, 1979)
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Drawing entry cards for simultaneous oil and gas lease
offers will te rejected and the filing fees retailed
where the applications are not made en the correct fori

John. F.. Erown. 21 IELA 260 (Aug. 11, 1975)

A simultaneous oil and gas lease offer signed in the
name of a trust must strictly comply with U3 CFB
3102.5, governing the submission of gualifying state-
ments as a trustee.

T°ni_£i_ Nielsen, U<4 IBLA 269 (Dec. 19, 1979)

Where two of three offerors sign a drawing entry card
(DEC) in one of two signature boxes, and the third of-
feror signs in the other signature box provided en Form
3112-1, and the same date of signing is entered in each
of the two appropriate boxes on the DEC for the date,
adjacent to the two signature boxes, so that it is evi-
dent that the date applies equally to all three signa-
tures on the card, the failure to enter a third date on
the offer is not grounds for rejection of the DEC.

Euaene^S^R i bb i k_e t_a 1.. , UU IBLA 318 (Dec. 31, 1979)

filing

No law or regulation reguires the mandatory rejection
of an oil and gas lease offer merely because it is held
in suspense for 1 year. The setting of a specific time
limit on the suspension of an oil and gas offer is not
a determination in the exercise of the Secretary's dis-
cretionary authority of whether or not to lease the
lands for oil and gas.

Justhei m_Pe t roleu^Co^ , 18 IBLA U23 (Feb. 1975)

It is improper for the Bureau of Land Management to
require an applicant having partially conflicting non-
competitive acquired lands oil and gas lease offers
filed in the regular over-the-counter procedure at dif-
ferent times to withdraw either his senior or junior
offer simply because of the conflict.

Jean Oakason. 22 IELA 33 (Sept. 10, 1975)

Where an oil and gas lease offeror files a simultaneous
oil and gas lease drawing card and indicates that its
corporate qualifications are filed under a specific
serial number, the offer will not te rejected where the
corporation can show that the State Office informed it
earlier that its corporate qualifications had been
placed in that file.

Allied Chemical Corp.. 23 IELA 21" (Jan. 6, 1976)

The listing of lands for the simultaneous filing of oil
and gas lease offers does not constitute a deteriina-
tion by the Department of the Interior that conditions
prevail in every instance which assure the availability
of those lands for further leasing. The publication of
the list merely serves as notice that offers to lease
the lands listed will be received. The filing of an
offer for a listed tract creates no contractual rela-
tionship between the offeror and the united States.

Wiii°_§i_£ai«lai» 21 IBLA 278 (Bar. 30, 1976)

Simultaneous oil and gas entry cards which are sect
to the wrong State Office are not considered filed
in the "proper office" within the meaning of «3 CFB
1821.2-2 (f), and such State Office has no jurisdic-
tion over entry cards pursuant to H3 CFB 1821. 2-1 (c);
therefore, the filing fees for such offers should cct
be retained.

In a noncompetitive oil and gas lease offer for acguired
lands in which the United States owns a fractional pres-
ent interest, 43 CFB 3130. 4-« requires offeror to submit
a statement detailing the extent of his ownership in op-
erating rights not owned ty United States, regardless of
whether the Onited States owns 50 percent or more of op-
erating rights.

Where an unamended senior offer for a noncompetitive
fractional oil and gas lease on acquired lands is not
in compliance with U 3 CFB 3130. 1-1, a junior offer ob-
tains priority to extent of conflicts between compet-
ing filings, and the junior offeror's pretest must be
sustained.

Eteaerick.L^Smith^et^al.., 19 IBLA 162 (Mar. 1U. 1975)

An oil and gas simultaneous drawing entry card is prop-
erly returned to the applicant where the record shows
that it was received in the Bureau office subsequent to
the terminal hour and date set forth in the notice of
lands available for simultaneous filing.

Robe rt_Bi_Ferau son, 20 IBLA 299 (May 27, 1975)

Where a simultaneous
the wrong State Offic
fee should te return*

il and gas entry card is filed j

, the entry card and the filing
to the offeror.

.Scott, 25 IELA 3e<4 (July 6, 1976)

Where a person acting as trustee for two discrete
trusts for two different minors files an oil and gas
simultaneous filing entry card for the same parcel for
each of the trusts, in the absence of any agreeuett,
scheme, or plan which would confer en the trustee or
settler a benefit from the lease, such filing is cct
violative of the regulation, U3 CFB 3112.5-2, prohib-
iting multiple filings.

It is proper to reguire a trustee of a trust,
filing oil and gas offer- "

nation relevant to
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aside on appeal and the trustee afforded another oppor-
tunity to furnish such data as was properly required.

Bargo Panos_JIrustlx_Gus_Gi_Panos_JTruste€l, 28 IELA 1

7nov. 5, 1976)

Appellant's submission with simultaneous oil and gas
lease offer of a personal check to cover filing fees
satisfied «3 CFR 3112.2-1 (a) (1) despite drawee bank's
subsequent refusal to honor that check, since the re-
fusal is shown by evidence to be error on part of
bank alone.

Rush-Borne t t , 28 IBLA 303 (Jan. 10, 1977)

Regardless of whether offeror is described as "unqual-
ified" or "disqualified," «3 CFR 3112.5-1 requires that
upon successful drawees' failure to pay first year's
rental, the lands shall be listed subsequently under
the simultaneous drawing procedure rather than leased
under the regular over-the-counter procedure in 13 CFR
Subpart 3111.

R obe r t_Gi_L_S nn , 28 IBLA 310 (Jan. 1U, 1977)

A pending noncompetitive oil and gas lease offer is
not a valid existing right protected by the savings
clause in the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act.

J§»es_Hi_Canon_et_ali , 1 SEC. 1 (Apr. 15, 1977)
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Where it is shown that a bank erroneously dishonored a

check drawn thereon, and an official of the tank adoits
that the payment was refused ty mistake, the error of
the tank will not vitiate the otherwise prcper payment
of the filing fee.

£haries_Pi_Ricci_JOn_ Reconsideration!, 3« IEIA lee
(liar. 21, 1978)
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When the president of a corporation __
of simultaneous oil and qas leaseefferor in a

offers and the vice president and the ccr{
file applications for the same parcel of 3

same drawing, the president's offer m

the successful
ea:

ali

he
te rejectee

because the officers of the corporation stand in a fi-
duciary relationship to the corporation, thereby ir-
creasing its chances to be the successful applicant
under U3 CFR 3112.5-2.

iJiljiaj_Bi_iSS]!S» 36 IEts 3 " 6 ( A,) 9- 28 » 1978)

Where an applicant fails to file five copies of a non-
competitive lease offer as reguired by the regulations
in 13 CFR 3111.1-l(a) the lease offer is properly re-
jected. Failure to submit the required number of
copies is not included in the list of curable defects
in H3 CFR 3111.1-l(e) and, therefore, is fatal to the
oil and gas offer.

J°hn_Pi_Br r ebCj._ J r^ , 32 IELA 191 (Sept. 15, 1977)

Where a check has been submitted with a drawinq entry
card in payment of the $10 filing fee for a simultaneous
oil and gas lease offer, and the check is dishonored ty
the bank, the offeror loses his priority unless the re-
fusal to honor the check was the result of a bank error,
corroborated by the bank.

J2k£_Eldon_ Dean , 32 IBLA 336 (Oct. 18, 1977)

JonathaB_T.._ A me s , 33 IBLA 1 (Nov. 1«, 1977)

The instructions printed en the simultaneous drawing
entry card plainly advise that "[compliance must also
te made with the provisions of M3 CFR 31C2." It is
solely the responsibility of the offeror tc ascertain
what is contained in the regulations in order tc ccaply
therewith.

Not all persons may te qualified to be lessees, and for
that reason all offerors must furnish evidence cf their
qualifications to hold oil and gas leases. In the case
of corporations, such evidence must accompany the offer
unless previously submitted, in which case reference to
the serial number of the record suffices.

Appellant's request that it be permitted to furnish the
evidence of qualifications on appeal is denied. In
simultaneous oil and qas leasinq, the only difference
between the drawinq entry cards is the order in which
they are drawn. Ihe applications are considered tc
have teen simultaneously made. Giving an unqualified
first-drawn entrant additional time to file infritges
on the rights of the second-drawn qualified offeror.

"ni»ersiti_oi^tj!e_Ij;ees, «0 IBLA 7« (Bar. 16, 197S)

An oil and gas lease offer is properly rejected where
the offeror's check to cover the filing fee is
dishonored by the bank because of insufficient funds
in the account on which the check is drawn.

Shar les_P.._Ricc i , 33 IBLA 288 (Jan. 5, 1978)

Where separate statements of interest are required pur-
suant to M3 CFR 3102.6-1 (a) (2) (1977), this Eoard must
affirm the dismissal of a protest against the issuance
of an oil and gas lease which is premised on the pro-
testant's contention that the statement cf the efferor
must tear his original, holographic signature.
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so as to mask the identity of the applicant and pre-
vent direct contact by Federal officials who are
properly concerned.

ILA 25 (May 29, 1979)

It is not proper to reject a drawing entry card oil
and gas lease offer solely because an agent affixed
the offeror's facsimile signature to both the DEC and
to the offeror's separate statement required by M3 CFB
3102.6-1, as BLM may reguire that the offerer person-
ally verify the information contained in the offer and
in the statement, and provide whatever supplemental in-
formation that BLH may reasonably reguire.

Robert, B.._Coen_et_al .. , Hi IBLA 55 (May 31, 1979)

Where oil and gas lease offerors enclose agency state-
ments with their drawing entry cards, which statements
are clearly intended to, and appear to, apply to their
offers, their cards are fully executed notwithstanding
their failure to note on the face of the cards that the
agency statements are enclosed, as nothing in the regu-
lations or on the card directs an offeror to do so.

Nothing in the regulations requires an agency statement
submitted under «3 CFR 3102.6-1 (a) to be dated. Bather,
the statement is an adjunct to the drawing entry card
and is considered dated as of the signing and dating of
the card.

An agency statement required by 13 CFR 3102.6-1 (a) need
not be holographically signed. Rather, such statements
ay be submitted over facsimile signatures.

feeder ick_T.1._Peter s_et_al.. , 41 IBLA 262 (June 28, 1979)

2Il_»NE_GAS_LEASES--Continued

APPLICATIONS—Continued

Filing— Continued

Where an offeror submits two drawing entry cards on a

parcel, both cards are properly disqualified. It is
irrelevant that there was actually only one card in the
drawing due to ELM's rejection of the other, befcre the
drawing, as defective for another reason, as it is the
submission cf more than one card per parcel which is
prohibited under 43 CFR 3112. 2-1 (a) (2)

.

Kae_R i_Colvin, <42 IEIA 266 (Aug. 27, 1979)

It is net proper to reject a drawing entry card oil
and gas lease of Eer solely be cause an agent aff x fd
the offeror's facsimile signs ture tc both the EEC and
to the offerer 's separate ste tement required by 143 CFR
3102.6- 1, as ELM may require that the offeror perscn-
ally verify the information contained in the of er and
in the statement and provide whatever suppleme ital
information that ELM may teas onably request. An
agency stateient required by U3 CFB 3102.6-l(a) need
not be holograph ically signec .

Frances E. Eunn,.et. al. . « 3 IEIA 2<l2 (Oct. 10, 1979)

Oil and gas lease offerors are advised to refer tc ac-
companying attachments on their drawing entry cards.
However, where neither the regulations nor the instruc-
tions on the drawing entry card require that the card
refer to the statements reguired by U3 CFR 31C2.6-1,
a noncompetitive oil and gas lease offer cannot be re-
jected fcr failure to do so, where such statements were
actually submitted with the card.

J*harrc_Assocjates, «3 IELA 317 (Oct. 22, 1979)

Sl£OjSS_G

r

±22

~

» *»" IBl* 185 (Nov. 30, 1979)

Not all persons may be gualified to be lessees. Sign-
ing and dating the entry card constitute certification
by the offeror of his qualifications as of a date
certain.

As used in «3 CFR 3112.2-1, the term "fully executed"
means that the applicant must, in order to render the
entry card a valid and complete offer to lease, supply
the information requested thereon, including the date.

Har ry._A . _Zucker ma n_et_a 1.. , «1 IBLA 372 (July 23, 1979)

Wher
two
draw
tion
are

mult
Depa

e offers for the same parcel of land are filed by
corporations in a simultaneous oil and gas lease
ing, and where the directors of the first corpora-
having authority to file offers and execute leas*

directors of the second with the same authority ai

surrounding circumstances suggest that the corporc
s are interrelated, the drawing is inherently unft
the offers are properly rejected as a prohibited
iple filing. Collusion or intent to deceive the
rtment need not be shown.

J<jne_Oil_and_Gasx_Inc. A_Cook_Oil_and_Gas jt_Inci , HI IBLA
39U (July 2«, 1979) 86 I.D. 374

An offeror for oil and gas lease may withdraw his offer
at any time prior to the drawing. However, the filing
fee is retained as a service charge irrespective of the
outcome of the drawing.

E2S_£i_BelI_II_iTr ustee]. , U2 IBLA 21 (July 25, 1979)

In the absence of a regulatcry requirement, it is not
proper to reject a drawing entry card oil and gas lease
offer solely because an agent afixed the offerer's fac-
simile signature to the EEC and the separate stateiects
of the offeror and the agent submitted in satisfaction
of 13 CFR 31C2.6-1 are machine copies, as tit may
require that the offeror personally verify the informa-
tion contained in the offer and the statement, and pro-
vide whatever supplemental information that ELM may
reasonably request. An agency statement reguired by
<I3 CFR 3102.6-1 (a) need not be holographically signed.

Nothing in the regulations reguires an agency statement
submitted under «3 CFR 31C2.6-l(a) to be dated. lhe
stateient is an adjunct to the drawing entry card and
is considered dated as of the signing and dating of the
card.

lewis W. Peters. «« IELA 35 (Nov. 6, 1979)

Legibility

When an applicant for a noncompetitive oil and gas
lease is reguested to provide additional information
for the adjudication of his drawing entry card offer,
the offer is properly rejected where the evidence pr<

vided is illegible, and applicant was notified cf tht

illegibility but responded by sending more illegible
evidence.

Rich. a rd_P.. .Lewis , <»C IBLA (Bar. 27, 1979)
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Reinst_t__ent

Where an over-the-counter oil and gas lease offer is
rejected because the applicant did not specify which of
the described tracts he wanted the offer to include, he
is presumed to have applied for all the tracts. -here
on appeal he asserts that he desired to lease all the
described lands, the decision will be reversed.

___________ , 22 IBLA 226 (Oct. 15, 1975)

A noncompetitive oil and gas lease offer for acguired
lands, filed "over-the-counter," is properly rejected
when the accompanying rental payment is deficient by
more than 10 percent. However, where the balance of
the rental is tendered with the notice of appeal, the
offer nay be reinstated with
deficiency was corrected.

OIL, ANE.GAS.LEASES—Continued

irity from the

___£__________. 39 IBLA 47 (Jan. 16, 1979)

_40-acre_Lim_tat_o_

The Department of the Interior will issue an oil and
gas lease for less than 640 acres if the amount by
which the lease offer is under 640 acres is less than
the amount that the inclusion of the smallest adjoin-
ing subdivision available for leasing would put it in
excess of 640 acres.

__________,_________» 18 IELA 349 (Jan. 14, 1975)

An oil and gas lease offer for less than 64C acres of
land is properly rejected when the application fails tc

include adjoining, unsurveyed, nonnavigable riverbed
lands which were available for leasing at the time the
offer was filed.

_°__________ 1 ia_s , 18 IBLA 354 (Jan. 16, 1975)

APPLICATIONS— Cot

640-acre Limits tion— Continued

de for less than 64C acres except
accompanied ty a showing that the

proved unit or cooperative plan of
e the land is surrounded ty lards net
ing, and where these circumstances do
for less than 64C acres is properly

le for leasing." Under 43 CEE
are deemed to te net available fci

are surrounded by lands contained
h no oil and gas rights reserved tc

when they are segregated from cil
withdrawal, or are embraced vitbii

se with an effective issuance date
g date of the subject offer.

No offer may be >a
where the offer is
lands are in an ap
operation, or wher
available for leas
not exist an offer
rejected.

"Lands not availab
3110.1-3 (a), lands
leasing when they
within patents wit
the United States,
and gas leasing by
an outstanding lea
prior to the filin

__i___JLi__ e i d , 39 IELA 37e (Feb. 28, 197S)

Under 43 CFR 3110.1-3, it is improper to reject an
oil and gas lease offer filed fcr mere than 64C acres
of available land where leases subsequently issued in
response to prior applications have reduced the land
available to the subject application to less than
640 acres.

___________» " 3 IEI"* 128 (Sept. 26, 1979)

Si_-_ile_S_uare Bule

An oil and gas offer describing land which cannot be
encompassed within a 6-mile square is defective and
must be rejected, and where a lease is issued fcr part
of the land embraced in the offer it must be canceled
as tc that land which is embraced in a proper effer
filed prior to the issuance of the lease in order that
the statutory preference right of the party first mak-
ing a proper offer may be honored.

_________________ 35 IBLA 205 (Hay 26, 1978)

No offer may be made for less than 640 acres except
where the offer is accompanied by a showing that the
lands are in an approved unit or cooperative plan of
operation, or where the land is surrounded by lands net
available for leasing, and where these circumstances
do not exist, an offer for less than 640 acres must te
rejected.

_2________2__ > 22 IBLA 50 (Sept. 16, 1975)

The Department of the Interior will not reject an oil
and gas lease offer for public domain lands solely fc
the reason of the offer being for less than 640 acres
where the amount by which the offer is under 640 acre

ch the offer wouli
smallest adjoining sut

where the amount by ._

is less than the amount ty
640 acres by including the
sion available for leasing

_______loom , 24 IBLA 276 (Bar. 30,

An oil and gas lease offer to lease less
which adjoins land available for leasing
rejected.

____________ 36 IBLA 313 (Aug. 23, 1978)

:xcee<
livi-

ihan 640 acres

Sole_Party_in Interest

where an oil and gas lease offer filed en a diawirg
entry card in a simultaneous filing procedure contains
the name of an additional party in interest, and the
required statement of interest, copy cr explanation of
the agreement between the parties, and evidence cf the
qualif icatiens of the additional party ate net filed
within 15 days after the filing of the lease offer,
the offer must be rejected.

Emily. Scnnek. 21 IBLA 245 (Aug. 11, 1975)

__-_-________________ward_C__Al_red, 26 IELA 276
(Aug. 24, 1976)

An oil and gas lease offer signed ty an attorney-in-fact
for the offeror is properly rejected where it is not ac-
companied ty a separate stateient of the attorney's in-
terest or lack of interest in the offer and the lease,
if issued, as reguired by departmental regulation.

Southern Unicn Production CO., 22 IEIA 379 (Nov. 17,
1975)"

_____'_i_____t___Cor__, 32 IBLA 244 (•
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An oil and gas lease offer filed on a drawing entry
card in a simultaneous filing procedure must be re-
jected when the entry card contains the name of an
additional party in interest and the required state-
ment of the additional party's interest and qualifica-
tions is not filed within the time required by «3 CFB
3102.7. The filing of the required statement after
that time has elapsed does not cure the defect.

J2k£_Ji_Gerqurichi_Darrell_Gi_Seal J

25 IBLA 266 (June 2U, 1976)
lomas.J. Sweeney

,

OIL AND, GAS, LBASES—Continued

APPLICATIONS—Continued

,§ole_Par$y_in Interest—Continued

An oil and gas lease offer filed on a simultaneous fil-
ing drawing entry card must be rejected if it certains
the names of additional parties in interest and, within
15 days of the filing, the parties fail to submit a

statement of their separate interests, any agreements
between them and evidence of the qualifications of each
offeror to hold the oil and gas lease.

«aUter.HJ_A_Sdersonx_Vern_3 J

(Oct. 20, 1976)
-JoceliB, 27 IEIA 253

An oil and gas lease offer filed on a simultaneous fil-
ing drawing entry card must be rejected if it contains
the names of additional parties in interest, and there
is a failure to file, within the time required by
«3 CFR 3102.7, the statement of their interests, the
agreement between the parties, and the evidence cf
their qualifications.

I§on_

H

i_fIan aaan_et_al . , 25 IBLA 269 (June 2«, 1976)

An oil and gas lease offer filed on a simultaneous fil-
ing drawing entry card must be rejected if it contains
the names of additional parties in interest and, withii
15 days of the filing, the offerer fails to submit an
accurate statement of his interest and a copy of agree-
ments between him and the other offerors.

«ilJiea_i._Ho§ s_et_al.. 28 IBLA 36« (Feb. 3. 1977)

laiSGDce.T^Isftus.si.ali, U« IELA 2H3 (Bee. 13, 1979)

An oil and gas lease offer filed on a drawing entry
card in a simultaneous filing procedure must be re-
jected when the entry card contains the name of an
additional party in interest and the required state-
ment of the additional party's interest and qualifica-
tions is not filed within the time required by i»3 CFB
3102.7. The offeror is not retroactively excused from
submitting the required statement by an assertion in
his appeal that he is the sole party in interest be-
cause the anticipated association between bim and the
additional party listed on the entry card had failed
to materialize.

Ja5es_Pi_Cadde.il , 25 IBLA 27U (June 2«, 1976)

Where a person files an oil and gas lease offer through
a leasing service under an arrangement whereby the leas-
ing service advances the first year's rental, selects
the land, and controls the address at which the offeror
may be reached, but no enforceable agreement is ertered
into whereby the offeror is obligated to transfer any
interest in any lease to be issued to the leasing ser-
vice, the service is net a party in interest in the'
offer merely because it may have a hope or expectancy
of acguiring an interest, and the offeror is net pre-
cluded from stating that he is the scle party in inter-
est in the offer.

£i_l4_l3£i# 3" IE1» 166 (Hay 19, 1977) 8« I.e. 192

An oil and gas lease offer filed on a simultaneous fil-
ing drawing entry card must be rejected if it contains
the names of additional parties in interest, and there
is a failure to file the statement of their interests,
the agreement between the parties, and the evidence of
their qualifications within the time required by 13 CFF
3102.7.

Ljjle H. Todd and Eileen. S. Todd, 26 IBLA 2«6 (Aug. 18,
19767

Bill L._Lewis and Stanley H__Elliott, 37 IELA 230
7 Oct. 16, 19787

SSEber t_Ad ler , 12 IBLA 228 (Auq. 22, 1979)

The presence in a drawing of simultaneously filed non-
competitive oil and qas lease offers of several entry
cards signed by different offerors bearing th<= ccucn
mailinq address of a leasing service which has an
agreement to pay the first year rental for the acccunt
of any successful offeror utilizing its services does
not, in the absence of an enforceable agrceient urder
which the offeror is obligated to transfer any inter-
est in any lease to be issued to the leasing service,
establish an interest of the leasing service in the
various lease offers constituting an improper multiple
filing.

E*_J-_l_c_, 30 IBLA 230 (Hay 26, 1977)

An oil and gas lease offer o
simultaneous drawing procedu
defective where there are ot
addition to the applicant bu
them or refer to an attachme
nearly 6 months prior to the
plicant and four others stat
and setting forth a percenta
"Partners in interest," fail
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«3 CFR 3102.7.
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re is properly rejected as
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t the card does not list
t, and an attachment dated
filing, signed by the ap-
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ge of interest for each as
s adequately to set forth
t, and no other statement
in the time required by

flarr__R_ich , 27 IBLA 123 (Sept. 30, 1976) 83 I.D. 507

Hbere an oil and qas lease offer filed en a drawing
entry card in a simultaneous filing procedure ccntaios
the name of an additicnal Farty and the stateients of
interest, copy or explanation of the agreement between
the parties, and evidence of the qualifications of the
additional party are not filed within the time re-
quired by 13 CFB 3102.7, the offer must be rejected.

«i_lL§el_J__Badi_an__Ro_ert____Raines, 31 IELA It
(June 23, 1977)

?.ern_r____Screnso_, 32 IBLA 3M1 (Oct. 21, 1977)

William R. Curtis. 37 IBLA 12« (Oct. 3, 1978)
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A protest by a junior offeror against oil and gas leas
offers which charges that fraudulent statements were
made on the offers and implies other wrongdoing that
violates the regulations reguiring disclosure of all
parties in interest is properly dismissed where the
protestant fails to establish these charges or that
the successful offers were in fact defective. A sug-
gestion of the possibility of a violation of a regu-
lation is not sufficient; a protestant must present
competent proof of such violation, absent which a pro-
test is properly rejected.

A rjajj_Oil_Coi , 31 IBLA 300 (July 22, 1977)

Arjay Oil Co., 33 IBLA 102 (Dec. 16, 1977)

IIJaj_QiI_£2i > u 3 IBLA 98 (Sept. 20, 1979)

When an individual files an oil
through a leasing service under
leasing service is authorized t

exclusive agent to negotiate fo
or sale of any rights obtained
the offeror is reguired to pay
cording to a set schedule, even
ates the sale; and where such a

to be valid for 5 years, the le
forceable right to share in the
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gency to negotiate is
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proceeds of any sale of

in. Such an agreement
an interest in the

n 13 CFR 31CC.0-5 (b) .

When a leasing service holds an interest in a lease at
the time it files an offer on behalf of an offeror, the
offeror is not the sole party in interest and he is re-
guired by regulation, «3 CFR 3102.7, to provide the
names of other interested parties, the nature and ex-
tent of their interest and the nature of the agreement
between them not later than 15 days after the filing
of the offer. Failure to file the reguired statements
results in rejection of the offer.

i2la_Ii_Doe , 31 IBLA 39"» (Aug. 19, 1977)

Sidnev._H. Schreteri_«illiam_F._Ko££x Jr.
Tiept. 127~1977)"

32 IBLA 118

An oil and gas lease offer filed on a simultaneous
filing drawing entry card must be rejected if it
contains the name of an additional party in interest
and the parties fail to submit a statement of their
separate interests, any agreements between them, and
evidence of the gualifications of each offeror to hold
the oil and gas lease within 15 days of the filing.

SIi_IJ!£_£M_II»SJ§— Continued

APPLICATIORS—Continued

Sole_Party_in Interest—Continued

Where an offeror and his agent filing
statements along with a drawing entry
statements indicate uneguivocally tha
agreement between them creating an in
agent, thus apparently obviating the
details of the offeror/ agent agreemen
3102.6-1, ELB, in its discretion, may
to inguire further into the details o

or may reguest and examine a copy of
determine whether such an "interest"
isted at the time the offer was filed.

Where there is no evidence in the aduinistrati ve recon
that the offeror with first priority in a drawing of
simultaneous noncompetitive oil and gas lease cffeis i:

not the sole party in interest, as stated by both the
offeror and his agent, the burden is en a protestant
attackinq the valid

service submit
card, t hich

t there is tc
terest : n the
need tc submit
t per <l CFR
either decline

f the ac reement
the agre enent t

in the c gent ex

ion that the of feror/agent agreement g:

n enforceable interest in the lease to

the offer tc prove an accusa-
the agei

issued.

"Interest." Where there is an agreement giving an
offeror the option of selling part of an oil and gas
lease to his agent leasing service, exercisable sclely
at the offerer's discretion, the agent has a mere hope
or expectancy and not an "interest" in the offer, as
defined in «3 CFR 3100.0-5 (b)

.

irc]inia_L.._J< 3« IBLA 188 (Bar. 21, 1S7£)

Essie_B_._Cohanx Boses_Daniel_Cohan

,

73anT 57~1978)
33 ILA 266

When an individual files an oil and gas lease effer
through a leasing service under an agreement where the
leasing service is authorized to act as the scle and
exclusive agent to negotiate for sublease, assignment
cr sale of any rights obtained by the offerer; where
the offeror is reguired to pay the leasing service ac-
cording to a set schedule, even if the offeror negoti-
ates the sale; and where such agency to negctiate is
to be valid for 5 years, the leasing service has an
enforceable right to share in the proceeds cf aty sale
of the lease or any interest therein. Such ac agree-
ment creates for the leasing service an interest in the
lease as that term is defined in H3 CIB 31CC.C-5(b).

Where an individual files an oil and gas lease offer
through a leasing service under an agreement with the
service which has been determined by this Department
to create an interest in the lease for the service,
and the service files a waiver cf that interest with
the ELB prior to a simultaneous drawing, without ccm-
municating such waiver to the client, and without any
contractual consideration running from the cliert tc
the leasing service, the waiver is without effect as
a matter of law and the successful drawee is reguired
to make a showing as to sole party in interest under
«3 CFR 3102.7.

Alfred.!,. Easterday. 3« IBLA 195 (Bar. 22, 1976)

Where an oil and gas lease offer en a drawing entry
card is signed by the offeror and lists the names of
10 other parties in interest, and is accompanied by a

separate statement signed by each of the 11 parties
in interest declaring (1) their respective addresses,
(2) that they are American citizens, (3) that they had
an oral agreement to participate in the lease, (1) that
they would own egually, and (5) that they do not have
direct or indirect interests in leases which exceed
246,000 in any one State, the reguirements of H3 CFR
3102.7 have been satisfied and the lease may issue,
all else being regular.

n°EEis_Bi_Cohen_et_ali , 33 IBLA 365 (Jan. 23, 1978)

The Department of the Interior may only issue an oil
and gas lease to the first-qualified applicant, acd a

drawing entry card effer is properly rejected where it
lists a second party in interest who fails to file
timely the statement required by «3 CFR 31C2.7.

1978)
-5a£Xi_J2iSEt_2x_Gti3a§, 31 II !37 (Bar,
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Where there is no evidence in the administrative rec-
ord that the offeror with first priority in a drawing
of simultaneous noncompetitive oil and gas lease offers
is not the sole party in interest, the burden is on a

protestant attacking the validity of the offer to prove
an accusation that there is an agreement giving the
filing service an enforceable interest in the lease to
be issued.

Cly.de.E.^Frazier, 36 IBLA 1U1 (July 25, 1978)
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"Interest." Where an individual files an
lease offer drawing entry card through a

under an agreement by which the service i

act as his exclusive representative in th
lease rights obtained by bim, and he is r

the service a set commission plus a perce
nues derived from any retained royalty in
any such sale, the leasing service has an
right to share in any profits which may d

crue from the lease and, therefore, has a

in the offer, as defined in U3 CFB 3100.0

When a leasing service holds an interest
the time it files an offer on behalf of a

offeror is not the sole party in interest
reguired by regulation, «3 CFR 3102.7, be
this fact at the time his offer is filed, an
vide the names cf other interested parties,
and extent of their interest, and the nature
agreement between them, not later than 15 da
the filing of the offer. Failure to file th
statements results in rejection of the offer

Where a leasing service is held to have an interest in
the offer of one of its clients on a particular parcel
of land, and the president of the service also files an
offer in his own name on that parcel, the prohibition
in U3 CFB 3112.5-2 against multiple filings has been
violated, as, in addition to its interest in its cli-
ent's offer, the service also has an interest in its
president's offer, owing to his fiduciary duty to the
service.

"a c t2_E^S i x t , 36 IBLA 37<l (Aug. 31, 1978)

"Interest." Where an individual files an oil and gas
lease offer drawing entry card through a leasing
service under an agreement by which the first $8,000 of
the proceeds from any sale of a lease goes to the indi-
vidual, the next $3,500 goes to the leasing service,
and the balance of the proceeds goes to the individual,
the leasing service has an enforceable right to a de-
fined share in profits which may derive or accrue from
the lease, and, therefore, has an "interest" in the of-
fer as defined in H3 CFR 3100.0-5(b).

When a leasing service holds an interest in t

pated lease at the time it files an offer on
an offeror, the offeror is not the sole party
est, and he is required by regulation, i»3 CFR
both to reveal this fact at the time his offe
and to provide the names of other interested
the nature and extent of their interest, and
of the agreement between tbem, not later than
after the filing of the offer. Failure to fi
quired statements must result in rejection of
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Where a contract between an oil and gas lease cff<
and a leasing service created an agency relations]
in the absence of circumstances giving the agent ;

authority coupled with an interest, the agent's ai

ity ordinarily terminated upon the death of the fi

pal. If the leasing service had an interest, a li

could not issue to the estate of the deceased if I

statement was filed delineating the nature and ex
of that interest as reguired by 13 CFR 3102.7.

Istate_of_Charles_Di_Ashlei , 37 IBLA 367 (Nov. 2, 1978)
I. «03

Where an oil and gas lease drawing entry card contains
the names of other parties in interest and the separate
statenent cf interest required to be filed is net
signed by the offerer as required by 143 CFR 31C2.7, the
offer is properly rejected.

I li2Jfcei h_ Eaje das , 38 IBLA 130 (Nov. 22, 1978)

"Interest
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or person
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." Where a partner in a firm, cr busi
, or an officer of a corporation which
n the oil and gas business, files an o
offer individually in bis cwd came, t

corporation/association may have a cla
its accruing to the individual from th
the partnership agreement, ccrporate t

al contract, due to the partner 's/offi
•s fiduciary duty to hold aoy epporton
dividually for the exclusive use and t

rm. This claim is an "interest" under
b) , and failure to disclose it withir
ling cf the offer, as required by 13 C

ubjects the offer to rejection.

Where an oil and gas lease offeror has indicated that
he is the sole party in interest in the offer, tut a

protestant shows that he is a member of a firm which
bears his na«e and the name of another, that the fin
is engaged in the oil business, and that the address
of record on the lease offer is the address of the
business firm, the case will be remanded for an inves-
tigation to ascertain if there has been a viclaticn of
1(3 CBR 3102.7 and/or «3 CFR 3112.5-2.
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Johnni -Glider, 3e IBLA 1U6 (Dec. 5, 1978)
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Where eight individuals enter into a single agr
with a leasing service whereby the service supp
parcel numbers, and the eight individuals file
en two of these parcels and pay all their filic
by a single check, there is a strong implicatio
each of the individuals has an interest in all cf tb«
offers filed on these parcels. Where one of these ii

dividuals, whose offer has resulted in the issuance c

a lease, fails to respond to an order by this Ecard c

recting him to submit details of the agreement tetwet
himself and the other individuals by which tc deterii
whether the requirements of «3 CFB 31C2.6-1 and 2112.
have been violated, it will be presumed that the ind:
cated violations have occurred, and the cancellation
the lease will be affirmed on that basis.

Robert A t
Chenoweth. 38 IBLA 285 (Dec. 13, 1978)

Gertrude_Galauner, 37 IBLA 266 (Oct. 19, 1978)
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"Interest." Where an oil and gas leasing service se-
lects lands, files offers, and advances funds on tehalf
of its clients for leases which the service is willing
to sell on behalf of any successful client, strictly at
the_client^s_0£tion, in return for a percentage commis-
sion on~the sale, the service has no enforceable right
to any portion of the lease, if issued. In such cir-
cumstances, the service does not have an "interest" in
the lease, so that the client/of feror is not precluded
from stating that he is the sole party in interest to
the offer, and the filing of offers for the sane parcel
by other clients of the service is not disqualifying.

Geosearch^I nc.. , 39 IBLA 19 (Jan. 16, 1979)

Geosear chx_ I nCi , 10 IBLA 267 (Apr. 18, 1979)

Geosear chx_IjicJ.
, 10 IBLA KOI (May 11, 1979)

The fact that the addresses of an oil and gas lease
offeror and a filing service are identical does not
disqualify the offer or afford the offeror or filing
service a greater probability of successfully obtain-
ing a lease or interest therein in violation of 13 CFB
3112.5-2.

OIL A NC GAS LEASEE— Continued

AFELICATIONS—Continued

Sole_Pariy_in Interest—Continued
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Where there is no evidence in the adunistra ti ve record
that the offeror with first priority in a drawing of
simultaneous noncompetitive oil and gas lease effers is
not the sole Farty in interest, as stated by both the
offeror and bis agent, the burden is en a prctestant
attacking the validity of the offer tc present evidence
of an accusation that the of f eror/agent agreement gives
the agent an enforceable interest in the lease to be

lacJt_Mask, 11 IBLA 117 (June 18, 1979)

Kelley._F vedette, 11 ibla 155 (June 18, 1979)

Where there is no evidence in the record that the of-
feror with first priority in a simultaneous oil and
gas lease drawing is not the sole party in interest,
a protest alleging an interest in a filing service may
properly be dismissed.

J ose£h_ Jj._0^ K ee f e
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IISder ick_ W . _Lo wey__et_a 1. , 10 IBLA 381 (Bay 11, 1979)

The fact that the addresses of the lease offerer and a

filing service are identical merely indicates the use
of a filing service and does not in itself give the
offeror or agent a greater probability cf successfully
obtaining a lease or interest therein in viclaticr cf
13 CFB 3112.5-2.
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ii ice_ M.._ H axdJ , 11 TELA 5 (Nov. 6, 1979)

Onder the Departmental regulations an offeror in a

simultaneous oil and gas lease drawing must sign a

statement that he is the sole party in interest, cr, if
not, submit the statement required by 13 CFB 31C2.7.
Failure to comply with the regulation reguires rejec-
tion of the lease offer.

Where a protest, with accompanying supporting evidence,
alleges that the oil and gas lease offer drawn first in
a simultaneous filing-drawing procedure violated the
regulaticns because a party in interest was not dis-
closed and there was a multiple filing, the Bureau of
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Land Management should first afford the drawee an op-
portunity to respond to the protest before rejecting
the offer based on facts alleged in the protest. The
error, however, is rendered harmless where on appeal
the offeror has full opportunity to make factual sub-
missions and respond to the allegations.

"Interest in an oil and gas lease or offer." If an
oil and gas lease offeror in an oral agreement gives
another person "a claim or any prospective or future
claim to an advantage or benefit from a lease," there
would be an interest in the lease or lease offer which
must be disclosed under «3 CFR 31C2.7. That an offeror
might raise a technical legal defense against enforce-
ment of such an agreement in a court does not militate
against there being a claim or avoid the consequence of
the disclosure regulation or 03 CFR 3112.5-2 prohibit-
ing multiple filing in drawing procedures.

"Interest in an oil and gas lease or offer." Where af-
fidavits submitted on appeal by an oil and gas lease
offeror disclose that prior to the filing of an oil and
gas lease offer the offeror orally agreed to give the
person filing the offer for him either the opportunity
to refuse to purchase the lease under terms and condi-
tions that a third party would make (right of first
refusal) , or the opportunity to make the first offer
before any other offer would be accepted (first right
to buy) , the offeror has given the person an interest
in the offer as defined in the regulations to include
a prospective claim to an advantage or benefit from a

lease.

Hi_Ji-Inevoldse n , «« IBLA 70 (Nov. 20, 1979)

OIL AND GAS LEASES—Continued

ASSIGNMENTS OB TRANSFERS—Continued

quo for a period sufficient to permit the parties to
institute litigation or take other action to resolve
their dispute.

James V , 0,'Kane, F. Kenneth Hil^h olle n. 19 I EI A 171
(Har. 18, 1975)

Where an oil and gas lease is subject to cancellation
tut an assignment of the lease has been filed tj cne
claiming protection as a bona fide purchaser in accor-
dance with the statute and regulations, action to can-
cel the lease will te stayed until it is determined
whether the assignee is, in fact, entitled to protec-
tion of the statute and regulations afforded to bona
fide purchasers.

Dale A T .
Spiegel. 19 IEIA 235 (Bar.. 26, 1975)

liHsDX_lzost. 21 IBtA 160 (July 21, 1975)

£2s_IaJlSJ» 21 IBtA 163 (July 21, 1975)

Sec. 27 of the Mineral Leasing Act of Feb. 25, 1S2C,
30 O.s.C. 5 167 (1970), requires that any assignment
of all or any part of a lease be approved by the De-
partment before an assignee becomes recordholder cf
any interest therein.

The Department does not give formal approval of assign-
ments of royalty interests, but such an assignment is
deemed valid if the requirements of «3 CFE 3106.4 are
met.

Miiiaj_5^_l« a Dj^nd , 21 IBLA 66 (June 25, 1975)

ASSIGNMENTS OR TRANSFERS

The assignor of an oil and gas lease is not barred fron
protesting against a decision approving the assignment
because of his failure to appeal from an earlier deci-
sion denying the assignee's request for assignment
approval but stating that approval would te permitted
upon performance of certain conditions.

The failure by an oil and gas lease assignee to timely
file the requisite bond as required by an initial Stat«
Office decision cannot be relied upon by the assignor
as a basis for protesting a subsequent decision which
reconsiders and grants a request for assiqnment approv-
al, for it is the Department alone which may assert
such default as a basis for denying a subsequent as-
signment approval request.

When an assignment of an oil and gas lease, made prior
to lease renewal, has been approved after renewal and
thereafter it appears that there is a controversy
whether the parties contemplated that the assignment
of the base lease would extend to the renewal lease,
the Department will not take action on a protest re-
questing rescission of the assignment approval, but
will maintain the status <juo for a period sufficient
to permit the parties to institute litigation or take
other action to resolve their dispute.

J°se£h_Alstad, 19 IBLA lOt (Mar. U, 1975)

The Bureau of Land Management may assert, in its dis-
cretion, failure to timely file assignment instruments
as a basis for denying approval to an assignment where
intervening assignees or other adverse interests are
involved.

Where there is a private dispute as to the validity or
effect of an oil and gas lease assignment, the Bureau
of Land Management will not take action on a request
for assignment approval, tut will maintain the status

The requirement of H3 CFR 3106.3-1 that assignments
te filed in the State Office within 90 days of their
execution is directory, not mandatory, its purpose be-
ing one of Departmental convenience. Where the failure
to timely file an assignment has not adversely affected
rights of any third parties, such assignment may be
approved

.

Bu5hes_6_New_0il_CoJli_InsJ
~(Nov7 «,~1975T

22 IEIA 30!

Denial of a reguest for approval of an assigmect cf an
interest in an oil and gas lease is piopez where (1)

the lease had terminated by operation of law pursuant
to 30 O.S.C. « 188(b) (1970) for failure to make timely
payment of rental, and where (2) the assignor is a

stranger to the lease, and the record is devcid cf any
assignment from the lessees of record tc the assignor.

»Itert_Diaiulioi_Jr^x_Genuin2_JJ_Gia£de_and_Jerem j_«.
Cohen, 26 IEIA 169 (Aug. «, 1976)

Where approval of an assignment of interest in an oil
and gas lease has been refused by the Bureau of Land
Management until such time as the assignor supplies
proof from the Onited States Geological Survey of proper
plugging and surface rehabilitation, or the assignee
submits a bond relating thereto, and subseguent to the
appeal, the Geological Survey provides the Bureau of
Land Management with notification of approval of sur-
face restoration, the decision refusing approval Kill
be vacated and the case file will te remanded fcr fur-
ther consideration of the assignments.

C.linton St. Clair. 28 IBLA 98 (Nov. 15, 1976)
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When an oil and gas lease is in royalty status and
acreage containing the well is segregated into a new
lease by approval of an assignment, the ncnp reductive
base lease does not terminate for failure to pay rental
timely if the Bureau of Land Management does not inform
the lessee of the segregation until after the anniver-
sary date of the lease.

°dessa_Na t ural_Cor£i . 30 IBLA 28 (Apr. 11, 1977)

The oil and gas lessee of record is responsible for
paying rental timely and for meeting the reinstatement
reguirements. The fact that a lessee attempts to as-
sign his lease does not absolve him of the rental and
reinstatement reguirements until the assignient is ap-
proved by the Bureau of Land Management.

Leonard A. J. Tancred i. 32 IBLA 325 (Oct. 11, 1977)

An oil and gas lessee of record is responsible for
paying rental timely. The fact that a lessee attempts
to assign his lease does not absolve him of the rental
payment reguirements until the assignment is approved
by the Bureau of Land Management.

Auburn_C2._Hunsucker, 3U IELA 316 (Apr. 2U , 1978)

SIL_i!!£_SiS_I. EASES—Continued

ASSIGNMENTS OB TB AN SF EB S— Cont inu€(

where there has been no payment of the full
within 2C days after termination.

Sgi£ii°Ii-l£Siai-Corf ., 10 IBLA 13U (Mai

cental

, 1S7 C
-)

Where the purchaser of an oil and gas lease assei
that he purchased the lease from the offeror who:

drawing entry card was drawn with first priority
cash consideration without knowledge of any irrei
ties or violation of the regulations, he is cons:
to be a bona fide purchaser, and his lease is r.c

ject to cancellation unless prima facie evidence
presented tc the contrary.

for
ulari-
dered
sub-

J.»_3.heodcre_|lli£
1979)

C. E. Eack. HI IEIA 231 (June 27,

BONA FIDE EUBCHASER

The bena fide purchaser provision of the Act of
Sept. 21, 1959, 73 Stat. 571, as amended, 3C U.S.C.
$ 18« (h) (2) (1970), does not protect the assignee of
a noncompetitive oil and gas lease offerer from the
rejection of its assignor's offer after it is drawn
first at a simultaneous drawing.

leon_M._f lanaaan_et_al i , 25 IELA 269 (June 2H, 1976)

An application for assignment of an undivided partial
interest in an oil and gas lease is properly approved
by BLM effective the first day of the lease month fol-
lowing the date of filing of the application. In the
interim between the filing of the application and the
effective date of the assignment, the prospective as-
signor remains the sole lessee, and, as such, is the
only person who may relinguish rights under the lease.

Sol_Singerx_Gretchen_Ca£italt_Ltd.
(June 23, 1978)

35 IBLA 361

Under 30 O.S.C. « 181(h)(2) (1976) and 13 CER
3102.1-2 (a), ELM properly dismissed a protest and
refused to cancel an oil and gas lease which had teei
assigned to a bona fide purchaser, even though the
lease might have been subject to cancellation prior
to the assignment if the of f eror/assignor 's original
effer was defective under <43 CFB 31C2.7 and 3112.5-2.

Robert G. Race. Clyde N T Beqqs. 37 IBLA 162 (Oct. 10,
1978)'

Where a decision canceling an oil and gas lease has
been issued by ELM and received at the lessee's addres;
of record, any subseguent assignment of the lease will
not be protected under the provisions of 30 O.S.C.
$ 181 (i) (1976), and whether or not the purported as-
signee is a bona fide purchaser is a moot guesticn.

Rober t_ A^Cheno wet h , 38 IELA 285 (Dec. 13, 1978)

Where a decision canceling an oil and gas lease has
been issued by ELM and received at the lessee's acdres:
of record, any subseguent assignment cf the lease will
not be protected under the provisions of 30 O.S.C.
« 18« (i) (1976), and whether or not the purported as-
signee is a bona fide purchaser is a moot question.

Bgb£rt.,A..Ch6noweth. 38 IELA 285 (Dec. 13, 1976)

A corporate applicant for assignment of an oil and gas
lease must file statements reguired by "43 CFB 3102. H-l
with its application or, if already filed, so indicate
by reference to the serial number of the Eureau of
Land Management record in which such information is
available.

Although deficiencies in an application for assignient
of an oil and gas lease may be timely cured, 30 U.S.C.
§ 187a (1976) specifies the time when an assignment is
effective, and no assignment can be approved for a ter-
minated oil and gas lease.

An oil and gas lease may be relinguished only by the
record title holder, and a partial relinquishment is
not effective if it is filed by an applicant for an
assignment which has not been approved.

Even if it were true that termination of an oil and
gas lease was in part the result of Bureau of Land
Management's failure to act timely on an assignment
application, there is no authority either to withhold
the effect of termination under 30 O.S.C. 4 188(b)
(1976) or to reinstate the lease under sec. 188(c),

Onder U3 CFB 3102.1-2(a), ELM properly dismisses a pre-
test and refuses to cancel an oil and gas lease which
has been assigned to a bona fide purchaser pricr tc the
initiation of the protest, regardless of the truth of
allegations that the lease was subject to cancellation
because the offeror/assignor 's original offer was de-
fective under <I3 CFR 31C2.7 and 3112.5-2.

Geose arc h^_ l£C. , 39 IBLA «9 (Jan. 16, 1979)

Where BLM does not reject simultaneous nencompe!
oil and gas lease offers drawn with second prici
after the issuance cf the leases to the first di
the second drawees retain an interest which must
considered if the leases are canceled because tl

drawees' offers are defective, provided that tht
have not been assigned to bona fide purchasers,
those circuestances, BLM's decision dismissing 1

second drawees' protests against the continued \

of these leases for lack of interest must be vac

A decision by ELM dismissing protests against the con-
tinued validity of the leases because the assignees are
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bona fide purchasers will be vacated where the record
contains no statement by the assignees of oil and gas
leases that they are bona fide purchasers, and the mat-
ter will be remanded so that BLM may join the assign-
ees to the protest proceedings in order to give them
the opportunity to show that they hold and acguired
the interest as bona fide purchasers, and to give the
protestants the opportunity to present prima facie evi-
dence to the contrary, per «3 CFR 3102. 1-2 (c).

Geosearchx_Incif <40 IBLA 397 (May 1U, 1979)

Where BLM does not reject simultaneous noncompetitive
oil and gas lease offers drawn with second priority
after the issuance of the leases to the first drawees,
the second drawees retain an interest which Bust he
considered if the leases are canceled because the first
drawees' offers are defective, provided that the leases
have not been assigned to bona fide purchasers. In
those circumstances, BLM's decision dismissing the
second drawees' protests against the continued validity
of these leases for lack of interest must be vacated.

where part cf the lands in an oil and gas lease are
included within the known geologic structure of a

producing oil or gas field, the annual rental rate
will be increased for all of the land in the lease
and a bond reguired.

Hi E. Cahoon_Investnent Cc^ John Cakascn, 27 IEIA
210 (Oct. 6, 1976)

Cancellation of an oil and gas lease pursuant to stat-
ute, 30 U.S.C. « 188(b) (1970), and the regulation pro-
uulgated thereunder is discretionary and not mandatory.
An oil and gas lease need not be canceled because of
the failure cf the lessee to file a structure bend re-
guired by regulation, «3 CFR 31014.1(b), where there are
extenuating circumstances and where there is nc impair-
ment of the rights of third parties and nc adverse ia-
pact on the interest of the Onited States.

SSJjaiJ_Si_Eusbee, 29 IBLA 30 (Fet 1977)

A decision by BLM dismissing protests against the con-
tinued validity of the leases because the assignees are
bona fide purchasers will he vacated where the record
contains no statement by the assignees of oil and gas
leases that they are bona fide purchasers, and the mat-
ter will be remanded so that BLM may join the assignees
to the protest proceedings in order to give them the
opportunity to show that they acguired the interest as
bona fide purchasers, and to give the protestant the
opportunity to present prima facie evidence to the con-
trary, per «3 CFR 3102. 1-2 (c). Where the assignees
have alleged that they are bona fide purchasers, it
is up to the protestant to show prima facie to the
contrary.

Geosearch^lnc. , «1 IBLA 291 (June 28, 1979)

BONDS

A bond for not less than $1,000 is properly reguired to
be filed when all or any part of the land in a noncom-
petitive lease is included within the limits of a known
geologic structure of a producing oil and gas field.
That the land is included in a coumunitized producing
unit does not vitiate that reguirement.

Duncan, Miller, 20 IBLA 9 (Apr 1975)

Oil and gas lease offers for lands within the Lake Mead
National Recreation area are subject to the general oil
and gas regulations. Bond requirements in situations,
as this one, beyond the ambit of «3 CFR 310U.1-2 may
not be imposed.

lobert.Ri.Wahl^Howarc^Yee, 21 IBLA 262 (Aug. 11, 1975)

It is improper to cancel an oil and gas lease for fail-
ure of the lessee to file a bond reguired by regulation,
13 CFR 3101.1(b), where there are extenuating circum-
stances and where there is no impairment of third party
rights and no adverse impact on the interest of the
United States.

Estate of John P. Wagner and The Superior Oil_Co.,
26"iIla"119 ljuly 26, 1976)

When a Statewide bond is reduced telcw the reguired
amount because the O.S. Geological Survey recovered
from the surety on the bond assessments against cil
and gas leases, the Bureau of Land Management must
require the principal on the bond to file a new bend
or bonds in the appropriate amount.

James_S4_Guleke, 3« IELA 1 (Feb. 8, 1978)

A regulation which provides that coverage of nationwide
cil and gas bond in force at the effective date cf the
regulation may be expanded by a rider to include geo-
thermal resources leases does not permit a replacement
nationwide oil and gas bond executed after the effective
date of the regulation to be so modified tc include geo-
thermal resources operations.

J5SJC_ Poje r_Cc . , 37 IBLA 1C0 (Sept. 28, 1978)

when an oil and gas lessee's bond is reduced below the
reguired amount because of Geological Survey's recovery
from the surety of unpaid assessments due under the
lease, the Eureau of Land Management must require the
principal on the bond to file a new bond in the appro-
priate amount.

«ilIiaj_Ji_CSlUI!. 37 IBLS 310 (Oct. 23, 197e)

An oil and gas lessee is required to post bond before
he may initiate drilling operations on his lease.
Where it is noted in a decision appealed from that
neither the lessee nor his operator have posted bend,
and the lessee does not controvert this fact en appeal,
it is properly found that there was no bend coverage.

Where a lessee is reguired by law to post bond before
commencing drilling and fails to do so, any drilling
operations actually undertaken by him do net constitute
"diligent prosecuticn" of "actual drilling operations"
in gcod faith under <4 3 CFR 3107.2-3, and he is there-
fore not entitled to an extension of his lease.

RAchard_Pi_S«oot, 39 IBLA 1 (Jan. 1979)
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A bond filed by an oil and gas lessee pursuant to
43 CFB 3814.1 »ay extend only to lands in which such
lessee has record lease title interest and which
lands were patented under the Stock-Baising Homestead
Act, 143 U.S.C. «s 291-301 (1970). Where a lessee has
on file with a Bureau of Land Management State Office
an approved Nationwide bond, a separate bend for the
protection of surface owners is no longer reguired.
43 CFB 3104.2 and 3104.3.

Cogui na_Oi l_Cor£.. , 41 IBLA 248 (June 27, 1979)

The Eureau of Land Manageieot has no authority to rein-
state an oil and gas lease terminated by operaticn cf
law for failure to pay rental on or before the anniver-
sary date when a valid lease for the same land has beer
issued prior to the filing of the petition for rein-
statement. Therefore, unless the first lease is deemed
not to have terminated, it is erroneous to cancel the
subsequent valid lease.

_•_____________. 26 IBLA 87 (July 19, 1976)

CANCELLATION

Where a noncompetitive oil and gas lease is issued tc

the successful applicant in a drawing of simultaneously
filed offers and the lessee's personal check in payment
of the first year's rental is returned by the drawee
bank because of uncollected funds, a decision canceling
the lease will be affirmed; and the fact that the bank,
after consultation with its depositor indicated that it
would honor the check upon resubmission will not serve
to avoid the lease cancellation where no bank error is
shown.

_____*_________< 19 IBLA 235 (Bar. 26, 1975)

A noncompetitive oil and gas lease must be canceled
where the land described therein was determined by the
United States Geological Survey to be within a knewn
geologic structure of a producing oil or gas field
prior to the date of signing the lease on behalf cf
the Onited States by the authorized officer.

___________ Alexander, 21 IBLA 56 (June 18, 1975)

________________£_» 33 IBLA 293 (Jan. 10, 1978)

Where a Federal oil and gas lease has issued coverinc
land which has been patented with no mineral reserva-
tion to the Onited States in the patent, the oil and
gas lease is properly canceled as to such land.

2-____ P_es lex . 21 IBLA 190 (July 28, 1975)

It is improper to dismiss a protest against issuance of
an oil and gas lease applied for pursuant to the Act of
Bay 21, 1930, 30 U.S.C. § 301 et sea,. (1970) , for lands
underlying a railroad right-of-way granted under the
Act of Bar. 3, 1875, when the lands traversed by the
right-of-way were later patented without a reservation
for minerals. In such case title to the lineral estate
underlying the right-of-way is no longer held by the
Onited States and, therefore, a lease issued pursuant
to the 1930 Act is void and must be canceled.

___________________ 24 IBLA 360 (Apr. 27, 1976)
!3 I.D. 194

The statute, 3C O.S.C. » 168(b) (197C) , and regulation,
43 CFB 3108.2-3, concerning the cancellation cf cil and
gas leases are discretionary not mandatory.

It is improper to cancel an oil and gas lease for fail-
ure of the lessee to file a bond reguired by regulation,
43 CFB 3104.1(b), where there are extenuating circum-
stances and where there is no impairment of third party
rights and nc adverse impact on the interests of the
United States.

Est____01 John P. Waa,ner_and The_Sur,erior_Cil Co.,
26~IELA"ll9~July"26, 1976)"

The signing of an oil and gas lease offer by the autho-
rized officer of the Bureau of Land Management is the
act that constitutes issuance of the lease and creates
a binding contract; such a lease contract is not sub-
ject to cancellation by reason of inclusion cf leased
land in a known geologic structure as of a date subse-
quent to lease issuance.

I_I_-2.L3_.Cj._LJ_ co , 26 IBLA 340 (Sept. 7, 1976)

Where an oil and gas lease offer when first filed is
not accompanied by full payment of the first year's
rental, tut is deficient only $20, not more than
10 percent of the required amount, and the lease is
subsequently issued with a notice that the deficiency
must be paid within 3C days under penalty of carcella-
tion, the lease must he canceled pursuant tc 43 CFB
3103.3-1 where the required deficiency payment is not
submitted within the prescribed period.

Albert J. Finer. 27 IBLA 61 (Sept. 27, 1976)

Where the Eureau of Land Management sends notice to an
offeror, pursuant to 43 CFB 3103.3-1, that, the first
year's rental accompanying an oil and gas lease effer
is deficient in the amount cf 41 cents, and that the
deficiency must be paid within 30 days frcit nctice un-
der penalty cf cancellation of the lease, the lease
will be canceled where the lessee receives the nctice,
yet fails to pay.

_______________» 27 IELA 217 (Oct. 6, 1976)

An oil and gas lease issued for 2,960 acres in viola-
tion of administrative regulations need not be canceled
in its entirety, in the absence of an intervening qual-
ified applicant.

_________tewart_III_ Harlan C_Alt ma_nx_Jri_JTrustee_,
25 IELA 306 (June 28, 19767 83 iTt. 247

Where a corporation files an application for a lease
for a certain parcel of land and is the successful
offeror in the drawing of simultaneous oil and gas
lease offers and the vice president and secretary of
the corporation also filed applications for the sa«e
parcel of land in the same drawing, as individuals, the
offer of the corporation must be rejected because the
officers of the corporation stand in a fiduciary rela-
tionship to the corporation and thereby increase its
chances to he the successful applicant.

Panra Cor p.. 27 IBLA 220 (Oct. 7. 1976)
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When a noncompetitive oil and gas lease has been issued
and includes land within a known geologic structure
which was ascertained prior to the issuance of the
lease, the lease was erroneously issued and oust te
canceled to the extent that it included land within the
KGS.

Pavid_Ai_Prpvin.se, 27 IELA 376 (No\ 1976)

It is proper to reguire a trustee of a trust, who is
filing oil and gas offers therefor, to file any infor-
mation relevant to determining whether the offeror is
a gualified offeror, including without limitation, data
bearing upon multiple filings in a simultaneous proce-
dure. However, it is impermissible for the Bureau of
Land Management to require the trustee to furnish other
information not germane to those inquiries. The can-
cellation of a lease for failure to furnish data, some
of which was not properly required, will be set aside
on appeal and the trustee afforded another opportunity
to furnish such data as was properly required.

Marao Panos____U5t]___________a______ru_t___, 28 IELA 1

"(Nov7~,~1976)

and upon cancellation, the second drawee must be awarded
a lease to the parcel, all else being regular.

GSI_2i_i__ cj!_i_i£I!lSJ3__£i ,'5ii C__Green, 30 IEI8 3C3
(June 6, 1977)

Where minerals not owned by the United States have teen
leased fcr oil and gas purposes under the terms of the
Mineral Leasing Act for Acquired Lands, the lease must
be canceled because only acquired minerals cwned by the
United States are subject to leasing under that Act.

£"!!£_________, 32 IELA 137 (Sept. 12, 1977)

Where the Bureau of Land Management sends notice to
an offeror at his record address, pursuant to «3 CFB
3103.3-1, that the first year's rental accompanying his
noncompetitive oil and gas lease offer is deficient and
such notice is returned to the Bureau marked "Unclaimed
by the post office, the cancellation of the lease will
be set aside and the notice will not be considered to
have been served on the offeror, pursuant to 13 CFR
1810.2(b), when the post office has failed tc forward
the notice in accordance with a request by the offeror
to forward all mail and other mail has, in fact, been
forwarded.

J_£ k_ R__Coom bs , 28 IELA 53 (Nov. 9, 1976)

"Cancellation" and "termination." The "cancellation"
and the "termination" of oil and gas leases are sepa-
rate, distinct concepts. Cancellation requires a spe-
cific act by the Department authorized by various
statutes. Termination under 30 U.S.C. § 188(b) (1970)
is automatic, occurring by operation of law when the
lessee fails to pay his rental timely.

2ii_Resourcesx_I_c., 28 IELA 39U (Feb. 1977)

Cancellation of an oil and gas lease pursuant to stat-
ute, 30 U.S.C. § 188(b) (1970), and the regulation pro-
mulgated thereunder is discretionary and not mandatory.
An oil and gas lease need not be canceled because of
the failure of the lessee to file a structure bond re-
quired by regulation, 13 CFR 3104.1(b), where there are
extenuating circumstances and where there is no impair-
ment of the rights of third parties and no adverse im-
pact on the interest of the United States.

S°w_rd_S__B_____ , 29 IBLA 30 (Feb. 8, 1977)

Improper issuance of a noncompetitive oil and gas lease
in response to a defective drawing entry card in the
simultaneous filing procedure does not foreclose the
right of the second drawn applicant whose drawing entry
card was complete when filed to a lease fcr the parcel
named; the erroneously issued lease must te canceled.

The Secretary of the Interior generally has the
authority to cancel any oil and gas lease issued
contrary to law because of the inadvertence of his
subordinates.

Where an oil and gas lease is canceled in part because
it was erroneously issued as to that part, there is nc
authority for the Department to pay to the lessee un-
realized anticipated profits or to refund the rental
for the portion of the lands retained in the lease.
Ey signing the simultaneous oil and gas drawing card,
the offeror agreed to accept a lease for those portions
cf the tract found by ELM to be available for leasirg.

P__i_iL=._2em___, 33 IBLA 98 (Dec. 16, 1977)

Where a corporation files an application for a lease
for a certain parcel of land and is the successful
offeror in the drawing and the president and/or the
vice-president of the corporation also filed applica-
tions for the same parcel of land in the saire drawing
as individuals, the offer of the corporation must te
rejected because the officers of the corporaticn stand
in a fiduciary relationship to the corporation and
thereby increase its chances to be the successful
applicant.

G_a_hill_Ter_inals_Co., 33 IELA 203 (J« 1976)

30 U.S.C. « 168(b) (1970) , and its implenenting
regulation 03 CFB 3108.2-1, requiring a notice of
deficiency en a form approved by the director apply
only to rental payments due on the anniversary dates
of noncompetitive oil and gas leases, and are inappli-
cable to deficient initial rental payients for rcrccir-
petitive oil and gas lease offers.

Where the Bureau of Land Management notifies an oil
and gas lessee of a deficiency in initial rental and
the deficiency is not paid to the Eureau within the
time prescribed, tut is paid soie 5 months later, the
delay being ascribed to "oversight" the lateness cf
the payment will not te excused and the cancellation
of the lease for failure to pay the rental timely is
properly sustained.

S____n_Chajb_rs, 33 IBLA 271 (Jan. 5, 1978)
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A lease erroneously issued in violation cf regulations
which prohibit leasing fractional interests to one who
would own only a minority of operating rights in the
leased property must be canceled if a lease is awarded
to another applicant in a drawing held among the first
and other offers simultaneously filed following repeal
of the regulations.

SiIIied_.P> lomis , 3« IBLA 222 (Mar. 27, 1978)

An oil and gas offer describing land which cannot be
encompassed within a 6-mile square is defective and
must be rejected, and where a lease is issued for part
of the land embraced in the offer it must be canceled
as to that land which is embraced in a proper offer
filed prior to the issuance of the lease in order that
the statutory preference right of the party first mak-
ing a proper offer may be honored.

Rober t_ Wi_ Da v id , 35 IBLA 205 (May 26, 1978)

An oil and gas lease offer filed in the name of a corpo-
ration is properly rejected where it is not accoipanied
by corporate qualification papers nor by any reference
to a serial number where such information is to te
found, as required by 13 CFB 3102. «-l.

Where a simultaneous drawing entry card culiinates in
lease issuance and it is subsequently ascertained that
the serial number represented by the offeror to contain
the corporate qualif icaticn papers, relates to
"Christiansen Oil and Gas, Inc.," rather than to the
of feror-lessee, Christiansen Oil, Inc., the lease is
properly canceled, since the offeror was not the first-
qualified offeror.

Christiansen_gil,,_lnc. . 37 IBLA 52 (Sept. 18, 1978)

Under 30 U.S.C. « 184(h)(2) (1976) and «3 CFB
3102. 1-2 (a), BLM properly dismissed a protest and
refused to cancel an oil and gas lease which had teen
assigned to a bona fide purchaser, even though the
lease might have been subject to cancellation prior
to the assignment if the cf feror/assignor 's original
offer was defective under 13 CFR 3102.7 and 3112.5-2.
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CANCELLATION—Continued

whether the requirements of «3 CFB 31C2.6-1 and 3112.5-
have been violated, it will te presuied that the indi-
cated violations have occurred, and the cancellation o]

the lease will be affirmed on that basis.

where a decision canceling an oil and gas lease has
teen issued ty ELM and received at the lessee
of record, any subsequent assignment of the 1

not te protected under the provisions of 3C U

« 18«(i) (1976), and whether or not the purpo
signee is a bona fide purchaser is a moot que

Sober t_A.._Chenoweth , 38 IELA 285 (Eec. 13, 1976)

Under «3 CFB 31C2.1-2(a), ELM properly disnisses a pre-
test and refuses to cancel an oil and gas lease wticb
has teen assigned tc a bona fide purchaser prior to the
initiaticn cf the protest, regardless cf the truth cf
allegations that the lease was subject tc cancellation
because the off eror/assignor ' s original offer was de-
fective under «3 CFR 3102.7 and 3112.5-2.

Geosearch^InCi, 39 IBLA «9 (Jan. 16, 1979)

An oil and gas lease issued for land available fci leas-
ing, tut in violation of an administrative regulatciy
requirement, need not be canceled in the absence of an
intervening qualified applicant or some overriding pol-
icy consideration.

!S£lS_£ji_Cha it,e rs , «0 IBLA 1<4« (Mar. 1979)
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37 IBLA 162 (Oct. 10,

il and gas lease issued on July 1, 1951, is nc
rolled ty E.L. 83-555, effective July 29, 195H
the lease therefore does not terminate autonat
y by operation cf law if annual rental is not.
timely, as this law does not apply retroactiv

he lease in the absence of written nctice from
ees that they have elected to subject their le
his law. Bather, the mineral leasing law in e

t to July 29, 1951, controls, under which the
• failure tc pay annual rental subjects the le
ancellation only after BLM gives them 30 days'
of their failure to pay the rental finely. E

sion canceling such lease will te vacated wber
not give the lessees the required notice.

ffect
les-
ase

Allied Chemic al Corp. et_al_.
I979)"~

DC IEIA 272 (Apr. 16,

Where the official record of an oil and gas lease con-
tains nothing either showing that an oil and gas lease
applicant's $10 filing fee was included in a check
which was dishonored by the drawee bank, or rebutting
the applicant's assertion that his filing fee was in-
stead included in another check processed ty BLM with-
out incident, BLM's decision to cancel a lease issued
pursuant to this offer because no filing fee was paid
as required by 13 CFB 3103.2-1 (a) will not be sustained
for that reason.

Where eight individuals enter into a single agreement
with a leasing service whereby the service supplies
parcel numbers, and the eight individuals file offers
on two of these parcels and pay all their filing fees
by a single check, there is a strong implication that
each of the individuals has an interest in all of the
offers filed on these parcels. Where one of these in-
dividuals, whose offer has resulted in the issuance of
a lease, fails to respond to an order ty this Board di-
recting him to submit details of the agreement between
himself and the other individuals by which to determine

COBMUNITIZATION AGREEMENTS

A bond for net less than $1,000 is properly required
to te filed when all or any part of the land in a

noncompetitive lease is included within the limits cf
a known geologic structure cf a producing oil and gas
field. That the land is included in a comunitized
producing unit does not vitiate that requirement.

£ unca n_M i 1 le r , 20 IELA 9 (Apr. 11, 1975)

In order for a communitization agreenent tc qualify a

lease as containing a "well capable of producing cil
cr gas" within the meaning of 30 U.S.C. « 168(t) (1970)
and thus not subject to rental requirements, the agree-

ipproved by the Secretary cf the Interior.ment must te

£ . _ J.t_ ive r son , 21 IELA 312 (Aug. 1«, 1975) I.E. 366
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In the absence of an approved communitization agreement
involving a Federal oil and gas lease, production froit

fee land within a State spacing unit cannot be attrib-
uted pro rata to Federal leases within the spacing unit,
and where there is no drilling operation, producing
well or well capable of production on such lease, such
lease expires at the end of its primary term.

K i£iS£ailicJS_Oil_Coi , 32 IELA 329 (Oct. 11, 1977)

Sec. 31 of the Mineral Leasing Act, as amended,
30 U.S.C. § 188 (1970), providing for the'automat ic
termination of a lease, not containing a well capable
of production of oil and gas in paying quantities, for
nonpayment of the annual rental, does apply to a lease
which is entitled to an extension beyond its initial
10-year term because of termination of an approved coi-
munitization agreement under 30 U.S.C. « 226 < j) (1970),
even though notice of the extension was net given to
the lessee in time for him to receive it and return the
rental so that the payment would be received by ELM
no later than the 11th anniversary date of the lease.

OIL AND GAS LEASE:

COMPETITIVE LEASES—Continued

Jack U_ McC 1 ell a nx_ M a r t o n_M ajo r os

,

19787
3H IBLA 53 (Feb. 16,
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, 25 IBLA 220 (June 21, 1S76)

>9 IBLA 137 (Bar. 3, 1977)

A notice of appeal from Geological Survey's failure tc
approve a communitization agreement must be filed with-
in 30 days after appellant is served with the decision
thereof or the doctrine of administrative finality gen-
erally bars consideration of the same issue in a later
appeal.

Where approval of a communitization agreement has been
denied, and other authorization is not present, produc-
tion from an oil and gas lease within a State spacing
unit cannot be attributed to another Federal lease, anc
absent production that lease expires at the end of its
term.

2UiI_0ii_C2I£i • »" IE LA 292 (Cec. 26, 1979)

In the absence of specific statutory authority to lease,
the Secretary cf the Interior has i»plied authority, as
guardian of the public's natural resources, to lease an
oil and gas deposit under his jurisdiction when it is
in danger of being drained by wells drilled en adjacent
land. However, such protective leases may be issued
only by competitive bidding.

James_L._ San tj , 25 IELA 390 (July 6, 1976)

The requirement that a bidder in a coipetitive cil and
gas lease sale must submit one-fifth of the amount bid
with his bid is mandatory and will not be waived.

Sarke vs, Inc.. 26 IELA 1U1 (Aug. 2, 1976)

COMPETITIVE LEASES

Where high bids, not clearly spurious or irresponsible,
tendered at a competitive sale of oil and gas leases,
are rejected solely on the statement of a field offi-
cial that the bids are inadequate, and no basis what-
ever for that conclusion is reflected in the case
record, the decision will be set aside and the case
will be remanded for the compilation of a proper rec-
ord and read judication of the acceptability of the bids

ArJSla_Ex£lo r a t ion.COi , 22 IBLA 92 (Sept. 22, 1975)

f£ances_Jj._B ich mond , 2U IBLA 303 (Apr. 5, 1976)

The provisions of the Mineral Leasing Act for Acquired
Lands, 61 Stat. 913, 30 U.S.C. § 351 et sea,. (1970),
and those of the Mineral Leasing Act, 11 Stat. 437,
30 U.S.C. § 181 et sea. (1970), authorize the Secretary
of the Interior to reject high bids for upland oil and
gas lease based on the inadequacy of the bonus bid if
such rejection has a reasonable basis in fact.

An oil and gas lease bidder appealing from the rejec-
tion of his tender on the basis of inadequacy of the
bonus bid must show by substantial evidence either (1)
the criteria utilized in establishing the minimum bid
value failed to include all relevant considerations,
or included factors that were not relevant; or (2)
the criteria were incorrectly applied.

H_&_W_Oil_Coix_Inc., 22 IBLA 313 (Nov. 10, 1975)

The Secretary of the Interior has the authority to re-
ject a high bid in a competitive oil and gas lease sale
on the basis of an inadequate tonus where the rejectici
has a reasonable basis in fact.

Where high bids tendered at a competitive oil and gas
lease sale, which are not clearly spurious or irrespon-
sible, are rejected solely on the basis of a statement
by an official that the bids are inadequate and nc
factual basis for that conclusion appears in the case
record, the decision will be set aside and the cases
remanded for compilation of a proper record and read-
judicaticn of the acceptability of the bids.

Yates Petroleum Corp.. 27 IBLA 22<4 (Cct. 12,
19767

Where the ostensible high bidder for an oil and gas
lease sold by competitive bidding is determined tc be
unqualified under the regulations and notice cf sale,
and the second high bid, proper in all respects, great-
ly exceeds the Government's presale evaluation fcr the
parcel, it is proper to consider such second high tid
and to issue a lease therefor, if it is in the Govern-
ment's best interest to do so.

PhiiiiES.Petroleum.Co^, 28 IBLA 175 (Nov. 1576)
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__________________— Continued

COMPETITIVE LEASES— Continue

The provisions of 30 U.S.C. 5§ 188(b) and (c) (1970),
and decisions of the Board discussing those provisions,
are generally applicable to both competitive and noncom-
petitive oil and gas leases on which there is no -ell
capable of producing oil or gas in paying guantities.

___________________« 28 IBLA 39 " < Fet 1977)

In order to constitute a clear and definite offer, a

bid for an outer continental shelf oil and gas lease
must adeguately identify the tract which is the subject
of the bid.

It is not the responsibility of Bureau of Land Manage-
ment employees to decipher ambiguous bids for outer
continental shelf oil and gas leases in order to save
the bidder from the conseguences of his own negligence.
A bid which was apparently intended for one tract and
contains data appropriate for that tract, but identi-
fies a different tract as the subject of the bid, is
properly considered, and rejected as too low, for the
identified tract.

A rejected bid in an outer continental shelf oil and
gas lease sale may be reconsidered and accepted when it
is in the public interest to do so. The essential ele-
ments in allowing such a reconsideration are the fair-
ness and impartiality of the sale toward all bidders.
In a situation where a bid was initially rejected as
too low for the tract identified in the bid and the
bidder immediately reguests reconsideration because he
intended to bid for a different tract, where the tract
number stated in the bid corresponds to the block num-
ber of the intended tract, where all other relevant
data in the bid corresponds to the intended tract and
only to the intended tract, and where no other person
submitted a bid for the intended tract, it is proper
to reconsider the bid to determine if it
is in the public interest to accept the bid for the
intended tract.

_____________________________ . 29 IBLA 22U (Mar. 23,
1977) 8« I.D. 11«

A rejection of a high bid tendered for a parcel of land
offered at a sale of competitive oil and gas leases
will be affirmed on appeal where the record contains
sufficient information from the U.S. Geological Survey
to establish that the pre-sale minimum evaluation for
the tract, which greatly exceeded the rejected bid, was
not arbitrary or capricious, it having been arrived at
by a lease sale committee consisting of two geologists
and three engineers which in addition to considering
the results of a computer analysis took into account a

hand compilation and the judgment and knowledge of the
committee.

The U.S. Geological Survey is the Secretary's technical
expert in matters concerning geologic evaluation of
tracts of land offered at a sale of competitive oil and
gas leases and the Secretary is entitled to rely en its
reasoned analysis.

£________________» 29 IBLA 310 (Mar. 30, 1977)

The Secretary of the Interior has the discretionary
authority to reject a high bid in a competitive oil anc
gas lease sale where the record discloses a rational
basis for the conclusion that the amount of the bid was
inadeguate.

Where the high bid tendered at a competitive onshore
oil and gas lease sale is not clearly spurious or ir-
responsible, and is rejected solely on the basis of
a statement by an official that the bid is inadequate
and no factual basis for that conclusion appears in

the case record, the decision will be set aside and
the case remanded for read judication of the acceptal
ity of the bid.

X_____P_______3_£_r_. , 32 IBLA 196 (Sept. 15, 1977)

The Eureau of Land Manage. ent may not accept a bid in a

competitive lease sale where the bid proposes a royalty
different from that set out in the lease sale notice.

In a competitive lease sale, the royalty provisions in
the lease are those specified in the notice of sale.

The highest bidder in a competitive lease sale does not
forfeit his deposit of one-fifth the amount of the bid
where he is ineligible to be awarded the lease because
he conditions his bid upon royalty provisions other
than those set out in the lease sale notice.

Lee Loeffler. 33 IBLA 18 (Nov. 22, 1977)

The Secretary of the Interior has the discretionary
authority to reject a high bid in a competitive cil anc
gas lease sale where the record discloses a rational
basis for the conclusion that the amount of the bid was
inadequate.

Where the high bid tendered at a competitive enshcre
oil and gas lease sale is not clearly spurious or
irresponsible, and is rejected solely on the basis of
a statement by an official that the bid is inadequate
and no factual basis for that conclusion appears in th«
case record, the decision will be set aside and the
case remanded.

__sAI_________

_

• 3 " IB1 » 29 (Feb. IK, 1978)

ELM is without authority to alter an ambigi
competitive oil and gas lease bid in order
make it valid.

_______£___» 31 IBLA "1 (Feb. 11, 1978)

The Secretary of the Interior has the discretionary
authority to reject a high bid in a competitive oil and
gas lease sale where the record discloses a rational
basis for the conclusion that the amount of the bid was
inadeguate.

The U.S. Geological Survey is the Secretary's technical
expert in matters concerning geologic evaluation cf
tracts of land offered at a sale of competitive cil and
gas leases and the Secretary is entitled to rely en its
reasoned analysis.

Where the high bid tendered at a competitive uplard cil
and gas lease sale, which is not clearly spurious or
irresponsible, is rejected solely on the basis of a

conclusory statement that the bid is inadequate and the
factual basis for that conclusion does not appear in
the case record, the decision will te set aside ard the
case remanded for compilation of a more complete record
and read judication of the bid.

Gerald, S. Ostrowski. 3« IBLA 25« (Mar. 28, 1978)
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Before issuance of a competitive oil and gas lease for
land within the area of an approved unit agreeaent, it
is proper to require the successful bidder to file evi-
dence that he has entered into an agreement with the
unit operator for development of the land in the lease
under the terms and provisions of the approved unit
agreement or to file a statement giving satisfactory
reasons for failure to enter such agreement.

Dnder U3 CFB 3120.3-1, rejection of the high bid
tendered for a parcel of land offered at a sale cf
competitive oil and gas leases will be affirmed where
there is a rational basis for the conclusion that the
highest bid was too low,.

B.____P_i__, HO IBLA 85 (Mar. 22, 1979)

Where high bidder for a competitive oil and gas lease
within the area of an approved unit agreement fails to
file evidence showing joinder to the unit agreement or
to submit satisfactory reasons for failure to enter
into agreement with the unit operator, it is proper to
reject his bid and to refund the tonus payment tendered
with the bid.

S°I_______Barro_s. 36 IBLA 160 (July 31, 1978)

Where a high bid was timely filed prior to the deadline
for bids, but was subsequently midlaid by BLM and was
not relocated until after another lower bid was de-
clared high, BLM properly accepted the true high bid
and retracted its declaration regarding the lower bid.

Jack_M__Chodar, 36 IBLA 32« (Aug. 23, 1978)

The Secretary of the Interior has the authority to re-
ject a high tid in a competitive oil and gas lease sale
on the basis of an inadequate bonus where the rejection
has a reasonable basis in fact.

Where a high bid tendered at an uplands competitive
oil and gas lease sale, which is not clearly spurious
or irresponsible, is rejected solely on the basis of
statements by an official of the Geological Survey that
the tid is inadequate, and no substantial factual basis
for that conclusion appears in the case record, and a

request for supporting documentation has been refused
by the Geological Survey, the decision will be reversed
and the case remanded to the Eureau of Land Hanageient
for its evaluation of the acceptability of the bids.

Char les I. B^nkle, Che vro n. D.S.A,
(AprT 167 1979)

.Inc., U0 IEIA 250

The failure of a high bidder, in an upland competitive
lease sale, to submit one-fifth of the amount bid with
his bid in the proper form of remittance, may not be
waived where the bidder submitted a sight draft, and
thus retained control of the fund until presentment and
final payment.

nesa_Petroleum_Coi , 37 IBLA 103 (Sept. 1978)

Where the high bide
lease sale submits
component bid is it

clarification of tf

: in a competitive oil and gas
bid in which the per acre
insistent with the total bid,
bid will be permitted where the

intent of the t

of the bid fom
Ldder is discernible from the evidence
, itself.

Patr_ck_P__role___Cor__, 38 IBLA 93 (Nov. 15, 197(

Where the high bid tendered at a competitive upland oil
and gas lease sale, which is not clearly spurious or
irresponsible, is rejected, and on appeal the offeror
makes assertions which, if true, would undermine the
factual basis for the rejection of the offer, the deci-
sion rejecting the offer will be set aside and the case
remanded for the compilation of a more complete record
and read judication of the acceptability of the bid.

2ia.i_gil._Co.;., 39 IBLA 173 (Jan. 30, 1979)

The Secretary of the Interior has the authority to re-
ject a high bid in a competitive oil and gas lease sale
on the basis of an inadequate bonus where the rejection
has a reasonable basis in fact.

Where high bids tendered at a competitive oil and gas
lease sale, which are not clearly spurious or irrespon-
sible, are rejected solely on the basis of a conclusory
statement by an official of the Geological Survey that
the bids are inadequate, and no factual basis for that
conclusion appears in the case record, and a request
for supporting documentation has teen refused, the de-
cision will be reversed as arbitrary and capricious.

St ev____________ Lutz, 39 IELA 386 (Feb. 28, 1979)

The Secretary of the Interior has the discretionary
authority to reject a high bid in a competitive oil and
gas lease sale where the record discloses a rational
basis for the conclusion that the amount of the tid was
inadequate.

The O.S. Geological Survey is the Secretary's technical
expert in matters concerning geologic evaluaticn cf
tracts of land offered at a sale of competitive oil and
gas leases and the Secretary is entitled to rely on its
reasoned analysis.

Where an uplands competitive oil and gas lease high bid
is not clearly spurious or unreasonable en its face and
the record fails to disclose the factual basis fcr the
conclusion that the bid is inadequate, the decisicn
will be set aside and the case remanded for cctpilaticn
of a more complete record and read judication of the bid.

Southern Onicn Explorat
1979)"

HI IBLA 81 (Bay 31,

The requirement of forfeiture of the tid deposit if the
qualified high bidder fails to enter a lease must be
enforced to prevent those bidders with greater capital
resources from gaining an unfair advantage.

fEed_S.___elar_ucci, «1 IBLA 277 (June 28, 1979)

Failure to execute a lease results in forfeiture of the
tid deposit ty the high bidder in a competitive oil and
gas lease sale.

Ber__________ nco r elii , «3 IBLA 7 (Sept. 11, 1979)

Where the notice of a competitive oil and gas lease
sale clearly provided that the lease would be subject
to stipulations, ty making a bid, the offeror was bound
to accept the stipulations.

___mer__ i l_a n_________ , «3 IBLA 115 (Sept. 2H, 1979)
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Under «3 CFB Part 3120 an oil and gas "bid" must be sub-
mitted as well as a deposit, and where neither a per
acre nor total bid amount is included, the bid submis-
sion must be rejected despite argument the bids amounts
may be determined from the deposit amount.

fia»i§_2il_£2i» "3 "LA 320 (Oct. 22, 1979)

Where an application to lease land under the juris-
diction of another agency is rejected because of
objections by that agency, and where on appeal that
agency subsequently agrees to lease the land sutjecl
to certain special stipulations, such stipulations
will be submitted to the offeror for execution.

Shell_Oil_Coa , 20 IBLA 282 (May 27, 1975)

Under U3 CFB 3120.3-1, the United States reserves the
right to reject all bids, but any rejection must be
based on a record sufficient to establish that the re-
jection has a reasonable basis in fact.

The U.S. Geological Survey is the Secretary's technical
expert in matters concerning geologic evaluation of
tracts of land offered at a sale of competitive oil and
gas leases and the Secretary is entitled to rely on its
reasoned analysis.

Under «3 CFB 3120.3-1, rejection of a high bid tendered
at a sale of competitive oil and gas leases will be af-
firmed on appeal where the case file contains memoranda
from the U.S. Geological Survey sufficient to establish
that the rejection has a reasonable basis in fact.

Gerald_Si_0strowski_i0n_Beconsideratipn_after_B
«U IBLA 17 (Nov. 6, 1979)

The Mineral leasing Act for Acquired Lands of 1S17,
as amended, 30 U.S.C. §$ 351-359 (1970), requires that
the~consent of the administrative agency having juris-
diction of the acquired land described in a lease offer
be obtained prior to the issuance of an oil and gas
lease for such land. The Department of the Interior
has no discretionary authority to lease such land where
the consent is withheld.

Frederick. L. .Smith. 21 IBLA 239 (Aug. 11, 1975)

|al2ie_l^-5ani2ld, 21 IBLA 31 (Feb. 17, 1976)

Chaiies_FJ._Hjjek_and_Frederick_l^_Sjith, 29 IE1A 3 3C
(Mar. 31, 1977)

S§°x_ll!£i» 3" IBLA 27 (Feb. It, 1978)

Bejection of the high bid tendered for a parcel of land
offered at a competitive oil and gas lease sale will be
affirmed on appeal where it is supported on a rational
basis by uncontradicted U.S. Geological Survey
memoranda.

The U.S. Geological Survey is the Secretary's technical
expert in matters concerning geologic evaluation of
tracts of land offered at a sale of competitive oil and
gas leases and the Secretary is entitled to rely on its
reasoned analysis.

Basi 1_ W.._Bea3el , «« IBLA 62 (Nov. 20, 1979)

CONSENT OF AGENCY

Where the Forest Service suggests a stipulation tarring
any occupancy and use of the surface as a condition
precedent to the issuance of an oil and gas lease for
public lands in a national forest, based only on the
fact that the land is in an "inventoried roadless area,'
and where later the Forest Service agrees to a revised
stipulation, the Bureau of Land Management decision to
the extent it required the execution and filing of the
"Boadless Area" stipulation will be set aside and the
case remanded to the Bureau for submission of the sub-
stitute stipulation to the offeror for execution and
filing.

Jaa£S_A._Krumhansl, 19 IBLA 56 (Feb. 21, 1975)

Where the Forest Service requests a stipulation effec-
tively barring any occupancy or use of the surface as
a condition precedent to the issuance of an oil and gas
lease for lands in a national forest, based on the fact
that the land is in an "inventoried roadless area," and
where the Forest Service later substitutes a less re-
strictive stipulation, a Bureau of Land Management deci-
sion requiring the execution and filing of the roadless
area stipulation will be vacated and the case will be
remanded to the Bureau for submission of the substitute
stipulation to the offeror for execution and filing.

Benjamin_Ti_ Franklin, 19 IBLA 9« (Mar. <», 1975)

Where the Forest Service reguests imposition of a stip-
ulation effectively tarring any occupancy or use of the
surface as a condition precedent to the issuance cf an
oil and gas lease for lands in a national forest, the
case will be set aside and remanded for considerat icn
of a less stringent stipulation which the Forest Ser-
vice has agreed to in other cases arising in the same
and other national forests in Utah.

£i_»i_£ nderjo n , 21 IELA 328 (Aug. 1U, 1975)

The execution of special stipulations as a condition
precedent to issuance of oil and gas lease for land
located in a national forest may be required at the
discretion of the Secretary of the Interior in order to
protect environmental and other land use values. The
need for the stipulation should be clear and the stipu-
lation should be a reasonble means to the intended pur-
pose. The Forest Service's recommended stipulations
will be carefully considered by the Department, tut the
final authority for oil and gas leasing on public do-
main land rests in this Department.

|atl_Ri_ WilESI!. 21 IBLA 392 (Aug. 27, 1975)

The execution of special stipulations as a ccnditicn
precedent to the issuance of oil and gas leases for
land located in national forests may be required at the
discretion of the Secretary of the Interior in order to
protect environmental, recreational and other land use
values. In each case the need for the stipulation
should be clear and the means to accomplish the in-
tended purpose should be reasonable.

Bill. J., Maddox, 22 IELA 97 (Sept. 22, 1975)

The Secretary of the Interior may require executicn of
special stipulations reasonably designed to protect
identifiable resource values as a condition precedent
to issuance of an oil and gas lease. Stipulations pro-
posed by the Forest Service will be carefully consid-
ered by this Department, but the final decision for oil
and gas leasing on public domain land rests with this
Department. A "no surface occupancy" stipulation pro-
posed in order to protect a recreation area cannot
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stand if it might preclude surface occupancy unreason-
ably beyond the boundaries of the recreation area.

Be ver 1 e.y_Lasr ich , 22 IBLA 202 (Oct. 15, 1975)

An applicant for an acquired lands oil and gas lease
must execute any special stipulations required by the
agency administering the land as a condition precedent
to the issuance of the lease, or suffer rejection of
the offer.

Sallie_B.._Sanford , 22 IBLA 289 (Oct. 30, 1975)

National forest public lands which have net been with-
drawn from oil and gas leasing but are under study by
the Forest Service as a proposed wilderness area are
available for leasing in the discretion of, and under
conditions imposed by, the Secretary of the Interior.
Such discretion is not properly exercised when the
Bureau of Land Management rejects an offer solely upon
the recommendation of the Forest Service that land is a

"candidate" for a proposed wilderness area without mak-
ing an independent determination that leasing, with ap-
propriate protective stipulations, is or is not in the
public interest.

I§dras_K.._Hartle2, 23 IBLA 102 ( Dec - 23 » 1975)

The Secretary of the Interior may reguire execution cf
special stipulations reasonably designed to protect
environmental and other land use values as a condition
precedent to the issuance of an oil and gas lease. Eut
where a State Office of the Bureau of Land Management
seeks to impose a "no surface occupancy" stipulation,
the most stringent of stipulations, without a showing
that it has considered less stringent stipulations, the
decisions will be set aside. Where the stated basis
for the imposition of the stipulation is the threat of
oil and gas activities to automobile racing, the deci-
sion will be set aside particularly where the lease
offers include land primarily outside the boundaries
of the racing grounds withdrawal.

w.eriJ_K i_Jgnes_et_al. , 26 IBLA 165 (Aug. U, 1976)

When the Forest Service recommends against issuing an
oil and gas lease for public land because the lard has
teen included within a wilderness candidate study area,
the Bureau of Land Management must make an indeperdent
determination on whether the lease, with stipulations,
should be issued. A case will be remanded for such a

determination especially where the Forest Service on
appeal has reconsidered and recommends leasing with
certain stipulations.

fied_^_ B 1 ume , 28 IBLA 58 (Nov. 9, 1976)

The recommendations of the Forest Service are impor-
tant in determining whether or not an oil and gas lease
should issue for public lands but are not conclusive.
Ultimately, the Secretary of the Interior is entrusted
with the responsibility of determining whether or not
to issue a lease.

Where the Bureau of Land Management rejects an oil and
gas lease offer for public lands within a national for-
est solely on the objection of the Forest Service and
where the Bureau officials did not make an independent
determination whether leasing the lands is or is not
in the public interest, the rejection is not a proper
exercise of discretion and the case will be remanded
to the Bureau for further consideration.

§tanlei_Mi_ Ed wards 2« IBLA 12 (Feb. «, 1976)
83 I.E.

The Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 vests the Department of
the Interior with the discretion to lease public lands
for oil and gas, including public lands in the national
forests. Although this Department gives most careful
consideration to the recommendations of the Forest Ser-
vice, the latter does not have a veto power over public
land leasing.

Chevron_0i l_Co.. , 2U IBLA 159 (Mar. 15, 1976)

The Secretary of the Interior may require an oil and
gas lease applicant to accept stipulations reasonably
designed to protect environmental and other land use
values as a condition precedent to the issuance of a

lease. Where a Bureau of Land Management districtwide
environmental analysis record establishes the likeli-
hood that significant archaeological values are prev-
alent in the district and may be found in the land
embraced by leases in that district, a special protec-
tive stipulation is not unreasonable solely because no
archaeological values have yet been discovered in the
lease offer.

When the Forest Service recommends against issuing an
oil a-nd gas lease for public land because the land has
been included within a wilderness candidate study area,
the Bureau of Land Management must make an independent
determination on whether not to issue a lease or whether
issuance of a lease subject to appropriate stipulations
is in the public interest. A case will be remanded to
the Eureau of Land Management for an independent deter-
mination where it is evident that such has not been
done.

Ken_neth_FA_Cummin5s_and_Aj W . Fle ming. Empire
Resources. Inc"~28 IBLA~73 (Nov. 12, 1976)

Under the Mineral Lea
19«7, a_§ amejgded, 30
lands embraced within
are under surface jur
within the Department
National Park Service
the consent of the Se
sary under the Act to
the National Park Ser
leases for lands with
National Recreation A

tain the area for the
lished, it is proper
reject the offers.

Da^hf ine_ Shear t_David
1977f

sing Act for Acguired Lands of
U.S.C. «« 351-359 (1970). if the
an oil and gas lease application
isdiction of a service or bureau
of the Interior, as are the
and the Bureau of Reclamation,

cretary of the Interior, is neces-
the leasing of the land. Where

vice recommends that oil and gas
in the boundaries of the Chickasaw
rea te rejected in order tc lain-
purposes for which it was estat-

to accept this recommendation and

.Shear, 29 IBLA 33 (Feb. 10,

The Eureau of Land Management must reject a

noncompetitive oil and gas lease offer for acguired
lands under the jurisdiction of the Department of the
Air Force where the latter agency withholds its consent
from the issuance of a lease.

Ca£ i t ol_0il_ Co rj3a , 33 IBLA 392 (Jan. 26, 1978)

Cecil_Ai_Walkerx_Alan_Ci
1976)

F. Dille;' . 26 IBLA 71 (July 9,
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CONTRACTS FOR SALE OF ROYALTY OIL OR GAS

The Department nay not sell royalty oil to an ineligi-
ble refinery, unless the Secretary of the Interior
finds that the crude oil needs of refiners eligible to
purchase crude oil under 30 O.S.C. « 192 (1970) are
being net in the open market.

A regulation defining "eligible refiners" under the Act
of July 13, 19U6, providing for the sale of Government
royalty oil or gas, as owners of existing refineries
(including refineries not in operation) who qualify as
a small business enterprise under the rules of the
Small Business Administration and who are unable to
purchase in the open market an adequate supply of crude
oil to meet the needs of their existing refinery capac-
ities, is an implementation of the Act within the ambit
of the Secretary of the Interior's authority to pre-
scribe rules and regulations.

Th under bird_Resour cesi_l£ci , 20 IBLA 2U8 (Hay 16, 1975)

Where consideration of an application to participate ir

the Government royalty oil sales program filed after
the deadline could interfere with the rights of other
applicants and would unduly interfere with the orderly
conduct of the program, the application is properly
rejected.

___Joh nson_6_Coix_I n£i ,

DESCRIPTION OF LAND

IBLA 182 (Dec. 6, 1978)

An oil and gas lease offer will not be rejected on the
basis of a defective land description merely because
some of the land applied for is not available for leas-
ing where the offeror has submitted advance rental for
all of the land described. Generally, where an offer
describes an entire section and only part of that land
is available for leasing, a lease will be issued for
the land available and the offer rejected for the bal-
ance of the land in the section.

The description of an entire section of land modified
by the word "available" in an oil and gas lease appli-
cation is an offer to lease all of that section, sub-
ject to availability for leasing. An offer containing
such a description need not be rejected for lack of
a legally sufficient description where the offer is
accompanied by the reguired rent for all of the land
described therein.

eilan_Si_Pa.HU la k , 30 IBLA 77 (Apr. 18, 1977)

BLN is not required to alter, modify, or correct an
over-the-counter oil and gas lease offer in order to
resolve a disparity in the land description contained
therein.

___£________» 33 IBLA 237 (Dec. 28, 1977)

Where an offer for an oil and gas lease describes lands
in a section number followed by several aliquot parts
and concludes with the words "(all available)," those
words refer only to lands available within the aliquot
parts and not to other aliquot parts of the section not
specifically listed.

_____________ 3<4 IBLA 355 (Apr. 1978)

O IL AND GAS. LEASES—Continued

DESCRIPTION OF LAND—Continued

A metes and bounds description, with courses and dis-
tances between successive anqle points and appropriate
ties to the nearest official survey corner, is properly
required pursuant to U3 CER 3101.2-3(a) where the de-
scription of lands in an oil and gas lease offer cannot
be conformed to the public land surveys.

Wilfred Plomis. HI IBLA 26U (Dec. 19, 1979)

DISCRETION TO LEASE

The Department has discretionary authority to issue or
not to issue leases under the Mineral Leasing Act fcr
Acquired Lands, 30 U.S.C. «« 351-59 (1970).

In exercising its discretion to lease or not to lease
oil and gas under the Mineral Leasing Act for Acquired
Lands, 30 U.S.C. *s 351-59 (1970), the Department may
reject an oil and gas lease offer filed thereunder,
where the minerals are held in trust for the Shoshone
and Arapaho Indians and are leasable under the Act of
Aug. 21, 1916, 39 Stat. 519.

_____________________

.

IBLA 326 (Jai 7. 1975)

Where an oil and gas lease offer for public lands within
1 mile of the exterior boundaries of a naval petroleum
reserve is rejected because the Department of the Navy
recommends against the leasing of the land despite the
Geological Survey's deteriination that operations on
the subject land would not adversely affect the naval
reserve through drainage from known productive horizons,
the decision rejecting the lease offer will be reversed.
The recommendations of the Federal agency exercising
jurisdiction over a naval petroleum reserve, while im-
portant, are not conclusive. The final determination
rests with the Department, and where the Geolcgical
Survey after full consideration of pertinent technical
considerations recommends leasing, a lease will issue.

____________________ » I 8 J BLA 331 (Jan. 9, 197?)

is lease offers embracing lands within an
iJ"" 1 "" " - ------_ai niia an a scenic

Cil and gas
under consideration as a pottu^ai ...u c

pursuant to sec. 5(d) of the Wild and Scenic Rivers
16 O.S.C. i 1276(d) (1970), — --->-*- -

i vet
area pursuant to sec. 5(d) of the Wild and Scenic Fiver
Act, 16 O.S.C. § 1276(d) (1970), or within adjacent
areas having special resource values which might be dam
aged by oil and gas leasing may be properly rejected in
the exercise of the Secretary's discretion in leasing.

___________________________
1975)

>_______ _j_.ll<

19 IBLA 191 (.Mar. 16,

IBLA 289 (Aug. 11, 1975)

Under the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920, as amende
30 U.S.C. § 181 et sea. (1970), the first-qualii
applicant has a preference right to receive an <

gas lease where the Department of the Interior i

the exercise of its discretion, determined to is

such a lease. But a lease offer does net create
vested interest where there has been no deteriii
to lease the lands embraced in the lease offer,
the latter instance, the application for a least
hope or expectation rather than a valid claim ac

the Government, and the lease offeror has acguii
rights which are violated by issuance of a patei
the State of Alaska for the lands embraced in t)

lease offer.

_____________ . 20 IELA 1 (Apr. 1«, 1975)
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The Department of the Interior has full and final
authority to determine whether or not to issue oil
and gas leases. Where the lands embraced within an
oil and gas lease offer contain established archaeo-
logical sites and in the opinion of the responsible
Departmental officials oil and gas exploration activi-
ties would destroy or impair the sites, a lease offer
is properly rejected, absent an affirmative showing on
behalf of the offeror that exploration activities
would not infringe upon the archaeological resources
of the area.

Rosit a_2£uJiiiS . 20 IBLA 5« (Apr. 2«, 1975)

Sec. 6(b) of the Alaska Statehood Act providing for
recognition of valid existing claims does not apply to
an oil and gas lease offer filed pursuant to the Min-
eral Leasing Act of 1920. While an oil and gas lease
offeror may have a right to a lease where the Depart-
ment has exercised its discretion to issue a lease, and
the offeror is entitled to a statutory priority right
over other offerors, his application does not rise to
the level of a "claim" or "right" within the savings
clause of the Alaska Statehood Act where there has been
no such determination to lease.

Regulation «3 CFR 2627.3(b)(2) requires that conflicting
oil and gas lease offers filed pursuant to the Mineral
Leasing Act of 1920, except for preference right appli-
cations, whether filed prior to, simultaneously with, or
after the filing of an Alaska State selection, must be
rejected when and if the selection is tentatively ap-
proved. The preference right referred to in the regu-
lation does not apply to an oil and gas lease offeror
who receives a priority right as the first-qualified
applicant in the event the Department decides to issue
a lease.

Richard
1975)"

-J*i_S2SSi_Eai!i§I_52!Jdi3!l§

«

An offer for an oil and gas lease under the Mineral
Leasing Act for Acquired Lands may properly be rejected
where there is uncertainty regarding the title to the
oil and gas deposits.

S hel l_Oil_Co_. , 20 IBLA 292 (May 27, 1975)

Under sec. 17 of the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920, as
amended, the Secretary of the Interior has discretion
to refuse to issue an oil and gas lease in the inter-
est of conservation, wildlife protection, and other
purposes in the public interest.

The general prohibition against oil and gas leasing in
wildlife refuges contained in 43 CFR 3101.3-3 (unless
there is drainage) is a formal exercise of the Secre-
tary's discretion under sec. 17 of the Mineral Leasing
Act of 1920, as amended.

The Secretary's authority to withdraw public lands is
separate from, and in addition to, the Secretary's
discretionary authority under sec. 17 of the Mineral
Leasing Act of 1920, as amended. Therefore, public
lands which are described in a public land order as not
withdrawn from leasing under the mineral leasing laws
remain subject to an exercise of the Secretary's dis-
cretion under sec. 17 of the Mineral Leasing Act of
1920, as amended.

The prohibition in 03 CFR 3101.3-3 (a) (1) against leas-
ing for oil and gas in wildlife refuge lands, except
where there is drainage, applies to areas withdrawn for
waterfowl production, even though the withdrawal crder
did not prohibit leasing. Offers for such lands and
laketeds riparian thereto are properly rejected.

A. .G.^golden. 21 IBLA 76 (June 25, 1975)

On appeal from decision (s) rejecting oil and gas lease
offer (s) insofar as they include land (s) within a lava
flow under ccnsideraton for primitive or natural area
status, when the Eureau of Land Management indicates
that it is willing to lease some of the land (s) under
a no-surface-occupancy stipulation, and the offerer (s)

indicate they would accept such a stipulation for all
the land (s) at issue, the decision (s) will be set aside
and the case (s) remanded for consideration of issuance
of lease (s) containing no-surface-occupancy stipula-
tion (s) on the land (s) in the lava flow.

B°"§ ton.0 i 1_ a n d_B i ne r a 1 §. Corr^_ Le land_A^Jjod ges
JlSUSteel, 22 IBIA 172 (Sept. 30, 1975)

Leland A. Bodge s (Trustee ). 23 IBIA 1U2 (Dec. 23, 1975)

The provisions of the Mineral Leasing Act for Acquired
Lands, 61 Stat. 913, 30 O.S.C. « 351 et seg. (1970),
and those of the Mineral Leasing Act, «1 Stat. 137,
30 O.S.C. * 181 et seq. (1970), authorize the Secretary
of the Interior to reject high bids for upland oil and
gas leases based on the inadequacy of the bonus bid if
such rejection has a reasonable basis in fact.

B_6,W Ojl Co tJ Inc.. 22 IBLA 313 (Hov. 10, 1975)

National forest public lands which have not been with-
drawn from oil and gas leasing but are under study by
the Forest Service as a proposed wilderness area are
available for leasing in the discretion of, and under
conditions imposed by, the Secretary of the Interior.
Such discretion is not Froperly exercised when the
Eureau of Land Management rejects an offer solely
upon the recommendation of the Forest Service that
land is a "candidate" for a proposed wilderness area
without making an independent determination that leas-
ing, with appropriate protective stipulations, is or
is not in the public interest.

I§dras_K. .Hartley,, 23 IBLA 102 (Dec. 23, 1975)

In the atsence of a withdrawal of land from mineral
leasing, public lands are subject to leasing fcr cil
and gas in the discretion of and under conditions im-
posed by the Secretary of the Interior.

Where the Eureau of Land Management rejects an oil and
gas lease offer for public lands within a national for-
est solely on the objection of the Forest Service and
where the Eureau officials did not make an independent
determination whether leasing the lands is or is not
in the public interest, the rejection is not a proper
exercise of discretion and the case will be remanded
to the Bureau for further consideration.

Stanley M. Edwards. 2« IELA 12 (Feb. U, 1976)
83 I.E. 33

Ti_Ri_Youn2z_Jr. 20 [BLA 333 (June 11, 1975)
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While the Secretary of the Interior has the authority
to reject oil and gas lease offers in the public inter-
est, such rejection must te rationally related to that
public interest. where an offer to lease lands in an
"elk winter pasture" is rejected a few months after
issuing a siailar lease to another person for lands
within the sane area, which lands are apparently in-
distinguishable from the lands in the rejected lease
offer, such offer will be remanded for reconsideration.

L. ft. Idler . 2U IBLA 28 (Feb. 11, 1976)

National forest lands, sone of which are in a wilder-
ness area, a roadless area, or a memorial parkway,
which have not been withdrawn from oil and gas leasing,
are subject to leasing in the discretion of and under
conditions imposed by the Secretary of the Interior.
However, where the Secretary of the Interior has spe-
cifically determined by formal publication of a memo-
randum that lands in a certain section of a national
forest are to be withheld from leasing, he has exer-
cised his plenary discretion to refuse to issue leases,
and subsequent offers for lands in this designated area
restricted from leasing are properly rejected.

J a SS_Dono2hue_e t_ali , 2U IBLA 210 (Bar. 23, 1976)

Uncertainty of title to oil and gas in an acquired land
tract is sufficient ground for the rejection of a lease
offer in the exercise of the Secretary's discretionary
authority over leasing. The burden is on the lease ap-
plicant to demonstrate that the minerals he seeks to
lease are owned by the United States as an acguired in-
terest, ft decision rejecting an offer will be affirmed
where appellant has failed to meet this burden and a

significant question of title remains.

fi22_0umEer, 2a IBLA 218 (Bar. 2U, 1976)

The Secretary of the Interior may, in his discretion,
reject any offer to lease public lands for oil and gas
deposits upon a proper determination that the leasing
would not be in the public interest, even though the
land applied for is not withdrawn from leasing under
the nineral Leasing Act.

while the Bureau of Land Management may reject oil and
gas lease offers or require stringent protective stip-
ulations in order to protect the environment, such ac-
tion must be supported by facts of record. Where such
action is taken and is supported only by statements
that leasing would not be in the public interest, the
case will be remanded to the Bureau for a more complete
exposition of the basis for the action.

Cartridae_Sy.ndica.te, 25 IELA 57 (May 20, 1976)

When the Secretary of the Interior determines that an
oil and gas lease is to be issued for a particular
tract, it must be issued to the first-qualified appli-
cant. An applicant is not qualified because of his
failure to comply with <»3 CFR 3112.2-1 (a) when he fails
to provide the name of the State in which the parcel of
land is located.

Ishmael_Guerra, 26 IBLA 116 (July 26, 1976)

The Secretary of the Interior may reguire execution cf
special stipulations reasonably designed to protect
environmental and other land use values as a condition
precedent to the issuance of an oil and gas lease. Eut
where a State Cffice of the Bureau of land Kanageient
seeks to impose a "no surface occupancy" stipulation,
the most stringent of stipulations, without a sho*ing
that it has considered less stringent stipulations, the
decisions will be set aside. Hhere the stated basis
for the imposition of the stipulation is the threat of
oil and gas activities to automobile racing, the deci-
sion will be set aside particularly where the lease
offers include land primarily outside the boundaries
of the racing grounds withdrawal.

?ern_K.._J.oi!e_s_et_ali , 26 IBLA 165 (Aug. «, 1976)

The Secretary has discretionary authority to reject
oil and gas lease offer where Federal title to the
and gas deposits is uncertain.

IeonaiJ_£i_I!£Swe£nx_Ea^id_j^_Erovinse, 26 IE1A 376
(Sept. 9, 1976)

Where title to the minerals in a tract of acquired lane
which is the subject of an oil and gas lease offer can-
not te determined from records in the possession of th<
BLR, the burden is on the applicant to search the land
records to ascertain the chain of title and establish
the eligibility of the tract for leasing. Applicant
may be reguired tc furnish evidence from the ccurty re-
corder's office in the nature of a title abstract suffi
cient to allow the Solicitor to render a legal cpicicn
regarding title to the oil and gas in the tract sought
for leasing. Rejection of the offer in the exercise ci

the Secretary's discretion over leasing is proper wber«
applicant declines to provide such information.

Where there is uncertainty regarding title to the oil
and gas in an acguired land tract embraced in as oil
and gas lease offer, and the evidence provided by the
applicant is not sufficient basis for a legal opinion
as to the status of title, the offer is properly re-
jected by the BLM. However, if the applicant provides
new evidence on appeal tending to show the existence
of a United States interest in the oil and gas in the
tract, the case may be remanded for censideratien of
the new evidence.

Jean_0aka son , 27 IELA HI (Sept. 22, 1976)

The Secretary of the Interior has the authority to re-
ject a high bid in a competitive oil and gas lease sale
on the basis of an inadeguate bonus where the rejecticn
has a reasonable basis in fact.

Iates__e_roleu__Cor__, 27 IBLft 22U (Oct. 12, 1976)

Steven_and_Harj_Lutz, 39 IBLA 386 (Feb. 28, 1979)

£j)arles_g- Binkle. Chevron, U.S,. A. , Inc, . «0 IEIA 250
(Apr. 16, 1979)

The Secretary of the Interior may, in his discreticn,
reject any offer to lease public lands for oil and gas
upon a proper determination that the leasing would not
te in the putlic interest, even though the land applied
for is not withdrawn from leasing under the nineral
Leasing Act. Where the land is part of a designated
winter pasture for a large elk herd, and it has been
determined that oil and gas operations would adversely
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affect that use of the land to a substantial extent,
rejection of the lease offer will be affirmed.

Li_Ai_Ilier_JSu.eEiL, 28 IELA 8 (Nov. 5, 1976)

When the Forest Service recommends against issuing an
oil and gas lease for public land because the land has
been included within a wilderness candidate study area,
the Bureau of Land Management must make an independent
determination on whether the lease, with stipulations,
should be issued. A case will be remanded for such a

determination especially where the Forest Service on
appeal has reconsidered and recommends leasing with
certain stipulations.

rred_P__B_ume, 28 IBLA 58 (Nov. 9, 1976)

When the Forest Service recommends against issuing an
oil and gas lease for public land because the land has
been included within a wilderness candidate study area,
the Bureau of Land Management must make an independent
determination on whether not to issue a lease or whether
issuance of a lease subject to appropriate stipulations
is in the public interest. A case will be remanded to
the Bureau of Land Management for an independent deter-
mination where it is evident that such has not been
done.

£S£neth_Fi_Cumminas_and_Ai_Wi_Fleminax_Em^ire
Keso.urceSj._Inc. , 28 IBLA 73 (Nov. 12, 1976)

The Secretary of the Interior may, in his discretion,
reject any offer to lease public lands for oil and gas
deposits upon a proper determination that leasing would
not be in the public interest.

The Secretary of the Interior may reject a noncompeti-
tive offer to lease for oil and gas when he determines
that it is in the public interest to do so because the
lands applied for are within the Interstate 70 scenic
corridor and are under consideration for inclusion in
a primitive area.

The Secretary in the exercise of his discretionary
authority, may refuse to lease public lands for oil
and gas, even though the lands are not withdrawn from
oil and gas leasing.

Einn!cle__inin__a_d_Ex_loraJ^on_Co_j_Inc_, 28 IBLA 2«9
(Dec. 20, 1976)

Neither the filing of an over-the-counter oil and gas
lease offer, nor the holding of a drawing of simulta-
neously filed offers to determine the first-qualified
offeror, creates any right to a lease or any property
rights in the offeror that diminish the Secretary's
discretion whether or not to issue a noncompetitive
oil and gas lease on a given tract.

An oil and gas lease is not issued until it is signed
by the authorized officer; the acceptance of first
year's rental in advance as required by regulation
does not create a lease contract. Until lease issu-
ance, the Secretary retains his discretion to lease
or not to lease a given tract.

When the Secretary of the Interior has exercised his
discretionary authority over the issuance of cil and
gas leases to promulgate a Public Land Order closing
an area of public lands to oil and gas leasing fcr
the purpose of preserving and developing the potash
deposits therein belonging to the United States, it
is proper to reject oil and gas lease offers fcr suck
withdrawn lands.

il_«inerals_Cor£., 30 IBLA 259 (Bay 31, 1977)

The Secretary of the Interior may, in his discretion,
reject an offer to lease public lands for oil and gas
deposits upon a proper determination that the leasing
would not be in the public interest, even though the
land applied for is not withdrawn from leasing onder
the Mineral Leasing Act.

D u nca n__i 1 le r , 30 IBLA 350 (June 8, 1977)

£<jnca n_B i 1 ler. , 31 IBLA 351 (July 25, 1977)

£ u nca___ i lie r , 31 IELA 371 (Aug. «, 1977)

fi°teit_P._Kunkel, Ml IBLA 77 (May 31, 1979)

The Secretary of the Interior has the discreticnary
authority to reject a high bid in a competitive oil and
gas lease sale where the record discloses a rational
basis for the conclusion that the amount of the bid was
inadequate.

Yates Petroleum. Corp., 32 IBLA 196 (Sept. 15, 1977)

lasil__.__ea_el, 3U IBLA 29 (Feb. 1«, 1978)

Gerald S. Cstrowski. 3D IELA 25U (Bar. 28, 1978)

il IELA 81 (Kay 31,Southern _nicn Exploration Co.,
19797

The Secretary of the Interior may in his discret
reject any offer to lease public lands for oil a

upon a proper determination that leasing would n

in the public interest, even though the land app
for is not withdrawn from leasing under the Bine
Leasing Act. Where part of the lands applied fo
in the Bonneville Salt Flats, and the Bureau of
Banagement determines that oil and gas leasing a

ties are not compatible with the primary managem
objective to prevent irreparable damage to a sig
cant resource, rejection of the lease offers or
requirement of execution of surface occupancy st
tions will be affirmed.
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.l§3_as__.__a rt le_ , 33 IEIA 7«

The decision to issue an oil and gas lease to the first-
qualified offeror is within the discretion of the Sec-
retary of the Interior, and offers within proposed wild
and scenic river areas may be rejected to protect such
areas.

2_esta_P_tro_eum_C.o_, 33 IBLA 116 (Dec. 16, 1977)

James W. Car _et_al_, 1 SEC. 1 (Apr. IS, 1977)
81 I.D.
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Oil and gas lease offers may be rejected where legal
title to the lands in issue is uncertain. It is not
improper for BLM to refuse to suspend the offers pend-
ing determination of the title issue.

JLL-Ifidustries^InCi, 3U IBLA 99 (Feb. 23, 1978)

OIL ,AN,p^GAS_I,|ASES— Continued

DISCRETION TO LEASE—Continued

A decision rejecting an oil and gas lease offer because
it would result in undue degradation of the enviccnent
will be set aside where the record does not clearly
support the conclusion reached by BIB.

J°l!n_Ma_Lebf rom, «3 IBLA 67 (Sept. 19, 1979)

The Secretary of the Interior may, in his discretion,
reject any offer to lease public lands for oil and gas,
upon a determination supported by facts of record that
the leasing would not be in the public interest because
it is incompatible with uses of the lands which are
worthy of preservation. Where the land is being used
as a habitat for endangered animals, is a natural sce-
nic asset, and has potential recreational value, and
where BLM determines that oil and gas operation would
result in unavoidable adverse impact on these attri-
butes, rejection of the lease offer will be affirmed
in the absence of countervailing compelling reasons.

£ell K. Hatch, Amoco Productic
(Apr7 ll7"978)

Co. 3U IBLA 27«

Under sec. 17 of the Mineral Leasing Act of 192C, as
amended, 30 D.S.C. « 226 (1976), the Secretary of the
Interior has discretion to refuse to issue an oil and
gas lease in the interest of conservation, wildlife pro-
tection, and other purposes in the public interest.

The general prohibition against oil and gas leasing in
wildlife refuges contained in H3 CFR 31C1.3-3 (unless
there is drainage) is a formal exercise of the Secre-
tary's discretion under sec. 17 of the Mineral leasing
Act of 1920, as amended, 30 U.S.C. i 226 (1976).

TucJser_and_Snidei_E2£loraiionx_Inc., «3 IBLA 2 35
(Oct. 10, 1979)

The Secretary of the Interior may reguire execution of
special stipulations reasonably designed to protect
environmental and ether land use values as a condition
precedent to the issuance of an oil and gas lease. Oil
and gas lease offers within area proposed for inclusion
in the wild and scenic river system may be rejected to
protect such areas.

Dean W. Howell . 37 IBLA 387 (Nov. 6, 1978)

It is within the discretion of the Bureau of Land Han-
agement to impose the requirement of a no surface occu-
pancy stipulation upon an oil and gas lease, where
there has been a determination that it is in the putlic
interest to do so because the lands applied for have
important archaeological values, are within the Inter-
state 70 scenic corridor, and are under consideration
for inclusion in a primitive area.

Jaaes.Wi.ChSjnow, H3 IBLA 375 (Oct. 31, 1979)

The BLM may reject any offer to lease public lands for
oil and gas, upon a determination supported by facts
of record that the leasing would not be in the public
interest because it is incompatible with uses of the
lands which are worthy of preservation. Where the land
is being used as a habitat for mule deer and elk, is a

natural scenic asset, and has recreational, archaeolog-
ical and paleontological values, and where BLM deter-
mines that oil and gas drilling operations would result
in unavoidable adverse impact on these attributes, re-
jection of the lease offer will be affirmed, in the

compelling countervailing reasons.

Ja»es_Oi_Breenei_Jri , 38 IBLA 281 (Dec. 13, 1978)

Onder sec. 17 of the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920, as
amended, and the regulations issued pursuant to that
Act, the Secretary of the Interior has discretion to
refuse to issue an oil and gas lease. The Secretary,
through BLM, his duly authorized representative, may
reject any offer to lease public lands for oil and gas
upon a determination supported by facts of record that
the leasing would not be in the public interest because
it is incompatible with uses of the lands which are
worthy of preservation. When the land, situated in
Hell's Half Acre, has geological, ecological, scenic,
and recreational values and is under study for its wil-
derness potential, and where BLM recommends that the
lands not be leased pending further studies of the
area, rejection of the lease offer will be affirmed,
in the absence of compelling countervailing reasons.

JU_£.._Hoef 1 e , u 1 IBLA 174 (June 22, 1979)

|h bidUnder U3 CFR 3120.3-1, rejection of a higfc

at a sale of competitive oil and gas leases will be af-
firmed on appeal where the case file contains neicranda
from the U.S. Geological Survey sufficient to establish
that the rejection has a reasonable basis in fact.

Gerald S. Cstrowski (On B<

UU TELA 17~~(NovT 6, 197 97"
!iMl.
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£ a viJ_H. _X§4e s , «« IELA 121 (Nov. 27, 1979)

The Department, may, in its discretion, reject offers
to lease public lands for oil and gas, but such rejec-
tions must be based on facts of record and tackgrcund
data indicating that leasing would be contrary to the
public interest.

P lac id pjl.Co. . «« IELA 2C9 (Dec. 1979)

The Eureau of Land Management, on behalf of the Secre-
tary of the Interior, may condition issuance of a lease
on the execution of a no surface occupancy stipulation
where on appeal the record shows that the Eureau has
adequately considered the factors involved and the
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fii.Ei.Shillandet, «« IBLA 216 (Dec. 11, 1979)

stipulation is a reasonable
Departmental purposes.
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leasehold was not diligent in good faith and the lease
nust be held to have expired.

Daisy Ej Hook.eS.alj. 21 IBLA 1«7 (July 16, 1975)

DRAINAGE

Lands situated within the boundaries of incorporated
cities, towns, or villages are excluded from oil and
gas leasing under the Bineral Leasing Act, as amended,
30 U.S.C. « 181 (1970). If drainage occurs on such
lands by reason of wells drilled on adjacent lands,
agreements with the owners thereof may be entered into
by the Bureau of Land Management pursuant to 13 CFR
3100.3.

Hawt hor n_0i l_Cg . , 37 IBLA 91 (Sept. 22, 1978)

An oil and gas lease is extended by operation of law
for 2 years beyond the expiration of its primary term
when actual drilling operations were coimenced en the
lease (or for the lease under a unit Flan) prior to
the expiration of the primary term and such operations
are being diligently prosecuted on the expiration date,
even though the lease may also have production at that
time.

Bio Elanco Natural Gas.Co, 30 IELA 191 (Bay 19, 1977)
8U I.e. 198

DRILLING

Where only preliminary steps had been taken looking
toward conducting drilling operations by the expira-
tion date of an oil and gas lease, but there were
no actual drilling operations, a lease could not be
extended under 30 O.S.C. « 226(e) (1970), however
"primary term" of the lease in that section is defined
in the regulations.

Ingxco_0i l_Co.. , 20 IBLA 13<» (Bay 5, 1975)

To gualify for a 2-year extension of an oil and gas
lease pursuant to 30 O.S.C. t 226(e) (1970), it must
be shown that actual drilling operations were dili-
gently prosecuted on the leasehold on the last day of
the lease term, with bona fide intent to complete a
producing well, as demonstrated by subseguent circum-
stances, i.e., by a showing that the operation was
thereafter expeditiously carried forward to such an
extent that the effort constituted an acceptable test
of a geologic stratum where it could reasonably be
anticipated that commercial quantities of oil and/or
gas might be discovered.

P .._L.._Cook , 20 IBLA 315 (June 4, 1975)

Char les_H ._Goad , 25 IBLA 130 (June 7, 1976)

Under the provisions of U3 CFR 3107.2-1 (b) (2) (1973)
an oil and gas lease which had been committed to a unit
and extended as a result of production occurring within
that unit, is not within its primary term but rather is
held by production. Therefore, the diligent drilling
extension provision of 13 CFR 3107.2-3 is not available
as a method of further extension since that provision
is limited to leases in their primary term.

Tenneco 0il_Co. x Si

1975)
_0il_Co., 21 IBLA 130 (July 1U,

An oil and gas lease is extended by operation of law
for 2 years beyond the expiration of its primary term
when actual drilling operations were coimenced on the
lease (or for the lease under a unit plan) prior to the
expiration of the primary term and such operations are
being diligently prosecuted on the expiration date.

A unitized oil and gas lease is entitled to an exten-
sion for 2 years where production testing operations
are being conducted on the unit well on the expiration
date of the lease. Such testing qualifies as "actual
drilling operations" as defined by M3 CFR 3107.2-1
which includes not only the physical drilling of a

well, but the testing, completing, or equipping of
such well for production of oil or gas.

Shell_Oii_Co . , 36 IBLA 253 (Aug. 15, 1978)

To qualify for a 2-year extension of an oil and gas
lease, pursuant to 43 CFR 3107.2-3, it must be shown
that "actual drilling operations" were diligently
prosecuted on the last day of the lease term, with
reference made to subseguent circumstances. Efforts to
secure a large or full-size rig, which are frustrated
by unforeseen delays on the part of the contractor sup-
plying the rig so that "actual drilling operations" are
not undertaken for more than 60 days do not constitute
diligent drilling operations.

To gualify for a 2-year extension of an oil and gas
lease pursuant to «3 CFR 3107.2-3, it must be shewn
that "actual drilling operations" were diligently
prosecuted on the last day of the lease ten, with the
good faith intent to complete a producing well as dem-
onstrated by all of the circumstances. Where pricr ap-
proval of the Geological Survey had not teen obtained
for a change in hole and casing arrangements, drilling
that did occur on the last day of the lease ten was
not undertaken in good faith and the lease must be held
to have expired.

£lass ic_ H i nina_ Cor£. , 37 IBLA 338 (Oct. 27, 1978)

To qualify for a 2-year extension of an oil and gas
lease pursuant to 30 U.S.C. § 226(e) (197C) , it must be
shown that actual drilling operations were being dili-
gently prosecuted on the leasehold on the last day of
the lease term, with good faith intent to complete a

producing well as demonstrated by all the circumstances.
Where 1) approval of the Geological Survey had not been
obtained for any drilling, 2) proper bonds had not been
obtained before the expiration date of the leases, and
3) an adeguate environmental analysis had not been
filed, drilling that did occur on the last day of the

Nothing in the regulations requires an oil and gas les-
see to request approval of a drilling plan from the
Geological Survey more than 30 days in advance cf the
expiration of bis lease. The regulations contemplate
both a lessee's giving notice of intention to begin
work and the district engineer's giving permission to
proceed orally in cases of emergency.

An oil and gas lessee is required t<

he may initiate drilling operations
Where it is noted in a decision app<

post bond before
in his lease,
iled from that
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neither the lessee nor his operator have posted bond,
and the lessee does not controvert this fact on appeal,
it is properly found that there was no bond coverage.

Where a lessee is reguired by law to post bond before
commencing drilling and fails to do so, any drilling
operations actually undertaken by him do not constitute
"diligent prosecution" of "actual drilling operations"
in good faith under 13 CFR 3107.2-3, and he is there-
fore not entitled to an extension of his lease.

2i£ha.r.d._£.t_.Smoot, 39 IB LA 1 (Jan. 8. 1979)

To qualify for a 2-year extension of an oil and gas
lease pursuant to 3C U.S.C. 4 226(e) (197C) , it Bust be
shown that actual drilling operations were diligently
prosecuted on the leasehold on the last day of the
lease tern, with bona fide intent to complete a produc-
ing well, as demonstrated by circumstances ; e.g., by a

showing that the operation was thereafter expeditiously
carried forward to such an extent that the effort con-
stituted an acceptable test of a geologic stratum where
it could reasonably be anticipated that commercial quan-
tities of oil and/or gas might be discovered.

C T I. Cook. 20 IBIA 315 (June l», 1975)

The actions of a lessee in reentering a well to a depth
of 11,6«0 feet where said well has been previously
drilled to a depth of 12,895 feet do not constitute ac-
tual drilling operations within the terms of 30 U.S.C.
4 226(e) (1976) so as to entitle the lessee to a 2-year
extension of an oil and gas lease by drilling over the
terminal date of the lease.

To obtain an extension to an oil and gas lease by drill-
ing over the terminal date, actual drilling operations
must be conducted in such a way as to be an effort
which one seriously looking for oil and gas could be
expected to sake in that particular area, given exist-
ing knowledge of geological and other pertinent facts.

To qualify for an extension of a lease under 30 U.S.C.
4 226(e) (1976), the evidence must show that actual
drilling operations were diligently pursued on the
leasehold on the last day of the lease, with bona fide
intent to complete a producing well, as demonstrated by
by circumstances, e.g., by a showing that the operation
was thereafter expeditiously carried forward to such an
extent that the effort constituted an acceptable test
of a geologic stratum where it could reasonably be an-
ticipated that commercial quantities of oil and/or gas
might be discovered.

The bona fide intent of the lessee and the diligence
with which he carries out that intent must be tested
in accordance with the regulations, M3 CFH 3107.2-1 et
sea., not only by the activity in progress at midnight
of the last day, but by what transpires subsequently.

Ehoenix_Resources_Coi , 39 IBLA 153 (Jan. 29, 1979)

An application for permit to drill for oil and gas in a

designated Potash Area is properly denied where the ap-
plicant fails to show that his application comes within
either of the two exceptions to the policy in favcr of
potash development enunciated in an Order of the Secre-
tary, dated Oct. 7, 1975, HO FR 51U86.

Belco_Pe t role um_Cor£ . , «2 IBLA 150 (Aug. 16, 1979)

EXTENSIONS

Where only preliminary steps had been taken looking to-
ward conducting drilling operations by the expiration
date of an oil and gas lease, but there were no actual
drilling operations, a lease could not be extended
under 30 U.S.C. * 226(e) (1970), however "primary
term" of the lease in that section is defined in the
regulations.

when an oil and gas lease, extended beyond the priiary
term because of production, no lcnger has a well capa-
ble of producing oil or gas in paying quantities, the
lease terminates by operation of law if within 6C days
after cessation of production no approved reworking or
drilling operations are begun on the lease.

Istate_of_Anna_Aronow, 20 IELA 3H« (June 11, 1975)

Under the provisions of «3 CFR 3107.2-1 (b) (2) (1973)
an oil and gas lease which had been committed tc a u

and extended as a result of production occurring wit
that unit, is not within its primary term tut rather
held by production. Therefore, the diligent drillin
extenticn provision of U3 CFR 3107. 2-3 is not availa
as a method of further extension since that Frovisic
is limited to leases in their primary term.

3enneco_0il_Co J

1975)
.Sun, Oil. Co.. 21 IE1A 130 (July 1U,

To qualify for a 2-year extension of an oil and qas
lease pursuant to 30 U.S.C. 4 226(e) (197C) , it must be
shown that actual drilling operations were being dili-
gently prosecuted on the leasehold on the last day cf
the lease term, with good faith intent to complete a

producing well as demonstrated by all the circumstances.
Where 1) approval of the Geological Survey had net teen
obtained for any drilling, 2) proper bonds had not teen
obtained before the expiration date of the leases, and
3) an adequate environmental analysis had not been
filed, drilling that did occur on the last day of the
leasehold was not diligent in good faith and the lease
must be held to have expired.

Eaisj_Ei_Hook_et_al.1 , 21 IBIA 107 (July 16, 1975)
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der to support extension of an oil and gas lease
e basis cf production within a pre-existing unit
ich the lease was not previously committed, the
e must reach an agreement with the parties to the
agreement and the unit operating agreement in ac-
nce with the procedures for subsequent joinder
ned therein and submit evidence of such agreement
pproval of the Oil and Gas Supervisor, United
s Geological Survey, prior to expiration of the

The mere sending of notice by the lessee tc the
u of Land Management announcing his intention to
t his lease to an existing unit agreement is net
cient.

Inexco_2il_Coi , 20 IBLA 13« (May 5, 1975) Duncan Miller. 25 IBLA 125 (June 7, 1976)
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To qualify for a 2-year extension of an oil and gas
lease pursuant to 30 U.S.C. § 226(e) (1970), it must
be shown that actual drilling operations were dili-
gently prosecuted on the leasehold on the last day of
the lease term, with bona fide intent to couplets a

producing well as demonstrated by subsequent circum-
stances, i.e., by a showing that the operation was
thereafter expeditiously carried forward to such an
extent that the effort constituted an acceptable test
of a geologic stratum where it could reasonably be
anticipated that commercial quantities of oil and/or
gas might be discovered.

Assertions, even if established, that employees of the
Bureau of Land Management assured an oil and gas lessee
that drilling a leasehold on the last day of the lease
term was sufficient, without more, to extend the lease,
and that the lessee relied upon such representations,
afford the lessee no relief. Rights not authorized by
law cannot be acquired through misinformation given by
employees of the Bureau of Land Management.

Cha£les_Hi_Goad , 25 IBLA 130 (June 7, 1976)

where an oil and gas lease in its extended term because
of production has ceased production for a known period
and the Geological Survey questions whether the lease
is currently capable of production, the lease will not
terminate by operation of law if the lessee can show
that any of three sets of conditions or circumstances
exist: (1) reworking or drilling operations were begun
on the lease within 60 days after cessaticn of produc-
tion; (2) operations or production had been suspended
by order or with the consent of the secretary; and
(3) the lessee can Bake an acceptable showing within
60 days after notice from the Survey that there is a

well in a producing status on the leasehold.

Em il.y_H.. _0i en , 25 IBLA 193 (June 16, 1976)

An oil and gas lease will expire by operation of
the end of its primary term unless oil or gas is
produced in paying quantities at that time or ac
drilling operations were commenced prior to the
the primary term and are being diligently prosec
thereby entitling the lessee to an extension of
lease. A once productive well which ceases its
ductive capability during the initial term will
prevent expiration of the lease.

fiajac_lndus t r iesx_I

n

£i , 26 IBLA 202 (Aug. 11, 19
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pay rental timely, which leases are eligible fcr exten-
sions under 30 U.S.C. § 226-1 (d) (1970), because drill-
ing operations commenced prior to the end of the term
of the lease and were being diligently prosecuted at
that time, applies only to oil and gas leases issued
before Sept. 2, 1960. An oil and gas lease issued
after that date, which has terminated for failure to
pay rental timely, can be reinstated only under the
provisions of 30 U.S.C. « 188(c) (1970).

Cil Resources. Inc.. 28 IBLA 39« (Feb. 7, 1977)
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of land Management decision extending the
m of an oil and gas lease for 2 years fcllow-
ermination of the unit agreeient of which the
a part is premature, where the lessee has

the Geological Survey's determination of the
date of termination of the unit agreeient.

u of Land Management decision will be set
the case remanded to await the final cutccme

ssee's appeal of the Geological Survey deter-

lenjeco_Oil_Cc 29 IBLA 157 (Mar. 7, 1977)
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An oil and gas lessee, who files the necessary subse-
guent joinder documents with the Area Oil and Gas Super-
visor, Geological Survey, in accordance with the subse-
quent joinder procedures outlined in the unit agreement,
will have his lease committed to the unit as of the
date of filing with the Area Oil and Gas Supervisor
for the purpose of extension of the lease on the basis
of production within the unit. However, the commitment
does not become effective for determining the benefits
and obligations under the unit agreement, as to the
parties to the agreement, until the first day of the
month following the filing.

Bruce_Anderson, 30 IELA 179 (May 19, 1977)

gas lease is extended by operation cf lav
s beyond the expiration of its primary term
1 drilling operations were commenced en the
for the lease under a unit plan) prior to
tion of the primary term and such operations
diligently prosecuted on the expiration date,
h the lease may also have production at that

An oil and gas lease issued effective Oct. 1, 1966, fc

a term of 10 years expired at midnight on Sept. 30,
1976, unless extended by some provision of statute or
regulation.

fiUScan_ Miller, 28 IBLA 62 (Nov. 10, 1976)

The lessee of an oil and gas lease, issued after
Sept. 2, 1960, which has reached the end of its primary
term, must submit the rental for the first year of an
anticipated extended term under 30 U.S.C. § 226(e)
(1970) , on or before the regular anniversary date of
the lease. Failure to submit the rental timely will
result in the automatic termination of the lease by
operation of law under 30 U.S.C. 4 188(b) (1970).
Unless the lessee can show that he is entitled to
reinstatement of his lease under 30 U.S.C. § 188(c)
(1970) , he cannot obtain the extension.

Rio Blanco Natural Gas Co.. 30 IBLA 191 (May 19, 1977)
8<J I.E. 198
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lessee of an acquired lands oil and gas lease
after Sept. 2, 1960, which has reached the ci
primary term, must submit the rental for the f

of an anticipated extended term under 30 U.S.
6(e) (1970), on or before the regular annivers
of the lease. Failure to submit the rental t

result in the automatic termination of the le
peration of law under 30 U.S.C. « 188(b) (1S7C
ss the lessee can show that he is entitled tc
ement of his lease under 30 U.S.C. « 188(c) (1

lease must be deemed to have terminated at the
ts stated term.
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Shell Oil Co.. 30 IELA 290 (June 1, 1977)

The discretionary authority granted to the Secretary
of the Interior by 30 U.S.C. « 188(d) (1970), to rein-
state oil and gas leases terminated for failure to
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By the terms of the mineral leasing laws, unit agree-
ment, and by regulation, unitized oil and gas leases
issued after Sept. 2, 1960, which reach the end of a

2-year extended term by drilling expire by operation
of law if there is not production of oil or gas in
paying quantities within the unit at that time.

£2EliS§_5l3Ce , 3C -A 296 (June 1977)
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To qualify for a 2-year extension of an oil
lease under the diligent drilling provision
« 226(e) (1970), it must be shown that actua
operations were being prosecuted on the leas
last day of the lease term, with good faith
complete a producing well. Good faith attem
tiate "actual drilling operations" which are
by inclement weather, personnel shortages and
failures so that "actual drilling operations"
being prosecuted on the lease on the last day
lease term do not serve to gain the lease an i

Bur ton_ »i_Hancock , 31 IBLA 18 (June 17, 1977)

Noncompetitive oil and gas leases are issued for a

primary term of 10 years. Such leases expire
automatically by operation of law at the end of their
10-year terms unless the presence of one of the statu-
tory grounds for extension of the term is established.

Duncan_ Miller . 33 IBLA 83 (Dec. 8, 1977)

A 20-year oil and gas lease which has teen renewed for
successive 10-year periods, and which at the time of
expiration of a 10-year period is committed to an ap-
proved unit plan of development, is not entitled to
another 10-year renewal, tut is extended pursuant to
30 O.S.C. S 226(j) (1976) .

A n2e_2 u.£££tt_Tandy._et_al_1 • 33 IBLA 106 (Dec. 16, 1977)

Texaco^InCi, 33 IBLA 296 (Jan. 10, 1978)

2e x acox_ Incx , 10 IBLA 291 (Apr. 27, 1979)

For a noncompetitive oil and gas lease issued
subsequent to Sept. 2, 1960, to be entitled to a 2-year
extension for drilling over, actual drilling operations
must be commenced on the leasehold, or for the benefit
of the leasehold under an approved cooperative or unit
plan of development, prior to the end of the primary
term of 10 years, and be diligently prosecuted at that

OIL, AND GAS LEASES— Cont inued
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An oil and gas lease is extended by operation of law
for 2 years beyond the expiration of its primary term
when actual drilling operations were commenced en the
lease (or for the lease under a unit plan) prior to the
expiration of the primary term and such operations are
being diligently prosecuted on the expiration date.

A unitized oil and gas lease is entitled to an exten-
sion for 2 years where production testing operations
are being conducted en the unit well on the expiration
date of the lease. Such testing gualifies as "actual
drilling operations" as defined by 13 CFR 31C7.2-1
which includes not only the physical drilling of a

well, but the testing, completing, or equipping of
such well fcr production of oil or gas.

Shell Oil Co.. 36 IBLA 253 (Aug. 15, 1978)

Where a Federal oil and gas lessee coimits a portion
of his lease to a proposed unit agreement, thereafter
assigns all that committed portion to another, which
assignment is approved, and subsequently the proposed
unit is approved by the Geological Survey, the lessee
is not entitled to a 2-year extension under 30 O.S.C.
5 226 (j) (197C), for the retained portion of the lease.

F._Bi_Tulli, 37 IBLA 62 (Sept. 18, 1978)

Noncompetitive oil and gas leases are issued for a pri
mary term of 10 years. Unless one of the statutory
grounds for extension is established, such leases ex-
pire by operation of law at the end of their primary
term.

Duncan llet 37 IELA 129 (Oct. L978)

James_E._and_Mar.y_E_._Grohoski, 13 IEIA 91 (Sept. 19,
19797

To qualify for a 2-year extension of an oil and g
lease under the diligent drilling provision of
30 O.S.C. § 226(e) (1970), it must be shown that
drilling operations, that is, penetration of the
by a drilling tit, were being prosecuted on the 1

or under an approved cooperative or unit plan of
opment or operation for the benefit of the lease,
the last day of the primary term of the lease. E

inary work including site preparation and grading
access road is not "actual drilling operations" s

cient to qualify the lease for an extension of 2

Istelle_jjolf_et_al., 37 IBLA 195 (Oct. 12, 197C)
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Where the term of a noncompetitive oil and gas lease
issued subsequent to Sept. 2, 1960, has been extended
beyond its 10-year primary term, and actual drilling
operations are being conducted on the terminal date,
there is no entitlement to a 2-year extension for
drilling over unless the drilling operations were com-
menced prior to the end of the 10-year primary term and
had been diligently prosecuted thereafter. It makes no
difference whether the extension beyond the 10-year
primary term was given because of segregation in ac-
cordance with U3 CFR 3107.1-3 (partial commitment of
lease to an approved unit agreement) , or because of
elimination of lease from an approved unit agreement
under 13 CFB 3107.5.

Iai§§_E£t£°Ae.!J5_C°£E.r , 31 IBLA 7 (Feb. 8, 1978)

Texaco^InCi, 31 IBLA 127 (Mar. 7, 1978)
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To qualify for a 2-year extension of a

lease, pursuant to 13 CFB 31C7.2-3, it
that "actual drilling operations" were
prosecuted on the last day of the leas
reference made to subsequent circumsta
secure a large or full-size rig, which
by unforeseen delays on the part of th
plying the rig so that "actual drillin
not undertaken for more than 60 days do not constitute
diligent drilling operations.

To qualify for a 2-year extension of an oil and gas
lease pursuant to 13 CFB 3107.2-3, it must be shewn
that "actual drilling operations" were diligently
prosecuted on the last day of the lease term, with the
good faith intent to complete a producing well as dem-
onstrated ty all of the circumstances. Where prior ap-
proval of the Geological Survey had not been obtained
for a change in bole and casing arrangements, drilling
that did occur on the last day of the lease term was
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not undertaken in good faith and the lea
to have expired.

Classic_Hinin3_CorE.

must te held

37 IBLA 338 (Oct. 27, 1978)

as asserted ty his on appeal. A hearing should r<

held, if necessary, to resolve disputed facts.

Vert H. Eolinder and Julienne J, Bounder. HO IEIA 16U
(Apr. 3, 1979)

Nothing in the regulations requires an oil and gas les-
see to request approval of a drilling plan from the
Geological Survey more than 30 days in advance of the
expiration of his lease. The regulations contemplate
both a lessee's giving notice of intention to begin
work and the district engineer's giving permission to
proceed orally in cases of emergency.

An oil and gas lessee is required to post bond before
he may initiate drilling operations on his lease.
Where it is noted in a decision appealed from that
neither the lessee nor his operator have posted bond,
and the lessee does not controvert this fact on appeal,
it is properly found that there was no bond coverage.

Where a lessee is required by law to post bond before
commencing drilling and fails to do so, any drilling
operations actually undertaken by him do not constitute
"diligent prosecution" of "actual drilling operations"
in good faith under «3 CFB 3107.2-3, and he is there-
fore not entitled to an extension of bis lease.

R ichard_P.._Smpp t , 39 IBLA 1 (Jan. 8, 1979)

The actions of a lessee in reentering a well to a depth
of 11,640 feet where said well has been previously
drilled to a depth of 12,895 feet do not constitute ac-
tual drilling operations within the terms of 30 O.S.C.
§ 226(e) (1976) so as to entitle the lessee to a 2-year
extension of an oil and gas lease by drilling over the
terminal date of the lease.

To obtain an extension to an oil and gas lease by drill-
ing over the terminal date, actual drilling operations
must be conducted in such a way as to be an effort
which one seriously looking for oil and gas could be
expected to make in that particular area, given exist-
ing knowledge of geological and other pertinent facts.

To qualify for an extension of a lease under 30 O.S.C.
5 226(e) (1976), the evidence must show that actual
drilling operations were diligently pursued on the
leasehold on the last day of the lease, with bona fide
intent to complete a producing well, as demonstrated by
circumstances, e.q. , by a showing that the operation
was thereafter expeditiously carried forward to such an
extent that the effort constituted an acceptable test
of a geologic stratum where it could reascnatly te an-
ticipated that commercial quantities of oil and/or gas
might be discovered.

The bona fide intent of the lessee and the diligence
with which he carries out that intent must te tested
in accordance with the regulations, «3 CFK 3107.2-1 et
sea., not only by the activity in progress at midnight
of the last day, but ty what transpires subsequently.

Phoenix^esources.CPi, 39 IBLA 153 (Jan. 29, 1979)

Where production has ceased on an oil and gas lease ex-
tended by production, and the record is unclear whether
the conditions prescribed ty 30 U.S.C. 4 226(f) (1976)
precluding termination of the lease have occurred, the
case will be remanded to the Bureau of Land Management
to reconsider with the Geological Survey if the lease
has terminated, including a determination whether the
lessee began reworking or drilling operations within
60 days after cessation of production and diligently
prosecuted such operations before attaining production

The provision in a unit agreement allowing suspension
of production requirements for unavoidable delays does
not supplant the lessee's responsibility to comply with
the procedure set out in the regulation for obtaining a

suspensicn. A written application for suspension must
be filed in triplicate with the area oil and gas super-
visor prior to the expiration of the leases.

Suspensicn of production requirements for leases on
which there are no wells capatle of producing in paying
quantities must be approved by the Secretary; this
authority is not delegated to other officers below the
Secretarial level.

"A well capatle of producing oil or gas in paying quan-
tities." The provision in 30 O.S.C. « 226(f) (1976)
referring to a well capable of producing oil or gas in
paying quantities refers to a well which is actually in
physical condition to produce a sufficient quantity of
oil or gas to yield a reasonable profit over and atove
the costs of operating the well and marketing the prod-
uct. A satisfactory test of a well to establish its
capatility as of the termination date is necessary.
Evidence which only supports inferences is not suffi-
cient, nor is a showing only of a potential prospect
for profitatle operation at some future time.

iiet ican_ Besou rces_Hanaaeient_£or^.

,

(Apr. 5, 1979)
IELA 19E

An oil and gas lease is properly extended for 2 years
pursuant to 30 O.S.C. « 226(e) (1976) and «3 CFB
3107.2-3 where prior to the expiration of the priiary
term of the lease, the lease is committed to an ap-
proved cooperative unit or plan and actual drilling
operations are being conducted on tehalf of the lease
within the unit plan. For the purpose of qualifying
for the extension, the determinative date of apprcval
of the unit agreement is the effective date of the ap-
proved agreeient rather than the actual date it is
signed by O.S. Geological Survey.

Integrity Oil and, Gas Co.. <42 IELA 222 (Aug. 22, 1979)

A hearing is properly ordered where there exist issues
of fact the resolution of which will determine whether
an oil and gas lease concluding its primary term was
converted from rental status to royalty status. Appel-
lant shall have the burden of proof to establish ty a

preponderance of the evidence (a) that the Dolezal-
Government #1 well was capatle of producing oil and
gas in paying quantities on Oct. 31, 197e, or (t) that
there was a discovery of oil or qas in paying quanti-
ties on lease W 15891 on Oct. 31, 1978. If either (or
toth) of these propositions is estatlisbed, the sutject
lease was not sutject to automatic termination ty law
for failure to make timely rental payment.

Coronado_Oil_£o4 , <l2 IELA 235 (Aug. 22, 1979)

An cil and gas lease in its extended term because cf
the termination of an approved unit plan to which it
was committed, on which lease there is no well capatle
of production in paying quantities, terminates auto-
matically ty operation of law where the annual rental
is not paid on or before the anniversary date cf the
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lease. The pendency of an appeal regarding the termi-
nation date of the extension does not excuse the fail-
ure to maintain the lease in good standing by timely
payment of the annual rental.

Tenneco_Oil_Coix_Cordillera_Cor£. , «« IBLA 171
Tnov. 307 1979f

FIRST-QUALIFIED APPLICANT

Where an unamended senior offer for a noncompetitive
fractional oil and gas lease on acquired lands it not
in compliance with «3 CFR 3130. «-U, a junior offer ob-
tains priority to extent of conflicts between compet-
ing filings, and the junicr offeror's protest must be
sustained.

Frederick L. Smith et al.. 19 IBLA 162 (Har. 1U, 1975)

Oil and gas lease applications, action on which was
suspended under Public Land Order U582, 3« FP 1025
(1969) , are properly rejected when the lands are sub-
sequently patented to the State of Alaska under selec-
tion applications even though the latter postdate the
oil and gas lease applications; the first-qualified oil
and gas lease applicant has no right or interest in the
land applied for which is protected by the savings
clauses of the Alaska Statehood Act and the Alaska
Native Claims Settlement Act.

Haruy.uki_Ya mane_e t_a 1.. , 19 IBLA 320 (Apr. 7, 1975)

2IL_iND_GAS_LEASES—Continued
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when the Secretary of the Interior determines that an
cil and gas lease is to be issued for a particular
tract, it must be issued to the first-qualified appli-
cant. An applicant is not qualified because cf his
failure to comply with 13 CFR 3112.2-1 (a) when he fails
to provide the name of the State in which the parcel of
land is located.

Isi!»ael_G uexra , 26 IBLA 116 (July 26, 1976)

1 and
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gas lease offer filed on behalf of a ccrpo-
incorporate evidence of gualif icaticns ty

to the serial number cf a case record in
evidence has already teen filed with the

Land Management (BLM) . However, reference
which contains no evidence of the authority
icer signing the lease offer to execute such
s en behalf of the corporation is not suffi-
requires rejection of the offer. The fact
equired evidence is on file in another State
the ELM under another serial number will not
icant where the lease offer contains nc ref-
that file.

An oil and gas lease offer filed by a corporaticn undei
the simultaneous filing procedures, 03 CFR Sutpart
3112, which is defective for failure to provide evi-
dence of corporate qualifications may not be cured by
subsequent filing of supplemental evidence after the
drawing is held and must be rejected.

Church ill^Corc..., 27 IBLA 230 (Oct. 12, 1976)
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Regulation «3 CFR 2627.3(b)(2) requires that conflict-
ing oil and gas lease offers filed pursuant to the
Mineral Leasing Act of 1920, except for preference
right applications, whether filed prior to, simulta-
neously with, or after the filing of an Alaska State
selection, must be rejected when and if the selection
is tentatively approved. The preference right referred
to in the regulation does not apply to an oil and gas
lease offeror who receives a priority right as the
first-qualified applicant in the event the Department
decides to issue a lease.

Richard.
1975)

-R2«ex_Daniel_Gaudiane, 20 IBLA 59 (Apr. 2«,
82 I.E. 17<l

An oil and gas offer must be rejected when the land ap-
plied for has been leased to a senior offeror under a

proper offer.

Connie_Mull, 22 IBLA 307 (Nov. 10, 1975)

Where an offeror failed to take an appeal from a deci-
sion issuing a noncompetitive oil and gas lease but
erroneously rejecting certain available lands while
correctly rejecting other lands in the offer and the
offeror failed to retender rental for the erroneously
rejected lands, and where the error could be readily
apparent to the offeror, and the offeror acquiesced for
a year and a half in the lease as issued, such failure
precludes the amendment of the lease and the offeror
is deemed to have abandoned his preference right as the
first-qualified applicant to lease the land which was
erroneously rejected.

J°!>!!_2a.k.ason , 23 IBLA 336 (Jan. 21, 1976)

Where a rubber stamp constitutes an offeror's signature
on a simultaneous oil and gas lease entry card, the
Eureau of Land Management need not presume that the of-
feror rather than an agent stamped the card, and where
no agent's statement has been submitted, ELM may take
appropriate action to establish the circumstances under
which the signature was stamped on the card.

I.yg.1.3.".Chambers. 27 IBLA 317 (Nov. U, 1976) 83 I.E. 533

Where an agent of an offeror for a simultaneous oil and
gas lease signs the entry card ty affixing a rubber-
stamped facsimile of the offeror's signature, the re-
guirements of U3 CFR 3102.6-1 apply and separate state-
ments of interest by both offeror and the agent must be
filed, or the offer will be rejected.

Where a perscn files an oil and gas lease off
a leasing service under an arrangement wheret
ing service advances the first year's rental,
the land, and controls the address at which t

may be reached, but no enforceable agreement
into whereby the offeror is obligated to tran
interest in any lease to be issued tc the lea
vice, the service is not a party in interest
offer merely because it may have a hope o
of acquiring an interest, and the offeror
eluded from stating that he is the sole party
est in the offer.
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I, ,F, Pack. 30 IBLA 166 (May 19, 1977) 8<4 I.I. 1S2

Improper issuance of a noncompetitive oil and gas lease
in response to a defective drawing entry card in the
simultaneous filing procedure does not foreclose the
right of the second drawn applicant whose drawing entry
card was complete when filed to a lease for the parcel
named; the erroneously issued lease must be canceled.
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and upon cancellation, the second drawee must be awarded
a lease to the parcel, all else being regular.

2 er a 1 d_Li_C h r i s t e n se n

j

(June 6, 1977)
Edward C. Green, 30 IBLA 303

Where an oil and gas lease offer is signed by an agent
on behalf of the offeror, the regulations with respect
to gualif ications of lessees reguire evidence of the
authority of the agent and separate statements by the
offeror and the agent regarding the nature and extent
of any interest the agent has in the lease. The same
reguirement applies where the offeror's facsimile sig-
nature is affixed on the offer by an agent. An offer
must be rejected where this information is not filed.

The Bureau of Land Management (BLB) has a responsibil-
ity to issue noncompetitive oil and gas leases only to
the f irst-gualif ied offeror. A rubber-stamped or other
form of facsimile signature, unlike a handwritten sig-
nature, does not give rise to a presumption that it
was personally executed by the offeror. The BLM may
inguire of the circumstances under which the signature
was stamped on the offer to determine whether compli-
ance with 43 CFR 3102.6-1 was reguired.

Char lot te_L._Thorntonx_Hi lliam_n_t_ Weaver^, Jria
Robert_L^_Smi th , 31~IBLA~3~"(June 15, 19777

An over-the-counter oil and gas lease offer, properly
rejected because it failed to meet the reguirements of
the regulations, may be considered as having priority
as of the date the defect is cured where the curative
action was taken during an appeal from the rejection
of the offer.

Ifierald_0il_Coi , 31 IBLA 119 (June 2"», 1977)

Where an agent of an offeror for a simultaneous oil and
gas lease signs the entry card by affixing a rubber-
stamped or other facsimile of the offeror's signature,
the reguirements of «3 CFR 3102.6-1 apply, and separate
statements of interest by both offeror and the agent
must be filed, or the offer will be rejected.

Sa2_Hi_Thames, 31 IBLA 167 (July 5, 1977)

A first-drawn simultaneous drawing entry card which is
filed by a partnership but which is not accompanied by
statements reguired by the pertinent regulation or
which does not refer to the file serial number of the
record where the statements have previously been filed
is defective and must be rejected.

NoEcross_Pa r tner s , 31 IBLA 181 (July 5, 1977)

When an individual files an oil and gas lease offer
through a leasing service under an agreement where the
leasing service is authorized to act as the sole and
exclusive agent to negotiate for sublease, assignment
or sale of any rights obtained by the offerer; where
the offeror is reguired to pay the leasing service ac-
cording to a set schedule, even if the offeror negoti-
ates the sale; and where such agency to negotiate is
to be valid for 5 years, the leasing service has an en-
forceable right to share in the proceeds of any sale of
the lease or any interest therein. Such an agreement
creates for the leasing service an interest in the
lease as that term is defined in «3 CFR 3100.0-5 (b)

.

Laia_Ii_£2S , 31 IBLA 39U (Aug. 19, 1977)
Continued

—
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Sidney. B^ Jchreter^ W iili a m^l^_W ojx. J t-» 32 IE1A 1U8
(Sept. 12, 1977)

Where an applicant fails to file five copies of a non-
competitive lease offer as reguired by the regulation:
in «3 CFR 3111.1-1 (a) the lease offer is properly re-
jected. Failure to submit the reguired number of
copies is not included in the list of curable defects
in «3 CFR 3111.1-1 (e) and, therefore, is fatal to the
oil and gas offer.

John P. .Erreto, Jr.. 32 IELA 191 (Sept. 15, 1977)

If a noncompetitive oil and gas lease is issued for
particular parcel of land, it must be issued to the
first-gualif ied applicant. Onder the simultaneous
drawing procedures, a defective entry card must be
rejected.

«alter_B._Soiensen, 32 IBLA 3K5 (Oct. 21, 1977)

When an individual files an oil and gas lease offer
through a leasing service under an agreement where the
leasing service is authorized to act as the sole and
exclusive agent to negotiate for sublease, assignment
or sale of any rights obtained by the offeror; where
the offeror is reguired to pay the leasing service ac-
cording to a set schedule, even if the offeror negoti-
ates the sale; and where such agency to negotiate is
to be valid for 5 years, the leasing service has an
enforceable right to share in the proceeds of any sale
of the lease or any interest therein. Such an agree-
ment creates for the leasing service an interest in the
lease as that term is defined in U3 CFR 3100.0-5 (t)

.

Where an individual files an oil and gas lease offer
through a leasing service under an agreement with the
service which has been determined by this Department
to create an interest in the lease for the service,
and the service files a waiver of that interest with
the ELB prior to a simultaneous drawing, without com-
municating such waiver to the client, and without any
contractual consideration running from the client to
the leasing service, the waiver is without effect as
a matter of law and the successful drawee is reguired
to make a showing as to sole party in interest under
<I3 CFR 3102.7.

Alfred L. Easterday. 3D IBLA 195 (Bar. 22, 1978)

A lease erroneously issued in violation of regulations
which prohibit leasing fractional interests tc cne who
would own only a minority of operating rights in the
leased property must be canceled if a lease is awarded
to another applicant in a drawing held among the first
and other offers simultaneously filed following repeal
of the regulations.

«ill£ed_flomis, 3« IELA 222 (Bar. 27, 1978)

It is proper for the Eureau of Land Management tc re-
ject an over-the-counter offer for an oil and gas lease
of land formerly included in a lease erroneously can-
celed, because under 13 CFR 3112.1-1 land in cacceled
leases is subject to the filing of new noncompetitive
lease offers only in accordance with simultaneous fil-
ing procedures.

An over-the-counter oil and gas lease offer filed for
land formerly embraced in an oil and gas lease which
has expired by operation of law, which land has not
been placed on the list of lands available for the
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filing of simultaneous oil and gas lease offers
«3 CFR Subpart 3112, must be rejected.

£avid_A.._Provinse, 35 IELA 217 (Bay 26, 1978)

When, in a drawing of simultaneously filed oil and gas
lease offers, the first-drawn offeror is notified to
submit the advance rental, that rental must be received
by the proper office within the prescribed 15 days.
Automatic disqualification may not be avoided by alle-
gations that delivery was delayed by the postal ser-
vice, as the rule is that the postal authorities are
the agents of the sender in such cases.

Where BLB records show that the first-drawn applicant
for an oil and gas lease paid his rental 1 day late,
and is therefore disqualified, there is a legal pre-
sumption of regularity which supports the official acts
of public officers and the proper discharge of their
official duties.

Where a first-drawn oil and gas applicant offers evi-
dence to show that his first year's advance rental was
mailed sufficiently in advance so that, even if delayed,
it would have arrived within the prescribed time, a le-
gal presumption is raised that the payment was tiiely
delivered.

Where, in a drawing of simultaneously filed oil and gas
lease offers, the first-drawn applicant fails to submit
his advance rental within 15 days after notice, as pre-
scribed by «3 CFB 3112. tt-1, disqualification is auto-
matic, and no excuse may be considered, no discretion
exercised, no grace period invoiced, and the right of
the next drawee to receive first consideration attaches
§2 instante .

Dona 1 d_Ei_Jo£da n , 35 IBLA 290 (June 2, 1978)

An oil and gas lease offer filed in the name of a corpo-
ration is properly rejected where it is not accompanied
by corporate qualification papers nor by any reference
to a serial number where such information is to be
found, as required by «3 CFR 3102. 0-1.

Where a simultaneous drawing entry card culminates in
lease issuance and it is subsequently ascertained that
the serial number represented by the offeror to contain
the corporate qualification papers, relates to
"Christiansen Oil and Gas, Inc.," rather than to the
offeror-lessee, Christiansen Oil, Inc., the lease is
properly canceled, since the offeror was not the first-
qualified offeror.

Christ iansen_Oilx_Inci , 37 IBLA 52 (Sept. 18, 1978)

OIL AMD GAS LE ASES— Cont inued

FIRST-CO ALIFIED APPLICANT

—

Continued

A noncompetitive oil and gas lease may only be issued
to the first-qualified applicant. A first-drawn draw-
ing entry card oil and gas lease offer signed by an
agent but which is not accompanied ty the stateuents
required by regulation must be rejected because the
offeror is not the first-qualified applicant.

Cottcn Petroleum Corp.. 38 IBLA 271 (Dec. 13, 1976)

The first-drawn entry card of a corporation which has
failed tc comply with the regulations governing quali-
fications must be rejected.

Appellant's request that it be permitted to furnish the
evidence of qualifications on appeal is denied. In
simultaneous oil and gas leasing, the only difference
tetween the drawing entry cards is the order in which
they are drawn. The applications are considered to
have been simultaneously made. Giving an unqualified
first-drawn entrant additional time to file infringes
on the rights of the second-drawn qualified offerer.

University of the, Trees. MO IELA 7<4 (Bar. 16, 1979)

A first-drawn simultaneous drawing entry card which is
defective because of noncompliance with a mandatory
regulation must te rejected and may not be "cured" by
submission of further information.

Char les_Jj_ Kins, "0 IBLA 276 (Apr. 18, 1979)

When, in a drawing of simultaneously filed cil and gas
lease offers, the first-drawn offeror is notified to
submit the first year's advance rental, that rental
must te received ty the proper office within the pre-
scrited 15 days. Automatic disqualification, steiiming
from failure to pay timely, will not be avoided by al-
legations that payment was mailed far enough in advance
to arrive at BLB timely.

American Petrof ina^o^^f Texas,
19797

IELA ;e (June 13,

A first-drawn entry card creates no vested right there-
in; the offeror gains merely a right of priority in
consideration. The Department is authorized to accept
only the offer of the first-qualified applicant, cne
who has fully complied with all mandatory regulations.

flaiIY_Ai_Zuckerman_et_ali , Ul IBLA 372 (July 23, 1979)

A first-drawn simultaneous oil and gas lease offer
filed by an association which is not accompanied by
evidence of the qualifications of the association to
hold an oil and gas lease or which does not refer to
the case record in which the evidence had previously
been filed, as required by «3 CFR 3102.3-1 (a), must t

rejected.

SI D_Par t ner shi£ , 37 IBLA 165 (Oct. 10, 1978)

An application for an oil and gas lease filed in the
name of a person deceased at the time of filing is
properly rejected as there then was no offeror quali-
fied to hold a lease.

An oil and gas lease may be awarded to the first-
qualified applicant only. The regulations governing
qualifications are mandatory, and strict compliance
therewith is required.

A defective drawing card offer for an oil and gas lease
is not curatle by submission of required evidence of
qualifications after the drawinq, for the reason that
the rights of the second- and third-drawn gualified
offerors have intervened. Where appellant's offer was
third drawn and eventually accorded priority and then
ultimately disqualified, the parcel descrited therein
must te included in a subsequent list of lands avail-
able for simultaneous filing.

Don C. Bell II (Trustee) . U2 IBLA 21 (July 25, 1979)

E§£ate_of_Charles_Di_Ashley, 37 IELA 367 (Nov. 2, 1978)
85 I.D. K03
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Where an applicant with first priority dies after fil-
ing an oil and gas lease application but prior to issu-
ance of the lease, his personal representative, heirs,
or devisees are entitled to the lease provided there is
filed in all cases an offer to lease in compliance with
«3 CFR 3102.8. Such offer will be effective as of the
date of the original lease offer filed by the deceased.

ia.3a.r____ Richardson,..Jr. , «2 IBLA 333 (Aug. 30, 1979)

Where a protest, with acconpanying supporting evidence,
alleges that the oil and gas lease offer drawn first in
a simultaneous filing-drawing procedure violated the
regulations because a party in interest was not dis-
closed and there was a multiple filing, the Bureau of
Land Management should first afford the drawee an op-
portunity to respond to the protest before rejecting
the offer based on facts alleged in the protest. The
error, however, is rendered harmless where on appeal
the offeror has full opportunity to make factual sub-
missions and respond to the allegations.

___________ ldsen . «U IBLA 70 (Nov. 20, 1979)

OIL_AN£_GAS_LEASES—Continued

FUTURE ANE FRACTIONAL INTEREST LEASES—Continued

The failure of the offeror for a noncompetitive oil and
gas lease to complete that part of itei 2 of the lease
offer form calling for the extent of the interest of
the Onited States in oil and gas if less than 100 pel-
cent does not ty itself necessitate rejection of the
offer as the offer is held to include "any and all"
lands described therein and whatever mineral interest
the Onited States owns in said lands and thus becomes
an offer for whatever interest is available.

An acguired lands lease offer for land in which t

Onited States owns only a fractional mineral inte
is defective and subject to rejection when the ap
cant fails to accompany his offer with the statem
reguired by the regulations showing the extent of
ownership of operating rights to the fractional m

eral interest not owned by the Onited States. On
the regular or "over-the-counter" filing procedor
however, if the offeror subsequently submits his
ment regarding ownership of operating rights prio
a final decision rejecting the offer, the defect
considered cured with priority of filing as of th
the statement was filed.

he
rest
pli-
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r to
may be

John Oakason, Jean Oakason. 21 IBLA 185 (July 2?, 1975)

Where an applicant with first priority dies after fil-
ing an oil and gas lease application but prior to issu-
ance of the lease, his personal representative, heirs,
or devisees are entitled to the lease provided there is

filed an offer to lease in compliance with 13 CFB
3102.8.

__ta___of_F._J__ Brads haw, HU IBLA 107 (Nov. 20, 1979)

FUTURE AND FRACTIONAL INTEREST LEASES

In a noncompetitive oil and gas lease offer for acguired
lands in which the United States owns a fractional pres-

interest, «3 CFR 3130. U-U requires offeror to submit
= 4. mor,4- detailing the extent of his ownership in op-ent detailing the extent ot his ownership in op-

rights not owned by United States, regardless of
the United States owns 50 percent or more of op-

a state
erating
whether
erating rights.

Where an unamended senior offer for a noncompetitive
fractional oil and gas lease on acguired lands is not
in compliance with U3 CFR 3130. <»-<», a junior offer ob-
tains priority to extent of conflicts between compet-
ing filings, and the junior offeror's protest must be
sustained.

Heder__________ t________ , 19 IBLA 162 (Mar. It, 1975)

An acquired lands oil and gas lease offer, for lands in
which the United States owns only a fractional mineral
interest, successfully drawn at a noncompetitive lease
simultaneous drawing, is defective and is properly re-
jected when the applicant fails to accompany his offer
with the statement required by the regulation showing
the extent of his ownership of operating rights to the
fractional mineral interest not owned by the United
States.

__2__e_H__I sbel______

,

IBLA 312 (May 30, 1975)

_______ .._B_ld____Hen__ Y_ Yoshino, 23 IBLA 216 (Jan.
1976)

Thelma Wri_ht__Ge__l__ev_____e, 27 IBLA 1<

19767 "

An acquired lands oil and gas lease offer for lands in
which the United States owns only a fractional mineral
interest is defective and is properly rejected when the
applicant fails to accompany the offer with the state-
ment reguired by the regulation showing the extent of
ownership of operating rights to the fractional mineral
interest not owned by the Onited States.

_arg.a£§______________» 22 IELA 1<16 (Sept. 30, 1975)

_ ich a e l_Shea_ n , 2<4 IBLA 259 (Mar. 29, 1976)

Roter__L___ il

1

iams , 2« IBLA 311 (Apr. 20, 1976)

gar__Nan_ Spear. 25 IBLA 3<t (May 5, 1976)

l£_£_icG__._Marchand. 26 IBLA 180 (Aug. 9, 1976)

In accordance with the policy established by 13 CFB
3130. U-i», the Department ordinarily issues oil and
gas leases only to offerors who, upon issuance of the
lease, will own at least 50 percent of the operating
rights of a lease.

Ii_Ji_Iind__2__Sr___et_al., 23 IELA 218 (Jan. 6, 1976)

An acquired lands oil and gas lease offer for lands in
which the Onited States owns only a fractional mineral
interest is defective and is properly rejected when the
applicant fails to accompany his offer with the state-
ment required by «3 CFR 3130. «-« showing the extent of
his ownership of operating rights for the fracticral
mineral interest not owned by the United States.

________£.!<_» 25 IELA 326 (June 30, 1976)

A simultaneous acquired lands oil and gas lease offer
for lands in which the United States owns only a frac-
tional mineral interest is defective and is properly
rejected when the applicant fails to accompany his of-
fer with the statement required by the regulaticn show-
ing the extent of his ownership of operating rights to
the fractional mineral interests not owned by the
United States, nor can such defect be cured by submit-
ting the information on appeal.

_£i§_ ko_S_e f a novic , 26 IBLA 229 (Aug. 17, 1976)
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An oil and gas lease offer for land in which the Unitec
States owns a fractional mineral interest must be
accompanied by a statement showing the extent of the
offeror's ownership of the operating rights to the
fractional mineral interest not owned by the United
States. An offer which is defective for failure tc
coaply with this mandatory regulation must be rejected.

§r_____________ ht , 27 IBLA 2« (Sept. 17, 1976)

An acquired lands oil and gas lease offer, for lands
in which the United States owns only a fractional »in-
eral interest, is defective and is properly rejected
when the applicant fails to accompany its offer with
the statement required by the regulation showing the
extent of its ownership of operating rights to the
fractional mineral interest not owned by the United
States. Under the regular or "over-the-counter" fil-
ing procedure, however, if the offeror submits its
statement of operating rights with its appeal, the de-
fect may be considered cured with priority of filing
as of that time.

Arfcansas.Western.Gas. Co. , 27 IBLA 207 (Oct. 6, 1976)

An oil and gas lease offer for acquired lands in which
the United States owns a fractional mineral interest
must be accompanied by a statement showing the extent
of the offeror's ownership of the operating rights to
the fractional mineral interest not owned by the united
States. An offer which is defective for failure to
comply with this mandatory regulation must be rejected.

An oil and gas lease offer for lands in which the
United States owns a fractional mineral interest must
be accompanied by a statement showing the extent of
the offeror's ownership of the operating rights to the
fractional mineral interest not owned by the United
States. If an agent signs such statement, rather than
the offeror, the regulations require that evidence be
filed of the authority of the agent to sign the state-
ment. The agent's signature will be acceptable only
if the authorization meets the specifications of the
regulations.

An oil and gas lease offer for lands in which the
United States owns a fractional mineral interest which
is not accompanied by a statement showing the extent of
the offeror's ownership of the operating rights to the
fractional mineral interest not owned by the United
States is defective and such defect cannot be cured by
the submission of further information.

I___]S_G__J!_ lis , 28 IBLA 113 (Nov. 15, 1976)

An oil and gas lease offer for acquired lands in which
the United States owns a fractional mineral interest
must be accompanied by a statement showing the extent
of the offeror's ownership of the operating rights to
the fractional mineral interest not owned by the United
States. An offer which is defective for failure to
comply with this mandatory regulation must be rejected.

Susan______ i t h , 28 IBLA 173 (Nov. 2«, 1976)

An oil and gas lease offer for acquired lands in which
the United States owns a fractional mineral interest,
filed before Sept. 30, 1976, must have been accompanied
by a statement showing the extent of the offeror's own-
ership of the operating rights to the fractional min-
eral interest not owned by the United States. An offer
which was defective for failure to comply with this

OIL-»NJ)_GAS_L EASES—Continued
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mandatory regulation must be rejected where i

filed in the simultaneous drawing procedure.

£SBca n__ i ller , 29 IBLA 1 (Feb. 7, 1977)

Hary Nan Spear. 31 IELA 386 (Aug. 16, 1977)
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1 and gas lease offer for acguired lands in which
nited States owns a fractional mineral interest
be accompanied by a statement showing the extent
e offeror's ownership of the operating rights to
ractional mineral interest not owned by the United
s. when an offeror submits, en appeal, a copy cf
statement but the date on the statement differs
the date on the card, and the offeror dees net al-
he filed the statement simultaneously with the of-
such offer must be rejected for failure tc cemply
a mandatory regulation.

I«ncan_BilIer, 29 IELA <»3 (Feb. 16, 1977)

An oil and gas lease offer for acguired lands it which
the United States owns a fractional mineral interest,
filed before Oct. 28, 1976, must have been accoapanied
by a statement showing the extent of the offeror's own-
ership of the operating rights to the fractional min-
eral interest not owned by the United States. An offer
which was defective for failure to comply with this
mandatory regulation must be rejected where it was
filed in the simultaneous drawing procedure.

Ver.non_Ci_Ho.well, 30 IBLA 70 (Apr. 18, 1977)

Where the regulation, "3 CFR 3130. «-« (1975), in effect
at the time of filing, reguired that an oil and gas
lease offer for land in which the United States owns a

fractional mineral interest must be accompanied by a

statement showing the extent of the offeror's ownership
of the operating rights to the fractional mineral inter-
est not owned by the United States, a simultaneously
filed lease offer which is not accompanied by the re-
quired statement must be rejected, and the defect may
not be "cured" by submission of the statement at a

later time.

£avid_F__0 wen , 31 IELA 2« (June 20, 1977)

Where the United States owns only fractional mineral
interest in the land, an offer filed before Sept. 30,
1976, for a simultaneous oil and gas lease drawing,
must be rejected where it is not accompanied by a

statement showing extent of offeror's ownership of
operating rights in fractional mineral interest not
owned by the United States.

Iruce.
1977)

.Ca_ero___Carol__e_ler, 31 IELA 230 (July

Where the regulation, U3 CFR 3130. M-U (1975), in effect
at the time of filing, required that an oil and gas
ease offer for acquired land in which the United
tates owns a fractional mineral interest must be ac-
ompanied by a statement showing the extent of the
fferor's ownership of the operating rights to the
ractional mineral interest not owned by the United
tates, a simultaneously filed oil and gas lease effer
hich is not accompanied by the required statement must
e rejected.

here a regulation requires that an acquired lands oil
nd gas lease offer be accompanied by a separate state-
ent as to the offeror's ownership of operating rights
o the fractional mineral interest not owned by the
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United States, and the offer is rejected for noncompli-
ance therewith, the offeror's bald assertion that he
filed such statement is insufficient to prove such a

fact without corroboration. A presumption of regular-
ity supports the official acts of public officers and,
absent clear evidence to the contrary, it will be pre-
sumed that they have properly discharged their official
duties.

H. J. Lanqlev. 32 IELA 118 (Sept. 12, 1977)

Regulations in force prior to Oct. 28, 1976, prohibited,
in the absence of extraordinary circumstances, the
issuance of oil and gas leases for fractional interests
to one who would own less than 50 percent of operating
rights in the leased property. The later determination
that such a policy may not in general serve the public
interest and the expression of the new policy in a re-
vised regulation does not constitute an extraordinary
circumstance.

Repeal of regulations which prohibit leasing fractional
interests to one who would own only a minority of
operating rights in the leased property gives priority
to an otherwise regular offer which would have had to
be rejected under the former regulations, as of the
effective date of the repeal, provided that no offers
qualified under the former regulation have been re-
ceived prior to repeal, and that the offer has not been
rejected prior to repeal.

A lease erroneously issued in violation of regulations
which prohibit leasing fractional interests to one who
would own only a minority of operating rights in the
leased property must be canceled if a lease is awarded
to another applicant in a drawing held ameng the first
and other offers simultaneously filed following repeal
of the regulations.

Wilfred_Plomis, 3U IBLA 222 (War. 27, 1978)

Where BLM rejected appellant's offer for oil and gas
lease because it failed to receive from him fractional
interest statement required by «3 CFR 3130. M-H (1975),
and evidence affidavits by appellant and his wife were
filed on appeal reciting that he mailed such statement
with his entry card for simultaneous drawing, the pre-
sumption of administrative regularity obtains and ap-
pellant must be deemed to have not borne his risk of
nonpersuasion.

C har les_Ji.Ba bi na ton , 36 IBLA 107 (July 1«, 1978)

KNOWN GEOLOGIC STRUCTURE

QIL-»NP_GAS_L EASES— Continued

KNOWN GEOLOGIC STRUCTURE— Cont inued

The effective date of a determination that lands are
within a known geologic structure of a producing oil
and gas field, within the meaning of 30 U.S.C. i 226(b)
(1970) and U3 CFR 3100.7-3, is the date of the ascer-
tainment of the facts supporting the determina ticn .

After that date the Eureau of Land Management has nc
authority to issue an oil and gas lease pursuant to the
noncompetitive lease provisions of the Kineral leasing
Act of 1920, 30 U.S.C. § 226(c) (1970).

The assertion that the Geological Survey has followed
a different practice in classifying lands as within a

known geologic structure on other lands is relevant in-
sofar as it may show that the lands at issue were erro-
neously classified as presumptively productive, but a

showing of the difference in practice would not by it-
self prove error.

A party challenging a determination that lands are
within a known geologic structure has the burden of
making a clear and definite showing of error in the
determination; material indicating that the geologic
formation at issue is irregular in quality and produc-
tivity does not constitute a showing that the lands are
not presumptively productive, i.e., that the lands are
not within the known or inferred limits of the multiple
and overlapping producing intervals involved.

When an appellant asserts facts which do not en their
face sustain the contentions on appeal, this Board will
deny a reguest for a hearing to determine the asserted
issues of fact. «3 CFR M.U15.

N°Ia_5race_Ptasjnski£_Barbara_Ci_Lisco, 19 IELA 125
(Bar. 5, 1975)

A bond for not less than $1,000 is properly required
be filed when all or any part of the land in a noncom-
petitive lease is included within the limits of a kne
geologic structure of a producing oil and gas field.
That the land is included in a comuunitized producing
unit does not vitiate that requirement.

Duncan Miller. 20 IELA 9 (Apr. It, 1975)

It is the date of the ascertainment by the Geclcgical
Survey of the producing character of a structure
underlying a tract of land and not the date of the
pronouncement of said fact which is determinative of
rights depending on whether or not the land is situ-
ated within a known qeological structure (KGS) . t nor
competitive oil and gas lease offer must te rejected
if, at any time before a lease actually issues, the
land described therein becomes within a KGS, even if
the offer was filed prior to the ascertainment of the
KGS.

A determination by the Geological Survey that lands are
within an undefined known geologic structure will not
be disturbed in the absence of a clear showing that the
determination was improperly made.

Where the Geological Survey has determined that any
part of the lands described in a noncompetitive oil and
gas lease is within an undefined known geologic struc-
ture, the lessee is required to pay increased rental in
accordance with "43 CFR 3103.3-2 (b) (1) , and to furnish a

lease bond as reguired by «3 CFR 310U.1.

£an£an_l!iller , 19 IBLA 86 (Mar. 3, 1975)

A nencompetitive oil and gas lease must be canceled
where the land described therein is determined by the
United States Geological Survey to be within a knewn
geological structure of a producing oil or gas field
as of the date of the signing of the lease on behalf
of the United States by the authorized officer.

One who attacks a determination by the Geological Sur-
vey that lands are situated within the known geological
structure of a producing oil or gas field has the bur-
den of showing that the determination is in errcr and
the determination will not be disturbed in the absence
of a clear and definite showing of error.

An addition may be made to an existing known geological
structure on the basis of drill stem test information
which gives rise to the reasonable inference that a

producing reservoir extends under the land included in
the addition. It is not necessary that the well from
which the information is derived be completed to a pro-
ducing status before such conclusion is reached where
the test information discloses the presence of two
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reservoirs which are present and productive in the
adjoining producing field.

«ilIiaj»_ls._llSZa2$££ > 2 * * BI-» 56 (Jane 18, 1975)

Lands within a known geologic structure of a producing
oil or gas field nay only fce leased by competitive bid-
ding pursuant to 13 CFR 3120, and a noncompetitive oil
and gas lease offer filed for such lands is properly
rejected.

One who attacks a deterni nation by the Geological Sur-
vey that lands are situated within the known geologic
structure of a producing oil or gas field has the bur-
den of showing that the determination is in error and
the determination will not be disturbed in the absence
of a clear and definite showing of error.

J.a«es_Ai_Wal lender , 26 IBLA 317 (Aug. 30, 1976)

The signing of an oil and gas lease offer by the autho-
rized officer of the Bureau of Land Management is the
act that constitutes issuance of the lease and creates
a binding contract; such a lease contract is not sub-
ject to cancellation by reason of inclusion of leased
land in a known geologic structure as of a date subse-
quent to lease issuance.

Ba.rbara_C._L.isco, 26 IBLA 3U0 (Sept. 7, 1976)

Where part of the lands in an oil and gas lease are
included within the known geologic structure of a

producing oil or gas field, the annual rental rate
will be increased for all of the land in the lease
and a bond reguired.

H. B. Cahoon Investment Cc. John Oakason, 27 IELA 210
(Oct. 6, 1976)

When a noncompetitive oil and gas lease has been issued
and includes land within a known geologic structure
which was ascertained prior to the issuance of the
lease, the lease was erroneously issued and must be
canceled to the extent that it included land within the
KGS.

In the absence of an express revocation, the determina-
tion of an unnamed, undefined known geologic structure
is not canceled when the structure is omitted from a
redefinition of a neighboring but separate field, nor
is such a determination canceled by an erroneous cer-
tification on a lease that the lands therein are not
within a KGS.

fia vid_ Aj._ Pr o v in se , 27 IBLA 376 (Nov. 5, 1976)

Ordinarily, the signing of an oil and gas lease offer
by the authorized officer of the Bureau of Land Manage-
ment is equivalent to issuance of the lease and creates
a binding contract. However, where a Secretarial Order
provides that all oil and gas noncompetitive offers
must, prior to issuance of a lease, be referred to Geo-
logical Survey for a determination of whether the lands
are within a known geological structure, and the autho-
rized officer fails to follow such procedure prior to
the signing, such signing is not authorized and, there-
fore, not binding on the Secretary.

»2ia_S£ ace_ P_a_ v. n s ki__S u___l_J0n__ our_t_ Re ma n dl , 28 IELA
256 (Dec. 20, 1976)

OIL ANC GAS LEASES—Continued

KNOWN GEOLCGIC STRUCTURE—Continued

Where the record does not disclose sufficient facts
upon which to make determinations whether a Bureau of
Land Management officer who signed an oil and gas lease
possessed the authority to do so, when the date cf as-
certainment of a known geologic structure actually oc-
curred, and whether the Onited States Geological Survey
had sufficient information to make a known geologic
structure determination, a hearing may be ordered so
that a complete record may be developed.

W i_ li_m_T__A 1 e xa nde r , 28 IELA 277 (Dec. 22, 1976)

Except for establishing priority of filing, the drawing
cf an offer for a noncompetitive oil and gas lease cre-
ates no vested rights in the offeror. If subsequent to
the filing of a noncompetitive oil and gas lease cffer
and prior to issuance of a lease the land described
therein is determined to be in a known geological
structure of a producing oil or gas field, the noncom-
petitive lease offer must be rejected.

Guv ; ra nso n , IBLA 123 (May 12. 1977)

Lands within a known geologic structure of a prcducing
oil or gas field may be leased only by competitive bid-
ding pursuant to 13 CFR 3120, and a noncompetitive cil
and gas lease offer filed for such lands is properly
rejected where either before or after the filing of the
offer, but prior to the issuance of the lease, the land
is determined to be within the known geologic structure
of a producing oil or gas field.

An applicant for an oil and gas lease who challenges a

determination by the Geological Survey that lands are
situated within the known geologic structure of a pro-
ducing oil or gas field has the burden of showing that
the determination is in error and the determination
will not be disturbed in the absence of a clear and
definite showing of error.

Curtis Wheeler. 31 IBLA 221 (July 7, 1977)

Lands within a known geological structure of a prcduc-
ing oil or gas field may only be leased by competitive
bidding pursuant to U3 CFR 3120, and a nonccmpet i t ive
oil and gas lease offer filed for such lands is proper-
ly rejected.

Curtis p T
Wheeler. 31 IBLA 35U (July 25, 1977)

Where a Eureau of Land Management decision rejects in
part a simultaneous oil and gas lease offer because
certain lands encompassed by the offer are within a

known geologic structure, but appellant submits a

Geological Survey letter which appellant states admits
that such determination was based on erroneous informa-
tion, the Eureau decision will be set aside and the
case remanded for further appropriate consideration.

William. E., Frazier, Jr.. 32 IBLA 32C (Oct. 3, 1977)

land included within a known geologic structure of
a producing oil or gas field may be leased only by
competitive bidding.

A noncompetitive oil and gas lease must be cancelec
where the land described therein was determined by
United States Geological Survey to be within a knci
geologic structure of a producing oil or gas field
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prior to the date of signing the lease on behalf of
the Onited States by the authorized officer.

Aaerada_Hess_Cor£i , 33 IBLA 293 (Jan. 10, 1978)

A timely appeal from rejection of an oil and gas lease
offer because of a determination of known geologic
structure suspends the rejection pending decision by
this Board, and where the Geological Survey rescinds
the KGS determination as having been erroneously made
during the pendency of the appeal, the status guo ante
of land involved is restored.

Where land was omitted from an oil and gas lease only
because of an erroneous KGS determination, and the
applicant has preserved his priority by timely appeal-
ing the rejection, it is proper to amend such lease to
include such omitted land when the Geological Survey
rescinds its erroneous KGS determination.

David_Ai_P.rovinse , 33 IBLA 312 (Jan. 13, 1978)

Where an offeror submits a bid in a competitive sale,
under the law and regulations governing such sales, he
accepts the premise that the land is within the known
geologic structure of a producing field.

SeiL_ld_S__0_t ro w_ki , 3« IELA 25<l (Bar. 28, 1978)

Under 30 U.S.C. $ 226(b) (1976) land within the known
geologic structure of a producing oil or gas field may
only be leased by competitive bidding, and where land
is determined to be within such a structure while a

noncompetitive lease offer is pending, the offer must
be rejected.

An applicant for a noncompetitive oil and gas lease who
challenges a determination by the Geological Survey
that land is within the known geologic structure of a

producing oil or gas field has the burden of showing
that the determination is in error.

"Known geologic structure." A known geologic structure
is technically the trap in which an accumulation of oil
or gas has been discovered by drilling and determined
to be productive, the limits of which include all acre-
age that is presumptively productive.

When on appeal a sufficient showing is made to call
into question a determination that land lies within
a known geologic structure of a producing oil or gas
field, and a bearing is requested, the decision may
be set aside and remanded for hearing.

Jack_J__Bende_, «0 IBLA 26 (Bar. 1979)

The failure of the BLB officer to follow the procedure
set out in a Secretarial Order requiring all offers,
prior to issuance of a lease, to be sent to Geological
Survey for a determination of whether the lands are
within a known geologic structure, renders the signing
of the lease unauthorized, and thus not binding on the
Secretary.

Generally, the signing of an oil and gas lease by the
authorized officer of the Bureau of Land Management
is the act that constitutes issuance of the lease.
When land is determined to be within a known geologic
structure prior to authorized issuance of a lease, non-
competitive lease offers must be rejected and the land
may be leased only by competitive bidding.

One who challenges the classification of lands as with-
in a known geologic structure has the burden of showing

9IL_»a2_S»S_L.EASES-- Continued
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that the determination is in error, and the classifica-
tion will not be disturbed in the absence of a clear
and definite showing of error.

Onited_jtaSej_vJ_Wijjiam.T_.A_e_;ande____'n_£o_____e_a,n__,
Ml IELA 1 (Bay 21, 1979)

Where a noncompetitive oil and gas lease is rejected
on the ground that the land lies within an undefined
known geologic structure, but the Geological Survey
indicates its willingness to amend such classifica-
tion based on verification of information to be sup-
plied by the offeror, the case will be remanded for
further consideration.

JS3S-Sz.SzeDaj.ski, «M IBLA 206 (Dec. 11, 1979)

LANDS SUEJICI TO

Where an oil and gas lease offer for public lands within
1 mile of the exterior boundaries of a naval petroleum
reserve is rejected because the Department of the Navy
recommends against the leasing of the land despite the
Geological Survey's determination that operations en
the subject land would not adversely affect the naval
reserve through drainage from known productive hcrizons,
the decision rejecting the lease offer will be reversed.
The recommendations of the federal agency exercising
jurisdiction over a naval petroleum reserve, while im-
portant, are not conclusive. The final determination
rests with the Department, and where the Geological
Survey after full consideration of pertinent technical
considerations recommends leasing, a lease will issue.

R. Garvin Berry, Jr,. 18 IBLA 331 (Jan. 9, 1975)

Land formerly included in a canceled or relinquished
lease or in a lease terminated or expired by operation
of law shall be subject to filing of new lease offers
only as provided in «3 CFR 3112.

Duncan Biller. 19 IBLA 188 (Bar. 18, 1975)

Oil and gas lease offers embracing lands within an area
under consideration as a potential wild and scenic river
area pursuant to sec. 5(d) of the Wild and Scenic Rivers
Act, 16 U.s.c. « 1276(d) (1970), or within adjacent
areas having special resource values which might be dam-
aged by oil and gas leasing may be properly rejected in
the exercise of the Secretary's discretion in leasing.

John __kason_ Eeard Oil Co.,

1975T
19 IBLA 191 (Bar. 18.

Rpsita, Ttulillo. 21 IBLA 289 (Aug. 11, 1975)

An oil and gas lease offer must be rejected when, before
the lease offer has been accepted, the land applied for
has teen patented with no reservation of oil and gas to
the United States.

It is proper to reject an oil and gas lease offer for
Alaskan land to the extent of conflict with an Alaskan
selection application after the application has been
tentatively approved even though the offer was filed
before the selection application.

ll2I^_iLi_IS2i « 19 IBt » 201 (Bar. 19, 1975)

yolana Rockar et al... 19 IELA 20<t (Bar. 19, 1975)
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Under the policy of the Secretary of the Interior of
maintaining on file oil and gas lease offers for lands
in Alaska filed prior to the issuance of Public Land
Order «582 on Jan. 17, 1969, an offer which would ulti-
mately require rejection tecause of the unavailability
of the land at the time the offer was filed, will not
be retained on file, but may be properly rejected at
any time when the case is reached for adjudication.

An oil and gas offer, for lands in a terminated or re-
linquished lease, must be filed in compliance with the
simultaneous filing procedure in 13 CFR 3112. If such
an offer is not so filed, it is properly rejected.

Vance_Hi_Philli£S_and_Aelisa A. Burnham, 19 IBLA 211
Tnar. 21, 19757

The Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 is not applicable to
lands of the Hind Fiver Indian Reservation which were
ceded by the Indians to the United States in trust for
disposition but were subsequently restored to tribal
ownership. Such lands may be leased only under the
Act of Bay 11, 1938, 25 U.S.C. $ 396a et _eg. (1970).

The Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 is not applicable to
the ceded but undisposed of lands of the Wind River
Indian Reservation. Such lands may be leased only
under the Act of Aug. 21, 1916, 39 Stat. 519.

Geneva l_Crude_Oil_Co.., 19 IBLA 2«S (Mar. 28, 1975)

Oil and gas lease applications, action on which was sus-
pended under Public Land Order US82, 31 FR 1025 (1969),
are properly rejected when the lands are subsequently
patented to the State of Alaska under selection appli-
cations even though the latter postdate the oil and gas
lease applications; the first-qualified oil and gas
lease applicant has no right or interest in the land
applied for which is protected by the savings clauses
of the Alaska Statehood Act and the Alaska Native
Claims Settlement Act.

Haru_uk___a mane_et_al_ , 19 IBLA 320 (Apr. 7, 1975)

"waterfowl production areas" are within the mearitg cl

"wildlife refuge lands" in «3 CFR 31C1.3-3(a) and,
therefore, are subject to the prohibition against cil
and gas leasing (except where drainage is involved)
contained in H3 CFR 3101. 3-3 (a) (1) .

1,, p., Young,, Jr., 2C IELA 333 (June 11, 1975)

An oil and gas lease application covering lands in an
outstanding lease, whether that lease is valid, vcid c

voidable, must be rejected. A noncompetitive oil and
gas lease offer covering lands in a known geologic
structure must be rejected, such lands being subject
to lease only by competitive bidding.

Cunca B-flillej , 21 IBLA 21 (June 16, 1975)

The prohibition in 03 CFR 3101 .3-3 (a) (1) against leas-
ing for oil and gas in wildlife refuge lands, except
where there is drainage, applies to areas withdrawn for
waterfowl production, even though the withdrawal crder
did not prohibit leasing. Offers for such lands and
laketeds riparian thereto are properly rejected.

.S°2Jen, 21 IBLA 76 (June 25, 1975)

Where a Federal oil and gas lease has issued covering
land which has been patented with no mineral reserva-
tion to the United States in the patent, the oil and
gas lease is properly canceled as to such land.

0-. .P.-. Presley. 21 IBLA 190 (July 28, 1975)

It is proper to reject an oil and gas lease offer to
the extent of conflict with an Alaska State selection
application after the application has been tentatively
approved even though the offer was filed before the
selection application.

C. Eurglin et al.. 21 IBLA 23« (Aug. 11, 1975)

A noncompetitive oil and gas lease offer is properly
rejected where the land which is the subject of such
offer was formerly included in a terminated oil and ga
lease, and which may be leased only in compliance with
the simultaneous filing procedures set out in 13 CFR
3112.

________ iller , 20 IBLA 19 (Apr. 16, 1975)

When several offers for a noncompetitive oil and gas
lease are filed for the same parcel during a siiulta-
neous filing period and all are withdrawn after the
drawing but before a lease is issued, the land is net
thereby made available for an over-the-counter offer
but must be included in a subseguent list of lands
available for filing under the simultaneous drawing
procedure.

An offer for an oil and gas lease under the Mineral
Leasing Act for Acquired Lands may properly be rejected
where there is uncertainty reqarding the title to the
oil and gas deposits.

Shel l_Qil_Coi , 20 IBLA 292 (May 27, 1975)

Oil and gas lease offers embracing lands withdrawn or
reserved for any agency of the Department of Defense
may not be granted without the consent of that Depart-
ment. «3 U.S.C. § 158 (1970). Such lease offers must
be rejected where such consent is withheld as inconsis-
tent with the military use, and the offers may not be
suspended to await the possible availability of the
lands for leasing.

Bobil-Oil-CorBi , 20 IBLA 296 (Hay 27, 1975)

Ei«ard_M_._Di3neo, 22 IBLA <l (Sept. « , 1975)

Land included in an oil and gas lease which terminates
by operation of law for failure to pay rental timely,
is subject to filing of new oil and gas lease offers
only in accordance with the provisions of the regula-
tions relating to simultaneous filing of oil and gas
lease offers, and the filing of an over-the-counter
lease offer will not interdict the simultaneous filing
procedure as to that land.

Vern B. Bolinder. 22 IBLA 130 (Sept. 26, 1975)
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Land included within an outstanding oil and gas lease
is not available for leasing and an application filed
for such land must be rejected.

Land, formerly in a canceled, relinguished , terminated
or expired lease, is not subject to over-the-counter
filing, and may be leased only in compliance with the
drawing procedure established by «3 CFR 3112.

_____________» 22 IBLA 133 (Sept. 26, 1975)

Futlic lands in national forests are presently
oil and gas leasing regardless of whether they
of an officially designated wilderness area,
where the land is within such an established w

area, the Secretary of Agriculture has the sta
authority to prescribe reasonable stipulations
protection of the wilderness character of the
sistent with the use of the land for the purpo
lease, although only the Secretary of the Inte
close the land to leasing or prohibit the issu
lease.
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Where the reasons given for rejection of an oil and
gas lease offer are that several archaeological sites,
possibly other such archaeological sites, and scenic
values of certain lands might be endangered by oil and
gas development, but the field report relied upon does
not delineate the archaeological sites and fails to de-

scribe the scenic values that would be affected, the
decision may be set aside and the case remanded for
further investigation to determine if oil and gas leas-
ing could be allowed with protective stipulations, or,
if not, to substantiate the basis for rejection.

__iiii_____Ma_____. 22 IBLA 136 (Sept. 26, 1975)

Where oil and gas deposits in lands acquired by the
United States and devoted to use for military purposes
become "surplus property" under the Federal Property
and Administrative Services Act, such deposits may be
leased only under the provisions of that Act, and are
not subject to leasing under the Mineral Leasing Act
for Acguired Lands.

Paradox Oil _Gas_Co., 22 IBLA 2«2 (Oct. 22. 1975)

National forest public lands which have not been with-
drawn from oil and gas leasing but are under study by
the Forest Service as a proposed wilderness area are
available for leasing in the discretion of, and under
conditions imposed by, the Secretary of the Interior.
Such discretion is not properly exercised when the
Bureau of Land Management rejects an offer solely upon
the recommendation of the Forest Service that land is
a "candidate" for a proposed wilderness area without
making an independent determination that leasing, with
appropriate protective stipulations, is or is not in
the public interest.

_________________ . 23 IBLA 102 (Dec. 23, 1975)

When an agency with jurisdiction over acguired lands
has requested a short-term suspension of oil and gas
lease offers, a decision rejecting the offers may be
remanded to consider processing the offers in a manne
consistent with that of a similar offer for which the
agency has also accepted a suspension.

___v_on_0il_Co_ , 23 IBLA 163 (Dec. 23, 1975)

A noncompetitive oil and gas lease offer for acquired
land in an incorporated city, is properly rejected
since the Mineral Leasing Act for Acquired Lands spe-
cifically excludes such lands from its provisions.

__ii___l_________. 23 IBLA 312 (Jan. 16, 1976)

____i___M______l__ . 20 IBLA 12 (Feb. «, 1976)

National forest lands, some of which are in a wilder-
ness area, a roadless area, or a memorial parkway,
which have net been withdrawn from oil and gas leasing,
are subject to leasing in the discretion of and under
conditions imposed by the Secretary of the Interior.
However, where the Secretary of the Interior has spe-
cifically determined by formal publication of a memo-
randum that lands in a certain secticn of a national
forest are to be withheld from leasing, he has exer-
cised his plenary discretion to refuse to issue leases,
and subsequent offers for lands in this designated area
restricted from leasing are properly rejected.

___e__J_2_ 03__e__t_a 1_ , 2<4 IELA 210 (Mar. 23, 1976)

The amount of acreage contained in an oil and gas lease
may te reduced where, upon resurvey of the land, it is
determined that the area under lease is actually smaller
than the area shown by the original survey,.

Grace M, Brown et al„. 2« IBLA 3 01 (Apr. 1, 1976)

Eecause the Mineral Leasing Act for Acquired Lands spe-
cifically excludes the leasing of land located within
an incorporated city, town, or village, a ncncoitpeti-
tive oil and gas lease offer for acquired land within
the boundaries of such a city, town, or village is
properly rejected.

In the absence of specific statutory authority to lease,
the Secretary of the Interior has implied authority, as
guardian of the public's natural resources, to lease an
oil and gas deposit under his jurisdiction when it is
in danger of being drained by wells drilled on adjacent
land. However, such protective leases may be issued
only by competitive bidding.

James L. Santy , IELA 390 (July 6, 1976)

Where an oil and gas lease offer is rejected because
the land was received by the Onited States as part of
a sec. 8, Taylor Grazing Act exchange, and the record
does not indicate such an exchange tcok place the case
will be remanded for consideration in light of the ac-
tual record.

Husky Oii Coa of telaware, 26 IELA 19« (Aug. 11,
1976)""

Land included within an outstanding oil and gas lease
is not available for leasing and an oil and gas lease
offer filed for such land must be rejected.
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The Secretary has discretionary authority to reject an

oil and gas lease offer where Federal title to the oil
and gas deposits is uncertain.

Leonard B. McSweyn. David A. Provinse. 26 IBLA 376
Tsept.~97 1976"

When the Forest Service recommends against issuing an
oil and gas lease for public land because the land has
been included within a wilderness candidate study area,
the Bureau of Land Management must make an independent
determination on whether the lease, with stipulations,
should be issued. A case will be remanded for such a

determination especially where the Forest Service on
appeal has reconsidered and recommends leasing with
certain stipulations.

££§d_P .._Blu me , 28 IBLA 58 (Nov. 9, 1976)

When the Forest Service recommends against issuing an
oil and gas lease for public land because the land has
been included within a wilderness candidate study area,
the Bureau of Land Management must make an independent
determination on whether not to issue a lease or whether
issuance of a lease subject to appropriate stipulations
is in the public interest. A case will be remanded to
the Bureau of Land Management for an independent deter-
mination where it is evident that such has not been
done.

Kenneth F. Cumminqs and A. H. Fleming, Empire
8e§gurcesi_Inci , 28 IBLA 73 (Nov. 12, 19767

An oil and gas offer embracing land in the bed of a

navigable river, which is State land, is properly
rejected.

i3£ia£_2»£rton, 29 IBLA 66 (Feb. 18, 1977)

Lands withdrawn for the protection of Alaska Natives'
selection rights are not available for oil and gas
leasing under the Mineral Leasing Act. 13 U.S.C.
i 1621 (i) (Supp. Ill 1973).

Ja™es_M._Cancn_et_al., 1 SEC. 1 (Apr. 1977)
8U I.E. 176

When the Secretary of the Interior has exercised bis
discretionary authority over the issuance of oil and
gas leases tc promulgate a Putlic Land Order closing
an area of public lands to oil and gas leasing for
the purpose of preserving and developing the potash
deposits therein belonging to the United States, it
is proper to reject oil and gas lease offers for such
withdrawn lands.

A A_J i nera ls_Co r^j , 3C IBLA 259 (Bay 31, 1977)

An oil and gas lease offer must be rejected as to lands
applied for which are held in trust for Indians and are
not available under the Mineral Leasing Act. Even
though the minerals in these lands have been reserved
to the United States, mineral development is not possi-
ble at this time because the language of the exchange
act under which the lands were acguired reguires fur-
ther promulgation of special regulations by the Secre-
tary as a condition precedent to such development.

IhSlJl_0i_C h ace , 31 IELA 13 (June 17, 1977)

The Secretary of the Interior may, in his discretion,
reject any offer to lease public lands for oil and gas
deposits upon a proper determination that leasing would
not be in the public interest.

The Secretary of the Interior may reject a noncompeti-
tive offer to lease for oil and gas when he determines
that it is in the public interest to do so because the
lands applied for are within the Interstate 70 scenic
corridor and are under consideration for inclusion in
a primitive area.

Pinnacle_Mining._and_Ex2loiation_Co. x Inc., 28 IBLA 209
(Dec. 20, 1976)

U3 CFR Subpart 3112 renders invalid an over-the-counter
oil and gas lease offer filed for lands in canceled or
relinguished leases or leases which have terminated by
operation of law, for such lands are subject to simul-
taneous offers only.

ISMl *_S.._ Big ke 1 , 31 IBLA 201 (July 6, 1977)

Land included within an outstanding oil and gas lease
is not available for leasing and an oil and gas lease
offer filed for such land must be rejected.

£H££as_£i_l!i«e ler , 31 IBLA 35M (July 25, 1977)

Al.?.er_C.._ Duncan, 39 IELA 1«« (Jan. 29, 1979)

An oil and gas lease offer made pursuant to the Mineral
Leasing Act for Acquired Lands is properly rejected
where the subject lands are not acquired lands but,
rather, are patented with a reservation of mineral
rights in the United States.

Job n_0.. _C la.y. , 28 IBLA 353 (Jan. 2«, 1977)

Where the Bureau of Land Management has determined that
lands listed under the simultaneous oil and gas leasing
system should not have been listed solely because the
lands lie within "a critical watershed which is to be
the subject of an Environmental Impact Statement," the
first-drawn offer will not be rejected but may remain
in suspended state until completion of the EIS and
determination at that time whether the lands may be

A ncncompetitive oil and gas lease offer is properly
rejected where the land which is the subject of such
offer has net been posted as available as prescribed
by H3 CFB subpart 3112.

A junior oil and gas lease offer is properly rejected
when the senior offer subsequently is accepted and tt

lease is properly issued.

£a?iJ-Ai-£lS2ii!se, 33 IBLA 312 (Jan. 13, 1978)
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where the Bureau of Land Management rejects in part an
oil and gas lease offer because the subject lands are
within a coal permit, and where a general policy deter-
mination as to the compatibility of concurrent develop-
ment of these minerals is pending, the case will be
remanded to be suspended and subseguently acted upon
in light of whatever general policy is formulated.

T]>2»as_Fi_Banera, 33 IBLA 362 (Jan. 23, 1978)

Lands acguired for military purposes and subseguently
disposed of as surplus property under the Federal
Property and Administrative Services Act with a reser-
vation of mineral rights to the United States are not
subject to leasing under the Mineral Leasing Act for
Acguired Lands. Oil and gas leases on such land may
issue only under the provisions of the Federal Prop-
erty and Administrative Services Act, which reguires
competitive bidding.

Cap_it o l_Oil_Cor£ .. , 33 IBLA 392 (Jan. 26, 1978)

Onsurveyed fast lands, formed by accretion to public
land or to lands patented with an oil and gas reserva-
tion, riparian to a navigable river and lying within
the meander lines of that navigable river, as recorded
on the official plat, may be leased provided that a

proper offer is received and the other relevant condi-
tions precedent to leasing are met.

Federal law determines the legal characterize ticn of
accretions, avulsions, and relictions to land riparian
to navigable bodies of water, where title to the land
or reserved interests in the land remains in the United
States.

The boundary of an oil and gas lease covering lands
riparian to a navigable river is the meander line indi-
cated on the official plat of survey and not the water-
line. Thus, lands accreted to the leased lands nay be
separately leased.

David A,, proyin.se

,

Oil and gas lease offers may be rejected where legal
title to the lands in issue is uncertain. It is not
improper for BLM to refuse to suspend the offers pend-
ing determination of the title issue.

N_i_lD3ustriesx_Inc., 3U IBLA 99 (Feb. 23, 1978)

Regulations in force prior to Oct. 28, 1976, prohibited,
in the absence of extraordinary circumstances, the
issuance of oil and gas leases for fractional interests
to one who would own less than 50 percent of operating
rights in the leased property. The later determination
that such a policy may not in general serve the public
interest and the expression of the new policy in a re-
vised regulation does not constitute an extraordinary
circumstance.

Wilfred_Plomis, 3U IBLA 222 (Mar. 27, 1978)

A noncompetitive oil and gas lease offer is properly
rejected where the land which is the subject cf socb
offer is in an expired or terminated lease and has not
been posted as available, as prescribed by «3 CFE Sub-
part 3112.

B9tgt£.ga . Marshall. 36 IBLA 279 (Aug. 21, 1976)

£2bert_N 1._Enf4eld, 36 IBLA 383 (Aug. 31, 1978)

Oil and gas under a reservoir right-of-way may net be
leased under the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920, 3C C.S.C.
$ 181 et seq. (1970), but may only be leased to the
holder of the right-of-way, his assignee, or to adja-
cent owners or their lessees in accordance with the Act
of May 21, 1930, 30 O.S.C. « 301 (1970); therefore, of-
fers filed under the Mineral Leasing Act for such lands
are properly rejected.

Alice_Hay.s, 36 IBLA 313 (Aug. 23, 1978)

An oil and gas lease offer for lands in a reservoir
right-of-way is properly rejected pursuant to the Act
of May 21. 1930, 30 U.S.C. $$ 301-306 (1970), and
43 CFB 3100.0-3 (d) (1) which limit the right to lease
deposits of oil and gas in and under rights-of-way to
the owner of the right-of-way or his assignees.

Re2ublic_0il_6_Minina_Coi_and_Bax3ar^t_l._Coombs,
35 IBLA 212 (May 26, 1978)

Where land was previously included in an oil and gas
lease and thereafter listed for the simultanecus filing
of offers pursuant to U3 CFB 3112, and two offers were
filed, both of which were rejected, the land is not
thereafter open to the filing of over-the-counter of-
fers to lease, but must again be posted for simultane-
ous filing.

L. A. Halstrom. Jr.. 36 IBLA 397 (sept. 5, 1978)

It is proper for the Bureau of Land Management to re-
ject an over-the-counter offer for an oil and gas lease
of land formerly included in a lease erroneously can-
celed, because under «3 CFH 3112.1-1 land in canceled
leases is subject to the filing of new noncompetitive
lease offers only in accordance with simultaneous fil-
ing procedures.

An over-the-counter oil and gas lease offer filed for
land formerly embraced in an oil and gas lease which
has expired by operation of law, which land has not
been placed on the list of lands available for the
filing of simultaneous oil and gas lease offers under
«3 CFR Subpart 3112, must be rejected.

5ayJJ_A.1_Provinse, 35 IBLA 217 (May 26, 1978)

Lands situated within the boundaries of incorporated
cities, towns, or villages are excluded from oil and
gas leasing under the Mineral Leasing Act, as aji

e

t ded ,

30 O.S.C. $ 181 (1970). If drainage occurs on such
lands by reason of wells drilled on adjacent lands,
agreements with the owners thereof may be entered into
by the Bureau of Land Management pursuant to 43 CFR
3100.3.

Hajfthotn.OiJ.COi, 37 IBLA 91 (Sept. 1976)

Lands or minerals in lands were not "withdrawn" and
"restored from a withdrawal" as those terms are used ir

the public land laws merely because an erroneous title
opinion that the minerals are not owned by the Onited
States is corrected to reflect that they are owned by
the Onited States, and the oil and gas simultaneous
filing procedures are applicable where those minerals
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were in a lease which expired before
the status of the minerals was made.

Regardless of whether lands have been withdrawn from
leasing and later restored, or were not withdrawn, an
over-the-counter oil and gas lease offer must be re-
jected where the land involved was formerly embraced in
an oil and gas lease which has expired by operation of
law and has not been placed on the list of lands avail-
able for the filing of simultaneous oil and gas lease
offers under «3 CFR Subpart 3112.

I>avid_&.t_Provinse, 38 IBLA 3U7 (Dec. 22, 1978)

Erroneous issuance by BLM of oil and gas lease on other
withdrawn land in area of tract for which appellant
submitted lease offer does not effect restoration to
leasing of latter withdrawn tract.

Ii_i!i_l>jlli . 39 IBLA 137 (Jan. 29, 1979)

"Lands not available for leasing." Under U3 CFB
3110.1-3(a), lands are deemed to be not available for
leasing when they are surrounded ty lands contained
within patents with no oil and gas rights reserved to
the United States, when they are segregated from oil
and gas leasing by withdrawal, or are embraced within
an outstanding lease with an effective issuance date
prior to the filing date of the subject offer.

Helen_Ei_Reid , 39 IBLA 378 (Feb. 28, 1979)

A noncompetitive oil and gas lease issued for lands
which, at the time of the lease application, had been
posted erroneously as available for leasing but were
then included in a prior lease, will be allowed to con-
tinue in effect where the first lease expired before
the second lease issued and no questions of public pol-
icy or third party rights are contravened by the lease
issuance.

Reed_G.il more , uo IBLA 139 (Mar. 29, 1979)

Oil and gas offers, filed for lands withdrawn by PLO
Ho. 5118, must be rejected. The order was issued under
the authority of the Pickett Act, 13 O.S.C. «§ 1U1-1U2
(1970), repealed by FLPMA, and the order was not arbi-
trary, capricious, or an abuse of discretion.

lEi_t_l_Ba_JJa t i ve_Co r__ , HI IBLA 85 (June U, 1979)

Under sec. 17 of the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920, as
amended, and the regulations issued pursuant to that
Act, the Secretary of the Interior has discretion to
refuse to issue an oil and gas lease. The Secretary,
through BLM, his duly authorized representative, nay
reject any offer to lease public lands for oil and gas
upon a determination supported by facts of record that
the leasing would not be in the public interest because
it is incompatible with uses of the lands which are
worthy of preservation. Hhen the land, situated in
Hell's Half Acre, has geological, ecological, scenic,
and recreational values and is under study for its wil-
derness potential, and where BLM recommends that the
lands not be leased pending further studies of the
area, rejection of the lease offer will be affined,
in the absence of compelling countervailing reasons.

B__£__Hoef!_, «1 IBLA 17U (June 22, 1979)

2Ii_MILGAS_ LEASES— Continued
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The Mineral Leasing Act for Acquired Lands does not ex
elude from oil and gas leasing those lands underlying
the Missouri River within the boundaries of the Fcrt
Eerthold Indian Reservation as established by the
Treaty of Fort Laramie (1851) and the Executive Crder
cf Apr. 12, 1870, which were reacguired ty the Cnited
States from the Indian tribes. The exclusion in the
Act for submerged lands refers to submerged coastal
lands, as set forth in «3 CFR 3101.2-1 (g).

Impel Energy Corp.. «2 IELA 105 (Aug. 16, 1979)

Land within the National Desert Wildlife Range is not
subject to noncompetitive oil and gas leasing.

Kenneth F ..Cumm.ngs. U3 IELA 110 (Sept. 2U, 1979)

It is within the discretion of the Eureau of land Pan-
agement to impose the requirement of a no surface occu-
pancy stipulation upon an oil and gas lease, where
there has teen a determination that it is in the public
interest to do so because the lands applied for have
important archaeological values, are within the Inter-
state 70 scenic corridor, and are under consideraticn
for inclusion in a primitive area.

James_M__Chudnow, «3 IELA 375 (Oct. 31, 1579)

Lands which were acquired for developnent of their
uranium deposits are not subject to oil and gas leasing
under the Mineral Leasing Act for Acguired Lands.

Esdr as K. Hartley. «« IBLA 66 (Nov. 20, 1979)

NONCOMPETITIVE LEASES

The effective date of a determination that lands are
within a known geologic structure of a producing cil
and gas field, within the meaning of 30 U.S.C. 5 226(b)
(1970) and 13 CFR 31C0.7-3, is the date of the ascer-
tainment of the facts supporting the determination.
After that date the Eureau of Land Management has nc
authority to issue an oil and gas lease pursuant to
the noncompetitive lease provisions of the Mineral
Leasing Act of 1920, 30 U.S.C. « 226(c) (197C) .

__la_Grac___t_sjns^i__E^b^a_C__Lisco, 19 IELA 125
(Mar. 5, 1975)

Wheo noncompetitive oil and gas lease offers are re-
jected by the Secretary of the Interior in the exercise
of his discretion, the offers will not be held in sus-
pense pending a future determination that the lands
described in the offers should be leased.

John Oakason J .Eeard Oil_Co_, 19 IELA 191 (Mar. 18,
1975)

An oil and gas lease offer must be rejected whet, tefcre
the lease offer has teen accepted, the land applied for
has been patented with no reservation of oil and gas to
the United States.

It is proper to reject an oil and gas lease offer for
Alaskan land to the extent of conflict with an Alaskan
selection application after the application has beer
tentatively approved even though the offer was filed
before the selection application.

Lloyd «. .Leyi, 19 IBLA 201 (Mar. 19, 1975)
Continued

—
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Iolana_Rockat_et_alif 19 IBLA 201 (Mar. 19, 1975)

An offeror is properly disqualified under 13 CFB
3112.4-1 from receiving a noncompetitive oil and gas
lease on an offer drawn with the first priority at a

simultaneous drawing when he/she fails to pay the first
year's rental within 15 days (or the first business day
thereafter) of receipt of the notice that such payment

IJ3IZ£iI!_Peyelo£men t_Co_

,

20 IBLA 383 (June 12, 1975)

_oh__Pa._l_Pra._t, 21 IBLA 110 (Mar. 1, 1976)

Carma_M____ol__, 29 IBLA 30U (Mar. 30, 1977)

Jack_Koe.2el, 30 IBLA 113 (May 12, 1977)

SIL-»aE_GAS_LEASE_— Continued

NONCOMPETITIVE LEAS ES— Continued

An offeror is properly disqualified under 13 CFF
3112.1-1 from receiving a noncompetitive oil and gas
lease on an offer drawn with the first priority at a
simultaneous drawing when he fails to pay the first
year's rental within 15 days (or the first business
day thereafter) of receipt of the notice that such
payment is due. An attempt to make payment after the
close of office hours on the day the payment is due
will not prevent the disqualification.

Wi_Cuane____ned_, 21 IBLA 152 (Mar. 10, 1976)

Where an oil and gas lease offer is rejected because
the land was received by the Onited States as part of
a sec. 8, Taylor Grazing Act exchange, and the reccrd
does not indicate such an exchange took place the case
will be remanded for consideration in light of the ac-
tual record.

An oil and gas lease application covering lands in an
outstanding lease, whether that lease is valid, void c

voidable, must be rejected. A noncompetitive oil and
gas lease offer covering lands in a known geologic
structure must be rejected, such lands being subject
to lease only by competitive bidding.

_____________ . 21 IBLA 21 (June 16, 1975)

A noncompetitive oil and gas lease must be canceled
where the land described therein was determined by the
United States Geological Survey to be within a known
geological structure of a producing oil or gas field
as of the date of the signing of the lease on behalf
of the United States by the authorized officer.

SiIliaS!_2i_»Iexander, 21 IBLA 56 (June 18, 1975)

It is proper to reject an oil and gas lease offer to
the extent of conflict with an Alaska State selection
application after the application has been tentatively
approved even though the offer was filed before the
selection application.

£i_Bur_lin_et_al_, 21 IBLA 231 (Aug. 11, 1975)

An oil and gas offer must be rejected when the land
applied for has been leased to a senior offeror under
a proper offer.

£onnie__ull, 22 IBLA 307 (Nov. 10, 1975)

Husky Oil Co . of Delaware. 26 IBIA 191 (Aug. 11,
1976)

Lands within a known geologic structure of a produc-
ing oil or gas field may only be leased ty competitive
bidding pursuant to 13 CFR 3120, and a noncompetitive
oil and gas lease offer filed for such lands is proper-
ly rejected.

James A. Wallender. 26 IBLA 317 (Aug. 30, 1976)

£uiti§_£i_>!h€_ler, 31 IBLA 351 (July 25, 1977)

An offeror is properly disqualified from receiving a

noncompetitive oil and gas lease on an offer which is
drawn first from a group of simultaneously filed effer:
when he fails to pay the first year's advance rental
within 15 days of his receipt of notice that such ren-
tal is due, and the delay is attributable to his post-
ing of the rental check with insufficient postage.

IJaJI_C._Be_nin_ton__Jr_, 28 IBLA 65 (Nov. 10, 1976)

Regardless of whether offeror is described as "unqual-
ified" or "disqualified," 13 CFR 3112.5-1 requires that
upon successful drawees' failure to pay first year's
rental, the lands shall be listed subsequently under
the simultaneous drawinq procedure rather than leased
under the regular over-the-counter procedure in 13 CFB
Subpart 3111.

J*_bert_G._L_nn, 28 IELA 310 (Jan. 11, 1977)

Where an offeror failed to take an appeal from a deci-
sion issuing a noncompetitive oil and gas lease but
erroneously rejecting certain available lands while
correctly rejecting other lands in the offer and the
offeror failed to retender rental for the erroneously
rejected lands, and where the error could be readily
apparent to the offeror, and the offeror acquiesced
for a year and a half in the lease as issued, such
failure precludes the amendment of the lease and the
offeror is deemed to have abandoned his preference
right as the first-qualified applicant to lease the
land which was erroneously rejected.

John_Oakason, 23 IBLA 336 (Jan. 21, 1976)

Where the Bureau of Land Management has determined that
lands listed under the simultaneous oil and gas leasing
system should not have been listed solely because the
lands lie within "a critical watershed which is tc be
the subject of an Environmental Impact Statement," the
first-drawn offer will not be rejected but may remain
in suspended state until completion of the FIS and
determination at that time whether the lands may be
leased subject to stipulations for protection of the
watershed.

i^_i a n_0 verton , 29 IBLA 66 (Feb. 18, 1977)
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Where the Department, through a duly promulgated regu-
lation, has increased the rental rate on all noncom-
petitive oil and gas leases issued after a specified
date, such increased rate is applicable to all leases
issued subsequent to that date, including leases issued
pursuant to the simultaneous filing procedures, even
though the lease offers were drawn with first priority
prior to the specified date.

Rai mond_ Nj._ Joeckel , 29 IBLA 170 (liar. 1"4, 1977)

«il ton_iLr-Ie bs.ack , 29 IBLA 316 (Mar. 30, 1977)

Doris fii_Sterkelx Richard L. Sterkel, 30 IELA 39
7Ipr7"l2, 1977)

I_Q_l2Ei°.ra t ionx_I nc . , 30 IBLA 209 (May 20, 1977)

Fr a ncis_U._ Hill , 32 IBLA 202 (Sept. 16, 1977)

Thomas G. Fails et al., 32 IBLA 302 (Sept. 30, 1977)

Where the Department, through a duly promulgated regu-
lation, has increased the rental rate on all noncom-
petitive oil and gas leases issued after a specified
date, such increased rate is applicable to all leases
issued subsequent to that date, including leases issued
pursuant to the simultaneous filing procedures, even
though the lease offers were drawn with first priority
prior to the effective date of the increase.

Raimond_N._ Joeckel_et_al. , 30 IBLA 32 (Apr. 11, 1977)

Karen_Cotter_et_al. , 30 IELA 88 (*P r - 27 < 1977)

Duncan. Miller, 30 IBLA 90 (Apr. 27, 1977)

" iliiam_£._Kirk *ood , 31 IBLA 178 (July 5, 1977)

fiancan_Mi ller , 31 IBLA 3H9 (July 22, 1977)

fI§3_S°°lstein, 32 IBLA 25 (Aug. 31, 1977)

Eaul_Landis, 32 IBLA 37« (Oct. 31, 1977)

Jerry_Ch ambers , 33 IBLA 323 (Jan. 16, 1978)

Where the Department, through a duly promulgated regu-
lation, has increased the rental rate on all noncom-
petitive oil and gas leases issued after a specified
date, such increased rate is applicable tc all leases
issued subsequent to that date.

Jary._Ji-Msnnicu t t_e t_al-. , 30 IBLA 86 (Apr. 27, 1977)

Except for establishing priority of filing, the drawing
of an offer for a noncompetitive oil and gas lease cre-
ates no vested rights in the offeror. If subsequent to
the filing of a noncompetitive oil and gas lease offer
and prior to issuance of a lease the land described
therein is determined to be in a known geological
structure of a producing oil or gas field, the noncom-
petitive lease offer must be rejected.

2jJI_l!i_flanson » 30 IBLA 123 (Hay 12, 1977)

Where the Department, through a duly promulgated regu-
lation, has increased the rental rate on all noncom-
petitive oil and gas leases issued after a specified
date, such increased rate is applicable to all leases
issued subsequent to that date, including leases to be
issued pursuant to the simultaneous filing procedures
where the drawing was held prior to the effective date
of the rent increase, and leases to be issued for a

2IL-*!!E_£A,S_L EASES— Continued
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regular over-the-counter offer where the offer
filed prior to the effective date.

£ase.v_C. .Janse n_et_al. , IBLA 13U (May 12, 1977)

Where the Department, through a duly promulgated regu-
lation, has increased the rental rate on all noncom-
petitive oil and gas leases issued after a specified
date, such increased rate is applicable to all leases
issued subsequent to that date, including leases tc te
issued to successful offerors at simultaneous drawings
held prior to the effective date of the rate increase.

M.§lvin_R._Hoba,ood, 30 IBLA 163 (May 18, 1977)

Where the Department, through a duly promulgated regu-
lation, has increased the rental rate on all noncom-
petitive oil and gas leases issued after a specified
date, such increased rate is applicable to all leases
issued subsequent to that date, including leases issued
pursuant to the simultaneous filing procedures, even
though the lease offers were drawn prior to the effec-
tive date of the increase.

H a r ie_ A_._ Fie l_et_a 1 .. , 30 IBLA 30e (June 6, 1977)

Where the Department, through a duly promulgated regu-
lation, has increased the rental rate on all noncom-
petitive oil and gas leases issued after a specified
date, such increased rate is applicable to all leases
issued subsequent to that date, even though the lease
offers were filed prior to the specified date.

Sai_«i_Willil. 30 IELA 3«« (June 8, 1977)

Where the Department, through a duly promulgated regu-
lation, has increased the rental rate on all noncom-
petitive oil and gas leases issued after a specified
date, such increased rate applies to all leases issued
after that date, regardless of the date the offer tc
lease or drawing entry card was filed.

IELA 350 (June 8, 1977)

Where the Department, through a duly promulgated regu-
lation, has increased the rental rate on all ncrccn-
petitive oil and gas leases issued after a specified
date, such increased rate is applicable tc all leases
issued subsequent to that date, even thouqh the lease
offer was filed prior to the date of the regulation.
The imposition of the increased rate is not discrimi-
natory as it applies to all leases issued after a cer-
tain date.

G uj_ Mi_W i 1 lis , 30 IELA 373 (June 10, 1977)

The filing of a noncompetitive oil and gas lease cffer,
prior to acceptance, does not create any right tc a

lease or legal interest which restricts the discretion-
ary authority of the Secretary of the Interior over
lease issuance. Thus, an amended regulation raising
the lease rental charge may be applied tc lease cffers
which have teen previously filed but not accepted and
such action is not violative of the fifth Aaendient.

JLari a ra_ A.._Joeckel , 3C IELA 376 (June 10, 1977)
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U3 CFR subpart 3112 renders invalid an over-the-counter
oil and gas lease offer filed for lands in canceled or
relinquished leases or leases which have terminated by
operation of law, for such lands are subject to simul-
taneous offers only.

Rober t_S.;._Bicke 1 , 31 IBLA 201 (July 6, 1977)

Lands within a known geologic structure of a producing
oil or gas field may be leased only by competitive bid-
ding pursuant to «3 CFR 3120, and a noncompetitive oil
and gas lease offer filed for such lands is properly
rejected where either before or after the filing of the
offer, but prior to the issuance of the lease, the land
is determined to be within the known geologic structure
of a producing oil or gas field.

£urtis_ Wheeler , 31 IBLA 221 (July 7, 1977)

A simultaneous oil and gas offeror is properly disqual-
ified under 13 CFR 3112. t-1 from receiving lease when
she fails to pay the first year's rental within 15 days
of receipt of the notice that such payment is due.

Karen L. Brown. 31 IBLA 239 (July 12, 1977)

Where the Department, through a duly promulgated regu-
lation, has increased the rental rate on all noncom-
petitive oil and gas leases issued after a specified
date, such increased rate is applicable to all leases
issued subsequent to that date, including leases issued
pursuant to over-the-counter filing procedures, even
though the lease offers were submitted pricr to the
effective date of the increase.

Brad_JJ._Bai s, 31 IBLA 37" (Aug. 5, 1977)

Cecil C. Wall, 32 IBLA 27 (Aug. 31, 1977)

Where the Department, through a duly promulgated regu-
lation, has increased the rental rate on all noncom-
petitive oil and gas leases issued after a specified
date, such increased rate is applicable to all leases
issued subsequent to that date, including leases to be
issued for a regular over-the-counter offer where the
offer was filed prior to the effective date.

A 1 tex_0 i l_Cor£. , 32 IBLA 18 (Aug. 31, 1977)

Altex Oil Co., 32 IBLA «« (Sept. 2, 1977)

h ltex_Oil_Cor£. , 32 IBLA 390 (Nov. 7, 1977)

Where the Department, through a duly promulgated regu-
lation, has increased the rental rate on all noncom-
petitive oil and gas leases issued after a specified
date, such increased rate is applicable to all leases
issued subsequent to that date pursuant to over-the-
counter offers or pursuant to the simultaneous filing
procedures, even though the offers or entry cards were
filed with BLM prior to the specified date.

An oil and gas lease offer under the Mineral Leasing
Act, as amended, 30 O.S.C. § 181 et seg,. (1970), does
not create a property right in the offeror tut is mere-
ly a hope or expectation. It is not a "vested right,"
a present legal or equitable "title," "interest" or
"ownership" or "perfected right," to come within the
protection of the Fifth or Fourteenth Amendment.

Bi_Ri_Ga i ther_e t_ali , 32 IBLA 106 (Sept. 12, 1977)

The filing of an application for a noncompetitive oil
and gas lease, prior to acceptance, does not create a
right to a lease immune from application of a subse-
quently amended administrative regulation. An in-
creased rental rate is properly applied to an oil and
gas lease offer pending before the effective date of
the rate change but which has not teen accepted prior
to that time.

Violc JJiSiwooa, 32 IBLA 199 (Sept. 16, 1977)
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Where the Department, through a duly promulgated
lation, has increased the rental rate on all ncnc
petitive oil and gas leases issued after a specif
date, such increased rate is applicable to all le
issued subsequent to that date, even though the 1

offers were filed prior to the specified date. T

filing of an application for a lease prior to its
ceptance does not create a right to a lease which
immune from application of a subsequently amended
ministrative requlation, nor does administrative
in the processing of the lease offer preclude pro
application of such regulation.

£au !_£_._ Kohl man, 32 IELA 2«0 (Sept. 21, 1977)

Increased per acre rental, as directed under Jan. 5,
1977, revision of «3 CFR 3103.3-2(a), is applicable
to all noncompetitive oil and gas leases issued after
Feb. 1, 1977, including leases for which offers, toth
simultaneous and over-the-counter, were filed prior to
revision of the regulation.

E"Pcan_MJiller_et_al.. 32 IBLA 289 (Sept. 27, 1977)

Noncompetitive oil and gas leases are issued for a

primary term of 10 years. Such leases expire
automatically by operation of law at the end of their
10-year terms unless the presence of one of the statu-
tory grounds for extension of the term is established.

Duncan Mi ller . 33 IBLA 83 (Dec. 8, 1977)

The Secretary's policy against appealing the reje
of oil and gas lease offers to the Interior Eoard
land Appeals separately from an appeal of the dec
to issue conveyance, confers on the Alaska Native
Claims Appeal Eoard exclusive jurisdiction over d

sions rejecting noncompetitive oil and gas lease
because of conflicts with land selections by Nati
Corporations under ANCSA.

ction
of
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Ap.£eal_of_T€rr^ E. Krize
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ind._Ji_Eurg.lin, 2 ANCAE I
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A££_al__f_J§_r__S__ Roach, 2 ANCAB 277 (Jan. 26, 1978)

A£E_als_o.f_Jth____.__nd_Cha_les_J.__Cl_sb___R_th
Ca_£_nter__et_al_____.M_!r__Fra_ci____t_eil, 2 8NCAE
302 (Feb. 21, 1978)

A__eal of Clifford C. Burglin. 3 ANCAB 37 (July 3,

1978J

30 O.S.C. § 188(b) (1970) , and its impleaenting
regulation H3 CFR 31C8.2-1, requiring a notice cf
deficiency on a form approved by the director apply
only to rental payments due on the anniversary dates
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of noncompetitive oil and gas leases, and are inappli-
cable to deficient initial rental payments for noncom-
petitive oil and gas lease offers.

Evelv.n_Chambers, 33 IBLA 271 (Jan. 5. 1978)

A junior oil and gas lease offer is properly rejected
when the senior offer subsequently is accepted and the
lease is properly issued.

£a v i d_A^P r ovi n se , 33 IBLA 312 (Jan. 13, 1978)

OIL AND G AS L E ASES— Ccnti nued

NONCOMPETITIVE LEASES—Continued

When a State Office rejects the offer of a first-drawn
applicant in a drawing under the simultaneous oil and
gas leasing program, an appeal by the applicant raises
the issue of his qualifications to hold the lease. lhe
qualifications of the second-drawn applicant are irrel-
evant until such tine as the offer of the first-drawn
applicant is rejected and all his avenues of appeal are
exhausted. However, it is not improper for Elt. to name
the second-drawn applicant as an adverse party in a de-
cision rejecting the first-drawn applicant.

IhojasJi-iiicJSinser^willij^^.Fjickinaer^e^al^,
«0 IEIA 53 (Par. 16, 1979)

Where it is first alleged on appeal that a first-drawn
simultaneous oil and gas entry card has teen rejected
in order for the lease to be awarded to the offeree
first drawn in a prior drawing, which pricr drawing
was void because of an omitted entry card, but the
record as to the second drawing is incomplete and an
affected party has not been given opportunity to par-
ticipate, the case may be remanded for augmentation
of the record and initial consideration ty Bureau of
Land Management.

Wi_Ji_La no.1 ev. , 3U IBLA 213 (Mar. 27, 1978)

An offer to lease for oil and gas is properly rejected
where payment for the first year's advance rental is
not received in the appropriate office of the Bureau
of Land Management within 15 days after a Notice of
Bental Due is received by the offeror pursuant to
i»3 CFB 3112. U-l.

Su sa n_Da wso n , 35 IBLA 123 (May 15, 1978)
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Where a perscn files an oil and gas lease c

a leasing service under an arrangement wher
ing service advances the first year's renta
the land, and controls the address at which
may be reached, but no enforceable agreemen
into whereby the offeror is obligated to tr
interest in any lease to be issued to the 1

vice, the service is not a F a i tv i" interes
offer merely because it may have a hope or
of acquiring an interest, and the offeror i

eluded from stating that he is the sole par
est in the offer.

C._E._Fack, 30 IEIA 166 (May 19, 1977)

FATENTEC CE ENTEBEC LANES

An oil and gas lease offer must be rejected when, before
the lease offer has teen accepted, the land applied for
has teen patented with no reservation of oil and gas to
the United States.

Noncompetitive oil and gas leases are issued for a pri-
mary term of 10 years. Unless one of the statutory
grounds for extension is established, such leases ex-
pire by operation of law at the end of their primary
term.

Duncan_ Miller , 37 IBLA 129 (Oct. <4 , 1978)

Jaggs. E.. and. Mary.

E

a .Grghoski. i»3 IBLA 9« (Sept. 19,
1979)

It is proper to reject an oil and gas lease offer fcr
Alaskan land to the extent of conflict with an Alaskan
selection application after the application has beer
tentatively approved even though the offer was filed
before the selection application.

I l°li_»i_iev i , 19 IELA 201 (Mar. 19, 1975)

Yolana_Bcckar_et_ali , 19 IBLA 20<4 (Mar. 19, 1975)

Where an offeror for a noncompetitive, over-the-counter
oil and gas lease certifies that he is a United States
citizen, his failure to disclose whether be is a native-
born or naturalized citizen will not support rejection
of his offer where an offeror for a noncompetitive,
simultaneous oil and gas lease is not required to dis-
close similar information.

J asi_Oi_Breenex_ J r.. , 39 IBLA U3 (Jan. 16, 1979)

Under 30 U.S.C. « 226(b) (1976) land within the known
geologic structure of a producing oil or gas field may
only be leased by competitive bidding, and where land
is determined to be within such a structure while a

noncompetitive lease offer is pending, the offer must
be rejected.

An applicant for a noncompetitive oil and gas lease who
challenges a determination by the Geological Survey
that land is within the known geologic structure of a

producing oil or gas field has the burden of showing
that the determination is in error.

1ack_Ji_Bend e r , «0 IBLA 26 (Mar. 9, 1979)

An cil and gas lease offer must be rejected when ap-
proval is given to a subsequently filed State selection
embracing the same lands, including the mineral rights.
Following issuance of patent to the State, the Depart-
ment loses jurisdiction over the patented land.

£°ncan_Miller.. 20 IELA 1 (Apr. 11, 1975)

The Department of the Interior has neither jurisdic-
tion over nor authority to issue oil and gas leases
for lands patented to the State of Alaska.

Ki£bard_ "i.Boj^. Ca n ie l_Gaud,ia,ne

,

1975)
20 IBIA 59

It is proper to reject an oil and gas lease offer to
the extent of conflict with an Alaska State selection
application after the application has been tentatively
approved even though the offer was filed before the
selection application.

Ci.EuEsl in_e t_ aj. , 21 IBLA 23« (Aug. 11, 1975)
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Regulation 13 CFR 2627.3(h)(2) reguires that conflict-
ing oil and gas lease offers filed pursuant to the
Mineral Leasing Act of 1920, except for preference
right applications, whether filed prior to, simulta-
neously with, or after the filing of an Alaska State
selection, must be rejected when and if the selection
is tentatively approved. The preference right referre
to in the regulation does not apply to an oil and gas
lease offeror who receives a priority right as the
f irst-gualif ied applicant in the event the Department
decides to issue a lease.

Richard
1975)

>we_t_Daniel_Gaudiane, 20 IBLA 59 (Apr. 2«,
82 I.C. 17H

PRODUCTION

Reasonable transportation costs of production froo oil
and gas leases from the field to the first available
market are allocable to the Federal or Indian royalty
interest.

Kerr-McGee^CorEi, 22 IBLA 12K (Sept. 26, 1975)

An oil and gas lease on which there is no well capable
of production in paying guantities will terminate ty
operation of law if the annual rental payments are not
submitted on or before the anniversary date. A well
capable of production in paying guantities on the anni-
versary date is one which can actually produce enough
oil to exceed the cost of its extraction. Neither the
production of water nor the production of meager guan-
tities of oil, albeit with hopes for paying production
at some time in the future, constitute production in
paying guantities on the anniversary date of the lease.

The_Pol u mbus_Cor£i , 22 IBIA 270 (Cct. 30, 1975)

An oil and gas lease terminated by operation of law
for failure to pay the advance rental timely will be
reinstated when the lessee shows that its failure to
pay the rental on or before the anniversary date was
justifiable.

S£§§t_B a si n s_Pe t role um_ Co.. , 2H IBLA 117 (Mar. 1, 1976)

"Production" as used in all Federal oil and gas leases
includes all oil and gas withdrawn from a reservoir.

Response to Feb. 17, 1976, Request fronthe General
Account ina_0fficex__Intei£ retation_o|2IIniral_Leaiini
AQt_2f_I520 x_and Ouier Continental_Shelf Lands Act
RozaltlJhauieT'M^SSa" 7cct7~«,~l976f 8U~i7d7"5I»

Oil or gas that is wasted is in a category by itself,
distinctly separable from "production," when it is oil
or gas that is lost on the surface or in the subsurface
through the negligence of the lessee, i.e., without the
specific sanction of the supervisor.

C_2§EUi§£i°n_of_32n§2S_Due_the_United_States_on_Cdl_and
Gas Lost as a Result of Pennzoil's Blowout , M - 3 6 8 8 8

A 10-year renewal of a 20-year oil and gas lease ex-
pires by its own terms where no timely application fcr
further renewal is made by the lessee. Such lease is
not held by production and terminates automatically en
its final anniversary date notwithstanding the exis-
tence of a producing well on the leasehold.

Peacock_Oil_Coj£ani^_Incix_Twin_ArroWj Inc., 29 IEIA 7U
(Feb. 23, 1977)

A 10-year renewal of a 20-year oil and gas lease ex-
pires by its own terms where no timely application
for further renewal is made by the lessee, pursuant
to U3 CFR 3107.8-2; however, the language cf the regu-
lation is permissive and a delay in filing a renewal
application may be excused in the presence of special
circumstances.

Peacock_Oil_CoaxaDi^ !.!!£.. .»_! win A r r_o w^_ I nc . , 3C
103 (Hay 2, 1977)

11

An oil and gas lease is extended by operation of law
for 2 years beyond the expiration of its primary term
when actual drilling operations were commenced en the
lease (or for the lease under a unit plan) prior to
the expiration of the primary term and such operations
are being diligently prosecuted on the expiration date,
even though the lease may also have production at that
time.

Rio Blanco Natural Gas_Co^, 30 IELA 191 (Pay 19,
1977" 8<4 I.t. 196

The U.S. Geological Survey is the technical expert of
the Department of the Interior in matters concerning
geologic evaluations. The Bureau of Land Management i:

entitled to rely on mineral determinations of Survey,
such as qualification of a test well as a discovery
well defined by a unit agreement, in the absence cf a

clear and definite showing of error.

Corrine_Grace. 30 IELA 296 (June 1, 1977)
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.Corc;., 36 IELA 185 (Aug. 1, 1978)

(Supp.) (Jan. 19, 1977)

An oil and gas lease is extended by operation of law
for 2 years beyond the expiration of its primary term
when actual drilling operations were commenced on the
lease (or for the lease under a unit plan) prior to the
expiration of the primary term and such operations are
being diligently prosecuted on the expiration date.

Shell Oil Co., 36 IELA 253 (Aug. 15, 1978)
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An oil and gas lease issued for a primary tern of 10

years on which there is no production will expire by

its own terms where the lessee has not commenced drill-
ing operations on the leasehold at the end of the term,
and payment of compensatory royalty will not extend the
lease where there has been no showing that the lease-
hold is subject to drainage from wells on an adjoining
property.

i!Sbb_iesourcesx_InCj [ELA 330 (Dec. 19, 1978)

It is proper to deny a request for reinstatement of an
oil and gas lease terminated by operation of law fcr
failure to pay advance rental timely where the peti-
tioner has not shown that his failure to pay the rental
on or before the anniversary date of the lease was jus-
tifiable or not due to a lack of reasonable diligence.

IianJS_Ji_Germano, 16 IBLA 390 (Feb. 6, 1975)

li£hara_V i_Eowman. 19 IBLA 261 (Mar. 31, 1975)

An oil and gas lease issued for a primary term of
10 years and extended for 2 years by drilling cannot
be extended further by payment of compensatory royalty
where there is no showing that the leasehold is suf-
fering drainage from an adjoining tract, and no com-
pensatory royalty has been assessed by the district
supervisor under 30 CFR 221.21(c).

£__£_____________________ , 39 IBLA 269 (Feb. 15, 1979)

It is proper to deny a petition for reinstatement of an
oil and gas lease terminated for failure to pay rental
as required ty sec. 31 of the Mineral Leasing Act of
1920, as amended, 30 U.S.C. § 188(b) (1970), where the
petitioner has not shown that his failure to pay the
rental on or before the anniversary date of the lease
was justifiable or not due to a lack of reasonable
diligence.

Charles L. Parks, le IBLA <4C<4 (Feb. L975)

"A well capable of producing oil or gas in paying quan-
tities." The provision in 30 U.S.C. $ 226(f) (1976)
referring to a well capable of producing oil or gas in
paying quantities refers to a well which is actually ir

physical condition to produce a sufficient guantity of
oil or gas to yield a reasonable profit over and above
the costs of operating the well and marketing the prod-
uct. A satisfactory test of a well to establish its
capability as of the termination date is necessary.
Evidence which only supports inferences is not suffi-
cient, nor is a showing only of a potential prospect
for profitable operation at some future time.

A5erican_Resources_Manaae5en.t_Co.rr.
(Apr. 5, 1979)

UO IBLA 195

An oil and gas lease terminated ty operation cf law
for failure to pay the advance rental on time may be
reinstated only when the lessee shows that the failure
to pay the rental on or prior to the anniversary date
was either justifiable or not due to a lack of reason-
able diligence.

«.. E. Hester, Jr.. 18 IELA 420 (Feb. 12, 1975)

J!a______us_, 19 IELA 280 (Apr. 7, 1975)

Margaret, C.Hpse, 19 IELA 3C7 (Apr. 7, 1975)

Jimmy V. Bow ling. 2C IBLA 1«6 (May 5, 1975)

"Paying Quantities." The term "paying quantities,"
used in the Brady (Deep) Unit Agreement to determine
whether or not a participating area of a unit should
include additional tracts where the existence of hydro-
carbons in paying quantities is disputed, refers to
cost of drilling and production plus a reasonable
profit.

The U.S. Geological Survey is the technical expert of
the Department in matters concerning geologic evalua-
tion of oil and gas lease production, and the Secretary
is entitled to rely on the Survey's determinations, as
to the extent of the participating area of a unit, ab-
sent a clear showing of error.

Sioco.P_____________ , <U IBLA 3U8 (July 11, 1979)

REINSTATEMENT

An oil and gas lease terminated by operation of law for
failure to pay the advance rental timely will be rein-
stated where it is shown, upon reconsideration of an
earlier Board decision, that lessee's failure to
the rental timely was not due to a lack of reason
diligence. Evidence which establishes that the p
gent due on May 1, 197«, at the Eastern States Of
Bureau of Land Management, Silver Spring, Marylan
was mailed in Dallas, Texas, on Apr. 25, 197H, 5

before the due date, is sufficient to demonstrate
diligence despite the fact that the envelope cont
ing the payment was postmarked Apr. 30, 1974.
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Hi_A • _F______ h_JQn
73an. 6, 1975)

^consideration)., 18 IBLA 323

r to deny a request for reinstatement
lease terminated by operation of law

pay advance rental timely where it is
the failure to pay the rental on or be
sary date of the lease was justifiable
a lack of reasonable diligence. Mista
the payment is due, misplacement of t

tice, and the decease of appellant's h

s prior to the date payment is due, do
fficient predicate for reinstatment cf
lease.

Nar_________sto__er, jg IBLS 53 (Feb . 21, 1975)

Reasonable diligence in sending a rental payment due on
the anniversary date includes transmitting the payment
so that it will normally be received in the appropriate
office on the anniversary date considering the method
of transmission, normal delays in handling, and the
distance involved.

Failure to pay advance rentals on or before the atni-
versary date may be justifiable only if the reason for
such failure is proxiitate in time to the anniversary
date and may reasonably be considered to be the proxi-
mate cause of the failure to submit the payment en time.

The burden of proving that failure to pay advance
rentals en or before the anniversary date was either
justifiable or not due to a lack of reasonable dili-
gence is the obligation of the one who failed tc make
timely payment.

fix-J^-Jjjr______ Jr_ , 19 IBLA 230 (Mar. 25, 1975)
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An oil and gas lease, terminated ty operation of law
because the annual rental payment was not received
until 1 day after the due date, may be reinstated
upon proper application where the delay in payment is

due to accidental injury which prevented lessee's
business from being conducted in normal manner.

__________!___» 19 IBLA 305 (Apr. 7, 1975)

OIL AND GAS, LEASES— Continued

REINSTATEMENT—Continued

It is proper to deny a request for reinstatement of an
oil and gas lease terminated ty operation of law for
failure to pay rental on or before the anniversary date
where the petitioner has not shown either that her
failure was justifiable or not due to a lack of rea-
sonable diligence.

_a_e_A______olas, 21 IBLA 69 (June 25, 1975)

A lessee's request that its oil and gas lease be rein-
stated because it relied on a regulation which has been
changed is properly rejected where the lease expired by
operation of law at the end of its extended term and
there is no statutory authority whereby it can be
reinstated.

______________» 20 IBLA 134 (Hay 5, 1975)

An oil and gas lease terminated by operation of law
for failure to pay the advance rental on time may be
reinstated only on a showing that failure to pay en
or before the anniversary was either justifiable or
not due to lack of reasonable diligence. Appellant's
misinterpretation of the due date on the courtesy no-
tice does not justify his late payment of the rent.

S2.L2a.2_Ii-".aj.ker, 21 IBLA 1«« (July 15, 1975)

An oil and gas lease terminated by operation of law
for failure to pay the annual rentals on time may be
reinstated where the lessee's delay in making payment
was due to his seeking clarification of an illegible
notice of payment sent by the Bureau of Land Manage-
ment, and his action demonstrates his reliance on the
notice.

_2___h._Ej._S t eoe r , 20 IBLA 206 (May 8, 1975)

The difficulties of a lessee in obtaining sufficient
money to pay an oil and gas lease's advance rental is
not a "justifiable" reason such as would permit the
reinstatement of an oil and gas lease terminated fcr
failure to timely pay the advance rental.

__£________S-__--_' 21 IBLA 287 (Aug. 11, 1975)

An oil and gas lease terminated by operation of law for
failure to pay the advance annual rental on time may be
reinstated only when the lessee shows that his failure
to pay the rental timely was either justifiable or not
due to lack of reasonable diligence. The neglect of
office personnel to follow appellant's instructions to
make payments while he was away from his office on a

combined business and vacation trip is not a predicate
for either basis for relief.

Char_es_C__Sturde_ant, 20 IBLA 280 (May 22, 1975)

An oil and gas lease terminated by operation of law
for failure to pay the advance rental on time may be
reinstated only on a showing by the lessee that failure
to pay on or before the anniversary date was either
justifiable or not due to lack of reasonable diligence.
Failure to raise credible reasons that illness pre-
vented timely payment, with no other justification for
late payment, reguires denial of reinstatement.

_____________________ . 20 IBLA 322 (June 6, 1975)

Eefore relief may be granted to the lessee of a ter-
minated oil and gas lease, be must comply with the
prerequisites set forth in 30 O.S.C. « 188 (197C) .

The Secretary has no authority to waive such statutory
prerequisites.

Reliance upon receipt of a courtesy notice can neither
prevent the lease from terminating by opertion cf law
nor serve to justify a failure to pay the lease rental
timely.

The Secretary has no authority to reinstate a terii-
nated oil and gas lease unless the rental payment is
tendered within 20 days of the due date. Such author-
ity also does not exist if a valid oil and gas lease
has teen issued covering any of the lands in the ter-
minated lease.

A Notice of Termination is sent to the lessee of a

terminated oil and gas lease only if he has tendered
payment of the rental within 20 days after the anniver-
sary date.

C. J, Iverson. 21 IELA 312 (Aug. 1«, 1975) 82 I.E. 386

An oil and gas lease which has terminated by o
of law due to late payment of the annual renta
be reinstated where the failure to pay on time
to a lack of reasonable diligence. Where a pa
sent from a town in eastern Texas to Salt Lake
Utah, on Oct. 30, and does not arrive until af
Nov. 1, and where the Post Office indicates th
lar mail sent that distance would not normally
in 2 days, the lessee has not exercised reason
diligence.

_________________» 20 IBLA 361 (June 12, 1975)
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Where the rent for an oil and gas lease was not mailed
ty the lessee until 1U days after due date because the
lessee was away from his residence where be received
his mail and the courtesy notice of rental payment due
did not receive proper attention when it arrived, re-
jection of the petition for reinstatement for lack of
reasonable diligence or circumstances causing the ne-
glect to be justifiable is proper.

________iSSI > 21 IBLA 336 (Aug. 18, 1975)

A petition for reinstatement of an oil and gas lease
terminated for lack of timely payment of the rental is
properly denied where the lessee does not show reason-
able diligence in mailing the payment or a justifiable
excuse for the delay in payment. The fact the courtesy
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rental notice did not come to the attention of the les-
see until 6 days after the rental due date is not a

justifiable excuse for late payment of the rental.

lev i_T .._Bel 1 ah , 22 IELA 1 (Sept. U, 1975)

Where it is alleged that a bank erroneously dishonored
a check drawn thereon, and an official of the tank ad-
mits that the payment was refused by mistake, the error
of the bank will not vitiate the otherwise proper pay-
ment of rent.

Mikoa^lnc.., 22 IBLA 6 (Sept. 1. 1975)

Pauline_V. Triaax_John_Hi Irigg, 31 IBLA 296 (July 22,
1977)

An oil and gas lease term
for failure to pay the ad
reinstated only on a show
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2AIan_d e_La n^ , 22 IBLA «7 (Sept. 16, 1975)

An oil and gas lease, terminated by operation of law
for failure to make timely payment of the advance
rental, may be reinstated only when the failure to
make payment of the annual rental on or before the
anniversary date was justifiable or not due to a lack
of reasonable diligence. Hailing the rental payment
from California to Montana the day before its due date
does not constitute reasonable diligence.

J2se£h_Wachter, 22 IBLA 95 (Sept. 22, 1975)

An oil and gas lease terminated by operation of law
for failure to pay the advance rental on time may be
reinstated only upon a showing that failure to pay on
or before the anniversary date was either justifiable
or not due to lack of reasonable diligence. Inability
to pay the rent on time does not justify late payment.

Egig£_2i_Cr earner , 22 IBLA 175 (Sept. 30, 1975)

No petition for reinstatement of an oil and gas lease
terminated by operation of law, 30 U.S.C. 4 188(b)
(1970) , may be entertained if the full amount of rental
due was not paid within 20 days after the anniversary
date of the lease.

Jos ep.h_Fr an cis , 22 IBLA 277 (Oct. 30, 1975)

Failure to pay advance rental on or before the anniver-
sary date of an oil and gas lease may be justifiable
only if the reason for such failure is proximate in
time to the anniversary date and may reascnably te con-
sidered to be the proximate cause of the failure to
timely submit the payment.

Phillip, Stimatze. 22 IBLA 309 (Nov. 10, 1975)

2Ii-A!LD_GAS_ LEASES— Continued

REINSTATEMENT—Continued

An oil and gas lease terminated by operation of law
for failure to pay the advance rental on time may be
reinstated only when the lessee shows that his failure
to pay the rental on or prior to the anniversary date
was either justifiable or not due to a lack cf reason-
able diligence. Neither the absence of lessee en vaca-
tion nor non-receipt of an advance ccurtesy notice
satisfies the statutory criteria.

J°§Slh-*±-£°i*£k i , 23 IELA 1«8 (Dec. 23, 1975)

An oil and gas lease terminated by operation of law
for failure to pay the advance rental on time may te
reinstated only when the lessees show that their fail-
ure to pay the rental or or prior tc the anniversary
date was either justifiable or not due to a lack of
reasonable diligence. The absence cf a lessee either
on vacation or on jot training is insufficient tc sat-
isfy the statutory criteria.

Sa ra_Turc sa n^_ Don na_Turcsan

,

1976)
23 IELA 370 (Jai !3,

An oil and gas lease terminated by operation cf law
for failure to pay timely the advance rental may te
reinstated only where the lessee shows that his fail-
ure to pay the rental on or prior to the anniversary
date was either justifiable or not due to a lack cf
reasonable diligence. Past adherence to the require-
ment of timely payment does not justify a subsequent
failure to make timely payment. Mailing a rental pay-
ment at Chicago, Illinois, to Salt Lake City, Dtah,
1 day before the due date does not constitute reason-
able diligence.

flenr y_Car ter , 21 IBLA 70 (Feb. 2«, 1976)

A petition for reinstatement of an oil and gas lease
which has expired by operation of law for failure to
make payment of the annual rentals on time will te de-
nied where the petition is filed with the appropriate
office more than 15 days after receipt of notification
of termination of the lease.
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Where the advance rental check is received withi
20 days after the anniversary date, the Bureau m

deposit said check in an "unearned" account in c

to preserve the right of the lessee to petition
reinstatement of the terminated lease and to saf
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Government.

John 4._Nqrdhgff, .pean.Kirk, 2U IBLA 73 (Feb. 20, 1976)

A lessee who is out of town on vacation en the lease
anniversary date and who mails the lease rental payment
6 days after the due date is not reasonably diligent.

Extenuating circumstances outside the ccn
lessee occurring near the anniversary dat
may constitute justifiable cause for a la
ment where the circumstances are the prox
the failure to make timely payment. Howe
pellant has delayed payment until just te
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cause of the late payment and a decision denying rein-
statement will be affirmed.

Lucille_Li££hardt, 2U IBLA 81 (Feb. 25, 1S76)

to the wrong address is neither justifiable nor the re-
sult of reasonable diligence.

Hike Be]
1976]"

liSi >33-6-Cil_CoiA.Jn£i , 20 IEIA

An oil and gas lease terminated by operation of las for
failure to pay the advance rental on time cannot be
reinstated when the petitioner fails to show that the
late payment of rental was justifiable or not due to
a lack of reasonable diligence. loss of a checkbook
through theft 5 days before the due date for payment
does not establish causality sufficient to constitute
a justifiable excuse.

J°!iI2_F.^Stengel , 21 IBLA 98 (Feb. 25, 1976)

An oil and gas lease terminated by operation of law
for failure to pay the advance rental timely may be
reinstated only if the lessee shows by satisfactory
evidence that the failure to pay the rental en or
before the anniversary date was either justifiable or
was not due to a lack of reasonable diligence. Allow-
ing 1 day for the rental payment to reach Eillings,
Montana, from Eau Claire, Michigan, is not an exercise
of reasonable diligence, and inability to pay is not a

justifiable reason for failure to make timely payment.

Frank_Thom£son, 2H IBLA 105 (Mar. 1, 1976)

An oil and gas lease terminated because of failure to
pay rental timely, may be reinstated only where it is
shown that such failure was either justifiable or not
due to a lack of reasonable diligence. The burden of
satisfying either of those criteria rests upon
appellant.

Reasonable diligence reguires that the payment be sent
sufficiently in advance of the due date to account for
normal delays in handling and delivery of t

(

he mails.
Absent reasonable diligence, a lease may be reinstated
if the delay was justifiable. This generally envisages
factors beyond appellant's control, which were the
proximate cause of the failure to pay timely. Thus,
proximity in time and causality of the untoward occur-
rence are essential elements required to be shown.

Ear l_Chancellor , 2« IBLA 121 (Mar. 1, 1976)

Under 30 U.S.C. § 188(c) (1970), the Secretary of the
Interior has no authority to reinstate an oil and gas
lease terminated by operation of law for failure to
make timely payment of rental, unless the rental pay-
ment is tendered at the proper office within 20 days
of the due date.

An oil and gas lease which has terminated by operation
of law for failure to pay the annual rental en cr be-
fore the due date may not be reinstated unless, among
other things, payment has been tendered at the proper
office within 20 days of the anniversary date.

«erilin_Ka_EuxtorLc_C._Ei_SharEe, 2U IELA 269 (tar. 29,
1976)

At_E._White_et_ux i , 28 IBLA 91 (Nov. 12, 1976)

§eatrice_G._Hood, U2 IBLA 1«8 (Aug. 16, 1979)

An oil and gas lease may be reinstated where it appears
that the lessee's failure to pay annual rental on time
is due to the death of a member of the faiily it close
proximity to the anniversary date of the lease.

riedres_B._Laubauah, 21 IBLA 306 (Apr. 5, 1976)

An oil and gas lease, terminated for failure to pay
annual rental on or before the anniversary date of tk
lease, can be reinstated only if the petitioner shows
that the failure was either justifiable or not due tc

a lack of reasonable diligence.

!°t tie_Ar.nold , 24 IBLA 352 (Apr. 23, 1976)

An oil and gas lease terminated by operation of law
for failure to pay the advance rental timely will be
reinstated when the lessee shows that his failure to
pay the rental on or before the anniversary date was
not due to a lack of reasonable diligence.

cil and gas lease, terminated because the advaice
ntal was received 1 day after the due date, may be
instated where it is shown that the lessee mailed
e rental payment 3 days prior to the due date from
e main post office in the same city where the EIK's
eld office is located and the postal authorities
rify that there had been a delay in the processing
the mail at that particular time. Dnder these cir-

mstances, the lessee will be considered tc have
iled the payment with due diligence.

Ai_Helander, 25 IBLA 50 (May 18, 1976)

Cashing of an oil and gas rental check, received more
than 20 days after due, does not constitute a waiver
which would permit reinstatement of a terminated lease
in violation of 30 U.S.C. § 188(c) (1970), despite
wording on the check that "by endorsement this check
when paid is accepted in full payment."

Edward Malz, 2U IBLA 251 (Mar. 26, 1976)
83 I.C. 106

An oil and gas lease which has terminated by operation
of law due to late payment of the annual rental may
not be reinstated where the failure to pay on time was
due to a lack of reasonble diligence and was not jus-
tifiable. Late payment due to a mistaken address is
neither justifiable nor demonstrative of reasonable
diligence.

Harren_Koch, 25 IBLA 61 (May 28, 1976)

Reasonable diligence requires transmitting a rental
payment so that it would normally be received in the
appropriate office on or before the anniversary date
considering the method of transmission, normal delays
in handling, and the distance involved. A payment that
is late because it was inadvertently sent by the lessee

An oil and gas lease terminated by operation of law
for failure to pay the advance rental on or before the
anniversary date may be reinstated only upon a showing
that the failure to pay on time was either justifiable
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or not due to lack of reasonable diligence. Inadver-
tence of the lessee's employee in misplacing the
courtesy notice does not justify late payment.

_______ J. _Tes.ta3r0s.sa , 25 IBLA 61 (May 28, 1976)

In order to constitute justifiable cause for lessee's
failure to make timely rental payment for an oil and
gas lease, the asserted extenuating circumstances must
be the proximate cause of the late payment. A petition
for reinstatement is properly denied where lessee's own
statements disclose that this is not the case.

_______iL .________» 25 IBIA 1M7 (June 8, 1976)

An oil and gas lease terminated by op
for failure to pay the advance rental
reinstated where it is shewn that the
ure to pay the rental timely was not
of reasonable diligence. Evidence wb
that the payment due on Dec. 1, 1975,
States Office, Bureau of Land Managem
Spring, Maryland, was delivered to a
on Nov. 11, 1975, is sufficient to de
diligence despite the fact that the e

ing the payment was postmarked Dec. £

received until Dec. 11, 1975, where a

nation of the delay has been furnisbe
Office.

__S___________x_____a____.___-
79 (July 13, 1976)
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An oil and gas lease terminated by operation of law for
failure to pay the advance rental on time cannot be re-
instated when the petition fails to show that the late
payment was justifiable or not due to a lack of reason-
able diligence. A payment that is late because it was
inadvertently sent by the lessee to the wrong address
is neither justifiable nor the result of reasonable
diligence.

!________£_ osb_ , 25 IBLA 160 (June IK, 1976)

The Eureau of Land Manageient has no authority to rein-
state an oil and gas lease terminated by operaticc cf
law for failure to pay rental on or before the anniver-
sary date when a valid lease for the same land has teen
issued prior to the filing of the petition for rein-
statement. Therefore, unless the first lease is deemed
not to have terminated, it is erroneous to cancel the
subsequent valid lease.

_____£_________. 26 IBLA 87 (July 19, 1976)

The regulations reguire that a petition for reinstate-
ment of an oil and gas lease, terminated by operation
of law for failure to make timely payment of the ren-
tal, must be filed within 15 days of receipt of notice
by the lessee of such termination. A petition for re-
instatement filed more than 15 days after receipt of
such notice of termination, which notice informed les-
see of the 15-day requirement, is properly denied.

____________ labr ese , 25 IBLA 2«1 (June 22, 1976)

A petition for reinstatement of an oil and gas lease
terminated for lack of timely payment of the rental
is properly denied where the appellant does not show
reasonable diligence in mailing the payment or a jus-
tifiable excuse for the delay in payment. The inad-
vertence or negligence of the appellant's employee
does not justify late payment of the rental.

The fact that the courtesy rental notice did not come
to appellant's attention until 6 days after the rental
due date is not a justifiable excuse for late payment
of the rental.

_____________. 25 IBLA 280 (June 25, 1976)

An oil and gas lease which has terminated by operation
of law due to late payment of the annual rental may be
reinstated only when the lessee shows that his failure
to pay the rental on or prior to the anniversary date
was justifiable or not due to a lack of reasonable dil-
igence. Hailing the payment after noon on the day the
payment is due shows a lack of reasonable diligence.
Belief that the payment would arrive on time if de-
posited in a "special box" does not justify the late
payment

.

_________________2______________________. 25 IBLA 319
(June 30, 1976)

An oil and gas lease, terninated by operation of law,
30 O.S.C. § iee(t) (1970) , for failure to make timely
payment of the rental on or before the anniversary
date, can be reinstated only if the lessee shows that
the failure was either justifiable or rot due tc a lack
of reasonable diligence.

Where the facts of a case lend circumstantial support
and credibility to lessees' assertion that tbey posted
their rental payment sufficiently in advance of the
time necessary to account for normal postal delays, the
lease may be reinstated on the basis that the failure
to make timely payment was not due to a lack of reason-
able diligence.

Elliott ____________ 26 IBLA 91 (July 19, 1976)

An oil and gas lease terminated by operation cf law for
failure to pay the advance rental on or before the
anniversary date may be reinstated only upon a shewing
that the failure to pay on time was either justifiable
or not due to a lack of reasonable diligence. late pay-
ment of the rental is not justified by confusion con-
cerning proper processing of the rental payment which
resulted when the duty to make payment was transferred
from the company's land manager to its accountant.

The fact that the courtesy rental notice was delayed in
reaching appellant because it was sent tc appellant's
former address is not a justifiable excuse fcr late
payment.

_____________________» 26 IBLA 106 (July 26, 1976)

Under 30 O.S.C. « lee(c) (1976), the Secretary of the
Interior has no authority to reinstate an oil and gas
lease terminated by operation of law for failure to
make timely payient cf rental, unless rental payment
is tendered at the proper office within 20 days after
the due date.

__b____DiGiul_o__Jr__ Genuino J__Gran.de and Jeremy V.

Cohen, 2€~IEL A~169~ (Aug . U,~1976)~
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Susan_Krammes_Sammis, 37 IE-LA 269 (Oct. 19, 1978)

S ig a u nd_Ma t ejko , «3 IBLA 96 (Sept. 20, 1979)

An oil and gas lease terminated ty operation of Ian for
failure of the lessee to pay the annual rental on or
before the due date may be reinstated only if the late
payment is justifiable or not due to a lack of reason-
able diligence. Sending a payment 2 days before the
due date does not constitute reasonable diligence, nor
does the fact that lessee was unaware of the terms of
his lease render his tardiness justifiable.

Li_Ji_Arrieta, 26 IBLA 188 (Aug. 10, 1976)

QIL.AND GAs.LBASES—Continued
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where a lessee makes a deficient rental paytent fcr
his oil and gas lease claiming that such payment was
determined in accordance with the rental or acreage
figure stated in the lease, he Hill not be entitled
to a Notice of Deficiency, pursuant to «3 CFB 31C6.2-1,
when it is shown that he received notice of an increase
in the lease rental and, therefore, was not justified
in relying on the original rental figure in the lease.

An oil and gas lease terminated by operation of law for
failure to pay the full advance rental timely can only
be reinstated when the lessee shows that bis failure
to pay the rental on or prior to the anniversary date
was justifiable or not due to a lack of reasonable
diligence.

ione_Star_Producina_Cot , 28 IBLA 132 (Nov. 19, 1976)

No petition for reinstatement of an oil and gas lease
terminated by operation of law may be entertained if
the full amount of rental due was not paid within
20 days after the anniversary date of the lease.

Where an oil and gas lease has terminated pursuant to
30 U.S.C. § 188(b) (1970), a petition for reinstatement
is properly denied which fails to provide any explana-
tion to show that the lessee's failure to tender the
full amount of the rental when due was either justified
or not attributable to the lessee's lack of diligence.

Where, by prearrangement, as part of a business nego-
tiation, a third party assumes responsibility for the
payment of the annual rentals for two oil and gas
leases which subsequently terminate by operation of law
when the rental check is dishonored by the drawee bank,
the leases will not be reinstated on the strength of
the lessee's naked assertion that the uncollectability
of the check was deliberately contrived as part of a

scheme to deprive him of the lease so that the third
party could be granted the leases unlawfully by a Fed-
eral employee.

S t a nlex_ Jj._ Pir t le , 26 IBLA 3«8 (Sept. 7, 1976)

An oil and gas lease, terminated for failure to pay
annual rental on or before the anniversary date of the
lease, can be reinstated only if the petitioner shows
that the failure was either justifiable or not due to
a lack of reasonable diligence. Hailing the rental
payment after it is due does not meet the reasonable
diligence requirement.

In petitioning for reinstatement of an oil and gas
lease terminated by operation of law for failure to
submit the rental payment on or before the anniversary
date of the lease, forgetf ulness, simple inadvertence,
or ignorance of the regulations are not justifiable ex-
cuses for delay in making the rental payment.

l!!la_Mi_]3ar ti n , 27 IBLA 360 (Nov. H, 1976)

An oil and gas lease terminated by operation of law for
failure of the lessee to pay the annual rental on or
before the due date may be reinstated only if the late
payment is justifiable or not due to a lack of reason-
able diligence. Sending a payment over a long distance
2 days before the due date does not constitute reason-
able diligence.

l°Y.a 1_ a nd_Jean_ Clausing, 28 IBLA 129 (Nov. 19, 1976)

There is no basis for reinstating an oil and gas lease,
terminated for failure to pay rental timely, because
of alleged reasonable diligence when the payment xas
mailed no earlier than the date the rental was due.

An oil and gas lease terminated for failure to pay
rental timely may not be reinstated where the delay
in paying the rental was not "justifiable" within the
meaning of the Mineral Leasing Act, 30 o.S.C. § l£8(c)
(1970), because it was due to financial and other dif-
ficulties not within the contemplation of the Act.

Egl9Sgs.H._Beggie. 28 IBLA 272 (Dec. 20, 1976)

If the postmark on the rental payment envelope dees
not demonstrate reasonable diligence in the lessee's
mailing of the payment, the Board will not go teyend
it in the absence of exceptional circumstances. Sub-
stantial evidence will be reguired to corroborate any
allegation to the contrary. A mere reference tc a

statement indicating that a check in payment of the
rent was issued or sent on a certain date is ret, by
itself, sufficient.

»anes_S*_Isench, 28 IBLA 282 (Dec. 27, 1976)

An oil and gas lease, terminated by operation of law
for failure to pay timely the advance rental, will not
be reinstated where the sole reason offered as justifi-
cation for the tardy payment is the confusicn aod busi-
ness disruption which attended the remodeling of the
corporate lessee's office space. Employee neglect or
inadvertence likewise will not serve as justification.

B2J!2_£9J!er_Co. , 28 IBLA 289 (Dec. 27, 1976)

The discretionary authority granted to the Secretary
of the Interior by 30 O.S.C. « 188(d) (1970), to rein-
state oil and gas leases terminated for failure tc
pay rental timely, which leases are eligible for exten-
sions under 30 O.S.C. « 226-1 (d) (1970), because drill-
ing operatiens commenced prior to the end of the term
of the lease and were being diligently prosecuted at
that time, applies only to oil and gas leases issued
before Sept. 2, 1960. An oil and gas lease issued
after that date, which has terminated for failure to
pay rental timely, can be reinstated only under the
provisions of 30 O.S.C. « 188(c) (1970).

The provisions of 30 O.S.C. «« 188(b) and (c) (197C)

,

and decisions of the Board discussing those provisions,
are generally applicable to both competitive and noncoi
petitive oil and gas leases on which there is no well
capable of producing oil or gas in paying quantities.

An oil and gas lease which has terminated by operation
of law for failure to pay the annual rental timely may
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not be reinstated under 3C O.S.C. * 188(c) (1970), un-
less, among other things, payment has been tendered
at the proper office within 20 days of the date due.
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A late payment of rental due for an oil and gas lease
results in termination of the lease, and the lease Kill
not re reinstated, where the lessee relied upcn a third
party to pay the rental, but no acceptable justification
is shewn for the delay.

Ii£i!_S£]!«St£Ifin» 29 IBLA 182 (Bar. 18, 1977)

An oil and gas lease terminated by operation of law fc

failure of the lessee to pay the annual rental on or
before the anniversary date of the lease may be rein-
stated only if the late payment is justifiable or not
due to a lack of reasonable diligence. Where informa-
tion concerning the terminal illness of lessee's
brother demonstrates the reguisite proximity and cau-
sality to justify the delay in payment, the lease may
be reinstated.

Billy, Wright, 29 IBLA 81 (Feb. 23, 1977)

A petition for reinstatement of an oil and gas lease
terminated for lack of timely payment of the rental is
properly denied where the appellant does not show rea-
sonable diligence in mailing the payment or a justifi-
able excuse for the delay in payaent. A number of
factors caused by the inadvertence or negligence of
appellant's employees which combined to cause late
payment of the rental do not justify the failure to
make a timely payment.

EkilliES-Pe t roleu m_Co.. , 29 IBLA 11U (Feb. 23, 1977)

Reasonable diligence normally requires sending or de-
livering payments sufficiently in advance of the anni-
versary date to account for normal delays. A lessee
whose payment is mailed more than 16 days after the
due date is not reasonably diligent.

Reliance upcn receipt of a courtesy notice can neither
prevent the lease from terminating by operation of law
nor serve to justify a failure to pay the lease rental
timely.

Jneraxjieserve^lncj, 3C IBLA n (Apr. <l , 1977)

Reasonable diligence normally reguires sending or de-
livering payments sufficiently in advance of the anni-
versary date to account for normal delays. Where pay-
ment is mailed 3 days after the anniversary date and
where due to a combination of trips in other vehicles,
farm chores, and simple inadvertence, it was left en
a car seat for U days, the failure to exercise reason-
able diligence is not justifiable because the factor
causing the delay is not one which is ordinarily cut-
side of the control of the lessee.

Reasonable diligence normally reguires sending or de-
livering payments sufficiently in advance of the anni-
versary date to account for normal delays. A lessee
whose payment is mailed 6 days after the due date is
not reasonably diligent.

Extenuating circumstances outside the control of the
lessee occurring near the anniversary date of the lease
may constitute justifiable cause for a late rental pay-
ment where the circumstances are the proximate cause
of the failure to make timely payment. However, where
appellant has entrusted payment to an agent who bccoies
ill, and a subagent, who assumes the agent's responsi-
bilities neglects to make payment timely, the illness
of the agent is not the proximate cause of the late
payment where no connection is made between the date
of the agent's illness and the due date of the rental
and a decision denying reinstatement will be affirmed.

The burden of proving that the late payment was either
justifiable or not due to a lack of reasonable dili-
gence is on the lessee, and this burden includes show-
ing the proximity of the occurrence to the anniversary
date.

Lucja nn_w_i_Cameron , 29 IELA 1U1 (Bar. «, 1977)

An appeal to the Board of an automatic termination of
an oil and gas lease will be dismissed as not ripe
where appellant sends the appeal to the Board before
a Notice of Termination of Lease has been issued and
a Petition for Reinstatement rejected by the State Of-
fice, Bureau of Land Management.

Eead^_Stevensx_In£ii_Fran]slini_Aston_6_FaiEi_Ltdii
and_Colorado_Intersiate_Gas_Coi , 29 IBLA 15D
(Bar. «, 1977)

Hildred W. Bernthal, Shirley B. Eernthal. 3 I EI A 18
(Apr. 7, 1977)

A lessee whose oil and gas lease terminated by operc
tion of law for failure to pay rental timely say te
found to have exercised "reasonable diligence" in
mailing the rental payment on Oct. 29 when it was di

on Nov. 1, and the lease should therefore be consid-
ered for reinstatement.

George C. Ott. 30 IELA 1«6 (Bay 16, 1977)

An oil and gas lease, terminated for failure to pay an-
nual rental en or before the anniversary date of the
lease, can be reinstated only if the petitioner shews
that the failure was either justifiable cr not due to
a lack of reasonable diligence. Bailing the rental
payment after it is due does not meet the reasonable
diligence requirement.

In petitioning for reinstatement of an oil and gas
lease terminated by operation of law for failure to
submit the rental payment on or before the anniversary
date of the lease, simple inadvertence, or ignorance
of the regulations are not justifiable excuses for
delay in making the rental payment.

Onder 30 O.S.C. « 168(c) (1970), the Secretary cf the
Interior has no authority to reinstate an oil and gas
lease terminated by operation of law for failure to
make timely payment of rental, unless the rental pay-
ment is tendered at the proper office within 20 days
of the due date.

Apostolos Paliombeis. 30 IBLA 153 (Bay 16, 1977)
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Reasonable diligence normally requites sending or de-

livering payments sufficiently in advance of the anni
versary date to account for normal delays. A lessee
who mails payment from New York City to Cheyenne,
Wyoming, 2 days before the anniversary date is not
reasonably diligent.

Iosemari_Meaver_et_al.., 30 IBLA 227 (May 26, 1977)
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pay the advance rental on time may be

y when the lessee shews that his failure
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Mailing the rental payment after it is
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the absence of lessee's president from

fice serve to justify the lack of reason-

Ielena_Si 1 ver_M inesi_I nCi , 30 IBLA 262 (May 31, 1977)

A petition for reinstatement of an acquired lands oil
and gas lease terminated for lack of timely payment of
the rental is properly denied where the lessee fails to
show reasonable diligence in mailing the payment or a

justifiable excuse for the delay in payment. The error
of an employee in failing to recognize that rental pay-
ment was required for the leases in question does not
justify the failure to make a timely payment.

Shell_Qil_Co.., 30 IBLA 290 (June 1, 1977)
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Utah, 1 day tefore the anniversary date the les
cannot be said to be reasonably diligent.

An estoppel of the Governient to refuse accepta
late rental payments is not created where in th
the ELM accepted rental payments after the atci
date pursuant to 13 CFR 3103. 3-2 (e) (1) providin
office to receive payment is closed on the anni
date, payment will be considered timely if rece
the next official working day.

A prerequisite of the reinstatement process is the ten-
der cf payment within 20 days of the anniversary date
which protects the right of the lessee to petition for
reinstatement. The check is then deposited in an un-
earned account to create a record of it, and bring it
under accounting control, however, depositing cf the
check does not create an estoppel against the Gcvercment.

AdoJih_I.._J3.u r a tor i , 31 IELA 39 (June 21, 1977)

A lessee generally has not demonstrated reasonable
diligence where the rental payment was postmarked in
California the day before it was due in Utah. An alle-
gation that the payment was mailed prior to the post-
mark date must be corroborated by sufficient evidence.
A suggestion that the rental check was mailed ct the
date written and allegations of poor services by the
local post office are not sufficient alone to cvercome
the postmark date.

Ea»i^_i!i-Greaa, 32 IELA 293 (Sept. 28, 1977)
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isonable diligence nor is the inexperience or lack
knowledge of any employee a justifiable reason for

i late payment.payi

An oil and gas lease terminated by operation of law for
failure to pay the annual rental on or before the anni-
versary date will not be reinstated solely because the
State Office deposited the late rental check.

Nevada_ Western_Ci l_Co. , 30 IBLA 379 (June 10, 1977)

A lessee requesting reinstatement of an oil and gas
lease terminated for failure to pay rantal finely must
show that he deposited the rental payment in the mail
sufficiently in advance of the due date to account fcr
normal delays in the collection, transmittal, and de-
livery of the mail in order to demonstrate reasonable
diligence under 30 U.S.C. « 188(c) (1970).

Reliance on receipt of a courtesy billing notice from
the Eureau of Land Management is not a justifiable ex-
cuse for reinstatement of an oil and gas lease termi-
nated for failure to pay rental timely. The failure
of the Eureau of Land Management to change a lessee's
address of record resulting in the lessee not receiving
the courtesy notice does not relieve the lessee from
the obligation to pay rental timely.

Rich a rd_Ci_Co r b^n , 32 IELA 296 (Sept. 28, 1977)

The Board of Land Appeals will entertain and grant a

motion by the Bureau of Land Management to remand an
oil and gas lease case on appeal to the Eoard from a

decision holding the lease had terminated and denying
a petition to reinstate the lease, where BLM discovered,
while the case was on appeal, that its decision was
predicated on an erroneous factual basis in that annual
rental for the lease had actually been paid on time,
but the check had been misplaced by BLM and was later

Kathry_n_Ai_Calton, 31 IBLA 1 (June 15, 1977)

Reasonable diligence normally requires sending or de-
livering payments sufficiently in advance of the anni-
versary date to account for normal delays. Instances
of forgetf ulness, simple inadvertence or ignorance of
the regulations are not covered. Where payment is
mailed from Binghamton, New York, to Salt Lake City,
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The oil and gas lessee of record is responsible for
paying rental timely and for meeting the reinstatement
requirements. The fact that a lessee attempts to as-
sign his lease does not absolve him of the rental and
reinstatement requirements until the assignment is ap-
proved by the Eureau of Land Management.

A rental payment mailed in Bouston, Texas, the day
before it was due in Denver, Colorado, does not alone
show an exercise of reasonable diligence. An argument
that the failure of a rental payment to arrive timely
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was the fanlt of the U.S. Postal Service does not pro-
vide justifiable excuse for reinstatement of the lease
in the absence of reasonable diligence.

Leojiar d_A . _ J .._T ancredi , 32 IBLA 325 (Oct. 11, 1977)
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unless there is satisfactory evidence tc support an
assertion that mailing occurred at an earlier date.

Generally, the mailing of a rental payment for an oil
and gas lease 1 day before the payment date carrct be
considered reasonable diligence to warrant reinstate-
ment of a terminated lease.

An oil and gas lease, terminated for failure to pay
annual rental on or before the anniversary date of
the lease, can be reinstated only if the petitioner
shows that the failure was either justifiable or not
due to a lack of reasonable diligence. Where the evi
dence of a postmark indicating that a rental payment
was mailed after its due date is unrebutted, it must
be held that reasonable diligence on the part of the
lessee has not been shown.

l2la_Di_Lona, 32 IBLA 333 (Oct. 18, 1977)

A lessee generally has not demonstrated reasonable
diligence where the rental payment was postmarked in
California the day before it was due in Nevada. An al-
legation that the payment was mailed prior to the post-
mark date must be corroborated by sufficient evidence.
An assertion that the rental check was mailed 2 days
before the due date and allegations of poor service by
the local post office are not sufficient alone to over-
come the postmark date.

Ri£hard_Li_Tri£lett_II, 32 IBLA 369 (Oct. 31, 1977)

Receiving the Eureau of Land Management's courtesy
rental due notice too late to meet a lessee's usual
business practice for mailing checks /is not a justifi-
able excuse for delay in transmitting the payment to
warrant reinstatement of a terminated lease.

The inadvertent or negligent failure of an employee or
other person entrusted to mail payments for an cil and
gas lessee is not a justifiable excuse for delay in
transmitting the payment to warrant reinstatement of a

terminated lease. Nor is the fact his pricr payments
have been timely filed such an excuse.

Cavid.R t Smith. and
i

Darla.L._§mith. 33 IELA 63 (tec. 5.
1977)

The standards of reasonable diligence and justifiable
delay govern reinstatement of oil and gas leases as
well as geothermal leases, and principles established
in oil and gas lease reinstatement cases generally gov-
ern cases involving reinstatement of geothermal leases
as well.

Pa5J_Xs_Jej!kiJ!s, 33 IBLA 135 (Dec. 19, 1977)

Ordinarily the postmark date on a letter will be deemed
the date of mailing. This inference may be rebutted on
showing satisfactory, circumstantial evidence to lend
credibility to an earlier date. A letter from postal
authorities, acknowledging that a posted pickup sched-
ule erroneously indicated pickups on Sundays and holi-
days, especially where the letter is accompanied by a

photograph of the posted schedule, sufficiently corrob-
orates lessee's contention that he mailed the rental
payment prior to a Sunday and Monday holiday to rebut
the inference resulting from a postmark of the follow-
ing Tuesday.

Reasonable diligence normally reguires sending or
delivering payments sufficiently in advance of the
anniversay date to account for normal delays in the
collections, transmittal, and delivery of the payment
considering the distance involved. Where a letter is
to be mailed from Brooklyn, New York, to Salt Lake City,
Utah, allowing 1 day for delivery demonstrates lack of
reasonable diligence, whereas allowing 3 cr 1 days gen-
erally is diligent.

Edward.. Ma 12 , 33 IBLA 22 (Nov. 22, 1977)

The timeliness of filing Federal tax returns and
payments and of making rental payments for Federal
oil and gas leases are governed by different statutes
and regulations and are not the same. Receipt in the
proper Bureau of Land Management office determines the
timeliness of rental payment, whereas the Internal Rev-
enue Service uses a postmark date. The postmark date
is relevant in considering a Federal oil and gas lease
rental only to determine if the lessee exercised rea-
sonable diligence so as to warrant reinstatement of a
lease terminated for failure to pay the rental timely.

In determining whether an oil and gas lessee exercised
reasonable diligence to warrant reinstatement of a

terminated lease the postmark date on the rental pay-
ment envelope is generally deemed the date of mailing

An oil and gas lease terminated for failure tc finely
pay the annual advance rental can only be reinstated
where the lessee shows to the satisfaction of the Sec-
retary, or his delegate, that the failure to timely
pay the advance rental was not due to a lack of reason-
able diligence, or that such failure was justifiable.

£Sii s_Be 1 n aj , 33 IBLA 231 (Dec. 28, 1977)

In order for the failure to pay oil and gas lease
rental timely to be considered justifiable, it must be
caused by factors outside the lessee's control, which
were the proximate cause of the failure. Severe winter
weather and other circumstances which prevent the les-
see from mailing the rental payment in a timely fashicn
constitute such a factor which renders the failure to
pay the rental timely justifiable.

£enevieve_C.._Aabv.e, 33 IBLA 285 (Jan. 5, 1976)

Reasonable diligence normally reguires sending or
delivering payments sufficiently in advance of the
anniversary date to account for normal delays in the
collection, transmittal, and delivery of the payment
considering the distance involved. Allowing 1 day for
delivery demonstrates lack of reasonable diligetce.

Fayment of the annual rental on an oil and gas lease
is not made until a proper form of remittance is
received by the appropriate office of the Eureau cf
Land Management.

Failure to make payment of the annual rental en time
is justifiable when owing to factors ordinarily cutside
the lessee's control the reasonable diligence test can-
not be met. Natural disasters or the physical condi-
tion of the lessee or members of the lessee's immediate
family, will justify late payment where they are the
proximate cause of the late payment. Ignorance cf the
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law, a pleasure or business trip, or disregard of regu-
lar nail collection schedules will not justify late
payment.

Lloy.d_B._and Adelheid A__Patterson, 3« IBLA 68
"(FebT 22, 1978)"

When rental payment for an oil and gas lease is Bailed
after the date it is due, there can be no basis for
reinstating the lease because of reasonable diligence.

A lessee's failure to make timely payment of annual
rental on an oil and gas lease is not justified because
it results from his misplacing the courtesy notice that
rental is due.

An oil and gas lease, terminated for failure to pay
annual rental on or before the anniversary date cf the
lease, can be reinstated only if the petitioner shots
that the failure was either justifiable or not due to a
lack of reasonable diligence. Railing the rental pay-
ent on the day it is due does not meet the reasonable
diligence requirement.

In petitioning for reinstatement of an oil and gas
lease terminated by operation of law for failure to
submit the rental payment on or before the anniversary
date of the lease, simple forgetf ulness or inadvertence
are not justifiable excuses for delay in making the
rental payment.

J°J!£s_£._!!uninax, 35 IBLA 73 (Hay 12, 1978)

Where a lessee presents no evidence that illnesses of
his family members were so disruptive as to prevent him
from carrying on his employment and other routine activ-
ities as usual, the late payment of rental on an oil
and gas lease is not justified by these illnesses.

A^ber t____Fair.fi eld , 3U IELA 132 (Bar. 8, 1978)

Reinstatement of an oil and gas lease terminated by
operation of law may be allowed only where the lessee
can establish to the satisfaction of the Secretary of
the Interior that the failure to make timely payment
was either justifiable or not due to a lack of reason-
able diligence. 30 D.S.C. « 188(c) (1970). When the
only "payment" tendered timely consists of an unsigned
check, it is not sufficient to satisfy the exculpatory
standards of the reinstatement law and regulations.

An oil and gas lessee of record is responsible for
paying rental timely. The fact that a lessee attempts
to assign his lease does not absolve him of the rental
payment requirements until the assignment is approved
by the Bureau of Land Banagement.

A ubu_n_C__H_n__cker , 3i» IBLA 316 (Apr. 1978)

An oil and gas lease, terminated automatically by oper-
ation of law for failure to pay rental timely, may be
reinstated if, among other things, the failure to pay
timely was justifiable or not due to a lack of reason-
able diligence on the part of the lessee. Bailing the
rental payment after the due date does not constitute
reasonable diligence. An automobile accident occurring
25 days before the rental was due, is not a justifiable
reason for reinstating the lease where it is not shown
that its occurrence prevented the lessee from making
timely payment. Reliance on receipt of a courtesy no-
tice does not justify failure to pay rental timely.

fa»i.£ace, 35 IBLA 1«3 (Bay 22, 1978)

A Federal oil and gas lease reinstatement petiticn is
properly denied where the petitioner avers merely that
she mailed a rental check to the proper office of the
Eureau of Land Banagement well before the anniversary
date of the lease, and no evidence of this attempted
payment, other than petitioner's statement, appears in
the record.

Emma Sabs evit z. 35 IBLA 177 (Bay 23, 1978)

In order for the failure to pay oil and gas lease ren-
tal timely to be considered justifiable, it must be
caused by factors outside the lessee's control, which
were the proximate cause of the failure. Where the
lessee has gone on a trip intending to return by mid-
month but is delayed by the necessity of caring for an
old and ill friend whom he visited, so that he does not
return until the first of the next month, the anniver-
sary date of the lease, his failure to pay the rental
timely is justifiable and the lease is to be reinstated.

Ci_Hj._ Winters, 3« IBLA 350 (Apr. 26, 1978)

Failure to pay oil and gas lease rental timely may be
justifiable where it was caused by factors outside the
lessee's control which were the proximate cause of the
late payment. A lessee's head injuries requiring hos-
pitalization during the month before the anniversary
date of the lease constitutes proximate cause suffi-
cient to justify late payment of the rental and to war-
rant reinstatement of the lease.

H_beit____Scu_der , 35 IBLA 58 (Bay 10, 1978)

An oil and gas lease, terminated for failure to pay an-
nual rental en or before the anniversary date of the
lease, can be reinstated only if the petitioner shows
that the failure was either justifiable or not due to <

lack of reasonable diligence. Bailing the rental pay-
ment after it is due does not meet the reasonable dili-
gence requirement.

Reliance on receipt of a courtesy billing notice from
the Eureau of Land Banagement is not a justifiable ex-
cuse upon which to predicate reinstatement of an oil
and gas lease terminated for failure to pay rental
timely. The failure of the Bureau of Land Hanagexent
to change a lessee's address of record resulting in
the lessee not receiving the courtesy notice does not
relieve the lessee from the obligation to pay rental
timely.

A£ostolos_Paliombeis, 35 IBLA 180 (Bay 23, 1978)

It is proper for the Eureau of land Banagement tc re-
ject an over-the-counter offer for an oil and gas lease
cf land formerly included in a lease erroneously can-
celed, because under «3 CFR 3112.1-1 land in canceled
leases is subject to the filing of new noncompetitive
lease offers only in accordance with simultaneous fil-
ing procedures.

£a»iJ_Ai_Provinse, 35 IBLA 217 (Bay 26, 1978)
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Under 30 U.S.C. $ 188(c) (1970) and U3 CFR 3108.2-l(c),
the Department has no authority to reinstate an oil and
gas lease terminated by operation of law for failure to
make timely payment of annual rental unless rental pay-
ment has been made or tendered within 20 days of the
due date.

"Tender." Placing a check for annual rental for oil
and gas leases in the mails does not constitute a

tender of payment of annual rental, within the meaning
of H3 CFE 3108.2-1 (c). Bather, a lessee makes a tender
of payment only when he submits payment to the BIB of-
fice administering his leases, and when BLB has the
opportunity either to receive or decline it. Accord-
ingly, placing rental in the mails does not constitute
a tender of payment which would allow the Department to
consider the merits of a petition for reinstatement of
an oil and gas lease terminated for failure to make
timely payment of annual rental.

Bob_l_0il_Cor__ , 35 IBLA 265 (June 2, 1978)

An oil and gas lease terminates automatically by opera-
tion of law for failure to pay rental timely when the
rental check, although timely received by the appropri-
ate BLM office, is not honored by the bank on which it
is drawn. However, if a lessee provides adeguate evi-
dence, such as an admission by a bank official, that
the bank erroneously dishonored the check, the error of
the bank may not vitiate the otherwise proper payment
of rental to BLI1.

An oil and gas lease terminated for nonpayment of rent
may be reinstated under 30 O.S.C. § 188(c) (1970) if
the failure to pay was either justifiable or not due to
a lack of reasonable diligence on the part of the les-
see. Where a lessee files his rental check timely, but
the check is nonnegotiable because insufficient funds
are on deposit in the particular bank, the lessee has
not exercised reasonable diligence. Failure to pay
rental timely may be justifiable where it is caused by
factors outside the lessee's control which were the
proximate cause of the failure. where the lessee pro-
vides no evidence or circumstances of an alleged unac-
countable delay in the electronic transfer of funds
from one bank to another which resulted in the lessee's
rental check being dishonored, there is no basis for
reinstatement of the lease.

B2n_£i_Hilei , 35 IBLA 302 (June 2, 1978)

A lessee requesting reinstatement of an oil and gas
lease terminated for failure to pay rental timely must
show that he deposited the rental payment in the mail
sufficiently in advance of the due date to account for
normal delays in the collection, transmittal, and de-
livery of the mail in order to demonstrate reasonable
diligence under 30 U.S.C. $ 188(c) (1970).

Reliance on receipt of a courtesy billing notice from
the Bureau of Land Management is not a justifiable ex-
cuse requiring reinstatement of an oil and gas lease
terminated for failure to pay rental timely. The fail-
ure of the Bureau of Land Management to change a les-
see's address of record which results in the courtesy
notice's arriving late does not relieve the lessee froi
the obligation to pay rental timely.

Gilbert, Hark. Castillo, 36 IBLA 32 (June 27, 1978)
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An oil and gas lease which has terminated automatically
by operation of law for failure to pay rental timely
can be reinstated only if, among other things, the
failure to pay timely was not due to a lack of reason-
able diligence or was justifiable.

In most cases, the date of the postmark on the enve-
lope containing an oil and gas lease rental payment is
deemed the date the payment was mailed. A contention
that the payment was deposited in the nail prior tc the
postmark date must be supported by satisfactory evidenc*
in order to rebut this inference from the postmark date.

Harxel_Eetrole.um_Co.rp..., 36 IBLA 39 (June 27, 1976)

When an cil and gas lease terminates automatically
by operation of law because the annual rental was not
paid on or before the anniversary date, the lessee must
show, among other things, that the failure to pay ren-
tal timely was not due to a lack of reasonable dili-
gence or that there was a justifiable excuse for the
delay in order to have the lease reinstated. faking
oil and gas lease rental payments 19 days after they
are due does not constitute reasonable diligence.
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Il_d5£ick_C__Fa_ri__ton__Geor_e_J!___offman, 3 6 I EI A 7C
(June 30, 1978)

An oil and gas lease which has terminated for failure
to pay rental timely may be reinstated upon a satisfac-
tory showing that, among other things, the failure to
pay the rental on or before the anniversary date was
either justifiable or not due to a lack of reasonable
diligence. Generally, mailing the payment the day be-
fore it is due does not constitute reasonable dili-
gence. A prolonged business trip will generally not
constitute a justifiable excuse for the late payment.

J_____0il_Cor.£_, 36 IBLA 81 (July 12, 1978)

An oil and gas lease terminated by operation of law
for failure of the lessee to pay the annual rental en
or before the anniversary date of the lease may be re-
instated only if the late payment is justifiable cr net
due to a lack of reasonable diligence. Where the death
of a lessee's father occurs on Feb. 28, the rent is
mailed no earlier than Feb. 28, and the rent is due and
payable en Bar. 1, the requisite proximity and causali-
ty to justify the delay in payment is not demonstrated.

Hubert W. Scu dder, Jileen SCUdder
1978)

36 IEIA 191 (Aug. 3,

Reasonable diligence normally requires sending or
delivering payments sufficiently in advance of the
anniversary date to account for normal delays in the
collection, transmittal, and delivery of the payment
considering the distance involved. Where a letter is
mailed on Feb. 25 from Windom, Minnesota, to Cheyenne,
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Wyoming, where it is due on Mar. 1, reasonable di]
gence has been exercised.

John_.Di_.Hol t , 36 IELA 257 (Aug. 15, 1978)

check was received by ELM prior to the due date tut re-
turned for identification of the account to be credited.

______os_C haj|__i__ . 37 IBLA 377 (Nov. 6, 1978)

The postmark date on a letter bearing payments of an-
nual rental on oil and gas leases will be deemed to be
the date of mailing in the absence of satisfactory evi-
dence corroborating the lessee's assertion that the
payments were mailed before the postmark date.

Mailing payments of annual rental on oil and gas leases
on Sunday in New York City 3 days before they are due
in Salt Lake City, Utah, does not constitute a reason-
ably diligent attempt to pay the rental in a timely
manner, in the absence of a clear showing that the pay-
or had good cause to believe that the letter would be
collected from the mailbox that same day.

___________________» 36 IBLA 268 (Aug. 17, 1978)

While an oil ana gas lease, terminated for failure to
pay annual rental on or before the anniversary date of
the lease, can be reinstated under 30 U.S.C. § 188(c)
(1970) , if the petitioner shows that the failure was
either justifiable or not due to a lack of reasonable
diligence, generally forgetfulness is not a justifia-
ble excuse for delay in making the rental payment, and
mailing the payment after the due date does not consti-
tute reasonable diligence.

__________» 36 IBLA 311 (Aug. 21, 1978)

An oil and gas lease terminated by operation of law for
failure to pay advance rental timely will be reinstated
when lessee shows that failure to pay the rental on or
before the anniversary date was not due to a 1 lack of
reasonable diligence in that payment was mailed in
California 6 days before due in Hyoming State Office.

_________«________» 36 IBLA 331 (Aug. 28, 1978)

An oil and gas lease, terminated for failure to pay
annual rental on or before the anniversary date of the
lease, can be reinstated only if the petitioner shows
that the failure was either justifiable or not due to a

lack of reasonable diligence. Mailing the rental pay-
ment either on the day before it is due, or after it is
due, does not meet the reasonable diligence requirement.

To constitute a justifiable excuse for delay in making
an oil and gas lease rental payment sufficient tc
warrant reinstatement of a lease terminated for late
payment of rental, a lessee must show that the delay
was caused by factors outside his control which were
the proximate cause of his failure to pay the rental
timely. Negligence of an employee in making timely
rental payments and subsequent false statements to her
employer that timely payments were made does not re-
lieve the employer from responsibility to verify the
employee's action and to make timely payment.

________________ I___x______o_2a_____» 37 IBLA 18U
(Oct. 11, 1978)

An oil and gas lease terminated by operation of law for
failure to pay rental timely may te reinstated only
where, among other things, it is shown that the failure
to pay the rental timely was either justifiable or not
due to a lack of reasonable diligence. Mailing a prop-
erly identified rental check after the due date does
not constitute reasonable diligence, nor is there jus-
tification for the late payment because an unidentified

"Payment." A noncompetitive oil and gas lease on which
there is no well capable cf production in paying quan-
tities terminates by operation of law for failure to
pay the annual rental on or before the due date. A

check for rental does not constitute payment until it
is received at the proper office.

The applicable statute limits the authority of the Ce-
partment of the Interior in reinstating leases cnly to
those situations where it is shown that the failure tc
pay the rental timely was either justifiable or not due
to a lack of reasonable diligence. Reasonable diligence
normally requires sending or delivering payment to the
proper office sufficiently in advance of the aotiver-
sary date to account for normal delays in the collec-
tion, transmittal, and delivery of the payment. Late
payment of the rental is justifiable only where failure
to make timely payment is the result of causes beyond
the control of the lessee, and simple inadvertence in
mailing the payment to the wrong office does not jus-
tify failure to send timely payment to the proper
cf f ice.

_______________________ 37 IBLA 392 (Nov 1976)

A petition for reinstatement of an oil and gas lease
terminated for lack of timely payment of the rental
is properly denied where the appellant does not show
reasonable diligence in mailing the payment or a jus-
tifiable excuse for the delay in payment. A number
of factors caused by appellant's inadvertence, negli-
gence, or lack of communication with its assignor,
which combined to cause late payment of the rental do
not justify failure to make timely payment.

______________ > 38 IBLA 115 (Nov. 20, 1978)

A lessee's fcrgetf ulness and inadvertence are not jus-
tifiable excuses for failure to pay the annual rental
on or before the anniversary date of the oil and gas
lease. Nor does mailing payment « days after the due
date constitute reasonable diligence. The tineliness
of filing Federal tax returns and payments and of mak-
ing rental payments on oil and gas leases are governec
by different statutes and regulations and are not the
same.

_____________ • 38 IELA 275 (Dec. 1978)

An oil and gas lessee who submits payment of annual
rentals with checks postdated by 15 days is not rea-
sonably diligent in attempting to make payment thereof.
So doing with the expectation that negotiation of the
checks will not be delayed past the anniversary date
unreasonably anticipates either that BLM will withhold
processing the checks until they become valid or that
the drawee tank will honor them despite the postdating.

The inadvertent error of a person entrusted to mail
payments for an oil and gas lease is not a justifiable
excuse for delay in making the payment to warrant rein-
statement of a terminated lease.

The absence
failure to

of a lessee on vacation does not justify a

lake timely rental payment.

I_______________JS___ > 38 IBLA 29] >c. 11, 1S76)
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A lessee may be entitled to reinstatement of the lease
if it is shown, among other things, that reasonable
diligence was exercised in mailing the payment, or
that the delay in remitting the rental is justifiable.
Where a lessee is unable to make the requisite showing,
a petition for reinstatement is properly denied.

Seasonable diligence generally reguires mailing the ren-
tal payment sufficiently in advance of the anniversary
or due date to account for normal delays in collection,
transmittal, and delivery of the mail. Wailing the ren-
tal payment 1 day before or on the anniversary date of
the lease does not constitute reasonable diligence.

A lack of diligence may be justifiable if it is demon-
strated that at or near the anniversary date there
existed sufficiently extenuating circumstances outside
the lessee's control which affected his or her actions
in paying the rental fee. Instances of simple fcrget-
fulness, inadvertence, ignorance of the regulations,
reliance on BLB courtesy notices, and similar occur-
rences do not excuse diligence.

Bona ia_£A_a nd_Ba ri_A.._Hi 1 1 , 38 IB1A 315 (Dec. 19, 1978)

A petition for reinstatement of an oil and gas lease
terminated for lack of timely rental payment is proper-
ly denied where the appellant does not show reasonable
diligence in mailing the payment or a justifiable
excuse for the delay in payment.

flel en_Bacha , 39 IBLA 1U6 (Jan. 29, 1979)

An oil and gas lease which has terminated by operation
of law due to late payment of annual rental will not be
reinstated where it appears that the rental payment was
not mailed early enough to account for the normal delays
in the transmission of the mail.

Reinolds_Minina_CorEi , 39 IBLA «05 (Bar. 2, 1979)

lual
inivei

The burden of showing that the failure to pay
rent for an oil and gas lease on or before the
sary date of the lease was justifiable or not due to ;

lack of reasonable diligence is on the lessee. The
fact that the lessee retained a leasing service which
misrepresented that it would file appropriate assign-
ment documents prior to the anniversary date does not
justify late payment. nailing of the annual rental
payment on a date after it is due does not constitute
reasonable diligence.

Saxex_Bacon_a nd_BolaJU_£t£s , MO IBLA 5 (Mar. 6, 1979)

A lessee may be entitled to reinstatement of the lease
if it is shown, among other things, that reasonable
diligence was exercised in mailing the payment, or
that the delay in remitting the rental is justifiable.
Where a lessee is unable to make the requisite showing,
a petition for reinstatement is properly denied.

Reasonable diligence generally requires mailing the
rental payment sufficiently in advance of the anni-
versary or due date to account for normal delays in
collection, transmittal, and delivery of the mail.
This board has repeatedly held that reasonable dili-
gence has not been exercised where a rental payment
is posted at a time that one could not assume delivery
before the statutory terminal date of the lease.

lack of diligence may be justifiable if it is demon-
strated that at or near the anniversary date there
existed sufficiently extenuating circumstances outside
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the lessee's control which affected his or her actions
in paying the rental fee.

Bernard.,}^. Crowe. <4C IBLA 11U (Bar. 27, 1979)

Even if it were true that termination of an oil and
gas lease was in part the result of Eureau of Land
Banagement's failure to act timely on an assignment
application, there is no authority either to withheld
the effect of termination under 30 U.S.C. i 166(b)
(1976) or to reinstate the lease under sec. 168 (c),
where there has been no payment of the full rental
within 20 days after termination.

£eichbold_Eneray_Co.r..r., «0 IBLA 13U (Bar. 29, 1S7S)

A lease terminated automatically for untimely payient
of annual rental may be reinstated only upon proof that
reasonable diligence was exercised, or that the lack of
diligence was justified. In the absence of such proof,
a petition for reinstatement is properly denied.

Reasonable diligence ordinarily requires mailing the
payment sufficiently in advance of the anniversary date
to account for normal delays in the collection, trans-
mittal, and delivery of the mail.

Untimely payment of the annual rental may be justified
if proximately caused by extenuating circumstances
outside the lessee's control which occurred at or near
the anniversary date of the lease.

gstate,of.Keiineth.,F J Krammes. HO IBLA 1«7 (Par. 29,
1979)

A lessee generally has not demonst
diligence where the rental payment
Austin, Tex., the day before it wa
N.B. An allegation that the payme
to the postmark date must be corro
cient evidence. An assertion that
was mailed 2 days before the due d

tion that mail service between Tex
"is overnight" is not sufficient a

postmark date.

Banuel f. Cueto, Jr.. DO IBLA 265 (Apr. 16, 1979)

An oil and gas lessee may be entitled to reinstatement
of the lease if it is shown, among other things, that
reasonable diligence was exercised in mailing the pay-
ment, or that the delay in remitting the rental is
justifiable. Where a lessee is unable to make the
requisite shewing, a petition for reinstatement is
properly denied.

Onder 30 U.s.C. s 188(c) (1976), the Secretary of the
Interior has no authority to reinstate an oil and gas
lease terminated by operation of law for failure to
make timely payment of rental, unless rental payment
is tendered at the proper office within 20 days after
the due date.
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JehS-ii-Steejex^Jrj H IBLA U9 (Bay 29, 1979)

The postmark date on an envelope bearing payment of ar
nual rental en oil and gas lease will be deemed tc be
the date of mailing in the absence cf evidence tc the
contrary.
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An oil and gas lease which has teiainated foi failure
to pay rental timely may be reinstated under 30 U.S.C.
4 188(c) (1976) if the failure was either justifiable
or not due to a lack of reasonable diligence, and where
neither has been shown the application must be rejected.

J°sep_h_W^Sem ie n , <ll IBLA 185 (June 22, 1979)

Reinstatement of an oil and gas lease is properly
denied where the lease holder of record delegated re-
sponsibility for payment to a purported assignee who
failed to make timely payment of the advance rental
to the proper BLM office.

Bry,an_Waaner anc

1979f
.Si^USI-I^zar d , «1 IBLA 188 (June 22,

The postmark date on a letter bearing payments of an-
nual rental for an oil and gas lease will te deemed to
be the date of mailing, in the absence of satisfactory
evidence corroborating the lessee's assertion that the
payments were mailed before the postmark date.

Where appellant alleges he mailed payment from York,
Pennsylvania, to Salt Lake City, Utah, on Nov. 28, 1978,
a Wednesday, and payment was due there on Dec. 1, 1978,
a Friday, but was not received until Dec. <t, 1978, the
following Monday, and envelope was postmarked Nov. 30,
1978, these facts ordinarily do not constitute a rea-
sonably diligent attempt to pay the rental in a timely

SI§n_Ci_Ch ronister , HI IBLA 3U6 (July 11, 1979)

An oil and gas lease on which there is no well capable
of producing oil and gas in paying quantities automati-
cally terminates if the lessee fails to pay the annual
rental on or before the anniversary date of the lease.
A terminated lease can be reinstated only if, among
other requirements, the lessee shows his failure to pay
on time was either justifiable or not due to a lack of
reasonable diligence.

Reasonable diligence requires mailing the rental pay-
ment sufficiently in advance of the anniversary date to
account for normal delays in collection, transmittal,
and delivery of the mail. Mailing the rental the day
it is due does not constitute reasonable diligence.

Where a lessee presents no evidence that illness of a

family member or a heavy work load were so disruptive
as to prevent him from carrying on his other routine
activities as usual, the late payment of rental on an
oil and gas lease is not justified by the illness or
the work.

Lie tor_ Hoi z , U2 IBLA 281 (Aug. 27, 1979)

An oil and gas lease, terminated for failure to pay
annual rental on or before the anniversary date of the
lease, can be reinstated only if the petitioner shows
that the failure was either justifiable or not due to
a lack of reasonable diligence. Mailing the rental
payment after it is due does not meet the reasonable
diligence requirement.

Reliance on receipt of a courtesy billing notice from
BLM is not a justifiable excuse upon which to predicat*
reinstatement of an oil and gas lease terminated for
failure to pay rental timely. The fact that the cour-
tesy rental notice was delayed in reaching appellant

because it was sent to appellant's former ac
not a justifiable excuse for late payment.

Where the failure to pay rental on or before the anni-
versary date of a lease is attributable to a breakdown
in mailing procedures within the parent company of the
lessee, neither reasonable diligence nor justification
is shown to support a petition for reinstatement.

The Secretary may reinstate a lease terminated by
operation of law for failure to pay on or before the
anniversary date the full amount of rental due where
it is shewn to the satisfaction of the Secretary that
such failure was either justifiable or not due to a

lack of reasonable diligence on the part of the les-
see. 30 O.S.C. « 188(c) (1976). Reasonable diligence
normally requires sending or delivering payments suffi-
ciently in advance of the anniversary date to account
for normal delays in the collection, transmittal, and
delivery of the payment. <I3 CFB 31C6.2-Uc) (2) (1977).

F uel_ Reso u re e s Developme n

t

1979)
U3 IBLA 19 (Sept. 11,

Failure to pay the annual rental for an oil and gas
lease on or before the anniversary date results it the
automatic termination of the lease by operation of law.
A lease may be reinstated if the failure to pay the
rental timely was either justifiable or not due to a

lack of reasonable diligence on the part of the lessee.

In order for the failure to pay oil and gas lease ren-
tal timely to be considered justifiable, it must be
caused by factors outside the lessee's control, which
were the proximate cause of the failure.

Reasonable diligence normally requires sending the pay-
ment sufficiently in advance of the due date to account
for normal delays in the collection, transmittal, and
delivery of the payment.

When rental payment for an oil and gas lease is mailed
after the date it is due, there can be no basis for re-
instating the lease because of reasonable diligence.

When appellant's failure to mail his rental payment
timely is caused by carelessness or inadvertance, his
petition for reinstatement of an oil and gas lease is
properly denied.

James E^ Kordoskj[_and Rob ert.
~(Sep"t7 187~19797

."eiss, «3 IBLA 63

An oil and gas lease, terminated automatically by oper-
ation of law for failure to pay rental timely, may be
reinstated if, among other matters, the failure to pay
timely was justifiable or not due to a lack of reason-
able diligence on the part of the lessee.

Reasonable diligence normally reguires sending the pay-
ment sufficiently in advance of the due date to account
for normal delays in the collection, transmittal, and
delivery of the payment. When rental payment for an oil
and gas lease is mailed after the date it is due, gener-
ally there can be no basis for reinstating the lease
because of reasonable diligence.

The burden of showing that late payment of annual rental
for an oil and gas lease is justifiable is on the les-
see. An assertion of personal reasons without further
explanation, is insufficient to meet this burden. Nor
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does reliance on receipt of a courtesy notice justify
failure to pay rental timely.

"Allia m_ A^_ Klua , «3 IBLA 255 (Oct. 10. 1979)

Failure to pay the annual rental for an oil and gas
lease on or before the anniversary date results in the
automatic termination of the lease by operation of
law. A lease may be reinstated if the failure to pay
the rental timely was either justifiable or not due to
a lack of reasonable diligence on the part of the les-
see.

In order for the failure to pay oil and gas lease ren-
tal timely to be considered justifiable, it oust be
caused by factors outside the lessee's control, which
were the proximate cause of the failure.

Reasonable diligence normally reguires sending the pay-
ment sufficiently in advance of the due date to account
for normal delays in the collection, transmittal and
delivery of the payment.

Bureau of Land Management's cashing a late rental check
and depositing it in its unearned account does not con-
stitute acceptance of rental payment or a determination
that a terminated oil and gas lease will be reinstated.

Eu2ene_Hi_and_Allieene_
7oct. 29, 1979f

.Jankoski, «3 IBLA 323

"Reasonable diligence." Allowing 1 day for mail deliv-
ery of an oil and gas lease rental demonstrates a lack
of reasonable diligence, because reasonable diligence
normally requires sending or delivering payments suffi-
ciently in advance of the anniversary date to allow for
normal delays in the collection, transmittal, and de-
livery of the payment.

"Justifiable." For a delay in submission of an oil and
gas lease rental payment to be justifiable, lessee must
show that the delay would not have occurred except for
factors outside of his control.

"Justifiable excuse." The fact that a courtesy rental
notice did not come to oil and gas lessee's attention
until 1 day prior to rental due date is net a justifi-
able excuse for late payment of the rental.

S£i d_Ei_Mot lei , "3 IBLA 360 (Oct. 29, 1979)

An oil and gas lease on which there is no well capable
of production terminates by operation of law if the an-
nual rental payment is not actually received by the
Bureau of Land Management State Office on or before the
anniversary date.

A terminated oil and gas lease may be reinstated only
if the failure to make timely payment was either jus-
tifiable, i.e., due to events outside the lessee's con-
trol, or not due to a lack of reasonable diligence.
Reasonable diligence generally reguires sending the
payment sufficiently in advance of the due date to ac-
count for normal delays in the collection, transmittal,
and delivery of the payment. Mailing rental payment
the day before it is due does not constitute reasonable
diligence.

The postmark date of a rental payment for an oil and
gas lease is generally deemed to be the date of
mailing, unless there is satisfactory corroborating
evidence to support the lessee's assertion that the
mailing occurred at a date earlier than indicated by
the postmark.

A.agig..gae Buckley. «« IBLA 99 (Nov. 20, 1979)
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An oil and gas lease terminated by operation
failure of the lessee to pay the annual rent
before the anniversary date of the lease may
stated only if the late payment is justifiat
due to a lack of reasonable diligence. Wher
first time on appeal, there are assertiens c
the death of lessee's husband, the case will
ed to ELM for an initial determination as to
circumstances demonstrate the requisite prox
causality to justify the delay in payment, a

statement of the lease.

Agnes James. fl« IELA 133 (Nov. 27, 1979)

A lessee may be entitled to reinstatement of the lease
if it is shown, among other things, that reasonable
diligence was exercised in mailing the payment, or
that the delay in remitting the rental is justifiable.
Where a lessee is unable to make the reguisite shewing,
a petiticn for reinstatement is properly denied.

Reasonable diligence generally requires mailing the
rental payment sufficiently in advance of the anni-
versary or due date to account for normal delays in
collection, transmittal, and delivery of the mail.
Bailing the rental payment 2 days before the activei-
sary date of the lease does not constitute reasonable
diligence.

A lack of diligence may be justifiable if it is demon-
strated that at or near the anniversary date there ex-
isted sufficiently extenuating circumstances outside
the lessee's control which affected his or her actions
in paying the rental fee. A lessee's suffering severe,
incapacitating injuries during the month before the
anniversary date of the lease may constitute proximate
cause sufficient to justify late payment of the rental
and to warrant reinstatement of the lease.

Norman C. Stroink. UU IELA 188 (Nov. 30, 1979)

Failure to pay the annual rental for an oil and gas
lease on or before the anniversary date results ic the
automatic termination of the lease by operation cf
law. A lease may be reinstated if the failure to pay
the rental timely was either justifiable or not due to
a lack of reasonable diligence on the part of the
lessee.

In order for the failure to pay oil and gas lease
rental timely to be considered justifiable, it must be
caused by factors outside the lessee's control which
were the proximate cause of the failure.

Reasonable diligence normally reguires sending the
payment sufficiently in advance of the due date tc
account for normal delays in the collection, trans-
mittal, and delivery of the payment.

Robert H. Schnurbusch. «« IBLA 229 (Dec. 11, 1979)

The Secretary may reinstate an oil and gas lease, ter-
minated for failure of the lessee to make timely pay-
ment of the rental due if, inter al_ia, it is shewn to
the satisfacticn of the Secretary that such failure was
either justifiable or not due to a lack of reasonable
diligence.

Ordinarily, the postmark on a letter will be assumed to
indicate the date and place of mailing in the absence
of evidence to the contrary. Reasonable diligence is
found where a rental payment, due in Eillings, Montana,
on June 1, 1979, was actually mailed from Wilmington,
Delaware, on May 29, 1979, despite the fact that the
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envelope containing such payment t<

Montana, postmark of June 2, 1979.

PhiI 1i§_Lane_Zehri_Alice_M._Conte,
TDecT 19, 1979)

its only a Billings,

l« IBLA 261
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not effective if it is filed by an applicant for an
assignment which has not teen approved.

3___________________._.: IELA 131 (Bar.

The sending of an unsigned check for the annual rental
of an oil or gas lease does not constitute timely pay-
ment, even if received on or prior to the anniversary
date of the lease. ELM has no obligation to present an
unsigned check for payment since such a check is not a

negotiable instrument.

A lessee's failure to make timely payment of annual
rental on an oil and gas lease is not justified when
based on ignorance of the applicable law and regula-
tions reguiring payment on or prior to the lease anni-
versary date.

A contention that appellants were unclear as to the an-
niversary date of the lease which thereupon resulted in
an untimely payment of the rental will not be sustained
where the Department's records correctly show the anni-
versary date, or the lessee has actual knowledge of the
correct due date prior thereto.

Ci_J-_S.tr.eit _______ nard_J__Str_it, «"* IB1A 285
(Dec. 26, 1979)

RELINQUISHMENTS

The unilateral mistake of an oil and gas lease offeror
in withdrawing his offer does not relieve him of the
consequences of the withdrawal, which is, that the
offer is terminated when the Bureau of Land Management
receives the withdrawal.

An original letter is not needed to withdraw a lease
offer. The reguirements are that the withdrawal is
properly filed and the person making the withdrawal
is properly identified.

l_____ c__ s_______on_« 20 IELA 187
(May 7, 1975)

An application for assignment of an undivided partial
interest in an oil and gas lease is properly approved
by BLM effective the first day of the lease month fol-
lowing the date of filing of the application. In the
interim between the filing of the application and the
effective date of the assignment, the prospective as-
signor remains the sole lessee, and, as such, is the
only person who may relinguish rights under the lease.

A document expressly relinquishing all rights to an oil
and gas lease, signed by the sole lessee, may not be
disregarded unless the lessee or one with clear author-
ity to act on his behalf revokes the relinquishment in
advance of its filing.

_o___ing_r__Gretchen_Ca_ital__Ltd.., 35 IBLA 361
(June 23, 1978)

Upon failure of a lessee to pay full rental on or be-
fore the anniversary date of a lease, for any lease on
which there is no well capable of producing oil or gas
in paying quantities, the lease automatically termi-
nates by operation of law, despite a partial payment
submitted on the basis of a partial relinquish«ent
which is not yet effective.

An oil and gas lease may be relinquished only by the
record title holder, and a partial relinquishment is

pable
aoto-

ctive
uant
u of
rsary

An oil and gas lease on which there is no well ca
of producing oil or gas in paying quantities will
matically terminate on the anniversary date of th
lease upon failure of lessee to pay the minimum a

rental, despite a partial payment submitted on th
sis of a partial relinquishment, which was ineffe
because not filed by the record title holder purs
to U3 CER 31C8.1, and despite issuance of a Eurea
Land Management decision subsequent to the annive
date confirming a decreased annual rental.

______________ , •"» IELA 181 (Nov. 30, 1979)

RENEWALS

Where a 20-year oil and gas lease, committed tc an ap-
proved unit agreement prior to the end of its initial
term in 1962 and thereby extended beyond the original
term, is eliminated from the unit agreement in 1972 ant
its term is automatically extended for 2 years and so
long thereafter as oil or gas is produced in paying
quantities, such a lease is not eligible for further
10-year renewals and an application for such a renewal
filed in 197U is properly rejected.

___________________
1975)

.Co., 19 IBLA 1 (Feb.

lease, made frier
fter renewal and
controversy
the assignment cf
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When an assignment of an oil and gas
to lease renewal, has been approved a

thereafter it appears that there is a

whether the parties contemplated that
the base lease would extend to the re
Department will not take actior. on a

rescission of the assignment approval
tain the status quo for a period suff
the parties to institute litigation o
tion to resolve their dispute.

__se_h_Alsta_, 19 IBLA 104 (Mar. 1, 1975)

A 10-year renewal of a 20-year oil and gas lease expire:
by its own terms where no timely application for furthei
renewal is made by the lessee. Such lease is not held
by production and terminates automatically on its final
anniversary date notwithstanding the existence of a pro-
ducing well en the leasehold.

___!_____S_________J_-___J____J___!_______» 29 IEIA 1U
(Eeb. 23, 1977)

A 10-year renewal of a 20-year oil and gas lease ex-
pires by its own terms where no timely application
for further renewal is made by the lessee, pursuant
to «3 CPB 3107.8-2; however, the language of the regu-
lation is permissive and a delay in filing a renewal
application may be excused in the presence of special
circumstances.

_______________x__ _£___!____. *J_____LD__.
103 (May 2, 1977)

3C IEIA
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A 20-year oil and gas lease which has been renewed for
successive 10-year periods, and which at the tine of
expiration of a 10-year period is committed to an ap-
proved unit plan of development, is not entitled to
another 10-year renewal, but is extended pursuant to
30 O.S.C. 5 226 (j) (1976) .

h nne_Bu r net t_Ta ndy._et_al.. , 33 IBIA 106 (Dec. 16, 1977)

lexacox_Inc.. , 33 IBLA 296 (Jan. 10, 1978)

lexacox_Inc . , «0 IBLA 29l» (Apr. 27, 1979)

2II_iNE_GAS_L EASES— Continued
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An oil and gas lease offer drawn first
ous filing is properly rejected under H

and 3111.1-1 (e) (1) where the offer is d

first year's rental by more than 10 per
amendment of the regulations to elimina
ment that the advance rental must be su
simultaneous filings, effective Sept. 1

prospective effect only, and may not be
a defect in rental payment in a simulta
lease offer pending on Sept. 17, 1973.

Duncan Hiller. 19 IBLA 133 (MaT. 5, 1975)

in a simultane-
3 CER 31C3.3-1
eficient in the
cent. Ihe
te the reguire-
bmitted with
7, 1973, was of
invoked tc cure

neously filed

To obtain a renewal of a 20-year oil and gas lease the
lessee should file an application for renewal at least
90 days prior to the expiration of the lease term.
However, this reguirement is permissive and a delay in
filing the application may be excused in the presence
of special circumstances.

Homesta ke_Oil_and_Gas_Coi , U0 IBLA 262 (Apr. 16, 1979)

Where the advance annual rental for an oil and gas
lease was timely submitted by a personal check, but
the check was erroneously dishonored by the drawee
tank, the rental will te held to have been tendered
when first received in the proper Eureau of land Fai

agement office.

12I!J 1 d_S^_ C h i 1 d s , 19 IBLA 210 (Bar. 26, 1975)

RENTALS

An oil and gas lease terminated by operation of law
for failure to pay the advance rental timely will be
reinstated where it is shown, upon reconsideration of
an earlier Board decision, that lessee's failure to pay
the rental timely was not due to a lack of reasonable
diligence. Evidence which establishes that the payment
due on Hay 1, 1971, at the Eastern States Office, Bureat
of Land Management, Silver Spring, Maryland, was mailed
in Dallas, Texas, on Apr. 25, 197a, 5 days before the
due date, is sufficient to demonstrate due diligence
despite the fact that the envelope containing the pay-
ment was postmarked Apr. 30, 197«.

Wi-Ai-fitzhuah-iOn-Reconsiderationl., i 8 IBLA 323
(Jan. 6, 1975)

It is proper to deny a reguest for reinstatement of an
oil and gas lease terminated by operation of law for
failure to pay advance rental timely where the peti-
tioner has not shown that his failure to pay the rental
on or before the anniversary date of the lease was jus-
tifiable or not due to a lack of reasonable diligence.

Frank_Ji_Germano, 18 IBLA 390 (Feb. 6, 1975)

It is proper to deny a request for reinstatement of an
oil and gas lease terminated by operation of law for
failure to pay advance rental timely where the peti-
tioner has not shown that his failure to pay the rental
co or before the anniversary date of the lease was jus-
tifiable or not due to a lack of reasonable diligence.

Any oil and gas lease is automatically terminated by
operation of law where an unsigned rental check is
tendered prior to the anniversary date of the lease
tut is not signed and returned until after the anni-
versary date.

Ii£hard_ V.._Eow man , 19 IBLA 261 (Mar. 31, 1975)

An oil and gas lease terminated by operation of law
for failure to pay the advance rental on time may te
reinstated only when the lessee shows that the failure
to pay the rental on or prior to the anniversary date
was either justifiable or not due to a lack of reason-
able diligence.

Raj_E^_Bush, 19 IELA 280 (Apr. 7, 1975)

Margaret_C._Hose, 19 IBLA 307 (Apr. 7, 1975)

JilSI-ir-Bowling, 20 IBLA 1U6 (May 5, 1975)

courtesy notice, and the decease of appellant's husbanc
some 2 years prior to the date payment is due, do not
afford a sufficient predicate for reinstatement of an
oil and gas lease.

n§EI_ii_Christ02her, 19 IBLA 53 (Peb. 21, 1975)

Where the Geological Survey has determined that any
part of the lands described in a noncompetitive oil and
gas lease is within an undefined known geologic struc-
ture, the lessee is required to pay increased rental in
accordance with «3 CFR 3103.3-2(b) (1), and to furnish a

lease bond as required by 43 CFR 310«.l.

An oil and gas lease terminated by operation of law
for failure to pay the annual rentals on time may te
reinstated where the lessee's delay in making payment
was due to his seeking clarification of an illegible
notice of payment sent by the Bureau of Land Manage-
ment, and his action demonstrates his reliance en the
notice.

J2se.ph_E._Steger, 2 IBLA 206 (May 8, 1975)

An oil and gas lease terminated by operation of law for
failure to pay the advance annual rental on time may be
reinstated only when the lessee shows that his failure
to pay the rental timely was either justifiable cr not
due to lack of reasonable diligence. The neglect of
office personnel to follow appellant's instructions to
make payments while he was away from his office on a

combined business and vacation trip is net a predicate
for either basis for relieve.

£ancan_Miller, 19 IBLA 86 (Mar. 3, 1975) Char les_Ci_ S t u r de van t

,

IBLA 2e0 (May 22, 1975)
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An oil and gas lease terminated by operation of law
for failure to pay the advance rental on time may he
reinstated only on a showing by the lessee that failure
to pay on or before the anniversary date was either
justifiable or not due to lack of reasonable diligence.
Failure to raise credible reasons that illness prevent-
ed timely payment, with no other justification for late
payment, reguires denial of reinstatement.

Mrs__Charle_____ Blake , 20 IBLA 322 (June 6, 1975)

An oil and gas lease which has terminated by operation
of law due to late payment of the annual rental may not
be reinstated where the failure to pay on time was due
to a lack of reasonable diligence. Where a payment is
sent from a town in eastern Texas to Salt Lake City,
Utah, on Oct. 30, and does not arrive until after
Nov. 1, and where the Post Office indicates that regu-
lar mail sent that distance would not normally arrive
in 2 days, the lessee has not exercised reasonable
diligence.

W i 1 lia__N__Can n o n , 20 IBLA 361 (June 12, 1975)

An offeror is properly disgualified under «3 CFF
3112. U— 1 from receiving a noncompetitive oil and gas
lease on an offer drawn with the first priority at a
simultaneous drawing when he fails to pay the first
year's rental within 15 days (or the first business
day thereafter) of receipt of the notice that such
payment is due.

Where an offer is drawn with first priority in a simul-
taneous drawing, and the offeror fails to pay the firs!
year's rental timely, his failure to do so cannot be
excused because of the asserted "apparent inefficiency
of the United States Mails."

Mar_Win__e_elo__ent_Co_, 20 IBLA 383 (June 12, 1975)

An oil and gas lease terminated by operation of law
for failure to pay the advance rental on time may be
reinstated only on a showing that failure to pay on
or before the anniversary was either justifiable or
not due to lack of reasonable diligence. Appellant's
misinterpretation of the due date on the courtesy no-
tice does not justify his late payment of the rent.

Nor ma.n_.Ei_ Mar ker , 21 IBLA 111 (July 15, 1975)

Where it is alleged that a bank erroneously dishonored
a check drawn thereon, and an official of the bank ad-
mits that the payment was refused by mistake, the erroi
of the bank will not vitiate the otherwise proper pay-
ment of rent.

WiJS°a.i_ln__ , 22 IBLA 6 (Sept. U, 1975)

_!____. 31 IBLA 296 (July 22,Pa ul i ne_V__T_i____Jo h

i

1977)
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other business shows that his illness did not prevent
him from making timely payment of the rent.

Milan de Lany . 22 IBLA «7 (Sept. 16, 1975)

An oil and gas lease, terminated by operation of law
for failure to make timely payment of the advance
rental, may te reinstated only when the failure tc
make payment of the annual rental on or before the
anniversary date was justifiable or not due to a lack
of reasonable diligence. Mailing the rental payment
from California to Montana the day before its due date
does not constitute reasonable diligence.

Joseph Hachter. 22 IBLA 95 (Sept. 22, 1975)

An oil and gas lease terminated by operation of law
for failure to pay the advance rental on tine may be
reinstated only upon a showing that failure to pay on
or before the anniversary date was either justifiable
or not due to lack of reasonable diligence. Inability
to pay the rent on time does not justify late payment.

Peter T, Creamer. 22 IBLA 175 (Sept. 30, 1975)

The successful drawee in a drawing under the special
simultaneous filing procedure for noncompetitive oil
and gas lease offers is automatically disgualified if
he fails to pay rental within 15 days from receipt of
notice that such payment is due. A statement by such
a drawee that he did not receive a notice and that his
office records where his oil and gas records are con-
tained lack any copy of the rental notice is insuffi-
cient to overcome the presumptive effect of evidence
that Bureau of Land Management officials nail ccpies
of the notice of rental, a notice of stipulations to be

signed, and the stipulations in the same envelope, and
it is clear the envelope containing the stipulations
was received at the drawee's office.

A. G. Golden. 22 IELA 261 (Oct. 2U, 1975)

An oil and gas lease on which there is no well capat]
of production in Faying quantities will terminate by
operation of law if the annual rental payments are nc

submitted on or before the anniversary date. A well
capable of production in paying quantities on the am
versary date is one which can actually produce enough
oil to exceed the cost of its extraction. Neither tt

production of water nor the production of meager quae
tities of oil, albeit with hopes for paying productic
at some time in the future, constitute production in
paying guantities on the anniversary date of the leas

Where a lessee fails to pay the annual rental on cr
before the anniversary date, and where the lessee
knew, or should have known, that the payment was due,
estoppel will not operate to relieve the lessee of
the consequent automatic termination of the lease.

The Folumbus Corp.. 22 IBLA 270 (Oct. 30, 1975)

An oil and gas lease terminated by operation of law
for failure to pay the advance rent on time may be
reinstated only on a showing by the lessee that his
failure to pay on or before the anniversary date was
either justifiable or not due to a lack of reasonable
diligence. A failure to exercise reasonable diligence
is justifiable when caused by a factor outside the con-
trol of the lessee. A lessee's personal illness does
not justify late payment unless it is of such a debili-
tating nature that it actually prevents the lessee from
posting payment. Appellant's ability to attend to

Where the deficiency in rental paid on or before the
anniversary date of a lease is nominal and a notice
of deficiency is sent to the lessee, the lease termi-
nates by operation of law when the balance is not paid
within 15 days from receipt of the notice or until the
anniversary date, whichever is later.

No petition for reinstatement of ar

terminated by operation of law, 30
oil and gas leas
I.S.C. « l£6(h)
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(1970) , may be entertained if the full amount of ren-
tal due was not paid within 20 days after the anniver-
sary date of the lease.

J2§e£h_Francis, 22 IBLA 277 (Oct. 30, 1975)

An oil and gas lease terminated by operation of law
for failure to pay timely the advance rental may be
reinstated only where the lessee shows that his fail-
ure to pay the rental on or prior to the anniversary
date was either justifiable or not due to a lack of
reasonable diligence. Past adherence to the require-
ment of timely payment does not justify a subsequent
failure to make timely payment. Hailing a rental pay-
ment at Chicago, Illinois, to Salt Lake City, Utah,
1 day before the due date does not constitute reason-
able diligence.

Henri-Carter, 2« IBLA 70 (Feb. 2«, 1976)

Where the advance rental check is received within
20 days after the anniversary date, the Bureau may
deposit said check in an "unearned" account in ord
to preserve the right of the lessee to petition fc
reinstatement of the terminated lease and to safeg
the check, create a record of the payment, and bri
it under accounting control. This does not signif
acceptance of the payment, or indicate that the le
has not terminated, or create an estoppel against
Government.

QIL_AND_GAS_LEASES—Continued
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be excused because of the asserted delay of the festal
service.

JohjUlau l_Pr a t t , 2« IBLA 110 (Mar. 1, 1976)

Carma_Mi_Poole.y, 29 IBLA 30« (Mar. 30, 1977)

i2ack_Koegel, 30 IBLA 1U3 (May 12, 1977)

An oil and gas lease terminated ty operation of law
for failure to pay the advance rental timely will te
reinstated when the lessee shows that its failure tc
pay the rental on or before the anniversary date was
justifiable.

Great, Basins. Petrpli Co. 2« IEIA 117 (Car. 1, 1976)

An offerer is properly disqualified under t3 CFR
3112.14-1 from receiving a noncompetitive oil and gas
lease on an offer drawn with the first priority at a

simultaneous drawing when he fails to pay the first
year's rental within 15 days (or the first business
day thereafter) of receipt of the notice that such
payment is due. An attempt to make payment after the
close of office hours on the day the payment is due
will not prevent the disqualification.

«i_£aai! e_JL§nnedi, 21 IBLA 152 (Mar. 10, 1976)

John_Ji_Nordhoffx_Dean_Kirk, 2« IELA 73 (Feb. 21, 1976)

An oil and gas lease terminated by operation of law
for failure to pay the advance rental on time cannot
be reinstated when the petitioner fails to show that
the late payment of rental was justifiable or not due
to a lack of reasonable diligence. Loss of a check-
book through theft 5 days before the due date for
payment does not establish causality sufficient to
constitute a justifiable excuse.

J°hfi_Ii_Stejigel , 24 IBLA 98 (Feb. 25, 1976)

An oil and gas lease terminated by operation of law
for failure to pay the advance rental timely may be
reinstated only if the lessee shows by satisfactory
evidence that the failure to pay the rental on or be-
fore the anniversary date was either justifiable or
was not due to a lack of reasonable diligence. Allow-
ing 1 day for the rental payment to reach Billings,
Montana, from Eau Claire, Michigan, is not an exercise
of reasonable diligence, and inability to pay is not
a justifiable reason for failure to make timely
payment.

Eiank_Thom£son, 24 IBLA 105 (Mar. 1, 1976)

An offeror is properly disqualified under 43 CFR
3112. i»-l from receiving a noncompetitive oil and gas
lease on an offer drawn with the first priority at a

simultaneous drawing when he/she fails to pay the first
year's rental within 15 days (or the first business day
thereafter) of receipt of the notice that such payitent
is due.

The retention of the proceeds from a check, subiittec
as advance rental during the adjudication of an oil a

gas lease offer, does not constitute the creation of
contract.

Robert L. Williams. 24 IELA 311 (Apr. 20, 1976)

An oil and gas lease terminated by operation of law
for failure to pay the advance rental tinely will te
reinstated when the lessee shows that his failure to
pay the rental on or before the anniversary date was
not due to a lack of reasonable diligence.

An oil
rental
reinsta
the rer
the mai
field c

verify
of the
cumstar
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id gas lease, terttinated because the advance
is received 1 day after the due date, may be
;d where it is shown that the lessee mailed
ll payment 3 days prior to the due date from
post office in the same city where the EIM's
Eice is located and the postal authorities
jat there had been a delay in the processing
iil at that particular time. Under these cir-
i£, the lessee will be considered to have
]e payment with due diligence.

»i_Ee Ian der , 25 IELA 54 (May 18, 1976)

An oil and gas lease terminated by operation of law
for failure to pay the advance rental on or before the
anniversary date may be reinstated only upon a showing
that the failure to pay on time was either justifiable
or not due to lack of reasonable diligence. Inadver-
tence of the lessee's employee in misplacing the cour-
tesy notice does not justify late payment.

Samuel J-.Testagrossa. 25 IELA 64 (May 28, 1976)

Where an offer is drawn with first priority in a simul-
taneous drawing, and the offeror fails to pay the first
year's rental timely, his/her failure to do so cannot
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An oil and gas lease terminated by operation of law
for failure to pay the advance rental on time cannot
be reinstated when the petitioner fails to show that
the late payment was justifiable or not due to a lack
of reasonable diligence, A payment that is late be-
cause it was inadvertently sent ty the lessee to the
wrong address is neither justifiable nor the result
of reasonable diligence.

Frank.H^Crosbi, 25 IBLA 160 (June 1«, 1976)

An oil and gas lease terminated by operation of law
for failure to pay the advance rental timely will
be reinstated where it is shown that lessee's fail-
ure to pay the rental timely was not due to a lack
of reasonable diligence. Evidence which establishes
that the payment due on Dec. 1, 1975, at the Eastern
States Office, Eureau of Land Management, Silver
Spring, Maryland, was delivered to a postal carrier
on Nov. 11, 1975, is sufficient to demonstrate due
diligence despite the fact that the envelope contain-
ing the payment was postmarked Dec. 8, 1975, and not
received until Dec. 11, 1975, where a credible expla-
nation of the delay has been furnished by the Post
Office.

£§ul D^ Beairdi_JriJ._and_Leon_Fi_Scull^x_Jri , 26 IBLA
79 (Jul? 137 1976)
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§£Ei2_5£El2£si£i Co. 26 IBLA 106 (July 26, 1976)

Under 30 U.S.C. § 188(c) (1970), the Secretary of the
Interior has no authority to reinstate an oil and gas
lease terminated by operation of law for failure to
make timely payment of rental, unless the rental pay-
ment is tendered at the proper office within 20 days
of the due date.

£I££i:t_Bi£iaii2x_4£iJ_S£™i£o_^SE§M£-^_^£^-i-i-
Cohen, 26 IBLA 169 (Aug. U, 1976)

A.E2.S to^os, Paliom beis , 30 IBLA 153 (May 16, 1977)

party could te granted the leases unlawfully ty a fed-
eral employee.

Stanlej_J_._Pirt_le, 26 IBLA 3H8 (Sept. 7, 1976)

Where a noncompetitive oil and gas lease is canceled
for failure cf the lessee to make full payment of the
first year's rental, the Department may return the
rental pursuant to the repayment statute, t 3 U.S.C.
§ 137M (197C) , in appropriate citcuas tances where the
lessee has derived no benefit from the possession of
the lease and there are no other factors militating
against repayment.

A Ibe r t_ J^_Jine r , 27 IELA 61 (Sept. 27, 1976)

Where part cf the lands in an oil and gas lease are
included within the known geologic structure of a

producing oil or gas field, the annual rental rate
will te increased for all of the land in the lease
and a bond required.

H . _E i_Cahcon_ In vest ment Co.
10 "(OctT 6, 1976)"

. JSiUJ-fiak a son , 27 IEIA

Where the Bureau of Land Management sends notice to an
offeror, pursuant to «3 CFR 3103.3-1, that the first
year's rental accompanying an oil and gas lease offer
is deficient in the amount of HI cents, and that the
deficiency must te paid within 30 days from notice un-
der penalty of cancellation of the lease, the lease
will be canceled where the lessee receives the notice,
yet fails to pay,

?ona_Ri_ Jackson, 27 IELA 217 (Oct. 6, 1976)

where the Eureau of Land Management sends notice to
an offeror -at his record address, pursuant to 13 CFR
3103.3-1, that the first year's rental accompanying his
noncompetitive oil and gas lease offer is deficient and
such notice is returned to the Bureau marked "Unclaimed'
ty the post office, the cancellation of the lease will
te set aside and the notice will not be considered to
have been served on the offeror, pursuant to 13 CIB
1810.2(h), when the post offioe has failed to forward
the notice in accordance with a request by the offeror
to forward all mail and other mail has, in fact, been
forwarded.

Jack R. Coonts. 28 IBLA 53 (Nov. 9, 1976)

when an oil and gas lease offeror whose entry card was
drawn first in a simultaneous drawing fails to pay the
rental within 15 days after receiving notice that pay-
aent is due, he is automatically disqualified under
43 CFR 3112. <*-l from receiving the lease.

Zian k_De_Jo ng , 26 IBLA 327 (Aug. 30, 1976)

An offeror is properly disqualified from receiving a

noncompetitive oil and gas lease on an offer which is
drawn first from a group of simultaneously filed offers
when he fails to pay the first year's advance rental
within 15 days of his receipt of notice that such ren-
tal is due, and the delay is attritutable to his post-
ing of the rental check with insufficient postage.

E5sai_£i_JLenningtonx_Jri , 28 IBLA 65 (Nov. 10, 1976)

Where, by prearrangement, as part of a business nego-
tiation, a third party assumes responsibility for the
payment of the annual rentals for two oil and gas
leases which subsequently terminate by operation of la*
when the rental check is dishonored by the drawee tank,
the leases will not be reinstated on the strength of
the lessee's naked assertion that the uncollectability
of the check was deliberately contrived as part of a
scheme to deprive him of the lease so that the third

Where a lessee makes a deficient rental payment for his
oil and gas lease claiming that such payment was deter-
mined in accordance with the rental or acreage figure
stated in the lease, he will not be entitled to a No-
tice of Deficiency, pursuant to 13 CFR 31C8.2-1, when
it is shown that he received notice of an increase in
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the lease rental and, therefore, was not justified in

relying on the original rental figure in the lease.

An oil and gas lease terminated by operation of law for
failure to pay the full advance rental timely can cnly
be reinstated when the lessee shows that his failure
to pay the rental on or prior to the anniversary date
was justifiable or not due to a lack of reasonable
diligence.

Lo ne_S t ar_P r o_uc i_____ . , 28 IBLA 132 (Nov. 19, 1976)

Where the BLM deposits the advance rental tendered with
the filing of an oil and gas lease offer, that action
does not signify acceptance of the offer, nor does it
create a contract to lease the land applied for, nor
does it give rise to an estoppel against the Government.

£innacle_Minina_and_Ejc£loration_Co.
(Dec. 20, 1976)

JnCi, 28 IB1A 2U9

There is no basis for reinstating an oil and gas lease
terminated for failure to pay rental timely, because
of alleged reasonable diligence when the payment was
mailed no earlier than the date the rental was due.

An oil and gas lease terminated for failure to pay
rental timely may not be reinstated where the delay
in paying the rental was not "justifiable" within the
meaning of the Mineral Leasing Act, 30 D.S.C. § 188(c)
(1970), because it was due to financial and other dif-
ficulties not within the contemplation of the Act.

D0l0res_Hj._He3g.ie , 28 IBLA 272 (Dec. 20, 1976)

OIL. AND. GAS .LEASES— Continued

RENTALS—Continued

The lessee of an oil and gas lease, issued after
Sept. 2, 196C, which has reached the end of its primary
term, must submit the rental for the first year cf an
anticipated extended term under 30 D.S.C. « 226(e)
(1970) on or before the regular anniversary date cf
the lease. failure to submit the rental timely will
result in the automatic termination of the lease ty
operation of law under 30 0.S.C- 4 188(h) (197C) .

Unless the lessee can show that he is entitled to
reinstatement of his lease under 30 D.S.C. § 186(c)
(1970), he cannot obtain the extension.

OAi_Besourc_es__Inc., 28 IBLA 39« (Feb. 7, 1977)
8H I.D. 91

where the Department, through a duly promulgated regu-
lation, has increased the rental rate on all noncom-
petitive oil and gas leases issued after a specified
date, such increased rate is applicable to all leases
issued subsequent to that date, including leases issued
pursuant to the simultaneous filing procedures, even
though the lease offers were drawn with first priority
prior to the specified date.

Raymond N. Joeckel. 29 IBLA 170 (Mar. 1«, 1977)

Milton_____e_sack, 29 IBLA 316 (Mar. 30, 1977)

Doris N__S_erkel__Richard_L. Sterkel, 30 IELA 39

(AiET"l2, 19777

X_°_IX£l°ratio____nc_, 30 IBLA 2C9 (May 2C, 1977)

Iiaj!£is_L__J i 1 1 , 32 IELA 202 (Sept. 16, 1977)

Thomas G. tails et al.. 32 IBLA 302 (Sept. 30, 1977)

An oil and gas lease, terminated ty operation of law
for failure to pay timely the advance rental, will not
be reinstated where the sole reason offered as justifi-
cation for the tardy payment is the confusion and busi-
ness disruption which attended the remodeling of the
corporate lessee's office space. Employee neglect or
inadvertence likewise will not serve as justification.

"2no__ower_ Co_ , 28 IBLA 289 (Dec. 27, 1976)

A late payment of rental due for an oil and gas lease
results in termination of the lease, and the lease will
not be reinstated, where the lessee relied upcn a third
party to pay the rental, but no acceptable just if icatici
is shown for the delay.

iiaB_Scbusterman, 29 IBLA 182 (Mar. 18, 1977)

Where, after a drawing of simultaneously filed oil and
gas lease offers, the authorized officer mails a notice
to the successful drawee informing him of his priority
and the requirement that the advance rental must be
paid within the allotted time, which letter is received
at his address of record, his subsequent failure to re-
mit the rental timely will disqualify his offer even
though he asserts that the person who received and
signed for the notice, and then failed tc give it to
him promptly, was not his designated agent for receipt
of mail.

After a drawing of simultaneously filed oil and gas
lease offers the requirement that the first year's ren-
tal be received in the proper office within the allot-
ted time after notice to the applicant is mandatory,
and consideration of excuses for failure to comply is
not permitted. Specifically, no relief will be afford-
ed where the delay is attributed to the Postal Service.

ISaai C__Be n n in_ ton (0n_ Reconsider c

(Jan.~31, 1977)
)_1, 28 IBLA 355

When an oil and gas lease is in royalty status and
acreage containing the well is segregated into a new
lease by approval of an assignment, the nonproductive
base lease does not terminate for failure to pay rental
timely if the Eureau of Land Management does net infem
the lessee of the segregation until after the anniver-
sary date of the lease.

2iess.__N a t_________ . , 30 IBLA 28 (Apr. 11, 1977)

Where the Department, through a duly promulgated regu-
lation, has increased the rental rate on all noncom-
petitive oil and gas leases issued after a specified
date, such increased rate is applicable tc all leases
issued sutseguent to that date, including leases issuec
pursuant to the simultaneous filing procedures, even
though the lease offers were drawn with first priority
prior to the effective date of the increase.

Haymcnd N. Joeckel et al.. 30 IEIA 32 (Apr. 11, 1977)

JS ate n_Co 1 1 er_ et_ a 1_ , 3C IELA 88 (Apr. 27, 1977)

Duncan Miller. 30 IELA 90 (Apr. 27, 1977)

William,,;. Kirkwood. 31 IBLA 17e (July 5, 1977)

__nca___ill_r, 31 IELA 3K9 (July 22, 1977)

31, 1977)Iied_Goods te_ n , 32 IBLA 25 (Aug

Continued

—
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Jerri_ Chambers, 33 IBLA 323 (Jan. 16, 1978)

An oil and gas lease is not issued until it is signed
by the authorized officer; the acceptance of first
year's rental in advance as required by regulation
does not create a lease contract. Until lease issu-
ance, the Secretary retains his discretion to lease
or not to lease a given tract.

Janes_wi_Canon_et_al. 1 SEC. 1 (Apr. 15, 1977)
8i»
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The lessee of an acguired lands oil and gas lease is-
sued after Sept. 2, 1960, which has reached the etid of
its primary term, must submit the rental for the first
vpar nf an anlirirattffl PTtpnflo^ form under 30 O.S.C.

Shell_Oil_Co., 30 IBLA 290 (June 1, 1977)

where the Department, through a duly promulgated regu-
lation, has increased the rental rate on all noncom-
petitive oil and gas leases issued after a specified
date, such increased rate is applicable to all leases
issued subsequent to that date.

J ary._Ji_Hu n n icu tt_e t_a 1.. , 30 IBLA 86 (Apr. 27, 1977)

Where a noncompetitive oil and gas lease is canceled
for having been erroneously issued because the lands
involved were part of an incorporated city (M3 CFR
3101.1-1 (a) (3) the Department may return the rentals
pursuant to the repayment statute, 13 O.S.C. $ 137U
(1970) , in appropriate circumstances where the les-
sees have derived no benefit from the possession of
the lease and there are no other factors militating
against repayment.

Bruce_A nder son , 30 IBLA 118 (Hay 2, 1977)

Where the Department, through a duly promulgated regu-
lation, has increased the rental rate on all noncom-
petitive oil and gas leases issued after a specified
date, such increased rate is applicable to all leases
issued subsequent to that date, including leases issued
pursuant to the simultaneous filing procedures, even
though the lease offers were drawn prior to the effec-
tive date of the increase.

fiarie_A4_Fiel_et_ali , 30 IBLA 308 (June 6, 1977)

Where the Department, through a duly promulgated regu-
lation, has increased the rental rate on all ncncci-
petitive oil and gas leases issued after a specified
date, such increased rate is applicable to all leases
issued subsequent to that date, even though the lease
offers were filed prior to the specified date.

Guj_ H ._W i llis , 30 IELA 3««t (June 8, 1977)

Where the Department, through a duly promulgated regu-
lation, has increased the rental rate on all noncom-
petitive oil and gas leases issued after a specified
date, such increased rate is applicable to all leases
issued subsequent to that date, including leases to be
issued pursuant to the simultaneous filing procedures
where the drawing was held prior to the effective date
of the rent increase, and leases to be issued for a
regular over-the-counter offer where the offer was
filed prior to the effective date.

£a§SI_Ci_Ja nsen_e t_aU , 30 IBLA 13U (Bay 12, 1977)

Where the Department, through a duly promulgated regu-
lation, has increased the rental rate on all noncom-
petitive oil and gas leases issued after a specified
date, such increased rate is applicable tc all leases
issued subsequent to that date, including leases to be
issued to successful offerors at simultaneous drawings
held prior to the effective date of the rate increase.

"el vin_ R.._Hobgood , 30 IBLA 163 (May 18, 1977)

Where the Department, through a duly promulgated regu-
lation, has increased the rental rate on all ncnccu-
petitive oil and gas leases issued after a specified
date, the increased rate applies to all leases issued
after that date, regardless of the date on which the
offer to lease was originally submitted.

Sanii-C^_and_William_B._Scheidt^_et_a.l., 30 IEIA 3«6
(June 8, 1977)

JjU3 Jam. S._Schicktan2„ 32 IBLA 20 (Aug. 31, 1977)

Vern K4 Jones et_aljj,_Esdras g* Hartley, 33 IBLA 7<l

7Dec7 67 1977)"

Seasonable diligence normally requires sending or de-
livering payments sufficiently in advance of the anni-
versary date to account for normal delays. A lessee
who mails payment from New York City to Cheyenne,
Wyoming, 2 days before the anniversary date is not
reasonably diligent.

Rosema ry_Wea ver_e t_alj. , 30 IBLA 227 (May 26, 1977)

Where the Department, through a duly promulgated regu-
lation, has increased the rental rate on all noncom-
petitive oil and gas leases issued after a specified
date, such increased rate is applicable to all leases
issued subsequent to that date, even though the lease
offer was filed prior to the date of the regulation.
The imposition of the increased rate is not discrimi-
natory as it applies to all leases issued after a cer-
tain date.

Guv M. .Willis. 30 IBLA 373 (June 10, 1977)
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The filing of a noncompetitive oil and gas lease offer,
prior to acceptance, does not create any right to a

lease or legal interest which restricts the discretion-
ary authority of the Secretary of the Interior over
lease issuance. Thus, an amended regulation raising
the lease rental charge may be applied to lease offers
which have been previously filed tut not accepted and
such action is not violative of the Fifth Amendment.

Bar bara_JU_Joeck el , 30 IELA 376 (June 10, 1977)

A simultaneous oil and gas offeror is properly disqual-
ified under «3 CFR 3112. M-l from receiving lease when
she fails to pay the first year's rental within 15 days
of receipt of the notice that such payment is due.

Where the check submitted in payment of the first
year's rental for an oil and gas lease offer is dishon-
ored by the drawee bank due to error on the part of the
drawer, the offer is properly rejected in accordance
with U3 CFR 3112.4-1.

Karen_Li_Brown, 31 IELA 239 (July 12, 1977)

An oil and gas lease offer is properly rejected where
the offer is deficient in the first year's rental by
more than 10 percent.

Duncan_n iller , 31 IBLA 371 (Aug.

Where the Department, through a duly promulgated regu-
lation, has increased the rental rate on all noncom-
petitive oil and gas leases issued after a specified
date, such increased rate is applicable to all leases
issued subsequent to that date, including leases issued
pursuant to over-the-counter filing procedures, even
though the lease offers were submitted prior to the
effective date of the increase.

B£ad_J._ Ha*s , 31 IBLA 37« (Aug. 5, 1977)

Cecil_C._Wal!, 32 IBLA 27 (Aug. 31, 1977)

Cffices, tut which do not prejudice the offerers' right
to receive oil and gas leases if leases are issued on
the lands applied for, are not arbitrary and capricious
as to require reversal of the decisiens assessing addi-
tional rental.

Assuming, arguendo, the applicability of the rulemaking
provisions cf the Administrative Procedure Act, 5 O.S.C.
5 553 (1970), to an amendment of «3 CFR 3102.3-2 in-
creasing the rental rate of noncompetitive oil and gas
leases, the provisions of the Act were satisfied where
the proposed increase was published as proposed rule-
making on Bar. 16, 1976, to be effective July 1, 1976,
and final rulemaking was published Jan. 5, 1977, chang-
ing the effective date of the rental increase to Feb. 1,
1977.

E. R. Gaither et al.. 32 IBLA 1C6 (Sept. 12, 1977)

The filing of an application for a noncompetitive oil
and gas lease, prior to acceptance, does not create a

right to a lease immune from application of a subse-
quently amended administrative regulation. An in-
creased rental rate is properly applied to an oil and
gas lease offer pending before the effective date of
the rate change tut which has not been accepted prior
to that time.

Viola J. Kirkwood, 32 IELA 199 (Sept. 16, 1977)

Where the Department, through a duly promulgated regu-
lation, has increased the rental rate on all noncom-
petitive oil and gas leases issued after a specified
date, such increased rate is applicable to all leases
issued subsequent to that date, even though the lease
offers were filed prior to the specified date. The
filing of an application for a lease prior to its ac-
ceptance does not create a right to a lease which is
immune from application of a subsequently amended ad-
ministrative regulation, nor does administrative delay
in the processing of the lease offer preclude proper
application of such regulation.

Paal_Ci_5ohljia n , 32 IBLA 2«0 (Sept. 21, 1977)

Where the Department, through a duly promulgated regu-
lation, has increased the rental rate on all noncom-
petitive oil and gas leases issued after a specified
date, such increased rate is applicable to all leases
issued subsequent to that date, including leases to be
issued for a regular over-the-counter offer where the
offer was filed prior to the effective date.

il£ex_Oil_Cor£i , 32 IBLA 18 (Aug. 31, 1977)

Altex_Oil_Coi , 32 IBLA ftU (Sept. 2, 1977)

A 1tex_Oil_Cor£i , 32 IBLA 390 (Nov. 7, 1977)

Where the Department, through a duly promulgated regu-
lation, has increased the rental rate on all noncom-
petitive oil and gas leases issued after a specified
date, such increased rate -

Bureau of Land Management Instruction Memorandum No.
77-37 outlined a general policy for the assessment of
additional rental on oil and gas lease offers pending
when the rental rate was increased by regulation, but
left to the discretion of the State Offices the partic-
ular implementing procedures. Procedures used by a
State Office which may be different from ether State

Increased per acre rental, as directed under Jan. 5,
1977, revision of H 3 CFR 31C3.3-2(a), is applicable
to all noncompetitive oil and gas leases issued after
Feb. 1, 1977, including leases for which offers, both
simultaneous and over-the-counter, were filed prior to
revision of the regulation.

Euncan_Miller_et_a2i , 32 IBLA 289 (Sept. 1977)

Reliance on receipt of a courtesy billing notice from
the Bureau of Land Management is not a justifiable ex-
cuse for reinstatement of an oil and gas lease termi-
nated for failure to pay rental timely. The failure
of the Bureau of land Management to change a lessee's
address of record resulting in the lessee not receiving
the courtesy notice does not relieve the lessee from
the obligation to pay rental timely.

Richard. C.„Cprbjn. 32 IBLA 296 (Sept. 28, 1977)

The oil and gas lessee of record is responsible for
paying rental timely and for meeting the reinstatement
requirements. The fact that a lessee attempts to as-
sign his lease does not absolve him of the rental and
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reinstatement requirements until the assignment is af
proved by the Bureau of Land Management.

______________________« 32 IBLA 325 (Oct. 11, 1977)

Where the Department, through a duly promulgated regu-
lation, has increased the rental rate on all noncom-
petitive oil and gas leases issued after a specified
date, such increased rate is applicable to all leases
issued subsequent to that date, including leases issued
pursuant to the simultaneous filing procedures, even
though the lease offers were drawn with first priority
prior to the effective date of the increase.
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Pa.ai_La.nd is , 32 IBLA 37« (Oct. 31, 1977)

Where a noncompetitive oil and gas lease is issued
to the successful applicant in a drawing of
simultaneously filed offers and the lessee's personal
check in payment of the first year's rental is returned
by the drawee bank as uncollectible, a decision cancel-
ing the lease will be affirmed in the absence of a

showing of error on the part of the tank.

_____________» 32 IBLA 392 (Nov. 8, 1977)

Congress has provided that failure to pay annual rental
timely for an oil and gas lease shall cause the lease
to terminate automatically by operation of law under
30 U.S.C. « 188(b) (1970). An oil and gas lease is
not deemed tc have terminated fcr failure to pay rental
timely where, because of misleading comuoka t icns from
the Geological Survey and the Bureau of Land Panagement,
it appeared the lease was in a royalty status and the
lessee did not have reason to know that the rental was

2a____0i.l_Co_._e t_a 1.. , 33 IBLA 53 (Nov. 25, 1977)

The timeliness of filing Federal tax returns l

payments and of making rental payments for Fee
oil and gas leases are governed by different :
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Generally, the mailing of a rental payment for an cil
and gas lease 1 day before the payment date cannot te
considered reasonable diligence to warrant reinstate-
ment of a terminated lease.

Receiving the Eureau of Land Management's courtesy
rental due notice too late to meet a lessee's usual
tusiness practice for mailing checks is not a justifi-
able excuse for delay in transmitting the payment to
warrant reinstatement of a terminated lease.

Where the Department, through a duly promulgated
regulation, has increased the rental rate on all
noncompetitive oil and gas leases issued after a spe-
cified date, such increased rate is applicable to an
over-the-counter offer filed prior to the specified
date.

Dean W. Kok ill, 33 IBLA 30 (Nov. 22, 1977)

The inadvertent or negligent failure of an employee or
other person entrusted to mail payments for an cil and
gas lessee is not a justifiable excuse for delay in
transmitting the payment to warrant reins catement of a

terminated lease. Nor is the fact his prior payments
have been timely filed such an excuse.

_______________a_d__ar_a_L__Sm.ith
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33 IEIA 63 (tec. 5,
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Where an oil and gas lease is canceled in part because
it was erroneously issued as to that part, there is no
authority for the Department to pay to the lessee un-
realized anticipated profits or to refund the rental
for the portion of the lands retained in the lease.
Ey signing the simultaneous oil and gas drawing card,
the offeror agreed to accept a lease for those portions
of the tract found by BLM to be available for leasing.

Paul N. Temple. 3 3 I EL

A

(Dec. 16, 1977)

An oil and gas lease which is in rental status
terminates when the annual advance rental is not
properly received in the State Office by the anni
versary date of the lease.

_°_i___e lna_ , 33 IBLA 231 (Dec. 28. 1977)
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30 O.S.C. i 188(b) (1970) , and its implementing
regulation «3 CFR 3108.2-1, reguiring a notice of
deficiency on a form approved by the director apply
only to rental payments due on the anniversary dates
of noncompetitive oil and gas leases, and are inappli-
cable to deficient initial rental payments for noncom-
petitive oil and gas lease offers.

Where the Bureau of Land Management notifies an oil
and gas lessee of a deficiency in initial rental and
the deficiency is not paid to the Bureau within the
time prescribed, but is paid some 5 months later, the
delay being ascribed to "oversight" the lateness of
the payment Mill not be excused and the cancellation
of the lease for failure to pay the rental timely is
properly sustained.

I.»elv.n_Cham ber s , 33 IBLA 271 (Jan. 5, 1978)

hand carried; otherwise, the deposits are mailed to
the Denver Eranch of the Kansas City Federal Reserve
Bank. Washington, E.C., offices of the Bureau cf land
Management may send deposits to the Cash Division of
the Treasury Department. All checks drawn on foreign
banks or foreign tranches of Onited States taDks Bust
he sent for deposit to the Cash Division of the Trea-
sury Department.

An oil and gas lease rental payment check returned to
the Eureau of Land Managenent because a Federal Reserve
Eank will net accept for collection checks drawn en
foreign tanks, but which could te collected through the
Cash Division of the Treasury Department and would te
honored ty the drawee bank, is not "uncollect i tie .

"

Pipeline Petroleum Corp. 3« IBLA 73 (Feb. 22, 1978)
85 I.E. :

A successful offeror in a BLM simultaneous filing
procedure who fails to pay the first year's advance
rental within 15 days from the receipt of notice that
such payment is due will te disgualified as an offeror.

When BLM sends a notice of an advance rental obligation
to the address of record of a successful offeror in a

simultaneously filed oil and gas lease drawing and such
notice is returned by the post office, the offeror is
properly deemed to have "receipt of notice" under
U3 CFR 1810.2.

An undocumented and unsupported assertion by an oil and
gas lease offeror that his agents made a timely tender
of advance rental payment will be disregarded on appeal
where BLM records indicate that no such tender was made
within the period allowed for payment of the advance
rental.

£harles_M._Bradi, 33 IBLA 375 (Jan. 25, 1978)

Sec. 31 of the Mineral
30 O.S.C. e, 188 (1970)
termination of a lease
of production of oil a

nonpayment of the annu
which is entitled to a
10-year term because o
munitization agreement
even though notice of
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no later than the 11th

Leasing Act, as amended,
, providing for the automatic
, not containing a well capable
nd gas in paying guantities, for
al rental, does apply to a lease
n extension beyond its initial
f termination of an approved corn-

under 30 U.S.C. v 226 ( j) (1970),
the extension was not given to
him to receive it and return the

ment would be received by ELM
anniversary date of the lease.

When rental payment for an oil and gas lease is mailed
after the date it is due, there can be no basis for
reinstating the lease because of reasonable diligence.

A lessee's failure to make timely payment of annual
rental on an oil and gas lease is not justified because
it results from his misplacing the courtesy notice that
rental is due.

Where a lessee presents no evidence that illnesses of
his family semters were so disruptive as to prevent him
from carrying on his employment and other routine activ-
ities as usual, the late payment of rental on an cil
and gas lease is not justified by these illnesses.

ilt«rt_£j_ijiliield, 3« IBLA 132 (Mar. 8, 1978)

An oil and gas lessee of record is responsible for
paying rental timely. The fact that a lessee attetpts
to assign his lease does not absolve him of the rental
payment reguirements until the assignment is approved
by the Bureau of Land Management.

Auburn C. Hunsucker. 3U IBLA 316 (Api 1978)

•Jack_Li_McClellanx Marton_Majoros, 3U IBLA 53 (Fet
1978)

When ELM adjudicates issue and offerer does not appeal,
doctrine of administrat-.ve finality, which is adminis-
trative counterpart of res judicata, generally tars
consideration of new appeal arising from later proceed-
ing involving same lease and same issue. Accordingly,,
ELM acted properly in dismissing appellant's protest,
filed Nov. IE, 1977, against oil and gas lease arcual
rental adjudicated on July 27, 1977.

Wilfred Flomjs. 35 IELA 1 (May 3, 1978) -

Payment of the annual rental on an oil and gas lease
is not made until a proper form of remittance is
received by the appropriate office of the Bureau of
Land Management.

Lloy.d Bi and_Adelheid_A^. Patterson,
7Feb7~227 1978)

3U IE1A

A check tendered prior to the due date of an oil and
gas lease annual rental payment, which is properly
dishonored by the drawee tank, does not constitute
timely payment. But where return of the check results
from a confirmed bank error, subseguent collection and
payment of the check relates back to the time of the
original tender, and payment is timely.

Annual rental payments on oil and gas leases are sent
to depositories designated by the Secretary cf the
Treasury if their location permits the deposit to be

Where the Department, through a duly promulgated
regulation, has increased the rental rate on all
noncompetitive oil and gas leases issued after a

specified date, the increased rate is applicable to
leases to be issued subseguent to that date for over-
the-counter offers filed prior to the effective date
of the regulation.

li££ starjf_0 iJ_ a nd_Ga s_Cor^. , 35 IBLA 120 (May 15, 1978)

Reliance on receipt of a courtesy tilling notice ftcn
the Eureau of Land Management is not a justifiable ex-
cuse upon which to predicate reinstatement of an cil
and gas lease terminated for failure to pay rental
timely. The failure of the Bureau of Land Manageient
to change a lessee's address of record resulting in
the lessee not receiving the courtesy notice does not
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relieve the lessee from the obligation to pay rental
timely.

Ap.ostolos_Paliombeis, 35 IBLA 180 (Way 23, 1978)

as to its application, the lease is properly deemed t<

have not terminated.

Pacific_TransBissioD_SuE£li_Co.
1978)

35 IELA 297 (June

"Payment." Placing a check for annual rental for oil
and gas leases in the mails does not constitute "pay-
ment" of annual rental. Rather, the lessee must cause
the rental to be received by the office administering
his leases, and, until such time as it is received, no
"payment" of annual rental has occurred. Accordingly,
where a check is mailed prior to the due date but does
not arrive until more than 20 days after this due date,
no "payment" was made prior to that time, so that the
lease automatically terminated by operation of law, and
the Department is without authority to consider a peti-
tion for reinstatement of the lease.

"Tender." Placing a check for annual rental for oil
and gas leases in the mails does not constitute a

tender of payment of annual rental, within the meaning
of U3 CFR 3108.2-l(c). Rather, a lessee makes a tender
of payment only when he submits payment to the BLH of-
fice administering his leases, and when BLM has the
opportunity either to receive or decline it. Accord-
ingly, placing rental in the mails does not constitute
a tender of payment which would allow the Department to
consider the merits of a petition for reinstatement of
an oil and gas lease terminated for failure to make
timely payment of annual rental.

"obi l_0il_£o r£j. , 35 IBLA 265 (June 2, 1978)

When, in a drawing of simultaneously filed oil and gas
lease offers, the first-drawn offeror is notified to
submit the advance rental, that rental must be received
by the proper office within the prescribed 15 days.
Automatic disgualif ication may not be avoided by alle-
gations that delivery was delayed by the postal ser-
vice, as the rule is that the postal authorities are
the agents of the sender in such cases.

Where BLM records show that the first-drawn applicant
for an oil and gas lease Faid his rental 1 day late,
and is therefore disqualified, there is a legal pre-
sumption of regularity which supports the official acts
of public officers and the proper discharge of their
official duties.

where a first-drawn oil and gas applicant offers evi-
dence to show that his first year's advance rental was
mailed sufficiently in advance so that, even if delayed,
it would have arrived within the prescribed time, a le-
gal presumption is raised that the payment was timely
delivered.

Where, in a drawing of simultaneously filed oil and gas
lease offers, the first-drawn applicant fails to submit
his advance rental within 15 days after notice, as pre-
scribed by 13 CFR 3112. i»-l, disqualification is auto-
matic, and no excuse may te considered, nc discretion
exercised, no grace period invoked, and the right of
the next drawee to receive first consideration attaches
eo instante.

Dona ld_Ej._J or da n , 35 IBLA 290 (June 2, 1978)

It is the responsibility of a lessee to see that any
payment tendered for annual rental under an oil and
gas lease is so identified that the appropriate State
office can credit the payment to the proper lease ac-
count. However, where an appellant demonstrates that
the rental money was received timely by the appropriate
State Office, and the evidence indicates that the les-
see subsequently gave timely and proper instructions

uciitc, autu aa a u aumission by a bank official, tuai
the tank erroneously dishonored the check, the errcr cf
the tank may not vitiate the otherwise proper payment
of rental to ELH.

as lease terminated for nonpayment of rent
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to pay was either justifiable or not due to
asonable diligence on the part of the les-
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ide the lessee's control which were the
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lay in the electronic transfer of funds
k to another which resulted in the lessee's
being dishonored, there is no basis for

t of the lease.
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Don C. W iley. 35 IBLA 302 (June 2, 1978)

An oil and gas offer which is accompanied by advance
rental of IC.50 per acre may not te rejected as net in-
cluding sufficient advance rental, per 13 CFR 31C3.3-2,
3111.1-1 (d) and (e)(1), if the regulation raising the
rental tc $1 is not in effect when the offer was filed.

Hobil.Qil Cor p.. 35 IBLA 375 (June 23, 1978)
IE I.I. 225

Reliance on receipt of a courtesy billing notice from
the Eureau of Land Management is not a justifiable ex-
cuse requiring reinstatement of an oil and gas lease
terminated for failure to pay rental timely, lhe fail-
ure of the Eureau of Land Management to change a les-
see's address of record which results in the courtesy
notice's arriving late does not relieve the lessee from
the obligation to pay rental timely.

Gilbert Hark Castillo. 36 IBLA 32 (June 27, 1976)

In the atsence of joint lessees establishing the exis-
tence of a prior agreement that a particular lessee
was responsible for payment of the oil and gas lease
rental, the failure of the joint lessees to pay the
rental timely is a joint failure and the joint lessees
must each satisfy the reinstatement requirements of
30 O.S.C. « 168(c) (1970). In the atsence of reason-
atle diligence, the lease cannot be reinstated unless
each joint lessee can show that he has a justifiable
excuse for failing to pay the rental timely.

fiederick_Ci_Farrinsio.n_t_Georae_j!J

(June 30, 1978)
.Hoffman, 36 IEIA 7C
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An oil and gas lease which has terminated for failure
to pay rental timely may be reinstated upon a satisfac-
tory showing that, among other things, the failure to
pay the rental on or before the anniversary date was
either justifiable or not due to a lack of reasonable
diligence. Generally, mailing the payment the day be-
fore it is due does not constitute reasonable dili-
gence. A prolonged business trip will generally not
constitute a justifiable excuse for the late payment.

Ji_Ri_Oil_Cor£i , 36 IBLA 81 (July 12, 1978)

The automatic termination provision in sec. 31 of the
Mineral Leasing Act, as amended, does not apply tc a

situation where, due to other contingencies, additional
rental may become due on a date other than the anniver-
sary date of a lease.

American Resources_Manag.ement_Co££i , 36 IBLA 157
7juTy"3T7~1978)

Where the official record of an oil and gas lease offei
contains no indication either of when BLM received pay-
ment of first-year rental on the lease or of when BLM
believes it received this payment, and where the only
indication of when the payment was made is a photocopy,
submitted on appeal, of a portion of an unidentified,
undated receipt which does not bear either the offer-
or's name or the serial number of his offer or the con-
trol number of the document, and which is not included
in the official record, BLM's decision rejecting the
offer under 13 CFR 3112.1-1 for failure to make this
payment within 15 days of the offeror's receipt of
notice that the rental was due will be reversed.

JiiIIis_ii_Ia«i°J!» 36 IBLA 178 (July 31, 1978)

A successful offeror in a BLM simultaneous filing pro-
cedure who fails to pay the first year's advance rental
within 15 days from the receipt of notice that such
payment is due is properly disqualified as an offeror.

Gayi no_San_D iejo , 36 IBLA 300 (Aug. 21, 1978)

A rental check for an oil and gas offer nt

signed necessarily ty the offeror.

Ill!iaj}_ Sweet , 37 IBLA 25 (Sept. II

where BI K sends ty certified mail a notice to an offer-
or at his record address, pursuant to 13 CFR 31C3.3-1,
that the first year's rental is due within 15 days of
receipt of the notice, and the letter is returned to
ELM marked "moved left no address" by the post office,
and it is established that the nondelivery by the post
office was erroneous, the rejection of the lease offer
will be set aside and the notice will not be considered
to have teen served on tje offeror pursuant to 13 CFR

"(Sept. 25, 197 8)

The rent for oil and gas lease rights obtained in a
simultaneous oil and gas lease drawing must be receive*
in the proper office of the Bureau of Land Managenent
within 15 days from the date of receipt of notice that
such payment is due. Where there is no proof that set

made
jre than 15 days before the payment is re
the proper office of ELM, such paymeot w

as timely made.

[CDvice of the notice that payment is due
offeror m

ceived by
te deemed

Kathleen A, Ru tenstein. 37 IBLA 117 (Sept. 29, 1976)

A noncompetitive oil and gas lease on which there i

well capatle of production in paying guantities tei
nates by operation of law and not by the action cf
official if the annual rental is not paid en or tel
the due date. Submission of a rental check without
identifying the lease number precluded the Eureau c

Land Management from accepting the check as payterl
the lease, and a lease is properly held to terminal
in the atsence of a timely identified payment of tl

rental.

S. Celos Champaign. 37 IBLA 377 (Nov. 6, 1978)

linimum royalty basis. 13 CFR 3103.3-5.

A nd re w_Wi_B r ainer d , 36 IBLA 30" (Aug. 21 1978)

"Reasonatle diligence." where an oil and gas rental
check tearing the due date of the lease is sutmitted a

few days in advance thereof, but the check is returned
by the Eureau of Land Management and thereupon a tew
check is proiptly sutmitted, even if it could te con-
sidered that the lease had terminated, it would te eli-
gitle for reinstatement under 30 U.S.C. § 168(c) (1976)
tecause there has teen reasonable diligence en the part
of lessee.

Lilli e Eelle Hiqgi IBLA 251 (Dec. 1978)

An oil and gas lease terminated by operation of law for
failure to pay advance rental timely will be reinstated
when lessee shows that failure to pay the rental on or
before the anniversary date was not due to a lack of
reasonable diligence in that payment was mailed in
California 6 days before due in Wyoming State Office.

5£E£edes_Mi_Pera t t , 36 IBLA 331 (Aug. 28, 1978)

A lessee's fcrgetf ulness and inadvertence are
tifiatle excuses for failure to pay the annua
on or before the anniversary date of the oil
lease. Nor does mailing payment 1 days after
date constitute reasonable diligence. The ti
of filing Federal tax returns and payments an
ing rental payments on oil and gas leases are
by different statutes and regulations and are
same.

Fred Pnrcheck. 38 IELA 275 (Dec. 13, 1978)
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Where an offer is drawn No. 1 for a tract consisting of
39.97 acres, BLM requests payment specifically of $140

advance rental, and the offeror remits $39.97 within
the 15-day period spelled out in U 3 CFR 3112.14-1, the
submittal of $39.97 does not constitute satisfactory
payment within the ambit of that regulation.

___________ 1 , 38 IELA 319 (Dec. 19, 1978)

Where the Department, through a duly promulgated
regulation, has increased the rental rate en all
noncompetitive oil and gas leases issued after Feb.
1977, the increased rate is applicable to leases
issued subseguent to that date where the over-the-
counter offer was filed prior to effective date of
the regulation.

___________ t__________ , 38 IBLA 3UU (Dec. 22, 1978)

BLM does not waive its right to declare a lease expirt
by cashing an advance annual rental check and placing
funds in an unearned account.

When, in a drawing of simultaneously filed cil and gas
lease offers, the first-drawn offeror is notified to
submit the first year's advance rental, that rental
must te received ty the proper office within the pre-
scribed 15 days. Automatic disqualification, stemming
from failure to pay timely, will not be avoided ty al-
legations that payment was mailed far enough in advance
to arrive at BLM timely.

A me r ican Petrofina C o. of le x as

,

I979T
HI )LA 126 (June 13,

Where the rental payment accompanying a noncompetitive
oil and gas lease offer for acquired lands, filed over-
the-counter, is deficient by more than 10 percent due
to an increase in the rental rate subsequent to the fil-
ing of the offer, and Bureau of Land Management requests
submission of the deficient rental within 3C days, ELM
may properly reject the lease offer when the additional
rental is not submitted within the 3C days.

________§ rothe r s , 02 IBLA <40 (July 31, 1979)

'_______________» 39 IBLA 1 (Jan. 8, 1979)

A noncompetitive oil and gas lease offer for acquired
lands, filed "over-the-counter," is properly rejected
when the accompanying rental payment is deficient by
more than 10 percent. However, where the balance of
the rental is tendered with the notice of appeal, the
offer may be reinstated with priority from the date the
deficiency was corrected.

__°___________. 39 IBLA «7 (Jan. 1979)

has terminated by opei
annual rental will not te

An oil and gas lease whicl
of law due to late payment wx quhuoi l t u u a ± « _ _ a. u _ t _ «
reinstated where it appears that the rental payment was
not mailed early enough to account for the normal delay;
in the transmission of the mail.

fiey.nol ds_M_nin__Co___ , 39 IBLA «05 (Mar. 2, 1979)

An oil and gas lease on which there is no well capable
of producing oil and gas in paying quantities automati-
cally terminates if the lessee fails to pay the annual
rental on or before the anniversary date of the lease.
A terminated lease can be reinstated only if, ameng
other requirements, the lessee shows his failure to pay
en time was either justifiable or not due to a lack of
reasonable diligence.

Reascnatle diligence requires mailing the rental pay-
ment sufficiently in advance of the anniversary date to
account for normal delays in collection, transmittal,
and delivery of the mail. Mailing the rental the day
it is due does not constitute reasonable diligence.

Where a lessee presents no evidence that illness of a

family member or a heavy work load were so disruptive
as to prevent him from carrying on his other routine
activities as usual, the late payment of rental on an
oil and gas lease is not justified by the illness or
the work.

Victor Holz. «2 IBLA 281 (Aug. 27, 1979)

An oil and gas lease issued on July 1, 1951, is not
controlled by P.L. 83-555, effective July 29, 1951,
and the lease therefore does not terminate automati-
cally by operation of law if annual rental is not
paid timely, as this law does not apply retroactively
to the lease in the absence of written notice from the
lessees that they have elected to subject their lease
to this law. Rather, the mineral leasing law in effect
prior to July 29, 19514, controls, under which the les-
sees' failure to pay annual rental subjects the lease
to cancellation only after BLM gives them 30 days' no-
tice of their failure to pay the rental timely. BLM's
decision canceling such lease will be vacated where it
did not give the lessees the required notice.

____________________.=
1979)

.______» HO IBLA 272 (Apr.

Under U3 CFR 3312. 14-I, a successful drawee who fails to
submit the first year's advance rental within 15 days
of his receipt of notice that it is due is automatical-
ly disqualified to receive the lease.

e2naia_Ei_J0idan_JSUBp.il., HI IBLA 60 (May 31, 1979)

Reliance on receipt of a courtesy billinq notice from
ELM is not a justifiable excuse upon which to predicat<
reinstatement of an oil and gas lease terminated for
failure to pay rental timely. The fact that the cour-
tesy rental notice was delayed in reaching appellant
because it was sent to appellant's former address is
not a justifiable excuse for late payment.

___________________ » U2 IBLA 30U (Aug. 27, 1979)

ultaneous cil
is notified ty

where an offer as drawn No. 1 in a

and gas lease drawing and the offe
ELM that the rental due is $1,955, the offer will be
disqualified under 13 CFR 3112.14-1 when the offerer
submits a check for $1,954 within the time required,
tut fails to submit the $1 deficiency within the al-
lowed time.

.__!____» "2 IELA 326 (Aug. 30, 1979)
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Where the failure to pay rental on or before the anni-
versary date of a lease is attributable to a breakdown
in mailing procedures within the parent company of the
lessee, neither reasonable diligence nor justification
is shown to support a petition for reinstatement.

The Secretary may reinstate a lease terminated by
operation of law for failure to pay on or before the
anniversary date the full amount of rental due where
it is shown to the satisfaction of the Secretary that
such failure was either justifiable or not due to a

lack of reasonable diligence on the part of the les-
see. 30 O.S.C. $ 188(c) (1976). Reasonable diligence
normally reguires sending or delivering payments suffi-
ciently in advance of the anniversary date to account
for normal delays in the collection, transmittal, and
delivery of the payment. U3 CFB 3108. 2-1 (c) (2) (1977).

Fuel_Besources_Develo£men1
1979)

Co. «3 IB1A 19 (Sept. 11,

Failure to pay the annual rental for an oil and gas
lease on or before the anniversary date results in the
automatic termination of the lease by operation of law.
A lease may be reinstated if the failure to pay the
rental timely was either justifiable or not due to a

lack of reasonable diligence on the part of the lessee.

In order for the failure to pay oil and gas lease ren-
tal timely to be considered justifiable, it must be
caused by factors outside the lessee's control, which
were the proximate cause of the failure.

Reasonable diligence normally reguires sending the pay-
ment sufficiently in advance of the due date to account
for normal delays in the collection, transmittal, and
delivery of the payment.

When rental payment for an oil and gas lease is mailed
after the date it is due, there can be no basis for re-
instating the lease because of reasonable diligence.

When appellant's failure to mail his rental payment
timely is caused by carelessness or inadvertance, his
petition for reinstatement of an oil and gas lease is
properly denied.

James_Ei_KordosJsi_and_Robert_A._Weiss, U3 IEIA 63
(Sept. 18, 1979)

Where BLM sends by certified mail a reguest for payment
of advance rental to the address of record of a success-
ful offeror in a simultaneously filed oil and gas lease
drawing and such request is returned by the Post Office,
marked "Moved, left no address," the offeror is properly
deemed to have "receipt of notice" under M3 CFR 1810.2.
Where the address of record of the offeror is that of a

leasing service and the leasing service moves, filing
a change of address form with the Post Office in the
name of the leasing service, but not in the name cf ap-
pellant, the Post Office properly returned the notice
addressed to the offeror to BLM.

A successful offeror in a ELM simultaneous filing pro-
cedure who fails to pay the first year's advance rental
within 15 days from the receipt of notice that such
payment is due will be disqualified as an offeror.

?2i_Iin <?ar e n , H3 IBLA 139 (Sept. 28, 1979)

An oil and gas lease, teriinated automatically by opt
aticn of law for failure to pay rental timely, may h«

reinstated if, among other natters, the failure to pe

timely was justifiable or not due to a lack cf reasci
able diligence on the part cf the lessee.
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The burden of showing that late payment of annual rei
for an oil and gas lease is justifiable is en the le:

see. An assertion of personal reasons without furth<
explanation, is insufficient to meet this burden. Nc

does reliance on receipt of a courtesy notice jnstif;
failure to pay rental timely.

William A. Kluq. A3 IBLA 255 (Oct. 10, 1979)

It is not the transfer of the lease account betveen the
Eureau of Land Management and the Geological Survey
which determines the rental amount; rather it is the
status of the lease that determines which agency Bain-
tains the account and what rental applies.

i3ai aihon_Oil Co___U__on_0il Co. of_Calif ornia.,
309~(Oct. 22~ 1979)

Failure to pay the annual rental for
lease on or before the anniversary da
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Eugene B. and A;iieene A. Jankoski , «

(Oct. 29, 1979)
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Clyde K. Kpbbeman. M3 IBLA 370 (Oct. 29, 1979)
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When, following a drawing of simultaneously filed oil
and gas lease offers, BLM notifies the first-drawn of-
feror to submit the first year's rental, that payment
must be received by the proper office within the pre-
scribed 15 days. An unsigned check, though received
timely, does not constitute acceptable payment and is
properly returned by BLM to the offeror. Where the
offeror does not thereafter submit acceptable payment
within the 15 days, BLM properly disgualifies the lease
offer.

Delay caused by or attributable to the U.S. Postal Ser-
vice is not sufficient to excuse late payment of rental
except where reinstatement of a lease is at issue under
30 U.S.C. i 188(c) (1976). When BLM returns unaccept-
able payment to the offeror, a charge that delay in the
return of the payment by the Postal Service caused his
or her subsequent late rental payment is also an insuf-
ficient excuse absent evidence that the Postal Service
acted improperly. There is a legal presuuption of reg-
ularity which supports the official acts of public of-
ficers, and in the absence of clear evidence to the
contrary, it will be presumed that they have properly
discharged their official duties.

Gar.y_ Mi lske , «u IBLA 21 (Nov. 6, 1979)

Failure to pay the annual rental for an oil and gas
lease on or before the anniversary date results in the
automatic termination of the lease ty operation cf
law. A lease nay be reinstated if the failure to pay
the rental timely was either justifiable or not due to
a lack of reasonable diligence on the part of the
lessee.

In order for the failure to pay oil and gas lease
rental timely to be considered justifiable, it must be
caused by factors outside the lessee's control which
were the proximate cause of the failure.

Beasonable diligence normally reguires sending the
payment sufficiently in advance of the due date to
account for normal delays in the collection, trans-
mittal, and delivery of the payment.

Robert B. Schnurbusch. «<l IBLA 229 (Dec. 11, 1979)

The sending of an unsigned check for the annual rental
of an oil or gas lease does not constitute timely pay-
ment, even if received on or prior to the anniversary
date of the lease. BLM has no obligation to present at
unsigned check for payment since such a check is not a
negotiable instrument.

Where a successful drawee demonstrates on appeal that
his first year's advance rental was timely received by
BLM, but that BLM erroneously failed to credit bis re-
mittance and rejected his offer, the case will be re-
manded to the State Office of BLM with instructions to
issue the lease to the successful drawee, all else
being regular.

Vincent_Fj._ Duncan , UK IBLA «2 (Nov. 6, 1979)

A check is a valid form of remittance for payment of
an oil and gas lease filing fee and advance rental.
However, it is subject to collection and final payment
without cost to the Government. Where a check is re-
turned from a bank as uncollectible, generally, the
check cannot be considered as a proper tender of
payment

.

A check returned from a bank may be considered a tender
of payment where the return of the check is shown to
have resulted from a confirmed bank error, and the sub-
sequent collection and payment of the check relates
back to the time it was originally tendered to BLM. If
an oil and gas lease has been canceled and applications
rejected because checks have been returned from a bank
and the appellant shows bank error, the case is re-
manded for further consideration.

JosS-Ii-ii™ « "" I BLA 96 (Nov. 20, 1979)

An oil and gas lease in its extended term because of
the termination of an approved unit plan to which it
was committed, on which lease there is no well capable
of production in paying quantities, terminates auto-
matically by operation of law where the annual rental
is not paid on or before the anniversary date of the
lease. The pendency of an appeal regarding the termi-
nation date of the extension does not excuse the fail-
ure to maintain the lease in good standing by timely
payment of the annual rental.

Tenneco Oil Coix Cordillera_CorE. , 11 IBLA 171
7nov7~30, 1979)

A lessee's failure to make timely payment of annual
rental on an oil and gas lease is not justified when
based on ignorance of the applicable law and regula-
tions requiring payment on or prior to the lease anni-
versary date.

A contention that appellants were unclear as to the an-
niversary date of the lease which thereupon resulted in
an untimely payment of the rental will net be sustained
where the Department's records correctly show the anni-
versary date, or the lessee has actual knowledge of the
correct due date prior thereto.

C. J. Streit and Bernard J. .Streit

,

(Dec. 26, 1979)

IIGHTS-OF-WAY LEASES

IEIA 2£5

Where a protest against the United States entering into
a compensatory royalty agreement pertaining to oil and
gas underlying a railroad right-of-way pursuant tc the
Act of May 21, 1930, U6 Stat. 373, 30 U.S.C. « 3Cl-et
secj. (1970), is based upon an assertion that the pro-
testants have title to the oil and gas under the right-
of-way, the protest will be properly dismissed if it is
found the United States has title to those minerals.

Although the grants of a right-of-way to a railroad
under sec. 2 of the Act of July 1, 1862, and of title
to odd-numbered sections of land under sec. 3 of that
Act were grants in rraesenti. the railroad's interest
in the right-of-way land stems solely from sec. 2.
There is no difference in its interest in portions of
the right-of-way land which cross even-numbered sec-
tions of land and in portions which cross odd-numbered
sections. Minerals underlying the right-of-way were
reserved to the United States in both instances.

Title to the oil and gas deposits underlying the right-
of-way granted to a railroad by the Act of July 1, 1862,
12 Stat. H89, did not pass under a patent to the land
that the right-of-way crosses. Bather, title remains
in the United States.

Erown
1976)'

.Canjnonx^JrJX_ 2« IEIA 166 (Car. 16,
83 I.I.
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The Secretary of the Interior does not have authority
under the Right-of-Way Oil and Gas Leasing Act of
Kay 21, 1930, 30 O.S.C. 4 301 et sea,. (1970), to dis-
pose of deposits of oil and gas underlying a railroad
right-of-way granted pursuant to the Act of Mar. 3,
1875, when the lands traversed by the right-of-way were
later patented under the Act of Apr. 2M, 1820, without
any reservation for minerals. In such case, title to
the mineral estate was included within the grant to the
patentee.

It is improper to dismiss a protest against issuance of
an oil and gas lease applied for pursuant to the Act of
Bay 21, 1930, 30 U.S.C. $ 301 et seg. (1970), for lands
underlying a railroad right-of-way granted under the
Act of Mar. 3, 1875, when the lands traversed by the
right-of-way were later patented without a reservation
for minerals. In such case title to the mineral estate
underlying the right-of-way is no longer held by the
United States and, therefore, a lease issued pursuant
to the 1930 Act is void and must he canceled.

A merada_Hess_Cor£i , 2« IBIA 360 (Apr. 27, 1976)
83 I.E. 19U

Where the official records of the Bureau of land Man-
agement show a reservoir right-of-way affecting certain
land, the oil and gas therein may not be leased under
the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920, 30 O.S.C. « 181 et se.g.

(1970) . This result follows even though the reservoir
right-of-way may have been issued improperly or should
have been terminated.
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simultaneously files a request for suspension of tr

ruling, which is granted ty the Geological Survey
"until further notice," prejudgment interest contit
to accrue during the period of the suspension. Ihi
conclusion is premised on the doctrine that interes
is compensation fcr delay in payment.

A demand ty the Geological Survey fcr prejudgment j

terest for delayed payment of additional royalties
to the Government is not necessarily unenforceable
the courts because it was not asserted as a countei
claim under Eule 13(a) of the Federal Rules cf Civj
Procedure.

»tlantic_Richf ield_Co., 21 IELA 98 (Ji 3C, 1975)
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Ccean Drillin^_6 Exploration Co.. Chevron Cil Cc,
21 IELA 137 (July 15,"l97?P~"

ReEublic_0il_6Jinii^_Co._aM_Margaret_r._Coombs,
35 IBLA 212 (May 26, 1978)

ROYALTIES

The minimum royalty required under an oil or gas lease
following discovery, but prior to actual production, of
oil or gas, must be satisfied; if advance royalties
have been paid on take or pay payments made to a lessee-
seller by a buyer in lieu of receiving production from
the lease, they may be credited to the amount due for
royalties on actual production in subsequent years, but
only to the extent they are in any year in excess of
the amount of the minimum royalties prior to the actual
production.

Generally, the Government is not estopped from demand-
ing oil and gas lease royalty payments it is owed, even
if its employees may have made prior mistakes in ac-
cepting or computing the royalty.

Gulf
.
pil.Co£E t _et_al. . 21 IBLA 1 (June 16, 1975)

Even where statute, regulation, and the oil and gas
lease itself do not specifically provide for the
payment of prejudgment interest on royalties owed to
the Onited States, such interest may be imposed by
the Onited States; equity principles may authorize
such imposition. A charge for such interest may be
imposed despite delays in processing the debtor's
appeals, where the debtor assertedly relied upon an
earlier Departmental decision which, only when taken
out of context, would tend to support the debtor's
posture.

An Oil and Gas Supervisor of the Geological Survey has
authority to demand prejudgment interest based upon
the failure of an oil and gas lessee to pay timely roy-
alties owed to the Government, despite the fact that
the Supervisor is an employee of the Executive Eranch.

Where an oil and gas lessee appeals from a decision
of an Oil and Gas Supervisor's determination that
additional royalties are due to the Government, and

Reasonable transportation costs of production frca oil
and gas leases from the field to the first available
market are allocable to the Federal cr Indian royalty
interest.

JSerr_; McGee_C2rii , 22 IBLA 124 (Sept. 26, 1975)

'Production." "Production" as c

ind gas leases includes all oil
i reservoir.

in all Federal cil
gas withdrawn froi

In the absence of a specific statutory bar, such as is
found in sees. 18 and 19 of the Mineral leasing Act cf
1920, royalty is due in the "amount or value" of all
production from a Federal oil and gas lease, including
vented and flared gas and gas or oil leaked, spilled or
used in producing operations.

An assessment greater than the normal royalty charge
may be required for oil and gas that are wasted.

Besjc^e_J^_|eb4_17x_122ix_ieauest_froj5_t_he_G€neral
Accountin.g_Oflice.l Interpretation of Hineral~Leasinq
8ct_of_192 i~and_0uter_Continental_Shelf_Lands_Act
Roialty Clause, M-36888 loctT~U, 19767 8« ITc.~ln

"Production." Oil or gas that is wasted is in a cate-
gory by itself, distinctly separable frcm "production ,'

when it is oil or gas that is lost on the surface or
in the subsurface through the negligence cf the lessee,
i.e.,, without the specific sanction of the supervisor.

The loss through waste to the lessor compensable under
30 CFR 250. 2C is either the royalty or the full value
and the choice between them is a matter which is com-
mitted to the sound exercise of the supervisor's dis-
cretion.

Whereas 30 CFR 221. ue and 221.50 clearly indicate the
lessee must pay royalty on all production, the lessee
is obligated to pay full value on all gas wasted
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(221.35), and the supervisor has no discretion to col-
lect less than the full value of gas wasted.

Computation of Honeys Due the United States en Oil and
Gas_Lost~asIa_Hesult_of_Pennzoil^s_Blp«out , M-36888
(SuppT) "(Jan. 197 1977) 81 T.D 61

The Oct. «, 1976, Solicitor's Opinion (M-36888), in
effect, found that the Secretary, ty permitting exemp-
tions from royalty requirements for oil and gas used
for production purposes or unavoidably lost, was alien-
ating the royalty interest of the United States on cer-
tain leases without authority to do so.

Court cases indicate that it is in the Secretary's dis-
cretion to apply the corrected interpretation of the
statutes in the collection of additional royalty retro-
actively or prospectively based on equitable consider-
ations.

The Secretary is limited in the exercise of this
authority only by the rule of estoppel where the appli-
cation of the corrected interpretation of law threatens
to work a serious injustice and if the public's inter-
est would not be unduly damaged by the imposition of
estoppel.

Elfect_of_Octi_Ux_1976x_Solicitoris_0£inion_M- 36888,
H-36888 (Supp. II) (liar. 9, 1977) 8U I.E. 171
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lessee did not have reason to know that tbe rental was
due.

C a vi s_pi 1_C c^_et_a

l

x , 33 IBLA 53 (Nov. 25, 1977)
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tion shall be paid at the rate set forth in t

ividual lease terms, and the lease provides t

royalty shall be due on gas used for producti
poses, it is proper to deduct the amount of g

d for production purposes on a lease from the
ss allocation of gas to that lease before nak
computation of royalty due to the United Sta
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co Production Co. (On R econsi deration)
,

y 9, 19717

itg
3 States.

35 IEIJ «3

An oil and gas lease issued for a primary term of 10
years on which there is nc production will expire by
its own terms where the lessee has not commenced drill-
ing operations on the leasehold at tbe end of the ten,
and payment of compensatory royalty will not extend the
lease where there has been no showing that tbe lease-
hold is subject to drainage from wells on an adjoining
property.

Web b_ Resource s^,! nc. , 38 IELA 330 (Dec. 19, 1976)

In determining the amount of royalty due to the United
States from an oil and gas lease, it is proper for the
Geological Survey to use a base value which includes
both the purchase price paid for the natural gas plus
any additional sum paid by the purchaser of the gas to
the seller as consideration for the purchase of gas.

Amoco_P roduc t ion_Co.. , 29 IBLA 23U (Mar. 25, 1977)

An oil and gas lease issued for a primary term of
10 years and extended for 2 years by drilling cannot
be extended further by payment of compensatory royalty
where there is no showing that the leasehold is suf-
fering drainage from an adjoining tract, and no com-
pensatory royalty has been assessed by the district
supervisor under 30 CFR 221.21(c).

Cha parra l
L
Res Inc. 39 IELA 269 (Feb. 15, 1979)

The royalty provisions of a State lease validated under
sec. 6 of the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act will
govern the determination of the royalty due to the
United States.

The royalty provisions on a State of Louisiana 19<42

lease form subsequently validated under sec. 6 of the
Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act provide either for
(1) delivery of royalty oil in kind to the lessor free
of expense with delivery understood as being made when
the oil has been received by the first purchaser or,
(2) at the option of the lessee, payment cf the value
of the oil, with certain express disallowances, includ-
ing no deduction for transportation charges. Construc-
tive delivery of in-kind royalty must be authorized
and accepted by the lessor to constitute a payment of
royalty. The delivery-in-kind provision does not
authorize the lessee to act as agent of the United
States, and is not applicable where the lessee has
not notified Geological Survey of any purported con-
structive delivery of oil to the first purchaser and
Survey has not accepted such constructive delivery.
Therefore, the second provision is applicable which
expressly precludes deductions of transportation costs.

Super ior_0il_Co.. , 31 IBLA 127 (June 30, 1977)

Congress has provided that failure to pay annual rental
timely for an oil and gas lease shall cause the lease
to terminate automatically by operation of law under
30 U.S.C. § 188(b) (1970). An oil and gas lease is
not deemed to have terminated for failure to pay rental
timely where, because of misleading communications from
the Geological Survey and the Bureau of Land Management,
it appeared the lease was in a royalty status and the

A reguest for refund of excess payments under 43 L.S.C.
§ 1339 (197C) must be made as the limitation in the
statute provides, within 2 years from the date such
payments are actually made.

Fhillips Petroleum Co.. 39 IELA 393 (Mar. 2, 1979)

Where the holder of an oil and gas lease on the Outer
Continental Shelf has filed a suit in a Federal dis-
trict court to recover certain royalties paid under his
lease, the Eoard of Land Appeals will affirm a decision
cf the Director, Geological Survey, holding in abeyance
the lessee's request for a refund while the suit is
pending.

Tenneco Oil Co.. HI IELA 195 (June 22, 1979)

STIPULATIONS

As a condition precedent to the issuance of an oil and
gas lease, the Department of the Interior may require
an applicant to accept a reasonable surface management
stipulation for the protection of wildlife and water-
shed values.

Bicbard_P :t_Cullen, le IBLA HIM (Feb. 10, 1975)
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Where the Forest Service suggests a stipulation tarrinc
any occupancy and use of the surface as a condition
precedent to the issuance of an oil and gas lease for
public lands in a national forest, based only on the
fact that the land is in an "inventoried roadless area,
and where later the Forest Service agrees to a revised
stipulation, the Bureau of Land Management decision to
the extent it required the execution and filing of the
"Boadless Area" stipulation will be set aside and the
case remanded to the Bureau for submission of the sub-
stitute stipulation to the offeror for execution and
filing.

J a§§s_ A.._Kr u mha n s 1 , 19 IBIA 56 (Feb. 21, 1975)

Where the Forest Service requests a stipulation effec-
tively barring any occupancy or use of the surface as
a condition precedent to the issuance of an oil and gas
lease for lands in a national forest, based on the fact
that the land is in an "inventoried roadless area," and
where the Forest Service later substitutes a less re-
strictive stipulation, a Bureau of Land Management
decision requiring the execution and filing of the
roadless area stipulation will be vacated and the case
will be remanded to the Bureau for submission of the
substitute stipulation to the offeror for execution
and filing.

Ben jami n_Ti_Fr an klin

,

19 [ELA 9<4 (Mai L975)

Where an application to lease land under the juris-
diction of another agency is rejected because of
objections by that agency, and where on appeal that
agency subsequently agrees to lease the land subject
to certain special stipulations, such stipulations
will be submitted to the offeror for execution.

§hell_Oil_Coi , 20 IBLA 282 (May 27, 1975)

Where the Forest Service requests imposition of a stip-
ulation effectively barring any occupancy or use cf the
surface as a condition precedent to the issuance of an
oil and gas lease for lands in a national forest, the
case will be set aside and remanded for consideration
of a less stringent stipulation which the Forest Ser-
vice has agreed to in other cases arising in the same
and other national forests in Utah.

Gi_Wi_ Anderson, 21 IBLA 328 (Aug. 1U, 1975)

The execution of special stipulations as a condition
precedent to issuance of oil and gas leases for land
located in a national forest may te required at the
discretion of the Secretary of the Interior in order
to protect environmental and other land use values.
The need for the stipulation should be clear and the
stipulation should be a reasonable means to the in-
tended purpose. The Forest Service's recommended
stipulations will be carefully considered by the
Department, but the final authority for oil and gas
leasing on public domain land rests in this Department.

Earl_H.._ Wilson, 21 IBLA 392 (Aug. 27, 1975)

Where the reasons given for rejection of an oil and
gas lease offer are that several archaeological sites,
possibly other such archaeological sites, and scenic
values of certain lands might be endangered by oil and
gas development, but the field report relied upon does
not delineate the archaeological sites and fails to de-
scribe the scenic values that would be affected, the
decision may be set aside and the case renanded fcr
further investigation to determine if oil and gas

appea 1 from deci
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leasing could te allowed with protective st ipula t iens

,

or, if not, to sutstantiate the basis fcr rejection.

Iiilli£_Si_]!ahonej, 22 IBLA 136 (Sept. 26, 1975)

sion(s) rejecting oil and gas lease
they include land(s) within a lava

ation for primitive or natural area
reau of land Management indicates
to lease some of the land (s) under
ncy stipulation, and the offerer (s)

accept such a stipulation for all
e, the decision(s) will be set aside
anded for consideration of issuance
ing no-surface-occupancy stipula-
(s) in the lava flow.

Houston „Cil .and Minerals Cgrp, ,_ Island A. Hodges
Jliiiteel. 22 IBLi 172 7sept.~30T 1975)

ieland_A i_Hcdaes_JTrusteel, 23 IELA 1U2 (Dec. 23

)f the Interior may require executicn cf
itions reasonably designed to protect
'source values as a condition precedent
an oil and gas lease. Stipulations pro-
test Service will be carefully censid-
;partment, but the final decision for oil
I
on public domain land rests with this

"no surface occupancy" stipulation pro-
to protect a recreation area cannct
jht preclude surface occupancy unreascn-
r boundaries of the recreation area.

Ee ve r le_y_ La s r ic h , 22 IELA 202 (Oct. 15, 1975)

It is well established that the executicn of appropri-
ate special stipulations as a conditicn precedent to
the issuance of oil and gas leases may be required at
the discretion of the Secretary of the Interior in
order to protect environmental, recreational and ether
land use values.

While "no surface occupancy" stipulations should te
of sufficient efficacy to protect the environient ,

no lease should issue with stipulations so restric-
tive that the use of the land for any purpose asso-
ciated with the production of oil and gas is totally
precluded.

The financial burden of complying with protective
stipulations in oil and gas leases is the sole respon-
sibility of the lessee.

SHI-ili-JaJdox • 21 IEIA 1U7 (Mar. 10, 1976)

The financial burden of ccmplying with stipulations
included in an oil and gas lease is the sole respon-
sibility of the lessee.

The Secretary
special stipu
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to issuance o

posed by the
ered by this
and gas leasi
Department.
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stand if it a

ably beyond t

Duncan Millt 21 IELA 203 (Mar.

A decision rejecting an oil and gas lease offer be-
cause the State Office wishes to reconsider whether a

lease should issue subject to a no surface occupancy
stipulation will te set aside and the case renarded fcr
the Eureau of Land Manageient, in the exercise of its
delegated discretion to lease public lands fcr ci] and
gas, to determine whether in the light of Chevrcn Cil
Co., 2« IELA 159 (1976), it wishes to issue a~lease~sut-
ject to a no surface occupancy stipulation, or nhether
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it still wishes to make the subject land not available
for leasing at this time, which is within its authority.

Mila n_§i_ Pa£ u 1 a k . 2U IBLA 278 (Mar. 30. 1976)

The execution of special stipulations as a condition
precedent to the issuance of an oil and gas lease may
be required at the discretion of the Secretary of the
Interior in order to protect environmental, recreation-
al and other land use values. In each case the need
for the stipulation should be clear and the leans to
accomplish the intended purpose should be reasonable.

£a££ r idae_Si nd ica te , 25 IBLA 57 (Bay 20, 1976)

An applicant for an oil and gas lease may be reguired
to accept stipulations designed for the protection of
the land and its resources in the public interest as a
condition precedent to issuance of a lease where the
stipulation does not unreasonably interfere with the
rights conferred by an oil and gas lease. A stipula-
tion requiring lessee, at his own expense, to make an
inventory of archaeological and historical sites on
those areas of the leased lands which he proposes to
enter for purposes of exploration or drilling and to
agree to reasonable conditions of use designed to pro-
tect any valuable sites or objects disclosed by the
inventory is reasonable and will be upheld.

i*i_Ei_Ha lei • 25 IBLA 311 (June 29, 1976)

Ci_Ci_ Hughes , 27 IBLA 38 (Sept. 22, 1976)

OIL AND GAS LEASES— Continued
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oil and gas activities to automobile racing, the deci-
sion will be set aside particularly where the lease of-
fers include land primarily outside the boundaries of
the racing gaounds withdrawal.

Vern,. Jones et al„. 26 IBLA 165 (Aug. 1976)

where the transmittal of an appeal to the Board of
Land Appeals is accompanied by the request of the State
Cirector that the case be remanded because the special
stipulation which accompanied the decision iron which
the appeal was taken was not the correct one, the case
is remanded for further consideration by the Bureau of
land Management, and the Eoard of Land Appeals dees net
pass on the reasonableness of either stipulation.

*_»_!!i!!exa ls.Cor^i , 27 IBLA 1 (Sept. 17, 1976)

Applicants for oil and gas leases may be reguired tc
accept a stipulation as reasonable and in the public
interest and in accord with national and departiectal
policy, which stipulation requires lessees to engage
the services of a qualified professional archaeclcgist
to conduct a survey of the areas to be disturbed for
evidences of archaeological or historic sites or mate-
rials with the cost to be borne by the lessees, tut
such archaeclogist is not required tc work only under
the authority of a current Antiquities Act permit.

£eneral_Crude_Cil_Co. , 28 IELA 21« (Cec. 1C, 1S76)
83 I.D. 666

The Secretary of the Interior may require an oil and
gas lease applicant to accept stipulations reasonably
designed to protect environmental and other land use
values as a condition precedent to the issuance of a

lease. Where a Bureau of Land Management district-
wide environmental analysis record establishes the
likelihood that significant archaeological values are
prevalent in the district and may be found in the land
embraced by leases in that district, a special protec-
tive stipulation is not unreasonable solely because
no archaeological values have yet been discovered in
the lands in the lease offer.

Oil and gas lessees must tear the expenses occasioned
by compliance with stipulations for the protection of
the environment and other land use values.

A stipulation reguiring an oil and gas lessee to pro-
vide a certified statement by an archaeologist concern-
ing the existence of archaeological values on lands to

Lsturbed by the lessee does not constitute ai

because the purpose c

Cecil A. Walker, Alan C. F. Dille

'

1976)
26 IBLA 71 (July 9,

The Secretary of the Interior may require execution of
special stipulations reasonably designed to protect
environmental and other land use values as a condition
precedent to the issuance of an oil and gas lease. Eut
where a State Office of the Bureau of Land Management
seeks to impose a "no surface occupancy" stipulation,
the most stringent of stipulations, without showing
that it has considered less stringent stipulations, the
decisions will be set aside. Where the stated basis
for the imposition of the stipulation is the threat of

ry of the Interior may require an offeror
mpetitive oil and gas lease to accept stipu-
scnably designed to protect environmental
and use values as a condition precedent to
a lease. A stipulation reguiring lessee,

expense, to make an inventory of archaeologi-
torical sites on those areas of the leased
he proposes to enter for purposes of explo-

rilling and to agree to reasonable cendi-
e designed to protect any valuable sites
disclosed by the inventory is reasonable
upheld.

HilanS, Papulak. 3C IBLA 220 (May 26, 1977)
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ecretary of the Interior may require offerers for
mpetitive oil and gas leases to accept stipula-
reasonably designed to protect environmental and
land use values prior to the issuance of the

s. A stipulation which may require the lessee,
s own expense, to make an inventory of all archaeo-
al, paleontological, and historical sites on those
of the lease which he proposes to enter fcr explc-

n or drilling, and to accept reasonable conditions
r the protection of such sites and artifacts
reguires the lessee to bear the cost of sal-

1 objects of antiquity, is reasonable and will
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Mjilan S, Papulak. 31 IBLA 69 (June 23, 1977)

Dunca n Mi ller. 32 IELA 322 (Oct. 3, 1977)

Although the Bureau of Land Management may require such
special stipulations as are necessary for the protection
of the lands embraced in any lease, proposed special
stipulations must be supported by valid reasons which
will be weighed by this Department with due regard fcr
the public interest. It is the Bureau's responsibility
to impose stipulations which are necessary, appropriate
and reasonably related to oil and gas activities, and a
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stipulation which would forbid the lessee tc occupy the

surface must be set aside on appeal where BLM fails to
provide adeguate justification for its imposition and
fails to show that it has considered less stringent
stipulations.

Neva_ .Henderson, 31 IBLA 217 (July 6, 1977)

The Secretary of the Interior may in his discretio
reject any offer to lease public lands for oil and
upon a proper determination that leasing would not
in the public interest, even though the land appli
for is not withdrawn from leasing under the Minera
Leasing Act. Where part of the lands applied for
in the Bonneville Salt Flats, and the Bureau of La
Management determines that oil and gas leasing act
ties are not compatible with the primary managemen
objective to prevent irreparable damage to a signi
cant resource, rejection cf the lease offers or th
requirement of execution of surface occupancy stip
tions will be affirmed.

ve£n_!Si Jones et al,
73ec.~6, 1977)

Esdras K. Hartley. 33 IBLA 714

The Bureau of Land Management may require the execu-
tion of special stipulations, including a no-surface-
occupancy stipulation, to protect environnental and
other land use values, as a condition for issuing an
oil and gas lease. Where the Bureau of Land Manage-
ment, in a decision requiring a no-surface-occupancy
stipulation along a proposed wild and scenic river cor-
ridor, has considered all information available to it,
has adequately weighed the factors involved, and the
appellant has not shown sufficient reason to change the
result, the decision will be upheld.

finest a_ Pet r.oleum_Co., 33 IBLA 116 (Dec. 16, 1977)

£ean_Hj._Bowell, 37 IBLA 387 (Nov. 6, 1978)

Where, rather than delay action on an oil and gas lease
offer pending a wilderness review and management
decision pursuant to sec. 603 of the Federal Land Pol-
icy and Management Act, the Bureau of Land Management
proposes to issue the lease immediately subject to a

"no surface occupancy" stipulation under the apparently
mistaken impression that the applicant had so requested,
the decision will be set aside and action on the lease
offer will be deferred until a final decision can be
made.

£el2_Ki_Hatch_an4_Ajoco.
(Dec. 19, 1977)

Production Co .. 33 IELA 138

The Bureau of Land Management may require the execution
of special stipulations, including a no-surface occu-
pancy stipulation, to protect environmental and other
land use values, as a condition for issuing an oil and
gas lease. Where the Bureau of Land Management, in a

decision requiring a no-surface-occupancy stipulation
in a scenic area, has considered all information avail-
able to it, has adequately weighed the factors involved,
and the appellant has not shown sufficient reason to
change the result, the decision will be upheld.

2feert^^Healy, , 35 IBLA (Hay 12. 1978)

OIL, AND. GAS..L EASES— Continued

STIPULATIONS—Continued

A stipulation prohibiting drilling and storage cf oil
on a portion of an oil and gas lease of 16C acres in
order to protect an area of a river which is in a study
section of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act is reasona-
ble, without consideration cf other factors, where it
leaves three-quarters of the lease open to regular
activity.

Du nca n Miller. 35 IBLA 1C8 (May 15, 1978)

Upon a determination that a stipulation, which vas not
expressly made applicable to a parcel of land ic the
Notice of Availability, should be applied tc an cil and
gas lease, the State Office should inform the efferor
of its intent to apply the stipulaticq. The application
of such a stipulation is reviewable under « 3 CFE H.U1C.

Euncan_Hiller, JOn Reconsideration^, 39 IELA 31/
"(Fell 23~"l97 9) '

The Bureau of Land Management may require the execution
of special stipulations tc protect environmental and
other land use values when deciding to issue a lease.

Robert P. Kunkel, HI IBLA 77 (May 31, 1979)

Where the surface administering agency proposes stipu-
lations to protect the wilderness potential cf f;aticnal
Forest lands from oil and gas operations, additional
stipulations to that end are not to be imposed by the
Eureau of Land Management, absent a compelling shewing
of need therefor.

Rok£rt_Schulein, «1 IBLA 253 (June 28, 1979)

Sober t_Schuiein, «2 IELA 514 (July 31, 1979)

Where Bureau of Land Management reguests within 3C days
the execution of special stipulations prepared by the
Forest Service for acguired lands embraced in a non-
competitive oil and gas lease offer, filed cver-tbe-
counter, it say properly reject the lease offer when
the special stipulations are not executed and sutoitted
within the 30 days.

Ha nsen_E.ro the rs , «2 IBLA «0 (July 31, 1979)

Where the land embraced in a proposed o
to be issued subseguent tc the enactmen
Land Policy and Management Act of 1976,
(1976), has teen identified as having w

teristics and is being reviewed for pos
tion as wilderness pursuant to sec. 603
is proper for the Bureau of Land Manage
the execution of a special stipulation
consent to oil and gas operations will
it is determined that such operations w
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Where the land embraced in a proposed oil and gas lease
has teen identified as having wilderness characteristics
and is being reviewed for possible preservation as wil-
derness pursuant to sec. 603 of the Federal Land Policy
and Management Act of 1976, «3 U.S.C. « 1762 (1976), it
is proper for the Eureau of Land Manageient tc require
the execution of a special stipulation providing that
oil and gas operations are subject to regulation where
the obvious aim is protecting the wilderness values in-
herent in the land.

BeserveOjl. Inc.. et al.. 12 IELA (Aug. 22, 1979)
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It is not improper for BLH to require an cil and gas
lease offeror to sign a stipulation which provides that
the lease will te subject to regulations promulgated by
the Department of Energy relating to those areas speci-
fied in sec. 302 of the Department of Energy Organiza-
tion Act of 1977, even though the offeror as lessee
would be bound to follow the law and regulations if he
did not sign the stipulation, as the stipulation merely
serves the purpose of informing him that the statute
and regulations will apply.

James_M.._Ch udnow , 42 IBLA 307 (Aug. 29, 1979)

The Eureau of Land Managesent, on behalf of the Secre-
tary of the Interior, may condition issuance of a lease
on the execution of a no surface occupancy stipulation
where on appeal the record shows that the Eureau has
adequately considered the factors involved and the
stipulation is a reasonable means to accomplish proper
Departmental purposes.

£i_Ix_Shillarder, <4 U IBLA 216 (Dec. 11, 197S)

SUSPENSIONS

Where BLH's decision to reject a noncompetitive lease
offer is based upon a report that the findings and
conclusions contained in the Management Framework Plan
(MFP) for the area show that acceptance of the offer
would not be in the public interest because the lease
would threaten valuable wildlife, archaeological, pale-
ontological, scenic, and recreation values, and it is
subsequently revealed that the report relied upon mis-
stated the contents of the MFP, which actually made
provision for mineral leasing subject to certain pro-
tective stipulations, the decision will te reversed
and remanded with instructions to issue the lease with
appropriate and reasonable stipulations.

James_Oi_Breenei_Jr i (On Beconsiderationl

,

7iept. 11, 1979)
142 IEIJ 395

A decision rejecting an oil and gas lease offer because
it would result in undue degradation of the environment
will be set aside where the record does not clearly
support the conclusion reached by BLM.

J°iin_]?i_iebf rom , « 3 IBLA 67 (Sept. 19, 1979)

Departmental regulations 13 CFH Subpart 3109 and «3 CFK
3120.2-3, and sec. 603 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act of 1976 provide ample authority for the
Bureau of Land Management to require oil and gas les-
sees to agree to wilderness protection stipulations.

Where the notice of a competitive oil and gas lease
sale clearly provided that the lease would te subject
to stipulations, by making a bid, the offeror was bound
to accept the stipulations.

Pal ™er_ Oi l_a n d_ G a s_Co.. , U3 IBLA 115 (Sept. 2U, 1979)

Although the Bureau of Land Management may require such
special stipulations as are necessary for the protec-
tion of the lands embraced in any lease, en appeal such
special stipulations must be supported by valid reasons
which will be weighed by the Department with due regard
for the public interest, and where the stipulation and
reason therefore does not appear in the record, the
record must be augmented on remand.

James_ M.._Chu d no w , U3 IBLA 375 (Oct. 31, 1979)

A regulatory change in the definiticn of the phrase
"primary term" of an oil and gas lease is not an order
or consent of the Secretary of the Interior to suspend
operations under an oil and gas lease.

Inexco_Oil_Cc., 20 IBLA 131 (May 5, 1S75)

Where an oil and gas lessee appeals from a decisicn
of an Oil and Gas Supervisor's determination that
additional royalties are due to the Government, aDd
simultaneously files a request for suspension of the
ruling, which is granted by the Geological Survey
"until further notice," prejudgment interest continue
to accrue during the period of the suspension. Ibis
conclusion is premised on the doctrine that interest
is compensation for delay in payment.

*tlantic_JLichfield_Co., 21 IELA (June 30, 197^)
e; I.E. 316

Applications ty lessees for relief of producing require-
ments must te made to the appropriate Regional Cil and
Gas Supervisor of the Geological Survey. No suspension
cf operations and production is authorized in the ab-
sence of a well capable of production on the leasehold,
except when the Secretary directs a suspension in the
interest of conservation.

£ unca n_M iller , 21 IELA 361 (Aug. 25, 1975)

A nonproducing oil and gas lease expires and nay not
te retroactively suspended when there is do suspensic
application pending at the time of expiration. Ibe
filing of an application for permit to drill and Geo-
logical Survey's delay in acting on the application
do not create a de facto suspension of the lease.

Jones-O' Etien. Inc. 1 SEC. 13 (Api 21 1978)
65

The Department of the Interior is not authorized to
suspend an expired noncompetitive oil and gas lease
so as to revive and extend the lease term unless an
application therefor was filed before the expiraticr
of the lease.

SSI.Jon-flaiic.SSi' "° IBLA * ("at. 6, 1979)

The Bureau of Land Management has authority to require
the execution of special stipulations to protect envi-
ronmental and other land use values for lands where
those values are present. Oil and gas offers should
not be rejected because of the asserted presence of
environmental or other values, without prior considera-
tion being given to the feasibility of stipulations to
protect such values.

Pavid_Hi_ Yates, 1U IBLA 121 (Nov. 27, 1979)

The provision in a unit agreement allowing suspension
cf production requirements for unavoidable delays dees
not supplant the lessee's responsibility to comply with
the procedure set out in the regulation for ottairing a

suspension. A written application for suspension must
te filed in triplicate with the area oil and gas super-
visor prior to the expiration of the leases.

Suspension of production requirements for leases en
which there are no wells capable of producing in paying
quantities must be approved by the Secretary; this
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authority is not delegated to other officers below the
Secretarial level.

American_Resources_Banag^»ent_Co£E- . "0 IEI- S 195
7Apr. 5, 1979)

There is no authority to suspend an oil and gas lease
terminated by operation of law for failure to pay the
annual rental on or before the anniversary date of the
lease where no application for suspension was filed be-

fore the lease terminated.

Tenneco_Oil_Coix_Cordillera_Cof£i , «« IELA 171
(NovT 30, 19797

TERBINATION

Oil and gas leases terminate by operation of lai

annual rental payment is not actually received i

proper office by the close of the business day.

BA_ Jj_Har ve^x_ Jr.. , 19 IBLA 230 (Bar. 25, 1975)

An oil and gas lease is automatically teninated by
operation of law where an unsigned rental check is
tendered prior to the anniversary date of the lease
but is not signed and returned until after the anni-
versary date.

Richar d_ V^_ Bo w m a n , 19 IBLA 261 (Bar. 31, 1975)

An oil and gas lease terminated by operation of law
for failure to pay the annual rentals on time may be
reinstated where the lessee's delay in making payment
was due to his seeking clarification of an illegible
notice of payment sent by the Bureau of Land Banage-
ment, and his action demonstrates his reliance on the
notice.

J oseph_Ei_S t e^e r , 20 IBLA 206 (Bay 8, 1975)

When an oil and gas lease, extended beyond the primary
term because of production, no longer has a well capa-
ble of producing oil or gas in paying quantities, the
lease terminates by operation of law if within 60 days
after cessation of production no approved reworking or
drilling operations are begun on the lease.

Is ta te_of_ A n na_ A ro no w , 20 IBLA 3«U (June 11, 1975)

Under the provisions of H 3 CFB 3107. 2-1 (b) (2) (1973)
oil and gas lease which had been committed to a unit
and extended as a result of production occurring with
that unit, is not within its primary term but rather
held by production. Therefore, the diligent drilling
extension provision of 13 CFR 3107.2-3 is not availat
as a method of further extension since that provisicr
is limited to leases in their primary term.

Tenneco_Oil_Co^ Sun_0il_Co. , 21 IBLA 130 (July IK,
1975)"
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may be granted to the lessee of a ter-
d gas lease, he must comply with the
set forth in 30 U.S.C. « 188 (197C).
has no authority tc waive such statutory

receipt of a courtesy notice can neither
ase from terminating by operation of law
ustify a failure to pay the lease rental

rmation received over the telephone from
he Bureau of Land Banagement does net
bill or decision rendered by" the Eepart-
U.S.C. i 188(b) (1970) .

ssee has made a deficient rental payment
he anniversary date of an oil and gas
otice of Deficiency be sent. If no pay-
made, the lease will not qualify for

under the exceptions tc automatic termi-
th in 30 U.S.C. 4 188(b) (197C).

mination is sent to the lessee of a

and gas lease only if he has tendered
rental within 20 days after the anniver-

Where a lessee fails
fore the anniversary
should have known, tl

will not operate to ]

to pay the annual rental en cr be-
date, and where the lessee krew, c

at the payment was due, estoppel
elieve the lessee cf the censequer

automatic termination of the lease.

The,. Pplnmbus. Corp.. 22 IBLA 270 (Oct. 3C, 1975)

Where the deficiency in rental paid en or before the
anniversary date of a lease is nominal and a notice cf
deficiency is sent to the lessee, the lease teriinates
by operation of law when the balance is net paid within
15 days from receipt of the notice or until the anni-
versary date, whichever is later.

No petition for reinstateient of an oil and gas lease
terminated by operation of law, 30 U.S.C. § 186(b)
(1970), may te entertained if the full amount of rental
due was not paid within 20 days after the anniversary
date of the lease.

Jose_ph_Francis, 22 IELA 277 (Oct. 30, 1975)

An oil and gas lease in a unit area will be held to
have been extended by diligent drilling on the anni-
versary date even though the lease was not properly
committed to the unit, where the parties in interest
and the tepartment had assumed that the land was prop-
erly committed and there are no intervening rights tc
the leasehold.

l*22is_Jfetroleum_Ccr£A , 23 IELA 12 (Nov. 1S75)

A petition for reinstatement of an oil and gas lease
which has expired by operation of law for failure to
make payment of the annual rentals on time will be de-
nied where the petition is filed with the appropriate
office more than 15 days after receipt of notification
cf termination of the lease.

Where the advance rental check is received within
20 days after the anniversary date, the Bureau may de-
posit said check in an "unearned" account in order to
preserve the right of the lessee to petition for rein-
statement of the terminated lease and tc safeguard the
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check, create a record of the payment, and bring it
under accounting control. This does not signify accep-
tance of the payment, or indicate that the lease has
not terminated, or create an estoppel against the
Government.

J2hn_Ji_N2EdJ>2lix_J)ean_Kirk, 24 IELA 73 (Feb. 24 , 1976)

Where the fact that a bank improperly dishonored a

check drawn thereon is not corroborated by an official
of the bank until after the State Office issued its
decision adverse to oil and gas lessee, the decisicn
will be set aside and the case reianded for further
consideration in light of the bank's admission cf erroi

Gretchen_Cajitalx_lid.i , 29 IBLA 247 (Bar. 25, 1977)

An oil and gas lease terminated by operation of law
for failure to pay the advance rental timely will be
reinstated when the lessee shows that its failure to
pay the rental on or before the anniversary date was
justifiable.

Great_Basins_Petroleum_Co., 24 IBLA 117 (Bar. 1, 1976)

Reliance upon receipt of a courtesy notice can neither
prevent the lease from terminating by operation cf law
nor serve to justify a failure to pay the lease rental
timely.

lBSXSJj£S£HSx_Ifi£*. 30 IBLA 11 (Apr. 4, 1977)

An oil and gas lease which has terminated by operation
of law for failure to pay the annual rental on or be-
fore the due date may not be reinstated unless, among
other things, payment has been tendered at the proper
office within 20 days of the anniversary date.

.Shar£e, 24 IBLA 269 (Bar. 29,Merliin_K._Buxton J

1976)

Ai-Ii-Wkit e_e t_uXi , 28 IBLA 91 (Nov. 12, 1976)

Beatrice_G._Wood, 12 IBLA 148 (Aug. 16, 1979)

Denial of a reguest for approval of an assignment of an
interest in an oil and gas lease is proper where (1)

the lease had terminated by operation of law pursuant
to 30 U.S.C. § 188(b) (1970) for failure to make timely
payment of rental, and where (2) the assignor is a

stranger to the lease, and the record is devoid of any
assignment from the lessees of record to the assignor.

AIbert_DiGiuliox Jrix_Genuinp_Ji_Grande_and_Jeremj_Va
Cohin, 26 IBLA 169 (Aug.~4,~19767

_

The lessee of an oil and gas lease, issued after
Sept. 2, 1960, which has reached the end of its primary
term, must submit the rental for the first year of an
anticipated extended term under 30 O.S.C. s 226(e)
(1970) , on or before the regular anniversary date of
the lease. Failure to submit the rental timely will
result in the automatic termination of the lease by
operation of law under 30 U.S.C. « 188(b) (1970).
Unless the lessee can show that he is entitled to
reinstatement of his lease under 30 U.S.C. « 188(c)
(1970) , he cannot obtain the extension.

The provisions of 30 U.S.C. §5 188(b) and (c) (1970),
and decisions of the Board discussing those provisions,
are generally applicable to both competitive and noncom-
petitive oil and gas leases on which there is no well
capable of producing oil or gas in paying quantities.

"Cancellation" and "termination." The "cancellation"
and the "termination" of oil and gas leases are sepa-
rate, distinct concepts. Cancellation requires a spe-
cific act by the Department authorized by various
statutes. Termination under 30 U.S.C. $ 188(b) (1970),
is automatic, occurring by operation of law when the
lessee fails to pay his rental timely.

2il_Besourcesx_Inc.. 28 IELA 394 (Feb. 7, 1977)

lea

Odessa Natural CopF IBLA 28 (Apr. 11, 1977)

An oil and gas lease is extended by operation of
for 2 years beyond the expiration of its primary
when actual drilling operations were consenced en
lease (or for the lease under a unit Flan) prior
the expiraticn of the primary term and such opera
are being diligently prosecuted on the expiraticn
even though the lease may also have production at
time.

law
term
the

to
tions
date,
that

Bio Elanco Natural Gas Co.

,

1977)
30 IBLA 191 (Bay 19,

84 I.I

The lessee of an acquired lands oil and gas lease is-
sued after Sept. 2, 1960, which has reached the end- of
its .primary term, must submit the rental for the first
year of an anticipated extended term under 30 O.S.C.
i 226(e) (1970), on or before the regular anniversary
date of the lease. failure to submit the rental tiiely
will result in the automatic termination of the lease
by operation of law under 30 O.S.C. « 168(b) (197C).
Onless the lessee can show that he is entitled to rein-
stateient of bis lease under 30 O.S.C. « 188(c) (1970),
the lease most be deemed to have terminated at the end
of its stated term.

She.l2_Oil_Coi , 30 IBLA 290 (June 1, 1977)

The Eoard of Land Appeals will entertain and grant a

nsoticn by the Eureau of Land Management to reiand an
oil and gas lease case en appeal to the Eoard from a

decision holding the lease had terminated and denying
a petition to reinstate the lease, where ElE discovered,
while the case was on appeal, that its decisicn was
predicated on an erroneous factual basis in that annual
rental for the lease had actually been paid on ti»e,
but the check had been misplaced by ELB and was later
found.

ftatbrjrn_A,_j:alton, 31 IBLA 1 (June 15, 1977)
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A prerequisite of the reinstatement process is the ten-
der of payment within 20 days of the anniversary date
which protects the right of the lessee to petition for
reinstatement. The check is then deposited in an un-
earned account to create a record of it, and bring it

under accounting control, however, depositing of the
check does not create an estoppel against the Government.

AdolDh._F.t_ Bur a tori, 31 IEIA 39 (June 21, 1977)

A check tendered prior to the due date of an cil ard
gas lease annual rental payment, which is properly
dishonored ty the drawee bank, does not constitute
timely payment. Eut where return of the check results
from a confirmed bank error, subsequent collection and
payment of the check relates back tc the tiie cf the
original tender, and payment is timely.

EAEgline_Pettqlenm Corp.. 3« IB1A 73 (Feb. 22, 1976)
65 I.E. 70

An oil and gas lease in its extended term by reascn of
production terminates by operation of law when it is
determined that the lease no longer has a well capable
of production in paying quantities and no reworking or
drilling operations are begun within 60 days after ces-
sation of production. In this situation the lessee is
not entitled to written notice and 60 days to place
the well in a producing status.

Opon a determination that production has ceased on an
oil and gas lease in its extended term by reason of
such production because the well on the lease is no
longer capable of production in paying quantities, the
lessees of record are entitled to notice and an oppor-
tunity to request a hearing on the issue cf the produc-
tive capacity of the well where they have presented
evidence raising an issue of fact regarding the status
of the well.

2Si»SE§ai_B£Sources_Cor£i_et_ali , 31 IBLA 61 (June 23,
1977)

Where it is alleged that a bank erroneously dishonored
a check drawn thereon, and an official of the bank ad-
mits that the payment was refused by mistake, the error
of the bank will not vitiate the otherwise proper pay-
ment of rent.

EaBJ4"g_gi.S£igg...Joh".H J . Trigg. 31 IBLA 296 (July 22,
1977)

A nonproducing oil and gas lease expires and may not
be retroactively suspended when there is tc suspersicn
application pending at the time of expiration. The
filing of an application for permit tc drill and Gee-
logical Survey's delay in acting on the application
do net create a de facto suspension cf the lease.

JonesxOlf rienx_Inc., 1 SEC. 13 (Apr. 21, 1976)
65 I.E.

An oil and gas lease committed to a unit agreement ex-
pires at the end of its primary term if there is then
no well capable of production of oil or gas in paying
quantities within it or any lease committed to the
unit, and there are no other statutory reasons for ex-
tending it.

Where the State Office determines that an oil and gas
lease coimitted to a unit has expired at the end cf its
primary term because there is not within it or the unit
a well capable of production in paying quantities, the
lessee is entitled to notice and an opportunity for a

hearing on that issue where it has presented evidence
that raises an issue of fact regarding the status cf
wells in the unit.

nanhattan_B€sourcesJ_Inci , 3« IBLA 3<I6 (Apr. 26, 1976)

Congress has provided that failure to pay annual rental
timely for an oil and gas lease shall cause the lease
to terminate automatically by operation of law under
30 O.S.C. 5 188(b) (1970). An oil and gas lease is
not deemed to have terminated for failure to pay rental
timely where, because of misleading communications from
the Geological Survey and the Bureau of land Banagement,
it appeared the lease was in a royalty status and the
lessee did not have reason to know that the rental was
due.

2a»i§_0 i 1_C o__e t_a 1_ , 33 IBLA 53 (Nov. 25, 1977)

It is the responsibility of a lessee to see
payment tendered for annual rental under an
gas lease is so identified that the appropri
office can credit the payient to the proper
count. However, where an appellant demenstr
the rental money was received timely by the
State Office, and the evidence indicates tha
see subsequently gave timely and proper inst
as to its application, the lease is properly
have not terminated.

ate State
lease ac-
ates that
apprcpriat

Facif ic Transmission
1978)"

" 35 IEIA 297 (June 2,

The standards of reasonable diligence and justifiable
delay govern reinstatement of oil and gas leases as
well as geothermal leases, and principles established
in oil and gas lease reinstatement cases generally gov-
ern cases involving reinstatement of geothermal leases
as well.

Ia3§_Ii_J§n]SAl!S , 33 IELA 135 (Dec. 19, 1977)

An oil and gas lease which is in rental status
terminates when the annual advance rental is not
properly received in the State Office by the anni-
versary date of the lease.

Doris Belnap. 33 IBLA 231 (Dec. 28, 1977)

An oil and gas lease terminates automatically by opera-
tion of law for failure to pay rental timely when the
rental check, although timely received by the appropri-
ate EIH office, is not honored by the bank en which it
is drawn. Bowever, if a lessee provides adequate evi-
dence, such as an admission by a bank official, that
the bank errcneously dishonored the check, the errcr of
the bank may not vitiate the otherwise proper payment
cf rental to ELB.

Don C. Wiley. 35 IBLA 302 (June 2, 1978)

Absent an affirmative billing error by ELH, a Federal
oil and gas lessee is entitled to a Notice of Deficien-
cy in regard to advance rental only where such lessee
has made timely payment of the lease rental and the
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payment tendered is deficient by not more than $10 or 5

percent of the total amount due, whichever is greater.

Reliance upon receipt of a courtesy notice can neither
prevent the lease from terminating by operation of la*
nor serve to justify a failure to pay the full lease
rental in a timely manner.

A purported assignment of an oil and gas lease does net
relieve the lessee of record of the resporsit ili t y to
make timely payment of all rentals until such assign-
ment is formally approved by BLM.

1978)Grea t_Basins_Pe t roleum_Co.. , 36 IBLA «2 (June

In the absence of joint lessees establishing
tence of a prior agreement that a particular
was responsible for payment of the oil and ga
rental, the failure of the joint lessees to p
rental timely is a joint failure and the join
must each satisfy the reinstatement reguireme
30 U.S.C. $ 188(c) (1970). In the absence of
able diligence, the lease cannot be reinstate
each joint lessee can show that he has a just
excuse for failing to pay the rental timely.

£E§^eEicJS_Ci_Farring.toni_Georae_Mi_Hof f man, 36 IBLA 70
"(June 30,~1978J"
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S, ,Eelps„Chajipa4qn. 37 IBLA 377 (Nov. 6, 1978)

"Eayuent." A noncompetitive oil and gas lease cr which
there is no well capable of production in paying guan-
tities terminates ty operation of law for failure to
pay the annual rental on or before the due date. A

check for rental does not constitute payment until it
is received at the proper office.

The applicatle statute limits the authority cf the De-
partment of the Interior in reinstating leases only to
those situations where it is shown that the failure to
pay the rental timely was either justifiable or net due
to a lack of reasonatle diligence. Reasonable diligence
normally reguires sending or delivering payment tc the
proper office sufficiently in advance of the anniver-
sary date to account for normal delays in the collec-
tion, transmittal, and delivery of the payment. late
payment of the rental is justifiable only where failure
to make timely payment is the result of causes teyend
the control of the lessee, and simple inadvertence in
mailing the payment to the wrong office does not jus-
tify failure to send timely payment to the proper
office.

£ietchen_Ca.pitalx_Ltdix 37 IBLA 392 (Nov. 8, 1978)

The automatic termination provision in sec. 31 of the
Mineral Leasing Act, as amended, does not apply tc a

situation where, due to other contingencies, additional
rental may become due on a date other than the anniver-
sary date of a lease.

A me r ica n_ Re so urces_ Management Corf;.
7July" 31, "197 8)

36 IBLA 157
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An oil and gas lease is extended by operation of law
for 2 years beyond the expiration of its primary term
when actual drilling operations were commenced on the
lease (or for the lease under a unit plan) prior to the
expiration of the primary term and such operations are
being diligently prosecuted on the expiration date.

Shell_Qil_Coi , 36 IBLA 253 (Aug. 15, 1978)

An oil and gas lease expires at the end of its primary
term where there has not been compliance with any of
the provisions of the Mineral Leasing Act under which
a further extension of the lease may be granted.

IE na_Mi_Gr o t h , 37 IBLA 221 (Oct. 16, 1978)

A noncompetitive oil and gas lease on which there is no
well capable of production in paying guantities termi-
nates by operation of law and not by the action of any
official if the annual rental is not paid on or before
the due date. Subaission of a rental check without
identifying the lease number precluded the Eureau of
Land Management from accepting the check as payment for
the lease, and a lease is properly held to terminate
in the absence of a timely identified payment of the
rental.

An oil and gas lease terminated by operation of law for
failure to pay rental timely may be reinstated only
where, among other things, it is shown that the failure
to pay the rental timely was either justifiable or not
due to a lack of reasonable diligence. Mailing a prop-
erly identified rental check after the due date does
not constitute reasonable diligence, nor is there jus-
tification for the late payment because an unidentified

II llie_l e lle_ H iaain s , 38 IBLA 25U (Dec.

Where checks submitted in payment of annual rental en
oil and gas leases are returned ty the drawee tank as
uncollectitle tecause they are postdated, and there has
teen no tank error, no tender or payment of annual ren-
tal has teen made. In the absence of any other payment
prior to the anniversary date, the leases terminate
automatically by operation of law.

Benja min_Tj_Ir a nk^i n , 38 IBLA 291 (Eec. 1U, 1976)

Upon failure cf a lessee to pay rental on or before the
anniversary date of the lease, for any lease en which
there is no well capable of producing oil or gas in
paying guantities, the lease automatically terminates
by operation of law.

A lessee may be entitled to reinstatement of the lease
if it is shown, ameng other things, that reasonable
diligence was exercised in mailing the payment, or
that the delay in remitting the rental is justifiatle.
Where a lessee is unatle to make the reguisite shewing,
a petition for reinstatement is properly denied.

Reasonable diligence generally reguires mailing the ren-
tal payment sufficiently in advance of the anniversary
or due date to account for normal delays in collection,
transmittal, and delivery of the mail. Mailing the ren-
tal payment 1 day before or on the anniversary date of
the lease does not constitute reasonatle diligecce.

A lack of diligence may te justifiatle if it is deicn-
strated that at or near the anniversary date there
existed sufficiently extenuating circumstances outside
the lessee's control which affected his cr her actions
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in paying the rental fee. Instances of simple forget-
fulness, inadvertence, ignorance of the regulations,
reliance on BLM courtesy notices, and similar occur-
rences do not excuse diligence.

fiona ld_C._a nd_Ma r.y._A.._H il 1 , 38 IBLA 315 (Dec. 19, 1978)

An oil and gas lease issued for a primary term of 10
years on which there is no production will expire by
its own terms where the lessee has not commenced drill-
ing operations on the leasehold at the end of the tern,
and payment of compensatory royalty will not extend the
lease where there has been no showing that the lease-
hold is subject to drainage from wells on an adjoining
property.

H.ebb_Resources.1_Inc.. , 38 IBLA 330 (Dec. 19, 1978)

An oil and gas lease issued for a primary term of
10 years and extended for 2 years by drilling cannot
be extended further by payment of compensatory royalty
where there is no showing that the leasehold is suf-
fering drainage from an adjoining tract, and no com-
pensatory royalty has been assessed by the district
supervisor under 30 CFB 221.21(c).

£ hap.a r ra 1_B e sou rcesx_I nc. , 39 IBLA 269 (fefc. 15, 1979)

A noncompetitive oil and gas lease cannot be extended
beyond the end of its primary term by commitment to an
approved unit agreement where no actual drilling has
been commenced anywhere within the unit on the date the
lease is due to expire.

Bur t on_H ancoc k , 10 IBLA 1 (Mar. 6, 1979)

Upon failure of a lessee to pay rental on or before the
anniversary date of the lease, for any lease on which
there is no well capable of producing oil or gas in
paying guantities, the lease automatically terminates
by operation of law.

A lessee may be entitled to reinstatement of the lease
if it is shown, among other things, that reasonable
diligence was exercised in mailing the payment, or
that the delay in remitting the rental is justifiable.
Where a lessee is unable to make the reguisite showing,
a petition for reinstatement is properly denied.

Reasonable diligence generally requires mailing the
rental payment sufficiently in advance of the anni-
versary or due date to account for normal delays in
collection, transmittal, and delivery of the mail.
This board has repeatedly held that reasonable dili-
gence has not been exercised where a rental payment
is posted at a time that cne could not assume delivery
before the statutory terminal date of the lease.

Lack of diligence may be justifiable if it is demon-
strated that at or near the anniversary date there
existed sufficiently extenuating circumstances outside
the lessee's control which affected his or her actions
in paying the rental fee.

Bernard W. Crowe. HO IBLA 11U (Har. 27, 1979)

OIL. AND. GAS
,
LEASES—Continued

TEBMINATION—Continued

Although deficiencies in an application for assigrment
of an oil and gas lease may be timely cured, 30 O.S.C.
5 187a (1976) specifies the time when an assignment is
effective, and no assignment can be approved for a ter-
minated oil and gas lease.

Upon failure of a lessee to pay full rental on or be-
fore the anniversary date of a lease, for any lease on
which there is no well capable of producing oil cr gas
in paying guantities, the lease automatically termi-
nates by operation of law, despite a partial payment
submitted on the basis of a partial relinquishment
which is not yet effective.

Even if it were true that termination of an cil ard
gas lease was in part the result of Bureau of land
Management's failure to act timely on an assignment
application, there is no authority either to withhold
the effect of termination under 30 O.S.C. « 168(b)
(1976) or to reinstate the lease under sec. lee (c) ,

where there has been no payment of the full rental
within 20 days after termination.

B.eichhold_Eneraj_Cor.p.j IBLA 13U (Mar. IS, 157S)

A lease terminated automatically for untimely pay
of annual rental may be reinstated only upon prcc
reasonable diligence was exercised, or that the 1

diligence was justified. In the absence of such
a petition fcr reinstatement is properly denied.

Reasonable diligence ordinarily requires mailing
payment sufficiently in advance of the anniversar
to account fcr normal delays in the collection, ti

mittal, and delivery of the mail.

Untimely payment of the annual rental may be justi
if proximately caused by extenuating circumstances
outside the lessee's control which occurred at cr
the anniversary date of the lease.
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Where production has ceased on an oil and gas lease ex-
tended by production, and the record is unclear wtether
the conditions prescribed by 30 U.S.C. « 226(f) (1976)
precluding termination of the lease have occurred, the
case will be remanded to the Bureau cf land Management
to reconsider with the Geological Survey if the lease
has terminated, including a determination whether the
lessee began reworking or drilling operations within
60 days after cessation of production and diligectly
prosecuted such operations before attaining prcduction
as asserted by him on appeal. A hearing should be
held, if necessary, to resolve disputed facts.

V^n.R^-lolijJSI-and.JuJienne^^.Eonjder,
(Apr. 3, 1979)

:EI(! 1614
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The provision in a unit agreement allowing suspension
of production requirements for unavoidable delays does
not supplant the lessee's responsibility to coaply with
the procedure set out in the regulation for obtaining a

suspension. A written application for suspension must
be filed in triplicate with the area oil and gas super-
visor prior to the expiration of the leases.

Suspension of production requirements for leases on
which there are no wells capable of producing in paying
guantities must be approved by the Secretary; this
authority is not delegated to other officers below the
Secretarial level.

Where the Geological Survey, in making its decision,
has reviewed the same information submitted on appeal
to the Board of Land Appeals to show that there was a

well capable of producing oil or gas in paying guan-
tities on the date the lease expired, and there are
no disputed facts, but only a dispute on the proper
application of the law to those facts and legal inter-
pretations, a hearing is not warranted in the case.

"A well capable of producing oil or gas in paying quan-
tities." The provision in 30 O.S.C. « 226(f) (1976)
referring to a well capable of producing oil or gas in
paying guantities refers to a well which is actually in
physical condition to produce a sufficient quantity of
oil or gas to yield a reasonable profit over and above
the costs of operating the well and marketing the prod-
uct. A satisfactory test of a well to establish its
capability as of the termination date is necessary.
Evidence which only supports inferences is not suffi-
cient, nor is a showing only of a potential prospect
for profitable operation at some future time.

American Resources Management Corp.. 10 IBLA 195
7Apr7~7~19797
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is properly ordered where there exist issues
he resolution of which will determine whether
d gas lease concluding its primary ten was
from rental status to royalty status. Appel-

1 have the burden of proof to establish by a

ance of the evidence (a) that the Cole2al-
t II well was capable of producing oil and
yiog quantities on Oct,. 31, 1978, or (b) that
a discovery of oil or gas in paying quanti-

ease w 15891 on Oct. 31, 1978. If either (or
these propositions is established, the subject
not subject to automatic termination by law

re to make timely rental payment.

Cgrop ado 0^1 Co.. «2 IBLA 235 (Aug. 22, 1979)

An oil and gas lease on which there is no well capable
of producing oil and gas in paying quantities automati-
cally terminates if the lessee fails to pay the annual
rental on or before the anniversary date of the lease.
A terminated lease can be reinstated only if, aicog
other reguireaents, the lessee shows his failure to pay
on time was either justifiable or not due to a lack cf
reasonable diligence.

SictSX—SSii » " 2 "!•» 28« (Aug. 27, 1979)

Where the failure to pay rental on or before the anni-
versary date of a lease is attributable to a breakdown
in mailing procedures within the parent company of the
lessee, neither reasonable diligence nor justification
is shown to support a petition for reinstatement.

The Secretary may reinstate a lease terainated by
operation of law for failure to pay on or before the
anniversary date the full aaount of rental due where
it is shown to the satisfaction of the Secretary that
such failure was either justifiable or not due to a

lack of reasonable diligence on the part of the les-
see. 30 O.S.C. « 188(c) (1976). Reasonable diligence
noraally requires sending or delivering payments suffi-
ciently in advance of the anniversary date to account
for normal delays in the collection, transmittal, and
delivery of the payment. «3 CFR 3108.2-1 (c) (2) (1977).

Allied_Chemical Corp_j,_et.

1979f
" HO IBLA 272 (Apr. Fuel Resources Cevelopaent Co.. «3 IBLA 19 (Sept

1975)
11,

and gas lessee may be entitled to reinstatement
lease if it is shown, aaong other things, that

for reinstateaent is

An oil
of the __
reasonable diligence was exercised in mailing the pay-
ment, or that the delay in remitting the rental is
justifiable. where a lessee is unable to make the
requisite showing, a petition '

properly denied.

J°iln_ Ai_S t eelex_ Jrj. , HI TELA i»9 (May 29, 1979)

An oil and gas lease which is in its extended term be-
cause of production terminates when production ceases
unless pursuant to 30 O.S.C. § 226(f) (1976): (1) re-
working or drilling operations are begun within 6C days
after cessation and are continued with reasonable dili-
gence until production resumes; (2) the Secretary has
ordered or consented to suspension of operations or
production; or (3) for lands on which there is a well
capable of production, the lessee places the well in

An oil and gas lease on which there is no well capable
of production terminates by operation of law if the an-
nual rental payment is not actually received by the
Eureau of land Management State Office on or before the
anniversary date.

»SI!i«_3ae_Euckley., UU IBLA 99 (Nov. 20, 1979)

An oil and gas lease in its extended term because of
the termination of an approved unit plan to which it
was committed, on which lease there is no well capable
of production in paying quantities, terminates auto-
matically by operation of law where the annual rertal
is not paid on or before the anniversary date cf the
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lease. The pendency of an appeal regarding the termi-
nation date of the extension does not excuse the fail-
ure to maintain the lease in good standing by timely
payment of the annual rental.

There is no authority to suspend an oil and gas lease
terminated by operation of law for failure to pay the
annual rental on or before the anniversary date of the
lease where no application for suspension was filed be-

fore the lease terminated.

Tenneco_Oil Coix Cordillera Corpi# i4« IBLA 171
7nov7~30,~1979J"

CIL.ANC, G AS L EASES— Continued

TWENTY-YEAR LEASES

Where a 20-year oil and gas lease, committed to an ap-
proved unit agreement prior to the end of its initial
term in 1962 and thereby extended beyond the original
ten, is eliminated from the unit agreement in 1972 anc
its term is automatically extended for 2 years and so
long thereafter as oil or gas is produced in paying
quantities, such a lease is not eligible for further
10-year renewals and an application for such a renewal
filed in 197U is properly rejected.

Kara t hon_on Co., Chevron 0^ 3j-, Co.. 19 IEIA 1 (Fet. 20,
1975J

An oil and gas lease on which there is no well capable
of producing oil or gas in paying guantities will auto-
matically terminate on the anniversary date of the
lease upon failure of lessee to pay the minimum annual
rental, despite a partial payment submitted on the ba-
sis of a partial relinquishment, which was ineffective
because not filed by the record title holder pursuant
to i»3 CFE 3108.1, and despite issuance of a Eureau of
Land Management decision subseguent to the anniversary
date confirming a decreased annual rental.

B±_J._ B rads h a w , «« IBLA 181 (Nov. 30, 1979)

A lessee may be entitled to reinstatement of the lease
if it is shown, among other things, that reasonable
diligence was exercised in mailing the payment, or
that the delay in remitting the rental is justifiable.
Where a lessee is unable to make the reguisite showing,
a petition for reinstatement is properly denied.

Reasonable diligence generally reguires mailing the
rental payment sufficiently in advance of the anni-
versary or due date to account for normal delays in
collection, transmittal, and delivery of the mail.
Hailing the rental payment 2 days before the anniver-
sary date of the lease does not constitute reasonable
diligence.

A lack of diligence may be justifiable if it is demon-
strated that at or near the anniversary date there ex-
isted sufficiently extenuating circumstances outside
the lessee's control which affected his or her actions
in paying the rental fee. A lessee's suffering severe,
incapacitating injuries during the month before the
anniversary date of the lease may constitute proximate
cause sufficient to justify late payment of the rental
and to warrant reinstatement of the lease.

Norma n.Ci.Stroin k , «i» IBLA (Nov. 30, 1979)

A notice of appeal from Geological Survey's failure to
approve a communitization agreement must be filed with-
in 30 days after appellant is served with the decision
thereof or the doctrine of administrative finality gen-
erally bars consideration of the same issue in a later
appeal.

Where approval of a communitization agreement has been
denied, and other authorization is not present, produc-
tion from an oil and gas lease within a State spacing
unit cannot be attributed to another Federal lease, and
absent production that lease expires at the end of its
term.

Gulf.Oil_Corp., lit IBLA 292 (Dec. 26, 1979)

A 10-year renewal of a 20-year oil and gas lease expires
by its own terms where no timely application for further
renewal is made by the lessee. Such lease is not held
by production and terminates automatically en its final
anniversary date notwithstanding the existence cf a pro-
ducing well on the leasehold.

Peacock Oil Co.4 Inc^., Twin Aj:r_owx Inc., 29 IEIA 7M
"(iekT 23"; 1977)

A lC-year renewal of a 20-year oil and gas lease ex-
pires by its own terms where no timely application
for further renewal is made by the lessee, pursuant
to «3 CFB 31C7.8-2; however, the language of the regu-
lation is permissive and a delay in filing a renewal
application may be excused in the presence of special
circumstances.

PeacocJs_Oil_Co^_Incix,Jwin_Arrowa_Xnci , 3 IEIA
103 (Bay 2, 1977)

A 20-year oil and gas lease which has been renewed fcr
successive 10-year periods, and which at the tine cf
expiration of a 10-year period is committed to an ap-
proved unit plan of development, is not entitled to
another 10-year renewal, but is extended pursuant to
30 O.S.C. « 226(j) (1976) .

Anne Burnett Tandy et al.. 33 IELA 1C6 (Dec. 16, 1977)

Jexac2*_ljnc.. 33 IBlA 2 96 (Jan. 10, 1978)

Texaco,.. Inc.. HO IEIA 29U (Apr. 27, 1979)

To obtain a renewal of a 20-year oil and gas lease the
lessee should file an application for renewal at least
90 days prior to the expiration of the lease term.
However, this requirement is permissive and a delay in
filing the application may be excused in the presence
of special circumstances.

BS»estake_Oil_and_Gas._£o.» HO IBLA 262 (Apr. 1£, 1S7S)

UNIT ANC COOPERATIVE AGREEMENTS

Where a 20-year oil and gas lease, committed tc an ap-
proved unit agreement prior to the end of its icitial
term in 1962 and thereby extended beyond the original
term, is eliminated from the unit agreement in 1972 an<
its term is automatically extended fcr 2 years and so
long thereafter as oil or gas is produced in paying
quantities, such a lease is not eligible for further
10-year renewals and an application for such a renewal
filed in 197U is properly rejected.

Baraihon,on_Colx_Chevron,gil_Co.
1975)

19 IELA 1 (Feb.
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An oil and gas lease in a unit area will te held to have
been extended by diligent drilling on the anniversary
date even though the lease was not properly committed to
the unit, where the parties in interest and the Depart-
ment had assumed that the land was properly committed
and there are no intervening rights to the leasehold.

i!oo5s_Petroleum_Cor£J 23 !LA 12 (Nov. 25, 1975)
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refer to all unitized depths or horizons:

mmitted" refers to all non-unitized depths.
26 (j) (1970).

A noco_P rod uc t io n_Co.. . 24 IBLA 227 (Mar. 21, 1976)

In order to support extension of an oil and gas lease
on the basis of production within a pre-existing unit
to which the lease was not previously committed, the
lessee must reach an agreement with the parties to the
unit agreement and the unit operating agreement in
accordance with the procedures for subsequent joinder
outlined therein and submit evidence of such agreeuent
for approval of the Oil and Gas Supervisor, United
States Geological Survey, prior to expiration of the
lease. The mere sending of notice by the lessee to the
Bureau of Land Management announcing his intention to
commit his lease to an existing unit agreement is not
sufficient.

Du nca n_B i 1 ler , 25 IBLA 125 (June 7, 1976)

Unleased Federal lands ordinarily are not committed to
unit agreements unless by a specific action of a duly
authorized officer of the Department, and a tract of
such land is not committed to a unit agreement in spite
of the fact that the tract is included in the area de-
scribed in sec. 2 of the agreement as the unit area, is
shown on the map attached to the agreement as Exhibit A

to be within the boundaries of the unit area, and is
shown on Exhibit B of the agreement as being unleased
Federal land.

Hiah_Crest_Oils^_Inci (now Tricentrol United States,
IncIx_Ih£Ouah_Chanae_of_Namei,~29 IBLA 97~ (Feb. 23,
1977)

A Bureau of Land Management decision extending the
lease term of an oil and gas lease for 2 years follow-
ing the termination of the unit agreement of which the
lease was a part is premature, where the lessee has
appealed the Geological Survey's determination of the
effective date of termination of the unit agreement.
The Bureau of Land Management decision will be set
aside and the case remanded to await the final outcome
of the lessee's appeal of the Geological Survey deter-
mination.

Ten neco_p_i l_C2i , 29 IBLA 157 (Mar. 7, 1977)
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An oil and gas lessee, who files the
guent joinder documents with the Are
visor. Geological Survey, in accorda
guent joinder procedures outlined in
will have his lease committed to the
date of filing with the Area Oil and
for the purpose of extension of the
of production within the unit. However, the coo
does not become effective for det
and otligaticns under the unit ac
parties to the agreement, until the first <

month following the filing.

!™c.e_Ander_scn, 30 IBLA 179 (May 19, 1977)

An oil and gas lease is extended by operation of law
for 2 years beyond the expiration of its primary term
when actual drilling operations were coamenced cc the
lease (or for the lease under a unit plan) prior to
the expiration of the primary term and such operations
are being diligently prosecuted on the expiraticn date,
even though the lease may also have production at that
time.

Bio_Elan cfi_J!at ur aI_Gas_Co., 30 IEIA 191 (Fay 19,
1977) 64 I.E. 196

Ey the terms of the mineral leasing laws, unit agree-
ment, and by regulation, unitized oil and gas leases
issued after Sept. 2, 1960, which reach the end of a

2-year extended term by drilling expire by operation
of law if there is net production of oil or gas in
paying guantities within the unit at that time.

The U.S. Geological Survey is the technical expert of
the Department of the Interior in matters concerning
geologic evaluations. The Bureau of land Fanagement i:

entitled to rely on mineral determinations of Survey,
such as gualif icaticn of a test well as a discovery
well defined by a unit agreement, in the absence cf a

clear and definite showing of error.

£°riii!e_5iace , 30 TELA 296 (June 1, 1977)

A 20-year oil and gas lease which has been renewed fcr
successive 10-year periods, and which at the tins cf
expiraticn of a 10-year period is coimitted to an ap-
proved unit plan of development, is not entitled to
another 10-year renewal, but is extended pursuant to
30 O.S.C. § 226(j) (1976).

*nne_Burnett_Tandj_et_ali , 33 IBLA 106 (Dec. 16, 1977)

lexjco^ I nc. , 33 IBLA 296 (Jan. 10, 1978)

2£XJ£2a_IJ!C . , 40 IELA 294 (Apr. 27, 1979)

An oil and gas lease committed to a unit agreement ex-
pires at the end cf its primary ten if there is then
no well capatle of production of oil or gas in paying
guantities within it or any lease committed to the
unit, and there are no other statutory reasons fcr ex-
tending it.

Where the State Office determines that an oil and gas
lease committed to a unit has expired at the end of its
primary term because there is not within it or the unit
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a well capable of production in paying quantities, the
lessee is entitled to notice and an opportunity for a

hearing on that issue where it has presented evidence
that raises an issue of fact regarding the status of
wells in the unit.

5anh.aJtaji_Resources.t_I nc_. , 3« IBLA 3«6 (Apr. 26, 1978)

The amendment to 30 U.S.C. * 226(j) (1970) ty the Min-
eral Leasing Act Amendments of 1960 does not require
segregation into separate leases of any lease committee
before July 29, 195i», to a unit agreement which covers
land within and land outside the area covered by the
plan.

Where a unit agreement provides that royalty on pro-
duction shall be paid at the rate set forth in the
individual lease terms, and the lease provides that
no royalty shall be due on gas used for production
purposes, it is proper to deduct the amount of gas
used for production purposes on a lease from the
gross allocation of gas to that lease before making
the computation of royalty due to the United States.

£§°co_Production_Coi_JOn,
(Hay 9, 1978)

iecons ider a t ionl , 3 5 IBLA U3

QII:_.5!JJLS£S____S_S—Continued

OHIT AHC COOPERATIVE AGREEMENTS— Continued

where a federal oil and gas lessee comits a portion
of his lease to a proposed unit agreement, thereafter
assigns all that committed portion to another, which
assignment is approved, and subsequently the proposed
unit is approved ty the Geological Survey, the lessee
is not entitled to a 2-year extension under 30 O.S.C.
« 226 (j) (197C) , for the retained portion of the lease.

I__3__2_il2» 37 !BLA 62 (Sept. 18, 1978)

A noncompetitive oil and gas lease cannot te extended
beyond the end of its primary term by commitment to ar
approved unit agreement where no actual drilling has
teen commenced anywhere within the unit on the date tl

lease is due to expire.

Burton Hancock, «C TELA 1 (Mai 1979)

It is not proper to deny a creditable request for ap-
proval of unavoidable delay time under sec. 16 cf the
Santa inez Onit Agreement, even though the Geclcgical
Survey considers the unit agreement extended by dili-
gent drilling operations.

Ii2°n_Co1X. 0_ S_ A_ , HI IBLA 118 (June 13, 1979)

Where only a portion of an oil and gas lease is commit-
ted to an approved unit agreement sec. 17 (j) of the
Mineral Leasing Act, as amended, mandates the segrega-
tion of the noncommitted lands into a separate lease.

A_eric____esou_ces Management Corp.
73uly~31, 1978)

36 IBLA 157

"Paying Quantities. " The term "paying quantities,"
used in the Erady (leep) Unit Agreement to detemine
whether or not a participating area of a unit sbculd
include additional tracts where the existence of hydro-
cartons in paying quantities is disputed, refers to
cost of drilling and production plus a reasonable
profit.

Before issuance of a competitive oil and gas lease for
land within the area of an approved unit agreement, it
is proper to reguire the successful bidder to file evi-
dence that he has entered into an agreement with the
unit operator for development of the land in the lease
under the terms and provisions of the approved unit
agreement or to file a statement giving satisfactory
reasons for failure to enter such agreement.

Where high bidder for a competitive oil and gas lease
within the area of an approved unit agreement fails to
file evidence showing joinder to the unit agreement or
to submit satisfactory reasons for failure to enter
into agreement with the unit operator, it is proper to
reject his bid and to refund the tonus payment tendered
with the bid.

<i_ldo__H__B arrows , 36 IBLA 160 (July 31, 1978)

An oil and gas lease is extended by operation of law
for 2 years beyond the expiration of its primary term
when actual drilling operations were commenced on the
lease (or for the lease under a unit plan) prior to th«
expiration of the primary term and such operations are
being diligently prosecuted on the expiration date.

A unitized oil and gas lease is entitled to an exten-
sion for 2 years where production testing operations
ate being conducted on the unit well on the expiration
date of the lease. Such testing qualifies as "actual
drilling operations" as defined ty U3 CFH 3107.2-1
which includes not only the physical drilling of a

well, but the testing, completing, or equipping of
such well for production of oil or gas.

Shell_Oil_Co., 36 IBLA 253 (Aug. 15, 1978)

The U.S. Geological Survey is the technical expert of
the Department in matters concerning geologic evalua-
tion of oil and gas lease production, and the Secretary
is entitled to rely on the Survey's deter minatiens , as
to the extent of the participating area of a unit, ab-
sent a clear showing of error.

Am oco Pr oduction Co.

oil

HI IE1A 318 (July 11, 1979)

properly ext ended
) and
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2 years
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en of the prinary
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actual drillirg
half of- the lease
se of qualifying
date of approval

ve date of the ap-

ual date it is

pursuant to 3C U.S.C. $ 226(e) (1976
3107.2-3 where prior to the expirati
term of the lease, the lease is com
proved cooperative unit or plan and
operations ate being conducted en te
within the unit plan. For the purpo
for the extension, the determinative
of the unit agreement is the effecti
proved agreeient rather than the act
signed by U.S. Geological Survey.

I nl§alitJ_C ii_ aj)d_G a s_COj. , «2 TELA 222 (Aug. 22, 1979)

Where Geclogical Survey and one of two parties to a

compulsory unitization of two outer continental shelf
oil and gas leases request a remand cf a Survey deci-
sion for further consideration, and certain issues
raised on appeal would appropriately te tetter first
considered ty Survey, the case will be remanded to
Survey. In the circumstances, a request to stay imple-
mentation of Survey's prior decision may te granted ty
the Eoard unless and until Survey acts upen the request
when it reconsiders the case.

Sun_Cil_Co., l»2 IELA 25K (Aug. 23, 1979)
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Where the U.S. Geological Survey has determined from
available geologic and other data that a participating
area of 1,000 acces is the proper size for a producing
well under an approved unit agreement, this Board may
rely upon reports of the Survey setting forth the con-
clusions reached without examining the technical data
upon which the reports were based.

A determination by the O.S. Geological Survey that cer-
tain land is within the participating area of a produc-
ing oil or gas well established pursuant to an approved
unit agreement will not be set aside where it is not
arbitrary or capricious and is supported by competent
evidence, and the appellant has not demonstrated by a

clear and definite showing that the determination was
in error.

«a£3a£et_Di_0kie_et_al., «3 IBLA 326 (Oct. 29, 1979)

An oil and gas lease committed to a unit agreement ex-
pires at the end of its primary term if there is then
no well capable of production of oil or gas in paying
guantities within it or any lease committed to the
unit, and there are no other statutory reasons fcr ex-
tending it.

Where the State Office determines that an oil and gas
lease coimitted to a unit bas expired at the end of its
primary term because there is not within it or the unit
a well capable of production in paying guantities, tbe
lessee is entitled to notice and an opportunity fcr a

bearing on that issue where it has presented evidence
that raises an issue of fact regarding the status of
wells in the unit.

Banhat4§n_Bes _nc_, 3« IBLA 3U6 (Apr. 26, 1978)

WELL CAPABLE OF PRODUCTION

An oil and gas lease on which there is no well capable
of production in paying guantities will terminate by
operation of law if the annual rental payments are not
submitted on or before the anniversary date. A well
capable of production in paying guantities on the anni-
versary date is one which can actually produce enough
oil to exceed the cost of its extraction. Neither the
production of water nor the production of meager quan-
tities of oil, albeit with hopes for paying production
at some time in the future, constitute production in
paying guantities on the anniversary date of the lease.

1 h__P°l__b<J__£2£.E.i . 22 IB1& 270 (Cct. 30, 1975)

An oil and gas lease which is in its extended term be-
cause of production terminates when production ceases
unless pursuant to 30 O.S.C. « 226(f) (1976): (1) re-
working or drilling operations are begun within 6C days
after cessation and are continued with reasonable dili-
gence until production resumes; (2) the Secretary has
ordered or consented to suspension of operations or
producticn; or (3) for lands on which tbere is a well
capable of production, the lessee places tbe well in
producing status at least within 60 days of receipt cf
notice to do so.

lern, Hi_ Eolij d ej_ and_Julie n«e_

J

4_ Bo Under

,

(Apr. 3. 1979)

JohJL.Si_Peha r , HI IBLA 191 (June

4C I EI A 16M

An oil and gas lease will expire by operation of law
the end of its primary term unless oil or gas is tein
produced in paying guantities at that time or actual
drilling operations were commenced prior to the e

the primary term and are being diligently prosecuted,
thereby entitling the lessee to an extension of the
lease. A once productive well which ceases its pro-
ductive capability during the initial term will not
prevent expiration of the lease.

of

S§jac_Industriesx_Inc. , 26 IBLA 202 (Aug. 1976)

An oil and gas lease in its extended term by reason of
production terminates by operation of law when it is
determined that the lease no longer has a well capable
of production in paying guantities and no reworking or
drilling operations are begun within 60 days after ces-
sation of production. In this situation the lessee is
not entitled to written notice and 60 days to place
the well in a producing status.

Upon a determination that production has ceased on an
oil and gas lease in its extended term by reason of
such production because the well on the lease is no
longer capable of production in paying quantities, the
lessees of record are entitled to notice and an oppor-
tunity to request a hearing on the issue of the produc-
tive capacity of the well where they have presented
evidence raising an issue of fact regarding the status
of the well.

Suspension of production requirements fcr leases en
which there are no wells capable of producing in paying
guantities must be approved by the Secretary; this
authority is not delegated to other officers telcw the
Secretarial level.

Where tbe Geological Survey, in making its decisicn,
has reviewed the same information submitted on appeal
to the Board of land Appeals to show that tbere was a

well capable of producing oil or gas in paying guan-
tities on tbe date the lease expired, and tbere are
no disputed facts, but only a dispute on the proper
application of the law to those facts and legal inter-
pretations, a hearing is not warranted in the case.

"A well capable of producing oil or gas in paying guan-
tities." The provision in 30 U.S.C. « 226(f) (1S76)
referring to a well capable of producing oil or gas in
paying guantities refers to a well which is actually in
physical condition to produce a sufficient quantity of
oil or gas to yield a reasonable profit over and above
the costs of operating the well and marketing the prod-
uct. A satisfactory test of a well to establish its
capability as of the termination date is necessary.
Evidence which only supports inferences is not suffi-
cient, nor is a showing only of a potential prospect
for profitable operation at some future time.

American Bescurces Management
i

Cor p.

,

"(Apr.~5,"l979T"
IELA 19!

U_i_ersal_Resojirces_Cor£__eJ__al_, 31 IBLA 61 (June 23,
1977)

A hearing is properly ordered where there exist l

of fact tbe resolution of which will determine vh
an oil and gas lease concluding its primary term
converted from rental status to royalty status,
lant shall have the burden of proof to establish
preponderance of the evidence (a) that the Coleza
Government II well was capable of producing oil a

gas in paying quantities on Oct. 31, 1978, or (b)

there was a discovery of oil or gas in paying gua
ties on lease W 15891 on Oct. 31, 1978. If eithe
both) of these propositions is established, tbe s

ippel-
by a
1-

(or

bject
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lease was not subject to automatic termination by law
for failure to make timely rental payment.

Coro na do_Oi l_Co^ , K2 IBLA 235 (Aug. 22, 1979)

OIL_SHALE

WITHDRAWALS

OREGON AND, CALIFORNIA RAIlROAD.AND.gECCNyEljiE.CCCS
~EAy~GRANT~LJNDS--ContInued

GENERALLY— Continued

FLPMA, the Taylor Grazing Act, the C6C Act, and ether
statutes permit the United States to appropriate water
for the diverse purposes found in the various statutes.

Federal Water Rights of the .National Park. Service , Fish
and Wildlife Service, Bureau of Reclamation and the_ _
Bureau" ol land Management Hr 3691«" (June

-
2
6" 19717

86 I.E. 553

A decision of the Bureau of Land Management rejecting a

Native allotment application because the land is within
an oil shale withdrawal will be set aside and remanded
for further consideration where the Secretary of the
Interior has directed the Geological Survey to review
its mineral classifications in Alaska and the applicant
requests an opportunity to present evidence to dispute
the classification.

Rayj>ond_Pa nea k , 19 IBLA 68 (Feb. 25, 1975)

Once the U.S. Geological Survey has classified certain
lands as containing deposits of oil shale, those lands
are considered to be withdrawn by Executive Crder No.
5327. In order to challenge such a classification, a

clear showing of error is required.

An application for a phosphate prospecting permit is
properly rejected upon a determination that lands
applied for are withdrawn as oil shale lands by Execu-
tive Order No. 5327.

Thomas_.E 1_Ga v_nor , 21 IBLA 178 (July 25, 1975)

An application for a phosphate prospecting permit is
properly rejected when the lands applied for have been
classified as containing deposits of oil shale. The
lands are thereby subjected to the withdrawal from
leasing and other disposal imposed by Executive Order
No. 5327. Rejection of the application is required
even though the application was filed pricr to the oil
shale classification and withdrawal.

Il!2J!as_E_1_Gainor , 2« IBLA 320 (Apr. 20, 1976)

Oil shale withdrawals administered by the Department
of the Interior have reserved water rights for the pur-
poses of investigation, examination and classification
of those lands. Water is not reserved for actual oil
shale development.

Fgde r a 1_ Wa t er_R iah t s_o f_t h e_Na t ion al_ Pa r k.Ser v ice , . j i s

h

and Wildlife Servicex_Bureau_of_Heclamaticn and_the
I"ieau_of"Land'llIHaiement , M-3691« (June 25, 1979)

86 I.D. 553

SUSTAINED TIEIE UNITS

Where one objects to the Eureau of Land Management's
decision to offer a certain tract of timber for sale
en the grounds that an environmental impact statenent
for the single planned timber sale has not been pre-
pared and that such a sale would violate the sustained
yield provisions of the 06C Act of Aug. 26, 1937,
"43 O.S.C. s 1181a (1970), the Bureau decision will be
upheld when the objecting party fails to provide any
evidence to support its contentions and a program envi-
ronmental impact statement for the sustained yield unit
which includes the parcel in question is in the process
of being prepared.

Headwaters, 33 IBLA 91 (Dec. 16, 1977)

TIMBER SALES

A proposed Federal timber sale does not violate the
principle of multiple use embodied in the Federal Land
Policy and Management Act of 1976, «3 O.S.C. S 17C1
(1976), where it involves Oregon and California re-
vested land committed by the Act of Aug. 28, 1937,
«3 O.S.C. 5 1161a (1976), to dominant use management
for commercial forestry.

Elajj e Hi kels et al.. «U IBLA 51 (Nov. 19, 1979)

O0TEE CYSTINE NTAL SEEIF LANDS ACT
(See als o Oil and Gas Leases— if included in thi!

In interpreting provisions of State leases which have
been validated under sec. 6 of the Cuter Continental
Shelf Lands Act, U3 O.S.C. s 1335 (1970), the Depart-
ment will give great weight to judicial and adminis-
trative interpretations rendered by officials cf that
State. Where, however, there is a conflict of opinion
between State officials as to the proper interpretatioi
of a provision of a State lease, the Department cf the
Interior will independently interpret that section, ap-
plying the general rules of contract construction.

Ocean Drill ing 6_Ex_p,loratioil Coix Chevron Cil Co.,
21 IELA 137 "(July"l57 1975)

oregon_and californi a_railroad and_reconv i yee cocs
bayIgrant^lands

In order to constitute a clear and definite offer, a

bid for an outer continental shelf oil and gas lease
must adequately identify the tract which is the subject
of the bid.

There are no reserved water rights on the revested
Oregon and California Railroad lands and the Coos Bay
Wagon Road lands, the "OGC" lands.

It is not the responsibility of Eureau of Land Marage-
ment employees to decipher ambiguous bids for outer
continental shelf oil and gas leases in order to save
the bidder from the conseguences of his own negligence.
A bid which was apparently intended for one tract and
contains data appropriate for that tract, but identi-
fies a different tract as the subject of the bid, is
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Alaska Oil_and M_nerals_Cor_. . 29 IBLA 22U
7dar. 23, 1977)"

OIL AND GAS LEASES

The involuntary invalidation of <
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Effect_of_Octj
M-36T68 (Supp,

i.13?6i. SoliJci,tqt
[) (Mar. 9, 1977)

s_C_i_A°n___ 36__ 6

,

"Production." "Production" as used in all Federal oil
and gas leases includes all oil and gas withdrawn from
a reservoir.

In the absence of a specific statutory bar, such as is
found in sees. 18 and 19 of the Mineral leasing Act of
1920, royalty is due in the "amount or value" of all
production from a Federal oil and gas lease, including
vented and flared gas and gas or oil leaked, spilled
or used in producing operations.

An assessment greater than the normal royalty charge
may be required for oil and gas that are wasted.

£esp.onse_to_Febi_17i_1976 x_Reauest_from_the_General__
Account ina,_0f f ice_ I nterj:re_tation_of_Hineral_Leasing
*ct_of_1920 i_and_Outer_Contij!eni^l_sjelf_Lands~Ac^
52Y.altv._C la use, M-36888 (Cct.~«, 19767 80 iTf. 5H

"Production." Oil or gas that is wasted is in a cate-
gory by itself, distinctly separable from "production,"
when it is oil or gas that is lost on the surface or
in the subsurface through the negligence of the lessee,
i.e., without the specific sanction of the supervisor.

The loss through waste to the lessor compensable under
30 CFR 250.20 is either the royalty or the full value
and the choice between them is a matter which is com-
mitted to the sound exercise of the supervisor's dis-
cretion .

Computation of Honeys Due the Onited, States.cn, Oi 1. and
Gas Lost as a Result of Pennzoil's Blowout , H- 3688

8

(Supp.) (Jan. 19, 1977) " ~ 8« I.D. 6U

The interpretation of the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920
set forth in the Oct. «, 1976, Sol_ci_or___C_inion
(M-36888) is compelled by the statute.

Terms of an oil and gas lease inconsistent with the
statute are equally as invalid as a regulation which
operates to create a rule out of harmony with the
statute.

The Department of the Interior has the a

sue orders to oil and gas lessees to pro
natural resources of the Continental She
which requires lessees to shut in wells
or turninq operations will be sustained
not being arbitrary or unjustified where
shows that a number of companies had fol
tice even when it was not reguired, wher
not so prohibitive as to effect a _ro __
tion of the lease, and where departures
may be granted in certain situations.

Exx_yi_Co___ , 36 IELA 185 (Aug. 1, 1978)
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15 I.C. 3«7

A request for refund of excess payments under «3 D.J
§ 1339 (1970) must be made as the limitation in the
statute provides, within 2 years from the date such
payments are actually made.

Fhillips Petroleum Co,. 39 IBLA 393 (Mar. 2, 1979)

It is not proper to deny a creditable request for ap-
proval of unavoidable delay time under sec. 16 of the
Santa Yne2 Unit Agreement, even thouqb the Geological
Survey considers the unit aqreement extended by dili-
qent drillinq operations.

Jxxcn_Co_J :

S_A_, 11 IBLA 118 (June 13, 1979)

Where the holder of an oil and qas lease en the Cuter
Continental Shelf has filed a suit in a Federal dis-
trict court to recover certain royalties paid under hi:
lease, the Eoard of Land Appeals will aff:
of the Director, Geological Survey, holdii
the lessee's request for a refund whiie tl

pending.

_e__eco_Ci__Co. , (41 IELA 195 (June 22, 1979)

:yance
suit

A lessee gains no rights through a lease which could
not be bestowed lawfully, since regulations or lease
terms inconsistent with the statute are invalid.

OPERATING PROCEDURES

The Department of the Interior has the authority to is-
sue orders to oil and gas lessees to protect all cf the
natural resources of the Continental Shelf. An order
which requires lessees to shut in wells during welding
or burning operations will be sustained on appeal as
not being arbitrary or unjustified where the record
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shows that a number of companies had followed the prac-
tice even when it was not required, where the order is
not so prohibitive as to effect a £ro tanto cancella-
tion of the lease, and where departures from the order
may be granted in certain situations.

lJS221!_£or£i . 36 IBLA 185 (Aug. 1, 1978) 35 I.E. 3«7

OUTER CONTINENTAL SHE1P LANDS ACJ-- Continued

S1ATE LEASES— Continued

Generally—Continued

States, and is not applicable where the lessee has
not notified Geological Survey of any purported con-
structive delivery of oil to the first purchaser and
Survey has not accepted such constructive delivery.
Therefore, the second provision is applicable which
expressly precludes deductions of transportation costs.

S u_pe 1 ior_(Hl_Co.. , 31 IBLA 127 (June 30, 1977)
REFUNC

A request for refund of excess payments under 43 U.S.C.

i 1339 (1970) must be made as the limitation in the
statute provides, within 2 years from the date such
payments are actually made.

PhilliE s_Petrol<

STATE LEASES

Co. 39 IBLA 393 (Bar. 2, 1979)

Ger an
In interpreting provisions of State leases which have
been validated under sec. 6 of the Outer Continental
Shelf Lands Act, 13 U.S.C. * 1335 (1970), the Depart-
ment will give great weight to judicial and adminis-
trative interpretations rendered by officials of that
State. Where, however, there is a conflict of opinion
between State officials as to the proper interpre tatici
of a provision of a State lease, the Department of the
Interior will independently interpret that section, ap-
plying the general rules of contract construction.

The provisions of those leases issued by the State of
Louisiana on the 19«8 lease form and which have been
validated under sec. 6 of the Outer Continental Shelf
Lands Act do not prohibit the allowance by the Oil and
Gas Supervisor of a reasonable deduction of barging
transportation costs from the field to the point of
the first market for the production from the lease.

Ocean_Drillina S Exploration Co.
21~IBLA 137~(July 15, 1975)

.Che vron_0i l_Coi ,

Leases issued by the State of Texas for offshore oil
and gas deposits which have been validated under sec.
6 of the Outer Continental Shelf lands Act do not pro-
hibit, for royalty purposes, allowance by the Geolog-
ical Survey of a reasonable deduction of barging
transportation costs for crude oil production from the
field to the point of the first market onshore.

C_6_E_Pe t r o leum^I nc^ , 27 IBLA 15 (Sept. 17, 1976)

The royalty provisions of a State lease validated under
sec. 6 of the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act will
govern the determination of the royalty due to the
United States.

The royalty provisions on a State of Louisiana 1912
lease form subsequently validated under sec. 6 of the
Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act provide either for
(1) delivery of royalty oil in kind to the lessor free
of expense with delivery understood as being made when
the oil has been received by the first purchaser or,
(2) at the option of the lessee, payment of the value
of the oil, with certain express disallowances, includ-
ing no deduction for transportation charges. Construc-
tive delivery of in-kind royalty must be authorized
and accepted by the lessor to constitute a payment of
royalty. The delivery-in-kind provision does not
authorize the lessee to act as agent of the United
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EATEKTS..CF PUEIIC LANES

GENERALLY

The Recreation and Public Purposes Act, and 1

nent regulations thereunder, require that a c

land under the Act must develop the land in «

with the specified uses proposed in the pater
cation within a reasonable time following th«
issuance of patent.

Failure over a 17- or 18-year period to deve"
patented under the Recreation and Public Pur
in accordance with the specified uses propos
patent application and set out in the patent
lation of the condition in the patent which
that if the lands are devoted to a use other
for which they were conveyed title shall rev
United States.
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Title to a numbered school section which is surveyed
on or after July 11, 1956, and on which there is
outstanding at the time of such survey a mineral lease
entered into by the United States, is granted to the
State, and the State shall succeed to the position of
the United States as lessor under such lease.

_____________» 22 IBLA «U (Sept. 15, 1975)
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The Department of the Interior is not estopped from
denying the legality of a payment in lieu of forfeiture
provision inserted in a Recreation and Fublic Purposes
Act patent when such denial works no serious injustice
against the patentee and implementation of the provi-
sion would harm the public interest by divesting the
Government of all jurisdiction over the patented land,
thus, precluding enforcement of the Recreation and Pub-
lic Purposes Act requirement that lands patented under
the Act be devoted to a definitely proposed project for
the benefit of the public.

0kano3an_Counti_Public_Utilitj;x_District_Noi_lx
Washington, 22 IBLA 3«2 (Nov. 1U, 1975)

An application for patent to school lands in place,
pursuant to l»3 U.S.C. § 871a (1970), which requests
an exclusion of the right-of-way granted under the
Act of July 1, 1862, as amended, July 2, 186U, must be
rejected. Such a patent must be issued "subject to"
the right-of-way.

________________» 27 IBLA 137 (Sept. 29, 1976)
83

In the absence of legislation by Congress, a patent
from the United States does not convey an implied ease-
ment by way of necessity across public land.

______ udsx_I nc.. , 27 IBLA 278 (Oct. 26, 1976)

A grantee's failure to develop for an unreasonable
period of time (over 19 years) lands patented under
the Recreation and Public Purposes Act constitutes a

violation of the reversionary clause in the patent
which states that if the lands are devoted to a use
other than that for which they were conveyed title
shall revert to the United States.

Sla.EJS_Count.Y~t_ Nevada , 28 IELA 210 (Dec. 8, 1976)

The Secretary
sue a patent
of the law have been met

f the Interior is not authorized to is-
a mining claim until the requireients

United States v. Fred and Eileen Garner.
7Apr7~187 1977)

30 IBLA «2
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ibl< Farlow. 30 IELA 320 (June 7, 1977)

Where an entryman has mistakenly applied for and re-
ceived a patent on one parcel of land which was net
the land be actually occupied, be is not entitled to
receive a patent on the land actually occupied by vir-
tue of the fact that the statutes of limitation on th«
issuance and cancellation of patents has run.

°l-nd.and„Harie Oswald. 35 IBLA 79 (Hay 12, 197S)

Issuance of a certificate of allot ent vests full title
nd-

-ssuance oi a cer imcaxe oi auoiieti vests iuu title
to the parcel concerned in the allottee, notwithstand-
ing the fact that the Department retains the right to
approve a subsequent sale of the parcel by the allotteeapprove a sutseq

_t_te_of_Al__ka, 35 IBLA May 22, 1978)

"An Act granting public lands to the town of Silverton,
Colorado, for public park purposes" (13 Stat. 96C,
Feb. 25, 1925).

The above Act and the patent issued in accordance
therewith require that the lands granted he used fcr
public park purposes only, and the town's attempt to
lease a portion of the lands for the construction of
camper sites does not violate the Act and patent since
the use of a limited Fart of the patented land fcr
camper sites is consistent with recreational and pub-
lic park purposes.

2__£___________£_

»

35 IBLA 183 (Hay 23, 1978)
65

Where a patent has been issued under the Recreaticn and
Public Purposes Act of June It, 1926, as amended,
U3 U.S.C. $ 869 et sea. (1970), pursuant to~a plan of
development, and that plan is modified with the consent
of the Bureau of Land Management, the failure tc comply
with the original plan is excused.

The issuance of a patent creates a presumption that all
requisite steps and requirements of law and Eepartien-
tal requlaticns have been satisfied.

Even if there were a mistake in the issuance of a pat-
ent, such mistake would justify this Department in
recomendinq to the Attorney General that suit be cci-
menced to cancel the patent only where: (1) the Gov-
ernment has an interest in the remedy by reason of its
interest in the land; (2) the interest of some Farty to
whom the Government is under obligation has suffered by
reason of the patent; (3) the duty of the Govertient to
the people so requires or (1) significant equitable
considerations are involved.

Where more than 6 years have passed after the issuance
of a patent, suit by the United States to vacate and
annul the patent cannot be sustained, 13 U.S.C. « 1166
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(1970) , absent a positive showing of fraud practiced
upon the United States.

K..B. Baldwin. 37 IBLA 215 (Oct. 12, 1978)

A grantee's transfer of the property and its subsequent
use for a purpose (big game guiding service) other than
the one described in the patent (mission parsonage and
chapel) without consent of Department of the Interior
triggers reversion of the land to the United States.

Roberta Thom£Son_and Richard Lee Burnham,
"(Dec7~20, 19787"

38 IBLA 333

is reverted tc
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A decision holding that a tract of land h

the United States oust be affirmed where
patented to a municipality under authorit
statute which expressly provided that the
not have the right to sell or convey any
and that if the land shall not be used as
it shall revert to the United States, and
record shows that the municipality convey
parcels to the State and has never used t

for park purposes in the intervening 60 y
patent issued.

cili of. Okanogan, Washington, State of Washington,
11 IELA~98 (Outie H , 1979)"
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An appeal from a decision denying a protest against the
issuance of a patent must be dismissed if the patent
has been issued, because the Department has no juris-
diction to act further in the matter.

Because issuance of a patent removes the land from
Departmental jurisdiction, it is not proper to issue
that patent "simultaneously with dismissal of a protest
against the patent application because such action de-
prives the protester of his right to review and pre-
cludes compliance with «3 U.S.C.A. $ 1701(a)(5) (West
Supp. 1978) which mandates objective administrative
review of initial decisions.

A decision by the Bureau of Land Hanageuent canceling
fee simple patents issued to Indians and simultaneously
issuing new Indian trust patents is not subject tc re-
view by the Eoard of land Appeals, which has nc juris-
diction in the matter, where the decision was made at
the direction of the Assistant Secretary for Indian
Affairs.

Elue Star. Inc.. Atomic Western. Inc.. Fremont Energy
Cor_E.^_Ivor_Adiir7 Ml IELA 333 (July 11, 1979)

ABINCBINTS

.Inc., 38 IBLA 382 (Dec. 29,Hatannska-Susitna Borougt
1978)

An entryman may not take advantage of sec. 7 of the
Act of Bar. 3, 1891, entitling an entryman to a patent
after 2 years from date of issuance of a receiver's
receipt when there is no pending contest or protest
against the validity of the entry, where he has not
shown that preconditions of the Act have been met,
i.e., aaking the final payments required.

2nited_States_v._J§ck_Zemaj;_Boida_Jr.
(Feb. 27, 1979)

39 IBLA 321

Here nonuse of land patented under the Recreation and
Public Purposes Act is not equivalent to a devotion of
the land to an unauthorized use and, of itself, will
not cause the title to revert to the United States.

An application for the amendment of a patent is prop-
erly rejected where the record contains insufficient
evidence to show that the entryman entered lands not
intended by him as his entry, and where the reccrd
fails to show what precaution to avoid error was taken
by the entryman at the time of making the origiral en-
try, if in fact he intended to enter other lands.

Comenico Tussio, et ux.. 2« IBLA 111 (Bar. 6, 1976)

The execution of an application for patent to a mining
claim by an attorney in fact for the claimant, at a

time when the claimant himself is bcth resident of and
physically within the land district in which the nining
claim is located, is unauthorized, and such an applica-
tion is invalid. The defect cannot be cured by an
amendment signed by the claimant.

Floyd R„ .Bleak. 26 IELA 378 (Sept. 9, 1976)

A patent which names as the grantee a fictional,
nonexistent person or corporation is a nullity and
ineffective for all purposes, and where the invalidity
appears by reference to any matter of which judicial
notice may be taken, the patent is null and void on
its face, and no recourse to a court is necessary to
procure its cancellation.

Where the grantee of land under the Recreation and Pub-
lic Purposes Act enters into an executory contract to
convey an interest in a portion of the land to another,
who then undertakes to perform his obligation to enter
the land and improve it without prior Departmental ap-
proval, this constitutes an attempt on the part of the
patentee to make an unauthorized transfer of title or
control, and title to the entire tract reverts to the
United States.

5JS2_Pilois_of.Alaska^ Inc.. , HO IBLA 355 (Bay 1U, 1979)

Frior to the enactment of sec. 316 of the Federal land
Policy and Banagement Act of 1976, the Secretary cf the
Interior's authority to correct patents could net be
exercised tc divest the Government's title to land that
was withdrawn or reserved at the time cf the nistaken
entry. Whether sec. 316 authorizes amendment of a pat-
ent in such situations is to be determined in the first
instance by the BLB.

R22anJ_aj!j_i!aiie_Oswald, 35 IBLA 79 (Bay 12, 1976)

The Department of the Interior has neither jurisdic-
tion over nor authority to issue oil and gas leases
for lands patented to the State of Alaska.

Rich arc
19757

"
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Although a patent issued pursuant to an Alaska State
selection may have been issued by mistake, it vested
title in the State and removed from the jurisdiction
of this Department the right to inquire into and con-
sider all disputed questions of fact as well as rights
in the land.

Thomas-Albert, 20 IBLA 338 (June 11, 1975)

Even if a patent issued to a homestead entryman by mis
take or inadvertence, it vested title in the patentee
and removed from the jurisdiction of this Department
the right to decide all disputed questions of fact as
well as rights to land.

Basille_Jackson , 21 IBLA 5U (June If 1975)

Remedy for errors of law, as well as for mistakes of
fact, in the issue of a patent to land within the
jurisdiction of the Department is a direct proceeding
by a bill in equity to correct them.

Administrative Appeal, of Ruth Pinto Lewis v. Superin-
tendent_of_the_Eastern_Navajo_Acienc^, U IEIA 1U7
"(Oct. 3,~1975)~

"

82 I.D. 521

no filing has teen made on the prior occupancy and the
pricr occupancy was not for homestead purposes.

Roland and, rarie. Oswald. 35 TELA 79 (Kay 12, 1976)

The effect of the issuance of a patent is to transfer
the legal title from the United States and to remove
from the jurisdiction of the Department consideration
of all disputed questions concerning rights to the
land.

ledelailiiejica n_Pa rj ners , 37 IEIA 330 (Cct. 26, 1978)

A patent which names as the grantee a fictional,
nonexistent person or corporation is a nullity and
ineffective for all purposes, and where the invalidity
appears by reference to any matter of which judicial
notice may be taken, the patent is null and void en
its face, and no recourse to a court is necessary to
procure its cancellation.

SjLV_Iiio t s_of_ Ai a s k a^_Inc^ , HO IEIA 355 (Fay 1«, 1979)

RESERVATIONS

A patent issued under authority of law vests title in
the patentee and removes the land from the jurisdiction
of the Interior Department.

Na^Ja_Davis_Gamble, 23 IBLA 128 (Dec. 23, 1975)

The Bureau of Land Management has the authority to
impose a stipulation on an oil and gas lease cover-
ing reserved minerals on patented lands, which would
require archaeological investigation and excavations
by lessee.

The effect of the issuance of a patent, even if issued
by mistake or inadvertence, is to transfer the legal
title from the United States ana to remove from the
jurisdiction of the Department consideration of all
disputed guestions concerning rights to the land.

I er n ie_HA_R oc|er s , 29 IBLA 192 (Mar. 18, 1977)

S tate_of.Alaska , 35 IBLA 1«0 (May 22, 1978)

Hi_B i_ Baldwin , 37 IBLA 215 (Oct. 12, 1978)

AI bert_ A^_C us h i nax_Jr^ , HI IBLA «1 (May 29, 1979)

Ber t h l.y n_Ja ne_B a ke r , «1 IELA 239 (June 27, 1979)

Where both an original survey prior to the issuance of
a patent and a dependent resurvey after issuance indi-
cate that a homestead patent has issued on land within
a national forest, the patent is invalid notwithstand-
ing that the Federal Government may not by means of a

second survey affect property rights acguired under an
official survey.

Where land on which a valid settlement has been made
and maintained according to the law under which it was
made, was excepted from the effect of the withdrawal or
reservation, occupancy of the land prior to reservation
or withdrawal is insufficient to show exception where

Sec. 6(i) of the Alaska Statehood Act provides that
grants of mineral lands to the State are made upon the
condition that all subsequent State conveyances cf the
mineral lands shall be subject to and ccntain a reser-
vation to the State of all the minerals in the lands so
conveyed. The Act does not require that Federal pat-
ents to the State include a proviso to the above ef-
fect, rather, it is subsequent State conveyances which
must contain a reservation for minerals.

Richard_Wi_flcw

e

x_ D a niel Gat
1975)

20 IEIA 59 (Apr. 2H,
62 I.E. 17M

In a patent to public domain land, a reservation for
ditches and canals constructed by authority of the
United States, pursuant to the Act of Aug. 30, 1650,
need not be modified by a reference to the Act of
Sept. 2, 1961, as amended, q 3 u.S.C. « 9H5a (197C).

Heirs of Carr ie Bethel. 29 IEIA 210 (Bar. 22, 1977)

As to gravel, interpretations of the sineral reserva-
tion in patents issued by the United States under the
Stock-Raising Homestead Act, «3 U.S.C. § 299 (1970),
must be consistent with the established rule that land
grants are tc be construed favorably to the Government,
that nothing passes except what is conveyed in clear
language, and that if there are doubts they are re-
solved for the Government, not against it.

In determining whether gravel is included in a mineral
reservation in a patent issued under the Stock-Eaising
Homestead Act, 13 U.S.C. « 299 (1970), the interpreta-
tion of the reservation must take into account the in-
tended use for which the land was conveyed and these
uses which the Government intended tc reserve.

A patent of land under the Stock-Raising Homestead Act,
13 U.S.C. § 291 et seg. (1970), was not generally
intended to give the grantee the right to use the land
for mineral development and mineral development was to
proceed enly under the mineral laws.

"IJusdem .generis." The ejusdem aenejis rule of con-
struction may not be invoked to exclude gravel frcm the
scope of a reservation of "all the coal and other min-
erals" in patents issued under the Stock-Raising Boie-
stead Act, «3 U.S.C. 5 299 (1970) , because this rule
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of construction can only be effectively applied where
there is a series of specific terms which define a

class so that one nay construe a general ten by refer-
ence to that class.

Sec. 9 of the Stock-Raising Homestead Act, U3 U.S.C.
5 299 (1970) , contemplates the Department of the
Interior retaining continuing jurisdiction and admin-
istration of mineral deposits reserved by that Act.

"Public lands." Under 43 CFR 9239.0-7 which defines
a trespass, the term "public lands" includes mineral
deposits reserved under the Stock-Raising Homestead
Act, 43 U.S.C. 4 299 (1970).

The declaration in the Surface Resources Act, 30 U.S.C.
§ 611 (1970), that no deposit of common varieties of
gravel shall be deemed a valuable mineral deposit with-
in the meaning of the mining laws, was not intended to
operate as a conveyance, to holders of patents, of any
minerals reserved under the Stock-Raising Homestead
Act, «3 U.S.C. « 299 (197C).

Gravel in a valuable deposit is a mineral reserved to
the United States in patents issued under the Stock-
Raising Homestead Act, 43 U.S.C. « 299 (1970).

Western Nuclear^ Inc., 35 IBLA 146 (Hay 22, 1978)
85 I.E. 12<

Unsurveyed fast lands, formed by accretion to public
land or to lands patented with an oil and gas reserva-
tion, riparian to a navigable river and lying within
the meander lines of that navigable river, as recorded
on the official plat, may be leased provided that a

proper offer is received and the other relevant condi-
tions precedent to leasing are met.

Federal law determines the legal characteri2ation of
accretions, avulsions, and relictions to land riparian
to navigable bodies of water, where title to the land
or reserved interests in the land remains in the Unitec
States.

FAT!NTS_OF_PJ)BLIC_LANDS— Continued

SUITS TO CANCEL— Continued

Even if a patent issued to a homestead entryian ty »is-
take or inadvertence, it vested title in the patentee
and removed from the jurisdiction of this Department
the right to decide all disputed questions of fact as
well as rights to land.

Easille Jackson. 21 IBtA 54 (June 16, 1975)
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showing of fraud practiced

i!i_Ea_Bajdwin, 37 IBLA 215 (Oct. 12, 1978)

United States is not subject to a defense of laches in
an action to enforce a public right. Thus, where ELK
took approximately 2 years to declare reversion tc
United States of title to land patented with reversion-
ary clause under Recreation and Public Purposes Act,
appellants may find no relief in eguitatle doctrine of
laches.

Robe rta_T home, son
"(DecT 207~1978)"

!£l_£i£i3li_I:fS-liJinhaj . 38 :IA 332

P.ay.id_A.._Provinse, 35 IBLA 221 (Hay 26, 1978)
15 I.D. 154

United States is not subject to a defense of laches in
an action to enforce a public right. Thus, where BLB
took approximately 2 years to declare reversion to
United States of title to land patented with reversion-
ary clause under Recreation and Public Purposes Act,
appellants may find no relief in equitable doctrine of
laches.

R obe r t a_T h o mp>so n_a n d_ R i ch a r

(Dec. 20, 1978f

SUITS TO CANCEL

-iee_E u rnha m , 38 IBLA 333

A patent which names as the grantee a fictional,
nonexistent person or corporation is a nullity and
ineffective for all purposes, and where the invalidil
appears ty reference to any matter of which judicial
notice may te taken, the patent is null and void en
its face, and no recourse to a court is necessary to
procure its cancellation.

SJSI_Eiiots_cf_Aiaskai_I_nc J

PilflENTS
(See_also Accounts-

GENERALLY

IEIA 355 (fay 14, 1979)

Although a patent issued pursuant to an Alaska State
selection may have been issued by mistake, it vested
title in the State and removed from the jurisdiction
of this Department the right to inquire into and con-
sider all disputed questions of fact as well as rights
in the land.

Ii>21Sas_ Albert , 20 IBLA 338 (June 11, 1975)

The authorized officer may not deem an oil and gas ren-
tal payment to have been timely filed, pursuant tc
43 CER 1821.2-2(g) if it is received at the State Cf-
fice when it is not open to the public, even though
the payment is presented en the last day in which pay-
ment can he made. Such payment is deemed to have teen
made on the day and hour the office is next open to
business, as provided in 13 CER 1821.2-2 |d)

.

It is proper to deny a petition for reinstatement of an
oil and gas lease terminated for failure to pay rental
on time as reguired ty sec. 31 of the Mineral Leasing
Act of 192C, as amended, 30 U.S.C. « 188(b) (197C),
where 20 minutes'tefore the State Cffice closes to the
public on the last day on which rental can te paid, pe-
titioner instructs ty telephone an agent who lives in
the vicinity of the State Office to make the payment
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and the agent who alleges she was delayed by traffic
and security measures makes payment after the office
is closed to the public. In such circumstances the
petitioner has not shown that his failure to pay the
rental on or before the anniversary date cf the lease
was justifiable or not due to a lack of reasonable
diligence.

Bob_Burch, 32 IBLA 93 (Sept. 12, 1977)

Where an oil and gas lease is canceled in part because
it was erroneously issued as to that part, there is no
authority for the Department to pay to the lessee un-
realized anticipated profits or to refund the rental
for the portion of the lands retained in the lease.
By signing the simultaneous oil and gas drawing card,
the offeror agreed to accept a lease for those portions
of the tract found by BLM to be available for leasing.

la<il_lii_l£fl£le, 33 IBLA 98 (Dec. 16, 1977)

Rental payment which arrives at a BLM State Office after
normal business hours, as set out in 13 CFR 1821-1 (a)

and (d) , is properly recorded by ELH as received at
10 a.m. the next business day, p_er 43 CFR 1821.2-2 (d).

Robert _LA_Hheeler, 33 IBLA 371 (Jan. 23, 1978)

Payment of the annual rental on an oil and gas lease
is not made until a proper form of remittance is
received by the appropriate office of the Bureau of
Land Management.

Lloyd_M._ and Adelheid
7?eb. 22, 19787

li_latt er son , 3« IBLA 68

A check tendered prior to the due date of an oil and
gas lease annual rental payment, which is properly
dishonored by the drawee bank, does not constitute
timely payment. But where return of the check results
from a confirmed bank errcr, subsequent collection and
payment of the check relates back to the time of the
original tender, and payment is timely.

Annual rental payments on oil and gas leases are sent
to depositories designated by the Secretary of the
Treasury if their location permits the deposit to be
hand carried; otherwise, the deposits are mailed to
the Denver Branch of the Kansas City Federal Reserve
Bank. Washington, D.C., offices of the Bureau of Land
Management may send deposits to the Cash Division of
the Treasury Department. All checks drawn on foreign
banks or foreign branches of United States banks must
be sent for deposit to the Cash Division of the Trea-
sury Department.

An oil and gas lease rental payment check returned to
the Bureau of Land Management because a Federal Reserve
Bank will not accept for collection checks drawn on
foreign banks, but which could be collected through th<
Cash Division of the Treasury Department and would be
honored by the drawee bank, is not "uncollectible."

"Eayment." Elacing a check for annual rental fcr cil
and gas leases in the mails does not constitute "pay-
ment" of annual rental. Rather, the lessee oust cause
the rental to be received by the office administering
his leases, and, until such time as it is received, nc
"payment" of annual rental has occurred. Acccrdirgly,
where a check is nailed prior to the due date but does
not arrive until more than 20 days after this due date,
no "payment" was made prior to that time, so that the
lease automatically terminated by operation of law, and
the Department is without authority to consider a peti-
tion for reinstatement of the lease.

"Tender." Placing a check for annual rental for oil
and gas leases in the mails does not constitute a

tender of payment of annual rental, within the meaning
of H3 CFR 31C8.2-l(c). Rather, a lessee makes a tender
of payment only when be submits payment to the EIE of-
fice administering bis leases, and when ElB has the
opportunity either to receive or decline it. Accord-
ingly, placing rental in the mails does not constitute
a tender of payment which would allow the Departient to
consider the merits of a petition for reinstatement of
an oil and gas lease terminated for failure to make
timely payment of annual rental.

Hpbil 0^1, Corp.. 35 IELA 265 (June 2, 1978)

A rental check for an oil and gas offer need not be
signed necessarily by the offeror.

Lillian. Sweet. 37 IBLA 25 (Sept. 1«, 1978)

A noncompetitive oil and gas lease on which there is nc
well capable of production in paying quantities termi-
nates by operation of law and not by the action of any
official if the annual rental is not paid on or before
the due date. Submission of a rental check without
identifying the lease number precluded the Bureau of
Land Management from accepting the check as payient for
the lease, and a lease is properly held to terminate
in the absence of a timely identified payment of the
rental.

S._Celos_Cbai£aja,n, 37 IBLA 377 (Nov. 6, 1976)

"Payment." A noncompetitive oil and gas lease en whict
there is no well capable cf production in paying quan-
tities terminates by operation of law for failure to
pay the annual rental on or before the due date. A

check fcr rental does not constitute payment until it
iz received at the proper office.

grgtchen. Capital,. Ltd. M 37 IELA 392 (Nov. 1978)

2i£el i ne_Pe t roleum_Cor£i , 3« IBLA 73 (Fel 22, 1978)
85 I.D. 70

"Reasonable diligence." Where an oil and gas rental
check bearing the due date of the lease is submitted a

few days in advance thereof, but the check is returned
by the Bureau of Land Management and thereupon a new
check is prciptly submitted, even if it could be con-
sidered that the lease had terminated, it would be eli-
gible for reinstatement under 30 O.S.C. « 188(c) (1976)
because there has been reasonable diligence on the part
of lessee.

kiUie_Belle_Hi32ins. 38 IBLA 25U (Dec. 8, 1978)



PAYMENTS—Continued

GEHEFALLI— Continued

Where checks submitted in payment of annual rental on

oil and gas leases are returned by the drawee bank as
uncollectible because they are postdated, and there has
been no bank error, no tender or payment of annual ren-
tal has been made. In the absence of any other payment
prior to the anniversary date, the leases terminate
automatically by operation of law.

An oil and gas lessee who submits payment of annual
rentals with checks postdated by 15 days is not rea-
sonably diligent in attempting to make payment thereof.
So doing with the expectation that negotiation of the
checks will not be delayed past the anniversary date
unreasonably anticipates either that BLM will withhold
processing the checks until they become valid or that
the drawee bank will honor them despite the postdating.

Ben___in_T__Fra____n, 38 IBLA 291 (Dec. 14, 1978)

Where an offer is drawn No. 1 for a tract consisting of
39.97 acres, BLM requests payment specifically of $40
advance rental, and the offeror remits $39.97 within
the 15-day period spelled out in 43 CFB 3112.4-1, the
submittal of $39.97 does cot constitute satisfactory
payment within the ambit of that regulation.

PAYMENTS

—

Continued

REFUNDS

Where an oil and gas lease is canceled in part because
it was erroneously issued as to that part, there is no
authority for the Department to pay to the lessee un-
realized anticipated profits or to refund the rental
for the portion of the lands retained in the lease.
Ey signing the simultaneous oil and gas drawing card,
the offeror agreed to accept a lease for these portions
of the tract found hy BLM to be available for leasing.

Fau2_!!4_2e_5lie. 33 IELA 98 (Dec. 16, 1977)

FHOSFHAli LEASES. AND. PERMITS

GENERALLY

It is proper to include environmental protection stip-
ulations in a phosphate lease even though the stipula-
tions apply to privately owned surface lands overlying
the federally reserved mineral estate under lease cr
to privately owned lands used in conjunction with the
lease.

«ilton_Knoll, 38 IBLA 319 (Dec. 19, 1978)

£_____________________

,

LEASES

2 6 )LA 329 (Sep1 i. l c--,t)

BLM does not waive its right to declare a lease expired
by cashing an advance annual rental check and placing
funds in an unearned account.

lie_____________ , 39 IBLA 1 (Jan. 8, 1979)

Where an offer is drawn No. 1 in a simultaneous oil
and gas lease drawing and the offeror is notified by
BLM that the rental due is $1,955, the offer will be
disqualified under 43 CFR 3112.4-1 when the offerer
submits a check for $1,954 within the time required,
but fails to submit the $1 deficiency within the al-
lowed time.

£i_Panos, 42 IBLA 326 (Aug. 30, 1979)

Timely tender of a check which, when presented, is dis-
honored properly by the bank on which it is drawn does
not constitute timely payment.

C____ i ne._L.i_ H un t , 43 IBLA 314 (Oct. 22, 1979)

A check is a valid form of remittance for payment of
an oil and gas lease filing fee and advance rental.
However, it is subject to collection and final payient
without cost to the Government. Where a check is re-
turned from a bank as uncollectible, generally, the
check cannot be considered as a proper tender of
payment.

A check returned from a bank may be considered a tender
of payment where the return of the check is shown to
have resulted from a confirmed bank error, and the sub-
sequent collection and payment of the check relates
back to the time it was originally tendered to BIM. If
an oil and gas lease has been canceled and applications
rejected because checks have been returned from a bank
and the appellant shows bank error, the case is re-
manded for further consideration.

In detercining whether a permittee is entitled to a

preference right lease the secretary must consider all
legal and eccnomic conditions affecting the proposed
operation of the lease as of the tine cf the determi-
nation, including the applicable statutory miniiuj pro-
duction royalty rate. A preference right lease aust
provide for a production royalty rate in conformity
with the statutory minimum rate applicable at the time
cf issuance.

Reduction of Production Royalties Eelow Statutory Mini-
J«J_IItes, M-3692C (Dec. 11, 1979) e7 I.E.~£9 "(198C)

PERMITS

An application for a phosphate prospecting permit is
properly rejected upon a determination that lands
applied for are withdrawn as oil shale lands ty Execu
tive Order No. 5327.

2i>om_s_E__Ga__o_, 21 IBLA 178 (July 1975)

Jo._e.__i 44 IBLA 96 (Nov. 20, 1979)

The filing of a phosphate prospecting permit applica-
tion creates no vested rights in the applicant, and
the application must be rejected if the land described
therein is determined to be subject to the competitive
leasing provisions of the Mineral leasing Act. Rejec-
tion is required even if the application was filed pri-
or to the ascertainment of the extent or workability
of the phosphate bed underlying the applied for land,
which finding requires competitive leasing of the land.

Applications for phosphate prospecting permits are prop-
erly rejected by the Bureau of Land Management upon the
basis of a determination by the Geological Survey
the lands applied for contain workable deposits cf
phosphate thus making the lands subject to the leas
provisions rather than the prospecting provisions c
Mineral Leasing Act. A review of the technical dat
lied upon by the Geological Survey in making its de
mination is not required where no evidence is suboi
on appeal demonstrating error in that determinaticn

Hill, a.m. t. .Martin. 24 IBLA 271 (Mar. 30, 1976)

that
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PJQ___A_E_LEASES_AND_P_R_ITS--Continued

PERMITS-- Continued

IIi°SPH____L_A__S_A____ER__TS--Continued

ROYALTIES

An application for a phosphate prospecting permit is
properly rejected when the lands applied for have been
classified as containing deposits of oil shale. The
lands are thereby subjected to the withdrawal from
leasing and other disposal imposed ty Executive Crder
Ho. 5327. Rejection of the application is reguired
even though the application was filed prior to the oil
shale classification and withdrawal.

Thoma.s_Ei_Gay.nor, 24 IBLA 320 (Apr. 20, 1976)

when deciding whether issuance of a phosphate pros-
pecting permit is appropriate, the Bureau of "

its own determination
further consideration

Ph_.lip_Shai._ian

,

SLA 177 (June 14, 1976)

A prospecting permit for phosphate cannot be issued
for land subject to a claim. If a prospecting permit
for phosphate purports to cover land subject to a min-
ing claim, it is invalid as to that land. Consequent-
ly, in demonstrating a discovery of a valuable deposit
of phosphate in land subject to a prospecting permit,
the permittee must exclude any phosphate in land cov-
ered by a mining claim.

Il!§_IilS_i__i_!!A_ii!a_£l_iJs_on_Secretarial_A_tho_it_
t2_I ssue_P_o___cti__ _e_J____f__ c °_l_i?_ d £ ho.s_bate,
11-36893 (Aug? 2~ 1977) 84 I.E. 442

A prospecting permit which embraces 1

"unclaimed" and "undeveloped" is a nu
a conveyance of any interest in that
mining claim remains "unclaimed" land
of fl-36893 so long as the claim is no
discovery of a valuable locatable min
the date of permit issuance. Surface
eral activities, associated with deli
eral ore body which could reasonably
disclose knowledge of an area's coal
tute development. The bona fide pure
of sec. 27(h) (2) of the Mineral Leasi
ply to permits which embrace land tha
developed.

and which is not
llity and void as
land. Land in a

for the purcoses
t validated by
eral deposit at
disturbing min-
neation of a lin-
be expected to
potential consti-
haser provisions
ng Act do net ap-
t is claimed cr

The BLM should presume the validity of mining claims
or the development of mineral leases disclosed by ab-
stracts submitted by the preference right lease appli-
cant, and allow the applicant to pursue the remedy of
private contests or, failing that, issue a nctice of
intent to reject the lease application where claims or
development are shown, and allow the preference right
lease applicant the opportunity to show, en the record,
the invalidity of the claims, or lack of development,
or both.

Iflect_and_I__le_ent_tion_of_Soli_itor_s_0_i_ion
M_3689 3____"_nclai_ed___n__velo_ed," M-36893 (Supp.)
(NovT 19, 1979) " 86 I.E. 627

RENTALS

The Bureau of Land Management is authorized by regula-
tion 43 CFR 3524.1-4 (a) (2) (i) to impose a reasonable
bonus per acre as a condition to modifying a phosphate
lease by adding land to it noncompetitively.

In deteraining whether a permittee is entitled tc a

preference right lease the Secretary must consider all
legal and economic conditions affecting the proposed
operation of the lease as of the time of the determi-
nation, including the applicable statutory lininun pro-
duction royalty rate. A preference right lease must
provide for a production royalty rate in ccnfcriity
with the statutory minimum rate applicable at the time
of issuance.

Red_ction_of__rod_c_io__Ro_al_ies_Belo__Statutor_ Mini-
S!J5_Eat__. P-36920 (Dec. 11, 1979) 87 I.E. 6S (1S6C)

F23ASSI___L__S_S_A_______ITS

GENERAILl

"Other related products." "Other associated deposits.'
When sodium cr potassium brines are covered ty leases
conveying the exclusive right to mine and dispose of
sodium compounds and other related products cr potas-
sium compounds and other associated deposits, the
leases convey the exclusive rights to all minerals
dissolved in the brine, including lithium.

"Lea
ment
Act
depo
unde
"Leas
whicl
leasi
5 53
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Act minerals." The Multiple Mineral Eevelc
, 30 U.S.C. i 524 (1970), reserved all leasi
rals to the Dnited States, and no rights to
of leasing Act minerals are open tc lecatic

e mining laws under 30 O.S.C. § 525 (1970).
Act minerals" is defined as "all minerals

pon Aug. 13, 1954, are provided in the liner
laws to be disposed of thereunder." 30 U.S.
970). Eecause leases for sodium, potassiuir,
er related products" are authorized pursuant
. §§ 262, 282 (1970), "other related product
th sodium and potassium fall within the cate
Leasing Act minerals which include lithiui
dissolved in a sodium or potassium brine.

Foote Mi neral, Co.. 34 IBLA 285 (Apr. 17, 1978)
85

LEASES

In determining whether a permittee is entitled tc a

preference right lease the Secretary must consider all
legal and economic conditions affecting the propesed
operation of the lease as of the tine of the determi-
nation, including the applicable statutory ainitui [re-
duction royalty rate. A preference right lease must
provide for a production royalty rate in conformity
with the statutory minimum rate applicable at the time
of issuance.

Jejjjc tj on_o f_Er o due tio n_J o y . 1 1 i e s_ E e 1 o w_ S t a_t ut c r__rj n_-
JSUJ_J_tes, M-3692C (Cec. 11, 1979) 87 I.E. 69 (1980)

"Gross value at the point of shipment to market." The
royalty rate for products mined and disposed of under
sodium and potassium leases must be imposed on the
"gross value of the sodium (or potassium) compounds anc
ether related products at the point of shipment tc mar-
ket," which means the gross value of a refined product
for sale in an established market, and in general, no
deductions may be allowed for costs incurred in devel-
oping a product to a marketable condition except for
the price of reagents which are chemically combined
with the product sold from the lease.

foote. Mineral. Co, , 34 IBLA 2e5 (Apr.

Cominco American. Inc

.

26 IBLA 329 (Sept. 1, 1976)

17, 1978)
85



POTASSIUW_LI»SES_AND_PEFniTS— Continued

ROYALTIES—Continued

In determining whether a permittee is entitled to a
preference right lease the Secretary must consider all
legal and economic conditions affecting the proposed
operation of the lease as of the time of the determi-
nation, including the applicable statutory minimum pro-
duction royalty rate. A preference right lease must
provide for a production royalty rate in conformity
with the statutory minimum rate applicable at the time
of issuance.

Reduction^
au»_gatis';

)f Production Royalties Below Statutory nini~
B :: 36920 (Dec. 11, 1979)" ~ 87 iTdT~69 ll980)

POWER

FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION

The inclusion of lands belonging to the United St
in a proposed power project pursuant to sec. 21 o
Federal Power Act of 1920, 16 D.S.C. 5 818 (1970)
the effect of reserving or withdrawing those land
entry, location, or other disposal under the publ
land laws of the United States until otherwise di
by the Federal Power Commission or by Congress an
til the withdrawal is revoked by the Secretary of
Interior.

S t a te_of_ Alaska , 20 IBLA 311 (June 11, 1975)

B froii

ic
rectec
3 UD-
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F RAC1 ICE. EE FORE. 1BE , DEPART HEN1--Continued

PERSONS QUALIFIED TO PRACTICE

An appeal filed for an appellant by an attorney-in-
fact who is not himself gualified to practice tefcre
the Department under 13 CFH 1.3 is subject to sumaiy
dismissal.

Haruyuki Yamane et al.. 19 IE1A 32C (Apr. 7, 1975)

An appeal brought by a person who does not fall within
any cf the categories of persons authorized by regula-
tion to practice before the Department is subject tc
to dismissal.

Pi«I£e_and_De h li nfler , 22 IBLA 396 (Nov. 21, 1975)

An individual not otherwise entitled to practice before
the Department who is a full-time employee of two af-
filiated corporations may represent the corporations
before the Department on the basis of the regulation
(predicated upon statutory authority) , which provides
that an officer or a full-time employee cf a corpora-
tion is gualified to practice before the Department on
behalf of the corporation with respect tc a particular
matter.

Iinal_Decisicn_of_the_Solicitor_in_the_^atter_oi_t^e
Eligibility cf Hr. James R

t
Hyper to Represent Eastern

Associated Coal Corporation and Affinity Kinir^ Ccjr^anj
Eefpre the Depart tent>f. the. Interior"g = 3 6 6 6 3 "( E e b .

"
9 .

1976)
83 I.D. 131

POWERSITE_LANDS

where prior to 1920 a powersite withdrawal was cre-
ated by executive order under authority of the Act of
June 25, 1910, the withdrawn land remained open to the
location of mining claims for metalliferous minerals
until passage of the Federal Power Act on June 10,
1920, which closed powersites to all entry, location
or disposal. Any mining claim located thereafter on
powersite lands is void ab initio unless the land has
been restored to such entry in accordance with sec. 21
of the Federal Power Act or the location of the claim
has been made in accordance with the Act of Aug. 11,
1955, 30 O.S.C. 5 621 (1970). The latter Act did not
operate retroactively to validate void claims.

Menrv._Stagnaro, 31 IBLA 357 (July 25, 1977)

A mining claim located prior to Aug. 11, 1955, on lands
withdrawn for a powersite is null and void ab initio.
The passage of the (lining Claims Rights Restoration Act
of Aug. 11, 1955, 30 U.S.C. 4 621 (1976), did not give
life to void claims which had been located on withdrawn
lands prior to the date of the Act.

Qualifications to practice before the Department of the
Interior are prescribed by regulations. Where an ap-
peal is brought by a perscn who does net appear to fall
within any of the categories of persons authorized to
practice, the appeal is subject to dismissal.

W. Duane Kennedy. 21 IELA 152 (Bar. 10, 1976)

Where, in a guasi- judicia 1 Departmental proceeding, an
individual entered an appearance as attorney for a

party to the action, and it was sutseguently revealed
that he was not gualified to practice before the De-
partment under any of the provisions of 13 CFR 1.3, the
presiding administrative law judge properly refused to
continue to recognize his appearance or tc permit him
to continue to conduct the case in a representative
capacity

.

United_States v. John Gaja_nich, 36 IELA 111 (Julj 11,
19787

United_Stat«
1979)

GENERALLY

.IIbert_Gassaway., 13 IBLA 382 (Oct. 31,

Lf included in this

An appellant may adopt arguments prepared by another
person and submit them as his or her own statement of
reasons so long as appellant acts in good faith and the
statement is relevant to the issues on appeal.

AIice_Bi_Hardj, 11 IBLA 5 (Nov. 6, 1979)

>re contestees in a mining claim contes
iwer to the contest complaint, this ans
)us as to any other contestees who are
lily if it appears on the face cf the a

•h to retain their interests, if any, i

the ccntestees who answered may be reg
ie so en their family members' behalf,
istances, these other contestees are pr
having answered the complaint, absent

in of a contrary intent.

;t file a timely
;*er is effica-
member s cf his
ms wer that they
n the claims.
larded as having
In th ese cir-

oper ly regarded
any ma nif esta-

United_State£_vJ_Jerrj,Prcck_et_alJ
(Jan. 29, T?79)

39 IEIA 116



£SACTICE_BEF0RE_THE_DEPAHTI1ENT—Continued

PERSONS QOALIIIED TO PRACTICE—Continued

The Department has determined that an official of the
Bureau of Indian Affairs is not entitled to represent
a Native allotment applicant in an appeal to the Board
of Land Appeals. However, where the case involves the
propriety of proofs submitted by the Bureau of Indian
Affairs in behalf of a deceased Native allotment appli-
cant, that issue may be resolved.

Ernest L. Olson.,. Jr.. (Deceased}., <4l IBI.A 179 (June 22,
19797"

The Department has determined that an official of the
Bureau of Indian Affairs is not entitled to represent
a Native allotment applicant in an appeal to the Board
of Land Appeals. However, where the partial rejection
of an Alaska Native allotment application turns en the
resolution of a factual issue, the case will be re-
manded to BLM so that heirs or claimants to the estate
of the deceased applicant may be afforded notice and
opportunity for hearing.

Unknown_Heirs_of_H.iglej{_Kelly

,

1979T
HI IBLA 387 (July 2«,

£SISIDENt_of_the_unij;ed_states

The President had nonstatutory authority to withdraw
public land in addition to authority conferred upon
him by Pickett Act, as amended. U3 O.S.C. §4 1«1, 1"»2

(1970). Such nonstatutory authority was not limited
by terms of «3 O.S.C. § 1«2 (1970) providing that with-
drawn lands shall remain open to location for metallif-
erous minerals.

Because of the President's delegation of his nonstatu-
tory withdrawal authority to the Secretary of the
Interior by E. 0. 10355, the Secretary was endowed with
sufficient authority to withdraw lands in issue without
reliance upon sees. 17(d)(1) and 17(d)(2) of Alaska
Native Claims Settlement Act. Thus, distinctions be-
tween those two sections are not herein dispositive of
question of Secretary's authority to withdraw lands in
PLO 5250.

!£!!- .Wilson, 35 IBLA 3«9 (June 19, 1978)

££IJI*2J_I1£H A NGES— Continued

GENERALLY—Continued

application where it is determined that the public in-
terest would not te served by the proposed exchange.

Siesja. Investments, Inc„. 28 IBLA 118 (Nov. 15, 1S76)

The appraised values of offered and selected lards in a

land exchange application made pursuant to the Federal
Land Policy and Management Act of 1976 are properly de-
termined where such values are set in accordance with
the Oniform Appraisal Standards for Federal Land
Acquisitions.

Prior to issuance of a patent, an exchange application
is nothing tore than a proposal under which nc ccntract
right arises and no equitable title vests.

Pa«l_JSeller block, 38 IBLA 160 (Dec. 1978)

The Act of Mar. 20, 1922, authorized exchanges fcr the
purpose of ccnsolidating national forest lands, if twe
criteria were satisfied: (1) the public interest would
te benefited thereby; and (2) the proffered lands were
chiefly valuable for national forest purposes.

PSlro_Leas£oi_Inct , H2 IBLA 3«5 (Aug. 31, 1979)

P0ELIC INTEREST

The Act of Ear. 20, 1922, authorized exchanges fcr the
purpose of ccnsolidating national forest lands, if two
criteria were satisfied: (1) the public interest would
te benefited thereby; and (2) the proffered lands were
chiefly valuable for naticnal forest purposes.

Fetro,Leascg J_Inc, «2 IELA 3H5 (Aug. 31, 1979)

Onder the federal Land Policy and Management Act cf
1976, 13 O.S.C. « 1716(a) (1976), the Eureau of Land
Management may reject an application to exchange public
lands for private lands as not in the public interest
in order to protect a significant waterfcwl habitat.

Staley, Anderson. <4 4 IBLA 58 (Nov. 20, 1979)

£BIVACY_ACT

Where it does not appear that the notice required by
sec. 7(b) of the Privacy Act of 197U regarding the
disclosure of a social security number was given, an
oil and gas lease offer on a drawing card filed in a
simultaneous drawing procedure should not be consid-
ered defective solely because the applicant omitted
designating the social security number on the card a:
provided thereon.

Ha£I2_ Reich , 26 IBLA 123 (Sept. 30, 1976)
83 I.E. 507

£i£hard_Lovatt, 28 IBLA 211 (Dec. 10, 1976)

PRIVATE_EXCHANGES

GENERALLY

EfiI£I£_LANDS
(See al so Accretiot
Surveys of Public

, Avulsion, Boundaries, Reliction,
Lands— if included in this Index.)

A survey of a previously unsurveyed portion of an is-
land, proved to have teen in existence in 1676 then ar

original survey was conducted in the area, is proper
and shall be officially filed where the record shews
that the plat of survey reflects the true location
of the island on the surface of the earth and was con-
ducted in accordance with both the Manual of Survey
Instructions and the special instructions for this
conditional survey.

Chester H. Ferguson 20 IELA 22H (May 13, 1975)

Prior to issuance of a patent an exchange application
is nothing more than a proposal under which no contract
right arises and no equitable title vests. The Eureau
of Land Management has discretion to reject an exchange



PflBiI£_LiJ!£S—Continued

GENERALLY—Continued

EU.ELIC LANES-- Continued

GENERALLY—Continued

The survey of an offshore island without the use of
18.6-year mean high tide data, which governs boundary
disputes between private upland and tideland owners,
is proper; the 18.6-year lunar cycle tide data dees
not govern meander lines established in public land
surveys.

Meander of an offshore island is ordinarily based on a

nean high tide determined by the vegetative line upon
the soil in accordance with the Bureau of Land Manage-
ment • s Hanual_of_Surveiina_Instructions.

The meandering of the public land of an offshore island
is properly based on a mean high tide line established
at the vegetative line upon the soil, in accordance
with the provisions of the Bureau of Land Management's
Manual_of_Surve^ina_Instructions, and a protest against
the filing of a plat of survey based on such a mean
high tide line is properly rejected.

The United States is not estopped to assert title to,
survey, or deny the swamp and overflowed character of
public lands constituting offshore islands in Florida
either by Departmental inaction on the State's swamp-
land application, or by inclusion of the islands in a

swampland selection list, or by the survey protestants'
adverse chain of title and claims of occupancy and use.

The Secretary of the Interior is authorized and under
a duty to determine what lands are public lands and to
survey such lands. Neither the Acts admitting Florida
into the Union, nor the Reconstruction Act of Mar. 2,
1867, divested the Secretary of the Interior of that
authority regarding islands in the State of Florida,
nor divested the United States of title to any public
lands in the State.

2iEaiI_i°££Z_£i_5li » 21 IEL& 33 (June 17, 1975)

Where land had been conveyed to the United States pur-
suant to the Act of June "4, 1897, ch. 2, 30 Stat. 11,
36, as a base for forest lieu selection rights, and a

purported color of title claim was initiated at a time
when the land had not been opened to the operation of
the public land laws, the color of title claim is not
cognizable as valid under «3 U.S.C. « 1068 (1970).

g§tate_of_John.C._Bri,ntgn. 25 IBLA 283 (June 28, 1976)

Title to an island omitted from the original survey but
existing at that time in a nonnavigable river remains
in the United States and is subject to survey despite
the disappearance of the channel separating the island
from the lots which were formerly riparian.

H ikelson, 26 IBLA 1 (July 6, 1976)

Lands which have been designated by the Act of Aug. 13,
1919, as public domain are not leasable under the Min-
eral Leasing Act for Acquired Lands or Reorganization
Plan No. 3 of 19U6, even though they may have been ac-
quired lands prior to the Act of Aug. 13, 19U9. A
prospecting permit for uranium on such lands will be
denied.

Under the Supremacy Clause, U.S. Const., art. VI, cl. ;

Federal laws, including Federal grazing regulaticrs,
override conflicting State laws with respect to public
lands.

Eureau_5f_Lajgd_
(Sept. 15, 1977)

Cplvjn Ca ttl e Co.

lgement v. Boss Eabcock. 32 I EI J 17H

_Inc_., 39 IELA 176 (Jan. 30, 1979)

A geotbernal lease application is properly rejected to
the extent that it includes land which has been reccn-
veyed to the United States but which has only been
cpened tc applications under the nonmineral public
land laws.

Cheytcn.Oil Co.. 32 IBLA 275 (Sept. 27, 1977)

Where the Secretary has declined to exercise his juris-
diction, a decision rendered by this Eoard is final for
the Department. Hence, statements by EIM and arguoents
of the Solicitor, while valuable to the Eoard, are not
binding upon the Eoard.

.Delas£c.*_lnc..1_et_al., 39 IELA 19« (Feb. 1S7S)

llct-
ve
h land
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ts the

John R. Meadows

,

IBLA 1U (Apr. 1977)

Federal title to land may be lost by erosion, an
which has become submerged under water is no lcn
subject to disposition under the Alaska Native A

ment Act. The fact that an Alaska Native may ha
used, occupied, and filed an application for sue
when it was dry does not prevent the loss of Fed
title to that land by erosion. Neither the Alas
Statehood Act nor the Submerged lands Act preven
passage of title to such land to the State.

jl.aj? k_ B"lla.B§ • *»1 IELA 207 (June 27, 1979) 86 I.E. 312

AEMINISTRATICN

The Bureau of Land Management, in the exercise of its
discretionary power to issue special land use pernits,
may establish special fee assessments for off-road ve-
hicle (ORV) events.

«alt.is_Rac.ina,_Assin > 18 IELA 359 (Jan. 30, 1975)

The administrative treatment of land as reservation
land under the jurisdiction of the Bureau of Indian
Affairs for lany purposes is not dispositive of the
status of the land in the face of clear legislation
demonstrating that it was absolutely ceded, even with-
out conflicting administrative treatment of the lands
as public domain or under the jurisdiction of the
Reclamation Service.' The Department has the authority
to resolve disputes and correct errors in the status of
lands within its jurisdiction.

T^tle to Certain land Within the Bou ndaries cf the
a
Fcrt

2Ma_lJL3ian_Reserxaticn_asJsta^lished_Il_Jhe_ixecu^ive
S£iej °J Jani 9.» 1880, M-36886 (Jan. 18, 1977)

8« I.E. 1

The Secretary of the Interior may cause to be made such
resurveys or retracements of the rectangular system of
surveys of public lands as he may deem essential to
mark the boundaries of the remaining public lands.

I«nk_Lujan, 30 IBLA 95 (Apr. 29, 1977)

Sec. 9 of the Stock-Raising Homestead Act, 13 U.S.C.
« 299 (1970), contemplates the Department cf the
Interior retaining continuing jurisdiction and admin-
istration of mineral deposits reserved by that Act.

"Fublic lands." Under U3 CFR 9239. C-7 which defines
a trespass, the term "public lands" includes mineral
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.ts reserved under the Stock-
13 U.S.C. $ 299 (197C) .

M§stern_Nuclear.£ Inc., 35 IBLA 1U6 (May 22, 1978)
85 I.D. 129

lising Homestead
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Continued

When lands have teen classified under a final crder ci

the secretary of the Interior as being unsuitable fcr
disposal under the desert land laws, a desert land
entry petition-application will not be allowed.

ILu.lci!_Van_Ta£sel, 33 IBLA 221 (Dec. 22, 1977)

APPRAISALS

Where a decision fixes a small tract rental derived
from an appraisal report which does not comport with
Departmental standards, the decision will be set aside
and the case remanded for a new appraisal tc establish
the fair rental value.

Junction_Oil_Coix_InCj 21 :BLA 78 (June 25, 1975)

Department of the Interior policy requires that, in
most circumstances, full value be received by the Gov-
ernment in any sale of public land.

A notification to a small tract lessee, which was
authorized by a memorandum of the Director, Eureau of
Land Management, dated Oct. 19, 1955, and approved by
the Secretary of the Interior on Nov. 9, 1955, that the
lessee could purchase the tract under lease without con-
structing the improvements required in the option to
purchase clause of the lease, if he paid the appraised
price shown on the lease within a set time, was an offer
to sell the tract by the United States, and exercise of
the option by the lessee created a binding contract.
Where issuance of the patent was delayed for years be-
cause of the contest of a conflicting mining claim,
reappraisal to determine changed value since that time
is not permissible because there was a binding contract
under special authority.

Abraham_E£stein, 24 IBLA 195 (Mar. 19, 1976)

CLASSIFICATIO^

Where the Secretary by appropriate notice in the
federal Register has classified certain lands fcr
multiple use management and such lands are segregated
from desert land entry, and the classification has no1
been terminated by either a reclassification or publi-
cation in Federal Re.gi.ster of termination of classifi-
cation, ELM properly denied petition-application fcr
desert land entry.

Eaul_Mj5._Jen.kins, 39 IBLA 1«1 (Jan. 29, 1979)

Me ^?H n
.
v

-. nandsen,.
i

Mary.C. Frandsen. «3 I EL A 13C
(Sept. 26, 1979)

Lands segregated on the public records by a proposed
withdrawal posted Apr. 6, 1973, or a Recreaticnal and
Public Purposes Classification filed Nov. 13, 1S56,
were not available for the location of mining claims,
and claims thereafter located are null and void at
initio.

Neither a Recreation and Public Purposes Act classifi-
cation nor a withdrawal is a rule or regulation within
the ambit of the Secretarial policy of Apr. 27, 1S71,
which provides for utilization of the public participa-
tion procedures of 5 U.S.C. § 553 (1976).

Mining claims purportedly located on land not available
for such location confer no property right upon the
locator, and may be declared null and void ab iritic
without a hearing under 5 U.S.C. « 55« et seg. (1976)

.

Bel_er_McL€a__et_al_, HO IBLA 3U (Bar. 15, 1979)

It is proper to reject applications for desert land
entries filed for lands which have been classified by
the Secretary, pursuant to the petition classification
procedure set forth in <13 CFR subpart 2U50, as unsuit-
able for desert land entry and, therefore, are not open
for disposition under the desert land laws. The deci-
sion of the Secretary is the final Departmental action
and the applicants cannot have a review on the merits
of an appeal from the subsequent decision rejecting
their applications.

£ui_A.L_!?ar.tin__A_a E._Martin, 26 IBLA 25« (Aug. 18,

1976f

The statement by the BLH State Office that appellant's
petition-application is regular on its face is merely
a preliminary determination the application will be
considered and the process will be set in motion to
classify the land. The decision to classify land for
a certain purpose is discretionary with the Secretary
of the Interior.

£rthur_IU_ Wallace, 30 IBLA 239 (May 31, 1977)

DISPOSALS OF

_ener.all_

The Recreation and Public Purposes Act, and the
nent regulations thereunder, reguire that a gran
land under the Act must develop the land in accc
with the specified uses proposed in the patent a

cation within a reasonable time following the da
issuance of patent.

Failure over a 17- or 18-year period to develop
patented under the Recreation and Public Purpose
in accordance with the specified uses proposed i

patent application and set out in the patent is
laticn of the condition in the patent which prcv
that if the lands are devoted to a use other tha
for which they were conveyed title shall revert
United States.

Clark Countj School_Di strict, 18 IELA 289 (J
1975)"

1975)

82 I

_^sta__Colora_o, 22 IBLA 1C7 (Sept

rdance
ppli-
te of

land
s Act

6,
.1. 1

A petition-application for a homestead entry outside of
Alaska requires classification of the land, confers no
rights upon an applicant and must be rejected because
the Federal Land Policy and Management Act repealed the
homestead laws effective on the date of the Act as to
lands outside Alaska.

Pa_iel_A__ Anderson, 31 IBLA 162 (July 1, 1977)

A patent of land from the Onited States conveys enly
land which is surveyed, and when the surveyors have
carried a survey only to a certain line, a grantee may
not successfully challenge the correctness of their
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action or claim land teyond that line under a patent
issued in accordance with that survey.

ChesterJi.Ferauson^et^al... 20 IBLA 22K (May 13,
1975"

The Recreation and Public Purposes Act, and the regula-
tions thereunder, do not authorize additional payment
for the issuance of a supplemental patent (which voids
an earlier patent's reversionary provision) as an al-
ternative to forfeiture for nonco«pliance with the
Act's provision that land patented under the Act only
be used for an established or definitely proposed pub-
lic project within a reasonable time following issuance
of patent. The Department can alienate interests in
public lands only within the limits authorized by law;
therefore, issuance of a supplemental patent which
eliminates the Act's mandatory reversionary provision
is impermissible.

The Department of the Interior is not estopped from
denying the legality of a payment in lieu of forfeiture
provision inserted in a Recreation and Public Purposes
Act patent when such denial works no serious injustice
against the patentee and implementation of the provi-
sion would harm the public interest by di-esting the
Government of all jurisdiction over the patented land,
thus, precluding enforcement of the Recreation and Pub-
lic Purposes Act reguirement that lands patented under
the Act be devoted to a definitely proposed project
for the benefit of the public.

0]sano3an_Counti_Public_Utilit2i_District_No._l x
Washington, 22 IELA 3U2 (Nov. 1U, 1975)
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no, August Sobotka . 12 IEIA 117 (Aug. 16,

JOBISCICTICN OVER

Where ELK has issued a clear list giving a State title
to lands selected as indemnity for lost school lands
tut erroneously reserving to the United States oecther-
mal rights tc these selected lands, these gectberrtal
rights are still within the power of the Dnited States
to dispose of, and the Department still exercises
jurisdiction over them, so that the Board of land Ap-
peals may correct ELM's error by ordering that these
rights be given to the State by deleting the reserva-
tion thereof in the clear list.

State of California. 33 IBLA 160 (Dec. 20, 1977)

Where land had been conveyed to the United States pur-
suant to the Act of June u, 1897, ch. 2, 30 Stat. 11,
36, as a base for forest lieu selection rights, and a

purported color of title claim was initiated at a time
when the land had not been opened to the operation of
the public land laws, the color of title claim is not
cognizable as valid under 13 U.S.C. » 1068 (1970).

Estate_of_John_Ci_Br int on , 25 IBLA 283 (June 28, 1976)

Federal law determines the legal characteriza ticn of
accretions, avulsions, and relictions to land riparian
to navigable bodies of water, where title to the land
or reserved interests in the land rettains in the tnited
States.

David A. Provinse, 35 IBLA 221 (Bay 26, 1976)
85 I.D. 15«

"An Act granting public lands to the town of Silverton,
Colorado, for public park purposes" (13 Stat. 980,
Feb. 25, 1925) .

The above Act and the patent issued in accordance
therewith require that the lands granted be used for
public park purposes only, and the town's attempt to
lease a portion of the lands for the construction of
camper sites does not violate the Act and patent since
the use of a limited part of the patented land for
camper sites is consistent with recreaticnal and pub-
lic park purposes.

Town_of_Silverton, 35 IBLA 183 (Hay 23, 1978)
85 I.D. 1UC

An error in omitting to survey an island in a navigable
stream does not divest the United States of title or
interpose any obstacle to surveying it at a later time.
An island within the public domain in a navigable stream
and actually in existence both at the time cf the survey
of the banks of the stream and also upon the admission
to the Union of the State within which it is situated
remains the property of the United States. Even though

LEASES AND PERMITS

The issuance of a public airport lease on national
resource lands lies within the discretion of the
Secretary of the Interior. The Department may require
an applicant for a public airport lease to- accept spe-
cial stipulations in order to protect the environoental
quality of the land, so long as the stipulations are
not inconsistent with other reasonable reguirements
of the Bureau of Land Management or Federal Aviation
Administration.

ii-SL-BrotiSJ s. , 19 IBLA HIM (Mar. 7, 1975)

public airport lease en the public
n the discretion of the Secretary cf
decision rejecting an airport lease
e exercise of that discretion will
even though the Board differs in its
portance of some of the factors re-
fer the rejection, the record shcks
e a reasoned analysis cf the factors
sufficient basis to disturb the deci-

The issuance of a

domain lies withi
the Interior. A

application in th
be affirmed when.
opin icn of the im
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invc Ived, and no

Eonlder City Aero Club.,

19757
21 IELA 3U3 (Aug. 16,
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Where the bolder of mineral leases in the Lake Head
National Recreation Area fails to mine and produce
minerals within the time prescribed by the lease for
reasons not beyond the control of the lessee, the
leases are not in good standing and therefore are not
subject to renewal.

It is a proper exercise of discretion to refuse to re-
new mineral leases in the Lake Head National Recreatior
Area where the lessee failed to commence mining and
produce minerals as reguired by regulation and by the
terms of the lease for reasons which were attributable
to the lessee.

ft£§£he_Oro_Coi , 22 IBLA 331 (Nov. 11, 1975)

It would not be improper to issue a free use pemit
to a qualified applicant for land included in, and
segregated by, an airport lease application where the
airport lease applicant is a governmental entity and
it consents to the issuance of the free use permit anc
such issuance is consistent with the public interest.

Good_Roads_District_Noi_l, 25 IBLA 123 (June 7, 1976)

PUBLIC. LANDS—Continued

LEASES AND PERMITS—Continued

Until such time as the Department promulgates regula-
tions, policy guidelines or criteria implementing sec.
302 of the federal Land Policy and Management Act of
1976, the Eureau of Land Management may properly defer
action on the proposed creation of an estate in Federal
land thereunder.

Treya L..Berger. 31 IBLA 389 (Aug. 19, 1977)

Unsurveyed fast lands, formed by accretion to public
land or to lands patented with an oil and gas reserva-
tion, riparian to a navigable river and lying within
the meander lines of that navigable river, as recorded
on the official plat, may be leased provided that a
proper offer is received and the other relevant condi-
tions precedent to leasing are met.

The boundary of an oil and gas lease covering lands
riparian to a navigable river is the meander lire indi-
cated on the official plat of survey and not the water-
line. Thus, lands accreted to the leased lands may be
separately leased.

£a2ii_Ar_iXS2il!se, 35 IELA 221 (May 26, 1976)

The National Park Service is not an "executive depart-
ment, independent establishment or instrumentality"
within the meaning of 13 CFR 3501.2-6. The Department
is therefore not bound by the granting or withholding
of consent by the Service for a mineral lease on
National Park Service lands.

SiIit£_JLaSiesa te_Cpi , 26 IBLA 197 (Aug. 11, 1976)

Where the State Office, following a recommendation of
the National Park Service rejects an application for an
oil and gas lease in the lake Mead National Recreation
Area on the basis of a general environmental review of
the conseguences of oil and gas leasing in the Recreation
Area, but which does not specifically show that the
lands involved are of a particular value in the Recre-
ation Area as a whole and that leasing subject to stip-
ulations will not suffice to protect the recreation and
other values of the land, the case will be remanded for
a particular application of the environmental review tc
that land.

ineral lease affect-

Bofeert.
1977)

.Ma h!.t_jjo wa r d_Ye e , 28 IBLA 305 (Jan. 13,

not in good standing and may not be extended,

Andrine G .
,

K night. 36 IBLA 53 (June 30, 1978]

Uhere the State Cffice, following recommendations cf
the Naticnal Park Service, rejects applications for oil
and gas leases under the "excepted areas" provisicns of
«3 CFR 3111.1-3 (e) («) , and where it appears that large
portions of the applied-for lands do not fall within
such areas, the case will be remanded with instructions
to reconsider whether the leasing of lands not in ex-
cepted areas would be appropriate.

E. L T Percell. 37 IELA 272 (Oct. 2C, 1978)

C. L. Percell. «0 IBLA 126 (Mar. 28, 1979)

Lands which have been designated by the Act of Aug. 13,
19«9, as public domain are not leasable under the Min-
eral Leasing Act for Acquired Lands or Reorganization
Plan No. 3 of 19U6, even though they may have been ac-
quired lands prior to the Act of Aug. 13, 19U9. A

prospecting permit for uranium on such lands will be
denied.

J2hn_Ri_Meado ws , 30 IBLA 14 (Apr. «, 1977)

That part of a decision rejecting a headguarters site
purchase application which reguires the applicant to
remove his improvements from the site within 90 days
may be set aside and the case remanded tc the Alaska
State Office to determine whether a temporary use per-
mit can be granted authorizing continued use of the
improvements.

£epe_i^.L^°j]teux_d^a_FrencJii_!amouj;enx

,

(Jan. IS, 1979)
39 IEIA 36

Under 30 U.S.C. § 262 (1970), a valuable deposit of
sodium must be leased competitively even though the
Geological Survey determination that lands are so
known may have been made subsequent to appellant's
filing of its application.

Permian Mud_Servicex_Inc. , 31 IBLA 150 (June 30, 1977)
84 I.D. 3i»2

RIPARIAN RIGHTS

An cil and gas lease offer for less than 610 acres cf
land is properly rejected when the application fails to
include adjoining, unsurveyed, nonnavigable riverbed
lands which were available for leasing at the tine the
offer was filed.

John E. Williams , IBLA 35U (Jan. 16, 1975)
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Generally, the meander line is not to te treated as a

boundary and when the United States conveys a tract
of land by patent referring to an official plat which
shows the tract to be bordering on a navigable bcdy of
water, the patent conveys all the land to the water
line. However, there are three situations in which
meander lines will serve as the boundary of a convey-
ance or grant, rather than a water body: namely, where
there is (1) fraud or (2) gross error shown in the sur-
vey, or (3) where the facts and circumstances disclose
an intention to limit a grant or conveyance to the ac-
tual traverse lines.

£hes ter_Hi_ Ferg. uson_et_ali , 20 IBLA 22H (Bay 13, 1975)

Title to an island omitted from the original survey bt

existing at that time in a nonnavigable river retains
in the United States and is subject to survey despite
the disappearance of the channel separating the is la re

from the lots which were formerly riparian.

£i_*i_ "iKsIson , 26 IBLA 1 (July 6, 1976)

The acceptance by a State of other lands as indemnity
for lands lying within the meander line of a nonnaviga-
ble lake adjacent to the granted upland school section,
was a relinquishment of any interest in the adjacent
land underlying the lake as an incident to the grant of
the school section to the extent such land lies within
the linear boundaries of the school section, and pre-
cludes the assertion of a State claim to such lands.

State_of_Hon tana , 28 IBLA 12« (Nov. 16, 1976)

In determining what land is conveyed under patents or
grants of public land bordering a meandered watercourse,
the general rule is that the waterline itself, not the
meander line, constitutes the boundary. There is an
exception where the meander line may constitute the
boundary between lands omitted from the survey and the
watercourse if fraud or gross error is shown in the
survey. This exception is only applicable to limit the
boundary of the surveyed lots on the side of the water-
course where the omitted land is shown. It does not
apply to a lot on the opposite side of the watercourse
from the omitted land so as to pass title to the omit-
ted land with title to the lot on the opposite side.
The waterline would remain the actual boundary of that
lot.

Bable_Hi_Par low , 30 IBLA 320 (June 7, 1977) 8« I.E. 276

Onsurveyed fast lands, formed by accretion to public
land or to lands patented with an oil and gas reserva-
tion, riparian to a navigable river and lying within
the meander lines of that navigable river, as recorded
on the official plat, may be leased provided that a

proper offer is received and the other relevant condi-
tions precedent to leasing are met.

Federal law determines the legal characterization of
accretions, avulsions, and relictions to land riparian
to navigable bodies of water, where title to the land
or reserved interests in the land remains in the United
States.

Federal law follows the common law in distinguishing
between accretion and avulsion. Accretion is the
gradual and imperceptible addition of land to adjacent
riparian land. Title to accreted lands inures to the
uplands owner. Avulsion is the sudden perceptible
shifting of the course of a river or stream. In the
-ase of avulsion, title to the avulsed land is not lost

by its former owner ncr does it accrue tc

what was formerly the opposite bank.

Cavid A. Provinse. 35 IBLA 221 (Hay 26, 1978)
35 I.I. 15U

SPECIAI USE PERMITS

Issuance of a special use permit is clearly discretion-
ary, and the Eureau of Land Management may reject an
application in part for a permit for commercial river
running where an evaluation of the Eureau's river oan-
agenent program for the Green River shows that the
total passenger days applied for will exceed the river
carrying capacity and would be inconsistent with the
Eureau's objectives and program for environmental pro-
tection of the river area.

Cancn Tours, ^ Inc. . 2C IELA 216 (Kay 8, 1975)

The issuance of a special land-use permit is discre-
tionary, and the Eureau of Land Management may reject
a special land-use permit application when the proposed
use would adversely affect the public interest, and may
offer, in the alternative, a permit providing for use
consonant with proper management of national resource
lands.

Jerry Tecklin, Leonard Eraokett. 2C

1975)
[E1A 306 (Kay 3C,
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The issuance of a special land use permit by tl

of Land Management is clearly discretionary, bi

Eureau may not issue a permit when the provisic
existing laws may be invoked to provide for the
posed use. Bowever, if a withdrawal of the lar
issue precludes the invocation of such provisic
permit may te granted if consistent with the pi

terest. Where the land has been withdrawn by I

Order No. 62C6 of July 16, 1933, for the pro
the water supply of the City of Los Angeles,
City objects to the issuance of a pernit for
tural purposes, but does not show why it obj
case will be remanded to develop the facts a

ther appropriate consideration.

liSJJ3_Ls_JJU *£j wor t h , 23 IELA 136 (Dec. 23, 1975)

Issuance of special land use permits is discretionary,
and it is proper to reject an application for such a

permit if the use for which the application is lade is

inconsistent with the objectives of the Eureau of lane
Management and programs for public use of the land.

ISASiJ_Jj_LSS5iliJ!x_iZt2a_RiiSIEi

J

e_S e s o r t €_ C a s i r c ,

25 IELA HI (May 12, 1976)

A petition for reconsideration of a decision of the
Eoard of Land Appeals which affirmed the rejection of
a special land use permit application will not result
in the modification of the earlier decision where that
rejection is based upon rational grounds and is consis-
tent with the objectives of the Bureau of Land Manage-
ment and programs for public use of the land.

JEPJiaii-J.s-Lau.aMi]! l£ZklM-Riiei~i££ |esort_6_Casinoi
jgp.ggconsideraticn) . 26 IBLA 15U (Aug. 2, 1976)
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The issuance of a special land use permit by the Eureau
of Land Management is discretionary, tut the Bureau nay
not issue a permit when the provisions of existing laws
may be invoked by the applicant to provide for the pro-
posed use.

A special land use permit may be issued for land being
used in trespass for a limited time during pendency of
negotiations seeking to effect a land exchange whereby
the land occupied in trespass may be patented.

AIIied_Gaiser, 26 IBLA 313 (Aug. 30, 1976)

The issuance of a use permit is discretionary, and EIP
may reject an application for such a permit where
Eureau studies indicate that the uses proposed are
inconsistent with the agency's objectives for the lands
involved.

Applications for rights-of-way on public lands pending
on Oct. 21, 1976, are to be considered as filed uider
the Eederal Land Policy and Management Act of lilt.

*£n2l3_Ji_HeJell, 37 IBLA 22 (Sept. 12, 1978)

Where the declared administrative policy is to refuse
permission for geophysical exploration on lands con-
trolled by sec. 17(d)(1) of the Alaska Native Claims
Settlement Act and the subject lands are under consid-
eration for possible inclusion in the national forest
system, a decision refusing such permission will be
affirmed.

A special land use permit is revocable in the discre-
tion of the authori2ed officer at anytime upon nctice
to the permittee. Such permit is properly canceled
when a millsite claimant, having located a claii en
the same land included in the permit, requests revoca-
tion of the permit in order to facilitate ccnstructioi
on tailings pond expansion necessary to meet federal
and State requirements.

Shell Oil Co., 28 IBLA 378 (Feb. 1977) Ui

S

A_Ener5i_C°I£^ » 38 IELA 110 (Nov. 20, 1978)

A special use permit for commercial passenger carrying
river-trip operations may be denied renewal for non-us<
or reduced for incomplete use over a 2-year period and
only use during the crucial high season may be counted
in determining usage if the permit so provides. How-
ever, where the program is recent and permittees are
not fully familiar with its operations, and all the
requirements for maintaining the permit are not iimedi-
ately apparent, a permittee may be given some leeway
before his permit is denied renewal.

Wilder ness_Kiyer_Outfitters_and_Trail_ExEedition^
30 IBLA 1U8 (May 16, 1977)

A special recreation use permit for commercial boat op-
erations may be denied renewal for nonuse over a 2-year
period of any allocated passenger days under a properly
noticed "use or lose" policy. However, where the per-
mit program is relatively recent and administrative
techniques are not fully reliable, and where the appel-
lant documents on appeal some use of its allocation
during the 2-year period, the permit should not be
denied renewal under the "use or lose" policy.

Cany.oneers.,._I nc.. , 30 IBLA 35U (June 9, 1977)

That part of a decision rejecting a headquarters site
purchase application which requires the applicant to
remove his improvements from the site within 90 days
may be set aside and the case remanded tc the Alaska
State Office to determine whether a temporary use per-
mit can be granted authorizing continued use of the
improvements.

IS2£_lj_la2£U£iy2_J2b^a_Frencbv_Iamoureux, 3S IEIJ 36
(Jan. 15, 1979)

Where an application for a special use permit is not
filed until sore than 10 months after a deadline for
doing so imposed by BLM, it is properly rejected.

Where a pertittee is not familiar with an unpublished
ELM policy to the effect that the tardy filing of an
application for permit renewal in 1978 makes the per-
mittee a "new" applicant in 1979 and, as such, ineligi-
ble to receive a permit, BLM's decision enforcing this
policy and rejecting the permittee's 1979 application
will be reversed.

Suti52I.»i2enture_Biver_Siecialistsx_In£., HI IELA 132
(June 1«, 1979)

Under the Federal Land Policy and Management Act o
1976 and interim guidelines issued pursuant theret
special use permit applications for access roads o
public land are properly processed as right-of-way
plications. t3 U.S.C. § 1761. The Bureau of Land
agement correctly denies such an application where
has determined, in conformance with the Act and in
guidelines, that an access road would neither be i

public interest nor facilitate land management pol

Ed «i n_Li_Ral£lx_ J£i » 31 IBLA 367 (Aug. 1, 1977)

The issuance of special use permits is discretionary
and ELM may properly reject a permit application if
the use identified is inconsistent with ELM's objec-
tives, responsibilities and programs for managing the
public lands. ELM may propose alternatives or ispese
restrictions or stipulations in order to issue a per-
mit consistent with its responsibilities.

Southexn_California^o^orcj^l^^lubx_J^.J_Sierra_Clut,
12 IELA 161 (Aug. 17, 1979)

The issuance of a special use permit is discretionary,
and the Bureau of Land Management properly exercises
that discretion where it denies permits for three of
four ORV events on the ground that lack of funds, time,
and manpower would impede processing of applications
and preclude preparation of the requisite environmental
analysis records.

Baja Motor Sports. 32 IBLA 142 (Sept. 12, 1977)

PfllLIC_RECOBCS
(See_also Administrative Procedure, Confidential
Information— if included in this Index.)

lhe notation on land office records of a noncompeti-
tive oil and gas lease application does not prevent
the State of Alaska from selecting the land pursuant
to the Alaska Statehood Act.

Ynkoti. Service,. Inc.. 22 IELA 220 (Cct. 15, 1975)



P0BLIC_BECOBDS— Continued

The notation on public records of the Bureau of land
Management of a request for withdrawal has a segregative
effect on land included in a mining location, so that in

a contest proceeding, the claimants must show that they
had made a discovery of a valuable mineral deposit be-
fore the time of posting of the withdrawal application.

United_States y.i_John_L. Haley. and James F. Pagel,
29 liLA~201~7SarT 22, 1977)

Where material involving a prior mineral reservation
on acquired lands is first submitted on appeal, and
the effect of a State statute and State court decree
is in issue, it is appropriate to remand the case to
the BLM State Office for further consideraticn.

A^._N^_ Henderson , 30 IBLA 8 (Apr. 1, 1977)

Where a mining claim is located on lands at a time
when the official records of the Bureau of land
Management showed such lands to be subject to a

proposed withdrawal from operation of the mining
laws, that mining claim is null and void ab initio.

Jack_Di_Ca.non_e.t_al.., 30 IBLA 112 (May 2, 1977)

Publication in the Federaj ie^ister of a notice of pro-
posed classification~"pursuant to «3 CFB 2161.2 will
segregate the affected land to the extent indicated
in the notice.

POEL.IC,,, SALES— Continued

GENERALLY— Continued

pithdrawn under the Wild and Scenic Bivei
let. 2, 1966, is properly rejected.

________ r kb aj , 2« IELA 5 (Feb. 1 , 1976)

Department of the Interior policy requires that, in
most circumstances, full value be received by the Gon
ernnent in any sale of public land.

A b ra h a m_ E_ s_e i n , 21 IELA 195 (Mar. 19, 1976)

The Secretary of the Interior has complete discretion to
determine whether the surface of public land reported as
valuable for any leasable mineral should be disposed of
and a nonmineral application may be allowed only if it
is determined by the proper officer with the concurrence
of the Director, Geological Survey, that the disposal
of the lands under the ncnmineral application will not
unreasonably interefere with current or contemplated
operations under the Mineral Leasing Act.

A determination by the United States Geological Survey
that certain lands under a public sale application are
valuable for various leasable minerals will not be
disturbed in the absence of a clear showing by the ap-
plicant that such determination was improperly made.

lh__Ke_merer_Ccal_Co_, 26 IELA 127 (July 3C, 1976)

0_i_ed_St_te__v___.______d_e_s__nd_Barbara_J.__od_ers,
32 IBLA 77 (Sept. 2, 1977)

Land is segregated from entry under the mining laws
when a proposed withdrawal of the lands from mineral
entry is noted on the official records of the Eureau
of Land Management and a mining claim located after
that time is null and void ab initio.

Williai J. S-ith. Sr T . et al.
1977)

33 IBLA «7 (Nov. 25,

Where the Eureau of Land Management rejects a public
sale application based on a determination by Geclcgical
Survey that certain lands encompassed by a public sale
application contain workable coal deposits and Geologi-
cal Survey's conclusion that the exercise of surface
rights will unreasonably interfere with operatiens
under the mineral leasing law, the case will te re-
manded for further consideration when the bare conclu-
sion of the Geological Survey is unsupported by any
facts and where there is a lack of evidence in the
record tc support such conclusion.

Edward_H._Swa£tz, 27 IBLA 308 (Oct. 29, 1976)

Public lands owned by the Onited States cannot
jected to taxation by the State in which they
located. When Congress has prescribed the cci
upon which portions of the public domain may I

ated and has provided that upon fulfillment cl

conditions the United States shall issue pater
land becomes taxable only after the applicant
filled all conditions precedent to such cenvej
Payment of taxes to a State for Federal land c

afford the taxpayer any rights against the Uni
States, unless specifically provided by a Fed«
statute.

tions
llien-
:rtaii
the

i ful-

JoseEh-IomalinOj
1979)

&!J3__t_Sgbotka, 12 IBLA 117 (Aug. 16,

PUBLIC_SALES

GENERALLY

A public sale application, filed pursuant to the On:
tentional Trespass Act of Sept. 26, 1968, 13 U.S.C.
§5 1131-1135 (1970), and "3 CFH Part 2785 (1971), ei

bracing lands which the records show to be withdraw!
by Public Land Order No. 5190 on Feb. 12, 1975, and

Although the Federal Land Policy and Manageiient Act,
13 O.S.C.A. « 1701 e_t se_. (West Supp. 1977), repealed
the Isolated lract Act, 13 O.S.C. « 1171 (197C), where
a public sale was held prior to Oct. 21, 1976, with the
decision to hold the sale fully supported by land use
plans, and there is an explicit finding that disposal
criteria of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act
have been met, final certificate and patent may be is-
sued to the highest preference right bidder pursuant
to 13 CFB 2711.H et sea.

_.__. .Gillette, 33 IBLA 182 (Dec. 21, 1977)

It is a proper exercise of discretion under the Federal
Land Policy and Management Act of 1976 for the Eureau
of Land Management tc refuse to process and to reject
applications for public sale pending en the date of the
Act, even though it will continue to process bids and
preference right applications for a sale held prior to
the Act.

U2ited._Iar.k_Cit2_Mines_Co. , 3 3 IELA (Jan. It, 1S7E)



PUBLIC_SALES--Continued

GENERALLY—Continued

A determination by the United States Geological Survey
that certain lands in an application for sale under the
Unintentional Trespass Act, 43 U.S.C. 55 1431-1435
(1970) , are underlain with coal, and that sale of the
surface rights would interfere with the operation of
the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920, will not be disturbed
in the absence of a clear showing by the applicant that
the determination was improperly made.

Mace_Cox, 38 IBLA 340 (Dec. 20, 1978)

PUBLIC, SALES—Continued

APPLICATIONS—Continued

Eld has discretion to reject publi
pursuant to B.S. 2455, repealed by

sale applications
the federal Land

Folicy and Management Act of 1976, effective Cct. 21,
1976, where the sale has not been held by this date.
The filing of a public sale application creates no
rights under sec. 701(a) of FIPMA which prevent Elf
from exercising its discretion to disaiss the
application.

Suzanne A. Halliday. 3<l IBLA 219 (Bar. 27, 1978)

APPLICATIONS

A public sale application, filed pursuant to t

tentional Trespass Act of Sept. 26, 1968, 43 U

55 1431-1435 (1970), and 43 CFR Part 2785 (197
bracing lands which the records show to be wit
by Public Land Order No. 5490 on Feb. 12, 1975
withdrawn under the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act
Oct. 2, 1968, is properly rejected.

T._Ii_Markham , 24 IBLA 5 (Feb. 4, 1976)

A determination by the United States Geological Survey
that certain lands under a public sale application are
valuable for various leasable minerals will not be
disturbed in the absence of a clear showing by the ap-
plicant that such determination was improperly made.

The_Kemmere r_Coa l_Co.. , 26 IBLA 127 (July 30, 1976)

Where the Bureau of Land Management rejects a public
sale application based on a deteminat ion by Geological
Survey that certain lands encompassed by a public sale
application contain workable coal deposits and Geologi-
cal Survey's conclusion that the exercise of surface
rights will unreasonably interfere with operations un-
der the mineral leasing law, the case will be remanded
for further consideration when the bare conclusion of
the Geological Survey is unsupported by any facts and
where there is a lack of evidence in the record to sup-
port such conclusion.

Edward^H^Swartz, 27 IBLA 308 (Oct. 29, 1976)
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pplication to purchase public land filed pursuant
he Unintentional Trespass Act, <I3 O.S.C. 55 1431-
(1970), is properly rejected when the Geclcgical

ey reports that such lands are underlain with ccal,
that exercise of surface rights would unreasonably
rfere with operations under the Mineral Leasing Act
920. In addition, the public interest dictates re-
ion of the application because conveyance cf the
ace rights could allow the surface owner, pursuant
he Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act of
, to prevent strip mining of the underlying ccal by
holding his consent to mine.

A determination by the United States Geological S

that certain lands in an application for sale und
Unintentional Trespass Act, 43 U.S.C *

(197C), are underlain with coal, and
1431-143

le cf the
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surface rights would interfere with the operaticn
the Mineral leasing Act of 1920, will not be dist
in the absence of a clear showing by the applican
the determination was improperly made.

Hace Cox. 38 IBLA 340 (Dec. 20, 1976)

PREFERENCE RIGHTS

A contiguous landowner loses his preference right to
purchase land offered at public sale when he fails to
submit his preference right bid within the 30-day peri-
od provided by regulation; the Government's failure to
return the check which accompanied bis unsuccessful bid
during this period, and his reliance on assurances it
had been returned, do not excuse noncompliance with the
preference right regulation, 43 CFR 2711.4(b)(1).

Ba s i 1_R . _Twi s t , 19 IBLA 75 (Feb. 26, 1975)

An application to purchase public land filed pursuant
to the Unintentional Trespass Act, 43 U.S.C. 55 1431-
1435 (1970) , is properly rejected as to two of the
three tracts sought when the Geological Survey reports
that such lands are underlain with coal; that a coal
company holds coal prospecting permits for such lands
and intends to mine the coal if leases issue; and that
exercise of surface rights would unreasonably interfere
with operations under the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920.
In addition, the public interest dictates rejection of
the application as to such tracts because conveyance
of the surface rights could allow the surface owner,
pursuant to the Wyoming Environmental Quality Act of
1973, to prevent strip mining of the underlying coal
by withholding bis consent to mine.

Ed wa rd_ tt._S wa r t z , 31 IBLA 210 (July '6, 1977)

A decision to return an application for a public sale
constitutes an action adverse to the applicant by an
officer of the Bureau of Land Management and is thus
appealable to the Board of Land Appeals under 43 CFR
4.410.

United_Par k_Cit.y_Mines_Co.. , 33 IB1A 358 (Jan. 18, 1978)

An assertion of a preference right to purchase public
land offered for public sale pursuant tc the Uninten-
tional Trespass Act of Sept. 26, 1966 (43 O.S.C.
55 1431-143? (1970)), is properly rejected when the
applicant fails to submit satisfactory evidence cf
his ownership of contiguous lands within the time
specified by the authorized officer as provided by
regulation.

l2SS_£attle_Co., 24 IBLA 347 (Apr. 23, 1976)

As between two preference right applicants for lard
offered at public sale under the Isolated Iract Act,
43 U.S.C. 5 1171 (1970), departmental regulation
43 CFR 2711.4(b)(2) continues in effect pursuant to
43 U.S.C. A. 55 1713, 1740 (West Supp. 1977) and is
strictly construed with regard tc the deadline for
making the reguired showing of fee title to contigu-
ous land.

li_2.i_Gil.lette, 33 IELA 182 (Dec. 21, 1977)



PUBLIC- SALES— Continued

SALES UNDER SPECIAL STATUTES

A contiguous landowner loses his preference right to
purchase land offered at public sale when he fails to
submit his preference right bid within the 30-day peri-
od provided by regulation; the Government's failure to
return the check which accompanied his unsuccessful bid
during this period, and his reliance on assurances it

had been returned, do not excuse noncompliance with the
preference right regulation, 13 CFR 2711.4(b)(1).

Ba si 1_ Bi.Tw is t , 19 IBLA 75 (Feb. 26, 1975)

A public sale application, filed pursuant to the Unir
tentional Trespass Act of Sept. 26, 1968, 43 U.S.C.
55 1431-1435 (1970), and 43 CFB Part 2785 (1971), em-
bracing lands which the records show to te withdrawn
by Public Land Order No. 5190 on Feb. 12, 1975, and
withdrawn under the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act on
Oct. 2, 1968, is properly rejected.

I. B. Harkhaa , 2« IELA 5 (Feb. 4. 1976)

An assertion of a preference right to purchase public
land offered for public sale pursuant to the Uninten-
tional Trespass Act of Sept. 26, 1968 (43 U.S.C.
55 1131-1435 (1970)), is properly rejected when the
applicant fails to submit satisfactory evidence of
his ownership of contiguous lands within the time
specified by the authorized officer as provided by
regulation.

Yose Ca ttle Co.. 24 IBLA 347 (Apr. 23, 1976)

An application to purchase public land filed pursuant
to the Unintentional Trespass Act, U3 U.S.C. 55 1431-
1435 (1970) , is properly rejected as to two of the
three tracts sought when the Geological Survey reports
that such lands are underlain with coal; that a ccal
company holds coal prospecting permits for such lands
and intends to mine the coal if leases issue; and that
exercise of surface rights would unreasonably interfere
with operations under the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920.
In addition, the public interest dictates rejection of
the application as to such tracts because conveyance
of the surface rights could allow the surface owner,
pursuant to the Wyoming Environmental Quality Act of
1973, to prevent strip mining of the underlying coal
by withholding his consent to mine.

I£*ai<3_IL_S «a r t z , 31 IBLA 210 (July 6, 1977)

An application to purchase public land filed pursuant
to the Unintentional Trespass Act, 13 U.S.C. 55 1431-
1435 (1970) , is properly rejected when the Geological
Survey reports that such lands are underlain with coal,
and that exercise of surface rights would unreasonably
interfere with operations under the Mineral leasing Act
of 1920. In addition, the public interest dictates re-
jection of the application because conveyance of the
surface rights could allow the surface owner, pursuant
to the Surface Mining Control and Beclamation Act of
1977, to prevent strip mining of the underlying coal by
withholding his consent to mine.

"ace_Cox, 38 IBLA 340 (Dec. 20, 1978)
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In a hearing en a patent application filed under the
Transportation Act of 1940, 49 U.S.C. 5 65(b) (197C),
the Government has the obligation of making a prima
facie case of mineral character between the date the
railroad line was definitely located and the date of
purchase, whereupon the applicant has the burden cf
establishing nonmineral character ty a preponderates
of the evidence.
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Where land applied for pursuant to sec. 321(b) of the
Transportation Act of 1940 was mineral in character
between the date the railroad line was definitely lo-
cated and the date cf purchase from the railroad com-
pany, and the purchaser was chargeable with actual or
constructive notice of that fact, the purchaser was
not an innocent purchaser for value.

Southern
,
Facif ic CoAi_Jeirs of_Georj<

20 IBLA 365 (June~12, 197 57
jjede k_i tc

Legal title, although not record title, to granted
lands passes to a railroad under a railroad land grant
act upon the filing of a map of definite loeatien cf
the railroad and such title is subject to divestiture
ty adverse possession under State laws prior to the is-
suance of patent to the granted lands.

Where land within the primary limits of a railrcad
land grant is excluded or reserved by the terms of the
granting act, the adverse possession cf one wbc asserts
only that be has satisfied the statute of limitations
cf a particular State will not divest the United States
of its title or invest the adverse possessor with any
interest in the land.

Where land within the primary limits of a railrcad land
grant is not excluded or reserved by the terms cf the
granting act, the statute operates tc vest title in the
railrcad at the time the railroad gualifies tc receive
it. It is a grant in ptaesenti. regardless of whether
the United States has issued its patent or certificate.

Lands known to be mineral in character (except fci coal
or iron) at the time of definite loeatien of a railroad
are excluded from the grant of place lands to the rail-
road even though the lands may later lose their mineral
character.

The period for determination by the Department of the
Interior whether public land included within the primary
limits of a legislative grant-in-aid of the construction
of a railroad which excepts mineral land is mineral in
character extends to the time of issuance of patent to
the railroad company.

Where the purchaser from the railroad of unpatented
land believed at the time of his purchase that the land
was mineral, and there was physical evidence cf its
mineral character, or if conditions were such that the



M*Ii52AP_GB ANT_t ANDS—Continued

purchaser should have known then that the land was
excepted from the grant tc the railroad, he was not a

purchaser in good faith within the "innocent purchaser
proviso of sec. 321(b) of the Transportation Act of
1940.

When the Department of the Interior finds that public
land within the place limits of a legislative grant-
in-aid of the construction of a railroad was mineral
in character and the railroad company challenges such
finding, a hearing should be granted at which the De-
partment has the obligation of making a prima facie
case of mineral character, whereupon the company has
the burden of establishing nonmineral character by a

preponderance of the evidence.

Southern Pacific Transpqrta tipn Co.,, Jay. B. Fogal ;

Lloyd_D7_Hayes_JIntervenorl, 23 IELA~232 (Jan. 9,

1976f
" 83 I.D. 1

lillSSM-GBANT.LANDS--Continued

land contains mineral of such guality and in such quan-
tity as to render its extraction profitable and justify
expenditures to that end.

When the Department of the Interior finds that public
land within the place limits of a grant to a railroad
under the Act of July 1, 1862, as amended, was mineral
in character and the railroad company, filing for pat-
ent en behalf of an alleged bona fide purchaser from
it, challenges such finding, a hearing should be
granted at which the Department has the obligation of
taking a prima facie case of mineral character, where-
upon the company has the burden of establishing nenmin-
eral character by a preponderance of the evidence, and
the bona fides of the purchaser.

§outhern_Pacif ic_Tra ns^ortation^Co^, 32 IE1 j 21

e

(Sept. 19, 1977)

Although the grants of a right-of-way to a railroa
under sec. 2 of the Act of July 1, 1862, and of ti

to odd-numbered sections cf land under sec. 3 of t

Act were grants in firaesenti the railroad's intere
the right-of-way land stems solely from sec. 2. T

is no difference in its interest in portions of th
right-of-way land which cross even-numbered sectio
land and in portions which cross odd-numbered sect
Minerals underlying the right-of-way were reserved
the United States in both instances.

; of
JDS.

Brown_Wi_CannonJ
19767

Al,

Secretary of the Interior does not have authority
r the Bight-of-Way Oil and Gas Leasing Act of
21, 1930, 30 U.S.C. s 301 et sea,. (1970), to dis-
of deposits of oil and gas underlying a railroad
t-of-way granted pursuant to the Act of Mar. 3,

, when the lands traversed by the rigbt-of-way were
r patented under the Act of Apr. 24, 1820, without
reservation for minerals. In such case, title to
mineral estate was included within the grant to the

unde
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A§erada_Hess_Cor£j 21 IBtA 360 (Apr. 27, 1976)
83 I.D. 19«

A railroad right-of-way, granted under the Act of
July 1, 1862, 12 Stat. 489, as amended, by Act of
July 2, 1861, 13 Stat. 356, crossing a school section,
does not constitute lands "otherwise disposed of by the
United States" within the ambit of the school indemnity
statutes. Therefore a rejection of an indemnity selec-
tion application, offering such base, is proper.

State_of_Wv.ojin3, 27 IBLA 137 (Sept. 29, 1976)

Pursuant to sec. 321(b) of the Transportation Act of
1940, 49 U.S.C. § 65(b) (1970), patent may be issued
for grant lands sold by the railroad if either (1) the
land was not mineral in character between the time of
the alleged grant to the railroad and the time of the
sale or (2) although the land was mineral in character
the purchaser was not, at the time of sale, chargeable
with actual or constructive notice of that fact.

To establish the mineral character of railroad grant
lands under the Act of July 1, 1862 (12 Stat. 489), as
amended, it must be shown that known condi tions--which
may include geological conditions, discoveries of min-
erals in adjacent land and other observable external
conditions upon which prudent and experienced men are
known to be accustomed to act— on the critical date
are such as reasonably to engender the belief that the

Sec. 321(b) cf the Transportation Act of 1940,
49 U.S.C. s 65(b) (1970), authorizes, rather than man-
dates, the issuance of patents to innocent purchasers
for value of lands which did not pass tc a railroad
under a statutory grant because of their mineral char-
acter, the rights of any such innocent purchaser being
dependent upon the conditions and limitations cf the
Act of Mar. 3, 1667, 43 U.S.C. « 696 (197C) .

Where land haslong teen devoted tc a particular public
purpose such as inclusion in a forest reserve, laches
may tar an application filed pursuant to the Transpor-
tation Act cf 194C, 49 U.S.C. § 65(b) (1970) and
43 U.S.C. « 698 (197C) , in which case a hearing need
not be ordered to determine whether a railroad's pur-
chaser was an innocent purchaser for value.

S°ilther^£acinc_Trans£orta^4on_CgJ^Donald_KJ_lge -.

Charles Siller vi_United States Forest Service, 35 IEIA
270 "(June 2~ 197e)

BEC1AMAII0N BOHESIEAES

GENERALLY

No person shall be permitted to make homestead entry
or settle upon lands reserved for irrigation purposes
until the Secretary of the Interior establishes the
unit of acreage per entry and publicly announces the
availability of water for irrigation.

Richai Crill_et„al.. 18 TELA 426 (Feb. 14, 1975)

An application to make homestead entry on land embrace
in a first-form reclamation withdrawal is properly
rejected.

No person shall be permitted to make homestead entry
or settle upon lands reserved for irrigation purposes
until the Secretary cf the Interior shall have estab-
lished the unit of acreage per entry and publicly an-
nounced the availability of water fcr irrigation.

laiia^C.^ualma^e^aij,, 36 IBLA 119 (July 1S76)

£!CLAMATIOJ_LANDS

GENERALLY

An application to make a homestead entry on land
embraced in a first-form reclamation withdrawal is
properly rejected.

Bicbard E. grill et al.. 18 IELA 426 (Feb. 14, 1975)
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GENERALLY—Continued

An application to make homestead entry on land embraced
in a first-form reclamation withdrawal is properly
rejected.

No person shall be permitted to make homestead entry
or settle upon lands reserved for irrigation purposes
until the Secretary of the Interior shall have estab-
lished the unit of acreage per entry and publicly an-
nounced the availability of water for irrigation.

____________ ick , 2« IBLA 237 (Har. 2U, 1976)

P§IIas_C.i_2>!ai!aJ!-et_alj., 36 IBLA 119 (July 25, 1978)

The rejection of an application under the Act of
Apr. 23, 1932, U3 U.S.C. 5 15U (1970), to open lands
in a reclamation withdrawal to mineral location will
be affirmed when the applicant fails to submit facts
to show the basis for his knowledge or belief that
the lands contain valuable mineral deposits. Merely
to state the lands contain such deposits is not
sufficient.

___________/ 27 IBLA 227 (Oct. 12, 1976)

Sec. 8 of the 1902 Reclamation Act, 13 U.S.C. « 372 et
seg. (1976), prohibits the Bureau of Reclamation from
claiming any reserved water rights for any reclamation
project unless the terms of any project authori2ation
subseguent to 1902 can fairly be read to provide fcr a

reservation of water.

Federal Water Rights oftbe National Park Service, fish
and Wildlife Service, Bureau of Reclamation and tte
Eureau of Land Mana_enent, M-3691t (June 25, 1979)

86 I.E. 553

IHCIUSION ANE EXCIUSICN Of WIIBIN IRRICAT1CS EISTEICT

Sec. 9(e) of the Reclamation Project Act of 1939,
13 D.S.C. « 185h(e) (197C) , does not give the Secretary
any independent authority for entering water service
contracts for areas except as separately authorized by
Congress.

Westlands __ter_D_strict — Legal Questions. P-369C1
(July 31,"l978)

""
85 I.I. 297

IRRIGABLE LANDS

Sec. 25 of the Act of Apr. 21, 190K, which authorized
the application of the Reclamation Act of 1902 to the
Yuma Indian Reservation, did not repeal by implication
sec. 17 of the Act of Aug. 15, 189«, which provided for
the cession, reclamation and allotment of the Reserva-
tion, and is in no way inconsistent with the 189M Act.

Title to Certain Land Within the Boundaries of the Fort
Yuma Indian Ieservation~as Established by the Executive
_I_I_____J___________7 M-3 6886~*(Jan. 187 19777

8« I.D. 1

Certification that lands are irrigable is a separate
and distinct process from authorizing a Eureau cf Rec-
lamation project and cannot be construed as authcri2a-
tion to serve lands in excess of those specifically
authorized in the project act.

____2_____late___i__rict_
(July 31, 1978)

Ordinarily an application to restore lands within
reclamation withdrawal to mineral entry pursuant 1

the Act of Apr. 23, 1932, «3 U.S.C. $ 15U (1970),
be rejected by the Bureau of Land Management whert
Bureau of Reclamation recommends against restorati
however, on appeal a case may be remanded for furl
consideration by the appropriate agencies, includi
preparation of a mineral report, where it appears
ranted by the appellant's showings and willingness
propose terms and conditions to protect the Goverr
ment's interest.

G__W___ail_, 3U IBLA 176 (Mar. 1U, 1978)

RECREATICN AND PUBLIC,, PURPOSES ACT

The Recreation and Public Purposes Act, and tb<
nent regulations thereunder, reguire that a gr«
land under the Act must develop the land in ac<
with the specified uses proposed in the patent
cation within a reasonable time following the c

issuance of patent.

failure over a 17- or 18-year period to develo|
patented under the Recreation and Public Purpo:
in accordance with the specified uses proposed
patent application and set out in the patent is

laticn of the condition in the patent which pre
that if the lands are devoted to a use other tl

for which they were conveyed title shall reverl
United States.

perti-
itee of
:rdance
ippli-

that
the

An application under the Act of Apr. 23, 1932, «3 U.S.C.
5 151 (1970) , for restoration to mineral entry and
location of lands within a reclamation withdrawal will
ordinarily be rejected when the Eureau of Reclamation
has recommended against it, the recommendation is prem-
ised upon the reguirements of the public interest, and
the reasons offered in support of the recommendation
are cogent.

_______________________ • 3« IBLA 233 (f 27, 1978)

Where lands are receiving benefits from bcth an SRPA
loan project and an ordinary reclamation project, gen-
eral reclamation law, including residency and acreage
limitations, apply to those lands.

Application of the, Acreage Limitation and Residency
________ e_____° Small Reclamation Projects Act
__°_____7 M- 3 69 0«" July

-
! 77 19787 ~ "~ 85 iTeT 25

Clark Count_ School__istrict, 18 IELA 269- (Jan.
1975)

~"
82

____ cf M£-_. ..__.___ Colorado. 22 IELA 1C7 («

1975)

The filing cf a petition-application under the Recre-
ation and Public Purposes Act does not segregate the
land applied for or preclude consideration of later
filed applications unless and until the land is finally
classified for the purpose applied fcr under the Act.

The denial cf a petition for classification and the
rejection of an application under the Recreation and
Public Purposes Act fcr a lease of lands which have
been withdrawn and which are also subject to a State
selection application which, under the tents cf the
withdrawal order, may be allowed, does not violate the
tenets of due process because the dispositicn cf the
petition-application is at the discretion of the Secre-
tary, and the petitioner-applicant has no vested right
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protected by constitutional guarantees or by the Admit
istrative Procedure Act.

nountaineerina_Club_of_Alaskai Inc., 19 IELA 198
Itlar. 19, 1975)

Lands withdrawn under sec. 11 of the Alaska Native
Claims Settlement Act, i»3 U.S.C. $ 1610 (Supp. Ill
1973) , are withdrawn from all forms of appropriation
under the public land laws, including, without lini-
tation, the Recreation and Public Purposes Act, as
amended, «3 U.S.C. s§ 869 to 869-3 (1970) , and an~ap-
plication under the latter Act for such withdrawn
lands is properly rejected.

Alaska_De£artment_of_Fish_and_Game
1

(Apr. 23, 1975)
20 IELA 50

The rejection of an application for the purchase of
land under the Becreation and Public Purposes Act does
not violate the tenets of due process since the dispo-
sition of the application is at the discretion of the
Department, and the applicant has acguired no vested
right protected by the Onited States Constitution.

The Recreation and Public Purposes Act authorizes the
Secretary, in his discretion, to sell or lease tracts
of national resource lands. The proposed mode for fi-
nancing the development of land applied for pursuant
to the Recreation and Public Purposes Act cannot ccnpel
issuance of a patent instead of a lease if issuance of
a patent would be contrary to the public interest as
determined by the Secretary or his delegate. Thus, in
the event the applicant has secured financial resources
by promising acguisition of title to the land, the
proper action is not for the Bureau of Land Hanageient
to change the applicant's tenure status in violation of
the public interest, but rather for the applicant to
secure alternate financing arrangements.

S°a£ <i_o1_£o u n ti_Co m mi ssio nersx_0ur a y._Coun tj^Colojado

,

22 IBLA 182 (Oct. 7, 1975)

The Recreation and Public Purposes Act, and the regula-
tions thereunder, do not authorize additional payment
for the issuance of a supplemental patent (which voids
an earlier patent's reversionary provision) as an al-
ternative to forfeiture for noncompliance with the
Act's provision that land patented under the Act only
be used for an established or definitely prcposed pub-
lic project within a reasonable time following issuance
of patent. The Department can alienate interests in
public lands only within the limits authorized by law;
therefore, issuance of a supplemental patent which
eliminates the Act's mandatory reversionary provision
is impermissible.

The Department of the Interior is not estopped from
denying the legality of a payment in lieu of forfeiture
provision inserted in a Recreation and Public Purposes
Act patent when such denial works no serious injustice
against the patentee and implementation of the provi-
sion would harm the public interest by divesting the
Government of all jurisdiction over the patented land,
thus, precluding enforcement of the Recreation and Pub-
lic Purposes Act reguirement that lands patented under
the Act be devoted to a definitely proposed project
for the benefit of the public.

ka nog.a n_Co u n t v_ Pu bl ic_ U t i 1 it v.x_ District Noi_

l

x
«ashinaton, 22 IELA 3K2 (Nov. 1U, 1975)

BECBEATICN AND PQEL IC P0BEO3BS ACT—Continued

A grantee's failure to develop for an unreasonable
period of tiie (over 19 years) lands patented under
the Recreation and Public Purposes Act constitutes a

violation of the reversionary clause in the patent
which states that if the lands are devoted to a use
other than that for which they were conveyed title
shall revert to the Onited States.

Clark County, Nevada. 28 IBLA 210 (Dec. 8, 1976)

oust be
awn for an iirie
h a withdrawal

A recreation and public purposes applicatio
rejected for lands temporarily wit
tion project to benefit Indians. JU ». U o .*i
effective until specifically revoked, even though it
is made en a temporary basis and has been in effect i

more than 5C years.

Elko Countj Board of County Supervisors. 29 IBLA 220
lh-ar7~237~1977j'

Onited States is not subject to a defense of laches in
an action to enforce a public right. Thus, where EIB
took approximately 2 years to declare reversion tc
Onited States of title to land patented with reversion-
ary clause under Becreation and Public Purposes Act,
appellants may find no relief in equitable doctrine of
laches.

Bo.be rta_Tho£rson_and_
(Dec. 20, 1978)

Leg_Burn))a,ii. 38 IEIA 333

Lands segregated on the public records by a prepesed
withdrawal posted Apr. 6, 1973, or a Secreaticnal and
Fublic Purposes Classification filed Nov. 13, 1956,
were not available for the location of lining claims,
and claims thereafter located are null and void at
initio.

Neither a Becreation and Public Purposes Act classifi-
cation nor a withdrawal is a rule or regulation within
the ambit of the Secretarial policy of Apr. 27, 1S71,
which provides for utilization of the public participa-
tion procedures of 5 O.S.C. « 553 (1976).

£elBer_BcLea2_et_al.t , «0 IB1A 3« (Par. 15, 197S)

where a lease under the Becreation and Public Purposes
Act, as amenjed, <»3 O.S.C. « 869 (1976), erroneously
states'tbe 1-year rental as being the rental for
5 years, and the lessee knew cr had reason to knew of
the error, the error is a unilateral mistake, and the
lease may be properly corrected to show the true ren-
tal, or the lease may be rescinded if appellant dees
not desire tc be bound by the reformed agreement.

St._Scholastica_ Acadegv., «0 IBLA 175 (Apr. 3, 197«)

Here nonuse of land patented under the Becreaticn and
Fublic Purposes Act is not eguivalent to a devoticn of
the land to an unauthorized use and, of itself, will
not cause the title to revert to the Onited States.

Hhere the grantee of land under the Recreation and Pub-
lic Purposes Act enters into an executory contract to
convey an interest in a portion of the land to another,
who then undertakes to perform his obligation to enter
the land and improve it without prior Departmental ap-
proval, this constitutes an attempt on the part of the
patentee to make an unauthorized transfer of title or
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control, and title to the entire tract reverts to the
United States.

Sk___i_o.t_________________ # «0 IELA 355 (Bay 1«, 1979)

A recreation and public purposes classification, issued
pursuant to the Becreation Act of 1926, as amended,
«3 O.S.C. s 869 (1976) , segregates Alaskan lands from
Native allotment applications until such time as the
classification is revoked.

Under Secretarial Order So. 30U0, it is sufficient if

the 5 years' use and occupancy, required under the Na-
tive Allotment Act, is completed prior to the granting
of the allotment, providing applicant either filed for
his allotment or commenced use and occupancy prior to

the withdrawal.

IS 1 1x___________ n , «3 IELA 17« (Sept. 28, 1979)

BEGPLaticns—Continued

GENERALLY--Continued

Bar. t, 1927, and the regulation wa;

initiation of the occupancy.

___steen_J_ _______Jc__N_____o___of_________
M e liisisil»~2 IBLA~162"Bay 5, 1975)

Where the Eureau cf Land Banagement changes an adtin-
istrative practice to thereafter refuse to accept
unofficial copies of the simultaneous oil and gas lease
entry card, ty an order dated Bar. 26, 1975, the new
practice will he given prospective application only and
will not be applied retroactively tc siaultanecus entry
cards filed during the Feb. 1975 siiul taneous filing
period.

________2_£_. IBLA 327 (June 6, 1975)

REGULATIONS
(See_also Administrative Procedure— if included in this
"index.

f

GENERALLY

The regulations pertaining to sec. 15 grazing leases
provide that a corporation is a gualified applicant
for a lease if it is a corporation whose controlling
interest is vested in persons who are engaged in the
livestock business. 13 CER U121.1-l(b). where the
corporate applicant itself is engaged in a livestock
business such a showing is sufficient for the corpo-
ration to meet this requirement without the need for
those holding a controlling interest in the corporation
to make an additional showing that they are engaged in
a livestock operation in their individual capacities.

Defenders, of. Wildlife. 19 IBLA 219 (Bar. 25, 1975)

A regulatory change in the definition of the phrase
"primary term" of an oil and gas lease is not an crder
or consent of the Secretary of the Interior to suspend
operations under an oil and gas lease.

A lessee's request that its oil and gas lease be rein-
stated because it relied on a regulation which has been
changed is properly rejected where the lease expired by
operation of law at the end of its extended term and
there is no statutory authority whereby it can be
reinstated.

Inexco Oj.1, Co.. 20 IBLA 13« (Bay 5, 1975)

A grazing lease issued in 1933 for reindeer under the
Act of Bar. 1, 1927, became subject to the Reindeer Act
of Sept. 1, 1937, and rules and regulations thereunder.
Interpretations of the effect of grazing rights granted
under the 1937 Act upon a Native allotment applicant's
claim of occupancy may be applied to such a lease, if
they are not to the detriment of the lessee.

A regulation pertaining tc grazing permits under the
Reindeer Grazing Act of 1937 allows settlement rights
to be initiated while a permit issued under that Act is
in existence. The policy manifest in that regulation
may be followed, in the exercise of the Secretary's
discretion, to permit consideration of a Native allot-
ment applicant's occupancy of land after the 1937 Act,
even though the land was covered by a reindeer grazing
lease issued prior to that time under the Act of

A regulation should be so clear that there is no basis
for a patent applicant's noncompliance with it before
it nay be so interpreted as to deprive him of a statu-
tory right to receive title to his desert land entry.
If there is doubt as to the meaning and intent of a

regulation, such doubt should be resolved favorably to
the applicant.

JJ3llace_S.j_Ein.2ham, 21 IELA 266 (Aug. 11, 197!)

A motion for remand of a mining claii contest for fui
ther hearing on the grounds of prejudicial surprise,
based upcn Government counsel's failure tc supp]e»eri
interrogatory answers listing witnesses and exhibits
as ordered in lieu of prehearing conference, will be
denied where contestee's counsel ignored repeated
offers of continuance made at various stages of the
hearing.

Un ite d States v. Theresa B.
(Aug.

-
25, 197 57

iobinson

,

21 IBIA 363
82 I.I. U1M

The Secretarial instruction of Oct. 18, 1973, which
mandates a showing by a Native allotment applicant of
5 years of occupancy prior to a withdrawal of the land,
was not required to be published as rulemaking si tee
5 U.S.C. S 553(a)(2) (1970) exempts from its ambit mat-
ters pertaining to public property.

Beirs o f Doro thy Gordon. 22 IELA 213 (Oct. 15, 1975)

The Secretarial guideline of Oct. 18, 1973, that a Na-
tive allotment application should be rejected when the
applicant fails to show 5 years of use and occupancy
prior to a withdrawal of the land: (a) is net subject
to the rulemaking provisions of the Administrative Pro-
cedure Act, 5 O.S.C. « 553 (1970) ; and (b) is a proper
exercise of the discretion vested in the Secretary ty
the Alaska Native Allotment Act, «3 U.S.C. «§ 27C-1 tc
270-3 (1970), the application of which does not violate
any right of the allotment applicant.

__________________ Reconsider a tion_ , 22 IE1A 266
(Oct. 3C, 1975)

Even if it be established that a controlling regulaticn
had been violated in previous cases, such violaticn
does not affcrd a valid predicate for further viola-
tions of the regulation.

_________S_ear, 25 IBLA 3« (Bay 5, 1976)
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Where the Bureau of Land Management ordered on War. ',

1975, that unofficial copies of the simultaneous oil
and gas lease entry card were invalid and to be re-
jected, that order will te given prospective appli-
cation only and will not be applied retroactively to
simultaneous entry cards filed during the Jan. 1975
simultaneous filing period.

I»e_Reese, 25 IELA 2t« (June 22, 1976)

Until such time as the Department promulgates regula-
tions, policy guidelines or criteria implementing sec.
302 of the federal Land Policy and Management Act of
1976, the Eureau of Land Banagement may properly defer
action on the proposed creation of an estate in federal
land thereunder.

Treva L. Eerq er. 31 IBLA 389 (Aug. 19, 1977)

Simultaneous oil and gas entry cards which are sent to
the wrong State Office are not considered filed in the
"proper office" within the meaning of «3 CfR 1821.2-
2(f), and such State Office has no jurisdiction over
entry cards pursuant to 13 CFR 1821.2-1 (c); therefore,
the filing fees for such offers should not te retained.

James_H.._Sco t t , 25 IELA 38M (July 6, 1976)

It is proper to afford a geothermal lease applicant the
benefit of a regulation, adopted after the filing of
his application, absent the impairment of third party
rights and adverse impact en the interests cf the United
States. Where a geothermal lease regulation reguires
the filing of a compliance bond as a condition precedent
to issuance of a lease, and that regulation is amended
during the pendency of an application to reguire such
a bond only as a condition precedent to entry on the
leased lands, the holder of the application may te
granted a lease under the amended reguirement, if all
else be regular.

Chr is tO£her_ A.._Ha rk s , 26 IBLA 8U (July 19, 1976)

The promulgation or revocation of a regulation is
within the special authority of the Secretary cf the
Interior and a limited number of delegates. A regula-
tion when promulgated is binding upon departmental
officials.

The reguirement in the Administrative Procedure Act,
5 U.S.C. § ??3(d) (1970), that the reguired publication
of a substantive rule be made not less than 3C days be-
fore its effective date is satisfied by publication of
proposed rulemaking with a 30-day content period, fol-
lowed thereafter ty final rulemaking. Hinor changes in
a final rule from the proposed rule dc not reguire new
proposed rulemaking.

Assuming, arguendo, the applicability of the ruleiaking
provisions of the Administrative Procedure Act, 5 U.S.C.
« 553 (1970), to an amendment of «3 CfR 31C2.2-2 in-
creasing the rental rate of noncompetitive oil and gas
leases, the provisions of the Act were satisfied where
the proposed increase was published as proposed rule-
making on Bar. le, 1976, to te effective July 1, 1976,
and final rulemaking was published Jan. 5, 1977, chang-
ing the effective date of the rental increase to fet. 1,

1977.

I^-JJ-Gaither_et_al J SLA 1C6 (Sept. 12, 1977)

The National Park Service is not an "executive depart-
ment, independent establishment or instrumentality"
within the meaning of <*3 CFR 3501.2-6. The Department
is therefore not bound by the granting or withholding
of consent by the Service for a mineral lease on
National Park Service lands.

Riiiie_ Aaar e£a t e_ Co^. , 26 IELA 197 (Aug. 11, 1976)

Even assuming that a BLM order has the force and effect
of a regulation, it cannot be applied retroactively
where there are intervening rights or the interests of
the United States would be adversely affected. Where
there is a No. 2 oil and gas drawing card, it consti-
tutes an intervening right.

Be ver 1j_ J^_ St ei n bee k , 27 IBLA 2U9 (Oct. 18, 1976)

An oil and gas lease offer must te rejected as to lands
applied for which are held in trust for Indians and are
not available under the Bineral Leasing Act. Even
though the minerals in these lands have been reserved
to the United States, mineral development is not possi-
ble at this time because the language of the exchange
act under which the lands were acguired reguires fur-
ther promulgation of special regulations by the Secre-
tary as a condition precedent to such development.

Thomas_Dj._C hace , 31 IBLA 13 (June 17, 1977)

All persens dealing with the Government are presuied
to have knowledge of duly promulgated regulations.

Verner_F i_Sorenson, 32 IBLA 311 (Oct. 21, 1977)

Donald H. Little. 37 IBLA 1 (Sept. 6, 1978)

Iermot_SJ_BcGJ4jchex, 38 IBLA 211 (Dec. 6. 1978)

J"2£_ Bunoz , 39 IBLA 72 (Jan. 2<4, 1979)

£barles_and_Pete_Caress, Ml IBLA 302 (June 29, 1S7S)

Gary Bilske. UK IELA 21 (Nov. 6, 1979)

Sec. 310 of the Federal Land Policy and Banagement Act
of 1976 provides that, prior to promulgation of new
regulations, the Secretary will administer the public
lands under existing regulations to the extent practi-
cal. Issuance of a right-of-way permit for an electri-
cal power transmission line prior to the promulgation
of new regulations under sec. 50« of the Act is periis-
sible under the authority in sec. 31C.

The fact that various of the existing regulations in
«3 CFR Fart 2800, governing issuance of rights-cf-way ,

are not wholly consistent with the federal Land Folicy
Banagement Act of 1976 does not render invalid a IIP
decision granting a right-of-way under the authority
of sec. 310 cf that Act.

Ia2ii_5ji£i_SJ£ches_et^lA^A£r^llantslx_Colorado_0te
Electric Ass'n^ Inc. JInte£venorl, 33 IELA 7 (Nov. 15,
19777
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The promulgation or revocation of a regulation is
within the special authority of the Secretary of the
Interior and a limited number of delegates. A regula-
tion, when promulgated, is binding upon all Departmen-
tal officials.

g2nal3_Cou la m , 35 IBLA 35 (May 8, 1978)

A past incorrect application of the law in adjudication
of oil and gas lease offers is no authorization for
failure to follow regulations in the case of an offer
currently under adjudication.

P.a_i_______ovin__ , 35 IBLA 217 (Hay 26, 1978)

The regulations of this Department have the force and
effect of law, and are binding upon the Secretary and
those who exercise his delegated authority. Where lane
has been included in a designated primitive area in
derogation of the criteria established by regulation,
the designation must be canceled as to such land.

K_ith_S___ush, 36 IBLA 76 (July 12, 1978)

The regulations of this Department have the force and
effect of law, and are binding upon the Secretary and
those who exercise his delegated authority. An appli-
cation for a right-of-way pursuant to «3 CFB 2802.1-1
which does not comply with the clear and uneguivocal
reguirements of the regulation must be rejected.

Personnel of BLM are not reguired to alter, modify, or
correct an application for a right-of-way in order to
conform such application to the reguirements of the
regulation under which it was filed.

Be__i_e_Tele_hone_Co___I_c_, 38 IELA 80 (Nov. 9, 1978)

REGfilATIONS— Continued

GENEBALLY

—

Continued

In view of M3 O.S.C.A. « 1752(c) (West Supp. 197£)

,

which dictates that in certain circumstances the pres-
ent gra2ing user shall have a right of first refusal
for any new lease, 143 CFB 4110.5 («3 FB 29C7C) , must
be read in __ri materia therewith and with «3 CFB
1130. 2(e)" (U3~FB~29C72) to be construed as a valid
regulation and must be interpreted not to apply where
the present grazing user desires a new lease and other-
wise meets the statutory and regulatory criteria.

Harvey, Sheehan ,and Hazel. Holland,, Budpn . 3 9 I EI A 5 6

(Jan. 16, 1979) 86 I.I. 51

where a mining claim is located after the enactaert cf
the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976
(Oct. 21, 1976), hut before the date cf promulgation cf
regulations implementing the statutory reguirements of
the Act relative to the recordation of mining claims, a

regulation having retroactive effects may nonetheless
be sustained in spite of such retroactivity if it is
reasonable.

Flber t 0. Jensen. 39 IBLA 62 (Jan. 17, 1979)

Persons dealing with the Government are presumed to
have knowledge of pertinent rules and regulations,
regardless of their actual knowledge cf what is con-
tained in such regulations.

Uni_ersit_____t___T_e_s, 40 IBLA 74 (Bar. 16, 1S79)

John A. Steele. .Jr.. HI IELA 49 (Hay 29, 1979)

All persons dealing with the Government are presumec
to have knowledge of duly promulgated statutes and
regulations.

E_le_C__D_Lo_, IELA 68 (Bar. 22, 1979)

The regulations of this Department have the force and
effect of law, and are binding upon the Secretary and
those who exercise his delegated authority. A grazing
lease is properly canceled where the lessee fails to
pay the rental pursuant to 43 CFR 1125.1-1 (h) and
4125.1-l(m) (3). The Boards of Appeal of this Depart-
ment have no authority to declare a Secretary's regu-
lation invalid.

So___er___a___________ , 38 IBLA 327 (Dec. 19, 1978)

A noncompetitive oil and gas lease issued for lards
which, at the time of the lease application, bad teen
posted erroneously as available for leasing but were
then included in a prior lease, will be allowed tc con-
tinue in effect where the first lease expired tefcre
the second lease issued and no guestiens cf public pol-
icy or third Farty rights are contravened by the lease
issuance.

Beed_Gil_o_e, 10 IBLA 139 (Bar. 29, 1979)

As an amendment to the Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act, P.L. 94-204 (89 Stat. 1115, 13 U.S.C. « 1611 (Supp.
IV, 1974)), is subject to both the provisions of ANCSA
and the regulations promulgated to implement ANCSA,
unless such provisions or regulations conflict with, or
are specifically excepted or preempted in the amendment.

*££eal_of_Cook_Inlet_Be__on__Inc_, 3 ANCAE 111 (Dec. 27,

1978f
" 85 I.E. 462

The Secretary could establish general policy in
right-of-way regulations which would provide specific
guidelines for determining how much uncertainty about
use will prevent the processing of right-of-way
applications.

Federal Land Policy and Management Act's Effect on the
J*A_h_________A___ic_t______________________ k_R_se_ voir
on_the_Powder_Riv______o__n_, M-36900 (JanT~T27~T9^97~

86 I.D. 293

The regulations of this Department have the
effect of law, and are binding upon the Sec
those who exercise his delegated authority,
patent application regulation reguires "ful
and complete abstracts," and the surface of
claim has not teen patented, the processing
applications accompanied only by limited ah
properly suspended, pending compliance with
tion. Where, however, the surface of the m

has teen patented, _._., under the Stock-Ra
stead Act, 43 U.S.cT §5 291-300 (197C) , the
generally need only reflect transactions af
mineral estate. A certificate of title is
in lieu of an abstract in either situation.

fcrce and
retary and

Where a

1, true.
the n i ning
of patent
stracts is
the regula

ining claim
ising Kcme-
atstract

fecting the
acceptable

Ke rr- BcGee Nuclear Corp. et al__

,

1979)
ui [EIA 197 (Jure
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All persons dealing with the Government are presumed to
have knowledge of duly promulgated regulations. Such
regulations have the force and effect of law and are
binding on the Department.

l££3_Si_G.h.elai:d.acci, m IELfi 277 (June 28, 1979)

Bernard_fi_Gencor.elli, H3 IBLA 7 (Sept. 11, 1979)

HEG0LA1IONS—Continued

APPLICABILITY— Con tinuec

While <43 CFB U. 1170(c) tars subsequent challenge to
"natters adjudicated" in a final decision of a District
"anager when nc appeal of that decision is undertaken,
he presence or atsence of excess forage in successive
rowing seasons is not a natter subject to thisgro __
prohibition.

Ervin J f Crowder. 2C IBLA 305 (Hay 30, 1975)

The Board of Land Appeals of the Department has no
authority to declare a Secretary's regulation invalid.

Tucker and Snyder Exploration, Inc.. 13 IELA 235
7oct7 10, 1979)"

The evidence of title, required by U3 CFR 3862.1-3 to
be submitted in support of a mineral patent applicatior
need reflect only documents such as deeds, instruments,
or actions appearing of record purporting to convey or
to affect the title to each location. It is not neces-
sary that the title data reflect in addition those
deeds, instruments, or actions otherwise relating to
the land in the mining claim.

Kerr-ncGee^uclea^CorPi.et^l^JCn^econsiderationl.,
113 IBLA 318 (Oct. 29, 1979)

In the absence of public interest considerations and
intervening rights, a regulation amendment which would
benefit a pending public land matter may te applied to
it. However, where the application is not in compli-
ance with the amendment, the application must fail.

£:=._.§.. _Hadlei3 h, UU IBLA 11 (Nov. 6. 1979)

APPLICABILITY

Regulation U3 CFR 2627.3(c)(2) requires that conflicting
oil and gas lease offers filed pursuant to the Mineral
Leasing Act of 1920, except for preference right appli-
cations, whether filed prior to, simultaneously with,
or after the filing of an Alaska State selection, must
be rejected when and if the selection is tentatively
approved. The preference right referred to in the reg-
ulation does not apply to an oil and gas lease offeror
who receives a priority right as the first-qualified
applicant in the event the Department decides to issue
a lease.

To the extent tbey do not vitiate the purposes or pro-
visions of the Alaska Native townsite law, the previ-
sions of the non-Native Alaska townsite law are tc te
applied in the disposition of Native townsite lands;
in such cases, references to the Act of Bar. 3, 1691,
«3 O.S.C. 5 732 (1970), in the documents relating tc
a Native townsite are not pro forma, and the non-Kative
townsite provisions may be applied.

CiJti.°LJ laj!OS]S-S.i-£ a . H ,_ Anjfle w_ et_a 1A_ C i t v,_ o f_j 1 a woe k

Ji.State.of.jlaska^. Depart mept of Highways. 2fl I EI A 85
(Feb. 25, 1976) 83 I.I. H7

A district manager's failure to hold an Advisory Eoard
meeting on a grazing applicant's protest is mcoted ty
a sutsequent regulatory amendment terminating graziers'
rights to an Advisory Board meeting on protests. In
any event, the case would not be remanded for such a

meeting when there is no prejudice because the appli-
cant is foreclosed ty the grazing regulations from the
possitility of prevailing on his protest.

Phil J., Hillterry. 2U IELA 283 (Bar. 31. 1976)

It is improper for the Bureau of land Hanagement to
reject desert land applications on the basis of direc-
tives within a deleted regulation which reguired that
such applications be rejected when the lands described
therein were included within a previously filed State
application for a temporary withdrawal under the Act
of Bar. 15, 1910, which permits the Secretary tc teo-
porarily withdraw lands in furtherance of the purposes
of the Carey Act. In the atsence of a recodif icaticn
of the directives in the deleted regulation, the Eureat
should suspend action on all applications filed sutse-
quent to the withdrawal application pending final
action on the application for withdrawal.

KSvin.Ci.Jliii s^.Sjjl v ia_£._EJlis

.

1976)
2« IELA 367 (Hay 3,

Richard_V
1975f

Daniel_Gaudiane, 20 IBLA 59 (Apr. 2U ,

82 I.E. 17U

Arizona Public Service Co.. 20 IBLA 120 (Apr. 25, 1975)

To the extent that the provisions of the non-Native
townsite law do not vitiate the purposes of provisions
cf the Alaska Native townsite law, the provisions cf
the non-Native townsite law are to be applied in the
disposition of Native townsite lands.

l?9SS..Ss. Strang. 26 IELA 1KM (Aug. 2, 1976)

Even assuming that a BLW order has the force and effect
of a regulation, it cannot te applied retroactively
where there are intervening rights or the interests of
the United States would be adversely affected. where
there is a Nc. 2 oil and gas drawing card, it consti-
tutes an intervening right.

|eve riy_ Jj, _St e i nbeck , 27 IBLA 219 (Oct. 18, 1976)
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Where a regulation is amended in a way that benefits
an applicant, the Department may, in the absence of
intervening rights of third parties or prejudice to
the interests of the United States, apply the amend-
ment to pending cases.

_u_can__il ler , 28 IBLA 292 (Dec. 27, 1976)

Where a regulation is amended in a way that benefits an
oil and gas lessee, the Department may, in the absence
of intervening rights of third parties or prejudice to
the interests of the United States, apply the amendment
to pending cases.

_________________ 29 IBLA 30 (Feb. 8, 1977)

Where the Department, through a duly promulgated regu-
lation, has increased the rental rate on all noncom-
petitive oil and gas leases issued after a specified
date, such increased rate is applicable to all leases
issued subsequent to that date, including leases issued
pursuant to the simultaneous filing procedures, even
though the lease offers were drawn with first priority
prior to the specified date.

Raymond «... Joeckgl, 29 IBLA 170 (Far. 14 , 1977)

Hilton,__________ , 29 IBLA 316 (Mar. 30, 1977)

_oris_N._Sterkel_ Richard L. Ste_kel, 30 IEIA 39
7ApT7"l2, 1977)"

__________ a______ Inc.. , 30 IBLA 209 (Bay 20, 1977)

!____________ 11 , 32 IBLA 202 (Sept. 16, 1977)

____________ i ls_e t_a 1 . , 32 IBLA 302 (Sept. 30, 1977)

REGULATIONS-- Continued

APPLICABILITY—Continued

Where the Department, throug
lation, has increased the re
petitive oil and gas leases
date, such increased rate is
issued subseguent to that da
pursuant to the simultaneous
though the lease offers were
prior to the effective date

_________________________ , 3

£ar§I!_ Co 1 1 er__ t_ al_ , 30 I EL A

Duncan. Mirier , 30 IBLA 90 (A

Wi_________ Kir k wood , 31 IELA

Dungan. Miller, 31 IBLA 3U9 (

______________» 32 IELA 25 (

£aul_Landis, 32 IBLA 37d (Oc

___£__£_______. 33 IBLA 323

h a duly promulgated regu-
ntal rate on all noncom-
issued after a specified
applicable to all leases

te, including leases issued
filing procedures, even
drawn with first priority

of the increase.

IBLA 32 (Apr. 11,

88 (Apr. 27, 1977)

pr. 27, 1977)

178 (July 5, 1977)

July 22, 1977)

Aug. 31, 1977)

t. 31, 1977)

(Jan.. 16, 1978)

1977)

Where the Department, through a duly promulgated regu-
lation, has increased the rental rate on all noncom-
petitive oil and gas leases issued after a specified
date, such increased rate is applicable to all leases
issued subsequent to that date.

_____________________§__. 30 IBLA 86 (Apr. 27, 1977)

Where the Ce
laticn , has
petitive oil
date. such i

issued sutse
issued pursu
where the dr
of the rent
regula r over
filed Frior

partment, through a duly promulgated regu-
increased the rental rate en all tctcci-
and gas leases issued after a specified

ncreased rate is applicable tc all leases
quent to that date, including leases tc be
ant to the simultaneous filing procedures
awing was held prior to the effective date
increase, and leases to be issued for a

-the-counter offer where the offer was
to the effective date.

Casey C. Jansen et al.. 30 IELA 130 (May 12, 1977)

Where the Department, through a duly promulgated regu-
lation, has increased the rental rate on all noncom-
petitive oil and gas leases issued after a specified
date, such increased rate is applicable to all leases
issued subsequent tc that date, including leases to be
issued to successful offerors at simultaneous drawings
held prior to the effective date of the rate increase.

Melv i n_R.j_.Hc_____

,

IBLA 163 (May 16, 1977)

Where the Department, through a duly promulgated regu-
lation, has increased the rental rate on all noncom-
petitive oil and gas leases issued after a specified
date, such increased rate is applicable to all leases
issued subsequent to that date, including leases issued
pursuant to the simultaneous filing procedures, even
though the lease offers were drawn prior to the effec-
tive date of the increase.

Marie A. Fiel et al.. 30 IBLA 3C8 (June 6, 1977)

Where the Department, through a duly promulgated regu-
lation, has increased the rental rate on all noncom-
petitive oil and gas leases issued after a specified
date, such increased rate is applicable to all leases
issued subsequent to that date, even though the lease
offers were filed prior to the specified date.

__________!__. 30 IE" 31111 (June 8, 1977)

Where the Department, through a duly promulgated regu-
lation, has increased the rental rate en all noncom-
petitive oil and gas leases issued after a specified
date, the increased rate applies to all leases issued
after that date, regardless of the date en which the
offer to lease was originally submitted.

30 IEIJ 3U6_ and_________ W i 1 1 ia__________________ 1

.

(June 8, 1977)

______________________ 32 IBLA 20 (Aug. 31, 1S77)

VeI_ JU Jones et a l_____dras____ Hartley, 33 IELA 7«
(Dec? 67 19777

Where the Department, through a duly promulgated regu-
lation, has increased the rental rate en all noncom-
petitive oil and gas leases issued after a specified
date, such increased rate applies to all leases issued
after that date, regardless of the date the offer to
lease or drawing entry card was filed.

Duncan Mi ller . 30 IELA 350 (June 6, 1977)
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Where the Department, through a duly promulgated regu-
lation, has increased the rental rate on all noncom-
petitive oil and gas leases issued after a specified
date, such increased rate is applicable to all leases
issued subsequent to that date, even though the lease
offer was filed prior to the date of the regulation.
The imposition of the increased rate is not discrimi-
natory as it applies to all leases issued after a cer-
tain date.

_____________» 3C ILA 373 (June 10, 1977)

The filing of a noncompetitive oil and gas lease offer,
prior to acceptance, does not create any right to a

lease or legal interest which restricts the discretion-
ary authority of the Secretary of the Interior over
lease issuance. Thus, an amended regulation raising
the lease rental charge may be applied to lease offers
which have been previously filed tut not accepted and
such action is not violative of the Fifth Amendment.

_________________!» 3° IBL» 376 (June 10, 1977)

Where the Department, through a duly promulgated regu-
lation, has increased the rental rate on all noncom-
petitive oil and gas leases issued after a specified
date, such increased rate is applicable tc all leases
issued subsequent to that date, including leases to be
issued for a regular over-the-counter offer where the
offer was filed prior to the effective date.

_______________ . 32 IELA 18 (Aug. 31, 1977)

_____________ » 32 IBLA «« (Sept. 2, 1977)

_______________» 32 IBLA 390 (Nov. 7, 1977)

in the processing of the lease offer preclude proper
application cf such regulation.

_______________ » 32 IELA 2KC (Sept. 21, 1977)

Increased per acre rental, as directed under Jan. 5,
1977, revision of 13 CFR 31C3.3-2(a), is applicable
to all noncompetitive oil and gas leases issued aftei
Bet. 1, 1977, including leases for which offers, totl
simultaneous and over-the-counter, were filed prior 1

revision of the regulation.

mean Billei it al. 32 [ELA 289 (Sept. 27, 1977)

The filing of an application for modification of an
existing coal lease does not give rise to a vested
property right. Thus, such an application gualifies
as neither a valid existing right excepted frcm appli-
cation of the acreage limit on lease modifications set
by the Federal Coal Leasing Amendments Act of 1975 ncr
a right protected by the Fifth Amendment from applica-
tion of subsequently amended statutes or regulations.

___.e Electric Investment Co,, 33 IELA 3 (Not

Where the Department, through a duly promulgated
regulation, has increased the rental rate on all
noncompetitive oil and gas leases issued after a spe-
cified date, such increased rate is applicable tc an
over-the-counter offer filed prior to the specified
date.

__________.____» 33 IBLA 30 (Nov. 22, 1977)

Where the Department, through a duly promulgated regu-
lation, has increased the rental rate on all noncom-
petitive oil and gas leases issued after a specified
date, such increased rate is applicable to all leases
issued subsequent to that date pursuant to over-the-
counter offers or pursuant to the simultaneous filing
procedures, even though the offers or entry cards were
filed with ELM prior to the specified date.

__________________I_ . 32 IBLA 106 (Sept. 12, 1977)

The filing of an application for a noncompetitive oil
and gas lease, prior to acceptance, does not create a

right to a lease immune from application of a subse-
quently amended administrative regulation. An in-
creased rental rate is properly applied to an oil and
gas lease offer pending before the effective date of
the rate change but which has not been accepted prior
to that time.

_________________ > 32 IBLA 199 (Sept. 16, 1977)

Where the Department, through a duly promulgated regu-
lation, has increased the rental rate on all noncom-
petitive oil and gas leases issued after a specified
date, such increased rate is applicable to all leases
issued subsequent to that date, even though the lease
offers were filed prior to the specified date. The
filing of an application for a lease prior to its ac-
ceptance does not create a right to a lease which is
immune from application of a subsequently amended ad-
ministrative regulation, nor does administrative delay

There is no estoppel applicable to the Department of
the Interior where it has changed a clearly erroneous
regulation to comport with an amendment to the oil and
gas leasing laws enacted some 15 years previously. The
Department is not precluded from correcting that »hich
is "clearly erroneous."

Yates Petroleum Corp. . 3« IELA 7 (Feb. e, 197e>

A regulation, amended in a manner that benefits a

pending application for an oil and gas lease, may be
applied to the pending application in the absence cf
intervening rights or public interest.

Repeal of regulations which prohibit leasing fractional
interests to one who would own only a minority of
operating rights in the leased property gives priority
to an otherwise regular offer which would have had to
be rejected under the former regulations, as of the
effective date of the repeal, provided that no cffers
qualified under the former regulation have been re-
ceived prior to repeal, and that the offer has not been
rejected prior to repeal.

Wilfred Plomis, 3« IELA 222 (Bar. 27, 1978)

Applications for rights-of-way on public lands perdinc
on Oct. 21, 1976, are to be considered as applications
under the Federal Land Policy and Management Act cf
1976, but, to the extent practical, existing regula-
tions will govern the administration of the public
lands until new regulations are issued.

Where a regulation reguirinq reimbursement of certain
costs incurred by the United States in the processing
of right-of-way applications is promulgated, the cost
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reimbursement provision is applicable to an application
filed prior to and pending on the effective date of the
regulation.

Continental Telephone of California, 3M IBLA 370
7iay"l7 19787

~~

Where the Department, through a duly promulgated
regulation, has increased the rental rate on all
noncompetitive oil and gas leases issued after a

specified date, the increased rate is applicable to
leases to be issued subseguent to that date for over-
the-counter offers filed prior to the effective date
of the regulation.

TiEEerari_Oil_and_Gas_Cor.E.:., 35 IELA 120 (May 15, 1978)

Applications for rights-of-way on public lands pending
on Oct. 22, 1976, are to te considered as applications
under Title V of the Federal Land Policy and Management
Act of 1976, but existing regulations will govern the
administration of public lands to the extent practical
until new regulations are promulgated.

Iall_£il£lex_ I nc. , 35 IBLA 325 (June 19, 1976
)5 I.C. 207

Ponald_E^Clarkx_Ci_8eijihart_5_Son^Inc. x_Hartwejl
I*cavatina_Co.., 39 IBLA 182 (Jan. 31, 1979)

HEGJJLATICNS

—

Continued

BINDING ON THE SECRETARY

A Departmental regulation promulgated pursuant tc and
comporting with statutory authority has the force and
effect of law. One who exercises the delegated author-
ity of the Secretary may not disregard the plain and
unambiguous provisions of a mandatory regulaticr sc as
to impose a more onerous reguirement on an applicant
than is prescribed by the regulaticn in effect.

Arizona Public Service Co.. 20 IBIA 120 (Apr. 25,
1975)

The Secretary of the Interior is bound by his duly
promulgated regulations, and such regulations have
the force and effect of law.

Hilfied Flomis , IBLA 222 (Mai

IlizjtetJi-USidaS-JSD-Uccnside^aticn]., U0 IEIA 21
"(MarT 9, 19797

St. Schol asti ca Academy. HO IELA 175 (Apr. 3, 197S)

All persons dealing with the Government are presui
have knowledge of duly promulgated regulations. :

regulations have the force and effect of law and i

binding on the Department.

Ered S. Ghelarducci, «1 IBLA 277 (June 28, 1979)

J er n a r d_P^_ G e ncor eU i , U3 IBLA 7 (Sept. 11, 1979)

To the extent that the provisions of the non-Native
townsite law do not vitiate the purposes cf provisions
of the Alaska Native townsite law, the provisions of
the non-Native townsite regulations may be applied in
the disposition of Native townsite lands.

fian£i_Ai_£e 1 k i t t ie , 35 IBIA 370 (June 23, 1978)

An oil and gas lessee is properly reguirea to pay the
higher rental prescribed by duly promulgated regula-
tions of the Department where all or part of the lands
in the lease have been included within the known geo-
logic structure of a producing oil or gas field. How-
ever, where a discovery is made on the leased lands, at
the expiration of that lease year the lease goes on a

minimum royalty basis. «3 CFR 3103.3-5.

Andre* .liainerd, 36 IBLA 30U (Aug. 21, 1978)

A final Departmental appellate decision construing a

regulation will be given immediate effect, and will not
be applied with prospective effect only, unless the de-
cision alters materially the interpretation given the
regulation by earlier Departmental decisions or offi-
cial published opinions, and unless the equitable bene-
fit of the decision is not outweighed by ill effects
of allowing a benefit in derogation of the regulation.

Di_Ei_Pack_iOn_Reconside ration}..

FORCE ANC EFFECT AS LAW

A Departmental regulation promulgated pursuant tc and
comporting with statutory authority has the force and
effect of law. One who exercises the delegated author-
ity of the Secretary may not disregard the flair ard
unambiguous provisions of a mandatory regulation so as
to impose a lore onerous requirement on an applicant
than is prescribed by the regulation in effect.

Gertrude L*5i£°» 39 IELA 68 (Jan. 17, 1979)

All! c na_ E.ut He Se r v.ic e_£o . , 2(

1975)
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The interpretation of an existing regulation by this
Board to determine its applicability to the facts at
hand does not constitute rulemaking by the Board.

3i_Bi_Delascoi_IncJ.x_et_ali.. 39 IELA 19U (Feb. 1979)

I<Jaho De£art»ent_of Hater Resource;
"(Apr! 20, 1976)"
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INTERPRETATION

It is improper for the Bureau of Land Management to
reject desert land applications on the basis of direc-
tives within a deleted regulation which reguired that
such applications be rejected when the lands described
therein were included within a previously filed State
application for a temporary withdrawal under the Act
of Mar. 15, 1910, which permits the Secretary to tempo-
rarily withdraw lands in furtherance of the purposes of
the Carey Act. In the absence of a recodification of
the directives in the deleted regulation, the Bureau
should suspend action on all applications filed sub-
seguent to the withdrawal application pending final
action on the application for withdrawal.

K§v ir^D^E 1 1 is.i_Sy.lyia_.D._ Ellis

,

1976)
2« IBLA 387 (May 3,

In the absence of pertinent statutory directives or
regulatory criteria for the processing of temporary
withdrawal applications for unreserved lands filed by
a State under the Act of Mar. 15, 1910, for proposed
development under the Carey Act, the Bureau of Land
Management should suspend consideration of the appli-
cations pending Departmental action to revise and re-
codify previously deleted regulations which provide
guidance for the administration of the Carey Act and
the Act of Mar. 15, 1910.

Idaho De£artment_of_Water Resources, 25 IELA 27 (May 5,
1976)"

Idaho-Department of Water Resources, 27 IELA 303
(Oct. 26, 19767

The Bureau of Land Management should suspend considera-
tion of the applications under the Carey Act pending
Departmental action to revise and recodify previously
deleted regulations which provide guidance for the ad-
ministration of the Carey Act.

Idaho_De£artment_of_Water_Resources, 32 IBLA 89
(Sept. 2, 1977)

The Secretary of the Interior is bound by his duly
promulgated regulations, and such regulations have
the force and effect of law.

Wilf£ed_ Flom is, 3« IBLA 222 (Mar. 27, 1978)

Elizabeth_Paejedas_.iOn Reconsiderat ionl, U0 IBLA 21
(MarT 97~1979)

Sti_Scholas t ica_ Acad emy

,

The Bureau of Land Management should suspend action oi

applications for recordable disclaimers of interest
filed pursuant to sec. 315 of the Federal Land Policy
and Management Act of 1976 where no regulations have
been issued under which action may be taken and where
there is no contrary policy directive.

Siace_£2oIe2_Colemani_Legta_Ferrell, 35 IELA 236
(May 26, 1978)"

All persons dealing with the Government are presumed t<

have knowledge of duly promulgated regulations. Such
regulations have the force and effect of law and are
binding on the Department.

fied_Si_Ghela.rduc.ci, Ul IBLA 277 (June 28, 1979)

Ber nar d____G__cor el 1 i , H3 IBLA 7 (Sept. 11, 1979)

Where a desert land applicant, whose applicaticu is
prior in tise, appeals from a decision of the Enreau
of Land Management, dismissing his protest against af-
fording priority to a later-filed desert land applica-
tion on the basis that the earlier-filed applicaticu
was incomplete, the cases are properly remanded tc the
Eureau of Land Management for action on the respective
applications, so as to avoid piecemeal ad judicaticn.

G eorge H . Crapo. Richard L. Crapo. 19 IELA 20e
(Mar. 21, 1975)

A regulation should be so clear that there is no basis
for a patent applicants noncompliance with it before
it may be so interpreted as to deprive him of a statu-
tory right to receive title to his desert land entry.
If there is doubt as to the meaning and intent of a
regulation, such doubt should be resolved favcrably tc
the applicant.

"aUgce.S..Eingham. 21 IBLA 266 (Aug. 11, 197E)
e: i.t.

ice nt
f ] li ng

hii d par

It is proper to afford a geothermal lease appl
the benefit of a regulation, adopted after the
of bis application, absent the impairment of t

ty rights and adverse impact on the interests of tl

United States. where a geothermal lease regulatici
guires the filing of a compliance bond as a ccnditj
precedent to issuance of a lease, and that regulatj
is amended during tbe pendency of an application tc

guire such a bond only as a condition precedent to
try on the leased lands, tbe holder of the applicat
may be granted a lease under the amended reguiremei
if all else be regular.

Cbristop,____________ , 2 6 IBLA 80 (July 19, 1976)

As between two preference right applicants for lard
offered at public sale under the Isolated Tract Act,
43 U.S.C. « 1171 (1970), departmental regulation
H3 CFR 2711.0 (b)(2) continues in effect pursuant to
13 U.S.C. A. ss 1713, 1700 (Best Supp. 1977) and is
strictly construed with regard to the deadline fcr
making the reguired showing of fee title to contigu-
ous land.

I*_J__£i1I§ *1

£

> 33 IBLA 182 (Dec. 21, 1977)

Arizona Revised Statutes § 37-502, which provides for
damages in civil actions for trespass on State lards,
does not apply to cases involving right-of-way trespass
on Federal lands located in Arizona.

Mountain Sta tes Telephone, S ,'lelegraph Co.
"(Mir. ICT 19787

IEIJ 15U

Regulations should be so clear that there is no basis
for an oil and gas applicant's noncompliance with thee,
or tbey should not be interpreted to deprive him of a

preference right to a lease.

Eill J. Haddox. 3« IELA 278 (Apr. 17, 197(
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Although in his summary dismissal of private contest
against homestead entry administrative law judge dis-
cussed issues upon which contestant had failed to sub-
mit corroborated allegations of fact along with his
complaint, such action by judge did not relieve con-
testant of his burden of filing corroboration, despite
provisions of U3 CFB «.«50-i»(b) allowing judge to
"raise issues in connection with deciding a contest."

Ernest C. lamb_v._Richard_Bi._Stof f el, 36 IBLA 201
7IugT 37~1978)

When an offeror prints his name on the frcnt of a

drawing entry card oil and gas lease offer as "taddcx,
Robert J.," and signs his name on the back of the card
as "J. Robert Maddox," his usual itanner of signing, the
card may not be rejected because he violated nc regula-
tion by signing the offer in that manner, and he rrcr-
erly followed instructions en the face cf the card by
giving his last name first, then bis first naie and
initial.

Jotert_J.._J!J.ddox.. «« IBLA 178 (Nov. 30, 1979)

When a married woman signs her name, "Mrs. Hal
HcCarthy," as offeror on a drawing entry card oil and
gas lease offer, and prints her full name "Geraldine B.

McCarthy" on the face of the card, the card may not be
rejected because she violated no regulaticn by signing
the offer in that manner, and she followed the instruc-
tions on the face of the card by giving her first name
and initial.

Ger aid ine_M.._ McCarthy , 37 IBLA 323 (Oct. 25, 1978)

PUBLICATION

Hhere notice of proposed rulemaking to change certain
filing fees and to impose other charges has been pub-
lished in the Federal Register, tut no final rules have
been published, the old schedule of fees will remain in
effect until such time as the new rules are finally
adopted, published and made effective.

Arizcna Public, Service Co. . 2C IBIA 120 (Apr. 25, 1975)

In view of «3 U.S.C.A. 4 1752(c) (West Supp. 1978),
which dictates that in certain circumstances the pres-
ent grazing user shall have a right of first refusal
for any new lease, U3 CFB U110.5 (U3 FH 29C7C) , must
be read in pari materia therewith and with <J3 CFP
i»130.2(e7 (U3 FR 29072) to be construed as a valid
regulation and must be interpreted not tc apply where
the present grazing user desires a new lease and other-
wise meets the statutory and regulatory criteria.

Harvey_Sheehan_and
"(JanT 16, 1979)

Hazel Holland idon, 39 IELA 56
86 I.D. 51

The interpretation of an existing regulation by this
Board to determine its applicability to the facts at
hand does not constitute rulemaking by the Eoard.

Hi_Bi_ Delasco^, I nc. ^_et_a 1^ , 39 IELA 19« (Feb. 2, 1?

Neither a Recreation and Public Purposes Act classifi-
cation nor a withdrawal is a rule or regulation within
the aibit of the Secretarial policy of Apr. 27, 1571,
which provides for utilization of the public participa-
tion procedures of 5 O.S.C. s 553 (1976).

£e lme r_Mc Lea n_et_al. , «0 IELA 3<J (Mc 15, 1S75)

VALIDITY

Where notice of proposed rulemaking to change certain
filing fees and to impose other charges has been pub-
lished in the Federal Register, but no final rules have
been published7~the old schedule of fees will reaain in
effect until such time as the new rules are finally
adopted, published and made effective.

Ari2£i!a_Eufclic_Service_Co J., 2C IEIA 120 (Apr. 25, 1975)

The maxim, expressio unius est exclusio alterius, will
not be utilized to contradict or vary a clear expres-
sion of legislative intent.

Thomas_R._Flickinaer^ William S. Flickinger. et al.,
«0 IBLA 53 (Mar. "167 19797

In the absence of public interest considerations and
intervening rights, a regulation amendment which would
benefit a pending public land matter may be applied to
it. However, where the application is not in compli-
ance with the amendment, the application must fail.

Bi_Bi_Wadleiah, U« IBLA 11 (Nov. 6, 1979)

The regulations pertaining to the qualifications of an
association as an oil and gas lease offeror («3 CFR
3102.3-1) requires, inter alia, separate statements
setting forth citizenship and holdings only if there
are members who own or control more than 10 percent of
such association. If there are no members owning more
than 10 percent, such statements need not be furnished.

Iaili£jS_£e t role u m_ Co . , «U IBLA 38 (Nov. 1979)

A regulation defining "eligible refiners" under the Act
of July 13, 19U6, providing for the sale cf Gcverment
royalty oil or gas, as owners of existing refineries
(including refineries not in operation) who qualify as
a small business enterprise under the rules of the
Small Business Adainistration and who are unable to
purchase in the open market an adequate supply of crude
oil to meet the needs of their existing refinery capac-
ities, is an implementation of the Act within the ambit
of the Secretary of the Interior's authority to pre-
scribe rules and regulations.

Ihunderhird Eesqurces^Inc.. 20 IBLA 248 (Kay 16, 1975)

The Boards of Appeal of the Department of the Interior
have no authority to declare invalid a regulaticn of
this Department.

Donald E T Jordan. 35 IBLA 290 (June 2, 1978)

In view of 43 U.S.C.A. « 1752(c) (West Supp. 1976),
which dictates that in certain circumstances the pres-
ent grazing user shall have a right of first refusal
for any new lease, 13 CFB 4110.5 (43 FR 29C7C) , oust
be read in ±aii materia therewith and with 13 CFR
4130.2 (e7~(43~FR~290727 to be construed as a valid
regulaticn and must be interpreted net to apply where
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the present grazing user desires a new lease and other-
wise meets the statutory and regulatory criteria.

H arvey__Sheehan and_Hazel_Holland_Budon, 39 IELA 56
7jan. 167 19797 86 I.D. 51

A past incorrect application of the law in adjudication
of oil and gas lease offers is no authcrizaticn fcr
failure to fellow regulations in the case of an effer
currently under adjudication.

Cavid A..Prqvinse. 35 IBLA 217 (Bay 26, 1978)

WAIVER

Even if it be established that a controlling regulation
had been violated in previous cases, such violation
does not afford a valid predicate for further viola-
tions of the regulation.

«aiI_iiai3_S£ ea r , 25 IELA 3« (May 5, 1976)

The failure of a high bidder, in an upland competitive
lease sale, to submit one-fifth of the amount bid with
his bid in the proper form of remittance, may net be
waived where the bidder submitted a sight draft, and
thus retained control of the fund until p resent it rt and
final payment.

le£i_ Pet roleojjo^ , 37 IBLA 1C3 (Sept. 28, 1978)

A noncompetitive oil and gas lease applicant's failure
to submit the statement of interest of the other par-
ties in interest to the offer is not excused, nor is
the Department estopped to reject such an offer, by his
reliance on the Department's prior erroneous issuance
of a lease to the applicant on an offer which was defi-
cient for the same reason.

Ieon_Mi_Flanaaan_et_ali , 25 IBLA 269 (June 2«, 1976)

The requirement that a bidder in a competitive oil and
gas lease sale must submit one-fifth of the amount bid
with his bid is mandatory and will not be waived.

§arkeisx_Inc1 , 26 IBLA 1U1 (Aug. 2, 1976)

GENERALLY

A petition fcr reinstatement of an oil and gas lease
terminated fcr lack of timely payment of the rental is
properly denied where the lessee does not show reasco-
able diligence in mailing the payment or a justifiable
excuse for the delay in payment. Ihe fact the coortes]
rental notice did not come to the attention of the les-
see until 6 days after the rental due date is net a

justifiable excuse for late payment of the rental.

Levi T. B ella h. 22 IELA 1 (Sept. «, 1975)

Even if it be established that the Department had not
applied in other cases regulation «3 CFR U115.2-1 (e) (8)

,

which requires termination of grazing privileges upon
loss of ownership or control of base property, such
failure to apply the regulation is not authority to
further disregard the regulation.

Prior recognition of grazing privileges based on licen-
see's erroneous statement of ownership of base property
does not estop the Department from canceling the privi-
leges when it becomes aware of the facts.

Cha r les_Ste war t , 26 IBLA 160 (Aug. U, 1976)

Where an applicant for grazing privileges does net show
the type of misconduct which would be a basis for es-
toppel against the Government, the provisions of 13 CFR
«115.2-l(e) (9) (i) and (e) (13) (i) cannot be waived on
the basis of such misconduct.

A . _ D^_ Fi nd 1 ax_1i££ell a n t]_^_ Ver m il 1 ion_C 1 i f f_C a 1 1 1 e

C.ii-llniliy.enor.l , 29 IBLA 262 7«ar7 25,~1977)

The failure of a noncompetitive oil and gas lease
offeror to complete the date on the simultaneous cil
and gas drawing entry card is not excused, and the De-
partment is not estopped to reject such an offer, by
his reliance on the Department's prior erroneous issu-
ance of a lease in acceptance of an offer which was
deficient for the same reason.

Tina_A.__Hea,an, 33 IBLA 213 (Dec. 21, 1977)

A lessee who is out of town on vacation on the lease
anniversary date and who mails the lease rental payment
6 days after the due date is not reasonably diligent.

Extenuating circumstances outside the control of
lessee occurring near the anniversary date of th<

may censtitute justifiable cause for a late tent,
ment where the circuistances are the proximate c;

the failure to make timely payment. However, wh<

pellant has delayed payment until just tefore tbi

date and has entrusted the function to an agent i

subagent neglects to make payment timely, the lai

diligence on the part of the lessee and/or his a<

and/or subagent, and not the adverse circumstano
fronting appellant's agent, constitute the proxii
cause of the late payment and a decision denying
statement will be affirmed.

lease
1 pay-
use of
re ap-
due

hose
k cf

Lucille_Lit^hardt, 2U IBLA 81 (Feb. 1976)

A petition fcr reinstatement of an oil and gas lease
terminated fcr lack of timely payment of the rental is
properly denied where the appellant does net shew rea-
sonable diligence in mailing the payment or a justifi-
able excuse for the delay in payment. Ihe inadvertence
or negligence of the appellant's employee does net jus-
tify late payment of the rental.

The fact that the courtesy rental notice did not come
to appellant's attention until 6 days after the rental
due date is not a justifiable excuse for late payment
cf the rental.

Ja mes_Do no^h ue , 25 IBLA 280 (June 25, 1976)
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Reasonable diligence normally requires sending or deliv-
ering payments sufficiently in advance of the anniver-
sary date to account for normal delays. A lessee whose
payment is mailed 6 days after the due date is not rea-
sonably diligent.

ide the control of the
versary date of the lease

Extenuating circumstances
lessee occurring near the
may constitute justifiable cause for a late rental pay
gent where the circumstances are the proximate cause
of the failure to make timely payment. Bowever, where
appellant has entrusted payment to an agent who becoues
ill, and a subagent, who assumes the agent's responsi-
bilities neglects to make payment timely, the illness
of the agent is not the proximate cause of the late
payment where no connection is made between the date
of the agent's illness and the due date of the rental
and a decision denying reinstatement will be affirmed.

The burden of proving that the late payment was either
justifiable or not due to a lack of reasonable dili-
gence is on the lessee, and this burden includes show-
ing the proximity of the occurrence to the anniversary
date.

__________________ , 29 IBLA 1U1 (Bar. «, 1977)

Reinstatement of an oil and gas lease terminated by
operation of law may be allowed only where the lessee
can establish to the satisfaction of the Secretary of
the Interior that the failure to make timely payment
was either justifiable or not due to a lack cf reason-
able diligence. 30 U.S.C. « 188(c) (1970). When the
only "payment" tendered timely consists of an unsigned
check, it is not sufficient to satisfy the exculpatory
standards of the reinstatement law and regulations.

i " tJIJ!_iU_HSJ3jucke r , 3D IELA 316 (Apr. 2D, 1978)

The burden of showing that the failure
rent for an oil and gas lease on or be
sary date of the lease was justifiable
lack of reasonable diligence is on the
fact that the lessee retained a leasin
misrepresented that it would file appr
tent documents prior to the anniversar
justify late payment. Mailing cf the
payment en a date after it is due does
reasonable diligence.
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Saxe, .E.C., «C [ELA (Mar. 6, 1979)

Reasonable diligence normally requires sending or de-
livering payments sufficiently in advance of the anni-
versary date to account for normal delays. A lessee
whose payment is mailed more than 16 days after the
due date is not reasonably diligent.

I2g£32_l£serve__lnc. 30 3LA 11 (Apr. 14, 1977)

Reasonable diligence normally reguires sending or de-
livering payments sufficiently in advance of the anni-
versary date to account for normal delays. Where pay-
ment is mailed 3 days after the anniversary date and
where due to a combination of trips in other vehicles,
farm chores, and simple inadvertence, it was left on
a car seat for « days, the failure to exercise reason-
able diligence is not justifiable because the factor
causing the delay is not one which is ordinarily out-
side of the control of the lessee.

"Reasonable diligence." Allowing 1 day for mail deliv-
ery of an oil and gas lease rental demonstrates a lack
of reasonable diligence, because reasonable diligence
normally requires sending or delivering payments suffi-
ciently in advance of the anniversary date tc allow fci
normal delays in the collection, transmittal, and de-
livery of the payment.

"Justifiable." For a delay in submission of an oil anc
gas lease rental payment to be justifiable, lessee »us1
show that the delay would not have occurred except for
factors outside of his control.

"Justifiable excuse." The fact that a courtesy r

notice did not come to oil and gas lessee's atten
until 1 day prior to rental due date is net a jus
able excuse for late payment of the rental.

ental
tion
tifi-

?£____________. «3 IELA 360 (Oct. 29, 1979)

«iIdr_d____Bernthal__Shi________Be__th_l, 30 IBLA
(Apr. 7, 1977)

Reasonable diligence normally reguires sending or de-
livering payments sufficiently in advance of the anni-
versary date to account fcr normal delays. Instances
of f orgetf ulness, simple inadvertence or ignorance of
the regulations are not covered. Where payment is
mailed from Binghamton, New York, to Salt Lake City,
Otah, 1 day before the anniversary date the lessee
cannot be said to be reasonably diligent.

An estoppel of the Government to refuse acceptance of
late rental payments is not created where in the past
the BLM accepted rental payments after the anniversary
date pursuant to 43 CFR 3103. 3-2 (e) (1) providing if the
office to receive payment is closed on the anniversary
date, payment will be considered timely if received on
the next official working day.

Adol_______urato_i, 31 IBLA 39 (June 21, 1977)

____________

The doctrine of administrative finality, the adminis-
trative counterpart of res judicata, ordinarily bars
reopening the issue of a permittee's class 1 base prop-
erty qualifications resolved in a prior Departmental
decision, but will not prevent modification of a deci-
sion to correct a conclusion inconsistent with the le-
gal ruling of the case and apparently the result of an
oversight as to the basis of the factual finding upcD
which it relies.

________ ilj_et_aj L9 IBLA 271 (Apr. 7, 1975)

Ihe doctrine of res judicata will n

trative proceeding tc determine the
unpatented mining claims where, in
nation action for the War Departmen
temporary exclusive easement coveri
judgment of the Federal district co
solely to the compensation to be pa
States, and there was no litigation
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cf that issue in the Department of

The doctrine of collateral estoppel will not bar the
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RES_JUDICATA--Continued

claims which were the subject of a previous condemna-
tion action for the taking by the Government of a tem-
porary exclusive easement over the claims, where the
issue of the validity of the claims was not actually
litigated and it was wholly unnecessary for the court
to adjudicate that issue in rendering its judgment.

Onited_States_v.
(Apr. 2U, 1975)

.Il^5ina_et_al. 20 IBLA 83

Where an appeal has been taken and a final Departmen-
tal decision has been reached, the principle of res
judicata will operate to bar consideration of a new
appeal arising from a later proceeding involving the
same claim and same issues, absent compelling legal
or equitable reasons for reconsideration.

Ben_Cohenx_Hai_C._Nordstr<
1975)

21 IELA 330 (Aug. 18,

HES .ggpiCATA—Continued

te invalid in an earlier proceeding, and does not sul
mit compelling legal or equitable reasons for recon-
sideration, tut merely seeks to reargue the previous
determination, the attempted exercise of soldier's
additional homestead rights will be rejected.

George,.,Bcdda J _J,r,,. 27 IBLA 186 (Oct. «, 1976)

A request to reconsider a 1968 decision by the tepart-
ment rejecting final proof for a homestead entry and
canceling the entry is properly rejected in the absence
of a showing of "extraordinary circuiistances." In the
absence of compelling legal or equitable reasons for
reconsideration, the principle of res judicata, and its
counterpart, finality of administrative action, will
operate to tar consideration of a new appeal arising
from a later proceeding involving the same claim and
the same issues.

£ekka_K._Merikallio, 30 IBLA 157 (Hay 18, 1977)

A judgment is not conclusive of a fact erroneously
assumed when the fact was not actually litigated and
determination thereof was not essential to the decisiot

Ul>ited_States_vi_Bert_Li_Johnson, 23 IBLA 3«9 (Jan. 21,
19767

A civil action in a Federal district court condemning
a mining claim for a period of years for the exclusive
use of the United States does not bar a subsequent con-
test by the Department of the Interior challenging the
validity of the claim.

United States_v. The Amer ican_ Fluor s£ar_Groujx_Inci ,

25~iiLA~136~*(June 7,~1976)

A Federal district court jury verdict in a suit to can-
cel desert land patents, that the entrymen and their
purchaser under an illegal executory contract did not
commit fraud against the United States, does not col-
laterally estop this Department from adjudicating a

contest grounded on the illegal executory contract
against the purchaser's own entry, because the legal
standard applicable in the subsequent contest is dif-
ferent than that in the fraud action— a desert land
entry can be subject to cancellation for acts that do
not constitute fraud.

United_States_vi_Elody.mae_Zwanax_United_States_vi
Car rell_Zwanq , 26 IELA HI (July 9, 1976) 83 I.E. 280
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John Stuart Runt., Sherman B, Hunt,
1977)"

31 IELA 30K (July 22,
8« I.D. U21

In order for a State to receive legal title to a swamp-
land selection, the Secretary of the Interior or his
delegate must determine that the land is swamp in char-
acter and available for disposition under the grant.
An erroneous decision that selected land is unavailable
because it was sold prior to the selection is valid and
binding until set aside. The erroneous decision will
not te set aside where the State did not appeal and the
decision has remained unchallenged fcr over ICC years,
the State itself sold the land at a tax sale to the
predecessor in interest of a color of title applicant,
and an adverse right, i.e., a class 2 color of title
application, has intervened.

White_CastJe Lumber and_Shinale Co.^_ltd.
(Sept. 12, 1977)

32 IEIJ 129

Where a decision by an officer of the Department has
become final, the principle of res judicata will oper-
ate to bar consideration of a new appeal arising from
a later proceeding involving the same claim and same
issues, absent compelling legal or equitable reasons
for reconsideration.

Da "A <? L2 r ilL2_ G35 b 1 eA_ D a r r e 1_ Ho ua^iiS

»

7AugT~187~T976)~
26 IBLA 2«9

The doctrine of finality of administrative action,
counterpart of res judicata,, designed to achieve
orderliness in the administration of public lands, tars
reconsideration of a 1936 General Land Office decisico,
rendered according to procedures then in effect, which
canceled a stock-raising homestead entry and frci whicf
no appeal was taken.

John Lynn Ercugh. 33 IBLA 36 (Nov. 25, 1977)

while the Department of the Interior does net rigidly
apply the doctrine of administrative finality so as to
bar any subseguent reassertion of soldier's additional
homestead scrip rights which have been determined to
be invalid, it is incumbent upon an applicant seeking
to exercise such rights to submit compelling legal or
equitable reasons for reconsideration.

Where an applicant seeks to assert a
tional homestead right which has teei

When ELB adjudicates issue and offeror does net appeal,
doctrine of administrative finality, which is adminis-
trative counterpart of res judicata, generally tars
consideration of new appeal arising from later proceed-
ing involving same lease and same issue. Accordingly,
ELB acted properly in dismissing appellant's pretest,
filed Nov. 16, 1977, against oil and gas lease annual
rental adjudicated on July 27, 1977.

«lill ed_J lorn i s , 35 IELA 1 (Bay 3, 1978)



RES_JUJ>ICATA--Continued

A request to reconsider a final decision cf the Cepart-
ent rejecting applications for homestead entry is
properly rejected in the absence of a showing of extra-
ordinary circumstances. Except where compelling legal
and equitable reasons for reconsideration ate shown,
the principle of res judicata and its counterpart, fi-
nality of administrative action, will bar consideration
of a new appeal arising from a later proceeding involv-
ing the same claim and the same issues.

Pallas_C.__u._l_an_et_a__, 36 IBLA 119 (July 25, 1978)

Where the Board of Land Appeals has considered an appeal
and rendered a final decision holding that a particular
oil and gas lease offer was not proper and must te re-
jected, the applicant may not thereafter appeal the
matter to this Board merely because the Bureau of land
Management, in implementing the Board's decision, mis-
takenly advised him that he had the right to such an
appeal. The matter is res judicata, and the subsequent
appeal must be dismissed.

Donald_Hi_Cojjer_JA££ellanti.x_Alfred_L._Easterda^
i£E£llieel, 36~IBLA 181 (July 31, 19787
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A suomary dismissal cf a private cont
Alaska homestead becomes a final admi
on that contest when the contestant,
ing the dismissal, files a second ccn
te considered an entirely new action,
partmental adjudication has teen made
administrative finality, which is the
counterpart of the principle of res j
tars consideration of a new appeal ar
proceeding involving the sate homeste
issue.

Joe_0i_A.5b_eX3e.Ir 13 IBLA 178 (Sept. 28, 1979)

In the absence of compelling legal and equitable rea-
sons supporting reconsideration, the principle cf res
judicata, and its counterpart, finality of adainistra-
tive action, will operate to tar ccnsiderat icn of a nev
appeal arising from a later proceeding involving the
same claim, the same parties, and the same issues.

Western Slo_e Gas_Co. JOn Reconsideration) . 13 IEIA 25?
15ct7~15Tl979T

Where the Board of Land Appeals has considered an ap-
peal and rendered a final decision holding that certain
coal prospecting permits have terminated and that no
preference right to a coal lease is attached to any of
them, an unapproved assignee of the permits may net
thereafter appeal the matter to this Board following
Bureau of Land Management notification to the penit-
tees of this Board's decision. The matter is res
judicata and such subsequent appeal must be dismissed,
absent compelling leqal or equitable considerations.

Eeabod__Coa l_Co_ , 36 IBLA 2<t2 (Aug. 1«, 1978)

Where the Board of Land Appeals has considered an appeal
and rendered a final decision holding that a particular
oil and gas lease offer may properly be rejected for the
reason that title to the lands involved was uncertain,
and a new lease offer for the same lands is again re-
jected for the same reason, the matter is res judicata,
and the subsequent appeal is properly dismissed.

_._L__Ind_st_ies__Inc . , 37 IBLA 335 (Oct. 26, 1978)

A notice of appeal from Geological Survey's failure to
approve a conmuniti2ation agreement must te filed with
in 30 days after appellant is served with the decision
thereof or the doctrine of administrative finality gen
erally tars consideration of the same issue in a later
appeal.

Gulf_Cil_C____ >U IELA 292 (Ce 26, 1979)

(§£§_al_o Indian Lands, Outer Continental Shelf Lands
Act, Reclamation Lands— if included in this Index.)

GENERALLY

Where an appraisal has followed established criteria
in calculating the fair market value of rental fci a

rigbt-of-way, it will be affirmed, absent a shewing by
positive and substantial evidence that the appraisal
is in error.

West er n___o_e_G_s_Co . , 21 IBLA 119 (July 1«, 1S75)

Relitigation of the issue of discovery is barred by the
principle of res judicata and its corollary, collateral
estoppel, insofar as the same lands, parties, and
claims are involved, absent compelling legal or equita-
ble reasons for reconsideration.

Under principles of res judicata, a judgment is binding
upon all parties to the proceedings in which it is ren-
dered and to their privies. Privity denotes a mutual
or successive relationship to the same right in proper-
ty. Privity exists within the meaning of the doctrine
of res judicata to bind a subsequent grantee, trans-
feree, or lienor of property.

2aAi_4__t__£_ v. Lero_ S. John_on_et_al_, 39 IBLA 337
(Feb. 28, 1979)

The principle of res judicata does not operate to bar
consideration of a new Alaska Native allotment applica-
tion under U3 O.S.C. §« 270-1 through 270-3 (1970), de-
spite previous denial of a prior application, when the
initial adjudication was confined to a single issue,
which issue is irrelevant under a later interpretation
of the statute.

Ei]Sa__ur_h___Ge_e______a__e, i»2 IELA 51 (July 31, 1979)

Where a protest against the United States entering intc
a co&pensatcry royalty agreement pertaiDing tc oil and
gas underlying a railroad right-of-way pursuant to the
Act of Hay 21, 1930, «6 Stat. 373, 30 U.S.C. 5 301 et
seg. (1970), is based upon an assertion that the pro-
testants have title to the oil and gas under the right-
of-way, the protest will be properly dismissed if it
is found the United States has title to those minerals.

EiSJJ!_i!i_ Ca n n o___ J r_j
1976)

et al. 2 m

Improvement of land by a road, and use of the land for
access to a private inholding do not by themselves
qualify the locator to purchase the land as a trade
and manufacturing site.

Evel_n_ inch, 25 IELA «« (Bay 13, 1976)
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Hoffier,^, Meeds, 26 IELA 281 (Aug. 26, 1976)
13 I.E. 315

In the absence of legislation by Congress, a patent
from the United States does not convey an implied ease
nent by way of necessity across public land.

In order to establish an easement by way cf necessity,
the requisite necessity must exist at the time of the
conveyance. Moreover, if the necessity ceases to ex-
ist, the easement also ceases to exist. When other
means of access are available, even though less con-
venient, a way of necessity will not be recognized or
the implication becomes subject to control cf other
circumstances.

Sun_St uds2_I nc. , 27 IBLA 278 (Oct. 26, 1976)

Public land within one-guarter mile of the
river designated by Act of Congress for pot
tion to the national wild and scenic rivers
withdrawn by statute from entry, sale, or o
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i°«§t_V3llei Power
1977)

.•S-LAah t.i_I nCi . 29 IBLA 107 (Feb. 23,

Where a right-of-way application has been rejected in
part, an appeal therefrom should te dismissed if net
filed within the period prescribed in "43 CFE 4. til.

When a right-of-way applicant fails to submit corrected
maps and payment of charges within a reasonable time
after notice, which notice does not prescribe a specif-
ic time therefor, but on appeal applicant explains the
reasons for delay, a rejection of the application may
be set aside and the case remanded.

Sec. 310 of the Federal Land Policy and Manageoent Act
of 1976 provides that, prior to promulgation of new
regulations, the Secretary will aduinister the public
lands under existing regulations to the extent practi-
cal. Issuance of a right-of-way permit for an electri-
cal power transmission line prior to the promulgation
of new regulations under sec. 501 of the Act is permis-
sible under the authority in sec. 310.

The fact that various of the existing regulations in
13 CFR Part 2800, governing issuance of rights-of-way,
are not wholly consistent with the Federal land Fclicy
Management Act of 1976 does not render invalid a ELM
decision granting a right-of-way under the authority
cf sec. 31C cf that Act.

Sec. 505, Federal Land Policy and Manageient Act cf
1976, does net require that preliminary planning
considerations be enumerated en the face of a grant
cf a right-of-way.

The third party participation provision of sec.
102(a)(5), Federal Land Policy and Management Set cf
1976, is entirely satisfied by a series of public hear-
ings held prior to the grant of a power transmission
right-of-wa J.

|ajYii^i5ilJ!,Ianches_et_^i_Jii£ellantslJ_Coloradc_Uje
Sl2£&£j£-IM§1£.. ?"c,T . Jlntgryenojl, 3 3 IELA 7 (Nov. 15.
1977)

An applicant has no right to a hearing in connection
with original Federal charges for use and occupancy
of a communication site, and in the absence cf any spe-
cific assertion showing error in the appraisal, the
appraisal will be sustained on appeal if it is properly
formulated.

When a parcel of land is properly determined to have a

highest and test use for communica ticn site purposes,
an annual use charge based on the fair market value cf
the right-of-way grant may be determined by comparison
with value of the right of use for similar sites and by
making whatever adjustments may be necessary because cf
differences in factors influencing value.

Under sec. 310 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act of 1976, 43 O.S.C.A. s 1760(g) (Sest
Supp. 1977), charges for rights-of-way on public
lands are in general to be paid annually rather than
in advance fcr a longer period pursuant to 13 CFR
2802.1-7 (a).

XIZ_lSl«»isiona_Inc., 33 IBLA 80 (Dec. 8, 1977)

A coi nunicat ion site right-of-way granted on Sept. 2,
1959, pursuant to the Act of Mar. 4. 1911, 43 U.S.C.
« 961 (1970) , is subject to the periodic reappraisal
under the terms of the specific grant and applicable
regulations then in effect, 13 CFR 244. 21(b) and (f)

(1954).

Second party utilization of a communication site
right-of-way granted on Sept. 2, 1959, pursuant tc the
Act of Bar. 4, 1911, "3 O.S.C. « 961 (197C), is sub-
ject to ELM authorization under the governing regula-
tion, 43 CFR 244.18(a) (1954).

Jajes_WJ _Sjith, 34 IELA 146 (Mar. 10, 1978)

Jerrold_Ri_Coole2x_Lucy._M.._Cooley. 1

1977)
32 IBLA 387 (Nov. 7,
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Arizona Revised Statutes 4 37-502, which provides for
damages in civil actions for trespass on State lands,
does not apply to cases involving right-of-way trespa:
on Federal lands located in Arizona.

Hountain_States TeleD^one_e_T.ele3rap,h_COj
7iar. 10, 1978)

3U IBIA 15U

publApplications for rights-of-way
on Oct. 21, 1976, are to te considere
under the Federal Land Policy

ands pendii
applica tioi

igement Act of
1976, but, to the extent practical, existing regula-
tions will govern the administration of the public
lands until new regulations are issued.

Where a regulation reguiring reimbursement of certain
costs incurred by the Onited States in the processing
of right-of-way applications is promulgated, the cost
reimbursement provision is applicable to an application
filed prior to and pending on the effective date of the
regulation.

Co n t i n ental Telephone of Californii
7Hay"7 1978)"

3U TELA 371*

An oil and gas lease offer for lands in a reservoir
right-of-way is properly rejected pursuant to the Act
of Bay 21, 1930, 30 U.S.C. *§ 301-306 (1970), and
i»3 CFR 3100.0-3 (d) (1) which limit the right to lease
deposits of oil and gas in and under rights-of-way to
the owner of the right-of-way or his assignees.

Where the official records of the Bureau of Land Man-
agement show a reservoir right-of-way affecting certain
land, the oil and gas therein may not be leased under
the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920, 30 U.S.C. « 181 et se.g.

(1970) . This result follows even though the reservoir
right-of-way may have been issued improperly or should
have been terminated.

Re£ublic_Oil 6_Binina_Coi and_Marqaret V. Coombs,
35 IBLA 212 7iay~267 1978)"

A request for rent-exempt status f

granted for telephone poles and li

_ right-of-way
(.eic^iiuiie t'uxta aiiu lines pursuant to the

Act of Mar. U, 1911, 13 O.S.C. s 961 (1970) , is prop-
erly denied where the terms of the grant clearly state
that the grant is made in consideration of periodic
rental payments and contains no authorization for rent-
exempt status.

"Rural Electrification Administration projects." A

right-of-way holder is not excused from payment of ren-
tal under U3 CFR 2802.1-7 (c), by virtue of holding an
BEA loan, where such holder is neither a cooperative or
nonprofit organization.

Continental Tele£hone_of_the West, 35 IBIA 279 (June 2,

1978f 85 I.C. 186

Applications for rights-of-way on public lands pending
on Oct. 22, 1976, are to te considered as applications
under Title V of the Federal Land Policy and Management
Act of 1976, but existing regulations will govern the
administration of public lands to the extent practical
until new regulations are promulgated.

"Fair market value,
market value" of a

the amount in cash,
to cash, for which

ised in 13 CFR 2802.1-7, "fail
cation site right-of-way is
terms reasonably equivalent
probability the right tc use

RIGHTS-OF-WAY—Continued

GEHERALLY—Continued

the site would be granted ty a knowledgeable cwter
willing tut not obligated to grant to a knowledgeable
user who desired tut is not obligated to so use.

The comparable lease method of appraisal of micrcwave
communication sites, which involves the comparison of
comparatle rental data from other leased sites with
data from the subject site, is the preferred methed of
determining the fair market rental value cf the right-
of-way where there is sufficient comparable data
available.

Appraisals of rights-of-way for communication sites
will be upheld if no error is shown in the appraisal
methods used ty the Bureau of Land Management and the
appellant fails to show ty convincing evidence that the
charges are excessive. where an appellant has raised
sufficient dcutt that the Bureau properly considered
the highest and best use of a right-of-way in determin-
ing comparability of other sites as a basis for the use
charges, the case may te remanded for the Eureao tc re-
consider whether a further appraisal or adjustnerts in
the appraised values should be made.

Where a grantee seeks renewa
a communication site, the Bu
should reguire an advance an
formerly charged until a new
be established by appraisal,
trary directives, the guidel
should be applied to renewal
way. Increased charges may
tively, tut are only imposed
after reasonable notice and
beginning with the next char
decision.

Interest may te imposed on use charges for right-cf-
way sites depending on censiderations of fairness and
equity. In the atsence of contrary directives, icter-
est may te imposed for occupancy of a site where use
charges should have teen imposed at the same rate as
past permitted use. Also, interest may be imposed on
increased charges due on an annual basis for the years
prior to payient of such amount.

1 of a right-of-way for
reau cf land Management
nual pa yment at the rate
fair 1 atket value rate at J
In th e absence of ccn-

ine in «3 CFR 28C2.1-7 (e)

s of e x isting rights-cf-
not be impesed retrcac-
ty the autborized officei ,

opportu nity for hearing.
ge y ea l after the officer s

I u 12_Circle.,_Inc. , 35 IBLA 325 (Ji 19, 1978)
15 I.D. 207

Where, on appeal, a grantee of a right-of-way makes a

substantial showing of error in the revision of the
rental rate for use of the right-of-way, and where the
State Office has not had an opportunity to consider the
grantee's arguments, a decision dismissing a pretest tc
the revised rental rate will be set aside and the case
will be remanded in order to afford the State Office
an opportunity to review its appraisal in light cf the
grantee's contentions.

Circle 1. Inc.. 36 IEIA 260 (Aug. 15, 197e)

Oil and gas under a reservoir right-of-way may not be
leased under the Mineral Leasing Act of 192C, 3C t.S.C.
« 181 et seo. (1970), but may only be leased to the
holder of the right-of-way, his assignee, or tc adja-
cent owners or their lessees in accordance with the Act
of May 21, 1930, 30 O.S.C. « 301 (197C); therefore, of-
fers filed under the Mineral Leasing Act for such lands
are properly rejected.

Alice_Hajs, 36 IBIA 313 (Aug. 23, 1978)



BIGHTS-OFz BAY— Continued

GENERALLY—Continued

Applications for rights-of-way on public lands pending
on Oct. 21, 1976, are to te considered as filed under
the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976.

A£J>old._EiJ edell , 37 IBLA 22 (Sept. 12, 1978)

10 U.S.C. 5 2669 (1976) authorized the Secretary of a

military department to grant an easement for a right-
of-way over land permanently withdrawn or reserved for
the use of that department and other land under his
control. This language was all-inclusive and permitted
the Secretary of the Army to issue a revocable permit
for a pipeline over land withdrawn for the use of the
Army regardless of whether the withdrawal be permanent
or temporary.

In the construction or interpretation of contracts, the
primary purpose and guideline is the intention of the
parties. A contract must be construed as a whole and
the intention of the parties is to be collected from
the entire instrument. Individual words and phrases
must be considered in connection with the rest of the
contract. Where the Army contracts with appellant to
provide natural gas to certain areas and grants appel-
lant a rental-free revocable permit to enter the "ser-
vice location," for any purpose under the contract
including use of the sites for installation, operation,
and maintenance of the facilities, the contract can be
interpreted as granting appellant a rental-free revo-
cable permit for a right-of-way for a gas pipeline.

In construing an ambiguous contract, the conduct of the
parties in relation to such contract is to be consid-
ered in determining the meaning of the contract. Where
the Army contracts with appellant to provide natural
gas to certain areas and the appellant constructs a

pipeline pursuant to the contract, it is reasonable to
interpret the contract as providing a revocable permit
for a right-of-way for such pipeline.

£laska_pipe 1 i ne_Co.. , 38 IBLA 1 (Nov. 8, 1978)

HIGHTS^OFxiJAY—Continued

GENERALLY—Continued

appellant fails to show by convincing evidence that the
charges are excessive. Where an appellant has raised
sufficient dcubt that the Bureau properly considered
the highest and best use of a right-of-way in deter»in-
ing comparability of other sites as a basis for the use
charges, the case may be remanded for the Bureau to re-
consider whether a further appraisal or adjustments in
the appraised values should be made.

Where a grantee seeks renewal of a right-of-way fcr
a communication site, the Bureau of Land flanageoent
should require an advance annual payment at the rate
formerly charged until a new fair market value rate
may te established by appraisal. In the absence cf
contrary directives, the guideline in «3 CFR 26C2.1-7(e)
should be applied to renewals of existing rights-cf-way .

Increased charges may not be imposed retroactively, but
may be only imposed by the authorized officer, after
reasonable notice and opportunity for hearing, begin-
ning with the next charge year after the officer's
decision.

Interest may be imposed on use charges for rigbt-of-
way sites depending on considerations of fairness and
equity. In the absence of contrary directives, inter-
est may te imposed for occupancy of a site where use
charges should have been imposed at the same rate as
past permitted use. Also, interest may be imposed on
increased charges for the period commencing with the
date from which increased charges are established.

Where, on appeal, application for renewal of communi-
cation site rights-of-way was approved subject tc con-
dition of a lump-sum payment of an increased rental
without a hearing, the decisions below will te set
aside and the cases remanded for hearing and for ether
revisions consistent with principles enunciated in
Board decisions to te followed in renewal of communi-
cation site rights-of-way and in setting increases in
the amount of rental for such sites,

£2J!a2i^4^2arJU-Ci_Beinha£t^^oiu._IncJLJL_Hartwell
l*ca vat ina,_Co. , 39 IBLA 182 (Jan. 31, 1979)

An appeal from an appraisal of a communication site
right-of-way will not be accorded favorable considera-
tion where it does not with some particularity show
adeguate reason for appeal and support the allegations
with evidence showing error.

Vallev_Bobile_Communicatipnsx_Inc., 38 IBLA 359
(Dec. 29, 1978)

Applications for rights-of-way on public lands pending
on Oct. 22, 1976, are to be considered as applications
under Title V of the Federal Land Policy and Management
Act of 1976, but existing regulations will govern the
administration of public lands to the extent practical
until new regulations are promulgated.

As used in H3 CFH 2802.1-7, "fair market value" of a

communication site right-cf-way is the amount in cash,
or on terms reasonably equivalent to cash, for which
in all probability the right to use the site would be
granted by a knowledgeable owner willing but not obli-
gated to grant to a knowledgeable user whe desired but
is not obligated to so use.

The comparable lease method of appraisal of microwave
communication sites, which involves the comparison of
comparable rental data from other leased sites with
data from the subject site, is the preferred method of
determining the fair market rental value of the right-
of-way where there is sufficient comparable data
available.

Appraisals of rights-of-way for communication sites
will be upheld if no error is shown in the appraisal
methods used by the Bureau of Land Management and the

Pending applications for rights-of-way filed under the
Acts of Feb. 15, 19C1, and Bar. U» 1911, shall te ccn-
sidered as applications under the Federal Land Eclicy
and Management Act of 1976.

The granting of a right-of-way under FLEHA and the
superseded Acts of Feb. 15, 1901, and Bar. «, 1911, is
within the Secretary's discretion and neither the fil-
ing of the application nor the existence of improve-
ments earns appellant a right to the right-of-way. No
rights vest in the applicant until the grant is approved
by the Secretary. An application for a right-cf-wa y is
properly rejected where the land is in an interim con-
veyance to a Native Corporation.

"Eutlic lands." Land within an interim conveyance tc a

Native Corporation is no longer "public land" under the
Federal Land Policy and Management Act nor subject to
Eureau of Land Management jurisdiction to issue rights-
of-way under that Act.

fiew^Enaland.Fish.COi, 12 IBLA 200 (Aug. 1979)

Where, in connection with a communication site right-
of-way, ELB requests an applicant to submit ccpies cf
FCC licenses and such applicant indicates a willingnes
to comply, the case is properly remanded for further
processing.

£2naI3_Rj_£lark, HM IBLA 130 (Nov. 27, 1979)



BlgHTS^OF^WAY— Continued

GENERALLY—Continued

The grant of a right-of-way over Federal land for a

pipeline or other linear project is a Federal under-
taking which reguires the authorizing agency to comply
with sec. 106 of the National Historic Preservation
Act, as implemented by 36 CFH Part 800.

Act_Beauires3cul tural_Resources_to_be_Identif ied_and
Considered in_the_Grant~of_a_Fediral_Riah t-of iWajf,
5-36917 "(Dec7"6, 1979)" 87 I.E. 27 (1980)

ACT OF MARCH 3, 1875

The Secretary of the Interior does not have authority
under the Right-of-Way Oil and Gas Leasing Act of
Hay 21, 1930, 30 U.S.C. $ 301 et se^. (1970), to dis-
pose of deposits of oil and gas underlying a railroad
right-of-way granted pursuant to the Act of liar. 3,
1875, when the lands traversed by the right-of-way were
later patented under the Act of Apr. 21, 1820, without
any reservation for minerals. In such case, title to
the mineral estate was included within the grant to the
patentee.

RIGglS70F r way—continued

ACT OF JAN0ARY 21, 1895—Conti nued

A right-of-way issued pursuant to the Act of Jan. 21,
1895, gives the holder thereof an exclusive right of
user.

Western Aa^re^ates of Kiner3l_6_Rockj._Inc . , 31 IEtA
16iT~(Mar7 luT 19787

ACT CF FEEEUARY 15, 1901

It is not necessary to reject an application
suant to the Act of Feb. 15, 1901, for a righ
in an area adjacent to tut outside cf the tou
an area designated as a potential addition to
and Scenic Bivers System, unless it is determ
the project would invade the area cr diminish
nic, recreational, and fish and wildlife valu
ent within the potential wild, scenic, or rec
river area, or there are other justifiable gr
rejection.

2an_R iet»aj!2 • 25 IELA 171 (June 1«, 1976)
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|a_Hess_Cor£.

ACT OF MARCH 3,

-A 360 (Apr. 27, 1976)
83 I.E. 19U

The Department of the Interior may condition approval
of right-of-way applications filed pursuant to the Act
of Bar. 3, 1891, by reguiring acceptance of conditions
for the protection of the public interest so long as
such conditions are neither inconsistent with nor tend
to unreasonably burden the proposed right-of-way
projects.

Grindstone_Butte_Project, 2H IBLA «9 (Feb. 23, 1976)

The grantee of a right-of-way for irrigation or
drainage purposes may not fence the right-of-way unles:
it is necessary to protect the grantee's use. Where
the necessity of protecting an irrigation reservoir
from incursion by cattle did not appear on the record,
and the fence was not so located as to serve that pur-
pose, fencing the reservoir constituted a trespass.

Joe_Stewart, 33 IBLA 225 (Dec. 28, 1977)

ACT OF JANUARY 21, 1895

A decision by the Bureau of Land Management rejecting
a logging road right-of-way application as not in the
public interest will be affirmed in the absence of suf-
ficient reasons to the contrary.

§u n_S tuds^ Inc.. , 27 IBLA 278 (Oct. 26, 1976)

Although a right-of-way granted under the Act of
Jan. 21, 1895, was previously subject to cancellation
by the authorized officer for non-use pursuant to
i»3 CFR 2802.2-3, the Federal Land Policy and Management
Act of 1976 provides that suspension or termination of
a right-of-way requires an appropriate administrative
proceeding pursuant to 5 O.S.C. § 55U (1970), except
where the right-of-way provides by its terms that it
will terminate in such event.

A decisicn of the Eureau of Land Management, nade ir
the exercise of its discretion, to reject a right-of-
way application pursuant to the Act cf Feb. 15, 1SC1,
will be affirmed when the record shows the decisicn to
be a reasoned analysis of the factors involved made in
due regard for the public interest, and no sufficient
reason to disturb the decision is shown.

Jack M. Vaughan, Judith L. vqnghan,
~(June~287~197 6T

IEIA

A right-of-way granted pursuant to the Act of Feb.
1901, may, in the discretion of the Secretary of \

Interior, be canceled for either abandonment cr n<

the holder of the right-of-way may be reguired to
store the area.

H. I. Townsend. 26 IELA 175 (Aug. 6, 1976)

Under <43 CFR 2802.1-7 (e), which provides that charges
for a rigbt-cf-way on public lands may be revised after
notice and an opportunity for hearing, it is improper
to increase such charges without following the pre-
scribed procedure.

Paradise_2ilt_Water_aj
37U (Sept. 8, 1976)

Land Development. Inc., 2 6 IB1A

A right-of-way issued pursuant to the Act of Feb. 15,
1901, for the construction, maintenance, and operation
cf a water tank site, water pipeline, and an access
road is properly canceled where the permittee has not
completed construction within 5 years from the date of
the grant.

N§i2_ Ji_£JLSJi n s , 32 IELA 36a (Nov. 3, 1977)
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i, in i

Neither an application for a right-of-wa
ing of a pipeline on public land without
zation earns an applicant a right to a r

under these statutes.

A decision rejecting an application for
water pipeline right-of-way will be affi
record shows the decision to be a reason
the factors involved made in due regard
interest, and no sufficient reason to di
sion is shown.

Stanlei_Si_Leachx_Boxanna_Mi_Leach, 35 II

1978)

iy nor the build-
prior an thori-
ight-of- m*y
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rmed when the
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LA 53 (May 9,

The Act of Feb. 15, 1901, <43 U.S.C. § 959 (1970), was
repealed by sec. 706 of the Federal land Policy and
Management Act of 1976 (FLPMA) , 9C Stat. 2793, and any
use or occupancy of public land granted subsequent to
the effective date of FLPMA, Oct. 21, 1976, Bust be
issued under authority of that Act. In authorizing the
Secretary to grant rights-of-way, FLPMA provides that
the Secretary shall require the applicant tc submit
certain information relating to the right-of-way, and
a State Office notice enumerating such requirements is
consistent with FLPMA.

MilliaI_Ji_Colma n , <40 IBLA 180 (Apr. 3, 1979)

Pending applications for rights-of-way filed under the
Acts of Feb. 15, 1901, and Mar. U , 1911, shall be con-
sidered as applications under the Federal Land Policy
and Management Act of 1976.

N ew_F.no, la nd_F_______ , H2 IBLA 200 (Aug. 22, 1979)

ACT OF MARCH U. !9V

Under 43 CFR 2802.1-7 (e), which provides that charges
for use and occupancy of a communication site on public
lands may be revised after notice and an opportunity
for hearing, it is improper to increase such charges
without following the prescribed procedure.

Following a hearing under <43 CFR 2802.1-7, a decision
increasing the charges for use and occupancy of a

communication site is in error to the extent that the
decision is based upon unspecified evidence not in the
record and not made known to the user, and the decision
must be set aside.

Under 602 DM 1.3, standards for evaluating easements
granted by the Department are set forth in Interagency
Land Acquisition Conference, Unif____A___ais_l_S__n-
darJs__or_Federal_La____c___sit____.

"Fair market value." As used in «3 CFR 2802.1-7, "fair
market value" of a communication site right-of-way is
the amount in cash, or on terms reasonably equivalent
to cash, for which in all probability the right to use
the site would be granted by a knowledgeable owner
willing but not obligated to grant to a knowledgeable
user who desired but is not obligated to so use.

The comparable lease method of appraisal cf microwave
communication sites, which involves the comparison of
comparable rental data from other leased sites with
data from the subject site, is a proper method of de-
termining the fair market value of such site where
there is sufficient comparable data available.

Under «3 CFR 2802.1-7(e), a revision of charges for use
and occupancy of a microwave communication site should
be based upon the physical condition of the right-of-
way at the time the user properly commenced occupancy
of the site or at time of grant thereof, whichever was

MARCH 14, 1911— Continued

with value adjusted to present value in that

"Highest and test use." As to the improver of a com-
munication site during the term cf his grant, a deter-
mination that the highest and best use cf property is
for communications purposes must be based en evidence
showing it is so reasonably likely the site would be
chosen fcr use as a communication site in the absence
of improvements made by the improver that the suit-
ability of the land for communications purposes would
affect its general market value.

"Before and after rule." In reappraisal of a cemmuni-
cation site, the before and after rule is applied by
deter«ining the market value of the Government tract
including the site at the time of reappraisal, exclud-
ing any enhancement to or diminution frcm the site
project, and subtracting therefrom the market value of
the remaining Government property interest, including
enhancement or diminution from the project.

In the absence of tetter evidence of comparable leases,
the "before and after" method should be employed in
appraisals of communication sites under "43 CFB 2EC2.1-7.

In a case where a substantial increase is picpesed
in charges fcr a conmunication site under 13 CFB
2802.1-7(e), the required hearing should be conducted
in accordance with the accepted concepts cf due
process.

a^erican 2 e2iEl2I! e._a_d___l__ra_h Co._et al., 25 IBLA
301 (June 30, 1976)

Under «3 U.S.C. § 961 (1970) and U3 CFR 2802.1-7 (a) , an
applicant has no right to a hearing in connection with
original charges for use and occupancy of a communica-
tion site, and a hearing pursuant tc a request under
143 CFR U.K15 will not be granted where applicant fails
to make specific allegations or offer specific proof
to show in what factors a Departmental appraisal is in
error.

without convincing evidence that charges prescribed
under «3 U.S.C. § 961 (1970) and 143 CFR 2802.1-7 for
use and occupancy of a communication site are exces-
sive, charges properly prescribed by an authorized
officer will be sustained on appeal.

Departmental regulation 13 CFR 2eC2.1-7 contemplates
that a charge will he initially established for the
entire term of the grant of a communication site
right-of-way.

MpJ2J!tai__States__el__bo___a_d___le_ra_h_cp.. 2 6 IE LA
393 (Sept. 16, 1976) 83 I.E. 332

A right-of-way for a communication site for which appli-
cation was made under the Act of Mar. U , 1911, shall
conform to the provisions of the Federal Land Policy
and Management Act of 1976, sec. 510, 90 Stat. 2713,
2782, when application for grant was pending on Oct. 21,
1976.

Where the current fair rental value of a right-of-
has been determined in accordance with accepted ap
praisal procedures, and the permittee contends tha
rental is excessive, the burden is upon the lessee
prove by positive, substantial evidence that the a

praisal is in error. Where the lessee fails to dc
the appraisal will stand.

Four St_te__T_le_i_ion__I.nc_, 32 IBLA 205 (Sept. 1'

19777
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Under 43 CFB 2802.1-7 (e) , the charge for a right-of-way
on public lands nay be revised upon compliance with
procedural requirements at any time 5 years or more
from the date when the rate was initially established.

£IZ_Televisionx_Ir 32 IELA 317 (Sept. 30, 1977)

A Bureau of land Management decision rejecting an appli-
cation under the Act of Feb. 15, 1901, for a dcoestic
water pipeline right-of-way will be sustained where it
was made in due regard for the public interest.

Ha.2e__E___incaid, 25 IELA 257 (June 23, 1976)

Where there are multiple users on the same communica-
tions site each user is individually responsible for
the fair market rental value computed as of the time
of the initiation of use, and such rental value deter-
mined for the site may not be prorated amcng different
users.

The notice and opportunity for hearing envisaged by
43 CFH 2802.1-7 (e) reguires at a minimum that the les-
see be provided with a copy of the appraisal report,
that he be permitted to appear before the decision-
maker, that the decisionmaker not be the person who
made or approved the appraisal, and that adequate rec-
ords of the hearing conducted pursuant to the regula-
tions be maintained.

£i r c le_Lx_I nc_ , 36 IBLA 260 (Aug. 15, 1978)

Where there are multiple users on the same communica-
tion site each user is individually responsible for
the fair market rental value of his authorized use.

The notice and opportunity for hearing envisaged by
13 CFH 2802.1-7 (e) requires at a minimum that the les-
see be provided with a copy of the appraisal report,
that he be permitted to appear before the decision-
maker, that the decisionmaker not be the person who
made or approved the appraisal, and that adequate rec-
ords of the hearing conducted pursuant to the regula-
tions be maintained.

2°I!a.ld_Ri_Clark__C___ei_hart___So___I_c___Hart_ell
I^cavatin3_Coif 39 iiLA 182~(Jan7 3l"l979)

Pending applications for rigbts-of- way filed under the
Acts of Feb. 15, 1901, and Bar. 4, 1911, shall be con-
sidered as applications under the Federal Land Policy
and Management Act of 1976.

New_Engl2 Fish Co.

ACT OF FEBRUARY 25,

42 IBLA 200 (Aug. 22, 1979)

1920

Where an appraisal has followed established criteria
in calculating the fair market value of rental for a

right-of-way, it will be affirmed, absent a showing by
positive and substantial evidence that the appraisal
is in error.

Mester__Slo_e_G___Co_, 21 IBLA 119 (July 14, 1975)

APPLICATIONS

Where an appraisal has followed established criteria
in calculating the fair market value of rental for a

right-of-way, it will be affirmed, absent a showing by
positive and substantial evidence that the appraisal
is in error.

Western Slope Gas Co. ILA 119 (July 14, 1975)

A decisicn of the Bureau of Land Management, made in
the exercise of its discretion, to reject a rigbt-cf-
way application pursuant to the Act of Feb. U, ISO,
will be affirmed when the record shows the decision to
be a reasoned analysis of the factors involved lade in
due regard for the public interest, and no sufficient
reason to disturb the decision is shown.

J acjs_ M__ V a___ a n__ J u d i th_ L__V au_J> a r

(June 2e, 1976)
:5 IBIA 3C3
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The Act of July 26, 1866, R.S. 2477, 43 U.S.C. «

(1970), grants a right-of-way for the ccnstructi
highways over public lands not reserved for publ
uses. Where the Eureau of Land Management close
400-foot haul road, formerly part of a right-of-
issted to the Oregon State Highway Department on
and California revested land for a material site
out considering the implications of the statutue
appellant submits evidence showing that the road
teen used by the public for many years, the deci
will be set aside and the case will be remanded
deter linaticn of whether a highway has already t

established under the statute or, if not, to aff
appellant an opportunity to file an application
right-of-way under 43 CFR 2822.1-2.

JJo.2er_D.i_ Beeds , 26 IELA 281 (Aug. 26, 1976)

A decision by the Eureau of Land Management rejecting
a logging road right-of-way application as not in the
public interest will be affirmed in the absence cf suf-
ficient reascns to the contrary.

Sun_Stu____Inc_, 27 IBLA 278 (Oct. 26, 1976)

Under existing regulations, no amended right-of-way
application need be filed in connection with a change
in the broadcast frequency of a microwave communica-
tions station where such change does not require any
deviation from the location of a prior subsisting
right-of-way grant.

American T_l€__on__and_Tele_r__h_Co.
loctT'l8" 19777

32 IELA

When considering an application for determination of
right-of-way privileges, the Department cf the Interioi
has nc power to determine questions of control and ap-
propriation of water rights between private parties
which is a matter of State law. An application fcr a

water pipeline right-of-way will net be approved where
the applicant has no existing right to the water which
he proposes to convey.

Executive Order No. 107 of Apr. 17, 1926, withdrew froo
appropriation all waterholes on public lands, and a

purported right to appropriate water from the spring
that postdates the withdrawal is without effect.

Fursuant to the Act of Feb. 15, 1901, repealed by sec.
706(a) of the Act of Oct. 21, 1976 (9C Stat. 2743,
2793), the Department had discretionary authority to
permit the use of a right-of-way across public lands
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to supply water for domestic purposes; however, a

right-of-way application for such use was properly
rejected where approval of the grant would te contrary
to the public interest.

Broken_H.;_Banch_Co.., 33 IELA 386 (Jan. 26, 1978)

Approval of a domestic water pipeline right-of-way
application filed under the Act of Feb. 15, 1901, is
within the discretion of the Secretary of the Interior.
Approval of such an application remains a discretionary
matter under the Federal Land Policy and Management Act
of 1976, 43 O.S.C.A. $$ 1761-1771 (West Supp. 1977).
Neither an application for a right-of-way nor the build-
ing of a pipeline on public land without prior authori-
zation earns an applicant a right to a right-of-way
under these statutes.

A decision rejecting an application for a domestic
water pipeline right-of-way will be affirmed when the
record shows the decision to be a reasoned analysis of
the factors involved made in due regard for the public
interest, and no sufficient reason to disturb the deci-
sion is shown.

It is appropriate for the Bureau of Land Management to
reject a right-of-way application for a pipeline to
convey water from a spring on public lands to private
lands where it has determined that the overall effect
of granting similar applications in a given area would
be adverse to the public interest and allowance of one
application might establish a precedent contrary to the
public interest.

Stanley_S_._Leachi_Roxanna_Mi_Leach, 35 IELA 53 (May 9,
19787

Applications for rights-of-way on public lands pending
on Oct. 21, 1976, are to be considered as filed under
the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976.

A£S°I^_Ej:_Hedell , 37 IBLA 22 (Sept. 12, 1978)

Applications for rights-of-way for oil and gas pipe-
lines, or amendments thereto which were pending at the
time of the passage of the Trans-Alaska Pipeline Autho-
rization Act of Nov. 16, 1973, 87 Stat. 579, amending
sec. 28 of the Mineral Leasing Act, 30 O.S.C. § 185
(1976), may only be granted pursuant to the provisions
of that Act.

Alaska_Pi£eline_Coi , 38 IBLA 1 (Nov. 8, 1978)

The regulations of this Department have the force and
effect of law, and are binding upon the Secretary and
those who exercise his delegated authority. An appli-
cation for a right-of-way pursuant to «3 CFB 2802.1-1
which does not comply with the clear and unequivocal
requirements of the regulation must be rejected.

Personnel of BLM are not required to alter, modify, oi
correct an application for a right-of-way in order to
conform such application to the requirements of the
regulation under which it was filed.

IIGHTS-OF^WAY—Continued

APPLICATIONS—Continued

Beeh iv e_Tele£hone_Coia_Inci , 38 IELA (Nov. 1978)
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The Secretary could establish general policy in
right-of-way regulations which would provide specific
guidelines for determining how much uncertainty aboot
use will prevent the processing cf right-of-way
applications.

Federal land Policy

,

and_Hanaqement Act|s Effect ct the
iiqht-of-Hay Application for the Middle Fork ieservcir

owder JLiver^ Bjomina, M-369CC (Jan. 12, 1979)
86 I.E. 293

Onder the Federal Land Policy and Management Act cf
1976, approval for a right-of-way for a tinker access
road is discretionary. A decision by BLM rejecting
such an application will be affirmed when the record
shows the decision to be a reasoned analysis of the
factors involved, made with due regard for the public
interest.

IfiJt§ li_Curhjjj , «C IELA 2C9 (Apr. 10, 1979)

Pending applications for rights-of-way filed under the
Acts of Feb. 15, 1901, and Mar. «, 1911, shall be con-
sidered as applications under the Federal land Iclicy
and Management Act of 1976.

New England Fish Co.. «2 IBLA 2C0 (Aug. 22, 1979)

CANCELLATION

Sec. 10e of Title 23, Onited States Code, does net
require a State to file with the Department of the
Interior proof of construction or utilization of a

material site right-of-way issued pursuant to the Fed-
eral Aid Highway Act.

The "Secretary" referred to in that section is the Sec-
retary of Transportation, and administration of that
provision is a function of the Department of Transpor-
tation. Therefore, an apparent failure of compliance
by the State does not mandate summary cancellation cf
the right-of-way by the Department of the Interior.

The Eureau of Land Managenent in granting a material
site right-of-way pursuant to 23 O.S.C. « 317 (197C),
may impose special terms and conditions which are not
incompatible with the Act or the public interest, and
a failure on the part of the grantee to comply will
make the right-of-way subject to cancellation.

Where a regulation recites that a right-of-way "shall
te sotject to cancellation" for violation of its terms
and conditions, the authorized officer is invested with
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the discretion to cancel or not, depending upon the
circumstances.

State of_Alaska x De£artment_of Hi^hwa^s, 20 IELA 261
7nay"l97 1975) 82 I.E. 2«2

A right-of-way granted pursuant to the Act of Fet. 15,
1901, nay, in the discretion of the Secretary of the
Interior, be canceled for either abandonment of ncnuse
the holder of the right-of-way nay be reguired to re-
store the area.

HiJij2»S§end, 26 IBLA 175 (Aug. 6, 1976)

A right-of-way issued pursuant to the Act of Feb. 15,
1901, for the construction, maintenance, and operatioc
of a water tank site, water pipeline, and access road
is properly canceled where the permittee has not com-
pleted construction within 5 years from the date of
the grant.

N e i 1_Ji_C u m mi n s , 32 IBLA 38« (Nov. 3, 1977)

Although a right-of-way granted under the Act of
Jan. 21, 1895, was previously subject to cancellation
by the authorized officer for non-use pursuant to
«3 CFB 2802.2-3, the Federal Land Policy and Management
Act of 1976 provides that suspension or termination of
a right-of-way reguires an appropriate administrative
proceeding pursuant to 5 D.S.C. § 55U (1970), except
where the right-of-way provides by its terms that it
will terminate in such event.

Western Aaareaates_of_Mineral_G_Bocki_Inci , 3<4 IE1A
16«~(Har. 1«T 1978"

CONDITIONS LIMITATIONS

The Bureau of Land Management in granting a material
site right-of-way pursuant to 23 U.S.C. « 317 (1970),
may impose special terms and conditions which are not
incompatible with the Act or the public interest, and
a failure on the part of the grantee to comply will
sake the right-of-way subject to cancellation.

State of_Alaskax Department of Highways. 20 IBLA 261
"(May 19, 19757 " 82 I.E. 2«2

The Department of the Interior may condition approval
of right-of-way applications filed pursuant to the Act
of Bar. 3, 1891, by requiring acceptance of conditions
for the protection of the public interest so long as
such conditions are neither inconsistent with nor tend
to unreasonably burden the proposed right-of-way
projects.

Grindstone. Butte.Prqject. 24 IBLA U9 (Feb. 23, 1976)

RIGHTSZ0F-WAY—Continued

CONDITIONS AND LIMITATIONS— Cont i nued

a right-of-way to cross Federal land for a

line which is neither Federally authorized
an "undertaking" within the leaning cf

Historic Preservation Act, as amended,
16 O.S.C. « U70 et jeg. (1976)." Ecwever,

of segments of the pipeline which dc not
land, and which are neither Federally li-
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West e rn_ Slo.pe_Ga s_Co.. , UC IBLA 260 (Apr. 18, 1979)

Sec. 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act re-
quires an agency granting a right-of-way over Federal
lands for a pipeline or other linear project to (1)
identify potentially affected cultural resources; (2)

consult regarding such effect with the Advisory Council
en Historic Preservation; and (3) to consider these
cultural resources in making or denying the grant. A

rule of reason applies as to the scope of the lands to
te inventoried, and the degree of effort required.

The grant of a right-of-way over Federal land for a

pipeline or other linear project is a Federal under-
taking which requires the authorizinq aqency tc ccmply
with sec. 1C6 of the National Historic Preservation
Act, as implemented by 36 CFF Part 800.

Sec. 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act re-
quires an agency granting a right-of-way over Federal
lands for a pipeline or other linear project to identi-
fy and consider cultural resources en non-Federal lands
affected by construction activities on Federal lands.

Sec. 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act re-
quires an agency granting a right-of-way over Federal
lands for a pipeline or other linear project to identi-
fy and consider cultural resources on non-Federal lands
which may foreseeably be affected by the grant cf the
right-of-way. A rule of reason applies in determining
the extent of non-Federal lands on which cultural re-
sources are to be identified, and the degree of effort
required. 36 CFR e00.<( (a),.

In the grant of a right-of-way over Federal lands fcr a

pipeline or other linear project, the scope of lands to
which the requirements of sec. 106 of the National His-
toric Preservation Act apply may be analogous tc the
scope of lands to be considered pursuant to sec. 1C2 of
the National Environmental Policy Act.

The.Fxtgnt. to, Which the National Historic Preservation
Act~Bequires Cultural Resources tc be Identified and~
Considered ii_the_Grant of_a_Federal~Iis]> t-of- Waj7
M-36917 (Dec. 6, 1979)

""
1 7~ I . cT"^^ (1S8C)

FEEEFAL HIGHWAY ACT

The Secretary could establish general policy in
right-of-way regulations which would provide specific
guidelines for determining how much uncertainty about
use will prevent the processing of right-of-way
applications.

Iederal_Land_Polici_and_Kanaaement_Act2s_|ffect^n_t^
Sia!>£rofzMaj_AEElication_for_the_Kiddle_Fcrk_Beser voir
2I!_the_Powder_Riverx~Wiomin57~ii-36900~ (JanT~127 1979)

86 I.E. 293

Sec. 10e of Title 23, United States Code, does net
require a State to file with the Department of the
Interior proof of construction or utilization of a

material site right-of-way issued pursuant to tte Fed-
eral Aid Highway Act.

The "Secretary" referred ti

retary of Transportation, i
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i

nuec

provision is a function of the Department cf Transpor-
tation. Therefore, an apparent failure of compliance
by the State does not mandate summary cancellation of
the right-of-way by the Department of the Interior.

The Bureau of Land Management in granting a material
site right<-of-way pursuant to 23 U.S.C. § 317_ (1970) ,

may impose special terms and conditions which'are not
incompatible with the Act or the public interest, and
a failure on the part of the grantee to comply will
make the right-of-way subject to cancellation.

S t a t e_of_A1 askax_ De£art me nt_o f_ H i^ h wa^j
(May 197~1975"

IBLA 261
82 I.E. 2U2

FEDERAL LAND POLICY AND MANAGEMENT ACT OF 1976

A right-of-way for a communication site for which appli-
cation was made under the Act of Mar. <*, 1911, shall
conform to the provisions of the Federal Land Policy
and Management Act of 1976, sec. 510, 90 Stat. 2743,
2782, when application for grant was pending on Oct. 21,
1976.

Where the current fair rental value of a right-of-way
has been determined in accordance with accepted ap-
praisal procedures, and the permittee contends that the
rental is excessive, the burden is upon the lessee to
prove by positive, substantial evidence that the ap-
praisal is in error. Where the lessee fails to dc so,
the appraisal will stand.

f2!iE_Ii aiS§_ T e 1§2 is i o n^_ I n c^

,

1977)
32 IBLA 205 (Sept. 19,

Sec. 503 of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act
of 1976 gives the Secretary discretionary authority
with respect to issuance of rights-of-way. It would
not be in public interest to grant appellant right-of-
way because of inadeguate water flow in Shoshone River
and because of potential interference with planning
for a modification of Buffalo Bill Dam. A decision by
BLM, made in exercise of its discretion, to reject a

water pipeline right-of-way application will be af-
firmed when the record shows the decision to be a rea-
soned analysis of factors involved made in due regard
for public interest, and no sufficient reason to dis-
turb decision is shown.

Broken_H_Ranch_Co. IBLA 182 (t 21, 1978)

Approval of a domestic water pipeline right-of-way
application filed under the Act of Feb. 15, 1901, is
within the discretion of the Secretary of the Interior.
Approval of such an application remains a discretionary
matter und*er the Federal Land Policy and Management Act
of 1976, 43 U.S.C. A. §§ 1761-1771 (West Supp. 1977).
Neither an application for a right-of-way nor the build-
ing of a pipeline on public land without prior authori-
zation earns an applicant a right to a right-of-way
under these statutes.

A decision rejecting an application for a domestic
water pipeline right-of-way will te affirmed when the
record shows the decision to be a reasoned analysis of
the factors involved made in due regard for the public
interest, and no sufficient reason to disturb the deci-
si on is shown

.

Stanley
1978)

shown,

.Si_Leachx_Roxanna_Mi_Leach, 35 IBLA 53 (May

Given the specific facts presented by the right-of-way
application, where the use of a large percentage (7U -

8951) cf the reservoir water is not known, the Secretary
cannot make an "informed decision" on the ap p

1

icat icn ,

as reguired by Title V of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act of 1976, 90 Stat. 27H3 (Cct. 21, 1976),
U3 U.S.C. % 1761 et sea,. (1976) (FLFMA) , and therefore
may not proceed to consider the application.

The apparent -discretion granted to the Secretary in
sec. 1761 of FLPMA which states that the Secretary
shall reguire such information "which he deems neces-
sary" to grant a right-of-way must te interpreted in
light of sec. 176<4's specific mandate to submit a plan
of operation, sec. 1765"s specific mandate to include
protective terms and conditions, and Congress refer-
ence to "the use, or intended use" of the right-of-way.
Therefore, information about the intended use--as op-
posed to possible uses— of the water is necessary to
the Secretary's decision whether to grant the applica-
tion, under the circumstances presented by this case.

Federal land Policy and Mana geme nt Act's Effect en the
Ki2ht-of-Waj_XEiIicaTic^_for_tj^_Middle_Fcjk_|ese^voir
on the_Powde.r_River.t_ Wyoming,, M-369C0 (Jan. 12, 1979)

86 I.E. 293

Under the Federal Land Folicy and Management Act cf
1976, approval for a right-of-way for a tinker access
road is discretionary. A decision by BIM rejecting
such an application will be affirmed when the reccrd
shows the decision to be a reasoned analysis of the
factors involved, made with due regard for the public
interest.

i2S£li_ESEi!am, U0 IBLA 209 (Apr. 10, 1979)

fending applications for rights-of-way filed under the
Acts of Feb. 15, 1901, and Mar. <4, 1911, shall te con-
sidered as applications under the Federal Land Policy
and Management Act of 1976.

$£*-l22la£d_li sh-COj. , «2 IBLA 200 (Aug. 22, 1979)

NATURE OF INTEREST GRANTED

the grants of a right-of-way to a railroad
. 2 of the Act of July 1, 1862, and of title
mtered sections of land under sec. 3 of that
grants in £raesenti, the railroad's interest i

-of-way land stems solely from sec. 2. There
ference in its interest in portions of the
way land which cross even-numbered sections ci
in portions which cross odd-numbered sections,
underlying the right-of-way were reserved tc
d States in both instances.

Title to the oil and gas deposits underlying the right-
of-way granted to a railroad by the Act of July 1,
1862, 12 Stat. 489, did not pass under a patent tc the
land that the right-of-way crosses. Rather, title re-
mains in the United States.

Although
under sec
to odd-nui
Act were i

the right-
is no dif
right-of--
land and
Minerals
the Unite.

§L21 "_1* • _ c a n n o nJl_ J r .

1976)
il., 2<1 IE1A 166 (Far. 16,

83 i.r.

The Secretary of the Interior does not have authority
under the Right-of-Way and Gas Leasing Act of Bay 21,
1930, 30 U.S.C. § 301 et seg. (1970), to dispose of
deposits of oil and gas underlying a railroad right-of-
way granted pursuant to the Act of Mar. 3, 1875, when
the lands traversed by the right-of-way were later
patented under the Act of Apr. 2«, 1820, without any
reservation for minerals. In such case, title to the
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mineral estate was included
patentee.

Contmuec

Lthin the irant to th

Aaer ada_Hess_Cor£ . , 2« IBLA 360 (Apr. 27, 1976)

The grantee of a right-of-way for irrigation or
drainage purposes may not fence the right-of-way unless
it is necessary to protect the grantee's use. Where
the necessity of protecting an irrigation reservoir
from incursion by cattle did not appear on the record,
and the fence was not so located as to serve that pur-
pose, fencing the reservoir constituted a trespass.

J°e_Stewart, 33 IBLA 225 (Dec. 28, 1977)

i*estern_A33£eaates_of_Kineral_6_Rockx_Inc. , 31 IBLA
164 (Mar. 1«, 1978)

The special rule of approximation for geothermal lease
offers is applied by subtracting from the total acreage
of the offer the acreage of the irregular subdivision
which caused the excess acreage. Where a geothermal
lease offer describes four complete sections and the
area embraced in the application exceeds the acreage
limit because one or more of the sections is irregular,
the offer may be considered if deletion of the irregu-
lar section (or one of them if there is more than one)
would cause an acreage deficiency (acreage limit less
acreage described in the offer) greater than the excess
acreage resulting from inclusion of the section.

Nelson_Bi_Hunt, 27 IBLA 365 (Nov. U, 1976)

RULES OF. PRACTICE— Continued

GENERALLY—Continued

Where a lessee fails to pay the annual rental en or
before the anniversary date, and where the lessee knew,
or should have known, that the payment was due, estop-
pel will not operate to relieve the lessee of the con-
seguent automatic termination of the lease.

lhe_IP 1DJb « s_Coj£^ , 2 2 IBLA 270 (Oct. L975)

A stipulation as to procedure only involving two ap-
peals arising under the same contract is disregarded
where following the submission of simultaneous triefs
under a cross motions for summary judgment procedure,
the Eoard finds some of the terms of the stipulation
in which it had acguiesced to be at variance with the
rule in the Court of Claims against the splitting of
the cause of action under a single and indivisible con-
tract and that adherence to the stipulation could be
prejudicial to the contractor in certain foreseeable
circumstances. The stay of proceedings provided for
by the stipulation with respect to one appeal is there-
fore vacated and as a corollary to such action the
appellant is directed to file its complaint.

Finding that it has inherent discretion to order con-
solidation of appeals in appropriate cases, the Beard
orders the consolidation of two appeals which the ap-
pellant has asserted involve common questions of law
and fact and which, in any event, arose under the same
contract, involve the same attorneys and, presumably,
the same witnesses.

Appeals. of .Armstrong 6 Armstrong, Inc., IBCA-1061- 3-75
and IBCA-1072-7-75 (Apr. 7, 1976)

~"
83 I.E. 1U£

Where it appears that the Bureau of land Management
determined the status of land without considering the
effect of conflicting surveys and maps, and where
there is insufficient data in the case file for this
Eoard to resolve the conflicts the decision will te
remanded to the Bureau for reconsideration in light
of those conflicts.

JLeiS r l.y_Tr u 1 1 , 25 IBLA 157 (June 10, 1976)

RULES OF. PRACTICE
(See_also Appeals, Contests and Protests, Contracts,
Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969, Hear-
ings, Indian Probate, Practice Before the Department

—

included in this Index.)

GENERALLY

Where the party bearing the risk of nonpersuasion does
not appear at a hearing ordered pursuant to 43 CFR
<*.U15, that party's appeal is properly dismissed.

5 1 a nlev._G_. _ West , 18 IBLA 337 (Jan. 10, 1975)

A Bureau of Land Management State Office may reconsider
one of its decisions prior to the filing of an appeal
in the case, but the filing of an appeal terminates
that authority.

John Ji_Sexton_JOn_Reconsiderationl, 20 IELA 187
(May 7, 1975)
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ttorney files an answer to a contest concern-
claims on behalf of certain individuals, who,
pendency of the contest proceedings, transfer

rests in the mining claims to a corporation of
are major stockholders and directors, and the
epresents those individuals and the corpora-
e contest hearing, the corporation is bound by
ination reached therein, even though the cor-
ay not have received actual notice of the

Service of a document upon a person's attorney of r«

ord constitutes effective service upon such person.

Uniied^tates_vJ_Mine_Develop.ment_CorEi_et_al i , 2 7 IE]
238 (Oct. 18. 1976)

A document which is sent by the Bureau of land Canage-
ment to an oil and gas lessee by certified mail is
considered to be served upon the lessee when a recep-
tionist in lessee's office signs the return receipt
card, and the lessee will be charged with notice as of
that date as to the contents of such document.

I°J!e_S ta r_P.rod uc i ng_Co.. , 28 IBLA 132 (Nov. 19, 1976)
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GENERALLY—Continued

The fact that the contest regulations may not contain
a specific provision providing for the assertion o-

af

f

irmative defenses or counterclaims in an answer to
a contest complaint does not necessarily tar an admin-
istrative law judge from consideration of the substance
of such assertions.

United States_vi_Jerry, LA Crow.
1977)"

28 IBLA 3U5 (Jan. 2U,

A mining claim is properly declared null and void where
the Government establishes a prima facie case of lack
of discovery, and the contestee does not show by a pre-
ponderance of the evidence that a discovery has teen
made.

United_States_vi_Chester L^_ Ramsey,
7nar7~257 1977"

29 IBLA 2«3

A Bureau of Land Management decision, dismissing an
answer to contest complaints filed in behalf of
individual contestees and a company, and holding mining
claims null and void because it appeared the company
did not own the claims and because the answer was filed
in behalf of the individual contestees by someone not
authorized to practice in their behalf, will be vacated
where on appeal it is shown that within the time for
filing the answer the claims had been transferred to
the company. There is no need to dismiss the contest
and initiate a new contest against the company since a
timely answer has been filed in its behalf; instead,
the complaints should be amended to substitute the com-
pany as the contestee and party in interest and the
contest proceeding should go forward against it.

§haxon_K.._Milazzo_e£_a

l

a , 33 IBLA 57 (Dec. 5, 1977)

ROLES OF PRACTICE— Continued

GENERALLY—Continued

While an appeal of one decision of the ELK is pending
before the Eoard, the BLM is without authority to ex-
ercise jurisdiction in the matter which is the subject
of the appeal. where the BLH exercises jurisdiction
and the subsequent decision presents the same issue as
the first, and the parties are given an adeguate oppor-
tunity at the hearing and on appeal to present evidence
and argue as to this issue, the Board will proceed to
consider both decisions on their merits.

California Ass'n of Four-wheel Drive Clubs e t a 1 .

,

38 IBLA 361 (Dec. 29, 1978)

The right to administrative relief is a privilege af-
forded ty law to persons who consider themselves inter-
ested or aggrieved. The burden is upon the interested
person to act affirmatively to protect perceived inter-
ests. Such a person is not entitled to wait until all
other interested persons act, to speculate on the out-
come, and then, if the decision is adverse, to seek to
reopen the matter on his or her own behalf, when that
person has teen afforded notice of all the proceedings.

Weste rn Slo pe Gas Co, (On Reconsideration) . U3 I EI A 259
(Oct.. 15. 1979)

Service of a ELM decision may be made by sending the
document by registered or certified ail, return re-
ceipt requested, to an applicant's address of record
in the Bureau, and it is irrelevant who there actually
receives and signs for it.

Bar t h a_P.._Me rr. ill , «U IBLA 136 (Nov. 30, 1979)

Where, in a quasi- judicial Departmental proceeding, an
individual entered an appearance as attorney for a

party to the action, and it was subsequently revealed
that he was not qualified to practice before the De-
partment under any of the provisions of i»3 CFR 1.3, the
presiding administrative law judge properly refused to
continue to recognize his appearance or to permit him
to continue to conduct the case in a representative
capacity.

United_States_vi_John_Ga^anich, 36 IBLA 111 (July It,
1978"

Generally

The doctrine of administrative finality, the adiinis-
trative counterpart of res judicata, ordinarily tars
reopening the issue of a permittee's class 1 base proj
erty qualifications resolved in a prior Departmental
decision, but will not prevent modification of a deci-
sion to correct a conclusion inconsistent with the le-
gal ruling of the case and apparently the result of ai

oversight as to the basis of the factual finding upcn
which it relies.

Cov lill et 19 IBLA 2714 (Apr. 7, 1975)

Service by registered or certified mail may be proved
by a Post Office return receipt showing that the docu-
ment was delivered to the person's record address. The
receipt need not be signed necessarily by the person to
whom the mail was addressed.

Lil lian_S wee t , 37 IBLA 25 (Sept. 1«, 1978)

An appeal filed for an appellant by an attorney-in-
fact who is not himself qualified to practice before
the Department under 13 CFR 1.3 is subject to su«nary
dismissal.

£ar^uki_Yamane_et_al., 19 IBLA 320 (Apr. 7, 1975)

The use of a post office box number as an address is
not barred by the oil and gas leasing regulations
governing applications or by the Rules of Practice of
the Department.

Duncan_Miller, 38 IBLA 259 (Dec. 8, 1978)

Where an appeal has been taken and a final Departmen-
tal decision has been reached, the principle of res
judicata will operate to tar consideration of a new
appeal arising from a later proceeding involving the
same claim and same issues, absent compelling legal c

equitable reasons for reconsideration.

Ben_Coheni_Raji
_C.

1975)
Nordstrom. 21 IBLA 330 (Aug. If
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where a desert land applicant appeals from a decision
of the BLH holding his application incomplete and,
therefore, without priority of filing as against sub-
sequent applications, which were allegedly perfected
before the earlier application was corrected and re-
filed, the case will be remanded for final action on
the respective applications so as to avoid premature,
piecemeal adjudication.

_±£i>2Sl_Ei_H_____ , 21 IBLA 339 (Aug. 18, 1975)

Ne.lda_E.i_Mc Andre w , 2« IBLA 205 (Bar. 22, 1976)

Decisions rendered by officers of the Bureau of land
Management should contain relevant appeal information
except in those situations in which it is clear that
no appeal lies.

L. ________________ . 22 IBLA 15 (Sept. 1975)

appeal are moot the

___can__iller , 22 IBLA 52 (Sept. 17, 1975)

When the issues presented
peal will be dismissed.

A petition for revocation of a withdrawal must be de-
nied where the holding agency does not consent, and
Bureau of Land Management should inform the applicant
that further correspondence relative to his petition
should be addressed to the holding agency.

5bert_ !_hes, 22 IBLA 121 (Sept. 26, 1975)

On appeal from decision (s) rejecting oil and gas 1

offer (s) insofar as tbey include land (s) within a

flow under consideration for primitive or natural
status, when the Bureau of Land Management indicat
that it is willing to lease some of the land (s) un
a no-surface-occupancy stipulation, and the offero
indicate they would accept such a stipulation for
the land(s) at issue, the decision (s) will be set
and the case (s) remanded for consideration of issu
of lease (s) containing no-surface-occupancy stipul
tion (s) on the land (s) in the lava flow.

Houston Oil and Minerals Corp. , Le Ian d A. Ho d._e

s

iT£Ustee_7~22 IBLA 172 (Sept. 30, 197"5~

Le l_nd_A.__od_es__T___tee_ , 23 IBLA 1U2 (Dec. 23, 1975)

es
der
r(s)
all
aside
ance
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The Board of Land Appeals will not give favorable con-
sideration to new or additional evidence submitted with
an appeal from a rejection of a Native allotment appli-
cation in the absence of a satisfactory showing why the
evidence was not submitted to Bureau of Land Fanagement
within the period afforded the applicant for the sub-
mission of such evidence.

* lexa______ t c h a k , 23 IBLA 81 (Dec. 12, 1975)

Where a contract for the construction of a powerline
contained two rates for the erection of tower steel
and the contractor, contending that the contract was
ambiguous (which was admitted by the Government in
part), claimed additional compensation at the
helicopter erection rate and filed a request
production of documents in nine separate cate
which request was opposed by the Government p

upon the ground that the documents were irrel
any issue in the appeal, the Board, following
that it is not a valid objection that informa
sought in discovery proceedings may not be
at the bearing if the reguest appears reas
lated to lead to the discovery of admissit
grants appellant's request in principal pa

gone
rinci
evant

itly c

evide

he

pally
to

rule

ble
alcu-
nce.

Appeal of Commonwealth Electric Co.
"(Dec. 18, "1975)

Where the record of a Native allotment application at
the time of adjudication shows that rejection would be
proper, appellant will not be allowed on appeal tc sub-
mit data which might warrant a different result, absent
a clear and convincing showing explaining why the in-
formation was not afforded to the Bureau of Land Man-
agement when appellant was called upon for such data.

David E. Stevens, 2 3 IBLA 2 21 (Jan. e, 1976)

The Eoard of Land Appeals will not give
sideration to new or additional evidence
an appeal from rejection of a Native all
factory to it why the evidence was not s

Bureau of Land Management within the 60-
forded the applicant to submit a further
support of his application. General, ra
cific, allegations of difficulties in tr
municating in Alaska are not satisfactor
the reason for late filing of such evide

Ii_J__l!__ W_iJSS_ , 23 IBLA 299 (Jan. 1«, 1976)

favorable con-
submitted with

otment satis-
ubmitted to the
day period af-
evidence in

ther than sje-
avel and com-
y showings of
nee.

An appeal to the Director, Geological Survey, is prop-
erly dismissed by him where the appellant failed to
comply with the procedure prescribed by the applicable
regulations with respect to the form and content of the
notice of appeal, the time afforded for the filing of
additional reasons, arguments or briefs, and the proce-
dure for obtaining an extension of such time, and no
valid reason is given which would warrant excusing such
failures as an exercise of administrative discretion.

£2fi_rt_B____r_u_on , 23 IBLA 29 (Dec. 2, 1975)

The Eoard of Land Appeals may entertain and, where ap-
propriate, grant a motion by the Bureau of Land Manage-
ment to remand a case to it for further consideration
on the question of whether an environmental impact
statement must be filed, even though an appellant, who
has protested against a negative declaration that no
impact statement is required, objects tc the reiand.

Harold Gillis. 2U IBLA 2«8 (Mar. 25, 1976)

A district manager's failure to hold an Advisory Eoard
meeting on a grazing applicant's protest is mooted by
a subsequent regulatory amendment terminating gra2iers'
rights to an Advisory Board meeting on protests. In
any event, the case would not be remanded for such a
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meeting when there is no prejudice because the appli-
cant is foreclosed by the grazing regulation from the
possibility prevailing on his protests.

£hil_Ji_H illber ry , 21 IBLA 283 (Mar. 31, 1976)

A stipulation as to proce
peals arising under the s
where following the submi
under a cross motions for
the Board finds some of t

in which it had acquiesce
rule in the Court of Clai
the cause of action under
tract and that adherence
prejudicial to the contra
circumstances. The stay
the stipulation with resp
vacated and as a corollar
is directed to file its c

dure only involving two ap-
ame contract is disregarded
ssion of simultaneous briefs
summary judgment procedure,

he terms of the stipulation
d to be at variance with the
s against the splitting of
a single and indivisible con-

to the stipulation could be
ctor in certain foreseeable
of proceedings provided for by
ect to one appeal is therefore
y to such action the appellant
omplaint.

Finding that it has inherent discretion tc order con-
solidation of appeals in appropriate cases, the Board
orders the consolidation of two appeals which the ap-
pellant has asserted involve common questions of law
and fact and which, in any event, arose under the sai
contract, involve the same attorneys and, presumably,
the same witnesses.

A££eals_of_Armstrona 6 Armstrong.* InCi, IECA-1061-3-1
and IBCA-1072-7-75 (Apr". 1, 1976)

83 I.D. 1

Upon appeal from a decision of an administrative law
judge, the Board of Land Appeals may make all findings
of fact and conclusions of law based upon the record
just as though it were making the decision in the firs
instance.

•ldon_Brinkerhoff , 21 IBLA 321 (Apr. 21, 1976)
83 I.

Where an issue which gives rise to an appeal is mooted
during the pendency of the appeal, the appeal will not
be dismissed where the priority of the application is
dependent upon the correctness of the original decision.

£aroline_L.._Hun 1 , 26 IBLA 218 (Aug. 17, 1976)

Where a decision by an officer of the Department has
become final, the principle of res judicata will oper-
ate to bar consideration of a new appeal arising from
a later proceeding involving the same claim and same
issues, absent compelling legal or equitable reasons
for reconsideration.

David_Lorina_GambleA_Carrel_Hou3lum, 26 IBLA 219
(Aug. 18, 1976)

HUkiS_OF_PR ACT ICE— Continued
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where there is uncertainty regarding title to the oil
and gas in an acquired land tract embraced in an cil
and gas lease offer, and the evidence provided by the
applicant is not sufficient basis for a legal opinion
as to the status of title, the offer is properly re-
jected by the BLM. However, if the applicant provides
new evidence on appeal tending to show the existence
of a United States interest in the oil and gas in the
tract, the case may be renanded for consideration of
the new evidence.

Jea n_Oak a son , 27 IELA HI (Sept. 22, 1976)

While the Department of the Interior does not rigidly
apply the doctrine of administrative finality so as to
bar any subsequent reassertion of soldier's additional
homestead scrip rights which have been determined to ti

invalid, it is incumbent upon an applicant seeking tc
exercise such rights to submit compelling legal or
equitable reasons for reconsideration.

George Rodda, Jr.. 27 IBLA 186 (Oct. 1, 1976)

An appeal to the Board of an automatic termination of
an oil and gas lease will be dismissed as not ripe
where appellant sends the appeal to the Board before
a Notice of Termination of Lease has been issued and a

Fetition for Reinstatement rejected by the State Cffice,
Eureau of Land Management.

Read S Stevens, Inc.; Franklin, Aston S Fair, Ltd T ; and
£olotado_Interstate_Gas_Coi , 29 IBLA 151 (Mar. 1, 1977)

A Bureau of land Management decision extending the
lease term of an oil and gas lease for 2 years follow-
ing the termination of the unit agreement of which the
lease was a part is premature, where the lessee has
appealed the Geological Survey's determination of the
effective date of termination of the unit agreement.
The Eureau of Land Management decision will be set
aside and the case remanded to await the final outcome
of the lessee's appeal of the Geological Survey deter-
mination.

Tenneco_Oil_Co., 29 IBLA 157 (Mar. 7, 1977)

The thrust of 13 CFR 1.110, which limits the right to
appeal to those who are parties to a case, is not to
restrict access to administrative review of actions of
Bureau of Land Management officials, but to provide a

logical framework within which such review might be
exercised. An "appeal" by an individual or group which
has not, prior to the "appeal," participated in the
formulation of the action to which objection is being
voiced, should be treated as a protest under the provi-
sions of 13 CFR 1.150-2.

California Ass^n. of .Four Wheel Drive Clubs et al.,
30

_
IELA

-
383"(June 10,~1977)

Since the Bureau of Land Management has no authority to
issue a public land order withdrawing land, such author-
ity existing only in the Secretary, the Under Secretary
and the Assistant Secretaries of the Department of the
Interior, recommendations by officers of the Bureau of
Land Management relating to withdrawals are not subject
to review under the provisions of 13 CFR 1.150-2 or
13 CFR 1.110.

City. of_Kgtzebue, 26 IBLA 261 (Aug. 20, 1976)
83 I.D. 313
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but the check had been misplaced ty BLM and was later
found.

K ath£2S_ii_fiaIi21! » 31 IBLA * (June 15, 1977)

th
ere a State swampland selection has been rejected on
e ground that the land selected has been disposed of.

but in fact that land was available to the State, the
judgment is valid and binding until set aside. Since
the Secretary has jurisdiction to determine whether the
land selected is available, he has jurisdiction to de-
cide erroneously. The erroneous decision will not be
set aside where the State did not appeal and the deci-
sion has remained unchallenged for over 100 years, the
State itself sold the land to a color of title appli-
cant's predecessor, and an adverse right has intervened.

John Stuart_Huntx_Sherman_M.
1977)

Hunt, 31 IBLA 304 (July 22,
84 I.D. 421

Implementation of the Taylor Grazing Act of 1934 is
committed to the discretion of the Secretary of the
Interior. A decision made in the exercise of that
discretion must contain such a statement of reasons i

support of the decision as will establish that the d:

cretion has been exercised in a manner that is neith<
arbitrary nor capricious. Review on the issue of ab>
of discretion is limited to an inguiry whether the
statement of reasons establishes a rational and defei
sible basis for the decision below.

Andrew_H._L._Anderson et_al., 32 IBLA 123 (Sept. 12,
19777

£SiJS_OF_ PRACTICE— Continued
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Where the Board of Land Appeals has considered an appeal
and rendered a final decision holding that a particular
oil and gas lease offer was not proper and must be re-
jected, the applicant may not thereafter appeal the
matter to this Board merely because the Bureau of Land
Management, in implementing the Board's decision, mis-
takenly advised him that he had the right to such an
appeal. The matter is res judicata, and the subsequent
appeal must te dismissed.

Where the Board of Land Appeals, by a

has held that a particular oil and ga
be rejected, and the rejected applica
judicial review of that decision in t

District Court, and also files a cont
to the Eoard from a ELM decision impl
Board's decision, the Board will defe
jurisdiction and make no decision on
appeal, which is subject to summary d

Board.

Donald W. Coyer (Appellant). Alfred L. Easterday
JAE£elleel, 36 IBLA 181 (July 31, 1978)

Where contestant in private homestead entry contest
appeals to Eoard of Land Appeals and makes certain
assignments cf error ty administrative law judge, tut
allegations of fact upon which those assignments are
based were not corroborated at filing of contest com-
plaint, and issues raised by those assignments were not
raised in complaint, such assignments are not material
for purposes of appeal to the Board.

Ernest C. Lamb y. Richard R. Stoffel, 36 IEIA 2C1
(Aug. 3, 19767

previous decisio
s lease o ffer hie
nt files suit for
he United States
emporaneo us appea
ementing the
r to the Court's
the merit s of the
ismissal by the

£oole.y., 32 IBl » 3e7 (Noi

Under i»3 CFR 1.401(a), a notice of appeal to the Boarc
of Land Appeals may be considered even if not filed
within the 30-day appeal period, where it is filed
within 10 days of the deadline date and is transmitted
within the appeal period.

13 ILA 301 (Jan. 1(

The publication by the Director, Geological Survey, of
a "Notice to Lessees" is not an action appealable to
this Board under 30 CFR Part 290, where the "Notice" is
a generalized instruction to subordinates of the Geo-
logical Survey, and the "Notice," itself, is not self-
executing. Specific application of the "Notice" to a
lessee is, however, a matter subject to appeal and re-
view within the Board of Land Appeals.

2§ n n ec°_2AI_£2i » 36 IBLA 1 (June 27, 1978)

Where the Board of Land Appeals has considered an ap-
peal and rendered a final decision holding that certaii
coal prospecting permits have terminated and that nc
preference right to a coal lease is attached to any of
them, an unapproved assignee of the permits may not
thereafter appeal the matter to this Board following
Bureau of Land Management notification to the periit-
tees of this Board's decision. The matter is res
judicata and such subseguent appeal must be dismissed,
absent compelling legal or eguitable considerations.

Pea bod_y_Coa_l_Co.. , 36 IBLA 2U2 (Aug. 14, 1978)

Where the Board of Land Appeals has considered an appeal
and rendered a final decision holding that a particular
oil and gas lease offer may properly be rejected for the
reason that title to the lands involved was uncertain,
and a new lease offer for the same lands is again re-
jected for the same reason, the matter is res judicata,
and the subsequent appeal is properly dismissed.

N^_I ._I_nd usj r ie s^_ I nc.. , 37 IBLA 335 (Oct. 26, 197e>

The Eoard of Land Appeals will not exercise its de ocvc
review authority to deny applications for Alaska graz-
ing leases on the basis of trespass where (1) trespass
was not cited as a reason for denial of the applica-
tions in the decision under appeal, (2) the record does
not provide a clear basis for determining the appli-

"
' ' y for the trespass, and (3) there

not p
cant's responsi
is no record of compl
fied in «3 CFR 9239.0-9(b).

Ke one th_ ti._E u n ch , 37 IBLA 346 (Oct. 27, 1978)

nee with the procedures speci-
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A request for an oral argument before the Board of
Land Appeals may be denied when legal issues are well
briefed and no useful purpose would be served.

Estate_of_Charles D. Ashley, 37 IELA 367 (Nov. 2, 1978)
85 I.D. 103

An appeal from a decision denying a protest against the
issuance of a patent must be dismissed if the patent
has been issued, because the Department has no juris-
diction to act further in the matter.

Because issuance of a patent removes the land from
Departmental jurisdiction, it is not proper to issue
that patent simultaneously with dismissal of a protest
against the patent application because such action de-
prives the protester of his right to review and pre-
cludes compliance with 13 U.S.C.A. § 1701(a)(5) (West
Supp. 1978) which mandates objective administrative
review of initial decisions.

IBLA 382 (Dec. 29,

A mining claim contestee's allegation that BLt! wrongly
held a mining claim null and void ab initio will not be
entertained where the contention is raised long after
the time for appealing the decision has passed.

United_States_vi Jerr.y Prock
(Jan7 297 19797

39 IBLA 1U8

A party adversely affected by a final order or decisiot
of an officer of the Conservation Division of the Geo-
logical Survey has a right to appeal to the Director,
Geological Survey, unless the decision was approved by
the Secretary or Director prior to promulgation.

A party adversely affected by a final decision of the
Director, Geological Survey, had a right cf appeal to
the Board of Land Appeals in the Office of Hearings
and Appeals, Office of the Secretary.

Phoeni x_ Besou rces_Co . , 39 IBLA 153 (Jan. 29, 1979)

Where Bureau of Land Management terminates a sodium
lease because lessee failed to submit justification for
holding a lease in excess of the acreage limitation,
the decision will be set aside upon submission or ex-
planation of failure to provide written information,
and the case will be remanded for the State Office to
determine whether the information submitted on appeal
justifies continued lease tenure.

2 lin-Cor^ , 39 IBLA 161 (Jan. 29, 1979)

A notice of appeal must be filed within 30 days after
appellant is served with the decision from which he is
appealing. When a party does not appeal, the doctrine
of administrative finality, the administrative equiva-
lent of res judicata, generally tars consideration of
the same issue in a later appeal.

£ai£h_and._Sut.h_[)iclcinsojj, 39 IBLA 258 (Feb _ 15/ 1979)

SUtJS_OF_PRACT ICE— Continued
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Relitigation of the issue of discovery is barred by the
principle of res judicata and its corollary, collateral
estoppel, insofar as the same lands,, parties, and
claims are involved, absent compelling legal or equita-
ble reasons for reconsideration.

Onder principles of res judicata, a judgment is binding
upon all parties to the proceedings in which it is ren-
dered and to their privies. Privity denotes a mutual
or successive relationship to the same right in proper-
ty. Privity exists within the meaning of the doctrine
of res judicata to bind a subsequent grantee, trans-
feree, or lienor of property.

United states y T LeroyS. Johnson et al.. 39 IBLA 337
"(Feb. 287 1979)

When a State Office rejects the offer of a first-drawn
applicant in a drawing under the simultaneous oil and
gas leasing program, an appeal by the applicant raises
the issue of his qualifications to hold the lease. Ihe
qualifications of the second-drawn applicant are irrel-
evant until such time as the offer of the first-drawn
applicant is rejected and all his avenues of appeal are
exhausted. However, it is not improper for BLH to name
the second-drawn applicant as an adverse party in a de-
cision rejecting the first-drawn applicant.

Thomas B. Flickinqe 1

«0 IBLA 53 (Bar.~16"
,_

W

i 1 1 ia m_ S ._fl ick i n,ge r.._e t_ a 1 .

,

1979)

Where the holder of an oil and gas lease on the Cuter
Continental Shelf has filed a suit in a Federal dis-
trict court to recover certain royalties paid under his
lease, the Eoard of Land Appeals will affirm a decisicn
of the Director, Geological Survey, holding in abeyance
the lessee's request for a refund while the suit is
pending.

Tenneco_Oil_Co., HI IBLA 195 (June 22, 1979)

A decision by the Bureau of Land Management canceling
fee simple patents issued to Indians and simultaneously
issuing new Indian trust patents is not subject to re-
view by the Eoard of Land Appeals, which has no juris-
diction in the matter, where the decision was made at
the direction of the Assistant Secretary for Indian
Affairs.

Eljl£-StarJ^ncJX^tomic_WesternJ_Ijc^^_|r^mont_inerjji
Corp., Ivor A da^r. HI IBLA 333 (July 11, 1979)

The principle of res judicata does not operate to tar
consideration of a new Alaska Native allotment applica-
tion under «3 D.S.C. «« 270-1 through 270-3 (197C) , de-
spite previous denial of a prior application, when the
initial adjudication was confined to a single issue,
which issue is irrelevant under a later interpretation
of the statute.

£AJS3_!!.3££ h.2*_(;ene_H._
t
Smaase, 02 IBLA 51 (July 31, 197S)

Mailing to the Bureau of Indian Affairs a carbon copy
of a decision rejecting an applicatioq for an Alaska
Native allotment is not service upon the applicant so
as to comply with <13 CFR H.U01.

§".§£_Ji,£Siix_JLEi» U2 IBLA 86 (Aug. 13, 1979)
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The relaxed procedural rules relating to the filing of
statements of reasons for appeal in Native allotment
cases enunciated in the letter of Sept. 21, 1975, and
extended in the order of Nov. 26, 1976, IELA 76-715,
are hereby revoked. All future reguests for exten-
sions of time uust comport with the regulations fcund
at «3 CFR «. 22(f) (2) .

Where, in a decision holding a Native allotment for
approval and a State selection for rejection to the
extent of a conflict, the Bureau of Land Management
grants the State 30 days to initiate a private contest
challenging the Native allotment, the 30-day appeal
period will commence upon expiration of the 30 days
accorded the State for initiation of a private contest
and not with receipt of the decision.

Where it appears that a party did not realize that an
election of remedies was mandated by Departmental proce-
dures, a decision reguiring the initiation of a private
contest will be set aside, and the party will be per-
mitted a period of time in which to initiate a private
contest, or alternatively, waive such private contest
and pursue a direct appeal on the guestion of whether
a Government contest should issue.

5 1 a t e_of_A laska_e t_a 1A , U2 IE-LA 9U (Aug. 16, 1979)

MLIS_0i_PB AC TICJ— Continued
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The applicable regulation, 03 CFR «.H1« (1977) , allows
the Eoard some discretion in deciding whether tc
disregard the answer of an appellee who fails to file
an answer within 30 days after service on him of the
notice of appeal cr stateaent of reasons and whose
delay in filing is not waived under the provisions cf
«3 CFR U.M01 (a) (1977).

California Portland
,
Cement _Cp, ,, Rosebud Coal Sales Cc,

«0"lELA
_
3 3 9~~(Kay~107~1979y

Burden_of Froof

A determination by a district manager of the grazing
capacity of lands offered for a sec. 15 grazing lease
will not be overturned in the absence of a clear sho*
ing of error. The burden of proof is upon the party
challenging such determination to show that the deci-
sion is erroneous or that he has not been dealt with
fairly.

J2in_li_i!uijj3a > 19 IELA 97 (Mar. « , 1975)

Kaser_Brothers, 2<4 IBLA 265 (Mar. 29, 1976)

Where an appellant admits in correspondence with the
Department that the decision of the Bureau of Land
Management State Office holding his mining claim in-
valid is correct, the appeal may be dismissed.

Ernest F. Hiniker. 13 IBLA 153 (Sept. 28, 1979)

Upon assuming jurisdiction of an appeal, the Board of
Land Appeals has full authority to consider the entire
record in making a decision, and its review is not lim-
ited to the theories of law upon which the parties have
proceeded.

United
1979)"

.States_v._Elbert_Gassawai, 13 IBLA 382 (Oct. 31,

The filing of a timely protest suspends the authority
of the State Office to act upon the matter until the
protest has been ruled upon. Further, action is to be
additionally suspended after a ruling on the protest
for the period of time in which a person adversely af-
fected may file a notice of appeal therefrom.

Where, on appeal from the denial of a protest to the
issuance of a right-of-way, an appellant does not show
that issuance of the right-of-way was contrary to the
law or applicable regulations, a decision rejecting the
protest will be affirmed.

James W. _ Smith

,

IBLA 275 (Dec. 26, 1979)

A party challenging a determination that lands are
within a known geologic structure has the burden cf
making a clear and definite showing of error in the
determination ; material indicating that the geclcgic
formation at issue is irregular in guality and produc-
tivity does not constitute a showing that the lands are
not presumptively productive, i.e., that the lards are
not within the known or inferred limits of the multiple
and overlapping producing intervals involved.

No la Grace_Ptasj[nskiI_Barbara C^_Lisco, 19 IEIA 125
(Mar. 5, 1975)

The burden of proving that failure to pay advance
rentals on or before the anniversary date was either
justifiable or not due to a lack of reasonable dili-
gence is the obligation of the one who failed to make
timely payment.

Ki_Jj_Harve2,_Jr., 19 IELA 230 (Mar. 25, 1975)

A protestant against the filing of a survey plat tears
the burden of proof, i.e., the risk of ncnpersuasicn,
to show why the plat should not be accepted, and the
applicant State has the burden of demonstrating that
land is swamp and overflowed in character. The prctes-
tant against the filing of a survey plat who claims
that title to the land passed to the State under the
Swamp Lands Act, <43 U.S.C. «« 981-986 (1970), is prop-
erly assessed with the burden of proof, i.e., the risk
of ncnpersuasion, in the proceeding.

Virgil Lpcez.et al., 21 IBLA 33 (June 17, 1975)

Motion for guantum hearing will be allowed when the
Government admitted liability on certain claims in the
Answer and the first hearing was limited to entitlement.

»EEeal_ofJconai.Inc . , IBCA-1094-1-76 (De

In a mining claim contest, the claimant is the propo-
nent of the rule or order that he has complied with the
provisions of the mining law, which have been brought
into issue, and the Government bears the burden only of
presenting a prima facie case of invalidity; the claim-
ant must then preponderate on the issues litigated.

ynited_States_v._Ed_Erandt, 21 IBLA 166 (July 22, 1975)
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To be able to support a claim for excess reprocureient
costs, the Government must establish that work under a

reprocureient contract has been performed and that pay-
ment has been made.

£EE£2l_of_Ballwebers_ Cleaning Service, IBCA-1057-1-75
(Oct. 2, 1975)

An oil and gas lease bidder appealing from the rejec-
tion of his tender on the basis of inadequacy of the
bonus bid must show by substantial evidence either (1)

the criteria utilized in establishing the minimum bid
value failed to include all relevant considerations,
or included factors that were not relevant; or (2) the
criteria were incorrectly applied.

H_6_W_0il_Co. x_Inc. , 22 TELA 313 (Nov. 10, 1975)

A claim for acceleration under a contract for the con-
struction of footings for a transmission line is denied
where one of appellant's principal contentions was that
in a telephone conversation following reccrd snow in
late September the project engineer had directed that
men and equipment be added to the job in order to fin-
ish the work by the contract completion date of Nov. 1,
but in correspondence conducted with the Government for
almost 6 months after such telephone conversation the
contractor failed to refer to the directions purported-
ly received from the project engineer and even failed
to reference the particular telephone conversation.
Actions taken by the Government's principal inspector
were also found not to constitute acceleration orders
when the evidence clearly showed that both parties
viewed the inspector's action as involving suggestions
rather than directions and that whether the suggestions
were accepted by the contractor's job superintendent
depended upon the exercise of his business judgment.

A£Eeal_of_Iversen_Construction_C2i_Jayk^a_Iconc
IBCA-981-1-73 (Cec. 30. 1975) 82 I.E. 6U6

A claim for a longer time extension under a construc-
tion contract due to unusually severe weather is denied
where the contracting officer obtained the local clima-
tological data and after reviewing the data granted a

time extension when appellant failed to dispute the
data or offer any evidence to support its claim for a

longer period.

*EE§al_of_pavid
1976)

_Coxi_Inc., IBCA-1079-10-75 (Apr. 7,

Under a contract requiring tne use of grout the Board
denies a contractor's claim where it finds the terms
of the specifications dispositive of the question
presented.

Appeal of Whalen 6 Co.. IECA-1066-3-75 (Way 26, 1976)

A first category differing site conditions claim based
on the encountering of subsurface waterlines not shown
on the contract drawings in the vicinity of a fish
hatchery building is denied, where the Board finds that
except for the unsupported allegations of the contrac-
tor there is nothing in the record to indicate that the
experienced subcontractor who performed required exca-
vation in the area where the buried waterlines were

RULIS_OF_PB ACT ICE— Continued

APPEALS— Continued

Burden_of Proof— continued

located failed to anticipate the conditions he actuallj
encountered.

Although a first category differing site conditions
claim is established by the presence of a septic tank
in an area where the plans indicate a sewage treatnent
plant was slated to go, a contractor's claim based
thereon is denied where the evidence shows that the
location of the sewage treatment plant was changed be-
fore any significant amount of work was done in the
area where the septic tank was located.

Appeal of William Lagnion (Contractor). IECA-1 06 3-10-7!
(Jan. 5, 1977)

While the burden of showing an excusable cause of de-
lay to exist is on the construction contractor, the
invoking of this rule presupposes that the Government
will leave this responsibility with the contractor,
or, if it undertakes to correspond directly with the
subcontractors or suppliers concerning delays experi-
enced, it will inform them of the criteria set fcrth
in the contract for establishing an excusable cause
of delay.

AEUji-fif-UiS Ji_ cj Hester CO. ,

"(Jan.~l«7 19777
.inc.; IECA-111H-7-76

A claim for extra work is denied where the appellant
does not even undertake to show why the work was con-
sidered to be beyond the requirements of the contract.

Appeals of Willie H. Petterson. IECA-1115-7-76, IECA-
1116-7-76, IBCA-1117-7-76 and IECA-1118-7-76 (feb. 28,
1977)

In prosecuting an appeal the burden of proof is upon
appellant to establish by credible evidence that it
is entitled to an equitable adjustment.

AEESJ l_of_Halvorson-Le_nts_JA Joint Venture) , IBCA-1C59-
2-75 (Bar.^ 1977)""

Surveys of the United States, after acceptance, are
presumed to be correct and will not be disturbed except
upon clear proof that they are fraudulent or grossly
erroneous. An appellant challenging a Government re-
survey has the burden of establishing by, clear and con-
vincing evidence that the resurvey is not an accurate
retracement and reestablisbment of the lines of the
original survey.

frank.Lujan, 30 IELJ 95 (Apr. 29, 1977)

Under a contract requiring contractor to provide all
necessary material, equipment and labor, the contrac-
tor's admission that it did not have adequate equipment
or an efficient work force, as well as a lack of exper-
ience in the work required to be performed does not
meet the burden of proof to justify an extension cf

lE£ea l_o f_Scc na_i_I nc4 , IBCA-109U-1-76 (Kay 6, 1977)



E!lt5S_0F_PRACTICE— Continued

APPEALS--Continued

Burden_of Proof—Continued

A nining claimant Bust prove a discovery under the
prudent man test, including that the mineral can be
extracted, removed and marketed at a profit.

Onited_States v. Pittsb_r_h_Pacif ic_Co_, 30 IBLA
388 Jjaae 15, 1977) 8« I.E. 282

£UkSS_OF_PRACTICE— Continued

APPEALS—Continued

Burden_of Proof— Continued

On appeal, an assessment of damages made by BIB for
timber trespass Mill not be disturbed where neither
appellant's contentions nor the record prove that EIK
determination was in error.

IJil d_ Bo t i n sc n , 36 IBLA 386 (Sept. 5, 1978)

Claimant has the burden of proof of extra work and
failed to establish that in placing utility lines the
actual work performed differed from contractually re-
quired work.

A£££al_of Rock__Mountain Construction Co.., IBCA-1091-
12-75 (Aug. 17, 1977) 8« I.E. 829

In challenging the Government resurvey, appellant has
the burden of establishing by clear and convincing
evidence that the resurvey is not an accurate retrace-
ment and reestablishient of the lines of the original
survey.

Set he_____ Vernon, 37 IBLA 226 (Oct. 16, 1978)
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eceived by a person who
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ppellant denied that such
a return receipt for cer-
hat no question of author-
had been raised in the
an extension in the
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t*s motion to dismiss the

An appeal is dismissed as unti
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away on vacation. While the a

person was authorized to sig
tified mail, the Board noted
ity to sign for certified mail
contractor's letter requesting
time for filing the appeal and
was raised until the Governmen
instant appeal was filed.

A£Eeal_of_Harrv. Claterbos Co__JV, IBCA-1153-5-77
(Dec. 6, 1977) " 8« I.

When the contract reguires the pipe to be laid in a

trench 18 inches in depth measured from the center
line of the pipe to the top of the ground line or on
top of the ground with 18 inches of cover if rock
strata is encountered, the contractor cannot sustain
an allegation of a constructive change when the Govern-
ment insists the requirements be followed and objects
to contractor laying the pipe in a trench less than
18 inches in depth.

AEEeal_of_Onderaround Utility Services, IBCA-10U7-
11-7U, IBCA-1089-ll-75

_
(Dec. 28, 1977)

The Government, after waiver of the original delivery
schedule, has the burden of proof that the unilaterally
established new schedule is reasonable under all the
circumstances existing at the time of the reestablish-
ment, which, however, it failed to show.

AEEe_l_of_S_ste_s_Techno_o____s_ocia_es__Inc. , IECA-
1108-U-76 (jln. 197~1978)" 85 I.E. 12

Where, on appeal, a grantee of a right-of-way makes a

substantial showing of error in the revision of the
rental rate for use of the right-of-way, and where the
State Office has not had an opportunity to consider the
grantee's arguments, a decision dismissing a protest to
the revised rental rate will be set aside and the case
will be remanded in order to afford the State Office
an opportunity to review its appraisal in light of the
grantee's contentions.

Ci rcle_Lx_ I nc^ , 36 IBLA 260 (Aug. 15, 1978)

Applicant has burden of establishing entitlement tc

headguarters site claim, and must demonstrate that
has complied with statute and regulations.

_nited_States v. Ma uric.e_.Lj_ Wilson, 38 IELA 3C5
"(BecT li»T"l97l7

Un_ted_States v_ Henr_ Jay tush.
19797"

IELA 106 ((

Where arguably conflicting uses of the public
at issue and the matter has been committed to
cretion of the ELM, the Eoard will uphold the
of the EIM resolving the conflict unless appel
shown that the BLM did not adequately consider
the factors involved, including whether less s

alternatives would accomplish the intended pur
that there is sufficient reason to change the

Calif ojU)i^i£_ln_of^ou__WJ_^l__rive_Cl__s____
38 IELA 361 (Dec. 29, 1978)
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On appeal from a determination of United States Geo-
logical Survey under 30 U.S.C. §§ 10C2-C3 (1976),
rejecting offeror's competitive geothermal lease bid
as too low, offeror has the burden of shewing that the
rejection is arbitrary and capricious and that Survey
has no rational basis for rejection of the bid.

Dnion Oil Co., 38 IBLA 373 (Dec. 29, 1978)

A district manager's decision reached in the exe
of administrative discretion pursuant to the lay
Grazing Act of 1931 may be regarded as arbitrary
capricious only where it is not supportable on a

rational basis and the burden is on the appellan
show by substantial evidence that the decision i

proper. A district manager's decision not to re
a grazing lease for a certain area until that ar
fenced and to reduce appellant's AUM's according
rests on a rational basis where the facts show t

this unfenced area adjoins the bombing range and
ing thereon could result in trespass on the bomb
range, inconsistent with the use of the range.
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Colvin Cattle Co. .11!^ 39 IBLA 176 (Jan. 30, 1979)



BOI;ES_OF_PBACTICE— Continued

APPEALS— Continued

Burden_of Proof—Continued

In review proceedings of notices of violation and ces-
sation orders, the burden of going forward to establish
a prima facie case rests with OSB and the ultimate bur-
den of persuasion rests with the applicant for review.

_ea.n_Trucking._Co..,, inc., 1 IBSMA 229 (Sept. 11, 1979)
86 I.D. K37

RqLEs . OP.PBACUCE—Continued

APPEALS—Continued

_iscover_—Continued

A mining claim is properly declared null and void where
the Government establishes a prima facie case of lack
of discover;, and the contestee does not show by a pre-
ponderance of the evidence that a discovery has been
made.

U_i_ed_States v., Wayne, E T ,
Hj.gh}ey. 30 IBLA 21 (Apr. 7,

1977)

An appellant will be held to have failed to sustain its
burden of proof and the appeal will be denied where
appellant's case is submitted on the record without a

hearing and the record consists only of claim letters
and pleadings alleging that the contracting officer's
findings of fact and decision are erroneous in certain
respects. Disputed allegations do not constitute evi-
dence and cannot be accepted as proof of facts.

A E__al of_C.I.C. Construction_Cp_1
7sept.~25,~1979J"~

" .!_£_ IBCA-1190-
86 I.D.

»-78
U75

The parties are entitled to discover all documents not
privileged which are reasonably likely to lead to admis-
sible evidence and do not cause a burden disproportion-
ate to the probable benefit from the reguested discovery
taking into account the size of the claims involved and
their nature as well as the nature of the defenses.

Appeal of Ajrcp^lnc., IBCA-1070-8-75 (Oct. 17, 1977)
I.E. 838

The burden of showing that late payment of annual rental
for an oil and gas lease is justifiable is on the les-
see. An assertion of personal reasons without further
explanation, is insufficient to meet this burden. Nor
does reliance on receipt of a courtesy notice justify
failure to pay rental timely.

Will________lug , 43 IBLA 255 (Oct. 10, 1979)

Under «3 CFB 3120.3-1, the United States reserves the
right to reject all bids, but any rejection must be
based on a record sufficient to establish that the re-
jection has a reasonable basis in fact.

Gerald S. Ostrowski, (On Reconsideration after Remand),
«U IBLA 17 (Nov. 6, 1979)

Discovery,

A motion for remand of a mining claim contest for fur-
ther hearing on the grounds of prejudicial surprise,
based upon Government counsel's failure to supplement
interrogatory answers listing witnesses and exhibits
as ordered in lieu of prehearing conference, will be
denied where contestee's counsel ignored repeated of-
fers of continuance made at various stages of the
hearing.

The Federal Rules of Civil Procedure are not binding on
administrative agencies.

United States v. Hilton Bicker, 35 IBIA 2«0 (Bay 30,
1978)

Dismissal

An appeal to the Board of Land Appeals will be dis-
missed when the appellant fails to file a statement
of reasons therefor within the time allowed.

>U_B.i_8ii.lAa "SOS. 19 IBLA 6 (Feb. 20, 197 5)
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ynited_States_yi_Theresa_Ei_Robinson,
(Aug. 25, 1975)

21 IBLA 363
82 I.E. 1»1U

)1 of
(Feb. 25, 1975"7

te's Cove jlarina. IBCA-1018-2-7M
83 I.E.

Where a contract for the construction of a powerline
contained two rates for the erection of tower steel
and the contractor, contending that the contract was
ambiguous (which was admitted by the Government in
part) , claimed additional compensation at the higher
helicopter erection rate and filed a reguest for the
production of documents in nine separate categories
which reguest was opposed by the Government principally
upon the ground that the documents were irrelevant to
any issue in the appeal, the Board, following the rule
that it is not a valid objection that information
sought in discovery proceedings may not be admissible
at the hearing if the reguest appears reasonably calcu-
lated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence,
grants appellant's reguest in principal part.

An appeal from a district manager's decision reducing
the authorized use of lands offered under a sec. 15
grazing lease will be dismissed where the grazing sea-
son covered by the term of the proposed lease has ex-
pired and the appellant must meet a precondition before
any future lease issues. The dismissal, however, will
be without prejudice to the appellant's submitting evi-
dence to the district manager to disprove the determi-
nation of the carrying capacity of the range, if be
otherwise meets the precondition for a lease.

___E________ia » I 9 "l» 97 Car. u, 1975)

Appeal of Commonwealth Electric Co.
TDec. 18, 1975)

IBCA-10H 8-11-7U
82 I.D. 625



B0LES_OF_PBA£TICE— Continued

APPEALS— Continued

Dismissal— Continued

An appeal will be dismissed where the claim on which i

is based arose from a mistake in connection with the
contractor's bid, resulting from the failure of his
timely dispatched telegraphic bid modification to be
received prior to bid opening and where it is clear
that he intended to file his appeal in the General Ac-

counting Office.

1975)
IBCA-10514-1-75 (Bar. 25,

An appeal from a decision denying a petition for defer-
oent of annual assessment work on mining claims will be
dismissed where the petitioner files evidence with its
appeal showing that the assessment work was subsequent-
ly performed.

Hibernia Si lve r Hjnes, Inc., 20 IELA 12 (Apr. 14, 1975)

J!2!:IS_gp_PBACTICE— Continued

APPEALS—Continued

Dismissal—Continued

An acpeal to the Board of Land Appeals will be dis-
missed when the appellant fails to file a stateient of
reascns in support of the appeal within the time per-
mitted by Departmental regulation.

2!>2rjaD_.Eanks_et_al., 22 IBLA 205 (Oct. 16, 1975)

A qualified heir or devisee of a deceased applica
a mineral lease under 13 CFE 3564, or the adminis
or executor of his estate, may receive the lease
applicants stead, or maintain an appeal from the
tion of such application on the same basis as the
or representatives of deceased applicants for oth
kinds of mineral leases where no third-party inte
require consideration.

nt for
trator

George.
1975)

.Wright,. St. (Deceased) . 22 IE1A 2e0 (Cct. 30,

Failure to serve notice of an appeal on an interested
party pursuant to 25 CFR 2.36 does not make dismissal
mandatory but it may be considered as cause for dismis-
sal by the officer to whom it is made.

AdSil!i§iiati2e_ Appeal _Bt_Love_vi_Area_Directpri
-Si.ali,

-
^ I EI A 74 ( June" 6, "1975)

Onder 43 CFR 4.402, an appeal is subject to summary
dismissal by the Board of Land Appeals when notice of
appeal or statement of reasons is not served on adverse
parties within the time prescribed.

S 1 mer_Pe ter son , 21 IBLA 52 (June 17, 1975)

An appeal to the Board of Land Appeals will be dismissed
where the appellant failed to file a timely notice of
appeal. A notice of appeal, although received within
the 10-day grace period, but not transmitted within the
30-day period following service of the decision, is not
timely filed and must be dismissed.

Shel ley_ Anne_Tr a inor , 21 IBLA 326 (Aug. 14, 1975)

Where a contractor has filed an appeal and has failed
to file a complain when often requested to do so over
a 2-year period, the appeal is dismissed for want of
prosecution.

A£ESal_2i_I»erareen_Enaineeri na^-Inc*

,

(Sept. 2, 1975)
IECJ -994-5-73

82 I.D. 427

A statement of reasons which does not point out the
grounds upon which the decision appealed from is in
error will be treated in the same manner as an appeal
in which no statement of reasons is filed and the ap-
peal will be dismissed.

Appellant's failure to timely serve and prove service
of appeal en adverse party named in the decision from
which the appeal is taken will subject the appeal to
summary dismissal.

gAg]>ard.E._and„P hvl3.is Lee. 22 IELA 284 (Oct. 3C, 1975)

An appeal to the Eoard of Land Appeals will be dis-
missed where the appellant failed to file a timely
notice of appeal, and the notice, though filed withii
the 10-day grace period, was not transmitted within
the 30-day period following service of the decisicn.

Hartha Charlie. 22 IELA 287 (Oct. 30, 1975)

An appeal to the Director, Geological Survey, is prop-
erly dismissed by him where the appellant failed to
comply with the procedure prescribed by the applicable
regulations with respect to the form and content of the
notice of appeal, the time afforded for the filing of
additional reasons, arguments or briefs, and the proce-
dure for obtaining an extension of such time, and no
valid reason is given which would warrant excusing such
failures as an exercise of administrative discretion.

Hgber.t_B._ Ferguson, 23 IBLA 29 (Dec. 2, 1975)

An appeal from a decision canceling a grazing lease for
loss of control of non-Federal lands upon which the
lease was based will be dismissed where the lease has
expired by its terms. The dismissal will be without
prejudice to a new lease application for the grazing
lands which the appellant may decide to submit.

Eai£h_523S£S, 22 IBLA 31 (Sept. 10, 1975)

A notice of appeal to the Board of Land Appeals must be
dismissed where it is not timely filed within the ambit
of 43 CFB 4.411(a), and 43 CFR 4.401, since the require-
ment of timely filing is jurisdictional.

Lavonne.E, Grewell, 23 IBLA 190 (Jan. 6, 1976)

A notice of appeal to the Board of Land Appeals must be
dismissed in accordance with 43 CFR 4.411(b), where it
was filed within the grace period provided by 43 CFB
4.401(a), but was not transmitted within the appeal
filing period.

Michael. J.. .liiler, 23 IBLA 224 (Jan. 8, 1976)



KULIS_OF_ PRACTICE— Continued

APPEALS— Continued

Dismissal— Continued

On appeals from decisions to proceed with proposed
timber sales, when the district manager tentatively
proposes to withdraw the tracts from sale plans in
order more fully to examine appellants' allegations
and material submitted in a related appeal, the deci
sions will be set aside and the cases remanded for
further consideration.

RULES, OF PRACTICE— Continued

APPEALS—Continued

Dismissal—Continued

te recoverable by way of an adjustment to the contract
price.

_.E__.al_of_Ch_ s ton_Co.. , IBCA-1093-1-76 (Nov. 19, 1976)
814 I.E. 921

Alan Winter.,. Elizabeth_Freemanx_et_al i , 23 IELA
(Jan7~2l7 1976)

3U )

Where a construction contractor failed to appeal from a

notice of termination for default which included find-
ings that the contractor's delay in performing the work
was not due to excusable causes, but did file a timely
appeal from a damage assessment for, inter al^a, the
increased cost of completing the work, the Board denied
the Government's motion to strike paragraphs of the
complaint alleging that the contractor's delay was due
to excusable causes and that the termination for de-
fault was improper since under the so-called Fulford
doctrine, which had been held equally applicable to
construction contracts, an appeal from a damage or ex-
cess cost assessment following a termination for de-
fault allows the contractor to contest the propriety
of the termination.

Where certain paragraphs of a complaint filed by a con-
struction contractor in an appeal from a damage assess-
ment following a termination for default raised issues
as to the propriety of the termination, the Board de-
nied a Government motion to strike those paragraphs
based on contentions that the contractor had agreed
that delay in completion of the work was not excusable
and that the contractor's agreement to a revised date
for completion of the work precluded it from raising
issues as to the excusability of delays occurring
prior to the agreement, since it is well settled that
accord and satisfaction is an affirmative defense which
must be pleaded and proved and that allegations of ac-
cord and satisfaction raise factual issues as to the
intent of the parties at the time of the alleged accord.

__E_al_o f_ Air cosine.. , IBCA-107U-8-75 (Apr. 6, 1976)
83 I.E. 137

An appeal to the Eoard of an automatic termination cf
an oil and gas lease will be dismissed as not ripe
where appellant sends the appeal to the Board before
a Notice of Termination of Lease has been issued and
a Petition for Reinstatement rejected by the State Of-
fice, Bureau of Land Management.

Jead_6_Stejfensx_Inc^_FrankajLnx_A^t^n_6_lairJ_Iidii_and
Colorado Interstate Gas Co.. 29 IBLA 15U (Bar. « . 1977)

A statement of reasons in support of an appeal which
does not point out affirmatively in what respect the
decision appealed from is in error does not meet the
requirements of the Department's rules of practice
and may be dismissed.

J3H.SSa.D_.5iI ler , 29 IBLA 17U (Bar. It, 1977)

Duncan Miller. 3« IBLA 283 (Apr. 17, 1978)

Ujjited_States v^David^^Mansum and Conald_Dj EeGuerre,
35 IELA 131 (May 22, 1978)

-___ a E___A2__. "1 IELA 129 (June 13, 1979)

Where a decision ty a Bureau of Land Management official
is interlocutory in nature and the appellant fails to
show any reason why the decision is in error, or should
not te implemented, a purported appeal from such a de-
cision must be dismissed.

iih__<_3_J!___i2_l__oi_$c^n_JU______i§___, 29 IEIA 22C
(Bar. 23, 1977)

Where an issue which gives rise to an appeal is mooted
during the pendency of the appeal, the appeal will not
be dismissed where the priority of the application is
dependent upon the correctness of the original decision.

________________» 26 IBLA 218 (Aug. 17, 1976)

An appeal taken ty a subcontractor in its own name is
dismissed where the Eoard finds the subcontractor has
no standing to invoke the provisions of the Disputes
Clause as a means of securing an adjudication ty the
Eoard of the rights and obligations of the contesting
parties.

Where an appellant fails to point out some error in a

decision or to show that he has wrongly been deprived
of some right, and instead limits his statement of rea-
sons for appeal to allegations which are irrelevant and
immaterial, the appeal will be dismissed as frivolous.

Duncan. Miller, 28 IBLA 62 (Nov. 10, 1976)

A contractor's claim for additional costs attributed
to the Government's delay in requesting contemplated
installation services under a contract calling for the
furnishing of governors for hydraulic turbines is dis-
missed for want of jurisdiction where the Board finds
that the claim asserted is not redressable under the
Changes clause of Standard Form 32 (Supply Contract)
or under the special Suspension of Deliveries (or Ser-
vices) clause which reserves to the Government the
right to suspend services and preserves the contrac-
tor's right to make claim therefor but fails to provide
that any costs attributable to such suspension shall

An appeal is dismissed where the prime co
stated that nothing will be done to furth
taken by a subcontractor in its own name
finds that the action of the prime contra
the Government written notice of a potent
changed conditions by the subcontractor a

ments made ty the prime contractor endors
tial claim at the time such notice was gi
sufficient basis upon which to ground jur
the appeal.

-_£S_i_2J_-iSii____-_l-J^_ci^Jncix_Sj!tcont£actor_to
Granite Construction Cox , IECA-113U-12-76 (Bar. 2S,
19777 " 8« I.E. 119
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J*UIJS_OF_PRACTICE— Continued

APPEALS—Continued

Dismissal— Continued

An appeal to the Board of land Appeals will be dis-
missed where the enactment of legislation renders
moot the questions on appeal.

£ibbonsville_Townsite, 30 IBLA 74 (Apr. 18, 1977)

RULES OF PRACTICE— Continued

APPEALS—Continued

dismissal—Continued

filing a notice of appeal had been specifically ei-
cepted from the grant of authority to the Eoard as set
forth in the regulations governing Eoard proceedings.

i£ES a l_o f_B a r rj_C la te r bos_Coi_ J V , I EC A- 11 5 3- 5- 7 7

(Dec. 6, 1977) 814 I.D. 969

An appeal to the Board of Land Appeals will be dis-
missed where the enactment of the Federal land Policy
and Management Act renders moot the guestions on
appeal.

Silver_Peak_Townsite .(Trustee) , 3C

1977
~ IBLA 357 (June 10,

Where appellant's allegations on appeal are immaterial
and irrelevant and appellant fails to establish any
error in the decision below or any infringement of ap-
pellant's rights, the appeal is properly dismissed as
lacking in merit.

Euncan Wilier. 33 IBLA 83 (Dec. 8, 1977)

The Government's motion to dismiss an appeal because of
the failure of the contractor to give the 20-day writ-
ten notice required by the Changes clause is denied,
where the Board finds that there was timely notice with
respect to some of the costs on which the claim is
based and that the hearing to be held may show that
some or all of the remaining costs fall within other
recognized exceptions to the strict application of the
20-day cost-limitation provision.

*EE§§I_2£_HaE££oid__!£cid^nt_and_Indemnity,_Coi , IBCA-
1139-1-77 (June 23, 1977) 84 I.E. 296

Where a right-of-way application has been rejected in
part, an appeal therefrom should be dismissed if not
filed within the period prescribed in 43 CFR 4.411.

Jerrold_R._Coolev.x Lucy. M._Coolev., 32 IBLA 387 (Nov. 7,
1977)

A Government motion to dismiss an appeal is denied
where the ground for the motion is that the contractor
failed to raise its allegations before the contracting
officer prior to filing its appeal but the Board finds
that the contracting officer did have an opportunity
to pass upon the principal allegations of the contrac-
tor prior to rendering his decision.

A££eal_of_B£iles_ W i nq_S_Hel ico£terx_IncA , IBCA-1158-7-77
(Dec. 2, 1977) 84 I.E. 967
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A motion to dismiss an appeal is granted when the
appellant had failed to file an appeal within 30 days
of the date on which the contracting officer's final
decision was received. Respecting the contractor's
argument that the 30-day time limit should be waived,
the Board noted that the right to extend the time for

3 Government's opposition to appellant'
learing and its motion for partial sumi
a default termination case are both d<

3 contractor contends and the Governmei
; delays experienced by the contractor
perform the contract were excusable ai

ids that determining whether delays ar«
:b circumstances involves resolving a 1

Lch should only be done after the parti
opportunity to present their evidence
;re one has been requested.

A££e a l_o f_ E r i 1 es_ W i na_6_H el ico£ te

r

t_ I nc4 , IBCA-115 8-
7-77 (Apr. 14, 1978) 85 I.E.
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denies that
attenpting

the Ecard
xcusable in
t guestion
have had
a hearing

Director, Geological Survey, of
is not an action appealable to

The publication by t

a "Notice to Lessees
this Eoard under 30 CFR Part 290, where the "Notice" i

a generalized instruction to subordinates of the Geo-
logical Survey, and the "Notice," itself, is not self-
executing. Specific application of the "Notice" to a

lessee is, however, a matter subject to appeal and re-
view within the Board of Land Appeals.

1 e nneco_C i 1_ Co.. , 36 IELA 1 (June 27, 1978)

Where the Eoard of Land Appeals has considered an appeal
and rendered a final decision holding that a particular
oil and gas lease offer was not proper and must be re-
jected, the applicant may not thereafter appeal the
matter to this Board merely because the Bureau of land
Management, in implementing the Board's decision, mis-
takenly advised him that he had the right to such an
appeal. The matter is res judicata, and the sutseguent
appeal must be dismissed.

Eonald w. Cojer. JAr.r.ellantJ,

J!EEiXieil7~36~IBLA 181
Alfred Lj Easterijav

<July~3l7~l"9787~~"

Where the Eoard of Land Appeals has considered
peal and rendered a final decision holding tha
coal prospecting permits have terminated and t

preference right to a coal lease is attached t

them, an unapproved assignee of the permits ma
thereafter appeal the matter to this Board fol
Eureau of Land Management notification to the
tees of this Board's decision. The matter is
judicata and such subsequent appeal must be di
absent compelling legal or eguitable considera

Peatpd y Coa l Co,. 36 IBLA 242 (Aug. 14, 1978)

an ap-
t certa
hat no

J

any o

not
lewing
periit-
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APPEALS— Continued

Dismissal— Continued

Hhen appellant has failed to serve a copy of the notice
of appeal and statement of reasons on the adverse party
named in the decision appealed from, in the manner pre-
scribed in «3 CFB t.UOl(c), and the adverse party moves
for summary dismissal under «J3 CFH «.«13(b), the appeal
is properly dismissed where appellant has not responded
to the motion for dismissal or acknowledged the proce-
dural deficiency.

Dawley._CreeJ^Ranch_and_Li_Frank!in_nader,
(Sept. 18, 1978)

37 IBLA 30

BOXES OF PRACTICE—Continued

APPEALS—Continued

f ismisfal—Continued

The Department has determined that an official of the
Bureau of Indian Affairs is not entitled to represent
a Native allotment applicant in an appeal to the Eoard
of Land Appeals. However, where the partial rejection
of an Alaska Native allotment application turns cc the
resolution of a factual issue, the case will be re-
manded to BLH so that heirs or claimants to the estate
of the deceased applicant may be afforded notice and
opportunity for hearing.

Unknot
19797"

.Heirs of, Bigley Kelly. Ul TELA 387 (July 2M,

An appeal is properly dismissed where the appellant
fails to point out the grounds on which the decision
appealed from is in error, and the allegations in his
statement of reasons are irrelevant and immaterial.

Duncan_Bill er , 37 IBLA 129 (Oct. «, 1978)

Hhere the Board of Land Appeals has considered an appeal
and rendered a final decision holding that a particular
oil and gas lease offer may properly be rejected for the
reason that title to the lands involved was uncertain,
and a new lease offer for the same lands is again re-
jected for the same reason, the matter is res judicata,
and the subseguent appeal is properly dismissed.

Ni_

L

i_I nd us t riesx_I n Ci , 37 IBLA 335 (Oct. 26, 1978)

An appeal is dismissed where the contractor has not
shown any intent to appeal to an authority higher than
the contracting officer from a final decision disallcv-
ing certain costs.

1979)
.Dubois,. Inc t . IBCA-1212-9-78 (July 27,

Hhere BLR fails to show that there was service cf a

decision rejecting an Alaska Native allotment and the
applicant learns of his rejection H-l/2 years after r«
jection, the applicant may file a timely appeal vithit
30 days of notice of the decision.

Gngt.J., Beft. Sr.. «2 IBLA 86 (Aug. 13, 1979)

An appeal is properly dismissed where the appellant
fails to point out the grounds on which the decision
appealed from is in error and the allegations in his
statement of reasons are vague and unsupported.

fi»ncan_Billej, 38 IBLA 259 (Dec. 8, 1978)

Where the Board of Land Appeals determines that matter:
raised in an appeal may become moot, or in any event,
will be more clearly delineated by further action of
BL(1 relating to subject matter of the appeal, such an
appeal will be dismissed without prejudice to the ap-
pellant, subject to its right to assert its views in
any future appeal to the Eoard.

5 1 a t e_of_ A 1 a s k

a

x_ Peg ar t me nt_o f_

H

i2 h wajs , «0 IBLA «8
(Bar. 15, 1979)

Hhere
Banagement

ecision by an official of the Bureau of Land
- 'nterlocutory in nature, and the futurendiidytatiu j.s iiiitLiutuiuLjf ill iidiuit, csuu tn« lUlULt

implementation of the decision is contingent upcn the
occurrence of an event not scheduled, an appeal from
such decision will be dismissed in the absence of an]
showing of necessity for immediate resolution.

Barathon Oil Co.. Onion Oil JC^pf California, «3 IBIA
309 (Oct. 22, 1979)

An appeal to the Director, U.S. Geological Survey, is
properly dismissed where the appellant failed tc file
a timely notice of appeal in the proper office within
30 days from service of the decision appealed frci in
order to comply with the requirements of the applicable
regulations in 30 CFB 290.

Besa Petroleum Co.. M« IBLA 165 (Nov. 30, 1979)

An appeal from a decision respecting a petition for
deferment of assessment work on lode mining claims is
properly dismissed where it appears that appellant has
no interest in the claims.

B asmusse n_D r i 1 li nax_I nc. , HO IBLA 173 (Apr. 3, 1979)

The Department has determined that an official of the
Bureau of Indian Affairs is not entitled to represent
a Native allotment applicant in an appeal to the Eoard
of Land Appeals. However, where the case involves the
propriety of proofs submitted by the Bureau of Indian
Affairs in behalf of a deceased Native allotment appli-
cant, that issue may be resolved.

Ernest_L. Olsonx Jr._JDeceasedl.. HI IBLA 179 (June 22,
1979"

Effect.of

A Bureau of land Banagement State office may reconsider
one of its decisions prior to the filing of an appeal
in the case, but the filing of an appeal terminates
that authority.

John_ J. ^Sexton JOn Beconsideration)

.

"(Bay 7, 1975""
20 IELA ie7

A Eureau of land Banagement office has no jurisdic-
tion to take further action on an oil and gas lease
application where there has been an appeal tc the
Eoard of Land Appeals on that application.

Jean Oakason. 22 IBLA 33 (Sept. 10, 1975)



Eilk£S_OF_PRACTICE— Continued

APPEALS— Continued

Ef fect_of—Continued

An appeal from a decision rejecting a color of title
application will stay the running of the 60-day period,
provided by the decision appealed from, for filing af-
fidavits and evidence in support of arguments that the
dependent resurvey of the land applied for erroneously
classified the land as swamp and overflowed in
character.

E au l-fli-an^-laJ_ Li_S lee^e r , 22 IBLA 318 (Nov 1975)

Notice of appeal of all issues in a contracting
officer's decision puts all the issues contained
therein "at issue" before the IBCA until the parties
state the issues then in dispute in the Complaint and
Answer.

££Eeal_of_Sconax_Inc. IBCA-109«-l-76 (Dec. 28, 1977)
8« I.D. 1019

A timely appeal from rejection of an oil and gas lease
offer because of a determination of known geologic
structure suspends the rejection pending decision by
this Board, and where the Geological Survey rescinds
the KGS determination as having been erroneously made
during the pendency of the appeal, the status quo ante
of land involved is restored.

Where land was omitted from an oil and gas lease only
because of an erroneous KGS determination, and the
applicant has preserved his priority by timely appeal-
ing the rejection, it is proper to amend such lease to
include such omitted land when the Geological Survey
rescinds its erroneous KGS determination.

David A. Provinse. 33 IBLA 312 (Jan. 13, 1978)

Where BLH issues a decision requiring that an oil and
gas offeror submit additional advance rental within 30
days, and the offeror files a timely appeal to this
Board, the running of the 30 days is suspended. Fol-
lowing affirmation by this Board of BLH's decision,
the offeror is properly given the entire 30 days with-
in which to submit the additional rental.

fl°bil_QiI_£2f£i » 35 IBLA 375 (June 23, 1978)

When an appeal is filed with the Board of Surface Min-
ing and Reclamation Appeals from a decision made by the
Office of Surface [lining Declamation and Enforcement,
that office loses jurisdiction and has no authority to
take any action concerning it until that jurisdiction
is restored by action of the Board that is dispositive
of the appeal.

mtIS_OF_PRACTICE—Continued

APPEALS— Continued

Ef fect_of—Continued

While an appeal of one decision of the BLK is pending
before the Eoard, the ELM is without authority to ex-
ercise jurisdiction in the matter which is the subject
of the appeal. where the ELM exercises jurisdicticn
and the subsequent decision presents the same issue as
the first, and the parties are given an adequate oppor-
tunity at the hearing and en appeal to present evidence
and argue as to this issue, the Board will proceed to
consider both decisions on their merits.

California Ass'n of Four-wheel Drive Clubs et
38 IBLA 161 "(DecT 29, 1978)

ll. ,

the receipt of timber sale bids by ElB pursuant tc an
advertised sale and subsequent to the filing of a pro-
test of the sale, does not constitute an irrevocable
commitment tc complete the sale where all bidders ac-
knowledge that the final decision to award the sale
contract is contingent upon adjudication of the pro-
test and the decision reached on any proper appeal
therefrom. Hence, receipt of bids by BIM does not
prejudice the rights of protestants to have their
protest ruled upon and any proper appeal heard.

IlalUS-BaJse 1 s.et.al^ , HI IBLA 305 (July 3, 1979)

Generally the Geological Survey may reconsider and
modify or revoke its own decision in the absence of an
appeal to the Board of land Appeals. However, the fil-
ing of an appeal to the Eoard removes the matter fici
the jurisdicticn of Survey pending disposition of the
appeal.

Where Geological Survey and one of two parties to a

compulsory unitization of two outer continental shelf
oil and gas leases request a remand of a Survey deci-
sion for further consideration, and certain issues
raised on appeal would appropriately be better first
considered ty Survey, the case will be remanded to
Survey. In the circumstances, a request to stay imple-
mentation of Survey's prior decision may be granted by
the Board unless and until Survey acts upon the request
when it recensiders the case.

A£a£he_Minina_Coi , 1 IBSMA 1« (July 13, 1978)
85 I.D. 395

Sun.eil-COi, «2 IBLA 25« (Auq. 23, 1979)

An oil and gas lease in its extended term because of
the termination of an approved unit plan to which it
was committed, on which lease there is no well capable
of production in paying guantities, terminates auto-
matically by operation of law where the annual rental
is not paid on or before the anniversary date of the
lease. The pendency of an appeal regarding the termi-
nation date of the extension does not excuse the fail-
ure to maintain the lease in good standing by timely
payment of the annual rental.

KM IELA 171Ienneco_Cil Co^l_Cordilieia_C
(Nov. 30, 1979)

When an appeal is filed with the Eoard of Land Appeals
from a decision made by an official of the Bureau of
Land Management, that official loses jurisdiction of
the case and has no further authority to take any
action concerning it until his jurisdiction over the
matter is restored by action dispositive of the appeal.

Du ncan_ Mi 11 e r , 38 IBLA 15« (Dec. 5, 1978)

Ma££en_Di_Elmore, «2 IBLA 91 (Aug. 13, 1979)

Ex tensions.,of lime

While the burden of showing an excusable cause of de-
lay to exist is on the construction contractor, the
invoking of this rule presupposes that the Governient
will leave this responsibility with the contractor,
or, if it undertakes to correspond directly with the
subcontractors or suppliers concerning delays experi-
enced, it will inform them of the criteria set forth
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in the contract for establishing an excusable cause
of delay.

A2Real_of_The_J. C. Hester_Coii_lnci , IBCA-1111-7-76
(Jan. It, 1977)

A motion to dismiss an appeal is granted when the
appellant had failed to file an appeal within 30 days
of the date on which the contracting officer's final
decision was received. Respecting the contractor's
argument that the 30-day time limit should be waived,
the Board noted that the right to extend the time for
filing a notice of appeal had been specifically ex-
cepted from the grant of authority to the Board as set
forth in the regulations governing Board proceedings.

A££eal_of_Harri_Claterbos_Coi_JV l

(Dec7~67~19777
IBCA-1153-5-77

81 I.I

Failure to_A£peal

The assignor of an oil and gas lease is not barred from
vino the assignment

i earlier deci-
on denying the assignee's reguest for assignment ap-

ng that approval would be permitted
of certain conditions.

protesting against a decision approvi
because of his failure to appeal froi

proval but stati
upon performance

J°se£h_Alstad, 19 IBLA 101 (liar. 1, 1975)

Where reguest for reconsideration of Bureau of Land
Management 1968 homesite decision is taken in 1971,
appellant stating he was never served with decision,
but where receipt in record shows service in 1968,
reconsideration should be denied.

H°lIis_Ei_Justis, 21 IBLA 63 (June 25. 1975)

In the absence of a timely appeal from a decision re-
jecting the State of Alaska's selection application for
certain lands, the lands are no longer segregated from
other disposition and a withdrawal of those lands may
attach, precluding subseguent selection by the State.

State_of_Alaska, 22 IBLA 229 (Oct. 16, 1975)

RULI§_QF_PF ACT ICE-- Continued

APPEALS— Continued
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ftEE«aI_2l_£il£o.i_Inc. > IBCA-1071-8-75 (Apr. .976)
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State swampland selection has been rejected c

nd that the land selected has been disposed c

act that land was available to the State, tb«
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etary has jurisdiction to determine whether \

ected is available, he has jurisdiction to d«
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e where the State did not appeal and the dec:
remained unchallenged for over ICO years, tl

self sold the land to a color of title appli-
redecessor, and an adverse right has intervei

John Stuart Hunt. Sherman M, Hun t

,

1977)

In order for a State to receive legal title to a s

land selection, the Secretary of the Interior or h

delegate must determine that the land is swamp in
acter and available for disposition under the gran
An erroneous decision that selected land is unavai
because it was sold prior to the selection is vali
binding until set aside. The erroneous decision w

not be set aside where the State did qot appeal an
decision has remained unchallenged for over ICO ye
the State itself sold the land at a tax sale to th
predecessor in interest of a color of title applic
and an adverse right, i.e., a class 2 color of tit
application, has intervened.
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White Castle Lum
"(Sept. 12, 1977)

I t and S hingl e Co, , Ltd.. 32 IELA 129

Where an offeror failed to take an appeal from a deci-
sion issuing a noncompetitive oil and gas lease but
erroneously rejecting certain available lands while
correctly rejecting other lands in the offer and the
offeror failed to retender rental for the erroneously
rejected lands, and where the error could be readily
apparent to the offeror, and the offeror acquiesced for
a year and a half in the lease as issued, such failure
precludes the amendment of the lease and the offeror is
deemed to have abandoned his preference right as the
f irst-gualif ied applicant to lease the Ian'
erroneously rejected.

John_Pak ason , 23 IBLA 336 (Jan. 21, 1976)

Appellant's earlier failure to protest and appeal a

decision rejecting his challenge to another grazier's
base property commensurability rating, bars him from
appealing a subsequent decision rejecting an applica-
tion containing the same challenge.

which was

where a right-of-way application has been rejected
part, an appeal therefrom should te dismissed if m
filed within the period prescribed in 13 CBR 1.111,

Jer rold_ R.._Coo lejx_L uc.y_M.:_Coole v.

,

1977)
32 IELA 367 (Nov.

When ELM adjudicates issue and offeror does not appeal,
doctrine of administrative finality, which is adminis-
trative counterpart of res judicata, generally bars
consideration of new appeal arising from later proceed-
ing involving same lease and same issue. Accordingly,
ELM acted properly in dismissing appellant's protest,
filed Nov. le, 1977, against oil and gas lease annual
rental adjudicated on July 27, 1977.

Wilfred P loai s, 35 IBLA 1 (Hay 3, 1978)

Phil.Ji_fiiilber r.y

,

IBLA 283 (Mar. 31, 1976)



BUkIS_OF_________— Continued
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Failure to_A_peal—Continued

A notice of appeal must be filed within 30 days after
appellant is served with the decision from which he is
appealing. When a party does not appeal, the doctrine
of administrative finality, the administrative equiva-
lent of res judicata, generally tars consideration of
the same issue in a later appeal.

R_AE]^a_i_R_th___ckin___, 39 iBLA 258 (Feb. 15, 1979)

ROLES. OF. PRACTICE— Continued

APPEALS—Continued

Hearings— Continued

A request for a hearing in connection with an appeal
will not te granted where undisputed facts are of
record, and the determination rests on legal conclu-
sions based on such facts.

C_nchg_P_tro_eum_Co_ an.g_J.__C._Ka_ch_r , 22 IELA 13S
"(Sept. 26, "19757

An appeal is dismissed where the contractor has not
shown any intent to appeal to an authority higher than
the contracting officer from a final decision disallow-
ing certain costs.

»E_eal of_Geer___uboi____nc_ , IBCA-1212-9-78 (July 27,
1979)"

Where the decision appealed from is based essentially
on the facts disclosed by appellant, there is nc
dispute as to any material fact, and the sole questiot
presented is a legal issue, no evidentiary bearing is
required en appeal.

Sarah_F. Lind.greni_Eiier.y_V. SJjowalter. 23 IELA 17<l

(Dec. 31, 1975)

Where BLM fails to show that there was service of a

decision rejecting an Alaska Native allotment and the
applicant learns of his rejection U-l/2 years after re-
jection, the applicant may file a timely appeal within
30 days of notice of the decision.

Gust J. 12 IBLA 86 (Aug. 13, 1979)

A summary dismissal of a private contest against
Alaska homestead becomes a final administrative
on that contest when the contestant, instead of
ing the dismissal, files a second contest which
be considered an entirely new action. When a fi
partmental adjudication has been made, the doctr
administrative finality, which is the administra
counterpart of the principle of res judicata, ge
bars consideration of a new appeal arising from
proceeding involving the same homestead and the
issue.
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_arj_C__Pole_, 2<4 IBLA ICO (liar. 1, 1976)

Cross motions for summary judgment are denied where the
Board finds the stipulated record furnishes an insuffi-
cient basis for an informed judgment and that a bearing
will te reguired for determining the merits of the en-
titlement question presented for decision.

Appeals of Armstrong 6 Armstrong, Inc. , IECA-1C61-3-75
and IBCA-1C72-7-75 (Apr. 7, 1976) 83 I.E. 108

J_§_2__ A_ber_er , U3 IBLA 178 (Sept. 28, 1979)

Hearings

When an appellant asserts facts which do not on their
face sustain the contentions on appeal, this Board will
deny a request for a hearing to determine the asserted
issues of fact. U3 CFR U.U15.

No la_G race_ P t_s_ ns_i__Ba r ba_______ i sco , 19
7liar.~57 1975)

3LA 125

One who appeals from the rejection of a trade and manu-
facturing site purchase application and disputes the
factual findings and conclusions in the field examin-
er's report, is not entitled to an opportunity for a

hearing en the disputed issues of fact when appellant's
assertions of use and improvement, taken as true, do
not show use of the land that qualifies her for the
right of purchase.

I__Il__l!__l___h» 25 IBLA «« (May 13, 1976)

In a mining claim contest, the claimant is the propo-
nent of the rule or order that he has complied with the
provisions of the mining law, which have been brought
into issue, and the Government bears the burden only of
presenting a prima facie case of invalidity; the claim-
ant must then preponderate on the issues litigated.

Where the hearing record in a mining claim contest is
unsatisfactory, a "stipulation" on another issue may
have prevented the introduction of evidence relevant
to the issue on appeal, the parties will not be unduly
burdened, and further proceedings will likely be pro-
ductive of relevant evidence, the Board may remand the
case for additional hearing.

y_ited_St at__________ rand t, 21 IBLA 166 (July 22, 1975)

A reguest for a hearing pursuant to <t3 CFR «.<U5 foi
the purpose of taking testimony on the Eureau of Iar
Management's "continued refusal" to restore land in
reclamation withdrawal to entry will be denied. An
peal from a decision declaring mining_cl»i»s—aTd ii]
sites null and void at initio because the lands are
the withdrawal may not serve as the vehicle fcr peti
tioning the Secretary of the Interior to revoke the
withdrawal. Furthermore, even if the withdrawal vei
revoked and the lands opened to entry, this acticn
could not revive lining claims which were void when
cated while the withdrawal was in effect and the lai
closed to entry under the mining laws.

J__I__i!i_3___t_al_, 25 IBLA 67 (June 1, 1976)
63 I.E. 275
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The regulations do not provide for hearings as a natter
of right on trespass violations involving a sec. 15
grazing lessee. For the Board of Land Appeals to exer-
cise its discretion under 13 CFR H.ttl5 and order a

hearing, the appellant must allow facts which, if

proved, would entitle him to the relief sought.

Rodney Rolfe and_Ronald_J. Rolfe, 25 IBLA 331 (June 30,

1976f 83 I.D. 269

It is within the discretion of the Board of Land Ap-
peals to grant a request for a hearing on a guestion of
fact. In order to warrant such a hearing, an appellant
must at least allege facts which, if proved, would en-
title him to the relief sought.

Sun_Studs^_Incif 27 IBLA 278 (Oct. 26, 1976)
J3 I.D. 518

Where applicant alleges facts which, even if proved 1

be true, would not change the legal conclusion of th«
case, a request for a hearing will be denied.

Irank_G._Wells, 28 IBLA 113 (Nov. 15, 1976)

BP.LES_OF_PRACTICE—Continued

APPEALS—Continued

Hearings—Continued

When a mining claim located in the Papago Indian
Reservation is declared invalid for failure to pay
annual rental timely, and that fact is not disputed,
a hearing is not required as there are no issues of
fact involved but only of lav.

Louis B a Ellsworth. .Jr.. 33 IBLA 26 (Nov. 22, 1977)

Motion for quantum hearing will be allowed when the
Government admitted liability on certain claims in the
Answer and the first bearing was limited to entitlement.

Request that bearing of a substantial complex appeal be
limited to "entitlement," will not te construed tc te a

waiver of right to hearing on "quantum" absent a clear
record that the request was so intended,.

(lotion for reconsideration is granted where original
ruling that bearing will be limited to entitlement may
have contributed to lack of evidence at the bearing and
where issues included complex question of concurrent
fault and damages.

h££e a l_o f_ Sco n a^_ I nc.

,

IBCA-109H-1-76 (Dec. 28, 1977)
8« I.E. 1019

A request for a hearing on a Native allotment applica-
tion will be denied where an evidentiary hearing is not
necessary because there are no facts in dispute and the
sole guestion is a legal issue.

"a blg_ Helov edof f , 29 IBLA 250 (Mar. 25, 1977)

Where the Bureau of Land Management has dismissed a

protest to the issuance of a special land use permit
and on appeal the protestant requests an evidentiary
hearing, such reguest will be denied when no evidence
is proferred by protestant which would engender the
belief that the development of further facts would re-
quire a different result.

De£artment_of_the_]^vix_Nav^_Wea£or^_Ce_nteri_China
Lake, 29 IBLA 32U (Mar. 30, 1977)

The obligation for proving a valid color of title claim
is upon the claimant. Where a claimant has alleged
facts which, if proven, may establish her color of
title, the Board of Land Appeals may order a fact-
finding hearing pursuant to «I3 CFR U.U15.

Wable_M.__Far low , 30 IBLA 320 (June 7, 1977) 8« I.D. 276

The Government's opposition to appellant's request for
a hearing and its motion for partial summary judgaent
in a default termination case are both denied where
tbe contractor contends and the Government denies that
the delays experienced by the contractor in attenpting
to perform tbe contract were excusable and tbe Eoard
finds that determining whether delays are excusable in
such circumstances involves resolving a fact question
which should only be done after tbe parties have had
an opportunity to present their evidence at a bearing
where one has been requested.

A£P.eal_of_Briles Wing 6 Helicopter. Inc..
7-77~ (AprT"n7~1978)

IBCJ-1156-
85 I.E. 77

Where, on appeal, application for renewal of communi-
cation site rights-of-way was approved subject to con-
dition of a lump-sum payment of an increased rental
without a bearing, tbe decisions below will be set
aside and tbe cases remanded for hearing and for other
revisions consistent with principles enunciated in
Board decisions to be followed in renewal of communi-
cation site rights-of-way and in setting increases in
the amount of rental for such sites.

Donald R. Clark. C. Rejnhart 6 Sop, Inc,, partwgll
Jxca v a ti na_Co^ , 39 IBLA 182 (Jan. 31, 1979)

The obligation to establish a valid color of title
claim is upon the claimant. Where a claimant has
alleged facts which, if proved, may establish his
color of title, the Eoard of Land Appeals may order
a fact-finding hearing pursuant to U3 CFR U.U15.

Joe I. and Celina V. Sanchez, et al.. 32 IBLA 228
(Sept. 20, 1977)

Lawrenc^E^Willmorth, 32 IBLA 378 (Nov. 1, 1977)

A request for a hearing on a Native allotment applica-
tion will be denied where there are no facts in dispute
and the sole guestion is a legal issue.

Lindterq Alexander. Ml IBLA 382 (July 23, 1979)

The Eoard of Land Appeals has the discretion to grant a

request for a hearing on issues of fact but, in order
to warrant such a hearing, an appellant must at least
allege facts which, if proved, would entitle him to the
relief sought.

Hardelle H. Smith.
(Aug. 16, 1979)

«2 IEIA 136
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Where legal conclusions may be reached upon undisputed
facts and there has been no proffer of further facts
which could compel different legal conclusions, a re-
guest for a hearing is properly denied.

Sa§_Ha nlonx_Sr . , U2 IBLA 161 (Aug. 17, 1979)

A second hearing of a Government mining contest will
not be afforded where a claimant was given notice and
an opportunity to appear at a hearing, where he was
actually present at the hearing, and where nothing
has been submitted which suggests that another hear-
ing would produce a different result. A petition to
reopen a hearing of a Government mining contest will
be denied when the contestee offers no valid justifi-
cation for the neglect to offer evidence which was or
could have been available at the original hearing. A

further hearing will not te ordered merely to afford a

claimant an additional opportunity to explore and make
a discovery.

0nii§3_Sta tes_vi_And^_S^nd bad

,

1979)
H2 IBLA 313 (Aug 29,
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Where an appeal is timely the absence from a contract-
ing officer's letter of a terminal paragraph advising
the contractor of his right of appeal under the Eisputes
clause is not a basis for remand to the contracting of-
ficer.

Claims of constructive change under a cost-plus-fixed-
fee contract first presented in the notice of appeal
are outside the jurisdiction of the Board and are re-
manded to the contracting officer for the issuance of
new or supplemental findings.

Appeal of 111 Colorad
1975)

Ihe Eoard of Land Appeals may entertain and, where
appropriate, grant a motion by the Eureau of land Man-
agement to remand a case to it for further considera-
tion on the question of whether an environmental impact
statement must be filed, even though an appellant, who
has protested against a negative declaration that no
impact statement is required, objects to the reiand.

Harold-Gillis, 2« IBLA 248 (Bar. 25, 1976)

A request for a hearing on a Native allotment applica-
tion will be denied where no factual dispute exists ar

all issues are legal ones.

BSiiJL Ji._IhoS.ES0n , i»3 IBLA 174 (Sept. 28, 1979)

Motions

A contractor's petition to reopen and conduct an eviden-
tiary hearing after an adverse decision of its appeal,
which was decided on the record without an oral bearing,
was denied where the petition, treated as a motion for
reconsideration, not only failed to satisfy the newly
discovered evidence rule but also failed to disclose
the evidence which would be proffered at the hearing
and thus furnished no reason for vacating the original
decision.

A££eal_of_C2*Cx_InCj IBCA-100U-9-73 (Feb. 19, 1975)
82 I.e. 65

A contractor's motion for reconsideration is denied
where the contractor offered to provide evidence on one
claim item which was obtained after the Board's adverse
decision but which could have been obtained, in the ex-
ercise of due diligence, before the hearing and where
other evidence offered on all claim items was in the
contractor's possession at the time of the bearing and
no valid reason was given for the failure to introduce
such evidence. The motion for reconsideration is not a
vehicle for correction of errors or omissions by a par-
ty in the presentation of its case.

A£ES5i_o r_R°be£t P. Jones .(Contractor)., IBCA-1002-
(Aug. 6, 1975)

•73

A contractor's parol evidence rule objection to the ad-
mission in evidence of the answer given to a question
raised at a prebidding conference as set forth in a
contemporaneous Government memorandum is overrruled
where the Board finds that the answer given simply re-
flects information contained in the invitation for bids
on which the contract is based.

»EE§al_of J4_Ai_LaPortex Inc., IBCA-101H-12-73
(Sept. 29. 1975) 82 I.D. H5S

Where a construction contractor failed to appeal from a

notice of termination for default which included find-
ings that the contractor's delay in performing the work
was not due to excusable causes, but did file a timely
appeal from a damage assessment for, inter alia, the
increased cost of completing the work, the Ecard denied
the Government's motion to strike paragraphs of the
complaint alleging that the contractor's delay was due
to excusable causes and that the termination for de-
fault was improper since under the so-called Ful|crd
doctrine, which has been held equally applicable to
construction contracts, an appeal from a damage or ex-
cess cost assessment following a termination for de-
fault allows the contractor to contest the propriety
of the termination.

Where certain paragraphs of a complaint filed by a con-
struction contractor in an appeal from a damage assess-
ment following a termination for default raised issues
as to the propriety of the termination, the Eoard de-
nied a Government motion to strike those paragraphs
based on contentions that the contractor had agreed
that delay in completion of the work was not excusable
and that the contractor's agreement to a revised date
for completion of the work precluded it from raising
issues as to the excusability of delays occurring prior
to the agreement, since it is well settled that accord
and satisfaction is an affirmative defense which mst
be pleaded and proved and that allegations of acccrd
and satisfaction raise factual issues as to the intent
of the parties at the time of the alleged accord.

Appeal of Airco, Inc.. IBCA-107U-8-75 (Apr. 6, 1976)
I.E. 137

Cross motions for summary judgment are denied where the
Board finds the stipulated record furnishes an insuffi-
cient basis for an informed judgment and that a hearing
will be required for determining the merits of the en-
titlement question presented for decision.

A stipulation as to procedure only involving two appeals
arising under the same contract is disregarded where
following the submission of simultaneous briefs under a

cross motions for summary judgment procedure, the Eoard
finds some of the terms of the stipulation in which it
had acguiesced to be at variance with the rule in the
Court of Claims against the splitting of the cause of
action under a single and indivisible contract and that
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adherence to the stipulation could be prejudicial to
the contractor in certain foreseeable circumstances.
The stay of proceedings provided for by the stipulation
with respect to one appeal is therefore vacated and as
a corollary to such action the appellant is directed to
file its complaint.

Finding that it has inherent discretion tc order con-
solidation of appeals in appropriate cases, the Eoard
orders the consolidation of two appeals which the ap-
pellant has asserted involve common questions of law
and fact and which, in any event, arose under the same
contract, involve the same attorneys and, presumably,
the same witnesses.

£EE__ls_of____________________ n_.»_Inc_,
and IBCA-1072-7-75 (Apr. 7, 1976)

IECA-1061-3-75
83 I.D. 1«8

The Board of Land Appeals will entertain and grant a

motion by the Bureau of Land Management to remand an
oil and gas lease case on appeal to the Board from a

decision holding the lease had terminated and denying
a petition to reinstate the lease, where BLM discovered,
while the case was on appeal, that its decision was
predicated on an erroneous factual basis in that annual
rental for the lease had actually been paid on time,
but the check had been misplaced ty BLM and was later
found.

£ a___________ 1 to n , 31 IBLA 1 (June 15, 1977)

The Government's motion to dismiss an appeal because of
the failure of the contractor to give the 20-day writ-
ten notice required by the Changes clause is denied,
where the Board finds that there was timely notice with
respect to some of the costs on which the claim is
based and that the hearing to be held may show that
some or all of the remaining costs fall within other
recognized exceptions to the strict application of the
20-day cost-limitation provision.

AEEeal_of_Hartford_Accident_and_Indemniti_Cp.,
1139-1-77 (June 23, 1977) 81

IBCA-

The Government's motion for reconsideration, which ad-
vanced a number of arguments designed to show that the
Government's interpretation of the contract was reason-
able, provides no reason for overturning the Board's
principal decision which applied the rule of gontra
EI°Iere n tern . The Board, .having previously found that
appellant's interpretation was reasonable, now affirms
its principal decision since the rule requires inter-
pretation against the drafter of a document to resolve
an ambiguity even if each party's interpretation is
reasonable.

AEB§al_of_Commonwealth_Electric_Co. , IBCA-10U8-11-7U
(Sept. 30, 1977) " 8« I.E. 867

Motion for a protective order to prevent the disclosure
of pre-award technical discussions with bidders in a

two-step 1FB unsupported by affidavits that the infor-
mation furnished was (a) a trade secret and was (b)

furnished in confidence, was denied, but' the Government
is nevertheless given 15 days to file affidavits by the
bidders on these and other issues.

Sy.US_OF___AC_lc_—Continued

APPEALS—Continued
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A Government motion to dismiss an appeal is denied
where the ground for the motion is that the contractor
failed to raise its allegations before the contracting
officer prior to filing its appeal but the Eoard finds
that the contracting officer did have an opportunity
to pass upon the principal allegations of the contrac-
tor prior to rendering his decision.

AEE6al_SJ_Eriles_Hina_6_Helics£ter J

(Dec. 2, 1977)
Ifl£_. IECA-1156-7-77

80 I.E. 967

An appeal is dismissed as untimely when it was net file
within 3C days of the date on which the contracting
officer's final decision was received by a perscc who
was not employed by the appellant tut who was authorize
to receive his mail during the 6 weeks the appellant wa

away on vacation. While the appellant denied that suet
person was authorized to sign a return receipt for cer-
tified mail, the Eoard noted that no question of authoi
ity to sign for certified mail had been raised in the
contractor's letter requesting an extension in the
time for filing the appeal and that no such guesticn
was raised until the Government's motion to dismiss the
instant appeal was filed.

A motion to dismiss an appeal is granted when the
appellant had failed to file an appeal within 3C days
of the date en which the contracting officer's final
decision was received. Respecting the contractor's
argument that the 30-day time limit should be waived,
the Board noted that the right to extend the time for
filing a notice of appeal had been specifically ex-
cepted from the grant of authority to the Board as set
forth in the regulations governing Board proceedings.

A__eal of Harry Claterbos Co. JV.
lDecT~6T"l977)

IBCA-1153-5-77
80 I.E. 969

Motion for quantum hearing will be allowed when the
Government admitted liability on certain claims in the
Answer and the first hearing was limited to entitlement.

Motion for reconsideration is granted where original
ruling that hearinq will be limited to entitlement may
have contributed to lack of evidence at the hearinq and
where issues included complex question of concurrent
fault and damaqes.

Appeal of Scona. Inc.. IBCA-109U-1-7* (Cec. 2e, 1977)
8« I.E. 1019

The Government's opposition to appellant's request for
a hearinq and its motion for partial summary judgment
in a default termination case are both denied where
the contractor contends and the Government denies that
the delays experienced by the contractor in atte»pting
to perform the contract were excusable and the Eoard
finds that determining whether delays are excusable in
such circumstances involves resolving a fact question
which should only be done after the parties have had
an opportunity to present their evidence at a hearing
where one has been requested.

*BEeal^l-E__les__in_____e___o.__e___Inc_ , IBC4-11 5 6-

7-77 (Apr. 1U, 1978) 85 I.E. 77

AEEea.l_of_Airco.t_ Inc.., IECA-107K-8-75 (Oct. 17, 1977)
8« I.D. 838
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A claim by a concessioner under a National Park Ser-
vice Contract is dismissed as beyond the purview of
the Board's jurisdiction where the contract contains
no disputes clause and by its express terms the Con-
tract Disputes Act of 1978 is not applicable to the
claim asserted.

A££eal of_Yosemj.te_Park_and_Curr.y_Co. , IBCA-1232-12-78
01ar7~16, 1979) " 86 I.D. 197

An appeal is dismissed where the contractor has not
shown any intent to appeal to an authority higher than
the contracting officer from a final decision disallow-
ing certain costs.

R<JLIS_Q__PR ACT ICE— Continued

APPEALS—Continued

Notice_of Appeal— Continued

are outside the jurisdiction of the Board and are re-
manded to the contracting officer for the issuance of
new or supplemental findings.

Appeal of V_N Colorado^Jnc, IBCA-107 3-8-7 5 (Cct. 59,
1975J 82 I.E. 527

A Government motion to dismiss an appeal is denied
where the ground for the motion is that the contractor
failed to raise its allegations before the contracting
officer prior to filing its appeal tut the Board finds
that the contracting officer did have an opportunity
to pass upon the principal allegations of the contrac-
tor prior to rendering his decision.

___eal__f_Geerj
19797

_boi s__I nc. , IBCA-1212-9-78 (July 27, Appeal of Briles Wing S Helicopter. Inc.
iDecT 27~1977)~

IBCA-115e-7-77
8U I.E. 967

A contractor may not proceed under the provisions of
the Contract Disputes Act of 1978 where the appeal
is from a final decision of the contracting officer
rendered and received by the appellant prior to the
effective date of the Act.

&EEeal__of_Gre__r__Lumber Co.__Inc_, IBCA-1237-12-78.
1238-12-78, 1239-12-78, 1 240-12-78 (Sept. 28, 1979)

86 I.D. 520

Notice of appeal of all issues in a contracting
officer's decision puts all the issues contained
therein "at issue" before the IECA until the parties
state the issues then in dispute in the Complaint and
Answer.

A__eal_of Scona__Inc_, IECA-109U-1-76 (fee. 26, 1977)
8« I.E. 1C19

The right to administrative relief is a privilege af-
forded by law to persons who consider themselves inter-
ested or aggrieved. The burden is upon the interested
person to act affirmatively to protect perceived inter-
ests. Such a person is not entitled to wait until all
other interested persons act, to speculate on the out-
come, and then, if the decision is adverse, to seek to
reopen the matter on his or her own behalf, when that
person has been afforded notice of all the proceedings.

_estern_Slo___Gas Co. _0___econ__ deration) , <J3 IBLA 259
(0c"t7 157~1979r

The appellant's motion for reconsideration provides no
reason for overturning the Board's principal decision
which dismissed the subject appeals for lack of juris-
diction. The Board, having found significant current
precedents consistent with the view that the effective
date of the Contract Disputes Act of 1978 was Mar. 1,

1979, and that claims appealed to the Board prior to
that date were not pending then before the Contracting
Officer, finds those precedents controlling without
analysis of all matters argued in appellant's brief.

_EE_al__o f_G_________ mb_r_Co___I nc . (0n_ Reco n s itera-
tion,, IBCA-1237-12-78, 1238-12-787 1239-12-787 12U0-
12-78 (Nov. 23, 1979) 86 I.E. 65«

Notice_of Appeal

Where an appeal is timely the absence from a contract-
ing officer's letter of a terminal paragraph advising
the contractor of his right of appeal under the Disput<
clause is not a basis for remand to the contracting of-
ficer.

Claims of constructive change
fee contract first presented i

inder a cost-plus-f ixec
i the notice of appeal

Where, in a decision holding a Native allotment for
approval and a State selection for rejection to the
extent of a conflict, the Bureau of land Management
grants the State 30 days to initiate a private contest
challenging the Native allotment, the 30-day appeal
period will commence upon expiration of the 30 days
accorded the State for initiation of a private contest
and not with receipt of the decision.

State_of_Alaska_et_a_l i , 42 IBLA 9<4 (Aug. 16, 1979)

Where a perscn moves from his record address without
leaving a forwarding address, and a copy of a BLM deci-
sion affecting him is mailed to this last address of
record and returned ty the postal service as undeliver-
able, the decision is considered to have teen "served"
him as of the date it is returned to BIB. « 3 CFR
"4.101(c). Accordingly, the deadline for filing a no-
tice of appeal is 30 days after the date the decision
is returned to BLM.

BLM may not properly waive the untimely filing cf a no-
tice of appeal under <»3 CFR u.MOI(a) where it is clear
that the notice of appeal was not transmitted to Elf
until after the end of the time in which it was re-
quired to be filed.

Where a notice of appeal is not timely filed, it must
be dismissed.

Nick____c_oli, 03 IBLA 296 (Oct. 17, 1979)

R ec on si d e ration

A contractor's petition to reopen and conduct an eviden-
tiary hearing after an adverse decision of its appeal,
which was decided on the record without an oral hearing,
was denied where the petition, treated as a motion for
reconsideration, not only failed to satisfy the newly
discovered evidence rule but also failed to disclose
the evidence which would be proffered at the hearing
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and thus furnished no reason for vacating the original
decision.

A contractor's motion for reconsideration is denied
where the contractor offered to provide evidence on one
claim item which was obtained after the Board's adverse
decision but which could have been obtained, in the ex-
ercise of due diligence, before the hearing and where
other evidence offered on all claim items was in the
contractor's possession at the time of the hearing and
no valid reason was given for the failure to introduce
such evidence. The motion for reconsideration is not a
vehicle for correction of errors or omissions by a par-
ty in the presentation of its case.

A££eal_of Robert P._Jones .(Contractor}., IECA-1002-8-73
(Aug. 6, 1975f

Where in moving for reconsideration of a decision deny-
ing its claim for constructive acceleration, the con-
tractor contended that the Bureau's failure to promptly
investigate its claim of delay due to unusually severe
weather amounted to a denial of a reguest for a time
extension and that the denial plus other actions of
Bureau inspectors constituted an order to complete the
work by the specified completion date irrespective of
excusable delay and thus was an acceleration order, the
Board ruled that a denial of a reguest for a time ex-
tension was insufficient in and of itself to constitute
constructive acceleration and reviewing the evidence,
affirmed the denial of the claim, holding that the ac-
tions of the inspectors were regarded as suggestions by
the contractor and accepted or rejected depending on
whether the suggestions were practical or economical.

»££eal_of_Iversen_Constoction_C^._Ja/k^a_IC01JC01,
IBCA-981-1-73 (Apr. 19, 1976) 83 I.E. 179

where an offer of land under the dining Claims Occu-
pancy Act may include land within a right-of-way being
condemned for a State highway, and where such evidence
was not before the Board when it considered the appeal,
a petition for reconsideration may be granted.

Robert P. Starritt (On Reconsideration)

,

(Aug. 167 1976)
26 IBLA 205

Where a petition for reconsideration of a previous
Board decision applying departmental contest procedures
to Alaska Native allotment applications fails to show
that the original decision was erroneous in any matter,
flic nrininal (loricinn uil 1 ho cnctainoil

Dona ld_ Peters_J0n_ Reconsideration^
(Nov. 23, 1976)

on will be sustained.

28 IBLA 153
83 I.t. 56U

Repeating arguments made during the hearing and in the
posthearing briefs is not a basis for granting a motior
for reconsideration.

AEE£ai_oi_ Halvorson-Lents_j^Joini_Venture)_, IBCA- 1059-
2-75 (May 9~ 1977)

ROLES OP PRACTICE— Continued
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A reguest to reconsider a 1968 decision by the Depart-
ment rejecting final proof for a homestead entry and
canceling the entry is properly rejected in the absence
of a showing of "extraordinary circumstances. " In the
absence of compelling legal or eguitable reasons for
recoqsideration, the principle of res judicata, and its
counterpart, finality of administrative action, will
operate to bar consideration of a new appeal arising
from a later proceeding involving the same claim and
the same issues.

Pekka K. Berikallio. 30 IBLA 157 (Bay 18, 1977)

Warner, Be r g ma n_Jpn_ Reconsideration) . 31 IE1A 21
(June 20, 1977)

The Government's motion for reconsideration, which ad-
vanced a number of arguments designed to show that the
Government's interpretation of the contract was reason-
able, provides no reason for overturning the Eoard's
principal decision which applied the rule of contra
EE2lSISI!iSS- T° e Board, having previously found that
appellant's interpretation was reasonable, now affirms
its principal decision since the role reguires inter-
pretation against the drafter of a docuient to resclve
an ambiguity even if each party's interpretation is
reasonable.

pealof Conmcnwealth Electric Co.

,

(Sept. 30,"19777
IBCJ •ione-ii-7n

8<» I.D. 867

Upon reconsideration, the Board finds that where
Government issues an "Extra Work Order" under a "

account" provision for minor extra work not provi
for in other pay items, at agreed on rates, the c
tractor is entitled to be paid for inefficiency,
work costs and delay costs when moisture causes b

material placed under the extra work order, to be
muddy. However, the appellant's failure to give
notice of the claim under the force account prcvi
caused the Government to order added pay item wor
thus the claim must be reduced by the amount of a

pay item payment.

the
force
ded
cn-
re-

A£p.eal_of Jock^ Mountain Coflstryction Co.
12-75 (Nov."«7 19777

IBCA-1C91-
8« I.E. 69e

The doctrine of finality of administrative action,
counterpart of res judicata, designed to achieve
orderliness in the administration of public lands, bars
reconsideration of a 1936 General Land Office decision,
rendered according to procedures then in effect, which
canceled a stock-raising homestead entry and from which
no appeal was taken.

JoJ}J!_l£D!!_II2.uSn» 33 "LA 36 (Nov. 25, 1977)
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Motion for quantum hearing will be allowed when the
Government admitted liability on certain claims in the
Answer and the first hearing was limited to entitlement.

Request that hearing of a substantial complex appeal be
limited to "entitlement," will not be construed tc be a
waiver of right to hearing on "quantum" absent a clear
record that the request was so intended.

The findings and determinations of the contracting
officer which have been appealed become some evidence
to be considered and weighed by the Board together with
all the other evidence in the record when the appeal is
decided by the Board.

Hotion for reconsideration is granted where original
ruling that hearing will te limited to entitlement may
have contributed to lack of evidence at the hearing and
where issues included complex question of concurrent
fault and damages.

AEE§al_o f_S con

a

x_ I n c. , IBCA-109U-1 76 (Dec. 28, 1977)
8" I.C. 101S

A request for allowance of attorney fees is denied on
a motion for reconsideration where the prior decision
specifically considered and disallowed these costs in
accordance with prevailing law.

A motion for reconsideration is denied where based on
the same arguments made and fully considered in the
principal decision.

»EEgals_of_JBSC_Coi , IBCA-1020-
TFebT 227 1978f

-7« and IBCA-1033-4-7U
85 I.C. 67

A Government motion for reconsideration is denied where
the Board finds that a cost estimate (cost and pricing
data) was not a firm offer to perform the work within
the hours and at the prices or rates specified, but was
rather simply the initial basis for negotiating a cost-
plus-fixed-fee contract.

A££eal of_H._Fi_Siqler
(AprT 1«7 1978)

S Associates, IBCJ 1159-7-77
85 I.D. 167

A request to reconsider a final decision of the Depart-
ment rejecting applications for homestead entry is
properly rejected in the absence of a showing of extra-
ordinary circumstances. Except where compelling legal
and equitable reasons for reconsideration are shown,
the principle of res judicata and its counterpart, fi-
nality of administrative action, will bar consideratioi
of a new appeal arising from a later proceeding involv-
ing the same claim and the same issues.

Dallas_Cr_2ualman_et_ali , 36 IBLA 119 (July 25, 1978)
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the eguitatle adjustment and make a recomputation based
on the evidence of record.

AD.oeal_of J. A. LaPortex_Inc., IBCA-11H6- 3-77 (Fet. 1U,

1979J
"

ee I.I. 125

Reconsideration of a decision of this Board is permit-
ted only in extraordinary circumstances. A motion to
reconsider will be denied when it is premised on the
same arguments as those which were fully considered
prior to the Eoard's decision, in the absence of coe-
pelling reasons.

The right to administrative relief is a privilege af-
forded by law to persons who consider themselves inter-
ested or aggrieved. The burden is upon the interested
person to act affirmatively to protect perceived inter-
ests. Such a person is not entitled to wait until all
other interested persons act, to speculate on the out-
come, and then, if the decision is adverse, to seek tc
reopen the matter on his or her own behalf, when that
person has teen afforded notice of all the proceedings.

In the absence of compelling legal and equitable rea-
sons supporting reconsideration, the principle cf res
judicata, and its counterpart, finality of administra-
tive action, will operate to bar consideration cf a new
appeal arising from a later proceeding involving the
same claim, the same parties, and the same issues.

Wester_n_Jlox e Gas Co. (On Reconsideration), <43 IEIA 259
(Oct. 15, 1979)

The appellant's motion for reconsideration provide
reason fcr overturning the Board's principal decis
which dismissed the subject appeals for lack of ju
diction. The Board, having found significant curr
precedents consistent with the view that the effec
date of the Contract Disputes Act of 1978 was Kar.
1979, and that claims appealed to the Board prior
that date were not pending then before the Contrac
Officer, finds those precedents controlling withou
analysis of all matters argued in appellant's brie

s no
ion
ris-
ent
tive
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Appeals. of Gregory Lumber Co, t m Inc. .
jqn Reconsidera-

tion]., IECA-1237-12-78, 1238-12-78, 1239-12-76, 12M0-
12-78 (Nov. 23, 1979) 86 I.E. 654

Service on_Adverse_Party

An appeal to the Eoard of Land Appeals will net te dis-
missed for lack of service upon the adverse Farty wher«
the adverse party is not specifically designated as
such in the decision from which the appeal is taken.

T. I. Cowgill et al.. 19 IBLA 27<4 (Apt L975)

When an appellant files a timely motion for reconsider-
ation asking that an equitable adjustment be increased,
the effect is to prevent finality from attaching to the
original decision and the Board has jurisdiction to con-
sider a Government response asking that the equitable
allowance be reduced, even though the response was not
filed within the 30-day period allowed for initial
filing of a motion for reconsideration.

Hhen arguments advanced in a motion for reconsideration
convince the Board that the formula used in determining
an equitable adjustment was not the most accurate
method but where neither party submits a better method,
the Board will vacate its original finding regarding

Under <»3 CFR (|.(|02, an appeal is subject to summary
dismissal by the Eoard of Land Appeals when notice of
appeal or statement of reasons is not served on adverse
parties within the time prescribed.

II™eE_PSter=°I! • 21 !BLA 52 (June 17, 1975)
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Appellant's failure to timely serve and prove service
of appeal on adverse party named in the decision from
which the appeal is taken will subject the appeal to
summary dismissal.

Richard E. ana Phyllis Lee . 22 ibla 284 (Oct. 30, 1975)

An appeal from a decision of the Eureau of land Manage-
ment rejecting a grazing lease application and approv-
ing a conflicting application will not be summarily
dismissed for failure to serve an adverse party who is
not specifically designated as such in the decision ap-
pealed from. A decision of the Bureau of Land Manage-
ment that a conflicting applicant has a preference
right to the grazing lease will be affirmed when the
applicant appealing fails to indicate any error in the
decision.

Jack_Sedma£. 25 IBLA 277 (June 25, 1976)

When a contestee fails to answer a complaint, the alle-
gations are deemed admitted and the case may be dis-
missed with prejudice as to that contestee. In addi-
tion, in a Government contest, the complaint is not
deemed to be insufficient or subject to dismissal where
the Government fails to name all interested parties, or
for failure to serve every party who has been named.

United.States.iContestantl.y^Ea^l.Frisco.and.Sandr^
Iouna_iCon t es t ee si , 32 IBLA 218 (Sept. 21, 1977)
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Where a reduction in the authorized use of land leased
pursuant to sec. 15 of the Taylor Grazing Act is re-
quired in order to conform to the actual grazing capac-
ity of the land, the full amount of that reduction must
te imposed iiimediately rather than gradually. Where
acceptance of the reduction is made a condition prece-
dent for the approval of an assignment and for the
issuance of a new lease, the assignee and prospective
lessee will te held to have the same right to appeal
the reduction as the original lessee.

B>ite_W._Evans_et_al., 26 IBLA 15 (July 7, 1976)

A person who admits he has no interest in a mining
claim which has been held invalid for failure of the
named contestee to file an answer other than be dis-
putes a charge that the land in the contested claim is

not mineral in character or that the date of a with-
drawal is incorrect is not adversely affected tj the
decision and has no standing to appeal.

Unite d_States_x-_ Willi a m_RoJinson^_WJlliam_McCasJsillj
£h£l£S~Codae~Cori. ,~26~IELA 137""iAug. 2"l976)

One having no right or privilege to the use or posses-
sion of Indian lands by way of a lease, permit or
license has no standing to appeal under 25 CFB Fart 2.

Administrative Appeal of Dean Hansen y. Area Eirector,
Ab«deen_Area_Of f icex3Bureau_of_Indian_AfJairs, 5 IE I

A

250 (Nov. 16, 1976) 83 I.E. 561

Lsmissal or acknowledged the proce-

When appellant has failed to serve a copy of the notice
of appeal and statement of reasons on the adverse party
named in the decision appealed from, in the manner pre-
scribed in 13 CFR 4.1101(c), and the adverse party moves
for summary dismissal under 43 CFB 4.413(b), the appeal
is properly dismissed where appellant has not responded
to the motion for
dural deficiency.

Dawlej_Creek_Ranch_and_Li_FrankUn_Mader,
(Sept. 18, 1978)

Standing_to Appeal

A gualified heir or devisee of a deceased applicant for
a mineral lease under 43 CFB 3564, or the administrator
or executor of his estate, may receive the lease in the
applicant's stead, or maintain an appeal from the rejec-
tion of such application on the same basis as the heirs
or representatives of deceased applicants for other
kinds of mineral leases where no third-party interests
require consideration.

Seorae_wi_Wriahtx_Sr J

1975)
.Jfiecea sedl , 22 IBLA 280 (Oct. 30,

A city organized under Alaska State law has standing
to appeal from the rejection of its application for
townsite deeds to land within its city limits, and the
awarding of deeds to occupants of the townsite lots at
the time of final subdivisional survey.

£itI_of_Klawock_vi_P._Hi_Andrew_et_alix_Citj(_of
Klawock_vi_State of_Alaskax_Depa_r tment of Highways,
24~IBLA 85 ~{?eb.~25 ,"19767

"
83 I.D. 47

An appeal taken by a subcontractor in its own name is
dismissed where the Board finds the subcontractor has
no standing to invoke the provisions of the Eisputes
Clause as a means of securing an adjudication by the
Eoard of the rights and obligations of the contesting
parties.
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is dismissed where the prime contractor has
t nothing will be done to further an appeal
subcontractor in its own name and the Eoard
the action of the prime contractor in giving

ment written notice of a potential claim of
nditions by the subcontractor and any state-
by the prime contractor endorsing the poten-
at the time such notice was given are not a

basis upon which to ground jurisdicticn over

*£Ecai_2l_£i v ide CoDstructots
ltii

Inc 1 , Subcontractot.to
iiaiIieIcoiitriitio5_Co27~IECA-1134-12-l6""(Mir. 2S,
1977) 84 I.E. 119

The thrust of 43 CFR 4.410, which limits the right to
appeal to those who are parties to a case, is not to
restrict access to administrative review of actions of
Eureau of Land Management officials, but to provide a

logical framework within which such review might be
exercised. An "appeal" by an individual or group whicl
has not, prior to the "appeal," participated in the
formulation of the action to which objection is being
voiced, should be treated as a protest under the provi-
sions of 43 CFR 4.450-2.

California Ass^J of Pour Wheel Drive Clubs et al.,
30 IELA~383 ( June"l0"l977)
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An organization appealing a Bureau of Land Management
decision will be considered a "party to a case" within
the meaning of 13 CFR <».<410 where the organization
uses the lands in question, is recognized as a bona
fide representative of the community, receives notice
of Bureau actions concerning the lands, actively and
extensively participates in the formulation of land
use plans for the lands in question, and takes a posi-
tion in a dispute concerning the use of the land con-
trary to another group or individual.

Headwaters, 33 IBLA 91 (Dec. 16, 1977)

Under 13 CFB 3522.2-1 (a), a proposed readjustment of a

coal lease should not be appealed directly to the Board
of Lana Appeals under «3 CFR U.U10, but, rather, a les-
see's objections thereto should first be referred to
and acted upon by the State Office, Bureau of Land
Management.

Ca,lifornia_Portland_Cement_Co. , 33 IBLA 223 (Dec.

1977)
28,

Under «3 CFB i».U10, any party to a case who is
adversely affected by a decision of the Bureau of Land
Management has a right of appeal to the Board of Land
Appeals, even where the decision concerns legislation
which has been repealed.

13J3£her_ Bros.. , 33 IBLA 262 (Jan. 5, 1978)

Suzanne^Jiallidaj., 3« IBLA 219 (Mar. 27, 1978)

A decision to return an application for a public sale
constitutes an action adverse to the applicant by an
officer of the Bureau of Land Management and is thus
appealable to the Board of Land Appeals under U3 CFB
U.U10.

United, Pa rk_C.ity._Min.es_Co. , 33 IBLA 358 (Jan. 18, 1978)

An insurance company is refused permission to partici-
pate directly in prosecution of an appeal proceeding
with a view to recovering the amount paid to the con-
tractor under a builder's risk insurance policy as part
of the contractor's differing site conditions claim,
where the grounds assigned for the participation are
that the interests of the contractor and the insurance
company may well prove to be adverse and that the in-
surance company has the right to participate directly
by reason of its status as a partial subrogee, the
Board finding (i) that the privity of contract rule
rather than the real party in interest rule is con-
trolling in appeal proceedings and (ii) that it has
no authority under the Disputes clause to adjudicate
the rights of the contractor and the insurance company
should tbey prove to be adverse, irrespective of
whether such rights are asserted ty the insurance com-
pany under a release and assignment of interest exe-
cuted by the contractor or as a partial subrogee and
without regard to the fact that the appellant had
authorized the insurance company to file a separate
complaint and to prosecute its claim through its cwn
attorneys in the appellant's name.

*££§al_°f Zurn Engineers,
1978)

IBCA-1176-12-77 (July 20,
85 I.E. 279

SAL!§-2I-P8»CJICE— Continued
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A group of individual landowners, whose lands assert-
edly abut a Federal tract which is offered for timber
sale, have standing to appeal from a decision disiiss-
ing their pretest against the proposed sale.

£eor.ge_Jalbert_et_al. , 39 IELA 205 (Feb. 1979)

The characterization of a submission as an "appeal"
or as a "protest" is not binding upon a State Cffice;
rather, reference must be made to the nature of the
submission to determine whether the submission is
properly treated as an "appeal" or as a "protest."

Euncan Miller JOn_Reconsideja,tionj,,
~(Feb7~23"l979)

39 IBIA 312
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Hhen a State Office rejects the offer of
applicant in a drawing under the simultaneous
gas leasing program, an appeal by the applicai
the issue of his gualif ications to hold the 1«

qualifications of the second-drawn applicant
evant until such time as the offer of the first-drawn
applicant is rejected and all his avenues of appeal are
exhausted. However, it is not improper for Bit to name
the second-drawn applicant as an adverse party in a de-
cision rejecting the first-drawn applicant.

IhoaasJ-.IlicJsinaer^.Hiliiam.S^.Fiickinaer^.et.al^,
«0 IBLA 53 (Bar. 16, 1979)

This Eoard approves the rule that a surety may prose-
cute and appeal in its own name when it enters into
a takeover agreement to complete performance of a

defaulted contract, but in the absence of such an
agreement, the surety may appeal under the defaulted
contract only in a representative capacity with the
consent of its principal, the principal contractor on
the defaulted contract.

^leal^f-Sjneral.Construction^or^^f.AjDerica.tj;
Financial Indemnitees ( I£s_Surety, IECA-1178- 2-76
(Mar. 29, 1979)" 86 I.I. 2(

The right of appeal to the Eoard is limited tc parties
to a case adversely affected by a decision of ElK. A

perscn protesting a timber sale does not become a party
to a case until such time as ELK has issued a final de-
cision adverse to his or her interests. The case is
ordinarily ripe for appeal only when an adverse deci-
sion is made on the protest.

IlaiSe-BiJSSls.et.ali, <ll IBLA 305 (July 3, 1S79)

A person has no standing to appeal with respect tc
action taken on a simultaneous oil and gas lease when
he has not shown that he participated in the drawing or
that he has a present interest in the lease.

£ancjn_Bill«£» «1 IELA 259 (Dec. 19, 1979)

Statement of_Beasons

A contractor's petition to reopen and conduct an eviden-
tiary hearing after an adverse decision of its appeal,
which was decided on the record without an oral hearing,
was denied where the petition, treated as a motion for
reconsideration, not only failed to satisfy the newly
discovered evidence rule but also failed to disclose
the evidence which would be proffered at the hearing
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and thus furnished no reason for vacating the original
decision.

£EE§al_of_COACx Inc.. IBCA-1001-9-73 (Fet. 19, 1975)
82 I.D. 65

An appeal to the Board of Land Appeals will be dis-
missed when the appellant fails to file a statement
of reasons therefor within the time allowed.

«i_Bt_H i Ilia mson , 19 IBLA 6 (Feb. 20, 1975)

A statement of reasons in support of an appeal which
does not point out affirmatively in what respect the
decision appealed from is in error does not meet the
requirements of the Department's rules of practice
and may be dismissed.

225£a n_H i 1 ler , 20 IBLA 19 (Apr. 16, 1975)

Du ncan_Mi ller , 21 IBLA 21 (June 16, 1975)

P.U ncan_Mi ller , 22 IBLA 336 (Nov. 11, 1975)

la r l_Di_Rober ts , 28 IBLA 286 (Dec. 27, 1976)

Duncan_Hiller , 29 IBLA 17u (Bar. 1«, 1977)

Dunca n_H iller , 3U IBLA 283 (Apr. 17, 1978)

United_States_vi_David_F_. Hanqum and Donald C. DeGuerrc
35 IBLA T31~(nay~22, 1978f

Du ncan_Hill er , <»1 IBLA 129 (June 13, 1979)

ftyi-E3.SF_PRACJICE— Continued
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A statement of reasons which does not point out the
grounds upon which the decision appealed from is it
error will be treated in the same manner as an appeal
in which no statement of reasons is filed and the ap-
peal will be dismissed.

Richard B
t

and . Phyllis. Lee. 22 IBLA 28« (Oct. 30,
1975)

An appeal to the Board of Land Appeals is subject to
summary dismissal when appellant fails to file a state-
ment of reasons in support of his appeal.

Hathern, Lewis. Stacy. 23 IBLA 166 (Dec. 20, 1975)

Here accusations by appellant that a company which was
awarded an oil and gas lease was involved in fraudulent
and corruptive practices, without substantiating this
charge, is not a supportable basis for an appeal. A

Statement of Reasons which does not point out affirma-
tively in what respect the decision appealed from is in
error will be treated in the same manner as an appeal
in which no statement of reasons was filed, and may be
dismissed.

Duncan Hiller. 25 IBLA 263 (June 2<l. 1976)

A statement of reasons which merely contains broadside
assertions and does not point out affirmatively in what
respect the decision appealed from is in error may be
dismissed.

Duncan_M iller, 26 IBLA 37 (July 8, 1976)

An appeal is subject to summary dismissal where a
statement of reasons is not timely filed. A statement
of reasons in support of an appeal which does not point
affirmatively in what respect the decision appealed
from is in error does not meet the requirements of the
Department's rules of practice and may be dismissed.

J ._Bernard_ Robert s , 21 IBLA 204 (July 30, 1975)

Statements of reasons for appeal will not be accorded
favorable ccnsideration where they do not state with
some particularity the exact reason for appeal and the
allegations are not supported by evidence.

Cnijed States 3.
183 (Aug. 1C, 1976)

-iSiael, 26 IEIA

A contractor's motion for reconsideration is denied
where the contractor offered to provide evidence on one
claim item which was obtained after the Board's adverse
decision but which could have been obtained, in the ex-
ercise of due diligence, before the hearing and where
other evidence offered on all claim items was in the
contractor's possession at the time of the hearing and
no valid reason was given for the failure to introduce
such evidence. The motion for reconsideration is not a
vehicle for correction of errors or omissions by a par-
ty in the presentation of its case.

£EE§al of_Robert_Pi Jones JContractor)., IBCA-1002-8-73
(Aug? 6, 197ST

An appeal to the Board of Land Appeals will be dis-
missed when the appellant fails to file a statement
of reasons in support of the appeal within the time
permitted by Departmental regulation.

Thurma n_Ban ks_e t_ali , 22 IBLA 205 (Oct. 15, 1975)

A statement of reasons in support of an appeal which
does not point out affirmatively in what respect the
decision appealed from is in error, tut merely asserts
that earlier filed sodium permit applications were
erroneously approved, does not meet the requirements
of the Eepartment's rules of practice and is prcperly
dismissed.

Jame3_G_._Hac.ey., 26 IBLA 191 (Aug,. 10. 1976)

where there is uncertainty regarding title to the cil
and gas in an acquired land tract embraced in an cil
and gas lease offer, and the evidence provided by the
applicant is not sufficient basis for a legal opinion
as to the status of title, the offer is properly re-
jected by the ELK. However, if the applicant provides
new evidence on appeal tending to show the existence
of a United States interest in the oil and gas in the
tract, the case may be remanded for consideration of
the new evidence.

Jea n_0a ka son , 27 IBLA HI (Sept. 22, 1976)
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where an appellant fails to point out some error in a

decision or to show that he has wrongly been deprived
of some right, and instead limits his statement of rea-

sons for appeal to allegations which are irrelevant anc

immaterial, the appeal will be dismissed as frivolous.

Du ncan_!Jill er , 28 IBLA 62 (Nov. 10, 1976)

The Government's motion for reconsideration, which ad-
vanced a number of arguments designed to show that the
Government's interpretation of the contract was reason-
able, provides no reason for overturning the Hoard's
principal decision which applied the rule of contra
£I2f£I§i!ie5- Tne Board, having previously found that
appellant's interpretation was reasonable, now affirms
its principal decision since the rule requires inter-
pretation against the drafter of a document to resolve
an ambiguity even if each party's interpretation is
reasonable.

ft££eal_of_Commonwealth_Electric_Co i

(Sept. 30, 1977)
IBCA-10H8-11-7M

A Government motion to dismiss an appeal is denied
where the ground for the motion is that the contractor
failed to raise its allegations before the contracting
officer prior to filing its appeal but the Board finds
that the contracting officer did have an opportunity
to pass upon the principal allegations of the contrac-
tor prior to rendering his decision.

»EEea l_o f_ B r i le s_ W i na_&_ He li co£ terx_ I n c. , IBCA-1158-7-77
(Dec, 2, 1977) 84 I.D. 967

SJ!kSS_OF_PRACTICE— Continued
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The relaxed procedural rules relating to the filing of
statements of reasons for appeal in Native allotment
cases enunciated in the letter of Sept. 2M, 1975, and
extended in the order of Nov. 26, 1976, IELA 76-715,
are hereby revoked. All future reguests for exten-
sions of time must comport with the regulations found
at «3 CFR U.22 If) (2) .

State_of_Alaska_et_al., <42 IBLA 9H (Aug. 16, 1979)

Allegations en appeal will not te afforded favorable
consideration where they are not stated with some par-
ticularity and supported by evidence.

Ngw_|ngland_Fish_Co. , U2 IELA 200 (Auc 197S)

An appellant may adopt arguments prepared ty ancther
person and submit them as his or her own statement of
reasons so long as appellant acts in good faith and the
statenent is relevant to the issues en appeal.

Alice.M,., Hardy, , MU IBLA 5 (Nov. 6, 1979)

Timely_Filinej

Where reguest for reconsideration of Bureau of Land
Management 1968 homesite decision is taken in 1971,
appellant stating he was never served with decision,
but where receipt in record shows service in 1968,
reconsideration should be denied.

iielli s_J -_J us t is , 21 IBLA 63 (June 25, 1975)

Where appellant's allegations on appeal are immaterial
and irrelevant and appellant fails to establish any
error in the decision below or any infringement of ap-
pellant's rights, the appeal is properly dismissed as
lacking in merit.

Duncan Miller, 33 IBLA 83 (Dec. 8, 1977)

An appeal is properly dismissed where the appellant
fails to point out the grounds on which the decision
appealed from is in error, and the allegations in his
statement of reasons are irrelevant and inmaterial.

Du ncan_ Mill er , 37 IBLA 129 (Oct. <4, 1978)

An appeal is properly dismissed where the appellant
fails to point out the grounds on which the decision
appealed from is in error and the allegations in his
statement of reasons are vague and unsupported.

DUn£an_fliIISE. 38 IB I-A 259 (Dec. 8, 1978)

An appeal from an appraisal of a communication site
right-of-way will not be accorded favorable considera-
tion where it does not with some particularity show
adequate reason for appeal and support the allegations
with evidence showing error.

IaIleZ_n2£il£_£2fi3unAcations,
(Dec. 29, 1978)

] nc. IBLA 359

An appeal to the Board of Land Appeals will be dis-
missed where the appellant failed to file a timely
notice of appeal. A notice of appeal, although re-
ceived within the 10-day grace period, but not trans-
mitted within the 30-day period following service of
the decision, is not timely filed and must be disnissed.

Shelley Anne Traingr. 21 IBLA 326 (Aug. IK, 1975)

Where a right-of-way application has been rejected ir
part, an appeal therefrom should be dismissed if cot
filed within the period prescribed in U3 CFR M.U11.

Jerrold_J.,
1977)

.Coo lejf^_ 1 ucj_J1i_Coo lei , 32 IELA 367 (Nov. 7,

An appeal is dismissed as untimely when it was nc
within 30 days of the date on which the contracti
officer's final decision was received by a person
was not employed by the appellant but who was aut
to receive bis mail during the 6 weeks the appell

jy on vacation. While the appellant denie
person

t filed
ng
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horized
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t such
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person was authorized to sign a return receipt fo
tified mail, the Board noted that no question of
ity to sign for certified mail had been raised in
contractor's letter requestinq an extension in th
time for filing the appeal and that no such guest
was raised until the Government's motion to dismi
instant appeal was filed.

A motion to dismiss an appeal is granted when the
appellant had failed to file an appeal within 3C days
of the date en which the contracting officer's final
decision was received. Respecting the contractor's
argument that the 30-day time limit should be waived,
the Eoard noted that the right to extend the time for
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filing a notice of appeal had been specifically ex-
cepted from the grant of authority to the Eoard as set
forth in the regulations governing Board proceedings.

A££eal_of__arr__Claterbos_Co._JV, IBCA-115 3-5-77
iDecT 67 1977) " 84 I.E. 969

When an appellant files a timely motion for recon
ation asking that an equitable adjustment be incr
the effect is to prevent finality from attaching
original decision and the Board has jurisdiction
sider a Government response asking that the equit
allowance be reduced, even though the response wa
filed within the 30-day period allowed for initia
filing of a motion for reconsideration.

Ap_eal_of J. ___La_orte__Inc_, IBCA-1146-3-77 (Fet
1979"

"

86 I.I
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The applicable regulation, U3 CFR 4.414 (1977), allows
the Board some discretion in deciding whether to
disregard the answer of an appellee who fails to file
an answer within 30 days after service on him of the
notice of appeal or statement of reasons and whose
delay in filing is not waived under the provisions of
U3 CFR 4.401(a) (1977) .

Califor_ia__or_land_Ceme_t_Co.___ose^_d_Coal_Sales_Co_,
DO IBLA 339 (May 10, 1979)

Where a person moves from his record address without
leaving a forwarding address, and a copy of a BLB deci-
sion affecting him is mailed to this last address of
record and returned by the postal service as undeliver-
able, the decision is considered to have been "served"
him as of the date it is returned to BLM. 43 CFB
4.401(c). Accordingly, the deadline for filing a no-
tice of appeal is 30 days after the date the decision
is returned to BLM.

BLI1 may not properly waive the untimely filing of a no-
tice of appeal under 43 CFR 4.401(a) where it is clear
that the notice of appeal was not transmitted to ELM
until after the end of the time in which it was re-
quired to be filed.

Where a notice of appeal is not timely filed, it must
be dismissed.

Nicki-blickoli, t, 3 IBLA 2 96 (Oct. 17, 1979)

An appeal to the Director, U.S. Geological Survey, is
properly dismissed where the appellant failed to file
a timely notice of appeal in the proper office within
30 days from service of the decision appealed fro» in
order to comply with the requirements of the applicable
regulations in 30 CFR 290.

nesa_Petrol_um_Co_, 44 IBLA 165 (Nov. 30, 1979)

EVIDENCE

The ultimate burden of proof to show a discovery of a
valuable mineral deposit is always upon the mining
claimant. However, if the Government in a mining con-
test fails to present a prima facie case and the con-
testees move to dismiss the case and rest, the contest

facie case of
, any issue in
vidence must be
risk of ncnper-
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complaint must be dismissed because there would be no
evidentiary basis for an order of invalidity.

In determining the validity of a lining claim in a Gov
ernment contest, the entire evidentiary record must be
considered; therefore, if evidence presented by the
contestees shows that there has not been a discovery,
it may be used in reaching a decision that the claim i

invalid because of a lack of discovery, regardless of
any defects in the Government's prima facie case.

Where the Government has made a prima
lack of discovery in a mining contest
doubt as to discovery raised by the e

resolved against the party having the
suasion, the mining claimant. If a m

fails to show by a preponderance of t

such issue that there has been a disc
tie mineral deposit he has not satisf
proof and an administrative law judge
claim invalid, rather than leave the
claim's validity unresolved.

United States v. Clarion W . Taylor. .Sr,. and Gerald
clccnnor, 19~IELA~9 (Feb. 20,~1975)~ " 82 lT"ET 68

In a mining contest a mining claimant is the true pro-
ponent under the Administrative Procedure Act, 5 O.S.C.
§ 556(d) (1970), of a rule or order that he has cci-
plied with the lining laws, and he has the ultimate
burden of proof— the risk of nonper suasion— to show by
a preponderance of the evidence that there is a valu-
able mineral deposit on the claim, when the Government
has made a prima facie case of lack of such a discovery.

Evidence submitted en appeal after an initial decision
in a mining contest may not be considered or relied
upon in making a final decision but may only be consid-
ered to determine if there should be a further bearing.

UDi$ed^tates_v._Howard_Si_flcKen2ie, 20 IELA 36
(Apr. 17, 1975)

Evidence tendered on appeal from an adverse decision
in a mining claim contest cannot be considered except
for the limited purpose of deciding whether a further
bearing is warranted. However, such evidence will only
be considered if accompanied by a cogent explanation of
why it was not tendered at the hearing.

flniied States_v._Char.les J. Haclver ,et , al. . 2C IELA
352 (June 11, 1975)

To establish the mineral character of railroad grant
lands under the Act of July 1, 1862, 12 Stat. 469, as
amended by the Act of July 2, 1864, 13 Stat. 356, it
must be shown that known conditions— which may include
geological conditions, discoveries of minerals in adja-
cent land and other observable external conditions upon
which prudent and experienced men are known to be ac-
customed to act— are such as reasonably to engender the
belief that the land contains mineral of such quality
and quantity as to render its extraction profitable and
justify expenditures to that end.

Southern Pacific go,. Heirs of George H. Wedekind.
20 IBLA 365 (June 12, 1975)
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A request for an evidentiary hearing will be denied
where there is no dispute involving a material fact,
and there is no chance of development of further nate-
rial facts which would require a different decision.

Ieulah_Hoses, 21 IBLA 157 (July 21, 1975)

5 1 an ley._P.._ HcCor mick , 23 IBLA 304 (Jan. 16, 1976)

An evidentiary hearing will be denied where the infor-
mation supplied by the applicant shows, as a matter of
law, that the requirements of the statute have not been
met.

« a r n e r_Bergja n , 21 IBLA 173 (July 25, 1975)

A lack of sales of a mineral of widespread occurrence,
such as sand and gravel, may raise a presumption that
there was no demand for the mineral during that time,
and, hence, the material was not marketable. The pre-
sumption may be overcome with credible evidence to the
contrary or by bona fides in development.

Evidence tendered on appeal from an adverse decision ii

a mining claim contest cannot be considered except for
the limited purpose of deciding whether a further hear-
ing is warranted. However, such evidence will only be
considered if accompanied by a cogent explanation of
why it was not tendered at the hearing.

U&l£-fiX_£J1£1JCE— Continued
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2nited_States_v.._C.
(Aug. 11, 1975)

..Hallenb.eck et.al., 21 IBLA 296
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i£Eeal_2i_Iversen_Construc_ti2ii_Co._ja <
/k/a_Iconcol,

IBCA-981-1-73 (Dec. 30, 197^) e2 1.1. 6U6

A Native allotment applicant is not entitled to a heal
ing as a matter of right inasmuch as the issuance of <

allotment is discretionary with the Secretary of the
Interior. However, where there does appear to te a

dispute as to material facts raised by conflicting af-
fidavits as to the alleged use of land by conflict-
ing applicants, a further field investigation will
be directed in an attempt to resolve the factual
uncertainties.

»J e lia_J!a_Bls£tGrvold_et_ali , 23 IBLA 207 (Jan. 6,

im for acceleration under a contract for the <

tion of footings for a transmission line is dc

one of appellant's principal contentions was
telephone conversation following record snow in
September the project engineer had directed that
nd eguipment be added to the jot in order tc fin-
he work by the contract completion date of Nov. 1,
n correspondence conducted with the Government for
t 6 months after such telephone conversation the
actor failed to refer to the directions purported-
ceived from the project engineer and even failed
ference the particular telephone conversa ticn.
ns taken by the Government's principal inspector
also found not to constitute acceleration crders
the evidence clearly showed that both parties
d the inspector's action as involving suggestions
r than directions and that whether the suggestions
accepted by the contractor's job superintendent
ded upon the exercise of his business judgment.

Ameli
191Z)

A motion for remand of a mining claim contest for fur-
ther hearing on the grounds of prejudicial surprise,
based upon Government counsel's failure to supplement
interrogatory answers listing witnesses and exhibits
as ordered in lieu of prehearing conference, will be
denied where contestee's counsel ignored repeated of-
fers of continuance made at various stages of the
hearing.

United States v. Theresa B._Robinson,
(Aug. 25, 1975)"

21 IBLA 363
82 I.C. 41U

A contractor's parol evidence rule objection to the ad-
mission in evidence of the answer given to a question
raised at a prebidding conference as set forth in a
contemporaneous Government memorandum is overruled
where the Board finds that the answer given simply re-
flects information contained in the invitation for bids
on which the contract is based.

*EEeal_of_J._Ai_LaPortex_Inci , IBCA-101U-12-73
(Sept. 29, 1975) 82 I.C. U59

The Board of Land Appeals will not give favorable con-
sideration to new or additional evidence submitted with
an appeal from a rejection of a Native allotment appli-
cation in the absence of a satisfactory showing why the
evidence was not submitted to Bureau of Land Management
within the period afforded the applicant for the sub-
mission of such evidence.

Alexandra_A tchak , 23 IBLA 81 (Dec. 12, 1975)
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The Eoard of Land Appeals will not give fa
sideraticn to new or additional evidence s

an ajFeal from rejection of a Native allot
factory to it why the evidence was not sub
Eureau of Land Management within the 60-da
forded the acplicant to submit a further e

support of his application. General, rath
cific, allegations of difficulties in trav
nicating in Alaska are not satisfactory so
reascn fcr late filing of such evidence.

LiJjda_L.._ Walker, 23 IBLA 299 (Jan. ID, 1976)

Evidence offered on appeal from an initial decision by
an administrative law judge after a hearing in a ccn-
test may not be considered or relied upon in making a

final decisicn but may only be considered to determine
if there should be a further hearing.

BBitgd. States.
,
y ^Gegrge.g.

iii

Edeline..et_al. . 2« IEIJ 3*4

(Feb. 17, 1976)

Da vid_AJ_Burjs , 30 IBLA 359 (June 10, 1977)

Joe_I._Sanche2 and_Celina X* Sai!che2 J
,_et_al. , «2 IEIA

176 "(AugT 22,~1979)

Evidence tendered on appeal from an adverse decisicn ir

a mining claim contest cannot be considered except fcr
the limited purpose of deciding whether a further hear-
ing is warranted.

United States v. Gary C. Fichtner et.al.. 2M IELA 128
(Mar. 3, 1976)

Mite£_States_v_1^Hobert_L.l_Ta.2lor, 25 IELA 21
(II ay" 5, 19767"
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Where the Government fails to present a prima facie
case, a contestee, upon timely motion, may move to
dismiss the case and then rest. If, however, he goes
forward and presents evidence, that evidence will be
considered as part of the entire evidentiary record.
Therefore, even if the Government has failed to make a

satisfactory prima facie case, or the case is weak,
contestee's evidence may he used against him to estab-
lish that case. Furthermore, where contestee chooses
to rebut the case, he must do so by a preponderance of
the evidence, bearing the risk of nonpersuasion if he
fails.

United_Stat_s_____lex Bechthold, 25 IBLA 77 (June 1,
1976"

B2LU_QF_PRACT1CE— Continued
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in the contract for establishing an excusable cause
of delay.

&EESal-2f_3J!e J T,

.C, Hester Co;,, Inc,. IECA-111U-7-76
(Jan. Id, 1977)

Evidence tendered on appeal from a lining contest may
only be considered for the limited purpose of determin-
ing whether a further hearing is warranted.

George J.
29 IELA 86 (Feb. "23, 1977)

and A . H. Goodwin

,

Evidence tendered on appeal from an adverse decision
in a mining claim contest cannot be considered in the
absence of a compelling showing that it cculd not be
tendered at the hearing, and even then such evidence
may only be considered for the purpose of determining
whether a rehearing is warranted.

United States_v__Ri chard C. Reynders and Carol J.
Eginders7

_
26 IBLA 131 (July 30, 1976)

Where there is uncertainty regarding title to the oil
and gas in an acguired land tract embraced in an oil
and gas lease offer, and the evidence provided by the
applicant is not sufficient basis for a legal opinion
as to the status of title, the offer is properly re-
jected by the BLM. However, if the applicant provides
new evidence on appeal tending to show the existence
of a United States interest in the oil and gas in the
tract, the case may be remanded for consideration of
the new evidence.

A field examination report of a trade and manufacturing
site claim is not evidence on which the final action
of cancellation may be taken, until such time as the
pertinent facts are admitted by the applicant cr the
report is admitted into evidence at a hearing initiated
by a contest complaint.

John B. Coghill. 29 IBLA 177 (Bar. 1977)
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ning claim contest can only be considered tc deter-
whether a further hearing on the contest should be

ted. Where the appellant shows no substantial
table basis for holding such a hearing and where
ubstantial expectation appears to exist that such
aring would produce more conclusive evidence on the
e, a further hearing will not be ordered.

ed States v . Bradley 1
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29 IEIA 185
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Jean_Oakason, 27 IBLA HI (Sept. 22, 1976)

In a mining claim contest where a contestee is of
opinion that the Government did not make a prima f

case of no discovery, he may move to have the case
missed at the conclusion of the Government's case,
then rest. The contest complaint could be dismiss
the administrative law judge rules that no prima f

case had been made of lack of discovery and there
no other evidence in the record to support the cha
in the complaint. But if the contestee goes forwa
after making such a motion to dismiss and presents
evidence, that evidence must be considered as part
the entire record and its probative value will be
weighed. Thus, even if the Government has failed
make a prima facie case, evidence presented by the
testee which supports the Government's contest cha
may be used against the contestee, regardless of t

defects in the Government's case.

United States v. Arizona Kinincj_and_Ref ining Co._ Inc_
et_al.., 27 IBLA 99 (SeptT 29,~1976)"

Un.i£e.<i_States_v. R._E._Rod_ers and Barbara J._Rodqers,
32 IBLA 77 7sept7 27~1977J"

United_States_v._And.y_S.y_ndbad, U2 IBLA 313 (Aug. 29,
T979)

While the burden of showing an excusable cause of de-
lay to exist is on the construction contractor, the
invoking of this rule p-resupposes that the Government
will leave this responsibility with the contractor,
or, if it undertakes to correspond directly with the
subcontractors or suppliers concerning delays experi-
enced, it will inform them of the criteria set forth

A lode mining claim for barite is properly declared
null and void in the absence of a showing of a dis-
covery on the claim of a deposit of barite which
would warrant a prudent man in further expending his
labor and means in the reasonable expectation of devel-
oping a valuable mine. Evidence of mineralization
which may justify further exploration is not suffi-
cient to establish that a discovery of a valuable
mineral deposit has been made.

Once the Government has established in a lining claim
contest a prima facie case that the claims are not
valid for lack of discovery, the burden shifts tc the
contestee to prove the discovery of a valuable Bineral
deposit by a preponderance of the evidence.

rtes v. He

19777
United, States y. Howard. S.
(Bar. 28,

"" Jl_iSen_ie, 29 IEIA 27C

The ultimate burden of proof to show a discovery of a

valuable mineral deposit is always upon the mining
claimant, but if the Government in a contest fails to
present a prima facie case and the contestee moves to
dismiss the case and rests, the contest complaint must
be dismissed because there would be no evidentiary
basis for an order of invalidity.

In determining the validity of a mining claim in a Gov-
ernment contest, the entire evidentiary record must be
considered; therefore, if evidence presented by ccntes-
tee shows there has not been a discovery, it may be
used in reaching a decision that the claim is invalid
regardless of any defects in the prima facie case.

Where the Government has made a prima facie case cf
lack of discovery in a mining contest, and a licicg
claimant fails to show discovery by a preponderance of
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the evidence, he has not satisfied his burden of proof
and the claim must be declared invalid.

Qui ted_ S tat es_ v .,_ L loj d_OJ, C al 1 33 h a

n

x ,

, S

r

s-t_ e t_ a 1 . ,

29 IBLA 333 (Mar. 31, 1977)

In a Government contest challenging the validity of
mining claims located for a clay-type material, an ade-
quate prima facie case is established where there are
expert witness opinions that the deposit is only a

common clay or shale and it cannot meet refractory
standards. The contestees then must go forward with
evidence to rebut the Government's case with a prepon-
derance of the evidence.

JInited_States_vi_Thc
(Mar. 31, 1977)

is J. Peck et 29 IELA 357
8« I.E. 137

Under a contract requiring contractor to provide all
necessary material, equipment and labor, the contrac-
tor's admission that it did not have adequate equipment
or an efficient work force, as well as a lack of expe-
rience in the work required to be performed does not
meet the burden of proof to justify an extension of
time.

A££eal_of_Sco nax-ISCi » IBCA-109U-1-76 (May 6, 1977)

Government witnesses in a contest proceeding who are
qualified by education and experience are competent
to testify as experts with reference to the prudent
man rule.

To establish the mineral character cf railroad grant
lands under the Act cf July 1, 1862 (12 Stat. 189), as
amended, it must be shown that known conditions— which
may include geological conditions, discoveries cf lin-
erals in adjacent land and other observable external
conditions upon which prudent and experienced men are
knows to be accustomed to act— on the critical date
are such as reasonably to engender the belief that the
land contains mineral of such guality and in such quan-
tity as to render its extraction profitable and justify
expenditures to that end.

Southern Pacific Transportation Co.. 32 IELA 218
liep"t. 19" 197 7)

Where a contestee fails to follow up his initial sugges-
tion at the hearing that a deposition of a possible wit-
ness be taken with a proper request, it is net error for
the administrative law judge to decide the case en the
record made at the hearing.

United States (Contestant) v. Earl Erisco and Sandra S.

li"J^_JCcnte1TeesI7"2 IBLA~2U8 (Sept7"l ,~19777

A party seeking a partial refund of the purchase price
under the risk of loss provision of a contract for the
cash sale of vegetative resources pursuant to the
Materials Act of July 31, 19"7, must present substan-
tial evidence of the quantity of resources lost which
otherwise would have been harvested.

SIia-Di-ieBaron^Jri, 32 IBLA 299 (Sept. 29, 1977)

2nited_States.
1977)

.Bartell, 31 IBLA 17 (June 23,

Past evidence of successful mining activity has limited
probative value in determining whether there is a pres-
ent discovery of a valuable mineral deposit on a mining
claim, and assay reports can be given little weight
when they are not supported by evidence as to who took
the sample assayed, where it was taken, and what proce-
dures were followed in taking the sample.

.tee_Nicholson_et_ali., 31 IBLA 22UUnited_States_:
(July 7, 1977)

After holding a hearing pursuant to the Administrative
Procedure Act, an administrative law judge may properly
find that a person has committed a grazing trespass if
that finding is in accordance with and supported by re-
liable, probative, and substantial evidence. Because a

grazing trespass proceeding is not a criminal proceed-
ing, it need not be proved beyond a reasonable doubt
that a particular individual committed the trespass.

When 33 percent of the available forage in a grazing al-
lotment is on Federal land and the remainder is on pri-
vate land, it is appropriate to find that 33 percent of
the forage consumed by cattle throughout the allotment
was Federal forage, in the absence of evidence to the
contrary.

Bureau of Land , Management., v.. Ross Babcock. 32 IBLA 174
(Sept. 15, 1977) 84 I.D. U75

The Goverment has the burden of proof that the
contractor failed to deliver the goods. The contractor
has the burden of proof that its failure was excusable,
where the only evidence of excusability was a letter
from the contractor saying that it was delayed by de-
lays in procurement of components and unexpectedly
slower rates of system checkout and software debugging,
the contractor has not carried its burden of prccf cf
excusability and the appeal is denied.

*EE«J l_o|_£SFx_Inc. , IBCA-1137-12-76 (Nov 1977)
I.E. 917

Motion for reconsideration is granted where original
ruling that bearing will be limited to entitlement may
have contributed to lack of evidence at the hearing anc
where issues included complex guesticn of concurrent
fault and damages.

Appeal of Scona. Inc.

,

[ECA-109U-1-76 (Eec. 2e. 1977)
8M I.E. 101'
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What men have or have not done over a period of years
is proper evidence as to the conduct of a prudent nan
in the same or very nearly the same circumstances.
Where mining claims had been held for many years and
little or no commercial production was achieved on sue
claims, it may be concluded that no prudent man would
have been justified in the belief that the mineral de-
posit could be developed, extracted, and marketed at a

reasonable profit.

United_States_vi Milton Wichner, 35 IBLA 2«0 (May 30,
1978)

Where the evidence as to specific trespass indicates
that of a number of cattle counted some were located
on private intermingled land, but there were do bar-
riers, either natural or artificial, which would have
prevented the cattle on private land from going cntc
the public land, it is proper to find that all cattle
counted would tend to consume forage at a rate propor-
tional to the ratio of forage available en private and
public lands.

Eureau of land Management v, Holland Livestock Ranch
§t_al., 19 IEIA 272 (Feb7~T57~197 97 86 l7-7~133

A mining claim located on land which is not subject to
mineral entry at the time of location is null and void
from its inception. Where a mining claimant states in
his notice of location that his mining claims were lo-
cated on dates subsequent to the filing of an applica-
tion for withdrawal which included the land encompassed
by the mining claim, but indicates on appeal that the
claims designated in the notice were merely a "regroup-
ing," of identical claims filed prior to the segrega-
tion of the lands, it is nevertheless proper for the
State Office to declare the mining claims null and void
since mining claims located on withdrawn land are not
subject to recordation.

___£______________' 36 IBLA 1«« (July 26, 1978)

Evidentiary submissions on appeal can be considered
only for the limited purpose of determining whether a

further hearing should be granted. The record estab-
lished at the hearing in a mining claim contest is the
sole basis for determining the validity of a claim.

There is not a sufficient equitable basis for reopen-
ing a hearing in a mining contest because of an alleged
fire to the contestee's home 3 days before the sched-
uled hearing where neither she nor her attorney who had
entered an appearance in the case reguested a postpone-
ment of the hearing or a continuation of the hearing
after it had been held. Also, a further hearing will
not be ordered merely to afford a claimant an addi-
tional opportunity to explore and make a discovery of
a valuable mineral deposit.

United States v i_Florer
73uly~3T7~1978J"

Mattox, 36 IELA 171

When on appeal a sufficient showing is made to call
into guestion a determination that land lies within
a known geologic structure of a producing oil or gas
field, and a hearing is requested, the decision may
te set aside and remanded for hearing.

JasJS_J.i_Eend.er.' 40 IBLA 26 (Mar. 9, 1979)

Where a Native allotment application is filed bel

the death of an applicant, proof of the applicam
:y, if otherwise timely, may be f:

• -f Ind:

occup;
by the appropriate official of the Eureau of In
Affairs pursuant to «3 CFR 2561.2(a) after the
cant's death. A decision rejecting the applicat:
because the proof was filed after the applicant*;
death must te set aside where the proof is not ii

sistent with the application. Further proceedinc
must te served upon the heirs, known or unknown,
appropriate service, and also upon conflicting
ants, such he State of Alaska.

Ernes t_L._01sonx Jr.. (Deceas§d_»
1979)

11 IBLA 179 (June 22,

It was proper to deny mining claimants' reguest to re-
drill on mining claims after the land was withdrawn
from mining where the work would be an effort tc nake
a discovery of a valuable mineral deposit within the
claim rather than simply a confirmation or corrobora-
tion of a discovery prior to the withdrawal.

United_States v. William Lavon_Cha_p.£ell et_al.,
U2 IELA Tit (Aug7~T 37" 19797

In mining claim contest. Government must only go for-
ward with evidence to establish prima facie case of no
discovery of valuable mineral deposits, and burden then
shifts to mining claimant to prove by preponderance of
evidence that his claim is valid.

Government has established prima facie case when its
mineral examiner testifies that he has examined mining
claims in issue and found mineral values insufficient
to support finding of discovery of valuable deposits.

____£___£a____________ e 1_ E

.

7sipt7 18,~19787~
!____ < 37 IBLA 68

An appellant will be held to have failed to sustain its
burden of proof and the appeal will be denied where
appellant's case is submitted on the record witbeut a

hearing and the record consists only of^claim letters
and pleadings alleging that the contracting officer's
findings of fact and decision are erroneous in certain
respects. Disputed allegations do not constitute evi-
dence and cannot te accepted as proof of facts.

___ e___°f C.Ia C. Construct ion
<Sep"t. 257~19797~T

"

GOVERNMENT CONTESTS

.Inc. IECA- C-H-78
D. U75

Assay reports have limited probative value as to the
existence of a valuable mineral deposit on a mining
claim when they are not supported by evidence as to
how and where the samples were taken.

Un__ e___tates_vi John_Si_Forter, 37 IBLA 313 (Oct. 25,
1978)

_________________________________§__» "3 IELA 363
(Oct. 29, 1979)

The ultimate burden of proof to show a discovery of a

valuable mineral deposit is always upon the mining
claimant. However, if the Government in a mining con-
test fails to present a prima facie case and the ccn-
testees move to dismiss the case and rest, the contest
complaint must be dismissed because there would be nc
evidentiary basis for an order of invalidity.

In determining the validity of a miniqg claim in a Gov-
ernment contest, the entire evidentiary record must be
considered; therefore, if evidence presented by the
contestees shows that there has not teen a discovery.
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it may be used in reaching a decision that the claim
is invalid because of a lack of discovery, regardless
of any defects in the Government's prima facie case.

Where the Government has made a prima facie case of
lack of discovery in a mining contest, any issue in
doubt as to discovery raised by the evidence must be
resolved against the party having the risk of nonper-
suasion, the mining claimant. If a mining claimant
fails to show by a preponderance of the evidence as to

such issue that there has been a discovery of a valu-
able mineral deposit he has not satisfied his burden
of proof and an administrative law judge must declare
the claim invalid, rather than leave the guestion of
the claim's validity unresolved.

Where a contestee in a mining contest preponderates
sufficiently to overcome the Government's prima facie
case on an issue raised by the evidence in a mining
contest and there is no evidence on other essential
disputed issues, the contest should be dismissed unless
a patent application is being contested, in which case
a further hearing must be ordered to resolve other es-
sential issues to determine whether the application may
be allowed.

United S t a t es_

v

4_c la r i o n_ W ._Tay lo
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filConnor, 19 IBLA 9 (Feb. 20, 1975) 82 I.D. 68
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to declare the claims valid, falsely mi
or concealed material facts from the cl
ing the validity of the claim with the
the claimant should act in reliance the
result that the claimant was thereby in
to his ultimate damage.

There can be no waiver of the Secretary
test a mining claim believed to be inva
showing of an authority to make such a

intention to do so.

United States v. BerJ Lj_ J oh. n§on , 23 IBLA 3U9 (Jan.
H767

Where a contestee makes a timely response to a

Government complaint in a mining contest, which can
reasonably be construed as a general denial of the
allegations contained in the complaint, the response
will be considered a sufficient answer within the con-
templation of the regulations. The allegations then
cannot be taken as admitted and the mining clai« de-
clared null and vcid without a hearing.

Unite

i

1976T'

States Cliff libby. 2« IBIA 39 (Feb. 19,

The doctrine of res judicata will not bar an adm
trative proceeding to determine the validity of
unpatented mining claims where, in a previous co
nation action for the War Department's taking of
temporary exclusive easement covering the claims
judgment of the Federal district court was limit
solely to the compensation to be paid by the Uni
States, and there was no litigation of the issue
the validity of the claims and no prior adjudica
of that issue in the Department of the Interior.

inis- A mining claim
three declared inval
ndem- opportunity fo
a due process of

, the and opportunit
ed claimant is af
ted heard. The fa
of timely answer

tion tend that hear
the due proces

is a claim to property which may not be
id without proper notice and an adequate
r an agency hearing in accordance with
law. That due process consists of notice

y for hearing, and it suffices if the
forded the opportunity to be present and
ct that the claimant, after filing a

to the contest complaint, refused to at-
ing and produce evidence does not vitiate
s he has received.

Eguitable estoppel will not operate to bar a mining
claim contest or alter its result where it is not shown
that some officer of the Government, who was authorized
to declare the claims valid, falsely misrepresented to,
or concealed material facts from the claimants concern-
ing the validity of the claims with the intention that
the claimants should act in reliance thereon, with the
result that the claimants were thereby induced to do
so, to their ultimate damage.

The doctrine of collateral estoppel will not bar the
administrative contest of the validity of three mining
claims which were the subject of a previous condemna-
tion action for the taking by the Government of a tem-
porary exclusive easement over the claims, where the
issue of the validity of the claims was not actually
litigated and it was wholly unnecessary for the court
to adjudicate that issue in rendering its judgment.

The Department of the Interior
proper proceedings, to determin
ing claims on Federal lands.

is jurisdiction, in
the vaildity of min-

anited_States_v.
(Apr. 2«, 1975)

.Lt_fi.=._Z!e ming._e t_a 1. , 20 IBLA 83

The doctrine of collateral estoppel will not bar the
administrative contest of the validity of five mining
claims which, together with another claim, were the
subject of previous condemnation actions for the tak-
ing of a temporary exclusive easement over the claims,
where the issue of the validity of the individual
claims was not actually litigated and it was wholly
unnecessary for the Court to adjudicate that issue in
rendering its judgment.

Eguitable estoppel will not operate to bar a mining
claim contest or alter its result where it is not shown
that some officer of the Government, who was authorized

Unite d S tates y._Carl Bellamy.
1976T

25 IELA (May IK,

ernment fails to present a prima facie
stee, upon timely motion, may move tc
ase and then rest. If, however, be goes
resents evidence, that evidence will be
part of the entire evidentiary record,

en if the Government has failed to make a

prima facie case, or the case is weak,
vidence may be used against him to estat-
e. Furthermore, where ccntestee chocses
case, he must do so by a preponderance cf
tearing the risk of nonpersuasicn if he

United Sta t e s_ v.. _ Al ex Bechtho Id ,

1976)
JLA 77 (June 1,

"Final entry." When an amended homestead final prccf
has keen submitted, the term "final entry" in the pro-
viso in sec. 7, Act of Mar. 3, 1891, 26 Stat. 1C98,
as amended, H3 U.S.C. § 1165 (1970) refers to the sub-
mission, to the proper officials, of the amended final
proof and required fees.

Under sec. 7, Act of Mar. 3, 1891, 26 Stat. 1C96, as
amended, <43 U.S.C. « 1165 (1970) which requires issu-
ance of a patent 2 years after receipt upon final prool
for a homestead entry, a contest against an entry
should not be dismissed where the complaint was filed
within 2 years following the submission of additional
affidavits amending the entryman's deficient firal
proof, despite the fact that the receipt in connection
with the deficient proof had been issued more than 2
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years before filing of the complaint and the receipt
had never been canceled or a new receipt issued.

United_States v. Joe W._Bry.ant, 25 IBLA 2U7 (June 23,

1976f

A mining claim is properly declared invalid where the
Government establishes a prima facie case of lack of
discovery, and the contestee does not show by a prepo
derance of the evidence that a discovery has been mad e.

Where the Government contests a mining claim, official
notice of a change in the published price of gold from
that given at the hearing, as set forth in the evi-
dence, may be taken by both the administrative law
judge and the Board of Land Appeals, but official no-
tice cannot be given to asserted "modern methods of
extraction of gold."

United S ta t es_vi_Gold_ Placers^ I nc.. , 25 IBLA 368
"(July 67 1976)

A Federal district court jury verdict in a suit to can-
cel desert land patents, that the entrymen and their
purchaser under an illegal executory contract did not
commit fraud against the United States, does not col-
laterally estop this Department from adjudicating a con-
test grounded en the illegal executory contract against
the purchaser's own entry, because the legal standard
applicable in the subseguent contest is different than
that in the fraud action— a desert land entry can be
subject to cancellation for acts that do not constitute
fraud.

In the case of a desert land entry contestee who vio-
lates the 320-acre limitation on holding desert land
because he is the "purchaser" of two other 320-acre
entries under an illegal executory contract to convey
after patent, all entries held by the "purchaser" are
subject to cancellation, and the Department may proceed
by way of contest against the "purchaser's" own entry,
which was not a subject of the illegal contract.

UniteJ_States_vi_Elody.mae_Zw^nax_Dnited_States_vi
Darrell_Zwana, 26 IBLA «1 (July 9, 1976) 83 I.E. 280

Where the Bureau of Land Management determines th
Alaska Native allotment application should te rej
because the land was not used and occupied by the
plicant, the BLM shall issue a contest complaint
suant to i»3 CFR 1.U51 et seg. Upon receiving a t

answer to the complaint, which answer raises a di
issue of material fact, the Bureau will forward t

case file to the Hearings Division, Office of Hea
and Appeals, Department of the Interior, for assi
of an administrative law judge, who will proceed
schedule a hearing at which the applicant may pro
evidence to establish entitlement to his allotmen

imely
sputed

rings
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fionald_Peters, 26 IBLA 235 (Aug. 17, 1976)
83 I.D. 30f

John_Moore_et_al.1 , U0 IBLA 321 (Apr. 30, 1979)

Although, in a mining claim contest, the Government may
make a prima facie case of no discovery by the testi-
mony of a mineral examiner that he has been on the land
in issue and saw nothing of mineral value, a prima facie
case is ordinarily not made where it is established that
the examiner was not on the land in issue.

In a mining claim contest where a contestee is of the
opinion that the Government did not make a prima facie

case of no discovery, he may move to have the case dis-
missed at the conclusion of the Government's case, and
then rest. The contest complaint could be dismissed if
the administrative law judge rules that no prima facie
case had been made of lack of discovery and there is no
other evidence in the record to support the charges in
the complaint. But if the contestee goes forward after
making such a motion to dismiss and presents his evi-
dence, that evidence must be considered as part of the
entire record and its probative value will be weighed.
Thus, even if the Government has failed to make a prima
facie case, evidence presented by the contestee which
supports the Government's contest charges may be used
against the contestee, regardless of the defects in the
Government 's case.

In a lining claim contest where the evidence of a

valuable mineral deposit, submitted by contestee at
a hearing, bearing on the validity of a mining claim,
has greater probative weight than that offered ty the
Government, it is proper to find that contestee has
preponderated and to dismiss, without prejudice, the
complaint alleging no discovery of a valuable mineral
deposit.

United States v. Arizona Mini ng and Refining Co., Inc.,
et_jl..,

_
27 illA 99~ (Sept.~29,~1976)

Where an attorney files an answer to a contest concern-
ing nining claims on behalf of certain individuals, who,
during the pendency of the contest proceedings, transfer
their interests in the mining claims to a corporation of
which they are major stockholders and directors, and the
attorney represents those individuals and the corpora-
tion at the contest hearing, the corporation is bound by
the determination reached therein, even though the cor-
poration may not have received actual notice of the
contest.

A reguest for postponement made more than 10 days prior
to a hearing is properly denied where there has been no
showing of good cause and proper diligence. A ccntes-
tee's request for postponement is properly denied when
(1) a contestee only seeks postponement in order to
pursue an exchange of land for the claims; and (2) tbe
administrative law judge rules that the contestant may
seek to dismiss the contest if an exchange is contem-
plated and the contestant does not wish to abate the
contest proceedings.

A request for postponement made at a hearing or within
10 days of a hearing is properly denied where there has
been no showing of an extreme emergency which could net
have been anticipated and which justifies beyond ques-
tion the granting of a postponement. This standard is
not met by a party's assertion that it has not had ade-
quate opportunity to prepare a defense where such dif-
ficulty could have teen anticipated before the request
was made.

United States n. Mine Development Cor£._et al.
238~OctT~18"l976)

27 IELA

Where the State of Alaska has applied to select certain
land and has teen given tentative approval of that se-
lection, and thereafter a conflicting Native allotment
application is filed which is supported only by meager
evidence of use and occupancy, it is error to allow the
allotment application and to cancel the State's tenta-
tive approval and reject the selection application
without notice and an opportunity for a hearing in
which the State may participate.

Staje
1976T

of Alaska, John Nus ungilnya. 28 IB1A 83 (No\ 12,
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In a mining contest, a natter not charged in the com-
plaint may only be considered by the administrative law
judge if it was raised at the hearing without objection
and the contestee was fully aware that the issue was
raised

.

Onited_States_v._Glenn_C. Bolind_r_and_L__0__T_r____
Ii__L.. 28 liLA 187 (Dec. 6, 1976) 83 I.E. 609

The fact that the contest regulations may not contain
a specific provision providing for the assertion of
affirmative defenses or counterclaims in an answer to
a contest complaint does not necessarily tar an adnin-
istrative law judge from consideration of the substance
of such assertions.

fi_it___State_______rr_____Crow

,

1977)
28 IBLA 3U5 (Jan. 21,

Under the Department of the Interior's rules governing
contests against mining claims, where an answer to a

complaint is not filed within the prescribed time the
allegations of the complaint will be taken as admitted
by the contestee and the case decided without a hearing
by the appropriate officer of the Bureau of land Man-
agement. A mining claim may be declared null and void
where there was a charge in the complaint of insuffi-
cient minerals to constitute a valid discovery.

United States_v
29"lBLA

_
7"7Feb.

William C. Smith, „a_k_a. Bill. gait I

8, 1977)

Under the Department of the Interior's rules govern:
contests against mining claims, where an answer to c

complaint is not filed within the prescribed time tt

allegations of the complaint will be taken as admitt
by the contestee and the case decided without a heai
by the appropriate officer of the Bureau of Land Mat
agement. However, under the rules an answer may be
accepted if it is received within 10 days after the
due date and it is determined that the answer was
probably transmitted before the end of the period ii

which it was required to be filed.

!ited_S ta t es.Vi,Jesse_Smi th , 29 IBLA 10 (Feb. 1977)

When a mining claimant has failed to answer a complaint
in a mining contest, the allegations are deemed admit-
ted and the State Office of the Bureau of Land Manage-
ment will decide the case without a hearing. «3 CFB
U.«50-7(a) .

A defaulting contestee may not rely on an answer filed
by another contestee in the same contest when such
answer never purported to be on behalf of the default-
ing contestee.

2lliied_States_Vj5._Fr.eder
(Feb. 23, 1977)

29 IBLA 128

The ultimate burden of proof to shou a discovery of a
valuable mineral deposit is always upon the mining
claimant, but if the Government in a contest fails to
present a prima facie case and the contestee moves to
dismiss the case and rests, the contest complaint must
be dismissed because there would he no evidentiary
basis for an order of invalidity.

In determining the validity of a mining claim in a Gov-
ernment contest, the entire evidentiary record must be
considered; therefore, if evidence presented by contes-
tee shows there has not been a discovery, it may be

B 0iiS__I___ A CIJC|— Continued

GOVERNMENT CONTESTS— Continued

used in reaching a decision that the claim is invalid
regardless of any defects in the prima facie case.

Where the Government has made a prima facie case cf
lack of discovery in a mining contest, and a mining
claimant fails to show discovery by a preponderance
of the evidence, he has not satisfied his burden cf
proof and the claim must be declared invalid.

U_ii_d_S_a_e__v___l__d_0_Callaihan__Sr___et_al_,
29 IELA 333 (Mar. 31, 1977)

Since a Government contest is not insufficient and
subject to dismissal for failure to name all parties
in interest, a contest is properly brought against per-
sons who are heirs of a director of a corporation whose
charter has expired under State law, even though the
State law provides that the property of such a corpora-
tion passes to a public trustee for distribution by
him. Any interest of those not named or served in a

manner provided by the pertinent regulation is not
affected.

United States v. Emma.Elizabeth
,

Conner, and Walter 1.
Nolte. as the Heirs of R. W. Speer. a~Last Known Cirec-
tor_of_the Arlington G____Mini___Co. (ContesteeJT
31~IELA"l7l""(July"5T"l977)
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In a proceeding to determine the validity of an urpat-
ented mining claim the claimants must prevail, if at
all, upon the strength of their own case, rather than
upon any weakness in that of the Government.

United States v. E. _., Rodgers_and, Eartara J. Bcdgers,
32 IELA 77 "ise"p"t7~27 1977)
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In a Government contest, tegular service of the
complaint must be presumed, where no question is raised
as to the validity of certified mail return receipts
included in the record, regular on their face and indi-
cating proper service.

United_States_vi_Bonda_Niece and Leslie_Niece, 33 IBLS
290 (Jan. 10, 1978)

Although a millsite may be declared invalid when its
only use is in connection with a mining claim which is
declared invalid, a millsite can be contested separate-
ly and declared invalid when evidence establishes it is
not being used for mining or milling purposes, indepen-
dent of the issue of the validity of the mining claim.

United_States
19787

.J°i!i3_Ei_Ia rsgn s , 33 IBLA 326 (Jan. 16,

Where the Government contests a mining claim for lack
of discovery, it assumes only the burden of making a

prima facie showing that discovery is lacking, and the
burden of showing a valuable discovery by a preponder-
ance of the evidence then falls upon the claimants.

finilS^_States_of_America vi_David_L. King et al.,
34 IBLA 15 (Feb. 10,~1978f

In a mining contest a contestee may rest at the close
of the Government's case and move for a dismissal based
on the Government's failure to make out a prima facie
case of a claim's invalidity. If, however, the contes-
tee goes forward and presents his own evidence, that
evidence may be weighed against him notwithstanding any
defects in the Government's case.

u2ii§d_States_vi Michael Slater, 34 IBLA 31 (Feb. 14,
1978)

where the Government contests a mining claim fcr lack
of discovery, it assumes only the burden of making a

prima facie showing that discovery is lacking, and the
burden of showing a valuable discovery by a preponder-
ance of the evidence then falls upon the claimants.

Where, in a mining contest, a contestee presents his
own evidence, that evidence may be weighed against him
notwithstanding any defects in the Government's case.

United_States Vj_Roc|er and_Ste£han_ie Cichetti, 36 IEIJ
l"2H~July

_
2 5"l97e)'

In order to sustain a charge that land embraced within
a mining claim is not held in good faith for mining
purposes the evidence relating to mineral claimant's
lack of good faith must be clear.

0j)ited_S ta.tes v t_Cla^ton_Ai Dillman
36 IELA~358 "(Aug7~31. 1978)"

_Jean^P r_Dillmai

Intervention, by right, as a full party in a contest
proceeding is only recognized where the individual
seeking intervention has the necessary interest tc
maintain a private contest independently under 43 CFB
U. 450-1.

The extent of the participation in a contest be
be afforded "interested individuals" who do not
sufficient interest to maintain a private conte
committed to the sound discretion of the admini
law judge. Among the factors which are properl
sidered are: the desires of the original parti
likelihood that the party seeking intervention
provide information which would not be forthcon
without its participation; and the cost which m

borne by both the contestant and the contestee
nature and scope of the intervention granted.

United States v.. United States Pumice. Co.. 37 IELA 153
(Oct. 5, 1978)
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Where the Bureau of Land Management brings a contest
complaint against unpatented mining claims, naming as
contestee only the estate of the deceased claimant,
proper service of process upon the court appointed ad-
ministrator, executor, or personal representative of
the deceased claimant is necessary in order to affect
the interests of all the heirs of the deceased.

Heirs of a deceased mining claimant who personally
respond without protest or objection to a Government
contest complaint which names as contestee only the
estate of their intestate decedent will be bound by
the result of such contest insofar as it purports to
affect their interest in that estate, even though ser-
vice on the estate itself was faulty.

Uniied-States^Vi Estate of
(Feb."l6, 1978)

*ood., 34 IBIA UU

Failure to file a timely answer to a mining claim
contest complaint will result in the charges in the
complaint being taken as admitted and the case being
decided without a hearing. Unsubstantiated allega-
tions of temporary incapacity due to a nervous break-
down cannot serve as a basis for waiving this mandatory
reguirement.

United_States_vi Brent_J.
1978)"

Brunker, 36 IBLA 36 (June 27,

Failure to file a timely answer to a mining claiii
contest complaint will result in the charges in the
complaint being taken as admitted and the case being
decided without a hearing. Where contestees deny the
allegations in the complaint only as to 4 claims but
not as to 15 other claims addressed in the complaint,
the complaint will be taken as admitted as to the 15
claims not addressed in the answer to the complaint.

Where contestees in a mining claim contest file a timely
answer to the contest complaint, this answer is effica-
cious as to any other contestees who are members cf his
family if it appears on the face of the answer that they
wish to retain their interests, if any, in the claims,
as the ccntestees who answered may be regarded as having
done so on their family members' behalf. In these cir-
cumstances, these other contestees are properly regarded
as having answered the complaint, absent any manifesta-
tion of a contrary intent.

Where a contestee makes a timely response to a Govern-
ment complaint in a mining contest which is sufficient
to raise a justiciable controversy, the allegations then
cannot be taken as admitted and the mining claim(s) can-
not be declared null and void without a hearing.

Unii5j_States_vi_Jerjj_Prock_et_al J

(Jan. 29, 1979)
39 IELA 146
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Where Bureau of Land Management determines an appli-
cation for a Native allotment should be rejected for
failure to establish use and occupancy of the land.
Bureau of Land Management should initiate a contest
proceeding pursuant to 43 CFE 1.1)51 et seg.

freder icjc_ Philli£§_et_alt , Ul IBLA 169 (June 22, 1979)

IiIa_Si_Sheldon_et_ali , 42 IBLA 276 (Aug. 27, 1979)

Elena_Bartman, 43 IBLA 284 (Oct. 17, 1979)

Where the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) determines
that an Alaska Native allotment application should be
rejected in part because the Native did not use all of
the land applied for, the BLM shall initiate a contest
proceeding pursuant to 43 CFR 4.451 et seg.

f£ank_Rulland, "»1 IBH 207 (June 27, 1979) 86 I.D. 342

Failure to file a timely answer to a mining claim
contest complaint will result in the charges in the
complaint being taken as admitted and the case being
decided without a hearing.

HI IBLA 2«5United_States_vi James Ha wkeswood_et_al.
ljune 27, 1979)

United_States v. Edna_Horstmeier , 42 IBLA 33 (July 26,
1979)
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State_of_Alaska, 41 IBLA 309 (July 5, 1979)

Where there is a conflict between an application by the
State of Alaska to select land under the Statehood Act
and an application by an Alaska Native for allotment
under the Act of May 17, 1906, and it appears to ELM
that the Native applicant has met the requirements for
patent, upon notice of this determination the State, if
dissatisfied, has an election of remedies. It may not
appeal from an interlocutory decision which authorizes
the State to initiate private contest proceedings to
prove lack of qualification on the part of the Native.
Rather, it may initiate the private contest within the
time period prescribed, or it may appeal the decision
of BLM, after it becomes final, to the Board of Land
Appeals. If, on appeal, the Board concludes that the
Native's application is deficient it will order the in-
stitution of Government contest proceedings, but if it
finds the allotment application acceptable, it will
order the patent issued, if all else be regular.

RULES OF PRA CTICE— Continued

GOVERNMENT CONTESTS—Continued

Where an applicant for a Native allotment alleges for
the first time on appeal his use and occupancy cf lands
prior to their withdrawal, a decision rejecting the
Native's application shall be vacated and the case re-
manded to EIB for its consideration of appellant's new
evidence.

Charl< Johr 12 IBLA 260 (Aug. 27, 1979)
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State of Alaska v. Mattie B. Bartos, 42 IBLA 269
(Aug. 27, 1979)

State_of Alaska v. Daniej Johnson, 42 IELA 37C
(Sept. II, 1919) 86 I.E. 441
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A sufficient prima facie case by the Government does
not require positive proof that there has been no dis-
covery made or that the mining claim is nonmineral in
character. Opon the Government's presentation of a

prima facie case, the burden shifts to the claiiant tc
prove by a preponderance of the evidence that he irdeec
has a discovery of a valuable mineral deposit within
the limits of the claim.

United States v.._And.y._S.y.ndbad, 42 IEIA 313 (Aug. 29,
1979)

It is the responsibility of a mining claiiant tc preser
evidence supporting his allegation of bias on the part
of Government mineral examiners testifying as tc the
validity of his claim in a contest proceeding, and a

showing cf Department affiliation does not discredit a
witness.

State of Alaska et al. . 42 IBLA 94 (Aug. 16, 1979) The procedures of the Department of the Interior in
mining contests where a mining claimant is afforded
notice and an opportunity to be heard comport with the
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under the Uniterequirements of due process
Constitution.

}nited_States. jilson, tt IBLA 1 (Nov. 6, 1979)

Where Bureau of Land Management determines that an ap-
plication for a Native allotment is invalid because the
facts are not as stated in the application. Bureau of
Land Management should initiate a contest proceeding
pursuant to U3 CFR U.U50 - U.U52-9.

Any Tukrook Nukapigak, «« IBLA 313 (Dec. 31, 1979}

Where the party bearing the risk of nonpersuasion does
not appear at a hearing ordered pursuant to U3 CFR
i».«15, that party's appeal is properly dismissed.

Sta nley__G.._ West , 18 IBLA 337 (Jan. 10, 1975)

S2kIS_QF_PgACT.ICF,— Continued

HEARINGS—Continued

In a hearing on a patent application filed under the
Transportation Act of 19U0, «9 O.S.C. § 65(b) (1970),
the Government has the obligation of making a prima
facie case of mineral character between the date the
railroad line was definitely located and the date of
purchase, whereupon the applicant has the burden of
establishing nonoineral character by a preponderance
of the evidence.

Southern Pacific Co., Hej,rs- of G eorge H. Wedekind ,

20 IBLA~365 (3une 12, 1975)

In a hearing held to determine whether, lands were swaap
and overflowed at the time of the Swamp Lands Act,
«3 O.S.C. §« 981-986 (1970), the parties asserting the
State's title fail to meet their burden of proof when
the evidence submitted indicates that the mangrove area
claimed as swampland is in fact below the line cf mean
high tide, and was properly delineated from the upland
by the meander line.

»

i

±212_i2£ej_e t_ al . , 21 IBLA 33 (June 17, 1975)

While a mining contest is within the jurisdiction of
an administrative law judge, he may reopen the hearing
for the production of further evidence before he makes
his decision.

United_States_vi_Clarion_WtJa^lori^rJ^_and_Gera^
SIConnor, 19 IBLA 9 (Feb. 20, 1975) 82 I.D. 68

A reguest for an evidentiary hearing will be denied
where there is no dispute involving a material fact,
and there is no chance of development of further mate-
rial facts which would reguire a different decision.

Beulah Moses. 21 IBLA 157 (July 21, 1975)

Stanle^P^McCormick, 23 IBLA 30K (Jan. 16, 1976)

Evidence submitted on appeal after an initial decision
in a mining contest may not be considered or relied
upon in making a final decision but may only be consid-
ered to determine if there should be a further hearing.

A further hearing in a mining contest may be ordered
where the particular circumstances so warrant it.

Uni£§3_States_vi_Howard_S._McKenzie, 20 IELA 38
TApr. 17, 1975f

ana tne stipulation legally preciuaes an ions or
placer mining on his claim, the decision below rely-
ing on the stipulation will be reversed and the case
remanded for a full hearing on the merits.

2«iai>t_B rooks, 20 IBLA 100 (Apr. 25, 1975)

An evidentiary hearing will be denied where the infor-
mation supplied by the applicant shows, as a matter of
law, that the requirements of the statute have net beei
met.

Sa£n«I_Ber_gja.n, 21 IBLA 173 (July 25, 1975)

Applicants under the Alaska Native Allotment Act
do not have a right to a formal hearing before an
administrative law judge. However, a hearing may be
ordered in the discretion of the Secretary of the
Interior.

233 (Oct. 22, 1975)

An evidentiary hearing
no facts in dispute and

IELA

till be denied where there are
only legal issues are invclvec

Herman Haakanson. 23 IBLA 5U (Dec. U, 1975)

An evidentiary hearing will be denied where the facts
are not in issue and there is no chance of development
of further facts not already of record upon which a

decision may be predicated.

Ann McNoisex David Lee_0£heimx Martha Anderson, 20 IBLA
169~liay"77 19757

JMes.S^Picnalook^Sr^.Mabel.Bullard, 22 IELA 191
(Oct. 15, 1975)

An applicant for a Native allotment has no right to a

hearing, and none is reguired where there is no offer
of proof which indicates that the findings of the State
Office were incorrect, or where an offer of evidence
is unaccompanied by a satisfactory explanation why it
was not submitted to the State Office within the time
provided.

ilex aj3iXl_iic ha k , 23 IBLA 81 (Dec. 12, 1975)
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A Native allotment applicant is not entitled to a hear-
ing as a matter of right inasmuch as the issuance of ai

allotment is discretionary with the secretary of the
Interior. However, where there does appear to te a

dispute as to material facts raised by conflicting af-
fidavits as to the alleged use of land by conflicting
applicants, a further field investigation will be
directed in an attempt to resolve the factual
uncertainties.

___l_a__- Blastervold
1976)"

" !_____ 23 IBLA 207 (Jan.

When the Department of the Interior finds that public
land within the place limits of a legislative graDt-ir
aid of the construction of a railroad was mineral in
character and the railroad company challenges such
finding, a hearing should be granted at which the De-
partment has the obligation of making a prima facie
case of mineral character, whereupon the company has
the burden of establishing nonmineral character ty a

preponderance of the evidence.

_°____________________________________________S___
Llo_d D_._Ha.yes__;intervenor_. 23 IELA 232 (Jan. 9,
1976)

~
83 I.D. 1

A Native allotment applicant is not entitled to a hear-
ing as a matter of right inasmuch as the issuance of an
allotment is discretionary with the Secretary of the
Interior. A hearing is not appropriate when there is
no offer of proof which if established would impel a
different legal conclusion.

______________» 23 IBLA 281 (Jan. 12, 1976)

An applicant for a Native allotment does not have a

right to a formal hearing before an administrative law
judge. Hearings may be held in the discretion of the
Secretary of the Interior and will not be held where it
is unlikely that further evidence will result in a dif-
ferent conclusion.

________________ 23 IBLA 296 (Jan. 12, 1976)

An evidentiary hearing is not reguired where a decision
is based upon the facts as stated by the applicant,
there is no dispute as to any material fact, and the
sole guestion presented is a legal issue.

Rachael_To£sekok , 23 IBLA 311 (Jan. 16, 1976)

Evidence offered on appeal from an initial decision by
an administrative law judge after a hearing in a con-
test may not be considered or relied upon in making a

final decision but may only be considered to determine
if there should be a further hearing.

A further hearing may be ordered in a mining contest
where the record is unsatisfactorily confusing and
conflicting on the issue of guantity of minerals to
satisfy the discovery tests, a reguest for the rehear-
ing has been made with an offer of proof which tends to
show a new hearing might result in a different finding,
and there has been no objection to the reguest.
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A reguest for a hearing pursuant
the purpose of taking testimony
Management's "continued refusal"
reclamation withdrawal to entry
peal from a decision declaring a

sites null and void ab initio be
the withdrawal may not serve as
tioning the Secretary of the Int
withdrawal. furthermore, even i

revoked and the lands opened to
could not revive mining claims w

cated while the withdrawal was i

closed to entry under the mining

___________________ 25 IBLA 67 (June 1, 1976)

In proceedings before the Department to determine the
validity of a mining claim, notice and an opportunity
for a hearing pursuant to the Administrative Procedure
Act are reguired only where there is a disputed ques-
tion of fact; where the validity of a claim turns en
the legal effect to be given facts of record concerning
the status of the land when the claim was located, no
hearing is reguired.

__________«__» 25 IBLA 157 (June 10, 1976)

David Loring Gamble, Parrel Houqlum. 26 IEIA 219
(Aug. 18, 1976)

_._--_?.d_,_aj.,B._ Johnson. 28 IEIA 180 (Dec. 1, 1976)

In a case where a substantial increase is proposed in
charges for a communication site under 13 CFR 26C2.1-
7(e), the required hearing should be conducted in
accordance with the accepted concepts of due process.

American Te lephone an d telegraph Co.
"311 (June 3C, 1976)

!t.al., IEIA

The allowance of a request for a hearing before an ad-
ministrative law judge in a protest against a survey
ty the Eureau of Land Management is within the discre-
tion of the Hoard of Land Appeals. Ihere is no right
to such a hearing.

Si_.Ls_liJsels.on, 26 IELA 1 (July 6, 1976)

While a determination of the grazing capacity cf public
lands will not ordinarily be overturned in the absence
of a clear showing of error, a hearing may be ordered to
resolve conflicts in the opinions of different experts
where the lessee has made a substantial and believable
offer of proof which, if true, would show error in the
Eureau of Land Management's determination.

De W. pans et al. 26 IBLA 15 (July 7, 1976)

________________________
(Feb. 17, 1976)

________________ 21 IBLA 31

Where there are conflicting claimants to lots in a

Native tewnsite and the record does not clearly reflect
who occupied or who was entitled to occupancy of the
lots on the date of final subdivisional survey, the
Eoard may, on its own motion, order a hearing.

_______________» 26 IBLA 111 (Aug. 2, 1976)
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A second hearing will not be afforded where a claimant
was given notice and an opportunity to appear at a

hearing, where he/she actually was represented at the
hearing, and where nothing has been submitted which
suggests that another hearing would produce a different
result.

United_States v. Richard_and Beverl.y_Weic|el , 26 IELA
183"Aug. 10, "1976)"

United_States vi_Beatrice Ann_Johnson, 33 IBLA 121
7De"c. 19, "19777

The fact that assessment work has been performed on a

mining claim does not estop the Government from deter-
mining the validity of a claim by proper proceedings
giving adequate notice and an opportunity for a hearing
where there are disputed determinative facts. However,
where the claim was located after land has been with-
drawn from mining, it is proper for the Bureau of Land
Management to declare a claim null and void ab initio
without a hearing.

S2I_JL-CuiSins • 26 IBLA 223 (Aug. 17, 1976)

A petition to reopen a hearing for submission of fur-
ther evidence will be denied when the contestee offers
no valid justification for the neglect to offer the
evidence, which was or could have been available at
the original hearing.

RULiS_OF_PH ACT ICf— Continued

HEARINGS— Continued

have been anticipated and which justifies teycnd ques-
tion the granting of a postponement. This standard is
not met by a party's assertion that it has not had ade-
quate opportunity to prepare a defense where such dif-
ficulty could have been anticipated before the request
was made.

United_States_vi_Mine_Develo£ment_Cor^i et al.,
27 IELA 238 (Oct. 18, 1976)

The dependent resurvey is designed to accomplish a res-
toration of what purports to be the original conditions
according to the record, based, first, upon identified
existing corners of the original survey and ether rec-
ognized and acceptable points of control, and, second,
upon the restoration of missing corners by proportion-
ate measurement in harmony with the record of the orig-
inal survey. Where an appellant who protests a depen-
dent resurvey presents evidence which questions whether,
in fact, the Bureau of Land Management accurately lo-
cated a quarter section corner and three certified sur-
veyors agree with appellant, a hearing will be ordered
for resolution of the factual issue of location of the
quarter corner.

I! "it£d_S ta t es_v._ Be n_ H a n son

,

l976f
26 IELA 300 (Auq. 27,

IiajJS-L uja n , 30 IBLA 95 (Apr. 29, 1977)

A mininq claim located on land withdrawn from location
under the mining laws is null and void ab initic--witb-
out legal effect from the beginning. Such a mining
clain may properly be declared null and void without
a hearing where the records of the Department cf the
Interior show that the land was withdrawn from the op-
eration of the United States mining laws at the time
the claim was located.

Under «3 U.S.C. s 961 (1970) and U3 CFB 2802.1-7(a), an
applicant has no right to a hearing in connection with
original charges for use and occupancy of a communica-
tion site, and a hearing pursuant to a request under
i»3 CFR i>.U15 will not be granted where applicant fails
to make specific allegations or offer specific proof to
show in what factors a Departmental appraisal is in
error.

Mountain_States Te leg hone_ a nd_Tele^ra£ h_ Co.. , 26 IBLA
393 (Sept. 167~1976)

"
83 I.E. 332

Rejection of a desert land entry application because
the applicant has failed to supply satisfactory evi-
dence of a right to the permanent use of sufficient
water to irrigate and reclaim the irrigable portion
of the entry will be set aside and the applicant's re-
quest for a hearing granted where there is conflicting
evidence in the record concerning the sufficiency of
the water supply and where' the applicant has alleged
facts which, if proved, would result in a different
conclusion.

Dixie^U^Bjor nes t a d_et_ a 1.. , 27 IELA 201 (Oct. 6, 1976)

A request for postponement made more than 10 days prior
to a hearing is properly denied where there has been no
showing of good cause and proper diligence. A contes-
tee's request for postponement is properly denied when
(1) a contestee only seeks postponement in order to
pursue an exchange of land for the claims; and (2) the
administrative law judge rules that the contestant may
seek to dismiss the contest if an exchange is contem-
plated and the contestant does not wish to abate the
contest proceedings.

A request for postponement made at a hearing or within
10 days of a hearing is properly denied where there has
been no showing of an extreme emergency which could not

Charles R. Nielsen, . Eauline. Nielsen . 30 IELA 235
"(Mly"26T 1977)

James_Messanc , 35 IELA 383 (June 23, 1978)

Evidence offered on appeal from an initial decision by
an administrative law judge after a hearing in a con-
test may not be considered or relied upon in making a

final decision but may only be considered to determine
if there should be a further hearing.

£avid_A._Burns, 30 IBLA 359 (June 10, 1977)

Joe I. Sanchez and Ce lin a V. Sanchez, et al.. U2 I EI

A

176 (Aug. 22, 1979)

Upon a determination that production has ceased en an
oil and gas lease in its extended term by reason cf
such production because the well on the lease is no
longer capable of production in paying quantities, th«
lessees of record are entitled to notice and an oppor-
tunity to reguest a hearing on the issue of the produc
tive capacity of the well where they have presented
evidence raising an issue of fact regarding the statu:
of the well.

Ujiversal_Resource_s_Cor Ei_et_
1977)

31 IBLA 61 (June 23,

In a proceeding before the Department to determine the
validity of a mining claim, notice and an opportunity
for an evidentiary bearing is required only where there
is a disputed question of fact; where the validity of a

claim turns en the leqal effect to be qiven facts of
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record concerning the status of the land when the clc

was located, no hearing is reguired.

£a»i£_Budinski_et_al.. , 31 IBLA 139 (June

Where an administrative law judge's decision contains
a ruling, in a single sentence, on all of the proposed
findings and conclusions submitted by a Farty to a

hearing and the ruling on each finding and conclusion
is clear, there is no reguirement that the judge rule
separately as to each of the proposed findings and
conclusions.

United States v. Leslie_Harlina and William Harling,
32~IBLA 29 (Aug7~31,~1977)

Lght to a jury trial in an
:h as a grazing trespass

There is no constitutional
administrative proceeding £

hearing.

Administrative hearings reguired in grazing trespass
cases are not an unlawful exercise of judicial power
and meet constitutional reguirements and the standards
of the Administrative Procedure Act. The constitution-
al reguirement of due process is not violated merely
because an administrative law judge is employed by the
Department of the Interior.

Bureau of Land Management v. Ross Babcock, 32 IBLA 171*

(Sept7~157~1977) 81 I.B. «75

When the Department of the Interior finds that public
land within the place limits of a grant to a railroad
under the Act of July 1, 1862, as amended, was mineral
in character and the railroad company, filing for pat-
ent on behalf of an alleged bona fide purchaser from
it, challenges such finding, a hearing should be
granted at which the Department has the obligation of
making a prima facie case of mineral character, where-
upon the company has the burden of establishing ncnmin-
eral character by a preponderance of the evidence, and
the bona fides of the purchaser.

Southern^acific_Trans£ortation_Co., 32 IE1A 218
(Sept. 19, 1977)

A reguest for a hearing will be denied where there is
no dispute involving a material fact, and there is no
chance of development of further material facts which
would reguire a different decision.

£abax_Mills, 32 IBLA 225 (Sept. 20, 1977)

An applicant has no right to a hearing in connection
with original Federal charges for use and occupancy
of a communication site, and in the absence of any spe-
cific assertion showing error in the appraisal, the
appraisal will be sustained on appeal if it is prcperly
formulated.

XIZ.Television^InCi , 33 IBLA 80 (Dec. 1977)

A reguest for a hearing will be denied in the absence
of an assertion of fact which, if proved true, would
entitle appellant to the relief sought.

I°°te_<!ineral_Co.., 3« IBLA 285 (Apr. 17, 1978)

BOLES OF PRACTICE— Continued
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In some cases due process reguires not that a perscn
have notice and a prior hearing before a deprivation of
property, but that an individual be given nctice and an
opportunity for a hearing before the deprivation of
property becomes final.

In proceedings before the Department to determine the
validity of a mining claim, notice and an opportunity
for a hearing is reguired only where there is a dis-
puted guesticn of fact; where the validity of a claim
turns on the legal effect to be given facts of record
concerning the status of the land when the clai* was
located, no hearing is reguired.

JJi_B*_i*ebb, 3« IELA 362 (Kay 1, 1978)

The Federal Rules of Civil
administrative agencies.

SDiied.States
1978)

..^-"iAtSn-liichner,

lure are not binding on

35 IELA 2tC (Hay 3C,

Where land has long been devoted to a particular public
purpose such as inclusion in a forest reserve, laches
may tar an application filed pursuant to the Transpor-
tation Act of 19<40, 149 O.S.C. § 65(b) (1970) and
143 O.S.C. « 898 (1970), in which case a hearing need
not be ordered to determine whether a railroad's pur-
chaser was an innocent purchaser for value.

So uth ern P acific Transpor tatio n Co.. Donald K. lee,
Charles. Siller v. United States„

i

Fprest.,Seryice . 15 I El A

270 (June 2, 1978)

Appellant may not use appeal to Board or reguest for
hearing under U3 CFB 14.M15 as vehicle for petiticritc
Secretary of the Interior to have withdrawal revoked
and land restored to entry.

"a r.U_JLi_ «iii92 < 35 IELA 3U9 (June 1978)

It reguires a substantial showing of bias to disgualify
a hearing officer in administrative proceedings or to
justify a charge that the hearing was unfair.

United. States v, Richard H. Kinqdon and Edith F..

Kin<jdon,"36 IBLA ll~~(June 27, 1978J

Evidentiary submissions on appeal can be considered
only for the limited purpose of deternining whether a

further hearing should be granted. The record estab-
lished at the heating in a mining claim contest is the
sole basis for determining the validity of a claim.

There is not a sufficient eguitable basis
ing a hearing in a mining contest because
fire to the contestee's home 3 days tefor
uled hearing where neither she nor her at
entered an appearance in the case reguest
ment of the hearing or a continuation of
after it had been held. Also, a further
not be ordered merely to afford a claiman
tional opportunity to explore and make a

a valuable mineral deposit.

for recpen-
of an allege
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United States v. f lorence J., Hattc
(July 31, 1978)

I, 36 IELA 171
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The notice and opportunity for hearing envisaged ty
i»3 CFR 2802.1-7 (e) requires at a minimum that the les-
see be provided with a copy of the appraisal report,
that he be permitted to appear before the decision-
maker, that the decisionmaker not be the person who
made or approved the appraisal, and that adeguate rec-
ords of the hearing conducted pursuant to the regula-
tions be maintained.

Circle_

L

X_I nc. , 36 IBLA 260 (Aug. 15, 1978)

Donald R. Clark, C. Reinhart S Son, Inc.
,
^Hagtwell

Exca va t ina_Co.. , 39~IBLA 182 (Jan7~31,~1979)

Alaska Natives who allege substantial use and occupancy
of vacant, unappropriated, and unreserved public land
in Alaska for a period of at least 5 years pursuant to
the Act of Bay 17, 1906, as amended, 13 O.S.C. «« 270-1
to 270-3 (1970), and the regulations at 13 CFE Subpart
2561 are entitled to notice and an opportunity fcr a

bearing prior to rejection of their application. Such
notice shall specify the reasons for the proposed re-
jection. Claimant shall have an opportunity to present
evidence and testimony of favorable witnesses at a

hearing before the trier of fact prior to a decision.

Eg.gt.3l" "0 IBLA 321 (Apr. 30, 1979)

A second hearing will not be afforded generally where a

claimant was given notice and an opportunity to appear
at a hearing, where he did appear and was represented
at the hearing, and where nothing has been submitted
which suggests that another hearing would produce a

different result.

Uni£§<l_S.tates_vi_Ar
"(Sept. 6~, 1978r

!rew_L
J._Freese_II, 37 IBLA

Where there exist factual guestions about the location
of section and subdivisional corners in a dependent
resurvey, the Board of Land Appeals may order a hearinc
pursuant to 13 CFR 4.115 to resolve these guestions.

Bethel_C^_Vernon, 37 IBLA 226 (Oct. 16, 1978)

A second hearing will not be afforded where a mining
claimant has submitted nothing which suggests that
another bearing would produce a different result, i.e.,
a finding that a valuable mineral deposit has been
discovered on a mining claim. Assertions that further
mineral examination would prove the existence of such
a deposit and that such a deposit exists on adjacent
land, without more, do not entitle the claimant to

United_States_vi_Lost_Polack_Hinina_Ass2nx 38 IBLA 101
7nov. 207 1978)

when an Alaska Native allotment applicant alleges that
there has been substantial use and occupancy of vacant,
unappropriated, and unreserved public land in Alaska
for a period of at least 5 years pursuant to 13 O.S.C.
«$ 270-1 to 270-3 (1970) and 43 CFR Subpart 2561, and
the Bureau of Land Management determines the application
should be rejected because the land was not so used and
occupied, the Native is entitled under contest proce-
dures, 13 CFR 1.1)51, to notice and an opportunity for a
hearing prior to rejection of his application.

Ba£I_Bobbj, 11 IBLA 11 (Hay 29, 1979)

Rika.Hur£hj £ „Gene H. Smagge. 12 IBIA 51 (July 31, 1979)

Where issues of material fact are in dispute, due pro-
cess requires that an applicant for a Native allotment
be notified of the specific reasons for the proposed
rejection, allowed to submit written evidence to the
contrary, and granted an opportunity for an oral hear-
ing before the trier of fact where evidence and testi-
mony of favorable witnesses may be submitted tefcre a

decision is reached to reject an application for an
allotment.

Frederick Phillips et al.. 11 IELA 169 (June 22, 1979)

IIJa_§._S he ldo n_et_a 1 . , 12 IBLA 276 (Aug. 27, 1979)

Hen a_Bar t ma n , 13 IBLA 281 (Oct. 17, 1979)

Where production has ceased on an oil and gas lease ex-
tended by production, and the record is unclear whether
the conditions prescribed by 30 O.S.C. § 226(f) (1976)
precluding termination of the lease have occurred, the
case will be remanded to the Bureau of Land Management
to reconsider with the Geological Survey if the lease
has terminated, including a determination whether the
lessee began reworking or drilling operations within
60 days after cessation of production and diligently
prosecuted such operations before attaining production
as asserted by him on appeal. A hearing should be
held, if necessary, to resolve disputed facts.

Vern_Hi_Bolinder_and_Julienne J.t_Eolinder , "0 IBIA 161
TApr. 3, 1979)

Where the Geological Survey, in making its decision,
has reviewed the same information submitted on appeal
to the Board of Land Appeals to show that there was a

well capable of producing oil or gas in paying guan-
tities on the date the lease expired, and there are
no disputed facts, but only a dispute on the proper
application of the law to those facts and legal inter-
pretations, a hearing is not warranted in the case.

Where surface owners object to the amount of a bend,
submitted to the Eureau of Land Management under sec. 9

of the Stock-Baising Homestead Act of Dec. 29, 1916, as
amended, 13 O.S.C. « 299 (1970),, as being inadequate in
amount, request a hearing thereon, but fail to tender
any evidence which would impel the conclusion that a

hearing is likely to be productive and teaningful, the
request for a hearing is properly denied.

II »«£_5iI ve r a_et_a 1^ , 12 IBLA 11 (July 25, 1979)

Two mining claims, located at a time when the land is
withdrawn from mineral entry, may be properly declared
null and void ab initio without a hearing. Such a

result obtains despite reference to a location notice
prior to the withdrawal where appellants do not make
a showing of sufficient specific facts upon which to
predicate a bearing, including which of the claims the
previous location relates to, the boundaries thereof,
whether the previous location was for a locatatle lin-
eral under a withdrawal order then in force, and the
name of the previous locator.

The irris, 12 IELA 11 (July 31, 1979)

ASe-£A£§I!_££§°u££ e.§_!l§J!a2e.J!!e.!lt_C2£P. <

(Apr. 57~1979)
10 IBLA 195
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The substantial use and occupancy requited under the
Native Allotment Act must be achieved by the Native
himself as an independent citi2en {or family head)
and such use must be at least potentially exclusive
of others. Although a minor may initiate such use
and occupancy, use and occupancy by a dependent ac-
companied by his parents does not qualify.

Where a Native allotment application has been rejected,
based on the guidelines of Oct. 18, 1973, on the basis
that the applicant had not demonstrated 5 years use ant

occupancy of the land prior to the withdrawal affectinc
the land, and that requirement is abolished by Secre-
tarial Order No. 30t0, of Hay 25, 1979, the decision
will be set aside and the case remanded for action.

B__l___°__ » «2 IBLA 59 (Aug. 2, 1979)

Where issues of material fact are in dispute, due pro-
cess requires that, before a decision is reached to re-
ject an application for an allotment, the applicant for
a Native allotment be notified of the specific reasons
for the proposed rejection, allowed to submit written
evidence to the contrary, and granted an opportunity
for an oral hearing before a trier of fact where evi-
dence and testimony of favorable witnesses may be
submitted.

A hearing will be afforded to a Native allotment appli-
cant to show his/her entitlement to a Native allotment
in view of court decisions reguiring hearings on Native
allotment applications. Where the applicant requests a

hearing and alleges there are factual disputes concern-
ing abandonment and nonuse of the claim, although the
showings on the application show nonuse of the land for
a lengthy period of time sufficient ordinarily to con-
stitute a prima facie case for rejection of the appli-
cation, a hearing is nevertheless mandated.

___d______a r ks , «2 IBLA 155 (Aug. 19, 1979)

A hearing is properly ordered where there exist issues
of fact the resolution of which will determine whether
an oil and gas lease concluding its primary term was
converted from rental status to royalty status. Appel-
lant shall have the burden of proof to establish by a

preponderance of the evidence (a) that the Colezal-
Government #1 well was capable of producing oil and
gas in paying quantities on Oct. 31, 1978, or (b) that
there was a discovery of oil or gas in paying quanti-
ties on lease W 15891 on Oct. 31, 1978. If either (or
both) of these propositions is established, the subject
lease was not subject to automatic termination by law
for failure to make timely rental payment.

___onado_gil_Co_ , «2 IBLA 235 (Aug. 22, 1979)

A second hearing will not be afforded where a mining
claimant had notice of and appeared at the first hear
ing and no evidence has been submitted suggesting
another heating would produce a different result.

2nited_States_v._Howard_D._Lonax_Dolo^es_H._Kill
i»3 IBLA 150 (Sept. 28, 1979)
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appear that the claimant is

time to make the requisite
not using the a

liscovery .

ticnal

IEIA 382 (Cct. 31,

Cue process does not require notice and a prior bearinc
in every case that an individual is deprived of prop-
erty so long as the individual is given notice and an
opportunity to be heard before the deprivation becomes
final.

In proceedings before the Department to determine the
validity of a mining claim, notice and an opportunity
for a hearing is required only where there is a dis-
puted question of fact. Where the validity of a claim
turns on the legal effect to be given facts of record
concerning the status of the land when the claim was
located, no hearing is required.

Corothv Smith.t_Keith C__Ha_es, UU IEIA 25 (Nov. 6,
1979)

Where issues of material fact are in dispute, due pro-
cess reguires that an applicant for a Native allotment
be notified of the specific reasons for the proposed
rejection, allowed to submit written evidence tc the
contrary, and granted an opportunity for an oral bear-
ing before a trier of fact where evidence and testi-
mony of favorable witnesses may be submitted before a

decision is reached to reject the application for
allotment.

________________£____ > '*'* IBLA 313 (Cec. 31, 197S)

PRIVATE CONTESTS

A private contest brought against an Alaskan homestead
entry charging that the entryman failed to meet the
miniiium cultivation requirements for the second entry
year must te dismissed when it is disclosed that such
information was of record in the Eureau of land Manage-
ment office at the time the complaint was filed.

Plan
(Dec.

W__Cbristie_v._Lar__ iLi_0.LG.les bee, 23 IELA 155_
23T~1975)

Where, pursuant to «3 O.S.C. § 315g (1970), a State
has acquired land subject to a reservation of minerals
to the United States, and the State thereafter leases
the surface of the land to a corporation for purposes
which are plainly incompatible with mining, the surface
lessee has standing to initiate a private contest to
determine the validity of unpatented mining claims lo-
cated on the land. It is not essential to the cause
of action that there be an actual physical interference
ty one party with the other party's use of the land if
their respective interests are clearly and potentially
conflicting.

Continental^Qil Co. v. Aztec Exploration and _4
Co., 32 IBLA~l~~(Aug7

_
2l», 1977)

!___e_t

A continuance of a hearing into the validity of a min-
ing claim will only be granted where the mining claim-
ant presents sufficient reason to justify the grant of
an additional opportunity to present his case, i.e.,
where circumstances have placed a substantial con-
straint upon his ability to obtain or offer samples or
other evidence of a discovery. Furthermore, it must

A private contest complaint which does not set cut in
clear and ccncise language a statement of the facts
constituting the grounds of contest is properly
dismissed.

I___________i__iI2» 3D IBLA 123 (Mar. 2, 1976)
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where the only properly corroborated fact alleged by
private contestant related to situs of contestee's res-
idence in 1975 and thereafter, but precomplaint record
included assertion by contestee that he lived on home-
stead in 1972, 1973, and 197H, the contestant has not
thereby alleged facts which, if proved, would reguire
cancellation of entry, and contest must be dismissed
under U3 CFR «.U50-5(a)

.

Although in his summary dismissal of private contest
against homestead entry administrative law judge dis-
cussed issues upon which contestant had failed to sub-
mit corroborated allegations of fact along with his
complaint, such action by judge did not relieve con-
testant of his burden of filing corroboration, despite
provisions of i»3 CFR 1. U50-1 (b) allowing judge to
"raise issues in connection with deciding a contest."

Administrative law judge properly dismissed without a

hearing a private homestead entry contest in which com-
plaint failed to allege corroborated facts which, if
proved, would provide sufficient basis for cancellation
of entry.

Where contestant in private homestead entry contest
appeals to Board of Land Appeals and makes certain
assignments of error by administrative law judge, but
allegations of fact upon which those assignments are
based were not corroborated at filing of contest com-
plaint, and issues raised by those assignments were not
raised in complaint, such assignments are not material
for purposes of appeal to the Board.

EE2§§t_Ci_Lamb_vi_Richard_R.
TAug. 3,~1978)

Stoffel, 36 IBLA 201

The State of Alaska will be afforded time within
to bring private contests against Native allotme
applications conflicting with an existing airpor
way built by the State and to show it has standi
contest. If it does so timely, the Bureau of la
agement will adjudicate its standing as a contes
and the contests will proceed if it finds affirm
ly. If not, the State's timely objections will
taken as a protest and a factfinding bearing wil
held. If the State fails to take timely action,
decision rejecting its application to reinstate
flicting airport lease application will stand.
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S t a t e_p_f_ Alas k a , HI IBLA 309 (July 5, 1979)

Intervention, by right, as a full party in a contest
proceeding is only recognized where the individual
seeking intervention has the necessary interest to
maintain a private contest independently under «3 CFR
4. i»50-l.

The extent of the participation in a contest hearing tc

be afforded "interested individuals" who do not have a

sufficient interest to maintain a private contest is
committed to the sound discretion of the administrative
law judge. Among the factors which are properly con-
sidered are: the desires of the original parties; the
likelihood that the party seeking intervention will
provide information which would not be forthcoming
without its participation; and the cost which must be
borne by both the contestant and the contestee by the
nature and scope of the intervention granted.

United_States_vi_United_States_Pumice_C2i , 37 IBLA 153
(Oct. 5, 1978)

Regulation U3 CFR i*. 450-1 gives a person with an ad-
verse interest in land a right to contest an adverse
claim. The Department of the Interior has consistently
recognized States as included within the term "person"
within the meaning of the regulation, allowing then to
initiate private contests.

Where the State of Alaska has shown an interest in land
in its existing airport, it may bring a private contest
to challenge Native allotment applications for land in
conflict with the airport.

State_of_Alaska, HO IBLA 79 (War. 22, 1979)

Dnder the "functional" standard to determine adiinis-
trative standing set forth in Kon iaq . Inc. v. Andjcus,
580 F.2d 601 (D.C. Cir. 1978), "cert, denied, 99~S.~Ct.
733 (1979), the State of Alaska has standing to chal-
lenge Native allotment applications conflicting with
its selection applications even if the land is within
a Native village selection area under the Alaska Native
Claims Settlement Act. The State has standing under
Departmental regulations to initiate private contests
against such conflicting Native allotment applications.

"Person." A State is a "person" within the meaning of
the Department's private contest regulations.

State_of Alaska et_al., Ul IELA 315 (July 11, 157S)
86 I.E. 361

"Person." Regulation «3 CFR «. 450-1 specifically gives
persons with an adverse interest in land a right to
contest the adverse claim. It does not depend on the
applicability of the due process clause of the Consti-
tution to either claimant. A State is a "person" with-
in the meaning of this private contest regulation.

The State of Alaska has a sufficient interest in land
by virtue of its applications for an airport conveyance
or by its selection application to have standing to
initiate private contests against conflicting Native
allotment applications.

State, of A laska. 42 IELA 1 (July 25, 1979)

The owner of a patented stock-raising homestead, in
which the minerals have been reserved to the United
States under the Act of Dec. 29, 1916, as amended, has
a sufficient adverse interest under 43 CFR 4.45C-1, to
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initiate a contest against a mining claimant, alleging
lack of discovery of valuable minerals.

The issue of whether a mining claim has teen perfected
by discovery of available mineral has no place in a

proceeding to determine whether the amount of a stock-
raising homestead bond is sufficient.

IIaer_S i 1 ve ra_e t_a 1 . , 42 IBLA 11 (July 25, 1979)

Where there is a conflict between an application by the
State of Alaska to select land under the Statehood Act
and an application by an Alaska Native for allotment
under the Act of May 17, 1906, and it appears to BLM
that the Native applicant has met the reguirements for
patent, upon notice of this determination the State, if
dissatisfied, has an election of remedies. It may not
appeal from an interlocutory decision which authorizes
the State to initiate private contest proceedings to
prove lack of qualification on the part of the Native.
Rather, it may initiate the private contest within the
time period prescribed, or it may appeal the decision
of BLM, after it becomes final, to the Board of Land
Appeals. If, on appeal, the Board concludes that the
Native's application is deficient it will order the in-
stitution of Government contest proceedings, but if it
finds the allotment application acceptable, it will
order the patent issued, if all else be regular.

The assignor of an oil and gas lease is not barred froc
protesting against a decision approving the assignment
because of bis failure to appeal from an earlier deci-
sion denying the assignee's request for assignment
approval but stating that approval would be permitted
upon performance of certain conditions.

when an assignment of an oil and gas lease, ma
to lease renewal, has been approved after rene
thereafter it appears that there is a controve
whether the parties contemplated that the assi
of the base lease would extend to the renewal
the Eepartment will not take action on a prote
guesting rescission of the assignment approval
will maintain the status quo for a period suff
to permit the parties to institute litigation
other action to resolve their dispute.

Jose ph Alstad. 19 IELA 104 (War. 4. 1975)

where there is a private dispute as to the validity c

effect of an oil and gas lease assignient, the Eureai
of Land Management will not take action on a request
for assignment approval, but will maintain the status
quo for a period sufficient to permit the parties tc
institute litigation or take other action to resolve
their dispute.
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S tat e_of_Alaska_et_alA , 42 IBLA 94 (Aug. 1979)
Ja mes V , O'Kane, f_.

"(Mar. 18, 1975)
Kenneth Millhollen. 19 IEIA 171

Where there is a conflict between an application ty the
State of Alaska to select land under the Alaska Mental
Health Enabling Act and an application by an Alaska Na-
tive for allotment under the Act of May 17, 1906, and
it appears to the Bureau of Land Management that the
Native applicant has met the requirements for patent,
upon notice of this determination the State, if dissat-
isfied, has an election of remedies. It may initiate
private contest proceedings to prove lack of qualifi-
cation on the part of the Native, or it may appeal the
determination to the Board of Land Appeals. If, on ap-
peal, the Board concludes that the Native's application
is deficient, it will order the institution of Govern-
ment contest proceedings. If, however, the Board af-
firms the finding that the requirements cf patent have
been met, the State will have no further administrative
recourse. Where the State had not, prior to its appeal,
been afforded notice of the election, it should be af-
forded an opportunity to make such election.

State_of_Alaska v.. Mattie B. Bartos, 42 IELA 269
(Aug. 27, 1979)

State_of_A laska_vi Da niel_Joh nson

,

(Sept. 11, 19797
l»2 IBLA 370

86

A private contest brouqht against an Alaska homestead
charging that the entryman had failed to meet any of
the residence or cultivation requirements of the law
must be dismissed where the statutory life of the en-
try has previously expired without the entryman fil-
ing final proof and information was already of record
in the BLM office that the entryman had done nothing
during the life of the entry to perfect the claim.
43 CFR 4.450-1.

Joe.Oi.Amberaer, 43 IBLA 178 (Sept. 28, 1979)

Where a desert land applicant, whose application is
prior in time, appeals from a decision of the Eurea
of Land Management, dismissing his protest against
fording priority to a later-filed desert land ap
tion on the tasis that the earlier-filed applica
was incomplete, the cases are properly remanded
Eureau of Land Management for action on the resp
applications, so as to avoid piecemeal adjudicat

st af-
plica-
ticn
tc the
ective
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££o.ra.e_(K_Cra.E£t_ fiichard_Li_Cra_E o

,

(Mar. 21, 1975)
19 IELA 208

The Eoard of Land Appeals may entertain and, where ap-
propriate, grant a motion by the Eureau of Land Manage
•ent to remand a case to it for further consideration

Etion of whether an environmental impact
filed, even though an appellant

the
statement must beatement must ce rueci, even though an appellant, we

s protested against a negative declaration that no
pact statement is reguired, objects to the reiiand.

Sai£i3_Gil_lis, 24 IBLA 248 (Mar. 25, 1976)
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jht-of-way
: minerals.
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proper to dismiss a protest against issuance of
nd gas lease applied for pursuant to the Act of
1930, 30 O.S.C. i 301 et sjea. (1970), fcr lands
ng a railroad right-of-way granted under the
ar. 3, 1875, when the lands traversed ty the
-way were later patented without a reservation

In such case, title to the mineral estat<
right-of-way is no longer held ty the

and, therefore, a lease issued pursuant
t is void and must te canceled.

Amerada Hess Corp., 24 IBLA 360 (Apr. 27, .976)
83 I.E.
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The thrust of «3 CFR «.«10, which limits the tight to
appeal to those who are parties to a case, is not to
restrict access to administrative review of actions of
Bureau of Land Management officials, but to provide a

logical framework within which such review might be
exercised. fin "appeal" by an individual or group which
has not, prior to the "appeal," participated in the
formulation of the action to which objection is being
voiced, should be treated as a protest under the provi-
sions of 13 CFR i». 150-2.

The filing of a written protest ordinarily stays the
action being protested until such time as a decision
on the protest is issued and, under i»3 CFR 1.21, the
time in which a person adversely affected may file a

notice of appeal therefrom.

California_AssJ.n of Four Wheel
30 IBLA 383~(June 10,~1977)

1_____ u b s_et_al .

,

Where a protest has been made against the validity of
a drawing entry card (DEC) in the simultaneous oil and
gas lease filing procedure, it is improper to issue a

lease in response to the protested DEC before the pro-
test is finally dismissed. The Board of Land Appeals,
rather than a BLM State Office, has the authority to
make final administrative determinations for the De-
partment in matters relating to protests against oil
and gas lease offers.

D_____Pack, 31 IBLA 283 (July 22, 1977)

Service by registered or certified mail may te proved
by a Post Office return receipt showing that the docu-
ment was delivered to the person's record address. The
receipt need not be signed necessarily by the person to
whom the mail was addressed.

The burden is on a protestant to show, as justification
for the disqualification of the successful drawee in a

simultaneous filing drawing procedure, that the offer
is in fact defective. A suggestion of the possibility
of violation of a regulation is not sufficient; a pro-
testant must present competent proof of such violation.
Absent an adequate showing of disqualification, a pro-
test alleging disqualification is properly rejected.

IiIIAaH_Sw.ee t , 37 IBLA 25 (Sept. 1«, 1978)

In a competitive materials sale, submission of the re-
quired 10 percent deposit in cash with the sealed bid
is permissible under the regulations and not a ground
for rejection of the highest bid. Therefore, a protest
against acceptance of the bid for that reason is Frop-
erly denied.

_________» 38 IBLA 151 (Dec. 5, 1978)

A group of individual landowners, whose lands assert-
edly abut a Federal tract which is offered for timber
sale, have standing to appeal from a decision dismiss-
ing their protest against the proposed sale.

___£_________________» 39 IBLA 205 (Feb. 2, 1979)

The characterization of a submission as an "appeal"
or as a "protest" is not binding upon a State Office;
rather, reference must be made to the nature of the

B__J___F_PRACTICE— Continued
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submission to determine whether the submission is
properly treated as an "appeal" or as a "protest."

Duncan Hiller (On . Reconsideration) , 39 IBLA 312
(Feb. 23, 1979)

The State of Alaska will be afforded time within which
to bring private contests against Native allotment
applications conflicting with an existing airport run-
way tuilt by the State and to show it has standing to
contest. If it does so timely, the Bureau of Land Hat
agenent will adjudicate its standing as a contestant
and the contests will proceed if it finds affimative-
ly. If not, the State's timely objections will te
taken as a protest and a factfinding bearing will be
held. If the State fails to take timely action, a

decision rejecting its application to reinstate a con-
flicting airport lease application will stand.

_______________ » "0 IBLA 118 (Bar. 27, 1979)

The right of appeal to the Board is limited to parties
to a case adversely affected by a decision of Elf. A

person protesting a timber sale does not become a party
to a case until such time as BLK has issued a final de-
cision adverse to his or her interests. The case is
ordinarily ripe for appeal only when an adverse deci-
sion is made on the protest.

The receipt of timber sale bids by BLH pursuant to an
advertised sale and subsequent to the filing of a pro-
test of the sale, does not constitute an irrevocable
commitment to complete the sale where all bidders ac-
knowledge that the final decision to award the sale
contract is contingent upon adjudication of the pro-
test and the decision reached on any proper appeal
therefrom. Bence, receipt of bids by Bin does net
prejudice the rights of protestants to have their
protest ruled upon and any proper appeal heard.

I___________________ i 11 "LA 305 (July 3, 1979)

A bond filed by a mining claim owner, covering lands
patented under the Stock-Raising Homestead Act of
Dec. 29, 191C, as amended. U3 O.S.C. «« 291-301 (197C)

,

need only be set in an amount to cover damages tc crops,
improvements, and the value of the land for grazing pur-
poses within the limits of the mining claim. The ad
damnum of the bond does not have to be sufficient to
cover damages caused by a disruption of the surface
owner's entire grazing operation.

Ilmei iilyera et H2 IBLA 11 (July 25, 1979)

Where a protest, with accompanying supporting evidence
alleges that the oil and gas lease offer drawn first i

a simultaneous filing-drawing procedure violated the
regulations because a party in interest was not dis-
closed and there was a multiple filing, the Bureau of
Land Management should first afford the drawee an op-
portunity to respond to the protest before rejecting
the offer based on facts alleged in the protest. The
error, however, is rendered harmless where en appeal
the offeror has full opportunity to make factual sub-
missions and respond to the allegations.

Jnevoldsen, «« IBLA 70 (Nov. 20, 1979)
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The filing of a timely protest suspends the authority
of the State Office to act upon the matter until the
protest has been ruled upon. Further, action is to be
additionally suspended after a ruling on the protest
for the period of time in which a person adversely af-
fected may file a notice of appeal therefrom.

Where, on appeal from the denial of a protest to the
issuance of a right-of-way, an appellant does not show
that issuance of the right-of-way was contrary to the
law or applicable regulations, a decision rejecting th«

protest will be affirmed.

Janeg- >!i_Sfi t h , 44 IBLA 275 (Dec. 26, 1979)

SUPERVISORY AUTHORITY OF THE SECRETARY

A motion to dismiss an appeal is granted when the
appellant had failed to file an appeal within 30 days
of the date on which the contracting officer's final
decision was received. Respecting the contractor's
argument that the 30-day time limit should be waived,
the Board noted that the right to extend the time for
filing a notice of appeal had been specifically ex-
cepted from the grant of authority to the Board as set
forth in the regulations governing Board proceedings.

AEEea l_of_Ha r ry_ CI a t er bos_

C

2i_ J V

,

(Dec. 6, 1977)
IBCA-1153-5-77

84 I.D.

Where the Secretary has declined to exercise his juris-
diction, a decision rendered by this Board is final for
the Department. Hence, statements by BLH and arguments
of the Solicitor, while valuable to the Board, are not
binding upon the Board.

Hi-Ri-Delasco^InCi^et^al.., 39 IBLA 194 (Feb. 2, 1979)

JUI:IS_QF_PRACTICE~Continued
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Where the testimony and conclusions of an expert wit-
ness are based on careful examination of a mining claim
by appropriate scientific methods, they will be accepted
into evidence and given appropriate weight regardless of
the fact that the witness may not be registered within
that particular State as an expert in his field.

£atSt-Sedjwick_et_al. ,v.

(Oct. 20, 1976)
.ti_Paiier, 27 IEIA 256

The Government failed to show that a rejected wall
not conform to the plans and specifications.

Appeal of Rocky Mountain Construction_Co. , IBCA-1C91-
12-75 (Aug. 17, 1977) 84 I.E. 629

Where a contestee fails to follow up his initial sugges-
tion at the bearing that a deposition of a possible wit-
ness be taken with a proper request, it is net error for
the administrative law judge to decide the case cr the
record made at the bearing.

United_States_JCoj^e^taj^l^i_EaI l_Frisco_and_Sandra_Si
Jfouna-JCOE t es t eesl , 32 IBLA 248 (Sept. 21, 1977)

The Government, after waiver of the original delivery
schedule, has the burden of proof that the unilaterally
established new schedule is reasonable under all the
circumstances existing at the time of the reestablish-
ment, which, however, it failed to show.

Appeal of Systems Technology Associates^ Inc., IECA-
1108-4-76 (Jan. 19,~1978) 65 I.E. 12

WITNESSES

A motion for remand of a mining claim contest for fur-
ther hearing on the grounds of prejudicial surprise,
based upon Government counsel's failure to supplement
interrogatory answers listing witnesses and exhibits
as ordered in lieu of prehearing conference, will be
denied where contestee' s counsel ignored repeated of-
fers of continuance made at various stages of the
hearing.

flniiS3_States_vi_Theresa_Bi_Robinson, 21 IBLA 363
(Aug. 25, 1975) 82 I.D. 4]

A claim for acceleration under a contract for the con-
struction of footings for a transmission line is denied
where one of appellant's principal contentions was that
in a telephone conversation following record snow in
late September the project engineer had directed that
men and equipment be added to the job in order to fin-
ish the work by the contract completion date of Nov. 1,
but in correspondence conducted with the Government for
almost 6 months after such telephone conversation the
contractor failed to refer to the directions purported-
ly received from the project engineer and even failed
to reference the particular telephone conversation.
Actions taken by the Government's principal inspector
were also found not to constitute acceleration orders
when the evidence clearly showed that both parties
viewed the inspector's action as involving suggestions
rather than directions and that whether the suggestions
were accepted by the contractor's job superintendent
depended upon the exercise of his business judgment.

A£Eeal_of_Iversen_Construction_Coi_la/k/a_Iconco).,
IBCA-981-1-73 (Dec. 30, 1975) 82 I.E. 646

SCHOOL LANDS

GENERALLY

When title to an entire in-place school section has
passed to the State, the United States no longer has
a property interest therein and the land is nc lctger
subject to location under the mining laws.

J._E._Hinds et al., 25 IBLA 67 (June 1, 1976)
83 I.D. 275

An application for patent to school lands in place,
pursuant to 43 U.S.C. § 671a (1970), which requests
an exclusion of the right-of-way granted under the Act
of July 1, 1862, as amended July 2, ie64, must be re-
jected. Such a patent must be issued "subject to" the
right-of-way.

A State is entitled to indemnity for school lands whict
it did not acquire by reason of a fractional township.
Where the fractional township is created by reason of
the incursion of a navigable body of water, the State,
by taking indemnity does not thereby grant to the
United States the bed of the navigable body of water.

Leona R. Wc gweyn. 28 IBLA 100 (Nov. 15, 1976)
63 I.E.
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The acceptance by a State of other lands as indemnity
for lands lying within the meander line of a nonnaviga-
ble lake adjacent to the granted upland school section,
was a relinquishment of any interest in the adjacent
land underlying the lake as an incident tc the grant of
the school section to the extent such land lies within
the linear boundaries of the school section, and pre-
cludes the assertion of a State claim to such lands.

State_of_Montana, 28 IBLA 124 (Nov. 16, 1976)

SCHOOL_LANDS— Continued
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potential.
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GRANTS OF LAND

Title to a numbered school section which is surveyed
on or after July 11, 1956, and on which there is
outstanding at the time of such survey a mineral lease
entered into by the United States, is granted to the
State, and the State shall succeed to the position of
the United States as lessor under such lease.

S t a t e_of_U t a h , 22 IBLA UU (Sept. 15, 1975)

INDEMNITY SELECTIONS

An application by a State for an indemnity school and
land selection is not subject to rejection for the sole
reason that the base lands are less valuable than the
selected lands.

When a State files an indemnity school land application
and selects lands withdrawn for leasable minerals and
it is determined that disposal of such lands would un-
reasonably interfere with operations under the mineral
leasing laws, such application may be rejected. How-
ever, when the State offers to waive the reserved leas-
able minerals and to allow reasonable surface entry for
development and removal of the minerals, the applica-
tion should be reevaluated in light of such offer.

State_of_New_Mexico, 2« IBLA 135 (Mar. 8, 1976)

A railroad right-of-way, granted under the Act of
July 1, 1862, 12 Stat. U89, as amended by Act of
July 2, 186U, 13 Stat. 356, crossing a school section,
does not constitute lands "otherwise disposed of by the
United States" within the ambit of the school indemnity
statutes. Therefore a rejection of an indemnity selec-
tion application, offering such base, is proper.

titl<
ands

S ta te_of_Wiomina , 27 IBLA 137 (Sept. 29, 1976)
83 I.e. 364

A State is entitled to indemnity for school lands which
it did not acguire by reason of a fractional township.
Where the fractional township is created by reason of
the incursion of a navigable body of water, the State,
by taking indemnity does not thereby grant to the
United States the bed of the navigable body of water.

Leonar d_ R.5._ HcS we v. n , 28 IELA 100 (Nov. 15, 1976)
83 I.D. 556

Under 03 U.S.C. $ 852(a)(1) (1970), as amended by sec.
25 of the Geothermal Steam Act of 1970, 30 U.S.C.
$ 102U (1970) , a State may select lands with geothermal
potential as indemnity for base lands lost by it from
its grant for common schools without a reservation to
the United States of the geothermal rights therein,
provided that these base lands also have geothermal

where BLM has issued a clear list giving a State
to lands selected as indemnity for lost school 1

but erroneously reserving to the United States gectber-
mal rights to these selected lands, these geothermal
rights are still within the power of the United States
to dispose of, and the Department still exercises
jurisdiction over them, so that the Board of land Ap-
peals may correct ELM's error by ordering that these
rights be given to the State by deleting the reserva-
tion thereof in the clear list.

Where the record indicates that there may be gross
disparity between the value of lands selected by a

State as indemnity for lost school lands and the value
of base lands submitted by the State in support of the
selection, the matter will be remanded to the ELM fcr
revaluation of the lands. If the revaluation reveals
a gross disparity, the BLM shall withhold further ac-
tion until judicial resolution of the propriety of the
"grossly disparate value" policy.

State o f Cal ifornia. 33 IBLA 160 (Dec. 20, 1977)

MINERAL LANDS

Titl« > a numbered school section which is surveyed
Iter July 11, 1956, and on which there is

outstanding at the time of such survey a mine
entered into by the United States, is granted
State, and the State shall succeed to the po
the United States as lessor under such lease.

State of Utah. 22 IBLA «« (Sept. 15, 1975)

sition of

Where, after statehood, a designated school section is
surveyed and returned as mineral land (coal) known to
be mineral in character prior to the date when the
rights of the State would have attached, and where
prior to the Act of Jan. 25, 1927 (<4« Stat. 1026) , the
land is withdrawn for national forest purposes, title
to the section did not pass to the State.

"ai£Olm_Ni_McKinnon, 23 IELA 1 (Nov. 25, 1975)

Under «3 U.S.C. § 852(a) (1) (1970), as amended by sec.
25 of the Geothermal Steam Act of 1970,~30 O.S.C.
* 102U (1970), a State may select lands with geothernal
potential as indemnity for base lands lost by it from
its grant for common schools without a reservation tc
the United States of the geothermal rights therein,
provided that these base lands also have geothermal
potential.

Per sec. 25 of the Geothermal Steam Act of 197C,
geothermal resources are treated under <I3 U.S.C.
§ 852(a) (1970) as other leasable minerals, rather than
as oil and gas, so that a State need not submit as base
for indemnity selection of lands which have been clas-
sified by the Geological Survey as being within a

"KGRA" (known geothermal resource area) lands which
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also are classified as KGRA, but instead need only sub-
nit base lands classified by GS as having geothermal
potential.

Where BLM has issued a clear list giving a State title
to lands selected as indemnity for lost school lands
but erroneously reserving to the United States geother-
mal rights to these selected lands, these geothermal
rights are still within the power of the United States
to dispose of, and the Department still exercises
jurisdiction over them, so that the Board of Land Ap-
peals may correct BLH's error by ordering that these
rights be given to the State by deleting the reserva-
tion thereof in the clear list.

Where the record indicates that there may be gross
disparity between the value of lands selected by a

State as indemnity for lost school lands and the value
of base lands submitted by the State in support of the
selection, the matter will be remanded to the BLM for
revaluation of the lands. If the revaluation reveals
a gross disparity, the BLM shall withhold further ac-
tion until judicial resolution of the propriety of the
"grossly disparate value" policy.

State of
v
California, 33 IBLA 160 (Dec. 1977)

SCRIP
(§ee_also Soldiers'
this Index.)

litional Homesteads— if included

Istate_of_John_Ci_Br i nton , 25 IBLA 283 (June 28, 1976)

PAYMENT IN SATISFACTION

Transfers of scrip or selection rights which are
presented to the Department of the Interior for
recordation pursuant to the Scrip Recordation Act
more than 6 months after they were made cannot be
accepted for recording or serve as a basis for the
acquisition of lands. An application to elect to
receive cash rather than land, which is based upon
a transfer of a soldier's additional homestead selec-
tion right filed more than 6 months after it was made,
must be rejected.

Where an applicant to receive cash in satisfaction of a

soldier's additional homestead selection right fails to
establish a complete chain of title from the soldier-
entryman to the applicant, a purported assignment of
the right to the applicant cannot be recognized and the
application must be rejected.

Margaret W . Ch ivers. 21 IELA 12U (July IK, 1975)

The right to locate Sioux Half-Breed scrip is a person-
al right not subject to transfer. However, such scrip
may be located by an attorney in fact with authority
from the scripee (1) to locate the land in the name of
the scripee, and (2) to convey that land in the name
of the scripee. Where proper documentation of this
authority from the scripee is not presented to the De-
partment with an application to receive cash payment

SCRI P— Continued

PAYMENT IN SATISF ACTION— Conti nued

for redemption of the scrip under the Act of Jug. 31,
196U, the application is properly rejected.

Preston Nutter Corp.. 25 IBLA 231 (June 21, 1976)

RECORDATION

Transfers of scrip or selection rights which are
presented to the Department of the Interior for
recordation pursuant to the Scrip Recordation Act
more than 6 months after they were made cannot te
accepted for recording or serve as a basis for the
acquisition of lands. An application to elect to
receive cash rather than land, which is based upon
a transfer of a soldier's additional homestead selec-
tion right filed more than 6 months after it was made,
must be rejected.

Margaret W. Chivers. 21 IBLA 12U (July 1«, 1975)

A forest lieu selection right is extinguished when
the base lands are reconveyed by the United States tc
the principal (the party who originally conveyed the
land to the United states). The purported agent or
attorney-in-fact of the principal has no rights there-
after against the United States even if he recorded
his power of attorney and other selection documents
prior to the reconveyance.

££!!_ Co he n_,_ R ay C,
19757"

Nordstrom. 21 IBIA 330 (Aug.

The requirement of the Act of Aug. 5, 1955, 69 Stat.
535, that within 6 months of any transfer of scrip
rights the holding or claim of right must be presented
for recordation by the Department, presupposes a valid
transfer. Where the holder of a soldier's additional
homestead right shows that the transfer was fraudulent
and without his knowledge, the failure of the fraudu-
lent transferee to record the right will not extinguish
the right claimed by the innocent holder.

2 e°.E3.e_Rodda A_ Jr . , 27 IELA 186 (Oct. 1976)

Re-
jected,
n that

SEECIAI TYEES OF SCRIF

An application for satisfaction of forest lieu se
tion rights filed after Dec. 31, 1969, will te re
as all such claims which had not been satisfied c

date, or for which no satisfaction bad teen deiant
expired ty operation of law.

A forest lieu selection right is extinguished whei
the base lands are reconveyed by the United State:
the principal (the party who originally conveyed 1

land to the United States). The purported agent (

attorney-in-fact of the principal has no rights tl

after against the United States even if he records
his power of attorney and other selection document
prior to the reconveyance.

Ben.Cohen. Hay C. Nordstrom. 21 IBLA 330 (Aug. 18,
1975)

The right to locate Sioux Half-Breed scrip is a person-
al right not subject to transfer. However, such scrip
may te located by an attorney in fact with authority
from the scripee (1) to locate the land in the naie of
the scripee, and (2) to convey that land in the name cf
the scripee. Where proper documentation of this author-
ity from the scripee is net presented to the Department
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with an application to receive cash payment for redemp-
tion of the scrip under the Act of Aug. 31, 1961, the
application is properly rejected.

Presto n_ Nutter_Cor__ , 25 IBLA 231 (June 21, 1976)

Where land had been conveyed to the United States pur-
suant to the Act of June 1, 1897, ch. 2, 30 Stat. 11,
36, as a base for forest lieu selection rights, and a

purported color of title claim was initiated at a time
when the land had not been opened to the operation of
the public land laws, the color of title claim is not
cognizable as valid under M3 H.S.C. § 1068 (1970).

Ist_t__of________________ , 25 IBLA 283 (June 28, 1976)

VALIDITY

Where an applicant to receive cash in satisfaction of a

soldier's additional homestead selection right fails to
establish a complete chain of title from the soldier-
entryman to the applicant, a purported assignment of
the right to the applicant cannot be recognized and the
application must be rejected.

M a r_ar_t_W__Ch_ ver s , 21 IBLA 124 (July 1«, 1975)

and without his knowledge, the failure of the fraudu-
lent transferee to record the right will not extinguish
the right claimed by the innocent holder.

Upon the death of a soldier-entryman the soldier's ad-
ditional homestead right vests in his estate, subject
to the right of his widow or minor orphan children to
appropriate it pursuant to the terms of the statutory
grant. Upon the death of the scldier-entryman 's widow,
and in the absence of minor orphan children, the right
becomes absolute in the heirs of the soldier-entryman
at the time of his death.

Where an applicant seeks to assert a soldier's addi-
tional homestead right which has been determined tc be
invalid in an earlier proceeding, and does not submit
compelling legal or eguitable reasons for reconsidera-
tion, but merely seeks to reargue the previous determi-
nation, the attempted exercise of soldier's additional
homestead rights will be rejected.

Ge.orge_RodJa.i_J r . , 27 IBLA 186 (Oct. «, 1976)

An application by a remote assignee to exercise sol-
diers' additional homestead rights is properly rejected
when the validity of the right on which the assignment
is based has not been established.

George Rodda. Jr.. 37 IBLA 189 (Oct.. 11, 1978)

An application for satisfaction of forest lieu selec-
tion rights filed after Dec. 31, 1969, will te rejected,
as all such claims which bad not been satisfied on that
date, or for which no satisfaction had been demanded,
expired by operation of law.

A forest lieu selection right is extinguished when
the base lands are reconveyed by the United States to
the principal (the party who originally conveyed the
land to the United States) . The purported agent or
attorney-in-fact of the principal has no rights there-
after against the United States even if he recorded
his power of attorney and other selection documents
prior to the reconveyance.

Ben_Cohen J

1975)
-Sai_£._ Nordstrom, 21 IBLA 330 (Aug.

The right to locate Sioux Half-Breed scrip is a person-
al right not subject to transfer. However, such scrip
may be located by an attorney in fact with authority
from the scripee (1) to locate the land in the name of
the scripee, and (2) to convey that land in the name of
the scripee. Where proper documentation of this author-
ity from the scripee is not presented to the Department
with an application to receive cash payment for redemp-
tion of the scrip under the Act of Aug. 31, 196U, the
application is properly rejected.

£restp__Nut_________ , 25 IBLA 23U (June 21, 1976)

While the Department of the Interior does not rigidly
apply the doctrine of administrative finality so as to
bar any subseguent reassertion of soldier's additional
homestead scrip rights which have been determined to be
invalid, it is incumbent upon an applicant seeking to
exercise such rights to submit compelling legal or
equitable reasons for reconsideration.

The requirement of the Act of Aug. 5, 1955, 69 Stat.
535, that within 6 months of any transfer of scrip
rights the holding or claim of right must be presented
for recordation by the Department, presupposes a valid
transfer. Where the holder of a soldier's additional
homestead right shows that the transfer was fraudulent

SECRETARY. OF .THE .INTERIOR

The Secretary of the Interior is authorized, and is
under a duty, to consider and determine what lands are
public lands, what public lands have been or should be
surveyed, and what public lands require extensicn or
correction of past surveys.

Joe S. Dent and_Delores_L___ent, 18 IELA 375 (Jan. 30,
1975)

The Secretary of the Interior is charged with seeing
that valid lining claims are recognized, invalid cnes
eliminated, and the rights of the public preserved.

Richard B._and S_irl_j_A._Jarrett, 19 IBLA 78 (Feb. 27,
19757

.Webb, 3U IBIA 362 (May 1, 1978)

A Departmental regulation promulgated pursuant to and
comporting with statutory authority has the force and
effect of law. One who exercises the delegated author-
ity of the Secretary may not disregard the plain and
unambiguous provisions of a mandatory regulation so as
to impose a more onerous requirement on an applicant
than is prescribed by the regulation in effect.

Arizona. Public Service Co.. 20 IBIA 120 (Apr. 25, 1975)

The Secretary of the Interior is authorized, and is
under a duty, to consider and determine what lands are
public lands, what public lands have teen or shculd be
surveyed, and what public lands have been or remain to
be disposed of by the United States, and be has the
authority to extend or correct the surveys of public
lands as may te necessary, including the surveying of
lands omitted from earlier surveys.

Che s ter______ r_uson_e_____ , 20 IELA 22H (Kay 13, 1975)

li_ ^i.lliJselSC n , 26 IBLA 1 (July 6, 1976)



SECRETARY_OF_THE_INTERIOB—Continued

A regulation defining "eligible refiners" under the Act
of July 13, 1916, providing for the sale of Government
royalty oil or gas, as owners of existing refineries
(including refineries not in operation) who gualify as
a small business enterprise under the rules of the
Small Business Administration and who are unable to
purchase in the open market an adeguate supply of crude
oil to meet the needs of their existing refinery capac-
ities, is an implementation of the Act within the ambit
of the Secretary of the Interior's authority to pre-
scribe rules and regulations.

Thu nderbird_ Resources^, I nCi , 20 IELA 2U8 (May 16, 1975)

Where a Native allotment applicant has used the land
applied for only for hunting, trapping and fishing and
there are no improvements on the land, it is proper in
the exercise of the Secretary's discretionary authority
to reject the application to the extent it conflicts
with a special land use permit issued to the Alaska
Fish and Game Department for scientific purposes.

Gregor.y_ Anelonx_S r.. , 21 IELA 230 (Aug. 1, 1975)

SECBElARI_Of_THE.INURIOR— Continuec

18, 1973, which
itment applicant of

The Secretarial instruction of Oct.
mandates a showing by a Native allc
5 years cf occupancy prior to a withdrawal of the land,
was not reguired to te published as rulemaking sirce
5 0-S.C. « 553(a)(2) (1970) exempts from its ambit mat-
ters pertaining to public property.

Heir s_of_ Co r o t hj_Gordon , 22 IELA 213 (Cct. 15, 1975)

The Secretarial guideline of Oct. 18, 1973, that a Na-
tive allotment application should be rejected when the
applicant fails to show 5 years of use and occupancy
prior to a withdrawal of the land: (a) is not subject
to the rulemaking provisions of the Administrative Pro-
cedure Act, 5 O.S.C. « 553 (1970); and (b) is a prefer
exercise of the discretion vested in the Secretary by
the Alaska Native Allotment Act, «3 U.S.C. «s 270-1 to
270-3 (1970), the application of which does not violate
any right of the allotment applicant.

Herman Josep

h

(0 n_ R e co nsiderati
(Oct. 30, 1975)

21. 22 IELA 266

Before relief may be granted to the lessee of a ter-
minated oil and gas lease, he must comply with the
prereguisites set forth in 30 O.S.C. § 188 (1970).
The Secretary has no authority to waive such statu-
tory prerequisites.

C.j._J.._Iversen, 21 IBLA 312 (Aug. 1U, 1975) 82 I.D. 386

The execution of special stipulations as a condition
precedent to issuance of oil and gas leases for land
located in a national forest may be reguired at the
discretion of the Secretary of the Interior in order to
protect environmental and other land use values. The
need for the stipulation should be clear and the stipu-
lation should be a reasonable means to the intended
purpose. The Forest Service's recommended stipulations
will be carefully considered by the Department, but the
final authority for oil and gas leasing en public do-
main land rests in this Department.

larl-Ei-iiiison, 21 IBLA 392 (Aug. 27, 1975)

with men
steam to
ources
opinion
3C C.S.C.

It is unnecessary for the Secretary to consul
experienced in the exploitation of geotherma]
make a determination of a known geothernal r«

area. It is sufficient that he entertain the
that any or all of the elements delineated ir

S 1001(e) (1970), would engender a belief in
that the prospects for extraction of geothen
or associated geothermal resources are good c

warrant expenditures of money for that purpos

I*2bert_C._Har£er, 24 IBLA «« (Feb. 23, 1976)

The Secretary of the Interior or his delegate is ret
obligated to issue a grazing permit or license to an
applicant; the issuance of such permits or licenses is
committed to agency discretion; therefore, the Secre-
tary may refuse to issue or to renew such license where
the applicant, to enhance his grazing operation, has
violated the terms of a statute or regulation prohibit-
ing the killing of wildlife.

National Wildlife Federation JA_pj:ellantl v. Bclten
Ranch, Inc. "JRespondent) . 21 IBLA 391~May 3, 1976)

The execution of special stipulations as a condition
precedent to the issuance of oil and gas lease for land
located in national forests may be required at the dis-
cretion of the Secretary of the Interior in order to
protect environmental, recreational and other land use
values. In each case the need for the stipulation
should be clear and the means to accomplish the intend-
ed purpose should be reasonable.

Bill_Ji_«ad,dox, 22 IELA 97 (Sept. 22, 1975)

In the absence of specific statutory authority to lease,
the Secretary of the Interior has implied authority, as
guardian of the public's natural resources, tc lease an
oil and gas deposit under his jurisdiction when it is
in danger of being drained by wells drilled en adjacent
land. However, such protective leases may be issued
only by competitive bidding.

J.ame.s_La_Sant.y-
, 25 IELA 390 (July 6, 1976)

The Secretary of the Interior may require execution of
special stipulations reasonably designed to protect
identifiable resource values as a condition precedent
to issuance of an oil and gas lease. Stipulations pro-
posed by the Forest Service will be carefully consid-
ered by this Department, but the final decision for oil
and gas leasing on public domain land rests with this
Department. A "no surface occupancy" stipulation pro-
posed in order to protect a recreation area cannot
stand if it might preclude surface occupancy unreason-
ably beyond the boundaries of the recreation area.

S§ver lev._Lasr ich , 22 IBLA 202 (Oct. 15, 1975)

The Secretary of the Interior may reguire an oil and
gas lease applicant to accept stipulations reascnably
designed to protect environmental and other land use
values as a condition precedent to the issuance cf a

lease. Where a Eureau of Land Management district-
wide environmental analysis record establishes the
likelihood that significant archaeological values are
prevalent in the district and may be found in the land
embraced by leases in that district, a special protec-
tive stipulation is not unreasonable solely because no
archaeological values have yet been discovered in the
lands in the lease offer.

C££il-Li-WgiJserJ_Alaji.C..FJ .pille;
1976)

26 IB1A 71 (July 9,



S ECRET A RY_OF_THE_INIERIOK—Continued

The Secretary of the Interior has complete discretion
to determine whether the surface of public land re-
ported as valuable for any leasable mineral should be
disposed of and a nonmineral application may be allowed
only if it is determined by the proper officer with the
concurrence of the Director, Geological Survey, that
the disposal of the lands under the nonmineral applica-
tion will not unreasonably interfere with current or
contemplated operations under the Mineral Leasing Act.

The_Kemmerer_Coa l_Co.. , 26 IBLA 127 (July 30, 1976)

Since the Bureau of Land Management has no authority
to issue a public land order withdrawing land, such
authority existing only in the Secretary, the Under
Secretary, and the Assistant Secretaries of the Depart-
ment of the Interior, recommendations by officers of
the Bureau of Land Management relating to withdrawals
are not subject to review under the provisions of
U3 CFR 14.450-2 or <*3 CFR <4.U10.

CitI_of_Kotzebue, 26 IBLA 26U (Ai 20, 1976)
83 I.E.

The Secretary of the Interior has the authority to
determine the validity of mining claims upon adequate
notice and opportunity for hearing.

United-States v. Mine_Develo£ment Corgi et al., 27 IE1
238 (Oct. lI7~1976)

The Secretary has authority to correct an erroneous
Government survey under U3 O.S.C. § 2 (1970).

Taos_Pueblo_Tract_C, M-3688K (Oct. 28, 1976)

Ordinarily, the signing of an oil and gas lease offer
by the authorized officer of the Bureau of Land Manage-
ment is equivalent to issuance of the lease and creates
a binding contract. However, where a Secretarial Order
provides that all oil and gas noncompetitive offers
must, prior to issuance of a lease, be referred to Geo-
logical Survey for a determination of whether the lands
are within a known geological structure, and the autho-
rized officer fails to follow such procedure prior to
the signing, such signing is not authorized and, there-
fore, not binding on the Secretary.

N2la_Siace_Ptasinsisi_JSup£.l_J0n_Court_Remandl, 28 IELA
256 (Dec. 20, 1976)

The Department of the Interior does not have the
authority to modify a statute ratifying an agreement
with an Indian tribe on the grounds of fraud or coer-
cion in the execution of the agreement.

Title_to_Certain_Land_Within_the_Boundaries_o
IiiSa_Il!liai!_RSservation as_Established b^ the Executive
°rder_of~Jan7_9x~188it7 M-36886 (Jan7~18, 19777

81 I.D. 1

It is unnecessary for the Secretary, or his delegate,
to consult with men experienced in the exploitation of
geotbermal steam to make a determination of a known
geothermal resources area. It is sufficient that he
entertain the opinion that any or all of the elements

SJ£RETARY_OF_THE_ INTERIOR— Continued

delineated in 30 U.S.C. § 1001(e) (1970), would ergen-
der a belief in such men that the prospects for extrac-
tion of geotbermal steam or associated geotherial re-
sources are good enough to warrant expenditures of
money for that purpose.

Earth Power. Corp.. . 29 IBLA 37 (Feb. 16, 1977)

The secretary of the Interior is not authorized tc is
sue a patent to a mining claim until the requirements
of the law have been met.

"nited_States_vi_Fred
(Apr. 18, 1977)

a.J!d_Eileen_Garner » 3C

where the Bureau of Land Management orders a resurvey
of a section to identify the boundaries of public land
within the section, a private landowner may protest the
resurvey and, where the protesting landowner points up
a serious contradiction between the resurvey and the
topographic calls accompanyinq the original Flat, it
is proper to remand the case for a fact hearing.

£omer
!
ico_Ai_lussio_et_ali , 30 IELA 92 (Apr. 29, 1977)

The Secretary of the Interior may cause to be made such
resurveys or retracements of the rectangular system of
surveys of public lands as he may deem essential to
mark the boundaries of the remaining public lands.

fL§2JS_iSJ2I!

»

IBLA 95 (Apr. 29, 1977)

where a decision of the Board of Land Appeals is based
upon an interpretation of Departmental policy, and that
policy is subsequently revised and clarified so as to
impel a different result in the case without prejudice
to the right of any third party, on reconsideration by
the Eoard that portion of its original decisicn will be
modified and the revised policy will be implemented.

WaEJL€I_!ersman_JOn_Beco£sjder.ationl

,

(June 20, 1977)
31 IELA 21

Although the Bureau of Land Management say require
special stipulations as are necessary for the prot
of the lands embraced in any lease, proposed speci
stipulations must be supported by valid reasons wh
will be weighed by this Department with due regard
the public interest. It is the Bureau's responsib
to impose stipulations which are necessary, approp
and reasonably related to oil and gas activities,
stipulation which would forbid the lessee to occup
surface must be set aside on appeal where BIB fail
provide adequate justification for its imposition
fails to show that it has considered less strinqen
stipulations.

fiS25_B»._flenaerson, 31 IBLA 217 (July 6, 1977)

Where, in the public interest, the Secretary decides
not to reopen land to settlement, a would-be settler
on this land is denied no rights by this decision.

HeniJ_Ia_fi«€ves, 31 IBLA 2«2 (July 18, 1977)
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SECRET A RY_OF_THE_INTERIOR—Continued

It is within the power of the Bureau of Land Manage-
ment, as delegated by the Secretary of the Interior,
to retrace any survey it has made whenever it becomes
necessary to the determination of a question pending
before it for decision involving rights to the public
land.

Stanley._ai_Philli£s_et_ali , 31 IBLA 342 (July 22, 1977)

SIS RET A RY_OJ_THE_ INTERIOR— Continued

The promulgation or revocation of a regulation is
within the special authority of the Secretary of the
Interior and a limited number of delegates. A regula-
tion, when promulgated, is binding upon all Eepartien-
tal officials.

B°nald_Coulam, 35 IBLA 35 < na y 8 » 1978)

Until such time as the Department promulgates regula-
tions, policy guidelines or criteria implementing sec.
302 of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of
1976, the Bureau of Land Management may properly defer
action on the proposed creation of an estate in Federal
land thereunder.

Tr ev a_Li_Be ro,er , 31 IBLA 389 (Aug. 19, 1977)

Pursuant to the Property Clause of the U.S. Const, art.
IV, 4 3, cl. 2, Congress has enacted the Taylor Grazing
Act, 13 U.S.C. « 315 et sea- (1970), and other statutory
authority which empower the Secretary of the Interior to
define what conduct constitutes a grazing trespass and
to determine whether or not an individual has committed
a trespass.

Under the Supremacy Clause, U.S. Const., art. VI, cl. 2,

Federal laws, including Federal grazing regulations,
override conflicting State laws with respect to public
lands.

la£§aa_of_iaj!3_Manaaement_vi_Ross_Babcock , 32 IBLA 17«
(Sept. 157~1977)"

"
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2nited_States_vi_Ernest_Fi_Diven_aj^Richard_Ji_T.
Anderson, 32 IBLA 361 (Oct. 25, 1977)
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The Federal coal program was substantially revi
1975 by the Secretary in proper exercise of his
tion. The Eureau of Land Management did not ac
arbitrary and capricious manner when, under the
coal policy, it suspended applications for coal
pecting permit extensions and the applications
eventually rejected because the Federal Coal Le
Amendments Act of 1975 removed the authority to
coal prospecting permit extensions. A program
for a period of time under a statutory grant of
tionary authority may be reviewed and revised a

time provided it is not done in an arbitrary ma
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Island_Creek_Coal_Co., 35 IBLA 2U7 (Kay 3C, 1976)
65 I.E. 161

2i!2Sas_C.._ Wood ward, 35 IBLA 262 (May 31, 1978)
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Eecause of tbe President's delegation of his nonstatu-
tory withdrawal authority to the Secretary of the
Interior by E.O. 10355, the Secretary was endowed with
sufficient authority to withdraw lands in issue without
reliance upon sees. 17(d)(1) and 17(d)(2) of Alaska
Native Claims Settlement Act. Thus, distinctions be-
tween those two sections are not herein dispositive of
question of Secretary's authority to withdraw lands in
PLO 5250.

Barrj_JL. lili IBLA 3U9 (June 19, L978)

The decision to issue an oil and gas lease to the first-
qualified offeror is within the discretion of the Sec-
retary of the Interior, and offers within proposed wild
and scenic river areas may be rejected to protect such
areas.

Cues ta.Petro leu m_C2i , 33 IBLA 116 (Dec. 16, 1977)

Pursuant to the Act of Feb. 15, 1901, repealed by sec.
706(a) of the Act of Oct. 21, 1976 (90 Stat. 27U3,
2793) , the Department had discretionary authority to
permit the use of a right-of-way aero:
to supply water for domestic purposes
right-of-way application for such use
rejected where approval of the grant
to the public interest.

S£°iSen_H . _ Ra nch_Co.. , 33 IELA 386 (Jan. 26, 1978)

;s public lands
however, a

was properly
lould be contrary

The Secretary of the Interior has the authority to de-
termine the validity of mining claims on any public
lands of the United States after adequate notice and
opportunity for a hearing. A mining claim contest may
be initiated under the authority of the Secretary of
the Interior by the Eureau of Land Management at the
behest of the Forest Service and prosecuted by counsel
employed by the Department cf Agriculture, with Forest
Service employees as witnesses, where such acticn is in
accordance with a Memorandum of Understanding between
the agencies.

United States v. Andrew.,1..
,
Freese II. 37 IEIA 7

(Sept. 6,~1978)

The Secretary of the Interior has plenary authority
over the public lands, including mineral lands, and has
teen entrusted with the function of making the initial
determination of the validity of claims against such
lands.

Uniied_States_vi_Paul_P^_Fisher_and_Buel_B._Fisher,
37 IELA 80 (Sept. 22, 1978)

United States £. Edwa_rd_T ._McHenrj et al.. , 13 IEIA 122
"(Sept. 26, 1979)"



SECRETARY_OF_THE_INTEEIOR--Continued

Under 13 CFR U.l the existence of a Secretarial policy
limits review by the Board of Land Appeals to the ques-
tion of whether the action under review is consistent
with that policy.

Kennet h_Hi_Bunch , 37 IBLA 3U6 (Oct. 27, 1978)

SECRETARY, OF THE INTERIOR—Continued

and occupancy has been completed provided the applicant
had either filed an application or commenced use and
occupancy prior to a withdrawal.

Ella S. Sheldon et al.. «2 IBLA 276 (Aug. 27. 1979)

The Secretary of the Interior may require execution of
special stipulations reasonably designed to protect
environmental and other land use values as a condition
precedent to the issuance of an oil and gas lease. Oil
and gas lease offers within area proposed for inclusion
in the wild and scenic river system may be rejected to
protect such areas.

Dean W. Rowell. 37 IBLA 387 (Nov. 6, 1978)

Although the Bureau of Land Management may require such
special stipulations as are necessary for the protec-
tion of the lands embraced in any lease, on appeal such
special stipulations must be supported by valid reasons
which will be weighed by the Department with due regard
for the public interest, and where the stipulation and
reason therefore does not appear in the record, the
record must be augmented on remand.

James H. Chudnow. U3 IBLA 375 (Oct. 31, 1979)

Under the Supremacy Clause, U.S. Const., art. VI, cl. 7

Federal laws, including Federal grazing regulations,
override conflicting State laws with respect to public
lands.

Cpl v i n_Ca 1 1 le_Coix_I jiCi , 39 IBLA 176 (Jan. 30, 1979)

Where the Secretary has declined to exercise his juris-
diction, a decision rendered by this Board is final for
the Department. Hence, statements by BLM and arguments
of the Solicitor, while valuable to the Board, are not
binding upon the Board.

Hi_!i_P.ela scox_I nc.i.e t_a 1.. , 39 IELA 19U (Feb. 2, 1979)

The failure of the BLM officer to follow the procedure
set out in a Secretarial Order requiring all offers,
prior to issuance of a lease, to be sent to Geological
Survey for a determination of whether the lands are
within a known geologic structure, renders the signing
of the lease unauthorized, and thus not binding on the
Secretary.

United_States_vi William Ii_Alexander_JOn_Court_Remandl,
HI IBLA 1 (May 21, 1979)

A decision by the Bureau of Land Management canceling
fee simple patents issued to Indians and simultaneously
issuing new Indian trust patents is not subject to re-
view by the Board of Land Appeals, which has no juris-
diction in the matter, where the decision was made at
the direction of the Assistant Secretary for Indian
Affairs.

Siae_Staii_Incix_Atomic_Wes^e£ nx_Incix_Fremont_Ener3jj
CgrEiJL_Ivor_Adair, «1 IBLA 333 (July 11, 1979)

The Taylor Grazing Act, U3 U.S.C. s§ 315a-315r (1970),
and other statutory authority empower the Secretary of
the Interior to define what conduct constitutes a grazing
trespass and whether or not an individual has committed
a trespass.

Bureau of_Land_Ma nagement
TJuly 3l7~i"979y

.Hai£is_ Brothers, <42 IBLA (4(

A decision rejecting a Native allotment application be-
cause there was not 5 years of use and occupancy of the
land prior to a withdrawal affecting the land, will be
set aside and the case remanded to the Bureau of Land
Management for read judication in accordance with Secre-
tarial Order No. 3010 of Bay 25, 1979, which rescinds
a former guideline requiring the 5 years prior to the
withdrawal and now permits allotment after 5 years' use

The Secretary of the Interior has the authority to
determine the validity of mining claims on any public
lands of the United States after adequate notice and
opportunity for a hearing. A mining claim contest may
be initiated under the authority of the Secretary of
the Interior by the Eureau of Land Management at the
behest of the U.S. Forest Service and prosecuted by
counsel employed by the U.S. Department of Agriculture,
with U.S. Forest Service employees as witnesses.

UJUif d—Siaii 5 ^_J°n Zimmers and Claire Kellj, UH IELA
1U2 (Nov. 30, 1979)"

The Eureau of Land Management, on behalf of the Secre-
tary of the Interior, may condition issuance of a lease
on the execution of a no surface occupancy stipulation
where on appeal the record shows that the Bureau has
adequately considered the factors involved and the
stipulation is a reasonable means to accomplish proper
Departmental purposes.

Shilland H« IBLA 216 (Dec. 11, 1979)

SEGREGATION

GENERALLY

Whether or not a lease issued under the Alaska Grazing
Act, H3 U.S.C. § 316 et sea,. (1970), was properly
issued, the land in such a lease is segregated from
settlement, location or entry, including the acquisi-
tion of rights under the Alaska Native Allotment Act,
U3 U.S.C. $ 270-1 et se^. (1970), until the lease is
canceled of record.

Native use and occupancy of land within an Alaska
grazing lease does not preclude the State from select-
ing the land as "vacant and unappropriated" land within
the neaning of the Alaska Statehood Act, 72 Stat. 339,
U8 O.S.C. notes prec. $ 21 (1970). The initiation of
use and occupancy subsequent to the segregation of the
land in favor of the State gives an applicant nc rights
to an allotment.

Sandra_M^_Festrikoff , 23 IBLA 197 (Jan. 6, 1976)



SEGREGATION—Continued

GENERALLY— Continued

It would not be improper to issue a free use permit
to a qualified applicant for land included in, and
segregated by, an airport lease application where the
airport lease applicant is a governmental entity and
it consents to the issuance of the free use permit anc

such issuance is consistent with the public interest.

S22i_fi22ds_Di.strict_HOj._l, 25 IBLA 123 (June 7, 1976)

SEGREGATION— Continued

GENERALLY— Continued

Prior to passage cf the Multiple Mineral Eevelopment
Act, 30 D.S.C. «« 521-31 (1976), a prima facie valid
mineral lease, or application therefor, though void
and ineffectual to vest any rights to minerals sub-
ject to the Dining laws in the lessee segregated the
land from the operation of the mining laws and pre-
vented the initiation of rights under the mining laws
by another person until it had been set aside and re-
moved from the records of the land office.

Whether or not a lease issued under the Alaska Grazing
Act, 13 U.S.C. 5 316 et se_. (1970), was properly is-
sued, the land in such a lease is segregated from set-
tlement, location or entry, including the acguisition
of rights under the Alaska Native Allotment Act,
U3 U.S.C. § 270-1 et se_. (1970), until the lease
is canceled of record ___ tanto.

_________________________ , 29 IBLA 255 (Mar. 25, 1977)

Publication in the Federal Register of a notice of pro-
posed classificatioiTpursuant to~i)3 CFR 2161.2 will
segregate the affected land to the extent indicated
in the notice.

Where mining claims occupy land which has subsequently
been withdrawn from the operation of the mining laws
by a notice of proposed classification, <43 CFR 2161.2,
the validity of the claim must be tested as of the date
of the published notice, as well as of the date of de-
termination. If the claim was not supported by such a

discovery at the date of the published notice of clas-
sification, the land within the claim located in the
classified area would not be excepted from the effect
of the withdrawal.

U_ii_d__tates_v_____E___od2er__and Barbara
32~I8LA 77 (Sep"t. 2,~19777

________

,

Charl es H ouse, Mrs. Leonard Skinner
(Sept. 11, 1979)

FILING OF APPLICATION
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ate of the segregation from settlement, caused
e filing of a State selection application in the
priate office of the Bureau of Land Manageoent ,

t tantamount to the "effective date" of "[a] with-
1 or reservation" described in the Secretarial
tive of Oct. 18, 1973. Therefore, Native use and
ancy commenced before such segregation may ccn-
, unhampered by such segregation, tc gain the
site 5 years' use and occupancy required under
S.C. s$ 270-1 to 270-3 (197C) .

Victor, A.„ Anahpnak, 21 IBLA 317 (Aug. 1975)

The filing of an amended Alaska State Selection, after
a prior trade and manufacturing site claim for which a

notice of location was recorded is canceled and closed
of record but where the cancellation has not teen post-
ed on the records, segregates the land it describes
from further appropriations based on application or
settlement and location.

Margaret L T Klatt, . Allan D,_Klatt,
1975)

23 IEIA 59 (Cec. 11,

A classification of the lands under the Recreation and
Public Purposes Act, 43 O.S.C. § 869 (1970), as amended
segregates the land from all other forms of appropria-
tion under the public land laws including the mining
laws when the classification is noted on the Bureau of
Land Management State Office records.

___B__Webb, 31 IBLA 362 (May 1, 1978)

A selection application under the Alaska Statehood Act
filed in the appropriate Bureau of Land Management
office for properly described land segregates the land
from all appropriation based upon subsequent applica-
tion or settlement and location.

_2________.§_i__________ » 2U IBLA 210 (Mar. 25, 1976)

There is a legal distinction between the administrative
segregation of land under application for withdrawal,
pending action on the application, and the completed
withdrawal itself.

"Segregation" is an administrative procedure prelimi-
nary to favorable or unfavorable action on a withdrawal
application by the Secretary of the Interior in the ex-
ercise of his delegated authority under the Pickett
Act, 13 O.S.C. § 111 et se_. (1970), and is not legally
equivalent, in its effect on the status of the land, to
a completed withdrawal or reservation.

__E____2________i_______+__td.
1978)

3 ANCAB 19 (July 5,
85 I.e. 229

It is improper for the Bureau of Land Manag
reject desert land applications on the basi
tives within a deleted regulation which req
such applications be rejected when the land
therein were included within a previously f

application for a temporary withdrawal unde
of Mar. 15, 1910, which permits the Secreta
rarily withdraw lands in furtherance of the
the Carey Act. In the absence of a recodif
the directives in the deleted regulation, t

should suspend action on all applications f

quent to the withdrawal application pending
action on the application for withdrawal.

Kevin_D. Ellis. Sylvia E. Ellis. 21 IELA 387 (May
19767
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A mining claim located on land at a time when the land
is segregated from mining location by a State selection
application is properly declared null and void ab
initio.

___2__________ . 39 IBLA 28 (Jan. 11, 1979)

It would not be improper to issue a free use permit
to a qualified applicant for land included in, and
seqregated by, an airport lease application where the
airport lease applicant is a governmental entity and
it consents to the issuance of the free use permit and
such issuance is consistent with the public interest.

Goo___oa d s_D i st r ict_ No__l , 25 IEIA 123 (June 7, 1976)



SEGREGATION— Continued

FILING OF APPLICATION— Continued

The filing by a qualified applicant of a homestead ap-
plication to enter unappropriated surveyed lands in
Alaska segregates the land covered by the application
from appropriation. Such an application will be con-
sidered to have created a valid existing right which
is protected from the effect of a subsequent withdrawal
which is subject to valid existing rights.

Albert_Ai_Howe, 26 IBLA 386 (Sept. 15, 1976)

5I22iI"I!!2S_CN_PUELIC_LANCS

—

Continued

A notice of location filed under the Alaska settlement
law, U3 O.S.C. * 6£7a (1970), regular on its face, for
land which is open to such settlement and location, is
acceptable for recordation. If a withdrawal follows
the filing of a notice of location, the proper inquiry
is into the validity of the claim, i.e., whether the
locator has by acts of settlement and improvement es-
tablished a valid existing right protected from the
effect of the withdrawal.

Mary,- C._ Pole n, 2 <4 IELA IOC (Mar. 1, 1976)

The filing by a qualified applicant of an application
for an allowed homestead entry of land which is open
and available to such entry at the time of filing will
operate to segregate the land from subsequent appropri-
ation and invest the applicant with sufficient interest
therein to preserve the land from the effect of a sub-
sequent withdrawal which is made subject to valid ex-
isting rights.

Richa r d_T.- _ Pope , 27 IBLA 33 (Sept. 20, 1976)

Under U3 CFR 2091. 6-U and 2627. 1(b), the filing of a

State's application to select lands segregates these
lands from all subsequent appropriation, includinq
locations under the mining laws.

Janelle R. Deeter, Gary B. Deeter, Verna B. Lyons,
Hasil-Dililiis, 31 IBLA 81 (Feb.~22, 1978)

J°e_ Di_ Denson , «3 IBLA 136 (Sept. 28, 1979)

The filing of an application for withdrawal of public
lands by a Federal agency segregates the land from
location, sale, selection, entry, lease, or other forms
of disposal under the Public Land Laws to the extent
that such withdrawal, if effected, would prevent such
forms of disposal.

Segregation of lands covered by a withdrawal applica-
tion filed by a military agency, accomplished by a

notation of the land records, does not prevent statu-
tory withdrawal of such lands for selection by a Native
Corporation pursuant to sec. 11 of ANCSA.

Appeal of Papg-viK. Inc..
. .tjtft... 3 ANCAB 49 (July 5,

1978) 85 I.D. 229

SETTLE ME NTS_ON_EUBLIC_L AN CS

A homestead notice of location filed for lands open
to location is acceptable for recordation. Where a

homestead settler has marked the corners of his claim
by posts prior to a withdrawal subject to valid exist-
ing rights, the claim survives the withdrawal if the
location notice requirements have been satisfied.

Robert_A._Bicei_Jri , 22 IELA 291 (Nov. 3, 1975)

An Alaska Native allotment applicant may not use the
occupancy of public land by forebears to qualify her-
self for an allotment, nor does the use and occupancy
of public land by a forebear, while the land was open
to settlement, create any right that excepts the land
from a withdrawal in favor of an applicant who initi-
ated independent use and occupancy subsequent to the
withdrawal.

Sandra_H._Pestrikoff , 23 IBLA 197 (Jan. 6, 1976)

"2E£le_M.._Jensen_Shan iqan , 29 IBLA 255 (Mar. 25, 1977)

A settlement claim initiated after a State selection
application is filed and the land segregated frcm ap-
propriation creates no rights in the settler.

John.JL.Eastland^t^l., 2U IBLA 2DC (Mar. 25, 1S76)

Where an applicant to purchase a trade and manufactur-
ing site or a headquarters site states he was frus-
trated in completing his improvements and showing suf-
ficient use of the land as required by the law because
of more difficult or complex problems than anticipated,
but has not shown that this operation could reasonably
be expected to be successful, such problems will not
afford any basis for equitable adjudication of his
application to purchase.

ild B. Tippetts. 29 IELA 3<48United States v.

(MarT"l, 1977J

Where a notice of location of settlement claim is filed
covering land which is not available for entry, the
notice must be rejected and cannot be suspended to await
the possible restoration of the land to entry.

Henrj_Ei _ Beeves, 31 IBLA 2«2 (July 18, 1977)

A Native allotment applicant, who was 5 years old at
the time when the land was withdrawn from all forms of
appropriation, is properly deemed to be incapable as a

matter of law of having exerted independent use and oc-
cupancy of the land to the exclusion of others prior to
the withdrawal and consequently the allotment applica-
tion is properly rejected.

An allotment right is personal to one who has complied
with the laws and regulations. An applicant for a

Native allotment may not rely or tack on use and occu-
pancy of the land by his ancestors to establish his
right.

Floyd, L. .Anderson, Sr.. HI IBLA 280 (Juire 28, 1979)

An allotment right is personal to one who has ccmplied
with the laws and regulations. An applicant for a

Native allotment may not rely on or tack on use and
occupancy of the land by his ancestors to establish
his right.

A Native allotment applicant, who was 5 years old at
the time when the land was withdrawn from all ferns of
appropriation, is properly deemed to be incapable as a

matter of law of having exerted independent use and oc-
cupancy of the land to the exclusion of others prior to
the withdrawal and consequently the allotment applica-
tion is properly rejected.

Public Land Order No. 2213 of Dec. 8, 1960, establish-
ing the Kuskokwim National Wildlife Range withdrew cer-
tain lands from all forms of appropriation under the
public land laws, and although such order preserved to
Natives the right to hunt, fish, and trap thereon, the
lands were no longer subject to initiation of rights



SETTLE WEJjTS_ON_PaBLIC_L AN CS— Continued

under the Native Allotment Act once the order became
effective.

13 IBLA 69 (Sept. 19, 1979)

A Native allotment applicant, who was 5 years old at
the time when the land was withdrawn from all forms of
appropriation, is properly deemed to be incapable as a

matter of law of having exerted independent use and oc-
cupancy of the land to the exclusion of others prior tc

the withdrawal and consequently the allotment applica-
tion is properly rejected.

Nicky Nickoli. "»3 IBLA 296 (Oct. 17, 1979)

S5ALL_TBA£T_ACT

GENERALLY

Where land was subject to a mining claim at the time
a small tract classification order withdrew the land
from mineral entry and the mining claim was thereafter
declared null and void, a subsequent transferee of the
mining claim has no standing to object to the order
classifying the land under the Small Tract Act.

Richard B. and Shirley. A. .Jarrett. 19 IBLA 78 (Feb. 27,
1975)

Where a Public Land Order withdraws land from all forms
of appropriation under the public land laws for proper
classification of the lands under Alaska Native Claims
Settlement Act and for protection of public interest
values, but provides that the withdrawn lands are sub-
ject to administration by the Secretary of the Interior
under applicable laws and regulations and bis authority
to grant leases, an application for Small Tract lease
accompanied by a petition for classification may te
accepted for filing by the Bureau of Land Management.
Ultimate disposition of the application will be depen-
dent upon the classification of the land involved.

Elizabeth_A._Shar£, 19 IBLA 312 (Apr. 7, 1975)

It is not an abuse of the Secretary's discretion under
the Small Tract Act to offer a renewable 5-year lease
instead of fee title where it appears that the latter
form of tenure would interfere with proper resource
development and management programs.

Edw§rd_Wi_J(irkx_Beatjice_Anne_K^kx_Ral£h_Heveneji
Ramona_Fi_Hevener,~20 IBLA~156~ (May 57 1975J

An applicant for land under the Small Tract Act cannot
acquire any right in the land by virtue of administra-
tive delay in reappraising the land prior to issuance
of patent. The mere filing of a small tract applica-
tion does not create in the applicant any right or
interest in the land.

SHALL_TRACT_ACT— Continued

GENERALLY—Continued

Department of the Interior policy reguires that, in
most circumstances, full value be received by the Gov-
ernment in any sale of public land.

The mere filing of a small tract purchase
does not create in the applicant any r
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Georae_Di_Jacksor IBLA 253 (May 16, 1975)

The issuance of a lease for public lands under the
Small Tract Act, «3 O.S.C. § 682a et se^. (197C) , is
within the discretion of the Secretary of the Interior.
A decision to offer such a lease to a Farty residing ir
certain improvements on the public domain without claiu
of title to the land on which the improvements are lo-
cated is not an abuse of discretion and will be upheld
where the land is primarily valuable for outdcor recre-
ation purposes and is important for purposes of provid-
ing public access to recreation opportunities en other
Fublic land and, thus, disposal of a fee simple inter-
est would be inconsistent with good land management
practices.

No rights are initiated under the Small Tract Act,
«3 O.S.C. $ 682a et. sea,. (1970), by occupying cr in-
proving the land prior to receiving authority to do

An applicant for land under the Small Tract Act,
«3 O.S.C. § 682a et sea. (1970), cannot acquire any
rights in the land by virtue of administrative delay.

Robert GladM6.ll. 26 IBLA 270 (Aug. 2D. 1976)

The Small Tract Act, as amended, «3 0.

sea. (1970) was repealed~by sec. 702 o
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Where a decision fixes a small tract rental derived
from an appraisal report which does not comport with
Departmental standards, the decision will te set aside
and the case remanded for a new appraisal to establish
the fair rental value.

Junction Oil .Co. f .Iac. , 21 IBLA 78 (June 25, 1975)

The Small Tract Act, U3 U.S.C. « 6e2a-e (1970), was re-
pealed by sec. 702, Federal Land Policy aDd Managenent
Act of 1976, Oct. 21, 1976, P.L. 9D-579, 90 Stat. 2787.
Renewal of a small tract lease was discreticnary under
the former Small Tract Act, so there was no right to
renewal of a small tract lease preserved by sec. 7C1
of FLEMA. Any use or occupancy of the public domain



SHALL_T8ACT_ACT—Continued

GENERALLY—Continued

granted subsequent to Oct. 21, 1976,
authority contained in FLEHA.

Arthur_G.t_Lane.I._Jr..» 38 IELA 297 (Dec. 1«, 1978)

must te under

SHALL TRACT ACT—Continued

APPRAISALS— Continued

prove by positive, substantial evidence that the ap-
praisal is in error. Where the lessee fails to dc s

the appraisal will stand.

Junction_Oil_Coix_Inc., 28 IBLA 183 (Dec. 6, 1976)

APPLICATIONS
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Elizabeth,A^Shar^, 19 IBLA 312 (Apr. 7, 1975)

APPRAISALS

CLASSIFICATION

The issuance of a lease for public lands under the
Small Tract Act, 13 U.S.C. § 682a et seg. (1970), is
within the discretion of the Secretary of the Interior.
A decision tc offer such a lease to a party residing ir
certain improvements on the public domain without clain
of title to the land on which the improvements are lo-
cated is not an abuse of discretion and will be upheld
where the land is primarily valuable for outdoor recre-
ation purposes and is important for purposes of provid-
ing public access to recreation opportunities on other
public land and, thus, disposal of a fee simple inter-
est would te inconsistent with good land management
practices.

Robert Gladwell. 26 IBLA 270 (Aug. 2«, 1976)

An applicant for land under the Small Tract Act cannot
acguire any right in the land by virtue of administra-
tive delay in reappraising the land prior to issuance
of patent. The mere filing of a small tract applica-
tion does not create in the applicant any right or
interest in the land.

Where the current fair market value of land has been
determined in accordance with accepted appraisal pro-
cedures, the appraisal will not be disturbed in the
absence of positive, substantial evidence that it is
in error.

George_ Jackson, 20 IELA 253 (May 16, 1975)

The Small Tract Act, «3 U.S.C. § 6e2a-e (1970), was
pealed by sec. 702, Federal Land Policy and Managei
Act of 1976, Oct. 21, 1976, P.L. 94-579, 90 Stat. ;

Renewal of a small tract lease was discretionary ui

the former Snail Tract Act, so there was no right t

renewal of a small tract lease preserved by sec. 7(

of FLPMA. Any use or occupancy of the public domai
granted subsequent to Oct. 21, 1976, must be undei
authority contained in FLPMA.

A r th u r_ G^.^.an e^_ J r.. , 38 IELA 297 (Dec. IK, 1978)

LANDS SUBJECT TO

Where a decision fixes a small tract rental derived
from an appraisal report which does not comport with
Departmental standards, the decision will be set aside
and the case remanded for a new appraisal to establish
the fair rental value.

June t ion_0i l_Co. x_ Inc.. , 21 IBLA 78 (June 25, 1975)

Land along the Lower Colorado River which has been des-
ignated in a land use plan approved by the Secretary of
the Interior as a public recreation area is not subject
to disposal under the Small Tract Act of June 1, 1938,
H3 U.S.C. « 682a (1970).

J °hi!_£a!ii_SiJ^ sa_ R u t h_Mj_ H ijid s

,

1975)
18 IBLA 385 (Je 31,

An appellant contending that the rental for a small
tract lease (Act of June 1, 1938, as amended) set by
BLM appraisal is excessive has the burden of proving by
substantial and positive evidence that the appraisal is
in error.

flen rv.-Oi.w.oodra f f , 21 IBLA 190 (Mar. 18, 1976)

Where an applicant for a

rental set by the Bureau
high, the burden is upor
substantial evidence tha

small tract lease contends th<
of Land Management is too
him to prove by positive and

: the appraisal is in error.

°.EaI_Si_i2laSi§t , 28 IBLA 111 (Nov. 15, 1976)

RENEWAL OF LEASE

The filing of an application to lease under the Small
Tract Act does not vest any legal right or interest
in the applicant, for it is within the discretion of
the Secretary whether or not to exercise his author-
ity to lease the land.

Alva F. Muse and Barbara J. M^ise.

"(Apr. 11, 1977""

SODIUM_L|ASES_AND_PERMITS

GENERALLY

IBLA 36

Where the current fair rental value of a small tract
lease has been determined in accordance with accepted
appraisal procedures, and the lessee contends that the
rental is excessive, the burden is upon the lessee to

In exercising the Secretary of the Interior's discre-
tionary authority to lease known sodium deposits under
the Mineral Leasing Act, an application to have the
lands leased is properly rejected where it appears
that the land applied for and surrounding environment
near a national recreation area may be more severely
damaged than most other sites within the known sodium
leasing area, there is local governmental and other op-
position to the leasing, and Bureau of Land Management
and Forest Service officials recommend preparation of



SODJJB_LJASES_AND_PERMITS—Continued

GENERALLY—Continued

an Environmental Impact Statement for the entire known
sodium area before leasing further lands in the area.

Eu3ene_Vi_Simons, 26 IBLA 208 (Aug. 16, 1976)

A silicate will be considered to be a sodium silicate
and subject to disposal under the Mineral Leasing Act
either where the sodium within the deposit is commer-
cially valuable or where the sodium is essential to the
existence of the mineral.

Onitgd .States, v. , 0nion_Carbide_Cgrp.,, 31 IBtA 72
(June 2U, 1977) 8" I.D. 309

SOD 1 B_LJ ASE S_ AN D_ PJ B B ITS— Co n t i n u e d

LEASES—Continued

Ondei 30 U.S.C. « 262 (1970), a valuable deposit cf
sodium must be leased coinpetitivel y even though the
Geological Survey determination that lands are sc
known may have been made subseguent tc appellant's
filing of its application.

Onder 30 O.S.C. «§ 162 and 262 (1970), valuable depos-
its of sodiui compounds are not open to location and
disposition under the mining laws, but may be disposed
of only under the Bineral Leasing Act, except fcr cer-
tain claims under 13 CFR 3501.1-1 (b), existent at Fas-
sage of Bineral Leasing Act of 1920 which have since
teen maintained in accordance with statute and regula-
tion.

Pernian Bud Serv.jcex Inc., 31 IBLA 150 (June 30, 1977)
8« I.D. 3U2

"Other related products." "Other associated deposits."
When sodium or potassium brines are covered by leases
conveying the exclusive right to mine and dispose of
sodium compounds and other related products or potas-
sium compounds and other associated deposits, the
leases convey the exclusive rights to all minerals
dissolved in the brine, including lithium.

"Leasing Act minerals." The Multiple Mineral Develop-
ment Act, 30 O.S.C. § 52« (1970), reserved all Leasing
Act minerals to the United States, and no rights to
deposits of Leasing Act minerals are open to location
under the mining laws under 30 O.S.C. $ 525 (1970).
"Leasing Act minerals" is defined as "all minerals
which, upon Aug. 13, 1951, are provided in the mineral
leasing laws to be disposed of thereunder." 30 O.S.C.
5 530 (1970) . Because leases for sodium, potassium,
and "other related products" are authorized pursuant to
30 O.S.C. «§ 262, 282 (1970), "other related products"
along with sodium and potassium fall within the cate-
gory of Leasing Act minerals which include lithium
which is dissolved in a sodium or potassium brine.

l2°te_Bineral_Coi , 3U IBLA 285 (Apr. 17, 1978)
85 I.D. 171

LEASES

A sodium prospecting permittee who applies for a pref-
erence right sodium lease, alleging with supportive
data that he has discovered a valuable deposit of sodi-
um and that the land is chiefly valuable for sodium, as
reguired by sec. 21 of the Bineral Leasing Act of 1920,
as amended, 30 U.S.C. § 262 (1970), is entitled to a

hearing conducted in accordance with sec. 5 of the Ad-
ministrative Procedure Act, 5 O.S.C. § 55U (1970), be-
fore his lease application may be finally rejected for
failure to prove such a discovery.

Sarine_M iner a ls_Cor£.. , 25 IBLA 153 (June 10, 1976)

In exercising the Secretary of the Interior's discre-
tionary authority to lease known sodium deposits under
the Bineral Leasing Act, an application to have the
lands leased is properly rejected where it appears
that the land applied for and surrounding environment
near a national recreation area may be more severely
damaged than most other sites within the known sodium
leasing area, there is local governmental and other op-
position to the leasing, and Bureau of Land Management
and Forest Service officials recommend preparation of
an Environmental Impact Statement for the entire known
sodium area before leasing further lands in the area.

Iuaene_Vi_ Simons, 26 IBLA 208 (Aug. 16, 1976)

Hbere Bureau of Land Management terminates a sodium
lease because lessee failed to submit justification f<

holding a lease in excess of the acreage limitation,
the decision will be set aside upon submission or ex-
planation of failure to provide written information,
and the case will be remanded for the State Cffice to
detenine whether the information submitted en appeal
justifies continued lease tenure.

Qlin_Coi£a , 39 IBLA 161 (Jan. 29, 1979)

PEBMITS

A sodium prospecting permittee who applies for a pref-
erence right sodium lease, alleging with supportive
data that he has discovered a valuable deposit cf sodi-
um and that the land is chiefly valuable for sodium, as
reguired by sec. 21 of the Bineral Leasing Act cf 1920,
as amended, 30 U.S.C. § 262 (1970), is entitled to a

hearing conducted in accordance with sec. E of the Ad-
ministrative Procedure Act, 5 O.S.C. i 55U (197C) , be-
fore his lease application may be finally rejected for
failure to prove such a discovery.

«ailne_B_inerals_Cor£., 25 IBLA 153 (June 10, 1976)

A statement of reasons in support of an appeal which
does not point out affirmatively in what respect the
decision appealed from is in error, tut merely asserts
that earlier filed sodium permit applications were er-
roneously approved, does not meet the reguireoeots cf
the Department's rules of practice and is properly dis-
missed.

It is proper to reject sodium permit applications to
the extent that they conflict with prior filed appli-
cations which have ripened into permits.

JaJ»es_(Li_.M3£e _j , 26 IBLA 191 (Aug. 10, 1976)

The issuance of sodium prospecting permits is discre-
tionary with the Secretary of the Interior, and the
Secretary may refuse to issue permits for lands with-
drawn for wildlife purposes if the use of the lands
for mineral prospecting and development activities
would adversely affect the wildlife habitat.

Where the regulations and Departmental and ELM Manuals
do not specifically state how disputes between the fish
and Wildlife Service and the Bureau of Land Management
over issuing sodium prospecting permits for lands with-
in wildlife refuge areas are to be resolved, but the
Departmental Manuals indicate that such decisions are
to be made by the Secretary and the ELM Manual directs
that such applications be forwarded to the Washington
Office, a decision of a State Office rejecting an ap-
plication for a sodium prospecting permit will be set
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aside and the case remanded for processing in accord-
ance with the Departmental and BLM Manuals.

Vernal^E^Bess.et.al.., 27 IBLA U (Sept. 17, 1976)

The Bureau of Land Management may issue a sodium pros-
pecting permit for lands adjacent to area withdrawn for
wildlife conservation purposes sutject to a stipulation
which provides that, in the event of discovery of an
exploitable sodium deposit, no preference right lease
will be issued unless hydrologic and other environmen-
tal analyses indicate that sodium ore can be removed
without a significant adverse environmental impact on
the wildlife habitat within the withdrawn areas.

David_Ei_Huahes, 27 IBLA "6 (Sept. 23, 1976)

In determining whether a permittee is entitled to a

preference right lease the Secretary must consider all
legal and economic conditions affecting the proposed
operation of the lease as of the time of the determi-
nation, including the applicable statutory minimum pro-
duction royalty rate. A preference right lease must
provide for a production royalty rate in conformity
with the statutory minimum rate applicable at the time
of issuance.

Reduction_of_Production Bojjajties Be]
SUI.Iates, K-36 9 20"cecT~ll, 1979)

SOLEIERSl_ACEITIONAL_HgMEST|ADS

GENERALLY

!_Statutor.j_Mini-
J7 I.E. €9 (196C)

Under 30 U.S.C. § 262 (1970), a valuable deposit of
sodium must be leased competitively even though the
Geological Survey determination that lands are so
known may have been made subseguent to appellant's
filing of its application.

Under 30 U.S.C. 4$ 162 and 262 (1970), valuable depos-
its of sodium compounds are not open to location and
disposition under the mining laws, but may be disposed
of only under the Mineral Leasing Act, except for cer-
tain claims under 13 CFR 3501.1-l(b), existent at pas-
sage of Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 which have since
been maintained in accordance with statute and regula-
tion.

!£Eiafi_«u3_Servicex_I nc.. , 31 IBLA 150

PREFERENCE RIGHT LEASES

(June 30, 1977)
80 I.E. 302

In determining whether a permittee is entitled to a

preference right lease the Secretary must consider all
legal and economic conditions affecting the proposed
operation of the lease as of the time of the determi-
nation, including the applicable statutory minimum pro-
duction royalty rate. A preference right lease must
provide for a production royalty rate in conformity
with the statutory minimum rate applicable at the time
of issuance.

Since the statute authorizing cash payment to the
holder of soldiers' additional rights requires that
an applicant for such payment must give written notice
to the Secretary of the Interior of his election to
receive such payment prior to Jan. 1, 1975, an appli-
cation received on Jan. 2, 1975, must be rejected.

Jj._Si dnej_Rood , 20 IBLA 319 (June U . 1975)

Transfers of scrip or selection rights which are
presented to the Department of the Interior for
recordation pursuant to the Scrip Recordation Act
more than 6 months after they were made cannot te
accepted for recording or serve as a basis for the
acquisition of lands. An application to elect to
receive cash rather than land, which is based upcn
a transfer of a soldiers' additional homestead selec-
tion right filed more than 6 months after it was made,
must be rejected.

Where an applicant to receive cash in satisfaction of a

soldier's additional homestead selection right fails to
establish a complete chain of title from the soldier-
entryman to the applicant, a purported assignment of
the right to the applicant cannot be recognized and the
application must be rejected.

Ma r.ga re t_£._£ h i ve r s , 21 IBLA 12D (July 1U, 1975)

Reduction,
mum_ Rates,

>f P oduction Royalties Below Statutory Mini-
36920~"(DecT~ll7

-
19797~ ~87 I.D.~69 "(1980)

ROYALTIES

"Gross value at the point of shipment to market." The
royalty rate for products mined and disposed of under
sodium and potassium leases must te imposed on the
"gross value of the sodium (or potassium) compounds anc
other related products at the point of shipment to mar-
ket," which means the gross value of a refined product
for sale in an established market, and in general, no
deductions may be allowed for costs incurred in devel-
oping a product to a marketable condition except for
the price of reagents which are chemically combined
with the product sold from the lease.

Z°2ie_M i nera l_Co.. , 31 IBLA 285 (Apr. 17, 1978)
85 I.E.

The requirement of the Act of Aug. 5, 1955, 69 Stat.
535, that within 6 months of any transfer of scrip
rights the holding or claim of right must be presented
for recordation by the Department, presupposes a valid
transfer. Where the holder of a soldier's additional
homestead right shows that the transfer -*as frandulent
and without his knowledge, the failure of the fraudu-
lent transferee to record the right will not extinguish
the right claimed by the innocent holder.

Upon the death of a soldier-entryman the soldier's ad-
ditional homestead right vests in his estate, subject
to the right of his widow or minor orphan children to
appropriate it pursuant to the terms of the statutory
grant. Upon the death of the soldier-entryman's nidow,
and in the absence of minor orphan children, the right
becomes absolute in the heirs of the soldier-entryman
at the time of his death.

Where an applicant seeks to assert a soldier's addi-
tional homestead right which has been determined to be
invalid in an earlier proceeding, and does not submit
compelling legal or equitable reasons for reconsidera-
tion, but merely seeks to reargue the previous determi-
nation, the attempted exercise of soldier's additional
homestead rights will be rejected.

George Rodda, Jr. . 27 IBLA 186 (Oct. «, 1976)
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GENERALLY— Continued

An application by a remote assignee to exercise sol-
diers' additional homestead rights is properly rejected
when the validity of the right on which the assignment
is based has not been established.

£S°rae_R odd ax_J r .. , 37 IBLA 189 (Oct. 11, 1978)

S0LICIT0RX_DEPAE2MENT_0F_1HE_INTEBI0R

Where the Secretary has declined to exercise his juris-
diction, a decision rendered by this Board is final for
the Department. Hence, statements by BLM and arguments
of the Solicitor, while valuable to the Board, are not
binding upon the Board.

Jii_Si_Pelascox_I nc

.

x_et_a 1. , 39 IBLA 19U (Feb. 2, 1979)

§PECIAL_USE_PE EMITS

The Bureau of Land Management, in the exercise of its
discretionary power to issue special land use permits,
may establish special fee assessments for off-road ve-
hicle (ORV) events.

The filing of an application for a special 1

permit does not vest in the applicant any ri
preclude the Bureau of Land Management from
compliance with fee assessments adopted afte
of such filing but before issuance of the pe
the absence of a provision that pending appl
are to be exempted from the effects of the c
fee requirements, the applicant must comply
fee assessment in effect at the time of the
of the special land use permit.
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« aIils_Raci na_ A ssl n , 18 IBLA 359 (Jan. 30, 1975)

Where a special land use permit application to use
in support of various military programs, as an imp
area for all types of air delivered items includin
parachute drops, arms firing, and inert items drop
from dispensers, is rejected, on the basis that th
suance of a renewal permit could result in undue r

to the safety of the public, without the preparati
an environmental impact analysis and without consi
tion of possible limitations upon use, the case wi
remanded for such action.
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Flight Systems,, Inc. 19 [BLA 58 (Feb. 25, 1975)

The issuance of a special land use permit is discre-
tionary, and the Bureau of Land Management may reject
a special land use permit application when the proposed
use would adversely affect the public interest, and may
offer, in the alternative, a permit providing for use

5 PEC I AL_JJ SJ_F E RM I TS— C o n t i n u e 6

consonant with proper management of nat]
lands.

ll resource

Jerry_Tecjainx_Leoi
1975)

tett, 20 IELA 308 (May 3C,

An applicant's special land use permit application does
not fall within a Bureau of Land Management instruction
memorandum exception which permits the honoring of past
"negotiations which have progressed too far to negate,"
in lieu of the new revised fee assessment required ty
the memorandum for off-road vehicle events, where at
the time of issuance and notice of the memorandum only
preliminary negotiations had occurred which could still
be negated.

Walt's Racing Ass'n. 22 IELA 236 (Oct. 22, 1975)

The issuance of a special land use permit by the Eureai
of Land Management is clearly discretionary, tut the
Eureau may not issue a permit when the provisions of
existing laws may te invoked to provide for the pro-
posed use. Bowever, if a withdrawal of the lands in
issue precludes the invocation of such provisions, a

permit may te granted if consistent with the putlic
interest. Where the land has been withdrawn ty Execu-
tive Order No. 6206 of July 16, 1933, for the protec-
tion of the water supply of the City of Los Angeles,
and the City otjects to the issuance of a permit for
agricultural purposes, but does not show why it ob-
jects, the case will te remanded to develop the facts
and for further appropriate consideration.

Ii«Jt^_Ii_E utter worth, 23 IBLA 136 (Dec. 23, 1975)

Issuance of special land use permits is discre t icnar y

,

and it is proper to reject an application for such a

permit if the use for which the application is made is

inconsistent with the objectives of the Bureau of lane
Management and programs for public use of the land.

tonald_J. Laughlin. d/b/a Ri verside Resort 6_Casino,
25 IELA~iil~"(Kay~12, 1976J

A petiticn for reconsideration of a decision of the
Eoard of Land Appeals which affirmed the rejection of a

special land use permit application will not result in
the modification of the earlier decision where that re-
jection is based upon rational grounds and is consistent
with the objectives of the Eureau of Land Management and
programs for putlic use of the land.

£onjIJJi_Lau3hlin_Jd/^a_R^er_side_Resort_6_Casinol
JOn_Beconsiderationl, 26 IBLA 15« (Aug. 2, 1976)

The issuance of a special land use permit ty the Eureau
of land Management is discretionary, tut the Eureau may
not issue a permit when the provisions of existing laws
may te invoked by the applicant to provide for the pro-
posed use.

A special land use permit may be issued for land being
used in trespass for a limited time during pendency cf
negotiations seeking to effect a land exchange wherety
the land occupied in trespass may be patented.

Alfre d
,

Gaiser. 26 IBLA 313 (Aug. 30, 1976)



SPECIAL_USE_PER HITS—Continued

Where the declared administrative policy is to refuse
permission for geophysical exploration on lands con-
trolled by sec. 17(d)(1) of the Alaska Native Claims
Settlement Act and the subject lands are under consid-
eration for possible inclusion in the national forest
system, a decision refusing such permission will be
affirmed.

Shell_Oil_Coif 28 IBLA 378 (Feb. «, 1977)

SPICIAL_DS|_|IFniTS—Continued

A Bureau of land Management appraisal from which the
annual rental for a special use permit is calculated
will be upheld unless the permittee shows by substan-
tial and positive evidence, specific errors in the
method or facts on which the appraisal is based.

Evidence that Forest Service land has been appraised at
lower values and leased at lower rates than allegedly
comparable Eureau of Land Management land will not suf-
fice to overturn the latter's practices where no spe-
cific error in its methods has been shown.
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t directly over the lands in guestion.

Where the Bureau of Land Management has dismissed a

protest to the issuance of a special land use permit
and on appeal the protestant requests an evidentiary
hearing, such request will be denied when no evidence
is proferred by protestant which would engender the
belief that the development of further facts would re-
quire a different result.

fie£artment_of_the_Havij
Laki,

-
29~IBLA 324 (Mar.

!2al_Hea£ons_Centerx_China
3, 1977)

for commercial passenger carrying
ions may be denied renewal for ncn-us>

a 2-year period and
unted

Wilderness_River Outf itters_and_Trail_Ex.peditionsi Inc.,
30

_
IBLA lU8~7iay~16, 1977)"

"

Where a permittee introduces an alternative comparative
sales analysis in opposition to that of the Eureau of
Land Management, he must show by substantial and posi-
tive evidence why his analysis is valid and the Eureau
of Land Management's invalid. Where the issue rests on
the assertion of each party's expert on the validity of
his respective analysis and the record fails to contain
evidence by which this deadlock can te resolved, the
case will be remanded for further factfinding.

Hichael.S..E€ering. 33 IBLA 102 (Dec. 19, 1977)

The issuance of a use permit is discretionary, and EIE
may reject an application for such a permit where
Eureau studies indicate that the uses proposed are
inconsistent with the agency's objectives for the lands
involved

.

Arnold, E, Hedell. 37 IBLA 22 (Sept. 12, 1978)

Where an application for a special use permit is not
filed until more than 10 months after a deadline for
doing so imposed by BLM, it is properly rejected.

Where a permittee is not familiar with an unpublished
BLM policy to the effect that the tardy filing cf an
application for permit renewal in 1978 makes the per-
mittee a "new" applicant in 1979 and, as such, ineligi-
ble to receive a permit, BLM's decision enforcing this
policy and rejecting the permittee's 1979 application
will be reversed.

Outdoor Adventure River Specialists,, , Inc. . <ll IEIA 132
(June 1U, 1979)

A special recreation use permit for commercial boat op-
erations may be denied renewal for nonuse over a 2-year
period of any allocated passenger days under a properly
noticed "use or lose" policy. However, where the per-
mit program is relatively recent and administrative
techniques are not fully reliable, and where the appel-
lant documents on appeal some use of its allocation
during the 2-year period, the permit should not be
denied renewal under the "use or lose" policy.

Cany.oneersx_Inci , 30 IBLA 35U (June 9, 1977)

The issuance of special use permits is discretionary
and ELM may properly reject a permit application if
the use identified is inconsistent with ELM's objec-
tives, responsibilities and programs for managing the
public lands. BLM may propose alternatives or impose
restrictions or stipulations in order to issue a per-
mit consistent with its responsibilities.

Southerjj.California^otc^cjcle^iuh^
«2 IELA 16U (Aug. 17, 1979)

The issuance of a special use permit is discretionary,
and the Bureau of Land Management properly exercises
that discretion where it denies permits for three of
four ORV events on the ground that lack of funds, time,
and manpower would impede processing of applications
and preclude preparation cf the requisite environmental
analysis records.

S3ja_!?01°I_ S£or t s , 32 IBLA 1«2 (Sept. 12, 1977)

STATJ_GJANTS.

The Secretary of the Interior is authorized and under
a duty to determine what lands are public lands and to
survey such lands. Neither the Acts admitting Florida
into the Onion, nor the Reconstruction Act of Mar. 2,
1867, divested the Secretary of the Interior of that
authority regarding islands in the State of Florida,
nor divested the United States of title to any public
lands in the State.

Vil3i.l_I:2.Eez_et_ali , 21 IBLA 33 (June 17, 1975)



ST ATE_G RANTS—Continued

Title to a numbered school section which is surveyed
on or after July 11, 1956, and on which there is
outstanding at the time of such survey a mineral lease
entered into by the United States, is granted to the
State, and the State shall succeed to the position of
the United States as lessor under such lease.

§ t a t e_o f_U t a h , 22 IBLA «« {Sept. 15, 1975)

Although a grant to a State pursuant to the Swamp Lane
Act of 18U9 or 1850 is a grant in praesenti, in that
the State is immediately vested with an inchoate egui-
table title, the legal title does not pass until the
Secretary has determined that the land is swamp in
character and otherwise available for disposition.

i°l!I!_Stuart_Huntx_Sherman
1977)

Hunt, 31 IBLA 30« (July 22,
8tt I.C. U21

STATF_LAWS

—

Continued

Possession of Federal land for the period of a State's
statute of limitations, which may create title rights
in an adverse possessor to non-Federal land, catnet af-
fect the title of land belonging to the United States.
Where there is no other acceptable tasis fcr a relief
that a claimant has title other than mere adverse pos-
session under such a State law, there is no claim or
color of title recognizable under the Color of Title
Act, 13 U.S.C. 4 1068 (1970).

Ma-Di e Y._Rustin ajid_Bett.y Rustil!. 28 IBLA 2C5 (Eec. 6,

1976T 63 I.E. 617

Under the mining law discovery of a valuable mineral
deposit is the si n e cjjja n o n for a valid mining claim.
State mining laws relating to discovery may only add
to the Federal lining law; such laws cannot diminish
the Federal requirements for discovery of a valuable
mineral deposit on a mining claim located on Federal
lands.

A Bureau of Land Management decision rejecting a selec-
tion application by the State of Utah under its Miner's
Hospital Grant because the land is deemed mineral in
character due to a classification as valuable for oil,
gas, and coal will be set aside because it failed to
consider relevant statutes and regulations permitting
selections of land valuable for minerals leasable under
the Mineral Leasing Acts with a reservation of the min-
erals to the United States.

State of Utahi_Dep_artment of_Na tural_Kesourct
85""(Nov. 157~1978)

_
"

IBLA

United_States_vi_Eradlej Fi_Cenham,
(Mar7~18,~1977)

IELA 165

where material involving a prior mineral reservation
on acquired lands is first submitted on appeal, and
the effect of a State statute and State court decree
is in issue, it is appropriate to remand the case to
the BLM State Office for further consideration.

Ai_Ni_ He n d erso n , 30 IBLA 8 (Apr. 1, 1977)

STATJLLANDS

The States possess dominion over the beds of all
navigable streams within their borders.

An oil and gas offer embracing land in the bed of a

navigable river, which is State land, is properly
rejected.

Leonard^ McSwejn, 28 IBLA 100 (Nov. 15, 1976)
83 I.D. 556

If the intent of the United States in administering
lands now comprising a State was clearly to reserve
the bed of a river for some particular purpose, then
that intent, embodied in an appropriate legislative or
administrative act, results in exclusion of the river-
bed from lands passing to the State upon statehood.

Opinion on the Boundaries .of . and..Status of Title to
Certain Lands Within the Colville.and S£okane_ Indian
Reservations, M- 36887 (FetT 27~1977)

8U I.E. 72

§TATE_LAWS

State mining laws relating to discovery may only add to
the Federal mining law; such laws cannot diminish the
Federal requirements for the discovery of a valuable
mineral deposit on a mining claim located on Federal
lands.

Un.it§d._S.tates_vi_John
(May 5, 1976)

.Ta££anx_Jr^ !t al. 25 IBLA 1

Under the Supremacy Clause, U.S. Const., art. VI, cl.
Federal laws, including Federal grazing regulations,
override conflicting State laws with respect to public
lands.

Burea u of Land Management
(Sept. 157 1977)

.R°ss_ Bat cock , 3 2 IEIA 17

«

8U I.E. «75

Colvin Cattle Co., Inc.. 39 IBLA 176 (Jan. 30, 1979)

A provision of State law, relating to assessment work on
mining claims, which is more liberal than the require-
ments of Federal law, cannot override such Federal law.
Article IV, $ 3, cl. 2, of the Federal Constitution
vests in the Congress authority to promulgate appropri-
ate laws governing the public lands and other property
of the United States.

Jtuce_Farke, «2 IELA 18 (July 25, 1979)

The State laws applicable to Federal oil and gas leases
are limited to those classes of laws authorized or
recognized by sec. 32 of the Mineral Leasing Act, as
amended, 30 U.S.C. § 189 (1976).

i§aar_f!j._Ri£i!ai^E2n*_J£ir 12 IBLA 333 (Aug. 30, 1979)

A State law which requires filing of proof of assess-
ment work which requirement is more liberal than the
recordation requirement of the Federal land Policy and
Manaqement Act of 1976, 5 31«a, U3 U.S.C. 5 17HU (1976),
cannot override the more onerous requirements of the
latter, since Article VI, Clause 2 of the Federal Con-
stitution makes the Constitution, and laws and treaties
made in conformity therewith, the supreme law of the
land.

J.ates_ Vi_Joyce , u2 IBLA 383 (Sept. 11, 1979)



STATE_SELECTIONS
(See_also School Lands
Index.)

Swamplands— if included in this

A selection application by the State of Alaska must I

rejected where all of the applied for land is withdrj
from State selection.

State_of_Alaska, 18 IBLA 351 (Jan. 15, 1975)

ST ATJ_S ELECT IONS— Continued

Under «3 CFR 2C91.6-M and 2562.1(d) a notice of loca-
tion for a trade and manufacturing site is unacceptable
for recordation where the land is not subject to that
form of disposition because it has been segregated by
State selection applications.

Ii°Xd_Sc hade , 19 IBLA 251 (Bar. 31, 1975)

Lands withdrawn by sec. 11(a)(1) S (2) of the Alaska
Native Claims Settlement Act are subject to selection
by gualified Native villages notwithstanding the prior
tentative approval of selections of those lands by the
State of Alaska pursuant to the Statehood Act.
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Where statute and regulation provide that lands se-
lected by the State of Alaska must be surveyed before
patent can issue, but no similar requirement has been
imposed as a precondition to the conveyance of lands
selected pursuant to the Alaska Native Claims Settle-
ment Act, the State's contention that this disparity
is discriminatory will not afford a basis for reversing
a decision which rejected a State selection application
in favor of a conflicting Native village selection.

The fact that filing fees are required as a condition
precedent for State selections and are not required for
Native village selections pursuant to the Alaska Native
Claims Settlement Act is not a basis for vacating a de-
cision awarding lands to the Native villages.

State_of_Alaska, 19 IBLA 178 (Bar. 18, 1975)

The allowance of a State selection application furthers
the discharge of the Federal obligation to fulfill the
State's statutory entitlement and, generally, it will be
preferred in the public interest over the discretionary
application of one who does not have an entitlement of
equal dignity.

The denial of a petition for classification and the
rejection of an application under the Recreation and
Public Purposes Act for a lease of lands which have
been withdrawn and which are also subject to a State
selection application which, under the terms of the
withdrawal order, may be allowed, does not violate the
tenets of due process because the disposition of the
petition-application is at the discretion of the Sec-
retary, and the petitioner-applicant has no vested
right protected by constitutional guarantees or by the
Administrative Frocedure Act.

Moantaineerina_Club_of_Alaskax Inc., 19 IBLA 198
(Bar. 19, 1975)

The filing of a State selection under the Alaska State-
hood Act does not create a right that prevents a Native
village from selecting those lands under the terms of
the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act.

5 t a t e_o f_A la ska , 19 IBLA 2H2 (Bar. 27, 1975)

The filing of a State selection application under sec.
6(b) of the Alaska Statehood Act of July 7, 1956,
72 Stat. 339, 3«0, U8 U.S.C. notes prec. « 21 (1970),
does not create a right that prevents a Native village
from selecting those lands under the provisions cf the
Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act of Dec. IE, 1971,
85 Stat. 688, U3 U.S.C. $4 1601-162U (Supp. Ill 1973).

Whether village selections authorized by the Alaska
Native Claims Settlement Act, <43 U.S.C. «§ 1601-1620
(Supp. Ill 1973), constitute an unwarranted vitiaticn
of the State selection provisions of the Alaska State-
hood Act, U8 U.S.C. notes prec. « 21 (197C) , and cf th<

Compact of Admission to the Union, is beyond the con-
sideration of this Board.

S t at e_of_ A la s k a , 19 IELA 316 (Apr. 7, 1975)

The inclusion of lands belonging to the United States
in a proposed power project pursuant to sec. 2t of the
Federal Power Act of 1920, 16 U.S.C. § 818 (1S7C), has
the effect of reserving or withdrawing those lands from
entry, location, or other disposal under the public
land laws of the United States until otherwise directed
by the Federal Power Commission or by Congress and un-
til the withdrawal is revoked by the Secretary of the
Interior.

A selection application by the State of Alaska nust be
rejected with respect to those public lands which are
reserved or withdrawn from entry or other form of dis-
posal under the public land laws of the United States
and cannot be held open pending a possible future
change of the status of the land.

S tate of Alaska. 20 IBLA 3K1 (June 11, 1975)

An application filed by a State under the Act of
Bar. 15, 191C, for a temporary withdrawal of lands to
aid in the selection of the lands for proposed develop-
ment under the Carey Act of 189 U must be rejected where
the lands are withdrawn for stock-driveway purposes,
and cannot be suspended pending consideration of a pe-
tition for reclassification of the lands as suitable
for selection under the Carey Act.
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STA_B_SELECTIO__—Continued

The allowance of a State selection application furthers
the discharge of the Federal obligation to fulfill the
State's statutory entitlement and, generally, it will
be preferred in the public interest over the discre-
tionary application of one who does not have an enti-
tlement of egual dignity.

C_J_r__in__.t_al_, 21 IBLA 231 (Aug. 11, 1975)

The notation on land office records of a noncompetitive
oil and gas lease application does not prevent the
State of Alaska from selecting the land pursuant to the
Alaska Statehood Act.

Ia]SOi!_Servicex_InCj 22 IBLA 220 (Oct. 15, 1975)

STAT__S ELECT IONS

—

Continued

be rejected where the lands have been previously with-
drawn for reclamation purposes.

Id aJ°_Eei aitiient_of Hater Re sources, 27 IEIA 3C:
(Oct. 26, 1976)

Lands described in a State selection application under
sec. 6(b) of the Alaska Statehood Act are segregated
from all forms of appropriation including location
under the mining laws from the time the application
is filed in the proper office of the BIf. An amend-
ment to a pre-existing application is effective tc
segregate the land described in the amendment from the
time it is filed.

Senni§_£i_i«inS» 29 IBLA 307 (Mar. 30, 1977)

A headguarters site claim is invalid when occupancy of
the site was initiated more that 90 days prior to the
filing of a notice of location and an intervening State
selection application has segregated the land.

WiIIi§J5_G__Fai r b a nks , 22 IELA 255 (Oct. 23, 1975)

The filing of an amended Alaska State Selection, after
a prior trade and manufacturing site claim for which a

notice of location was recorded is canceled and closed
of record but where the cancellation has not been
posted on the records, segregates the land it describes
from further appropriations based on application or
settlement and location.

!?aESa_et_____la tt__Alla n

1975f
.Klatt. 23 IBIA 59 (Dec. 11,

A selection application under the Alaska Statehood Act
filed in the appropriate Eureau of Land Management
office for properly described land segregates the land
from all appropriation based upon subsequent applica-
tion or settlement and location.

Applications filed for temporary withdrawals of land
for proposed development under the Carey Act cf 1691
must be rejected where the lands have been previcusly
withdrawn for other purposes.

Idahc_De_artment_of Water_Resourc.es , 32 IBLA e9
(Sept. 2, 1977)

Under 13 U.S.C. § 852(a)(1) (1970), as amended ty sec.
25 of the Gecthermal Steam Act of 197C, 3C O.S.C.
« 1C21 (197C) , a State may select lands with gectheria]
potential as indemnity for base lands lost ty it from
its grant for common schools without a reservation to
the United States of the geothermal rights therein,
provided that these base lands also have geothermal
potential.

_____________ an

c

st al. IBLA 2U0 (Mar. 25, 1976)

Per sec. 25 of the Geothermal Steam Ac
geothermal resources are treated under
§ 852(a) (1970) as other leasable mine
as oil and gas, so that a State need no
for indemnity selection of lands which
sified ty the Geological Survey as bein
"KGRA" (known geothermal resource area)
also are classified as KGRA, but instea
mit base lands classified by GS as havi
potential .
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Applications filed by the State of Idaho under the Act
of Mar. 15, 1910, for temporary withdrawals of land for
proposed development under the Carey Act of 189i», must
be rejected where the lands have been previously with-
drawn for reclamation, stock-driveway, agricultural
research or military purposes.

I£_ h.o_De_a r tmen t _of__a te r___so_rces

,

1976)
25 IELA 27 (May 5,
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A railroad right-of-way, granted under the Act of
July 1, 1862, 12 Stat. 489, as amended, by Act of
July 2, 186t, 13 Stat. 356, crossing a schcol section,
does not constitute lands "otherwise disposed of ty the
United States" within the ambit of the school indemnity
statutes. Therefore a rejection of an indemnity selec-
tion application, offering such base, is proper.

St a te_of________ , 27 IBLA 137 (Sept. 29, 1976)
83 I.E. 36

Where the record indicates that there may te gross
disparity tetween the value of lands selected ty a

State as indemnity for lost school lands and the value
of base lands submitted ty the State in support cf the
selection, the matter will be remanded tc the tit for
revaluation of the lands. If the revaluation reveals
a gross disparity, the BLM shall withhold further ac-
tion until judicial resolution of the propriety cf the
"grossly disparate value" policy.

Sta__________ f or n ia , 33 IBLA 160 (Dec. 20, 1977)

Applications filed by the State of Idaho under the Act
of Mar. 15, 1910, for temporary withdrawals of land for
proposed development under the Carey Act cf 189«, must

Under U3 CFR 2C91.6-K and 2627. a (b) , the filing cf a

State's application to select lands segregates these
lands from all subsequent appropriation, including
locations under the mining laws.

Janelle R. Deeter, Gary B. Deete r, Ve r na_ B__L_o n s_
l_r___D____o__ , 314 IELA "ll (FebT 22, 19787

Joe_D__De nson , «3 IELA 136 (Sept. 26, 1979)



STATE SELECTIONS—Continued

A Bureau of Land Management decision rejecting a selec-
tion application by the State of Dtah under its diner's
Hospital Grant because the land is deemed mineral in
character due to a classification as valuable for oil,
gas, and coal will be set aside because it failed to
consider relevant statutes and regulations permitting
selections of land valuable for minerals leasable under
the Mineral Leasing Acts with a reservation of the min-
erals to the United States.

A State selection application for lands valuable for
leasable minerals may be rejected where it is determined
that the disposal of the surface rights will unreason-
ably interfere with current or contemplated operations
under the Mineral Leasing Acts and there is a proper
basis in the record for such a determination which is
unrefuted by the applicant. However, if there is no
substantiation in the record for the determination and
a State asserts error, the case will be remanded to the
Bureau of Land Management to reconsider the determina-
tion, with the Geological Survey, and substantiate the
basis of any future determination.

State of Dtah,. Department. of Natural, Resource:
85 (Nov. 15, 1978)

38 IBLA

STAT|_TAXES

Eublic lands owned ty the United States cannot t

jected to taxation by the State in which they ar
located. when Congress has prescribed the condi
upon which portions of the public domain may be
ated and has provided that upon fulfilloent of c

conditions the United States shall issue patent,
land becomes taxable only after the applicant ha
filled all conditions precedent to such conveyan
Payment of taxes to a State for Federal land dee
afford the taxpayer any rights against the Unite
States, unless specifically provided ty a federa
statute.
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Jose£h_TomalinOj_August Sobotka
1979)"

STATUTES

1*2 IELA 117 (At

The Eureau of Land Manageient has the authority tc
impose a stipulation on an oil and gas lease covering
reserved minerals on patented lands, which would re-
quire archaeological investigation and excavatiens by
lessee.

Where the State is a party to decisions by the Bureau
of Land Management and the State's selection applica-
tions were rejected ty those decisions, under «3 CFH
U.410, the State has standing to appeal those deci-
sions to the Board of Land Appeals.

The Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act extinguished
aboriginal occupancy claims of Alaska Natives; such
claims cannot serve as a bar to a State selection, nor
preclude the State from challenging Native allotment
applications conflicting with its selection.

Under the "functional" standard to determine adminis-
trative standing set forth in Koniaoj Inc. v. Andrus,
580 F.2d 601 (D.C. Cir. 1978) ,"cert, denied, 99 S~Ct.
733 (1979), the State of Alaska has standing to chal-
lenge Native allotment applications conflicting with
its selection applications even if the land is within
a Native village selection area under the Alaska Native
Claims Settlement Act. The State has standing under
Departmental regulations to initiate private contests
against such conflicting Native allotment applications.

State_of_Alaska_et_alj

General Crude Cil Co., 28 IELA 211 (Eec. 1C, 1976)
63 I.E.

ST A1UT0RV_CCN ST RUCTION

GENERALLY

Although there may te no general rule for distinguish-
ing between mandatory and directory provisions, a

statute should be construed according to its subject
matter and the purpose for which it was enacted, and
the intention of the legislature should be controlling.

To deny status as an eligible village to persons in
fact entitled to that status would be an unjust and
unfair denial of a right specifically granted ty Con-
gress, as evidenced in the legislative history.

Au^horitj; to Cetermine Eligibility of Native Villages
Af t Ti~_JunOliZIIlH" H- 36877 ( Ja n .~77~1 97 5)

~
8 2~Y.l .~1 U

The State of Alaska has a sufficient interest in land
by virtue of its applications for an airport conveyance
or by its selection application to have standing to
initiate private contests against conflicting Native
allotment applications.

S t a t e_o f_ A 1 a s k a , «2 IBLA 1 (July 25, 1979)

Whether village selections authorized by the Alaska
Native Claims Settlement Act, U3 U.S.C. «« 1601-162U
(Supp. Ill 1973), constitute an unwarranted vitiaticn
of the State selection provisions of the Alaska State-
hood Act, U8 U.S.C. notes prec. $ 21 (1970), and cf the
Compact of Admission to the Union, is beyond the ccn-
sideraticn of this Board.

State of Alaska. 19 IBLA 316 (Apr. 7, 1975)

where the State of Alaska has filed an application to
select certain land 2 years prior to the date when an
applicant for a Native allotment declares that he first
began his use and occupancy of that land, the segrega-
tive effect of the State selection will preclude allow-
ance of the Native allotment as a matter of law.

The segregative effect of a State of Alaska selection
application is operative on the land for which the State
has applied from the date of filing, and remains in ef-
fect until the State's application is finally disposed,
during which time no new rights may be initiated. The
ultimate disallowance of the State's application will
neither negate the segregative effect of its filing on
the land, nor validate nunc jro tunc any claim initiated
during the period when the land was so segregated.

An3E§!i_.E§tIa » <»3 IBLA 186 (Oct. 5, 1979)

In providing for allocation of rents, royalties and
bonuses between the United States and a State in pro-
portion to their ownership of a mineral lease partly
within and partly without a numbered school secticn,
the Congress intended for producing mineral leases to
be included within the exceptions set out in the aiend-
atory Act of July 11, 1956, 30 U.S.C. « 87C (d) (1S7C).

|tate_of_0tah, 22 IELA «U (Sept. 15, 1975)



STATUTORY.CONST RUCTION— Continued

GENERALLY—Continued

One of the functions of the Department of Justice is
to construe the laws under which other Government
Departments act, 28 U.S.C. § 512 (1970), and when the
Department of Justice has advised the Department of the
Interior that it has construed a conflict of interest
statute affecting Members of Congress and has deter-
mined that it is permissitle for the spouse of a Member
of Congress to hold a grazing lease for national re-
source lands under certain circumstances, that opinion
is binding on this Department, and a grazing lease is
properly issued when the applicant has satisfied the
criteria set forth by the Department of Justice.

________ .
_K u rko wsk i , 2tt IELA 58 (Feb. 23, 1976)

Where a statute designates the Illinois Diver as a

potential addition to the river system, and similarly
designates other rivers and their tributaries, the
tributaries of the Illinois River are not included as
potential additions, under the principle ________ unius
________ exclusio est.

_____£__________________. 25 IBLA 150 (June 10, 1976)

___________£__________-- C c n t i n u e c

GENERALLY-- Continued

class so that one may construe a general term ty refer-
ence to that class.

Western Nuclear. Inc.. 35 IELA 1U6 (Kay 22, 1976)
85 I.I. 129

When those provisions of reclamation law which are spe-
cifically incorporated ty SRPA are added to the previ-
sions of SRPA itself, they form a complete scheme which
is capable of standing ty itself without need tc incor-
porate the general body of reclamation law.

When a statute is enacted as being "supplemental" to a

general law, it will incorporate the provisions cf that
other law to the extent the provisions of the general
law are not inconsistent with the supplemental statute,
unless the intent is otherwise clear that Ccngress did
not intend incorporation.

Application cf the Acreage Limitation and Residency
RS______ €n_____ Stall Rec lamation Pic-jects Act
Fro_ects,~N-3690H (July 17, 19787

~~
85 I.E. 25U

Sec. 5(b) of the Act of Hay 25, 19«8 (62 Stat. 269)
is not applicable to those tribal lands upon which
the Flathead Irrigation Project's Kerr Substation and
Switchyard are located.

Relocation of Flathead Irrigation Project's Kerr Sub-
stat_o__an___wi__h__r_, M-36735 Isupp.) "(Sept. 2«, 1976)

83 I.D. 346

When interpreting Federal agreements and statutes per-
taining to Indian Affairs, one must consider the legis-
lative history, as well as surrounding circumstances
and subseguent administrative practices to determine
what the parties intended, and in particular, what the
Indians understood the agreement to dean. Eouttful ex-
pressions are to be resolved in the Indians' favcr.

Congressional intent to modify or abrogate Indian
property rights must be clear and cannot be lightly
inferred.

Sec. 31 of the Mineral Leasing Act, as amended,
30 U.S.C. « 188 (1970) , providing for the~automatic
termination of a lease, not containing a well capable
of production of oil and gas in paying quantities, for
nonpayment of the annual rental, does apply to a lease
which is entitled to an extension beyond its initial
10-year term because of termination of an approved com-
aunitization agreement under 30 U.S.C. § 226 (j) (1970),
even though notice of the extension was not given to
the lessee in time for him to receive it and return the
rental so that the payment would be received by EIM
no later than the 11th anniversary date of the lease.

JacJS_Li_ncClellani_Marton_n.aJo.ros, 3« IBLA 53
1978)

(Fet 16,

As to gravel, interpretations of the mineral reserva-
tion in patents issued by the Onited States under the
Stock-Raising Homestead Act, «3 O.S.C. § 299 (1970),
must be consistent with the established rule that land
grants are to be construed favorably to the Government,
that nothing passes except what is conveyed in clear
language, and that if there are doubts they are re-
solved for the Government, not against it.

In determining whether gravel is included in a mineral
reservation in a patent issued under the Stock-Raising
Homestead Act, «3 O.S.C. « 299 (1970), the interpreta-
tion of the reservation must take into account the in-
tended use for which the land was conveyed and those
uses which the Government intended to reserve.

"_______ _______•" The ejusdem _______ rule of con-
struction may not be invoked to exclude gravel from the
scope of a reservation of "all the coal and other min-
erals" in patents issued under the Stock-Raising Home-
stead Act, «3 O.S.C. « 299 (1970), because this rule
of construction can only be effectively applied where
there is a series of specific terms which define a

Sec. 25 of the Act cf Apr. 21, 190U (33 Stat. 16?,
22«) , which authorized the application of the 1SC2
Reclamation Act to the Fort Yuma and Colorado Eiver
Reservations, and which provided for the allotment and
sale of surplus irrigable lands on those reservations,
was unrelated to and was not intended to effect the
conditional cession provided for in the 1893 agreement
and the 189U ratifying statute.

Title to Certain Lands Within the. Boundaries , of
t
the

Fort Yuma (new called Cuechan) Indian Reservation,
M-36908"~(JanT~2"l979)

~" " i!" . [ . 3

Subsequent to the passage of the Federal La
Management Act of 1976 (FIPMA) , the Eepartm
the authority to accept donations of land u

of July lu, 1960, which had been expressly
FIPMA. Inasmuch as the actions of the Seer
the Act of July It, 1960, were not sinister
trine of relation cannot be used to validat
F ro tunc basis, an acceptance of a donation
authority of the Act of July 1<4. 196C, occu
the repeal of that Act by Congress.

________________» "0 IBLA 12 (Mar. 9, 1979)

ADMINISTRATIVE CONSTRUCTION

The 2 1/2-year time limitation set forth by Congress
in sec. 11(b)(2) of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act, <I3 U.S.C. « 1610(b)(2) (1970), for the determina-
tions of village eligibility, is an estimate cf time
reasonable enough to accomplish the basic purposes of
that section of the Act.

Authority to Determine Eligib ili ty of _at__e_ Vi__a_es
After June 16, 197<4. M-36e77 ( Jan .~7~1975)~82
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51 ATUTO RECONSTRUCT ION— Continued

ADMINISTRATIVE CONST RUCTION— Continued

The administrative treatment of land as reservation
land under the jurisdiction of the Bureau of Indian
Affairs for many purposes is not dispositive of the
status of the land in the face of clear legislation
demonstrating that it was absolutely ceded, even with-
out conflicting administrative treatment of the lands
as public domain or under the jurisdiction of the
Reclamation Service. The Department has the authority
to resolve disputes and correct errors in the status of
lands within its jurisdiction.

Title_to_Certain_Land_Wit hin_the_Eoundarjes_of_t he_Fort
Yuma Indian Reservation as Established by the Executive
0rder_of_Jani_9^_188«, 11-36886 (Jan. 18, 1977)

8 « I.E. 1

STOCK-RAISING HOMESTEADS—Continued

When, as a result of direct proceedings against lining
claims, the Department determines that no discovery has
teen made, the claims must be declared null and vcid
notwithstanding that they are located on land patented
under the Stock-Raising Homestead Act and the contest
was privately initiated.

Cabot Se dgwick et al. v. C. M. barker. 27 IE1J 256
(Oct. 20, 1976)

An application filed in 1976 to make a stock-raising
homestead entry is properly rejected because the hcie-
steading provisions of the Stock-raising Homestead Act
were impliedly repealed by the Taylor Grazing Act and
were expressly repealed by the Federal land Policy and
Management Act.

In determining whether interpretation of a statute
should be given prospective effect, some cf the factors
to be considered are whether the statute is easily sus-
ceptible to more than one interpretation; whether the
interpretation being overruled has been followed since
enactment of the statute; the nature of the reliance
placed on the precedent by the parties; the purpose of
the statute or rule in light of public policy; the harm
to the parties who have relied on the precedent tc
their detriment; and the harm either to the Government
or the public purpose.

fi§clamation_Law ;;_Control_of_the Sale_Price_of_For meil^
Exc.ess_ Lands, M-36913~(May 18,~1979)'

86 I.E. 306

IMPLIED REPEALS

Sec. 25 of the Act of Apr. 21, 1904, which authorized
the application of the Reclamation Act of 1902 tc the
Yuma Indian Reservation, did not repeal by implication
sec. 17 of the Act of Aug. 15, 1894, which provided for
the cession, reclamation and allotment of the Reserva-
tion, and is in no way inconsistent with the 189U Act.

Title to Certain Land Within the Boundaries of the Fort
l!i!53_Il!i^§I!_££se^v^tion_a^_Es^a^lis^e^_bi_the_E^ecut ive
QE3§I_°f~ Jan.._9_.t 1884, H- 36886~ (Jan. 18, 1977)

81* I.E. 1

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY

To deny status as an eligible village to persons in
fact entitled to that status would be an unjust and
unfair denial of a right specifically granted by Con-
gress, as evidenced in the legislative history.

*u£horiti_to_Determine_Eliaibiliti_of_Native Villaa.es
After_June_18x_1974, M-36877 (Jan. 7, 1975) ~82 iTc. IK

STOCK- RAISING_HOMESTEADS

An application to make a stock-raising homestead entry
is properly rejected because the homesteading provi-
sions of the Stock-Raising Homestead Act were impliedly
repealed by the Taylor Grazing Act of June 28, 1931.

Les, 24 IBLA 308 (Apr. 14, 1976)

f an iel_A._ Anderson, 31 IELA 162 (July 1, 1977)

As to gravel, interpretations of the mineral reserva-
tion in patents issued by the United States under the
Stock-Raising Homestead Act, 43 U.S.C. § 299 (197C).
must be consistent with the established rule that land
grants are to be construed favorably tc the Government,
that nothing passes except what is conveyed in clear
language, and that if there are doubts they are re-
solved for the Government, not against it.

In determining whether gravel is included in a irineral
reservation in a patent issued under the Stcck-Baising
Homestead Act, 43 U.S.C. $ 299 (1970), the interpreta-
tion of the reservation must take into account the in-
tended use for which the land was conveyed and these
uses which the Governnent intended to reserve.

A patent of land under the Stock-Raising Homestead Act,
<I3 U.S.C. $ 291 et se^. (1970), was not generally
intended to give the grantee the right to use the land
for mineral development and mineral development was to
proceed enly under the mineral laws.

"Eiusdem .generis." The e jugdem generis rule cf con-
struction may not be invoked to exclude gravel frcm the
scope of a reservation of "all the coal and other ain-
erals" in patents issued under the Stock-Raising Home-
stead Act, 43 U.S.C. i 299 (1970), because this rule
of construction can only be effectively applied where
there is a series of specific terms which define a

class so that one may construe a general term by refer-
ence to that class.

Sec. 9 of the Stock-Raising Homestead Act, 13 U.S.C.
§ 299 (197C), contemplates the Department of the
Interior retaining continuing jurisdiction and adiin-
istration of mineral deposits reserved by that Act.

"Public lands." Under M3 CFR 9239.0-7 which defines
a trespass, the term "public lands" includes siceral
deposits reserve 3er the Stock-Raising Homestead
Act, 43 U.S.C. « 299 (1970).

The declaration in the Surface Resources Act, 3C U.S.C.
« 611 (1970), that no deposit of common varieties of
gravel shall be deemed a valuable mineral deposit with-
in the meaning of the mining laws, was not intended to
operate as a conveyance, to holders of patents, cf any
ninerals reserved under the Stock-Raising Bomestead
Act, 43 U.S.C. « 299 (1970).

Gravel in a valuable deposit is a mineral reserved to
the United States in patents issued under the Stock-
Raising Homestead Act, 43 O.S.C. « 299 (1970).

Western Nuclear, Inc.. 35 IBLA 146 (Ray 22, 197E)
85 I.E. 129



§1 OC K; B A I S I N G_ H M ES T E A D S- -Continued

A bond filed by a mining claim owner, covering lands
patented under the Stock-Baising Bomestead Act of
Dec. 29, 1916, as amended, 43 U.S.C. 4§ 291-301 (1970),
need only be set in an amount to cover damages to crops,
improvements, and the value of the land fcr grazing pur-
poses within the limits of the mining claim. The ad
damnum of the bond does not have to be sufficient to
cover damages caused by a disruption of the surface
owner's entire grazing operation.

Elmer_Silvera_et_aU, « 2 IBLA 11 (July 25, 1979)

SOBMEHGED_LANCS

Federal title to land may be lost by erosion, and land
which has become submerged under water is no longer
subject to disposition under the Alaska Native Allot-
ment Act. The fact that an Alaska Native may have
used, occupied, and filed an application for such land
when it was dry does not prevent the loss of Federal
title to that land by erosion. Neither the Alaska
Statehood Act nor the Submerged Lands Act prevents the
passage of title to such land to the State.

fiai!£_j^lla J2i » al IBL * 207 (June 27, 1979) 86 I.E. 3U2

The Mineral Leasing Act for Acguired Lands does net ex-
clude from oil and gas leasing those lands underlying
the Missouri River within the boundaries of the Fort
Berthold Indian Reservation as established by the
Treaty of Fort Laramie (1851) and the Executive Crder
of Apr. 12, 1870, which were reacquired ty the United
States from the Indian tribes. The exclusion in the
Act for submerged lands refers to submerged coastal
lands, as set forth in 13 CFR 3101. 2-1 (g).

IlE§I_Inei2V._Cor£i , H2 IBLA 105 (Aug. 1979)

SUEHiRGEE LANES ACT— Continued

GENERALLY— Continued

passage of title of the coastal submerged lands tc the
State.

The^ffect_of_Putnc_L^d^rder_8 2_cn_the_Cwnershir_of
Coastal_SuJ ierc]ed_Ea nds_i n_Nortjiern AlaskaT K-36S11
"(EecT"l2T 1978)"

"
eTlTE. 151 (1?7S)

Federal title to land may be lost by erosion, and land
which has become submerged under water is no lenger
subject to disposition under the Alaska Native Allot-
ment Act. The fact that an Alaska Native may have
used, occupied, and filed an application for such land
when it was dry does not prevent the loss of Federal
title to that land ty erosion. Neither the Alaska
Statehood Act nor the Submerged Lands Act prevents the
passage of title to such land to the State.

Iran k.Bul land, «1 IELA 207 (June 27, 1979) 66 I.E. 3D;

The Eoard adopts the Solicitor's conclusion that Eutlic
Land Order No. 82 (Jan. 22, 19<43) (e ER 1599 (Eet. «,
1913)) constituted an express retention for the tnited
States of submerged lands when Alaska was admitted to
the Onion, and title to the submerged lands withdrawn
ty PLO No. 62 did not pass to the State of Alaska with
statehood.

Regulations in «3 CEB 265C.5-l(t) deal explicitly with
chargeat ility of acreage and implicitly with land title,
establishing two categories of submerged lands net re-
quired to be selected and charged: those underlying
navigable waters, and those underlying nonnavigatle
waters of one-half section or more.

Under regulations in U3 CFR 265C.5-l(b), Federal owner-
ship of submerged lands does not require all such lards
to te charged against a Native corporation's acreage
entitlement.

SUBBERGED_LANDS_ACT

GENERALLY

Appeal of State of Alaska. 3 ANCAE 297 (July 31, 1979)
86 I.E. 381

Submerged and filled tidelands passed to the State c

Alaska on the date of its admission to the Union,
Jan. 3, 1959. Ownership of tidelands subsequently
created by avulsive action remains in those persons
or entities, including the Federal Government, who
held title to the land prior to the avulsive action.

Sandra_Li_Lou3hi_Damon_M._Blackburn, 25 IELA 96
(June~3,~1976)~

Where submerged lands were included in a withdrawal
order in Alaska, which was in effect at the time the
State entered the Union, even though such submerged
lands were not specifically described in the with-
drawal order, such submerged lands would net pass to
the State at statehood pursuant to sec. 5(a) of the
Submerged Lands Act.

The subsequent revocation of a withdrawal of submerged
lands which prevented the State from acquiring title
to such lands at statehood pursuant to sec. 5(a) of the
Submerged Lands Act, has no effect on the ownership of
the lands contained in the withdrawal.

Where the coastal submerged lands in the Arctic National
Wildlife Refuge were segregated by an application for a

withdrawal filed by the Fish and Wildlife Service in
Jan. 1958, 1 year before Alaska statehood, such appli-
cation operated as an express retention of the lands at
statehood under the Submerged Lands Act, and prevented

ACCRETIONS

Submerged and filled tidelands passed tc the State of
Alaska on the date of its admission to the Cnion,
Jan. 3, 1959. Ownership of tidelands subseguently
created by avulsive action remains in these persons
or entities, including the Federal Government, who
held title to the land prior to the avulsive acticn.

Sandra L._Lou^hx Eamon_M t_Blackburn, 25 IBLA 96
(June 37~1976)

SURFACE t'IKItG CCNTBC1 ANE B jCI A r Al ICN ACT CF 197?

AEATEBENT

A refusal to grant an extension of time for abatement
is not necessarily an abuse of discretion when the re-
quest for an extension was made after the abatement
time had expired.

«JiiJte_Wi n te^_Coals^_Inc^ , 1 IESMA 3C5 (Eec. 14, 1979)
66 I.E. 67=
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JCEDURE

aw judge may raise questions which
of the Department under the Act
fail to raise those questions.

to any ruling of or action taken by
aw judge it should do so in a Banner
tive law judge can reconsider his
that objection.

th to the just implementation of
proper functioning of adminis-

in the Department that parties
administrative law judge's conduct
nd with his requests.

Deli2ht_Coal_Corfi# 1 IBSBA 186 (June 5, 1979)

In a case on appeal, the Board bases its deliberations
on the record before it.

ADBINISTBATIVE PBOCEDO RE—Continued

Findings—Continued

is causing, or can reasonably be expected to cause sig-
nificant, inineot environmental harm to land, air, or
water resources.

Clayfcol Construction Co., Inc,
1979)

Effect. of

1 IBSBA 259 (Sept. 26,
86 I.C. U86

CSBAlthough, when a matter is appealed to the Eoarc
cannot take further action in the matter except tc ad-
vise the Hoard whether the requested relief shculd cr
should not be granted, OSH can at any time move the
Eoard to take what OSH feels is appropriate action.

HhUe^ijtej_CoaliU_lnc.!
1 IBSBA 3C5 (Dec. 1, 1979)

86 I.E. 675

Where the applicant for review bases his defense upon
the assertion that the amount of coal removed or to be
removed is less than that provided by law to constitute
surface coal mining, he must prove such an assertion.

Ja.Ses_n.oore, 1 IBSHA 216 (July 20, 1979) I.E. 369

In review proceedings of notices of violation and ces-
sation orders, the burden of going forward to establish
a prima facie case rests with OSM and the ultimate bur-
den of persuasion rests with the applicant for review.

£ean_Truckina_Coix_InCj 1 IBSBA 229 (Sept. 11, 1979)
86 I.E. t:

Findings

The administrative law judge may frame findings of fact
in any of a number of acceptable ways, but, however
they are arrived at, findings must be sufficiently com-
prehensive and pertinent to form a basis for decision
when measured against the evidence.

Dean_Trucking_Coix_Inc.., 1 IBSBA 105 (Bar. 23, 1979)
I.E. 201

Except in cases governed by 13 CFB 4.1187(e) or
U. 1266 (b) (7) (ii) , a written decision or a writte
order confirming a ruling from the bench constit
the initial decision. The written decision or o

incorporating the ruling from the bench must com
with «3 CFR H.1127. The only exception tc this
is when the administrative law judge both specif
states that a ruling from the bench constitutes
initial decision and fully complies with the req
ments of U3 CFR U . 1 1 27 in that oral ruling.

De_i_ht_Coal_Co___, 1 IBSBA 186 (June 5, 1979)

utes
rder
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AEELICAEIIITY

Generally

Where excavation work has taken place and coal exposed,
tut no coal removed, and the landowner's intent is to
create homesites and not to remove coal unless permis-
sion to do so is received from the State, the Office of
Surface Bining Reclamation and Enforcement lacks juris-
diction over the land.

S_uire Eaker, 1 IESHA 279 (Oct. 25, 1979)
86 I.E. 550

Enforcement Provisions

The enforcement provisions of the Act and the initial
Federal regulatory program are not avoided by the
failure of a person to obtain a State permit befcre
conducting surface coal mining and reclamaticn opera-
tions regulated by a State.

Clailool.Constructicn.Co^^Inc.
1979)

Post_ining_I_nd Ose

1 IBSBA

Excavation for the purpose of obtaining coal is an
activity which may te subject to regulation under the
Act, even though that activity may te incidental to a

postsining land use plan.

CiajI£ol_Construction_CoJ
1979)

ATTORNEYS' FEES

Bad Faith

[ESMA 259 (Sept. 26,
86 I.E. I486

In review proceedings of cessation orders issued pursu-
ant to sec. 521(a) (2) of the Surface Bining Control and
Reclamation Act of 1977, there must te a determination
whether the condition, practice, or violation which is
the basis for the order is one which creates an immi-
nent danger to the health or safety of the public, or

An award of costs and expenses including attorneys'
fees may be awarded tc a permittee from CSF only if the
permittee establishes that OSB took enforcement action
in tad faith and for the purpose of harassing cr embar-
rassing the permittee.
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BACKFILLING AND GRADING BEQUIBEMENTS

Previously-mined_Lands

The backfilling and grading requirements of 30 CFB
715. It apply only to lands which are used, disturbed,
or redisturbed in connection with or to facilitate mir-
ing or to comply with the requirements of the Act or
Federal interim regulations, and do not apply to previ-
ously mined lands on which no adverse physical impact
results from surface coal mining and reclamation opera-
tions conducted after the effective date of the Federal
initial performance requirements.

£edar_Coal_ Co.. , 1 IBSHA 1«5 (Apr. 20, 1979) 86 I.E. 25C

CESSATION OBDEBS

A cessation order is not properly issued under sec.
521(a) (2) of the Act when there is no suggestion in
the record that the cited violation was creating an im-
minent danger to public health or safety cr was causing
or could reasonably be expected to cause significant,
imminent environmental harm.

ENVIRONMENTAL HABM— Conti

White Wirier. Coals, .Inc., 1 IESMA 3C

EVIDENCE

Where the evidence presented ty CSM in support cf a

cited violation of the initial regulatory program per-
formance standards is that the inspector relied en rep-
resentations made to him in writing the violation, such
evidence must be sufficient to withstand challenges to
the substance of the representations made and to the
authority to bind the permittee of the individual mak-
ing the representations.

Island_Creek Coal Co., 1 IBSMA 316 (Dec. 21, 1S7S)
66 I.E. 72«

White_Winter_Coals,._Inc.., i IBSMA 305 (Dec. <*. 1979)
86 I.D. 675

CIVIL PENALTIES

Generally

During the initial regulatory program a person may
be assessed a civil penalty under 30 CFB 723.1 for
violations of a permit condition, a regulation, or a

provision of Title V of the Act even though he does
not hold a permit from the State regulatory authority.

Deli3ht_Coal_Cor£i# 1 IBSHA 186 (June 5, 1979)

Hearings_ Procedure

The filing of an application for review of a notice of
violation does not suspend the running of the period
within which a petition for review of a proposed assess-
ment of a civil penalty must be filed.

C_6_K_ Coal_ Co.. , 1 IBSBA 118 (War. 30, 1979) 86 I.E. 221

ENVIRONMENTAL HARM

In review proceedings of cessation orders issued pursu-
ant to sec. 521(a) (2) of the Surface Mining Control and
Beclamation Act of 1977, there must be a determination
whether the condition, practice, or violation which is
the basis for the order is one which creates an immi-
nent danger to the health or safety of the public, or
is causing, or can reasonably be expected to cause sig-
nificant, imminent environmental harm to land, air, or
water resources.

Claypool Construction Co., Inc.

,

1979)
26,

Any objection to the location of a minesite revi
hearing must be made before or at the time of t)

site hearing.

Hhite_Winter_Coalsi_Inc4 (Dec. u, 1S7S)

INITIAL REGULATOR! FBOGRAM

Generally

The Secretary of the Interior has interpreted the sni
face Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1977 ttrci
his duly promulgated interim program regulations tc
exclude sec. 521(a) (1) of the Act from having effect
during the interim regulatory program.

D a_y to n Mining Co.
(Apr."l7, 1979)

Inc md PI; i, 1 IESMA 125
86 I.D. 211

The definition of "permittee" adopted by the Secretary
for the initial regulatory program in 30 CFR 7CC.5
includes those persons who, through ignorance or dis-
honesty, fail to obtain a permit before engaging in
activities regulated by a state.

£eli.ght_Coal_Ccr.E., 1 IBSMA 186 (June 5,

When an interim regulatory provision is ambiguous when
applied to a particular operation, and its intended
leaning is not clarified ty reference to the interim
regulatory provisions as a whole and other pertinent
interpretive materials, that provision may be con-
strued in favor of the entity seeking relief frcm its
application.

Western Fngineerina^Inc. , 1 IESMA 2C2 (June 22, 197S)
86 I.D. 33(

A cessation order is not properly issued under sec.
521(a) (2) of the Act when there is no suggestion in
the record that the cited violation was creating an im-
minent danger to public health or safety or was causing

"Permittee." The definition of "permittee" adopted ty
the Secretary for the initial regulatory prograu in
30 CFB 7C0.5 includes those persens who fail tc obtain
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Generally

—

Continued

a State permit before conducting surface coal mining
and reclamation operations regulated by a State.

Clai£ool_Construction_CoiJ_Inci , 1 IBSMA 259 (Sept. 2(

1979) " 86 I.E. «e

BOADS

Maintenance

Haul roads shall te aaintained, in accordance
30 CFB 717.17(j), by means that will prevent
tional contributions of suspended solids to s
flow, or to runoff outside the permit area, t

extent possible using the best techDolcgy cut
available.

witl
addi-
treai

Performance Beguirements

A££licabiliti

The extraction of coal as an incidental part of private-
ly financed construction is not an activity excluded, as
such, from coverage by the performance reguirements of
the initial regulatory program.

James_Moore, 1 IBSMA 216 (July 20, 1979) 86 I.E. 369

State_Beaulation

Compliance with State mining permit conditions does net
excuse noncompliance with the initial Federal perform-
ance reguirements.

Cedar_Coal_Coi# 1 IBSMA 1U5 (Apr. 20, 1979) 86 I.E. 250

Begardless of whether a permittee has a mining and rec-
lamation plan approved by the State regulatory authority
before the interim regulations became effective, that
plan must meet the reguirements of the regulations.

In detersining whether there is a violation o
the haul road uaintenance requirements of 3C
717.17 (j) (3) (i) , the relevant inguiry is not
the road's condition constituted failure tc
it in view of its use, but whether its cendit
strated a failure to maintain it in a manner
prevent adverse impacts on the hydrolcgic bal
general and additional contributions of suspe
ids to streamflow or to runoff outside the pe
in particular.

Island. Cr.ee]; Coal, Co.. 1 IBSMA 285 (Nov. 9. 1

8

SIGNS AND MABKEBS

while the initial Federal regulatory program requires
that the perimeter of the permit area be clearly
marked, there is no definition of permit area applica-
ble during such program; therefore, an interpretation
of 3C CFB 715.12(c) that is consonant with the spirit
and purposes of the Act will be upheld.

if

CFF
wbeth er
lain ta 10
:ion d emon-
that would
.arce it
inded sol-
ir »it area

.979)
!6 I.E . 623

Signs and markers, whenevei
and easily reccgni2ed.

Burgess H on ing and Construction Corp.
(NovT 30~ 1979)"

ceguired, must te durable

1 IESMA 253
86 I.E. 656

State Regulation

The initial Federal regulatory program is net applica-
ble to a surface coal mining operation which is located
on State land and which is not subject to State regula-
tion within the scope of any of the initial performance
standards.

fien nis_B J!
._Pat rick , 1 IBSMA 158 (Apr. 2U,

INSPECTIONS

L979)

SPOIL AND MINE WASTES

J!alley_and_Head-of-Hollow Fills

The fact that an operator may have begun constructing i

fill which obstructed, interrupted, or encroached upen
a natural drainage channel er natural stream chattel
prior to May 3, 1976, may net excuse the operator from
complying with Federal requirements for a valley fill
when he sutseguently continues construction of the val-
ley fill.

£ear_Truckijg_Coii_I_ncJ 1 IBSMA 229 (Sept. 11, 1979)
86 I.E. U37

In the absence of extraordinary circumstances, the
Board is unwilling to consider an entry made without
prior presentation of credentials by an inspector to
be in compliance with the requirements of 30 CFB
721.12(a).

Consol ida t io n_Coa l_Co.. , 1 IBSMA 273 (Sept. 28, 1979)
86 I.D. 523

PUBLIC HEALTH AND SAFETY

A cessation order is not properly issued under sec.
521(a) (2) of the Act when there is no suggestion in
the record that the cited violation was creating an im-
minent danger to public health or safety or was causing
or could reasonably be expected to cause significant,
imminent environmental harm.

SIATE BEG0IATICN

Regardless of whether a permittee has a lining and rec-
lamation plan approved by the State regulatory authority
before the interim regulations became effective, that
plan must meet the requirements of the requlaticns.

In order for the requlatory authority's approval of a

permittee's use of alternative materials in place of
topsoil to be timely, it must be given before alterna-
tive material is substituted for topsoil.

Alabama Ejr-Ejoducts Co_r_E- , 1 IESMA 239 (Sept. 1«, 157S)
86 I.E. ««6

White_Winter Coalsx_Inci , 1 IESMA 305 (Dec. «, 1979)
86 I.D. 675
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SURFACE OWNER CONSENT

The Secretary may, in confuting the fair market value
of coal to be leased competitively under privately
owned surface, assume a limited surface owner consent
cost, based on losses and costs to the surface estate
and operation and similar evaluations, regardless of
the actual price paid or the amount which a surface
owner could otherwise demand for consent.

Any exemption froa the requirements of 30 CFB
715.17(a), concerning sedimentation ponds, must be
sought from the appropriate regulatory authority.

White_«il!ter_Coals J[
_lncJ 1 IBSMA 3C5 (Dec. H, 1979)

66 I.E. €75

Assumption of a limited surface owner consent cost to
be used in place of actual cost in the computation of
fair market value of coal to be leased competitively
is necessary to ensure receipt of fair market value by
the public as required by 30 U.S.C. « 201(a) (1976).

In the exercise of his discretion to lease under the
Mineral Leasing Act, the Secretary has authority to
decline to issue a coal lease where surface owner
consent costs prevent the public from realizing a fair
return on the value of the coal.

£oal_Leasing_Proaram_;;_Relationshi£_of_the_Cost_of
Surface_Owner_Con sen t_to_Receipt_of_Fair_ Mar ket_ Value
i°t_fedeialll_qvT>ei_Coal, Mr 36909~ (Jan . 1 5, 1979"

86 I.D. 28

WATER QUAIITK STANDARDS AND EFFL0ENT LIMITATIONS

Eischarges_f rom Disturbed Areas

Discharges from any portion of a permitted area that
is disturbed in the course of the permittee's mining
operations tust comply with the effluent limitations
contained in 30 CFB 715.17(a) of the Departient's ini-
tial requlatcry program.

2i!«U!JeitilJ_Coal_Cori._v^_office_of_Surface_Minina
Beclamation_and Enforcement, 1 IESMA e5 (Jan. If, 1979)

86 I.E. 36

Generally

A showing of contamination is not a necessary require-
ment in establishing a topsoil removal violation pur-
suant to 30 CFB 715.16. Erotection of topsoil from
contamination is merely a reason for the removal re-
quirement, not a requirement itself.

Island_Creek_Coal_Coi , 1 IBSMA 316 (Dec. 21, 1979)

Disturbed Areas

Sedimentation, Ponds

A sedimentation pond is a "disturbed area," as that
term is defined for the purpose of 3C CFB 715.17(a) of
the Department's initial regulatory program, when any
portion of the permitted area which drains into the
sedimentation pond has teen disturbed by the remittee
other than by the construction cf ether sedimentation
ponds, reads or diversion ditches.

Thunderbird Coal Corp. v. Off ice of surface Fining
|eclamation~and_Enforcement, 1 IESMA'eS (JanT 16^ 1979)

86 I.E. 38

Alternative Materials

Even when the regulatory authority has approved the
use of alternative materials in place of topsoil, the
alternative materials must be handled in accordance
with 30 CFR 715. 16 (a) (4) (iii) .

In order for the regulatory authority's approval cf a

permittee's use of alternative materials in place of
topsoil to be timely, it must be given before alterna-
tive material is substituted for topsoil.

Sedimentation Ponds

Any exemption from the requirements of 30 CFB
715.17(a), cencerning sedimentation pends, must be
sought from the appropriate regulatory authority.

White. Winter Coals,, Inc., 1 IBSMA 3C5 (Dec.
86 I.E. 675

Alabama_Bi-Products_CorEj WCBDS AND EHBASES

An operator must obtain approval from a State regulatory
authority before using alternative materials instead of
removing, segregating, and redistributing topsoil.

Carbon_Fuel_Co. , 1 IBSMA 253 (Sept. 25, 1979)
86 I.D. «83

"Permittee." The definition cf "perni t tee" adopted by
the Secretary for the initial regulatory prograi in
30 CFB 700.5 includes those persons who fail to obtain
a State per&it before conducting surface coal mining
and reclamation operations regulated ty a State.

Cia.yj co 1_ Const ruction Co.. Inc.
1979)"

" [ESMA 259 (Sept. 26,
66 I.I. I486

Handling

Absent express approval of an alternative plan by a
regulatory authority in the manner provided by law,
30 CFR 715.16 requires no less than all the available
topsoil to be salvaged.

Burgess. M i ni

n

3_ a nd_ Con s t r u c t io n_Co

r

£i , 1

(Nov. 30, 1979)
3SMA 293

86 I.E. 656

"Topsoil." Fcr purposes of the tcpscil removal require-
ments of 3C CFB 715.16(a), topsoil is either all the
A horizon or the A horizen plus unconsolidated lateiial
to a depth of 6 inches or all unconsolidated aaterial
where less than 6 inches of material exists.

Carton_Fuel_Cc i , 1 IBSMA 253 (Sept. 1979)
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GENERALLY

The Surface Resources Act of July 23, 1955, declared
that common varieties of sand and gravel are not
valuable mineral deposits under the mining laws. In
order for a claim for such material to te sustained as
validated by a discovery, the prudent man/marketability
test of discovery of a valuable mineral deposit must
have been met at the date of the Act, and reasonably
continuously thereafter.

United_States_vi_Clarion_Wi_Tailorx_SrAX_and_Gerald
2i£onnor, 19 IBLA 9 (Feb. 20, 1975) 82 I.E. 68

In a proceeding under sec. 5 of the Surface Resources
Act of July 23, 1955, to determine the rights of the
Government and a mining claimant as to the use and man-
agement of the surface and its resources en certain
mining claims, it is incumbent upon the holder of a
claim to demonstrate a discovery of a valuable mineral
deposit within the claim as of the time of the Act, and
also at the time of the hearing.

Under sec. 5 of the Surface Resources Act of July 23,
1955, the effect of a decision that no mineral dis-
covery has been shown is to permit the Government to
manage and dispose of the vegetative and other surface
resources without disturbing claimant's right to devel-
op his mining claims by using the subsurface and sur-
face to the extent necessary to conduct his mining
operations.

United_States.
1977)

».=._Ai-Oi-lai tel 1 , 31 IBLA <t7 (June 23,

The declaration in the Surface Resources Act, 30 O.S.C.
§ 611 (1970) , that no deposit of common varieties of
gravel shall be deemed a valuable mineral deposit with-
in the meaning of the mining laws, was not intended to
operate as a conveyance, to holders of patents, of any
minerals reserved under the Stock-Raising Homestead
Act, «3 U.S.C. § 299 (1970)

.

Wester n_Nuclearx_Inc. , 35 IBLA 1K6 (May 22, 1978)
85 I.E. 129

In a competitive materials sale, submission of the re-
quired 10 percent deposit in cash with the sealed bid
is permissible under the regulations and not a ground
for rejection of the highest bid. Therefore, a protest
against acceptance of the bid for that reason is prop-
erly denied.

Roy._Blake, 38 IELA 151 (Dec. 5, 1S78)

SURFACE RESOURCES ACT—Continued

HEARINGS—Continued

not be distorted in the absence of an offer of spe-
cific substantial evidence that the determination is
incorrect.

Jjest e r n_ » ucj^a r^I nc.. , 35 IELA 116 (Kay 22, 1976)
85 I.E. 3

VERIFIED STATEMENT

A verified statement required under sec. 5 of the Sur-
face Resources Act of July 23, 1955, 30 O.S.C. $ 613
(1970), is properly rejected when the mining claim in
connecticn with which it is filed, is declared to be
null and void at initio because it was located en land
withdrawn from mineral location for power purposes pri-
or to the Mining Clains Rights Restoration Act cf
Aug. 11, 1955, 30 O.S.C. $ 621 et sea,. (1970), and the
land was segregated for purposes other than power de-
velopment at that time and continuously thereafter.

Bpj_Bi_CuiiBins, 26 IELA 223 (Aug. 17, 1976)

SURELUS_EROf jRTY
(See_also Federal Eroperty and Administrative
Services Act— if included in this Index.)

Where oil and gas deposits in lands acquired by the
United States and devoted to use for military purpose:
become "surplus property" under the Federal Property
and Administrative Services Act, such deposits may be
leased only under the provisions of that Act, and are
not subject to leasing under the Mineral Leasing Act
for Acquired Lands.

£§1 ajox_0i 1. a nd.Gas_Cox , 22 IB1A 2U2 (Cct. 1575)

Lands acquired for military purposes and subsequertly
disposed of as surplus property under the Federal
Property and Administrative Services Act with a reser-
vation of mineral rights to the United States are net
subject to leasing under the Mineral Leasing Act fcr
Acquired Lands. Oil and qas leases on such land may
issue only under the provisions of the Federal Prop-
erty and Administrative Services Act, which requires
competitive bidding.

Capitol, C^l Corp., 33 IELA 392 (Jan. 26, 1978)

SSS3I1S_CF_PUELIC_LANES

GENERALLY

APPLICABILITY

"Public lands." Under 13 CFR 9239.0-7 which defines
a trespass, the term "public lands" includes mineral
deposits reserved under the Stock-Raising Homestead
Act, 43 U.S.C. S 299 (1970).

"estern_Nuclearx Inc., 35 IBLA 1M6 (May 22, 1978)
85 I.E. 129

When the Bureau of Land Management has appraised the
damages for a mineral trespass under 13 CFR Fart 9230,
a hearing will not be ordered and an appraisal will

The Secretary cf the Interior is authorized, and is
under a duty, to consider and determine what lands are
public lands, what public lands have teen or sbculd be
surveyed, and what public lands require extension or
correcticn of past surveys.

Where one who protests the performance and accep-
tance of a survey of land, identified by the cacastral
engineer making the survey as public domain land, of-
fers probative evidence that changes arose because of
avulsion rather than accretion and so the land is not
in fact Federally owned, a hearing will be ordered to
receive and consider such evidence and to ascertain
the facts.

Joe_Sj Cent and_Delcres L. Dent.
1975)

18 IELA 375 (Jan. 3C,
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SURVEYS CF PUBLIC LANES

GENERALLY—Continued

-Continued

Where statute and regulation provide that lands se-
lected by the State of Alaska must be surveyed before
patent can issue, but no similar requirement has been
imposed as a precondition to the conveyance of lands
selected pursuant to the Alaska Native Claims Settle-
ment Act, the State's contention that this disparity is
discriminatory will not afford a basis for reversing a

decision which rejected a State selection application
in favor of a conflicting Native village selection.

State_of_Alaska, 19 IBLA 178 (War. 18, 1975)

Although the Secretary of the Interior may survey any
public lands which have been erroneously omitted from
a survey, a plat of survey, once accepted, is presumed
to be correct and will not be disturbed except upon
clear proof of fraud or gross error: in the absence of
such proof an application for survey of omitted land is
properly rejected.

Georg^C^Mat thews, 19 IBLA 215 (Bar. 21, 1975)

The Secretary of the Interior is authorized, and is un-
der a duty, to consider and determine what lands are
public lands, what public lands have been or should be
surveyed, and what public lands have been or remain to
be disposed of by the United States, and he has the
authority to extend or correct the surveys of public
lands as may be necessary, including the surveying of
lands omitted from earlier surveys.

A patent of land from the United States conveys cnly
land which is surveyed, and when the surveyors have
carried a survey only to a certain line, a grantee may
not successfully challenge the correctness of their
action or claim land beyond that line under a patent
issued in accordance with that survey.

Generally, the meander line is not to be treated as a

boundary and when the United States conveys a tract of
land by patent referring to an official plat which
shows the tract to be bordering on a navigable body cf
water, the patent conveys all the land to the water
line. However, there are three situations in which
meander lines will serve as the boundary of a convey-
ance or grant, rather than a water body: namely, where
there is (1) fraud or (2) gross error shown in the sur-
vey, or (3) where the facts and circumstances disclose
an intention to limit a grant or conveyance to the ac-
tual traverse lines.

The Bureau of Land Management acted appropriately in
surveying an omitted area of 18.17 acres of land as
compared to the original area of surveyed land of
17.52 acres where it found that area of omitted land
to be too large to be regarded as merely a technical
difference from the original survey. Such a discrep-
ancy is unquestionably a large enough omission to be
classified as either gross error or fraud in the origi-
nal survey.

A survey of a previously unsurveyed portion of an is-
land, proved to have been in existence in 1876 when an
original survey was conducted in the area, is proper
and shall be officially filed where the record shows
that the plat of survey reflects the true location of
the island on the surface of the earth and was con-
ducted in accordance with both the Manual of Survey
Instructions and the special instructions fcr this con-
ditional survey.

£hester_Hi_Ferauson_e t.al,, , 20 IBIA 22" (Hay 13, 1975)

A protestant against the filing of a survey plat tears
the burden of proof, i.e., the risk of ncnpersuasicr ,

to show why the plat should not be accepted, and the
applicant State has the burden cf demons tra ting that
land is swamp and overflowed in character. The protes-
tant against the filing of a survey plat vho claims
that title tc the land passed to the State under the
Swamp Lands Act, M3 U.S.C. «$ 981-986 (197C) , is prop-
erly assessed with the burden of prcof, i.e., the risk
of ncnpersuasion, in the proceeding.

The survey of an offshore island without the use cf
18.6-year mean high tide data, which governs boundary
disputes between private upland and tideland owners,
is proper; the 18.6-year lunar cycle tide data dees
not govern meander lines established in public land
surve ys.

Meander of an offshore island is ordinarily based en a

mean high tide determined by the vegetative line upen
the soil in accordance with the Bureau of land tanage-
ment 's Manual of Surveying

.
Instructions.

The meandering of the public land of an offshore island
is properly based on a mean high tide line established
at the vegetative line upon the soil, in accordance
with the previsions of the Bureau of land Management 's
Manual of Surveying. Instructions, and a protest against
the filing of a plat of survey based en such a tean
high tide line is properly rejected.

Cemonstraticn that the field notes accompanying the
plat of survey inaccurately or incompletely recite the
history cf the lands surveyed does not reguire rejec-
tion of the survey or field notes, when it is net dis-
puted that the field notes accurately describe the
evidence of the history of settlement and use visible
during examination and survey, and when it is concluded
that the survey itself was properly executed.

Xii3ii_I°X£j_ e t_ a 1.. , 21 IELA 33 (June 17, 1975)

There can be no "valid existing right" in a claimant of
a headquarters site on land withdrawn by Public land
Order No. «582 unless a notice of lecatien cr applica-
tion to purchase had teen filed in accordance with the
Act cf Apr. 29, 1950. The filing of an applicaticr fcr
a survey of omitted land did not by itself create any
preference rights to the land.

Notices cf location for headguarters sites must be
accepted for filing by the authorized Bureau cf land
Management office if the land has been subject tc lo-
cation during the preceding 90 days. The fact that
land had teen omitted from the original survey is not
a valid reason for the Eureau of land Management tc
refuse to record a properly filed notice of location
for a headquarters site.

Bay H. Ferguson , ILA 160 (Sept. 30, 1975)

The amount of acreage contained in an oil and gas lease
may be reduced where, upen resurvey cf the land, it is
deternined that the area under lease is actually siallei
than the area shown by the original survey.

Graced, Erown_et_al., 2H IBLA 301 (Apr. 1, 1S76)

The Secretary of the Interior is authorized, and is
under a duty, to consider and determine what lands are
public lands, what public lands have been cr shculd be
surveyed, and what public lands have been cr reiiain to
be disposed cf by the United States, and he has the
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GENERALLY--Continued

authority to extend or correct the surveys of putlic
lands as may be necessary, including the surveying of
lands omitted from earlier surveys.

Title to an island omitted from the original survey tut
existing at that tine in a nonnavigable river remains
in the United States and is subject to survey despite
the disappearance of the channel separating the island
from the lots which were formerly riparian.

R .._A___ikelso_ , 26 IBLA 1 (July 6, 1976)

Where the Bureau of Land Management orders a resurvey
of a section to identify the boundaries of public land
within the section, a private landowner may protest th«

resurvey and, where the protesting landowner points up
a serious contradiction between the resurvey and the
topographic calls accompanying the original plat, it
is proper to remand the case for a fact hearing.

D°§e nico____Tu_sio_et_al . , 30 IBLA 92 (Apr. 29, 1977)

where both an original survey prior tc the issuacce cf
a patent and a dependent resurvey after issuance indi-
cate that a homestead patent has issued en land within
a national forest, the patent is invalid notwithstand-
ing that the Federal Government may not by means cf a

second survey affect property rights acguired under an
official survey.

Roland and Farie Oswald. 35 IELA 79 (Kay 12, 1976)

A dependent resurvey by BLM which does not
Manual cf Surveying Instructions (197 3) con
gross error and must be canceled. Such grc
eludes conducting a dependent resurvey in w

in the official plat of survey of the towns
field notes are ignored and changing corner
lished by the original survey to the prejud
fide property rights acquired in good faith
en the integrity of the original survey.

£o5SBico_A._lussio_et_al. , 37 IELA 132 (Oct. «, 1976)
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In determining what land is conveyed under patents or
grants of public land bordering a meandered watercourse,
the general rule is that the waterline itself, not the
meander line, constitutes the boundary. There is an
exception where the meander line may constitute the
boundary between lands omitted from the survey and the
watercourse if fraud or gross error is shown in the
survey. This exception is only applicable to limit the
boundary of the surveyed lots on the side of the water-
course where the omitted land is shown. It does not
apply to a lot on the opposite side of the watercourse
from the omitted land so as to pass title to the omit-
ted land with title to the lot on the opposite side.
The waterline would remain the actual boundary of that
lot.

_able____Far low , 30 IELA 320 (June 7, 1977) 8U I.D. 276

It is within the power of the Bureau of land Manage-
ment, as delegated by the Secretary of the Interior,
to retrace any survey it has made whenever it becomes
necessary to the determination of a question pending
before it for decision involving rights to the public
land

.

§ ta.nlev._A,. __hi 1 li£S_et_a 1.. , 31 IBIA 3U2 (July 22, 1977)

where there is no ambiguity or confusion in the
description of lands in an oil and gas lease offer
because it includes a complete description of land in
a section in a particular township by legal subdivi-
sions embracing unnumbered survey lots or fractional
subdivisions, as well as a description of unnumbered
lots in accord with current survey numbering practice,
the lot designation may be disregarded, and the regula-
tory reguirement that lands in an oil and gas lease
offer which have been surveyed under the putlic land
rectangular system must be described by legal subdivi-
sion, section, township, and range, is satisfied, even
though the official plat of survey does net designate
or number the fractional subdivisions as lots.

Bay.A3_H___a.tes, 33 IBLA 175 (Dec. 20, 1977)

The dependent resurvey is designed to restore the orig-
inal conditiens of the official survey according tc the
record. It is based, first, upon identified corners
and other acceptable points of control, and second,
upon the restoration of lost corners by piopcrticnate
measurement in harmony with the record of the original
survey. Corners established by the original survey
should be located, if possible, by considering all the
relevant evidence and net simply one or two factors.

Eet_el_5__ Vernon, 37 IBLA 226 (Oct. 16, 1976)
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Onited States v. Leroi
(Feb. 28, 1979)

§°D_et_al_, 39 IEIA 337
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S OR VEYS_OF_ FOB LIC_ LANDS— Continued

AUTHORITY TO MAKE

The Secretary of the Interior is authorized, and is un-

der a duty, to consider and deternine what lands are
public lands, what public lands have been or should be

surveyed, and what public lands require extension or
correction of past surveys.

Jge_S i_Dent and_Delores L._Dent, 18 IBLA 375 (Jan. 30,
1975)

S08VilS._CP_E0ELIC_LAN£S— Continued

DEFENDENT RESURVEY s— Continued

provided by the decision appealed froa, for filing af-
fidavits and evidence in support of arguaents that the
dependent resurvey of the land applied for errctecusly
classified the land as swaap and overflowed in
character.

Faul ,H. .and fay L. Sleeper, 22 IELA 318 (Nov. 10, 1975)

The Secretary of the Interior is authorized, and is
under a duty, to consider and determine what lands are
public lands, what public lands have been or should be

surveyed, and what public lands have been or remain to
be disposed of by the United States, and he has the
authority to extend or correct the surveys of public
lands as may be necessary, including the surveying of
lands omitted from earlier surveys.

£hester_H.._Ferg.uson_e t_al.. , 20 IBIA 22H (Bay 13, 1975)

R. A. Bikelson, 26 IBLA 1 (July 6, 1976)

The Secretary of the Interior is authorized and under
a duty to deteraine what lands are public lands and to
survey such lands. Neither the Acts admitting Florida
into the Onion, nor the Reconstruction Act of Bar. 2,
1867, divested the Secretary of the Interior of that
authority regarding islands in the State cf Florida,
nor divested the Onited States of title to any public
lands in the State.

Y.irgil_I
;
o£ez_et_ali , 21 IELA 33 (June 17, 1975)

Where the Bureau of Land Banagement orders a resurvey
of a section to identify the boundaries of public land
within the section, a private landowner may protest the
resurvey and, where the protesting landowner points up
a serious contradiction between the resurvey and the
topographic calls accompanying the original plat, it
is proper to reaand the case for a fact hearing.

fiosenico_Ai_Tussio_et_aU , 30 IBLA 92 (Apr. 29, 1977)

Restoration of a lost corner by leans of proportionate
measurement in accordance with the record of the origi-
nal survey is the proper procedure in a dependent re-
survey where there is a lack of conclusive evidence as
to the location of the original corner.

Surveys of the Onited States, after acceptance, are
presumed to be correct and will not be disturbed ex-
cept upon clear proof that they are fraudulent cr
grossly erroneous. An appellant challenging a Govern-
ment resurvey has the burden of establishing tj clear
and convincing evidence that the resurvey is not an
accurate retraceaent and reestablishient cf the lines
of the original survey.

Henry 0. Woodruff. 2U IBLA 19C (Bar. 18, 1976)

Stanley._Ai_Jbini£ s_et_al., 31 IELA 3U2 (July 22, 1977)

The Secretary of the Interior may cause tc be ia<3e sucl
resurveys or retraceaents cf the rectangular system cf
surveys cf public lands as he may deem essential tc
mark the boundaries of the regaining public lands.

The dependent resurvey is designed to accompli
toration of what purports to be the criginal c

according tc the record, based, first, upon id
existing corners of the original survey and ot
ognized and acceptable points cf control, and,
upon the restoration of missing corners by pre
ate measureient in harmony with the record of
inal survey. Where an appellant who pretests
dent resurvey presents evidence which question
in fact, the Bureau of Land Banageuent accurat
cated a guarter section corner and three certi
veyors agree with appellant, a hearing will be
for resolution of the factual issue cf locatic
guarter corner.
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The Secretary of the Interior may cause to be made suet
resurveys or retraceaents of the rectangular system cf
surveys of public lands as he may deem essential to
mark the boundaries of the remaining public lands.

115 nJS-L".jaB • 30 IBLA 95 (Apr. 29, 1977)

It is within the power of the Bureau of Land Banage-
ment, as delegated by the Secretary of the Interior,
to retrace any survey it has made whenever it becomes
necessary to the determination of a question pending
before it for decision involving rights to the public
land.

§ ta n ley_Ai_Phi 1 li£s_e t_a 1.. , 31 IELA 3U2 (July 22, 1977)

DEPENDENT RESURVEYS

A class 1 color of title application for lands clas-
sified upon dependent resurvey as omitted swamp and
overflowed lands must be rejected when the applicants'
20-year period of peaceful adverse possession under
color of title had not been established at the date
title vested in the State under the provisions of the
Swamp Lands Act, "43 O.S.C. s§ 981-986 (1970).

An appeal from a decision rejecting a color cf title
application will stay the running of the 60-day period,

Surveys of the Onited States, after acceptance, are
presumed to be correct and will not be disturbed except
upon clear proof that they are fraudulent cr grossly
erroneous. An appellant challenging a Gcvernaent re-
survey has the burden of establishing by clear aid con-
vincing evidence that the resurvey is net an accurate
retraceaent and reestablishment of the lines of the
original survey.

IlMJJS_LSjan , 3C IELA 95 (Apr. 29, 1977)

: resurvey by BLB which does net folic* the
!jL£.y.eji.ES_l!!stj:uctions (1973) constitutes
: and must be canceled. Such grcss erici in-
lucting a dependent resurvey in which data
Lcial plat of survey of the township and its
» are ignored and changing corners estab-
:he original survey to the prejudice cf bona
:ty rights acguired in gocd faith in reliance
grity of the original survey.

Coje nicc_ Aj_J u ssio_e t_a 1 . , 37 IELA 132 (Cct. M, 197£)
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SDEVEYS_OF_PUBII£_i»i!ES— Continued

DEPENDENT RESUBVEYS—Continued

The dependent tesurvey is designed to restore the orig-
inal conditions of the official survey according to th«
record. It is based, first, upon identified corners
and other acceptable points of control, and second,
upon the restoration of lost corners by proportionate
measurement in harmony with the record of the original
survey. Corners established by the original survey
should be located, if possible, ty considering all the
relevant evidence and not simply one or two factors.

Where there exist factual guestions about the location
of section and subdivisional corners in a dependent
resurvey, the Board of Land appeals may order a hearinc
pursuant to 13 CFB 4.115 to resolve these guestions.

In challenging the Government resurvey, appellant has
the burden of establishing by clear and convincing
evidence that the resurvey is not an accurate retrace-
ment and reestablishment of the lines of the original
survey.

Be thel_C.._ Vernon , 37 IBLA 226 (Oct. 16, 1978)

Where, at a hearing, a protestant does not meet his
burden of establishing by clear and convincing evidence
that a dependent resurvey is not an accurate retracenent
and reestablishment of the lines of the original survey,
the decision dismissing his protest against the survey
will be affirmed.

Iiank_Lujan , 10 IBLA 181 (Apr. 5, 1979)

SWAMPLANDS

A protestant against the filing of a survey plat tears
the burden of proof, i.e., the risk of nonp ersuasion,
to show why the plat should not be accepted, and the
applicant State has the burden of demonstrating that
land is swamp and overflowed in character. The protes-
tant against the filing of a survey plat who claims
that title to the land passed to the State under the
Swamp Lands Act, 43 U.S.C. s§ 981-986 (1970), is prop-
erly assessed with the burden of proof, i.e., the risk
of nonpersuasion, in the proceeding.

In a hearing held to determine whether lands were swamp
and overflowed at the time of the Swamp Lands Act,
13 U.S.C. §§ 981-986 (1970), the parties asserting the
State's title fail to meet their turden of proof when
the evidence submitted indicates that the mangrove area
claimed as swampland is in fact below the line of mean
high tide, and was properly delineated from the upland
by the meander line.

The United States is not estopped to assert title to,
survey, or deny the swamp and overflowed character of
public lands constituting offshore islands in Florida
either by Departmental inaction on the State's swamp-
land application, or by inclusion of the islands in a

swampland selection list, or by the survey protestants'
adverse chain of title and claims of occupancy and use.

Demonstration that the field notes accompanying the
plat of survey inaccurately or incompletely recite the
history of the lands surveyed does not reguire rejec-
tion of the survey or field notes, when it is not dis-
puted that the field notes accurately describe the
evidence of the history of settlement and use visible
during examination and survey, and when it is concluded
that the survey itself was properly executed.

y.±£.31 l_Lo£ez_et_al.. , 21 IBLA 33 (June 17, 1975)

SWAMPLANDS—Continued

A class 1 color of title application for lands clas-
sified upon dependent resurvey as omitted swanp and
overflowed lands must be rejected when the applicants'
20-year period of peaceful adverse possessicn under
color of title had not been established at the date
title vested in the State under the provisicns cf the
Swamp Lands Act, 43 U.S.C. «« 981-986 (1970).

An appeal from a decision rejecting a

application will stay the running of
provided ty the decision appealed fro
fidavits and evidence in support of a
dependent resurvey of the land appl
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Paul, B. and Fay L. Sleeper. 22 IE1A 318 (Nov. 1C, 1975)

Land, which in its natural condition, guite apart from
any overflow of water, is uncultivatle , is not land
of the character described in the grant of Swamplands
to the respective States.

State, of California, 29 IBLA 132 (Feb. 23, 1977)

Although a grant to a State pursuant to the Swanp lane
Act of 1819 or 1850 is a grant in ftaesenti, in that
the State is immediately vested~witb an inchoate egui-
table title, the legal title does not pass until the
Secretary has determined that the land is swamp in
character and otherwise available for disposition.
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John Stuart_Buntj
19777

Sherman B, Hunt, 31 IEIA 304 (July 22,
84 I.I. 421

Where a State selects land as swamp and overflowed
within the meaning of the Swamplands Acts and relies
en field notes which predate the Acts tc estatlisb the
character of the land, those field notes must shew con-
clusively that the land is swamp and overflowed. In
analyzing such pre-Act field notes, the Department will
examine all descriptive references contained in the
notes, including types of terrain and vegetaticr and
their relative location.

It is generally stated that grants cf swamp and over-
flowed lands under the 1849 and 185C Swampland Acts
were in fraesenti and gave the States inchoate title
to such lands that was perfected, as cf the dates of
the Acts, when the lands were identified and legal
title passed to the State under the procedure estab-
lished by the Acts.
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SWAMPLANDS- -Continued

In order for a State to receive legal title tc a

land selection, the Secretary of the Interior or
delegate must determine that the land is swamp i

acter and available for disposition under the gr
An erroneous decision that selected land is unav
because it was sold prior to the selection is va
binding until set aside. The erroneous decision
not be set aside where the State did not appeal
decision has remained unchallenged for over ICO
the State itself sold the land at a tax sale to
predecessor in interest of a color of title appl
and an adverse right, i.e., a class 2 color of t

application, has intervened.

Whi£e_Castle_Luffiber_and_Shinale_Coix_Ltdi , 32 IBIA 129
(Sept. 12,~1977)

TAYLOR_GRAZING_ACT

GENERALLY

An application to make a stock-raising homestead entry
is properly rejected because the hotnesteading provi-
sions of the Stock-Raising Homestead Act were impliedly
repealed by the Taylor Grazing Act of June 28, 193<».

Les, 2U IBLA 308 (Apr. ID, 1976)

Under the terms and conditions in 03 CFR <U25.1-l(i)
placed by the Department on the continued effectiveness
of grazing leases, as allowed by sec. 15 cf the Taylor
Grazing Act, a grazing lease may be canceled in its
entirety in order to use the land included in it as a

wildlife habitat.

Bi 1 l_Hi_Fr a se r , 30 IBLA 277 (June 1, 1977)

An application filed in 1976 to make a stock-raising
homestead entry is properly rejected because the home-
steading provisions of the Stock-raising Homestead Act
were impliedly repealed by the Taylor Grazing Act and
were expressly repealed by the Federal Land Folicy and
Management Act.

Daniel_Ai_ Anderson, 31 IBLA 162 (July 1, 1977)
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£2iy.i!l_Ca 1 1 le_Coix_I nc;. , 39 IBLA 176 (Jan. 30, 1979)

The Taylor Grazing Act created no reserved water
rights.

The management programs mandated ty Congress in such
Acts as the Taylor Grazing Act and FLEMA require the
appropriation of water by the United States in order
assure the success of the programs and carry out the
objectives established by Congress.

TAXLQR_GRAZING_ACT--Continued

GENERALLY— Continued

FIPEA, the Taylor Grazing Act, the C£C Act, acd ether
statutes permit the United States tc appropriate water
for the diverse purposes found in the various statutes.

Federal Hater Rights cf the National Park Service, fish
3ni_^iliIij5_Isiiice i_Eureajj_cf_Reclamaticn_and_t|e~~_~
Eureau of_Iand~|inaaement , M-3691« (June~25, 19717"

86 I.E. 553

TIDJLANDS

The survey of an offshore island without the use cf
18.6-year mean high tide data, which governs boundary
disputes between private upland and tideland owners,
is proper; the 18.6-year lunar cycle tide data dees
not govern meander lines established in public land
surveys.

Meander of an offshore island is ordinarily based en a

mean high tide determined ty the vegetative line upen
the soil in accordance with the Eureau of land tanage-
m e n t * s Manual of Surveying Instructions .

In a bearing held tc determine whether lands were swamp
and overflowed at the time cf the Swamp lands Act,
13 U.S.C. «« 961-986 (197C), the parties asserting the
State's title fail to meet their burden of proof when
the evidence submitted indicates that the mangrove area
claimed as swampland is in fact below the line cf mean
high tide, and was properly delineated from the upland
ty the meander line.

The meandering of the public land of an offsbcre island
is properly based on a mean high tide line established
at the vegetative line upon the soil, in accordance
with the previsions of the Eureau of Land Management's
Manual of Surveying Instructions, and a protest against
the filing of a plat cf survey based en such a mean
high tide line is properly rejected.

1ilSi 1_I2£§2_£ t_a 1.. , 21 IBLA 33 (June 17, 1975)

Where a notice of location is filed for a trade ard
manufacturing site and such notice is declared unac-
ceptable for recordation because the lands containing
the business improvements are tidelands owned ty the
State of Alaska, the decision must be set aside and
the case remanded when the record dees not show that
there ever was a survey conducted of such lands tc de-
termine whether they are, it fact, tidelands owned ty
the State.

Submerged and filled tidelands passed tc the State <

Alaska on the date of its admission to the Union,
Jan. 3, 1959. Ownership of tidelands subsequently
created by avulsive action remains in those persons
or entities, including the Federal Government, whe
held title to the land prior to the avulsive acticn,

Sajidra_U_Lou^

h

a_ Ea mon_M
J
._ El ackiu r n , 25 IEIA 96

(June 3, 1976)

The Mineral Leasing Act for Acguired Lands
elude from oil and gas leasing those lands
the Missouri River within the boundaries of
Eerthold Indian Reservation as established
Treaty of Fort Laramie (1851) and the Execu
cf Apr. 12, 1870, which were reacguired ty
States from the Indian tribes. The exclusi
Act for submerged lands refers to submerged
lands, as set forth in "43 CFR 31C1.2-l(g).

Impel Ene rgy Corp.. «2 IELA 1C5 (Aug. 16, 1979)
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!I2!8IiLSALjs_AND_ disposals

A reguest for extension of a timber sale contract is
properly denied where the purchaser has net shown that
its delay in cutting and removal was due to causes be-
yond its control. A business depression is no excuse
within the "beyond control" exceptions contained in
the exculpatory clause of a contract.

X!!ba_Riy«_LjnBbe^_Coix_Inc.., 19 TELA 65 (Feb. 25, 1975)

Where a contract for the sale of vegetative resources
(pine nuts) contains a disclaimer of warranty by the
vendor (Government) as to the quantity of resources
sold, the parties are deemed to have contracted on the
assumption that there was doubt as to the quantity, anc

the risk with respect to such factor must be considered
to have been assumed by the purchaser as one of the el-
ements of the bargain. Thus, the fact that the quanti-
ty of the resource available for harvesting turned out
to be less than was expected at the time of contracting
is not a basis for a claim to a refund.

where appellant alleges a loss of vegetative resources
(pine nuts) which he purchased occurring subsequent to
the time of contracting and prior to severance, due to
severe and unusual damage by birds, and the contract
of sale provides that the risk of loss shall remain in
the Government and not pass to purchaser until such
vegetative resources have been severed or extracted,
appellant's claim for a refund is governed ty the risk
of loss provision rather than a disclaimer of warranty
as to quantity contained in a separate part of the
contract.

Aisa_igBaronx_Jri( 25 IBLA 16U (June 1<4, 1976)

Where a purchaser in a timber sale contract alleqes
that there is a discrepancy between the volume of tim-
ber estimated by the Bureau of Land Management and the
volume removed by the purchaser, the shortage may be
explained by the fact that BLM's cruising and scaling
standards are substantially different from those used
by the Columbia River Log Scaling and Grading Bureau
which estimated the volume recovered by the purchaser.

A timber sale is a lump-sum sale where the purchase
price is not contingent on the volume of timber tc be
recovered. Where the timber sale contract specifically
disclaims warranties of quantity and guality, the pur-
chaser may not recover for an alleged shortage in the
volume on the theory that the Government was negligent
in estimating the volume of timber, or that there was
a mutual mistake in fact in regard to the volume, or
that such disclaimers are unconscionable.

Ia_ R°_Lufiber_CoJ.i_Inci , 30 IBLA 202 (Hay 20, 1977)

The Bureau of Land Management, under 13 CFR 51t2.3, has
the authority to reject bids submitted for timber sales
where it rationally determines that rejection is in the
Government's interest.

£abax_Mills, 32 IBLA 225 (Sept. 20, 1977)

A party seeking a partial refund of the purchase price
under the risk of loss provision of a contract for the
cash sale of vegetative resources pursuant to the
Materials Act of July 31, 1917, must present substan-
tial evidence of the quantity of resources lost which
otherwise would have been harvested.

Al na_£i_IeB ar on^_Jr^ , 32 IBLA 299 (Sept. 29, 1977)

TIMBER SALES >HD DISPOSALS— Continued

The Federal land Policy and Management Act of 1S76,
«3 O.S.C.A. « 1702(h) (West Supp. 1976), providing for
sustained yield management of timber resources, and
16 G.S.C. ?« 591, 5914-1 (1970), which direct a [dicj
of preserving forest resources from insect infestation
and damage, envisage that the Department is under an
obligation tc protect timber from such ravages, includ-
ing without limitation, the sale of timber sc affected.

A decision by a district office to proceed with a pro-
posed timber sale, which was made after consideration
of all relevant facts, and which decision is supported
ty the record, will not be disturbed in the absence of
a shewing that the decision is clearly in error.

Where a proposed Federal timber sale would allcw the
cutting of trees on a 162-acre tract pursuant tc a

properly promulgated decision of the Director cf the
Eureau of land Management concerning the allowable cut
in that district, such sale does not, by itself, con-
stitute a major Federal action significantly affecting
the quality cf the human environment such as will
require the preparation of an environmental impact
statement prior to the sale.

£Gotae_Jaltert_et_al. , 39 IBLA 205 (Feb. L979)

The right cf appeal to the Eoard is limited tc parties
to a case adversely affected by a decision of EIM. A

perscn protesting a timber sale does not become a pari
to a case until such time as ELM has issued a final d«

cision adverse to his or ber interests. The case is
ordinarily ripe for appeal only when an adverse deci-
sion is made on the protest.

The receipt cf timber sale bids by ELK pursuant to an
advertised sale and subsequent to the filing of a pro-
test of the sale, does not constitute an irrevocable
commitment to complete the sale where all bidders ac-
knowledge ttat the final decision to award the sale
contract is contingent upon adjudication cf the pre-
test and the decision reached on any proper appeal
therefrom. Eence, receipt cf bids by Bit does not
prejudice the rights of protestants to have their
protest ruled upon and any proper appeal heard.

!laine_Mikels_et_al. , 11 IBLA 305 (July 3, 1975)

ELM is obligated in preparing Env
Records (EAR'S) preliminary to a

whether a full envircmental impa
proposed Federal action will be p
the National Environmental Policy
<I2 O.S.C. § H332 (1976), to devel
reflecting a consideration cf all
the case of a proposed Federal ti
speculative threat of erosion or
shed caused ty the absence of for
proposed trails system where the
be of negligible recreational val
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A proposed Federal timber sale does net violate the
principle of multiple use embodied in the Federal lane
Policy and Panagement Act of 1976, «3 O.S.C. § 17C1
(1976), where it involves Oregon and California re-
vested land committed by the Act of Aug. 26, 1937,
H3 O.S.C. 5 1181a (1976), to dominant use management
for commercial forestry.

Ilaine_Mikels_et_al.. , «« IBLA 51 (Nov. 19, 1S79)
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GENERALLY

The Secretary of the Interior does not have authority
under the Right-of-Way Oil and Gas Leasing Act of
Hay 21, 1930, 30 O.S.C. 4 301 et se.3. (1970), to dis-
pose of deposits of oil and gas underlying a railroad
right-of-way granted pursuant to the Act of Bar. 3,

1875, when the lands traversed by the right-of-way were
later patented under the Act of Apr. 2", 1820, without
any reservation for minerals. In such case, title to
the mineral estate was included within the grant to the
patentee.

In public land law, the term "eguitable title" is used
to describe the interest held by an entryman who, upon
full compliance with reguirements of the law, has
rights in the land superior to all other claims, and
is entitled to issuance of patent by the Federal Gov-
ernment, which hold only legal title to the land.

Appeal of Bklutna, Inc 1 ANCAB 190 (Dec. 10, 1976)
83 I.E. 615

(1976) ,
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Authority to dispose of land within Alaska railroad
townsites under U3 O.S.C. « 975k (1970) was repealed by
sec. 7C1 (a) of the Federal Land Folicy and Panageient
Act of 1976.

BatanusJ(a-Sujitj!a_Eorou£hi_Jnc. , 36 IEL8 362 (tec. 29,
19767"

F.S. 2387, 2366 and 2369, 03 O.S.C. {§ 716-72
were repealed by sec. 7C3 of the Federal land
and Management Act of 1976 (FLEBA) , SC Stat,
any transfer of land for a townsite within a

Forest after the effective date of FIFBA, Oct
1976, must be made under authority of sec. 21
Act. The filing of an application under othe
prior to the enactment of FLPHA does nor cons
valid existing right which would survive FIFB

J.2J!!!§Ati_of_Libert2, M0 IELA 317 (Apr. 30, IS

Alaska Natives who occupied lots in a Native townsite
on date cf approval of final subdivisicnal tcknsite
survey, prior to Oct. 21, 1976, are entitled to receive
deeds thereto froit the townsite trustee.

leon a_ R^, Stx§D3_JiUI£jl » ^3 IBLA 156 (Sept. 26, 1979)

r statutes

REAL PROPERTY

Where material involving a prior mineral reservation
on acquired lands is first submitted on appeal, and
the effect of a State statute and State court decree
is in issue, it is appropriate to remand the case to
the BLM State Office for further consideration.

lenderson IBLA (Apr. 1977)

The Alaska townsite laws, U3 U.S.C. §« 732-736 (197C),
were repealed by the Federal Land Policy anc Baracenect
Act of 1976, sec. 7C3(a), 9C Stat. 2769, so that no
rights under the townsite laws could be derived frci
occupancy cotmenced after Oct. 21, 1976.

Stu_"ach. "3 IELA 3C6 (Oct, 17, 1979)

TOWNSITES

The date determinative of the rights of occupants of
Alaska Native townsite land is the date of final sub-
divisional survey, not the date of patent; if, at the
date of final subdivisional survey, the lets are occu-
pied by non-Natives as well as Natives, the lots will
be disposed of under both the non-Native and Native
townsite provisions.

£i£l_of_Klawock_vi_Pi_Hi_Andrew_et_alix_Citj_of
K lawock_vi_State_of_Alaska_t_De£art men t_of_ Highways ,

2a~IBLA 85 (Feb. 25, 1976) " 83~I.D. <47

An appeal to the Board of Land Appeals will be di:
missed where the enactment of legislation renders
moot the questions on appeal.

Gibbons ville_Townsite, 30 IBLA 7U (Apr. 18, 1977)
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Southern Facific Transportation Co ._, Jaj_ E.._Fcga_l_:

Ilojd_Di_Hajes_JJntirvenorJ., 2 3 I EI A 2 3 2~~|Jan. 9," 197 6)
83 I.E. 1
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An appeal to the Board of Land Appeals will be dis-
missed where the enactment of the Federal Land Polic)
and Banagement Act renders moot the questions on
appeal.

Silver_Peak_Townsite JTrjjstee) , 3C IBLA 357 (June 10,
1977)

The term "grazing trespass" as used in the context of
the Federal Range Cede refers tc the grazing of live-
stock on Federal land without an appropriate license
or permit or in violation of the terms and conditions
of a license cr peririt, and not to any other special
leaning ascribed under other laws and circunstatces if
inconsistent with this usage.

Where a permittee was found tc have committed repeated
grazing trespasses, a fine of twice the commercial rate
for foraging such animals was warranted in accordance
with the regulations.
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where a grazing trespass is willful, grossly negli-
gent, or repeated, disciplinary action in the form of
suspension, reduction, or revocation, or denial of re-
newal of a grazing license or permit may be warranted.
The regulatory factors, together with any mitigating
circumstances, should be considered to determine the
extent of the reduction or other disciplinary action.

In determining whether grazing trespasses are "will-
ful," intent sufficient to establish willfullness may
be shown by proof of facts which objectively show that
the circumstances do not comport with the notion that
the trespasser acted in good faith or innocent mistake,
or that his conduct was so lacking in reasonableness or
responsibility that it became reckless or negligent.

E ldon_Br inker hoff, 21 IBLA 321 (Apr. 21, 1976)
83

where cattle are admitted to an allotment at t

ning of the usual grazing season but prior to
ance of a license for that season, and payment is
made by a check which recites that it is "payment
full for 197? grazing fee," the Bureau of land fa
itent may properly deposit the check, allotting pa
the proceeds for the grazing license for the rest
the season, and deposit the remainder of the prcc
in a suspense account pending resolution cf the t

pass. Such action indicates that the check was net
accepted in settlement cf the trespass damages, and
cashing the check does not constitute an accord and
satisfaction of the trespass damages.

Eureau of Land Management v. Ross Babcock. 32 IELA 17<l

~(Sept7 15, 1977) 81 I.E. 17!
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When the holder of a grazing lease is found to have
violated regulations and the terms of his lease because
his cattle have trespassed on Federal land, his lease
may be canceled when lesser sanctions have proved to
be of no effect or when the nature of the violation de-
mands such severity. However, a decision canceling a

lease will be set aside where the district manager re-
lied upon alleged trespasses of which the lessees had
no notice and which occurred after a show cause notice
had issued, and the case will be remanded for further
proceedings.

Hodnev._Rolf e an d_ Ron ale

1976f
>lje» 25 IBLA 331 (June 30,

83 I.C. 269

Where the number of cattle grazing on the Federal range
exceeds the number allowed by license and such excess
is attributable solely to appellants' lack of control
over their cattle and their lack of diligence in taking
corrective action after being informed by the Bureau
that the excess existed, a finding of willful trespass
is warranted.

Cesar_and_Rober t_S iar d , 26 IBLA 29 (July 8, 1976)

An assertion by an alleged trespasser that he holds
the right to graze and enclose Federal range must be
documented to rebut the Government's prima facie case
of trespass.

The grantee cf a right-of-way for irrigation or
drainage purposes may not fence the right-of-way unless
it is necessary to protect the grantee's use. (here
the necessity of protecting an irrigation ieservcir
from incursion by cattle did not appear on the reccid,
and the fence was not so located as to serve that pur-
pose, fencing the reservoir constituted a trespass,.

Joe Stewart. 33 IBLA 225 (Dec. 28, 1977)

A person intending to occupy land has a duty to
ascertain its owner and to gain his consent to
utilization prior to such occupancy. A perscn cited
for a previous similar trespass for *hich he paid dam-
ages may properly be deemed to be a willful trespasser.
Under Arizona law, punitive damages for willful tres-
pass are pemissible, and the imposition of triple
damages for a willful trespass is not inappropriate..

Mountain States Telephone S.lelegraph Co., 31 IEIJ 151
(Mar. 1C,"19787

A mining claim void ab initio may be a proper basis for
a conveyance under the Mining Claims Occupancy Act, but
pursuant to 30 U.S.C. $ 706 (1970) trespass damages
should ordinarily be assessed.

Isliciano_Yi_Jimenezi_Maraarita_Ri_Jimenez, 30 IBLA 82
(Apr. 27, 1977)

Where there has been an unauthorized use of the public
lands, ELM nay assess damages against the trespasser
and serve him with a demand for paynent thereof, prior
to turning the matter over to the Department of Justice
for initiation of judicial proceedings.

§°U_J3S«J!i3ij!_Ioa3ii!-9_C2i.» 31 IELA 326 (Apr. 1976)

One who grazes livestock in a grazing allotment without
authorization prior to the issuance of a license comiits
a grazing trespass.

Where there is a final administrative determination cf
the assessment of damages for a grazing trespass by a

licensee, no license or permit should thereafter be is-
sued or renewed until payment of the assessed amount.

Pursuant to the Property Clause of the U.S. Const, art.
IV, § 3, cl. 2, Congress has enacted the Taylor Grazing
Act, 13 U.S.C. § 315 et sea. (1970) , and other statutory
authority which empower the Secretary of the Interior to
define what conduct constitutes a grazing trespass and
to determine whether or not an individual has committed
a trespass.

There is no constitutional right to a jury trial in an
administrative proceeding such as a grazing trespass
hearing.

Sec. 9 of the Stock-Raising Homestead Act, 13 U.S.C.
§ 299 (1970) , contemplates the Department of the
Interior retaining continuing jurisdicticn and aduin-
istration of mineral deposits reserved by that Act.

"Public lands." Under U3 CFR 9239. C-7 which defines
a trespass, the term "public lands" includes aireral
deposits reserved under the Stock-Raising Homestead
Act, "3 U.S.C. $ 299 (1970)

.

western Nuclear^Jnc. , 35 IBLA 116 (fay 22, 1S7£)
85 I.D. 129

Under 13 CFR 9239.3-2(e), the repetitive nature cf
grazing trespasses coupled with a negligent failure cf
licensee to take corrective action supports a finding
of willful trespass.

On appeal from a show cause proceeding under 13 CFR
9239.3-2(e), a reguirement for ear-tagging of cattle
recommended ty a district manager and imposed by an
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administrative law judge will be set aside where the
grazer objected thereto and was not accorded proper
opportunity to offer evidence thereon. 13 CFR
1112.3-2(a) (1) .

£alvin_Ci_Johnson, 35 IBLA 306 (June 2, 1978)

On appeal, an assessment of
timber trespass will not re
appellant's contentions nor
determination was in error.

lamages made by BLH for
disturbed where neither
the record prove that ELM

Dav 36 IBLA 386 (Sept. 5, 1978)

The Board of Land Appeals will not exercise its de dcvo
review authority to deny applications for Alaska graz-
ing leases on the basis of trespass where (1) trespass
was not cited as a reason for denial of the applica-
tions in the decision under appeal, (2) the record dees
not provide a clear basis for determining the appli-
cant's responsibility for the trespass, and (3) there
is no record of compliance with the procedures speci-
fied in 1(3 CFR 9239.0-9(b) .

Ken net h_Hi_B u nch , 37 IBLA 316 (Oct. 27, 1978)

trespass

A hearing on the issue of whether or not a trespass was
willful or not clearly willful is authorized by 13 CFR
9239. 3-2 (c) («) because a finding on this issue affects
the rate at which the value of the forage consumed
shall be computed pursuant to 13 CFR 9239 . 3-2 (c) (2)

.

In determining whether grazing trespasses are willful,
intent sufficient to establish willfulness may be shown
by proof of facts which objectively show that the cir-
cumstances do not comport with the notion that the
trespasser acted in good faith or innocent mistake or
that his conduct was so lacking in reasonableness or
responsibility that it became reckless or negligent.

Since a grazing trespass is not a criminal proceeding,
it need not be proved beyond a reasonable doubt that a

particular individual committed the trespass.

Evidence is insufficient to support a finding of a will-
ful trespass where it fails to show that the alleged
trespasser intended to disregard the regulation prohib-
iting trespass or that he was plainly indifferent to its
requirements or that he acted with gross neglect cf a

known duty.

Where the administrative law judge does not make a
finding as to whether a trespass was willful or not
clearly willful, the Board of Land Appeals may make
this finding based upon the record as if it were sit-
ting as trier of fact.

Where BLH has impounded five horses found to be tres-
passing on public lands closed to grazing and no notice
and hearing are afforded to the owner of said animals
prior to impoundment because the owner is unknown to
BLH, the due process rights of said owner are not
violated. The procedures authorized by 13 CFR
9239.3-2 (c) (3) do not violate due process.

The Property Clause of the United States Constitution
art. IV, § 3, cl. 2, gives Congress the power over the
public lands "to control their occupancy and use, to
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protect them from trespass and injury and tc prescribe
the conditions upon which others may obtain rights in
them." When Congress so acts, the Federal legislaticn
necessarily overrides conflicting State laws under the
Supremacy Clause. O.S. Constitution art. IV, cl. 2.

Fernando_Herrera v._Bureau_cf Land_Mana.gement, 38 IBLA
262 "(Dec. 8,"l9787~

A notice to cease trespass and an order tc remove n
frovements from the public lands are proper where
appellant has been occupying public lands while ctei
ating a well service for 7-8 years without proper
authorization.

Jaje s_|_._ B ij 1 i na s , 36 IBLA 353 (Dec. 22, 1978)
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lim with a demand for payment thereof, trier
the matter over to the Department cf Justice
:icn of judicial proceedings. Where EIK as-
;pass damages based on the reasonable value,
I duration of an unauthorized use of the pub-
this assessment will not be disturbed unless
;ser submits convincing evidence that it is

Outdoor Adventure River Specialists, Inc., 11 IEIA 132
"(June 1«T 1979)

Fast trespass, trespass damages, and trespass settle-
ments may properly be considered in deterciniEg whether
trespasses are repeated for the purpose of competing
the damages to be assessed.

the Taylor Grazing Act, 13 O.S.C. «§ 315a-315r (197C) ,

and other statutory authority empower the Secretary cf
the Interior to define what conduct constitues a grazing
trespass and whether or not an individual has ccmitted
a trespass.

Eureau of Land Manaa,ejient v^Jajris Er.others, 12 IEIA 16
(July H"l979)

MEASURE OF DAMAGES

Where it has been determined that a grazing
the Federal range is clearly willful, the v

forage consuned shall be computed and asses
per animal unit month, or twice the commerc
such amount is higher. Where the comiercia
J1.9C, the assessment of damages shall be a

of 39.80 per animal unit month.

gegar. and. Borer t„ Sia rd , 26 IEIA 29 (July 8,

Under existing regulations, where a grazing trespass is
not clearly tillful, damages are to be computed at the
rate of $2 per AUM of Federal forage consumed cr the
commercial rate, whichever is greater.

When 33 percent of the available forage in a grazing al-
lotment is on Federal land and the reiainder is en pri-
vate land, it is appropriate to find that 33 percent of
the forage consumed by cattle throughout the allctnent
was Federal forage, in the absence of evidence tc the
contrary.

Eureau of land Management v. Boss Eatcock. 32 IEIA 171
(Sept. 15, 1977) 81 I.E. 175
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Arizona Revised Statutes § 37-502, which provides for
damages in civil actions for trespass on State lands,
does not apply to cases involving right-of-way trespass
on Federal lands located in Arizona.

A person intending to occupy land has a duty to
ascertain its owner and to gain his consent to
utilization prior to such occupancy. A perscn cited
for a previous similar trespass for which he paid dam-
ages may properly be deemed to be a willful trespasser.
Under Arizona law, punitive damages for willful tres-
pass are permissible, and the imposition of triple
damages for a willful trespass is not inappropriate.

Mountain States_Tele£hone_6_Teleara£h_Coi , 31 IBLA 15«
(MarT"l07"l978)

Where BLM assesses trespass damages based on the rea-
sonable value, extent, and duration of an unauthorized
use of the public lands, this assessment will not be
disturbed unless the trespasser submits convincing evi
dence that it is incorrect.

§old_Mountain_Loggin3_Co.., 3U IELA 326 (Apr. 25, 1978)

When the Bureau of Land Management has appraised the
damages for a mineral trespass under «3 CER Part 9230,
a hearing will not be ordered and an appraisal will
not be disturbed in the absence of an offer cf spe-
cific substantial evidence that the determination is
incorrect

.

Hestern_Nuclearx Inc., 35 IBLA 116 (May 22, 1978)
85 I.E. i:

Where the evidence as to specific trespass indicates
that cf a number of cattle counted some were located
on private intermingled land, but there were no bar-
riers, either natural or artificial, which wculd fcave

prevented the cattle en private land from going cnto
the public land, it is proper to find that all cattle
counted would tend to consume forage at a rate propor-
tional to the ratio of forage available on private and
public lands.

f u£fau of_Iand Management v. Holland Livestock Batch
ii.^l.Z 3 9 I EI A~ 27 2 (Feb7~157~197 97 el~lTt .~3 32
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Sutdcpj.Adventure_River_S£eCialists4.Inc., HI IELA 132
(June li», 1979)

Where the evidence shows that the commercial rate for
forage ranged from J2.5C to J9.5C per ACM, an Adminis-
trative law Judge's computaticn cf damages, usirg 13. 5C
as the base figure, cannot be said tc be unreasonable
under <43 CFB 9239.3-2 (1976).

Jure au_of_LaDd_Managejent_y_1_Ha_iris_ Brothers, «2 I EI A Hi

(July 31, 1979)

= s on Federal lands
, as mandated under
images is found in
(hich prescribes

Where record shows willful tresps
located in Oregon, applicable la*
«3 CFR 9239.0-8, for measure of i

Oregon Revised Statutes 105.810,
treble damages.

Proper computation under Oregon Revised Statutes
105.810 of damages for willful timber trespass begins
with assessment of actual damages, which are measured
by difference between market values of pertinent land
before and after severance of trees. Ordinarily, the
market value of the trespass timber will reflect the
value of the actual damage to the public land. Actual
damages are then trebled, and from this amount is sub-
tracted an allowance for such salvage as ELM by its on
diligence realized or should have realized. The sum
allowed in mitigation of damages is that which may be
appropriate in a given case.

Da'i^-Bobinson, 36 IBLA 386 (Sept. 5, 1978)

OJIECJiJ3_III-C_CA.2ICJj 8SSISIANCE A N I RJ A L_J EC E E El i

ACCUISITICN POLICIES ACT OE "J970

GENERALLY

A hearing will not be held en a relocation assistance
appeal where the facts are not in dispute and resclutici
of the appeal rests primarily upon an interpre ta ticn of
law and where it does not appear that any additicral
evidence would be produced at a hearing to warrant any
change in the decision from which the appeal is taken.

!)niISIJ_Selocation_Assista^e_Aj£ea!_of_South_Cold
SElinas_|r.ienjs_Eand_ChuI cb. l 0H A 110 (Apr. IK, 1975)

JJJ3iioi3-i£locatioii_ As^jst ance_AEC€ji_oj_BrsJ_Ejancbe
Schnuck, 3 CHA 65 (Apr. 10, 1979)

In determining whether grazing trespasses are willful,
intent sufficient to establish willfulness may be shorn
by proof of facts which objectively show that the cir-
cumstances do not comport with the notion that the
trespasser acted in good faith or innocent mistake or
that his conduct was so lacking in reasonableness or
responsibility that it became reckless or negligent.

Fernando Herrera v. Bureau of Land Management, 38 IBLA
262 (Dec. 8, 1978)

The Act does not provide for the replacement of busi-
ness property condemned by and acguired by the United
States and the Park Service has no authority to pro-
vide other park land as a replacement for the acguired
property.

A claim for damage incidental or otherwise tc real prop-
erty remaining in the landowner after the acquisition oi

part of his property by the United States is properly
denied or the basis that the Act and implementirg regu-
lations do not provide for such damage or incidental
damage payments.

OPii°U-Belgcation_AssistanCe Appeal of_S J_S._Shedd

,

1 OBA 125 (June 2C, 1975)
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Land purchase contracts which involve negotiations and
agreement between the parties are transactions separate
and distinct from relocation assistance payments and
benefits under the Act which are made administratively
by acquiring agencies in accordance with administrative
regulations and procedures established under provisions
of the Act, and neither the price for which an appel-
lant's property was acquired by voluntary conveyance
nor the accuracy of appraisals and the soundness of de-
terminations involving just compensation paid to others
whose property was similarly acquired by voluntary con-
veyance to the United States for the same project are
reviewable upon appeal.

Uniform Relocation Assistance Appeal of John
1 OHA 157 (Aug. 8, 1975)

Houstoi

Claims for reimbursement for travel time to and from
replacement property to sign options for the purchase
of replacement property and to accompany a carpenter
for the purposes of estimating building costs are prop-
erly denied on the basis that the Act and implementing
regulations do not provide for such payment.

A claim for reimbursement for travel time to check
on legal matters regarding replacement property is
properly denied on the basis that the Act and imple-
menting regulations do not provide for such payments.

A claim for reimbursement for travel time to bank to
get money to make payment on replacement property is
properly denied on the basis that the Act and imple-
menting regulations do not provide such payments.

A claim for reimbursement for cost of paying neighbor
to guard personal property or a claim for reimbursement
for appellants' time spent guarding their property is
properly denied on the basis that the Act and imple-
menting regulations do not provide for such payments.

A claim for reimbursement for travel time to meet with
attorney and judge for a pretrial conference held in
conjunction with the trial which related to the condem-
nation case involving the acquired land is properly
denied on the basis that the Act and implementing reg-
ulations do not provide for such payments.

A claim for reimbursement for travel time and legal
expenses incurred in perfecting the appellants' appeal
under the Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Prop-
erty Acquisition Policies Act of 1970, are properly
denied on the basis that the Act and implementing reg-
ulations do not provide for such payments.

An appealed case will not be remanded to the Director
of the acquiring bureau where there are facts suffi-
cient to support a final determination of the case.

UDil2IJ8_S£io£aii22_*=sistance_AEEeal_of_Hilliam_and
3aO_Panneman, 1 OBA 170 (Sept. 18, 1975)"

Where appellants moved from acquired property prior to
the effective date of the Act they are not displaced
persons within the meaning of the Act and they are not
eligible to receive relocation assistance benefits un-
der the Act.

Uniform Relocation Assistance Appeal of Harold W. and
i*iiiil!ene_0l|en7 1 OHA 221 (Sept. 21, 1975)

A claim for reimbursement for the cost of a survey of
the remainder of appellant's land after acquisition by
United States of part of appellant's land is properly
denied on the basis that the Act and implementing reg-
ulations do not provide for such payment.

Uniform Reloca tion As sis tance Appeal of Carl A.
tundber^, 1~0HA 226~ (0ct7~l<», 1975)

A claim for reimbursement for travel time and legal
expenses incurred in perfecting the appellants' appeal
under the Relocation Assistance and Heal Eroperty Ac-
quisition Policies Act of 1970 is properly denied on
the basis that the Act and implementing regulations do
not provide for such payments.

An appeal case will not be remanded to the Cirectcr cf
the acquiring bureau where there are facts of record
sufficient to support a final determination of the
case.

Uniform, Relocation Assistance Appeal of Edward and
J2§e£hine_Kotbs7 1 OHA 229 (Nov. 13, 1975)"

Under the facts alleqed the coal mining operations con-
ducted by Eeabody Coal Co. within the Navajo Indian
Reservation and Navajo-Hopi Joint Use Area in Arizona
were neither acquisitions nor programs or projects
undertakej by Federal agency or with Federal financial
assistance within the meaning of sec. 101(6) of the
Uniform Relocation Assistance and Heal Property Acquisi-
tion Policies Act of 1970, P.L. 91-6U6 |«2 U.S.C. « «601
§f seg.), so as to allow the appellants' benefits under
the Act.

Uniform Relocation Assistance Appeal of Numerous Navajo
E e£sgns Who Reside on Black Mesa in Arizona, 1 OHA 2S2
(Mar. 15, "19767"

Where act authorizing Department of the Interior to e

cept donation of real property requires the property
be vacant before acceptance of donation former tenant
are not entitled to relocation benefits.

Uniform Relocation Assistance Appeal of Sidney Gelb,
2 OHA 59 (Sept.~22,~1976)

A claim for reimbursement for increased interest pay-
ments with respect to a replacement farm property is
properly denied on the basis that the Act and imple-
menting regulations did not provide for such payments.

2l!if2E!!_R§i°£§tion_ Assist ance_A££eal_of_Si_Hi_ Jen nina,:

1 OHA 218 (Sept. 19,~1975)

Benefits under the Act and implementing regulations c

not include reimbursement for costs of field surveys,
property descriptions and maps, pertaining to lands t

be retained by the displaced person upon acquisition
by the United States of a portion of his lands.

Unitorm_Relocation Assi stanc e A_Ep_eal °f_5li George P.
Leonard, 2~OHA~135 (June 22, 1977)
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Payments and benefits provided by Title II of the Act
are made administratively in accordance with regulations
and procedures established under provisions of the Act
and are transactions separate and apart from land pur-
chase contracts involving negotiations and agreement be-
tween the parties; accordingly, the amounts payable for
relocation assistance benefits and for property acqui-
sitions are not affected one by the other.

Mnif°EI!_Sglo££liion_Assistance_AE£eal_of_[1r i_Barri_Waine
Martin, 2 OHA 169 (Mar. 30, 1978)

Uni£2Ifi_8elocation_Assistance_Ap£eal_of_Hri_and
"ESi_Robert_L :=

._Burnetti_Jri , 3 OHA l"()ovT 6, 1978)

UNIFORM RELOCATION AS SISTANCE AND. REAL PROPERTY
ACQUISITION POLICIES ACT Of , "JJ970-- Continued

UNIFORM REAL PROPERTY ACQUISITION POLICY— Continued

Ex£enses_Incidental to_Transfer of_Title_to
the United_s tates—Continued

Expenses incidental to transfer of title to the Unitec
States, reimbursable under 5 303 (1) of the Act and in-
plementing regulations, do not include attorneys' fees
and costs in establishing guardianship for the purpose
of effecting transfer of title to the United states oi

lands owned by minor children.

Uniform Relocation Assistance Appeal of Mrs. Joyce R.
Borsellino, Guardian for Leroy Albert Borsellino, "

Salvadore Anthony Borsellino. and Ruthellyn~BorselliiK
Minor Children, 2 OHA 8 (May 11, 19767

Payments and benefits provided by Title II of the Act
are made administratively by the acquiring agencies in
accordance with administrative regulations and proce-
dures established under provisions of the Act and are
transactions separate and apart from land purchase con-
tracts involving negotiations and agreement between the
parties; accordingly, the amounts payable for reloca-
tion assistance benefits and for property acquisitions
are not affected one by the other.

Suth_J^_Hinkle, 2 OHA 206 (Sept. 6, 1978)

To the extent that any information given by Park Servic<
representatives may have suggested to the claimants thai
relocation assistance benefits would be awarded them in
the amount of $10,000, such advice was erroneous and
cannot serve as a basis for creating any rights in the
claimants which are not authorized by law.

ynif2EI_E§lo£aii2n_Assistance_Ap£eal_of_Charlie_Fi
Ji§iI_Wi_Sanders, 3 OHA 73 (May 2«, 1979)

ADMINISTRATIVE REVIEW AND APPEALS

Protestants will not be denied benefits to which they
may be entitled under the Relocation Act for failure
to meet procedural requirements in submitting their
protest on appeal where the issue of their eligibility
is inextricably a part of the determination on appeal
concerning the eligibility for such benefits of other
persons who have appealed properly.

Uniform Relocation Assistance Appeal of Marvin L. Nunes
G_CoA_iA_PartnershiE_of_Mrsi_Tessie_Di_Nunes_Brazil_and
Mli_l!aEYin_Li_Nunesl_i_AEEeal_of_Mri_Marvin_Li_and
Mrs^_Viyian_H^_Nunes [Tenants)_i_and_Protest_of
Mr^_Domin20s_and_Mrsi_Navare_Machadp (Tenants! , 2 OHA
35 (Sept. 9, 1976)

UNIFORM REAL PROPERTY ACQUISITION POLICY

£x£enses_Incidental to_Transfer 2f_Title_to
the United_States

Real property taxes referred to in sec. 303(3) of the
Act and implementing regulations refer only to the pro
rata portion of real property taxes allocable to a

period subsequent to the date of vesting title in the
United States, or the effective date of possession of
such real property by the United States, whichever is
earlier.

Ih€i_U.I!if or m_R e loca t ion_ A s sistance Appeal of Mr s.._E ve_I

.

Rich, 1 OHA 121 (June 5, 1975)

Eeferred leasing brokerage commission, payable out of
monthly rentals for the unexpired term of a lease of a

building on acquired lands, are not reimbursable as ex-
penses incidental to transfer of title to the United
States. Such expenses being related to the business
use of the property are properly borne by the owners
of vhe property as business related expenses.

Uniform Relocation Assistance Appeal of H. Mark Sclo men
anJ_Jr2ui£_SilvermanT 2 OHA 21 (June ID, ig76)

A claim for closing cost is properly denied as to that
portion of the claim which is determined to be a

finance charge under the Troth and Lending Act (Eub.
Law 90-321).

Uniform Relocatior
"I s ._F ra n k_Ma t nei

.

Assist ance Appeal of Mr.
~2~OHA 92 (Oct. H, 1976)"
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Uniform Relocation Assistance Ap peal of Mr . and
M r Si_T i mo t hi_G J!

_Lewi s , 3 OHA 79 (June~27, 1979)

Uniform, Relocation Assistance Appeal of Mr. and
Mrs. Marv in E . Zeller. 3 OHA 82 (June 27, 1979)

A claim under sec. 303(3) of the Act for reimbur
of expenses for a pro rata portion of real prope
taxes allocable to the period of the calendar ye
maining after vesting of title to the lands in t

United States will be disallowed where such expe
are not shown to have been necessarily incurred
condemnee (s) from whom the lands were acquired b

United States, condemnee (s) being obligated by c
order to pay taxes on the lands for the portico
year preceding the Government's acquisition of t

property.
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Doris V.Uniform Relocat ion Assistance Appeal of Ms

Brammer, 3 OHA 85 (July 5, 1979)

Uniform Relocation Assistance Appeal of Mr. and
Mra._ErvinIpT_Landis, 3 OHA 89 (July 5, 1979)

Uniform Relocation Assistance Appeal of Mr. and
M£Si_Riehard_Ci_Scussel, 3 OHA 93 (July 13, 1979)
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Ex£enses_Incidental to_Transfer of_Title_to
"the United_States— Continued

Where a deferred tax incurred because land Has conveyed
to the United States was not taken into account in the
purchase price, that tax is a reimbursable expense
under «2 U.S.C. 5 1653(1) (1976).

Unif2£fl_Belocation_Assistance_A£Eeal^of_Boise_Cascad^
Corp..., 3 OHA~97 (July 31,~1979)

Penalty costs provided for in a land sales contract,
assuring that the sellers (mortgagees) would receive
the total amount in any premature payment of the in-
debtedness secured by the mortgage, are not prepay-
ment penalty expenses reimbursable under $ 303(2) of
the Act as expenses incidental to transfer of title
to the United States.

Unil2E5_B§Iocation_Assistance_A£p.ea!_of_Kr.
H£Si_Gerald_L._Abercrombie, 3 OHA 10U (Aug.

and
'9, 1979)

Where the record shows reimbursement was allowed by the
National Park Service to the condemnee for the pro rata
portion of real property taxes allocable to the period
of the calendar year remaining after vesting of title
to the lands in the United States, the allowance, being
fair and reasonable for expenses necessarily incurred
incidental to transfer of title to the real property to
the United States, will be affirmed.

2sif°£I_Kelocation_Assistance_Ap£eal_of_M

r

i_Robert_Hi
Hosick, 3 OHA 127 (Aug. 23, 1979)

UNIFORM RELOCATION ASSISTANCE

Generally.

Persons who had moved from their dwelling on real prop-
erty acquired by the United States and discontinued
farming operations on the lands and who were residing
elsewhere at the time negotiations were initiated for
the purchase of the lands and had been residing else-
where for more than 180 days prior to initiation of
such negotiations, are not persons who moved or discon-
tinued a farm operation on the acquired lands as a re-
sult of the acquisition of the real property by the
United States; and, therefore, they are not displaced
persons entitled to relocation assistance benefits
within the meaning of the law and the implementing
regulations.

Uniform Relocation Assistance Appeal of Bobby Wayne
iS2Bil!a§_SJ5S_SgIen_Jennings, 1 OHA 78 (Jan. 7, 1975)

The purchase price for property acquired by the Govern-
ment and relocation assistance benefits are separate
and independent of each other and in no case should
employees of the Government attempt to convince any
person to sell his property to the Government for less
than it is worth by offering relocation assistance ben-
efits as an added inducement.

Uniform Relocation Assistance Appeal of Mr. and
"ESi_2aniel_Wi_ Walters, 1 OHA 265 (Jan. 12,~1976)

UNIIORM_SELO£A1ION_ASSISTMCI_AND_REA1_ERCEER1Y
*£J2UISITION_POLICIES_ACT_OF_J97 — Continued

UNIFORM RELOCATION ASSISTANCE— Continued

Generally—Continued

A person who had moved from her dwelling on real prop-
erty acquired by the United States and was residing
elsewhere at the tine negotiations were initiated for
the purchase of the lands is not a person who mcved
from the acquired property as a result of its acguisi-
tion by the United States; and, therefore, that person
is not a displaced person entitled to relocation assis-
tance benefits within the meaning of the law and the
impleaenting regulations.

Uniform Relocation Assistance Appeal of Eli zabeth B.
Wh itl.iJjTpT , 2 OHA 203 (Aug. lo, 1978)

Tenants who had moved from real property acquired ty
the United States and were residing elsewhere at the
time negotiations were initiated for the purchase of
the property are not persons who moved from the ac-
quired property as a result of its acquisition by the
United States; and, therefore, they are not displaced
persons entitled to relocation assistance benefits
within the meaning of the law and implementing
regulations.

Uniform Relocation Assistance Appeal of Mr. and
fl£S._Scott_ McDonald, 3 OHA 39 (Feb. 1~ 1979)

M o v in g_ a n d_ R e 1 a t e d_ Expenses

Generally

Benefits under the Act and implementing regulations
do not include reimbursement for moving and related
expenses in removing a house and a barn from the ac-
guired lands where those structures were purchased as
part of the realty acquired by the United States and
they were relieved under authority of a provision in the
deed of conveyance which reserved to the grantor for a

certain term the right to the use and occupancy of said
buildings and the right to remove said buildings from
the land without damage to the land itself.

Uniform Relocation As sis tance Appeal of Frit z and
Lucille J. Ackley. 1 OHA 163 (Sept. 2, 1975)

For the purposes of determining whether or not appel-
lants are entitled to payment for expenses incurred in
searching for a replacement business location, the
question of whether one is engaged in a trade or busi-
ness is one of fact to be determined by the totality
of the evidence presented.

A claim by appellant for reimbursement for his cwn time
spent with moving appraisers is properly denied on the
basis that the Act and implementing regulations dc not
provide for such payment.

Claims for reimbursement for time spent disassembling or
assembling equipment or supervising movers in loading or
unloading where professional mover is paid for such ser-
vices but appellant gratuitously performs same are prop-
erly denied on the basis that the Act and implementing
regulations do not provide for such payment.

A claim by appellants for reimbursement for their cwn
time placing their belongings under cover at acquired
site is properly allowed where commercial movers quit
job without explanation leaving property exposed and
it is necessary to cover appellants' property in order
to prevent rain or vandalism damage.

A claim by appellant for reimbursement for his own time
disassembling wiring, removing electrical hookups,
removing water pipes, and removing underground wiring
for lights is properly allowed where commercial mover
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UNIFORM RELOCATION ASSISTANCE— Continued

Moving_and_R_lated_Expense_— Cont inued

2§2§ralli— Continued

was not hired to do electrical or plumbing work and
this work was necessary to move the appellants' per-
sonal property.

Claims for the cost of improvements to the replacement
dwelling other than those improvements reguired by law
are properly denied on the basis that the regulations
implementing the Act prohibit the payment of such
claims.

Uniform Relocation Assistance Ap_eal of William and
"aEi.Danneman, 1 OHA~170 "(Sept. 18, 1975)"

UNI FORM RELOC A T ION ASSISTANCE AND REAL PROPERTY
*£_ U ISITICN. P LICIE S__________ 7 0-- Co n t i n u e d

UNIFORM RELOCATION ASSISTANCE— Continued

Movi_g_and_R_l_t_d_Expenses— Continued

Generally— Continued

higher amount as actual reasonable expenses incurred
by the displaced person in such activity.

Uniform Relocation As sist ance Appeal of Donald F. anc
Sharon_L.._Peters, 2 OHA 97 (Nov. 22, 1976)

A claim for actual moving expenses of farm and sawmill
operation will be allowed where claimants prove the
actual cost of movement and the cost of moving is not
in excess of the reasonable value of the eguipment
moved.

For the purposes of determining whether or not appel-
lants are entitled to payment for expenses incurred
in searching for a replacement farm location, the ques-
tion of whether the acquired farm operation contributed
materially to the appellants' support is one of fact tc

be determined by the totality of the evidence presentee

Uniform Relocation Assistance Appeal of Edward and
J°§___i____o_b_, 1 OHA 229 (Nov. 13, 1975)

A claim for moving and related expenses involved in
packing and unpacking household furnishings herself,
by a displaced person who is not otherwise employed
outside her home, is properly reduced to conform with
the Federal minimum wage for such work where it appears
that the amount claimed exceeds the probable cost of
such services by a commercial mover and no evidence
has been presented which would justify allowance of a

higher amount as actual reasonable expenses incurred
by the displaced person in such activity.

Uniform Relocation Assistance Appeal of Sergeant and
Nl§^_5ichael_H i__Ireland, 1 OHA 256 (Dec. 3, 1975)

A determination of ineligibility for relocation assis-
tance benefits will be reversed and the cases will be
remanded for further adjudication of the claims for
benefits where the evidence of record, including that
assembled in a hearing on appeals in the matter, shows
that the claimants are persons eligible for benefits as
persons who were displaced from a farm operation and
from rental housing on the farm property as a result of
acquisition of the real property by the United States,
despite the fact that their displacements occurred be-
fore the expiration of a reserved term of use and occu-
pancy of a portion of the property.

J2_i_or__Rel ________ A_sist__ce_A__eal__f_ Marv_n_Li_N_nes
6_Coi l___a____________________________________________
Mr i_Marvin_Li_NunesJ_i_A££eal_of_Mr^_Marvin_Li_and
MrSi_Vivian_Hi_Nun.es (Tenants____n__Pro___ t_of
M£i £o_±.Q20§_.3_3_ M._§_____________ado (Tenants! , 2 OHA
35~75ep"t. 9, 1976)

A claim for moving and related expenses involved in
packing household furnishings, by a displaced person
who is otherwise employed outside her home and who
seeks reimbursement for time lost from such employment
as well as costs involved in hiring substitute workers,
will be reduced to an amount representing the claim-
ant's wages, computed at the hourly rate of pay, for
such time lost from work as the record indicates was
reguired for the packing services, where it appears
that the amount claimed exceeds the probable cost of
such services by a commercial mover and no evidence
has been presented which would warrant allowance of a

Uniform Relocation Assistance Appeal of Wayne anc
____________

k

well , 2 OHA 117 (May 3, 1977)

A claim under sec. 202(a) (1) of the Act, for reimburse-
ment of actual costs incurred in moving timber from ac-
quired lands, will be reduced to the amount estimated
by the claimant as reasonable costs for such moving of
personal property where the actual costs are shown by
the record to be in excess of reasonable costs for
such moving.

Where the evidence shows timber was cut for present
marketing purposes immediately prior to the acguisition
of the lands by the Tnited States, and was marketed
within a few months thereafter, it is not to be regard-
ed as a stockpile item similar to those referred to in
sec. 11K-50. 601-1 (b) (3) .

A claim for reimbursement for the fair market value
of residual timber abandoned on acquired lands open
discontinuance of a logging business will be allowed
under sec. 2C2(a) (2) of the Act where the record evi-
dence shows the cost of moving the timber would te
uneconomical.

Uniform Relocation Assistance. A_peal , of Mr. Alden E.
Allen, 2 OHA 123 (June 13, 1977)

A claim for moving and related expenses under sec.
202(a) of the Act, involving personalty removed from
an apartment rental business on acquired lands ty the
displaced owners of the business themselves, is prop-
erly limited to probable costs involved in a cosmercial
move of such property to the location to which it was
first moved, in the absence of evidence which would
justify allowance of a higher amount as actual reason-
able expenses incurred by the displaced persons as mov-
ing and related expenses with respect -to such property.

Onifo rm Reloc atiot
and Ruth W. Eowmar

i ssi stance Appeals
2 OHA 1M2 (Aug. 8"

af Bernard W.

1977)

A claim for reimbursement for the cost of meals on the
day of moving a mobile home trailer from a rental site
on acquired lands to a replacement rental site else-
where is properly denied on the basis that the Act and
the Department's implementing regulations do not pro-
vide for such payment.

Uniform Relocation As sist ance Appeal of Mrs
H_l_es,~2

_
CHA~156 "(Oct. 17, 1977)

Lona
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A person who entered into occupancy of a dwelling or
real property after its ownership had passed to the
United States is properly held to be ineligible for
reimbursement of moving costs and related expenses
under sec. 202 of the Act.

flfiif°IJS_5e 1 ocation Assistance Appeal of Hr. James
Dearing, 2~OHA~181 (June 21, 1978)

Unifora_Relocation_Assistance_AE£eal_of_Virginia
»feitlock, 3 OHA 77 (June 18. 1979)

Where the record shows the claimant's move from a

rented apartment dwelling on property acguired by the
United States occurred prior to the date when negotia-
tions were initiated by the Onited States with the own-
ers of the property for its acquisition, the claimant
is properly held to be ineligible for reimbursement of
moving expenses under sec. 202 of the Act.

finiform Relocation_Assistance_A££eal_of_Bri_Dennis_Fi
Neusch wander, 2 OHA 183 (June 22, 1978)

Where the record shows expenses for electrician and
plumber services were incurred as costs for adding
facilities to the replacement dwelling rather than as
costs for reestablishment and reconnection of facili-
ties, they are not reimbursable as actual reasonable
expenses incurred in relocating personal property under
sec. 202(a) of the Act and the Department's implement-
ing regulations.

Withdrawal, at the hearing, of a claim for cost of
meals on the day of moving to the replacement dwelling
will be accepted since the Act and the Department's im-
plementing regulations do not provide for reimbursement
of such expenses.

Reimbursement for time lost from work to supervise
commercial movers is not allowable under the Act and
Department's implementing regulations in the absence
of evidence establishing the necessity for allowing
a higher amount than that involved in the commercial
move of the personal property concerned.

Oniform Relocation Assistance Appeal of Hr. and
Hrsi_John_Ci_nuldownej, 3 OHA 47 (Mar. 167 1979)

A displaced person is entitled to reimbursement for
property lost in the process of moving only to the
extent the loss did not occur through his own fault
or neglect.

Uniform_Relocation_Assis^ance_A££eal_of_James_S.
Johnson, 3 OHA 131 (Aug. 29, 1979)
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the most practicable and efficacious cf altei
systems for complying with the law so long a:

therefor is not clearly unreasonable.

If the State requires certain improvements o
and will subject the property's owner to inj
civil, or criminal penalties in their atsenc
less of injury, then those improvements are
by law" as that phrase is used in 11 CFR 114
improvements designed only to limit the owne
lative tort liability are not.

Unifo rm Relocation Ass istanc e Appeal of B. L.

Co.%t_al., 3 OHA 152 (Nov. 9, 1979)

Boving Expens e All o wance

Generally

Allowances for moving expenses and for dislocation,
under $ 202 (t) of the Act, are authorized only to per-
sons whose occupancy on the acquired lands was lawful.

Uniform Relocation As sis tance Appeal of Br. Frank
"liaht. 3 OHA 121 (Aug. IK, 1979)

Payment for B ovi ng Expenses

Generally

A claim for the cost of moving nursery stock consisting
of unsevered plants and trees is properly denied under
regulaticn which precludes expense of moving improve-
ments to real property where, under applicable State
law, nursery stock is considered real property until
it is severed.

Uniform Relocation Assistance Appeal of William and

«§£i- P-3S£ema n , 1 CHA 170 (Sept. 18, 1975)

A claim for personal property lost, stolen or damaged
(not caused ty the fault or neglect of the displaced
perscn, his agent or employees) in the process of mov-
ing where insurance to cover such loss or damage is
not available was properly allowed under Interii Regu-
lation 8. A. (7).

Uniform_Relpcation
i
Assistance Appeal of Edward and

Josephine Kotfcs.~l~OHA 229 (Nov. 137 1975)

A claim for rent for interim housing for a period of
time between the dislocation and relocation is properly
denied where claimants' interim housing is owned ty the
claimants.

Sec. 114-50.601-2 of Title 41 CFR reguires the Govern-
ment to reimburse a dairy farm operation displaced
under the Act for improvements constructed on the re-
placement site if they are reguired by law, regardless
of whether construction of similar improvements on the
acquired site would have teen reguired in the absence
of acquisition.

As used as a modifier for "improvements" in 41 CFR
114-50.601-2, the term "required by law" can include

A claim for storage of personal property is properly
denied where claimants continued to store property
after they had acquired replacement property and stor-
age was no longer necessary.

Uniform Relocation Assistance, Appeal of Br. and
B r Silfra n k_Ba t ne.y , 2 OHA~92 (Oct. 4, 1976)~
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»Cfi UI S IT 1 N_ PO L I C I ES_ A CT_0 F_ 1 970— Co n t i n u ed

UNIFORH RELOCATION ASSISTANCE—Continued

Hoving_and_Related_Expenses—Continued

Pa^ments_in^ieu_of_Boving^nd_Re^ated_ExEenses

fi5ed_Pa2mentis)L

Generally

In determining average annual net earnings regulations
state that net earnings shall not be reduced by com-
pensation paid by business or farm operations to the
owner, his spouse, or his dependents means compensation
actually paid and not the value of services rendered
without paid compensation.

"ai£o£!!l-g£logation_Assistance_AEpeal of Hr._and
aESi_Harold_T.._Hall. 2 OHA 102 (Nov. 22, 1976)

UNIFORM RELOCATION ASSIS1ANCE..A ND REAL F HCiEJ 1

J

ACQUISIT ION POLICIES ACT. OP 1 97 0--Continaed

0NIFORB RELOCATION ASSISTANCE—Continued

Hoving_and_Related_Expenses—Continued

Payments in Lieu of Moving and Belated Expenses
—Continued

Fixed Pa yment (s)—Continued

Tak ing of Business Operation—Continued

A claim for a fixed relocation business payment in
lieu of actual moving and related expenses is properly
disallowed where the record shows the property did not
qualify as an ongoing business operation at the time
of its acquisition nor for a period of approximately
15 years prior to that time.

Uniform Relocation Assistance Appeal of John E. Houston,
1 OHA 157 (Aug. 8, 1975)

Partial_Ta!iina_of_Farm_0£eration

A claim for a fixed payment in lieu of actual moving
and related expenses is properly disallowed in the
case of a partial acquisition of a farm operation
where the farm met the definition of a farm operation
prior to the acquisition and the property remaining
after the acquisition also meets that definition.

2nAl2ra_Relocation_Assistance_A££eal_of_David_Ma^
Grantham, 1 OHA 130 (July 2, 1975)

UBi£°ES_8elocation_Assistance_A££eal of S. R.._Jennin<3s,
1
-
0HA 218 (Sept. 197 1975)

A claim for a fixed payment under sec. 202(c) of the
Act, in lieu of moving and related expenses under sec.
202(a) of the Act, is properly disallowed in the case
of a partial acquisition of a farm operation where the
farm met the definition of a farm operation prior to
the acquisition and the property remaining after the
acquisition also meets that definition.

Uniform_Relocation_Assistance_A££eal_of_nri_Joh^^
IhSIE. 2 °HA 2D (July 2, 1976)

Where the record indicates that an apartment rental
business, comprised of two apartment buildings, was
operated as a single business, the displaced owner of
such business is properly limited to one loss of busi-
ness claim in lieu of moving and related expenses in
connection with displacement from the business.

Uniform Relocation Assistance Appeal of Ms. Dorothea C.
Lennox, 2 OHA 18 (June 1«, 1976)

Determinations of eligibility for fixed payments under
sec. 202(c) of the Act, in lieu of moving and related
expenses under sec. 202(a) of the Act,, will be reversed
and the cases will be remanded for further appropriate
action, including repayment of benefits already allowed
the claimant under sec. 202(c) of the Act, where the
record evidence is insufficient to establish the claiB-
ant's entitlement to such benefits, and the claimant,
on appeal, has failed to furnish the evidence reguired
for a determination of the proper amount, if any, to
which he may be entitled under the law and implement-
ing regulations, after due notice of such requirement.

Uniform Relocation Assis tanc e Appea l of Hr. Richard B.
Grummon, 2 OHA 113 (Apr.~29,,~1977)

X§.!£in2_°£_Business_0Eeration

Displaced business owner may claim reimbursement for
property abandoned because of the uneconomical cost of
moving or property sold because the business is dis-
continued under sec. 202(a) of the Act or a fixed pay-
ment in lieu thereof under sec. 202 (c) of the Act but
not both.

In computing average annu
operation for purposes of
fixed relocation payment
titled under sec. 202(c)
placement from the busine
of the last 1-year period
the last 2 years, should
earnings where there is a
earnings of the last year
and the year preceding if
business has been very re
and to use the earnings f

in more equitable treatme
the business.

al net earnings of business
determining the amount of

to which the claimant is en-
of the Act by reason of dis-
ss operation, the utilization
of operation, rather than

be used for establishing such
wide disparity between the
of operation of the business
it is further shown that the

cently expanded in capacity
or the last year would result
nt for the displaced owner of

Uniform Relocation. Assistance Appeal of S.
1 OHA 125 (June 20, 1975)

A claim for a fixed payment under sec. 202(c) of the
Act, for loss of an apartment rental business on ac-
quired lands, in lieu of moving and related expenses
under sec. 202(a) of the Act, is properly disallowed
where the record shows the displaced owners of the
business also owned and operated other rental proper-
ties, including another apartment rental building, in
the same business.

Uniform Relocation Assistance Appeals of Bernar-d 8.
andlRuth_H._Bowman7 2 OHA 1*42 (Aug. 8, 1977)

A fixed payment in lieu of actual reasonable moving anc
related expenses is properly allowed for the minimum si

of $2,500, specified in the Act, where the record shows
the business was operated at a loss for the 2 taxable
years immediately preceding the year in which the Gov-
ernment acguired the property, all else being regular.

Uniform Relocation Assistance jAppeal of Iolyn j. and
Ruth- Ji_fl inJSie , 2 OHA 206 (Sept. 6, 1978)



P.N_F_RM_RELOCATI0N ASSISTANCE AND REAL PROPERTY
AC____I_IO____LICI_S_ACT______70— Continued

UNIFORM RELOCATION ASSISTANCE— Continued

Movi_g_and_R_lated_Expenses—Continued

Payments in Lieu of Moving and Related Expenses
—Continued

£i* §4-23.y.me nt__l_— Con t i n ued

Taking of Business Operation— Continued

A claim for the minimum fixed payment provided under
sec. 202(c) of the Act for displacement from a busi-
ness, in lieu of actual reasonable moving and related
expenses under sec. 202(a) of the Act, is properly
denied where the record shows the business was essen-
tially discontinued and not an on-going business opera-
tion during the 2 taxable years preceding the year in
which the United States acquired the leasehold interest
of the claimant in the real property on which the busi-
ness had been conducted previously.

Uniform Relocation Assistance Appeal of Mr. Clair J.

Bird, 3 OHA 69 (Apr. 20, 1979)

A claim for a fixed payment under § 202(c) of the Act
for loss of a business on acquired lands, in lieu of
moving and related expenses under § 202(a) of the Act,
was properly determined on the basis of average annual
net earnings as shown in the claimants' Federal income
tax returns for the 2 years immediately preceding the
year in which the lands were acquired.

Net income shown on Federal income tax returns, result-
ing from use of an accelerated method of depreciation
for such purposes, cannot be established in a higher
amount for purposes of a benefits claim under § 202(c)
of the Act by separate book or straight line life de-
preciation accounting records of the claimant.

Net income shown on Federal income tax returns will not
be changed for purposes of a benefits claim for dis-
placement from a business where the evidence presented,
with respect to personal expense deductions disallowed
for 1973 by IRS audit, and assumed by the claimants to
be disallowable for 1972, is lacking in probity and
generally insufficient to establish any upwards revi-
sion of the net income shown on the tax returns as
filed for those years.

fiI>if°im_Relocat_on_Assistance____eal_o___r__ana
".£s__Ger ald._I.i_A bercrombie , 3 OHA 10U (Aug. 9, 1979)

Taking of Farm Operation

Appellants are not eligible to receive fixea payment in
lieu of moving ana related expenses where the alleged
tree farm operation did not customarily produce such
products or commodities, i.e., timber or wood products,
in sufficient quantity to be capable of contributing
materially to the appellants' support.

Uniform Relocation Assistance Appeal of Harold H. and
MiiIo_e_e_Q__on, 1 OHA 273 (Jan. 15, 1976)

A claim for a fixea payment unaer sec. 202(c) of the
Act, in lieu of moving ana relatea expenses under sec.
202(a) of the Act, is properly disallowed where the rec-
ord shows the acguired property was not part of a farm
operation of the claimant at the time of its acquisi-
tion within the meaning of the Act and the Department's
implementing regulations.

Uniform Relocation Assistance Appeal of Mrs. Alpha 0.

SeI«§£, 2 OHA 1 7Mar. 307 1976)

UNIFORM.REICCATION ASSIST ANCE. AND REAL PROPERTY
ACQUISITION POLICIES ACT OF 1970— Continued

UNIFORM RELOCATION ASSISTANCE— Continued

Movi_g_and_Related_Expenses—Continued

Payments in Lieu of Moving and Related Expenses
—Continued

Fixed Payment (s)

—

Continued

Taking of Farm Operation—Continued

Although it was not legally incumbent upon the Fark
Service to use a consecutive 2-year period in calculat-
ing average annual net earnings under subsection 2C2(c)
of the Act, claimants bear the burden of proving that
it wouia have been more equitable in establishing such
earnings to use some other perioa.

Uniform Relocation Assistance. Appeal, of . Charlie F. ana
Jimm___._S_na_rs, 3 OHA 73 (May 2«, 1979)

Pajm_nts_in Lieu_of Moving_a_a_Relatea_Expenses

A claim by a church for a fixea payment in lieu of ac-
tual reasonable moving ana relatea expenses is properly
allowed on the same basis as provided in sec. 2C2(c) of
the Act and implementing regulations for displacement
from other nonprofit organizations and businesses.

Uniform. Relocation Assistance Appeal of South Cold
Springs Friends Band""Church. 1 OHA 110 "(AprT lk~. 1975)

Replacement Housing Payment for Homeowners

A claim by a church for a relocation housing supplement
payment is properly aeniea where the lana acquisition
aia not involve displacement from residential housing
as provided in sec. 203 of the Act.

Uniform Relocation Assistance Appea 1____________ Id
S_ri__s_Frie_ds__an___hurch, 1 OHA 110 (Apr. ltt, 1975)

When it appears that the replacement housing cost dif-
ferential payment authorized by the Bureau under subsec.
203(a)(1)(A) of the Act represents an amount which, wbei
added to the acquisition cost of the dwelling acquired,
meets the reasonable cost of a comparable replacement
dwelling which is aecent, safe ana sanitary, and ade-
quate to accommodate the displaced person, the Bureau
determination will be affirmed.

Uniform Relocation Assista
Ii§_<2i_S_ar_ , 1 OHA 115 (June

£St§l_o______e__i_a_d
19757

Where it is inaicatea that the Duluth Lana Acquisition
Officer of the National Park Service agreea to use of
the schedule method for determining replacement housing
supplement benefits under sec. 203(a)(1)(A) of the Act,
in purchase negotiations and upon acceptance of the of-
fer to sell and acquisition of the property for the
Park Service, prior to transfer of functions of that
office to the Chesterton, Indiana, office of the Park
Service, subsequent action of the Chesterton land Ac-
quisition Officer to review the previous decision and
to recompute the allowable replacement housing supple-
ment payment under the comparative methoa will net pre-
vail, even though the claim for benefits was filed in
the Chesterton Office after the transfer of functions
was accomplished; and the claim will be allowed on the
basis first agreed upon, all else being regular.

Where the reasonable acquisition cost for a comparable
replacement dwelling, computed under the schedule
method, exceeds the acquisition cost of the acquired



UNIFORM RELOCATION ASSISTANCE AND REAL PROPERTY
ACQUIS ITION_POLIC I ES_ACT_OF_ 1970— Continued

UNIFORM RELOCATION ASSISTANCE—Continued

Replacement Housing Pajnent for Homeowners— Continued

£§S§E5.1il— Continued

dwelling in an amount over $15,000, allowable benefits
will be limited to the maximum housing cost differen-
tial of $15,000 provided in sec. 203(a)(1) of the Act.

Unil2II_S5lo£ation_Assistance_A££eal_of_Br i_and
3E§i_*Iden_W =._Hillsini_Sr., 1 OHA 137 (July 15, 1975)

UNIFORM RELOCATION ASSISTANCE AND REAL PROFgBTj
ACQUISITION POLICIES AC T OF 1970— Co n t i n ue d

UNIFORM RELOCATION ASSISTANCE

—

Continued

Replacement Housing Payment for Homeowners

—

Continued

Genera lly—Continued

cost of purchasing an adeguate replacement dwelling in
excess of the cost estimated by the Government.

U n i for m_ R eloca t io n_ A ssistance Appeal of Br. an

d

flE§H£aniel2H.._HalterI, 1 OHA 265 (Jan. 12, 1976)

Replacement housing benefits are properly denied where
the dwelling on the acguired property was not occupied
by the owner for the minimum period of 180 days imme-
diately prior to the initiation of negotiations for
acguisition of the property.

Osif2E5_S§l2cation_ Assist a nce_ Appeal of John E. Houston
1 OHA 157 (Aug.~8, 1975)

Appellants' cost differential entitlement is properly
increased to include cost of repairs necessary to make
replacement dwelling decent, safe and sanitary so long
as the total cost differential payment does not exceed
the stautory limitation of $15,000.

Uniform_Relpcation_Assistance_Appeal_of_William_and
Bary._Danneman, 1 OHA 170 (Sept. 18, 1975)

A determination of replacement housing supplement bene-
fits under sec. 203 (a) of the Act, which is based upon
housing survey data which is shown to be inadeguate be-
cause the Government appraiser relied upon selected
dwellings which were not equivalent or substantially
the same as the acguired dwelling and he was unwilling
to consider newly constructed dwellings despite the ad-
mitted scarcity of available, comparable replacement
dwellings, will be modified to increase the allowable
benefits in accordance with housing study data first
reported in the case by another Government appraiser
and which was of record and relied upon by the dis-
placed homeowners in contracting for construction of
the replacement dwelling.

The acquisition cost of an acquired dwelling is deter-
mined at the time of purchase of the property by the
United States, and it is not subject to reevaluation
on the basis of a subsequent housing study made fcr
the purpose of determining the reasonable acguisiticn
cost of a comparable replacement dwelling at a later
date.

A claim for a dwelling differential payment was prop-
erly allowed under Interim Regulation 3.G. where the
acquired dwelling is a mobile home if the mobile home
was the permanent abode of the displaced person, was
real property under State law, or could not be moved
without substantial damage or without unreasonable
cost and was actually owned and occupied by the dis-
placed person not less than 180 days prior to the
initiation of negotiations.

Uniform Relocation Assistance Appeal, of Edward and
J°sephine_Kobbs, 1 OHA 229 (Nov. 13, 1975)

Where the record shows replacement housing supplement
benefits allowed by the National Park Service under
§ 203(a) of the Act represent an amount which, when
added to the acquisition cost of the dwelling acquired,
equals the reasonable cost of a comparable replacement
dwelling which is decent, safe and sanitary, and ade-
quate to accommodate the displaced persons, tut does
not include reimbursement of reasonable expenses in-
curred by the displaced persons for closing costs in-
cident to the purchase of the replacement dwelling,
the determination of the National Park Service will be
affirmed with modification to include payment of the
allowable closing costs.

Uniform Relocation Assistance Appeal of Earl A.

Carol_J.__Karow, 1 OHA 259 (Jan. 1~, 1976)
and

Where the comparative method is used for determining
replacement housing supplemental benefits under sec.
203(a) (1) (A) of the Act the determination made by the
Government appraiser will not be allowed to stand
where the appellants show by competent evidence that
the Government appraiser has relied on selected dwell-
ings which were not equivalent or substantially the
same as the acguired dwelling.

The appellants' claim for additional replacement hous-
ing supplemental payment will be sustained within the
statutory limits where the appellants prove by a pre-
ponderance of the credible evidence the additional

uJ!i fo rm Relocation Assistance Appeal of Othel ( E i 1 lj.

a nd_ Le la hlcoo lej , 1 OHA 280 (Feb. llT 1976)

Where it is shown by a preponderance of the competent
evidence presented that the appellant has teen paid the
difference between the cost of a comparable replacement
trailer site and the cost of the acquired trailer site
the appellant's claim over and above the amount he has
been paid is properly denied.

Uniform Relocation Assistance A|

Hines, 2 OHA 12 (June 3, 1976)
peal of Lutcher D.

A claim for relocation supplemental housing benefits
against the National Park Service is properly denied
where appellants sold their property to the Government
reserving a right of use for a period of years and be-
fore appellants moved from the property Congress elim-
inated replacement housing supplemental benefits as to
this class of claimants.

Uniform Relocation anc
and Barbara E. Hawkes,

Ass ista nce Appea l of Bug e

2 OHA 28 "(July lZ 1976)

A claim for replacement supplemental housing benefit
is properly denied where claimants were able to pur-
chase replacement property which was decent, safe,
and sanitary at a price less than they were paid for
the acquired property.

Uniform Reloc a tion Assi stance Appea l of Br. a nd
Brs7.

i

Frank.Batney, 2 OHA 92 (Oct. U. 1976)



2NIE2fin_BEL0CATI0N_ASSIST4NCE_AND_aEAL_PH0PERTI
!C20ISITION_POLICl!I_ACT_OF_1970--Continued

UNIFORM RELOCATION ASSISTANCE—Continued

ReElaceuent Housing Pajment for Homeowners—Continued

5§S§£§iIl— Continued

In determining what is a comparable replacement dwell-
ing market value is but one element to be considered
and is not necessarily controlling as to whether or
not a replacement dwelling is comparable.

Uflil2£™_l§l°eaii2!!_*ssistance_AE£eal_of_nri_and
"rs.i_Marold_T.__Ha 11, 2 OH A 102 (Nov. 22, 1976)

UNIFORM R ELOC ATION ASSISTANCE AND REA l_ PRO FEBIY
ACQUISITION POLICIES ACT OF 19?0— Con tx n u e d

UNIFORM RELOCATION ASSISTANCE

—

Continued

ReElaceuent Housing Payment for Homeowners— Continued

Generally—Continued

Hhere the record shows replacement housing supplement
benefits were allowed upon a relocation assistance
claim in error under a mistake of law, the claimants
are properly required to repay to the United States the
sum so paid to them erroneously.

Uniform Relocation Assistance Appeal of Mr. and
BrsT~Frederick W. Morrison. 2 OHA 1«7 "(Aug7~9, 1977)

A claim for S18U.64 for repair of floor of replacement
dwelling and for closet doors to be used in replacement
dwelling where necessary to make replacement dwelling
decent, safe and sanitary as defined by the Act will be
sustained.

Uniform Relocation Assistance Appeal of Mr. Ole Hanson,
2 OHA 106 (Nov. 29, 1976J"

A claim for replacement supplemental housing benefits
is properly denied where a comparable housing survey of
the area within a 50-mile radius of the acquired prop-
erty shows that the claimant could have purchased com-
parable replacement property which was decent, safe and
sanitary at a price less than was paid for the acquired
property.

The amount paid by the Government for the acquired prop-
erty and relocation assistance benefits are separate
and distinct entitlements and a promise made by a Gov-
ernment employee to pay relocation assistance benefits
as a part of the purchase price of the acquired proper-
ty would be invalid and an allegation by the appellant
that such a promise had been made would not constitute
grounds for administrative relief from the Secretary.

____orm_Relocation_Assistance_A££eal_of_Il.ly_s_M.
Busacker, 2 OHA 109 (Apr. 21, 1977)

Even though a dwelling and homesite may be located on a

larger tract of acquired lands whose value is based up-
on uses higher and better than residential, namely,
commerical uses, sec. 203(a) of the Act requires that
any replacement housing payment for the homeowner shall
be based on the acguisition cost of the dwelling; hence,
a portion of the purchase price paid for the entire
property must be attributed to the dwelling and home-
site. The appraised valuation of the dwelling and
homesite must reflect the fair market value of such
property for residential purposes; and where the pur-
chase price of the entire property exceeds the Govern-
ment's appraised value, a proportionate share of the
increase should be applied to the acquisition cost of
the dwelling and homesite.

In computing allowable replacement housing benefits for
a homeowner displaced by Government acquisition from a

tract which is larger than the average residential lot
in the area and which has been appraised and purchased
as valuable for commercial uses, a determination of lot
size for the homesite which is consistent with standard
lots for residential purposes in the vicinity of the
acquired lands will be affirmed.

2Hi£°£?_l!elocation_ Assist a nce_A££eal_of
Rhule, 2 OHA 138~(June 29, 1977)

:s. Virginia J.

Where it is indicated on appeal that a determination of
replacement housing supplement benefits under sec. 203
of the Act may be erroneous because it was based on
selected dwellings challenged by the claimant as not
equivalent or substantially the same as the acquired
dwelling, fhe case will be remanded for further appro-
priate action to ascertain and allow the proper amount
of replacement housing supplement benefits under the
Act and the Department's implementing regulations.

Uniform Relocation Assistance Appeal of Mr. and
Mrs,. Morton H. Stanford. 2 OHA 160 (Oct. 19, 1977)

A claim for replacement housing supplement benefits
is properly disallowed where it is shown ty a prepon-
derance of the competent evidence presented that the
acquired property was not the place of permanent abode
of the appellants.

Uniform Relocation Assistance Appeal of Hr. and
Mrs. Haynard Hammett. 2 OHA 16U (Nov. 23, 1977)

Replacement housing benefits under sec. 203 of the Act
are properly denied where the owner occupancy of the
dwelling on the acquired property was for less than
the minimum period of 180 days immediately prior to
the initiation of negotiations for acguisition of the
property.

Uniform. Relocation Assistance Appeal of Mr. Barry Bayne
Martin. 2 OHA 169 (Mar. 30, 1978)

In determining the total acguisition cost o

ment dwelling connected to a restaurant and
acquired property, it is proper to add to t

of the acquired dwelling the proportionate
the land on which the dwelling is situated
water and sewer system for the unit, as wel
proportionate amount of the total acquisiti
the entire property in excess of appraised
which is allocable to the acquisition cost
quired dwelling.

Additional replacement housing supplement benefits will
be allowed, within the statutory limitation, where the
evidence of record establishes the additional cost of
purchasing a comparable replacement dwelling in excess
of the cost estimated by the Government.

Replacement housing supplement benefits will be in-
creased, within the statutory limitation, to include
reimbursement of reasonable expenses incurred by the
displaced person for title insurance incident to the
purchase of the replacement dwelling.

Uniform Relocation Assistance Appeal of
., Mr, ,

Donald, I.
Stephens, 2 OHA 186 (Aug. 2U, 1978)

f an apart-
lounqe on

he appraisal
costs for
and for the
1 as the
on costs for
valuation
of the ac-



UNIEORM_RELgCATION_ASSISTANCE_&ND_REAL_PROPERTY
A£2BI§ITIfil!_PSl!lCIES_ACT_OF_1970—Continued

ONIFORM RELOCATION ASSISTANCE—Continued

Replacement Housing Payment for Homeowners—Continued

Genera llx— Continued

Where the record evidence shows that the mobile home on
the acguired lands was a seasonal or part-time residence
and not the permanent or customary and usual abode of
the claimants, the claimants are ineligible to receive
replacement housing payment benefits under sec. 203 of
the Act and the Department's implementing regulations.

fi£if°EJ9_lil0£3tion_ Assist ance_A££e a l_of_Br JL_and
"rs._Robert_L.__Burnett.t_Jr.7 3 OHA 1 (Nov. 6, 1978)

ONI FORK RELOCATION ASSISTANCE. A ND ,REA L PROFEBTl
ACQUISITION POLICIES ACT OF. 1 970—Continued

UNIFORM RELOCATION ASSISTANCE—Continued

Replacement Housing Payment for Homeowners—Continued

Generally—Continued

residential purposes in the vicinity of the acguired
property.

A determination of replacement housing differential
benefits under the comparative method, based upon the
average asking price of three selected dwellings which
are shown to be comparable to the acguired dwelling
and which were available at the time of the claimants'
displacement, will be affirmed in the absence of coo-
petent evidence by the claimants to challenge such
determination.

ement benefits will be in-
the statutory limitation, to

claimed for keys and lock re-
mated costs for repair of a

costs are indicated as neces-
ent dwelling decent, safe and
sec. 203 of the Act and the
regulations. Reimbursement

ut not indicated by the record
make the replacement dwelling
, as provided in sec. 203 of
t's implementing regulations.

Replacement housing suppl
creased on appeal, within
include reasonable costs
pair, and reasonable esti
kitchen range, where such
sary to make the replacem
sanitary, as provided in
Department's implementing
for other items claimed b

evidence as necessary to
decent, safe and sanitary
the Act and the Departmen
is properly denied.

Uniform Relocation Assistance Appeal of Adam B.

Strycharzi_Anna_Mi_Strycharzi_Claire_Strycharz_and
Marie_Strycharz, 3 OHA 14 (Nov. 1H, 1978)

Additional replacement housing cost differential bene-
fits will be allowed, within the statutory limitation,
where the record on appeal shows such additional costs
as reasonably necessary for purchase of a comparable
replacement dwelling.

Uni£2rm_Relocatign_Assistance_A££eal_of_Mr.._and
S£§i_Edward_H.._Kurowski, 3 OHA 19 (Dec. 12, 1978)

A claim for supplemental housing benefits may be with-
drawn by the appellant pending the completion of the
condemnation proceedings of the subject property.

Uniform_Eelocation_Assistance_A££eal_of_Roy_Sagar,
3 OHA 35 (Jan. 15, 197«)

Hhere the record shows the usual charge for a residen-
tial site survey, such as reguired by a bank lending
money on real estate, is $100, that amount may be
allowed to the displaced homeowners as reasonable
incidental expenses incurred in the purchase of the
residential unit of the replacement property.

Hhere the acquiring agency shows at a hearing that an
overpayment was made on a replacement housing differ-
ential claim, as a result of the agency's omission to
include in the acquisition cost of the acguired dwell-
ing and homesite the proportionate amount of a 9.2<4

percent increase in the total acguisition costs for
the entire property allocable to the acguisition cost
of the acguired residential unit, the displaced home-
owners are reguired to repay to the United States the
excess moneys received on their claim.

U niform Relocation Assistance Appeal of Hr. and
Ul s^IJ°hl_£i_H ul^S^ney , 3 OHA «7 "(Mar. 16, 1979)

Hhere the record evidence shows that the home on the
acguired property was a part-time residence and not the
permanent or customary and usual abode of the claimants
for 180 days immediately preceding the initiation of
negotiations for its aguisition, the claimants are in-
eligible to receive replacement housing payment bene-
fits under sec. 203 of the Act and the Department's
implementing regulations.

Uniform^ejo^aiiojL^^s_tance_Ap£e^l_of_H^rold_aDd
Beverly Zagar. 3 OHA 137 (Oct,. 10, 1979)

A person who was not the record owner of the dwelling
on property acguired by the United States is properly
held to be ineligible for homeowner's replacement
housing supplement benefits under sec. 203 of the Act
and the Department's regulations.

Usi£°ES_Selocation_Assistance_AE£eal of_Mrst James_Li
Bragg, 3 OHA UU (Feb. 1, 1979)"

Reimbursement of incidental expenses under « 203 cf the
Act, for legal fees and for surveys, is properlj limited
to reasonable costs for such services as reguired in a

closing transacticn involving purchase of the replace-
ment dwelling.

Uniform Relocation Assistance_Appeal_of Mr. and
BisTsiI3IIflGT_Hislii~1"cHA 1«1 (Oct. 12, 197S)

In determining the total acquisition cost of the ac-
guired dwelling, it is proper to add thereto the
proportionate amount of the total acguisition costs
for the entire property in excess of appraised valu-
ation which is allocable to the acguisition cost of
the acquired dwelling.

Hhere the dwelling is located on a large tract of
acguired land, the acguisition cost of the dwelling
properly includes the cost of a homesite for the dwell-
ing which is of a size typical for the structure for

For the purpose of a determination of what constitutes
a "comparable replacement dwelling," made pursuant to
sec. 203(a)(1)(A) of the Act and Ml CFR 11K-5C.2C1 (d)

of the tepart tent 's implenenting regulations, the char-
acteristics cf the land associated with the acquired
dwellinq should be considered.

5HiifiE5_ fiei ccati I! Assistance Axpeal_of_Mr^ and
J3ES._Giltirt~Scheidt7~3 OHA 1M5 (Nov. 2, 197ST"
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Generally—Continued

Where claimants have not established that they had a

right of ownership in a homesite on acquired lands,
based upon a written contract of conveyance or a deed
executed 180 days prior to the Government's initiation
of negotiations to purchase, they are properly deter-
mined to be ineligible for homeowners' replacement
housing payment benefits under 4 203 of the Act and
the Department's implementing regulations.

Uni£°ES_Belocation_Assistance_AEEeal_of _Mri_and
Mrs. _Thgmas_E._yin.es, ~3 OHA 161 (Dec. 17, 1979)

Waiver of Benefits

A claim for replacement housing supplement benefits
is properly disallowed where the claimants sold their
property to the Government, reserving a right of use
and occupancy of the dwelling thereon for a term of
years, and before the expiration of the reserved term
of use and occupancy and the claimants' move from the
property the Congress eliminated replacement housing
supplement benefits as to this class of claimants.

Uniform Relocation Assistance Appeal of Nicholas J.

an__Angeline_SEi_so_, 2 OHA 56 (Sept. 16. 1976)

Claimants are ineligible for replacement housing sup-
plement benefits where they sold their property to the
Government reserving a right of use and occupancy of a

portion thereof for residential use for a term of years
and before moving from their dwelling on the portion so
reserved Congress eliminated replacement housing supple-
ment benefits as to this class of claimants.

2S±f°£5 Belocatign_A_sist_nc_ Appeal of Mr. and
ec___FrIII_i_______orri_on, 2~0HA 117~ <Aug7~97 1977)

UN______ RELOCATION, ASSIST A NCE__________P_0__BT_
"aCQUISITIOn'pOLICIES ACT OP 1970— Continued

UNIFORM RELOCATION ASSISTANCE— Continued

Be_lacement Housing Payment for Tenants and
Certain Others— Continued

Sec. 201 (2) of the Act, which provides for replace
housing payments to displaced tenants to enable th

make a downpayment and to cover allowable incident
expenses as described in sec- 203(a) (1) (C) of the
but not in excess of $1,000, reguires that such di
placed persons must match any amount in excess of
$2,000 by an equal amount of their own funds.

Uniform Relocation Assistar Ippeal of Benjamin F.

Gallagher. 1 OHA 106 (Feb. 21, 1975)

A determination of ineligibility for relocation assis-
tance benefits will be reversed and the cases will be
remanded for further adjudication of the claims for
benefits where the evidence of record, including that
assembled in a hearing on appeals in the matter, shows
that the claimants are persons eligible for benefits as
persons who were displaced from a farm operation and
from rental housing on the farm property as a result of
acquisition of the real property by the United States,
despite the fact that their displacements occurred be-
fore the expiration of a reserved term of use and occu-
pancy of a portion of the property.

NunesUniform Relocation Assistance , Appeal of Harvi
S Co.~.(A Partnership of M rs. Tes sie D. N unes Brazil and
Mr. Marvin L, Nunes); Appeal of Mr,,. Marvin L. and
_rs___ivi_n____N_nes__T_najitsli_and_Protest_o|
l! r i. Domingos and Mrs, Navare jlachado (Tenants) . 2 OHA
35

_
"(sipt7 9,~1976)"

Incidental expenses as described in sec. 203(a)(1)(C)
of the Act are includable in the allowable replacement
housing payment under sec. 201(2) of the Act and are
not additional thereto.

UniJ_.rm_ Relocation. As si stance. A_£eal_gf_ponald_l_
S_argn_L__ Peters, 2 OHA 97 (Nov. 22, 1976)

.2'J'l

& person is properly held to be ineligible for replace-
ment housing benefits where she sold real property to
the Government, reserving a right of use and occupancy
of the dwelling on the property for a term of years,
and before the expiration of the reserved term of use
and occupancy and her move from the property the Con-
gress eliminated replacement housing benefits as to
this class of claimants.

Oniform Relocation Assistance Appeal of Mrs. Blanche
Schnuck, 3~OHA~65 7Apr. l67 1979)

Reglacement Housing Payment for Tenants and
Certain Others

Replacement housing payments allowable under sec.
201(2) of the Act and implementing regulations to en-
able a displaced tenant to make a downpayment and to
cover his reasonable expenses for evidence of title,
recording fees, and other closing costs, on the pur-
chase of a decent, safe, and sanitary dwelling of
standards adequate to accommodate such person in an
area not generally less desirable in regard to public
utilities and commercial and public facilities, do
not include payments in the form of a building grant
or a low interest mortgage, and a claim for s-uch bene-
fits is properly denied.

Uniform Belocation Assistance Appeal of James B. Wilmot

,

1 OHA 86 (Feb. 12, 1975)

A determination of ineligibility for a rental replace-
ment housing payment under sec. 201 of the Act will be
affirmed where the evidence shows the dwelling on the
acquired land, where the claimant resided, was a single-
family dwelling owned by the claimant's parents, from
whom the property was acquired, and that the claimant
and his parents lived there together as a family unit.
In such circumstances the claimant and his parents are
properly regarded as one displaced person for the pur-
pose of replacement housing.

Uniform Relocation Assistance Appeal of Larry B.
BaisinaSI. 2 0HA 153 (Sept. 20, 1977)

Where the record shows the monthly rent for a mobile
home replacement housing site is less than the rent
which was paid for the acquired site on which the
mobile home had been situated, no rental replacement
housing payment is allowable under sec. 201 of the
Act.

Oniform Reloca tion Assistance Appeal of Mrs . Lon a

Halles, 2 OHA~156 (Oct. 17, 1977)



UNIFQI!!_BIL0CATI0N_ASSISTANCE_AND_HEAL_PBOPERTY
»c_ui_l_i_N_pg_lc__s__CT__F__970— continued

UNIFORM RELOCATION ASSISTANCE—Cont inued

Replacement Housing Payment for Tenants and
Certain Others— Continued

A displaced homeowner purchases a replacement dwelling
within the intent of sec. 201(2) of the Act when he
salvages the dwelling formerly occupied by him on the
acquired property, relocates and refurbishes it as a

decent, safe, and sanitary dwelling on a replacement
site acquired for the purpose, and continues to reside
therein to the exclusion of a residence elsewhere.

The allowable replacement housing payment under sec.
201(2) of the Act, to a displaced homeowner who occu-
pied the dwelling on the acquired property as owner for
not less than 90 days immediately prior to the initia-
tion of negotiations for acquisition of the property,
is that amount which is necessary to enable him to make
a downpayment including allowable incidental expenses
described in sec. 203(a) (1) (C) of the Act, on the pur-
chase of a decent, safe, and sanitary replacement
dwelling, but not in excess of $1,000, provided, if
such downpayment amount exceeds $2,000, the displaced
person must match any amount in excess of $2,000 by an
equal amount of his own funds.

Dniform Relocation Assistance Appeal of Hr. Barry Wayn e
Hartin7~2~OHA 169 (Plar. 30, 1978)"""

Where the record shows the monthly rent for the most
comparable rental replacement housing is $10 more than
the reasonable, or economic, rent of the residential
unit from which the claimants were displaced, a rental
replacement housing differential payment of $1,920,
representing the additional rental costs for a period
of 1 years, is proper under sec. 201(1) of the Act and
the Department's implementing regulations.

Usi£2£§_Iei°cation_Assistance_Ap_p.eal_of
Mr._and Mrs___i_hard_Gr_dosk_, 2 OHA 210 (Sept. 18,
19787

A person who entered into rental occupancy of a dwell-
ing unit after negotiations were initiated by the
United States to acguire the property is properly held
to be ineligible for a replacement housing payment
under sec. 201 of the Act.

Uniform Relocation Assistance Appeal of Hr. Harcel J.
Dumonceaux, 3 OHA 63 (Apr. 9, 1979)

UNIT___STAT_S

The authority of the United States to enforce a public
right or protect a public interest is not vitiated or
lost by acquiescences of its officers or agents, or by
their laches, neglect of duty, failure to act, or de-
lays in the performance of their duties.

2nited_States_Vi_naur.ice._L.. Wilson, 38 IBLA 305
(Dec. 11, 1978)

United States is not subject to a defense of laches in
an action to enforce a public right. Thus, where BLB
took approximately 2 years to declare reversion to
United States of title to land patented with reversion-
ary clause under Recreation and Public Purposes Act,
appellants may find no relief in eguitable doctrine of
laches.

B_berta_T_om_so__a____ichard__ee_B_rnha_, 38 IBLA 333
(Dec. 20, 1978)

WAIVER

There can be no waiver of the Secretary's right to con-
test a mining claim believed to be invalid without a

showing of an authority to make such a waiver and an
intention to do so.

u_ii___st_t__
19767

Bert L. Johnson. 23 IBLA 319 (Jan. 21,

gas rental check, received more
e, does not constitute a waiver
instatement of a terminated lease
S-C. $ 188(c) (1970), despite

Cashing of an oil
than 20 days after
which would permit
in violation of 30
wording on the check that "by endorsement this
when paid is accepted in full payment-"

I3ward_Hal_, 21 IBLA 251 (Mar. 26, 1976) 83 I.C. 106

BLfl does not waive its right to declare a lease expired
by cashing an advance annual rental check and placing
funds in an unearned account.

RichaEd_P__Smoot, 39 IBLA 1 (Jan. 8. 1979)

The failure of BLM to readjust a coal lease issued
pursuant to the terms of sec. 7, Mineral Leasing Act,
30 U.S.C. 4 207 (1970), prior to or immediately after
expiration of its 20-year period does not constitute a

waiver of BLM's right to readjust said lease.

Californi a Po rtland Cement Co. . Roseb ud Coa l S ales Co.
10 IBLA~339 (May 10, 1979)

WATER AND WATER RIGHTS

GENERALLY

One challenging the accuracy of an appraisal of water
based on fair market value must show by substantial
evidence the nature of the alleged error; where the ap-
praisal has been conducted in accordance with generally
accepted appraisal principles., allegations of error un-
supported by evidence will be given little weight.

An attempted adjudication of Federal water rights will
not be recognized where the State court 1) lacked ju-
risdiction over the United States for failure to serve
process upon the Attorney General of the United States
or his designated representative pursuant to 13 U.S.C.
5 666(b) (1970); and 2) lacked jurisdiction over the
subject matter for failure of the litigation to con-
form to the requirements of a general litigation of all
water rights pursuant to 13 U.S.C. $ 666(a) (1970).

A lessee of the water from a well owned by the Federal
Government, who agrees that his use of the water will
not be used as a basis for obtaining a permanent water
right and who nevertheless proceeds to try to obtain a
water right in State court based on that use, will be
estopped from asserting any resulting decree of the
State court for any purpose.

Park Center Water Distric t and The Canon Heights Irr i-

S_tion_a_d__ese_voir_Co., 28 IBLA 368 (Feb. 3, 1977)
81 I.E. 87

By acquisition of the lands now comprising the Western
States, the United States acquired all rights appurte-
nant to such lands, including water rights.

Under the Property Clause, Congress has the power to
control the disposition and use of water on, under,
or appurtenant to original public domain lands, and
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it is not lightly inferred that this power has been
exercised.

To the extent Congress has not clearly granted author-
ity to the States over Haters which are in, on, under
or appurtenant to Federal lands comprising the public
doaain and reserved public doaain, the Federal Govern-
ment aaintains its sovereign rights in such waters and
may put them to use irrespective of State law.

Federal control over the disposition and use of water
in, on, under or appurtenant to Federal land ultimately
rests on the Supremacy Clause, which permits the Fed-
eral Government to exercise its constitutional preroga-
tives without regard to State law.

The admission of a State into the Union and the "equal
footing" doctrine did not divest the United States of
its plenary control over waters which are in, on, under
or appurtenant to Federal lands comprising the public
doaain and reserved public domain.

Federal control over its needed water rights, unham-
pered by compliance with procedural and substantive
State law, is supported by the Supremacy Clause and
the doctrine that Federal activities are immune from
State regulation unless there is specific congressional
action providing for State control.

Originally, the common law riparian rules of natural
flow applied to the public lands; these riparian rules
could be changed by State legislatures only if such
changes did not impair the right of the United States
to the continued flow of water bordering its lands
needed for the beneficial use of Government property,
or if the Congress expressly consented.

Three Federal statutes provide the general basis for
State regulatory authority over water rights: Act of
July 26, 1866, $ 9, 1U Stat. 253; Act of July 9, 1870,
* 17, 16 Stat. 218, 13 U.S.C. $ 661 (1976); and the
Desert Land Act of 1877, 19 Stat. 377, K3 U.S.C.
4 321 et seg. (1976) .

The Ac
Act of
« 661
water
and cu
and ri
the ex
lie un
author
conf in
to una
time.

t of July 26, 1866, § 9, IH Stat. 253, and t

July 9, 1870, § 17, 16 Stat. 218, K3 U.S.C.
(1976) , sanctioned private possessory rights
on the public lands asserted under local law
stoms; Congress in effect waived its proprie
parian rights to water on the public domain
tent water is appropriated by members of the
der State law in conformance with the grant
ity found in these two Acts, and Congress th
ed the assertion of inchoate Federal water r

ppropriated waters that exist at any point i

he

Supreme Court dicta concerning the effect of the Desert
Land Act of 1877, 19 Stat. 377, H3 U.S.C. § 321 et seg.
(1976) , on Federal water rights are somewhat at war
with each other; but Supreme Court decisions upholding
Federal reserved water rights must mean that the Desert
Land Act of 1877 did not divest the United States of
its authority, as sovereign, to use the unappropriated
waters on the public lands for governmental purposes.

Since the Federal Government has never granted away its
right to make use of unappropriated waters on Federal
lands, the United States retains the power to vest in
itself water rights in unappropriated waters on, in,
under, or appurtenant to Federal lands, and it may ex-
ercise such power independent of substantive State law.

For purposes of the Executive Order of Apr. 17, 1926,
the term "spring" means a discrete natural flow of
water emerging from the earth at a reasonably distinct
location, whether or not such flow constitutes a source
of or is tributary to a water course, pond, or other
body of surface water. The term "waterhole" means a

WATER AHD HATER RIGHTS—Continued

GENERALLY—continued

dip or hole in the earth's surface where surface or
groundwater collects and which may serve as a watering
place for man or animals.

The Executive Order withdrew, as of Apr. 17, 1926, all
lands containing important springs and waterholes that
existed as of that date on unappropriated, unreserved
public lands.

The Executive Order does not affect a valid, private
right to use some or all of the waters of such a source
that vested under the applicable State laws, custom or
usage prior to Apr. 17, 1926.

The Executive Order does not withdraw artifically
developed sources of water or manmade structures for
collection of water on the public domain. However,
any interest held in those artificially developed or
constructed sources or structures passes to the United
States upon abandonment by the developer or his succes-
sor in interest by virtue of the United States* owner-
ship of the land.

The Executive Order withdraws, by operation of law,
lands which become of the character contemplated in
the Order subsequent to the date of the Order; i.e.,
vacant, unappropriated, unreserved public lands~upon
which springs or waterholes come into existence after
Apr. 17, 1926.

The Executive Order withdraws, by operation of law, any
vacant, unappropriated, unreserved public land upon
which is located a spring or waterhole and for which a

private vested right to use all of such water under
applicable State law, custom and usage has previously
existed upon abandonment or forfeiture of that State
water right under the terms of the applicable State
law, custom or usage.

The Executive Order withdraws all lands containing
springs or waterholes as defined and subject to the
limitations set forth above, regardless of whether the
water source has been the subject of an official find-
ing as to its existence and location.

The priority date for the public right to use the wa-
ters of a spring or waterhole withdrawn under the Crder
is Apr. 17, 1926, for all public springs and waterholes
existing on that date. Those public springs and water-
holes that naturally come into existence at a later
date are withdrawn when they come into existence.

Any action taken by private party who did not have a
vested State water right prior to Apr. 17, 1926, or
had not received appropriate permission from the United
States subsequent to that date to make use of the pub-
lic waterhole or spring withdrawn by the order is a
nullity and of no force and effect. Any entry onto the
reserved land for such purpose constitutes a trespass.

The purposes for which water is reserved under the 1926
Order are (a) stockwatering, (b) human consumption, (c)

agriculture and irrigation, including sustaining fish,
wildlife and plants as a food and forage source, and
(d) flood, soil, fire and erosion control.

Because the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of
1976, H3 U.S.C. § 1701 et seg.. (1976) , repealed both
authorizing statutes under which the Apr. 17, 1926,
Order was issued, springs and waterholes on the public
domain coming into existence after Oct. 21, 1976, are
not withdrawn by the Apr. 17, 1926, Order but must be
withdrawn under other, still existing legislative
authority to be effective.

Sec. 701(g) of FLPMA. l»3 U.S.C. i 1701 notes (1976),
maintains the status quo in the relationship between
the States and the Federal Government on water, and
allows for (a) the continued appropriation of unappro-
priated nonnaviqable waters on the public domain by
private persons pursuant to State law as authorized
by the Desert Land Act; (b) the right of the United
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States to use unappropriated water for the congres-
sionally recognized and mandated purposes set forth in
legislation providing for the management of the public
domain; and (c) application by the United States to
secure water rights pursuant to State law for these
purposes.

The National Park Service and Fish and Wildlife Ser-
vice may appropriate water to fulfill any congres-
sionally authorized function for areas under their,
administration.

Federal Wa^er Rights of the National, Park Service, Fish
and_WildJLife_Service^_Bur^au_of_lecla^ation^nd_tbe
Bureau of_Land Management, H-36911 (June 25, 1979)

86 I.D. 553

Water is not a locatable mineral and sales thereof can-
not be considered in determining whether there has been
a valuable discovery.

United States v. Ted G. Ax. t»3 IBLA 1U6 (Sept. 28, 1979)

FEDERAL APPROPRIATION

The United States has the right to appropriate water on
its own property for congressionally authorized uses,
which right arises from actual use of unappropriated
water by the United States to carry out congressionally
authorized management objectives on Federal lands, but
may not predate in priority the date action is taken
leading to an actual use, and it may not adversely af-
fect other rights previously established under State
law.

The appropriation of water by the Federal Government
for authorized Federal purposes cannot be strictly
limited by State substantive law; for example, by what
State law says is a "diversion" of water or a "benefi-
cial use" for which water can be appropriated.

The management programs mandated by Congress in such
Acts as the Taylor Grazing Act and FLPMA reguire the
appropriation of water by the United States in order to
assure the success of the programs and carry out the
objectives established by Congress.

FLPMA, the Taylor Grazing Act, the 06C Act, and other
statutes permit the United States to appropriate water
for the diverse purposes found in the various statutes.

FLPMA authorizes the BLM to appropriate water for such
uses as fish and wildlife maintenance and protection,
scenic value preservation, and human consumption, and
protection of areas of critical environmental concern.

£ederal_Watex_M3bJ^_of^he_Nati^nal_ParJc_S^rvjxex_Fash
and, Wildlife_Servicex Bureau of Reclamation and the
litllilof-iln^I Manaae me n t , M-3691M (June 257 1979)"

86 I.D. 553

FEDERALLY RESERVED WATER RIGHTS

Where a waterhole and the surrounding land were with-
drawn pursuant to both an Executive Order and an Act of
Congress and reserved exclusively for use by the public
before the water had been appropriated by others, the
Federally reserved water right is superior to and pre-
cludes any acquisition of rights to the water by
others.

EailL-SSB£er_ Wat e r_ Di strie t_ a n d_T he_C a n on_ H e 13 h t s_ I r r i-
3ation_and Reservoir Co., 28 IBLA 368 (Feb. 3, 1977)

8U I.D. 87

WATER AND WATER RIGHTS—Continued

FEDERALLY RESERVED WATER RIGHTS—Continued

When the Federal Government withdraws land from the
public domain and reserves it for a Federal purpose, by
implication, it reserves appurtenant water then unap-
propriated to the extent needed to accomplish the pur-
pose of the reservation,, and the reserved water right
vests on the date of the reservation and is superior to
the rights of future appropriators.

The intent to reserve water is inferred if previously
unappropriated water is necessary to accomplish the
purposes for which the land reservation is created, but
where water is only valuable for a secondary use of the
reservation there arises a contrary inference that the
United States would acguire water in the same manner as
other public or private appropriators.

The priority date of the Federal reserved water right
for purposes of determining seniority of water rights
relative to those obtained under State or other Fed-
eral law is the date of the Federal reservation or
withdrawal action initiated towards a reservation.

The volume and scope of particular reserved water
rights are Federal questions calling for the appli-
cation of Federal law; State law requirements such as
notice of application to beneficial use and restric-
tions on beneficial use are not applicable to reserved
water rights.

Reserved water rights encompass both existing and
reasonably foreseeable future water uses necessary to
fulfill the purposes of the reservation.

While persuasive arguments can be made for and against
the application of reserved water rights on acquired
lands, it is the policy of this Department to obtain
water rights for acquired lands through means other
than the assertion of a reserved water right.

The Act of June 16, 193U, 30 U.S.C. $ 229a (1976), cre-
ates a reserved right when an oil and gas prospecting
permittee or lessee strikes water "of such guality and
quantity as to be valuable and usable at a reasonable
cost for agriculture, domestic, or other purposes" as
found by the Secretary.

The withdrawals of lands for powersites under 43 U.S.C.
$ 1U1 (1970) do not carry with them reserved water
rights for purposes under the administration of the
Department of the Interior, simply because of their
reservation as a powersite.

Water sources located within stock driveways and re-
served pursuant to sec. 10 of the Act of Dec. 29, 1916,
«3 U.S.C. $ 300 (1970), are reserved to the extent nec-
essary to provide for stockwatering during the process
of moving livestock through these reserved access
corridors.

Oil shale withdrawals administered by the Department
of the Interior have reserved water rights for the pur-
poses of investigation, examination and classification
of those lands. Water is not reserved for actual oil
shale development.

The Taylor Grazing Act created no reserved water
rights.

There are no reserved water rights on the revested
Oregon and California Railroad lands and the Coos Bay
Wagon Road lands, the "06C" lands.

Classification of lands under the Classification and
Multiple Use Act of 196U, «3 U.S.C. 5 1«11 et seq.
(1970), does not create reserved water rights.

Designation of lands as sanctuaries for wild, free-
roaming horses and burros under the Act of Dec. 15,
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1971, 16 O.S.C. « 1333 et seg. (1976) , does not re-
serve water for the purposes of wild horse and burro
drinking.

Bivers administered by BLR that have been designated as
components of the Wild and Scenic Rivers System under
16 O.S.C «* 1271-1287 (1976) carry with them reserved
water rights sufficient to fulfill the purposes of the
Act.

The Pederal Land Policy and Management Act, <*3 U.S.C.
5 1701 et seg. (1976) , does not establish any reserved
rights in BLH lands.

Sec. 8 of the 1902 Reclamation Act, U3 O.S.C. « 372 et
seg. (1976) , prohibits the Bureau of Reclamation from
claiming any reserved water rights for any reclamation
project unless the terms of any project authorization
subsequent to 1902 can fairly be read to provide for a

reservation of water.

The particular reserved water rights for national park
and national monument areas include water required for
scenic, natural, and historic conservation uses; wild-
life conservation uses; sustained public enjoyment
uses; and National Park Service personnel uses; all of
which are intimately related to the fundamental purpose
for park and monument reservation, as articulated in
16 O.S.C. i 1 (1976) .

Among other reserved water rights for national parks
and national monuments, 16 U.S.C. « 1 (1976) encom-
passes reserved water rights for concession uses to
provide sustained public enjoyment and reserved water
rights for water-borne public enjoyment and recreation.

Congress has taken no action subsequent to the National
Park Service Organic Act of Aug. 25, 1916, 39 Stat.
535, 16 O.S.C. t 1 (1976), to negate the implied in-
tent contained in the Organic Act that all unappropri-
ated waters necessary to fulfill the purposes of park
areas are reserved as of the date of the enabling
legislation.

The discretionary authority contained in the Act of
Aug. 7, 19U6, 60 Stat. 885, 16 O.S.C. « 17j-2(g)
(1976) , authorizing the National Park Service to ac-
quire water rights in accordance with local laws, is
not inconsistent with the assertion of the reserved
water rights principle and is readily distinguishable
from Acts requiring deference to State water law.

As a general rule, the above-developed reserved water
rights apply to components of the National Park System
other than national parks and national monuments,
though the extent of particular reserved water rights
must be determined on a case-by-case basis, involving
an interpretation of 16 O.S.C. « 1 (1976) and the
establishing legislation.

Executive branch reservations for native bird pre-
serves, migratory bird refuges, game ranges, fish
hatcheries, elk refuges and similar refuges and
preserves reserved sufficient water needed for the
maintenance of the species (e.g., ecosystem food sup-
ply, breeding habitat, fire protection, domestic needs
of Pish and Wildlife Service personnel) mentioned in
the executive orders establishing the individual
reservations.

Executive branch refuge reservations superimposed on
areas previously withdrawn for powersites, reclamation
or other purposes obtain reserved water rights neces-
sary to fulfill the specific purposes for the refuge
reservations.

Wildlife Befuge uses authorized by the Refuge Receipts
Act of 1935, U9 Stat. 383, 16 O.S.C. t 715s(f) (1976);
the Befuge Becreation Act of 1962, 76 Stat. 653,
16 O.S.C. t« U60k-U60k-« (1976); and the National Wild-
life Befuge Administration Act of 1966, 80 Stat. 927,

WATER _A ND_W A T E R_ R IG H T S --Continued
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16 O.S.C. $§ 668dd-668ee (1976), such as public recrea-
tional uses, do not obtain reserved water rights under
existing precedent.

The Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, 82 Stat. 917, 16 O.S.C.
i 128i»(c) (1976), contains an express, though negative-
ly phrased,, assertion of Federal reserved water rights.

The extent of the water reserved for wild and scenic
rivers is the amount of unappropriated water necessary
to protect the particular aesthetic, recreational, sci-
entific, biotic or historical features which led to the
river's inclusion as a component of the National Wild
and Scenic Rivers System, and to provide public enjoy-
ment of such values.

Designation of wild and scenic rivers does not automat-
ically reserve the entire unappropriated flow of the
river and an examination of the individual features
which led to each component river's designation must be
conducted to determine the extent of the reserved water
right.

Areas which are congressionally designated as wil-
derness under the Wilderness Act of Sept. 3, 1961,
78 Stat. 890, 16 O.S.C. 5 1131 et seg. (1976), obtain
reserved water rights for the maintenance of minimum
stream flows and lake levels (e.g., for science appre-
ciation and primitive water-borne recreation) and for
ecological maintenance (e.g., evapotranspiration for
natural communities, wildlife watering, f iref ighting)

.

Federal Water Rights of the National Park Service. Fish
and Wildlife Service, Buceaq of Reclamation and the
Bureau_of_Land_Management,~M-3691« (June 25, 1979)

86 I.E. 553

STATE LAWS

An attempted adjudication of Federal water rights will
not be recognized where the State court 1) lacked ju-
risdiction over the Onited States for failure to serve
process upon the Attorney General of the United States
or his designated representative pursuant to M3 O.S.C.
« 666(b) (1970); and 2) lacked jurisdiction over the
subject matter for failure of the litigation to con-
form to the requirements of a general litigation of all
water rights pursuant to «3 U.S.C- s 666(a) (1970).

Where a waterhole and the surrounding land were with-
drawn pursuant to both an Executive Order and an Act of
Congress and reserved exclusively for use by the public
before the water had been appropriated by others, the
Federally reserved water right is superior to and pre-
cludes any acquisition of rights to the water by
others.

Park Center Water District and Th e Canon Heights Irri-
gation an d Reservoir Co,., 28 IBLA 368 (Feb. 3, 1977)

8H I.D. 87

When considering an application for determination of
right-of-way privileges, the Department of the Interior
has qo power to determine questions of control and ap-
propriation of water rights between private parties
which is a matter of State law. An application for a

water pipeline right-of-way will not be approved where
the applicant has no existing right to the water which
be proposes to convey.

BJE2Jsen_Hi_ Ranch Co^., 33 IBLA 386 (Jan. 26, 1978)



WATIR_AN£_WATER_RIGHTS—Continued

STATE LAWS—Continued

Since Congress has not generally directed the Federal
Government to comply with state water law, such compli-
ance is required only in those specific instances where
Congress has so provided, but in the converse. Congress
has not prohibited the United States from voluntarily
complying with such State water laws.

State law should be followed to the greatest practica-
ble extent in acquiring Federal water rights. This
includes following State procedural law in all cases
involving appropriation of non-reserved water rights
and State substantive law where that law recognizes the
Federal appropria tive right in all pertinent respects.

£§i£E3l_!i5i££_M2feis_of^he_Nationa!_ParJ$_Servic^A_Fish
IiI_"ildlife_Servicex_Bureau_of_ieclamatj1

on_and_t
Bureau_of_Land_Banagement, M-369114 (June 25, 1979)

86 I.D. 553

MTER_P0U^TION_C0NTROL

FEDERAL WATER POLLUTION CONTROL ACT

Generally,

The requirement for a permit under sec. <404 of the Fed-
eral Water Pollution Control Act applies to the Bureau
of Reclamation to the same extent as any other person,
and with certain exceptions the Bureau must obtain a

permit from the Corps of Engineers prior to any dis-
charge of dredged or fill material into the navigable
waters.

Activities "affirmatively authorized by Congress,"
which are excepted from sec. 10 of the Rivers and
Harbors Act of 1899, are not excepted from sec. «0<4

of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act. Notwith-
standing the exception of a discharge of dredged or
fill material under sec. 10 of the Rivers and Harbors
Act, compliance with sec. UOH is required,.

A permit under sec. U0i» of the Federal Water Pollution
Control Act is required for the discharge of dredged
or fill material whenever: (a) the "discharge" consti-
tutes any addition of any pollutant to navigable waters
from any discernible, confined and discrete conveyance,
including the placement of fill and the building of any
structure or impoundment; and (b) the "dredged material"
is dredged spoil that is excavated or dredged from the
waters of the United States; or (c) the "fill material"
includes any material used for the primary purpose of
replacing an aquatic area with dry land or of changing
the bottom elevation of a water body, including any
structure which requires rock, sand, dirt or other ma-
terial for its construction; and (dj the discharge is
made into "waters of the United States," which extend
beyond those waters meeting the traditional tests of
navigability to those encompassed by the broadest pos-
sible constitutional interpretation.

To secure the exemption under sec. UOU (r) of the Federal
Water Pollution Control Act for projects described in an
environmental statement, compliance with seven specific
conditions is reguired. The exemption does not apply to
the maintenance of existing Federal projects, but only
to new construction. While the exemption provides an
alternative procedure to achieve compliance with sec.
1404 of the Act for a limited category of Federal proj-
ects under very specific conditions, it does not lessen
the substantive requirements that apply to the discharge
of dredged or fill material.

To secure the exemption under sec. UOU (f) (1) of the Fed-
eral Water Pollution Control Act for the maintenance of
currently serviceable structures, compliance with four
specific conditions is required. The exemption does

WATER POLLUTION CONTROL— Continued

FEDERAL WATER POLLUTION CONTROL ACT— Continued

Generally—Continued

not apply to the discharge of dredged material incident
to maintenance dredging, or to new construction.

Permit. Requirements. for .Discharge of^Dredged or Fill
"atejial_Uj^er_SectionJiO«_c^_the_Fede_ral »ater_PoUu:
tion_Control_Acti_3J_Ui SACi_5_liJlit, M-36915 (Aug. 27,
1979) 86 I.D. 1400

WIi£_AND_SCENIC_EIVERS_ACT

Oil and gas lease offers embracing lands within a

under consideration as a potential wild and sceni
area under sec, 5(d) of the Wild and Scenic Rivei

area
river
Act,

16 U.S.C. i 1276(d) (1970), or within adjacent areas
having special resource values which might be damaged
by oil and gas leasing may be properly rejected in the
exercise of the Secretary's discretion in leasing.

John Oakason, Beard Oil Co.. 19 IBLA 191 (Bar. 18, 1975)

£osita_Trujino, 21 IBLA 289 (Aug. 11, 1975)

A public sale application, filed pursuant to the Uniri

tentional Trespass Act of Sept. 26, 1968, U3 U.S.C.
«§ 1U31-11435 (1970), and <43 CFF Part 2785 (1971), em-
bracing lands which the records show to be withdrawn
by Public Land Order No. 5U90 on Feb. 12, 1975, and
withdrawn under the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act on
Oct. 2, 1968, is properly rejected.

T. E. Harkham, 2<4 IBLA 5 (Feb. <4, 1976)

The Wild and Scenic Rivers Act withdrew from appropria-
tion under the mining laws the minerals in Federal lands
which constitute the bed or bank or are situated within
one-guarter mile of the bank of any river listed as a

potential addition to the Wild and Scenic River System.
This withdrawal does not extend to minerals in lands
near tributaries of designated rivers unless the tribu-
taries were expressly included.

Where a statute designates the Illinois River as a

potential addition to the river system, and similarly
designates other rivers and their tributaries, the
tributaries of the Illinois River are not included as
potential additions, under the principle inclnsio unins
alter ius exclusio est.

Walter B. Freeman et al. , 25 IBLA 150 (June 10, 1976)

It is not necessary to reject an application filed pur-
suant to the Act of Feb. 15, 1901,, for a right-of-way
in an area adjacent to but outside of the boundaries of
an area designated as a potential addition to the Wild
and Scenic Rivers System, unless it is determined that
the project would invade the area or diminish the sce-
nic, recreational, and fish and wildlife values present
within the potential wild, scenic, or recreational
river area, or there are other justifiable grounds for
rejection.

Van Bietmann. 25 IBLA 171 (June 1«, 1976)



WILD AND SCENIC .RIVERS ACT—Continued

Public land within one-quarter mile of the tanks of a

river designated by Act of Congress for potential addi-
tion to the national wild and scenic rivers system is
withdrawn by statute fro» entry, sale, or other dispo-
sition under the public land laws of the United States
for a designated period to allow a study of the suit-
ability of the river for inclusion in the system and a

report to Congress thereon. This withdrawal, however,
does not preclude a right-of-way grant which does not
involve a conveyance of title or rights leading
thereto.

The Secretary has the discretionary authority to grant
a right-of-way application which includes an area
designated for potential addition to the national wild
and scenic rivers system where it is determined to be
in the public interest. In the exercise of that dis-
cretion it is appropriate to consider the suitability
of the subject area for inclusion in the system, clas-
sification of the characteristics (wild, scenic, or
recreational) of the river area, and whether such a

land use will unreasonably interfere with the values
disclosed.

i°Jier_yalley_Power_&_Liahtx_Inc.
(Peb. 23, 1977)

29 IBLA 107

The decision to issue an oil and gas lease to the first-
qualified offeror is within the discretion of the Sec-
retary of the Interior, and offers within proposed wild
and scenic river areas may be rejected to protect such

The Bureau of Land Management may require the execution
of special stipulations, including a no-surface-
occupancy stipulation, to protect environmental and
other land use values, as a condition for issuing an
oil and gas lease. Where the Bureau of Land Management,
in a decision requiring a no-surface-occupancy stipula-
tion along a proposed wild and scenic river corridor,
has considered all information available to it, has
adequately weighed the factors involved, and the appel-
lant has not shown sufficient reason to change the re-
sult, the decision will be upheld.

Questa Petroleum Co., 33 IBLA 116 (Dec. 16, 1977)

WILD AND SCENIC RIVE RS ACT—Continued

The Wild and Scenic Rivers Act withdrew from appropria-
tion under the mining laws the minerals in Federal
lands which constitute the bed or bank or are situated
within one-quarter mile of the bank of any river listed
as a potential addition to the wild and Scenic River
System. Land within one-quarter mile of the bank of
the Illinois River, Oregon, a river designated in sec.
5(a) of the Act as a potential addition to the system,
is withdrawn from mineral entry and therefore, not
available for mining claims.

Robert Cornett. 36 IBLA 8« (July 12, 1978)

The Secretary of the Interior may require execution of
special stipulations reasonably designed to protect
environmental and other land use values as a condition
precedent to the issuance of an oil and gas lease. Oil
and gas lease offers within area proposed for inclusion
in the wild and scenic river system may be rejected to
protect such areas.

The Bureau of Land Management may reguire the execu-
tion of special stipulations, including a no-surface-
occupancy stipulation, to protect environmental and
other land use values, as a condition for issuing an
oil and gas lease. Where the Bureau of Land Manage-
ment, in a decision requiring a no-surface-occupancy
stipulation along a proposed wild and scenic river cor-
ridor, has considered all information available to it,
has adequately weighed the factors involved, and the
appellant has not shown sufficient reason to change the
result, the decision will be upheld.

Dean W. Rowell, 37 IBLA 387 (Nov. 1978)

Designation of a river for potential addition to the
national wild and scenic rivers system, pursuant to
the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act of 1968, as amended.
16 O.s.C. § 1271 et sea- (1976), withdraws Federal
lands constituting the bed or bank or within one-
quarter mile of the bank of such river from all forms
of appropriation under the mining laws, and on appeal
the mining claimant bears the burden of showing by
survey or other evidence that his claim is outside the
withdrawn area.

The Bureau of Land Management may require the execution
of special stipulations, including a no-surface occu-
pancy stipulation, to protect environmental and other
land use values, as a condition for issuing an oil and
gas lease. Where the Bureau of Land Management, in a

decision requirinq a no-surface-occupancy stipulation
in a scenic area, has considered all information avail-
able to it, has adequately weighed the factors involved,
and the appellant has not shown sufficient reason to
change the result, the decision will be upheld.

Sobert_L.._Healv. , 35 IBLA 66 (May 12, 1978)

A stipulation prohibiting drilling and storage of oil
on a portion of an oil and gas lease of 160 acres in
order to protect an area of a river which is in a study
section of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act is reasona-
ble, without consideration of other factors, where it
leaves three-quarters of the lease open to regular
activity.

Barry C. Binning. 39 IBLA 390 (Feb. 1979)

Duncan_ Miller, 35 IBLA 108 (May 15, 1978)

Rivers administered by BLM that have been designated as
components of the Wild and Scenic Rivers System under
16 U.S.C. «« 1271-1287 (1976) carry with them reserved
water rights sufficient to fulfill the purposes of the
Act.

The Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, 82 Stat. 917, 16 O.S.C.
§ 12814(c) (1976), contains an express, though negative-
ly phrased, assertion of Federal reserved water rights.

The extent of the water reserved for wild and scenic
rivers is the amount of unappropriated water necessary
to protect the particular aesthetic, recreational, sci-
entific, biotic or historical features which led to the
river's inclusion as a component of the National Wild
and Scenic Rivers System, and to provide public enjoy-
ment of such values.

Designation of wild and scenic rivers does not automat-
ically reserve the entire unappropriated flow of the
river and an examination of the individual features
which led to each component river's designation must be
conducted to determine the extent of the reserved water
right.

Feder al Wa ter Rights of the Na.tj.onal Park Service. Fish
and. Wildlife Service, Bureau of Reclamation and

i

the
Bureau of Land Management. M-3691U (June 257 1979)

86 I.E. 553



»IiJLOIIzI!2*MN2_BOHSES_*ND_BgRBOS_ACT

A district manager's decision denying a grazing permit
for 10 domestic horses, based on the fact that such a

denial was reguired for proper range management and for
protection of wild horses under the Hild Free-Roaming
Horses and Burros Act, 85 Stat. 649-651, will be over-
ruled where evidence presented at a hearing shows that
granting the permit will not interfere with BLM's man-
agement of the wild horses under the Act.

Chest er_Baker, 26 IBLA 257 (Aug. 18, 1976)

Where claimants have filed claims to horses on the
public lands under sec. 5 of the Wild Horses and Burros
Act, 16 U.S.C. § 1335 (Supp. IV 197U) , and pursuant to
the regulations in 43 CFR Subpart «713, and failed to
recover them within a reasonable period of time as pro-
vided in gathering authorizations issued by the Bureau
of Land Management, the Department has no authority to
nullify their claims of ownership; the regulations allow
more than one authorization to be obtained; claimants in
proper circumstances may obtain further authorizations;
and upon compliance with legal requirements may gather
and claim their horses and burros.

5£°E3e_li_S ha f f ner_e t_a 1± , 26 IBLA 320 (Aug. 30, 1976)

One who has laid claim, pursuant to the Wild Free-
Roaming Horses and Burros Act, to horses on the public
lands and who does not remove them within a reasonable
period, is subject to having the renewal of his grazing
lease denied.

WILDBRMB S.S , ACT—Continued

appropriate protective stipulatic
the public interest.

is or is not ii

Esdras K. Hartley. 23 IBLA 102 (Dec. 23, 1975)

Public lands in national forests are presently open to
oil and gas leasing regardless of whether they are part
of an officially designated wilderness area. However,
where the land is within such an established wilderness
area,, the Secretary of Agriculture has the statutory
authority to prescribe reasonable stipulations for the
protection of the wilderness character of the land con-
sistent with the use of the land for the purpose of the
lease, although only the secretary of the Interior may
close the land to leasing or prohibit the issuance of
a lease.

Stanley W. lwards, 2<l IBLA 12 (Feb. U, 1976)
83 I.E.

Areas which are congressionally designated as wil-
derness under the Wilderness Act of Sept. 3, 196U,
78 Stat. 890, 16 U.S.C. $ 1131 et seg. (1976), obtain
reserved water rights for the maintenance of minimum
stream flows and lake levels (£.3.,, for science appre-
ciation and primitive water-borne recreation) and for
ecological maintenance (e.3., evapotranspiration for
natural communities, wildlife watering, firef igbting)

.

Federal Water Rights of the National Park Service. Fish
and Wildlife Service, Bureau of Reclamation

,

and the.
Bureau of Land Management. M-3691<« (June 25, 1979)

Truman iSisa_Cross, 29 IBLA « (Feb. 1977)

A district office decision denying an amended claim
for ownership of horses under sec. 5 of the Wild
Free-Roaming Horses and Burros Act of Dec. 15, 1971,
16 U.S.C. § 1335 (1976), will be reversed where appel-
lant shows that due to the vastness and nature of the
terrain involved the original claim was only an esti-
mate of the number of horses within the allotment, that
the additional horses claimed are progeny of the origi-
nal horses gathered as authorized by BLM, that the al-
lotment on which these horses are located is fenced,
that appellant applied to amend its claim, and that
appellant has never conceded ownership of these horses.

Salmon_River_Cattlemenls_Ass_ln J

(Feb. 28, 1979)
.inc. 39 IBLA 381

Designation of lands as sanctuaries for wild, free-
roaming horses and burros under the Act of Dec. 15,
1971, 16 U.S.C. $ 1333 et seg. (1976), does not re-
serve water for the purposes of wild horse and burro
drinking.

Federal Water Rights of the Nationa l Park Service, Fish
an3_)JiIiIife_Servicei_Iureau_of_Reclama^on_and^he
Bureau_of_Land_ Management, M-36911 (June 25, 1979)

86 I.D. 553

WILDLIFE REFUGES AND PROJECTS

GENERALLY

The general prohibition against oil and gas leasing in
wildlife refuges contained in U3 CFB 3101.3-3 (unless
there is drainage) is a formal exercise of the Secre-
tary's discretion under sec. 17 of the Mineral Leasing
Act of 1920, as amended.

"Waterfowl production areas" are within the meaning of
"wildlife refuge lands" in U3 CFR 3101. 3-3 (a) and,
therefore, are subject to the prohibition against oil
and gas leasing (except where drainage is involved)
contained in "43 CFR 3101. 3-3 (a) (1).

T. R. You ng f Jr.. 20 IBLA 333 (June 11, 1975)

The prohibition in 13 CFR 3101. 3-3 (a) (1) against leas-
ing for oil and gas in wildlife refuge lands, except
where there is drainage, applies to areas withdrawn
for waterfowl production, even though the withdrawal
order did not prohibit leasing. Offers for such lands
and lakebeds riparian thereto are properly rejected.

_G°.iien» 21 IBLA 76 (June 25, 1975)

MII:PERNESS_ACT

National forest public lands which have not been with-
drawn from oil and gas leasing but are under study by
the Forest Service as a proposed wilderness area are
available for leasing in the discretion of, and under
conditions imposed by, the Secretary of the Interior.
Such discretion is not properly exercised when the
Bureau of Land Management rejects an offer solely upon
the recommendation of the Forest Service that land is
a "candidate" for a proposed wilderness area without
making an independent determination that leasing, with

An application for lease of geothermal resources within
a wildlife refuge is properly rejected because leasing
of such areas is specifically prohibited by the Geo-
thermal Resources Act and «3 CFR 3201_l-6.

Antoinette Carter. 37 IBLA 222 (Oct. 12, 1978)



________^II_2IS__ND_PR0_]_CTS— Continued

GENERALLY— Continued

WILL-LIFE REFUGES AND PROJECTS--Continued

RIPARIAN RIGHTS

The National Park Service and Fish and Wildlife Ser-
vice may appropriate water to fulfill any congres-
sionally authorized function for areas under their
administration.

__________________ts_o__t____ational___ark_Service^_Fis_
_____i___il____I____x_l_I____°f____________________
__________La nd_ Ma nage me n t , H- 369U~ ( June 25- 1979)

86 I.D. 553

Executive branch reservations for native bird pre-
serves, migratory bird refuges, game ranges, fish
hatcheries, elk refuges and similar refuges and
preserves reserved sufficient water needed for the
maintenance of the species (e.g., ecosystem food sup-
ply, breeding habitat, fire protection, domestic needs
of Fish and Wildlife Service personnel) mentioned in
the executive orders establishing the individual
reservations.

Land within the National Desert Wildlife Range is not
subject to noncompetitive oil and gas leasing.

Kennetk_Fj._Cums.inas, «3 IBLA 110 (Sept. 2«, 1979)

The general prohibition against oil and gas leasing in
wildlife refuges contained in 13 CFR 3101.3-3 (unless
there is drainage) is a formal exercise of the Secre-
tary's discretion under sec. 17 of the Mineral Leasing
Act of 1920, as amended. 30 O.S.C. 4 226 (1976).

Tucker. and^Snzder.Exploration, Inc. , K3 IBLA 235
(Oct. 10, 1979)

Executive branch refuge reservations superimposed on
areas previously withdrawn for powersites, reclamation
or other purposes obtain reserved water rights neces-
sary to fulfill the specific purposes for the refuge
reservations.

Wildlife Refuge uses authorized by the Refuge Receipts
Act of 1935, 149 Stat. 383, 16 U.S.C. $ 715s (f) (1976);
the Refuge Recreation Act of 1962, 76 Stat. 653,
16 U.S.C. §« U60k-U60k-U (1976); and the National Wild-
life Refuge Administration Act of 1966, 80 Stat. S27,
16 U-S.C. 4$ 668dd-668ee (1976)- such as public recrea-
tional uses, do not obtain reserved water rights under
existing precedent.

i___°______________________
of Reclamation and the

Bureau of Land Management

,

3691K (June 25, 1979)
86 I.D,

LEASES AND PERMITS

The drawing of an offer for a noncompetitive lease in a

simultaneous oil and gas lease drawing creates no vested
rights in the offeror, and the offeror cannot compel the
issuance of a lease before an environmental analysis has
been made where the Bureau of Land Management has deter-
mined that the environmental analysis is necessary for
the protection of the resources of the particular area.

___I______2___» 2H IBLA 76 (Feb. 21. 1976)

The issuance of sodium prospecting permits is discre-
tionary with the Secretary of the Interior, and the
Secretary may refuse to issue permits for lands with-
drawn for wildlife purposes if the use of the lands
for mineral prospecting and development activities
would adversely affect the wildlife habitat.

Where the regulations and Departmental and BLH Manuals
do not specifically state how disputes between the Fish
and Wildlife Service and the Bureau of Land Management
over issuing sodium prospecting permits for lands with-
in wildlife refuge areas are to be resolved, but the
Departmental manuals indicate that such decisions are
to be made by the Secretary and the BLM Manual directs
that such applications be forwarded to the Washington
Office, a decision of a State Office rejecting an ap-
plication for a sodium prospecting permit will be set
aside and the case remanded for processing in accord-
ance with the Departmental and BLM Manuals.

_____________________» 27 IBLA "» (Sept. 17, 1976)

The Bureau of Land Management may issue a sodium pros-
pecting permit for lands adjacent to areas withdrawn
for wildlife conservation purposes subject to a stipu-
lation which provides that, in the event of discovery
of an exploitable sodium deposit, no preference right
lease will be issued unless hydrologic and other envi-
ronmental analyses indicate that sodium ore can be
removed without a significant adverse environmental
impact on the wildlife habitat within the withdrawn
areas.

David E. Hughes. 27 IBLA «6 (Sept. 23, 1976)

WITHDRAWALS A ND R ESERVATIONS

GENERALLY

Settlement on a homestead claim in Alaska 2 days prior
to a withdrawal of the land does not except the land
from the withdrawal where the claimant failed to file
his notice of location within 90 days after settlement
as required by the Act of Apr. 29, 1950, 6« Stat. 9<t,

U3 O.S.C. $$ 270, 270-5, 270-6 (1970), and his notice
is properly held to be unacceptable for recordation.

Gary Lee Slay. 18 IBLA 3K5 (Jan. lu, 1975)

A selection application by the State of Alaska must be
rejected where all of the applied for land is withdrawn
from State selection.

State of Alaska. 18 IBLA 351 (Jan. 15, 1975)

Lands withdrawn under sec. 11 of the Alaska Native
Claims Settlement Act, M3 U.S.C. § 1610 (Supp. Ill
1973) , are withdrawn from all forms of appropriation
under the public land laws, including, without limi-
tation, the Recreation and Public Purposes Act, as
amended, 13 U.S.C. *$ 869 to 869-3 (1970), and an ap-
plication under the latter Act for such withdrawn
lands is properly rejected.

_a_d_Game. 20 IBLA 5CAlaska Department of Fis
(Apr! 23, 1975)

A claimant's occupancy of a headguarters site prior
to a withdrawal does not establish a "valid existing
right" excepted by the withdrawal where credit for his
occupancy prior to the withdrawal cannot be given under
the Act of Apr. 29, 1950, because the claimant initi-
ated his occupancy more than 90 days prior to the fil-
ing of his notice and did not file a notice of location
or purchase application prior to the withdrawal.

Rene P. Lamon reux. 20 IBLA 2«3 (May 16, 1975)



WITHDRAWALS A ND_RESEBVATIONS--Continuea

GENERALLY—Continued

Withdrawn lands and lands closed to nonmineral entry
are not open to appropriation under the Alaska Native
Allotment Act, U3 U.S.C. §§ 270-1 through 270-3 (1970).
No rights may be initiated under the Alaska Native Al-
lotment Act by occupation and use of lands not open to
appropriation.

&nna_OEbeimA Chris_Roy_OEheimi_Phili£_Katelr
20~IBLA 290 7«ay 27, 1975)

Lkoff,

Oil and gas lease offers embracing lands withdrawn or
reserved for any agency of the Department of Defense
may not be granted without the consent of that Depart-
ment. «3 U.S.C. § 158 (1970). Such lease offers must
be rejected where such consent is withheld as incon-
sistent with the military use, and the offers may not
be suspended to await the possible availability of the
lands for leasing.

Mobil Oil. Corp., 20 IBLA 296 (May 27, 1975)

The Secretary's authority to withdraw public lands is
separate from, and in addition to, the Secretary's
discretionary authority under sec. 17 of the Mineral
Leasing Act of 1920, as amended. Therefore, public
lands which are described in a public land order as
not withdrawn from leasing under the mineral leasing
laws remain subject to an exercise of the Secretary's
discretion under sec. 17 of the Mineral Leasing Act of
1920, as amended.

T;._R .._ Ygungx_ Jr.;. , 20 IBLA 333 (June 11, 1975)

A claimant's occupancy of a homesite prior to a with-
drawal does not establish a "valid existing right,"
excepted by the withdrawal, under the Act of Apr. 29,
1950, where claimant did not file his notice of loca-
tion within 90 days after occupancy, nor did he file
a notice of location or purchase application prior to
the withdrawal.

Kjju te_P . _Li nd , 21 IBLA 81 (June 27, 1975)

The date of the segregation from settlement, caused by
the filing of a State selection application in the
appropriate office of the Bureau of Land Management,
is not tantamount to the "effective date" of "[a] with-
drawal or reservation" described in the Secretarial
directive of Oct. 18, 1973. Therefore, Native use and
occupancy commenced before such segregation may con-
tinue, unhampered by such segregation, to gain the
reguisite 5 years' use and occupancy required under
i»3 U.S.C. 54 270-1 to 270-3 (1970).

Y.ic.tor_Ai_Anahonak, 21 IBLA 3«7 (Aug. 18, 1975)

WITHDRAWALS AND RESER VATION S— Continued

GENERALLY—Continued

There can be no "valid existing right" in a claimant of
a headguarters site on land withdrawn by Public Land
Order No. 14582 unless a notice of location or applica-
tion to purchase had been filed in accordance with the
Act of Apr. 29, 1950. The filing of an application for
a survey of omitted land did not by itself create any
preference rights to the land.

An application to purchase a headguarters site is sub-
ject to rejection if it is filed after the 5-year
period from the filing of a notice of location of the
claim, or, if no notice had been filed, it was filed
more than 90 days after the land has been withdrawn.

Ray W. Ferguson. 22 IBLA 160 (Sept. 30, 1975)

Sec. 1 of the General Allotment Act of Feb. 8, ie87,
authorizes the Secretary of the Interior to issue
allotments to Indians where the Indians have made
settlement upon public lands "not otherwise appro-
priated." Pending final action on the matter, public
lands are not open to Indian allotment settlement and
disposition following the filing and noting of an
application ty the Bureau of Land Management for a
proposed withdrawal; regulation U3 CFR 2091.2-5 (a)
provides that the noting of an application for with-
drawal on the official plats maintained in the proper
land office shall temporarily segregate the subject
land from settlement under the public land laws to the
extent that the withdrawal applied for, if effected,
would prevent such forms of disposal. Following issu-
ance of a public land order withdrawing the subject
land, Indian allotment applications previously held
in a suspense status are properly rejected.

Thuraan_Banks_et_ali , 22 IBLA 205 (Oct. 15, 1975)

Where the claimant of a headguarters site filed his no-
tice of location, occupied the land, and began making
improvements thereon prior to the segregation of the
land by a withdrawal made subject to valid existing
rights, it is error for the Bureau of Land Management
to refuse to record the claimant's notice of location,,
or to cancel the claim without notice and an opportu-
nity for hearing.

Donald J, Thomas. 22 IBLA 210 (Oct. 15, 1975)

Mining claims are properly declared null and void ab
initio where they are located on land which, on the
date of location, was included in an application for
withdrawal which previously had been noted on land
office records.

John_Bo£d_Parsojjs, 22 IBLA 328 (Nov- 10, 1975)

Merrill M. Moore, J. J. Adams.. K3 IBLA 357 (Oct. 29,
1979)

An applicant's opinion that a withdrawal has not served,
or does not serve, any useful purpose does not vitiate
the effect of the withdrawal to bar appropriation of
the land. Likewise, the extended period of time that
a withdrawal has been in effect does not vitiate such
impact.

Serafina_Anelon, 22 IBLA 10U (Sept. 22, 1975)

Location of a homesite claim without substantial use
or occupancy of the land in compliance with the law
creates no property interest in the land. Where the
claimant under sec. 10 of the Act of May 11, 1898, as
amended, 13 O.S.C. « 687(a) (1970), has merely marked
the boundaries of the claim prior to a withdrawal of
the land, such activity does not constitute occupation
or possession of the land and the claim will be de-
feated by that withdrawal.

Edward P„ Dooley. 22 IBLA 338 (Nov. 1U, 1975)
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A Native allotment application for lands within a wild-
life range withdrawal is properly rejected where the
applicant did not initiate and complete substantial use
and occupancy for a 5-year period prior to the effec-
tive date of withdrawal or segregation.

eedina_Fl2nn, 23 IBLA 288 (Jan. 12, 1976)

A public sale application, filed pursuant to the
Unintentional Trespass Act of Sept. 26, 1968, i»3 O.S.C.
,4 1431-1435 (1970), and 43 CFR Part 2785 (1971), em-
bracing lands which the records show to be withdrawn by
Public Land Order No. 5490 on Feb. 12, 1975, and with-
drawn under the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act on Oct. 2,

1968, is properly rejected.

ft, E. Harkhaa . 24 IBLA 5 (Feb 1976)

The filing of a notice of location for a homesite will
not prevent a withdrawal from attaching to the land if,

prior to the effective date of the withdrawal, the lo-
cator of the homesite fails to perform the requisite
acts of use, occupancy and development necessary to
establish a valid existing right excepted from a

withdrawal.

Where the claimant of a homesite filed his notice of
location prior to the segregation of the land by a

withdrawal made subject to valid existing rights, and
alleges that he initiated the development of improve-
ments sufficient to establish a valid existing right
prior to the withdrawal, it is error for the Bureau of
Land Management to hold that the location notice was
unacceptable for recordation, and the claim may only
be canceled following notice to the claimant and an
opportunity to demonstrate the establishment of a

valid existing homesite claim prior to the withdrawal.

St even_Pi_R em me , 24 IBLA 23 (Feb. 11, 1976)

National forest lands, some of which are in a wilder-
ness area, a roadless area, or a memorial parkway,
which have not been withdrawn from oil and gas leasing,
are subject to leasing in the discretion of and under
conditions imposed by the Secretary of the Interior.
However, where the Secretary of the Interior has spe-
cifically determined by formal publication of a memo-
randum that lands in a certain section of a national
forest are to be withheld from leasing, he has exer-
cised his plenary discretion to refuse to issue leases,
and subsequent offers for lands in this designated area
restricted from leasing are properly rejected.

Ja »e§_ Donoqhue_et_ali ; 24 IBLA 210 (Bar. 23, 1976)

Applications filed by the state of Idaho under the Act
of Bar. 15, 1910, for temporary withdrawals of land for
proposed development under the Carey Act of 1894, must
be rejected where the lands have been previously with-
drawn for reclamation, stock-driveway, agricultural
research or military purposes.

In the absence of pertinent statutory directives or
regulatory criteria for the processing of temporary
withdrawal applications for unreserved lands filed by
a State under the Act of Bar. 15, 1910, for proposed
development under the Carey Act, the Bureau of Land
Banagement should suspend consideration of the appli-
cations pending Departmental action to revise and re-
codify previously deleted regulations which provide

WITHDRAWALS ,AHD RESERVATIONS— Continued

GENERALLY—Continued

guidance for the administration of the Carey Act
the Act of Bar. 15, 1910.

Idaho_De£artmer
(Bay 5, 1976)

of Water Resources. 25 IBLA 27

A request for a hearing pursuant to 43 CFR 4.415 for
the purpose of taking testimony on the Bureau of Land
Banagement*s "continued refusal" to restore land in
a reclamation withdrawal to entry will be denied. An
appeal from a decision declaring mining claims and
millsites null and void ab initio because the lands
are in the withdrawal may not serve as the vehicle for
petitioning the Secretary of the Interior to revoke
the withdrawal. Furthermore, even if the withdrawal
were revoked and the lands opened to entry, this ac-
tion could not revive mining claims which were void
when located while the withdrawal was in effect and
the land closed to entry under the mining laws.

i?i.P,i.Hi.93S .it ,al.. 25 IBLA 67 (June 1, 1976)
S3 I.E. 275

Where the claimant of a homesite filed his notice of
location prior to the segregation of the land by a

withdrawal made subject to valid existing rights, and
he alleges, and the field reports so indicate, that
he initiated the development of improvements sufficient
to establish a valid existing right prior to the with-
drawal, it is error for the state Office to hold that
the withdrawal terminated the claimant's rights.

»mon M,, Blackburn. 25 IBLA 96Sandra L. Louql
(June 37 1976)'

The issuance of sodium prospecting permits is discre-
tionary with the Secretary of the Interior, and the
Secretary may refuse to issue permits for lands with-
drawn for wildlife purposes if the use of the lands
for mineral prospecting and development activities
would adversely affect the wildlife habitat.
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ulations and Departmental and BLB Manuals
ically state how disputes between the Fish
Service and the Bureau of Land Banagement
sodium prospecting permits for lands with-
efuge areas are to be resolved, but the
manuals indicate that such decisions are
the Secretary and the BLB Manual directs

lications be forwarded to the Washington
ision of a State Office rejecting an ap-
a sodium prospecting permit will be set
case remanded for processing in accord-
Departmental and BLB Banuals.

Veinal_Ei_Be£S_et_al.., 27 IBLA 4 (Sept. 17, 1976)

The Bureau of Land Banagement may issue a sodium pros-
pecting permit for lands adjacent to areas withdrawn
for wildlife conservation purposes subject to a stipu-
lation which provides that, in the event of discovery
of an exploitable sodium deposit, no preference right
lease will be issued unless hydrologic and other envi-
ronmental analyses indicate that sodium ore can be
removed without a significant adverse environmental
impact on the wildlife habitat within the withdrawn
areas.

David E. Hughes. 27 IBLA 46 (Sept. 23, 1976)
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Sec. 5(b) of the Act of Hay 25, 1948 (62 Stat. 269)
is not applicable to those tribal lands upon which
the Flathead Irrigation Project's Kerr Substation and
Switchyard are located.

Relocation of Flathead Irrigation Project's Kerr Sub-
station_and Switchyard, M-36735 (Supp.) (Sept. 24,

1976J 83 I'.D. 3U6

Lands withdrawn for the protection of Alaska Natives'
selection rights are not available for oil and gas
leasing under the Hineral Leasing Act. 13 O.S.C.
« 1621(i) (Supp. Ill 1973).

James W
p Capo n et al,, 1 SEC. 1 (Apr. 15, 1977)

84 I.E.

Applications filed by the State of Idaho under the Act
of Bar. 15, 1910, for temporary withdrawals of land for
proposed development under the Carey Act of 1894, must
be rejected where the lands have been previously with-
drawn for reclamation purposes.

In the absence of pertinent statutory directives or
regulatory criteria for the processing of temporary
withdrawal applications for unreserved lands filed by
a State under the Act of Har. 15, 1910, for proposed
development under the Carey Act, the Bureau of Land
Management should suspend consideration of the appli-
cations pending Departmental action to revise and re-
codify previously deleted regulations which provide
guidance for the administration of the Carey Act and
the Act of Mar. 15, 1910.

Idaho_De£artment_of_Hater_Resources, 27 IBLA 303
(Oct. 26, 1976)

The Secretary in the exercise of his discretionary
authority, may refuse to lease public lands for oil
and gas, even though the lands are not withdrawn from
oil and gas leasing.

Pinnacle_Hinin2 and Exploration Co .. Inc.. 28 IBLA 249
TDec.~20,"l976)

The Agreement of Dec. 4, 1893, between the Yuma (now
Quechan) Indians and the Onited States, ratified in
sec. 17 of the Act of Aug. 15, 1894, was an absolute,
present cession of any and all interests of the Indians
to the nonirrigable lands in the Fort Yuma Indian Res-
ervation created by Executive Order of Jan. 9, 1884.

Assuming that the Act of Aug. 15, 1894, was a condi-
tional rather than an absolute cession by the Yuma (now
Quechan) Indians of their rights to the nonirrigable
lands in the Fort Yuma Indian Reservation, all material
conditions on the part of the United States were met,
and the cession has occurred.

Title toCertain Land H it hin. the Boundaries of the Fort
¥u™a_Indian_Reser^a^ion_aj>_Established .by the Executive
Order_of_Jan._9x~18847~I1r 36886 (JanT 18, 1977"

84 I.D. 1

Public land within one-quarter mile of the banks of a
river designated by Act of Congress for potential addi-
tion to the national wild and scenic rivers system is
withdrawn by statute from entry, sale, or other dispo-
sition under the public land laws of the Onited States
for a designated period to allow a study of the suit-
ability of the river for inclusion in the system and a
report to Congress thereon. This withdrawal, however,
does not preclude a right-of-way grant which does not
involve a conveyance of title or rights leading
thereto.

A withdrawal order is considered to be valid notice of
its contents and becomes effective by its filing with
the Federal Register, despite any asserted failure to
properly note it on the land records.

Rod, Knight. 30 IBLA 224 (Bay 26, 1977)

A description of lands withdrawn by a powersite clas-
sification must be interpreted according to its plain
meaning when this meaning is consistent with descrip-
tive maps attached to it, with the interpretation of
its promulgator, and with the purpose of the classifi-

Ienrj_E4_ Reeves, 31 IBLA 242 (July 1977)

It is improper for a District Office to find a notice
of location for a homesite unacceptable for recordation
when the location notice is regular on its face and the
land was open to location at the time the notice was
filed.

The filing of a notice of location for a homesite does
not create any rights in the land, and the filing of a
notice will not prevent a withdrawal from attaching to
the land if, prior to the effective date of the with-
drawal, the locator fails to perform the reguisite acts
of use, occupancy and development necessary to estab-
lish a valid existing right in the claim. Harking of
boundaries of the claim does not constitute use and
development.

gggrgg-S* Beck. 31 IBLA 363 (July 28, 1977)

A mining claim located before Aug. 11,, 1955, on land
within an existing highway material site withdrawal is
properly declared null and void as the land was then
closed to mineral entry. Void claims located prior to
that date were not given life by the Mining Claims
Rights Restoration Act of 1955.

Berber, 31 IBLA 389 (Aug. 19, 1977)

Applications filed for temporary withdrawals of land
for proposed development under the Carey Act of 1894
must be rejected where the lands have been previously
withdrawn for other purposes.

The Bureau of Land Management should suspend considera-
tion of the applications under the Carey Act pending
Departmental action to revise and recodify previously
deleted regulations which provide guidance for the ad-
ministration of the Carey Act.

Idaho Departme nt of Water
"(Sept. 2, 1977)

32 IBLA 89

Lower_Valley. Power S_Lightt_Inc.
TFe b7~2 3~7~T977 )

29 IBLA 107
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The filing of a notice of location for a headquarters
site or a honesite does not create any rights in the
land, and the filing of a notice will not prevent a

withdrawal from attaching to the land if, prior to the
effective date of the withdrawal, the locator fails to
perform the requisite acts of use, occupancy and devel-
opment necessary to establish a valid existing right in
the claim. Barking of boundaries of the claim does not
constitute use and development.

John_D I _get§cher £ .>lfred_L t _neCisgo, 32 IBLA 235
(Sept. 21. 1977)

a lining claim located on land at a tine when the land
is segregated froa aining location by a proposed
withdrawal is properly declared null and void ab initio.
Where the official records of the Department reflect
such proposed withdrawal, a hearing is not reguired to
establish the invalidity of the claim.

Hark„w. Boone_and_John_L,._Dntra > 33 IBLA 32 (He

1977)
25,

WITH DRAW ALS_AND_RESERVATIONS— Co n t i n u ed
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Withdrawal of public lands for the use of a Federal
agency is within the discretion of the Secretary. An
application for withdrawal conveys no vested right,
unlike an entry under the Public Land Laws which en-
titles the entrant to issuance of patent upon satis-
faction of statutory requirements.

The words "withdrawn" and "reserved" are frequently
used interchangeably and in conjunction with each
other, and cannot be distinguished with separate pre-
cise meanings.

Withdrawals and reservations under the authority of the
Pickett Act, "3 O.S.C. t 1«1 et sea. (1970), are of a
permanent, continuing nature in that they remain in
effect until revoked by the President or by Act of
Congress.

There is a legal distinction between the administrative
segregation of land under application for withdrawal,
pending action on the application, and the completed
withdrawal itself.

Appeal of Paa g-Vik. Inc.. Ltd.

,

1978)
3 ANCAB U9 (July 5,

85 I.E. 229

The authority of the Government to proceed with the
withdrawal of public lands, after a Federal agency has
filed an application for such action, which withdraws
that land from mineral location, will not be barred by
laches because of lapse of time.

Once public land is segregated from mineral entry by
notation on the official records of the BLH, objection
to the merits of the withdrawal will not vitiate the
effect of the withdrawal with respect to the appropria-
tion of the land.

WiljLiam J,.Sm;Lth. Sr,. et.al,
1977)

33 IBLA «7 (Hov. 25,

Onder «3 CFR 2091. 6-« and 2627. i»(b), the filing of a
State's application to select lands segregates these
lands from all subsequent appropriation, including
locations under the mining laws.

Janelle B. Deeter. Gary B. Deeter. Verna B. Lyons.
Harry D. Lions. 3« IBLA 81 (Feb. 22, 1978)

Joe.D. penson. «3 IBLA 136 (Sept. 28, 1979)

A mining claim or millsite located on land at a time
when the land is withdrawn from mineral location is
properly declared null and void.

Floyd G . , Brown. 35 IBLA 110 (Hay 15, 1978)

A mining claim located on land at a time when the land
is segregated from mining location by a proposed with-
drawal is properly declared null and void ab initio.

Wilbur G. Hallauer. 36 IBLA 1<U (July 26, 1978)

Objections raised on appeal to the Interior Board of
Land Appeals to the merits of withdrawal of public
lands in order to protect recreational, historical,
and geological values in public lands along the North
Platte River, will not vitiate its effect as a bar to
the availability of the lands under the desert land
laws, as it is not within the Board's function or
authority to take the steps necessary to revoke the
withdrawal, restore the lands to the operation of the
public land laws, and classify it as suitable for dis-
position as a desert land entry.

Cecilia J,. Cuin. 36 IBLA 250 (Aug. 15, 1978)

Where a decision rejects an application for an Alaska
grazing lease because of an asserted Secretarial policy
against granting such applications for land withdrawn
pursuant to sec. 17 (d) (2) of the Alaska Native Claims
Settlement Act, «3 O.S.C. * 1616(d)(2) (Supp. V 1975),
but the record on appeal is incomplete with respect to
the existence of such policy, the record should be re-
manded for further documentation.

Kenneth H . Bu nch. 37 IBLA 3«6 (Oct. 27, 1978)

"Subject to valid existing rights." The Secretary of
the Interior in making withdrawals "subject to valid
existing rights" in PLO 5179 and PLO 5250 intended ex-
ceptions to withdrawal to apply in behalf of only those
claimants who themselves held such valid rights at time
of withdrawal. The Secretary did not intend existence
of another's valid rights on withdrawal date to re-
strain withdrawal so as to allow a topfiling claimant
to enter pertinent lands after withdrawal date and in-
dependently establish rights under mining laws.

Bai£I_fli_»iIs2B. 35 IBLA 3149 (June 19, 1978)

The inherent authority of the president to withdraw
land from all forms of appropriation under the public
land laws, including the mining laws, for the use of
the War Department for military purposes was not lim-
ited by the Act of June 25, 1910 (the Pickett Act),
which was also authority for the withdrawal, but which
refers only to temporary withdrawals.

10 O.S.C. « 2669 (1976) authorized the Secretary of a
military department to grant an easement for a right-
of-way over land permanently withdrawn or reserved for
the use of that department and other land under his
control. This language was all-inclusive and permitted
the Secretary of the Army to issue a revocable permit
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for a pipeline over land withdrawn for the use of the
Amy regardless of whether the withdrawal be permanent
or temporary.

Under the procedures in effect prior to the passage of
the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976,
90 Stat. 27l»«, 13 U.S.C. § 1701 et se_. (1977 Supp.),
the revocation of a withdrawal or the restoration of
withdrawn land to the public domain reguires publica-
tion of a duly authorized Public Land Order. However,
relinguishment of administrative jurisdiction by an
administering agency to the BLM does not, in and of
itself, result in either a revocation or restoration,
and acceptance by BLM of accountability and responsi-
bility is controlled by the procedures outlined in
13 CFR Subpart 2370.

Where, pursuant to 13 CFR Subpart 2370, BLM has assumed
administrative jurisdiction over lands formerly within
the jurisdiction of another agency, the provisions of
13 CFR 2802.3-2 become applicable, and BLM acguires ad-
ministrative jurisdiction over any rights-of-way then
outstanding.

_l__ka_Pi_elin__Co., 38 IBLA 1 (Nov. 8, 1978)

Mining claims located on lands previously withdrawn
from entry under the mining laws are null and void ab
initio in the absence of a showing that the claimants
had a valid existing right to the claims which predates
the withdrawal. Where claimants assert that they have
simply filed amended notices of location of claims
which were first located prior to the withdrawal, but
the record indicates that the claims are in fact not
the same as those located prior to the withdrawal,
there is no valid existing right to the new claims,
and they are properly declared null and void ab initio.

R iter_Ekkerx_Ke rry_Ekker , 38 IBLA 277 (Dec. 13, 1978)

Lands or minerals in lands were not "withdrawn" and
"restored from a withdrawal" as those terms are used ii

the public land laws merely because an erroneous title
opinion that the minerals are not owned by the Onited
States is corrected to reflect that they are owned by
the Onited States, and the oil and gas simultaneous
filing procedures are applicable where those minerals
were in a lease which expired before the correction of
the status of the minerals was made.

David_Ai_Provin.se, 38 IBLA 317 (Dec- 22, 1978)

Without adeguate proof of a tender of a notice of loca-
tion or application to purchase a headguarters site
which was wrongfully denied by Bureau of Land Manage-
ment personnel prior to a withdrawal of the land, the
mere occupancy of land prior to the withdrawal did not
create a "valid existing right" excepted from the ef-
fect of the withdrawal, and an application to purchase
a headguarters site filed after the withdrawal is prop-
erly rejected.

Sen_!_P__Lamou_eux_d_b_a_F_e_ch__La_ou_eu_

,

(Jan. 15, 1979)
39 IBLA 36

Oil and gas offers, filed for lands withdrawn by PLO
No. 5118, must be rejected. The order was issued under
the authority of the Pickett Act, 13 O.S.C. §§ 111-112
(1970) , repealed by FLPMA, and the order was not arbi-
trary, capricious, or an abuse of discretion.

Whether the issuance of PLO No. 5118, prohibiting oil
and gas leasing in Alaska, without prior proposed rule-
making is violative of the Administrative Procedure Act
or of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act need not

be decided; by such issuance the Secretary has enunci-
ated a policy of rejecting mineral lease applications
well within his discretionary authority.

Bristol Bay Native Corp.. 11 IBLA 85 (June 1, 1979)

A Native allotment applicant, who was 5 years old at
the time when the land was withdrawn from all forms of
appropriation, is properly deemed to be incapable as a

matter of law of having exerted independent use and oc-
cupancy of the land to the exclusion of others prior to
the withdrawal and conseguently the allotment applica-
tion is properly rejected.

1979)
i I.C. 315

IiPJ£____AMSX s°S__5 r_ , 11 IBLA 280 (June 28,

Peter,. Pa nruk, 13 IBLA 69 (Sept. 19, 1979)

Nicky Nickoli. 13 IBLA 296 (Oct- 17, 1979)

The Board adopts the Solicitor's conclusion that Public
Land Order No. 82 (Jan. 22, 1913) (8 FR 1599 (Feb. 1,
1913)) constituted an express retention for the United
States of submerged lands when Alaska was admitted to
the Union, and title to the submerged lands withdrawn
by PLO No. 82 did not pass to the State of Alaska with
statehood.

Appeal of State of Alaska. 3 ANCAB 297 (July 31, 1979)
86 I.C. 381

Where the land on which the mining claim is located is
subseguently withdrawn, the validity of the claim must
be determined as of the date of the withdrawal and
through the date of the hearing. If there was no dis-
covery as of the date of the withdrawal,, the land would
not be excepted from the effect of the withdrawal and
the claim could not thereafter become valid even though
the requirement of discovery was satisfied at a later
date.

United States. v.
12 IBLA 71 (Aug.

William Lavon Chappell et al.,
13, 1979)

Withdrawn lands are not open to appropriation under the
Native Allotment Act- Appellant's settlement upon a

tract of land withdrawn from entry is a trespass, and
such settlement does not provide a basis for any claim
to the land.

Publication in the Federal Register of PLO No. 3132
withdrawing certain lands in Alaska from all forms of
appropriation under the public land laws, except leas-
ing under the mineral leasing laws, gives valid notice
of its contents.

Elizabeth J.. Martini. 12 IBLA 82 (Aug. 13,, 1979)

An allotment right is personal to one who has fully com-
plied with the law and regulations and an applicant for
a Native allotment may not tack on ancestral use and
occupancy of the land to establish his right thereto.
Ancestral use of the land while open to settlement does
not create any right that excepts the land from a with-
drawal in favor of an applicant who may have initiated
use and occupancy subseguent to the withdrawal.

Sam Banlon, Sr... 12 IBLA 161 (Aug. 17. 1979)
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A recreation and public purposes classification, issued
pursuant to the Recreation Act of 1926. as amended,
43 D.S.C. * 869 (1976) , segregates Alaskan lands from
Native allotment applications until such tiie as the
classification is revoked.

PLO Ho. U582, as amended, withdraws the land included
therein and bars a subsequent native allotment
application.

Under Secretarial Order No. 30U0, it is sufficient if
the 5 years' use and occupancy, required under the Na-
tive Allotment Act, is completed prior to the granting
of the allotment, providing applicant either filed for
his allotment or commenced use and occupancy prior to
the withdrawal.

SStti_Ji_Thom£son, «3 IBLA 17U (Sept. 28, 1979)

Although this Department recognizes a fiduciary rela-
tionship of the United States to Alaska Natives, this
relationship does not authorize the Secretary to ignore
the terms of «3 O.S.C. $ 270-1 (1970) limiting Native
allotments to those lands which are "vacant, unappropri-
ated, and unreserved."

Eaal_2i_l2£I# »3 IBLA 2U5 (Oct. 10, 1979)

AUTHORITY TO HAKE

The Government may withdraw lands occupied by Alaskan
Natives under alleged aboriginal possessory rights and
thus preclude such lands from disposition under the
Native Allotment Act.

i2aiS_Ei_Sii£Son_et_aU , 20 IBLA 387 (June 16, 1975)

Since the Bureau of Land Hanagement has no authority
to issue a public land order withdrawing land, such
authority existing only in the Secretary, the Under
Secretary, and the Assistant Secretaries of the Depart-
ment of the Interior, recommendations by officers of
the Bureau of Land Hanagement relating to withdrawals
are not subject to review under the provisions of
43 CPR «. H50-2 or i»3 CFB «.<>10.

WITHDRAWALS AND RESERVATIONS—Continued
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The inherent authority of the president to withdraw
land from all forms of appropriation under the public
land laws, including the mining laws, for the use of
the Bar Department for military purposes was not lim-Bar Department for military
ited by the Act of June 25. 191

rposes was no'

(theited by the Act of June 25, 1910 (the Pickett Act),
which was also authority for the withdrawal, but which
refers only to temporary withdrawals.

Alaska Pipeline Co.. 38 IBLA 1 (Nov. 8, 1978)

Whether the issuance of PLO No. 5118, prohibiting oil
and gas leasing in Alaska, witnout prior proposed rule-
making is violative of the Administrative Procedure Act
or of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act need not
be decided; by such issuance the Secretary has enunci-
ated a policy of rejecting mineral lease applications
well within his discretionary authority.

Bristol. Bay Native Corp.. HI IBLA 85 (June «, 1979)

EFFECT OF

On petition for reconsideration, the assertion of
rights to a mining claim under an Aug. 1968 location
does not demonstrate error in or require reconsidera-
tion of this Board's decision, which affirmed that a
mining claim located in 1969 for the same land, after
the land was withdrawn from mineral location in Oct.
1968, was null and void ab initio. Neither this
Board's decision initially or on petition affects peti-
tioner's rights, if any, under such a prior location.

(Feb. 10, 1975)
18 IBLA UC7

City of Kotzebue. 26 IBLA 26K (Aug. 20, 1976)

Lands withdrawn under sec. 11 of the Alaska Native
Claims Settlement Act, «3 O.S.C. * 1610 (Supp. Ill
1973) , are withdrawn from all forms of appropriation
under the public land laws, including, without limi-
tation, the Recreation and Public Purposes Act, as
amended, «3 U.S.C. «« 869 to 869-3 (1970), and an"
application under the latter Act for such withdrawn
lands is properly rejected.

Alaska Department of Fi sh and Game. 20 IBLA 50
(Apr. 23, 1975)

83 I.D. 313

The President had nonstatutory authority to withdraw
public land in addition to authority conferred upon
him by Pickett Act, as amended, l»3 U.S.C. s$ 1U1, 1U2
(1970) . Such nonstatutory authority was not limited
by terms of U3 U.S.C. * 112 (1970) providing that with-
drawn lands shall remain open to location for metallif-
erous minerals.

Because of the President's delegation of his nonstatu-
tory withdrawal authority to the Secretary of the
Interior by E.O. 10355, the Secretary was endowed with
sufficient authority to withdraw lands in issue without
reliance upon sees. 17(d) (1) and 17(d) (2) of Alaska
Native Claims Settlement Act. Thus, distinctions be-
tween those two sections are not herein dispositive of
question of Secretary's authority to withdraw lands in
PLO 5250.

Bar ry._H._ Wilson , 35 IBLA 3U9 (June 19, 1978)

Under the Act of Apr. 29, 1950, U3 O.S.C. $ 687a-l
(1970), a notice of location of a trade and manu-
facturing site filed after withdrawal of the land is
acceptable if it is filed within 90 days of settle-
ment and the settlement occurs prior to a withdrawal
of the land. An application to purchase based on such
an asserted settlement and filing will be rejected
when it is not filed within the statutory life of the
asserted claim, but the applicant may be afforded an
opportunity to submit a justification for his late
filing under the principles of equitable adjudication.

Edwjn Wj,lliam_Sejler„ (On Reconsideration). 20 IBLA 221
(Hay 9, 1975)

Oil and gas lease offers embracing lands withdrawn or
reserved for any agency of the Department of Defense
may not be granted without the consent of that Depart-
ment. «3 U.S.C. * 158 (1970). Such lease offers must
be rejected where such consent is withheld as incon-
sistent with the military use, and the offers may not
be suspended to await the possible availability of the
lands for leasing.

Hobil Oil Corp., 20 IBLA 296 (Hay 27, 1975)
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The inclusion of lands belonging to the United States
in a proposed power project pursuant to sec. 24 of the
Federal Power Act of 1920, 16 D.S.C. 4 618 (1970), has
the effect of reserving or withdrawing those lands froa
entry, location, or other disposal under the public
land laws of the United States until otherwise direct-
ed by the Federal Power Coaaission or by Congress and
until the withdrawal is revoked by the Seretary of the
Interior.

A selection application by the State of Alaska aust be
rejected with respect to those public lands which are
reserved or withdrawn froa entry or other fora of dis-
posal under the public land laws of the United States
and cannot be held open pending a possible future
change of the status of the land.

S^ate of Alaska. 20 IBLA 3U1 (June 11, 1975)

Where land within a trade and aanufacturing site is
withdrawn fioa appropriation prior to its occupancy
and use for purposes of trade or aanufacture under
43 U.S.C. « 687a (1970) and 43 CFB Subpart 2562, the
invalid claia cannot be perfected.

Alla n p.f ,
Bqdge. 22 IBLA 150 (Sept- 30, 1975)

In the absence of a tiaely appeal froa a decision re-
jecting the State of Alaska's selection application for
certain lands,, the lands are no longer segregated froa
other disposition and a withdrawal of those lands aay
attach,, precluding subseguent selection by the State.

Sta.te of Alaska. 22 IBLA 229 (Oct- 16. 1975)

The Color of Title Act, 43 U.S.C. 4 1068 (1976), applies
only to public land, i.e., vacant, unappropriated, unre-
served Federal real property subject to the public land
laws. An application under the Act which is based upon
color of title initiated when the subject land was with-
drawn froa the operation of the public land laws and
reserved as national forest land aust be rejected.

Ben_J._go§cheiio, 21 IBLA 193 (July 28, 1975)

ZsaBjt_»A_ShaxE. 35 IBLA 257 (Hay 31, 1978)

A trade and aanufacturing site location will be defeat-
ed where the law has not been substantially coaplied
with before the land is withdrawn under statutory
authority.

II££J!_L.i_B§es.g, 21 IBLA 251 (Aug. 11, 1975)

The date of the segregation from settleaent, caused
by the filing of a State selection application in the
appropriate office of the Bureau of Land Management ,

is not tantaaount to the "effective date" of "[a] with-
drawal or reservation" described in the Secretarial
directive of Oct. 18, 1973. Therefore, Native use and
occupancy commenced before such segregation aay con-
tinue, unhaapered by such segregation, to gain the
requisite 5 years' use and occupancy required under
43 U.S.C. 44 270-1 to 270-3 (1970).

yjgtor_ A. A nahonak. 21 IBLA 347 (Aug. 18, 1975)

Withdrawn lands are not open to appropriation under
the Native Allotaent Act. An Alaska Native Allotaent
application is properly rejected where the applicant
fails to show substantial use and occupancy at least
potentially to the exclusion of others and not aere
intermittent use.

An applicant's opinion that a withdrawal has not
served, or does not serve, any useful purpose does
not vitiate the effect of the withdrawal to bar appro-
priation of the land. Likewise, the extended period
of time that a withdrawal has been in effect does not
vitiate such impact.

Sgrafina.Anelon. 22 IBLA 104 (Sept. 22, 1975)

A hoaestead notice of location filed for lands open
to location is acceptable for recordation. Where a
hoaestead settler has aarked the corners of his claia
by posts prior to a withdrawal subject to valid exist-
ing rights, the claia survives the withdrawal if the
location notice requirements have been satisfied.

22 IBLA 291 (Nov- 3, 1975)

Under the Alaska Grazing Act, 43 U.S.C. 4 316 et seg.
(1970), issuance of a grazing lease appropriates the
lands and segregates then froa public domain, barring
thea froa use and occupancy for Native allotaent pur-
poses until the Department takes action to exclude
lands froa lease.

£3<l&L$-lx-te2ahl22. 23 IBLA 134 (Dec. 23, 1975)

An allotaent right is personal to one who has fully
coaplied with the law and the regulations. An applicant
for a Native allotaent aay not tack on use and occupancy
of the land by his ancestors to establish the right..
The applicant aust have completed the 5-year period of
use and occupancy prior to withdrawal of the land to
qualify.

sauJi.
(Dec.

F t _iijd S

31, 1975)
23 IBLA 174

An Alaska Native allotaent applicant aay not use the
occupancy of public land by forebears to qualify her-
self for an allotaent, nor does the use and occupancy
of public land by a forebear, while the land was open
to settleaent, create any right that excepts the land
froa a withdrawal in favor of an applicant who initi-
ated independent use and occupancy subsequent to the
withdrawal.

Sandra. B» Pesjrjkoff. 23 IBLA 197 (Jan. 6. 1976)

Hyr^le H, Jensen Shanigan. 29 IBLA 255 (Bar. 25. 1977)

Secretarial guideline of Oct. 18, 1973, established
that an applicant for an Alaska Native allotaent aust
have completed a 5-year period of substantially contin-
uous use and occupancy prior to withdrawal of the land.
This guideline is not subject to the ruleaaking provi-
sions of the Adainistrative Procedure Act, 5 U.S.C.
4 553 (1970).

Stanley P. _(|cCgtaick. 23 IBLA 304 (Jan. 16, 1976)
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An allotment right is personal to one who has fully
complied with the law and the regulations. An applicant
for a Hative allotnent on land withdrawn from appropri-
ation and reserved for lighthouse purposes by Executive
Order, subject to valid existing rights, must have com-
pleted the 5-year period of substantially continuous
use and occupancy prior to the withdrawal in order to
be eligible for an allotment.

l3£hael_To£sekok, 23 IBLA 31« (Jan. 16, 1976)

A color of title application for land which has been
withdrawn for a stock-driveway prior to any conveyance
in a color of title applicant's chain of title is prop-
erly rejected as to such land.

ieanne_PierEeste.au v., 23 IBLi 358 (Jan. 23, 1976)
83 I.

A public sale application, filed pursuant to the
Unintentional Trespass Act of Sept. 26, 1968, U3 U.S.C.
«« 1U31-1U35 (1970), and «3 CFR Part 2785 (1971), em-
bracing lands which the records show to be withdrawn by
Public Land Order No. 5U90 on Feb. 12, 1975, and with-
drawn under the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act on Oct. 2,
1968, is properly rejected.

The inclusion of lands belonging to the United States
in a proposed power project pursuant to sec. 2t of the
Federal Power Act of 1920, 16 O.S.C. « 818 (1970), has
the effect of reserving or withdrawing those lands from
entry, location, or other disposal under the public
land laws of the United States until otherwise directed
by the Federal Power Commission or by Congress and un-
til the withdrawal is revoked by the Secretary of the
Interior.

T. B, Harkham. 2« IBLA 5 (Feb. H. 1976)

WITHDRAWALS. A jID.RESEBVATIONS-
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Mining claims located on land withdrawn from all forms
of entry are null and void from the beginning.

Robert L, Beery et al.. 25 IBLA 287 (June 28, 1976)
83 I.C. 209

The filing by a qualified applicant of a homestead
application to enter unappropriated surveyed lands in
Alaska segregates the land covered by the application
from appropriation. Such an application will be con-
sidered to have created a valid existing right which
is protected from the effect of a subsequent with-
drawal which is subject to valid existing rights.

Al bert A. Howe. 26 IBLA 386 (Sept. 15, 1976)

The filing ty a gualified applicant of an application
for an allowed homestead entry of land which is open
and available to such entry at the time of filing will
operate to segregate the land from subsequent appropri-
ation and invest the applicant with sufficient interest
therein to preserve the land from the effect of a sub-
sequent withdrawal which is made subject to valid
existing rights.

Richard I. Pope. 27 IBLA 33 (Sept. 20, 1976)

A mining claim located on land at a time when such land
was withdrawn from mineral entry is properly declared
null and void ab initio. The finding that appellants
have no rights under Sept. 197U locations does not af-
fect any rights which may have been deeded to them by
the holder of a 1952 claim located prior to the time
the land was withdrawn from mineral locations.

H . R. an d G, R. .Stickler, 27 IBLA 267 (Oct. 26, 1976)

A notice of location filed under the Alaska settlement
law, 13 U.S.C. i 687a (1970), regular on its face, for
land which is open to such settlement and location, is
acceptable for recordation. If a withdrawal follows
the filing of a notice of location, the proper inguiry
is into the validity of the claim, i.e., whether the
locator has by acts of settlement and improvement es-
tablished a valid existing right protected from the
effect of the withdrawal.

fi§r__C -.____ en, 2H IBLA 100 (Bar. 1, 1976)

Lands within national parks are not subject to mining
location except where specifically authorized by law.
H3 CFR 3811.2-2. However, lands within a national for-
est remain open to location and entry under the mining
laws. 16 O.S.C. » U78 (1970). Hhere mining claims oc-
cupy land which has subseguently been withdrawn from
the operation of the mining laws, the validity of the
claim must be tested by the value of the mineral de-
posit as of the date of the withdrawal, as well as the
date of determination. If the claim was not supported
at the date of withdrawal for the national park by suet
a discovery, the land within the claims located in the
park would not be excepted from the effect of the
withdrawal.

anited_States_vx_Halla£g_H Jt_Vaux ,

1976)
2" IBLA 289 (Apr. 1,

A mining claim located on land at a time when such lai
was withdrawn from mineral entry is properly declared
null and void ab initio.

H, A f Todd. A, B, Johnson. 28 IBLA 180 (Dec. 1, 1976)

Sally Lester et al.. 31 IBLA <»3 (June 21, 1977)

J*-*±-*2§Bilh- 38 IBLA 357 (Dec. 22, 1978)

Mining claims located when the land has been withdrawn
from all public entry by a first-form reclamation with-
drawal are properly declared null and void ab initio.
Subsequent restoration of the land to mineral entry
does not revive the invalid locations.

Floyd H, HcCarty. 28 IBLA 2U6 (Dec. 20, 1976)

A mining claim is properly declared null and void ab
initio to the extent it has been located, prior to the
enactment of the Mining Claims Rights Restoration Act
of Aug. 11, 1955, 30 U.S.C. «« 621-5 (1970), on lands
withdrawn from mineral location by a power project
classification.

Barl_D__Hg_e_;_s. 28 IBLA 286 (Dec. 27. 1976)
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Public land within one-quarter mile of the tanks of a

river designated by Act of Congress for potential addi-
tion to the national wild and scenic rivers system is
withdrawn by statute from entry, sale, or other dispo-
sition under the public land laws of the United States
for a designated period to allow a study of the suit-
ability of the river for inclusion in the system and a

report to Congress thereon. This withdrawal, however,
does not preclude a right-of-way grant which does not
involve a conveyance of title or rights leading
thereto.

Lower Valley Power 6 Liahtx Inc., 29 IBLA 107
7Feb7"2 37~1977r

"

The notation on public records of the Bureau of Land
Management of a request for withdrawal has a segrega-
tive effect on land included in a mining location, so
that in a contest proceeding, the claimants must show
that they had made a discovery of a valuable mineral
deposit before the time of posting of the withdrawal
application.

Uniied_S^te2_vi_Johji_I.^Baley._ajjd_^mes_Fi_Paael,
29 IBLA 201 (Mar. 22, 1977)

Where a mining claim is located on lands at a time
when the official records of the Bureau of Land
Management showed such lands to be subject to a

proposed withdrawal from operation of the mining
laws, that mining claim is null and void ab initio.

J§£)c_Di_Canon_et_ali , 30 IBLA 112 (May 2, 1977)

Where a homestead entry has been located on land later
included within a withdrawal "subject to valid existing
rights," the withdrawal attaches to the land within the
homestead upon cancellation of the entry. An amendment
of a homestead entry cannot include lands within a can-
celed adjoining entry to which a withdrawal has
attached.

Pekk^K^Merikallio,, 30 IBLA 157 (May 18, 1977)

A mining claim located for a nonmetallif erous mineral
on land at a time when such land was withdrawn from
mineral entry for nonmetallif erous minerals is properly
declared null and void ab initio.

fia»id_Bu^JU}ski_et_al.., 31 IBLA 139 (June 30, 1977)

A powersite classification effects withdrawal of lands
to the full extent described therein as of publication
in the Fede ral Register, even if the extent of the land
withdrawn by it is not accurately entered subsequently
on land-status maps, and, notwithstanding this error,
lands classified by it are withdrawn under sec. 2u of
the Federal Power Act from settlement under the home-
stead laws, so that a notice of location settlement
claim and final proof concerning these lands is proper-
ly rejected.

Benr.y._Ei_Beeves , 31 IBLA 2U2 (July 18, 1977)

Land reserved for a reservoir site by executive order
under authority of the Pickett Act of June 25, 1910, 1

conserve water for irrigation purposes, remained open
to the location of mining claims for metalliferous mil
erals, and the provisions of the Federal Power Act of
June 10, 1920, would not operate to bar the location
of such claims unless and until a powersite classifi-
cation was subsequently imposed.

Henry Staqnaro. 31 IBLA 357 (July 25, 1977)

When land is withdrawn from the operation of the mining
laws subject to valid existing rights, such as by the
creation of the North Cascades National Park on Oct. 2,
1968, the validity of a mining claim located prior to
the withdrawal must be established as of the date of
the withdrawal as well as of the date of the hearing.

Onited St ate s v T Rober t A. Bu kke. .(Registered. Agents
Valumine§A_InciJi_et_ali . 32 ibla 155 (Sept. 12, 1977)

Land is segregated from entry under the mining laws
when a proposed withdrawal of the lands from mineral
entry is noted on the official records of the Bureau
of Land Management and a mining claim located after
that time is null and void ab initio.

The segregative effect of an application by a Federal
agency for withdrawal of land from mineral entry is
not affected by the provision in the published proposal
that further hearings and investigations may be held.

Once public land is segregated from mineral entry by
notation on the official records of the BLB, objection
to the merits of the withdrawal will not vitiate the
effect of the withdrawal with respect to the appropria-
tion of the land.

William J, Smi th. Sr. . et al ,.„ 33 IBLA 17 (Nov. 25.,

1977)

When land is withdrawn from the operation of the mining
laws subject to valid existing rights, such as the
Organ Pipe Cactus National Monument on Sept. 28, 1976,,
the validity of a mining claim located prior to the
withdrawal must be established as of the date of the
withdrawal as well as of the date of the hearing.

United states v r Lewis L. Netherlin f Gabriele Ne t herlin .

33 IBLA 86 (Dec. 8, 1977)

A mining claim located on land which is not subject to
mineral entry at the time of location is null and void
from its inception. Where a mining claimant states in
his notice of location that his mining claims were lo-
cated on dates subsequent to a withdrawal which in-
cluded the land encompassed by the mining claim, tut
indicates in his application for survey that the claims
were located prior to the withdrawal, it is proper for
the State Office to declare the mining claims null and
void on the tasis of the information in the notice of
location where the claimant failed to submit evidence
that the claims were in fact located prior to the
withdrawal.

The purpose of an amended location is to cure
imperfections and correct errors, which in the absence
of intervening rights relates back to the date of orig-
inal location. An amended location made while land is
withdrawn from mineral entry is ineffectual..

Ray L . Virg-i n. 33 IBLA 354 (Jan. 18, 1978)
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A lining claim located on land which was then segre-
gated and closed to mineral entry is properly declared
null and void ab initio.

J_nell__R. D_et_r___ar__B__Deeter__V_rn__B__L_on_x
Ha.Erx_Di_Ly.ons, 3D IBLA 81 (Feb. 22, 1978)

Victor A. G. Schmidt. 36 IBLA 39U (Sept. 5, 1978)

__________ son, «3 IBLA 136 (Sept. 28, 1979)

A mining claim located on land in Alaska at a time when
such land was withdrawn from mineral entry is properly
declared null and void ab initio.

Where the Bureau of Land Hanagement records reveal that
lands in Alaska have been withdrawn under PLO 5250 and
certain of those lands have not been recommended, pur-
suant to sec. 17(d) (2) (C) , Alaska Native Claims Settle-
ment Act of Dec. 18, 1971, «3 D.S.C. § 1616(d)(2)(C)
(Supp. IV 197t) , for addition to or creation as units
of the National Park, Forest, Wildlife Refuge, and Wild
and Scenic Bivers Systems within 2 years of the date of
the Act, such lands do not nevertheless become availa-
ble for appropriation under the mining laws. This con-
clusion is compelled by the reason that PLO 5250 is
based upon E.O. 10355. which not only invokes 13 U.S.C.
ii 1U1-1U2 (1970), but also the President's general or
inherent authority to withdraw public lands completely
from mining location.

Sally Lester et_al_ (On Reconsideration!

,

(Hay 10, 1978)
35 IBLA 61

WITHDRAWALS AND RESERVATIONS--Continued
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the lands are presently being used for the purpose for
which they were withdrawn.

Unite d S tates v. Hilton Wichner. 35 IBLA 2M0 (Hay 30,
19787

"Subject to valid existing rights." The Secretary of
the Interior in making withdrawals "subject to valid
existing rights" in PLO 5179 and PLO 5250 intended ex-
ceptions to withdrawal to apply in behalf of only those
claimants who themselves held such valid rights at time
of withdrawal. The Secretary did not intend existence
of another's valid rights on withdrawal date to re-
strain withdrawal so as to allow a topfiling claimant
to enter pertinent lands after withdrawal date and in-
dependently establish rights under mining laws.

The President had nonstatutory authority to withdraw
public land in addition to authority conferred upon
him by Pickett Act, as amenjed, «3 D.S.C. 45 1«1, 1«2
(1970). Such nonstatutory authority was not limited
by terms of «3 O.S.C. § 1U2 providing that withdrawn
lands shall remain open to location for metalliferous
minerals.

Because of the President's delegation of his nonstatu-
tory withdrawal authority to the Secretary of the
Interior by E.O. 10355, the Secretary was endowed with
sufficient authority to withdraw lands in issue without
reliance upon sees. 17(d)(1) and 17(d)(2) of Alaska
Native Claims Settlement Act. Thus, distinctions be-
tween those two sections are not herein dispositive of
question of Secretary's authority to withdraw lands in
PLO 5250.

Where land on which a valid settlement has been made
and maintained according to the law under which it was
made, was excepted from the effect of the withdrawal or
reservation, occupancy of the land prior to reservation
or withdrawal is insufficient to show exception where
no filing has been made on the prior occupancy and the
prior occupancy was not for homestead purposes.

Roland and.Harie Oswald. 35 IBLA 79 (Hay 12, 1978)

Appellant may not use appeal to Board or reguest for
hearing under U3 CFR «.«15 as vehicle for petitioning
Secretary of the Interior to have withdrawal revoked
and land restored to entry.

Hining claims located on lands previously withdrawn
from entry under the mining laws are null and void
ab initio.

Harry ,H. Wilson. 35 IBLA 3U9 (June 19, 1978)

A mining claim, located at a time when the land is
withdrawn from mineral entry, may be properly declarec
null and void ab initio without a hearing.

_d_____kj____________a______- __________ 35 IBLA 202
(Hay 2U, 1978)

:erican_ Partners, 37 IBLA 330 (Oct. 26, 1978)Seder

Where land is withdrawn from the operation of the min-
ing laws subsequent to the location of a mining claim,
the validity of the claim cannot be recognized unless
the claim was supported by a valid discovery at the
time of the withdrawal. In addition, even though there
may have been a proper discovery at the time of a with-
drawal or at some other time in the past, a mining
claim cannot be considered valid unless the claim is at
present supported by a sufficient discovery. The loss
of the discovery, either through exhaustion of the min-
erals, changes in economic conditions, or other circum-
stances, results in the loss of the location.

Lands which have been withdrawn from entry under some
or all of the public land laws remain so withdrawn
until there is a formal revocation or modification of
the order of withdrawal, and it is immaterial whether

Hining claims located on land withdrawn from such entry
are null and void ab initio and will not be validated
by the modification or revocation of the order of with-
drawal to open the land thereafter to mineral entry.

J_Se___e_sano , 35 IBLA 383 (June 23, 1978)

Hining claims located on lands within a withdrawal
which were not open to mineral entry are properly
declared null and void ab initio.

Robert Cornett. 36 IBLA 8U (July 12. 1978)

A mining claim located on land which is not subject to
mineral entry at the time of location is null and void
from its inception. Where a mining claimant states in
his notice of location that his mining claims were lo-
cated on dates subsequent to the filing of an applica-
tion for withdrawal which included the land encompassed
by the mining claim, but indicates on appeal that the
claims designated in the notice were merely a "regroup-
ing," of identical claims filed prior to the segrega-
tion of the lands, it is nevertheless proper for the
State Office to declare the mining claims null and void
since mining claims located on withdrawn land are not
subject to recordation.

«i________________ . 36 IBLA 1UU (July 26, 1978)
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A desert land entry petition-application is properly
rejected where the lands applied for therein have been
withdrawn by a public land order to protect recreation-
al, historical, and geological values in public lands
along the North Platte River.

Cecilia.

J

3 .Cuin. 36 IBLA 250 (Aug. 15, 1978)

A geothermal lease offer filed for lands which are
withdrawn for the Department of Defense from all foras
of appropriation under the public land laws, including
the aining and mineral leasing laws, is properly re-
jected, where an offer to lease lands for geother»al
resources cannot be accepted because the lands are
withdrawn and not available for leasing, the offer will
be rejected and nay not be held in suspense until the
land »ay becoae available for such leasing.

Sulphur River Exploration. InCj., 36 IBLA 307 (Aug. 21,
1978)

lands were not specifically described in the with-
drawal order, such submerged lands would not pass to
the State at statehood pursuant to sec. 5 (a) of the
Submerged Lands Act.

The subsequent revocation of a withdrawal of submerged
lands which prevented the State frog acquiring title
to such lands at statehood pursuant to sec. 5(a) of the
Subaerged Lands Act, has no effect on the ownership of
the lands contained in the withdrawal.

Where the coastal subaerged lands in the Arctic National
Wildlife Refuge were segregated by an application for a

withdrawal filed by the Fish and Wildlife Service in
Jan. 1958, 1 year before Alaska statehood, such appli-
cation operated as an express retention of the lands at
statehood under the Subaerged Lands Act, and prevented
passage of title of the coastal subaerged lands to the
State.

The Effect of Public Land Order 82 on t;h
,

e Qwnershjp.of
Coastal Subaerged Lands in northern Alaska. H- 36911
(Dec. 12, 1978) 86 I.D. 151 (1979)

Where land within a trade and aanufacturing site is
withdrawn froa appropriation prior to cognizable oc-
cupancy and use for purposes of trade or manufacture
under «3 U.S.C. « 687a (1970) and «3 CFR Subpart 2562,
an invalid claia cannot be perfected, and appellant has
not shown wherein she is entitled to equitable adjudi-
cation under «3 CFR 1871.1.

Sandl_Fondv., 37 IBLA U8 (Sept. 18. 1978)

Lands withdrawn for a powersite reservation, with cer-
tain exceptions, are open to entry for location and
patent of aining claims with a reservation of power
rights in the lands to the United States and subject to
the conditions in the (lining Clains Rights Restoration
Act. Where the BLH decision declaring aining claims
null and void did not consider the effect of this Act
on the withdrawal, the decision will be set aside and
reaanded for appropriate action.

Robert Di_0£ton and_williaa_C. Neils, 38 IBLA 90
(Nov. 15, 1978)

Public Land Order 82, issued in 19U3, which withdrew
froa "sale, location, selection, and entry" certain
described "public lands" in the Territory of Alaska,
could include coastal and inland submerged lands, if
such were the intent of the Order.

A aining claia located on land which has been previ-
ously withdrawn froa location under the aining laws aay
be properly declared null and void ab initio without a
hearing. Such a claim confers no rights on the locator
or a subsequent grantee and will not be validated by
the modification or revocation of the order of with-
drawal to open the land thereafter to mineral entry.
It is immaterial whether the lands are presently being,
or have ever been, used for the purpose for which they
were withdrawn.

Wend ell
85 (Jan. 2«,

.a. Garrett , Industries. 39 IEIA

Lands which are withdrawn froa entry reaain withdrawn
and are not open under the public land laws until there
is foraal revocation or aodification of order of with-
drawal and a restoration order opening the lands. Here
passage of time or accomplishment of avowed purpose
cannot serve as substitute for foraal revocation and
restoration.

Erroneous issuance by BLH of oil and gas lease on other
withdrawn land in area of tract for which appellant
subaitted lease offer does not effect restoration to
leasing of latter withdrawn tract,.

F . H. Tul lv. 39 IBLA 137 (Jan. 29, 1979)

Where the language of a withdrawal order is unclear as
to whether submerged lands were included in the order
which withdrew certain lands in the Territory of Alaska
from "sale, location, or entry," the withdrawal should
be construed to carry out its intent and purpose.

Where the description in the withdrawal order affecting
lands in the Territory of Alaska is aabiguous, but can
be interpreted to exclude coastal subaerged lands, and
where other evidence exists which tends to indicate
that coastal submerged lands were not intended to be
included in the order, the order will be construed to
exclude coastal submerged lands.

Where evidence exists that a withdrawal of certain
lands in the Territory of Alaska intended to include
inland submerged lands, and such submerged lands are
not specifically excepted from the withdrawal, the
withdrawal will be construed to include inland sub-
merged lands.

Where submerged lands were included in a withdrawal
order in Alaska, which was in effect at the time the
State entered the Union, even though such submerged

Portions of aining claims located on lands within a

withdrawal and not open to aineral entry are properly
declared null and void ab initio..

Barry C. Binning. 39 IBLA 390 (Feb. 28, 1979)

Lands segregated on the public records by a proposed
withdrawal posted Apr. 6, 1973, or a Recreational and
Public Purposes Classification filed Nov. 13, 1956,
were not available for the location of aining claims,
and claias thereafter located are null and void ab
initio.

Neither a Recreation and Public Purposes Act classifi-
cation nor a withdrawal is a rule or regulation within
the ambit of the Secretarial policy of Apr. 27, 1971,
which provides for utilization of the public participa-
tion procedures of 5 U.S.C. 4 553 (1976).

Mining claias purportedly located on land not available
for such location confer no property right upon the
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locator, and may be declared null and void ab initio
without a hearing under 5 U.S.C. « 554 et se^. (1976).

The notation on public records on Apr. 6, 1973, of an
application for withdrawal, even though the application
did not contain a reference to authority for the with-
drawal, as required in 43 CFH 2351.2(b) (1972), was
sufficient to temporarily segregate the land under
sees. 2091.2-5 (1972) and 2351.3 (1972) from subsequent
inclusion in a mining location.

Delmer McLean et al., 40 IBLA 34 (Bar. 15, 1979)

A mining claim located on land previously withdrawn
from appropriation under the mining laws is null and
void ab initio.

2er^d_B£Eon_Ba.nnon, "0 IBLA 162 (Mar. 30, 1979)

Tjiaen Hplloway, Poland Wright. i»3 IBLA 134 (Sept. 28,
1979)

Oil and gas offers, filed for lands withdrawn by PLO
Ho. 5118, must be rejected. The order was issued under
the authority of the Pickett Act, 43 O.S.C. «* 1W-1M
(1970) , repealed by FLPHA, and the order was not arbi-
trary, capricious, or an abuse of discretion.

Bristol Bay Hat J.ve Corp., 41 IBLA 85 (June 4, 1979)

A Native allotment applicant, who was 5 years old at
the tine when the land was withdrawn from all forms of
appropriation, is properly deemed to be incapable as a

atter of law of having exerted independent use and oc-
cupancy of the land to the exclusion of others prior to
the withdrawal and consequently the allotment applica-
tion is properly rejected.

1979)
i I. D. 345

Floyd L. .Anderson. Sr. . HI IBLA 280 (June 28,
e

peter, Panruk. 43 IBLA 69 (Sept. 19. 1979)

Ni£jti_»i£j?2li» »3 IBLA 296 (Oct. 17, 1979)

A grazing lease issued under the Alaska Grazing Act,
13 O.S.C. « 316 et se^. (1970), appropriates the lands
and segregates them from the public domain, barring
the» from use and occupancy for Native allotment pur-
poses until the Department takes action to exclude
lands from the lease.

Herman Anderson, Jr t , Hicholas Pestrikoff. Anthon y

Drabik7~4l~IBLA 296 (June 29, 1979)"

Where the land on which the mining claim is located is
subsequently withdrawn, the validity of the claim must
be determined as of the date of the withdrawal and
through the date of the hearing. If there was no dis-
covery as of the date of the withdrawal, the land would
not be excepted froa the effect of the withdrawal and
the claia could not thereafter become valid even though
the requirement of discovery was satisfied at a later
date.

Onited. States. v. William Lavon Chappell et al.

,

42 IBLA 74 (Aug. 13, 1979)

WITHCRAWALS ANC RESERVATIONS--Conti nued

EFFECT OF—Continued

Where a trade and manufacturing site is located on land
that is withdrawn from appropriation prior to its occu-
pancy and use, an application to purchase is properly
denied despite the fact that applicant entered the land
as a special use permittee.

Bardelle H. S mith, Sherna

r

(Aug. 16, 1979)
42 IBLA 136

A recreation and public purposes classification, issued
pursuant to the Recreation Act of 1926, as amended,
43 U.S.C. $ 869 (1976), segregates Alaskan lands from
Native allotment applications until such time as the
classification is revoked.

PLO No. 4582, as amended, withdraws the land included
therein and tars a subseguent Native allotment
application.

Under Secretarial Order Ho. 3040, it is sufficient if
the 5 years' use and occupancy, required under the Na-
tive Allotment Act, is completed prior to the granting
of the allotment, providing applicant either filed for
his allotment or commenced use and occupancy prior to
the withdrawal.

Betty J t Thompson, 43 IBLA 174 (Sept. 28, 1979)

When land is withdrawn from mining location after a

mining claim has been located thereon, the claimant
must show that discovery of a valuable mineral deposit
occurred prio r to the withdrawal in order to establish
rights against the Government.

Unite d st ates. y.„ Ralph Pa
(Oct. 31, 1979)

POWERSITES

13 IBLA 390

In connection with a mining claim located on land with-
drawn for reclamation and power purposes, where (1) no
notice of location was filed during a later period in
which the land was open for entry subject to 30 U.S.C
4$ 621, 623-24 (1970), (2) there are no intervening
rights, (3) a claimant alleges that he held and worked
the land, while open to entry, for the requisite number
of years under 30 O.S.C. $ 38 (1970) and the applicable
State statute of limitations, and (4) he alleges that a
discovery of a valuable mineral deposit has been made,
it is necessary to consider the effect of sec. 621 et
seg.., and to hold a hearing if required to resolve
questions of fact.

J!il£ h._Paa,e, 19 IBLA 255 (Bar. 31, 1975)

The inclusion of lands belonging to the United States
in a proposed power project pursuant to sec. 24 of the
Federal Power Act of 1920, 16 U.S.C. « 818 (197C), has
the effect of reserving or withdrawing those lands from
entry, location, or other disposal under the public
land laws of the United States until otherwise directed
by the Federal Power Commission or by Congress and
until the withdrawal is revoked by the Secretary of
the Interior.

A selection application by the State of Alaska must be
rejected with respect to those public lands which are
reserved or withdrawn from entry or other form of dis-
posal under the public land laws of the United States
and cannot be held open pending a possible future
change of the status of the land.

State of Alaska. 20 IBLA 341 (June 11, 1975)
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POWERSITES—Continued

Where an applicant for a Native allotment asserts use
and occupancy of the land in 1959 and the land is in-
cluded in an application for powersite withdrawal of
the lands in 1963, and is withdrawn in 1965 for such
purposes, the applicant has failed to demonstrate the
5 years' use and occupancy prior to the effective date
of the withdrawal is required by the Secretarial direc-
tive of Oct. 18, 1973. This is based upon the finding
that an application for power purposes, upon its fil-
ing, immediately withdraws the land pursuant to sec. 21
of the Federal Power Act, as amended, 16 U.S.C. s 818
(1970) .

Her ma n_Joseph, 21 IBLA 199 (July 30, 1975)

An Alaska Native allotment application is properly
rejected where applicant fails to show 5 years' sub-
stantially continuous use and occupancy prior to the
closing of the land to Native allotments. An allotment
application is properly rejected when the land applied
for is within a powersite withdrawal and initiation of
use and occupancy was less than 5 years prior to the
time the lands were closed.

Heirs_of_Charles_Ei_Frank_et_al.
(Aug. 11, 1975)

Leah_Druck, 22 IBLA 253 (Oct. 22, 1975)

21 IBLA 248

WITH CRAW ALS. AND RESERVATIONS—Continued

POWERSITES— Continued

A mining claim located before Aug. 11, 1955, on land
within an existing powersite withdrawal is properly
declared null and void as the land was then closed to
mineral entry. Void claims located prior to that date
were not given life by the Mining Claims Rights Resto-
ration Act of 1955.

David Loring Gamble, Parre l Hquq lum. 26 IBLA 249
(Aug. 18, 1976)

A description of lands withdrawn by a powersite clas-
sification must be interpreted according to its plain
meaning when this meaning is consistent with descrip-
tive maps attached to it, with the interpretation of
its promulgator, and with the purpose of the classifi-
cation.

A powersite classification effects withdrawal of lands
to the full extent described therein as of publication
in the Fe der al Re_giste£, even if the extent of the land
withdrawn by it is not accurately entered subsequently
on land-status maps, and, notwithstanding this error,
lands classified by it are withdrawn under sec. 24 of
the Federal Power Act from settlement under the home-
stead laws, so that a notice of location settlement
claim and final proof concerning these lands is proper-
ly rejected.

Henry E^ Reeves. 31 IBLA 242 (July 18, 1977)

An Alaska Native allotment application is properly
rejected where the applicant fails to demonstrate
completion of 5 years of substantially continuous use
and occupancy prior to an application for withdrawal
of the land for power purposes.

Way.ne_Ci_ Williams, 23 IBLA 88 (Dec. 16, 1975)

A Native allotment may not be approved where the lac
applied for has been within a powersite withdrawal
long prior to the initiation of applicant's use and
occupancy.

Davis_Hobson, 23 IBLA 159 (Dec. 23, 1975)

Where prior to 1920 a powersite withdrawal was cre-
ated by executive order under authority of the Act of
June 25, 1910, the withdrawn land remained open to the
location of mining claims for metalliferous minerals
until passage of the Federal Power Act on June 10,
1920, which closed powersites to all entry, location
or disposal. Any mining claim located thereafter on
powersite lands is void ab initio unless the land has
been restored to such entry in accordance with sec. 24
of the Federal Power Act or the location of the claim
has been made in accordance with the Act of Aug. 11,
1955, 30 U.S-C. « 621 (1970). The latter Act did not
operate retroactively to validate void claims.

Henry Stagnaro. 31 IBLA 357 (July 25, 1977)

The inclusion of lands belonging to the United States
in a proposed power project pursuant to sec. 2U of the
Federal Power Act of 1920, 16 O.S.C. » 818 (1970), has
the effect of reserving or withdrawing those lands from
entry, location, or other disposal under the public
land laws of the United States until otherwise directed
by the Federal Power Commission or by Congress and un-
til the withdrawal is revoked by the Secretary of the
Interior.

.Marshal r 24 IBLA 5 (Feb 1976)

A mining claim located before Aug. 11, 1955, on land
within an existing powersite withdrawal is properly
declared null and void as the land was then closed to
mineral entry. Claims located prior to that date were
not resuscitated by the Mining Claims Rights Restora-
tion Act of 1955.

Beverly 25 IBLA 157 (June 10, 1976)

Lands which are covered by a license for a power
project issued by the Federal Power Commission are not
open to mineral location.

Raymond C. Gar dner et al. . 34 IBLA 179 (Bar- 14, 1978)

Lands withdrawn for a powersite reservation, with cer-
tain exceptions, are open to entry for location and
patent of mining claims with a reservation of power
rights in the lands to the United States and subject to
the conditions in the (lining Claims Bights Restoration
Act. Where the BLM decision declaring mining claims
null and void did not consider the effect of this Act
on the withdrawal, the decision will be set aside and
remanded for appropriate action.

RoberJ
(Nov. 15, 1978)

Bjls. 38 IBLA 90

Where a mining claim has been located pursuant to the
(lining Claims Fights Restoration Act, 30 O.S.C. a 621-
625 (1970) , on land withdrawn for powersite, it is
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POHEBSITES—Continued

proper to prohibit placer lining if there is a likeli-
hood of substantial interference with the use of the
land for fishing, hunting, recreation, and the recovery
of archaeological values.

The (lining and Hinerals Policy Act of 1970, 30 O.S.C.
ft 21a (1970) , does not reguire the granting of permis-
sion for placer lining operations on land within a

powersite withdrawal where such operations would prob-
ably interfere with other uses of the land.

D3l£gi_Slates_y.__ Edward J. Connolly. Jr., Idaho Fish
aId____e_D__a__m_nt__In__r_enor_, 40 IBLA 30 (Bar. 15,
197 9)"

The withdrawals of lands for powersites under 43 O.S.C.
ft 141 (1970) do not carry with them reserved water
rights for purposes under the administration of the
Department of the Interior, simply because of their
reservation as a powersite.

Pederal Water Bights of the .national Park. Service^ _Fjsh
and Wildlife Service^. Bureau of Reclamation and the
IUElau_____an_ Banaaement, B-36914 (June 25, 1979)

86 I.D. 553

Where an applicant for a Native allotment alleges use
and occupancy of lands which had previously been with-
drawn in accordance with sec. 24, Federal Water Power
Act of June 10, 1920, an application is properly denied
despite the fact that a public land order designating
the area a powersite classification is issued subse-
guent to the applicant's commencement of use and occu-
pancy. Lands included in an application for powersite
development under the Act shall from the date of filing
of the application be reserved from entry, location, or
other disposal under the laws of the Onited States, un-
less otherwise directed by the Federal Power Commission
or by Congress.

tifidber g._i leja nde r , 41 IBLA 382 (July 23, 1979)

WITHDRAWALS AND BE S BBVATIONS—Continued

POWEBSITES—Continued

life to void claims which had been located on witndrai
lands prior to the date of the Act.

Onited States v. Elbert Gassawav. 43 IBLA 382 (Oct. 3]

1979)

When land is withdrawn from mining location after a
mining claim has been located thereon, the claimant
must show that discovery of a valuable mineral deposit
occurred prio r to the withdrawal in order to establish
rights against the Government.

Onited States
(Oct. 31, 1979)

RECLAMATION WITHDRAWALS

43 IBLA 39C

An application to make homestead entry on land embraced
in a first-form reclamation withdrawal is properly
rejected.

Richard E, Crill et al. . 18 IBLA i»28 (Feb. 14, 1975)

Clifford Prisbrey. 24 IBLA 108 (Bar. 1, 1976)

Lewis H f Eslick. 24 IBLA 237 (Bar. 24, 1976)

Dallas C. Qualaan et al r . 36 IBLA 119 (July 25, 1978)

Applications filed by the State of Idaho under the Act
of Bar. 15, 1910, for temporary withdrawals of land for
proposed development under the Carey Act of 1894, must
be rejected where the lands have been previously with-
drawn for reclamation, stock-driveway, agricultural
research or military purposes.

Lands included in an application for powersite develop-
ment under the Federal Power Act of June 10, 1920,
16 O.S.C. ft 818 (1976), shall from the date of filing
of the application be reserved from entry, location,
or other disposal under the laws of the Onited States,
unless otherwise directed by the Federal Power Commis-
sion or by Congress.

£ ha rles._L.i_Joh n , 42 IBLA 260 (Aug. 27, 1979)

Settlement upon a tract of land withdrawn from entry is

a trespass and provides no basis for any claim to the
land under the Alaska Native Allotment Act of Bay 17,
1906, 34 Stat. 197. Any subseguent revocation or modi-
fication of the withdrawal and the restoration of the
land to entry will not validate an application for a Na
tive allotment. An application for land withdrawn fron
entry is nugatory and cannot be given life, even by res
toration of land during the pendency of an appeal from
its rejection.

PauI_Bi_l2!!I . »3 IBL » 2U 5 (Oct. 10, 1979)

A mining claim located prior to Aug. 11, 1955, on lands
withdrawn for a powersite is null and void ab initio.
The passage of the Bining Claims Bights Bestoration Act
of Aug. 11, 1955, 30 O.S.C. ft 621 (1976), did not give

Bining claims and millsites located upon land which has
been previously withdrawn from entry under the lining
laws by a first-form reclamation withdrawal are void ab
initio. Because Departmental Order No. 2515 delegated
authority to revoke such a withdrawal to the Bureau of
Beclamation with the concurrence of the Bureau of land
Banagement, the land remains withdrawn from mining lo-
cations when the Bureau of Land Banagement does net
concur with the recommendation of the Bureau of Becla-
mation to revoke the withdrawal and restore the land to
entry.

A reguest for a hearing pursuant to 43 CFB 4.415 for
the purpose of taking testimony on the Bureau of land
Management's "continued refusal" to restore land in a

reclamation withdrawal to entry will be denied. An ap-
peal from a decision declaring mining claims and mill-
sites null and void ab initio because the lands are in
the withdrawal may not serve as .the vehicle for peti-
tioning the Secretary of the Interior to revoke the
withdrawal. Furthermore, even if the withdrawal were
revoked and the land opened to entry, this action could
not revive mining claims which were void when located
while the withdrawal was in effect and the land closed
to entry under the mining laws.

J, P
fl

Hinds_et al. , 25 IBLA 67 (June 1, 1976)
83 I.D. 275
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RECLABATION WITHDRAW ALS—Continued

The rejection of an application under the Act of
Apr. 23, 1932, 43 U.S.C. § 154 (1970), to open lands in
a reclamation withdrawal to mineral location will be af-
firmed when the applicant fails to submit facts to show
the basis for his knowledge or belief that the lands
contain valuable mineral deposits. Merely to state the
lands contain such deposits is not sufficient.

•22§_Ashbur.n, 27 IBLA 227 (Oct. 12, 1976)

Applications filed by the State of Idaho under the Act
of Bar. 15, 1910, for temporary withdrawals of land for
proposed development under the Carey Act of 1894, most
be rejected where the lands have been previously with-
drawn for reclamation purposes.

Idaho De£artment_of_Water_Resource£
(Oct. 26, 1976)

27 IBLA 303

Applications filed for temporary withdrawals of land
for proposed development under the Carey Act of 1894
must be rejected where the lands have been previously
withdrawn for other purposes.

Idaho Department of Water Resources. 32 IBLA 89
(Sept. 2, 1977)

WITHDRAWALS .AND RESE RVATIONS—Continued

REVOCATION AND RESTORATION

In connection with a mining claim located on land with-
drawn for reclamation and power purposes, where (1) no
notice of location was filed during a later period in
which the land was open for entry subject to 30 O.S.C.
«« 621, 623-24 (1970), (2) there are no intervening
rights, (3) a claimanc alleges that ha held and worked
the land, while open to entry, for the requisite number
of years under 30 U.S.C. « 38 (1970) and the applicable
State statute of limitations, and (4) he alleges that a
discovery of a valuable mineral deposit has been made,
it is necessary to consider the effect of sec. 621 ej
seg., and to bold a hearing if required to resolve
questions of fact.

Ra lph Pa ge. 19 IBLA 255 (Bar. 31, 1975)

The inclusion of lands belonging to the Onited States
in a proposed power project pursuant to sec. 24 of the
Federal Power Act of 1920, 16 U.S.C. « 818 (1970), has
the effect of reserving or withdrawing those lands from
entry, location, or other disposal under the public
land laws of the Onited States until otherwise directed
by the Federal Power Commission or by Congress and
until the withdrawal is revoked by the Secretary of
the Interior.

St ate of Alaska. 20 IBLA 341 (June 11, 1975)

Ordinarily an application to restore lands within a
reclamation withdrawal to mineral entry pursuant to
the Act of Apr. 23, 1932, 43 O.S.C. « 154 (1970), will
be rejected by the Bureau of Land Management where the
Bureau of Reclamation recommends against restoration;
however, on appeal a case may be remanded for further
consideration by the appropriate agencies, including
preparation of a mineral report, where it appears war-
ranted by the appellant's showings and willingness to
propose terms and conditions to protect the Govern-
ment's interest.

w. lily. 34 IBLA 176 (Bar. 14, 1978)

Where a reclamation withdrawal is revoked as to certain
land but that land is not restored to entry, the land
remains closed to mineral entry and a mining claim lo-
cated on it is null and void.

gammond_Ci_Gardner_et_ali , 34 IBLA 179 (Bar. 14, 1978)

An application under the Act of Apr. 23, 1932, 43 U.S.C.
* 154 (1970) , for restoration to mineral entry and
location of lands within a reclamation withdrawal will
ordinarily be rejected when the Bureau of Reclamation
has recommended against it, the recommendation is prem-
ised upon the requirements of the public interest, and
the reasons offered in support of the recommendation
are cogent.

Edward_Jj_Connollix_Jr., 34 IBLA 233 (Bar. 27, 1978)

When land is withdrawn from mining location after a

mining claim has been located thereon, the claimant
must show that discovery of a valuable mineral deposit
occurred .prior to the withdrawal in order to establish
rights against the Government.

United_States v

ToctT 3l7
-
1979T

.Sal£h_Ea3«_Sl_alt , 43 IBLA 390

The secretary of the Interior is without authorit
withdraw or reserve lands or to revoke withdrawal
reservations affecting land under the administrat
jurisdiction of any executive department or agenc
the Government other than the Department of the I

rior without the prior approval or concurrence, s
as the order affects such land, of the head of th
partment or agency concerned.

ive
y of

SSMEi. jhes, 22 IBLA 121 (Sept. 26. 1975)

A request for a hearing pursuant to 43 CFR 4.415 for
the purpose of taking testimony on the Bureau of Land
Banagement's "continued refusal" to restore land in a
reclamation withdrawal to entry will be denied. An ap-
peal from a decision declaring mining claims and mill-
sites null and void ab initio because the lands are in
the withdrawal may not serve as the vehicle for peti-
tioning the Secretary of the Interior to revoke the
withdrawal. Furthermore, even if the withdrawal were
revoked and the lands opened to entry, this action
could not revive mining claims which were void when
located while the withdrawal was in effect and the land
closed to entry under the mining laws.

25 IBLA 67 (June 1, 1976)
83 I.D. 275

Mining claims are properly declared null and void ab
initio when the locations were not perfected by per-
formance of the condition precedent to the opening of
withdrawn land to location, entry and patent under the
mining laws.

Floyd W. BcCarty. 28 IBLA 246 (Dec. 20, 1976)

Where, in the public interest, the Secretary decides
not to reopen land to settlement, a would-be settler
on this land is denied no rights by this decision.

Henry E,, Reeves. 31 IBLA 242 (July 18, 1977)
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REVOCATION AND RESTORATION—Continued

BITHC RAWALS A ND RESERVATIONS—Continued

REVOCATION AND RESTORATION—Continued

Ordinarily an application to restore lands within a

reclamation withdrawal to aineral entry pursuant to
the Act of Apr. 23, 1932, «3 U.S.C. ft 15« (1970), will
be rejected by the Bureau of Land Hanagement where the
Bureau of Reclamation recommends against restoration;
however, on appeal a case aay be remanded for further
consideration by the appropriate agencies, including
preparation of a mineral report, where it appears war-
ranted by the appellant's showings and willingness to
propose terms and conditions to protect the Govern-
ment's interest.

Gi_Hx_DallJt, 3« IBLA 176 (Bar. ltt, 1978)

A mining claim located on land which has been previ-
ously withdrawn from location under the mining laws may
be properly declared null and void ab initio without a

hearing. Such a claim confers no rights on the locator
or a subseguent grantee and will not be validated by
the modification or revocation of the order of with-
drawal to open the land thereafter to mineral entry.
It is immaterial whether the lands are presently being,
or have ever been, used for the purpose for which they
were withdrawn.

Wendell L. Garrett d.b.a. Garrett Industries. 39 IBLA
85 (Jan. 2«, 1979)

where a reclamation withdrawal is revoked as to certain
land but that land is not restored to entry, the land
remains closed to mineral entry and a mining claim lo-
cated on it is null and void.

B32B2aa_Ci_Gardner_et_ali , 3« IBLA 179 (Bar. 14, 1978)

Lands which are withdrawn from entry remain withdrawn
and are not open under the public land laws until there
is formal revocation or modification of order of with-
drawal and a restoration order opening the lands. Here
passage of time or accomplishment of avowed purpose
cannot serve as substitute for formal revocation and
restoration.

An application under the Act of Apr. 23, 1932, 13 U.S.C
« 15U (1970) , for restoration to mineral entry and
location of lands within a reclamation withdrawal will
ordinarily be rejected when the Bureau of Reclaaation
has recoaaended against it, the recommendation is prem-
ised upon the requirements of the public interest, and
the reasons offered in support of the recommendation
are cogent.

Edward J, Connolly, Jr.. 3Q IBLA 233 (Har. 27, 1978)

Appellant may not use appeal to Board or request for
hearing under U3 CFB 4. 115 as vehicle for petitioning
Secretary of the Interior to have withdrawal revoked
and land restored to entry.

l2I£i_Sx_l!ilson, 35 IBLA 3«9 (June 19, 1978)

Erroneous issuance by BLM of oil and gas lease on other
withdrawn land in area of tract for which appellant
submitted lease offer does not effect restoration to
leasing of latter withdrawn tract.

f»_J3x_3ai2j» 39 IBLA 137 (Jan- 29, 1979)

Settlement upon a tract of land withdrawn from entry is
a trespass and provides no basis for any claia tc the
land under the Alaska Native Allotment Act of Hay 17,
1906, 3H Stat. 197. Any subsequent revocation or modi-
fication of the withdrawal and the restoration of the
land to entry will not validate an application for a Na-
tive allotment. An application for land withdrawn from
entry is nugatory and cannot be given life,, even by res-
toration of land during the pendency of an appeal from
its rejection.

Pau l D. Tony. U3 IBLA 2U5 (Oct. 10, 1979)

Under the procedures in effect prior to the passage of
the Federal Land Policy and Hanagement Act of 1976,
90 Stat. 27««, «3 U.S.C. ft 1701 et seg. (1977 Supp.),
the revocation of a withdrawal or the restoration of
withdrawn land to the public domain requires publica-
tion of a duly authorized Public Land Order. However,
relinquishaent of administrative jurisdiction by an
adainistering agency to the BLH does not, in and of
itself, result in either a revocation or restoration,
and acceptance by BLH of accountability and responsi-
bility is controlled by the procedures outlined in
«3 CFB Subpart 2370.

AiaSk3_Ei£filine_Co 1 , 38 IBLA 1 (Hov. 8, 1978)

Regardless of whether lands have been withdrawn froa
leasing and later restored, or were not withdrawn, an
over-the-counter oil and gas lease offer must be re-
jected where the land involved was formerly embraced in
an oil and gas lease which has expired by operation of
law and has not been placed on the list of lands avail-
able for the filing of siaultaneous oil and gas lease
offers under U3 CFR Subpart 3112.

CS»ifl_4x_£E2SiaS£. 38 IBLA 3U7 (Dec. 22, 1978)

SPRINGS ARC HATERHOLES

Even though springs and waterholes withdrawn from ain-
eral entry by Executive Order No. 107 may not be in use,
they nevertheless remain withdrawn so long as they pro-
vide sufficient water for public watering purposes.

Robert L. Beery et al r , 25 IBLA 287 (June 28, 1976)
83 I.E. 2«9

Where a waterhole and the surrounding land were with-
drawn pursuant to both an Executive Order and an Act of
Congress and reserved exclusively for use by the public
before the water had been appropriated by others, the
Federally reserved water right is superior to and pre-
cludes any acquisition of rights to the water by
others.

Park Center Hater Di strict and The Canon Bejqhts Irri-
gation and Reservoir Co.. 28 IBLA 368 "(Feb. 3, 1977)

8« I.E. 87

Executive Order Bo. 107 of Apr. 17,, 1926, withdrew from
appropriation all waterholes on public lands, and a
purported right to appropriate water from the spring
that postdates the withdrawal is without effect..

Broken H t Ranch Co.. 33 IBLA 386 (Jan. 26, 1978)
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SPRINGS AND WATERHOLES— Continued

Generally

For purposes of the Executive Order of Apr. 17, 1926,
the term "spring" means a discrete natural flow of
water emerging from the earth at a reasonably distinct
location, whether or not such flow constitutes a source
of or is tributary to a water course, pond, or other
body of surface water. The term "waterhole" means a

dip or hole in the earth's surface where surface or
groundwater collects and which may serve as a watering
place for man or animals.

The Executive Order withdrew, as of Apr. 17, 1926, all
lands containing important springs and waterholes that
existed as of that date on unappropriated, unreserved
public lands.

The Executive Order does not withdraw artifically
developed sources of water or manmade structures for
collection of water on the public domain. However,
any interest held in those artificially developed or
constructed sources or structures passes to the United
States upon abandonment by the developer or his succes-
sor in interest by virtue of the United States' owner-
ship of the land.

The Executive Order withdraws, by operation of law,
lands which become of the character contemplated in
the Order subsequent to the date of the Order; i.e.,
vacant, unappropriated, unreserved public lands upon
which springs or waterholes come into existence after
Apr. 17, 1926.

The Executive Order withdraws all lands containing
springs or waterholes as defined and subject to the
limitations set forth above, regardless of whether the
water source has been the subject of an official find-
ing as to its existence and location.

The priority date for the public right to use the wa-
ters of a spring or waterhole withdrawn under the Order
is Apr. 17, 1926, for all public springs and waterholes
existing on that date. Those public springs and water-
holes that naturally come into existence at a later
date are withdrawn when they come into existence.

The purposes for which water is reserved under the 1926
Order are (a) stockwatering, (b) human consumption, (c)

agriculture and irrigation, including sustaining fish,
wildlife and plants as a food and forage source, and
(d) flood, soil, fire and erosion control.

Because the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of
1976, «3 U.S.C. * 1701 et seg. (1976), repealed both
authorizing statutes under which the Apr. 17, 1926,
Order was issued, springs and waterholes on the public
domain coming into existence after Oct. 21, 1976, are
not withdrawn by the Apr. 17, 1926, Order but must be
withdrawn under other, still existing legislative
authority to be effective.

federalJater_Ri3hts_of^he_National_ParJc_Servicei_Fish
and Wildlife Service^ Bureau_of_J)eclamation_and the
Iu£IIuIof_Land_J3anIaement7~M :: 3691« "(June" 2 5,"19797

86 I.D. 553

Rightsxof-Hav.

Any action taken by private party who did not have a

vested State water right prior to Apr. 17, 1926, or
had not received appropriate permission from the United
States subsequent to that date to make use of the pub-
lic waterhole or spring withdrawn by the Order is a
nullity and of no force and effect. Any entry onto the
reserved land for such purpose constitutes a trespass.

Federal Hater Rights of the National Park Service, Fish
and_Wildlife_Serviiei_BuriauIof_Recliiinon_iid_thi ~_

Bureau of Land Management, H-3691U (June 25, 1979)
86 I.D. 553

WITHDRAWALS AND RESE RVATIONS— Conti nued

SPRINGS AND WATERHOLES—Continued

Stg.te Laws

The Executive Order does not affect a valid, private
right to use some or all of the waters of such a source
that vested under the applicable State laws, custom or
usage prior to Apr. 17, 1926.

The Executive Order withdraws,, by operation of law, any
vacant, unappropriated, unreserved public land upon
which is located a spring or waterhole and for which a
private vested right to use all of such water under
applicable State law, custom and usage has previously
existed upon abandonment or forfeiture of that State
water right under the terms of the applicable State
law, custom or usage.

Federal. Water Rights of the , National Park, Service. Fish
and_Wildliie_5ervice»_Bureau_of_Re£lamation_an^_the
Bureao.

i

of. Land. Manage men t. M-3691« (June 25, 1979)
86 I.E. 553

STOCK-DRIVEWAY WITHDRAWALS

An application filed by a State under the Act of
Mar. 15, 1910, for a temporary withdrawal of lands to
aid in the selection of the lands for proposed develop-
ment under the Carey Act of 189<l must be rejected where
the lands are withdrawn for stock-driveway purposes,
and cannot be suspended pending consideration of a pe-
tition for reclassification of the lands as suitable
for selection under the Carey Act.

A grant of lands to a State under the Carey Act of
189U is not a grant in pr aesenti . vesting title to any
particular lands as of the time of passage of the Act
or by relation back upon fulfillment of the conditions
imposed by the Act, but the allowance or rejection of
an application by a State under the Act of Har. 15,
1910, for a temporary withdrawal of lands to aid in
the selection of the lands for proposed development
under the Carey Act is a matter wholly within the dis-
cretion of the Department; and where the lands sought
to be selected by the State are embraced within a

stock-driveway withdrawal made by the Secretary of
the Interior under authority of law, they are not, so
long as such withdrawal remains in fonce, subject to
any claim of the State under the Carey Act.

Idaho Department of.Water Resources

,

(July 31, 1975)
21 IBIA 210

A color of title application for land which has been
withdrawn for a stock-driveway prior to any conveyance
in a color of title applicant's chain of title is prop-
erly rejected as to such land.

JeajJie._PieE.resiegui, 23 IBLA 358 (Jan- 23, 1976)
83 I.

Applications filed by the State of Idaho under the Act
of Har- 15, 1910, for temporary withdrawals of land for
proposed development under the Carey Act of 1891, must
be rejected where the lands have been previously with-
drawn for reclamation, stock-driveway, agricultural
research or military purposes.

»nt of Water Resources. 25 IBLA 27 (Kay 5,



WITHDRAWALS AND RESERYATIOHS—Continued

STOCK- DRIVEHAY WITHDRAWALS—Continued

Hater sources located within stock driveways and re-
served pursuant to sec. 10 of the Act of Dec. 29, 1916,
43 U.S.C. t 300 (1970), are reserved to the extent nec-
essary to provide for stockwatering during the process
of moving livestock through these reserved access
corridors.

Zederal_H^ter_Riahts^f_ihe_Nati^al_ParJc_S^rvicex_Fish
and_Wildlife_Servicex_Bv^eau_of_Recla»atioi!_and_the
Bureau_of_La.nd_j1anaaement, M-3691U (June 25, 1979)

86 I. D. 553

TEMPORARY WITHDRAWALS

In the absence of pertinent statutory directives or
regulatory criteria mandating such action, it is im-
proper for the Bureau of Land Management to reject ap-
plications filed by a State under the Act of Bar. 15,
1910, for temporary withdrawals of lands for proposed
development under the Carey Act, on the basis of the
Bureau's determination that the Carey Act does not per-
mit acceptance of a temporary withdrawal application:
(1) for the establishment of residence and settlement
on noncontiguous tracts of land; (2) if the acreage
applied for, when added to desert land entry acreage
previously patented to the State«s Carey Act project
proposer, exceeds the maximum 320 acres permitted to
be acquired by one person under 43 U.S.C. t 212 (1970);
and (3) when the preliminary plan of development sub-
mitted by the State fails to provide adequate assurance
of water transmission to the proposed project. Under
these circumstances, the Bureau should suspend action
on the applications pending Departmental action to re-
vise and recodify previously deleted regulations which
provide guidance for the administration of the Carey
Act and the Act of Bar. 15, 1910.

Idaho Department of_Water Resources,
TAprT ~20, 1976)

24 IBLA 31"

It is improper for the Bureau of Land Management to
reject desert land applications on the basis of direc-
tives within a deleted regulation which reguired that
such applications be rejected when the lands described
therein were included within a previously filed State
application for a temporary withdrawal under the Act
of Bar. 15, 1910, which permits the Secretary to tem-
porarily withdraw lands in furtherance of the purposes
of the Carey Act. In the absence of a recodification
of the directives in the deleted regulation, the bu-
reau should suspend action on all applications filed
subsequent to the withdrawal application pending final
action on the application for withdrawal.

£evin_D J._Ellisx_Slivia.
1976)

.lllis, 24 IBLA 387 (Hay 3,

Applications filed by the State of Idaho under the Act
of Har. 15, 1910, for temporary withdrawals of land for
proposed development under the Care} Act of 1894, must
be rejected where the lands have been previously with-
drawn for reclamation, stock-driveway, agricultural
research or military purposes.

In the absence of pertinent statutory directives or
regulatory criteria for the processing of temporary
withdrawal applications for unreserved lands filed by
a State under the Act of Har. 15, 1910, for proposed
development under the Carey Act, the Bureau of Land
Management should suspend consideration of the appli-
cations pending Departmental action to revise and re-
codify previously deleted regulations which provide

WITHDRAWALS AND RESERVATIONS—Continued

TEMPORARY WITHDRAWALS—Continued

guidance for the administration of the Carey Act and
the Act of Mar. 15. 1910.

Idaho Department of Water Resources . 25 IBLA 27 (Fay 5,
1976)

Applications filed by the State of Idaho under the Act
of Bar. 15, 1910, for temporary withdrawals of land for
proposed development under the Carey Act of 1894, must
be rejected where the lands have been previously with-
drawn for reclamation purposes.

In the absetice of pertinent statutory directives or
regulatory criteria for the processing of temporary
withdrawal applications for unreserved lands filed by
a State under the Act of Har. 15, 1910, for proposed
development under the Carey Act, the Bureau of Land
Banagement should suspend consideration of the appli-
cations pending Departmental action to revise and re-
codify previously deleted regulations which provide
guidance for the administration of the Carey Act and
the Act of Bar. 15, 1910.

Idaho Department of Water Resources. 27 IBLA 303
(Oct. 26,~1976)

A recreation and public purposes application must be
rejected for lands temporarily withdrawn for an irri-
gation project to benefit Indians. Such a withdrawal
is effective until specifically revoked, even though
it is made on a temporary basis and has been in effect
for more than 50 years.

Elko Cou nty Board
(MarT 237 1977)

Supervisors. 29 IBLA 220

Applications filed for temporary withdrawals of land
for proposed development under the Carey Act of 1891
must be rejected where the lands have been previously
withdrawn for other purposes.

Idaho Department of Water Reso urces. 32 IBLA 89
"(Sept. 2, 1977)

Lands segregated on the public records by a proposed
withdrawal posted Apr. 6, 1973, or a Recreational and
Public Purposes Classification filed Nov. 13, 1956,
were not available for the location of mining claims,
and claims thereafter located are null and void at
initio.

Neither a Recreation aad Public Purposes Act classifi-
cation nor a withdrawal is a rule or regulation within
the ambit of the Secretarial policy of Apr. 27, 1971,
which provides for utilization of the public participa-
tion procedures of 5 U.S.C. § 553 (1976).

Mining claims purportedly located on land not available
for such location confer no property right upon the
locator, and jay be declared null and void ab initio
without a hearing under 5 U.S.C. $ 554 et seg. (1976).

The notation on public records on Apr. 6, 1973, of an
application for withdrawal, even though the application
did not contain a reference to authority for the with-
drawal, as reguired in 43 CFR 2351.2(b) (1972), was
sufficient to temporarily segregate the land under
sees. 2091.2-5 (1972) and 2351.3 (1972) from surseguent
inclusion in a mining location.

Delmer McLean e t al .. 40 IBLA 34 (Mar. 15, 1979)



"OEPS_ANe_PHH»SBS

"Agent." The word "agent," as used in 43 CFR 3102.6-1
requiring statements of authority and disclosure of in-
terests in oil and gas lease offers by agents, does not
include an employee who has no discretionary authority
and merely acts as the employer's amanuensis in affix-
ing the employer's stamp on a simultaneous oil and gas
lease offer entry card, even if it is done outside the
actual physical presence of the employer. any state-
ment required by the Bureau of Land nanagement to es-
tablish the identity of the person who stamped the
offeror's name on the card must al.iow the offeror to
provide information to establish whether or not the
person was an agent within the meaning of 43 CFR
3102.6-1; merely requiring the offeror to show the
stamp was affixed by him or in his presence is not
sufficient.

Evelyn Chambers. 27 IBL& 317 (Nov.

WORDS AND PBRASES—Contlnned

horizons; "lands not committed" refers to all non-
unitized depths. 30 O.S.C. « 226 (j) (1970).

Amoco Production 24 IBLA 227 (Bar. 24. 1976)

"Beft;re_and af ter.rnle." In reappraisal of a communi-
cation site, the before and after rule is applied ty
determining the market value of the Government tract
including the site at the time of reappraisal, exclud-
ing any enhancement to or diminution from the site
project, and substracting therefrom the market value
of the remaining Government property interest, includ-
ing enhancement or diminution from the project.

1976) 83 I.D. 533
341 (June 30, 1976)

b Co. et al... 25 IE1A

"Agent. " The word "agent," as used in 43 CPB 3102.6-1
requiring statements of authority and disclosure of in-
terests in oil and gas lease offers by agents, does not
include a son who has no discretionary authority and
merely acts as his mother's amanuensis in affixing her
signature on a simultaneous oil and gas lease offer en-
try card. Therefore, no further statement is reguired
by the Bureau of Land nanagement to establish whether
or not the son was an agent within the meaning of
43 CFR 3102.6-1.

Rebecca_Ji_Haters, 28 IBLA 381 (Feb. 4, 1977)

"Agent." The word "agent," as used in 43 CFR 3102.6-1,
requiring statements of authority and disclosure of in-
terests in oil and gas leases by agents, includes all
persons or companies having discretionary authority to
act on the offeror's behalf concerning the offer or
lease.

"Cancellation" and "freriina.ti.qn." The "cancellation"
and the "termination" of oil and gas leases are sepa-
rate, distinct concepts. Cancellation reguires a spe-
cific act by the Department authorized by various
statutes. Termination under 30 U.S.C. « 188(b) (1970)
is automatic, occurring by operation of law when the
lessee fails to pay his rental timely.

Oil Resources , Inc. . 28 IBLA 394 (Feb. 7, 1977)
84 I.

"Certified. " Onder 43 CFR 1821.3-1 (a), additional in-
formation sutmitted by an oil and gas offeror pursuant
to a request by BLH seed not be in affidavit form. A
request for a "certified" copy of an unrecorded docu-
ment in the possession of its owner connotes the inten-
tion that the owner attach an affidavit attesting to
its authenticity.

ha P T Herrill. 44 IBLA 136 (Nov. 30, 1979)

Di_EJt_Pack, 30 IBLA 166 (Hay 19, 1977) 84 I.D. 192

"Amended .Location." An amended location of a mining
claim is best defined as one in furtherance of an ear-
lier, valid location, and a subsequent location refer-
ring to the same parcel of land, filed by the same
party, changing only the name of the claim, will be
deemed an amended location.

Ja»es_Ct_Ha igh t , 44 IBLA 240 (Dec. 11, 1979)

"Anjr_other_£erson." "Any other person" within the con-
text of 43~CFR 47470 includes one who has standing to
protest or appeal a decision of the district manager.
An organization which alleges that one or more of its
members has been adversely affected by such a decision
may be considered "any other person" within the meaning
of the regulation.

National Wildlife Federation (Appellant) y. Bolten
Rancht_Incix_lResEondenti. 24 IBLA 391 (Hay 3, 1976)

" *£§a_£2»ered_by_u2 it_£ 1 a n

"

n2£_£2MAited_to_unit_p_lan.

'

'Lands coimitted
i an oil and gas lease

is committed to a cooperative or unit plan of develop-
ment or operation approved by the Secretary, and when
such plan unitizes lest, than all horizons or depths of
said lease, the "area covered" by the plan consists
only of the unitized depths or horizons and excludes
any depths or horizons not unitized. Such a lease nec-
essarily "embraces lands that are in part within and
in part outside of the area covered by such plan" and
must be "segregated into separate leases as to the
lands committed and the lands not committed." "Lands
committed" can only refer to all unitized depths or

"Common Clay ." A "common clay" not loca table under the
mining laws does not include clay having exceptional
qualities which meets refractory and other quality
standards for bigbgrade ceramic products or other prod-
ucts requiring a high refractoriness, or which is use-
ful for certain industrial uses, such as in the oil and
oil well drilling industries, outside the manufacture
of general clay products. It does include, however,
clay usable or used only for structural and other heavy
clay products, for pressed or face brick, as well as
ordinary brick, and for pottery and ocdinary earthen-
ware and stoneware. The fact industrial and techno-
logical changes may make a certain clay deposit valu-
able for a given major manufacturer of brick, tile and
other clay products, because it meets its peculiar
specifications for blends with other raw materials,
does not warrant a change from Departmental precedents
and a strong Congressional policy establishing that
clay usable only for such purposes is a common clay
not locatable under the mining laws.

United States Va
"(Har. 31, 1977)

al, 29 IBLA 357
84 I.E. 137

"Contest." A decision declaring claims located on
withdrawn lands to be null and «oid ab initio is not
a "contest" and regulations under 43 CFR 4.451 et seq.
relating to mining contests, have no application.

Delmer HcT.ean et al,,. 40 IBLA 34 (Har. 15, 1979)



«SS£S_AHD_PBB&SES— Continued

n23i£_2f_i2£aii2J!'" Date of location of a mining claii
is no later~than the date on which the claimant certi-
fied he had complied with all requirements of law, as
indicated by his signature on the notice and certifi-
cate of location. The date of recording the location
notice of a mining claim in the county records has no
bearing on the "date of location" of the claim, from
which the 90-day period for recordation in BLR under
PLPHA begins.

»2J!ald_Coulam, 35 IBLA 35 (Hay 1978)

"Date of. Location." Under «3 CFR 3833.0-5(h), for
claims located in Nevada, "date of location" is the
date indicated in the notice of location or discovery
posted on an unpatented mining claim.

Jim Spicer, «2 IBLA 288 (Aug. 27, 1979)

"Bjusdem qener is. " The ejusdem .generis rule of con-
struction may not be invoked to exclude gravel from the
scope of a reservation of "all the coal and other min-
erals" in patents issued under the Stock-Raising Home-
stead Act, «3 O.S.C. 4 299 (1970), because this rule
of construction can only be effectively applied where
there is a series of specific terms which define a

class so that one may construe a general term by refer-
ence to that class.

Western Hnclear. Inc. 35 IBLA 1U6 (Hay 22, 1978)

"Pair. market value." As used in «3 CFR 2802.1-7, "fair
market value" of a communication site right-of-way is
the amount in cash, or on terms reasonably equivalent
to cash, for which in all probability the right to use
the site would be granted by a knowledgeable owner
willing but not obligated to grant to a knowledgeable
user who desired but is not obligated to so use.

lge£ican„TejLe£hoije_and_IelearaEh_Co3U
_e^_a2J., 25 IBLA

3K1 (June 30, 1976)

Zu 1 l_£i rcle^^ln c .

,

35 IBLA 325 (June 19, 1978)
85 I.I

Donald R. Clark., C. Reinhart C Son. Inc,, Hartwe 1

1

I*cavating._Co., 39 IBLA 182 (Jan. 31, 1979)

"Pinal entry.." when an amended homestead final proof
has been submitted, the term "final entry" in the pro-
viso in sec. 7, Act of Bar. 3, 1891, 26 Stat. 1098, as
a»§nded, i»3 O.S.C. « 1165 (1970) refers to the submis-
sion, to the proper officials, of the amended final
proof and required fees.

flnii£ d._S_£a£es_vi_Joe_« .._§rj a n t

,

1976)
25 IBLA 247 (June 23,

"5E§2i£a_lies£ass. " The term "grazing trespass" as
used in the context of the Federal Range Code refers
to the grazing of livestock on Federal land without an
appropriate license or permit or in violation of the
terms and conditions of a license or permit, and not
to any other special meaning ascribed under other laws
and circumstances if inconsistent with this usage.

?iaon_ Br.ink.erhof f

,

24 IBLA 324 (Apr. 21. 1976)
83 I. D.

WORPS AWE PBRASES—Continued

"Gross value at the point of sh ip ment %o market." Ihe
royalty rate for products mined and disposed of under
sodium and potassium leases must be imposed on the
"gross value of the sodium (or potzssium) compounds and
other relatec products at the point of shipment to mar-
ket," which means the gross value of a refined product
for sale in an established market, and in general, no
deductions may be allowed for costs incurred in devel-
oping a product to a marketable condition except for
the price of reagents which are chemically combined
with the product sold from the lease.

Z2£&2-Hil!£I*l-Q.°i. 34 IBLA 285 (Apr- 17, 1978)
85 I.D. 171

"B§ad\g_2ajEt£L§- " T ne tGEB "headquarters" as used in
the Act of Hay 14, 1898, as amended. 43 O.S.C. « 687a
(1970), means the usual place of business, principal
office or administrative center used in connection with
a trade, manufacture or other productive industry.

payfrd A, Burns. 30 IBLA 359 (June 10, 1977)

"Highest and best use." As to the improver of a conmu-
nication site during the term of his grant, a determi-
nation that the highest and best use of property is for
communications purposes must be based on evidence show-
ing it is so reasonably likely the site would be chosen
for use as a communication site in the absence of im-
provements made by the improver that the suitability of
the land for communications purposes would affect its
general market value.

ABeri;an Telephone and Telegraph Co ,
341 (June 30, 1976)

25 IELA

"Hold." Any person or entity which has acquired actual
possession and the right thereof to more than 320 acres
of desert lands "holds" such acreage within the meaning
of the prohibition of sec. 7 of the Act of Bar. 3,
1877, as amended.

United states v. G.
(Apr. 7„ 1975)

lQFlis.et.alj 19 IEIA 350
82 I.E. 146

"Hold^ assignment, and otherwise." Sec. 7 of the Act of
Bar. 3, 1891, provides that no person or association of
persons shall hold by assignment or otherwise, prior to
the issue of patent, more than 320 acres of arid or
desert lands; the terms "hold," "assignment" and "other-
wise" are words of broad significance and will be de-
fined in such manner to effectuate the purposes of the
Act, to wit, to prevent anyone from holding more than
320 acres of desert lands to the exclusion of bona fide
settlers or the entrymen of record.

"Holding." Any person or association of persons who
controls, possesses and receives substantial benefits
from desert lands will be regarded as "holding" such
lands within the meaning of the Act of Bar. 3, 1891.

Onited Sta
(Apr. 7. 1975)

Gtfrgq, et al, 19 IBLA 379
82 I.E. 123

"Ho } d .^..assignment or otherwise ." The purchaser of
desert land under an illegal executory contract to
convey the land subsequent to patent "holds" that land
within the meaning of the acreage limitation of sec. 7

of the Desert Land Act, as amended. 43 O.S.C. i 329
(1970).

£3i rsi 1_ Z wana , 26 IBLA 41 (July 9,

ited States, y,
i.976) 83 I.E.



__________£___-_-— Continued

"I nnocent_p_urchaser." Where the purchaser from the
railroad of unpatented land believed at the time of
his purchase that the land was mineral, and there was
physical evidence of its mineral character, or if con-
ditions were such that the purchaser should have known
then that the land was excepted from the grant to the
railroad, he was not a purchaser in good faith within
the "innocent purchaser" proviso of sec- 321 (b) of the
Transportation Act of 1910.

_______________________°_________2-_-_-__----____-
___________________ ei:____-_» 23 IELA 232 (Jan. 9, 1976)

83 I.D. 1

__££__ A N D_ PH H AS ES-- Continued

the lease, so that the clien*/of f eror is not precluded
from stating that he is the sole party in interest to
the offer, and the filing of offers for the same parcel
by other clients of the service is not disqualifying.

Geosearch, Inc.. 39 IBLA U9 (Jan. 16, 1979)

__°_____J>__I___' HO IBLA 267 (Apr. 18. 1979)

Geosearchx_Inc., 10 IBLA it 01 (Hay 14, 1979)

"Interest. " Where there is an agreement giving an
offeror the option of selling part of an oil and gas
lease to his agent leasing service, exercisable solely
at the offeror's discretion, the agent has a mere hope
or expectancy and not an "interest" in the offer, as
defined in 43 CFR 3100.0-5 (b).

Virainia_L._Jones, 34 IBLA 188 (Bar. 21, 1978)

"____£___•" Where an individual files an oil and gas
lease~offer drawing entry card through a leasing service
under an agreement by which the service is authorized to
act as his exclusive representative in the sale of any
lease rights obtained by him, and he is required to pay
the service a set commission plus a percentage of reve-
nues derived from any retained royalty interests, on
any such sale, the leasing service has an enforceable
right to share in any profits which may derive or ac-
crue from the lease and, therefore, has an "interest"
in the offer, as defined in 43 CFR 3100.0-5 (b).

5artl_E.i_.Sixt, 36 IBLA 374 (Aug. 31, 1978)

"________•" Where an individual files an oil and gas
lease offer drawing entry card through a leasing
service under an agreement by which the first $8,000 of
the proceeds from any sale of a lease goes to the indi-
vidual, the next $3,500 goes to the leasing service,
and the balance of the proceeds goes to the individual,
the leasing service has an enforceable right to a de-
fined share in profits which may derive or accrue from
the lease, and, therefore, has an "interest" in the of-
fer as defined in 43 CFR 3100. 0-5 (b)

.

___________ launer, 37 IBLA 266 (Oct. 19, 1978)

"________•" Where a partner in a firm, or business
associate, or an officer of a corporation which is
engaged in the oil and gas business, files an oil and
gas lease offer individually in his own name, the part-
nership/ corporation/association may have a claim to
any benefits accruing to the individual from the lease,
owing to the partnership agreement, corporate by-laws,
or personal contract, due to the partner's/officer's/
associate's fiduciary duty to hold any opportunity ob-
tained individually for the exclusive use and benefit
of the firm,. This claim is an "interest" under 13 CFR
3100.0-5 (b), and failure to disclose it within 15 days
of the filing of the offer, as required by 43 CFR
3102.7, subjects the offer to rejection.

_________________ » 38 IBLA 146 (Dec. 5, 1978)

"Interest. " Where an oil and gas leasing service se-
lects lands, files offers, and advances funds on behalf
of its clients for leases which the service is willing
to sell on behalf of any successful client, strictly at
_________________ on, in return for a percentage comais-
sion on the sale, the service has no enforceable right
to any portion of the lease, if issued. In such cir-
cumstances, the service does not have an "interest" in

"Interest. " Where there is an agreement giving an
offecor the option of selling part of an oil and gas
lease to his agent leasing service, exercisable solely
at the offeror's discretion, the agent has a mere hope
or expectancy and not an "interest" in the offer, as
defined in 43 CFR 3100.0-5 (b). A leasing service,
which files a simultaneous noncompetitive oil and gas
lease offer drawing entry card on behalf of its client,
bound by a "put option" does not have a hidden interest
in tbe offer and does not violate 43 CFR 3102.7 by
failing to disclose this put option or 43 CFR 3112.5-2
by filing offers for more than ore client on a parcel.

Jack Bask. 41 IBLA 147 (June 18. 1979)

Kell ey Ev erett e. 41 IBLA 155 (June 18, 1979)

" Inte rest in an oil and gas lease or offer." If an
oil and gas lease offeror in an oral agreement gives
another person "a claim or any prospective or future
claim to an advantage or benefit from a lease," there
would be an interest in the lease or lease offer which
must be disclosed under 43 CFR 3102.7. That an offeror
might raise a technical legal defense against enforce-
ment of such an agreement in a court does not militate
against there being a claim or avoid the consequence of
the disclosure regulation or 43 CFR 3112.5-2 prohibit-
ing multiple filing in drawing procedures.

"I nterest in an oil and gas lease or offer." Where af-
fidavits submitted on appeal by an oil and gas lease
offeror disclose that prior to the filing of an oil anc
gas lease offer the offeror orally agreed to give the
person filing *.he offer for him either the opportunity
to refuse to purchase the lease under terms and condi-
tions that a third party would make (right of first
refusal) , or the opportunity to make the first offer
before any other offer would be accepted (first right
to buy), the offeror has given the person an interest
in the offer as defined in the regulations to include
a prospective claim to an advantage or benefit from a

lease.

Enevoldsen. 44 IBLA 70 (Nov. 20, 1979)
86 I.E. 643

"Justifiable . " For a delay in submission of an oil and
gas Itase rental payment to be justifiable,, lessee must
show that the delay would not have occurred except for
factors outside of his control.

Reid E. Motley. 43 IBLA 360 (Oct. 29, 1979)

"Justifiable excuse." The fact that a courtesy rental
notice did not cone to oil and gas lessee's attention
until 1 day prior to rental due date is not a justifi-
able excuse for late payment of the rental.

Reid E . Motley. 43 IBLA 360 (Oct. 29., 1979)



E2 R DS___D____AS_s— Con t i n ued

"Known geologic structure." A known geologic structure
is technically the trap in which an accumulation of oil
or gas has been discovered by drilling and determined
to be productive, the limits of which include all acre-
age that is presumptively productive.

J ac k_Ji_.Be n der , HO IBLA 26 (Bar. 1979)

"Lands." The tern "lands" can be construed as covering
mineral interests constructively severed from the sur-
face estate.

5en_£_l_C r u de_0 i l_Co . . 19 IBLA 2U5 (Bar. 28, 1975)

"Lands not available for leasing." Under U3 CFR
311o7l-3(aj", lands are'deemed to te not available for
leasing when they are surrounded by lands contained
within patents with no oil and gas rights reserved to
the United Strtes, when they are segregated from oil
and gas leasing by withdrawal, or are embraced within
an outstanding lease with an effective issuance date
prior to the filing date of the subject offer.

Sel_n_B.__e id , 39 IBLA 378 (Feb. 28, 1979)

"Leasi___Act_mineral_." The Multiple Mineral Develop-
ment Act, 30 U.S.C. § 52U (1970), reserved all Leasing
Act minerals to the United States, and no rights to
deposits of Leasing Act minerals are open to location
under the mining laws under 30 U.S.C. § 525 (1970).
"Leasing Act minerals" is defined as "all minerals
which, upon Aug. 13, 195t, are provided in the mineral
leasing laws to be disposed of thereunder." 30 U.S.C.
4 530 (1970) . Because leases for sodium, potassium,
and "other related products" are authorized pursuant to
30 U.S.C. 45 262, 282 (1970), "other related products"
along with sodium and potassium fall within the cate-
gory of Leasing Act minerals which include lithium
which is dissolved in a sodium or potassium brine.

l2°te__ineral_Co_, 314 IBLA 285 (Apr. 17, 1978)
85

"Lode" and "_lace£. " A placer mining claim has t

defined as ground within defined boundaries which
tain mineral in its earth, sand, or gravel; groun
includes valuable deposits not in place, that is,
fixed in rock, but which are in a loose state, an
in most cases be collected by washing or amalgama
without milling. Hhereas, a lode or vein has bee
fined as any zone or belt of mineralized rock lyi
within boundaries clearly separating it from the
boring rock; a body of mineral or mineral bearing
within defined boundaries.

con-
d that
not

d may
tion

ng
neigh-
rock

when mining claims have been located as placer claims
for perlite which lies in a "blanket" or "pancake" in
an almost horizontal plane and in its original state
is encased between two different types of rock, where
in places, the upper rock or layer has been eroded away
leaving the perlite exposed at the surface and in other
places on the claims the upper layer is still present,
and the mining of the perlite is characterized as es-
sentially a hard rock operation, and when it is first
extracted from the ground and then processed or, in
effect, milled to produce a marketable product, the
perlite is properly classified as a lode deposit which
will not sustain a placer location.

2nit£l_States_v__Estate_of_Aj_hur_C__W__Boi
12ecea_edl__ajid_S__ei_o___erlite___nes__i_c._jContes:
t_es____arborlite_CO£______tervenoE_» 38 IBLA 390
(Jan. 8, 1979)

WORDS AMD .PHRASES— Continued

"Pt'^er related products." "Other associated deposits.
when sodium or potassium brines are covered by leases
conveying the exclusive right to mine and dispose of
sodium compounds and other related products or potas-
sium compounds and other associated deposits, the
leases convey the exclusive rights to all minerals
dissolved in the brioe, including lithium.

Foote. Hineral.,C,o,. 30 IBLA 285 (Apr. 17, 1978)
85 I.E.

"Otherwise." As used in sec. 7 of the Act of Bar. 3,
1877, as a men ded, "no person or association of persons
shall hold by assignment or otherwise," "otherwise" is
not limited to other means equivalent to assignment but
rathe,, embraces all mechanisms whereby control of and
benefit fcom an entry or entries are accumulated and
transferred.

United. States,

y

tt
G. , Patrick

(Apr. 7, 1975)
norris et al.. 19 IEIA 35C

82 I.E. 1«(

" Paying Quantities." The term "paying quantities,"
used in the Erady (Deep) Unit Agreement to determine
whether or not a participating area of a unit should
include additional tracts where the existence of hydro-
carbons in paying quantities is disputed, refers to
cost of drillinq and production plus a reasonable
prof i t.

Amoco Production Co,. Ml IBLA 3U8 (July 11, 1979)

"Pa__ent." Placing a check for annual rental for oil
and gas leases in the mails does not constitute "pay-
ment" of annual rental. Rather, the lessee must cause
the rental to be received by the office administering
his leases, and, until such time as it is received, no
"payment" of annual rental has occurred. Accordingly,
where a check is mailed prior to the due date but does
not arrive until more than 20 days after this due date,
no "payment" was made prior to that time, so that the
lease automatically terminated by operation of law, anc
the Department is without authority to consider a peti-
tion for reinstatement of the lease.

Hobil Oil Cor p.. 35 IBLA 265 (June 2, 1978)

"Payment." A noncompetitive oil and gas lease en which
there is no well capable of production in paying quan-
tities terminates by operation of law for failure to
pay the annual rental on or before the due date. A

check for rental does not constitute payment until it
is received at the proper office.

Gretchen Capital,, Ltd., 37 IBLA 392 (Nov. 8, 1978)

"Person. " A State is a "person" within the meaning of
the Department's private contest regulations.

State of Alaska et al, l»l IBLA 315 (July 11. 1979)
86 I.E. 361

"Person. " Regulation «3 CFR H.U50-1 specifically gives
persons with an adverse interest in land a right to
contest the adverse claim. It does not depend on the
applicability of the due process clause of the Consti-
tution to either claimant. A State is a "person" with-
in the meaning of this private contest regulation.

State of Alaska. U2 IBLA 1 (July 25, 1979)



___£__ AH D_ PH BASES—Continued

"Practical." Under 43 U.S.C. 5 1763 (19 ), utiliza-
tion of a nearby existing communication site is prac-
tical where the site is suitable and the expense of
utilization would not be unreasonable as compared with
environmental damage from a proliferation of sites.

Ji,carilla. Apache. Indian Tribe. 29 IBLA 57 (Feb. 16,
1977)

HQRps ADD PHRASES— Continued

"Public Lands." Land within an interim conveyance to a
Native Corporation is no longer "public land" under the
Federal Land Policy and Management Act nor subject to
Eureau of Land Management jurisdiction to issue rights-
of-way under that Act.

Hew England Fish Co.. 42 IBLA 200 (Aug. 22, 1979)

"Production. " "Production" as used in all Federal oil
and gas leases includes all oil and gas withdrawn from
a reservoir.

____°___^_^_________£2___J'__]_e_t_f_om_the_ General
Account ina_0f f ice^ Inte££retation_of_nineral_Leasina
Act~of~1920, and~Outer~Continental~Shelf Lands~Act
R22.aIty._Cla use, H-36888 (Oct. 4, 1976) 84 I.D. 54

"_____ct_o_-" Oil or gas that is wasted is in a cate-
gory by itself, distinctly separable from "production,"
when it is oil or gas that is lost on the surface or
in the subsurface through the negligence of the lessee,
i.e., without the specific sanction of the supervisor.

Computation of Honeys Due the United. States on Oil and
G______t_as a_Result_of_PennzoilJ_s_ Blowout, tl-36888
Tsupp.) (Jan. 19, 1977) 84 I.D. 60

"Public Land." The term "public land" can only be
defined~in~context, and is not a term of art having
specific legal effect. Usually, however, it means the
general public domain, unappropriated land; land be-
longing to the United states and which is subject to
sale or other disposal under the general laws, and not
reserved or held back for any special governmental or
public purpose.

_en_J__Boschetto, 21 IBLA 193 (July 28, 1975)

"£__Iic_ lands. " "Public lands" are defined in sec. 3(e)
of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act, as follows:
"•Public lands' means all Federal lands and interests
therein, located in Alaska except: (1) the smallest
practicable tract, as determined by the Secretary, en-
closing land actually used in connection with the ad-
ministration of any Federal installation, and (2) land
selections of the State of Alaska which have been pat-
ented or tentatively approved under sec. 6(g) of the
Alaska Statehood Act, as amended (72 Stat. 341, 77 Stat.
223), or identified for selection by the State prior to
Jan. 17, 1969." The "except" clause contained in the
definition of public lands in sec. 3 (e) of ANCSA must
be read as an expression of Congressional intent not to
include particular lands rather than as an "exception"
from lands included in the general definition of public
lands.

_EE§al_of_Seldovia_Native_Asslnx_Inc. (

(July 1, 1976)

"____±c_lands. " Under 43 CFR 9239.0-7 which defines
a trespass, the term "public lands" includes mineral
deposits reserved under the Stock-Raising Homestead
Act, 43 U.S.C. $ 299 (1970).

__stern_Huclear__Inc., 35 IBLA ln6
<Hi y 22, 1978)

85 I.D. 129

"Reasonable diligence." where an oil and gas rental
check'bearing the due date of the lease is submitted a
few days in advance thereof, but the check is returned
by the Bureau of Land Management and thereupon a new
check is promptly submitted, even if it could be con-
sidered that the lease had terminated, it would be eli-
gible for reinstatement under 30 U.S.C. « 188(c) (1976)
because there has been reasonable diligence on the Fart
of lessee.

Lillie Belle Biggin s. 38 IBLA 254 (Dec. 8, 1978)

"Reasonable d iligence." Allowing 1 day for mail deliv-
ery of an oil and gas lease rental demonstrates a lack
of reasonable diligence, because reasonable diligence
normally requires sending or delivering payments suffi-
ciently in advanct of the anniversary date to allow for
normal delays in the collection, transmittal, and de-
livery of the payment.

Reid S_ Hol;ley. 43 IBLA 360 (Oct. 29, 1979)

"Relocation. " A relocation of a mining claim is test
defined as a location adverse to the prior locations.

!?ames_C_..Hai q ht. 44 IBLA 240 (Dec. 11, 1979)

"Rent als. " Reasonable diligence in sending a rental
payment due on the anniversary date includes transmit-
ting the payment so that it will normally be received
in the appropriate office on the anniversary date con-
sidering the method of transmission, normal delays in
handling, and the distance involved.

"Rentals." Failure to pay advance rentals on or be-
fore the anniversary date may be justifiable only if
the reason for such failure is proximate in time to
the anniversary date and may reasonably be considered
to be the proximate cause of the failure to submit the
payment on time.

H. J f Harvey. Jr.. 19 IBLA 230 (Bar- 25, 1975)

"Rural Electrificatio n Ad ministration projects. " A

right-of-way holder is not excused from payment of ren-
tal under 43 CFR 2802.1-7 (c), by virtue of holding an
REA loan, where such bolder is neither a cooperative or
nonprofit organization.

Con t inental Telephone of the Wes t. 35 IBLA 279 (June 2,
1978)" " 85 I.D. 186

"Segregation." "Segregation" is an administrative pro-
cedure preliminary to favorable or unfavorable action
on a withdrawal application by the Secretary of the
Interior in the exercise of his delegated authority
under the Pickett Act, 43 U.S.C. * 141 et seg. (1970),
and is not legally eguivalent, in its effect on the
status of the land, to a completed withdrawal or
reservation.

Appeal of.Pa_g-_i_-.Inc,. Ltd r . 3 ANCAB 49 (July 5,
1978) 85 I.D. 229



_o_DS____._EH_!ls_s--Continued

"ghall_be subject to cancellation." Where a regula-
tion recites that a right-of-way "shall be subject to
cancellation" for violation of its terms and conditions
the authorized officer is invested with the discretion
to cancel or not, depending upon the circumstances.

S_ate of_Alask___De_art_ent of__i_hwa_s, 20 IBLA 261
(May~19, 1975) 82 I.D. 2«i

"Signed and f_ll__executed. " The tern "signed and
fully~executed" as used~in «3 CFH 3112.2-1 (a) does not
interdict the use of a rubber stamp to affix a signa-
ture to a drawing entry card, provided that it is the
applicant's intention that the stamp be his signature.

R2bert_Ci_Leary._et._ali, 27 IBLA 296 (Oct. 26, 1976)

Arthur S. __tJsins___obert_____c_er_an, 28 IBLA 79

TSov. 12, 1976)

"5a£_ect_to____ro__i_tion____hi_." The provision in
H3 CFB 251175-271) "permitting credit for residence and
cultivation by a homestead entryman before the date of
entry if during that period the land was "subject to
appropriation by him" does not refer to land for which
there were prior-filed homestead applications which ar«

subseguently withdrawn or rejected. Therefore, until
action is taken on prior-filed applications, final
proof filed by a junior homestead applicant should not
be rejected merely because the land is subject to the
prior applications.

_g_! 'H8ASES— Continued

"Two Consecutive Years." The term "two consecutive
years in «3 CFB I4ll5.2-l(e) (9) means 2 consecutive ap-
plication years from the date established ty a district
manager as the deadline for filing grazing applications.

John Hudspeth, 21 IBLA 91 (June 27, 1975)

"Valid Ex ist ing Sight." An application for modifica-
tion of a coal lease filed prior to enactment of the
Federal Coal Leasing AmendLents Act of 1975,
30 U.S.C.A. i 203 (Supp. 1977), is insufficient to
establish a "valid existing right" excepted from the
acreage limit on lease modifications imposed by the
amendment.

Nevada Power Co.. 36 IBLA 62 (June 30, 1978)

" Well capable of producing oil or gas in paying gnan-
tities-" The provision in 30 uls.C. « 226(f) (1976)
referring to a well capable of producing oil or gas in
paying guantities refers to a well which is actually in
physical condition to produce a sufficient guantity of
oil or gas to yield a reasonable profit over and above
the costs of operating the well and marketing the prod-
uct. A satisfactory test of a well to establish its
capability as of the termination date is necessary.
Evidence which only supports inferences is not suffi-
cient, nor is a slowing only of a potential prospect
for profitable operation at some future time.

J°!!__S______» 31 IBLA 330 (Apr. 1978) 85 I.I 81

American Resources Management Corp,. (

(Apr- 5, 1979)
[BLA 195

"Su___ct_to_val_d_e__stin__right_. " The Secretary of
the Interior in making withdrawals "subject to valid
existing rights" in PLO 5179 and PLO 5250 intended ex-
ceptions to withdrawal to apply in behalf of only those
claimants who themselves held such valid rights at time
of withdrawal. The Secretary did not intend existence
of another's valid rights on withdrawal date to re-
strain withdrawal so as to allow a topfiling claimant
to enter pertinent lands after withdrawal date and in-
dependently establish rights under mining laws.

Harr__H___ilson, 35 IBLA 319 (June 19, 1978)

"§______£__ t." "Such permit" as used in sec. 3 of the
Taylor Grazing Act, «3 O.S.C. * 315b (1970), providing
for a renewal of a grazing permit does not mean only a

permit identical with the terms and provisions of the
original.

fiat_S§nc_i_In_. . 27 IBLA 3U0 (Nov. «, 1976) 83 I. 502

"Tender." Placing a check for annual rental for oil
and gas leases in the mails does not constitute a

tender of payment of annual rental, within the meaning
of «3 CFB 3108.2-1 (c). Bather, a lessee makes a tender
of payment only when he submits payment to the BLH of-
fice administering his leases, and when BLH has the
opportunity either to receive or decline it. Accord-
ingly, placing rental in the mails does not constitute
a tender of payment which would allow the Department to
consider the merits of a petition for reinstatement of
an oil and gas lease terminated for failure to make
timely payment of annual rental.

fl°bil__il_CoE2i, 35 IBLA 265 (June 2, 1978)

Where a regulation re-
.11 be subject to renewal"

under certain circumstances, the authorized officer is
vested with the discretion to renew the lease or not,
depending upon the circumstances.

*£acbe_0_o_Co_, 22 IBLA 331 (Nov. 11, 1975)

"Withdrawn" and "reserved. " The words "withdrawn" anc
"reserved" are freguently used interchangeably and in
conjunction with each other, and cannot be distin-
guished with separate precise meanings.

A ppea l of Pang-Vik f Inc.,

ind restored from a with
nds were not "withdrawn" an
wal" as those terms are use

awal." Lands
"restored

from a withdrawal" as those terms are used in the pub-
lic land laws merely because an erroneous title opinion
that the minerals are not owned by the United States is
corrected to reflect that they are owned by the United
States, and the oil and gas simultaneous filing proce-
dures are applicable where those minerals were in a

lease which expired before the correction of the status
of the minerals was made.

Oavid_A___rovinse, 38 IBLA 3K7 (Dec. 22, 1978)
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